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MAYOR BAKER'S ADMINISTRATION IN
CLEVELAND

PROF. C. C. ARBUTHNOT

[Reprinted from NATIONAL MUNICIPAL REVIEW, Vol. V, No. 2, April, 1916.]

MAYOR BAKER'S ADMINISTRATION IN
CLEVELAND'
BY PROF. C. C. ARBUTHNOT
Western Reserve University

THE decision of Mayor Baker to refuse, for personal reasons, to be
a candidate for a third term as mayor of Cleveland, together
with the defeat at the polls in November of Peter Witt, the
Democratic organization's candidate as Mr. Baker's successor, marks
the close of an important period in the city's history. Barring the two
years of Mr. Baehr's term, the municipality has been for fifteen years
under the influence of the Johnson school of politics. Again it has swung
back to a Republican regime, headed by Harry L. Davis, though the
council is still controlled by a moderate majority of Democrats. A brief
review of Mr. Baker's administration seems fitting at this time and
incidentally may bring out some of the causes that led to the defeat of
the Democrats, though the influences prevalent in the recent contest
were matters of personality of the candidates, as well as of policy and
achievement.
The following discussion will concern itself with Mayor Baker's administration in its relation to finance, efficiency in management, the public
service corporations, trained specialization as a test for city employes,
the reduction of the influence of national political parties in city government, the public health, the departments of public safety and service,
and Mr. Baker's personal influence on the city's life.
THE FINANCIAL SITUATION

Cleveland's financial condition is the subject of keen discussion and
anxiety. Like most municipalities in the country, and practically all of
those in Ohio, the city is hard pressed for funds. The deficit due to
operating expenses has now reached a million and half of dollars. Most
of this has appeared during the period of the Baker administration's conduct of the city's business; part being inherited from the previous administration. No one who has given the matter thought believes that this
situation is due to corrupt expenditure or gross carelessness in management.
THE BURDEN OF DEBT

Investigation by the Civic league in 1914, made on the basis of data
for 1912, the latest then available, showing the fiscal experience of St.
1
See E. C. Hopwood's article, NATIONAL MUNICIPAL REVIEW, vol. ii, page 461.
—EDITOR.
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Louis, Boston, Baltimore, Pittsburgh and Detroit, compared with that of
Cleveland brought out facts favorable to the latter.2
The striking case in which Cleveland appeared at a disadvantage was
in the rate of growth in her indebtedness. In a ten year period the
increase in the city's debt was more rapid than in any of the six cities.
This bad eminence was due to an evasion of sinking fund requirements
demanded by sound finance and a failure to liquidate debts as they came
due. Such practices are common in Ohio municipal experience. The
upshot, in Cleveland, of this inherited and continued policy is a general
bonded debt whose interest in 1915 amounted to nearly one and a half
million of dollars paid from general tax revenues. In addition there is
interest amounting to over a half million dollars to be paid from water
department and special assessment revenues. Taking a million and a
half for the debt service from general revenues of four and a third millions
is a serious blow to the operating departments in any current year.
Aside from public thriftlessness, the cause of this general practice is
doubtless to be found in the fact that the growth in civic necessities has
been more rapid than the development of civic consciousness. The
citizen who required the improvements has not with equal step become
the taxpayer ready to bear the cost. Administrations have felt compelled in self-defense to adopt what could be but a temporal expedient
of disguising in bonded indebtedness what ought to have been paid out of
increased taxation. A sound policy of facing the expense year by year
would have been resented at the polls by the retarded civic sense of the
community. A courageous stand on the correct principles of finance
might have jarred the citizens into an appreciation of the situation, but it
would have been suicidal for the party in power. It should have been
done, but the politician is in the grip of the will to survive, especially
when he believes that his successors will not be able to remedy the situation more rapidly than he could. The responsibility for the present
state of affairs, so far as it is due to an abnormal burden of interest
charges, is not to be unloaded entirely upon the city officials. It is the
price to be paid by a lagging public intelligence for the rapidity of municipal growth. Moreover the expedient is not unknown in private business
and has been practised in rapidly growing educational institutions whose
administrators have felt obliged to show what ought to be done by doing
*(a) Cleveland's annual per capita expenditures for the maintenance and operation
of the various departments of the city government were less than in most of these cities.
(b) Cleveland's total outlay for permanent improvements has averaged fairly low in
comparison.
(c) Cleveland's rate of taxation was lower than in any of the six cities, excepting St.
Louis.
(d) Cleveland's total income from all sources and her outlays for all purposes have
been less per capita than the similar, items of any of the other five cities and less than
the average for cities over 300,000.
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it, and then securing financial support on the basis of accomplishments
rather than on a prospectus. It is bad business, but the municipal corporations are not alone in pursuing the policy.
LEGISLATURE'S CONTROL OF CITY'S INCOME

A more obvious reason for Cleveland's financial plight is found in two
measures enacted by the state legislature and entirely beyond the city
administration's control. These are (1) the Smith tax law, and (2) the
reduction in the number of licensed saloons.
The Smith law of 1912 limits the total tax rate for state, county, city
and school purposes to fifteen mills on each dollar of taxable property.3
From the city's portion of ten mills that may be levied are paid operating
expenses plus the interest and sinking funds for bonds issued by the
council. The additional five mills are reserved for interest and sinking
funds upon bonds issued by vote of the people and for additional levies
approved at the polls. Outside the fifteen mill limit additional taxes
may be levied for state roads, repairing damage due to the flood of 1913
and other emergencies.
The reduction in the licenses of saloons cut their number in 1913 from
2,200 to 1,300 and reduced the share of revenue from liquor licenses falling to the city by $546,000 a year.
The results of these measures affecting the city's two chief sources of
income during a period in which the population has been growing steadily
may be seen in the chart on page 229.
In view of the extraordinary fiscal experience through which the Baker
administration has passed in the last four years it is not to be wondered
at that the problem of securing funds for current operations has become
critical. Cleveland's plight is shared by other Ohio municipalities to
greater or less degree and the criticisms of the administration should be
tempered by an appreciation of the difficulties that had to be faced.
On the surface it is evident that considerable economy must have been
practised, or the situation would have been worse than it is.
CRITICISMS OF OUTLAY

Notwithstanding the facts concerning the restricted income, perhaps
because of an incomplete realization of the real significance of these facts,
the Baker administration has been the subject of criticism from various
sources, partisan and otherwise. The deficit in the operating account
has been explained as due to excessive outlay for services. Charges of
poor management, particularly in regard to high expense in cases where
work was done by direct labor, have been made in specified instances, and
general assertions of uneconomical expenditures throughout the conduct
* See NATIONAL MUNICIPAL REVIEW, vol. iv, page 453.—EDITOR.
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of public business have been freely handed about without being pinned
down always to exact details.4

35%

-**>%
The contrast between the rising line of population and the falling lines showing income
is striking. With a steadily growing population it is to be noted that the totals from
general property and liquor tax fell in 1912 to a level 3.7 per cent below that of 1911, in
1913 6 per cent below, and reached the extraordinary point of 15 per cent below in 1914.
The increase in tax duplicate raised the total in 1915, but even then the total income is
4 per cent less than in 1911, while the population has increased 19 per cent. If the city
had enjoyed each year since 1911 an income equal to the income of 1911 it would have
received $1,328,833 more than it did receive. Other things remaining the same, the
accumulated deficit would have been but $171,167 instead of $1,500,000, during the
period in which the population increased from 587,000 to 700,000. If the per capita
burden of municipal taxation had remained since 1911 at the level of 1911 ($7,651) the
city would have received in the four years a total of $3,406,844 more than it did receive.
There would have been a surplus, other things remaining the same, of $1,906,844 instead
of the present deficit of $1,500,000.
4
It has been alleged, for example, that the leveling of Fairview reservoir which cost
the city, by direct labor, 45 cents a yard, could have been done by the contract system
for 25 cents a yard. This allegation, it should be noted, was made after the work was
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The reply of the administration is a specific and a general denial, and a
challenge to be more precise in pointing out services to be curtailed and
expenses to be reduced.
FAILUKE TO PROVIDE THE INDEPENDENT AUDIT

The candid observer is left with an unsatisfactory sensation of uncertainty and incomplete information in trying to estimate the force of the
criticisms and the strength of the replies. The high character of the men
with whom Mayor Baker surrounded himself, their fine conception of
public responsibility, their superior level of intelligence and industry in
the city's service have impressed those who have been thrown in contact
with them. It is all the more to be regretted that the facts of the city's
business have not been revealed in such detail as to enable these men to
explain the charges or remedy the weaknesses that may have appeared.
This failure on the part of the administration has been the more inexplicable in face of the definite provisions of the city charter drawn by a commission of which Mayor Baker was the president.6
The imperative mandate of the charter has been flatly disregarded.
The director of finance has issued an excellent general ledger report each
year: but the continuous independent audit contemplated by the charter
has never been made. The explanations of this negligence on the ground
of expense and that the administration's own records were sufficient have
never been satisfactory to those intelligently interested in the municipality's government. Many an independent who has voted for Mr. Baker
because of a belief in his ability and integrity, has been chagrined at the
absence of impartial data upon which to base a sound judgment of the
finished, and does not mean that a contractor offered to do the work for 25 cents a yard.
It has been pointed out, for instance, that when an extension of the tunnels into the
lake for the purpose of improving the water supply was submitted to contractors for bids,
the administration rejected all bids on the ground that they were too high and undertook construction by direct labor under its own supervision. It is now charged that the
ultimate expense will greatly exceed the figures at which contractors offered to do the
work. This, it will be observed, is a prediction.
In the complaints of general inefficiency the number of positions and size of salaries
in proportion to the service rendered are the main items. Keeping a number of foremen
on the payroll during the winter when their men were let go with the cessation of outdoor
work, and less definite charges and suggestions constitute the blanket indictment respecting loose business methods.
6
The charter requires that "the council shall cause a continuous audit to be made of
the books of account, records and transactions of the administrative departments of
the city ... by one or more certified public accountants" covering "in detail all
transactions affecting the acquisition, custodianship and disposition of values, including
cash receipts and disbursements; and the recorded facts shall be presented periodically
to officials and to the public in such summaries and analytical schedules in detailed
support thereof, as shall be necessary to show the full effect of such transactions for each
fiscal year upon the finances of the city. . . ."
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administration's achievements. This regrettable neglect and refusal to
comply with a fundamental requirement of the charter was not only bad
policy, but also bad politics as shown in the last election when the administration's candidate was defeated. A substantial number of people, who
were otherwise favorably disposed to the existing regime, wanted the
audit and had no other way of showing their desires except by turning
out the party in power. This may fairly be said to have been one in the
complex of influences that compassed Mr. Witt's defeat.
There is a disposition on the part of generous critics of the administration to grant that within the obvious limitations of political possibilities,
the public business has been conducted as efficiently as the general run
of private businesses. But there is a growing belief that under the
pressure of increasing public needs and the limitation of income the
public business must be raised from the plane of ordinary business
efficiency toward the level of the highest grade of management. The
percentage of failures in ordinary business is so large that a concern like
a municipality, operating on about the same level, must likewise go on
the rocks. To raise the quality of public service a prime requisite is the
constructive criticism of an independent audit and budget practice that
will show not merely the formal compliance with the principles of sound
bookkeeping, but also whether or not the specific expenditures are wise
and the best under the circumstances. Even after this is done it may be
necessary to spend more of the total income of the community through
public channels. Citizens are enjoying more common services now, and
will be obliged to spend more as a group. There is no question about the
increased income of the community as a whole. The crux of the question
is what fraction shall we spend individually and what fraction shall we
in our organized relation spend for these services that are jointly operated
and enjoyed. The willingness of the citizens to carry the burdens in the
form of taxation will depend largely upon their belief as to whether they
are getting their money's worth from the current expenditures.
In view of these criticisms it ought to be repeated that the facts of the
city's finances make a prima facie case favorable to the claim that the
administration has been reasonably economical and effective considering
the service it has rendered. It is a matter for regret that detailed independent information is not available to make a conclusive judgment
possible.
DISTINCTIVE ACHIEVEMENTS

Over against the record of general management of city affairs in which
the citizen is in doubt stand certain achievements in business management for which the municipality will always be indebted to the Baker
administration. Notable among these is the completion of the city hall,
begun by Mayor Baehr, Baker's predecessor, one of the structures in
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the anticipated group plan of public buildings. The monumental edifice,
which at one time threatened to become as expensive as its sister structure, the county court house, has been all but finished at a cost little more
than half that of the latter, and its utility and beauty as a feature on the
proposed Mall is all that need be desired. It is a striking building and
distinguished public work, constructed within a reasonable length of time
without scandal, graft, or extravagance, unless all monumental buildings
for public offices are extravagant.
Just beside the new city hall, at the end of the Mall will be erected in
the immediate future the long-heralded Union depot which will be the
gateway to Cleveland and a memorial of a successful negotiation between
Mayor Baker and the railroads, closing a long dispute regarding the city's
and the railroad's rights to lake shore property and opening a way to a
constructive program for improving the waterfront, facilitating transportation, hastening the completion of the group plan and removing that
ancient eyesore, the present union station. The railroads are to pay the
city $1,400,000 for the site for the depot and the money is to be spent
in acquiring lands for the Mall which will extend from the Union depot
to Superior avenue. Mayor Baker's activities in the legal struggles
involved in this controversy as well as in the business transactions with
which the matter was wound up, have been of the highest order and of
the greatest public service. The voters have endorsed the settlement
which closes a chapter in Cleveland's history and closes it with justice
and honor to all parties concerned.
Hard by the new Union depot are the passenger boat docks that have
been removed from their ancient and malodorous situation on the river
to the splendid piers at the foot of East Ninth street. Every passenger
who crosses a gang-plank in the new situation and remembers the old
will recall with gratitude to Mr. Baker that this change was made during
his administration.
Another successful negotiation with a public service corporation on
the part of the Baker administration was that with the East Ohio gas
company. The skill and persistence with which it was demonstrated to
the company that the supply of gas was inadequate led to the construction of a new main from the West Virginia fields, a reasonable provision
for the extension of service to consumers and the possibility of substituting
30 cent natural gas for 80 cent artificial gas when advantageous to private
consumers and the city.
Among the greatest of Mayor Baker's services to the city are these
reasonable arrangements that have been made with the managers of
quasi-public utilities. His interest in proposed improvements of facilities for handling freight in and out of the city, easier access to the lake
front for all the railroads by means of a subway and reduction in the expense of cartage are sometimes overlooked by persons who think of him

I
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as the originator of a premature municipal orchestra and his administration as sponsor for a project to pay the cost of a new boulevard by excess
condemnation of abutting land, a scheme which is in a state of arrested
development.
STREET RAILWAYS

For a long period the politics of Cleveland revolved around the street
railway situation. The problem was eventually restated in the form of
the plan devised by Judge Robert W. Tayler and an attempt at solution
is now being worked out along the lines thus laid down. The stockholders of the company are guaranteed a 6 per cent return upon the capital, as it was readjusted by Mayor Johnson and F. H. Goff, through a
provision that the rate of fare shall be raised or lowered within certain
limits sufficiently to meet the cost of maintenance and operation and to
provide a fund large enough to insure the regular payment of the fixed
dividend. The slogan during the long struggle that preceded the initiation of this scheme was "three cent fare." The basis of the settlement
as indicated was "fare at 'cost' plus 6%." Whether the rate of three
cents can be maintained or approached depends in part on the quality
of the management. To secure the public interest the Tayler plan provided for a commissioner to be appointed by the mayor, at a salary not
to exceed $12,000 a year, $2,000 higher than the salary of the mayor, and
twice that of the director of any department of the city government.
This large salary is paid by the street railway company. The evident
intent of the originators of the plan was to secure for this position a competent expert, trained in transportation problems and able to advise
and control the company in an endeavor to get the desired service at the
lowest possible outlay.
The first appointment to this position was under Mayor Baker's predecessor in office and the position was given to the ablest campaigner
on the winning side in the contest preceding the election, a lawyer with
no experience in street railway matters.
The second appointment was by Mayor Baker who awarded the place
to the ablest campaigner in the contest preceding his election, Peter Witt,
who likewise was without experience in railway management. The salary, however, was scaled down to $7,500.
Mr. Witt, a man of exceptional ability and vigor, learned rapidly and
the company management co-operated effectively.
The system has been improved physically and the service rendered is
well worth what is paid for it, and will not suffer by comparison with
that of the surface lines in many cities where a five cent fare is charged.
It has been found, however, that a duplication at three cents of the
long rides and free transfers prevalent under the five cent fare or eleven
tickets for fifty cents was not possible. Many of the suburban riders
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have continued to pay the old rates. Within the city and East Cleveland the fare is three cents for a ride on any line with a one cent charge
for a transfer. The plan amounts to a three cent fare for 75 per cent of
the riders and a four cent fare for the other 25 per cent. The long haul
to and from East Cleveland is rendered at a loss to the system, but there
is no remedy at present because provisions in the franchise require the
same rate to this suburb as is enjoyed by passengers in the city along the
same route.
What the future fare will be is still in the lap of the gods. The charge
for transfers has been explained as due to a slump in earnings caused by
the dull period in business and hope is held out that restored prosperity
with the use of the better equipment will raise the interest fund to the
point where all within the city can enjoy the three cent rate. Over
against this is the deficit in maintenance and other funds that leads pessimists to assert that the tendency of fares is bound to be upward rather
than the reverse. The hope that the increasing efficiency of Mr. Witt
would help to keep down and reduce the expense of operation has vanished.
He decided to give up the commissionership and become the Democratic organization's candidate to succeed Mayor Baker, but was defeated,
as noted above. If the Republican mayor had possessed the political
heroism to have offered to reappoint Mr. Witt as commissioner or had
named another street railway expert for the position the outlook for a
conclusive determination as to whether or not three cent fare is possible
would be brighter. He, however, has followed the precedent of his Republican and Democratic predecessors and named a political adherent,
untrained in the business, for the position. An office that began in this
enlightened era without the trammels of traditions, with the easy possibility of being classified as an expert's post has been lowered to the level
of a partisan appointment in one of the best governed cities in the country
and that by three mayors representing both parties, and all of them honorable men. We still have some distance to go in municipal government!
TRAINED SERVICE

Over against this neglect of an opportunity to put the municipality's
business on the high plane of trained service, stands Mayor Baker's action in seeking even in other cities for the best talent available. The commissioner of recreation was brought to Cleveland strictly on the basis of
promised usefulness notwithstanding the presence on the ground of persons whose appointment might have been of consequence in strengthening
the party organization. The appointment of the commissioner of smoke
prevention under the ordinance drawn by the chamber of commerce committee was based entirely on the mayor's judgment that the engineer who
was the chairman of that committee was the most competent man to give
effect to its provisions. A long story might be told of instances where
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Mayor Baker's appointments for merit alone have raised the tone of the
public service, and the list would be made up not only from the testimony
of his followers, but also from the tributes of minority councilmen. Mayor
Baker's insistence upon merit and refusal to pass out the jobs to "the
boys" during his first term would probably have cost him the election to
his second term if it had not been for the non-partisan support he received from independent Republicans.
PARTISAN POLITICS

During his administration Mayor Baker had an overwhelming Democratic majority in the city council. He also was for a considerable period
the head of the local Democratic organization. He was president of
the commission which drew up the existing city charter. Among the
more prominent features of the charter are the provisions looking toward
a reduction in the influence of national party organizations on the city's
government. It ought to be said in passing that this reform is of less
significance in Cleveland than in many other municipalities because
party contests in the city, in recent years, have turned almost entirely
upon local issues. Party primaries are now eliminated, candidates are
nominated by petition only. No party designations appear upon the
ballots. The preferential system of voting is in use. Notwithstanding
these provisions the existing political organizations have thus far named
their candidates and elected them with little more inconvenience than
under the old system. The possibilities of the charter in this respect remain for future exploitation—possibly for the not too remote future.
Under the present conditions the so-called non-partisan municipal administration as a practical matter has been the subject of considerable
light-hearted jesting and ironical allusion. The minority members of the
council have been gently hazed by giving them such positions as chairman of the committee on printing, or putting them upon the audit committee that had no money to spend. It may be quixotic to believe that
minorities as representatives of certain groups of citizens have a part to
play in government and that they can be used to the advantage of the
whole group if the majority cares to give them any free play. The failure
of the majority to recognize the minority created unnecessary antagonism and put the smaller group in the position of always "viewing with
alarm," and rarely utilized the intelligence of the few for the good of the
whole.
The prospect of saving municipal government from the disturbances
of national politics is remote if reliance upon changes in the form of election machinery is the basis of our dreams. It behooves the majority in
municipalities without surrendering the power that the electors have
placed in their hands, to put the minority members into active service,
load them with some share of responsibility for the public work, entangle
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them indeed in the execution of the administration's policies and by sheer
force of working together put the minority in a positive relation to the
city government. The policy of isolating the group in comparative ineffectiveness draws the partisan line sharper, turns energy that should
be constructive into obstructive tactics, sours the milk of common interest and sacrifices matters of local concern to an overemphasized national distinction. The cities will never begin to free themselves from
this incubus unless they commence in substance as well as form. An
enlightened majority must start the unloading process. The Democratic majority with Mayor Baker at its head failed entirely in furthering
the development of this reform, a failure all the more keenly felt because
Mayor Baker has taught many a Republican in this city to forget national party affiliations when voting for himself as city solicitor or as
mayor.
PUBLIC HEALTH

One of the outstanding activities of the city to which Mayor Baker
has lent his whole-hearted support is the splendid and encouraging efforts
being put forth to check the ravages of tuberculosis and reduce its prevalence. The work in this crucial test of social strength has been well
organized within the city, administered through strategically located
dispensaries and a body of competent trained nurses. At Warrensville,
on the city farm, there is developed an expanding provision for the treatment of sufferers along the lines of the best modern practice. The administration has reason to be proud of its fostering this admirable enterprise.
When the quick and intelligent response that Mayor Baker's administration has characteristically made to all well-grounded efforts to protect
the public health is compared with his stand respecting the construction
of a filtration plant to purify the city's water supply, the candid observer
is somewhat puzzled. The rapid growth of the population on the shores
of Lake Erie has resulted in the pollution of its waters to a degree that
renders it at times dangerous as a beverage and forbidding in a bath.
After nearly everyone else had become morally certain that filtration
was the only way out, the mayor, clinging to a report made for him by
an expert upon whom he alone relied, intimated that the turbidity of
the water was an esthetic phenomenon, largely subjective and possible
of elimination by the self-directed psychological reaction of changing
one's taste.
It required a referendum petition in the hands of the minority councilmen and a mighty storm that roiled the waters of the lake to convince
the mayor that his fellow citizens who could afford it were buying distilled water and those who could least afford it were running the risk of
doctors' and undertakers' bills. When the mayor changed his mind,
his administration, securing the advice of competent engineers and
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chemists and health authorities, vigorously undertook the task of building a filtration plant and within a short time it is expected that an abundant supply of pure water will be distributed through the city's mains
with the possibility of taking care of twice the present population. Supplementing this great improvement is the progress in constructing intercepting sewers and disposal plants.
The low death rate—rather less than thirteen per thousand of the
population—is a substantial evidence of the effectiveness of the health
bureau with its physicians and nurses. The increased facilities in the
city hospital, the progress at Warrensville Farm in the care of dependents
and defectives, the boys' and girls' farms for wayward young people,
the efforts toward better housing are significant and characteristic of
the administration's interest in the humane side of city government.
The bureau of immigration has made an outstanding record in its
service for new-comers to Cleveland and this country. The city-state
employment bureau did splendid work in the hard times of last winter,
while the employment division for women and girls, taken over from a
private organization, is second to none in the country.
It would make a long story to set down in detail the work of the fire
and police departments whose competent and intelligent management
has made a minimum amount of money do a maximum amount of work.
The multifarious activities of the department of public service in
lighting the streets, in paving and laying of sewers, in garbage disposal,
in the elimination of grade crossings, in the renovation of bridges, in
the building of bath houses, in the improvement of parks and recreation
facilities, have been such that their story would fill pages. Hard work
and high endeavor have characterized the administration of this phase
of the city's services to its citizens.
MERIT SYSTEM

In Mayor Baker's first term there was a halting application of the
merit system in the appointment of employes in the street cleaning and
street repair divisions, but the conditions have changed for the better
and civil service has been firmly established as an administrative policy.
The new charter originally provided that the merit system should cover
all city employes who were carrying out but not formulating policies.
The situation has been eased somewhat by exempting unskilled laborers
from the operation of the rules.
The attempt at getting away from the spoils system in Cleveland has
brought out a distinction between the administrative department and
the council of more than passing interest. The mayor and his cabinet
have stood as the exponents of advanced ideas in government and the
newer standards in political morality: all this without forgetting a belated
devotion to party organization and a submission to political regularity,
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doubtless due to a constrained belief that bowing down oneself in the
house of Rimmon is not more than a venial sin, and is a political necessity
in order to accomplish larger ends. The members of the council, on the
other hand, more nearly represent the tenaciously surviving political
beliefs of the mass of citizens that party victory is more than an opportunity for public service. Some of the mayor's followers have marked
time in appearing to keep step with him. But to abandon the flesh pots
of the older regime was to leave real meat behind. The mayor has
needed the organization's political strength to put through his ideas:
the organization has needed the mayor to carry them to victory. The
council though making the motions of advancing has hung back in regard
to the general application of the merit system. It has been hostile to
the non-partisan ballot. It set the date of election on an amendment to
the charter restoring the partisan method of nomination and election on
primary day when partisans alone are likely to go to the polls. Nonpartisan elections would take away the political power of the ward organizations and the councilmen. It has been painful for councilmen to
surrender their administrative powers to the executive division and
content themselves with their proper functions under the new charter;
that of determining policies. They can appeal more strongly to many
of their constituents with patronage rather than with measures.
The mutual attraction and repulsion of these two political bodies,
the administrative and legislative divisions, in their revolutions around
each other help to explain the aberrations of both. The conduct of one
at times has not been as high as the group's level of civic interest while
the policy of the other has often been better than it might have been.
MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP

There are two enterprises of uncertain future that Mayor Baker's
administration has left upon retiring from office: the municipal lighting
plant and the steam heating plant.
Two methods of securing satisfactory service and rates from public
service corporations have been tried in Cleveland: that of negotiation, so
ably pursued by Mayor Baker as indicated above, and that of competition through a municipal enterprise created for the purpose, the method
Mayor Johnson made notable in the street railway struggles of his administration.
The method of adjustment by competition has been the policy of the
Baker administration in attempting to secure lower rates for the users
of electricity. The slogan of three cent light was adopted as a criticism and goal compared with the illuminating company's 10 cents per
unit for the initial rated quantity and five cents per unit for subsequent
amounts, averaging between six and seven cents in a great number of
residences.
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The municipal plant charges a minimum rate of fifty cents a month,
which in summer months when little current is used, may in some homes
result in a rate somewhat above three cents per unit. The new municipal
lighting plant has been in operation since July 1914 and is now serving
some 15,000 customers. The relative scope of its business is shown by
the rough comparison with the 75,000 customers of the Electric Illuminating Company. The proportion of the municipal plant's current sold
under power contracts as compared to that used in residences is large
and its distributing net work of wires is not as extensive as is the corporation's so that the number of consumers who can enjoy the reduced
rate for home illumination is at present limited though increasing. The
municipality's competition has advertised central station power and
reduced expenses for the users of electricity.
The municipal plant claims to be operating at a substantial profitsome $33,000 during the first seven months of 1915. The illuminating
company on the other hand asserts that in the municipal plant's accounts
too little has been set aside as reserve for depreciation, that not enough
has been charged for interest and that a sinking fund reserve has been
neglected: the total loss that would be shown if these assertions are true
would be $81,000 for the period in which the municipal plant claims the
above profit. Unfortunately the absence of an independent audit leaves
the citizens in doubt about the relative merits of the situation.
The purchase of bonds for the extension of the plant by the trustees
of the city's sinking funds has excited considerable criticism. Certainly
the practice in the hands of a weaker administration would give rise to
grave dangers. The interrelations with the water works has left many
citizens with an uneasy feeling that a sound system demands a more
complete separation of enterprises and funds for the purpose of exactly
estimating the standing of each institution.
The steam heating plant was started in connection with the Fairmount pumping station which is no longer important as part of the
water works system. The city has embarked in this pioneering
project with results and prospects that at this writing are in serious
doubt, though there is a considerable body of opinion that an independent
audit would show the plan to be a losing venture. And not a few believe
that its ostensible purpose, to heat the new art building, which is a mile
away, will never be economically served.
MUNICIPALISM

The attempt to measure the significance of Mayor Baker's service to
Cleveland merely by an enumeration of the things done, that took the
eye and had the price, or the things undone, or the failure always to rise
to the level set by himself, would be an instance of a coarse thumb and
finger failing to plumb truly and missing what ought to be included in
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making up the main account. An elevated political idealism is one of
Cleveland's public assets and while it savors of hero worship to credit an
individual with a determining influence on public feeling, still it may truly
be said that Mr. Baker has had no mean part in expressing and cherishing
a civic spirit of extraordinary vitality. So vigorous has this spirit become
at times that modesty is not always one of its chief characteristics as it
sets itself upon a hill.
In its finer manifestations the prevalent municipalism exhibits an
alertness to the increasing interdependence of community life and the
necessity and possibilities of community services under the control of
both municipal and privately managed organizations. The city is
neither committed to the general adoption of municipal ownership, nor
will it let the bugaboo cry of " socialism" prevent its serviceable extension of functions. This conservative progression is more than a halting
between two opinions. It is a pragmatic pursuit of an ideal. To the
establishment of this policy Mr. Baker has devoted the full strength of
a splendid intelligence influenced by a wholesome sympathy.
MR. BAKERS PERSONALITY

It has been said of John Stuart Mill that his presence in the House of
Commons elevated the tone of debate. Occasionally a man appears
whose personality is radio-active. Certainly it is true that the cultural
attainments of Cleveland's retiring executive have advanced among the
mass of citizens the general esteem in which things of the mind are held.
Mr. Baker possesses the singular ability of being able to participate in
political discussions at Saturday night ward meetings and deliver Sunday
evening lectures in the university without raising or lowering the plane
of his addresses. He could welcome the Daughters of Rebekah to the
freedom of the city and clap the lid on the licentious sons of Belial with
equal grace and effectiveness. A cultivated taste and a wide intellectual
outlook, united with a catholicity in judgment, made the scholar in the
mayor's office a source of more real gratification to many of his fellow
townsmen than malls and monumental buildings.
Along with personal endowments of the nobler sort Mr. Baker possesses a capacity for dispatching business that stood him in good stead
during the four years of severe labor just closed. After the storm and
stress period of Mayor Johnson's regime, there was the wearing task of
constructive and conciliatory upbuilding of the city's interests. The
mayor's aptitude for positive achievement fitted him well for the need
of the time. He showed a power of adjustment and an ability for negotiation that reduced strained relationships, and sought the equitable way
out of conflicts between public and, private interests. The city's routine
activities, in view of the exceptional financial difficulties thrust upon the
administration by the state legislature, necessitated unremitting exertion.
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Joined with all the other interests that have engaged his attention, these
cumulative tasks laid a burden upon Mr. Baker's shoulders that would
have broken an ordinary man. He has stood up under the load only
because his strength was as the strength of ten—and this for the ancient,
knightly reason.
The lack of standards of comparison brings the attempt at summing
up Mayor Baker's contribution to Cleveland's life to an incomplete
close. To draw a parallel between his career and that of the general
run of mayors in this country would be provocative of adulation distasteful to a man of his fine fiber. That there were times when he was
not all that he aspired to be comforts his better fellow citizens in their
own shortcomings. That he will rank in history as one of the few great
mayors of American cities is certain. That he will be permitted permanently to retire to private life and the practice of law is improbable.
Among Cleveland's chief industries is the clothing trade. In this line
of business the designer creates a garment that is the embodiment of his
ideal for the use to which it is to be put. Thereupon his creation is
handed over to the business managers for their consideration. The
thing of beauty must be made at an expense which will bring the retail
price within the range of a large enough body of consumers to make it a
profitable article of merchandise. The managers, therefore, begin the
process of reducing the expense of production by changing the linings, or
substituting cheaper buttons, or altering the trimming, or adopting a
somewhat different type of material, always keeping the ideal garment
in mind, but remembering that the ideal must be made a commercial
possibility or it will remain a fancy.
The task before succeeding Cleveland administrators is to see if the
type of government that has been set up as an ideal can be made a financial possibility. Can its virtues be retained in spite of trimming here,
substituting there, modifying and consolidating? Will these changes
reduce the expenses to a sufficient degree? If and when this is done,
should the funds still be inadequate, can the new Republican regime
more easily influence the legislature so to revise the taxing system or the
division of the receipts that it will allow the city an adequate income?
These are the problems confronting Mayor Davis and his associates
who have the interest and sympathy of their fellow citizens in the magnitude of the task that is before them.
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THE WEATHER FORECAST. ~
Fair to-day, somewhat colder; to-morrow fair.
Highest temperature yesterday, 40; lowest, 26,
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Detailed weather, ma'il and m'alrine reports on page 13.
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GERMANS GAIN
IN CROWS'WOOD
WEST OF MEUSE
.

Final Charge of Day With
12,000 Men Forces French
Out of Position

NEW

KAISER JOINS THE MOURNERS.
"I. Did -Vot Wisli War," Word to
Families of Slain.
Special Cable Despatch to THE SUN.
PARIS, March 10.—The Figaro vouches
for the authority of the following:
"German families losing members at
the front receive in addition to the offieial notification a card with this inscription :
" 'I swear I did not wish this war. I
share your sorrow.' The card is signed
by the Kaiser."

"BIG- FAMILIES DEGENERATE.'
Woman

Birth

Control

Speaker

Urges Four Children Only.

KEW ASSAULT OX
VAUX FORT FAILS
Special Cable Despatch to THK SON.
March 10.—As tne result of a
series of violent infantry attacks the
Germans at Verdun are again in possession of a part of the Bois des Corbeaux
(Crows wood), to the west of the Meuse,
which they lost yesterday to the French.
At this point the Germans centred
their chief efforts to-day, presumably
because of the value which these wooded
positions on the western side of the
river have as artillery positions in connection with the fighting on the east
bank of the river.
The positions were won by the Germans at a loss which the Freiich War
Office to-night says was out of all proportion to the object sought. Several
violent attacks had been repulsed when
the Germans delivered a final assault,
with at least a division (12,000 men).
PAIUS,

Doiiiuinioiit Again Attacked.
The Crown Prince's army also returned to the attack on the Douaumont
plateau, with an assault on the French
lines to the west of the village. The
Germans were stopped by the French
Are before they reached the French
lines.
Another German attack was launched
against the village of Vaux, but it was
stopped short by the French artillery.
The German attacks on this front yesterday cost the Germans considerable
■losses.
Note is made in the official communique
issued to-night of an increase in the intensity of the German bombardment in
the Woevre, indicating a possibility that
another attack is contemplattd in this
region.
Floating mines which the Germans had
thrown into the Meuse at St. Mihiel were
dragged out by the French before doing
any harm.

Dr. Elizabeth Hamilton iMuncie, speaking before the Birth Control Society at
the Academy of Medicine, said last night
that the normal family is four children
and that families larger than that are
degenerate.
She advocated the repeal
of the law which prohibits the dissemination of birth control instruction, declared of a certificate of health to go
with every marriage license and favored
a single standard of morals for both
sexes.
Dr. William J. Robinson, a pioneer of
the (movement, said there are a million
more families in the United States practicing birth control t«>-day than when
he began to preach it five years ago.
James F. Morton, a lawyer, and Miss
Laura Garrett, a teacher of sex hygiene,
also spoke.
In answer to a question the chairman
of the meeting said that they would be
glad to work with Emma Goldman, the
anarchist, in her birth control efforts.

LE GRAND C. GRISWOLD
DIES IN GUN ACCIDENT
Shotgun Discharges as He Attempts to Enter Automobile.

AIKEN, S. C, March 10.—Le Grand
Griswold of New York was shot and
killed here late this afternoon. His gun
was accidentally discharged as he was
in the act of getting into an automobile
to return to town following a dove drive.
He had enjoyed an afternoon of sport
on the Richardson farm, seven miles
from Aiken. As Mr. Griswold placed
his feet on the running board of the car
he attempted to unbreach his gun, when
it went off, the entire load of bird shot
In a twelve gauge shell entering his
French Lose in Crows' Wood.
right side. Mortally wounded, though the
The official communique issued by the
members of his party did not realize
French War' Office to-night follows :
it, Mr. Griswold was placed in the autoIn Artois the Germans west of the
mobile of Col. H. N. Sage and rushed
Lille road exploded a mine, the crater
of which we occupied.
to Aiken. He died a few minutes after
In the Argonne we cannonaded an
reaching the home of Dr. E. S. Cross.
•nemy column which was marching in
Later reports said that the chauffeur
the direction of Montfaucon wood.
of Col. Sage accidentally shot Mr. GrisWest of the Meuse, where the bomwold while trying to unload the gun.
bardment
was
uninterrupted,
the
Mr. and Mrs. Griswold reached Aiken
enemy in the course of the day threw
a
few wo.Qks p go, coming here as* the
himself violently against our positions
guests
of Col. and Mrs. Sage, but for
in the Bois des Corbeaux. Several atthe past few days they had been staying
tacks were repulsed successively by
with Mr. and Mrs. Gifford Cochran at
the Are of our artillery, infantry and
Live Oaks.
mitrailleuses, which caused heavy
This is the first fatal hunting accident
losses in the enemy ranks. In spite
that has occurred here for a number of
of their losses, which were out of all
years, and has cast a shadow over the
proportion to the object sought, the
resort. Mr. and Mrs. Griswold had spent
Germans launched a final assault with
a part of each season at Aiken for sevat least a division (12,000 men) of
effectives, in the course of which they
eral winters.
were able to occupy again a Dart of
the Bois des Corbeaux whichfeve had
Le Grand C. Griswold was a broker,
retaken from them on March 8.
member of Van Antwerp, Bishop & Co.,
Fast of the Meuse the enemy twice
15 Broad street, and the New York
attacked our trenches west of the vilStock Exchange, having been admitted
lage of Douaumont. Stopped by our
on December 28, 1905.
barrage Are and our mitrailleuses,
He lived at 23 West Forty-eighth
they were not able to reach our lines
street and had a summer home, "Crossat any point.
ways," in Southampton, L. I. He was
a graduate of Princeton with the class
Attack Stopped Short.
of 1903 and a member of the Republican
An attack in course of preparation
and Union clubs.
Mrs. Griswold foragainst the village of Vaux was
merly was Miss Esther Tone.
stopped short by the fire of our artillery and was not able to progress.
FROWN ON FINE EASTER HATS,
It is confirmed that the infantry actions directed yesterday by the Germans against the village and against
British War Savings
Committee
our trenches at the foot of Fort Vaux
Decry
Extravagance
in
(Dress.
crest cost them considerable sacrifices.
Special Cable Despatch to THE SON.
In the Woevre the enemy bombardment, energetically counterattacked
, LONDON, March 10.—The official press
by our batteries, was intensified
bureau issued the following statement
against Eix, Moulainville, Villers-sousto-night:
Bonchamp and Bonzee.
"The National War Savings CommitThe Germans have thrown into the
tee condemns .extravagance in women's
Meuse at St. Mihiel floating mines,
dress, the purchase of new clothes unless
which were fished out before they (imperative and luxurious hats, boots,
caused any damage.
stockings, gloves and veils."
- In Lorraine we destroyed by a destructive Are the enemy organizations
"POLLTJ" FROM N.Y. WINS BRIDE
on the Halloville-Bremonil front.

The afternoon communique reported
iGIft
to
Dennis
, no change in the Verdun situation, with Thanksgiving;
Dowd, Jr., Starts War Romance.
no infantry attacks last night, although
I there was heavy bombardment on both
PARIS, March 10.—The engagement of
sides.
Dennis Dowd, Jr., of Sea Cliff, L. I.,
one of the Americans ghttag for France,
Bombardment Is Intense.
to Paulette Parent de Saint Ilin of
1 Neuilly was announced yesterday.
The French afternoon communique
Mile, de Saint Ilin was one of the
said:
girls of an American church in Paris
In the' Argonne artillery bombarded certain convoys of the enemy who assisted in filling boxes at Thanksgiving to be sent to the American volunmoving along the road from Montteers. She put a note in one of the
faucon to Avocourt.
boxes,
which was given to Dowd.
There has been no change in the
He replied, and the correspondence
dtuation to the west or east of the
has continued with growing intimacy.
ieuse. The night passed without the
Young Dowd was wounded by a shell
nemy making any infantry attack
in the battle of Champagne, but he congainst our positions. The bombardtinued to write and receive letters in
ent, however, has continued, both
the (hospital.
When he obtained a
.des taking pai I along our front. It
month's elave he went to Paris as the
has been violent on the left and on the
guest of the girl's family, which belongs
right banks of the Meuse and interto the old French nobility, and the formittent in the Woevre district.
mal announcement of the engagement
In Alsace our batteries have demolfollowed shortly.
ished the German trenches at Hill
They will be married as soon after the
425, to the east of Thann.
war as Dowd is aible to resume his law
The night passed quietly on the repractice
in New York. ■
mainder of the front.
During the day of March S French
aviators showed themselves particuG. 0. P. MIXUP IN GEORGIA.
larly active. French airmen delivered
a number of attacks, most of them
Roosevelt Men and Regulars Split
over the lines of the enemy. During
one of these engagements at Briennes
at Committee Meeting.
fifteen German airmen were forced to
MACON, Ga., March 10.—Two State
flee. Later ten of them were seen to
central committees, two State convenbe descending vertically in the directions and two contrasting delegations to
tion of their own lines.
the national convention in Chicago is the
In addition to this information has
probable result, of the meeting of the
been received that two German aviaRepublican State executive committee
tors, one in a Foklter machine, have
here this afternoon.
been overcome in the Champagne disThe regular Republicans, led by Natrict, and three others vanquished in
tional Committeeman Henry S. Jackson,
the region of Verdun. The machines
clashed with the Roosevelt faction, led
of these five aviators came to the
by Walter H. Johnson. As soon as the
ground within the German lines.
committee met the Roosevelt men or•Hie German official statement of yes- ganized the committee and named Johnterday announcing the capture of the vil- son chairman. Disorder became so great
lage' and fort of Vaux, "with numerous that the police ejected three leaders of
a/ijomiMg; fortified positions" in a "glo- the regulars.
flnus night attack," brought forth to-day
The Roosevelt faction issued a call for
+n official statement by the French War ,'i State covention to select national dele"iffice flatly contradicting it. The state- gates, to be hold in Macon April 12, and
ment also denies the assertion in the the regular faction called a convention
game German statement that the' Ger- for the same date in Atlanta.
mans were clearing the French from the
ni!M( IOUS DKKIUOOT 1'AKM SAUSAGE
Thr-y cost more—try them .'mu see why. Made
at tiie Farm, Southborouffh, Mass.—Adv.
Continued on Third Page,
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TUT ONE OVER' WILSON ORDERS 5,000 ARMY INTO MEXICO;
ON SHONTS FEE,
CONGRESS FOR IT; INTERVENTION MAY COME;
SAYS WHITNEY

TROOPS READY TO CROSS BORDER TO-DAY

Didn't Know Bonus Was
Included in "Admin- Eesidents, Refugees, Solistrative Expense."
diers Rejoice at Orders
to U. S. Army.
DELVE INTO B. R. T.'S
CREDIT OF $1,000,000 PRAY TROOPS WILL
AVENGE VILLA RAID

MUST CATCH VILLA, URGES GEN. FUNSTON;
CARRANZA FORCES ARE INEFFICIENT
<-.>

Commander at Border Says
Pursuit 31 usi, Be Relentless.

It is the opinion of Secretary Travis H.
Whitney of the Public Service CommisWOULD MOVE AT ONCE
sion, as he expressed it ^.^ ^.^l^rday's
session of the Thompson legislative committee, that,in regard to the bonus of
WASHINGTON, March 10.—According to
$150,000 awarded to President Theodore
information reaching the War DepartP. Shonts the Interborough Rapid Transit
ment from Gen. Funston Villa with a
Company "put one over" on the commisforce of 3,000 men has been located a
sion. Mr. Whitney said it was his imshort distance south of the border.
pression that the commission did not
This message caused the President's
know this amount was included as "adaction when it was received at the
ministrative expense" in the much disCabinet meeting:.
cussed "prior determination'' account
Gen. Funston's reports did not conand that it was not known to the comceal bis fear that Villa is bent upon
mission as a bonus.
i
mpalgn of terrorism, in which ho
The committee concerned itself chiefly
is determined to slaughter all Americans
yesterday with further inquiry into the
Shonts and other bonuses, leading up
with whom he comes in contact in the
near the end of the day to the trail of
territory through which he is operating.
the B. R. T. bonus of $100,000 to Col.
The General also makes it plain that
Timothy S. Williams. Senator George F.
Thompson also held a protracted execulie believes Villa will raid other points
tive session of his committee to conacross the bolder.
sider its preliminary report to the LegisGen. Funston's recommendations to
lature.
Senator Thompson announced
later that the committee had considered
the War Department follow:
EL PASO, Tex., March 10.—With all
three plans looking toward a more con"It is the opinion of Cols. Dodd and
sistent policy In regard to the construc- the women and children brought to El
Slocum, in which I concur, that unless
■tion of the city's new transit systems.
.Paso for safety, every man in or near
Villa is relentlessly pursued and his
Columbus, heavily armed, is ready for forces scattered he will continue the
Public Hearing Friday.
These plans contemplate the transfer any emergency. During the day there raids as the troops of the Mexican Govof subway construction work from the was hasty preparation to repel an at- ernment are accomplishing nothing, and
Public Service Commission to one of tack when a large band of Mexicans
as he can consequently make his prepathree bodies—to the Board of Estimate,
■to a board composed of the five Borough were seen moving along the Mexican rations and concentrations without being
disturbed he can strike at any point on
Presidents, which would guarantee to the border.
the border, we being unable to obtain
outlying boroughs a fair representation
advance
information as to his whereInvestigation by American officers
for the transit extensions therein, or to
abouts.
an entirely new board to be composed of showed the command to be part of the
"If we fritter away the whole comfive men, one from each borpugh, ap
pointed by the Mayor, the Board of forces of Gen. Bertani of the Carranza mand guarding towns, ranches and railroads
it will accomplish nothing if he
Aldermen, or the State, and confirmed army, who is on the hunt for Villa. At
can find safe refuge across the line after
by the Board of Estimate.
IThere will 'be a public In aring on first there were alarming suspicions every raid. Although probably not more
these plans next Friday, con lucted by that it was a band of Villa bandits than a thousand took part in Cothe committee, with a view t) hearing bent upon returning to the attack on lumbus raid he is believed to have about
3,000. Even if he should not continue
every one interested—taxpaye rs, public Columbus.
raids he has entered on a policy of merservice corporations and city officials.
Great rejoicing marked the receipt ciless killing of Americans in Mexico.
It will be an all day session, ; nd if the
Coroner's court room in the Municipal of news here that the United States
Stayed Near Border.
Building is not large enougl for the had ordered American forces to cross
gathering Senator Thompson will ad into Mexico to avenge the raid of Villa
"To show apathy and gross inefficiency
journ to the Aldermanic Ch imber in and his robbers. Civilians and soldiers of Mexican Government troops, an
the City Hall. Meanwhile a sub-com- alike received the reports with glee. American woman held prisoner by Villa
mittee will confer with the M ayor and It is 'believed that one expedition will ..for nine days, but who escaped in Coon the enter from here, another from Hachita, lumbus tight, states that during all that
Borough Presidents and wor
draft of the preliminary repo rt of the
time he was undisturbed at no great
committee, which will he pre sented to west of here, and probably a third from : distance from, border collecting a force
the Legislature early the follow inp week. a point between the two towns.
of-about 3,000. The few Carranza troops
One expedition may enter at El Paso, in the region fled, losing all contact with
In trailina the P. V... 0. I
spread it is stated, as such a force could en- him, and not even informing us as to
Williams Counsel Frank llo
on the record, through the testimony of train at Juarez and be-rushed south in his whereabouts.
Secretary Whitney, that the Municipal time, possibly, to head off Villa's re"If it is proposed to take action sugRailway Company, a subsidiary of the treat in that direction, thus catching gested I recommend no information be
Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, regiven out in order that we may stand
ceived from the city a credit of $1,000,- him between two bodies of American some chance of surprising. If desired I
000 for a right of way through the forces if the advance is made soon shall personally command. It would be
company's cut at Thirty-eighth street, enough.
desirable to replace as soon as possible
Brooklyn, which reduced the Brooklyn
from available cavalry.
Rapid Transit Company's contribution
100 Dead Mexicans.
"Following received from Col. -Slocum,
to subway construction from $13,500,000
Fully a hundred dead Mexicans have Columbus, after midnight last night. It
to $12,500,000.
been picked up as a result of the bat- was filed at Columbus telegraph office
about 2 P. M., but through failure of
tle. It is believed many more bodies operator was not transmitted. Operator
Admits City Wns Loser.
are
lying
behind
the
brush
that
covers
assumed full responsibility. This matter
Mr. (Moss also tried to show that in
so doing the city abandoned a route the surrounding country.
originally laid out through Fortieth
All Mexican homes in Columbus and
street and that the destructive and near by have been searched and all Cananea, but a notation showed that the
constructive work necessitated toy the arms have been confiscated. It is the money really was paid for the lives of
change to the Thirty-eighth street route belief of citizens and soldiers alike that three Americans held as prisoners and
cost nearly $1,000,000 more.
who at the time were marked for execu(Secretary Whitney admitted in answer many resident Mexicans aided in the tion.
to Mr. Moss's question that the city got Villa attack upon the t5wn by furnishAn invitation to Gen. Zapata to march
the worst of the Thirty-eighth street ing advance information, if not by tak- north and join in an attack in the United
deal, but he explained that there were ing part in-the shooting, burning and States was sent by Villa in January, acat the time half a dozen unsettled mat- looting.
cording to a copy of a letter found
ters and that the $1,000,000 credit alGen. Manuel Ban-da, former Villa com- among captured papers. The latter was
lowance was one of the matters settled. mander, once commandant in Juarez, dated San Geronimo, Chihuahua, JanMr. Whitney said he did not know what was arrested here to-night and held as uary 1,6, 1916.
the "give and take" of this proposition a. "suspicious character." Three other
"I shall not expend another shell on
was. He denied, however, that the Villa sympathizers were taken into cus- brother Mexicans," Villa wrote, "but
bonus of $100,000 to Col. Williams was tody.
will prepare an organized force to atdiscussed in connection with the ThirtyBy means of the thirty-second degree tack the Americans on their own soil,
eighth street transaction. .
and
let them know that Mexico is a
Masonic ring with the name "C. De
Counsel Moss also got into the recland of the free and the tomb of traiord, in consideration of the testimony Witt" engraved on the inside of the tors." ■
of Miralbeau L. Tewns and Mr. Shonts gold band.the body of Charles De Witt
about the visit to Mayor Gaynor and Miller, former State Engineer of New
Wanted Zapata to Join.
the stop on the way to see the late Ed- Mexico, was identified to-day after beVilla proposed that the joint movewin S. Hawley, an Interborough direc- ing taken from the ruins of the Comment with Zapata against the United
tor, three checks drawn by the late An- mercial Hotel.
States should' occur six months from
drew Freedman on the National Bank
Mr. Miller had gone to Columbus in January 6. Zapata, so far as known,
of Commerce to the order of Edwin S. an automobile to examine 50,000 acres
made no move to accept.
Hawley.
In reading the checks Mr.
Villa in the letter attributed his deMoss called attention to the dates they of land near there which he expected
feat
at Agua Prieta last November to
bore and the fact that the visit of Mr. to sell to Eastern men. "When the unithe
action of the United States GovernShonts, Mr. Towns and John C. Camp- dentified body was removed from the
ment in permitting Carranza military1
bell to St. James was on April 24, 1910. ruins of the hotel the ring was recogauthorities to send over American terTwo of the checks bore the date of Jan- nized by a Mason in the rescue party.
ritory enforcements for the Mexican
uary 20, 1910, and one the date of Febtown at Douglas, Ariz., and he declared
Texas Militiaman Killed.
ruary 3, 1910.
that act an invasion of the sovereignty
The first check was drawn by Andrew
Capt. Walter Jenkins of the local of Mexico and an insult to the people.
Freediman to the order of Edwin S. militia company received a message
"At that time," Villa told Zapata, "I
Hawley for $102,500 and deposited in from Col. H. J. Slocum to-day saying restrained, but with the greatest diffithe National City Bank. On one side that W. A. Davidson of Company K, culty, the impulse of my troops to atwas the notation "On account of 5,o4o Texas National Guard, had been killed tack the city of Douglas."
ffnter-Met."
The second of the same during the fight. Davidson was a trumdate bore the same names for $625 arid peter in Company K and had been a
the words on the side, "Charged to a4-^eSl<jent of El Paso for six years. Re25 WOMEN REFUGEES.
count of 5,000 Inter-Met." The tW!rS,^ore coming
membei
ng here he had been a member
dated February 3, the date having been of the Oklahoma National Guard.
185 Reach IEI Paso; Tell of Banchanged 'froim February 2, was for $50,Charred bones were all that was found
000, with the words on the side "Account of the body of Dr. Harry M. Hart in the
dits' Brutality.
of Inter-Met. 4%s." All were indorsed ruins of Commercial Hotel. That the
EL PASO, Tex., March 10.—Twenty"Edwin S. Hawley."
fragments were part of the body of Dr. five women, 150 children and ten men
Hart is established by the fact that he were brought here by train this afterDidn't Know of Bonus.
occupied the room where the bones were noon from Columbus, N. M., the scene
found
and by Dr. James C. Reid of the of the Villa raid yesterday. The same
"Did you know," Mr. Moss asked Secretary Whitney, "that any of the department of animal industry in Bl train brought the bodies of several of
amounts allowed by the engineering de- Paso, sent to the scene of the tragedy the American victims. Very few but ablepartment in the 'prior determination' ac- by the head of the department, Dr. bodied men are left in Columbus now,
count included the bonus to Mr. Shonts Thomas A. Gray, who identified the all heavily armed.
teeth.
of $125,000 or $150,000?"
Mrs. W. T. Ritchie, with her twoJoseph Pereyra, a cattle buyer of El months-old baby in her arms and the
"INo, sir," answered the witness.
"Or any bonus to Mr. Gaynor [E. F. Paso who was at the Commercial Hotel body of her husband in a coffin in the
at the time of the raid, was taken pris- baggage car, nursed a mangled hand,
J. Gaynor, auditor] 1"
"I think I knew of the payment to oner by Villa and carried away. He is the result of a bandit's attempt to remove
Mr. Gaynor and Mr. Rogers [Richard a nephew of Gen. Orestes Pereyra, who a ring from her finger.
"We were awakened early yesterday
Reid Ro:gers, general counsel to the In- fought for Villa throughout the camterborough] and one o rtwo others be- paign in Sinaloa and lost his life during ! morning by a volley of shots," she said.
cause the amounts in 'prior determina- an engagement between the Villista and I "The bandits broke into our sleeping room
and demanded money. Mr. Ritchie had
tion' were matters of discussion between Carranzista forces.
Manuel Pereyra, an agent of the Car- only $50 and he handed it to them.
the iTnterborough and the engineering
ranza
consulate
in
El
Paso,
who
was
They
demanded more and began to beat
department."
Mr. Whitney said he must have known thought to have been lost in the hotel him. He was ill in bed and pleaded
with them to let him alone.
of the Rogers bonus of $50,000, because fire, was located.
"In the hope that they would cease
it was discussed by the Commissioners
Villa Papers Reveal JPlot.
beating him I took my purse from the
at a series of conferences. He said no
bureau
drawer and gave them $7, all
Among
papers
found
after
the
flight
of
minutes of these conferences were kept,
but that Judge McCall and Commissioner Villa was one showing that he had long I had. The bandits saw the rings on
Milo R. Maltbie he remembered as par- since planned reprisals on Americans my fingers and began to slip them off.
ticipating in them in particular. Com- and that he had sent an invitation to A silver ring, an Indian keepsake, would
missioner Maltbie filed objections to the Zapata, the southern Mexico leader, in- not come off easily and the bandits,
Rogers bonus at first, but withdrew his viting him to Join in the anti-American after making my finger bleed in an
effort to remove it, struck the back of
objections later. The witness did not campaign.
Another paper showed the receipt of. my hand with a pistol.
recall fl<ny grounds for allowing $50,000
''Those black marks you can see are
to Mr. Rogers except the reasonableness $25,000 in gold from the Consolidated,
of the amounts filed with the commis- Cananea Copper Company at Naco, So- the result. Then they dragged my hussion. The amounts, he said, were handled nora, shortly after Villa's retreat from band out of bed and downstairs and shot
Agua Prleta. The receipt credited-them him. -My daughter and I escaped from
o|ply to export duties in copper ores from the burning hotel by dragging ourselves
Continued on Last Page.

Ordered to Capture or Dis«
perse Villa and Followers.
PRESIDENT ACTS ON
ADVICE OF FUNSTON

100 Dead Mexicans Found
in Columbus—More Victims Identified.

'Carranza's Silence on U, S,
Proposal Regarded as
Ominous.

WOMEN SAFELY AWAY:
MEN HEAVILY ARMED

HIS DECISION WILL
NOT STOP INVASION

Miller, Rich Ranch Owner,
Slain—Papers Reveal
Villa's Plot.

Chief Executive's Prompt
Action Strikes Note of
Sympathy in Nation.

«.««■--'

WASHINGTON, Marcfh 10.—President
Wilson ordered to-night approximately
5,000 troops into Mexico on a punitive
expedition to "disperse or capture" the
Villa forces, which early yesterday
morning attacked the town of Columbus, N. M.

Execution of the orders will be carried out at once. By daybreak tomorrow it is expected the American
forces will be well Into Mexican territory.

Copyright Unirwood & Underwood

General Frederick Funston
Commanding the United States troops on the border.
will be taken uj> at once with Western
Union officials vith view to preventing
recurrence.
" 'Now 2 o'clock. When Villa's troops
fell back just before daylight we followed them witl a dismounted line. At
same time I seit Major Tompkins with
three troops mamted to attack. Tompkins followed t'lem for about five miles
into Mexico, hj|ing three running fights
with them, ^■finally made a stand
with their enJB force, stopped Tompkins's advance fcnd he returned here.
Had one corpoVPkilled in the pursuit.
" 'Mexicans dropped considerable material and loot.' which they had .got
in town. Am reliably informed it was
Villa that made the attack with 1,500
men, leaving about 1,000 on river east
of Boca Grande1;
From his spies in
Columbus he was informed that the»e
were but four troops here, with three
machine gun tnjops.
Three of our
troops being out.ltook this opportunity
to attack. He intended capturing town,
looting bank, kiljlng all Americans.
" 'Our casualties five wounded, seven
killed, Lieut. Benspn shot in arm, Capt.
Williams, adjutant; slightly wounded in
hand, eight civilians killed in town,

eluding one woman. We have already
buried twenty-seven Mexican soldiers,
most of them killed in camp, some near
the bank, and there are many other
dead Mexicans on Villa's line of retreat
about one mile west not yet collected.
" 'Mexican troops under Villa's perjj
sonal command and by his orders raVf
the charge through camp. Our troojs
turned out quickly, drove Mexicans out.
killing seventeen in or about camp ; ajjSit
ten or twelve Mexicans killed in Wwi..
While our people at that time in the
morning were surprised they did their
work well.
" 'Villa's attempt to capture camp
and town was a complete failure.
'Recommend one battalion infantry, one
squadron Eighth Cavalry be sent here,
then take mounted troops to follow up
Villa, leaving infantry to protect town.
Do not believe Villa will make another
attempt here. Several of our families
living in town had narrow escapes, as
the attack was fierce. All peaceful as
summer morning at this writing. Have
sent five wounded to Bliss; dead will
follow.
All troops, including machine
gun troops, now here. Lindsay force in
from Gibson.' "

and our trunks i^M carrying the baby
down the back , mire.
Mrs. Myrtle
English made her,rlape with us.
"This morning, \1J3t befoie I left Columbus, a Mexican) came to the place
where I was stopping and gave my rings
back. They were wfapped up in a piece
of newspaper on wllich was written: 'I
sory I tak rings.' the messenger said
he came from onek of dying bandits,
who is a prisoner in Columbus, and who
had been visited this morning by a
priest. The- priest told him he must return the stolen rings before he died."
W. W. Carpenter, cktoj. deputy United
States Customs Coll^^ at El Paso,
returned on an afternll.. irain from Columbus, having gone Ihere to make an
investigation of the inlasion and slaughter.
"I spent last nigh»with tSephen S.
Blrchfield," said Mi-.M^arpenter.
"He
he attack. The
Villistas entered Bircljeld's room, demanding money, and rMgave them $200.
They demanded more.* He gave them
his check book and trtld them it was
worth more than the (money, as they
could just write on i*"e checks the
amounts they wanted. Mat

started to retreat. It was then that they
darted south past the army camp and it
was then we had the hottest engagement with them.
"We killed eighteen as they rode past
us. I did not see Villa. It was so dark
that we could not distinguish one from
the other, and I do not believe any one
in Coluimbus distinguished Villa.- We
know it was a Villa (band and wounded
prisoners have disclosed that he was
present in person.
"The cruelty of the bandits was terrible. Men were shot down, then beaten
or stamped in the face. Two victims, J.
J. Taylor and wife, were brutally mutilated at their home just outside the
town after being murdered.

Slipped Down Pjtcii Posts.
"While the bandits wJ.e arguing over
the checks he made hi* escape. Jolly
Garner and Ben Aguirl'e, two United
States customs riders, -were in an adjoining room, and they sjlppejt down the
posts' of the porch toAa?fegraund when
they heard the bandits in Birchfleld's
room. They all told me that the Mexicans came into the town with the greatest caution and that nobody knew they
were there until they began shooting
and swearing.
"There seemed to be no leader. Every
bandit did as he pleased and all seemed
bent upon getting all the loot they could
secure. Pancho Villa was not among the
band in full uniform waving a sword, as
some statements have had it.
While
Mexicans yelled their vivos for Villa I
failed to s.ee a person who could say he
saw Villa personally and no one who saw
a man in uniform waving a sword."
'Villa's entry into Columbus," said
Lieut. Clarence C. Benson, here with a
wounded hand, "was made as stealthily
as a cat, and he entered the town by
circling it in order not to disturb the
camp of the Thirteenth Cavalry. Our
camp was aroused by the firing in Columbus and at first we did not know it was
a bandit raid.
"As the firing increased we were
aroused to the importance of the affair
and began to get the troopers out of their
tents fpr action. Then a fire started in
one of the buildings in the "town. Soon
the light was flaring over everything and
we could see the band of Mexicans now
aiming and shooting at Americans who
appeared at doors or windows, shooting
at every light that appeared at even the
most remote residences, carrying merchandise stores and otherwise doing all
possible damage.
"Col.
Slocum,
commanding
the
Thirteenth Cavalry, rallied as many men
as had secured their arms and rushed
across the railroad TO the business street
of the town. He had a close call from
being shot down by a bandit, his revolver
being shot from his hand.
Not long
after we got into the fight the Mexicans

Frantic for Her Baby.
"Mrs. Maud H. Wright, who was made
a prisoner by Villa in interior Mexico,
brought to the border with him and released during the attack on Columbus,
caime to El Paso on the afternoon train.
She is frantic for her baby, snatched
from her arms when Villa placed her
under arrest in her Mexican mountain
home. At that time he killed her husband
and gave her baby into the keeping of a
Mexican woman.
"The mother dares not returh in
search of the child and is unable to igef
assistance of Carranza authorities to
ascertain if the baby is even alive. She
fears the child died, as it was small and
required her nursing.
a
"The Mexican bandits have killed all
the cows, and I doubt if there are any
means in that'eountry for giving a small
baby nourishment," she said.
"il iprajy some iMlexic&n imother is
caring for the poor little thing."
The mother was forced to ride for
weeks in the saddle with Villa and his
men, for no apparent reason except to
torture her.
Mrs. Wright escaped in
the darkness during the attack on Columbus.

Admiral Fletcher of the Atlantic
fleet has been officially advised of the
new turn in Mexican affairs and is expected to get his forces in shape to act
in the event that an emergency develops that may require a demonstration in Mexican waters.
With the prospect growing of active
opposition by Gen. Carranza, there is
apprehension in official quarters that
it means the beginning of general intervention. Publicly, however, the Administration is taking every precaution to prevent such a possibility.
The decision to act was taken at a
meeting of the Cabinet. At its conclusion President Wilson authorized
the following statement:
An adequate force will be sent in
pursuit of Villa with the single object of capturing him and putting a
stop to his forays. This can and
will be done in entirely friendly aid
of the constituted authorities in
Mexico and with scrupulous respect
for the sovereignty of that republic.
In discussing the course to be pursued President Wilson is reported to
have declared to the members of his
Cabinet:
"Gentlemen, we have set our hand to
the plough and mast go to the end of the
furrow."
Orders on the Way.
Although the entire day was given
by the Administration and the War
Department to a consideration of the
exact course to be pursued, it was not
until 7:30 o'clock this evening that
Secretary 'of War Baker, following a
conference with the President, announced that the orders were on the
way. He said:
"There is no intention of entering
Mexico in force. A sufficient body of
mobile troops will be sent in to locate
and dispose of the band or bands that
attacked Columbus. So soon as th«
forces of the de facto Government cart
take control of the situation any forces
of the United States then remaining in
Mexico will of course be withdrawn.
"The forces of the United States now
on the border will be Immediately recruited, but only for the purpose of
safeguarding the territory of tha
United States from further raids."
The conference between the Presi- >
dent and the Secretary of War folio-Wed a four hour meeting of the General Staff of the army.
Secrecy as to the number of troops
and the character of the forces to b«
employed was purposely maintained In
line with the recommendations of Gen.
Funston, who urged that every opportunity tie given him to surprise the
enemy. His report was a scathing
denunciation of the ineffectiveness and
unreliability of the Carranza forces,
which might otherwise be expected to
capture the raiders.
Cavalry «nd Artillery.

INQUIRY INTO MEXICO
BANKS' AFFAIRS ENDS
Monterey Institution Closed—
Carranza Now Beady for
Federal System.
Special Cable Despatch to THE SON.
March 10.—Acting Minister of .Finance 'Nieto said that the
Bank Investigation Commission finished
its labors to-day by declaring forfeited
the concession of the Banco Mercantile
de Monterey because its notes were not
propertly guaranteed. It also approved
the Banco de Sonora, largely capitalized
by Americans. He said that the commission investigated twenty-four State
banks and the Finance Department now
has complete data for its guidance regarding their admission into the Federal
bank of issue combination.
MEXICO CITY,

/

It is expected the troops which will
form the American command will consist principally* of cavalry and mountain artillery and will be under the
personal command
of Major-Gen.
Frederick H. Funston, the man who
captured Aguinaldo.
While every effort is being made toy
the Government to avoid any act
which will stir Carranza and his followers to line against the American
invasions, thorough preparations have
been made by the War Department for
such eventualities which a stand of
this kind might bring about.
There is not the slightest doubt in
army circles that before the present
expedition has completed its work all
Mexico will be in arms against the
United States.
Thus far Carranza has not shown
his hand. Secretary Lansing advised
Elsieo Arrendondo last night that
troops had already invaded Mjexican
territory in pursuit of Villa and that
the United States hoped he would interpose ,10 .objections.- Carranza (has
not signified his intentions, though. *e-
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fore he .received the news from Arredondo he had wired to the Washington
Government an expression of regret
over the Villa raid.
This evening- Secretary Lansing- had
another long .conference with Mr. Arredondo. He advised the Mexican of
the return of the first American expedition to American soil and of the intention of the President to send other
troops in to capture Villa dead or alive.
He again expressed the hope that the
Carranza Government, appreciating
the friendly spirit in which the United
States was seeking to rid Mexico of the
bandit horde, -would not interfere.
T

afternoon that the only policy of the
American Government in the present
situation is to go into Mexico and get
Villa. Declaring there were plenty of
precedents to support the action, he
made it clear that from the standpoint
of the American Government the invasion of Mexican territory cannot be
construed as an act of war.
He insisted that the expedition was to
be regarded merely as a punitive one for
the purpose of punishing an inexcusable
act against the sovereignty of the United
States. It was said authoritatively there
was no intention 'on the part of this
Government to ask Carranza's permission, to take the action decided upon,
and that no steps had been taken to ob •
tain his cooperation.
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Governors Ready to Send <» Big Army
of National Guard to Deal With Mexico
Whitman Says New York
Can Furnish 15,000
Without Delay.

18,000 N. G. N. Y. READY
TO MOVE IN 12 HOURS
Gen. O'Byan Says Troops Are
Prepared to the Last Man
and Last Gun.

Makes A o Promises.
I
Won't Refuse Help.
Mir. Arredondo merely replied that
At the same time officials of the Adhe would advise Carranza of what had ministration
pointed to the statements
'been decided upon. He could offer no issued by the President and Secretary of
promises.
War Baker as indicative that if the CarIt. was, learned to-night in an au- ranza forces undertake to cooperate by
thoritative cfuarter that the Secretary sending troops to intercept Villa and
DETAILS WORKED OUT
in his conference asked Ambassador drive him toward the border such help
In view of the st riots situation
would
not
be
refused.
Designate Arredondo that word he sent
with regard to Mexic > tte following
to Carranza that the action taken was
Major-Gen. John F. O'Ryan, commandFree Hand for I'miston.
despatch was sent to the Governors
necessary in -the circumstances, and
Although the plan is kept secret, it is of the States by THE SUN yesterday: ing the National Guard of New York,
that if the President had failed to send
said yesterday at his office at the Munian expedition into Mexico conditions understood that to a large extent Gen.
In event of Intervention in Mexico
Funston will be given a free hand. It
cipal Building that 18,000 well trained,
•would have forced intervention.
is further understood that the probable how many troops cotld rour State
well equipped men, composing the force
That the State Department appre- course will be for Funston to send in his
furnish
at
once
front
it|
National
ciates the serious possibilities that detachments in three columns by way of
under him could be mobilized and ready
Guard.'
might arise was indicated this after- El Paso, Hachita and Columbus for the
to start for Mexico on twelve hours
noon by the despatch to every American purpose if possible of surrounding Villa.
Responses from the Govtrnors—and notice.
Owing to the necessity for speed and
Consul in Mexico of a copy of the
"We do not know here what is going
in some cases from the I AdjutantsPresident's announcement, with in- the .mountainous character of the counlikely to be encountered, cavalry and General who replied at? He instance to happen," said Gen. O'Ryan. "We may
structions that the consuls take pains I try
be
called at any moment or they may
mountain artillery, the latter being carto make it plain that the intentions of ried on the backs of pack horses, and of the State Executive—indicate that decide that a mere punitive expedition
the United States were friendly!
with apparatus for high angle firing, a large proportion o' thj militia is against -the Villa bandits will be suffiAt the same time it was learned were decided upon, it is understood,' as equipped for immediae sefvice and is cient. If we are called we are ready to
the last man, the last gun and the last
that a special warning had been.sent the proper complement for the expedihorse. If the War Department ordered
to the American Mormon colony at tionary force. It is thought likely, how- ready to respond to *of nfeeds of the me at 6 o'clock to-night to have my
Caeas Grandes, in the territory where 'i•--,.;% that if the force has to penetrate Federal Governmsa
division on its toes for a plunge into
into Mexico Infantry will -be sent beVilla 'has been operating, to leave for "far
Reports from'^^elenteen States Mexico I would have the division readyhind them to hold open the lines of
to be entrained at 6 o'clock to-morrow
the United States at once. Senator communication.
show that 70,000 guardsmen are ready morning.
iSinoct of Utah has been, asked by the
Persons familiar with the topography
"The instant the order reached me
State Department to use every influ- of the region where Villa is supposed to to respond to Federal <all.
Washington it would be transferred
'Below will be foun( the responses from
ence with the Mormon authorities in be located suggested that owing to the
to the brigade and regiment commanders.
his State to persuade the colony to fact that the American Mormon colony from the States:
The regiment commanders would notify
obey the warning and make for 'the at Casas Grandes is directly south of
their Captains almost simultaneously.
Hachita one of the columns would unThe Captains would pass the order to
United States.
EAST,
doubtedly take that road in order to
their non-commissioned officers. Every
Announcement of the President's de- protect the colony.
corporal has a night squad and a day
cision struck a note of sympathy
That one column will base from Fl
NEW YOSK.
squad so picked that every member of it
throughout "Washington. In Congress Paso is concluded from the fact that
New York State Natjmal Guard can could be communicated with by telethere was every disposition to applaud owing to a dip southward in the furnish 15,000 men at first call, leaving phone, telegraph or special messenger
his course and to be in readiness to boundary line at this point and the avail- necessary troops at hong stations within within an incredibly short time. The
give him any aid that may be neces- ability of a railroad line running due the State for protection grid recruiting up system is such that the parts of the
g
division all over the State would be
sary in raising additional forces. In west from there troops operating from to full war strength.
Paso could converge with the column
CHARLES S. WHITEN, Governor.
ready, as I say, within twelve hours.
the House there was brief debate on El
from Columbus at Noria, whence a trail
the Columbus outrage, but the an- leads south into the laguna country,
MASSACHUSETTS.
Figured to Iras* Detail.
nouncement from the White House where it is thought Villa might seek [ Seventy-three hupnc&d men fully
"The thing has been figured out down
served to restore confidence that some- refuge.
equipped for field serwe with wagon to the last detail. Since a war with
thing definite in the Government's
It was explained at the War Depart- transportation except Jaught animals, Mexico would hardly be a thing to .turn
dealings with Mexico was about to be ment that the expression "recruited" as follows: Five reginjvt and one bat- the United States upside down—as a
used in the Secretary of War's announce- talion of infantry', tweft companies of matter of fact the country at large
undertaken.
Before deciding finally to issue ment was not to be construed as mean- coast artillery, one raiment of field would hardly know we were in a war—
one squadronjbf cavalry, one it would not be necessary to require every
orders the President conferred over the ing that there would be a call for re- artillery,
company of signal lorps, sanitary
telephone with Chairman Stone of the cruits'. It simply meant, it was stated, troops; in addition Stf naval militia guardsman to go on active service. A
that the forces on the border would be
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, mobilized and, where necessary increased trained and equipped ijjr shore duties, certain proportion of the men would be
more useful to the country in their work
who concurred heartily in the proposed by troops from other parts of the United except wagon transportation.
here at home than participating in the
action.
COLE, Adjitant-General.
States, for the purpose of preventing any
fighting. So we have arranged to leave
When an attempt to start debate in further raids across the border while the
behind a reserve of about 10 per cent.,
OHIO. 1
the Senate was made Senator Stone expeditionary force is at work.
Ohio Is able to furnisliS.OOO men from made up of men who would find it very
difficult to leave their families, or of men
choked it off by advising his colleagues
the National Guard.
19,000 Troops on Border.
who would be seriously inconvenienced
'hat the Cabinet was then in session
FRANK B. WIMS, Governor.
in other ways. However, we would not
and was about to act. Later in the
At the present time there are 19,000
be
10 per cent, short because of that.
RHODE ISIJXDday Senator Stone conferred at length troops of all classes belonging to the moNational Guard has sent into civil
We are prepared, shoul the President The
with Secretary Lansing and got from bile army now on the border, of which
life many thousands of well trained men
about 8,000 are cavalry. In the rest call upon us for the pyroses of inter- who would be eager to reenlist—single
him a full statement of the situation.
com- men who yearn for active service. We
of the continental United States at the vention in Mexico, withsseventeen
;
Troops Had Returned.
present time there are 20,000 additional panies of coast artillery; three troops of would be flooded with applications from
cavalry, one light batter^and one ambuDevelopments followed each other with mobile troops, including 3,000 cavalry, lance company. These .jen have been first rate fighting men, and we would go
rapidity. When the Cabinet met it was that can be drawn on. Exclusive of this seasoned by experience, very largely with our division strength of 1'8,000.
"There has been much talk in the last
to confront the embarrassing fact that number are 20,000 coast artillery forces qualifled as sharpshooters, and while not
the troops which went over the 'border that could be drawn on in an emergency. fully enlisted up it will bea simple mat- six months of the unavailability, under
Should a general invasion become
the Constitution, of the National Guard
without orders yesterday in pursuit of
ter to bring them all up b full quota.
as volunteer troops for Federal service;
Villa following the attack on Columbus necessary it is regarded as certain that
CHARLES V. ABBOTT,
the
President
will
go
before
Congress
the idea seeming to exist that State
had returned to the American side.
Adjuant-General.
and
ask
authority
to
call
for
volunteers
troops
could not be called by the PresiIt was at once realized that if any
dent or the Congress for service outside
further action was to be taken the Gov- and utilize the militia. It is said in AdSOUTH.
of this country. That is all nonsense.
ernment of the United States was put in ministration Circles, however, that he
Under the volunteer act passed last year
the position not of justifying a retribu- has no intention of doing this at the
MARYLAND
the State troops called 'to resist intion already under way in response to present time.
Maryland could furnish, % i.00 officers vasion' or for 'national defence' would
Details of the brush between troops of
uaprant outrage but of organizing a new
cav?.lry which Col. Slocum sent across and men equipped for fiel^^rvice from automatically lose temporarily their
expedition across the border.
National Guard.
identity as State troops and would beIt was said the' Administration had the'border and the Villista raiders began herEMERSON
C. HARRING'^ffGovernor.
come United -States volunteers. All. that
hoped that Col. Slocum after taking the reaching the War Department early this
would be required to bring about this
bit in his teeth and acting without orders morning in rapid succession.
VIRGINIAAccording to these reports three and
would remain on the other side long
The Adjutant-Genera* reports that change of identity would be new muster
enough for reenforcements to be sent. not five troops, or in other words a Virginia could put into, tte field at once rolls, the spreading of a lot of ink and
This, it was pointed out, would have total of only 210 men, made up the 225 officers and 3,250 mih fully armed a vast deal of routine labor.
"Not a thing in the world stands in
made unnecessary a second notice to American force which drove the 1,000 and equipped.
Villistas southward. The return of the
Carranza.
H. C. STUAIT, Governor.
Americans
is
understood
to
(have
been
At the same time the President and
his advisers, it is said, realized that un- due to a shortage of supplies, they havWEST VIRGKIA.
West Virginia has tvo regiments of
less Villa was completely crushed, his ing started off with only the ammuarmy scattered and his person captured nition and rations in their ordinary infantry with a peace srength of 1,800
officers and enlisted men Within fortyit would only be a question of a few equipment.
The first of these reports reached eight hours after a call 90 per cent, of
clays or weeks before another raid would
Washington after midnight last night. these men could be moblized within the
be attempted.
State. Both regiments could be reTherefore when the decision was fin- It read:
Fort Sam Houston, Texas: Latest cruited to war strength vithin two weeks
ally reached no secret was made of the
fact that the President's sole purpose reports from Col. Slocum says forty- largely from men who lave had training
was to get Villa himself, dead or alive. six Mexican soldiers killed; seriously- in the National Guard or United States
H. D. HATPELD, Governor.
The possibility of leaving the task to wounded now in camp. We 'had two army.
Will Notify Wilson Sending; of
Carranza. is believed to have been dis- officers and five men wounded. Will
NORTH CAfOUNA.
cussed but abandoned as hopeless.
recover. Funston.
Troops Is Unfriendly Act,
By direction of t* Governor it is
When the General Stan" of the Army
Immediately afterward the following stated that the entirtivational Guard of
assembled in the office of Major-Gen. was received:
Is Belief.
North Carolina, comrtsing one infantry
Scott, Chief of Staff, to draw up inforFollowing received from Col. Slosix companls coast artillery,
mation upon which the President could cum: .'I sent three troops under Major brigade,
two troops of cavalr:, one ambulance
4 Anally act it had before it the following
Tompkins across 'border this morn- company and one fleldhospital company,
recommendations from Gen. Funston:
ing. Pursued Villa about five miles, are immediately available for service in NO DBA WING BACK NOW
To-night the War Department is in a
him into rough country where Mexico or anywhere Jse. Actual peace
blaze of light, all staff officers being at driving
he scattered after making one final strength 225 officers and 3,026 enlisted
their desks with Gen. Scott in command stand,
stopped Tompkins ad- men. All organizations can be recruited
WASHINGTON. March 10.—With the
of the situation at this end, and with vance. which
troops returned to Co- to war strength witiin ten days. All purpose of the United States clearly set
Secretary of War Baker in frequent lumbus Three
again in about three hours. organizations are full/ equipped for field
conference with his aids.
Lost one Corporal, Troop G.' Funston. service and entire lersonnel- ready to forth in the President's announcement
The
corporal
killed was Henry E. Wis- respond instantly foi the service of our that an adequate force would be sent in
Garrison Helps Baker.
LAWJJINCE.H. YOUNG.
well of Edgemere, L. I. Funston then country.
pursuit of Villa attention of officials is
' djutant-General.
Ex-Secretary of War Garrison, who reported the following, timed 1:12 A. M.
focussed to-night on the probable attireturned to AVashington this morning to-day:
tude of Carranza. This is regarded as
TENNSSSEE.
for a few days, was with the new SecHave just made following dispoTennessee can jurnish about 1,500 the overshadowing element in the Mexiretary practically all day. His coming, sition of troops for protection of bortroops from the National Guard.
however, had nothing to do with the
can situation as preparations are being
TOMC. RYE, Governor.
Mexican situation, but was in response der: Three companies of infantry at
made for the American expeditionary
to a telegram from Mr. Baker asking Columbus, one company at Victoria,
two
companies
at
Hachita,
three
comFT.OtlDA.
Mr. Garrison to visit him at his office
force to cross the border.
panies
at
Los
Cieimegas,
two
comAnswering
your
tilegram,
the
Florida
and assist him on getting hold of the
President Wilson is still hopeful that
panies at San Bernardino, two com- National Guard is composed of two regiloose ends of the work.
To-morrow Mr. Garrison will prob- panies at Naco, one company guarding ments infantry and also has some com- Carranza will not look on the American
panies of coast irtillery and naval expedition as an outright invasion of
ably call on President Wilson for the railroad bridge at Bernardino. 1
These dispositions will relieve cav- militia The Adjitant-General at St. Mexican sovereignty. This was indicated
first time since he resigned on FebruAugustine can rive the numerical
alry,
making
them
available
for
any
ary 10.
in the statement from the White House
&
R- A. GRAY,
When the news reached the War De- call. Tenth Cavalry ordered to Doug- strength.
which declared that the steps decided
Siretary
Sjretar to Governor.
partment of the President's decision, las, leaving guard for Huachuca.
upon could be accomplished "in entirely
officers in all grades hugged each other
The War Department will probably refriendly aid of the constituted authoriAIXBAMA.
Sn excitement and immediately there main open all night to receive despatches
ties
in Mexico and with scrupulous reAlabama upon proper requisition can
was a storm of requests made by the from the border.
spect
for the sovereignty of that refurnish
her
full
qiota
of
men
to
protect
younger men for opportunity to go with
the lives of Amereans in Mexico or con- public."
the expedition.
Many high officials of the Government
tiguous thereto aid to restore law and
PLANS FOR MILITIA.
Later in the day telegrams begs-n
order undeji, anj' policy that may be are by no means hopeful that Carranza
coming into the Department from Naadopted
by
t%_Aministration.
The
Nawill
choose to regard the American extional Guard organizations asking that GenerAl Staff Ready If Intervention
tional GuardoT**l8!fVarna numbers 2,500 pedition in the light of "friendly aid."
they be sent to the border. The followIs Necessary.
men available on short notice.
The belief is seriously entertained that
ing from Col. Milton J. Forman, comCHARLES HENDERSON, Governor.
there is an even chance that Carranza
WASHINGTON, March 10.—Plans toava
mander of the First Illinois Cavalry,
will warn the United States within the
one of the crack militia organizations been made by the War College and the
next
twenty-four hours that the entry
of the country, is typical:
General Staff for the use of the orgaWEST.
of American armed forces upon Mexican
"Will you help to send my regiment nized militia in the Mexican campaign
soil will be regarded as an unfriendly
out among the first of the Mexican if it is found later that the regular
ttLIKOIS.
troops are not strong enough to carry
campaign?"
Your wire to hard. In the event of act.
It was addressed to Capt. George Van- out the plans of the President.
intervention in Mexico, Illinois could
Silence Is Ominous.
These plans were originally form- mobilize and furnish in a few days eight
horn Mosely of the General Staff, who
helped train the regiment in summer ulated at the 1 time of the seizure of regiments of infantry, one regiment of
Carranza has maintained an ominous
manoeuvres. Forman is a veteran of Vera Cruz and the possibility then im- cavalry, one of artillery, one company silence since he was advised yesterday
minent that armed intervention would of signal corps, one company of en- of the intention of the United States to
the Spanish-American War.
Officials of the General Staff have no be necessary, that Mexico city would gineers and two field hospitals, now or- get Villa. It is learned authoritatively
hesitancy' in predicting that complica- have to be occupied and that approxi- ganized, and vithin a short time there- to-night that Eliseo Arredondo, Cartions will ensue with the Carranza gov- mately 200,000 troops would be needed after as many additional men as may ranza's Ambassador Designate, has thus
ernment, which must lead either to a to carry the campaign to a successful be required of this State by the War De- far received no inkling of the policy to
complete backing down on the part of conclusion.
be followed by the provisional ruler of
partment.
the American Government, or a general
There is only one chance that the
E. F. DUNNE, Governor.
Mexico.
invasion of Mexico.
State militia will be needed in the presThe forebodings of American officials
ent situation or that the plan of acKANSAS.
that Carranza will regard the American
Friction Is Likely.
tion devised for their participation will
Kansas car furnish 2,100 men, con- expedition as a belligerent invasion is
effect. This chance centres sisting of two regiments and two addi- grounded first of all in the Knowledge of
It is pointed out that in the first place be put into
the attitude of Gen. Carranza tional companies of infantry, one bat- the provisional ruler's character and of
It will be almost impossible because of around
If
he
resents
the invasion of American tery of artillery and one signal corps, all the quality of public opinion of Mexico.
the absence of many distinguishing
even on a "punitive" expedition, fully equipped and ready for service.
It is realized here that Carranza's aumarks between the uniforms of the Car- troops
A.'.THUR CAPPER, Governor.
and of this resentment finally unites all
thority hangs by a slender thread and
ranzistas and Villistas to prevent a Mexicans
against the United States, the
that in the present contingency he may
brush with the former. It is also pointed State troops
WISCONSIN.
will
certainly
be
needed
to
be guided by those who believe that for
nut that owing to the long ohase that reenforce the regulars.
Wisconsin can furnish 3,300 officers him to sanction or refrain from opposis likely to result from the effort to
and men if tie entire National Guard of ing the American expedition would reIt
was
explained
at
the
division
of
capture Villa it will probably be necesaffairs of the War Department the State is called by the President. .
sult in his overthrow by the Mexican
sary for the American forces to seize militia
E. L. PHILIPP, Governor.
to-day that if State troops are called
people.
r.be railroads and to otherwise resort out.
a
special
appeal
will
be
made
to
It is pointed out that the people of
TO military expedients likely to cause
OKLAHOMA.
them to volunteer as units rather than
Mexico are of fiery temper whenever
friction.
The
enlisted
strength
of
Oklahoma
NaAt the State Department among sub- as individuals in order to expedite the tional Guaijd- is 1,300. This number, I their national sovereignty is involved.
ordinate officials familiar with the Mex- work of organizing a volunteer army.
am advised by the Adjutant-General, is Whether or not their feelings will flame
up to a degree where Carranza would
.)■ problem the opinion is freely ex- Bill to Enlarge Commerce Board. fully equipped and ready for service.
pressed that Carranza, for the sake of
M. E. TRAPP. Acting Governor. . find it impossible to exercise restraint
is a question that is receiving grave
WASHINGTON', March 10.—Chairman
political effect among his own followconsideration of Washington officials.
ARIZONA.
ers, Is certain to make a. grandstand Newlands of the Interstate Commerce
The policy of President Wilson, it
It is estimated that Arizona, has applay Of some sevt. Tt is considered likely Committee of the Senate introduced a
lat he may demand that the American bill to-day to enlarge the Interstate proximately 800 guardsmen in condition may be said, was decided on with the
Commerce Commission from seven to to do field service should necessity re- full appreciation of the serious possiforces leave the country at once.
bilities it involves, It is the hope of
quire.
GEORGE W. HUNT, Governor.
,
Secretary Lansing made it plain this nine members.
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70.000 MEN PREPARED

CARRANZA SILENT,
MAY WARN U.S. OFF

WILSON DID RIGHT THING,
IS VERDICT OF CONGRESS
Members of Both Houses Approve Mexican Move, but
Some Think They Should Have Been Notified Before President Acted.

WASHINGTON, March 10.—Both in the
Senate and in the House of Representatives President Wilson's determination
to take decisive action in Mexico was
hailed with genera! approval.
With the purpose of the punitive expedition, whether it leads to war or not, no
fault was found either by Democrats or
Republicans. Over the methods that
have been .adopted by the President in
dealing with the crisis, there is some
divergence of opinion. Under the overshadowing possibilities of the border
turbulence, hjowever, there was no disposition to rtress the objections to the
course followed by the President.
The foremost consideration which apparently actuated members of both
houses was to put a stop to the Mexican
atrocities, whatever the cost. So long
as the Administration is moving toward
that end it will be given a free hand.
Representative Cooper, ranking Republican member of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, brought up the question of the right of the President to send
troops beyond the territorial limits of
the United States without the consent
Major-Gen. John F. O'Ryan. of Congress when the committee met late
in the day to hear what the President
the way of the New York National had done sh*^co discuss the situation.
Guard or the National Guard of any He showed no inclination to press this
other State being called into active ser- question.
vice by the President at any time the
situation requires. No new legislation
Wanted to Be Notified.
whatever is necessary- The present law
On both sides of the Capitol there was
is plain and broad."
an appreciable undercurrent of dissatisfaction over the failure of the President
Would Go With Regulars.
to notify Congress before taking action.
The parallel between the despatch of the
No doubt exists at the headquarters fleet to Vera Cruz and the despatch of
of the New York National Guard that the punitive expedition cross the border
if real war with Mexico follows the Villa was drawn, but it was not put forward
raid New York troops will go into as a reason for hampering the activities
Mexico side by side with the regulars.
of the War Department in the crisis.
The general plan is for the New York
In the House Representative Mann,
division to go by rail to Galveston and the minority leader, and Representative
then by transports to Vera Cruz. This Kitchin, the leader of the majority,
honor and preeminence would be given found themselves in accord. "The Presto the New York soldiers because of ident did exactly the right' thing," sa'd
their recognized excellence of training, Mr. Mann.
preparedness which exceeds that of any
"He will get the support, united, from
other body of State troops. Regiments all sides. He did the only thing, the
from a few other States would be sent proper thing, that could be done. It
with the regulars, but most of the 'Na- is not war."
tional Guard force from other States
"I am willing to let the Administrawould be placed along the border to tion catch Villa," said Mr. Kitchin. "I
relieve the regular detachments ordered favor any authorization by Congress necinto Mexico.
essary and proper to uphold the hand of
Gen. O'Ryan estimates that 170,000 the President in the emergency."
men, regulars and guardsmen, are now
The storm of debate on the border outavailable for service. He believes that rage broke in both houses of Congress
40,000 regular troops could be detached while the President was consulting with
from garrisons or other details of service his Cabinet as to what should be done.
in this country, and that 130,000 guards- The feeling in the Senate was somewhat
men are available. He does not think tense. In the House the situation was
that only 60 per cent, or so of the discussed calmly and dispassionately, alNational Guard of other States than most with indifference.
When the discussion began in the SenNew York would respond. He believes
ate Senator Stone counselled patience
that it would be nearer 100 per cent.
"While in other States the comman- and asked that the action of the Presiders might follow our plan of leaving dent be ayaited before a decision was
behind a certain proportion, say 10 reached. Irj the House the idea had eviper cent, of their men, men who would dently been accepted without question
be doing their duty better by staying that the President, convinced that the
at home than by going into active ser- crisis had ;come, would deal summarily
vice, jievertheless In these States the with Vila 4nd his band of outlaws.
same situation would be found as here ;
that former guardsmen, eager for serInterest in Senate.
vice and well trained, would quickly
The situation in the Senate when that
fiil up the gaps."
body metJat noon was one of intense
There was a very distinct opinion at interest. Everybody expected that there
the National Guard headquarters yester- would be an outbreak on Mexico, and it
day that a mere punitive expedition into began within half an hour after the SenMexico conducted with more vigor than ate came to order. Senator McCumber of
strength might dead to disastrous con- North Dakota started things by offering
sequences and bring on war. It was an
intervention resolution.
recalled that the Mexican war was
Fall, the "stormy petrel" of
forced by the ambushment and slaughter theSenator
Mexic in situation, followed with
of a small force of United States troops another,';"rj*te=w'-»ntioii
resolution authorthat plunged into Mexico in pursuit izing a cdll for 500,000
volunteers to
of bandits, and some fears are enter- patrol the international boundary
line.
tained that a similar trap may be waitSenator iAshurst made the really stiring for the present handful of invaders. ring
speech of the day. He complained
of the lack of interest shown by the Administration in the danger that has conthe President that Carranza will main- stantly threatened the citizens of the
tain an attitude which will leave the Rio Grande border. He told how he had
way open for the armed forces of the pleaded tf have soldiers retained in that
United States to pursue and capture vicinity and to impress upon Government
Villa and return to the United States officials in Washington the importance
after having taken proper measures of the matter. The Senator stirred the
to insure quiet along the border.
Senate when he declared that the "time
for ggrape shot instead of grape juice"
Not to Draw Back Now.
had arrived.
Senator Stone was busy trying to keep
In the absence of suoh assurances,
however, and in the face of the possi- down inflammatory speeches. Frequently
bility that the American expeditionary he interrupted. Senator Ashurst impaforce may meet the a*med opposition of tiently waved the Senator from Missouri
all factions in Mexico, the President is aside with the declaration that he had
convinced that it was the solemn duty something to say and was going to sayof the Government not to hesitate on the it before he sat down.
course, the beginning of which was
"I never was in the habit of dipping
mapped out yesterday when Col. Slocum my words into a tank of diplomatic antiand his cavalrymen pursued the Villista septic before I allowed them to escape
bandits across the border.
from my lips and I think I ought to
This Government, it is authoritatively follow that procedure now," said Senator
stated, has entered on the mission of Ashurst.
capturing and punishing those who have
been killing American citizens aiong the
If ever Railed, at Wilson.
boundary and it is determined to com"I
am
not one who has clamored and
plete this mission, whatever the cost.
Among American officials strict con- railed at the Administration because it
sideration for the feelings of Carranza has made mistakes, if it has made any
and his constituency is displayed in so mistakes, in Mexico. I think when large
far as such a thing is consistent with history is written and we are removed
the course which has been adopted. from the scene of the conflict history
Officials carefully refrained to-day from will justify in a large 'measure the Adstating that the President had any plan ministration's procedure in Mexico, yet
of going before Congress and asking for I would be false to my constituency,
authority to call ! for volunteers or to false to the American people and false
take any step that would crystallize to the Senate if I failed now to make
the American policy as one of bellig- some disclosures regarding the situation
erent action against Mexico as a nation. which I ought to make.
"For more than five months I visited
It was said that the President has no
present intention of addressing Congress the .State and War Departments urging
on the grave issue which has been that troops be kept on the Mexican borraised.
der, because I knew as well as anybody
The President has learned from a can Iknow anything or predicate future
despatch received from Gen. Funston on ei'idence of the present that the trouthis afternoon that tihere is danger of blesfin Mexico instead of being ended
further raids along the border to-night. are rust about to begin. But notwithGen. Funston expressed. the opinion that staiElng my Insistent demands that
all the American forces are on the trorlss Ibe kept on the border and my
ajeit and declared: "If Villa comes pleJiings and expostulations I find that
again to-night we will give him another flvetdays ago the War and State Departbeating."
ments were contemplating removing the
President Wilson has abandoned for solliers to some other place."
the present practically every other quesTenatdr McCumber of North Dakota
tion of importance but the Mexican
de^Mr. Ashurst if he believed that
problem. He went into the matter in all fi !Kle "cTjiuniuus massacre "justified ConIts phases with the Cabinet and gave gress in directing the President to hunt
out a statement of policy which had down and punish with the military forces
been unanimously agreed to by the of the Government the Villa bandits
Cabinet
wherever they may be."
Before the Cabinet meeting the Presi"I will say," replied Senator Ashurst,
dent had had conferences with Secre- "that I am anxious to vote and it is the
tary of State Lansing, Secretary of War duty of the Senate to vote to authorize
Baker and a telephonic conversation the President immediately to send troops
with Senator Stone.
anywhere in Mexico and to hunt out
these redhanded cutthroats, bring them
back to the little town of Columbus,
CARRANZA SILENT.
where they made a funeral pyre of the
bodies of American citizens, and there
Strict Censorship Established at shoot them on the spot."
Mexico Cityj Press Ignores Raid.
Stone to the Rescue.
MEXICO CITT, March 10.—Gen. CarSenator Stone made a brief statement
ranza refuses to make a statement in
regard to the situation caused by the practically concluding the discussion of
raid on Columbus, N. M. A strict cen- Mexico. He said:
"I think every Senator feels as indigsorship has been established, and the
newspapers here are printing nothing of nant and resentful over this brutal and
bloody outrage at Columbus as does the
the raid.
Senator from Arizona. The executive
branch
of the Government is now using
A telegram sent by THE SUN to its
correspondent in Mexico city has been to the utmost all the activities at its
returned undelivered, with word from command to ascertain the exact facts
the telegraph company that it had been relating to this matter from its inception to its ending, that'is up to date.
"stopped by censor."
"The Cabinet has been in session this
morning considering this very question
Sentenced to Go to Church.
in consultation with the military auSANTA ANA, Cal., March 10.—When thorities. Until the Senate is informed,
Judge Thomas' placed R.v F. Thomas of as it will be very soon, regarding the
Brea on probation it w as on condition facts of the occurrence itself and as
that the latter Thomas attend church to the entire situation, it seems to me
at least once a week. Another condi- that it would comport better with the
tion is that he keep out of pool rooms. dignity and responsibility imposed upon
Thomas had pleaded guilty to the theft us at this juncture to await a few hours
of an automobile belonging to his at least until the Senate, until Congress
itself, may proceed -with that deliberabrother-in-la*w.

tlon which a subject of such gravity
should have at our hands."
The resolution introduced by Senator
McCumber was by his request referred
to the Committee on Foreign Relations.
The ■ McCumber resolution follows :
Whereas this Government, actuated
by a most earnest desire to refrain
from interference in the internal affairs of Mexico, has exhausted every
possible effort to prevent the recurrence of atrocities and secure redress
for the wrongs inflicted upon its citizens, and
Whereas such
efforts have been
worse than fruitless and the failure
of this Government td exert its active
powers to protect the lives and property of its citizens has emboldened
and encouraged these bandits to the
commission of further atrocities
against our people, and
Whereas, on the ninth day of March,
1916, a band of these Mexican
marauders, under the command and by
the direction of their leader, Francisco
Villa, actually invaded the American
territory and in the dead of night
massacred twenty-three American men
and women In the city of Columbus,
. N. M.; and
Whereas there is no government
whatever in Mexico capable of punishing these atrocious acts or to protect
American lives ; and
Whereas these brutalities, culminating in the invasion of our own soil
and the massacre of our people, can
no longer be borne; now, therefore,
be it
Resolved, By the Congress of the
United States, that the President be,
and he is hereby, directed to send into
Mexico a sufficient force to hunt down
and destroy these murdering bands
and punish all those guilty of these
atrocities against our citizens whereverthey be found. And the President is
authorized to use any force necessary
to carry into effect this purpose or to
overcome any opposition from any
source in Mexico to prevent its accomplishment.
House Seems Determined.
The House approached the Mexican
situation with an obvious, though quiet,
air of determination. There was none
of the outward excitement that frequently attends the consideration of
crises of this kind, nor a disposition to
■magnify or accentuate the gravity of the
situation, such as usually prevails in a
partisan discussion.
While the President and the Cabinet
were deliberating on the course to be
followed, the House paused for a short
time in its routine labors for a brief
debate. Representative Smith of Texas
In a ten minute speech said that the
climax of the Mexican situation had
been reached and demanded that action
be taken. Representatives Slayden of
Texas, - Lehlbach of New Jersey and
finally Fernandez of New Mexico reiterated the demand.
These declarations evoked no difference of opinion. Nor were they imade
with vehemence. Late in the afternoon
Chairman Flood held a telephone conversation with the White House. He
was informed by the President of the
course that had been decided upon at
the Cabinet meeting and was told that
unless unforeseen difficulties arose there
would be no need of invoking the aid
of Congress in dealing with the situation.
Mr. Flood was asked to call a meeting
of the Foreign Affairs Committee and
inform members that the'Administration
was proceeding under the principle expressed in the treaty of June 25, 1S90,
permitting the pursuit of Indian marauders 2/cross the ^boundary in the territory
of either Mexico or the United States.
Authority Is Questioned.
At the meeting of the committee which
followed there was no direct opposition
exoressed to the course adopted by the
Administration,
but
the
questions
whether the President had authority
under the Constitution to send the army
beyond the borders of the country, and
whether it would not have been a more
regular proceeding to have informed
Congress first, were discussed.
Representatives Cooper, Wisconsin,
and Porter, Pennsylvania, had misgivings over the method of procedure, but
there was no exception taken to the purpose to be achieved. In that the committee and the House generally were in
accord.
Mr. Smith of Texas, who began the
debate, said that the duty of restoring
peace and order across the border rested
on the people of Mexico themselves, and
that the United States had been patient
and forbearing and ready to render at
all times assistance and had accorded
recognition to the Carranza Government.
"But what," he added, "has followed?
A condition apparently as bad and perhaps in some respects even worse than
before.
"It is patent to every one that the
Carranza Government is either unwillin
or unable to make good its promise or to
afford protection to Americans or oth
ers.
"The climax of this terrible and deplorable situation was reached when an
organized band of Mexican outlaws and
murderers under the command of that
treacherous, bloodthirsty, arch villain,
Villa, crossed the international border,
crept irito the American town of Columbus, set it on fire and began the
bloody work of murdering its inhabitants.
"What Shall We Do?"
"Shall we depend upon the Carranza
Government, weak and inefficient as it
has proved itself to be in character, to
punish these offenders? Shall we content
ourselves with only a warning to Carranza?
"As one of the Representatives in this
House of the people who live along the
Mexican border, I want to make it clear
that such a course would not satisfy
them. They demand that such action be
taken by this Government as will henceforth afford them adequate security and
protection. If we let this awful crime
go unpunished there will in the future
be no safety for Americans living along
the border of Mexico.
"This Government should take the
matter into its own hands. An adequate military force of our own should
at once be ordered to take the trail of
this band of night assassins and pursue
them until they are captured dead or
alive If captured alive they should be
brought back to Columbus, where they
are guilty of murder, and hanged.
"And I would impose no two mile nor
fifteen mile limit on our troops. If the
President is without authority to send
troops into Mexico for such a purpose
then I am in favor of conferring the
authority upon him. None of us has
wanted war and we do not want war
now.
The course I have suggested
should not mean war. If it should provoke a war with Mexico, however, then
I say let it come."
Representative Lehlbach expressed the
hope that some one to whose words the
President would give heed would suggest
the following communication to Carranza :
Although recognized as the Chief
Executive of the Republic of Mexico,
it is obvious that you are impotent,
not only to protect the rights of Americans in your own country but to
restrain certain of your nationals from
invading American soil. I therefore
propose to send into your country a

punitive expedition to destroy,the Villistas and if possible to capture Villa
and hang him to the nearest tree.
I sincerely trust that the people of
Mexico and its Government will not,
in view of the unusual circumstances,
consider this an unfriendly act on
the part of the United States, but
whether they do or not I propose to
follow this course.
All of Like Villainy.
"Conditions in Mexico," said Representative Slayden of Texas, "are very
peculiar. Loyalty fluctuates. It goes
from one side to the other and whether
they be Carranza thieves and murderers
or Villa thieves and murderers makes
no difference.
"Most of those people there dislike
the people of the United States, and the
dislike of these ignorant Indians who
are encouraged to cultivate their prejudice is such that while they may cut
each other's throats on occasions they
will stop that work to indulge in the
more delectable pastime of cutting
American throats, and it does not make
a particle of difference whose uniform
they wear."
"How long does the gentleman think
we ought to offer ourselves up to their
holiday?" asked Representative Miller
of Minnesota.
"I think we have already granted a
needless extension of time." .
Mr. Hernandez of New Mexico said
that he voiced the sentiment of the people of his State in demanding that action
be taken.
"Patience," he said, "has
ceased to be a virtue."

HAW1EY WANTS AIR PATK0L.
Aero Club's Head Blames Congress
for Raids on Border.
Alan R. Hawley, president of the Aero
Club of America, puts the entire responsibility for the Villa raid across the
border up to Congress.
"The raid could not have happened If
the United States forces were equipped
with a sufficient number of suitable aeroplanes to patrol the border," he said.
"A sufficient number of high powered
aeroplanes capable of quick climbing,
such as are being supplied by the hundred to foreign countries by American
constructors, would quickly force the
Mexican bandits to retire to the Interior
too far to enable them at any time to
dash out and make raids into the United
States and kill our people.
"The Aero Club of America many
months ago had pointed put that aviators are needed at the Mexican border,
as they can do more to preserve order
and prevent loss of American lives than
any other arm of the service. Congress
has treated aviation In a most shameful
way. It has never allowed sufficient appropriations to even form the skeleton
for an aeronautical organization in either
the army or the navy."

DEAD C0RP0KAL LIVED HERE.
Wisswell Wrote Sister He Wanted
Chance at Mexicans.
Harry B. Wisswell, corporal in Troop
G, United States Cavalry, who was killed
at Columbus, N. M., was born in Camp
Washington, a small suburb of Cincinnati. He attended the public schools of
that city until his sixteenth year, when
his family 'moved to Boston.
At the outbreak of the Spanish-American war Wisswell was only 19 years of
age, but a spirit of adventure led him,
to represent his age as 21, so Me coul4
enlist in the navy. Ho was admitted t4
the service in soutihern California sm4
served through the war. When 'his eaSl
listmenx expired he joined the army,
Wisswell was 38 years of aige and mnj
•married. He is survived by two slstem
and his mother, with whom ho liveo
When at home. The mother and one ©S
the sisters, Mrs. Elaine Badanes, live at
7 Grand View avenue in Edgemere. The
other sister, Mrs. William Gove, lives at
731 Argyle road, Brooklyn. In the last
letter Wisswell wrote to her, about two
weeks ago, he expressed the wish that
he might "get a chance at the Mexicans
to repay them for the atrocities they
have been committing."
Mr. Badanes left for Washington yesterday to make s'ure that there was no
mistake in the report of his brother-inlaw's death. If it is verified he will go
to Fort Bliss, New Mexico, where the
soldier's body is supposed to be, and
bring it back to ,Edgemere for burial.

VILLA FINANCED IN U. S.—LIND
Interests Eagrer for Intervention
Inspired Invasion, He Says.
MINNEAPOLIS, March 10.—That Villa's
incursion and the Columbus killings were
inspired and financed by interests on
this side of the border was charged today by ex-Gov.' John Lind, recently
confidential representative of President
Wilson in Mexico. He intimated that
they were trying to force intervention.
Mr. Lind made the suggestion that thotwo Governments agree on a neutral
zone along the border, to be policed by
armies of both countries in order to suppress Villa and his bandits.
"Villa undoubtedly was inspired and
financed by interests on this side," sa'id
Mr. Lind. "But if there had been a
neutral zone, with adequate police protection cooperating from both sides, even
his Incursion could have been prevented."

450 MORMONS TO FLEE MEXICO.
Fcarins- Villa, Colonists Will Quit
Casas Grande Farms.
EL PASO, Tex.. March 10.—-Fearing
murder at the hands of Villa's bandits,
450 American Mormon colonists are to
come to El Paso from their homes in the
Casas Grande, district of northwestern
Chihuahua, as soon as railway equipment can be assembled, according to announcement to-night by Bishop Hurst of
the Mormon Church.
The Bishop acted under urgent instructions from the church authorities
in Salt Lake City. The colonists hiliierto have declined to heed the warnings
of • the United States to come to the
border, preferring to stay oy their
farms.
Bishop Hurst denied he had heard
a report that Villa had despatched several hundred men from Ascension to
attack and kill the colonists.

A CCORDING

TO

published statements of Anthracite
coal operators — small

"steam" coals, including
No. 1 Buckwheat used in
"Spencer Heaters", will
continue to sell for $2 to $3
less a ton than larger "domestic" sizes required byordinary boilers.
SPENCER HEATER CO.,
IV. V. Office, 101 Park Ave.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM
A toilet preparation of merit
Help* to eradicate dandruff.
For Restoring Color and
Beauty to Gray or Fad od Hair.
60c. and 8L00 at PragglgU.
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DIATE INCREASE
E OE VILLA CHASE
WANTS 100,000
MEN AVAILABLE
War Secretary Confers With House MilitaryLeader to Get 8000 Additional Regular Soldiers.
By United Press.

WASHINGTON, March 14.—To provide 8000 more soldiers
immediately, the administration today considered asking congress for authority to recruit the army to its full war strength
of 100,000 men.
Secretary of War Baker and Chairman Hay of the house
military committee, with whom the proposed plan would origr
inate, discussed it.
jBaker felt that specific authority from congress should he
given in a formal resolution. A final decision will be made
later today.
Increase in the army above the recognized war footing Is
not now contemplated. This was decided at the conference.
Neither will a call for the state militia or volunteers be!
issued at present.
Secretary Baker told Chairman Hay he thought the full
strength of the army should be recruited. Many regiments
and companies are deficient.
The resolution proposed would give Baker authority to ask
for recruits to fill every vacancy and place the army upon aJ
war footing.
The reason for the plan is the lack of appropriations fop
any additional soldiers. They could be recruited, but the war
department woiild have no money to pay them or provide their
equipment.
The present strength of the army is 92,000. Hay conferred
with Speaker Clark and other leaders at the capitol to pave
the way.
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Former Mayor Chosen
by President for Important Cabinet
Post.

The telegram was sent when
the congress-Wilson row over the
German submarine policy began.
The telegram said:
"Opinion is wholly
president.

with

the

Doubtless he will save

Newton D. Baker, twice mayor the honor of the country, but canof Cleveland and stanch supporter not something be done to save the
of President Wilson, will be sec- party, which at present is a dismal
failure?"
retary of war in the president's
Wilson Considers Post
cabinet.
Of Great Importance.
"I have accepted the post," said
Baker succeeds Lindley M. Gar-1
Baker Monday after the official an- rison, who resigned Feb. 10. The,
nouncement had been made at the president has taken his time anwhite house in Washington.
nouncing the- appointment.
"I do not know definitely when

With war clouds hanging over

I will leave for Washington, but it the country as a result of the submarine dispute with Germany and
will surely be within a week.
complications arising from it and
"The expression of President
the responsibilities arising from
Wilson's confidence in me, carried
the nation's preparedness proby the appointment, is certainly
gram, the president is known to
most flattering. Of course I know
consider the post as important as
nothing of the duties of the office
it was in civil war times.
and I shall have all these to
During the last week the army
learn."
bill over which Garrison and WilBaker always has been known
son disagreed has been reported
as a pacifist. At a big citizens'
out and Baker will not be conmeeting recently in Cleveland he
fronted with the task of framing
was boosted as the man to bring
an army measure.
about peace in the world war,
• Garrison is expected to go to
when the time is ripe.
Washington and assist Baker for
Baker said he has made no
a short time in any work which
plans yet to take his family to
may have been in a state of deWashington.
velopment when he )
"I may go to Washington withWhile Baker says he knows
in a day or tw.o.

I still expect to nothing about his new duties, he is
retain my home here, however, not entirely without cabinet exand shall not leave Cleveland for perience. He served as private
good."

secretary to former Postmaster

He smiled, but declined to General Wilson from 1896 to
make any comment when asked 1897.
Announcement of the appointwhether he believed hia recent
telegram to

Senator

Pomerene

had anything to dp with clinching his appointment.

H

ment caused hardly a ripple on officially, Baker showed he can selecting the per:
cabinet, prior to hi
the day's routine of the former give cards and spades to most he tendered the pc
folk in controlling his expression. of the interior tc
mayor.
His eyes didn't twinkle, and he latter declined,- dc
He was trying a case in Common
tinue as mayor of (
Pleas Judge Foran's court when didn't stop puffing his ^.pe.
president wrote hii
urging his accepta
the first advices came from WashThen—
remained unwilling
"You may say for me there is
ington. When reporters reached
At the Baltimc
there', he had returned to his nothing I may say," he announced leading the minoi
gates for Wilson,
calmly and distinctly.
office.'
such a powerful a
the unit rule that h
After calmly declining to dis"I am now practicing law."
convention oppositi
cuss the news until it was officialA bit later he added this ."bulBaker was in 'W
week and while he
ly announced he went to lunch— letin" to his comprehensive an- president, he confe
over the telephone
and ate heartily. Then he re- nouncement:
Since Jan. 1, wl
turned to the courtroom and went
"I am feeling fine and dandy mayor's office, Bi
i
practicing law wi
and gaining weight. I've even Sidlo and Joseph
on with the trial.
Sidlo had been hii
threatened to walk down to work tor
News Fails to Excite
and Hostetler
director of law.
mornings."
Baker; Continues Trial.
. Persons close t
The confirmation from Baker
Baker is said to be an dieted that Sidlo
AVashington with
himself came when papers carry- advocate of the Swiss system of secretary, but hot
ing the official announcement military training, and holds with Sidlo said they h:
either that possi
of the
were carried to him as he sat at advocates of preparedness that it future
Hostetler &, Sidlo.
does
not
mean
militarism
or
the
the lawyers' table.
Shortly after h
Martinsburg, W. V:
Judge Foran suspended pro- breaking down of democracy.
which makes him
named him Newtor
ceedings a moment while he Baker Was Boosted
This slim little
lighting jaw and i
talked with reporters, then Baker As Peace Mediator.
At the meeting where Baker who just got thn
turned, nodded, the judge said
land's mayor, has 1
career.
"proceed" and the trial went on. was boosted as the man to bring
The interim
One of the first with whom about world peace, he was held eventful day at M
today has been filb
Baker talked over his position by speakers to be "the foremost jawing, sawing ar
citizen of the United States to Newton Diehl BaV
was "Billy" Murphy, now post- project into the international sitHe lawed it to !
7
He jawed it t(
sed on the
master, formerly secretary to the uation a philosophy
know him.
power of the people ti rule."
He sawed wood
mayor.
Baker declined to comment on
a real job.
this
proposal—that
he
go
to
Eu"I'm happy!" said Murphy. "It's
He thawed out v
rope with the backing of trade mayor.
a real honor that Mr. Baker has bodies to evolve a world peace
He has a large
during the work of reconstruction. a colorless face,
received."
This comment was made last remarkable gift i
in the appointment of Baker, Saturday by Baker on the tabling warm sympathy..
of the Gore resolution by the senOn top of that,
the president, it is said, meets a ate on Friday:
clear, analytical ]
"I am quite sure no European been called one L C
qualification which it has been in- power will misinterpret that ac- tellectual in the/c
tion."
Here are stefpp
timated is considered important—
By this, Baker indicated, he Baker's career:
means European nations "cannot
fr jiii
that the new secretary be' an at- doubt that congress means to andGraduated
Washington' L
stand firmly back of the presiPracticed law
torney from the middle west.
dent."
till he got the job
When President Wilson was
Turn to Pi ig<
When the first flash came, un-

ONE CENT
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PLAN
te personnel of his
(Jontinued From Page One
>r to his inauguration,
the post of secretary
rior to Baker. The FURTHER DETAILS OF
led, ■ desiring to conBAKER APPOINTMENT
dor of Cleveland. The
rote him a second time former Postmaster General Wilacceptance, but Baker son.
iwilling.
Came to Cleveland in 189 7, and
Baltimore convention, tied up with Tom L. Johnson.
Became first assistant city sominority Ohio deleJan. 1, 1903.
/ilson, Baker made licitor
Elected solicitor three times.
erful address against
Became mayor of Cleveland in
i that he won over the 1911 by the biggest majority ever
jpposition.
given a mayoralty winner.
is in Washington last,
Re-elected mayor in 1913.
tile he did not see the
Quit office of mayor Jan. *1,
e conferred with him
1916.
sphone at that time.
Baker's struggle upward has
i. 1, when he left the
ice, Baker has been been chiefly marked by a perselaw with Thomas L. verance that was indomitable.
Joseph C Hostetler.
His fight to carry out Tom
een his service direcJohnson's
idea of a "City on a
stetler first assistant
Hill" characterized his public
law.
jlose to -Baker pre- service in Cleveland.
Sidlo would go to
with Baker as his Fought for People in
ut both Baker and Long Traction War.
they hadn't discussed
He fought hard for the people
possibility or the
in the long traction war.
He
the firm Baker, brought
home the bacon in his
Sidlo.
ifter he was born at home rule battle. He won the
;, W. Va., Dec. 3, 1871, , famous lakefront case. He put
the municipal
JS him forty-five, they j his shoulder to
ownership wheel with the threeNewton Diehl Baker.
1 little man, with a cent light plant.
Sam Blythe says Baker knew
r and whimsical eyes,
about literature than any
;ot thru being Cleve- more
r, h;;s had a skyrocket other mayor in captivity, and he's
kept his accumulation right up.
Forty-two centimeter words
erim' between that
are playthings for Newton. His
y at Martins-burg, and verbal
artillery has routed many
een filled with lawing, a less-vociferous
opponent. He
zing and thawing for can sink . gracefully_in
a sea of
►hi Baker.
words of any caliber.
. it to get his start,
Once they told Baker he didn't
d it to make people show
enough gusto and low-brow
in his greeting of people
! wood when he found stuff
who came into his office when he
mayor.
d out when he became was
The next time a newspaper
Baker tried him out
large talking mouth, man entered,
his first official cussword:
face, a good grip, a with
"Come in, danm it, sit down!"
gift o' gab, and a
But it sounded so out of place
ithyi
never tried it again.
f that, N. D. B. has a he Baker
married Elizabeth LeoHical mind, that has pold of Pottstown, Pa., July 3,
one i of the most in-' 1902. They have three children,
l the< country.
Jack, nine, Betty, ten, and Mar! stepping stones in garet, four.
eer
d frtm John Hopkins
lgton-Lee.
la-s f in Martinsburg
:.he j ob of secretary to
to PngeS, Col. 3.

New Member of Cabinet Declares His Belief in Preparedness Policy—Fears
His Appointment May be Held Up.
Newton D. Baker, named secretary of war by President
Wilson late Monday, thus outlined his views on war and national preparedness:
"I have long been a peace at ALMOST any price man.

I

have believed that permanent peace among nations would come

"I really cannot talk about the
army at all because of the question now pending in congress. My
appointment is not yet even confirmed. It may be held up because
I'm accused of being a pacifist.
Or they may object to me for some
other reason. You know I spoke
.in favor of the appointment of
Brandeis to the supreme court."
Baker late Monday brought up
the point that his reputation as
a pacifist may cause congress to
refuse to confirm his appointment.
He also called attention to the
fact that he had appeared in
favor of the appointment of
Louis Brandeis, "the people's
lawyer," to the United States
supreme court bench.

thru the gradual substitution of law for force as a means of
i settling international disputes.
[

"The question of the army of the United States

and

pre-

| apredness is at present under consideration by congress and it
j plainly would be improper for me to

express

an

opinion

on

those matters except to congress thru the president.
"I still am a member of a number of peace societies and believe
that the first step toward insuring international peace will be the
establishing of the world peace
court as

was

Hague tribunal,

provided
but

by the

never car-

ried out because there was no
agreement about the constitution.
"I will continue to be a member
of the peace societies for I still believe that perman'
t--~:e must
come thru courts of law and not
violence or force.
Believes In Wilson's
Preparedness Policy.
"I believe in the president's
preparedness policy. I believe in
!: all of his policies that I know anything about.
"I am in thoro sympathy with
the efforts of the Carnegie peace
institute and its plans for bringing about real and lasting inter- :
national peace. As the first step
in this direction there must come j
the international court, to which :
will be submitted the disputes
among nations.
"Conscription?
I can't say
, what my opinion on that is bef cause it's so bound up in tliis
! question now pending before con: gress.
"The state militia? That too I
must decline to discuss because
of its being mixed up in this question.

j

:—

"Irony of Fate That Mr. Baker
Should Get War Post, "Says Wife
Mrs. Newton D. Baker was no more perturbed than was
her husband by5 the announcement he had accepted the post
of secretary of war.
She and Mrs. Allen Morse, members of the consumers
league, spent the afternoon in police court watching the
progress of the trials of egg dealers arrested in a league
crusade on bad eggs.
Mrs. Baker smiled as she remarked:
"It surely is the irony of fate that Mr. Baker, who belongs to almost every peace society in the world, should be
named secretary of war.
"I will greatly regret leaving Cleveland and my friends
here, but I feel that Mr. Baker owes a duty to his 'country
that demands he give every service he may be able.
"Incidentally, I, too, belong to several peace societies;
I'm a pacifist—but not of the 'peace at any price' kind
indeed."
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TOBEWAR HEAD
Former Mayor of Cleveland Is
Selected by President for
Cabinet Berth.
Newton D. Baker, former;
mayor of Cleveland, has been selected by President Wilson for
Secretary of War.
Mr.. Baker has accepted the:
position, and is now arranging j
his affairs in Cleveland prepara-;
tory to coming to Washington to
take up his duties.
The selection of Mr. Baker is
understood to have been discussed by President Wilson with
Col. E. M. House, soon after the
latter's arrival here this morning.
When President "Wilson was making
up his cabinet in 1913 he offered the
place of Secretary of Interior to Mr.
Baker twice. Mr. Baker then was
mayor of Cleveland and declined for
that reason.
Close Friend of President's.
The President and Mr. Baker have
been close friends for some time and
have corresponded frequently. Mr. Baker is said by his friends to be in close
sympathy with the President's policies
and is known.to have had the support
of some members' of the cabinet for the
war office.
When President Wilson recently was
touring the middle west on his preparedness program he saw Mr. Baker
in Cleveland and had a long talk with

NJSWTO.V U. BAKEK.

him. Mr. Baker has been in Washington frequently of late, and on his last
visit here said he had not been offered
the post of Secretary of War, and did
not believe he would be.
Ever since Lindley M. Garrison (resigned the President has been seeking
a middle western lawyer for the place.
At the White House today it was
neither officially confirmed nor denied
that Mr. Baker would get the place.
Officials strongly encouraged the use
of his name, and it was understood
that Mr. Baker had been- definitely
selected.
The thirty-day period for which Maj.
Gen. Hugh L. Scott, chief of staff, WtJ
designated Secretary of War ad interim, will expire March 11. It is believed Mr. Baker's nomination will be
sent to the Senate before that time.
Active in Reform Movement.
For years Mr. Baker has been
closely identified with the reform
movement in Cleveland and has taken
an active part in the street railway
controversy there. When Mayor Tom
Johnson died Air. Baker took up the
fight for lower street car fares in
Cleveland argued the case before the I
Supreme Court and finally brought
about an adjustment of the street rail- |
way franchises in Cleveland.
At the time of the Baltimore con- j
vention when President Wilson was
nominated Mr. Baker was prominently
mentioned for the vice presidency hecause of the fight he made in support
of Mr. Wilson. He went to the convention as a "Wilson supporter and
fought successfully against the application of the unit rule to the Ohio
delegat ion.
Air. Baker has been known tor,
years as a leader of the Ohio bar and
is highlv regarded by the President as
a lawyer. Air. Wilson wanted the
place filled by a lawyer because <>r
legal questions constantly arising jn
the administration of the War DeparU
ment. the Philippines, the Panama
canal and Porto Rico.
Is Native of "West Virginia.
Newton Diehl Baker, who is a democrat, was born in Mart insburg, W. Va.,
December 3, 1871, son of Newton Diehl
and Mary Dukehart Baker. He obtained the degree of bachelor of arts
from Johns Hopkins College in 1S92
and received his LL.D. from Washing- I
ion and bee University in 1S94. July'
5, 1902, he married A1iss Elizabeth Leopold of I'oftstown, I'a.
Mr. Baker was private secretary to
Postmaster General Wilson from .1896
to 1S37, when he tool', up the practice
of
law
in
Martinsburg,
W.
\';i.
Later he moved to Cleveland, where he
served as city solicitor from 1902 to I
1912. He was elected mayor of Cleve- '
laud in I912, atld served in that .'capacity for two successive terms, amounting to four years.
Mr. Baker; is a member of the Phi
Gamma Delta Fraternity and a. member of the Union and University clubs
of Cleveland.
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knolws where his sympathies lie in the
present world struggle. He is a member of the Cleveland Peace Society and
I He So Regards the President's Ex- of several other kindred organizations,
but says that he sees no incongruity in
pression of Confidence.
remaining a member and being SecreCLEVKLAND, March 6.—•Newton D. Ba- tary of War.
"I will retain my membership in the
ker, ex-Mayor of Cleveland, who has
j been -apppointed Secretary of War, said society," said Mr. Baker to-night. "I
am
an advocate of peace, but alsj be| that 'he has accepted the post and will
Cleveland's Ex-Mayor and Tom
leave here for Washington within a' lieve in using force to enforce the laws
of peace."
I week.
L. Johnson's Disciple
Peace, preparedness and silence will
"The expression of confidence .which
President Wilson has implied in tiie ap- mark Mr. Baker's regime as Secretary
Accepts Post.
of
War. He indicated to-day that the
pointment is most flattering," he said.
"Of course I know nothing of the duties Secretary of War should speak only
of the office, and shall have it all to through the President.
learn. I have no statement to make as
FRIEND OF PRESIDENT
Career of the jYew Secretary.
to the course I shall take. I have always
been a peace advocate. I believe in peace
Newton Diehl Baker was first heard of
and in the proper enforcement of peace— nationally in July. 1912, when as a
by force if necessary."
While Worker for Peace He Is
speaker in the Democratic national conMr. Baker has always been known as vention at Baltimore lie made an ima pacifist, and he was recently men- passioned address demanding that WoodBelieved to Favor Wilson's
tioned at a peace mass meeting here as row Wilson 'be nominated forthwith.
Defence Plans.
the man to bring peace when the time Mr. Baker was one of the Democratic
is ripe.
leaders at the 1913 convention and was
In making Mr. Baker Secretary of considered one of the most radical.
War President Wilson gains as an adHe is 45 years old and one of the
WASHINGTON, March 6.—Newtoji D.
viser a man considered by his friends youngest War Secretaries ever tipBaker, ax-Mayor of Cleveland, has 'been
a . diplomat, of the first water. Mr. pointed. His views on the subjects of
Baker rose from the practice of law. to .military preparedness, the necessary
selected by President Wilson for .Secrei the direct successor of the late Tom size of the standing army, methods of
tary of War. The nomination will be
j L. Johnson in Cleveland politics.
citizen training, &c, are not known to
sent to the Senate to-morrow.
Mr.
He made his way through dogged per- the people, l>ut it is assumed that the
■Baker will fill the vacancy created toy
■ severance, intellectuality and indomi- new Secretary's notions are modelled
table will. Among politicians he has been exactly upon those of his political menthe resignation of Lindley M. Garrison
i termed a "high brow." He always has tor, President Wilson. From the time
of New Jersey.
called himself a "dreamer of drtams."
that Mr. Wilson first came into political
Mr. Baker is a member of a number
Mr. Baker first attracted .-.Mention in prominence he has had no more earnest
!
Cleveland through his eloquence as an and indefatigable supporter than Mr.
of peace societies. However, it is taken
after dinner talker. Always a Demo- Baker.
for granted that he is in harmony with
crat, he took a minor part in some of
The new Secretary was a political
President Wilson's policy of preparedthe city campaigns and came to the protege,
the days before Woodrow
ness.
notice of Mr. Johnson, who, when first Wilson's in
prominence, of Tom L. Johnelected Mayor, gave him a place in the son, several
It is the understanding that the Prestimes Mayor of Cleveland.
law department.
Mr. Baker in his home city, Cleveland,
ident decided to offer the War portfolio
succeeded Mr. Johnson in the Mayorto Mr. Baker after an early morning
Johnson's Balance Wheel.
alty, serving two terms, 1912-1914 and
conference with Col. K. M. House. The
He, proved to be the balance wheel 1914-1916. He continued Mr. Johnson's
President signed the nomination to-day
needed for the rough and ready John- liberal and radical ideas, even improvson and helped the Mayor through many ing upon a number of them connected
immediately upon getting, a telegram
a tight place in the battle for a three with the city's methods of dealing with
from Mr. Baker accepting the office.
cent trolley fare. Mr. Baker was given traction companies and corporations.
Mr. Baker will come to Washington
charge of the law end of the "seven
years war" and, though opposed by an
Thursday for a conference with the
array of the best legal counsel jri the
President to fix the time for the assump■ morally came out with flying coltion of his new duties. As the thirty
ors.
day commission of Gen. Hugh L Scott
At the election in which Mr. Johnson
was defeated Mr. Baker was elected dias Secretary ad interim will expire
rector of law, being the only Democrat
March 11, it is 'believed that the Pres/
jpyright La'
to survive a Republican landslide. Pour
ident will iurge Mr. Baker to prepare to
years later he was elected Mayor by the
JMewian
D.
JBaker.
take the oath of office as soon as poslargest majority a mayoralty candidate
-W^eX- f j ^
Wilson's Advisers Pleased.
ever received in Cleveland. He served
sible.
two terms and declined a third.
Advisers of President Wilson to-night
Earlier Portfolio Offer.
Slim of build a.nd warmly sympathetic,expressed gratification with the PresiMr. Baker has a knack of making and
The President and Mr. Baker are dent's selection of a Secretary of War.
\
Mr.
Baker
was
married
July
3,
1902,
to
keeping
friends. Although he obtained
'f A contemporary says of Newwarm personal friends. It is recallc-d Miss Elizabeth Leopold of Pottstown,
most of his political schooling under the
that when Mr. Wilson was making up Pa. They have three children. Politi/ ton D. Baker that "as a gentutelage of Mr. Johnson he plays a radihis Cabinet in 1913 he twice tendered cally Mr. Baker throughout his career
cally different sort of politics than the
> tleman and a scholar there is no
the Secretaryship of the Interior to Mr. has toeen active in national, State and':
late Mayor. Where Mr. Johnson was
Baker. Mr. Baker's declination at that local politics.
| criticism.
As a politician there is
impatient
and
fretful
in
the
face
of
detime was ascribed to the fact that ha He is chairman of the Cuyahoga
no great evil indictment of him, for
termined opposition and took defeat
was serving as Mayor of Cleveland and 'county Democratic executive committee
hard Mr. Baker is suave and smiling
he is regarded as an unusually fair podid not wisfh to resign in the midst of a jand a member of the Democratic State
under all circumstances and, defeated
term for which he had sought election. committee. Mr. Baker was a conspicuj litcal boss, though oftentimes a hit
on one score, seeks a new mode of attack
When the President stopped in Cleve- ous figure in the Baltimore convention
and renews the 'battle.
j arbitrary," but still it says he is nnland on his recent speechmaking trip by reason of Ibis fight against the unit
Twice before he Bias toeen offered a
lie had a long talk with Mr. Baker, -who ■rule of voting State delegations, which
I fitted to be Secretary of War. One
Cabinet
position.
President
Wilson
was one of the few leaders called into had long been recognized as the cuswould suppose a' man with those
sought
him
as
Secretary
of
the
Interior
conference with Mr. Wilson in the course tomary' procedure of Democratic naon two occasions, tout he declined. He
lovely qualifications would be fit to
of the journey.
tional
conventions.
was
Mayor
at
the
time
and
believed
it
The .President tendered the Secretaryhold
any post, but this critic probMr.
Baker,
who
was
elected
as
a
Wilhis
duty
ito
remain
here.
ship of War to Mr. Baker, in accordance
son delegate to the Baltimore convenably believes a roughneck should be
with his decision to choose a lawyer of tion,
Always
a
freelance.
was instructed by the Ohio Demothe middle West for the post. Mr.
Secretary of "War,
How would lack
Baker was the first man outside the cratic State convention to vote for JudIn Ohio politics Mr. Baker has made
son
Harmon
under the unit rule. CarJohnson or Jess Willard suit?
Cabinet whom the President considered
no entangling alliances. He was the
original Wilson man in his State, voting
for the post vacated by Mr. Garrison. 'rying the fight to the floor of the
As to Mr. Baker, he gave the sixth,
Earlier reports as to the President's Baltimore convention Mr. Baker got a
the Cuyahoga delegation to the Baltij city of the country a most successful j
choice, it is recalled, had it that either ruling repudiating the action of the
more convention for Wilson instead of
for Harmon.
Secretary of the Interior Lane or Secre- State convention and enabling' himself
administration, suffering none from |
tary of Agriculture Houston might be with fourteen other members of the
Mr. Baker is a firm advocate of peace,
comparison
with
the rec'ord
of
Ohio
delegation
to
vote
for
Wilson
bt
not
peace
at
any
price.
In
an
chosen.
Mr. Baker is regarded by friends of rather than Harmon.
address he recently advocated strengthTom L. Johnson, his predecessor,
Mr. Bauer's views on national defence: ening the army and navy, but has not
the President as an astute politician.
the best mayor any American city
He has a good reputation as a public have excited great interest here. 'He has
indicated in what manner this should
ever had, and one of the best statesspeaker. For years he has been identi- (been classified heretofore as a pacifist.
be done. While he believes that perfied with the reform movement in Cleve- lAs a member of peace societies he has
manent peace can be established only
i men America ever produced.
Mr.
land and has taken an active part in the. Jtaken an active part against national through resort to the courts, he says
Baker is of the right stuff for anj
street railway controversy there. On 'defence measures. Despite this President that force should be used if necessary
the death of Mayor Tom Johnson Mr. i Wilson picked Mr. Baker, being appar- to maintain peace.
cabinet position.
r
Baker took up the Johnson fight for ently satisfied that the Secretary of War
Since the war Mr. Baker has caretraction reform and carried it to a suc- I will uphold his hand in the fight for the, fully adhered to the request of Presicessful culmination before the Supreme J pending perparedness bills.
dent Wilson that American citizens' reCourt of Ohio.
* JO frtaTTT-j TWrfcMffitton as Sec-^ main neutral. So careful has he been
Mr. Baker is a Democrat. He is
that no one, except possibly his wife,
graduate of Johns Hopkins University
and received the degree of LL. D. from aqj JOJ aiqEiiBAB S3pv+„
Washington and Lee University in 1894
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While Worker for Peace He Is
Believed to Favor Wilson's
Defence Plans.
WASHINGTON, March 6.—Newtoji D.
Baker, ax-Mayor -of Cleveland, has 'been
selected by President Wilson for Secretary -of War. The nomination will be
sent to the Senate to-morrow. Mr.
Baker will All the vacancy created <by
the resignation of Lindley M. Garrison
of New Jersey.
Mr. Baker is a member of a number
of peace societies. However, it is taken I
for granted that he is in harmony with I
President Wilson's policy of preparedness.
It is the understanding- that the President decided to offer the War portfolio
to Mr. Baker after an early morning ;
conference with Col. E. M. House. The j
President signed the nomination to-day j
immediately upon getting, a telegram
from Mr. Baker accepting the office.
Mr. Baker will come to Washington |
'Thursday for a conference with the
President to fix the time f'or the assump- j
tion of his new duties. As the thirty I
day commission of Gen. Hugh L Scott |
■as Secretary ad interim will expire i
March 11, it is 'believed that the Pres- I
ident will urge Mr. Baker to prepare to j
Newton JD.JBjak.et.
take the oath of office as soon as pos-j
Wilson's Advisers Pleased.
sihle.
i
Advisers of President Wilson to-night
Earlier Portfolio Offer.
expressed gratification with the PresiThe President and Mr. Baker are dent's selection of a Secretary of War.
warm personal friends. It is recalled Mr. Baker was married July 3, 1902, to
Elizabeth Leopold of Pottstown,
that when Mr. Wilson was making up Miss
They have three children. Politihis Cabinet in 1913 he twice tendered Pa.
Mr. Baker throughout his career
the Secretaryship of the Interior to Mr. callyheen
active in national, State and
Baker. Mr. Baker's declination at that has
local politics.
time was ascribed to the fact that he He is chairman of the Cuyahoga
was serving as Mayor of Cleveland and county Democratic executive committee
did not wish, to resign in the midst of a
a member of the Democratic State
term for which he had sought election. land
committee. Mr. Baker was a conspicuWhen the President stopped ir. Cleve- ous figure in the Baltimore convention
land on his recent speechmaking trip by reason of Ibis fight against the unit
he had a long talk with Mr. Baker, who rule of voting State delegations, which
was one of the few leaders called into had long been recognized as the cusconference with Mr. Wilson in the course tomary' procedure of Democratic naof the Journey.
The ^President tendered the Secretary- tional conventions.
Mr. Baker, who was elected as a Wilship of War to Mr. Baker, in accordance
with his decision to choose a lawyer of son delegate to the Baltimore conven(he middle West for the post. Mr. tion, was instructed by the Ohio DemoBaker was the first man outside the Icratic State com'ention to vote for JudCabinet whom the President considered !son Harmon under the unit rule. Carfor the post vacated by Mr. Garrison. rying the fight to the floor of the
Earlier reports as to the President's Baltimore convention Mr. Baker got a
choice, it is recalled, had it that either ruling repudiating the action of the
Secretary of the Interior Lane or Secre- State convention and enabling' himself
tary of Agriculture Houston might be with fourteen other members of tine
Ohio delegation to vote for Wilson
chosen.
Mr. Baker is regarded by friends of rather than Harmon.
Mr. Baker's views on national defence
the President as an astute politician.
He has a good reputation as a public have excited great interest here. He has
speaker. For years he has been identi- jbeen classified heretofore as a pacifist.
fied with the reform movement in Cleve- 'As a member of peace societies he has
land and has taken an active part in the; J taken an active part against national
street railway controversy there. On (defence measures. Despite this President
the death of Mayor Tom Johnson Mr. iWilson picked Mr. Baker, being apparBaker took up the Johnson fight for ently satisfied that the Secretary of War
traction reform and carried it to a suc- will uphold his hand in the fight for the
cessful culmination before the Supreme pending perparedness bills.
Court of Ohio.
Upon Mr. Baker's qualification as SecMr. Baker is a Democrat. He is a retary of War he will choose an assistant
graduate of Johns Hopkins University for the office Of Assistant Secretary.
and received the degree of LL. D. from This office was vacated by Henry BreckWashington and Lee University in 1894. inridg-e coincident with the retirement of
Mr. Garrison. Mr. Breckinridge resigned
because he was in sympathy with the po
sition that prompted Mr. Garrison to
relinquish the war portfolio.

knolws where his sympathies lie in the
present world struggle. He is a member of the Cleveland Peace Society and
of
several other kindred organizations,
He So Regards the President's Exbut says that he sees no incongruity in
pression of Confidence.
remaining a member and being SecreCLEVKLANDJ March 6.—Newton D. Ba- tary of War.
"I will retain my membership in the
ker, ex-Mayor of Cleveland, who has
been apppointed Secretary 'of War, said society," said Mr. Baker to-night. "I
that he has accepted the post and will am an advocate of peace, but als) beleave here for Washington within a' lieve in using force to enforce the laws
of peace."
week.
Peace, preparedness and silence will
"The expression of confidence which
President Wilson has implied in tiie ap- mark Mr. Baker's regime as Secretary
pointment is most flattering," he said. of War. He indicated to-day that the
"Of course I know nothing of the duties Secretary of War should speak only
of the office, and shall have it all to through the President.
learn. I have no statement to make as
to the course I shall take. I have always
Career of the A>w Secretary.
been a peace advocate. I believe in peace
Newton Diehl Baker was first heard of
and in the proper enforcement of peace— nationally
in July, 1912, when as a
by force if necessary."
in the Democratic national conMr. Baker has always been known as speaker
vention
at
Baltimore he marie an ima pacifist, and he was recently men- passioned address
that Woodtioned at a peace mass -meeting here as row Wilson ibe demanding
nominated forthwith.
the man to bring peace when the time Mr. Baker was one
of the Democratic
is ripe.
at the 1012 convention and was
In making Mr. Baker Secretary of leaders
one of the most radical.
War President Wilson gains as an ad- considered
He is 45 years old and one of the
viser a man considered by his friends youngest
War
Secretaries ever apa . diplomat of the first water. Mr. pointed. His views
on the subjects of
Baker rose from the practice of law_to^ -military preparedness,
the necessary
j the direct successor of the late Tom size of the standing army, methods of
j L. Johnson in Cleveland politics.
citizen training, &c, are not known to
He made his way through dogged per- the people, 'but it is assumed that the
! severance, intellectuality and indomi- new
Secretary's notions are modelled
table will. Among politicians he has been
upon those of his political mentermed a "high brow." He always has exactly
tor, President Wilson. From the time
called himself a "dreamer of dreams."
that
Mr.
Wilson first came into political
Mr. Baker first attracted attention in
he has had no more earnest
Cleveland through his eloquence as an prominence
and indefatigable supporter than Mr.
after dinner talker. Always a Demo- Baker.
crat, he took a minor part in some of
The new Secretary was a political
the city campaigns and came to the
notice of Mr. Johnson, who, when first protege, in the days before Woodrow
Wilson's
prominence, of Tom L. Johnelected Mayor, gave him a place in the
son, several times Mayor of Cleveland.
law department.
Mr. Baker in his home city, Cleveland,
succeeded Mr. Johnson in the MayorJohnson's Balance Wheel.
alty, serving two terms, 1912-1914 and
He proved to be the balance wheel 1914-1916. He continued Mr. Johnson's
needed for the rough and ready John- liberal and radical ideas, even improvson and helped the Mayor through many ing upon a number of them connected
a tight place in the battle for a three with the city's methods of dealing with
cent trolley fare. Mr. Baker was given traction companies and corporations.
charge of the law end of the "seven
years war" and, though opposed by an
array of the best legal counsel fri the
city/generally came out with flying colors.
At the election in which Mr. Johnson
was defeated Mr. Baker was elected director of law, being the only Democrat
to survive a Republican landslide. Pour
years later he was elected Mayor by the
largest majority a mayoralty candidate
ever received in Cleveland. He served
two terms and declined a third.
Slim of build and warmly sympathetic,
Mr. Baker has a knack of making and
if
--—
o
: V)
keeping friends. Although he obtained
/ A contemporary says of Newmost of his political schooling under the
Jton D. Baker that "as a gentutelage of Mr. Johnson he plays a radically different sort of politics than the
V tlenian and a scholar there is no
late Mayor. Where Mr. Johnson was
j criticism.
As a politician there is
impatient and fretful in the face of dej no great evil indictment of him, for
termined opposition and took defeat
ha.ru Mr. Baker is suave and smilinghe is regarded as an unusually fair pounder all circumstances and, defeated
I litcal boss, though oftentimes a bit
j on one score, seeks a new mode of attack
j and renews the 'battle.
| arbitrary," but still it says he is unj Twice before he has 'been offered a
fitted to be Secretary of War. One
Cabinet position.
President Wilson
sought him as Secretary of the Interior
i would suppose a' man with those
:
j on two occasions, hut he declined. He
lovely qualifications would be fit to
was Mayor at the time and believed it
his duty ito remain here.
| hold any post, but this critic probably believes a_ roughneck should be
Always a Freelance.
Secretary of "War,
How would Jack
In Ohio politics Mr. Baker has made
Johnson or Jess Willard suit?
no entangling alliances. ' He was the
original Wilson man in his State, voting
As to Mr. Baker, he gave the sixth
the Cuyahoga delegation to the Balti| city of the country a most successful
more convention for Wilson instead of
for Harmon.
administration, suffering none from
Mr. Baker is a firm advocate of peace
comparison
with
the rec*ord
of;
bt not peace at any price.
In an
address he recently advocated strengthTom L. Johnson, his predecessor,'
ening the army and navy, but has not
the best mayor any American city
indicated in what manner this should
ever had, and one of the best statesbe done. While he believes that permanent peace can be established only| men America ever produced.
Mr.
through resort to the courts, he says
Baker is of the right stuff for anj
that force should be used if necessary
to maintain peace.
cabinet position.
r
Since the war Mr. Baker has care-■
-o—
■
/
fully adhered to the request of President Wilson that American citizens" remain neutral. So careful has he been
that no one, except possibly his wife,
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IN GARRISON'S SfiOES.
Chosen to succeed Lindley M. Garrison
as Secretary of War, Newton D. Baker's best
asset seems to be his administrative record.
As Mayor of Cleveland, he carried on the
work of the late Tom Johnson with energy,
showing a capacity for detail that the War
Department will offer him opportunity to
employ. Some familiarity with the machinery of the Federal Government is his
also, acquired as private secretary to Postmaster General Wilson during the second
Cleveland administration.
The prime consideration in the selection
of a War Secretary at this time, however,
is his ability to command the confidence of
the country. Mr. Baker enters the office
under two handicaps. He is an extremist,
classifying himself frankly as a pacificist.
With the country divided in its sentiments,
striving to decide upon a wise provision for
its, security, the choice of either kind of a
radical seems inopportune. For breadth of
vision and wise judgment the country looks
to men without bias, and with such an appointee it would doubtless have been better
satisfied.
Whether or not Mr. Baker's confessed
ignorance of the duties of the office is more
than an apparent handicap is largely a question of balance. The possibilities of increasing our military resources and the merits of
the several systems proposed have been
thoroughly canvassed. As far as the department is concerned, constructive work has
passed from its hands to Congress, which
has not yet decided upon a military program. While Mr. Baker's ignorance may
prevent him from offering valuable counsel,
an understanding of military affairs would
indicate such a natural interest in the subject as might put him at loggerheads with
those who are shaping preparedness legislation.
It is when Congress has decided upon a
program that Mr. Baker's qualifications will
come into play. The work of organization
will have to be undertaken and it is an administrator that will then be wanted. To
follow such a vigorous Secretary as Mr.
Garrison is not an enviable task. If the new
Secretary makes good under these circumstances, it will be all the more to his credit.
He may be assured that his sucdess will be
recognized.
i
. !

Why Not Change the
Office and Make It
"Secretary of Peace?"
Newton D. Baker, former mayor of
Cleveland, just appointed by President
Wilson to succeed Lindley M. Garrison,
resigned, as secretary of war, is a pacifist—has long been, he says himself, "almost a peace-at-any-price man."
He felt the senate would not feel like
indorsing him for the secretaryship because of his views that peace will come
only when warring nations agree to substitute law for force in settling international disputes.
Just the same, Baker did not send his
resignation to any of the peace societies
to which he belongs, which fact was
equivalent to an announcement that he
didn't propose to compromise his convictions for the sake of the job.
Baker is a big man—big enough for
the big place for which he has been
picked.
He began the practice of law in Martinsburg, West Virginia, where he was
born, in 1897.
He moved to Cleveland and became
city solicitor there in 1902, holding the
office 10 years, when the people of
Cleveland, who had been watching him,
made him mayor.
His administration was indorsed when
he was re-elected, in 1914.
While city solicitor he supported Tom
Johnson in his reform movements, chief
of which was the fight against the street
railways for lower fares.
This fight Baker carried to the supreme court and finally brought about
an adjustment of the street railway controversy.
He was a strong supporter of Woodrow Wilson in the Baltimore convention
and his name was mentioned at that
time in connection with the nomination
for the vice-presidency.
After Wilson had been elected, Baker
declined the secretaryship of the interior,
which was offered to him twice.
Had there been a hitch over Baker's
confirmation on the ground that he was
not bloodthirsty enough for the portfolio of war, we were going to suggest
that he be confirmed as "SECRETARY
OF PEACE."

Doesn't it seem strange that we have
no such thing as the secretaryship of
peace ?
Doesn't it, now that you have thought
it over?
Isn't it possible that Europe would
have benefited if the countries involved
could have turned their affairs over to
secretaries of peace when the war talk
first started?
Anyhow, for a country that is supposed to stand practically alone for an
advanced civilization, "SECRETARY OF
PEACE" sounds a whole lot more civilized and appropriate than secretary of
war.
If there is desired such a thing as a
secretary of peace, it looks very much as
[f there is one available, though con' firmed as secretary of war.
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THE NEW SECBBTARY OF WAR.
Newton D. Baker is associated in the
public mind with the work of municipal
rather than of national government and
his selection as Secretary of War, therefore, has somewhat of the element of
surprise in it.
After all, however, what is needed in
I the War Office is brains and common
sense, and Baker has those a-plenty. lie
made/, splendid Mayor of Cleveland.
Tip slv.wed his fighting qualities here
during the Democratic Convention of
1011'. lie thinks clearly and talks
clearly and evidently has administrative ability.
if he felt (lie hick of any of the specific qualities necessary to the man who
is at the head of the War Department,
doubtless he would not have accepted
the position. As a Johns Hopkins man,
Baltimoreans have an especial interest
in him. Here's hoping for him a great
carter as a Cabinet officer anil a successful administration of the post which
present conditions make as difficult as
it is important!
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The record of Newton D. Baker,
former mayor of Cleveland^ wno11 has
been appointed secretary of war by
President Wilson to fill the vacancy
Kaused by the resignation of Lindley
M. Garrison, is assurance that he will
(give a good account of himself in his
new position.
Graduating from Johns Hopkins
University at the age of 21—he is
now 45 years old—Mr. Baker later
took up the study of law, and was admitted to the bar in his home town o£»
Martinsburg, W. Va. Soon afterward
he became private secretary to William L. "Wilson when the latter was
postmaster general in President
Cleveland's cabinet. Prom Washington he went to Cleveland, and in 1902
was appointed assistant director of
law of that city, a year later being
named director of law by Mayor Tom
L. Johnson. In the same year he was
elected city solicitor of Cleveland and
was re-elected three times. He was
chosen mayor of Cleveland in 1911.
That steady rise in meeting the practical demands of a large city bespeaks
ability and force of a high character.
• Mr. Baker has long been a national
figure in Democratic politics. He was
discussed for the nomination for the
vice presidency at the Baltimore convention in 1912, and is reported to
have been offered a seat in the original cabinet of Wilson, declining on
the grounds that his home city needed
him most, he being mayor at the time.
It is recalled that when Mr. Bryan
resigned as secretary of state some of
the Democrats advocated Mr. Baker
as successor. They considered no post
as too big for him. His appointment
as secretary of war, naturally, is all
the evidence needed that he is in accord with the President's policies on
preparedness.
is making good wherever tried is
.-■ -■ urance that Mr. Baker will succeed
n this IJ,W post, f""—"**—

West Virginia will again be -represented in the President's cabinet
by a native born son, Newton D.
Br.'ker, whom President Wilson has
selected for Secretary of War, having been born and reared at Martinsburg, this state.
o
Colonel E. M. ■ House, President
Wilson's close friend, upon returning
from an extensive visit in Europe,
declares that he found no more prospect for peace on that war-ridden
continent than he did when he visited it last spring.
Apparently the
Struggle will continue until one side
has completely exhausted its resources in wealth and men.
When President Wilson chose
Newton D. Baker for his Secretary
©ff War he made a wise selection,
^hile yet a young man Mr. Baker
has proved himself to be a man of
great initiative powers and natural
ability and his experience in the val
rious capacities in Vwblcfa he has
served the government and the city
of Cleveland, together with his training in law, will doubtlessly | show to
good advantage when he ; assumes,
that high position in The cabinet of
the President. Mr. Baker has shown !
that while his ideas are progressive
they are at the same time practical.
His conduct of the office of mayor j
of the city of Cleveland for four]
years after having served for ten;
years as city solicitor of that munic-;
ipality was so successful as to give
him a nation-wide reputation.
Mr. j
Baker is in close sympathy with j
President Wilson's policies and his;
service to the nation promises to j
prove of great value.

L
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\M With elaborate plans to be put. iinto*
^practice for preparedness and the
strengthening of the national defense
the office of Secretary of War becomes more important than it has
been at any time since the war be-J
tween the states in America.
Presiident Wilson has shown EH goodT
'commonsonse in selecting such a
man as Newton D. Baker for the
place.
-o-
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RUSSIANS TAKE A PORT

Brother of Ambassador to Great
Britain, at Odds With Wilson.

Army Lands at Atina Under BIack( >
Sea Fleet's Guns.

REFUSES TO "STAIN HIS HANDS"

■RAIN SHELLS ON TREBIZOND

JkfcL
~>Jannot Stultify His Conscience, He
Says Anent "Warning Resolution"
Fight—Says President's Refusal of
Vote of Confidence Shifts Responsibility to Congress.

Warships Operating Far to the West!
of Trebizond, as Well as at the I
East—Thirty Turkish Ships Sunk,!
and Ottoman Troops Are Defeated|
During Advance Inland.

<8>-

Loan May Lead U. S.
To War, Declares Page
The loan of $500,000,000 to
England by American capitalists, to say nothing of the profits
of munition manufacturers, has
destroyed the semblance even of
neutrality in the United States,
and will probably lead us into
war.—Representative Page.
"I will not stultify my conscience or
stain my hands with the blood of my
countrymen; neither will I do violence
to my conscientious conviction of duty,
thereby forfeiting my self-respect."
Representative Robert N. Page, of
North Carolina, made this declaration
in a statement which he issued last
night by way of notification to his constituents in the Seventh North Carolina]
congressional district that he will not
be a candidate for renomination to Conpress. In direct language he gave as
his reason for retiring, when he has no |
opposition for reelection^ that he finds
himself unalterably at odds with President Wilson in the present international
crisis.
Mr. Page.is serving his seventh term
In the House. He is a member of the
appropriations committee and is chairman of the subcommittee having charge
of District appropriations.

Brother of Ambassador Page.
He is a brother of the American Ambassador to Great Britain, Walter H.
Page. Before making his announcement he held conferences with Senator
Overman and Representatives Webb,
Kitchin and Doughton, all of North
Carolina.
Mr. Page's statement follows:
"Many patriotic citizens of North
Carolina are writing me and wiring me
to support the President in his diplomatic controversies! -with European
countries. Many just as patriotic are
telling me to support a resolution
warning American citizens against taking passage on armed vessels of belligerent countries.
"The Constitution vests in the President all diplomatic questions, and I, as
one member of Congress, am' willing
that he should exercise this prerogative. I do not think that Congress or
any other large body of men can successfully negotiate matters of diplomacy with other countries. When the
President demanded that Congress pass
upon, a resolution warning American
citizens against taking passage on
armed vessels of belligerent nations I
suggested the following resolution:
" 'Whereas the Constitution vests In
the President all matters of diplomacy;
" 'Resolved, That the Senate and
House of Representatives, in Congress
assembled, hereby express confidence
in the President in the exercise of this
prerogative for the protection of the
lives and liberties of American citizens
and the honor and peace of the republic'
Says It Shifts Responsibility.
"The President is not satisfied with
an unreserved expression of confidence
on the part of Congress, but demands a
vote upon the warning of American
citizens to refrain from using armed
vessels of belligerent countries, asking
that it be voted down. This shifts to
the conscience and convictions of members of Congress a responsibility that
the Constitution imposed upon the erecutive. Having' the responsibility thrust
upon me, I claim the right to exercise
my own judgment and convictions and
not have them dictated by some one
else. I do not believe that an American
should Insist upon the exercise of any
abstract right that will jeopardize the
peace of his country.
"To vote against a resolution of
warning places upon me the responsibility' for the death of all Americans
who, in absence of such warning, may
lose their lives by the destruction of an
armed vessel of some one of the warring powers and perhaps thereby
plunge this country into war.' I cannot gain the consent of my conscience,
much as I would like to gratify the
President, and meet what seems to be
the demands of my constituents, regardless of my own conscientious convictions, to in every matter vote as the
President requests, thereby assuming
responsibility for the loss of a, single
American life, or even Indirectly stain
my hands with his blood.
"In this instance, I am sure that I
am in possession of facts which a partial press has kept the people I represent in ignorance.
Quotes Saviour's Utterance.
"Jesus Christ never uttered a more
profound truth than when He declared,
'Where your treasure is, there will your
heart be also.' The loan of $500,000,000
to England by American capitalists, to
say nothing of the profits of munition
manufacturers, has destroyed
the
semblance even of neutrality in the
United States, and will probably lead
us into war. I have no pro-German
or pro anything sentiment'or inclina-

Newton D. Baker.

MADE WAR SECRETARY
CONTINUED FKOM FIRST PAGE.

his fight fpr 3-cent street car fare in
Cleveland, and was Johnson's right
hand man throughout all of his turbulent campaigns In this city. He was
elected city solicitor at the time of
Johnson's first mayoralty triumph, and
was reelected four times, winning even
when Johnson was finally defeated.
Was Twice Elected Mayor.
With the passing of Johnson Baker
became the leader of the local Democracy, and was twice elected mayor. He
declined to be a candidate for reelection last fall, and retired January 1 to
practice law.
Baker conceived the Idea of home
rule for Ohio cities, and led in the agitation for the Ohio constitution, which
resulted in giving to cities the right to
frame their own charters. He led the
efforts which resulted in the new
Cleveland charter, with Its system of
preferential voting, which Is one of its
salient features.
The new Secretary of War is a thorough believer in national preparedness, and .has stood valiantly by the
President.^1 through all of the receipt
discussion)
When
President Wilson
visited
Cleveland on his recent speaking trip
through the central West, Baker was
chairman of the reception committee.
Baker is married, and the. father of
three children.

"Original Wilson Man."
Baker was known as the original
Wilson man in Ohio. At the time of
the Baltimore convention in 1912 Judson Harmon, former governor of Ohio,
was a candidate for the presidential
nomination, and controlled a majority
of the Buckeye delegation, but Baker
was for Wilson, and swung with him
a number of northern Ohio delegates.
The successful fight, which he personally led, on the floor of the convention, to prevent the adoption of the
unit rule, saved these Ohio votes to
Wilson, and did much to make possible his nomination.
. Mr. Baker is at present a candidate
for delegate to the Demiocratic national .convention in St. Lpuis, and is
certain of election. He will undoubtedly have a prominent place in its
deliberations, in view of his cabinet appplntment.
,
Hope of Party Locally.
The new Secretary was only recently
reelected head of the county executive committee of his party, 'following
his resignation two years ago. He succeeded .former Representative R. J.
Bulkley, who managed the last campaign, which resulted in .' Democratic
defeat.
Baker was hailed as the hope of the
party locally in the next campaign,
and was accordingly placed at the helm.
He will probably be obliged to resign
this position.
Youngest Cabinet Member.
Mr. Baker, 'being only U years old,
will be the youngest member of President
Wilson's cabinet by more than five years.
The next youngest member is Secretary
Houston, who celebrated his fiftieth
birthday recently.
The President will not select an Assistant Secretary of War to succeed
Henry Brecklnridge until, he has conferred with Mr. Baker Thursday.

tion other than pro-American. I realize very forcibly my obligation and
to my immediate conTo Cure a Cold in One Day responsibility
stituency and to the American people.
I will not stultify my conscience or
Take LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE stain my hands with the blood of my
Tablets. Druggists refund money if countrymen; neither will I do violence
to my conscientious conviction of duty,
it fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig- thereby forfeiting my self-respect.
"And now, while so far as I am innature is on each box. 25c.—Adv.
formed I would have no opposition for
renomination in the approaching primary, I desire to announce that I will
not be a candidate for the nomination.
"I can never express the depth of my
gratitude to the Democrats of the
Seventh district for their support and
friendship. I would not be in any degree worthy of it if I did not maintain
Quality
Satisfaction
my self-respect and intellectual integrity by retiring instead of remaining:
your representative without either."

STEINWAY

HUGHES AGAIN SAYS "NO."
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Petrograd, March 6.—Russian tor-l
pedoboat destroyers have bombarded!
Trebizond, the Turkish seaport on the!
eastern part of the coast of the Black!
Sea, 120 miles northwest of ErzerumT
and have sunk several vessels. Thel
Turkish batteries, It is announced, replied, but without success.
Headquarters tonight reports:
(
"Our troops landed under the cover of I
an intense supporting fire from the
fleet, and occupied on the night of
March 4 the town of Atina, on the
Black Sea coast to the east of Trebizond. Deploying rapidly southward,
they forced the Turks to evacuate |
their positions.
"In the course of the action we took I
as prisoners 2 officers and 280 men,
and captured 2 guns and a quantity of I
artillery ammunition, cartridges and|
rifles.
"Detachments of our troops, continuing the pursuit, occupied the village of I
Maprava, midway between Atina and|
Riza, the morning of the 5th."
Fleet Extends Scope.
The Russian Black Sea fleet is extending the scope of its operations far
to the westward of Trebizond, and has
bombarded the mouth of the Terma
River, where a fleet of sailing vessels
had taken refuge. The Terma is 210
miles west of Trebizond.
Thirty miles east* of the Terma the
fire of the warships destroyed barricades and depots and many Turkish
craft. Along the coast line between
these two points the Russians during
the last few days have sunk more than
30 sailing vessels laden -with war supplies.

Refuses to Allow Use of Name in
Massachusetts Primary.
Boston, March 6.—A further refusal
to sanction the use of his name as a
presidential candidate was made by
Justice Charles B. Hughes, of the
United States Supreme Court, in a letter to Charles H. Brown, a former
j State senator, made public tonight.
"As I understand it, you desire to
I pledge yourself as a delegate, and you
! find it will be necessary to have the
acceptance of the candidate in whose
support the pledge is made," the justice wrote. "In answer I must adhere
to the position I have taken. As I have
repeatedly said, I am not a candidate
in any sense, and in view of my obligations as a member of the Supreme
Court, I cannot permit the use of my
name."
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"Weather — Rain
and
much
warmer today; tomorrow fair,
colder; strong southeast to southwest winds.
Temperature yesterday—Maximum, 34; minimum, 26.
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French "Curtain of Shells" Successful in Preventing an Attack Near
Mont Tebu—Infantry Employed by
Joffre to Head Off Assault Against

President's Supporters Believe Large

Britain to Blacklist
Coal Ship Owners if
Cargoes Aid Germans

Majority of Democrats Will Line
Up Today to Put Through Rule to
Kill Proposal—Influence of Bryan,

Goose Hill After Kaiser's Troops
Take Forges—Bombardment in the
Woevre Not Followed by Charge
Against the French Front.

London, March

6. — Farther ad-

vances by the Germans—In the Verdun region and in Champagne—are
told of in the latest French official
communication, which, however, also

However, Is Being Taken Into AcThrough the British embassy
here the British government yesterday issued a warning to neutral shipowners that if any of
their ships carrying a cargo of
coal shall finally reach any German port or ship the vessel will
be immediately blacklisted.

count as Big Factor to Be Dealt
With—Former

(Associated Press.)
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administration have planned as the

MADE WAR SECRETARY

House over the question of armed

broke out on the House floor late yes-

Newton D. Baker, Ohio Leader,
Was "Original Wilson Man."

taken, and the hammering with the

terday and continued hotly for more
than an hour.

When it was over

there seemed to be more of a partisan

French big guns of German organiza-

PUPIL ALSO OF THE PRESIDENT

tions.

final fight to end agitation in the

merchant ships debate on the subject

attempt to debouch farther from a

Teutons out of a trench they had

Holds

On the eve of what friends of the

records success in repelling a German

captured position, the driving of the

Premier

Long Conference With Members.

alignment than at any time since the
issue arose.

Three of the Verdun forts defend-

Mann and Lenroot Lead.

ing the city from the east have been Studied Under Chief Executive When

Representative Mann, of Illinois,

almost totally wrecked by German

Latter Was Instructor Years Ago the Republican

bombardment, according to Amster-

at Johns Hopkins University—Na- sentative Lenroot, laf Wisconsin, Re-

dam dispatches today.

tive of West Virginia and Twice publican member of the rules com-

After having vigorously shelled the

Cleveland's Mayor.

oppose today the rule under which It

Meuse, the Germans in a strong infantry attack captured the village of

<s>-

Verdun.

-Q

"DISMAL FAILURE."

Forges, about 9 miles northwest of

the Cote de L'Oie, but the French in
counter attacks forced them back into
the village and held them there.
German Attack in Champagne.
In Champagne the right and left
flanks of the French were attacked by
the Germans in the region between
Mont Tetu and Maisons de Champagne.
At the former point the French Are kept
the Germans to their trenches, but near
Maisons de Champagne they succeeded
in occupying a small sectionof a French
trench.
In the Argonne the French blew up
near Courtes Chaussees a German post
with a mine and captured a portion of
the crater. Near Haute Chavauchee the
Germans sprang two mines and later
entered the French trenches at several
points.
Counter attacks, however,
drove them out and the French also
occupied a portion of the mine crater.
Except for the infantry attacks at
Forges the guns on both sides in the
Verdun region have been doing all the
work.
Dutch Learn of Havoc.
Amsterdam dispatches repeat previous reports, unconfirmed from Berlin,
that Fort Devaux, five miles northeast
of Verdun, is in ruins. They add that
Forts Moulainville and De Tavannes,
next in line south of Devaux, have been
badly damaged by German mortars, if
they have not been totally destroyed.
Use Flaming Jets.
The omcal report telegraphed from
Paris tonight says:
"The Germans launched an attack, in
which they employed jets of burning
liquid, against our positions between
Mont Tetu and Maisons de Champagne.
On our right the Germans were stopped
by our barrier fire, and were unable to
leave their trenches. On our left, in
the region of Maisons de Champagne,
they succeeded in penetrating a small
advanced section of trench.
"In the Argonne we have exploded a
mine in the region of Courtes Chaussees.
destroying a German post and producing a huge crater, on the southern edge
of which we are establishing ourselves.
Germans Pierce Lines.

warning resolution after 90 minutes

discussion of the resolution.

Mr. Baker recently grained considerable tame by declaring: in a
telegram to Senator Pomerene, of
Ohio, that "something must be
done to save the Democratic party,
which is a dismal failure."

to debouch from the village against

is proposed to table the McLemore

of debate on the rule and four hours'

Not satisfied with this gain

of a mile, they several times essayed

Repre-

mittee, gave notice that they would

• r

region between Bethincourt and the

leader, and

On the

other hand, Chairman Flood, of the
foreign affairs committee, who haa
been understood personally to favor
a warning resolution, voiced an appeal to all patriotic congressmen to
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Newton D. Baker, former mayor of
Cleveland, has been selected by President Wilson for Secretary of War. His
nomination will go to the Senate today,
and administration leaders expect quick
confirmation, so the new Secretary may
take active charge of the War Department's plans for army increases and
reorganization.
Mr. Baker is a lawyer, and as a leader among Ohio Democrats has been a.
warm supporter of President Wilson's
policies since the preconvention campaign in 1912.
Mr. Wilson His Instructor.
He has been a close personal friend
of Mr. Wilson since the latter was his
instructor years ago at Johns Hopkins
University, and was offered the post of
Secretary of the Interior in the original
Wilson cabinet, but declined because he
then was mayor. He is understood to
be in thorough accord with the President on the preparedness program and
foreign questions.
An offer of the War Secretaryship
was made to Mr. Baker by telegraph
several days ago after the President
had spent more than three weeks carefully going over a long list of those
suggested to succeed former Secretary
Garrison. Mr. Baker accepted, and
upon being notified yesterday that he
would be nominated at once telegraphed
that he would be in Washington Thursday.
"Grateful," Says Baker; in Court.

stand by the President.
Administration Whips Busy.
Realizing the task ahead of them, tha
administration whips sent out calls to
all absent Democrats "within reach to
hurry to Washington in time for the
vote today.

The President's support-

ers believe that a large majority of the
Democrats, as well as many Republicans, will stand together to put through
the rule and kill the McLemore resolution.

There will be formidable oppo-

sition both in and out of the party,
however, and the influence of William
Jennings Bryan is being taken into
account as
big factor to be dealt
with.
Fourteen representatives and two
senators met at lunch yesterday with
Mr. Bryan in the private dining room
of a hotel near the Capitol and discussed affairs generally. What transpired there remained a secret.
Those at the Conference.

<

Those present were Senators Kern
and Vardaman and Representatives Lobeck, Stephens and Shallenberger, of
Nebraska; Ayers and Helvering, of
Kansas; Bailey and Steele, of Pennsylvania; Slayden and Callaway, of Texas;
Hensley, of Missouri; Gordon, of Ohio;
Tavenner, of Illinois; Huddleston, of
Alabama; Dill, of Washington; Sisson,
of Mississippi; Tillman, of Arkansas,
and Van Dyke, of Minnesota. Mr. Bryan
left last night for Wilmington, Del., to
deliver a lecture.
Speakers on both sides of the warning question were applauded during
yesterday's debate until it was difficult
to determine which sentiment was the
stronger. When Mr. Mann, vigorously
protesting that the question never
should have been thrown into the
House, and^ criticising Americans for
taking passage on armed ships, expressed the hope that such an act
would never draw the country into war,
he was cheered heartily by the whole
House.

Cleveland, March 6.—"I have nothing
to say except that I feel complimented
by the President's confidence.
I am
deeply grateful and certainly appreciate what he has done."
These were the words of Newton
Diehl Baker, former mayor, today when
asked for a statement regarding his
appointment by President Wilson to be
Secretary of War. Mr. Baker confirmed his acceptance, and then continued
arguing a lawsuit in common pleas
court, in which he was engaged, when
the word came to him that his appoint"Between Haute Chevauehee and
Gardner Precipitates Debate.
ment had been announced.
Hill No. 285, by exploding two mine
Representstive -Gardner, of. MassaLong
a
Democratic
Leader.
chambers, the Germans gained a footchusetts, precipitated the debate after
Mr. Baker, besides being a formerf
ing at certain points in our first line.
working unsuccessfully all day to have
Combats were fought, in the course of mayor of Cleveland, has long been the rules committee pave the way for
which we drove the Germans out of prominent in local and State Demo- a direct vote on a warning resolution.
our trenches and took possession of cratic councils, and a personal friend
The first step toward getting the
the edge of one crater. Our artillery of President Wilson almost from boy- McLemore resolution before the House
has been very active on the whole of hood. He is 44 years old and a prom- was taken by Representative Foss, of
this sector.
inent lawyer. He was a former stu- Illinois, a Republican, at the request
"West of the Meuse, after a violent dent under President Wilson when the of the Democratic members of the
bombardment lasting throughout the latter was an instructor at Johns Hoprules committee, it is said. He asked
forenoon on the front between .Bethin- kins University.
that it be placed on the calendar, and
court and the Meuse, the Germans
Baker came here from West Virginia it was done without debate. A short
launched
a
heavy
attack
against in 1902, where he -was born. He betime later the rules committee reForges, a point on our advanced line. came a lieutenant of the late Tom L. ported its rule, and the House, reIn the course of a spirited fight they Johnson at the time the latter began lieved of its long days of anxiety as
CONTINUED ON THIKD PAGE.

CONTINUED ON SECOND PAGE.
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PRESIDENT NAMES
OHIO DEMOCRAT AS
SECRETARY OF WAR
♦♦
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Successor to Lindley M. Garrison 'Formerly Was
Mayor of Cleveland and Had Once Refused
Place in Mr. Wilson's Cabinet.
WASHINGTON, D. C, Monday-Newton Diehl Baker
formerly Mayor of Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed by
! KeTiSnt Wilson for the post of Secretary of War, left vacant
liecently by the resignation of Lindley M. Garrison.
i
' Mr Baker has accepted the position and is no warranglng
'his affairs in Cleveland preparatory to coming to Washington
f° ^SJ» Mr. Baker has hen one of the leading
I democrats of Ohio, and at the time that President Wilson first
•organized his Cabinet was offered a place, but declined. He
has been mentioned frequently for the post of Secretary of
War ever since Mr. Garrison resigned.
. . .
Mr. Baker was born in Martinsburg,*West Virginia, December 3, 18T1, the son full terms. He resides at No. 1,851 Crawford road, Cleveland, and is a member of
o£ Newton D. Baker and Mary Dukebart many clubs in that city and elsewhere.
Baker. After attending the public schools In the time that Mr. Garrison served as
he entered Johns Hopkins University, a member of the Cabinet he was generally
considered as one
from which he
ne was graduated
grauu"™ in
'" 1892wuo^^-~
~ of the ablest of President
with the degree of B. A. He then at- Wilson's advisers, and regret was ex
tended Washington and. bee University pressed by statesmen and business men
for two years, where he obtained the de- throughout the country when he tendered
gree of LL.B. He married Miss Eliza- his resignation. Mr. Garrison, after a
beth Leopold, of Pottstown, Ta., July 5, careful investigation of the situation, advanced his ideas on the defence and the
1902.
Mr. . Baker was private secretary to national preparedness programme under
Postmaster General Wilson in 1896 and discussion, but these were not approved by
189T and the following year began the the Chief Executive. On the other hand
practice of law at-Martinsburg. hater he' the' then Secretary of War was strongly
moved to Cleveland, Ohio, and was City opposed to those suggested by President
Solicitor there from 1902 through 1912. Wilson, and as they could not reconcile
He then was elected Mayor of^Cleveland their widely conflicting views, Mr. Garrion the democratic ticket and/erjed two son resigned.
THE PARKERSBURG 3ENTI

—
//All of President Wilson's opponents
'are using a fine, toothed comb in their
.efforts to find something to criticise j
la the career of Newton D. Baker, he ,
new Secretary of War.
From the
day of his birth at Martmsburg,.
CLEVELAND MAN TO TAKE OATH W. Va., to the present time, they have j
been unable to find anything reflect-,
AND ENTER UPON CABINET
OFFICE DUTIES.
tag upon his. ability or character!
President Wilson evidently selected
By Associated Press.
Cleveland, Ohio, March 8.—Newton
the right man for the place.
D. Baker, former mayor of Cleveland,
left today for Washington, where, tomorrow, he will take the oath of office and enter upon his duties as Secretary of War.
Before leaving, Mr. Baker remarked
to his friends jokingly, "I will have
a great deal to learn. Why, as a boy
I never even played with tin soldiers."

TO
TAKE UP HEW JOB

TUESDAY, MARCH 7,

1916.

Mr. Baker's appointment is thus one
neither to arouse great hopes nor to
President Wilson's choice of ex-Mayor provoke bitter opposition. Politically,
Baker, of Cleveland, as Secretary of he should bring a certain element of
War seems to have caused some people strength to the President. In time he
a' certain disappointment. They have may be a valuable adviser in the Cabinothing against Mr. Baker. But they net. Should fate keep him long in his
appear to have felt that the occasion new office, and throw great burdens
called for a great and disciplined genius upon him, his reputation will depend
at the head of the War Department. upon the energy and sagacity which he
They vaguely thought of a man of pow- displays. At present he is no more than
erful intellect and iron will, who would just an ordinary American entering upon
have a perfect mastery of all our mili- an untried field. About Newton D. Baker
tary problems. He would strike his there is not a single trace of the superhand upon the spot of our army organ- man. That sublime being, in fact, in
ization, and say: "Thou ailest here, and spite of all our talk about the hour
here." He would go before the Military bringing the man, has a disappointing
Committees of Congress and expound way of not appearing when we call him
with such lucidity and force the needed from the vasty deep. As a rule, we
plans of defence that all differences of have to get on without him, going
opinion would at once cease. And in ahead in our unromantic way, by means
his public utterances he would both re- of the very humdrum human qualities
assure and inspire his fellow-country- of intelligence, honesty, and hard work.
Americans are not the only ones in
men. Such is the ideal Secretary of
War of the popular imagination—a sort this plight. For nearly two years now
of Carnot and Von Roon and Kitchener the chief nations of Europe have been
looking about anxiously, almost implorand Stanton rolled into one.
The
Well, if the gentleman exists any- ingly, for superhuman leaders.
where, he must be thoroughly hidden. cry for them has become almost shrill
No such person has been brought to pub- among certain newspapers and people
lic attention. The truth is that he is an in England. A weak Government, it
abstraction. Nobody knows his name. is said, ought to be "scrapped" and a
But the President had to select a con- Ministry of really "strong men" crecrete man. And as no imaginary hero ated. Who the aforesaid strong men
of military romance came forward in are, the deponents do not state. John
person, Mr. Wilson had to do what most Galsworthy recently had a report, in
of his predecessors have done. This is the Westminster Gazette, of a conversato make a Secretary of War out of a tion he overheard between Englishmen
civilian with no military experience who had got dead tired of the "halfwhatever. He has chosen a man in the fighters" in the Cabinet, and who agreed
prime of life, who has a good record as that a jolly smash ought to be made
a lawyer, who has made proof of execu- of the whole thing and a Government
tive capacity as Mayor of a large city of enormous power set up. But when
for two terms, and who in politics has they came to discuss who should go out,
been a reformer and a bit of a radical. and who should be put in, they fell into
Mr. Baker frankly states that he knows angry quarrels with each other. Many
nothing about the duties of his office, supermen of many minds^ And the fact
but hopes to learn them by hard work.^is obvious that neither England nor
This is as much as could have been said France, neither Russia nor Germany,
of Mr. Root, in advance, yet he became has discovered any miracle-men. The
a notable War Secretary. Under Amer- best success of all has been in the
ican traditions, and with only the ordi- remorseless elimination of the unfit,
nary American army questions to con- whether in the Government or the army.
sider, what the Secretary needs is a Gen. Joffre has perhaps best illustrated
strong, clear mind and a good head for the process. No heaven-born genius
business. He should be a real judge of ; himself, he has not searched for supermen, in or out of uniform; and ought to j nal talents in his commanders. He has
be able to tell good advice from bad, j merely cut off the heads of the inca-^
and to hold himself free from capture I pable, and given eligible ability and,
by any given set of officers or an army i zeal a chance to show what they could
clique. So far as concerns the work ly- do. Men of such stuff, so developed lining immediately before Mr. Baker, it der stress and competition, make up, i
cannot be said to be highly urgent. The after all, a pretty good substitute for
military bills of this session have been supermen. At all events, it is the best
presented in both House and Senate. we have.
There will be no occasion to ask the new
Secretary's detailed opinion of them.
For the rest, Mr. Baker announces that
he is at one with the President on the
general question of preparedness, and
will be in such matters only Mr. Wilson's spokesman.
THE CALL FOR SUPERMEN.
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HBMER WAR SECRETARY^
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, 1916.
Senate Confirms His Nomination
Promptly; Cabinet Likes Him.
ANTIS

INDORSE

HIM

ALSO

If OhioMan Had Been Chosen Instead
of Garrison, They Say, The President Would Have Had a Different
Viewpoint—His Criticism of Party
in Telegram Explained.

New Secretary of War Is Expected to Reach Here

Newton Diehl Baker, former mayor of
Cleveland, Ohio, is now Secretary of
War. His nomination was sent to the
Senate shortly after noon yesterday by
» President Wilson and was confirmed by
the Senate at 6 o'clock last night. Mr.
Baker is expected to arrive here today
to take up his duties.
The antipreparedness committee vesterday strongly indorsed the selection
of Mr. Baker for Secretary of War. The
committee, which is made up, among
others, of Miss Jane Addams, Stephen
S. Wise, Lillian D. Wald and John
Haynes Holmes, issued the followingstatement last,night:
"If the President had appointed an
Ohio Democrat to be Secretary of War,
instead of a New Jersey Democrat, it is
doubtful whether the countrv and the
administration would be in quite the
situation it is in at present.
I-iate, They Say, but Helps.
"For no Democrat close to the people
of the middle West would have encouraged the President to reverse himself in his Manhattan Club address and
no middle Western Democrat -would
have talked quite so cheerfully as did
Mr. Garrison about 'universal compulsory military service.' Mr. Wilson is to
be congratulated on hhs selection. While
it comes too late to help the administration preparedness prog-ram, it will
tend to convince the country that the
President is not entirely the jingo which
some would make him out to be."
An unsuccessful attempt was made
by opponents of the administration to
make trouble for Mr. Baker by quotingsi. part of a telegram which Senator
Pomerene, of Ohio, received from him
during the height of the Democratic rebellion in Congress against the President's position on the subject of armed
merchantmen.
The telegram quoted the
I\fw Secretary of War as saying that
the Democratic party had been a failure.
Text of the Telegram.
The full text of the message dated
February 24, 1916, however, throws
a different light upon Mr. Baker's
criticism of the Democratic party It
is as follows:
"Hon. Atlee Pomerene, U. S. Senate,
Washington, D. C.
"Opinion here is wholly with the
President. He will doubtless save the
honor of the country, but cannot something be done to save the party which
at present is a disma^failure.
"NEWTON D. BAKER."
friends of Mr. Baker yesterday called attention to the fact that the telegram was sent at a time when it appeared that a majority of the Democrats m Congress, especially in the
House, were making "a dismal failure"
of the party by opposing the President s American policy.

Cabinet Pleased With Him.
thfrf' ?«k,ei"S admirers laud rather
than criticise his implied denunciation
of those Democrats who they say were
VnVIt1 t0 embarrass the President.
I"ff"enCe 7aS made to the telegram
ma t6r
brought
? eX6CUtiVe
°f confl"nation
was
P
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This Evening.
NOTHING NOW REMAINS
BUT TO TAKE THE OATH
Former Secretary Garrison May Not
Be Present, as the Time Is
Somewhat Uncertain.
Newton D. Baker, former mayor
of Cleveland, Ohio, will become
Secretary of War as soon as he
subscribes to the usual oath of
office prescribed by the Constitution. Having been duly nominated and confirmed by the Senate, he can qualify as the official
head of the military establishment at his convenience. He is
due to arrive here this evening,
and probably will make his first
call at the White House to ascertain the President's wishes.
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The full text of the message, how«yer, puts a very different light upon
P
the matter. It reads:
"Opinion here is wholly with the
President He will doubtless save thl
f h& O0 ntr
ihw£
« save
y. b«t
some!
thing be ^done to
the cannot
party which
seems to be a dismal failure."
When Telegram Was Sent.
Mr. Baker's friends immediately called
attention to the fact that the telegram
was ■ sent at a time when many of the
democrats in the Senate and House were
making "a dismal failure of the party"
by opposing the President's submarine
policy.
The anti -preparedness committee yesterday issued a strong indorsement of the
appointment of Secretary Baker
Thi?
committee which includes in its membership Miss Jane Addams, Stephen S WitL
Lillian D Wald and John Haynes Hopes'
has headquarters in Washington to work
against the enactment into law of bills
proposed by the administration and cor
gress.onal leaders for national preparldStatement of Committee.
The statement issued by the committee
was as follows:
"If the President had appointed an Ohio
democrat to be Secretary of War, instead
of a New Jersey democrat, it is doubtful
whether the country and the administration would be In quite the situation it is
in at present.
"For no democrat close to the people
of the middle west would have encouraged the President to reverse hinS? £
his Manhattan Club address and no middle western democrat would have taii-L
quite so cheerfully as did Mr Garr so
about 'universal compulsory inil£2?v
service.' Mr. Wilson is to be congratulated on his selection Whiio it „i
too late to help the adinTnlstra ouTe*
paredness program, it will tend to con"
vince the country that the President il
not entirely the jingo which some would
make him out to be."
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r^ew Secretary at the War Department!
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Unanimous, commendation of Mr
c^bine? appo,intm6"t was expressed by
meetlnlme"lbers at yesterday's cabinet
tarv of w* ad* ??*h u Scott' SecredeS th. ^
'"terim, told the President the selection had been very favorably, received among army officers
j

Nomination Confirmed.
The nomination of Newton Diehl
Baker to be Secretary.of War was confirmed by the Senate late yesterday
afternoon. The nomination was sent
to the Senate a few hours earlier bv
the President.
Opponents of "the administration attempted yesterday to make trouble for
M
£- ?a!^er by Quoting: from a telegram
which Senator Pomerene of Ohio deceived from him vwhen there was loud
.talk of a rebellion in the HousektraVnit
the President's policy regt?dfng !r"med
merchantmen.- They quoted from the
telegram"-as-'follows:
"Cannot something be done to save

A Secretary of War
ter off in not having
perience which might
in favor of particular

is no doubt betthe military exinvite prejudice
methods.
f
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BAKER WAR SECRETARY
Senate Confirms His Nomination
Promptly; Cabinet Likes Him.

git* iwk '
Mamh J916

Baker,Confirmed,
WillTakeUpWar
PostDutie$To-day
Anti-Preparedness Committee Applauds His Selection and Raps Wilson for Reversal of Policy.
By International Hews Service.
"Washington, March, 7.—Newton D.
Baker, formerly Mayor of Cleveland,
is now Secretary of War. His nomination by President "Wilson was confirmed by the Senate at 6 o'clock this
afternoon. Mr. Baker is expected to
arrive to-morrow to take up his
duties.
The anti-preparedness committee
to-day strongly indorsed the selection
of Mr. Baker. The committee, which
is made up among others of Miss
Jane Addams, Stephen S. "Wise,
Lillian D. "Wald and John Haynes
Holmes, issued the following statement to-night:
"If the President had appointed
an Ohio Democrat to be Secretary
of "War instead of a New Jersey
Democrat, it is doubtful whether^
the country and the Administration
would be in quite the situation it
Is in at present.
"For no Democrat close to the
people of the Middle West would
have /encouraged the President to
reverse himself, and no Middle
| Western Democrat would have
I talked quite so cheerfully as did
I Mr.fGarrison about 'universal coja| pullory military service.' "
WJF
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/The New Secretary Of War
The nomination of H. D. Baker
for secretary of war will be most
favorably received wherever Mr.
Baker is known. A native of Martinsburg, Va., he comes from Cleveland, Ohio, where he has led a busy
and useful life. His work has been
effective and practical work.
On going to Cleveland Mr. Baker
became an intimate friend and- political associate of the late Tom L.
Johnson and to him more than to
any other one man is due the successful experiment of the three-cent
street railroad fare in Cleveland.
Mr. Baker has served as. city
solicitor and mayor of Cleveland and
has been an active promoter of whatever he thought was for the benefit
of the people. He is a graduate of
Johns ■ Hopkins "University, Baltimore, and during his student life
there President Wilson was an instructor. Mr. Baker is a pronounced
advocate of national preparedness
and will give a highly practical turn
to whatever part in the work falls
to his hands. He is no mere theorist, but is given to the careful examination of the hard business side
of whatever comes under his eye.
Mr. Baker will make an able and .
successful member of the cabinet, j

CLEVELAND PRESS, MARCH 9, 1916.-

Baker Given Scores of
Requests for Protection
The wishes of the president were
communicated
to
Representative
Hay, chairman of the house committee on military affairs, and Representative Kahn, ranking Republican
member, early this afternoon by
Secretary of War Baker.
Secretary Baker informed the two
committee leaders that scores of requests for increased military protection had been received from points
along- the international boundary. He
informed them that additional troops
were needed not only to increase the
cordon along the border, but to replace the men who are to compose
the expeditionary force.

INDORSE

Newton Dlehl Baker, former mayor of
Cleveland, Ohio, is now Secretary of
"War. His nomination was sent to the
Senate shortly after noon yesterday by
President Wilson and was confirmed by
the Senate at 6 o'clock last night. Mr. •H
Baker is expected to arrive here today
to take up his duties.
The antipreparedness committee yesterday strongly indorsed the selection
of Mr. Baker for Secretary of "War. The 00
committee, which is made up, among
others, of Miss Jane Addams, Stephen
S. "Wise, Lillian D. Wald and John
Haynes Holmes, issued the following
statement last night:
"If the President had appointed an
Ohio Democrat to be Secretary of War,
instead of a New Jersey Democrat, it is
doubtful whether the country and the
administration would be in quite the
situation it is in at present.
•Date, They Say, hut Helps.
ifi
"For no Democrat close to the people
of the middle West would have encouraged the President to reverse himPk
self in his Manhattan Club address and .
no middle Western Democrat would
have talked quite so cheerfully as did
Mr. Garrison about 'universal compulsory military service." Mr. Wilson is to
be congratulated on hts selection. While
it comes too lato to help the administration preparedness program, it will
tend to convince the country that the
President is not entirely the jingowhich
i—i
some would make him out to be."
An unsuccessful attempt was made
by opponents of the administration to
DC
make trouble for Mr. Baker by quoting
a part of a telegram which Senator
Pomerene, of Ohio, received from him
during the height of the Democratic rebellion in Congress against the President's position on the subject of armed
merchantmen. The telegram quoted the
new Secretary of War as saying that
the Democratic party had been a failure.

wo
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Text of the Telegram.

The full text of the message dated
February 24, 1916, however, throws
a different light upon Mr. Baker's
criticism of the Democratic party. It
is as follows:
"Hon. Atlee Pomerene, U. S. Senate,
Washington, D. C.
"Opinion here is wholly with the
President. He will doubtless save the
honor of the country, but cannot something be done to save the party which
at present is a dismal failure.
"NEWTON D. BAKER."
Friends of Mr. Baker yesterday called attention to the fact that the telegram was sent at a time when it appeared that a majority of the Democrats rh Congress, especially in the
House, were making "a dismal failure"
of the party by opposing the President's American policy.

Cabinet Pleased With Him.
Mr. Baker's admirers laud rather
than criticise his implied denunciation
of those Democrats who they say were
seeking to embarrass the President.
No reference was made to the telegram
when the matter of confirmation was
brought up in executive session of
the Senate.
Unanimous commendation of Mr.
Baker's appointment was expressed by
cabinet members at yesterday's cabinet
meeting. Gen. Hugh D. Scott, Secretary of War ad Interim,'told the President the selection had been very favorably received among army officers.

i

THE EVENING STAR, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, 1916.
NEW SECRETARY OF WAR AND FAMILY.

EX-MAYOR OF CLEVELAND, NEWTON D. BAKER; MRS. BAKER, AND THEIR CHILDREN, ELIZABETH, NEWTON

D. 3D, AND MARGARET.
Mrs. Newton D. Baker, wife of the
newly appointed Secretary of War, was
formerly Miss Bessie Leopold of Pottstown, Pa., daughter of Howard Leopold of that place and granddaughter
of the late J. D. Streeper, who was one
of the earliest newspaper publishers in
the Schuylkill valley.

She is the mother of three children,
Elizabeth, aged ten; Newton D., jr.,
aged nine, and Margaret, aged four.
Mrs. Baker has musical talent. She
is an accomplished singer and pianist.
For several years prior to her marriage to Mr. Baker in Pottstown, in
July, 1902, she was of the musical faculty at Wilson College, Chambersburg,

and she has frequently been heard in
concert there and elsewhere.
Since she has been living in Cleveland she has identified herself with settlement and educational "work.
Mrs. Baker is tall and slender, with
blue eyes and brown hair, and though
fold of social life, finds time for athletics, being a good golfer and tennis
player.
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BAKER !§ SWORN IN]NEW HEAD OF ARMY AND PREDECESSOR

IF

m

New Secretary Greeted By
Grave Mexican Situation on
Arrival At Department.
Newton D. Baker was sworn in as
Secretary 61 War today.
The oath of office was administered
by John B. Randolph, assistant chief
clerk of the "War Department, in the
Office recently vacated by Secretary
Garrison.
Secretary Baker was hardly inducted
Into office until official reports reached
the War Department of the attack on
Columbus. N. M., raising' the gravest
crisis in Mexican relations since the invasion of "Vera Cruz.
He went into conference with Ma].
Gen. Hugh L. Scott, chief of staff, who
retired a few moments before as Secretary of War ad interim.
Mr. Baker arrived in Washington at
8:40 this morning, and went immediately to the Shoreham. '
At 10 o'clock he went to the White
House to pay his respects to President
Wilson, conferring with the President
for half ar. hour.

Accompanied By Daniels.
Secretary Daniels accompanied Mr.
Baker to his new office, introducing
him to General Scott, Captain Cootes.
the latter's aid; Chief .Clerk Scofield;
and Assistant Chief Clerk. Randolph.
After being sworn Secretary Baker
received all the army officers stationed in the State, War, and Navy building"
The movie men and photographers
initiated Secretary Baker as he left
the White House, giving him all the
desrrees.
He had hardly emerged from the
clutches of fifty odd newspaper men
before the photographers hemmed him
in. Mr. Baker bowed for the moving
picture cameras, smiled for the newspaper photographers and then consented to pose in tlie reception room
of his office for the photographers
again.
"Being a greenhorn," said Mr. Baker
■when leaving the White House, "I
can't say. that I have any policy of
mv own at this time."
i
Ten minutes later he had landed
in the middle of a new Mexican
crisis
Secretary Baker said that for a time
lie would spend Sundays at his home
in Cleveland. He said that Mrs. Baker and his family would, not join him i
for the present as the children are !
now in school.at Cleveland.
John B. Randolph, who administer- I
ed the oath of office, has performed
a similar service for five of Mr. Baker's predecessors, Secretaries Root,
Taft, Dickinson, Stimson, and Garrison.
At 1 o'clock today Secretary Baker
was st«ll at his desk with slignt chance
cf getting out to lunch. Before getting
down to work he called in Messenger
Smith, who 'has served as the personal messenger of Secretaries of W\ir for
years, and learned what button to push
•when he needed help.
• , Then he Kent or.t calls for the disjatches from the border or. the Mexian invasion and began his conferences
Tith staff officers.
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BAKER READY TO TAKE OFFICE.
BJew Secretary of War Expected in
Washington To-day.
WASHINGTON, March 8.—Taking of the
oath of office was all that was necessary
to-day to make Newton D. Baker, former
Mayor of Cleveland, O., Secretary of War.
His nomination was confirmed by the
Senate last night, just six hours after it
had been sent in by the President.
Mr. Baker :, expected here to-day.
BAKER LEAVES CLEVELAND.
CLEVELAND, O., March 7.—Newton D.
Baker left to-day for Washington, where
to-morrow he will take the oath of office
and enter upon his duties as Secretary
of War. Mr. Baker had been occupied
for two days with receiving the congratulations of his friends and shaping his
private affairs with reference to his absence from Cleveland.
To some of his friends Mr. Baker said
jokingly just before leaving. "I shall
have a great deal to learn. When a
boy I never played with tin soldiers."

!

Three Baker Children.

When the new Secretary of War
takes up his residence at Washington
another group of interesting children
will be added to the young people of
the cabinet circle. The new Secretary
and Mrs.. Newton Baker have a family
of three children, two daughters and
one son.
Miss Elizabeth Newton, the eldest, is
ten years old, Newton D., jr. is nine and
the baby of the family, little Margaret,
is four. Mrs. Newton .will not accompany the Secretary to Washington today but will remain'for the present at
their Cleveland home so as to not interrupt the children's studies for the
present. Mrs. Baker was formerly Miss
Bessie Leopold, of Pottstown, Pa. She
Is a daughter of Mr. Howard L.ep_no_l<L.
"of that place, and a granddaughter of
the late J. D. Streeper, a pioneer newspaper publisher, in that locality. She
is prominently identified with settlement and educational work at Cleveland.
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NEW YORK HERALD,
THURSDAY, MARCH 9, 1916.
PRESS ON THE NEW
SECRETARY OF WAR
"Time Alone Will Show Whether Mr.
Baker Will Prove Worthy," Says
Boston Globe.
"Hie* Qualifications."
Philadelphia Pjess:— "The President
took his time to pick out./a successor to
Lindley M. Garrison to head the War Department and has finally been able to
choose for the position a .personal friend
with very high qualifications."
■'Man of Intense Nature."
Springfield Republican:—' 'Mr. Baker. is
a, man of intense nature, accustomed to I
hard work and certain to give the best j
that is in him to the service of the adi ministration and the country as head of
;
the "War Department."
"Relieved of Burden."
i providence Journal:—"The new Secretary of War will come to his post relieved,
] of the extraordinary burden that Mr.
Garrison was called upon to bear. Ke
will not have to frame a hill for a larger
army."
"President's Confidence."
Boston Post:—"It is impossible to say
what sort of War Secretary Mr. Baker
will make. Evidently the President has
confidence that he will fill the place acceptably."
"Task Important."
Boston Globe:—"Time alone will show
whether Mr. Baker will prove worthy of
his important task. It is- particularly important at the present time. We leave
predictions to his enthusiastic followers in
Cleveland."
"Converted Pacifist."
Philadelphia Evening Ledger: — "Mr.
Baker is reported to be a converted
pacifist. He now believes that something
should be done for national defence. The
country will await the revelation of his
views."
"The President."
Pittsburg Dispatch:—"The country will
concede that, in all fairness, the President
and his appointee must be given opportu
nity for demonstration of the capacity of
Mr. Baker as head-' of the War Department before hastening to pass Judgment.'
"Point in His Favor."
. Pittsburg Chronicle - Telegraph:—"About
the only point urged in Mr. Baker's favor
is that he is in accord with President
Wilson's programme. Of course, that was
to be expected."

N

f Mr. Baker, our new Secretary, of War, be
lieves in the "proper enforcement of peace—
by force, if necessary." So far he seems to
be in accord with all the belligerents.

«
BAKER
TAKES OFFICE
MID BORDER FLURRY!

IflfW

Says He Will Do Whatever the
President Bids.

March
1AM*

SECRETARY OF WAR BAKER.
Confirmation of Newton D. Baker
i of Cleveland, to be Secretary of War
is perhaps as satisfactory as any
i choice that' could have been made
; for that post in present conditions.
! Mr. Baker will be welcomed by a
I good many Northern Democrats who
' were fearful that a Southern man
j might be named, for.this is X Southjern Administration to'a' degree, and
! who feel that good politics demanded,
j from this time forth, more recognition of other sections of the country.
Beyond that, the former Mayor of
Cleveland is a, politician; he knows
the game, and the Wilson Administration, whatever the genius of the
President himself for politics, is very
much in need of men who can help
jit in its political relations with Conj gress and the country.
!
There has been much effort to deal
j with Congress without understanding
| the psychology of Congress. In recent tim.es Congress has been near
the point of open revolt against an
Administration which, if there had'
|i been better political-direction, ought
j to have been able without difficulty
i to retain ccmtrol.
j
The President, on the issue of his
j international policies, was entitled to
j have the backing of Congress, as of
i the country. Yet mismanagement on
j one side, plottings and maleficence
I on the other, produced a situation in
I which the American Government has
j stood hesitant, uncertain, divided, hej fore the world. Only the Republican
! patriotism in the House, rising su| perior to all else, saved the day for
j the President.
Mr. Baker frankly says he knows
j nothing' about the duties of the posiI tion to which he is appointed. This
j is iM>t at all amazing; civilian heads
; of technical departments are exi pected to be political figures, not
j technical directors.
A Presidential
| Cabinet is a political body, and ought
i to be.

[From The Tribune Bureau. ]
Washington, March 9.—Secretary of
War Baker's induction into office today was celebrated while the department's telegraph wires were hot with
news of border troubles.
He spent
most of the day receiving good wishes
from colleagues and posing for newspaper photographers. The first thing
he did was to report to the President.
After this Secretary Baker went to
the Navy Department to call on Secretary Daniels, an old friend. Secretary
Daniels led the new War Secretary to
the desk until recently occupied by Secretary Garrison and saw him take the
oath of office. Physically, Mr. Baker
does not fill the big swivel chair as
completely as Mr. Garrison did. He is
short and slight.
"I am an innocent," was his first public statement as he sat down before
the desk where a month's accumulation
of work awaited his attention. "I don't
know anything about this job. That
means, too, that I have no prejudices
and no obsessions about policies."
"What ai'e you going to do?" he was
asked.
"Whatever the President tells me to
do," was the answer.
The new Secretary's desk was decorated with a potted plant from an admirer in Ohio.
"The person who sent me that," Mr.
Baker said, "knows my passion for
flowers. I have a greenhouse at my
home in Cleveland, and it is my chief
pleasure to play about in it."
"*•»
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Secretary Baker had hiB baptism of fire before i
the birth certificate ww made out.
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CLEVELAND PRESS, MARCH. 11, 1916._
DAD HASN'T TIME TO GET
HOME, BAKER'S SON SAYS
"Too much Mexico." That's the
reason Jack Baker gave his Crawtord-rd playmates Saturday, when
he said his father, new secretary
of war, would not be home from
Washington over Sunday
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\ PRESIDENT SILENT ON
CALLING OUT MILITIA

«*»
Has Chat With Daniels.
Mr. Baker then walked across Executive Avenue to the Navy Department,
as he remarked, "To see my old
friend, Mr. Daniels." After a brief
conference the two officials walked
through the main corridor of the War,
State and Navy Building to the office .
of the Secretary of War. There he
wa3 greeted by Major Gen. Hugh L, ,
Scott, Acting Secretary of War, and
Capt, Harry N. Cootes, Thirteenth
Cavalry, of his staff, together with j
John C. Sohofield, Chief Clerk of the '
War Department. Secretary Daniels '
introduced the new Secretary of War!
and returned to his own office.
Indicating his desire to receive the
Sworn In as Secretary, He Finds\ oath and take hold of the work of his
office at once, Mr. Baker was sworn
in by John B. Randolph, veteran
Latest Fatal Raid First
clerk of the record division of the
department, who is a notary, and who
Matter to Engage His
has sworn in more than twenty Secretaries of War. The ceremony was
witnessed by War Department offiOfficial Attention.
cials and clerks. A small army of
camera men promptly swooped down
on Secretary Baker, and he goodnaturedly permitted himself to be
GETS FUNSTON'S REPORT;
snapped at his desk.
The new Secretary then received ail
SENDS FACTS TO WILSON. the army officers on duty in the department and all the employees cf
his immediate office. Major Gen. Scott
presented his military associates,
Chats With Secretary Daniels! while Mr. Schofleld did the honors for
the civilians.
Get Mexican Henort.
and Gets Down to BusiThe first thing Mr. Baker had called |
to his attention officially was the re- I
ness Without Delay.
port from Major Gen. Funston detailing the attack by Villa soldiers on
the town of Columbus. If he was disturbed by the fact that his first busi(Special to The World.)
"WASHINGTON, March 9.—It was ness was of a distinctly warlike character, he gave no visible evidence of
■ the lot of Newton D. Baker, the it. He said he would at once consider
successor of Lindley M. Garrison as what ought to be done in the premises
Secretary of War, to step into office and immediately communicate the
' just as the Mexican, question, which facts to President Wilson.
Secretary Baker was entertained at I
i has Hovered
hovered long above the desk of »•**»«<?** "W
Cosmos' Club by
j his predecessors, assumed its most ■ | Jgg"^ _%Tf*( of' Chicago, who
^alarming form in many months.
also had Secretary of Agriculture
* To-day was Secretary Baker's | Houston as his guest. He came to
first in office. Pie was sworn in at j Washington alone, and until arrangements have been made for'bringing
10.30 this morning, and immediately Mrs. Baker and their children here
went to work, to learn as soon as j he will spend Sundays in Cleveland.
Matters that may come before'Seche seated himself at his new desk j
that Villa partisans had made a | retary Baker for action soon include
the Goodier court martial, involving
raid across the border on Columbus, j a possible investigation of the AviaN. M., and had killed and wounded tion Corps of She army, and the c-ase
several American
soldiers
and j of Major Lianghorne, former Military
Attache at Berlin, charged with havcitizens.
ing brought official messages to the
Prompt business methods charac- German Embassy in Washington.
terized the movements of the newSecretary. He arrived in Washington this morning and his first errand |
was to call at the White House and i
pay his respects to President Wilson
and inform him he waa ready for
duty.

DESK AS MEXICAN

MS OP "NEWTON"
"tte

Nevah Was a Fightin'
ChiL'" Says Woman Who
Knew Secretary of War.

"Massa Newton nevah wuz a fightin'
chile, but always struck me that he
could and -would do a tall piece o'
serappin' if put to it."
Thus "Aunt" Bertie Scott, an old
colored mammy, who remembers Newton D. Baker, the new Secretary of War,
as a "pretty chile" she used to hold on
lier knee years ago in Mar,tinsburg, W.
Va., today 'expressed her views on the
new Cabinet member.
"Aunt" Bertie, wife of Perry Scott,
keeper of a livery stable within a stone's
throw of the office Mr. Baker will occupy, halted over the wash board where
she was engaged as soon as the name of
Secretary Baker was mentioned.
"You're from Martinsburg, Aunt Bertie. Do you know Newton D. Baker?"
she was asked.
"Lord, chile! I suttinly do. What's
happened to him?" hastily queried the
washerwoman.
"He's just been made Secretary of
War," said, the questioner.
"I know'd it. He's always been goin'
from better to best ever since he wuz
able," declared Aunt Bertie. -"I 'membah him when he wuz in kilts. His
deah ole daddy wuz a doetah in Martinsburg. We all know'd him well. He
used to drive about in a buggy with a
fine boss. My husban' Perry used to
take care o' that hoss, too.
'Every time the doetah come to the
stable with Massa Newton or one of
the other chil'ren in the buggy I would
take 'em out and 'muse the little ones.
I'se often had Massa Newton on my
knee. It was some pretty chile, too.
''He nevah wuz a fightin' chile to de
best of my 'collections, but always believed he could and would if put to
it."
"You think he is for preparedness
then?" Aunt Bertie was asked.
"Foh what?" she asked.
"Do you think he believes in being
prepared to fight?" the questioner ex- j
plained.
"Don' know dat, but I bet he'd be j
ready for anything dey start with him,"
the old woman replied.
j

Secretary BAKER of the War Department did not have to wait long
to learn that this is not a pacific
world. VILLA began the educational
process before the new Secretary had
time to take the oath of office.
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After Beading Despatches
From Gen. Funston He
Goes to Bed.
WASHINGTON, March 9.—It was impossible to-night to get any expression
of the President's views regarding the
Mexican situation, save that implied in
the official disclosures from the State
j Department as to the steps which the
! Government had decided upon.
The President conferred with Secretary of War Baker at 6 o'clock. He
dined with Mrs. Wilson at the White
House and at 8 o'clock went to the National Theatre.
On his return from the theatre the
President went to his study and read
tin" despatches from Gen. Funston
which had been received during the
evening. He retired almost immediately.
Officials who sought to reach him with
the view of making public some intimation of his- attitude with regard to
calling out the militia were forced to
postpone their questioning until to-mor- ■
. row. In the absence of any authoriza- I
I lion from Ihe President they refused to'
express any opinion.
M is understood that the President:
. will confer with Secretary Baker and
Secretary Lansing before the Cabinet
j meeting to-morrow. The regular semi' weekly Cabinet meeting will be held at
II o'clock in the morning. White House
officials said to-night that the Cabinet
would consider the Mexican problem
from every angle at the meeting.
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BAKER'S FIRST DAY
IS FULL OF THRILLS
K ^ A^^

-M>le \

Confessed "Greenhorn" Secretary Buns Gamut of War,
Movies and Reporters.
AVASHINGTON, March !).—Newton D.
Baker was sworn in as Secretary of War
to-day by Assistant Chief Clerk Randolph in the oQice which ex-Secretary
Garrison recently vacated.
Secretary Baker was hardly inducted
into office when official reports reached
the War Department of an attack on
Columbus, X. M., raising the gravest
crisis in Mexican relations since the taking of Yera Cruz. He went into conference with Major-Gen. Hugh L. Scott,
Chief of Staff, who had retired a few
moments before as Secretary of War
ad interim.
Mr. Baker arrived in Washington this
morning at S :40. At 10 o'clock he went
to the White House to pay his respects
to President Wilson, conferring- with the
President for half an hour.
Secretary Daniels accompanied Mr.
Baker to his new office, introducing him
to Gen. Scott. Capt. Cootes, the latter's
aid; Chief Clerk Scofleld and Assistant
Chief Clerk Randolph.
After being sworn Secretary Baker
received all the army officers stationed
in the State, War and Navy buildings.
Movie men and photographers initiated
Secretary Baker as he left the White
House, giving him all the degrees. He
had hardly come from the clutches of
fifty newspaper men before the photographers hemmed him in. Mr. Baker
bowed for the moving picture cameras,
smiled for the newspaper photographers
and then consented to pose in the reception room of his office.
"Being a greenhorn," said Mr. Baker
when leaving the White House, "I can't
say that I have any policy of my own
at this time."
Ten minutes later he had landed in
the middle of a new Mexican crisis.
Secretary Baker said that for a time
he would spend Sundays at his home in
Cleveland. He said that Mrs. Baker and
his family would not join him for the
present, as the children are In school.

KBaker
Pleases Them All
It becomes more certain
every day that President
Wilson made a happy choice
when he named Newton D.
Baker as secretary of the
war department in his cabinet.
The fact that the appointment was confirmed at once
without a dissenting vote in
the senate is significant in
itself at a time when Republicans, especially -in Washington, are straining every
nerve to make political capital against the party in
power.
But from all sides come
words of praise and commendation of Baker. He is
young, clean, progressive,
an unflinching " Democrat
and well trained in the law
and government.
At a time when such radical changes are to be made
in the army, such a revolution in the army department,
it is especially fortunate to
have a man of the legal
training and knowledge of
public affairs of Newton D.
Baker in command.
It is also fortunate that
in Baker the president has
an adviser in whom he has
absolute confidence. Every
present indication points to
a brilliant public career for
this man.

Charles Town, Jefferson Co.. W^y*
Thursday, March 9. 1916.
Newton D. Baker Secretaiyof War.
Newton D. Baker has been appoinled
by President Wilson Secretary of War
in place of Lindsay M, Garison, resigned
Thenew member of the President's Cabinet is the late Mayor of Cleveland Ohio.
He is a native of West Virginia, and
is from Jefferson County stock.
Mr. Baker was born in Martinsburg43
years ago, although some source give his
age as 45 years. He is a son of the late I
Dr. Newton D, Baker, who removed to
Marcinsburg from Shepherdstowu more
than a half century ago, and for man}
years was a distinguished physician of
that city.

DOESN'T COURT SOCIETY
Capital Smart Set Life Makes No
Appeal to Mrs. Baker.
IS

INTERESTED

IN

POLITICS

Wife of New Secretary of War Wants
Progressive

Work,

She

Says.

Won't Come to Washington to Live
Until Their Children Finish School
Term at Cleveland.

(United Press.)
Cleveland. Ohio, March 8.—Mrs. Newton I). Baker did not accompany her
husband to Washington when he left
tonight to take up his duties as Secretary of War. She will remain in Cleveland to care for her children, who are
in school. Mrs. Baker does not want
to break the course of their studies.
"The social life of Washington makes
no appeal to me whatsoever," Mrs.
Baker said today.
Political Life Interests Her.
"The political side of the Washington
life is what appeals to me, and, of
course, I can't talk about that. We
also do not wish to handicap the children by breaking into their studies.
"I know that to brighten social life
is the big- duty of cabinet members'
wives at Washington. But society
never could fill my life and ambitions.
1 want some progressive work—the
things I have in Cleveland."
Mrs. Baker is active in social betterment work here. She has taught a
singing class in a settlement house here
. for three years.
Is Talented Singer.
I
Mrs. Baker is a tali, slender woman,
with blue, eyes and brown hair. She'
reads much, and is a talented slnger
and pianist.
"If It will be possible for Mr. Baker
to come home from Washington often,
then we'll probably live here until
summer for the children's sake," Mrs.
Raker said. "Our plans will be indefinite until Mr. Baker returns Sunday." '
There are three children—Betty. 10;
Jack, 9, and Margaret, 4. Margaret
goes to a private kindergarten. The
Bakers have lived here since their mar- I
rlage, fourteen years ago.
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mountain fastnesses, it would not be surprising if the American cavalry were
caught in ambuscades. Another difficult
problem will be keeping the American
troops supplied with food and provisions.
While there have been no figures announced, the job that President Wilson
has set the army to will require at least
3,000 men to guard the border line and
communications and a mobile force of
(Continued from Page One.)
2,000 to scour northern Mexico for Villa.
the action of the Washington Cabinet, the
There is some disposition to criticise
atmosphere of "War with Mexico" as It the army for being caught napping at
Columbus,
when everybody knew that a
has hitherto been believed any intrularge Villa force had been in that vicinity
sion on Mexican territory would be re- for several days past.
garded.
. Even Cabinet officers looked askance at
The hope is expressed by President the performance, and wondered how the
troops were so easily surprised.
Wilson and his Cabinet that Gen. Car- American
The army must now retrieve itself. There
ranza will understand the position of the are no bothersome orders from Washing! United States and offer no obstacle' ton to embarrass its movements. It is a
■ though there is some apprehension of military task pure and simple, and upon
the manner of its execution will depend
I how public opinion in Mexico might be whether General Villa will be eliminated,
aroused against Carranza for permitting the
Carranza
Government
thereby
strengthened, and the United States sav| Mexican territory to be invaded.
ed
from
an
unnecessary
and
purposeless
The delicate - diplomatic situation that
Abundant Precedents for Presence of
intervention on a large scale.
the action of the United States to-day
DAVID LAWRENCE.
American Army in Mexico in Emer- j precipitates will probably be argued out
later.
gency of This Kind — President;
Every rrfoment lost in waiting for Car\ ranza, to send forces to the scene or to
Lays Emphasis on Point that No I make an arrangement giving formal perOccupation of the Republic of Mex- mission for American troops to cross,
! would work out to the advantage of the
ico Is Contemplated — President! I fleeing Villistas, whereas prompt action
Seems almost as if Villa was just, waiting for
by the American troops might mean the
!
Secretary
Baker.to take the reins before openinsr
1
Takes Stand that There Is No Time capture of Villa within a day or two and
the ball.
Now to Argue Diplomatic Proposi- j ' the end of the whole affair.

CABINET REACHES
DECISION QUICKLY

CABINET REACHES
DECISIONQUICKLY

All Agreed Villa Must Be
Eliminated
ORDERS SENT TO FUNSTON

NO OTHER CHOICE.

tions.

[Special Dispatch to The Evening Post.]
March
10.—President
Wilson and his Cabinet to-day decided
that the invasion of American territory
by General Villa and his bandits and the
murder of a score of Americans must
be summarily avenged.
Without waiting for any expression of
opinion from General Carranza, head of
the de-facto Government, the President
lost no time In ordering troops across the
international line to pursue Villa into
Mexican territory, not with the object
of making war on Mexico or beginning
an armed intervention or occupation of
the Republic, but with the single purpose
of running down "bandits" an act for
which there are abundant precedents.
After a two-hours' discussion of the
Cabinet, Secretary Baker, the new head
of the War Department, hastened across
Executive Avenue to his office and ordered General Punston to send as large
a force as was necessary to apprehend
Villa. The number of troops sent probably will not be disclosed at once.
When the Cabinet adjourned there was
a flurry of excitement. Cabinet members
said the die had been cast and that the
outrages could no longer go unpunished.
President Wilson after a brief conference with Secretary Tumulty issued this
(Statement:
"An adequate force will be sent at once
in pursuit of Villa with the single object of capturing him and putting a stop
to his forays, this can and will be done
in entirely friendly aid of the constituted authorities in Mexico and with scrupulous respect for the sovereignty of that
republic."
NO "WAR wna MEXICO. •*
The fact that Gen. Carranza is in control of practically all of Mexico with the
exception of those parts of the states of
Sonora and Chihuahua, near the Arizona
and New Mexico border, removed from
(Continued, on Page Three.)
WASHINGTON,

As a matter of fact, the President to' day had no other choice. Had he not
acted promptly, Congress would have embarrassed him later in the day with all
sorts of resolutions demanding intervention and even the occupation of the country. By anticipating Congress, the President thought there would be no interference from the legislative branch of the
Government, and that Gen. Carranza
would not get false notions from Senatorial speeches of the hopes or purposes
of the United States.
Gen. Carranza himself instructed his
Ambassador-designate here, Eliseo Arredondo, to express formally to the United
States Government his deep regret over
the attack on Columbus, N. M. Later in
the day some word was expected from
him with respect to such measures as
were outlined yesterday in a conference
between Secretary Lansing and Mr. Arredondo as to the most efficacious method
of ending the border raids.
The First Chief is not averse to having American troops cross the border to
pursue bandits. In fact, he is on record
to that effect, but hitherto has wanted
the reciprocal privilege of having his
men cross into the United States to stop
filibustering expeditions.
Giving such permission has not been
looked upon with favor because the United States Government has no jurisdiction
of the acts or movements of Texas State
troops or rangers.
But the important fact—and it is one
which influenced the President to proceed without definite word from Gen.
Carranza—is that the First Chief recognizes that pursuit of bandits does not
constitute an invasion of Mexican sovereignty.
The situation is a very delicate one, but
it is peculiarly in the hands of the army.
Tact and skill on the part of Major-Gen- ]
eral Funston will prevent the single ex- ;
pedition against Villa from growing to\
war-like proportions. The bandit leader !
has about 700 men with him, but may i
add recruits if he raises the cry that "the j
hated Americans are coming." Even i
some of the Carranza garrisons may be :
persuaded to augment his forces because
the loyalty of even the Carranza follow- !
ers in Sonora is a volatile and ephemeral '
thing.
/
TEST FOR THE ARMY.

The American army will be put to a
severe test. Villa's men are not tyros,
but hardened fighters. They constitute a
band that has been under arms for nearly
five years. The American troops may be
physically as vigorous and even better
marksmen, but should Villa retire in the

CLEVELAND

BATTLE AIRCRAFT
FOR U. S.^FORECAST
Separate Army Corps for
Aviation Predicted by
Secretary Baker.
General Shakeup Announced;
Officers Censured by
President.

T>LAI>

to supervise the discipinary features of
aviation corps administration."
Lieut. Col. Samuel Reber, chief of the
aviation section, signal corps, was relieved from that duty and censured by
Secretary Baker "for disrespect to a
co-ordinate branch of the government,
failure to observe the restraints Imposed by law with regard to the personnel and pay of members of the aviation
section," and for other reasons.
The appointment of a committee of
the general staff to study the reorganization of the aviation section was directed by Secretary Baker.
Capt. William Mitchell, signal corps,
assigned to the general staff, has been
designated as temporary chief of the
aviation section. Lieut. Col. George O.
Squier, signal corps, attached to the
embassy in London, has , been ordered
home for duty. It is assumed he will
go either to the aviation school at ban
Diego or succeed Col. Reber, as he has
had much experience with air craft work
abroad.

WASHINGTON, April 17.—Creation of a separate army corps for
aviation, distinct from the signal
corps, was forecast by Secretary of
War Baker today in announcing a
general shaking up of the flying
branch of the army by the president ]
and the war department as result of
the recent investigation of the aviation service.
If this plan is followed it will pave
the way to the addition of battle air- ;
craft to the scouting and message ■
bearing aeroplanes used.
Recommendation of the court-mar- !
tial which tried Lieut. Col.1 Lewis E.
Goodier, judge advocate of the west-';
ern department, were approved, as \
were those of a special board of of- |
fleers appointed to inquire into the !
whole question of discipline and con- !
duct of the aviation section of the
signal corps.
These steps were
taken:
Lieut. Col. Goodier was censured by
President Wilson as commander-ln-chief
of the army for having failed ■ "to observe the attitude which his office and
seniority of rank required him to observe toward junior officers."
Secretary Baker censured Brig. Gen.
George P. Scriven. chief signal officer
of the army, "for his failure personally

i:
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New York, Friday, March 10, 1916.
OUTLAWS ON THE BORDER.

i
3

*2

The motive of the Mexican bandits
who yesterday made their murderous
raid into American territory is hard to
determine. The act may have simply
been that ot desperate men, looking for
a new place to rob and kill. Or it is
possible that, if there was any method
at all in the madness, and if the band
was actually led by Francisco Villa, or
moved at his orders, there was a lurking hope of forcing armed intervention
by the United States. This would be
intelligible on the theory that Villa had
come to the conclusion that his game
was up, and that he might either yield
more gracefully or—and this is more
likely—embroil Carranza with the
American Government on the question
of our troops crossing the border to
catch and punish the marauders.
This is plainly the critical aspect of
the affair, both at Washington and in
Mexico City. There is no doubt that
our State Department will notify Carranza of its desire to pursue the outlaws on Mexican soil, and to take all
needed steps to prevent any more such
outrages on our side of the border. If
the Carranza Government is well advised, it will facilitate this move in
every way possible. There are abundant precedents for it. We have permitted Mexican troops to cross a portion of American territory on their way
to attack the enemy in Mexico, and various joint agreements for military movements of the kind have been proposed
or acted upon in the past. Unless Gen.
Carranza is a narrow-minded stickler
for mere forms, and forgetful of the
larger peril which threatens behind all
this, he will offer heartily to cooperate
with our soldiers in running down the
guerrilla chief who is making trouble
for both countries. If Geronimo could
be relentlessly tracked down in the Mexican mountains by American troopers,
there is no reason why Villa should not
be. The situation has greatly changed
since Carranza made formal objection
to the temporary landing of our forces
at Vera Cruz. Then the rival Mexican
parties were nearly equal; and Carranza could not afford even to appear
to countenance an American aggression.
But to-day, when it is only a question
of stamping out the last, remnants of an
insurrection, the look of things would
be very different. Carranza might now
make a patriotic nourish in assenting to
an international operation to make an
end of an international pest.

There will inevitably be a lot of
talk In Congress and elsewhere about
the present trouble having followed as
a necessary consequence of President
Wilson's Mexican policy. But there is
no way of proving this. It may be
true, but it has nothing to do with the
case confronting us to-day—except as
it may be sought to score partisan
points by railing about the past. It is i
the problem which we have to face now
that should concern us. And there is
every evidence that the Administration
is going about it in the right way.
There is now a de-facto Government in
Mexico. It has been formally recognized by the United States, as by most
of the European Powers and the South
American republics. The Senate has
recently confirmed the appointment of
an Ambassador to the Mexican Government. To it our State Department must
first address itself. And as Carranza
is as much interested as the United
States in putting an end to Villa and
his gang of roving robbers and murderers, it ought not to be out of the question to agree upon a military campaign,
joint or single, to free both countries
of a menace to civil order and to life.

"Excessive partiali y for one foreign nation, and excessive dislike for another, cause those
whom they actuate tp see danger only on one side."—WASHINGTON'S-FAREWELL ADDRESS, September 17,1796.
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[" OOK on this picture here.
B-^l The American flag has indeed been
laluted at last.
It has been saluted a long time now with
mockery, insults, jeers and contempt,
Finally these Mexican anarchists and asissins.have mustered up the courage to salute
^Sfith bullets. •
r
e sent warships and soldiers to Mexico to
nd a salute to our flag.
it salute was refused, and our ships and
, roldiers came home, humbled and humiliere was no salute for our flag on Mexican
t now it has been saluted at last ON
*SJRICAN SOIL.
d American men and American women
icker3ad, murdered ON THEIR OWN AMERn Sets,
I Mir-N" SOIL, by the bullets shot in hate and
Xti at THEM and THEIR FLAG and
DIR COUNTRY.
Lksnce again, citizens, look on your dead and
ttthe continued results of •'watchful waiting.
WK\„
1
March

.••* ...~
•••-

See what occurs while your Government
quibbles and splits hairs over the trivial question of a fool's right to risk his fool's life on
hostile ships.
See how American men and American
women are shot down ON THEIR OWN SOU.
while a -Depar4mes&#-State wastes the nights
and days in futile and senseless disputation
over some other Americans' right to protection ON THE DECKS OF FOREIGN ARMED
VESSELS.
Citizens, have we not watched and waited
long enough1?
Must we forever watch our own kindred
shot down and wait while they die in their
agonies «
Citizens, why do we have a Government, if
not to use the authority and power of the
nation to defend the lives of its people?
Why do we maintain a navy and an army if
our soldiers and our sailors are not permitted
to avenge the outrages and the murders committed day after day by brutal assassins'?
Whv do we have a President at all, if not to

speak the anger and to direct the vengeance
What will you
of the nation upon the defiant jnsulters of the
Are our dead always to lie unavenged0?
American flag and the persistent murderers
Is our flag forever to droop covered with
of American men and women 1
shame?
Citizens,-there is but one ^|ay in which to
Are we to k eep on watchfully waiting,
i,„i,.
avenge your dead, to wipe tMfcpittle of insult .^uaaidst thereon
UU1C
from your flag, to clean yoi wintry of this "world?
Say, citizens, are we to swallow humiliation
shame.
.
1
y
That is to march the armii a of the United and make a familiar of contempt and be bedStates into Mexico and' pu- that unhappy fellows of infamy?
Or shall we take these anarchists and assascountry in order under the ri|(|e 3 and bayonets
of our soldiers; to hunt dowri'» nd summarily sins by the throat and choke the evil lives out
execute these villainous murdai rs and to give of their cruel and cowardly carcasses and put
D
to. Mexico a reign of order a\* of peace that our flag back in the sunlight of honor?
Speak to your Representatives, citizens!
will be permanent.
s? '
Tell them that there must be no more watchAnd, citizens, since your Pn ident does not
ful waiting while American men and women
act and may be expected not % act, you yourare shot down by jeering assassins.
selves must take this mattei* nto your own
Tell them to send your soldiers into Mexico
hands and command and comfS , if necessary, to deal the vengeance of the Republic upon
the Congress of the United St^ s to order the these murderers and to put an end once for all
r
forcible intervention in Mei* 0 which your to the frightful anarchy which has made that
Executive seems to have nei*
the courage wretched country a hell of outrage, murder
srf
nor the decision to perform.
and unspeakable villainy during so many horIt is up to you, citizens.
rible and humiliating years.
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Male Help Wanted.
Continued front Preceding Page.
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Easy Terms.

lamonds on Credit can or write,

TIFFANY & CO.
Require Brat-class Spoonmakcrs and Spinners.
Tiffany & Co., Forest Hill, Newark, N. 3.
TOOL DRAFTSMAN, experienced in designing
jigs and fixtures; no war material: permanent position for reliable and quick worker;
slate age, nationality, experience and wages
expected under Tool Draftsman, box .toll
V Y. AMERICAN, Circle.
,
l'OOLMAKERS—-Experienced men for J'K an.d
fixture work,- no war material; steady position: state age, nationality, experience and
salary expected under Toolmaker, box u51
__ N. Y. AMERICAN Circle.
THOUSANDS Government .iobs open to men,
women; $75 to 5150 month: w*te immediately for list. Franklin Institute, Dept.
264-N Rochester, N. Y.
.
M. CHERRY,
TRUNKMAKERS WANTED.
808 EAST 27TH ST.
TURNERS, experienced, on fancy woods. A.
O. Banrnan, 84 West 87th st.
TJ. S. GOVERNMENT wants clerks: $100
month; New York examinations April 1J;
sample questions free.
Franklin luscitue.
Dept. 263-M. Rochester. N. Y.
;
,
WANTED—Names of ambitious men, 18 oc
over, wanting railway mail clerk positions,
$75 mouth. Answer immediately, Railway,
box 43>i N. Y. AMERICAN (Circle).
,
WANTED, cut glass polishers. Straus. 0 Desbrossea st.. Manhattan. Take passenger elevator.
WEAVERS—Few ood broad silk weavers on
plain work: highest wages. Carl, Lang Ac
ij^^..««.., ;c ^ftvio „i., Ao.-.----,a, L, i,. yjonu-site 92d St. ferry.
1VINDOW CLEANERS. 20. white or colored;
steady work; good pay: 0 a. in. 30b West
-J5th St.
__
,
WOOD TURNERS, experienced: steady work;
good pay.
S. Slamovitz, 5-7 Walton St.,
Brooklyn.
L'OUNG MAN, solicit advertising for large German dailv; salary and commission paid; advancement; Apply 9 A. M., 7 Central Park
West [50th st.)
,
.
YOUNG MEN, become auto chauffeurs; S18
week. Learn while earning. Write us immediately.
Franklin Institute, Dept. 801N,
Rochester. N. Y.
.
I'OUNG MEN wanted to make themselves generally useful in-machine shop; call between
!> and 10 a. m. Roovers Bros., third floor,
100 Scbermer):urn_st:i Brooklyn.
IOUNG MAN to learn the shoe business: $6
a week to start; good chance for advancement. Slater Shoe Co., Broadway, at 27th
>t.
OUNG MEN for locomotive firemen; experience unnecessary; give age. Address 1< lrcfflan, box 305 N. Y. AMERICAN Circle.
OUNG MAN for factory work; must be over
18 years old. Apply in person, 44 Spencer
st.. Brooklyn.
_
.
lYOUNG MEN, experienced operators ' on hydraulic presses; SO start; advancement. 30
lOUNG MEN, no boys, Catholics. neat appearanoe. Call only 10 a. m., room it. :, ID
Park place.
YOUNG MAN for butcher shop; references.
1074 Tark ave.. near S8th st.

Business Opportunities.

CHINA DECORATING

■ establishment, for sale with or without stock,
lowner retiring, running business, showing good
Iprofits. railroad siding, located at 35 Morris
(Street, Jersey City, N. .1.; small capital relqnired.
__
.
MOVING PICTURE THEATRE, ready to
Iopen; 600 seats, 800 open air; wants partner
ith S400: exceptional opportunity. Call an
I (lav? PARADISE THEATRE. 2360 Amsterdam
I ave..' corner 177th st.
'_
.
FOR SALE—Furniture factory: three-story
Ibrick, fully equipped: largest cities in the
It-nited States within 150 miles; eight railroads
Jdollar-a ton smokeless fuel; Mg snap to quicK
|buyer. TRUSTEE, box' 37 WIlkes-Barre, Pa.
ROAD HOUSE and saloon, near Sing Sing
I Prison; 7 rooms and bath, reut $3o; license
S650.25 yearly: $200 cash required.
Call or
write. M. MYERS, 73 Durston ave.. Ossining, N. Y.
ir business (luickly, privately;
„.y or country: write, call, phone
Coftlandt 231 for representative;
rapid sales our success.
FEDERAL REALTY CO., 198 BroadwayI_

We Sell Ei

PROSPEROUS suburban corporation has
doubled its capacity; man wanted to operate
factory and provide about * 1.000 of the operating capital. FACTORY, box 73 N. i. AMERICAN.
for entire store and
of merchanany where.
QCNG, 237 E. 42d St. Tel. 2400 Murray

American Watch and Diamond Co.,
MAIDEN I.ANE. Tel.Cort.5807. Agent calls.
WATCHES, diamonds, etc., on credit; S25,
SI weekly; *50, $1 weekly; $100, Sit weekly.
Write for "Red Book." CASTLE CONFIDENTIAL CREDIT, 206 West 42d st. Get off at
'Times Square subway.
Open Saturday night.

Diamonds, Watches Sf;LKl°st

values; representative calls. Royal Diamond &
Wateli Co., 35 Maiden Lane.
Phone i!43 John.
DIAMONDS ON CREDIT.
Call or write for catalogue.
L. W. SWEET & CO., 170 Broadway, 9th floor.

Clothing.
CLOTHING

FOR
MEN,
WOMENCHILDREN.
I'tiUDWJVI
i.vemngs.
PRUDENTIAL— 4 STORES—Open Evenings.
PARK PLACE, COU. liROAP
\D- ft. 1
WAY; 243 WEST 125TH ST.,
;EW YORK.
404 JACKSON
Down AVE.. L. I. City.
Weekly
145 Newark Ave.. Jersey City.
MEN'S CREDIT TAILORS—Suits, overcoats,
etc., S12, *1 down, SIWeekly. HAMILTONI MARTIN CO., 171 Broadway (enter 5 CortInndf St.).
•

Cash Registers.
NATIONAL CASH REGISTERS rebuilt;
largest stock in world; monthly payments;
absolutely guaranteed; we bur, exchange, repair, rent. ACME CASH REGISTER CO., 346
West 42d st.
.__
NATIONAL
models; easy p;
coffee mills; au
CO., Park are.

Ssft REGISTERS: 200 latest
ypients; rented; Hobart electric
ction prices. N. Y. REGISTER
& 116th st.; 8d ave. lb 22d st.

Purchi se and Exchange.

CASH

: TOR YOUR OLD

FALSE

TEETH

BftING OR MAIL TO
ARTIFICIAL TEETH CO.,
Main Office, 110 West 34th St.
I BRANCHES:
25 WEST 42D ST., ROOM 209.
REALTY BLD(S., 149th St. & 3d Av., Room 38.
Buys Diamonds, Old Gold, Silver
Platinum, Antiques, Pawn Tickets^
Artificial Teeth. 162 West 23d St.

I.ORSCH
SOLOMON—The Pet>nlc of tile
state of New lork, by the Grace of God
free ami independent, to llanimh J.orseh,
a
i\ ?!"":
Moses
S.
Lors.'h.
Fannie
REFINERS' PRICES FOR GOLD, SILVER, ii
PLATINUM.
POLISHING ARTIFICIAL^ Lorsch. Minnie L. Mashach, Eleanor I.assner,
TEETH. LASKEY'S, 170 3d ave. Est. 1885. David Lorsch. Sophie Lorsch, Fannie Oppenheinier, Zadek Oppenheimer, Hifsch OppenPAWN TICKETS, old gold, silver, platinum hcimer, Bertha Oppenheimer, Hdene Stern,
Masbach, Lucille Lassner, :iaine Lassbought; highest prices paid. DICK, 207 8th ave. Grace
nc
i''JAllce Lassner, and to all persons interested as creditors, legatees, next of kin or
otherwise In the estate of Solomon Lorsch, deOffice and Store Fixtures.
based, who at the time of his dfatk resided
Lenox avenue, Borough of Manhattan,
Store Fixtures, Grocery, at,288
\ork City, Send Greeting:
Cigars, Confectionery, Res- New
I.pon the petition of Moses S. 1-orsch, extaurant, Druggists, Milli- ecutor
and trustee, residing at -'Oil Lenox
nery, Jewelry; Cash or
avenue, Borough of Manhattan, New York
Credit. 121 Bowery.
City, and Max Stern, executor *nd trustee,
P V I \ C Store Fixtures, Grocery, a- residing at 012 West 112th street. Borough of
ars
New York City,
LL I 111 k.; S
- Confectionery, Restau- Manhattan,
rnnt
You and each of you 'are hereh.v cited to
,. \
- Druggists, Millinery. show
cause before our Surrogate of Hie County
Jewelry; CaBh or Credit, 161 Bowery.
or New York, at the Surrogates' Court of said
held at the Hall of Reeirds, in the
NATIONAL STORE FIXTURE CO. County,
County
New York, on the 21st d.iv of March.
Restaurant, bakery, millinery, grocery, cigars, 1916, atofhalf-past,
o'clock in ihe forenoon
confectionery: restaurant furniture our spe- of that day, why ten
Ire account of Moses S.
cialty. 220 Bowery.
Lorsch and Max stern, as executors and
Stnrp Pivlnrpc New, second-hand counters, trustees of the last will and testament of
oiute i lxiures shelve«, showcases, refrig- said deceased, should not be indioBll.v settled.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF we have caused
erators,
bakeshop fixtures;
free delivery.
the seal of the Surrogates' Court of
LENN1G & SONS, 327-329 East 34th st.
the said County of New York to be
hereunto affixed.
WITNESS. HONORABLE JOHN P.
Machinery and Tools.
(L. S.) COHALAN, a Surrogate of our said
County, at the County of New York,
the 9th day of February, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and sixteen.
Daniel ,T. liswdney.
, Clerk of the Surrogate' Court.T
Attorney for Executors, C. F, MINOR- 88 w all
lRRir)P.F ST
RROHIt'l VM
j Dt\lU^C 3 1., DKUUKLI IN.
St., Borough of Manhatlan, City of New York.

Levin Bros.

ONE LATHE, POTTER &
JOHNSON SEMI-AUTOMATIC;
FIRST-CLASS CONDITION. 30
Patents.
Best work, lowest prices.
Call or write for FREE
books. 30 years' experience.
EDGAR TATE & CO.. 245 BROADWAY, N. Y.

PATENTS

Patpnrs Secured or fee returned; time alx ait^uLo lowed for payment of fee. John A.
Donegan,Patent Lawyer,256 B'way. Barclay 7892.

Dogs, Birds, Poultry, Etc.

^iDOGSHOW

&T*£&~*ZK

WRIGHT, JOHN HOWARD—THPeople of
the State of New York by Ihe Grae of God,
Free and Independent. To Annie A. f. D\fmontf
Annie W. Do Lanoy, Douglas De ano.v, Constance Do lanoy. Union Trust Comfiuy of New
York as Trustee for said Annie W,!'- I.ano.v.
Kdmce A. Hussey, John U. llussr •/•.. Prudence Hussey, Union Trust Couip#*jbf New
York as Trustee for said Edmeo wfllussey,
Dunbar Wright Adams, IJnion TruBtfcouipuny
of New York as Trustee for said Dumr Wright
Adams, Dorotliy Adams, Union Trii*Company
of New York as Trustee for sal? Dorothy
Adams, Howard K. Coolidge, Geirge Greer
Coolidge, Surah COolidge Fairfax, (formerly
Sarah Wright Coolidge), Union Trulj Company
of New York as Trustee for said Sara, Coolidge
Fairfax (formerly Sarah Wright CgSlgc),
The
New York Colored Mission, New VF.> Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty i| Children,
Working Women's Protective Unin. Young
Friend's Aid Association. Nursery fad Child's
Hospital, Howard Wright Walte, Harriet
Haines, Sallic Martin. Anna M*v Martin,
Perry Walton, Millie Underwood, Oiribel Walton, Nina Walton Lewis. Helen ffiortell, Edward L. Griffith, Minerva Grant. Arthur A.
Moore, John O. Rolfe, George W Rolfe and
Josephine Jefferson Rolfe and t<\ull persons
interested as creditors, legatees, i jl: of kin/or
otherwise, in the Estate of jjin Howard
Wright, deceased, who at theMme of his
death resided at No. 41 East ij i Street in
the Borough of Manhattan of th(5 Sty of New
York, SEND GREETING:
4 '
Upon the petition of .1. Dunbl Wright, re
siding at No. 41 Easi 51st xirediii the Borough of Manhattan (if the City i New York,
and of Glraud F. Thomson. res:di ; at No. 128
Central Park, South, in l lie Bot eh of Manhattan of the City of New York, >u and each
of you are hereby cited to showuause before
our Surrogate of the County of »w York, at
the Surrogates; Court of said Comt v—hold ai
the Hall of Records, in til
.^HR New
lork, on tho 7th dnr of A
limir»>»fi jfa"u C»OCE- in ~uie ren„.„
\NN uv*r
tb<!
™."/,.
account of proceedings
Wright and Giraud F. Thomson
of the Last Will and Testamen,
cca 8 d
. £ .'„ sno"ld not ho judicially s.
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, w.
the Seal of the Surroga
the said County of Ne'
hereunto affixed.
WITNESS, HONORABLE JOE'v P,
(L- S.) COHALAN, a Surrogate1 of our <ald
County, at the County rjf New Ytrk.
the, I6tli day of Febriiary, in die
year of our Lord one thousand n.ne
hundred and sixteen.
Daniel J. T>owdney,
m^m™..
Clerk of the Surrogates' Court.
StEJ
9
L,& THOMSON. Attorneys1 for Executors, 141 Broadway, Borough of Manhattan,
.New York City.

BORG

AT N. Y. DOG EXCHANGE,
Inc. 1896-20 Litters Puppies, 160 Thoroughbred Dogs.

1 WISH TO BI'Y a cigar-stationery store, between f,Uth st. and 125th St., West Side, on Salesrooms, 204 E. 19th St. ^g~
svenue: price not exceeding $300. Address R.
G., box 355 N. Y. AMERICAN Cirele.
MOVING PICTURE THEATRE for sale; 400
Miscellaneous.
ret: guaranteed $50 to S75 profit: trial
■ranted: no agents. Address B. box 212 N. Y.
QUICKSILVER bought at: $2.50 lb.,
lAMEItlCAN Harlem.
,
lb. up. R.. 2464 Grand ave., Bronx.
11-ROOM, nicely furnished house, all rented,
Lenox ave.. near 125th st.: convenient all
Horse* and Carriages.
iransportation: dor-tor on parlor floor. Inquire
|MR. CHRISTIE. 127 East 23d st.

Highest Cash

Greaf Circulating Market Place of Opportunities—-FRIDAY,

Surrogate Notices,

Diamonds, Watclies, Jewelry.
6

SPOOKMAKEES AND SPINNERS

[Best Price Paid S£

AMERICAN—7/ie

YORK

*«

L&B.WALLER&POTTERS

■ 1U&11UL VJUJH KaIb
Brooklyn,
avc
TTelephone 6829 Bedford.
. "A. GOOD-PAYING HORSESHOEING SHOP I „,. „„
314-320
R^^^U.rr. NEAR
Ifor sale cheap to the right party: doing a good ',,
v,^,,
Ihusiness in Harrison. N. .1. Address SHOP. RUTLEDGE ST., DrOOKlVII, BROADWAY.
Regular Semi-Weekly Auction Sale,
*05 Union Building. Newark. N. J.

AUCTION SALES.

AUCTION SALES.

J.UCTION SALES.

Furniture.

Furniture.

Merchandise.

I CCl TrMANi

SELLS TO-DAY, 11 A. M.,
AT 57 WEST 21ST STREET,

AUCTIONEER
NEAR 6TH AVE.,
15 Van Loads of Household Furniture
Originally Stored with Spear & Co., and Transferred to the
MUTUAL STORAGE WAREHOUSE,
Goods stored under the names of
Shultz F Kelly.
PARLOR,' DINING
Also Odd China Closets,

John Bruunelle, T. Adams, G. Leinar. H. Arnold,
To be sold for storage and other charges.
ROOM, BEDROOM SUITES, Complete.
Buffets, Extension Tables, Dining Room Chairs,

B.

To-mo>Tow, Sat, March 11, 10:30 A. M.,
on pren ises, I) Uoerum St.. nr. B'way, B'klyn,
Knt re Stock. Plant and Fixtures of

the Trench Veneer Chemical Co.,
Cons sting in Part of 25 Barrels of
Lenon Oils, Rubbing Varnish,
Floor and Crude Oil, White Shellac,
E tamel, Turps,, Linseed and
Lubricating Oils,

25 Bags of Corks
00 Gross Bottles

Daveno Beds, Morris and Arm* Cha irs, Rockers, Wardrobes, Couches,
Brass and Iron Beds, Springs, Elastic Felt and Hair Mattresses,

150 10 and 20 GAL. KEGS.
Quantity

Dressers, Chiffoniers, Dressing Tables, Ladies' Writing Desks,
TTC-rnRKS

PAINTINGS

MIRRORS, CUT GLASS,

BRIC-A-BRAC,

SILVERWARE,

Between 3d and Lexington aves.

J. A. FLEISCHER, Auctioneer,
WILL SF.LL AT

PUBLIC AUCTION
ON MAIN FLOOR,

TO-DAY at 10:30 A.M.
RICH, MODERN,
HIGH ART AND MEDIUM

Furniture and Effects
REMOVED FROM

RESIDENCE, MT. VERNON, N. Y.,
TOGETHER WITH

COMPLETE FURNISHINGS
OF 10 APARTMENTS,
Handsome Dining Room Suites,
ELEGANT LIBRARY SUITES,

Quantity

Arthur H. Kritzer, Auctioneer,
Sells To-morrow (Sat.) at 1 1 A. M.
Contents of Private Dwelling
at 61 1 West End Ave., nr. 90th St.

Fine Draperies and Curtains,

ORIENTAL AND DOMESTIC

RUGS & CARPETS
6—UPRIGHT PIANOS—6
-MAHOGANY PLAYER PIANO
AND NUMEROUS OTHER EFFECTS.

Dealers and Housekeepers, Attend!
ARTHUR KALISKI, Auctioneer,
SELLS TO-DAY. 10:30 A. M.,

88 UNIVERSITY PLACE,
BETWEEN HTH ANI>

12TH STS.,

AETISTIC AND MEDIUM GRADE

Furniture & Household Effects
suitable for _

Parlor, Librar>-, Dining Room,
Bedroom,

OLD GOLD, JEWELRY,
UPRIGHT PIANO,
CARPETS AND RUGS,

Collection* Books

Storage Sale

iNUfEsTYMONycwHERBOF J have caused!

HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE

the So "U"rN!cf '-cfkTo be |

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION. INXLCDING

1! Young Black Horse
7 YEARS OLD;
SINGLE WAGON and HARNESS,
3-H0LE MIRROR-FRONT ICEBOX,
24DRAWER MACARONI CASE,
SCALES, CASHIERS DESK,
CCUNTERS, STOVE, SHELVING.
Sumjner & Oxman; M. Levy, Auct.,

RUGS AND CARPETS,
Other articles too numerous to mention.

SelliTo-day, Friday, at 10:30 A. M., at

568 Ridgewood Ave., Brooklyn.
Cypress "L" to Crescent St. Station.

Cases Can Goods

WALLCASES

Sugai, Flour, Coffee, Soaps and Powders.

SAM GREENWALD, / A
.•
& C. SALOMON,
j Auctioneers,

$75,000—VahTation—$75,000
i PAUL FlNKELSTEiN & SON, Aucfrs,
i Sell Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday,
I Mnrcl1 18' M & '5- at store & Basement Store,
I 108 East Houston St.. near Bowery, N. Y.,
A COMPLETE

SWEATER

Machinery

SALE—2 P. M.—SALE

iRestaurant

25 FOUR and SIX SEATED MARBLE
and HARDWOOD TABLES,
100 Vienna Bentwood and Other
Chairs, Coffee Urn, Linoleum, Kitchen
Range, 8 Brand-New Ceiling Fans,

A VERY HIGH-GRADE STOCK OF

LARGE, CLEAN, STAPLE STOCK OF

CLOTHI

of oaf ot the most prominent retailers of the
United States (whose name I am not allowed
to mention, but will be found on each garment!, consisting of about

650 Men's and Youths* Suits,
Men's and Youths* Overcoats,
AND CRAVENETTES

Aft

LCROCKERY

Housefurnishing
Cutlery, Paints, Enamel Ware,
Tinware, Wooden and Willow Ware,

and about 1.000 pairs of

Men's and Youths' Pants,

Tools, Bric-a-brac, etc.

Also a Stock of ODD COATS,
Coats and Vests, Full Dress and Single Vests.
all made of finest imported Worsteds, Serges
and Scotch Tweeds, Clays. Unfinished Worsteds, Checks and Fancy Serges, all made in
very latest fashions and strictly hand tailored,
trimmed with finest of findings.

J. Singer, Auct'r, by Oxman & Summer,
Sells TO-DAY, at 10:30 A. M„ at
788 Rogers Ave., near Church Ave., B'klyn
a complete assortment of above, comprisinl
Stanley's and Disston's Tools, Hammenf
Hatchets, Braces. Bits. Levels, Rules, PlaneJ
Axes, Saws, Chisels. Files. Screwdrivers. boxJ
of Screws, kegs of Nails. Scissors, Razorl
Knives, Bolts, Nuts, etc.; Cups and Saucerf
Plates, Platters. Bowds, Vases. OrnamentJ
Clocks, Steins. Placques, Agate Pots, PanJ
Trays. Jars, Japalac, Stains, Varnishes, Basil
cts. Brooms, Brushes, Washboards, Ladders]
and other articles too numerous to mentiorl
Fixtures—Showcases, Counters, Shelving, &J
Dealers invited. Telephone 4757 Orchard, f

D. HARTMANN, Auctioneer,
Sells To-day, FRIDAY, March 10, 1916,
commencing 10:30 a. m., at .laieiircom-;,
15-17 Mercer St., near Canal St., N. Y. C,
The ahove exceptional offerinp: strictly vilhout reserve.
For further information telephone Spring 4299.

Aboil 1 50 original cases Staple Merchandise.
Underwear and Hosiery, in large quantities;
Negligee Shirts, Sweaters, Overalls,

DRY GOODS

Particulars

Inter.

Tel,

1198 Orchard.

Bjy E. SCHIELDS, Auctioneer, Sells
Tollay, Fri., Mar. 10, 10:30 A. M. Sharp,
At B Lispenard St., N. Y., nr. West B'way,
Up-to-Date Manufacturers' Stocks of
HIGH-CLASS

Dresses, Suits
Gowns, Coats, Skirts, Waists

DEPARTMENT STORE.
$28,000 VALUATION.

Strictly High-Priced, L'p-to-the-JIinute

T""'

LADIES' and GENTS'

hURNISHING
40,000 Yards Dry Goods and Domestic

Street and A'iernoon Dresses,
Verv latest designs in Georgettes, Crepe de
Chine Crepe de Meteor, Crepe de Medium.
Plain and Striped Taffetas. Charmeuse. etc...in
nil colors and sizes: Serge and ( omlunation
Driers, extensive line of Spring Suits ill rombiiition Taffetas. Checks, Gabardines, Serges,
Potlins and Mixtures, all sizes; Junior Suits:
exfra line line of Spring Coats in Tafletaj
Silk Poplin, Corduroy and White Chinchilla,
sill'lined; Skirts, Waists and Silk Sweaters.
All this merchandise is up to date and will
interest the most critical buyer.
Tel. 4343
Friinklin.

Ti

HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE,

BANKRUPTCY SALE

Bv Order United

States District Court.

TfO-DAY.at 10:30 A.M.
,: 19-23 Willoughby St.,.
Cor. Pearl St., Bropklyn,

500 SHIRTS
4ANCY. DRESS and NEGLIGEE SHIRTS,

2,000 Arrow Collars '

STATIONERY

Vi'ctrolas 75c

• •••"»• • « • o » »"B » o * •

I

OFFICE AND SALESROOM,

5 20-2 Broadway, Near Spring St.

CHAS. JACOBS CO.
ftUCT'S 10-12 GREENE1ST.

Telephone 2060 Sprine.
Sells To-dav (Friday). March 10, 10:30 A. !L,
GENERAL ASSORTMENT OF
MERCHANDISE. CONSISTING OF
Silk, Taffeta, Messaline. Cotton and Lawn

50 DOZ. NECKWEAR,

Dresses, Petticoats, Skirts,

GOATS, SUITS, GOWNS
Hosiery,Underwear, Shirts
NIGHTGOWNS. CORSET COVERS.
Laces, Embroideries, Ribbons. Notions,
Curtains. Bed Sets. Towels,

LARGE LINE OF NECKWEAR
FINE, UP-TO-DATE STOCK OF

CLOTHING

KARP BROS., Auctioneers,
WILL SELL MONDAY, MARCH 13,
j at Salesrooms, 477 BROADWAY,
Between Grand and Broome Sts.
.Further.particulars. watl»h_Nx_Y. Amnrlci
H. KARP, Auctioneer. Telephone 4197 Spring.

Public Administrator's Sale.

T. Desk, Wall Cases, Shirt Bins, Shelving,
Counters, eic.
JACK ID. BRONSTON, Bankrupt.
MARK S. FEILER, Receiver.

II. COHEN. Auctioneer.
will sell Saturday. March 11,
at S p. m., at 78 Court St., Brooklyn

W & W. H. REID, Auctioneers.

One practically new Lathe, Anvil. Vise Furnace mid Attachment: large lot of Tools, all
kinds and dccrip'.'SSr-Jr*- estate of Emil
Lander. By order o? _
, . .
FRANK P. KliLLY. Administrator.

BRAND-NEW,

STAPLE

STOCK OF

F LADIES' and CENTS'

URNISHINGS
Woollens, Silks and Cotton Goods.
L. WECHSLER, Auct'r, by H. KATZ,
SELLS MONDAY. MARCH 13, 1916,
AT 590 BROADWAY, BROOKLYN.
Full particulars Monday's N. Yr. AMERICAN.
Telephone 5042 Williamshurg.
1 :30 P. If .—SALE—1:30 P. M.

DIAMONDS
RESTAURANT
J—* WATCHES, JEWELRY,

FURNITURE

WEARING APPAREL

WAISTS-WAISTS

FOR THE PRESE.Vlt STREET WEAR,

Candy Store..;

FINE, EXPENSIVE FIXTURES

BOX

Removed for convenience of sale, comprising several prominent retail stocks.

Large, Complete Lines Men's Silk and Negligee Shirts, all leading brands, up to $4J
retail quality; 600 Dozen Arrow Brand Collars, all original leading styles; Silk jl
Lisle Hosiery; AVsol^&lk-aJid Lisle Underwear anrLUjuoa Suits, Pajamas and IMJ
Shirts; Silk Neckwear, Umbrellas, &c.

FURNISHINGS

FULL LINE WALTON SHOES, i
OXMAN & HANFT, Auctioneers,!

>••••••«•<

HABERDASHER

or returnable within ten days.
TO-DAY. FRIDAY, MARCH 10, 10:30 A. SL,
Special Peremptory Auction Sale

NATIONAL PURCHASING CO.

SHOES

iVffltfltin^LtffflllltlfTTllliTii' ~ '

FRIDAY, March 10, 1916, at 10:30 A. M., at Salesrooms, 15-17 Greene St., N. \1
LARGE, STAPLE, ORIGINAL STOCK OF VERT FASHIONABLE

DAVID W. BIOW CO.
DEPARTMENT
STORE
Merchandise guaranteed as represented
■1—1
LADIES' AND GENTS'

tion.

Auctioneer's phone. Franklin 1264-5.

CHINA BRIC-A-BRAC, CUT GLASS,! W. L. Douglas Jk_Uther Men s

ARTIQUE FURNITURE,

VAN PRAAG & CO., AUCTIONEERS, Will Sell To-da

3ru

SHOES

ijffMKnTAjy sArmrrrF

FRANK JACOBOVITZ, by D. LIEBERMAN, Auct'r, Sells To-day, FRIDAY
MARCH 10, at 10:30 A. M'„ 10 LISPENARD ST., near WEST BROADWAY
P. S.—Above offerinjr is the lushest grade of merchandise in style and workmanship, aa
r~, .
should interest the best retail trade.
This sale is arranged and conducted by S. H. GOTTDIENER. Tel. 2950 Franklii

COTTON AND DRESS GOODS
Ribbons, Laces and Embroideries,
Daniel Greenwald, Auct'r.
MEN'S AND LADIES'
Nemo Corsets & High-Priced White GoodJ
iiCT aSd" cfiKwWearing Apparel,
Root's Tivoli, B. V. D. and French Balbrigga|
Sells To-day, Friday, March 10
AND SOFT GOODS.
|
FURNISHINGS
'600 Dozen SHIRT WAISTS,
At 10:30 A. M., at 23 Lispenard St., N. Y.,
UNDERWEAR
MUSLIN UNDERWEAR,
Machines, from an Up-to-Dalc
EnoXT.ous Line Notions and Fancy Goods,
ARROW. COLUMBIA, MATTA- Cl_IIRT<>l
WAN. SILK AND MADRAS
" * -31
LA'i:s. EMBROIDERIES AND RIBBONS;
SHIRTWAISTS,
Silk, Lisle and Cashmere Hosiery,
Supplies and Novelties,
SWEATEE FACTORY Dre;smakers'
DRESSES,
SKIRTS,
1,200 Dozen Arrow Brand Collars,
HABERDASHERY,
SWEET-ORR OVERALLS,
consisting of Leighton Circulars, Lamb.
KIMONOS, PETTICOATS,
DRY GOODS and DOMESTICS,
KAYSER'S and MEYERS' GLOVES|
Grosser, Classe and Flentje, Seifert and
MEN'S
SHIRTS,
Silk and Linen Handkerchiefs, Neckwear,
Enormous Line Cotton Goods,
Donner and Grosser Jacquard Machines;
Suspenders.
HATS, CAPS,
WOOLLENS and SILKS
also Sewing and Brushing Machines.
Calhoun & Robbins Notions,
And
many
more
articles
too
numerous
to
menLADIES'. MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S
TO BE SOLD WITHOUT RESERYE.

STORAGE SALE

TO-DAY at 1.0:30 A.M.
19-23 Willoughby St.

250 LATEST 1016 MODEL SPRING SILK AND SERGE

in regulars, stouts, longs and ext^i sizes.
also a stock of

SCHOOL SUPPLIES, CANDY,
TOYS, DOLLS, GAMES, NOTIONS,
CIGARS, TOBACCO, CIGARETTES,
3 Elegant Mahogany Sliding-Door
Tomatoes, Corn, Early June Peas,
Asparagus, Salmon, Sardines,
Lobsters, California Fruits, Peaches,
Pears, Apricots, Imported Olive Oil,
5 Silent Salesman Showcases,
Ketchup, Cases of Macaroni,
Counters, Shelving, Glass Jars, Trays.

TO-DAY, MARCH 10, 1916,

Spot Cash

DRESSES
SUITS & COATS

ELEGANT FIXTURES

FURNITURE

Sell This Day, FRIDAY, 10:30 A. M., at.
698 AMSTERDAM: AVE., near 94th St".',
The stock and Fixtures of aoove in lots '
Fixtures Will Be Sold 11 :30 A M Sharp
Aucts.' Office, 15 E. 116th St. Tel. Harlem 5342

WEARING APPAREL

150 'TAFFETA, CHARMEUSE, SILK, CHIFFON AND SERGE

Consisting of 2 Silent Salesman Showcases, costing $95 each; Small Safe, Windd
Dividers, Display Stand, Clothing Forms, Busts, Display Racks, 1 National Cash RegisM
jt3T Above stock comprises styles and brands of the present day in original ltnes
win be sold in trade lots.

Parlor, Bedroom &,Dinlng Room Suites: Chairs.
Rockers, Tables. DCsks, Wardrobes, Brass and
Iron Beds, Davenports, Portieres, Brlc-a-Brac.

s
B ffe,s
^TkYsttNOB^MjoH^p:
P«!«
"
' B™,B* D'n;n«
rf>:
f
. our_ said I 1 ables,'Cnatrs, Mirrors, China, Olass, tinc"OgSL.
(Seal.) COHALAN', a Surrogat#.o.
Crockery, Kitchen Utensils, Cutlery,
county, at the County Pf New York. ,
a-Brac, Hair Mattresses, Clothing,
the ninth day of Pepjnary, in the
2,000 Cigars.
FEATHER PILLOWS,
year of our Lord one thousand nine
L. FULD, Auct'r, by Order of Owner,
hundred and sixteen. ]
Pictures,
Engravings,
Paintings,
Trunks,
Suit
Sells This Day, 2 P. M. sharp, at
Daniel J. Di'wdney.
BARBER SHOP, 3 chairs: located in YorkClerk of the Surrogates' Court.
Cases, Travelling Bags, Roll-Top Desks, 1733 SECOND AVE.. near 90TH ST.,
ille; I5e. shave: cheap rent; income guaran12:30 P. M., RAIN OR SHINE.
teed; price S350; no mortgage.
HIRSCH,
Pianos,
Carpets,
Rugs,
Silverware,
Books
of
j
Entire
contente^^^^
COOK, CHRISTINA.—In purijuance of an
gency, 204 East 13th st.
200-Fresh & Seasoned Horses--200 order
of Honorable John P. Cojalan, a Surevery description.
for dry goods, shoes, groCONSIGNED FOR ABSOLUTE SALB.
rogate of the County of New Yfrk. notice is
ceries, furniture and resBRAND-NEW STOCK,
hereby given to all persons Having .-hums
Private saies at all times,
taurants.
hicb-rTrade, up-to-date
against Christina Cook, late of the County of
150
head
to
select
from.
Money
in
full
reIKOHN, 230 West Hist St.
Ladies', Boys', Youths', Misses',
New York, deceased, to present tf'e same, with
turned if not as represented.
vouchers
thereof,
to
the
subscribers,
at
cither
Children's
RKSTATJRANT, fully equipped, Broadway, B. WALLER. Auct'r.
Tel. 1485 Wmsbure. of their respective places of busfne:is. viz at
Ipoud location, pricr' £600: seat sixty. W. I*..
at Columbia Storage Warehouse?,
Room 1932, at No. 165 Broadwar. Borough of
s 210 N. Y-. AMERICAN. Harlem.
ARLINGTON TRANSFER CO. Manhattan, in the City of Nev' York, or at
60 and 62 West 67th St.,
MUST sell on account of sickness. Classon
Room 715. at No. 84 Nassau I Itreet, id the
Motor Power Replaces
Cafe. KUTJDOI', proprietor. 328 Flushing ave.,
said borough and city, on or hi fore the 10th by Daniel R. Kennedy, Auctioneer,
| Brooklyn.
dav
of
July,
1916.
.
„
.
, 50—Horses and Mares—50
bated New York, the ISth daj of December, To-morrow, SATURDAY, 10:30 A.M., | Original Cases Rubber, and Rubber Boots,
GROCERY—Christian neighborhood ; living
days; among t0 5
Must be i old in the next
Large Variety HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE,
.-,. I
r»
1
fi rSiL - TV A
♦
■rooms; large stock; sell cheap. 160 Willis ave;, them sevora matched team
* VALENTINE Ct'OK, Jr..
teams weighing from
[Bronx.
Xi Imimstrator.
1,100 to 1T6)0 lbs.; ages from 6 to 9 years;
SUSANNA
SAN
DS,.
also
a
few
pj
Lvement
sore
mares;
trial
allowed;
BARBER SHOP, well established; good
2 UPRIGHT PIANOS,^c mimstratrix.
xade; ususual opportunity; cash or terms. wagons, true vs, harness; look these horses over
Large Library (about 2,000 volumes),
before buyim; elsewhere. See SUPT., 231 East
McQUAID 4; McSHANE,
J410 Bedford avc, Brooklyn.
22d st.
Attorney
for
Administrator
CARPETS, RUGS, Etc.
CIGARS—Fine section for stationery; sell
165 Broadway, Borough of Mi nhattan. New
Particulars in Saturday's papers.
l«:hap account other business. 711 Fulton st.,
York City.
Long Islai d Express & Transfer Co.
[Brooklyn.
Goods on Exhibition This Afternoon.
JOSEPH J. BAKER.
SELL MONDAY, MARCH 13,
Attorney for Administrate: .
WANT to buy one used porcelained barber Sells 100 Voung Horses & Mares-100 84 Nassau
extraordinarily large, clean, staple stock of
Street. Borough of M mhattan, New
rhaifT S. KATKOWSKY, 121 Delancey st.,
n good cond itton, among them matched teams
above.
Full
Monday. Auctioneers'
York
City.
JW&W.H. REID, Auctioneers, telephone 2229particulars
from §50 up? ard; single and double tracks, top
City.
Orchard.
GROCERY and delicatessen store cheap; and open wa fons, including harness; guarantee
unncp of^ an
STOKES, EMMA M.—In Jl
■ •Dlendid future: no opposition. 705 Coster st., and trial all: rwed; will ship horses within 200
2 P. M.—SALE—2 P. M.
-■LAN, a
miles of N. Y., with collar and blanket free. order of Honorable JOHN P.
11 hunt's Point. Bronx.
ELEGANT OUTFIT OF A
notice
532-334 East 27th st.
Surrogate of the County of Nt
GARAGE business for sale; good location:
K
claims
No eoniiecrlion with any other stable.
Is herebv given to all persons
doing good business at present time. For parCounty
■gainst Emma M. Stokes, late
(Seulftrs"Tt7jrriTrff-B-1£^A--^^-J^^_ltritaln^ Conn.
the same,
AN
a? New York, deceased, to pri
iher. nr
Cor.Pearl .St., Brooklyn,
It
FURNISHED 10-room house; occupied; rentp
OWINGTO FINANCIAL TTONljriT(Bl>ppr--i-wrttr .
at the~oiIice
ww
2 State St
Eear C urt
r pla e
. Lowenthal, excellent, assortment of Period ami -Modern
of
Ira
Leo
Bambcrger
r°ookivn
"
"
°
"'■■
!
BELLEVUE
EXPRESS
CO.
^
*•&&*&*■
B
f New York, Dining Koom and Bedroom Furniture, in sets
'
7,
TT7"r~I
;
I WILL SELL 3 matched teams weighing 3,000 No. 309 Broadway, in .
. next.
HOTEL for gentlemen; established place; hbB. and 12 single horses and niarea weighing on or before the Urst day o
y-flrst day of and odd pieces; Library and Parlor Suites, BricDated, New York, the
long lease;„we8t_side; Manhattan elevated sta- ] 3,-100 to 1,400 lbs.'; in good condition, suitable
a-Brac, Russ, Paintings, China,, Cut Glass, Silent Salesman Showcase. Portable Shelving,
tlon. W. B.. 263 West 125th St.
for any business; trial allowed; also Wagons, October. 1916.LA ^.^ ^
Executrix.
with Mirror Front, Hampers. Jars, Trays, CanArm Chairs and Rockers In Leather. Electric dies, Cigars,' Cigarettes and Tobacco, StaGROCERY and fruit store at sacrifice on Harness. 154 EAST 27TH ST.
IRA LEO UAMBERGER & S NEY
Inccount other business. PAINT STORE, 844
Chandeliers, good Bedding, Couches, Stair tionery, Toys, Dolls, Games.
LOWENTHAL.
TRUCKS
to
suit
all
purposes;
carry
from
r"acl:son avc, L. I. City.
Attorneys for Executrix,
Sam Kanney, Auct'r, by Order of Owner,
4,000 .to 5,000 pounds; express or delivery
Carpets, Bookcases, Ac.
"BARBER SHOP—Good chance quick buyer: wagons, double or single, constantly on band:
809 Broadway.
SELLS TO-DAY, FRIDAY, MAR. 10, 2 p. m.,
Borough of Manh
must be sold at once. GERBER, 1427 Prospect easy terms if required; also truck bodies built
York City.
At Premises, 1401 Avenue A, near 76th St.,
Ne
ave., Bronx.
to order, all styles and sizes, on short notice.
Public
Adminislrator
Sale.
a Large Stock of Abore.
Telephone 1468 Main.
PETER BARRETT
BARBER SHOP, long established, doing MFG. CO.. Johnson, corner Navy St.. Brooklyn.
Dealers bring your wagons; to be removed
irstiance
of
an
D.
COHEN,
Auctioneer,
SOLLIDAY, MARY P.—In
(rood business; selling on account sickness.
at once. Auctioneer's office, 267 Broome St.,
COHALAN,
a
BARGAIN!—Three young, chunky horses, order of HONORABLE JOHN
1040 3d ave.
Sells THIS DAY, at 10:30 A. M,
Telephone 3320 Orchard.
r York, notice }
suitable for city or country use; team, $125 Surrogate of the County of
78 COURT ST., BROOKLYN, N. Y.
having claimi |
BARBER SHOP for sale, quick, cheap
each; seen any time. Residence, 921 Putnam is hereby given to all perso
of
Watertown,
ount other business: cash .y30'i. 1338 2d
ave.. near Ralph;, 2 blocks from Broadway, against Mary P. Solliday, la
figP /ADVANCE NOTICE. -^
Slate of Wisconsin, doceasec to present the
CAFE on principal business street of Newark, Brooklyn.
.
the subscriber
Coiisistinjr of all kinds, description,
same with vouchers thereof
ipnly OWNER. 04 Market St.. Newark. N. J.
ctlng
business.
Rugs.
Carpets.
Crockery,
Glassware.
BUSINESS Wagons. Trucks; attractive as- at its principal place of trar
City of New
No. 22 William street, in t
orfmont; popular prices; inspection invited.
next,
MUTUAL WAGON COMPANY, 542 Hudson. York, on or before the 1st da 31ofJuly
For Sale—Miscellaneous.
Trunks and Contents. Clothing, Fine lot of
December,
Dated New York, the 21st
Bedding, Photograph Outflt,
FOR SALE!—Butcher, grocer, peddling, ex1915.
TRUST COMREGINA •MUSIC BOX.
PAPER BOXES—For sale, old-established press wagons; single, double trucks, % vans. THE FARMERS- LOAN AN
Large Lot of Books, by
SILVERWARE
paper box business, with good wilt. Address 528 1st ave. (31st st.).
PANY, Administrator.
Attorneys for
Order of FRANK KELLY.
G. W.. bo.x 72 N. Y. AMERICAN.
GELLER, ROLSTON & IT OR
AND ELEGANT FIXTURES,
Place, New
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATOR.
Administrator, 22 Exchan
WALLCASES, SAFE, SHOWCASES, ETC.
3 BOOTBLACK STANDS to sell cheap; good
York. N. Y.
Surrogate Notices.
BROOKLYN PURCHASING SYNDICATE.
corner cafe. 499 Broome St., cor. West B'way.
CONTINUATION SALB.
FRANK
WALKER, Auctioneer,
suance
of
an
CLARA' SCHLEMMER LYLE—In pursuance
WOODS. MAJOR P.—In
Very
Attractive
Storage
Sale.
P. COHALAN
of an order of HON. JOHN P. COHALAN. a order of HONORABLE JOH
WILL SELL MONDAY, MARCH 13,
Pianos and Piano Players.
Surrogate of the County of New York, notice a Surrogate of the County »f New York
DAVID GERSTNER, Auctioneer,
is hereby given to all persons having claims
AT 4705 THIRD AVE., BROOKLYN,
hereby given to ai persons having
Weser $85, Wagner $75, Schomaker $65, Stein- against Clara Schlemmer Lyle, late of the notice Is
Sells To-day, FRIDAY, 11 A. M„
3. late of the
the entire stock and fixtures of A. Mills, known
against Major P. W'
way, Chiekering, F'ischer, other uprights, $50 up. County of New York, deceased, to present the claims
to present the N. E. Corner 13th St. and University Place, as the Tiffany of his section.
Auctioneer's
County of New York, decease
rm EAST 14TIi ST
same
with
vouchers
thereof
to
the
subscribers
the
subscribed,
office, 610 Broadway, Brooklyn.
Telephone
WINTF
R R DTH
same, with vouchers thereof,
w irs i CIMM;
i n 14 WEHg. I23TH ST.- at their place of transacting business, at the at
iSiness, at ■ the
2S28 Willlamsburg.
his
place
of
transacting
office of Roger Lewis. No. 32 Liberty street,
165 Broadway,
USED upright grand and square pianos, in the Borough of Manhattan, City of New office of Ellison & Ellison, N
City
of
New
Borough of Manhattan, in
EVBRY
DESCRIPTION—BUFFETS, ADVANCE NOTICE—Large Wholesale Stock of
standard makes, very cheap; all in serviceable York, on or before the 15th day of September York,
of July next. OF
on or before the 5th
CLOSETS. DRESSERS, CHIFFONcondition. CHRISTMAN SONS. 35 West 14th st. next.
day of Decem- CrtlNA
Dated, New York, the 29
IERS CHAIRS, TABLES. MIRRORS, BRASS
Dated. New York, the 2d day of March. 1916.
AND ENAMELLED REDS, COTTON AND
ber
WILLIAM E. SCHLEMMER.
' RICHARD W. LAWRI sE,forExecutor.
HAIR MATTRESSES. STATUARY, BRIC-AWILLIAM <?. LYLE.
Executor,
Talking Machines and Records.
ELLISON & ELLISON, Attor
BRAC. ETC.. ETC.
Executors.
of
Manhattan,
No. 105 Broadway, Borouf
DEALERS AND TRIVATE BUYERS, DON'T
Toys, Dolls, Notions, Sporting Goods.
ROGER LEWIS. Attorney for Executors. 32
New York City.
MISS THIS SALE!
Libertv Street. Borough of Manhattan. New
$1.00 WEEKLY.
M. 6IRNBAUM, Auct'r, by H. Halper,
York City.
75c Double Records, 45c.
Will
Sell MONDAY, March 13, in Brooklyn.
MARSHAL'S SALE. Four lots of household
mrsnance of an
oOc Edison Cylinder Records, 15c.
COBANKS. MARIETTA—
Particulars in Monday's N. Y. AMERICAN.
kitchen furniture -will be sold under exe" COHALAN, a and
Guarantee Phone Co.
(2 stores).
order of HONORABLE JOH
-HUDDLESTON,
JOHN
H.—1»
pursuance
of
cution
at
607
West
36th
St.,
at
12
o'clock
York, notice is
257 Washington St., Bkn.lo min. from an order of HONORABLE JOHN P. COHALAN, Surrogate of the County of N
SAMUEL MARX, Auctioneer,
61 Delancey St., N. Y.IBoro. Hall. a Surrogate of the County of New York, dated hereby given to all persoi
having claims noon t0'dMy^TTHBW j. DOBSON, Marshal.
Sells This Day, Friday, March 10, at 12 Noon
of Jersey City,
against
Marietta
Cobanks,
la
December
10.
1915.
notice
is
hereby
given
to
4g€t Phonographs, $200 style; $5;>; $150 style,
nt Salesrooms, 11(1-117 Sprlnir St., N. Y. City
he;
same
with
;
N\
J„
deceased,
to
presen^
fn $40; $100 style, $35; $50 style, .$ 12; all persons having claims against John H.
for Account of Forcmer Purchasers, Bills o
bers, at their
1 11 others $4 up. Plays all records. Cata- IliHlilleiiton. late of the County of New York, vouchers thereof to the sut
Proposals.
Household
Effects,
Pictures,
Bric-a-Brae
,t the office of
ili logue free; dealers invited. Lucky 18 deceased, to present the same, with vouchers place of transacting busines]
Wear-Ins; Apparel, etc. Cundo, $30.95, deposit
, 100 William
William
Otis
Badger,
Jr.,
thereof,
to
the
subscriber,
at
her
place
of
PROPOSALS
FOR
PUMPING
STATION.
rll Phonograph Co.. 3 East 12th tt.
$5. balance $25.95: M. .!.. *10.14, deposit $1
:,
on
or
before
Sealed proposals will he recelred by till balance $9.14: Mackee. $35,40. deposit $1, bal
transacting business, at the law offices of street, in the City of New !
Branch, 103 2d ave., corner 6th st.
xt.
Sewerage and Water Board, Room 608, Clt|
Eustace Conway, No. 66 Broadway, in the the 26th day of June, 1916,
T of December, Hall Annex, New Orleans, La., up to la ance $34.40; Haas, $60.95, deposit $5. balanc
Dated New York, the 20th
DOUBLE-DISC ElECORDS. 25c: Little Won- Borough of Manhattan, City of New York, on or
o'clock
noon, Wednesday, March 112, 1916, fol $55.95.
ders, 5c; cylinders. 7<-.: exclianges 3';.; phono- before the 21st day of August next.
«ddltion to buildiDg, Pumping Statin Ne. I
graph bargains: also exchanged, repaired, afusii
FRANK iBOBA™,
Haled February 17. 1916.
BY VIRTUE of an attachment merged int
(Contract 76-DI,
Plans will be furalsheS
MARIA A
UXTON,
Store, 353 West 53th st.
St
MABEL P. HUDDLESTON,
,
A,
Executors.
deposit of $100. The right Is reaerred to rejatt an execution, will sail this day. at 6-8 1st st,
Administratrix'.
Manhattan, 9 a. m.. lot of saoes. Endicotl
U., Atty. for any or all bids.
v ANY amount of used dise records bought
BT3BTACB CONWAY. Attorney for Admlnis- WILLIAM O'f.S BADGER,
Johnson, etc., "is. Barbara & wivitsi.
F. 3. SHIBCDS.
;'5 and 40 prr tent. JEWELRY STORE. 3
Executors, Nf. 100 Williiim" pSeet, Borough GBl"). G. EARL.
ir;iiit\. No. 06 Broadway. Manhattan BorNATHAN CLUCK. Marshal
' irk.
General Superintendent.
Secretary.
\Yr-l 59th it.: Ohonc 7727 Columbus.
ough, New York City.
of MauhattaA City of New

Auction Mart

plant of

205 EAST I25TH ST.. BAST OF 3D AVE.
J. ZIEGEL, Auctioneer.
SELLS TO-DAY. 10:30 A. M\.

Stationery

High-Class Oil Paintings

LA

AN D M',3ES-

MANHATTAN AUCTION ROOMS,

and Bird's-Eye Maple

Engravings, Etchings. French Crystal,

a

CARPETS AND RUGS.

Merchandise.

Silverware, Dinner Sets, Cut Crystal,

in

i^ictipneer's Office.
2 Broadway, Brooklyn.
WWIanwburg.
"■^m—'
Jtrorm «4
This sale should attract all eood buyers.
BRAND-NEW, LARGE STOCK OF
AUCTIONEER'S PHONE. SCHUYLBR 8811.

EXTRA LARGE, NEW STOCK

FINE BED & TABLE LINEN,

Chemicals used
this kind.

50 FT. OF OAK PARTITION,
Mahogany Roll-top and Typewriter
Desks and Chairs, Sample Tables,
Sample Cases, Platform Scales, Etc.

Furniture and Effects

SUPERB BRASS BEDSTEADS,

ODD DRESSERS AND CHIFFONIERS,
Bookcases, Desks. Morris Chairs. Etc.,

of

FIXTURES

CONSISTING OF

Mahogany, Circassian Walnut

BEDROOM SUITES,

Packing

French Veneer Polish

DEALERS AND HOUSEKEEPERS, DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY.

161 EAST 125TH STREET,

Corrugated
Cartons,
Cases, Khooks,

^ 2,500 BOTTLES OF

LARGE STOCK OF CARPETS, RUGS AND LINOLEUM.

MONARGH AUCTION GO.

of

AUCTION SALES.

Mercliandlse.
I
merchandise.
LARGE RETAIL AND MANUFACTURERS' STOCK OF HIGH-GRADE

Evening Gowns, Lingerie and Wash Dresses and Skirts

ALT, SIZE TIN CANS.

FINE BED AND TABLE LINEN, BLANKETS. QUILTS, CURTAINS, PORTIERES,

21

1916
AUCTION SALES.

For A ccount of Whom It May Concern^
I. SINGER, Auctioneer, Sells

STORAGE SALE

GOLDBERG, MORRIS—The PcfPlc of the
CUT GLASS. CHINA, BRTC-A-BRAC,
State of New York, by the craee pf God free
and independent, to Anna Jonas i-ouis Jonas, ■
Dora Jonas, David Jonas, Ruth Goldberg, David '
Goldberg, Helen Goldberg, Rosalind Kaufraann.
Marjorie Kaufraann, Morris .1. Gollbcrg, Almn
100 LOTS LINOLEUM.
Javobsou, ZYIJH ;.,i; -'~ SoiTitjG?!!,', -'i.^ People <>t'■
the State of New 1'ork. ami Etrbui'
E. Wood- i
bury, as Attorney-General of the Slfl
te
of
New
'
Also Large
York, and to all persons interested ;'s creditors.
legatees, benctici; ries, next of kin pr otherwise j
In the estate of Morris GoldbcrP. deceased. I
who at the time of his death resided at 1 lie :
Borough of Manhattan. City and Slate of New;
AND COLLECTION STAMPS.
York:
SALB STARTS WITH ROOKS 10:30 A. M.
Upon the petition of Rachel Goldberg. John !
L. Goldberg. Harry W. Freud.-"!" ;'■« *nd
Louis F. Levy, all resldins at 'be Borough
of Manhattan, City and State of New York,
and Morris Frcudenheim, residing at the City j
of Yonkers, State of New York,
You and each of yon are hereby cited to;
By FALKENBERG & STRAUSS,
show cause before our Surrogate o'8 the ^County ;
of New Y"ork, at the Surrogate
Court of i
J. FALKENBERG, Auctioneer,
said county, held at. the Hall of Records, in
SELLS THIS DAY, AT 10:30 SHARP.
the County of New York, on I lie lourth day of;
At 3D AVE., Corner 89TH ST.,
April, one thousand nine hundred land sixteen
it" half-past ten o'clock in the'forenoon of! Known as LENOX STORAGE HOUSE,
that day, why the first intermediate account ;
m
50 ,,,,,,« »vn M'nr'VKS
of said petitioners, as trustees oflthe last, will
CASES AND I RINKS
and testament of said deceased should not j
£5
VANLOADS
25
be

MARCH 10,

National Cash Register, 50 Vienna Chairs, 20
Tables (4 seals). Showcases. Regulator, 2,000
Pieces Crockery and Silverware, Gas Stove,
Kitchen Utensils.
LOUIS GROSS, Auctioneer, by VOGEL,
SELLS THIS DAY. 1:80 P. M.. AT
50 EAST END AVE., near 82D ST.

1 Pike Adding and Listing Machine
(Pike Co., now owned by the Burroughs Adding
Machine Co.), will be sold at public auction,
without reserve, at 30 Church St., Room 101,
New York City, on Wednesday, March 15, 1916,
at 3 o'clock in the afternoon. No flag displayed.
JOHN E. RANSON, Auctioneer,
30 Church St., Room 101 (street floor, near
barber shop), New York..
MARSHAL'S SALE.
By virtue of an execution Judgment on lien.
1 will sell to the highest bidder for cash a
large, complete printing establishment, fully
equipped with presses, type cabinets, casters,
etc.
Sale on Saturday, .'March 11, 1916. at
2 o'clock P. M.. nt 42 East 23d St.. New 1'ork
City. DAVID COHEN. Auct.
WILLIAM F. BARRY, City Marshal.
ALL GOODS purchased at AUCTION SALE
on Feb. 29, March 1 and 2, at 447 Broadway, will be resold on Monday, March 13,
10:30 A. M., if not culled for. JOHN YOUNG,
Auctioneer, office. 237 East *I2d St. Telephone
2499 Murray Hill.
FORECLOSURE SALE—M. SELIOBR, Auctioneer, sells March 10, 1916, 8 A. M.. at 617
3d Ave., Manhattan Borough, Saloon Fixtures.
Bv order of the Mortgagees. James R. Sav:igc Andrew Rooney and Bertha Weibel, Mortgagors.

.»VSESgBtdeJBj •••••• "■■■'"■

'

N. Y.,

Large Lot of Machinery and Tools,

HANFT & OXMAN, Auctioneers!

SELL MONDAY, MARCH 13,
Exceptionally full, clean, staple stock of above!
Full particulars Monday. Aucts.' Tel. 14S5 Orch|

150 DOZ. UP-TO-DATE

HATS
DERBYS,

AL

SOFTV E LSUR|

A Large Stoc^ of Straw Hats,
Full Line of Children's Hats & CapfJ
L. ROSENBAUM, Auctioneer,
By LEVINE BROS.,
,
SELLS TO-DAY. AT 10:30 A. M. SHARIJ.
226 East Houston St., near Avenu* 'A«i
Auctioneer's Telephone 3612 Orchard.

ASSIGNEE SALES.
SUPREME COURT, NEW YORK COUN"
In the matter of the general assignment f>
ocnefit of creditors of FRANCIS J. Me> to ARTHUR G. FRANK, Assignee.
/
SAMUEL MARX, Auctioneer, sells by
auction this day, Friday,March 30, 1916, a
A. M., rt the Auctioneer's Salesrooms,
Spring St., N. Y. City, assets of the
consisting of a Retail Housefurnishi
Crockery Store, this being the above
ment of a prominent department store
moved for convenience of sale, such »
ware, Agateware; Kitchen Utensils,^
Water Kettles, Assorted Brushes, Mopr
Forks, Carving Sets; Cuspidors, Windo'
Gas Globes, Globe Holders, Gas Hea
brella Stands, Lamps, Wash Wringer1
Radiators, all kinds of Polishes
Cleansing Powders, Ammonia, Shamj
'Boxes, Cake Boxes, Spice Cans, Por<
Boilers, Chinaware, Mirrors. Ash C
Pots, Garbage Cans, Washboards,
kets. Hampers, Galvanized Bath
Ladders, Steplndders, fine aasortrae
ins Glasses, Vases and large lot
also National Casli Register N
various other articles too numerou
Sale arranged and conducted
SMITH.
ARTHUR ,G. FRANJ
MESSRS. WEIL & PURVIN,
Assignee, 300 Broadway, City.
SAMTTRT, MARX. Auctioneer, L
Woolworth Building; tel. 6911-1^
Barclay. Salesrooms, No. 115-117 Si • •
tel., C3S2 Spring.

9 C ¥ ™

• ••*•*.
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ELEGANT OUTFIT, ENTIRE CONTENTS

Restaurant
M. STOKVIS. Auct.. by E. COHN.

SELLS TO-DAY, 10:30 A, M„ AT
311 EAST 54TH ST., near 2D AVE.,
40 Imported Vienna Chairs,
12 Stroble Tables, Mirrors,
ALASKA UPRIGHT ICEBOX,
1 00 Yds. Linoleum, Cooking Range,

'ASSIGNEE SALE • • • • • *

HARDWARE

PLUMBING SUPPLIE

ENAMELED WARD'
HOUSEFURNISHING GOOD!

Emanuel M. Schwirck, .
Sells To-day. 10:30 a. m., a
EAST 9TH ST., Near ATo be sold one lot, for immediate rer
order. A. Lipman, Sam Tucker, Wm. TV

SILVERWARE. GLASSWARE. CROCKERY,
Kitchen Utensils, Stock Pots, Electric Fixtures.
Auct.'s Of. CO West 118th St. (Tel. 330o Harlem.

BANKRUPTCY SA

Tdm

IN THE DISTRICT COURT C
UNITED STATES for the Southern V
New York—In Bankruptcy—In the r
Budd & Co., Bankrupts.

Chas. Shongood, U. S. Aucl

OE- NEW YORK
WILL SBLL BY AUCTION

FRIDAY, MARCH 10,
PROMPTLY AT 10 O'CLOCK,
AT THEIR WAREROOMS,
5 to 15 SULLIVAN ST., Near Canal Street,
By Order ot the Insurance Companies,
for account of whom it may concern,
SEVERAL SALVAGE STOCKS OF
MEN'S, WOMEN'S, MISSES' & CHILDREN'S

for the Southern District of New.
Bankruptcy. Sells This Day, Frida:
10, 1916, by order of the court,
A. M.. at 155 West 34th St., and im:
thereafter at 71 Spring St., Borough
hattan, assets of the above bankru
sisting of

Household Furniti

such as
Bureaus, Dressing Tables, Chairs,
Button, Blucher, Bals, Oxfords, etc.,
Furniture, Davenports, Dining Roonl
in Enamel, Talent, Vici, Calf, Russet and
Library Tables, Bedroom Sets, Lamp!
Canvas;
rora, Sec.; Office Furniture, such as C|
Slippers.and Rubber Shoes.
Desks, Chairs, Leather Furniture,
Much the largest part Mrf the above is m excell.ont condition. Worthy special attention. Racks, Fixtures, &c, and 5-Passenge|
DBRWR1TBRS' SALVAGE CO. OF N. 1.
Model Automobile.
W F. TILTON, General Manager.
AND AT 71 SPRING ST..
C W KEITH, General Agent N. \. Dept
WILMERDING, MORRIS & MITCHELL,
Auctioneers.

SHOES,

Office Furniture

NITRVXE OF ''SODA, SPONGES, ISINGLASS, CIGARS—41,725 Porto Rico Cigars
(Oentrosft, Knniona, &c„ brands); 1 Case lmnglass 77 Bales Sponges; Shoepswool, iNassau
Sheenswool. Velvet. Yollow Forms and Cut*;
1S3 Hags Nitrate of Soda. At. auction I* nday,
Mar.li 10, ai \2 o'clock, at 2D Burling Slip.
BUKDETT & DENNIS.

r

■

liVhVhVgfl

such as Filing Cabinets, Steel Cabinets,I
Chairs, Electric Fans, Leather ChairsJ
phone Booth, Dynamo, Saw Table,
Oak Lumber, Partition, Fixtures,
BBNNO LEWINSON. Reed
'.IKSSE S. EPSTEIN, Attorney for R<1
US Broadway, New Xork.

Ig

Cfje Central |ke£g Sfesoctation
I I» 1» JLJ?L? RATED
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j'Down With Americans!" Cries Villa, As U.S. Army Pursues

General Villa, Secretary of War Baker and machine guns used on Mexican border
The present troubles of the United States on the Mexican border may be traced to Villa, the bandit, the man
Who was befriended by America in his efforts to gain control of the Mexican government. Secretary of War
Baker and other officials of the government are convinced that border troubles will not cease until Villa is either
captured or slain.

NEW SECRETARY OF AVAR
Newton B. Baker Named to Succeed
Lindley M. Garrison

®(j? j^^tu fork ©taws
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MARCH 11, 1910.

TO SUPPRESS VILLA.
must be suppressed. His villainous activities must be stopped for
all time, and we must do it. In announcing that a force of American
troops will be sent across the border
without delay, with the single object
of capturing VILLA, the President informs the country that this action will
be' taken " in entirely friendly aid of
" the constituted authorities in Mexico
"■and with scrupulous respect for the
" sovereignty of that republic." We
know that he means exactly what he
says, and we know that the dispatch
of troops into Mexico at this time for
the ■ designated purpose cannot fairly
be construed to mean armed intervention. It is a purely punitive expedition, and is undertaken only because the Carranza Government is obviously unable to preserve order in the
north of Mexico while engaged in settling disturbances in the south. But
the uncertain disposition of the Mexican people must bo taken into account. It would be the height of unwisdom to embark on this grave enterprise without a full comprehension
of the complications it may lead to.
It has often been said by Mexicans
that an invasion of their country by
American troops would immediately
unite all the militant factions in a
common cause. There is no reason
why any intelligent Mexican should
regard General FUNSTON'S punitive expedition as a deliberate invasion of
his country. There is no intelligent
Mexican in any of the factions who
does not know that the Administration
at Washington entertains the friendliest feelings for Mexico and desires
only to help that country to establish a just and permanent Government. But the national character is
uncertain, passions run high, large
bodies of the people are easily moved
when their emotions are played upon,
and it has pleased many of the leaders to cultivate among their followers
a distrust of Americans. It would be
a grievous error not to bear these
facts in mind in dealing with the Mexicans at any time. The resentful and
obstinate nature of CARRANZA, revealed
in every action of his in our international relations, his seeming lack of
gratitude to the Government which
gave him powerful aid in the defeat of
HTJERTA, are not to be forgotten. It is
believed now that he will not only
sanction our action, but give it aid;
but all his f#llowers may riot stand
by him. The appearance of 1,200
Carranza troops near the border may
be accepted as a good sign
Our territory must not be invaded
by Mexicans of any faction, our people
must not be murdered in their own
homes, and the course of our Government is right and will have the unanimous approval of all Americans who
are worth considering. We must do
what we have set out to do. whatever
the consequences may be. Major General SCOTT announced yesterday that
VILLA

the strength of the expedition Will not
be less than 5,000 men, and probably
8,000 is nearer-the number that will be
in General FUNSTON'S command. Cavalry and infantry and artillery to that
number can be spared from the forces
already on the border. They must be
accompanied by supply trains, and
means must be found to provide them |
with "water on the march. Drinking
water is scarce in the regions they are
to invade, and the poisoning of wells is
a mere pastime for some of the warriors of the. Villista type. The force
must in all events be large enough
and be well enough equipped to accomplish its object. It is possible that
from 25,000 to 30,000 men will be
needed before the quest is finished. Meanwhile the border must
be patrolled as usual. At many vulnerable points the patrol should be
Increased. All of the troops of the
regular army who can be spared for
this purpose should be assembled for
it without delay. The National Guard
can be ordered to this duty under the
present laws. Senator FALL'S bill calling for 500,000 volunteers for service
in Mexico may be a little too forehanded, but the nost gratifying Senfcure of aH the proceedings ia Washington yesterday growing out of the
massacre at Columbus, N. M„ was
their promptness. There was no waiting for further details after all the
facts were known. There was no hesitation in the Cabinet. There was no
disposition in Congress to obstruct
action. Secretary BAKER'S statements
issued last evening that " there is no
intention of entering Mexico in force "
and that " so soon as the forces of the
" de facto Government are able to con" trol the situation the forces of the
" United States will be withdrawn"
may be regarded as the politest official
way of describing the situation.
VILLA has threatened several times
to invade the "United States. At the
time of the Aguascalientes convention
he declared that if the United States
recognized CARRANZA as the de facto
ruler he would capture San Antonio.
But his power has dwindled lately, the
prominent men whom circumstances
had placed in his following have deserted him, and some of them have
made peaceable overtures to CARRANZA.
It seems that mere malice and revenge
would not have prompted VILLA to
undertake a murderous attack on an
American town. It is generally believed that his purpose was to precipitate intervention, but what could
he personally gain through that unless
he has powerful adherents who hope
to profit through intervention and
have promised to protect him? Many
revolutions against Governments with
which we have had no quarrel have
been fomented on our soil. If a murderous attack upon us has deliberately
been planned by persons who have
found a harbor of refuge In the United
States we shall know all about it in
due time, and it is to be hoped that we
shall know how to deal with them.

Newton D. Baker, former mayor of
Cleveland, has been named by. President Wilson to succeed Lindley M.
Garrison as Secretary of War. The
nomination was sent " to the Senate
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Tuesday and was promptly confirmed
without opposition.
Mr. Baker has always been known
as a pacificist and only recently became converted to preparedness, but
he is a staunch supporter of President
Wilson and is known to be in accord
with him in his policy of national defense. It is thought he is in sympathy with the congressional plan for
The federalization of the national
guard rather than in the organization
of a continental army as advocated Dy
former Secretary of War Garrison.
When the President was selecting |
the personnel of his Cabinet, prior
to his inauguration, he tendered the
,;jost of Secretary of the Interior to
Mr. Baker, who declined, desiring to
continue as mayor of Cleveland.
The new appointee is not entirely
withom cabinet experience having
.served ■"-:. .prhvite secretary to Postmaster General William L. Wilson
from 1896 to 1897.
Mr. Baker first sprang into prominence as a disciple of the late Tom L.
Johnson, Cleveland's fighting Democratic mayor. He was born in West
Virginia fourty-four years ago and
graduated from Johns Hopkins in
1892. He was educated in the law at
Washington and Lee University and
admitted to the West Virginia bar in
1894. After practicing for a time he
was made secretary to Postmaster
General Wilson.
In 1902 he was appointed first assistant director of law in Cleveland
and became director in 1903. He was
elected city solicitor in 1905, 1907 and
1909, and upon the death of Mayor
Johnson succeeded him in office.
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The Move Against Villa.

BAKER FOR BOLD ACTION
CHOICE THE

Ardent at Cabinet Meeting in Fa=
vor of Pursuing Villa.

pr
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EXPLAINS POLICY OF INVASION
Will Scatter Bandits and Withdraw
When Carranza Can Assume Control, Says War Secretary—^General
Staff Draws Up Plans for Expedidition and Border Guard.

Secretary of War Baker yesterday
left the cabinet meeting early and hurried over to the War Department. The
new Secretary, it is said, "was one of the
most enthusiastic in favor of pursuing
Villa.
He spent one of the most strenuous
days of his life1. He had time for only
a hasty lunch in the interval between
the adjournment of the cabinet and a
conference with the general staff. After
returning from trje White House at
7:30 last night he sent a messenger for
some roast beef sandwiches and a pot
of tea and ate them off his desk. There
was no time for dinner.
After conferences with the President,
he issued the- following statement:
"There is no intention of entering
Mexico in force. A sufficient body of
mobile troops will be sent in to locate
and disperse or capture the band or
bands that attacked Columbus.
Pledge to Withdraw Troops.
1
"So soon as the forces of the de facto
government can take control of the
situation, any forces of the United States
then remaining in Mexico will, of course,
be withdrawn. The forces of the United
States now on the border will be immediately recruited, but only for the
purpose of safeguarding th<£ territory
of the United States from further raids."
Secretary Baker explained that by
"recruited," referring to the present
border forces, he meant that movement
of troops along the border or of regiments from the interior to supplement
the border control was not to be construed as a mobilization for an extensive movement into Mexico. He indicated that there would be no campaign
to recruit the regular army from peace
to war strength.
Plan of Campaign Drafted.
Secretary Baker called the general
staff In session to perfect plans for the
expedition. Gen. Punston was asked
for any recommendations. A tentative
plan for the operations deemed necessary by the War Department to execute
the President's order was completed
last night by the general staff war
plans committee. Secretary Baker immediateliy took it to the White House.
It is understood that the department's memorandum deals chiefly with
the numbers of men needed for the
task, including the replacing of border
troops which will participate in the
expedition. Strategical questions, it is
said, will be left to Gen. P'unston.
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GARRISON AIDING BAKER.
Former War Secretary's Offer Accepted by His Successor.
Former Secretary of War
Iiindley M. Garrison arrived in
Washington late yesterday and
went later to the War Department, where he offered his services in any capacity to Secretary
of War Baker and Chief of Staff
Hugh I/. Scott. The former War
Secretary was profusely thanked,
and his offer was accepted. He
immediately went into conference with Secretary Baker and
the army heads who are planning the expedition of American
troops into Mexican territory.
Former Secretary Garrison said
he did not know how long he
would stay, hut that he would
stick until his services were no
longer desired.
Mr. Garrison did not telegraph President Wilson of his
intention to come. He has not
seen the President since his arrival, and no arrangement has
been made as yet for a meeting
between Mr. Wilson and his former cabinet member.

There is no reason to apprehend that
war with Mexico will follow the action of
the United States in pursuing the Villa
bandits across the frontier. Carranza had
already proclaimed Villa to be an outlaw,
and Mexican citizens were tacitly advised
to kill him on sight. In the interest of
Mexico, as well as for the protection of
Americans along the border, it- is hoped
that Carranza will not interpose any objection to the punitive expedition set on
foot.
On numerous occasions the pursuit of
marauders into foreign territory has been
both justified and permitted by the United
States and Mexico. The military forces of
the two governments have sometimes cooperated against marauders. In 1836 the
United States forces pursued certain marauders into Mexico, and in 1838 this government acquiesced in the action of Great
Britain in ordering Canadian forces to
enter American territory to frustrate the
operations of insurgents. In 1877 the
Secretary of War issued the famous "Ord
order," directing Gen. Ord to follow marauders across the Rio Grande and overtake and punish them, as well as to retake stolen property. This order was in
effect for three year?. In 1878 Secretary
Evarts sent this message to the Mexican
government:
The' United States government cannot
allow marauding bands to establish
themselves upon its borders with liberty to invade and plunder United
States territory with impunity, and
then, when pursued, to take refuge
across the Rio Grande under protection
of the plea of the integrity of the soil
of the Mexican republic.
Now that the pursuit of Villa into Mexico has been ordered, it is necessary for
the saving of life that the pursuing force
should be adequate and that the operations should be conducted with the utmost energy. The expedition will furnish
a valuable sidelight on the fitness of the
American forces to undertake even a
small operation. The fact that the troops
at Columbus were all asleep when Villa's
raiders appeared does not speak well for
the commanding officer. Other troops,
only 15 miles away, could not be reached
promptly because of deranged communications, and they did not reach Columbus
until four hours after the first alarm.
The excited state of feeling along the
border has given rise to grossly exaggerated reports, tending to inflame the
public against everything Mexican. If the
border correspondents could have had
their way, the United States would have
been at war with Mexico long ago. The
military forces along the border have
caught something of the spirit of the
community, and the need of a firm control of affairs from Washington is evident. The people of this country do not
want war with Mexico, and will look with
extreme disfavor upon any action which
unnecessarily stirs up feeling between the
two nations. The Mexican people are no
more to blame than the Americans for
Villa and his bandits. If the American
government will quickly carry into effect
the punishment of the marauders, and if
the Carranza government will credit to
this government entire good faith, the disturbing factors will be soon removed and
the way paved for the restoration of order
in Me"gico.
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It begins with President Wilson's
declaration that it Is entirely in aid
of the Carranza government and
without thought of aggression.
The President's Statement.
This statement, prepared by the
President himself, was given out at
the White House:
"An adequate force will be
sent at once in pursuit of Villa,
with the single object of capturing him and putting a stop to his
forays.
"This can be done, and will be
done, in entirely friendly aid of
the constituted authorities in
Mexico and with scrupulous respect for the sovereignty of that
republic."
Approved by Cabinet and Leaders.

Silent Over Possible Hostility.
State Department officials declined to
.say what their attitude would be if Gen.
Carranza took a hostile position. They
said the United States would settle that
question when it arose. If an offer of j
cooperation of Carranza troops is made, |
they said, it could hardly be refused.
Yesterday Gen. Carranza ordered
5,000 troops from various garrisons to
move upon the Villa forces. The effect
of their advance probably would be to
keep the Villa bandits near the border,
but Secretary Lansing announced during the day that no matter how far into
Mexico it was necessary for American
forces to penetrate, or to what numbers it became necessary to increase
their force, the United States would
consider the expedition a punitive one
solely for the suppression of outlaws.
For such an expedition there is ample
precedent in international law, and in
fact in the relations of the United
States with Mexico.
Infantry to Guard Border Towns.
How many of the 12,000 troops now
on the border will be employed has
not fully been determined. The gen"Friendly Aid" of De Facto Goveral plan will be to distribute the infantry to guard the border towns,
ernment, Says Wilson.
while the cavalry will be released for scouring the mountains, deserts, sagePresident Wilson's decision to depart
brush and arroyos. In order not to
from the policy of "watchful waiting-," weaken
the defense of border towns," it
hastened by the Columbus massacre i may be necessary to move other troops |
:
from interior posts to the border.
Thursday,
was
announced
yesterday
MOVEMENTS TO BE IN SECRET
No prospect of using the national
after it had been unanimously approved
guard existed in the situation last
by the cabinet and administration
night, but any larger scale of operaleaders in Congress. The President's
tions might involve it.
position was explained fully to the latNo Orders Given to Navy.
Strict Censorship Will Be Imposed on
ter, who agreed that he should not be
No
orders have been given to the
Army Plans Because of Border embarrassed at this time by discusnavy. The fleet with more than ten
Being Honeycombed With Mexican sions of a minority which might arouse thousand blue jackets and marines
available for landing duty is on the
in Mexico.
Spies—Former Secretary Garrison trouble
winter drill ground off Guantanamo
.President Wilson seriously considered
within
easy sailing distance of MexiAiding War Department—=-Carranza going before Congress to explain his accan waters, should anti-American
tion
In
sending
troops
into
Mexico
after
demonstrations or uprisings endanger
Silent on Washington's New
Villa, but decided against the step' for, Americans or other foreigners.
Course—Ample Precedent in Ijaw fear the impression mighf be created that I
While the government counts the
naval force as available, there is every
a general Invasion was planned.
for Punitive Expedition.
disposition
to do nothing, in the way
After a brief cabinet meeting, at
which the President was described as of a naval- demonstration, which might
being as determined to eliminate Villa fee regarded as menacing Carranza,
from whom the United States hopes and
as he was to eliminate Huerta, Secreexpects cooperation, passive at least,
tary Baker hurried to the War DepartAmerican troops were ordered ment and as his first act in office sent if not active.
In sharp contrast to the stirring
across the Mexican border yesterday orders, to the border troops.
scenes In Congress two years ago, when
Plans Long Drawn and Perfected.
President
Wilson ordered the fleet to
by President Wilson to take FranSoon afterward the army general Vera Cruz, the President's action yescisco Villa and his bandits dead or staff assembled and conferred over the terday was received with marked complans, long drawn and perfected since placency in both House and .Senate.
alive.
the Mexican situation loomed up as a Members had prepared to make speeches urging action, but when word went
Under the direction, If not actually disturber to the peace of the United around
that the President had ordered
States.
in the troops, expressions of approval
Gen. Funston telegraphed, urging utthe leadership, of Gen. Funston, who
most secrecy of the army's plans. The were heard on both sides of the chamended the Philippine insurrection by | border is honeycombed with Mexican bers.
spies, and it was agreed that the exSenators Fall and MeCumber, Retaking
Aguinaldo
single-handed, pedition
would be pushed to success by publicans, both Introduced resolutions
proposing
occupation and policing of
keeping
Villa
and
his
men
Ignorant
of
American columns are expected to be
its movements. It is possible that no Mexico with large forces, but they conmoving Into Mexico before tonight. correspondents will be permitted to sented to permit them to be referred to
accompany the columns. At any rate, the foreign relations committee withThey go to meet about 3,000 guer- a strict censorship will be Imposed.
out debate. The pleas of the administration leaders to let the President
Garrison's Services Accepted.
rilla troops In a mountainous region
deal with the situation in its present
Former Secretary Garrison, familiar phase seemed to be acceptable all
from which Carranza troops have fled.
with the army's Mexican plans by his around.
association with the crisis of two years
Much Depends on Carranza.
Outlined to Stone and Flood.
ago, came to Washington and offered his
Whether this long-deferred armed services to aid his successor. They were
The President outlined his position
once accepted and Mr. Garrison went fully to Senator Stone and Representaaction, which begins purely as a puni- at
into conference with Secretary Baker
tive Flood, chairmen of the foreign afat
the War Department.
tive measure to clear northern MexGen. Carranza, in a telegram to the fairs committees. Soon afterward Mr.
ico of menacing bandit bands' over State Department, expressed regret at Flood informed the House committee,
the Columbus massacre, but made no and Senator Stone called a meeting of
which Gen. Carranza has no control, comment on the proposal of sending the Senate committee for this morning
American troops to hunt down the bandshall grow into a general armed In- Its. Eliseo Arredondo, his' Ambassador for the same purpose. The object of
administration leaders will be to prehere, was officially informed of the
tervention or occupation in Mexico American
as far as possible, all discussion
government's action. He only vent,
In
Congress, and to block any action
depends in a large measure upon replied that he would communicate with which might interfere with the Presihis chief. He has previously expressed
or serve to indicate that the United
Gen. Carranza and the Mexican peo- the personal opinion that the movement dent
States is engaged in more than a
would not be opposed.
purely
punitive expedition.
ple.
In his action yesterday, it Is pointed
out, the President is wholly within his
constitutional authority to repel invasion.

U. S. TROOPS WILL BE
RUSHED TO GET VILLA

Strong Force Is Ordered Into
Mexico to Track Bandits.
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NEW WAR SECRETARY
COOL IN EMERGENCY
Baker Takes Firm Hold of
Mexican Situation.
WASHINGTON, March 10.—The new
Secretary of War, Newton D. Baker,
is, proving himself equal to the occasion in the latest turn in the Mexican
troubles. Mr. Baker is an able executive and the machinery of the War
Department is running smoothly tiecause Mr. Baker, a pacifist, now a
War Secretary, has had experience in
j delegating- tasks to men able to execute them without interference.
In
the midst of alarms the new Secretary is learning the ropes.
"The appointment of Mr. Baker is
significant chiefly because it indicates
that the military authority of the Government will be subordinated to the
civil."
That was the statement of Representative William Gordon of Cleveland,
O., when the appointment of Mr. Baker
was announced.
The Secretary is in agreement with
the President in believing that the
army is, under such •circumstances as
now exist, air instrument of justice.
There has been no idea that, because
the Secretary was Tom Johnson's
protege and a pacifist, he was going to
carry the Golden Rule to an extreme
I application with regard to the army.
! What Mr. Baker stands for is the
i absolute efficiency: and preparedness of
the military force that exists or that
is decided, uport as adequate.
In some ways he is thet antithesis
I of Secretary Garrison who was a
strong, direct, forceful, somewhat ar! bitrary executive. Mn (Baker is a
j tactful, diplomatic executive.
The
President and.Mr. Baker are men of
tho same type;
The Secretary is "boyish in appearance. His age is -If. He stands somewhere about 5 feet 6 inches. He is
slender, with a keen -set of nerves and
a sensitive face.
There can be no question of his
ability to master the details, of an administrative department. , He has declared that he is absolutely loyal to
the President, being in full agreement
with Mr. Wilson's ideas. The President could not have found a. more
compatible associate for an hour of
trial.
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A PUNITIVE EXPEDITION.
President Wilson Has acted wisely in sending a
punitive expedition after Villa without waiting
for the formal consent of the Carranza Government.
The President takes pains to explain that the
expedition has "the single object" of capturing
Villa and putting a stop to his forays, arid that
"this can and will be done in entirely friendly
aid of the constituted authorities in Mexico and
with scrupulous respect for the sovereignty of
that republic."
More could not toe 'demanded in the,circumstances, and Gen. Carranza will find no affront in
the action of the American Government unless he
is hunting tor an affront.
There is no established government in ihe territory in which Villa is operating and from which
he made his guerilla raid upon Columbus, N.
M. To delay the expedition until Carranza's
consent could be Obtained to a highly necessary
piece of police work would be to waste precious
time and enable Villa to make good his escape
into the mountains. Undoubtedly Villa will try to
rally a large force of Mexicans to his banner on
the plea that Mexican territory has been invaded
and that the foreign invader must be driven from
the soil. That is another reason for acting
quickly and striking before the bandit leader has
a chance to enlarge bis opportunities for evil.
We shall probably hear much moaning and
groaning in Congress over the summary action of
the President, and charges will ibe made that the
Executive has usurped the constitutional ptfwer
of Congress to declare war. This, however, is not
war. It is no more war than is the suppression
of a riot by the use of troops. It is no more war
in the constitutional sense than is the quelling
of an Indian uprising. The 'fact that American
troops in the discbarge of certain police dutie3
are dbliged to cross a boundary line and conduct
operations in foreign territory does not make it
war. Nor is it intervention. Nor will it lead to
intervention unless the Carranza Government
deliberately plays into Villa's hand, as the treacherous bandit evidently hopes it may.
It is true that a situation- has been created by
which Gen. Carranza might compel American intervention if he tried to prevent the Government
of the United States from wreaking a just vengeance upon Villa; but only his own folly could
bring such a situation to a crisis. The expedition against Villa is for the protection of honest
Mexicans as well as for the protection of lawabiding Americans. It is an act of international
benevolence which in the long run will result in
saving more Mexican lives and property than
American lives and property.
Unless Carranza is capable of seeing it in that
light, Mexico has nothing to hope from him.

BRANDEIS AND BAKER
The nomination of Mr. Brandeis for the Supreme
Court is the best thing President Wilson has done
since he chose Mr. Bryan for his Premier.
The nomination of Mr. Baker for Secretary of
War will awaken little enthusiasm in the very
quarter where the nomination might be supposed
to be most popular, among the Ohio friends of
Tom L. Johnson.
If Providence had made another vacancy in the
Supreme Court and the Pmsident had put Mr.
Baker there, Tom Johnson Democrats in Ohio
and throughout the country would have been
mightily pleased.
But Newton D. Baker as Secretary of Warno—there seems to be something the matter with
that.
Air. Baker was for eleven years prosecutor for
the city of Cleveland. If a man could be a prosecutor for eleven years without losing his Christian character, he might survive being Secretary
of War until next March, but we are not pleased
with the prospect.
If, on December 8, 1914, President Wilson had
culled Mr. Baker to this post, it would have been
encouraging. On that date the President told the
people that they should be ashamed of any thought
of hostility and he condemned what he characterized as "fearful preparation for trouble." Mr.
Baker would have been an ideal man to represent
the President in such an attitude. But we understand that the President has changed his attitude,
that he is busy disseminating thoughts of hostility
and that it is his present policy to make very
extensive and "fearful preparation for trouble."
If Mr. Baker goes into the cabinet to espouse
this policy, some of the friends of Tom Johnson
will regret his appointment.
i
But maybe the President has changed his policy
again and that Mr. Baker's acceptance of the post
means a return to the President's former position.
One editor very irreverently suggests that after
next March the President could qualify for a job
in the railroad yards, for he is an experienced
switchman.
It seems to us that President Wilson should
not have switched from his position of December, 1914. He should have stood on his policy
of that date. Mr. Bryan could then have remained
in the Cabinet and Mr. Baker could then have
entered the Cabinet with consistency.
We would rather have seen Mr. Baker remain
out of office with Mr. Bryan than to take office to
support a program that the munition manufacturers are foisting upon the nation.

GARRISON AIDS BAKER
AND SUGGESTS AN "AD"

, •%.
—_
; Wants It Known He Is Going to
Practice Law Here.
1 From the Tribune Bureau. ]
Washington, March 10.—Ex-Secretary of War Garrison, who was active
in the War Department to-day and tonight, vigorously denied that his presence had anything to do with the Mexican crisis.
"1 am here merely to help familiarize Secretary Baker with his new
duties," smiled Mr. Garrison, "chief
among which is the handling of the
newspaper men. I expect to go back to
New York to-morrow. I am now the
next to the oldest inhabitant there,
having been there three weeks."
"How about the Continental Army?"
Mr. Garrison was asked.
"The Continental Army," he said, j
"now reminds me of the mountain
which labored and trembled and
brought forth a mojise. But, listen! I
wish you would print a piece about my
going back to New York to practise
law. Perhaps that would be a good
way to inform the New Yorkers that I
am going to practise law up there."
"What can you tell us about the
Garrison-Wood ticket next fall?"
"Why dragln Wood?" was the exr
Secretary's reply.

ta
LOS ANGELES NEWS
BAKER FOR WAR SECRETARY
/Appointment of Brandeis to the Supreme court was a bold move by President Wilson. Brandefe is a trustbusiter and a friend of the plain people.
Another excellent choice is that of N.
D. Baker as secretary of war. He
succeeded Tom Johnson as mayor wrf
Cleveland, .which 'has been called "TBe
City Without Graft," and is in the^
forefront of progress 4n all directions. I
Intimate. associates say that Baker is
an advocate of the Swiss system, of
military training and holds with preparedness exponents that it does not
mean militarism, or breaking down of
ithe democracy. In this respect he
agrees with the viewis of Garrison and
is not in sympathy with a mixed and
^weak combination of effeotirve regulars
.th ineffective militiamen.
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Our Purpose in Mexico.
In deciding to send "an adequate
force" in pursuit of VILLA and his
band of outlaws the President has
adopted a course for which there are
sanction and precedents. Mr. FISH
when Secretary of State in the second Grant Administration advised
General BELKNAP, the Secretary of
War, that "an incursion into the territory of Mexico for the purpose of
dispersing a band of Indian marauders is, if necessary, not a violation
of the law of nations." Mr. McORAEY, Secretary of War in the
Hayes Administration, gave the following instructions in June, 1877, to
General W. T. SHEBMAN at a time
when bands of Mexicans and Indians
were raiding ranches and settlements
in Texas:
"You will direct General ORD that in
case the lawless incursions continue he
will he at liherty, in the use of his own
discretion, when in pursuit of a band
of the marauders, and when his troops
are either in sight of them or upon a
fresh trail, to follow them across the
Rio Grande, and to overtake and punish them, as -well as retake stolen proparty taken from, our citizens and found
in their hands on the Mexican side of
the line."

Colonel W. M. SHAFTER, later of
Santiago fame, had reported to General OKD that it was only by giving
authority to American troops to operate in Mexico that life and property could be made secure on the
frontier. The following year Secretary of State EVABTS, writing on the
same subject to the Hon. JOHN W.
FOSTEB, then Minister to Mexico,
said:
"The United States Government cannot
allow marauding 'bands to establish
themselves upon its (borders with liberty
to invade and .plunder United States
territory with impunity, and then, when
pursued, to take refuge across the Bio
Grande under protection of the plea of
the integrity of the soil of the Mexican
Republic."

II >s to be noted as bearing upon
present conditions iu Mexico that at
the time Secretary MOCKARY instructed General W T. SHERVIAN
President DIAZ had not established
Ins authority in northern Mexico. It
is also to be noted that Secretary
EVABTS while that part of Mexico was
still turbulent impressed upon Mr
FOSTEB, who, by the way, was preceptor in diplomacy to Secretary
LANSING, that in protecting its citizens the United States "is not solicitous, it never has been, about the
methods or ways in which that protechon shall be accomplished, whether by formal treaty stipulation or by
informal convention; whether by the
action of judicial tribunals or that of
military forces."

In the announcement given out at
the White House it is said that the
capture of VILLA and "putting a stop
to his forays" will be done "in
friendly aid of the constituted authorities in Mexico and with scrupulous respect for the sovereignty of
that republic." There are precedents
for a friendly understanding, a "gentlemen's agreement," between the Carranza and the American Governments
that will sanction President WILSON'S
course. In the Arthur Administration there was an agreement with
Mexico that provided "for the crossing of the frontier by the armed
forces of either country in pursuit of
hostile Indians." As late as June 4,
1896, there was a similar understanding. But whether General CAEBANZA
approves or not, the use of American'
troops for police duty in northern Mexico has become necessary, whatever
the consequences may be.
In no sense will ihe punitive expedition into Mexico be an act of war.
It is directed against a venomous
enemy of the Carranza Government,
vi%ich President WILSON has recognized. Its purpose is helpful, not hostile. No territory is to be occupied,
none is desired. Our flag will simply
be an emblem carried by troops engaged in doing what the Carranza
Government wants done but has been
impotent to do. No one but VILLA
ana nis fellow outlaws need fear the
soldier-police who wear the American
Uniform. As a matter of fact, they
Will be a protection to peaceful Mexicans, who will often be glad to share
their rations, for famine is now the
fate of the peons.
In a somewhat similar case, when
Mexico proved unable to protect
American citizens on the frontier, Mr.
FORSYTH, who was Secretary of State,
said (December 10, 1836) : "To make
war upon Mexico for this involuntary
failure to comply with her obligations
would be equivalent to an attempt to
convert her misfortunes into crimes
—her inability into guilt." The United
States has no intention, nor can be
accused, of making war upon the
Mexican people when troops are ordered across the border to capture the
outlaws who have provoked punitive
measures by invading American soil
and committing dastardly crimes.
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"With scrupulous respect."
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NEW WAR SECRETARY
HAS BROTHER HERE

WILSON APPOINTS
SECRETARY OF WAR.

Frank H. Baker
election as Mayor. In 1914 he was
re-elected Mayor for a two-year term.
Mr. Baker in July, 1902, married Miss
Elizabeth Leopold, of Pottstown, Pa.
He has received degrees at Johns
Hopkins and Washington and Lee
Universities.
For years Mr. Baker has been
closely identified with the reform
movement in Cleveland and has taken
an active part in the street railway
controversy there. When Mayor Tom
Johnson died Mr. Baker took up the
fight for lower street car fares in
Cleveland, argued the case before the
Supreme Court and finally brought
about an adjustment of the street railway franchises in Cleveland.

Newton D. Baker
the close of the Spanish-American
War he has been employed by a New
York concern. He is a firm believer
in the progressive policies which have
helped to make his brother so popular in Ohio and in the middle West,
where he is very well known.
The new Secretary is forty-four
years old. He was born in Martinsburg, W. Va., and at the age of
twenty-five was appointed private
secretary to Postmaster General Wilson in President Cleveland's cabinet.
In 1897 he began the practice of law
at Martinsburg, but not long thereafter moved to Cleveland, where he
became city solicitor in 1902. He held
this office for ten years until his

DEMOCRAT

MARCH 13, 1916.

His Name is Frank H. Baker and He
Lives in Caldwell Cedars
As intimated in these columns in a
recent issue, Newton D. Baker, former
Mayor of Cleveland, has been chosen
by President Wilson as Secretary of
War to succeed Lindley M. Garrison,
resigned, of New Jersey.
Caldwell is particularly interested
in this appointment for the reason
that Frank H. Baker, who resides in
the Cedars section, is a brother of
the new Secretary of War. Mr. Frank
Baker was a candidate for the Borough Council on the Democratic
ticket last fall and was defeated by
Archibald G. Wettach. Both candidates were exceedingly popular and it
was largely because of the Republican
landslide that Mr. Wettach won so
handily.
. Mr. Frank Baker is a native of
Virginia and has lived in his Caldwell
home for the past three years. Since

ASHINGTQN

Newton D. Baker
—Courtesy, Seattle Star.

On March 6th President Wilson
chose Newton D. Baker as Secretary
of War of the United States to replace Secretary Garrison who resigned.
Mr. Baker was mayor of Cleveland until January last, which position he had held for four years.
He was exceedingly active in the
support of Woodrow Wilson in the
Baltimore convention when Mr.
Wilson was nominated and has been
close to the administration ever
since. Mr. Baker twice declined the
portfolio of Secretary of the Interior
when President Wilson was picking
his cabinet, because he, at that time
was mayor of Cleveland.
President Wilson values Mr. Baker's services as a lawyer. There are
constantly arising legal questions in
the administration of the war department's affairs that require one
versed in legal knowledge.
Mr. Baker has long been known to
the President. He was a student
under Wilson at Johns Hopkins University where he received his degree.
Mr. Baker also received degrees
from Washington and Lee University.
The appointment of Mr. Baker is
a typical Wilson appointment. The
President likes men of studious and
quiet personality such as Mr. Baker
has always shown himself to be. The
new Secretary is in accord with the
President's preparedness plans.
Our Secretary of War is now confronted with the intricate and difficult Mexican trouble which has
come to such a head in the last few
days. With his training and ability
he will undoubtedly cope with this
difficult situation in a way that will
reflect credit on the war office
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THE STAR

The New Secretary of War
President Wilson put the quietus on the many
rumors that this man or that man would succeed
Secretary of War Garrison, by selecting for the
Place one who had not even been mentioned by
the political prophets who know everything
Newton D. Baker, a progressive and radical
Democrat, was tendered the office this week. He
accepted it, and his nomination was promptly
confirmed by the Senate.
Baker is a lawyer, and as a leader among Ohio
Democrats has been a warm supporter of the
Wilson policies. He has been a close personal
friend of President Wilson since the latter was
his instructor years ago at Johns Hopkins University.
Baker's first experience in public life was in
Washington as private secretary to PostmasterGeneral William L. Wilson, in Grover Cleveland's second administration.
After the election of McKinley to the Presidency, Baker moved to Cleveland, and became
junior law partner to a close friend of Tom L.
Johnson, afterward the famous "People's Mayor"
of Cleveland.
Johnson was attracted by the young man, and
when, in 1901, Johnson became Mayor, he had
Baker named as Assistant City Solicitor. ' Shortly
afterward Baker became City Solicitor, and
served ,n that office until Johnson was defeated
in 1909.

He was a warm supporter of Mayor Johnson's
radical" policies, which the voters of Cleveland
with returning reason, understood were right
and good for them; therefore, in memory of what
Johnson had done and tried to do, and to make
((

some atonement for their own wrong-doing and
apparent ingratitude, they, in 1911, elected Baker
Mayor of the city.
They did this because Baker had long been
Mayor Tom Johnson's right-hand man as well
as legal adviser, and had co-operated with him
»n his efforts for better conditions in Cleveland
particularly in the street railway controversy
there.

When Mayor Tom Johnson died, Baker took
up the fight for lower street-car fares, argued
the case before the Supreme Court, and finally
brought about an adjustment of the street railway franchises in Cleveland. Baker was reelected Mayor of Cleveland in 1913, but declined to be a candidate in 1915.
At the time of the Baltimore convention, when
President Wilson was nominated, Baker was
prominently mentioned for the Vice-Presidency
because of the fight he made in support of Wilson. He went to the convention as a Wilson
supporter and fought successfully against the application of the unit rule of the Ohio delegation
Baker is highly regarded by the President as a
awyer. Wilson wanted the place filled by a
lawyer because of legal questions constantly arising in its administration.
He certainly has
chosen a forward-looking, high-minded, capable
man for the place-one who will do honor to
him and his Administration.
And, by-the-way, Newton D. Baker can "show"
Congress, if it cares to know, how to raise the
necessary revenue for all the implements of war
by pacing the burden where it belongs-upon
Privilege instead of the backs of The People

NEWTON D.BAIERT
NEW SECRETARY OF
WAR, 'A HOME MAN'
Cabinet Member Is Fond of
His Family, His Books
and His Old Pipe.
CLEVELAND, OHIO, March 11.—Once
dubbed the "most intellectual mayor In
captivity," Newton D. Baker, former chief
executive of the sixth city, a trim little
man physically, whose one hobby is books
and whose one weakness, if it may be so
termed, is a battered briar pipe, now finds
himself at the head of the nation's military.
But his Cleveland friends—and they ar«
legion—see nothing incongruous in elevating the former lieutenant of the late Tom
L. Johnson to the position of secretary of
war in President Wilson's cabinet. They
predict that the same sparkling mind and
dogged perseverance which • enabled him
to battle victoriously, practically singlehanded, the best legal counsel in Ohio
through Cleveland's seven-year street
railway war will gain for him other honors.
Secretary Baker's love for learning and
things intellectual is not a pose. Wherever fee goes he generally carries a book
with him, foi< his recreation or instruction. And talk—he has more forty-two
centimeter words at his command than
most college professors.
Admits He "Is a Dreamer."
"I am a dreamer of dreams," he onco
said, while mayor, discussing projected
tmunieipaj reforms. The Warrensville
farm colony, where new ideas in the
treatment of the criminal are in operation, municipal dance- halls, municipal
electric light, municipal concerts and
home rule in taxation and other matters
for Ohio cities, are some of the results of
his dreams.
1
Despite the fact that he exhibits symptoms of being what is termed a "high
brow," Secretary Baker, by his warm
sympathy and attractive personality, has
always been a favorite with the "common
people." A glimpse at the election records
in Cleveland affords ample proof of this.
Baker proved in his contests for office
to be a brilliant campaign orator and debater. When campaigning for Johnson
or for himself, opponents were glad to
steer clear of personalities and when the
word debate was mentioned, opponents
took to the tall timber.

Baker Prefers Big Problems.
As an executive, Baker surrounded
himself with men capable of handling details. He preferred to handle problems
in a large way, and allow his subordinates to look after the routine affairs.
While he was mayor, some of his advisors intimated that In his reception of
visitors and dealings with ward politicians he should exhibit a "few low-brow"
traits. Accordingly he decided to practice a bit on newspaper men, but soon
gave up the attempt
The new secretary of war is essentially a "home man." He married when he
had become firmly established in Cleveland, and now has a family of three children. "Jack," "Peggy" and Margaret are
his chums. Shoulder to shoulder with
her husband, Mrs. Baker, who was Miss
Elizabeth Leopold of Pottstown, Pa., has
worked and shared in his interests. Ever
in sympathy with her husband's ideals of
good government, she has been, not only
his inspiration, but his active helper
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«TAR/ - WASHINGTO
CALLED MAN OF ENERGY.
SECRETARY BAKER EULOGIZED BY
HIS PREDECESSOR,.
Just before his departure ltst evening
for his home in New Jersey, former Secretary Garrison, who had been in conference with Secretary Baker for several
hours during the day, expressed the following sentiments regarding his successor:
"Entering upon his duties under most
trying circumstances, Secretary Baker
has taken hold with n vigorous hand.
Being n man of energy, courage and intelligence, he will undoubtedly fill the
office with credit to himself and benefit
to the country."

GARRISON PRAISES RAKER.
WASHINGTON, March 11.— Former Secretary Garrison today was
again in conference with his successor, Secretary Baker, giving all
the aid in his power to the new
head of the department.
"Entering upon his duties under
the most trying circumstances," Mr.
Garrison said, ''Secretary Baker has
taken hold with a vigorous hand.
Being a man of energy, courage, and
intelligence, he will undoubtedly nil
the office with credit to himself and
benefit to the country-"

27
ew secretary of war nates war
as Much as a Cold Bath
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NEWTON DIEHL BAKER, NEW SECRETARY OF WAR

came involved in a vigorous argument
on the Irish question, then paramount
in affairs of Great Britain. Baker
emerged triumphant and Judge Foran,
impressed with the eloquence, logic
and conciseness of argument, urged
Baker to come to Cleveland. He did.
John Farley then was Mayor of
Cleveland. Baker began the practice
of law in Judge Foran's office. Then
he dawned on the city's politics in a
manner characteristic of the n£w Secretary of War. Martin A. Foran was
scheduled for a political address. At
the last moment he was taken sick
and could not appear. P. J. McKinney, ,
chairman of the meeting, looked 1
patronizingly on Baker and said j
cnrt.lv:
''Mr. Foran is ill and cannot appear. He's sent his boy to speak for
him. Come on, boy, and tell 'em what
vou know."
The crowd grinned as little Newton
D. Baker stepped forward. Nobody
knew him then. No one even knew
that he was a full-fledged lawyer,
graduate of Johns Hopkins University, and the - business partner of
Foran. The crowd did not know he
had read everything on every subject,
and that at a moment's notice he
could launch forth into an argument,
for or against, on any theme from the
desirability of immortality, or the
I fundamental law of gymnospermous
' gynoecium, to the disputed authorship of Norse sagas and the royal
[family trees of Abyssinia.
That was a great night for the
young lawyer. Opportunity knocked
at his door and he said, "Come right
I in."
■ ■
It wasn't so much what he said as
j the way he said it. Audiences like
I striking contrasts. They had been
listening to the old Democracy. The
chairman whetted their curiosity by
\ reference to "the boy." They were
ready to yelp and disposed to scoff.
But. 'Baker had not been speaking
three minutes before the crowd began
to cheer.. The old fellows staggered^.
"then regained their mental balance
and nodded wisely.
Tom Johnson, then the David
Belasco of Cleveland politics, always
on the lookout for a young star he
I could thrust into the limelight with
j dramatic effect, cast his effulgent
! smile on Newton D. Baker and bade
jhim speak.
He's been talking ever
since.
Mr. Bnker became city solicitor in
1903, and was re-elected in 1905. 19n7
land 1909, in the last named year by a
j plurality of 2,500 whije the remainder
! of his ticket, headed by Tom Johnson,
went to defeat. Said Johnson in his
autobiography, "My Story," regarding
this period:

Father Baker
:er was a physician at
(Special to The Eagle.)
Martinsburg, and son was supposed
Cleveland, March 11—Wife and two to have been "called" to. the practice
little children experience a daily of medicine. Father had found the
profitable and. wanted his
nervous shock. Time does not di- profession
prodigy to succeed him. For a while
minish it. It occurs nearly every it looked as if Newton would be a
morning of the year.
doctor before he left grammar school.
When "Newt" enters the bathroom He devoured the books in father's
and bolts the door, they grasp the office, acquiring a lot of medical lore
he still retains, and was able to conback of a chair or something else fully verse
intelligently with his parent on
as stable and hold fast waiting for the questions that might have puzzled
shriek of pain. Even the neighbors Pythagoras. Some of his friends athave heard it. Long ago they thought tributed to this early experience his
They do say
somebody was being tortured. They keen scent- of jdeath.
D. Baker can tell when you're
whispered curiously concerning the Newton
about ready for the lilies.
Introoutcry. Then somebody learned the duced to a- former Governor of Ohio,
he shook and went into the next room
truth and now they all know.
Around about 7 o'clock each morn- to tell his friends that "his honor is
from Bright's disease." Baker i
ing, directly following the outcry, wife | dying
made good on that guess, but long j
whispers to children and neighbor previously it. had been determined that |
says to neighbor: "Newton D. Baker is he \vas not to be a doctor.
That decision was reached one day
taking his cold plunge."
Newton D. Baker is Cleveland's when Baker, the elder, was called to I
the
country to amputate a man's leg.
former Mayor and Ohio's foremost' While
in the midst Of the operation.
pacifist. ' Now he has taken the oath he received word that one of his paof office as Secretary of War.
He tients, across the road, was dying.
hates war almost as he hates cold Newton was at his father's side, and
water; he's decidedly averse to plung- father, to attempt saving. two lives,
ing into either. Both,put an edge on left one patient on the table, instructhis eloquence and there lies the con- ing his son to tie up the arteries. The
suming passion of America's pacflstic doctor hustled across the road, adWar Secretary. He'd rather talk than ministered medicine, and raced back,
to find that Newton had tied the veins
eat, drink or be merry.
Away back in Martinsburg, W. Va., and left the arteries open.
where Secretary Baker was born, on Was Secretary to Postmaster General
December 3, 1871, they used to call
him the "angel child," and sometimes I Wilson in Cleveland's Second Term, i
Newton D. Baker's future was
he is still referred to in the same way.
He never did grow up. When he was settled then and there. He could go
a voungst . his boyish babble sounded j to- college and be anything in the
like a sermon by Cotton Mather. 1 worJd except a doctor. So the youth
After
When he was 10 years old, he had naturally drifted into, the law.
read Shakespeare, Milton, Homer and practicing in his native city, he was
the Bible. When other kids his age appointed secretary to Postmaster
were hiding behind haystacks cram- General Wilson, in Grover Cleveland's
ming their minds with "Old Cap Col- second administration. After retiring
lier," Newty was seated in his father's 1 I from that position, in 1897, Baker
- went to Europe. Returning, he met,
office reading "Paradise Lost."
Judge Martin A. Foran, of Cleveland.
On the steamer, Foran and Baker be-

Tom Johnson's Tribute to Baker.
"Mr. Baker, though the yourrjest of
us all, was really the head of the
cabinet and principal adviser to us
all. He has been an invaluable public
servant, having been returned to office
at each successive election, even in
1909, when I was defeated.
"Newton D. Baker, as a lawyer, was
pitted against the biggest lawyers in
the State. No other city solicitor ever
had the same number of cases
crowded into his office in the same
length Of time, nor so large a crop of
injunctions to respond to, and in my
judgment, there is not another man in
the State who could have done so
well."
In 1911, Mr. Baker became a candidate for Mayor and was elected over
his Republican opponent by the
largest majority ever given a mayoralty contender in Cleveland. He was
re-elected in 1913 and refused to run
in 1915.
Last January he became
head of a new law firm.
Mr. Baker is about 44 years old, but
he is more eloquently versatile than
Methusaleh possibly could have been.
So age doesn't necessarily count. He
is a dynamo of energy, much of which
he attributes to his daily cold plunge
and his excessive use • of coffee and
tobacco. He smokes a particular mix,l ture which he prepares and keeps in
a jar near his desk. He pufts a jimmy
\ pipe, and the bowl is ever warm.

Then he dotes on coffee, which he
maintains has an ingredient that
counteracts the nicotine. He doesn't
give a fig for society, but literally
revels in music, art, science and
literature. If you have a hobby and
think you are wise, a few moments
conversation with Newton D. Baker
will convince you that you're an ignoramus in your own particular field of
study.
Oftentimes, the practical use of
somewhat obsolete learning is called
to question. Some people inquire what
benefit the college youth will derive
from his delvings into Latin, Greek
and Hebrew. In Newton D. Baker
the question is answered. There were
moments in his career as city attorney
when ordinary Blackstone et al served
no purpose. There were moments
some few days ago when people won*
dered why an ultra-pacifist should become Secretary of War. Had Baker
been an ordinary lawyer, he would
have thrown up his hands in dismay.
But not so with this particular man.
If he can't find the answer in the law,
he will remember it in the Talmud,
Koran or on a Babylonian brick.
Knowledge bubbles forth from his
tongue embroidered with arabesques
of Sam Johnson English as recorded
by Boswell and illuminated by all the
colors of speech known to Cicero,
Daniel Webster and Sarah Bernhardt

P RESIDENT, ON YACHT,
GETS WIRELESS NEWS.
Keeps in Touch With Mexican
Situation and Starts Back
to Washington.
(SDKI«1 *O Tie Worifl.)
NORFOLK, March 12.—President
S.nd Mrs. Wilson spent nearly all day
on the Mayflower, in Hampton Roads.
They came ashore in the afternoon
i and visited Pine Beach and the
I Jamestown Exposition Grounds, ■Which
| is proposed as a Naval Training sta, tion for recruits.
The wireless operator on the Mayflower was kept busy last nigrht and
to-day. He was informed every hour
of the conditions existing along the
Mexican border, and he sent several
messages to Secretary of War Baker
regarding the situation.
The Mayflower left Hampton Roads
at 6 o'clock this afternoon on the return trip to Washington.
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NEED OF A BIGGER ARMY NOW
Before, even, the movement of
troops into Mexico was determined
upon, it was plain as a pikestaff that j
this country needed quickly and ex- j
tensively to increase its army. There
was menace in so many directions
that it seemed foolhardy to go along
without perfection of arrangements
for putting something like an ade-!
quate force into service at short notice.
Now the Mexican situation has
taken a turn that recalls the nation
from speculation to cold facts. The
United States army would easily
enough defeat the united forces of
Mexico, if one big engagement could
be forced. It is perfectly certain that
there will never be such an .engagement. Mexico can be, in, time,
starved into submission, because it
cannot get arms and- war material
save from this country., It has considerable stores of these now, but
practically all sources of supplies
will be closed if this country again
embargoes shipments of these necessaries.
The immediate military problem,
then, is not the real one. Mexico is
a difficult country in which to operate. Its area is wide, its people include a great number who are vet- \
eran soldiers, by no mearfs to be
despised. Our real problem will be
to take possession of the countr.v, to j
garrison it, to hold it firmly while ;
order and institutions are restored.
Military authorities declare that,
300,000 soldiers will be needed to do
this. Where are they to be had ?
Congress ought, when the European war broke out, to have set about
preparing for eventualities. If it had
done so, we should now have had as
big an army as we need. But no ;
move was made; we are nearing the I
end of the second year of the world I
"war, and still nothing is done. Is
there another country in the enlight- j
ened world that has been quite so
utterly neglectful?
With the catastrophe of Europe
I bidding us prepare, we have done,
j nothing; and now we confront a real
| problem in the disgusting Mexican
'imbroglio; a real problem, simply because we have done nothing to get
ready for coping with it.
Between the condition in Mexico
and the danger in Europe, surely Administration and Congress will be
willing now to realize that something
must be done; done in a big way,
done instantly, and done effectively.
| There should be immediate passage
of legislation to provide for increasing the army to 300,000 whenever it
is needed, to lodge ample discretion
in the Executive, and to insure that
:
financial provision shall be ample to \
meet every requirement. Delays are
now worse than dangerous; they are
i criminal.
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WASHINGTON, March 11.—SecreH
«i
tary of War Newton D. Baker, was
a
&
born and raised at Martinsburg, West M
O
Virginia, and has had the best of
c
A w 03
training, in departimental service, hav* p CC
ing been private secretary to PostS3
master General William L. Wilson,
(3 01 ca
o S3 &
in the Cleveland administration, and
there the writer came in close contact with him, in connection with the
auditing or the postofltae money order
accounts, and from the same state, information was often sought, that
brought them in close contact with
each other.
His training under the Hon.-W. V.
j Wilson, is sufficient to fit him for any
public position, with that of his natural iincs of Qualifications, make him
tlje more fitted for this important
portfolio.
The selection b;y the. President was
L: \v:p? one, as he sadly needs a political adviser of the sort of Mr. Baker
and it will no doubt be largely his
duties to guide the political ship of
the President in the channel of success.
Mr. Baker is the prime of a ripe
manhood, with all the political training and efficient qualifications to fill
the high office with credit to himself
and the administration, and to the
country at large, and this done, he
has done well in the high position to
which he has been exalted.
West Virginia is proud of the attainments of Mr. Baker, as they are
of the successes of so many of the
sons of the Mountain State, and they
rejoice to class him as an original
Wilson man and how well he might
be so designated, having started in
to learn the routine of the duties of
a cabinet officer under Postmaster
General William L. Wilson of his own
state, he should as a Wilson man be,
as he is justly recognized, and the
recognition is not only as a close
friend of the President properly considered, but as a worthy and capable
executive officer placed in the hands
: of one who has made good as the
i chief executive of the great city of
' Cleveland, Ohio, and will be duly considered in the years to come, as having been fully demonstrated in his
high course, with his ability and justness, as the secretary of war.
West Virginia has been recognized
four times, either of her native sons,
or those adopting the state as tneir
own by selection, in - the cabinet by
the Presidents of the Uiiited Stairs
and each time the selection has done
honor to themselves and the state,
and we point with pride to the lions
• esty and ability demonstrated by the
men of the state, who have, been honored with places of trust and respon-*
r.ibililty, and in this case, we realize,
that no better and worthy selection
could have been made.
+J
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WAR DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE OF
THE THIRD ASSISTANT SECRETARY.
MEMORANDUM.

IMMEDIATE

SHIP TORPEDOED, 'SEEINTERVENTI8N
SILIUS CREW SAY IN NEAR FUTURE
Consul, in Report to Wash- Army Officials' Plans Are
ington, Confirms Rumor
Made with That ConBark Got No Warning.
tingency in View.
te
:
'
,r :

o •
ial
ipng j
er i

[From The Tribute Bureau..]
Osborne,
Paris, March 12.--.T. B
Washington. March 12.-Practically j
American consul at Havre, in 1
convinced that the campaign (o "get!
port to Washington '),: '.lie si'nkin
the Norwegian bark Silius, is umicr- Villa'' will develop into tiiorough-goi rig j
stood to bring out clearly that the intervention in .Mexico, the War Department Is making its plans with the ;
Silius was torpedoed by a submarine.
The seven Americans who were on greatest caution. Though it was he- j
lieveri at. first that a small detachment !
board the bark were looking after a
could be dispatched in pursuit of Villa j
cargo of oats which was consigned to
the French government.
These men , .within twenty-four hours, three days 1
and the crew have bee« questioned by ; ''Vf. c'"r>^ without a single American

the consul, who has cabled
ab*led a summary ;! f']''"' I™88*" "10 H"°' *n(l U is "°w
of their testimony to Washington, j declared that the troops tmat lead the
expedition will not be fewer than 8,000.
Their testimony, it is said, leaves no:
Army officers declare that it would
y doubt that the Silius was torpedoed j
be folly to send a small force in view
r without warning. A full report on the |
I of the certainty that Villa's army of
sinking of the vessel will be mailed to j
I 3,000 will be greatly augmented and the
Washington.
! probability that Caranza troops now
. i
Four German submarines are report- j
pursuing him will desert to his side as
1
I ed to be in the English Channel, pro] soon as the Americans appear. This
: ; pared to enforce rigidly Germany's re; argument has prevailed in high army
- i cently announced policy of naval war• councils.
i I fare.
Secrecy regarding General Funston's
> I
The French press is engrossed with
plans for moving against Villa and his
• the hattle of Verdun, and publishes
bandits has been so rigidly enforced at
• without comment* the latest German
the War Department that even high
. | memorandum regarding submarine war- officials of the government are in doubt
fare and the news of the sinking of 1 as to whether American troops actually
the Silius. The "Temps," however, re- ] hav0 crossed the Mexican border,
Pre arc for Bo,d
marks that the torpedoing of the
"
« Troubles.
Siliusb cannot fail to reopen the entire ! ^ tthat t'le',23d Infantry now at
,
,
,r .; , ., ,
,
Secretary Baker announced late toconflict between the United States and | Galveston, Tex., had been ordered to
Germany. Incidentally, it remarks that i El Paso, because of fear of Mexican
the incursion of Mexican bandits into!1 attacks felt in many towns along the
border.
The regiment, about 1,000
1 I American territory bears the stamp of
i strong, will be stationed at points
. | German complicity.
designated by General Funston.
Orders calculated to complete in detail every arrangement necessary for
the movement of the American forces
into Mexico have been issued by officers of the General Staff and heads of
[From The Tribune Bureau.],
Washington, March 12.—The Silius the various bureaus of the department.
Nothing has been omitted in_the procase, in the opinion of State Depart- gramme recommended by Genera lFunment officials to-night, marks the crisis ston.
Major General Tasker H. Bliss, chief
of the Mobile
Army Division, informed Secretary Baker late to-day
that machinery had been perfected to
meet any contingency that might arise
incident to the Mexican campaign, and
could ho set in motion at a word. Similar reports came from the adjutant:
TUESDAY, MARCH 14, 1916.
general, the inspector general, the
quartermaster genera!, the surgeon
general, the chief of ordnance and the
MR. BAKER'S PORTRAITS.
other divisional officials.
Xea;' • every officer, official and clerk
A Physiognomist Thinks He Doesn't
at the War Department has been busy
Look Like a Secretary of "War.
since the President's announcement
Friday that the army would be sent j
To THE EDITOR OF THE SUN—Sir: Asinto Mexico to punish Villa and his I
suming that the portraits of tt<e new
bandits.
Every move by the depart- i
Secretary of War, Mr. Newton D. Baker,
ment to execute the President's order
represent htm faithfully, he is an amihas been cloaked in secrecy, in accord- i
able and perhaps highly intellectual man,
mice with General Funston's suggeswhom one would pick as having the
tion. Sunday was a day of activ'ty to-;
qualities for an ideal Sunday school
day for the lirstjinie_iincfl_-r-l">-—■""'"
superintendent.
He appears to have
been appointed by Mr. Wilson with no
thought as to his qualifications for the
responsible post of War Secretary.
' However, if Mr. Baker has sense
f enough to listen to the advice of the
General Staff of the army he may not
a nnrnioo 's »sw\ m> p»nuri««>3
' make such a bad Secretary. If he iri1
sists upon his half" baked notions of
am oi Aii«a.tS Suiupu si 'osre pa'/-!!"-1
preparedness the nation will continue
si at 'pallet Suifa ui .un->l> 3lUin its present helpless condition.
WTvy should not Cabinet officers be
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Note Accepting General Carranza's Proposal
and Statement Disclaiming Intervention
WASHINGTON, March 13.—Here is the note forwarded to General
Carranza by the United States Government accepting his proposal of a reciprpcal agreement for the pursuit of bandits across the line dividing the
United States and Mexico:
The Government of the United States has received the courteous note
of Senor Acuna, [Carranza's Minister of Foreign Affairs,] and has read
with satisfaction his suggestion for reciprocal privileges to the American
and Mexican authorities in the pursuit and apprehension of outlaws who
infest their respective territories lying along the international boundary
and who are a constant menace to the lives and property of residents of
that region.
The Government of the United States, in view of the unusual state of
affairs which has existed for some time along the international boundary,
and earnestly desiring to co-operate with the de facto Government of
Mexico to suppress this state of lawlessness, of which the recent attack
on Columbus, N. M., is a deplorable example, and to insure peace and
order in the region contiguous to the boundary between the two republics,
readily grants permission for military forces of the de facto Government
of Mexico to cross the international boundary in pursuit of lawless bands
of armed men who have entered Mexico from the United States, committed outrages on Mexican soil, and fled into the United States, on the understanding that the de facto Government of Mexico grants the reciprocal
privilege that the military forces of the United States may pursue across
the international boundary Into Mexican territory lawless bands of armed
men who have entered the United States from Mexico, committed outrages on American soil, and fled into Mexico.
The Government of the United States understands that, in view of its
agreement to this reciprocal arrangement proposed by the de facto Government, the arrangement is now complete and in force, and the reciprocal privileges thereunder may accordingly be exercised by either Government without further interchange of views.
It is a matter of sincere gratification to the Government of the United '
States that the de facto Government of Mexico has evinced so cordial and
friendly a spirit of co-operation in the efforts of the authorities of the
United States to apprehend and punish the bands of outlaws who seek
refuge beyond the international boundary in the erroneous belief that the
constituted authorities will resent any pursuit across the boundary by the
forces of the Government whose citizens have suffered by the crimes of
the fugitives.
With the same spirit of cordial friendship the Government of the
United States will exercise the privilege granted by the de'facto Government of Mexico, in the hope and confident expectation that by their
mutual efforts lawlessness will be eradicated and peace and order maintained in the territories of the United States and Mexico contiguous to the
international boundary.

Lansing's Non-intervention Statement
Secretary of State Lansing also issued this statement:
In order to remove any misapprehension that may exist either in the
United States or in Mexico, the President has authorized me to give in
his name the public assurance that the military operations now in contemplation by this Government will be scrupulously confined to the object
already announced, and that in no circumstances will they be suffered to
infringe in any degree upon the sovereignty of Mexico or develop into
intervention of any kind in the internal affairs of our sister republic
On the contrary, what is now being done is deliberately/intended to preclude the possibility of intervention.
'-,
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WAR SECRETARY HAS ~
BOY SCOUT TROOP
Has Formed Junior Order
Himself and Son.
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Secretary of war Baker has written
to Colin H. Livingstone, president of
the Boy Scouts of America, that he has
"formed a junior order of Boy Scouts
■in which my little boy of eight and i
are the only members."
The letter of .Secretary Baker was
sent to Mr. Livingstone to correct the
impression that the head of the Wkr
Department is opposed to the Boy Scout
organization.
He states that he declined to be a
member of the United States Bov
bcouts, and
the error in the name
of the organization probably resulted in
trie publication of his supposed disapproval. On the contrary, tie states he '
has enthusiastically approved the principles and objects of the movement
ol the Boy Scouts of America from the
time of its original organization.

SHIP TORPEDOED,lEEINTERVENTteN
SILIUS CREW SAY IN NEAR FUTURE
Consul, in Report to Wash- Army Officials' Plans Are
ington, Confirms Rumor
Made with That ConBark Got No Warning.
tingency in View.
te
n[From The Tribune Bureau.)
Paris, March 12.—,1. B. Osborne,
re American consul al'Havrc, in his reWashington. March 12.-Practically j
puri to Washington o.: Ihc sinking of j convinced (hat the campaign lo "get'
the Norwegian bark Silius, is under- | Villa'' will develop into fh'crougli-going j
stood to bring out clearly that the | intervention in Mexico, the War DeSilius was torpedoed by a submarine. . partment is making its plans with the I
The seven Americans who were on greatest caution. Though it was bo- i
board the bark were looking after a j Keyed at first that a small detachment j
cargo of oats which was consigned to | could be dispatched in pursuit of Villa j
the French government. These men ; within twenty-four hours, three days !
and the crew have beea questioned by ! have elapsed without a single American j
the consul, who has cabled a summary | soldier crossing the line, and it is now
of their testimony to Washington. | declared that the troops that lead the j
Their testimony, it is said, leaves no j expedition will not be fewer than 8,000. I
Army officers declare that it would I
doubt that the Silius was torpedoed
without warning. A full report on the | be folly to send a small force in view j
, sinking of the vessel will be mailed to i of the certainty that Villa's army of j
; 3,000 will be greatly augmented and the j
j Washington.
Four German submarines are reporf- j probability that Caranza troops now I
I pursuing him will desert to his side as I
j ed to be in the English Channel, pre> pared to enforce rigidly Germany's re- | soon as the Americans appear. This j
| argument has prevailed in high army '.
cently announced policy of naval war1
i councils.
f
i fare.
Secrecy regarding General Funston's
The French press is engrossed with
plans for moving against Villa and his I
I the battle of Verdun, and publishes
bandits has been so rigidly enforced at j
without comment* the latest German
the War Department that even high j
memorandum regarding submarine war- : officials oi the government are in doubt
fare and the news of the sinking of | as to whether American troops actually j
the Silius. The "Temps," however, re- i nave crossed the Mexican border.
i'repare for Border Troubles.
marks that the torpedoing of the
Silius cannot fail to reopen the entire i night that the 23d Infantry, now at
Secretary Baker announced late toconflict between the United States and ! Galveston, Tex., had been ordered to
Germany. Incidentally, it remarks that El Paso, because of fear of Mexican j
the incursion of Mexican bandits into ; attacks felt in many towns along the '
The regiment, about 1,000 j
American territory bears the stamp of ; border.
i strong, will be stationed at points '
German complicity.
; designated by General Funston,
Orders calculated to complete in de- j
i tail every arrangement necessary for j
| the movement of the American forces j
I into Mexico have been issued by offi- j '
i cers of the General Staff and heads of ; ,
[From The Tribune Bureau.],
Washing-ton, March 12.—The Silius the various bureaus of the department, j j
; .Nothing has been omitted in the proycase, in the opinion of State Depart- | gramme recommended by Genera IFun- ; '
ment officials to-night, marks the crisis ston.
j
Major General Tasker H. Bliss,, chief ! 1
1
of the Mobile Army Division, in- ;
formed Secretary Baker late to-day j '
that machinery had been perfected to i '
j meet any contingency that might arise 1 >
incident to the Mexican campaign, and , -,
.could be set in motion at a word. Sim- j
liar reports came from the adjutant!
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quartermaster general, the surgeon : '
1
genera!,
the chief of ordnance and the :'
MR. BAKER'S PORTRAITS.
1
other divisional officials.
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•
every officer, official and clerk J !
A Physiognomist Thinks He Doesn't
| at the War Department has been busy'1
Look Xike a Secretary of War.
'.since the President's announcement'
Friday that the army would be sent :
'To THE EDITOR OF THE SUN—Sir; Asinto Mexico to punish Villa and his ! i
suming that the portraits of the new
j
bandits.
Every move by the depart- i t
Secretary of War, Mr. Newton D. Baker,
| ment to execute the President's order i t
represent him faithfully, he is an amij has been cloaked in secrecy, in accord- i t
able and perhaps highly intellectual man,
ance with General Funston's sugges- . h
whom one would pick as having the
; tion. Sunday was a day of activ'ty to- c
qualities for an ideal Sunday school
:
day for the first time since the mob- j r
superintendent. He appears to have
i ilizatjon of the army on the Mexican ! c
been appointed by Mr. Wilson with no
! border two years ago. Secretary Baker I n
thought as to his qualifications for the
|; postponed his visit to his family at s
responsible post of War Secretary.
Cleveland and spent the day conferring T
However, if Mr. Baker has sense
| with officials of the General Staff re- i 0
[enough to listen to the advice of the
■ gardirg tlie various phases of the git-j.
I General Staff of the army he may not
nation. Direct telegraphic communi- | i
' make such a bad Secretary. If he irication between the department and the j f
I sists upon his half baked notions of
border was established.
j r
preparedness the nation will continue
Deem Border Force Ample.
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Officials reiterated expressions of !•
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Note Accepting General Carranza's Proposal
and Statement Disclaiming Intervention
WASHINGTON, March 13.-Here is the note forwarded to General
Carranza by the United States Government accepting his proposal of a reciprocal agreement for the pursuit of bandits across the line dividing the
United States and Mexico:
The Government of the United States has received" the courteous note
of Senor Acuna, [Carranza's Minister of Foreign Affairs,] and has read
with satisfaction his suggestion for reciprocal privileges to the American
and Mexican authorities in the pursuit and apprehension of outlaws who
infest their respective territories lying along the international boundary
and who are a constant menace to the lives and property of residents of
that region.
The Government of the United States, in view of the unusual state of
affairs which has existed for some time along the international boundary,
and earnestly desiring to co-operate with the de facto Government of
Mexico to suppress this state of lawlessness, of which the recent attack
on Columbus, N. M., is a deplorable example, and to insure peace and
order in the region contiguous to the boundary between the two republics
readily grants permission for military forces of the de facto Government
of Mexico to cross the international boundary in pursuit of lawless bands '
of armed men who have entered Mexico from the United States, committed outrages on Mexican soil, and fled into the United States, on the understanding that the de facto Government of Mexico grants the reciprocal
privilege that the military forces of the United States may pursue across
the international boundary into Mexican territory lawless bands of armed
men who have entered the United States from Mexico, committed outrages on American soil, and fled into Mexico.
The Government of the United States understands that, in view of its
agreement to this reciprocal arrangement proposed by the de facto Government, the arrangement is now complete and in force, and the reciprocal privileges thereunder may accordingly be exercised by either Government without further interchange of views.
It is a matter of sincere gratification to the Government of the United '
States that the de facto Government of Mexico has evinced so cordial and
friendly a spirit of co-operation in the efforts of the authorities of the
United States to apprehend and punish the bands of outlaws who seek
refuge beyond the international boundary in the erroneous belief that the
constituted authorities will resent any pursuit across the boundary by the
forces of the Government whose citizens have suffered by the crimes of
the fugitives.
With the same spirit of cordial friendship the Government of the
United States will exercise the privilege granted by the de/facto Government of Mexico, in the hope and confident expectation that by their
mutual efforts lawlessness will be eradicated and peace and order maintained in the territories of the United States and Mexico contiguous to the
international boundary.

Lansing's Non-intervention Statement
Secretary of State Lansing also issued this statement:
In order to remove any misapprehension that may exist either in the
United States or in Mexico, the President has authorized me to give in
his name the-public assurance that the military operations now in con
templation by this Government will be scrupulously confined to the object
already announced, and that in no circumstances will they be suffered to
infringe in any degree upon the sovereignty of Mexico or develop into
intervention of any kind in the internal affairs of our sister republic
On the contrary, what is now being done is deliberately intended to preclude the possibility of intervention.
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WAR SECRETARY HAS
BOY SCOUT TROOP
Has Formed J.unior Order
Himself and Son.
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Secretary of war Baker has written
to Colin H. Livingstone, .president of
the Boy scouts of America, that he has
"formed a junior order of Boy Scouts
■in which my little boy of eight and i
are the only members."
The letter of Secretary Baker was
sent to Mr. Livingstone to correct the
impression that the head of the Wkr
Department is opposed to the Boy Scout
organization.
He states that he declined to be a
member of tlie United States Bov
Scouts, and
the error in the name
of the organization probably resulted in
trie publication of his supposed disapproval. On the contrary, he states he '
has enthusiastically approved the principles and objects of the movement
of the Boy Scouts of America from the
time of its original organization.
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SENATE, AROUSED, FEARS FEAR AERO CORPS
BIG CONFLICT IN MEXICO CAN'T DESCRY VILLA
Chamberlain and Borah Declare That the Country Faces
a Grave Situation and That It Is Unprepared
—Action on Defence Bills Urged.

War Department Plans for
Long Campaign—Water
Chief Obstacle.

all Central America is interested in this 15,000
FIT FOE MARCH';
WASHINGTON, March 13.—Members of
proposition and we must take into conthe Senate are impressed with the idea sideration that Central America feels
that -work on the preparedness bills uneasy when she sees moving in that
WASHINGTON, March 13.—Plans for a
should Ibe hastened in expectation o£ direction the power of the United States
real, trouble in Mexico, according to the 'whatever its professed purpose may be. long campaign against Villa are being
"From the press despatches as they made at the War Department. Owing
drift of debate in that Chamber to-dayi
come to us this morning it would look
..The Senate was suddenly plunged into as if the authorities whom we have to tlie rough country over which the exa stirring discussion of the developments recognized in a technical way would not pedition will have to travel army officers
in "Mexico, all based on the hypothesis be friendly to our entry into Mexico doubt whether it will be possible for .
even for the purpose which we proclaim
that the United (States would soon toe in regard to our entrance. If that, be Funston to capture' the bandit chief
called upon to send a large force across true bow are we going to meet the situa- within several months.
tion when the military experts tell us
,- Approximately 15,000 troops are now j
■the Riio Grande.
that it will take 50,000 men in Mexico ayallable>for the march into the Mexican j
Senator.'Borah, a.member of the,Forand 100,000 men on, the border to take
eign JRe'lations,' Committee,. and Senator care of the situation."
waste lands, Nineteen thousand are al- |
Chamberlain,' chairman of the Military
Senator Borah said, that he was per- re^dy- stationed ,bn the border and be-j
Mf airs. Committee; delivered speeches in suaded to urge action on the-defence
'w.hfch;i'tliey warned the country not bills, not onlv on account of conditions m twS'jsri'-^&OO.-''and 3,000'additional cavalry I
<to underestimate'; the: importance of the Mexico, but because of other considera- are., being rushed, south . from posts j
present.'movements in .Mexico.
tions "Which it is neither proper, not throughout.tlie country. More troops are j
being held in' readiness and will be sent ;
■ 'SeSa-tor. Borah, declared that :.it.:waS desirable at this time to discuss."
the duty of Congress to thrust aside all
Earlier in the debate Senator Myers to the border as Gen. Funston calls for
other business and pass the national of Montana declared that the United them. Ten, thousand troops are immedidefence bills without delay.
States has 100,000 soldiers in the regular ately available for Gen. Pershing's comChairman Chamberlain of the Military
mand, and as fast as reenforcements ararmy.
Committee startled his colleagues when
"I don't want the statement to go un- rive from Northern posts additional men
he expressed the opinion that at present eontradicted," said Senator Chamber- are being released from border patrol for
the United States has no available armed lain. "We have not enough soldiers in Mexfea« service. ..
■ '
force capable of making, a good fight fact to handle the Mexican situation
Army officers who have had experience
against the men under arms in Mexico.
in
northern
Mexico
doubt
.whether
Villa
We have only 30,000 men in the con£]iamT>erla.in's View.
tinental United States, and only half cab'be" captures 'in. a.' short time. They
ilHe''insisted,'-, that, ai-this time-the of them are available for Mexican ser- point out'that he can flee south and lose
Himself" In-- the" ravines and boulders of
United'States could not" send more than vice. .
"I venture to say that if we think we the'Sierra iiadre range. Villa knows
15,000 'Soldiers into Mexico. He warned
the Senate that this fragment, in' the can go down, in Mexico and clean up the every: foot of that country, and the only
i-event of a',coalition of' the. factions ..in situation in a few weeks this country way'to find 'hint if he goes into hiding is
'.Mexico,'probably would'be confronted by will be disappointed. They have a .well to throw troops all "over that section and
trained soldiery there and, oan organize I sco"ut" h'im Out; --"'"■■
an army^of 50,1)00 seasoned veterans.
It --is not certain- that the aviation
Other- Senators disputed, the asser- an army of from 50,000 to 60,000 men
tions of Chairman Camberlain as to. the at ana" itime-^men who have been fight- -corps will be able to discover the baning
for
five
years.
So
far
as
"I
am
dits. -For,.a.hundred miles south of the
numerical weakness of the United States
■and, the .strength of the possible Mexican concerned I would not be surprised to border the country in northern Chihuaevery
Mexican—the
Carranza
forces
hua, i§ mostly .level waste, broken only
eee
opposition.
•
insisted that the and the Villa forces—rally ;around one by t'h'e P-a-lomas lakes and a few scatSenator Simmons
c
the
United V States -was, prepared for-any standard for the purpose of fightm
tered mountain . ranges.
It, is covered
waist higlkwith: sage brush and soapemergency >that might arise.. Senator United States."
^-eed'and cut through by.ravines and
.SmuiejrB jajjB -BIIJA qoua.1 pinoo P*b-i klttesTV fthfe fleeing bandits can hide in
UJOjsgAUOJON O01X3JC sill uodn supm ou iese 'so completely that the aviators
UOST38.I siq; JOJ puts 'SOJHTM.IOO jo qjnos r0,baDly w,ould be unable to sight them.
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BIG CONFLICT IN MEXICO CAN'T DESCRY YILLAj
Chamberlain and Borah Declare That the Country Faces War Department Plans for
Long- Campaign—Water
a Grave Situation and That It Is Unprepared
Chief Obstacle.
—Action on Defence Bills Urged.
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all Central America is interested in this
WASHINGTON, March 13.—(Members of
proposition and we must take into conthe Senate are impresses with the idea sideration that Central America feels
that work on the preparedness hills uneasy when she sees moving in that
WASHINGTON, March 13.—Plans for a ,
should toe hastened in expectation of direction the power of the United States
real trouble in Mexico, according to the whatever its professed purpose may be. long campaign against Villa are being
"From the press despatches as they made at the War Department. Owing
drift of debate in that Chamber to-dayL
come to us this morning it would look
..The Senate was suddenly plunged into as if the authorities whom we have to the rough country over which the exa stirring discussion of tile developments recognized in a technical way would not pedition will have to travel army officers
in'Mexico, all based on the hypothesis be friendly to our entry into Mexico doubt whether it will be possible for .
even fox tlhe purpose which we proclaim
that the United States -would soon toe in regard to our entrance. If that, be Funston to capture' the bandit chief:
called upon to send a large force across true how are we going to meet the situa- within several months.
tion when the military experts tell us
,- Approximately 15,000. troops are now j
the Rio Grande.
Senator.'Borah, a.member of the For- that lit will take. 60,000 men in Mexico available for the march into the Mexican j
and 100,000 men on. the border to take
eign ^Relations,'Committee,, and <Senator cafe of the situation."
waste lands, Nineteen thousand are al- j
'Chamberlain',' chairman of the Military
Senator Boraih said, that he was per- rfeady- stationed ,»n the border and be-j
Affairs.-'.Committee; delivered speeches- in suaded to urge action on the-defence
whictiv they warned the country riot bills, not only on account of conditions m tweWS,500, arid 3,'0'00 additional cavalry I
Ito .underestimate'; the, importance of the Mexico, tout 'because of other considera- are ' being rushed south . from posts;
prese-nt.movements in .Mexico, ,
.,.., .. tions "which- it is'neither proper, not triroughout.the country. More' troops are .
being "herd in readiness and will be sent ;
'iBenator Borah..declared .that ;it,:was deeiralble at this time to discuss."
trie duty of Congress to thrust aside all
Earlier in the debate, Senator Myers to the border as Gem Funston calls for
other business and pass the national of Montana declared that the United them. Ten, thousand troops are immedidefence bills without delay.
States has 100,000 soldiers in the regular ately available for Gen. Pershing's com(Chairman Chamberlain of the Military
mand, and as fast as reenforcements arCommittee startled his colleagues when army.
"I don?t want the statement to go un- rive from Northern posts additional men
he expressed the opinion that at present contradicted," said Senator Chamber- are being released from border patrol for
the United States has mo available armed lain. "We have not enough soldiers in Mexican., service.
■ '
force capable.- of making, a good fight fact to handle the Mexican situation
Army officers who have had experience
against'the men under arms in Mexico.
We have only 30,000 men in the con- in northern Mexico doubt whether Villa
',£?iiaml>erl«.ln'» View.
tinental United States, and only half caii.'" be" captured" >nj. a' short time. They
H;ile 'insisted''..'that, at- this time-the of them are available for Mexican ser- point out'that he can flee south and lose
hims.'eif-in'the"ravines and-boulders of
United States could not" send more than vice. .
"I venture to say that if we think we the Sierra Mad're range. Villa knows
15,000 Soldiers into Mexico. JIe warned
'the' Senate that this fragment, in the can go down, in Mexico and clean up the ever5^,foot of thaf country, and the orily
t event of avcoalitiorf ,bf' the ..factions in situation in ,a few weeks this country 'way'fo find 'him if he goes into hiding is
Mexico,'probably would'be confronted by will be disappointed. They have a .well to throw troops airover that section and
trained soldiery there and. can organize sco"ut" liim but.
an arm»of 50,fl00 seasoned veterans.
It-is not certain- that the aviation
Other'Senators disputed, the asser- an army of from 50,000 to 60,000 men
tions of Ghairman Camberlain as to. the at any .time—men who have been, fight- corps" will be able to discover the bannumerical'weaknessof the United States ing for five years. So far as I am dits. -For..a.hundred miles south of the
'and.the..strength of the.possible Mexican concerned I would not be surprised to border the country in northern Chihuasee every Mexican—the Carranza forces hua, is mostly .level waste, broken only
opposition. ■
'
Senator Simmons insisted that the and the Villa forces—rally;around one by trie Eajlomas lakes and a few scatIt is covered
United),. States was. prepared for-any standard for the purpose of fighting the tered mountain . ranges.
...
waist highOwith, sage brush and soapemergency .that might arise., Senator United States."
Vardam'ari .agreed,;With Stenator Simmons
we'ecl ' and cut .through by . ravines and
Mr. Smopt Sug-g-estis.
gullies." The'filing.bandits can hide in
and' declared that it was a mistake to
■impart: to,the world'any suggestons that
"Allow me to suggest also,'.' said Sen- these so completely that the aviators
the United'States is not ready to per- ator Smoot of Utah, "that Mexico to-day probably would be unable to sight them.
The, United States troops have been
i form its task in .Mexico.
has more field guns than the United
The .whpie debate .was full of prophecy States. I. tfliink.Mexico is prepared bet- supplied with all necessary equipment
that stormy 'times are ahead/ With Sen- ter with ammunition than the United for what one. army, officer called a "proator Chamberlain declaring against the States."
tracted.campaign:'' Supply stations will
i
■state of unpreparedriess,-, and Senator
"Senators are so careful about the in- toe organized as they penetrate the
Warren asserting that our own guns and formation sent to the people of the country.arid a well guarded line of comajhrnuhition would be used against us United States," interrupted Senator Reed munication will be established, with their
in Mexico because of the mistaken policy
base of supplies on this side of the
of the Administration in lifting the em- of Missouri, "that I think they ought to border.
,.,.
be
equally
careful
about
the
kind
of
inbargo on exports of these articles to
The chief obstacle to the expedition
Mexico, the Senate was soon keyed up formation they art' sending to the re- will be the water supply. Water holes
public of Mexico."
to a high pitch of excitement.
are teffi and twenty miles apart m some,
"Mexico knows.it already," replied Mr. parts of" upper Chihuahua over which
Senator - Chamberlain said he would
Smoot.
"Mexicans
officials
know
our
not be surprised to see Villa acclaimed
they will have to i march.
These are
a popular hero and. an army of 60,000 strength better than many of the Ameri- lakes from" which the water will have
can people know it."
rally to his support.
to be carried in wagons behind the
"Could we not use the militia?" asked
Mr. Chamberlain said:
troops.
'; ■-,■';
♦'If I had my way in directing affairs Senator Simmons of North Carolina.
The war Department corridors are
in the Senate chamber I would close
"There are about 125,000 men in the alive with officers carrying- their own
down the legislative plans at this time National Guard," replied Mr. Chamber- plans and orders from one branch of
to all measures except supply bills and lain. "I am confident as to their fighting the army to another. The messengers
the programme for preparedness."
ability, but there is a difference among who usually attend to this are kept
army officers as to the number of men tousv opening and closing doors for memBorah's Advice.
available for Mexican service. I differ bers of the General Staff.
_
This'was-:'M.f. Borah's4warning:
with those who btlieve that we are chasThe censor lid has been clamped on ,
" "If the President be correct in th« ing only bandits. The police of New and no one is entrusted with messages I
message which he carried to the people York could do that, but we axe... going except ranking officers. Conditions are ,
some weeks ago the Congress is sadly against an army of trained fighting" men much the same as during the Spanishderelict in its duty in meeting a most who have been on the field lor Sye American war and every branch of the
momentous situation.
'service
is being whipped.into.,conaiUon.
years."
:
"We cannot shape these bills relating
"Nothin.g has been stated;" said 1.W "for a'campaign whose length-few try to
to pfep'j&edhess in «" „Week if' TV C. do out Boraii, :"of .'the: Importance,of the, Presi- \estiinate .
:
duty, Tibr"-Ai7aA month "If w(j meet the dent's statement, on his Western trip,
situation ae it ought -to be-met,. It will that he, did riot have means enough to
take ;not; only. detysy;;bu6; weeks, and if .protect-American.citizens on the border..
it is to bo. pronet-ly disposed/of it: would Is the situation, better or worse now
ijjlteinonei.'j to formulate the policy of than- then? ■-.•'■' :i\\!'.■■'.'.'
■'
tilis cou'ritr-i", to. meet a situation which
"I hava''ri>:.purpqse of. .criticising aijy-r
ihas been- so. pronouncedly presented to •ody,. bbutif-w-e-are. to move iri thefuture
[the country by'trie'President.
as slowly as in the past three or four
"I do not disapprove of the action months, how long would it take us to
I which the President has taken with ref- get an army?
erence to pursuing those who invaded
"The Senator from North Carolina
the territory of the United States a (Simmons) says there was a slight diffew days ago and took the lives of a ference between Mr. Garrison, when
number of our citizens... In ,.so far as Secretary of "War," arid Congress. To my
that expedition is confined to the pur- mind it was the difference' between
suit of a,.fugitive who has taken the favoring preparedness and not favoring
lives of American citizens I think the preparedness.
So it was that he rePresident is not only, right as a matter signed.
of policy, but is well within his consti"He did an extraordinary thing, being
tutional rights.
as big a roan as lie is—such a tilling as
"But while I concede the President ,no man would have done who- did" not
performed his duty :in-that respect no feel 'that it was fundamental. That is,
man knows the consequences which may he quit his post at a most critical time in
follow or flow from that act. No one the history of this country."
can measure the probabilities which may
After a colloquy over the status of the
arise from the fact that we are now in- military bill and a further, discussion of
vading "Mexico-: for the purpose of ar- Mr. Garrison's resignation, Mr. Borah
resting and punishing those who have added:, "This discussion all reveals this
taken the lives: of ^American citizens state of affairs:
and for that purpose' alone.
"First that we have iio programme at
"The difficulty is that we may have all on this subject; that it is.all as yet
■started . a train over which we cannot in a nebulous condition; that there is.'not
exercise control and whatever the conse- I agreement between two houses. It furquences may be we are under the most ther appears that as yet the committees
solemn obligation/s to be prepared to ihave just begun to take up this matter
an dthat there is motiliing ripened or commeet them.
"We must take into consideration that pleted in regard to it."
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Invading Chihuahua with 8,000 men
Our little army returned to duty on the
Mexican, boundary even more inadequate would be an almost farcical military procedure. It would be difficult for the War
Four days ago the President ordered to its task there than it had been before. Department to equip even that small force
Ordinary
precaution
called
for
a
reinforceUnited States troops into Mexico. They.;
for service without serious delays. It is
were to overtake and bring back, dead ov ment of that army. But the President reported that the department is now huntthrust
all
the
arguments
of
common
sense
alive, Pancho Villa and those of his foling for a supply of auto trucks to be used
lowers who murdered American soldiers; aside. In December, 1914 (after the return in maintaining communications. Other
of
the
Vera
Cruz
expedition),
Mr.
Garriand civilians in a raid on Columbus, N. M.'
equipment for field service is doubtless
Our army has not yet moved into Mex- son, then Secretary of War, recommended lacking. Eeal military preparedness on
increasing
by
25,00,0
the
mobile
army
in
ico, j It has not moved because it was not;
any scale, however minute, is something
prepared to move. The adventure onj continental United States. We had then .vhich the United States has not yet begun
(and
still
have)
a
mobile
army
of
about
which it was being sent was too grave, j
to learn.
too hedged about with political and mili-| 25,000 men. Doubling the strength of the
War, even against a Mexican outlaw
mobile
troops
would
have
given
us
a
reatary uncertainties, to permit risking in!
chief like Villa, cannot be conducted by
sonably
efficient
force
on
the
Mexican
line
the Mexican wilderness the tiny force
writing notes. The practical choice bewhich the War Department is able to col- —not enough for any serious attempt to fore the President seems, therefore, to be
exert
military
pressure
on
Mexico,
but
lect for expeditionary purposes. Action
between accepting cooperation from Carby our government to avenge the viola- enough, at least, to give security to the in- ranza and letting him do most of the work
habitants
of
the
border
states.
tion of our soil and the murder of our
But Mr. Wilson ridiculed Secretary Gar- of catching Villa and calling in some more
citizens by foreign brigands is hampered
rison's suggestions. He told Congress at Pan-American arbitrators who will judiby our inexcusable neglect of military
the same time that Mr. Garrison's report ciously syndicate the enterprise by putpreparedness. We are obliged to recognize
was sent to the Capitol that there was no ting a joint price on Villa's head.
the limitations imposed on us by our own
It is an unpleasant predicament for real
reason for alarm and no necessity for infeebleness. We are compelled to let prucreasing the regular army. "Let there be Americans. Yet it may help in exposing
dence qualify decision, because we are tied
no misconception," he said. "The country the idiocy which blocks the way to the
hand and foot by persistent blunders of
policy—because we have clung to the de- has been misinformed. We have not been creation of a real first line army equal to
lusion that statesmanship is, in its es- negligent of national defence. . . . We national needs. The lesson of Vera Cruz,
shall not alter our attitude toward it be- of Columbus, of our whole humiliating exsence, a matter of hindsight, not forecause some of us are nervous and excited." perience with Mexico for the last three
sight.
Acting on his advice and rejecting Mr. years, is unmistakable. It is an unanThe government has had warnings
Garrison's, Congress refused to increase swerable argument for the creation and
without end of the dangers of the policy
of non-preparedness which it has followed the mobile army. It did not add a soldier maintenance of a minimum standing army
to the scattered, overtaxed, inadequate of 250,000 men.
in dealing with Mexico. For the last
'body
of regulars guarding the southern
three years our southern border has been
border.
It has not added one since. Mr.
insufficiently guarded. Rival Mexican
armies have fought along the boundary Wilson's fantastic policy (reversed in part
line whenever they felt like doing so, and only, this winter in order to make his camhave killed and wounded many Americans paign for reelection easier) has left the
as an incident to their operations against United States without sufficient mobile
■ &m*
one another. Armed bodies of Mexicans, troops available to defend the nation's inguerillas or organized troops, have crossed terests in any case in which these interests
the line and committed outrages in our may require an immediate resort to force.
It was announced last week that the
border states.
f—-i4L_MsEch 1910
In each case, prior to that at Columbus, punitive expedition to capture Villa would
the Administration had assumed a long- be conducted with or without Carranza's
4mBNS ABOUT MILITIA ^
suffering attitude and Mexicans naturally consent, in accordance with the spirit of
Aaiio nal Security League Sees IBfcame to believe that the United States earlier special agreements for the immetort to Pass Hay Bill.
would endure almost any outrage rather diate pursuit of Indian marauders of the
The rumor that tile militiamen are
than risk utilizing its scanty military re- Geroriimo type. "Now* that theory has
making efforts to have one of their supbeen abandoned and a new reciprocal
sources in the way of protest.
porters appointed Assistant Secretary of
Two years ago we had the lesson of agreement with Carranza is to be negoWar lias stirred the National Security
beague to issue a statement entitled "Is
Vera Cruz. President Wilson ordered tiated as a preliminary to crossing the
Secretary of War Baker on to the Militia
Mexico's chief seaport to be seized as a Rio Grande. This agreement may be deLobby?" The statement in part follows:
means of compelling the Huerta govern- sirable—in itself. But its negotiation will
"Tlie question every one now asks is
whether
the entire preparedness issue is
ment to make reparation for an insult to be due to military necessity rather than
to be sacrificed on the altar of expeour flag. We demanded a salute and to any original purpose on the Adminisdiency and politics of the Hay bill, or
whether we are to have scientific treatHuerta refused it. Quickly weakening in tration's part to defer to Carranza's inter; ment of the problem on the lines of the
his resolve to obtain satisfaction by force, ests and susceptibilities.
! Chamberlain bill. The militia lobby
Mr. Wilson resorted to arbitration to obThe aged First Chief is a clever and
I framed the former bill, though its supI port is not advocated by the better class
tain it. He lost on that issue in the obdurate diplomat. In extorting this lat[of militiamen."
futile settlement at Niagara Falls. One est concession from our government he
j "I understand the same lobby is makprovisional government succeeded another has again shown his capacity for states' ing violent attempts to secure the appointment of one of their supporters as
in Mexico City, but the salute was never manship. For he has played unerringly
Assistant Secretary of War," said S.
fired.
in all his disputes with us on the one esStanwood Menken, president of the
We withdrew from Vera Cruz without sential weakness of the Administration—
league, yesterday. "I hope that Secretary Baker is acquainted with their purglory. Our prestige in Mexico was low- its unwillingness to exert military pressposes and past methods—their interests
ered. Murdering Americans and seizing ure and—more than that—the inconseare selfish.
"The developments along the Mexican
American property became a pastime for quentially of the military strength at its
border have already justified the organithe Mexican faction chiefs, because the command.
zation of the league and offer the roost
latter quickly recognized that the main
substantial reasons why our organization
should continue its work with repreoccupation of the Wilson Administradoubled energy. The league has insisted
tion was to evade its primary duty of
that should we become involved in
compelling Mexicans to respect American
trouble with a. first class nation our condition of unpreparedness would result in
citizenship.
a series of defeats and that ultimate vic-

Mexico and Preparedness:

tory could not be 'obtained without serious loss of life and property,"
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The Immediate Need.
What the United States needs most today is an army of from 100,000 to 150.000
men on the Mexican border. It has about
15,000 mobile troops available there. Lacking adequate military force our government is tied down in dealing with the Mexican situation to playing second fiddle to
General Carranza.
We would have troops enough available
to take the initiative, instead of trailing
along behind, if the Administration's
wrestlings with the Mexican problem did
not present one long record of mismanagement and incompetency. The President
has unfortunately taken no warning from
his own repeated and emphasized blunders.
We have not had enough troops on the
border to perform even the minimum of
ordinary police duty. Many citizens of
Texas, New Mexico and Arizona have been
killed or wounded either through guerilla
raids or through Mexican military operations along the boundary line. Yet the
Administration has been so indifferent to
the safety of Americans in the danger
zone, so blind to the dangers inherent in the
Mexican situation, that it has actually contemplated reducing the meagre forces now
assigned to border service. Senator Ashhurst, of Arizona, read in the Senate last
Friday a remarkable letter written to him
by Major General Hugh L. Scott, acting as
Secretary of War in the interval between
Mr. Garrison's resignation and Mr. Baker's
appointment.
i
Mr. Ashhurst was very much stirred up!
by reports from Arizona that troops
were to be withdrawn from Douglas, and
he hurried to the War Department to protest against such action. General Scott
wrote him under date of February 21 last:
"With reference to your call this morning
relative to the removal of the Sixth Field
Artillery from Douglas May 1, I beg to inform you that I have had the matter
looked up and no definite orders have been
issued with reference to the removal of. the
Sixth Field Artillery, but department
commanders have been notified that it is
desirable to have camps of instruction:
during the summer for the field artillery}
of the national guard, and, if conditions
of the border permit, the Sixth Field Artillery probably will be sent to various
camps for duty in connection with the
training of the national guard."
The President and his advisers (Secretary Garrison, of course, always an honorable exception) have lived in a fools' paradise so far as the situation in Mexico is
concerned. They should have known long
ago that General Carranza was proof
against any diplomatic pressure which they
could bring to bear upon him. He has
worsted them in every diplomatic clash
which they have invited. The Administration tried to entice him into the Niagaga Falls conference. He refused to enter it unless the scope and purposes of the
conference should be defined in advance.
The arbitrators resented this demand for
clarification. They wanted to work unhampered. But their work went for nothing because.it left Carranza and his followers out of account.

The Administration withdrew General
Funston's forces from Vera-Cruz chiefly
because General Carranza declined to consider a pacification of Mexico under American auspices unless Mexico's chief seaport should be evacuated. The Administration tried to pin him down to responsibility for the protection of foreign interests in Mexico, although unwilling to give
him recognition as Provisional President.
He thereupon abandoned Mexico City,
where what was left of the diplomatic
corps was stationed, and intimated that if
the diplomats came to him at Vera Cruz
with credentials he would be glad to receive their representations.
Finally, Mr. Wilson served an ultimatum last June threatening intervention by
the United States unless the Mexican factions should unite to select a Provisional
President, Carranza and Villa being barred
from the list of eligibles. Carranza ignored the ultimatum. The United States
appealed to Guatemala and to various
South American republics for assistance
in coercing Carranza. The demand for
his retirement was renewed. There was
nothing but verbiage behind it, and Carranza knew this. He again refused to retire. Then the United States and the PanAmerican powers capitulated and recognized him unconditionally.
After all these occurrences what possibility was there that Carranza would take
American diplomacy seriously?
And,
lacking the force to make our demands
respected, what chance was there that we
should ever be able to protect our interests by mere argumentation?
President Wilson refused to allow the
regular army to be increased in December, 1914, after we had slunk away from
Vera Cruz. He declined to call a special
session of Congress for the purpose of increasing it after the Lusitania had been
sunk and after his ultimatum to Carranza
regarding a union of the Mexican factions
had been flouted. At this session of Congress he has tried to limit the increase of
the i-ee'"l»i- arriv to 30,000 men—barely
enoughTo give us a moderate-sized defensive force on the Mexican border.
He has never appreciated the seriousness of the Mexican problem, either from
the military or the political point of view.
He has trifled with it, has utterly ruined
American prestige in Mexico and destroyed
the last vestige of respect felt by Mexicans for American citizenship. Now he
faces what may easily develop into armed
intervention in Mexico and has no military
forces with which to make good the claims
and contentions of the United States.
Since he has failed utterly to read the
situation or to provide the means of enforcing any policy with respect to Mexico
which involves action, not speech making,
the country's only remedy lies with ConCongress shouldat once authorize
rfosg
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There Are Precedents.
There is no good ground for the
criticism heard in Washington that
President WILSON exceeded his authority and established a dangerous j
precedent when, without obtaining}
the sanction of Congress, he entered
into reciprocal agreement with General CABBANZA to protect the border.
President HAYES did not consult Congress in 1880 when he had an understanding with President DIAZ that
both Mexican and American troops
could cross the border in pursuit of
Chief VICTOBIO and his band. President HAYES was able to report in his
annual message to Congress on December 6 that "by the combined and
harmonious action of the military j
forces of both countries his [Vic-1
TOEIO'S] band has been broken up!
and substantially destroyed."
It is apparent that President ABTHUB did not obtain the consent of
Congress to a similar transaction
with the Mexican Government. In
his annual message on December 4,
1882, President AETHTJB said:
"A recent 'agreement with Mexico
provides for the crossing of the frontiers toy armed forces of either country
in pursuit of hostile Indians. In my
message of last year I called attention
to the prevalent lawlessness upon the
borders and to the necessity of legislation for its suppression."
The extermination of the Apache j
Kid's band of hostiles called' for still j
another agreement. between the two ;
Governments that troops should be
permitted to cross the line in either
direction as the occasion required.
Secretary OLNEY in a report to President. CLEVELAND said that subjugation of the Apaches had "become an
imperative duty toward the inhabitants on either side of the border
line." Full particulars' of all the
cases can be found in the record of
Foreign .Relations. No vote of Congress was solicited or needed to-give
validity on the part of the United
States to reciprocal agreements.
The criticism of President WILSON
in the present instance is captious
When not partisan or personal. That
of course could not be said if his intention was to wage war on Mexico,
or to provoke her Government to
war. Can it be doubted even by the
severest critics of Mr. WILSON'S policy
that war is the last thing he desires?
The reciprocal agreement with General CABEANZA being an arrangement
to prevent war, and therefore purely
diplomatic, why should the President,
when time was precious, have sounded
Congress concerning it?
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The Administration withdrew General
Funston's forces from Vera-'Gruz chiefly
The Immediate Need.
because General Carranza declined to conWhat the United States needs most to- sider a pacification of Mexico under Amerday is an army of from 100,000 to 150.000 ican auspices unless Mexico's chief seamen on the Mexican border. It has about port should be evacuated. The Adminis15,000 mobile troops available there. Lack- tration tried to pin him down to responsiing adequate military force our govern- bility for the protection of foreign interment is tied down in dealing with the Mex- ests in Mexico, although unwilling to give
ican situation to playing second fiddle to him recognition as Provisional President.
General Carranza.
He thereupon abandoned Mexico City,
We would have troops enough available where what was left of the diplomatic
to take the initiative, instead of trailing corps was stationed, and intimated that if
along behind, if the Administration's the diplomats came to him at Vera Cruz
wrestlings with the Mexican problem did with credentials he would be glad to renot present one long record of mismanage- ceive their representations.
ment and incompetency. The President
Finally, Mr. Wilson served an ultimahas unfortunately taken no warning from tum last June threatening intervention by
his own repeated and emphasized blunders. the United States unless the Mexican facWe have not had enough troops on the tions should unite to select a Provisional
border to perform even the minimum of President, Carranza and Villa being barred
ordinary police duty. Many citizens of from the list of eligibles. Carranza igTexas, New Mexico and Arizona have been nored the ultimatum. The United States
killed or wounded either through guerilla appealed to Guatemala and to various
raids or through Mexican military opera- South American republics for assistance
tions along the boundary line. Yet the in coercing Carranza. The demand for
Administration has been so indifferent to his retirement was renewed. There was
the safety of Americans in the danger nothing but verbiage behind it, and Cargone, so blind to the dangers inherent in the ranza knew this. He again refused to reMexican situation, that it has actually con- tire. Then the United States and the Pantemplated reducing the meagre forces now American powers capitulated and recogassigned to border service. Senator Ash- nized him unconditionally.
hurst, of Arizona, read in the Senate last
After all these occurrences what possiFriday a remarkable letter written to him bility was there that Carranza would take
by Major General Hugh L. Scott, acting as American diplomacy seriously?
And,
Secretary of War in the interval between lacking the force to make our demands
Mr. Garrison's resignation and Mr. Baker's respected, what chance was there that we
appointment.
should ever be able to protect our interMr. Ashhurst was very much stirred up' ests by mere argumentation?
by reports from Arizona that troops
President Wilson refused to allow the
were to be withdrawn from Douglas, and regular army to be increased in Decemhe hurried to the War Department to pro- ber, 1914, after we had slunk away from
test against such action. General Scott Vera Cruz. He declined to call a special
wrote him under date of February 21 last: session of Congress for the purpose of in"With reference to your call this morning creasing it after the Lusitania had been
relative to the removal of the Sixth P'ield sunk and after his ultimatum to Carranza
Artillery from Douglas May 1, I beg to in- regarding a union of the Mexican factions
form you that I have had the matter had been flouted. At this session of Conlooked up and no defijiite orders have been gress he has tried to limit the increase of
issued with reference to the removal of^the the i-rsnlnr array to 30,000 men—-barely
Sixth Field Artillery, hut department enough to give us a moderate-sized defencommanders have been notified that it is sive force on the Mexican border.
desirable to have camps of instruction1,
He has never appreciated the seriousduring the summer for the field artillery} ness of the Mexican problem, either from
of the national guard, and, if conditions the military or the political point of view.
of the border permit, the Sixth Field Ar- He has trifled with it, has utterly ruined
tillery probably will be sent to various American prestige in Mexico and destroyed
camps for duty in connection with the the last vestige of respect felt by Mexitraining of the national guard."
cans for American citizenship. Now he
The President and his advisers (Secre- faces what may easily "develop into armed,
tary Garrison, of course, always an honor- intervention in Mexico and has no military
able exception) have lived in a fools' para- forces with which to make good the claims
dise so far as the situation in Mexico is and contentions of the United States.
concerned. They should have known long
Since he has failed utterly to read the
ago that General Carranza was proof situation or to provide the means of enagainst any diplomatic pressure which they forcing any policy with respect to Mexico
could bring to bear upon him. He has which involves action, not speech making,
worsted them in every diplomatic clash' the country's only remedy lies with Conwhich they have invited. The Adminis-; gress. Congress should at once authorize
t cation tried to entice him into the Niag- an increase of the regular army adequate
aga Falls conference. He refused to en- to the needs of the crisis. Not the petty
ter it unless the scope and purposes of the addition of 30,000 which Mr. Wilson has
conference should be defined in advance. at last grudgingly recommended, or the
The arbitrators resented this demand for 60,000 which the bill of the Senate Comclarification. They wanted to work un- mittee on Military Affairs contemplates,
hampered. But their work went for noth- but a real increase of 150,000. This ening because.it left Carranza and his fol- largement would provide a mobile army of
lowers out of account.
only 121,000, and all of that force would
be needed for the work which the United
States may at any time be called upon to
do in Northern Mexico.
Let Congress act. The country is tired
of the childish and ignominious spectacle
of American foreign policy conforming itself to the dictates of faction chiefs m
Mexico, of American diplomacy waiting
on the latest bulletins from Carranza
headquarters at Queretaro.
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There Are Precedents.
There is no good ground for the
criticism heard in Washington that
President WILSON exceeded his au-1
thority and established a dangerous j
precedent when, without obtaining1
the sanction of Congress, he entered
into reciprocal agreement with General CABEANZA to protect the border.
President HAYES did not consult Congress in 1880 when he had an understanding with President DIAZ that
both Mexican and American troops
could cross the border in pursuit of
Chief VICTOEIO and his band. President HAYES was able to report in his
annual message to Congress on December 6 that "by the combined and
harmonious action of the military
forces of both countries his [VicTOEIO'S] band has been broken up
and substantially destroyed."
It is apparent that President AETHUB did not obtain the consent of
Congress to a similar transaction
with the Mexican Government. In
his annual message on December 4,
1882, President AETHUB said:
"A recent "agreement with Mexico
provides for the crossing of the frontiers by armed forces of either country
in pursuit of hostile Indians. In my
message of last year I called attention
to the prevalent lawlessness upon the
horders and to the necessity of legislation for its suppression."
The extermination of the Apache j
Kid's band of hostiles called' for still j
another agreement. between the two ;
Governments that troops should be
permitted to cross the line in either
direction as the occasion required.
Secretary OLNEY in a report to President CLEVELAND said that subjugation of the Apaches had "become an
imperative duty toward the inhabitants on either side of the border
line." Full particulars' of all the
cases can be found in the record of
Foreign .Relations. No vote of Congress was solicited or needed to-give
validity on the part of the United
States to reciprocal agreements.
The criticism of President WILSON
in the present instance is captious
when not partisan or personal. That
of course could not be said if his intention was to wage war on Mexico,
or to provoke her Government to
war. Can it be doubted even by the
severest critics of Mr. AVILSON'S policy j
that war is the last thing he desires? I
The reciprocal agreement with General CABEANZA being an arrangement
to prevent war, and therefore purely
diplomatic, why should the President,
when time was precious, have sounded
Congress concerning it?
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COL. GLENN CALLS
ARMY "PATHETIC"

15,

1916.

OVo "War Material In Anrtience
The speaker looked over his audience
jf about 300 advertising men and told
;hem they would be useless in case o£

"You couldn't go to war, he said.
'Most of you are too old and all of you
ire untrained. You would be a nuisance
n war, in the way of men who had work
do."
Sphinx Club Gasps as Gen. :o Their
dutv, he continued, was to neip
irepare other men for fighting. FightiWood's Aid Tells of Its
ng lines are made up of boys from 16
years to 25 years of age. The older
Needs.
men must teach these men their duty to
Jieir country.
"You.have been handling the Mexican
for about five years," he said.
YEAES TO CATCH YILLA situation
'You have seen the homes of peaceful
peons transformed into armed camps
where each man is now armed with a
Col. Edward P. Glenn, Chief of Staff -ifle manufactured in the United States.
under Gen. Wood in the Department of "They say we are not going to interthe East, discussed army conditions last vene, but- only eapture "Villa. Some of
is have had experience tracking a man
night -with a frankness that caused mem- (through a .country in , which he knows
bers of the Sphinx Club and their guests jivery cow trail.and path and we know
to gasp last night. The ballroom of the nothing. W eknow the job it will be.
Waldorf-Astoria was so quiet that the i[t is not a matter of a day, but maybe
low voice of the speaker carried per- ^ears."
Speaking from estimates, Col. Glenn
fectly to all parts of it as he bluntly said that it would take about five years
told them of the military situation.
;o establish a stable Government in
Conditions in this country are such, Mexico and call for from 400,000 to
he said, that after the Columbus raid 500,000 men. Then he switched to other
nternational complications.
the question was not asked if the
Col. Glenn said there must be some
soldiers had kept in pursuit of the ban- system of universal military service.
dits but if tney had crossed the baund- Jther nations have it and not dominated
ary line. The pursuit of the Mexican >y militarists. The country must have
he youths of 12 to train and they will
bandits will be a matter of a long time, lecorae better citizens.
perhaps years, as every one knows who Other speakers were Admiral Peary,
has tried to follow a bandit over a :x-Congressman William M. . Calde-r,
country where he knows every cow trail, daor-Gen. Edward C. .Young'-ajid others.
said Col. Glenn. Evidently the speaker
expects opposition from the Mexican
Government and asked if Mexicc> wou d
not forfeit her self-respect if she did
not oppose the invasion of an army of
innnn 15 000 or 20,-000. Finally, he
said we are in commercial conflict with
a county on the west and if ever we
become involved on the Atlantic, we w» U
be Struck from the west by 3,000,000 1
men.
Wood and O'Rynn Away.
Preston P. Lynn, president of the
club could not be present last night
owmg to Illness and after a telephone
hid been arranged so he could em
bed and hear the speeches at Sheepshead Bay R. F. R. Huntsman, toastmastetfannounced that Gen. "who
was to have been a speaker, and Major
Gen O'Ryan, head of the State guard
could noty be present. Later »esaid they were kepi away ly»efc
can situation. Earlier in the day it
was said that Gen. Wood's engagements
Tad been crossed. Col. Glenn was introduced as the first speaker
The United States army has had twothirds of its entire force, 22,000 men
oWn on the Mexican border for four
velrs he said, watching the situation. ,
Following the recent raid on Columbus
the first question asked was not Did ;
they follow the bandits, did they keep
in contact with them but did they
cross the border?" The Colonel did not
say who asked the question, but added
"We did not pursue them and now the
!
country is asking why."
The Colonel said he could tell Why and
that was (because the border is so great,
so wide that we have not enough men to
go In. It would be possible to put only
9,000 more men over the border out of
the regular army and there is a 2,000 .
mile border line to guard.
"As a matter of fact," Col. Glenn continued, "the American army would be
farcical if it were not pathetic. The
American army is the most pathetic
«hins that ever came along in history
^S other nations know it better than
W

Of°course it was all right, he explained, to .receive pats on the back and
hear talk about "man for man, but that
availed nothing.
When the United
States went to war with Spam in 1898
she assumed certain international obligations as a world Power and one of
those .obligations 'calls for *°™*;
"You've sot to have force behind the
notes our President may send, he declared, 'tor anything else he may do.
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Already the Administration's critics Iiave found
an opportunity to assail Che President because
there is only a single-track railroad to bring up
the supplies for Gen. Funston's troops. A fully
competent President would have arranged to have
Villa accessible from a four-track system, with
concrete automobile roads and plenty of facilities for pursuit.
Verdun is no longer a battle. It has again
become a siege.
Secretary Baker's request for authority to recruit the army up to its full strength of 100,000
will precipitate another avalanche of Senatorial
oratory and another warning from Mr. Bryan on
the dangers of militarism.

Secretary of War Baker
"VpWTON D. BAKER is not a militarist. As
*■" he says himself, he is a peace-at-ALMOSTany-price man. His appointment as secretary
of Avar at this time is therefore significant of
the attitude of President "Wilson toward militarism.
If the president were a militarist, as some
of his detractors would have us believe, he
would have chosen as secretary of war a man
whj} believes in preparedness FOR war, rather
than a man who believes in preparedness
AGAINST war. ,
The appointment confirms President Wilson
as a peace-at-ALMOST-any-price man. He fights
only when the honor of the nation is at stake.
That also is the attitude of Baker.
Because Baker is a pacifist it must not be
assumed that he does not know how to fight.
He does. Prom the time he started in public
life as city solicitor in Cleveland, Baker's
progress has been marked by courageous and
determined struggle.
It was Baker's fixed belief in the people that
made him country-famous as an advocate of
home rule. It has been his faith in democracy
that has shoved him forward.
Baker can talk. He has vision. He has an
inner saving grace of quiet humor. He knows
life. And he has brains.
(
Baker made good both as the city's legal
adviser and its executive head. Cleveland is
grateful to him for a leadership that held the
city in the forefront of progress. He goes to
Washington with the best wishes of this people
for his continued success. '
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IJIEXICO, AFTER VILLA'S RAID :
REPAREDNESSl c
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COLUMBUS. NEW MEXICO, AFTER VILLA'S RAID

The devastated section of Columbus guarded by U. S. soldiers after the raid.

The camp of the Thirteenth Cavalry, which was surprised by Villa.

A patrol of the Thirteenth Cavalry, which chased the raiders, and one of Villa's men killed in the |
pursuit.
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"If i( was not pathetic, it would Be
farcical. K would be laughable.
. "The fact is, gentlemen, that Ihe
army of the United Stales is the same
in regard lo this country as a fly
would appear to you looking through
the wrong end of a telescope. Dp io
a year or two ago. when this terrible
war came on. ycu showed .iusi as
lunch Interest in il as you did in that
fly.
••The cold fad Is dial (he American
Army to-day is the most pathetic
thing auy nation ever knew or contemplated, and other nations know it
very well, I assure you.

Col, Glenn, Chief of Staff, Hints
CarranzaWill Resist Expedition,!
Asks: "What Would We Do " j
7
I
"Small American Army Would BeJ
Lauglrable if It Wasn't Pathetic, j
Wilson Notes Lack Force"''
Colonel Edwin F. Glenn, U. S. A.,
Chief of Staff or the Department of
the East, which is commanded by
General Leonard Wood, last night
gave a sensational analysis of the
• military situation of the United
| .Stales with regard to Mexico, Europe
• and Japan.
He characterized the system of en! liniment as Idiotic, and read a IccI

lure to three hundred prominent busi! ness men of the city, who were
i guests of the Sphinx Club in the
Waldorf-Astoria.
"Four or five days ago," he said,
"the United"States was startled with
the announcement that Villa, the
recognized bandi,. had crossed the j
border and made a violent assault in
the early morning- hours on a station
occupied by American soldiers.
"We have been occupying the frontier of Mexico and Texas for. lour
years.
We have got two-thirds of
the army of the United States on thiit
border, scattered along from Brownsville to Los Angeles. In other words,
we have about 3:2,000 American soldiers (here,
qXFESTIOXS AUTHOR1TV.
"The first question, according to the
press, that was raised by this country
was not 'Did you pursue those people
into their own territory and keep on
their trail?' but -By what authorlay
did you cross an imaginary line between the United States and the Republic of Mexico?'
'•That question has uot been answered satisfactorily as 1 understand,
up to this minute. I am not saying :
this to criticise, but ! am narrating
the farts.
23000 MK.\ 0\ BORDER.
"Now you have 22,000 men dow n
there and you have a little over nine"
j thousand men of the United States
| army to send down there to reinforce!
j this body of men scattered from :
j Brownsville to the Pacific Ocean.

FORCE BEHIND NOTES.
"We are glad to be patted on the |
back occasionally. But you have got
to recognize the fact that in 1898,
when you went to war with Spain
and announced yourselves a world
power, and international power, you
changed from what you had been internationally before. You now have
international obligations.
'•And you have got to recognize that
in order to carry out these obligations
you have got to have a force behind
the notes that may be sent by our
President or any attitude that our
President may sec fit to take.
"Don't you for a minute think that
any one of you has got to go to war.
Most of you are too old. and if you
are not old we do uot want you anyway, because you have not been
trained.
LOXG FIGHT IX MEXICO.
"We are told that we are not going
to intervene in Mexico, but we are
only t" capture Villa.
Some of us
have had some experience in capturing a man operating in a country
where he knows every cow path and
in which every man is. his friend and
in which we didhiot know a road and
in which every man was an enemy.
"It is not a question of a few days
unless a great piece of luck or an accident accompanies our operations. It
is a matter of months, maybe years.
"In the meantime, I want, to ask
you this.
Suppose we reversed the
thing, and Mexico were to announce
that she was to send fire to twenty
thousand men into this country. How
long do you think the United States
would stund for itf Do you think
Slexieo is going to stand for it?
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"Weather Forecast:

SNOW OR RAIN.

"'

WEATHER FORECAST:
"
Snow or rain to-day, colder by night; fair to-morrow,
with low temperature; strong northeast to north winds.

LEADING AND GROWING!

Service—E f f i c i e n c y—Growth!

Number of A-dvertisemenits Printed Yesterday:
THE WORLD
G,£76 ads.
Tixe Herald
1,172 ads.
The Times.
006 ads.
The Sun
100 ads.
The Tribune
■. . .
174 ads.
The Press
110 ads.
2..">r»2 ads.
The World's lead over all combined. . . .
ii.7124 ads.

Are achieved by tihe judicious use of newspaper
advertising, as the success of many large
establishments will attest.

The Sunday World Will Carry Your Message Into

3 2 4,092
New York City Homes

And The World Printed 1,609 More Ads. Than on ifte Corresponding Day of Last Year!

" Circulation Books Open to All."
Copyright, 1916, by The Press Publishing
Co. (The New Xork World).
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Also Reviews 1hem at Drill
and Will Establish Summer
Camp for Pnparahon.

Court Compliments Insulted
Woman's Husband forNotAttacking Arlosaraw Sooner.

several other women last night, enlisted twenty-five rookies for the preparedness

ent Finds, Overcomes Power-

movement

and

started

plans for a biff dinner to tempt young
men from counting houses, engineers'
offices and other professional and mer-

ful Forces Which Steered in a

cantile

Direction That Might Have

soldiers.

Made War Inevitable.

by the Inkowa Club, of which Miss

Many

establishments

as

potential

!
invitations

were

sent

out

Morgan is President, asking recipients

LANSING IS ASKED TO
MAKE SOME THINGS CLEAR.
Government Would Like to Know
Just What Is Regarded as a
Hostile U Boat Act and What
Is Meant by Ships Legally
Using Armament in Defense.
By Karl H. von Wiegand
(Special Staff Correspondent of The
World.)
Copyright. 1816, Iff Tlhe Press Publishing Co.
(The New York World).
BERLIN, March 12 (via Amsterdam, March

14).—With the poten-

tialities of further trouble and seri-

to attend an initial drill at the Sixtyninth Regiment Armory last night.
Miss Morgan and her friends reviewed
the recruits in civilian dress as Capt.
William T. Doyle put them through
marches and setting-up exercises.
Miss Morgan was pleased with the
;
work and announced that she intends
| to establish a two-weeks' .-summer
; camp to give the soldiers a proper
vacation.
Another drill will be held next Tuesday night, and a dinner the Tuesday
following. The Inkowa Club is composed of men and women who take
outdoor exercise.

GOEBEN LANDS MEN,
GUNS AT TREBIZOND.
Athens Hears Cruiser Succeeded in Eluding Czar's
Black Sea Fleet.

ous complications between the United

ATHENS, March 14.—The Turkish
cruiser Sultan Selim, formerly the
German cruiser Goeben, according to
certain developments having to do
Nea Hellas, has,, succeeded in eluding
with political conditions here can the Russian Black, Sea Fleet and
be regarded on the whole as putting landed a number of German officers
and guns at Trebizond.
a more favorable and hopeful aspect
States and Germany undiminished,

on the submarine situation in so far
as America is affected in the threecornered U boat controversy.
The crisis in Washington has not
been without a somewhat similar
and equally difficult situation here.
The difference was that in Washington Congress attempted to apply
"the brake," while 'here the Government itself was acting as a brake
on popular sentiment and the powerful forces steering in a direction
which might cause war to become
inevitable.
Government Was Snecessfnl.
The Government here was as successful as Congress was -unsuccessful. The situation at both ends again
la dn the hands of tihe respective Gov ernments, since Washington has been
freed from a Congressional "brake"
and the Bethimann-Hollweg Government here is less hampered for the
time being by influences even more
disconcerting and troublesome.
Ten days ago I cabled that the
situation as viewed here was that the
two nations were drifting unwillingly
but helplessly toward war because
none seemed strong enough to divert
either or both ships of state. Much
has happened since then, in both
"Washington and Berlin, which gives
iground for brighter views.
Wilson,
Lansing and Berlin are again in a
position to resume conversations. The
fate of the relations between the
United States and Germany continues
and will continue to hang on the
slender balance of the judgment and
high strung nerves arid mind of some
young U-iboat commander, but from
information here it aippears as though
the situation in Washington has been
cleared. The same can be said of the
situation here.
Both nations again
are clear to lake up the discussion
of differences in the views held. A
(Continued on Third Page.)
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SUBWAY FLIRT GETS
30 DAYS IN JAIL.

Miss Anne Morgan, Mrs. Edward H,

Chancellor, World Correspond-

" Circulation Books Open tO All." )

MISS ANNE MORGAN
RECRUITS RESERVES.

Hewitt, Miss Elizabeth Marbuxy and

3 GENERALS LOST
TO KAISER BY DEATH
Von Graf and von Loiterer
Killed, von Menges Sue- *
cumbs to Heart Disease.
BERLIN, March 14.—The death of
three German Generals is reported
here to-day. They are Lieut. Gen.
Eduard von Graf of the Bavarian
army, who was placed on the retired
list in 1909 but returned to duty at
the beginning of the war, and Major
Gen. Wilhelm von Lotterer and Lieut.
Gen. von Menges, both of Wurttemburg. Gen. von Menges died of heart
disease.
A World despatch from Paris ten
days ago said that it was reported
that Gen. von Graf had fallen at the
head of an infantry division in course
of the desperate charge on the Village of Bethincourt and the Hill of
the Cote de l'Oie, on the west bank of
the Meuse. An earlier despatch from
Amsterdam said that Gen. von Lotterer commanded a German artillery
division at Verdun and was killed
during the bombardment. Gen. von
Menges's death was announced at
Breslau on March 5.

FRANCE'S EXPENSES
FOR WAR SOARING.
Government's Figures Have
Now Grown to 87,000,000
Francs a Day.
PARIS, March 14.—The credits required for the second quarter of 1916
amount to 7,800,000,000 francs, according to the statement prepared by Mr.
Raoul Peret, reporter of the Budget
Committee of the Chamber of Deputies, and presented yesterday in the
Chamber.
This is equivalent to a
daily expenditure of 87,000,000. The
figures showed that the cost of carrying on the war is steadily increasing,
as the total expenditure for the year
1915
amounted
to
22,000,000,000,
whereas that of the first six months
of 1916 amounts to 15,500,000,000.
The total national expenditure from
the beginning of August, 1914, to the
end of June, 191G, will be nearly 47,000,000,000 francs, of which 37,000,000,000 are for purely military purposes.
Swiss

Mobilisation Ul> to Fell, 1
Cost SfH>5,000,000.
BERNE, March 14.—The expense of
the Swiss mobilization up to the end
of February amounted to $95,000,000,
Including extraordinary expenditures,
according to an announcement made
to-day to the National Council by M.
Motta, head of the Department of
Finance.
ONCE MORE WE ARE NEUTRAL
WASHINGTON, March 14.—President Wilson to-day signed a proclamation giving notice of the neutrality
of the United States in the state of
war between Germany and Portugal.
The proclamation follows the text of
others.
New York Book—Ready March 20th—$6.
Parcel Post ana Express rate.-; from Manhattan
and Bronx to every Post Office in U. S. Brooklyn
Book soon. Natl. Shippers Assocu,, Hudson Terminal. —Advt,

Henry Arlosarow, thirty-two, honor
graduate of the New York Law
School n 1910, and teacher of languages, was sentenced to thirty days
in the Workhouse as a "masher" last
! night by Magistrate Murphy in the
Infantry Gets Fofting in Posi- Men's Night Court.
Arlosarow, who lives at No. 427 St.
tions Between Bbthincou.rt and Ann's
Avenue, the Bronx, was arL'Homme MortiFollowing In- rested Sunday night on a subway express for annoying Mrs. Hannah Higtense Bombardment, but Else- gins of No. 1027 Tiffany Street. When
Arlosarow chucked her under the chin
where Is Repulsed.
as the train approached One Hundred
and Forty-ninth Street, the woman's
husband attacked him. Though character witnesses and a lawyer apBATTLES IN AIR CONTINUE;
peared in his behalf last night, MagEACH SIDE LOSES 4 AEROS. istrate Murphy after hearing testii mony said:
J "I am. convinced that you are
guilty, though you might have been
Kaiser Three Times Throws His !; drunk
or crazy. The fact that this
Troops- m -V$kAgainst the woman's Vnnband is a good law-abiding citizen and held off his attack
French Lines North, of the : until your actions forced one is a
J matter I have to compliment him on,
Aisne—Aviators Again Bom- although fighting on public conveyances is disapproved by law."
bard German Supply Depot.
Arlosarow'is lawyer said he would
appeal.
PARIS, March 14
While the unusual degree of aerial activity continues over the Verdun region, today's official bulletins report a renewal of the German offensive in
that quarter. To-day, the night bulletin'announces, a heavy attack was
made on the west bank of the Meuse,
but was generally repulsed, the
French trenches being- entered at
only two points.
There has been
another air raid in force on Brieulles, the German supply station
north of Verdun, and many other air
battles.
Bobmardment Redoubled.
"West of the Meuse," the night bulletin says, "the bombardment with
heavy shells against our positions between Bethincourt and Cuuiieres redoubled in violence. In the afternoon
the Germans launched a very powerful attack in this sector, but were repulsed along the whole of the front
with serious losses. They secured a
footing only in two points of our
trenches—between Bethincourt and
Le Mort Homme.
"East of the Meuse and i nthe
Woevre the artillery on both sides
was very active during the day.
North of St. Mlhiel our batteries
bombarded important enemy camps
in the Heudicourt wood, and caused
a great fire in the station and store
houses at La Marche-en-Woevre (ten
miles east of St. Mihiel, and four
miles from the French lines).
"Six aeroplanes of the first bombarding group and five double motor
aeroplanes dropped forty-two shells
of heavy caliber on the station at
Brieulles.
"A large number of aerial engagements were fought to-day in the
region of Verdun.
Three German
aeroplanes were seen to fall within
the German lines, brought down by
our machines.
es Four.
Frcne.Ii Aero E>

SON RACED AT SEA
FOR DAVIS FUNERAL.
Liner Havana Pushed to Enable Passenger to Attend
Burial of Late Senator.
John T. Davis, son of Senator Henry
G. Davis, who was in Cuba when his
father died, arrived here yesterday
on the Ward liner Havana after a
fast voyage up the coast in which
Capt. J. E. Jones drqve the steamship so jjtr. Davis could attend his
father's funeral.
By wireless Mr. Davis learned he
could reacii his home in Elkins, W.
Va., in time for the funeral to-day
if he could catch the 6.50 train on the
Baltimorejuui Ohio here last night.
He tolci Cp?W Jones, who promised to
do his bes iB get the Havana here.
From DjKnond Shoal, Where the
wireless about the train was received,
to Scotland Light Vessel, Capt. Jones
stuck to the bridge and the liner tore
through the seas at her best speed.
She was held only a short time at
Quarantine and docked at 4 o'clock.
A. W. Kelly, former Princeton football player, met Mr. Davis at the
pier; they hurried to the Waldo'rf, and
Mr. Davis caught his train.

GOETZ RIGHT ON THE JOB.
Before He Is Sworn In «s Alderman He Presents Resolution.

George G. Goetz of Holland, L. I., was
elected a member of the Board of Aldermen yesterday to succeed John Kochendorfer, appointed a City Magistrate by
Mayor Mitchel last week. Promptly upon
his election, Mr. Goetz laid before the
clerk a resolution taking election notices
from a Flushing newspaper and transferring them to one published at Rockaway. Then he went to the Mayor's office to he sworn in.
"The Alderman moves too fast for this
'board," said President Dowling when
the clerk read the Goetz resolution. "He
"One of our aeroplane, attacked b/ begins putting in his resolutions before
four enemy machinesfVast of Lure, we know whether he's a member or not!
engaged in battle and succeeded in He's going to be right on the job, I can,
bringing down one of his adversaries, see that. But just lay his resolution
who fell in the region of Cernay. The aside."

French aeroplane rfeturned safely to
BASK JANIAOR DIGS UP ROLL
our lines."
OF $3,000 SHOVELLING SNOW.

The afternoon statement on the
fighting around Verdun Sjays:
"West of the Meuse there was fairly
spirited cannonading last night. On
the right bank of the river a strong
reconuaisance of the enemy in the
Wood of Hardaumont (east of Fort
Douaumont) was checked by our curtain of fire. The bombardment continues violent around Vaux and Damloup.
"In the Woevre both the French
and the German artillery has been
active, particularly in the sector of
Eix, but otherwise there is nothing
of importance to report in this section."
Regarding the remainder of the
front, the night bulletin said:
Germans Attack on Aisne,
"North of the Aisne the Germans
thrice essayed to
penetrate our
trenches on the northwest outskirts
of the Bois des Buttes. None of these
attempts was successful. In the Argonne our artillery directed effective
fires against the sector of Four-deParis, where a munitions depot was
exploded, as well as on.the railroads,
highways and enemy organizations
around Montfaucon and Avoncourt.
"In the Vosges there was great activity.of the two artilleries in the sector of Chapelotte and the Valley of
the Thur. Surprise attacks at Stossweir and Carspach enabled us to take
about sixty prisoners and quite important material without any loss."
The afternoon report mentions the
repulse of a. German surprise attack
in the Wood of La Petre, in Lorrains,
(Continued on Third Page.)

THE

(Special to The World.)
SOUTH NARWALK, Conn., March 14.
—James Jasper Hopkins, janitor of the
City National Bank, is accustomed to
seeing piles of money, but when his
snow shovel turned over a roll of ?3,00O
in bills to-day, and the wad started to
float toward a sewer opening. ,
His eyes were popping from his head
and he had visions of many good things
eatable and otherwise. His dreams came
to an end when Mrs. James Harlan appeared on the scene and claimed the
money.
Hopkins got a thank you.

The Best Barometer
Of industrial conditions, according
to leading authorities, are The
World's Help Wanted Advertisements. An increase in the number of
these ads. is accepted as a hopeful
sign of prosperous times.
They
prove the demand for more help
means increased orders far the manufacturer, and increased orders from
the latter means the people are buying from the stores. Yesterday The
World printed 3,391 separate Help
Wanted Ads., which was 1,888 more
than the corresponding day of last
year. This is a sure indication that
'business is improving. Incidentally
it might be mentioned that not alone
in Help Ads. does The World excel,
but yesterday in all classifications it
printed 1,060 more ads. than all the
six other morning newspapers added
together.
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It Occurs in Statute, and Judge

Expresses Opinion Meaning Is
U. S. TROOPS SEIZE
Mexican Generals, Near Border
Dr. Diediing Was Not AuthorMEXICAN CARTRIDGES Vote to Increase Land Forces to
With 6,000 Men, Hope to CapWar Strength Follows Hay's
ized to Conduct His Inquiry at
ture Bandit Before U. S. En- Half Million Consigned to Conference at White HouseSonora's Governor Are
Sing Sing.
ters Chase—Villa, With 300
Taken at Douglas.
Senate Action Expected Toof Band, Said to Be Moving DOUGLAS, Ariz., March 14.—Half
Day—Await Wilson's Word to
a million cartridges consigned to Gen.
COURT IS TO DECIDE THE
P.
Elias
Calles,
Military
Governor
of
South From Galeana.
Enter Mexico.
Sonora, were seized here to-night by
DISPUTED POINT TO-DAY.
Diediing, Cross-Examined, "Does

STRICT NEWS CENSORSHIP
BY AMERICAN COMMANDER.

Not Know" Now York Life Investigated Him When Medical Gen. Funston Orders ConcealExaminer Dismissed Him Bement of Troop Movements—
cause of Irregularities.
May Not Advance Before End
(From a Staff Correspondent of The World.)
WHITE PLAINS, N. Y., March 14.
—With its fate hanging literally
upon a comma, the trial of Thomas
Mott Osborne, former Warden at
Sing Sing Prison, for alleged perjury in the Supreme Court here
ended its second day.
Just as Justice Tompkins may decide overnight hpon the' significance
of this commonest of punctuation
marks, as it apears in section 47 of
the Revised Statutes, so will the
case against Mr. Osborne be either
forthwith dismissed or permitted to
run its natural course to a jury verdict.
Asks Dismissal of Indictment.
'Bhe '.., .vpcrted 'Situation was developed at the close of the long afternoon
session, when the prosecution closed
its case, and George Gordon Battle of
counsel for Mr. Osborne moved for
dismissal of the indictment and verdict for his client.
In support of his motion, Mr. Battle
advanced several arguments, the first
being that there had been no legal
warrant for the investigation conducted at.Sing Sing prison Oct. 8, 1915, by
Dr. Rudolph Diediing of the State
Prison Commission, a proceeding that
includes the perjury of Mr. Osborne,
as charged in the indictment.
To the throng in the court room it
sounded like the perfunctory motion
which figures in the routine of all tri
als, but Justice Tompkins promptly
dispelled the misapprehension.
Justice Thinks Mr. Battle Is Right.
Very deliberate the Justice said to
Mr. Battle:
"I am strangely of the opinion that
you are right in your position that
Dr. Diedling's investigation at Sing
Sing was not authorized by the
statute."
He invited the fullest argument on
the point at issue and listened intently as Mr. aFllon and Mr. Battle
presented both sides of the proposition.
It then was revealed that the big
question depended upon the interpretation of a comma.
It forms a most inconspicuous part
of the first paragraph in Section 47 of
the Revised Statutes, the fateful
punctuation being directly after the
word "secretary" and before the words
"when authorized." Section 47, providing for visitation and inspection of
institutions, reads:
The Institutions subject to the
visitation of said Commissioners
may be visited and inspected by it
or by any member thereof or by
its secretary, when authorized, or
by any officer or inspector duly
appointed by it for that purpose,
at any and all times.
"Any Member May Take Proof."
The second paragraph, which figures
largely in the District Attorney's argument, follows:
Such commission or any member thereof may take proof and
hear testimony relating to any
matter before it or before such
member upon any such visit and
inspection.
Mr. Battle contended that the comma
after "Secretary," taking into consideration the form of the sentence, could
mean but one thing—that any visit or
inspection by the Prison Commission
or one of its members or its secretary
must be specially authorized in order
to have legal force.
Justice Tompkins made it perfectly
clear, that this was the view to
which he, at the moment, strongly
leaned.
The emergency was unexpected by
the prosecution, because, this same
point had been passed upon, by Justice Morschauser, adversely to Mr.
(Continued on Sixth Pa^e.)

of Week—Lull in Operations
Leads to Belief That Border
Army Is Ready.
(Spesial to The World.)
EL PASO, Tex., March 14
Apparently realizing that the American
Government is deeply in earnest in
its resolution to capture or kill
Pancho Villa, the outlaw, the de facto
Government of Mexico, represented
by Gen. Carranza, is endeavoring,
from all indications, to do the job
itself before the United States forces
can get started.
"I hope that we shall take Villa
soon," said Gen. Gabriel Gavira, who
commands th*1 O'.i-rvan^p forr-^q ?t
Juarez, to-night.
"With the aid of
the United States," he added, parenthetically, He spoke in English, in
his office in Juarez.
Gen. Luis Gutierrez, who reached
Juarez to-day with 1,200 Federal
troops from Torreon, said to-night
that there were four other columns in
addition to his own—making a total
of 6,000 men—already proceeding in
search of Villa and what remains of
his bandit army, which, last Thursday, raided and burned the American
town of Columbus, N. M.
These forces, Gen. Gutierrez said,
had left the National Railway at
various points north of Chihuahua
City, and were proceeding westward
in the shape i>of a rough crescent.
He said his force intended to work
around to the rear of Villa's supposed position, while Col. Cano, with
500 men from Santa Anna, would see
to it that the fugitive did not escape
to the south. Gen. Gutierrez said the
other commanders of columns were
Gens. Luis Herrera, Rafael Maldo,
Benjamin Garza and Jose Cabazos.
Positioj^ of Villa.
Consul Andres Garcia, who represents the Carranza Government here,
said he understood that Villa had
moved this morning from a camping
place six miles northeast of Casas
Grandes, with 300 men, in a southeasterly direction, toward the Galeana district.
Altogether, Gutierrez said, ahout
18,000 fighters will be at his disposal
within a few days. Many reinforcements are on their way from Sonora.
The general talk about Carranza
headquarters is that the Mexican
Federalists will make every effort to
"get" Villa before the. United States
troops have a chance at him.
Late to-day Gen. Gutierrez received
a message from Col. Nieto Macias, at
Pearson, stating that Villa passed
through the town of Galeana yesterday with a large number of wounded
men in wagons.
Galeana is about
twenty-five miles southeast of Casas
Grandes, which, in turn, is ahout 125
miles south of Columbus, the scene
of Villa's outrage against American
citizens.
The message from Col. Macias indicated that Villa to-day probably was
forty miles further on. By to-morrow,
assuming the pursuit by American
troops from Columbus is delayed that
long, he will likely be about 250 miles
in advance of his pursuers.
V. S. Troops Delayed.
A rigid censorship imposed at Columbus, by order of Gen. Funston,
prevented all news of American army
activities coming from the New
Mexican town to-day and to-night.

Passengers on trains arrived from
Columbus, however, said there was
no indication that Gen. Pershinq and
his army would move before the latter part of the week.
#
Columbus has expanded ' into a
great armed camp, with tents covering many acres. Trains have been
(Continued on Second Page.)

United States soldiers.
Two hundred thousand arrived by
freight and 300,000 by express. A
heavy guard has been placed over
them and the American authorities
are trying to trace their source.
Refugees from Cananea report that
Gen. Calles has placed that town un
der martial law. A decree had been
posted in all public places, they said,
stating that no person would be allowed to remain who is not engaged
in business there or can give a satisfactory reason for his presence.
Police patrols armed with rifles and
revolvers parade the streets.
The
refugees asserted that several men
have been shot on highways for not
movin gquickly. The majority of the
people of the town are sympathetic
with Villa, they said.
It was learned to- night that Roberto Pesquelra, Confidential Agent
of Gen. Carranza, left here early today for Washington after a conference last might at Agua Prieta with
Gen. Calles, Ives G. Lelevier, Mexican Consul here, and other Carranza
Pesquetra carries a message to
President Wilson from Gen. Carranza.

VILLA TAKES TEXAS!
WILSON IN FLIGHT!
St a rtl ing "Information"
Printed in a Mexican Paper
—Nogales Is Quiet.
NOGALES, Ariz., March
14.—A
weekly newspaper printed in Spanish in Durango last week and brought
here to-day, contains the "information" that Villa had taken the States
of Texas and New Mexico and was
pressing north while President Wilson and his family was fleeing to
Canada for safety.
s
Less than 100 men were in the Carranza garrison at Nogales, Sonora,
across the border, to-night, all the
others having been sent to strengthen
the garrisons in Agua Prieta from
Douglas, and Palomas, south of Columbus.
Although steps were taken to-day
to form a home guard and to tabulate
tlhe arms and annmunition in possession of citizens was begun, both
towns were 'tranquil to-night. Apparently there was little basis for any
fears or trouble between the people of
the two towns.

CARRANZA MEN RIOT:
GEN. ROJAS KILLED?
Alarming Report Takes U. S
Cavalry on the Run to
Presidio, Tex.
PRESIDIO,
Tex.,
March
14.—A
troop of the Thirteenth Cavalry is on
its way here from Marfa, on rush orders, following a report that rioting
has broken out among the Carranza
troops at Ojinaga, across the border
from here.
The report adds that Gen. Rojas,
the Carranza Commander, had been
assassinated.
Mexican farmers who arrived here
to-night with farm products from
Chihuahua declared they were intercepted at two different times by Villa
bands, who seized all their guns, ammunition, saddles and extra horses.
The last time they were held up was
about fifty miles southeast of Ojinaga.
The leaders of the bands, said they
intended to attack Presidio within a
few days.

TAKE VILLA'S GUIDE
IN COLUMBUS RAID.
(Special to The World.)
COLUMBUS, N. M., March 14.—Alfredo Aregon, a Villa adherent, who is
charged with having guided Villa in
his recent raid on this place, was arrested by Capt. T. F. Ryan of the
Thirteenth Cavalry to-day. He was a
waiter in the Columbus Hotel and familiar with the town. It Is believed
he pointed out buildings for attack.
Parts of a United States Army uniform were found hidden under his
mattress.
Great activity marks all operations
here to-night and the troops are
elated over the chance for speedy service. There is no further fear of bandit raids here and the town has resumed its normal conditions.

CARRANZA LIKELY TO ACCEPT
TERMS TO CROSS FRONTIER.
Mutual Liberty of Movements
Accepted by Minister Acuna—
First Chief Reported Weakening and May Be DeposedGen. Obregon Named as His
Probable Successor.
(Srjaeial to The World )

WASHINGTON, March 14—The
developments of major importance
in the Mexican situation may be
summarized thus:
At the request of the Admin,
istratlon the House adopted a
resolution authorizing the War
Department to recruit 19,947
men, to put the mobile army of
the United States on a war footing.
The request was made because
the Administration has received

reports indicating that the appearance of Gen. Funston's punitive expedition on Mexican
soil may be the signal for a general uprising and result in attacks on border towns.
Secretary of War Baker an.
nounced that no American
troops have crossed the border.
He added, that he would not indicate when the expedition might
be expected to move, and that
he would give no reasons for the
delay.
Consul Silliman at Qneretaro
wired the State Department that
Carranza's Acting Secretary for
Foreign Affairs had indicated to
him that the action of this Government in offering to allow
Mexican forces to pursue bandits
into the United States appeared
to be satisfactory, and that the
First Chief would interpose no
obstacle to the movements of the
Funston expedition.
1
Grave Situation Feared.
The action of the President, in asking Congress for an increase in the
regular army overshadowed every
other development in the border situation. It was accepted as meaning
that the Administration realizes that
a grave situation may arise and that
the army should be prepared to meet
every eventuality.
Confidential reports received by the
Administration have satisfied the officials that Mexico is seething with
hatred and distrust of Americans and
everything American, and that the
professional politicians and military
leaders may bring about an extremely
bad situation if they urge the armed
forces to oppose the action of this
Government.
The Administration has sought to
satisfy the Mexican people that this
Government Intends to do nothing
more than capture Villa, but reports
received from various sections of the
country indicate that the peons have
been led to believe that the United
States is determined to subjugate the
country.
As a result of the receipt of these
disquieting reports, the President this
morning advised the Cabinet that he
believed it the part of wi3dom to
place the army on a war footing
without delay. The Cabinet gave its
unanimous approval to the proposition.
Following the Cabinet meeting, Secretary of War Baker invited Chairman Hay of the House Committee on
Military Affairs and Representative
Kahn, the ranking Republican member, to his office and laid the facts
before them.
Hay Offers Resolution.
Mr. Hay went to the Capitol Immediately, prepared a resolution embodying the President's desire, and
laid it before the House with this
statement:
"The present standing army, as a.1-

,-,,-.-.-.

THE
TEXT OF RESOLUTION
INCREASING U. S. ARMY
WASHINGTON March 14.—The
text of the special joint resolution to increase the army to war
strength, which was passed by the
House ftf-day and will be acted on
•to-morrow in the Senate, follows:
! Resolved by the Senate and
House of Representatives, in
Congre.03
assembled,
That
whenever, in the judgment of
the President, an emergency
arises which makes it necessary, all organizations of the
army which are no'w below the
maximum enlisted strength
authorized by law shall be
raised
forthwith
to
that
strength, and shall be maintained as nearly as possible
thereat, so long as the emergency shall continue;
Provided that the total enlisted strength of any of said
arms of the service shall not
include
unassigned recruits
therefor at depots or else• where, but at no time shall
such recruits exceed by mo're
than 5 jior cent, the total enlisted strength provided for
such arm; and the enlisted
men now or hereafter authorized by law for other branches
of the military service shall
be provided, and maintained
without any impairment of the
• enlisted strength for -any of
said. arms.
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AMERICAN COMMANDER ON THE BORDER AND SOME OF HIS TROOPS
IN THE FIELD; RAIDERS CAPTURED IN THEIR ATTACK ON BORDER.

Every woman was changed. Thev had
lost all feeling; they had no "sympathy, no pity."

SENTRIES STABBED WITNESS HERE TELLS
BY VILLISTAS, SAYS OF COLUMBUS RAID.
HEROINE OF BATTLE
.*.

J. L. Childs, on Train Near
Scene, Describes Villa Flight
and Pursuit.

♦

Her Husband, Officer of Day,
Fired First Shot, Asserts
Mrs. Castleman—Killed
Twelve Mexicans.
SHE, WITH PISTOL IN HAND,
BRAVED RAIN OF BULLETS.
Put Children Under Bed at First
Alarm —Women

Callous

to Dead Invaders.

lowed by law, is 100,000 men, but it is
Only recruited up to 80,053 at present,
frhe addition of 10,947 will be needed
Jn order to afford sufficient protection
'to residents along the Mexican border
jluring the absence of the other troops
•n that country.
"This is the simplest wav of providing the necessay trops, and avoids
.the call for volunteers. Tt likewise
shows to the world that the United
States has no other motive in view
Jn Mexico than the capturo and punishment of Villa and his band of murderers."

(Special to The Wortd.)
LEXINGTON, Ky., March 14. —
Villa's bandits knifed every sentry to
death and thus effected, undetected,
entry into the heart of Columbus, N.
M., according to Mrs. James Fryor
Castleman, wife of Lieut. Castleman,
who, as officer of the day, repelled
the invaders.
Mrs. Castleman's account of Villa's
slaying the sentries is the first explanation offered from any source as
to how the invaders got into Columbus without arousing either soldiers
It took the House exactly four minor citizens.
utes to act on the resolution. Meyer
She saw Pancho Villa and Pablo
l.ohdon, the New York Socialist, was
the single Representative who voted
Lopez, his chief lieutenant, stand«j£jainst it.
ing in front of her house, she said.
To-morrow Senator Chamberlain
Until Lopez fell sha had her pistol
Will present the resolution to the Senate and it is expected to be adopted
ready to fire if either tried to enter her
without delay.
house.
The resolution will resllt in increasFinally, Villa mounted his horse
ing the mobile army approximately WrVJOR. GENERMand by circling among the houses
B0 per cent. There are in the United
escaped. The house of every officer
FREDER.ICK. FUNSTON
States at present 34,510 mobile troops,
was surrounded, as also were the
•Commanded by 1,923 officers. In addiIN FIELD UNIFORMhomes of leading citizens, she said.
tion, there are 14,775 coast defense
Mrs. Castleman is of the opinion
iS.., where the main body of Brig. Gen.
troops and 568 officers.
that her husband killed a dozen or
John J. Pershing's expeditionary force
The remainder of the army is scatwill
relieve
the
very
delicate
sitmore
Mexicans with his own revolver.
awaits
word
to
cross
into
Mexico
in
tered in the Philippines, Hawaii,
uation that he developed owing
Mrs. Castleman, who has arrived at
search of the bandit leader.
Alaska, Porto Rico and Panama.
to the Columbus affair.
I will
her home here, said to-day:
Gen. Funston sent orders to Gen.
Won't Move Coast Defense.
immediately transmit this reply
"At 4.30 o'clock I heard the most
Pershing to seize the telegraph office
The General Staff of the army has
to this courteous note expressing
awful shooting. Bullets just rained
at Columbus, guard the telephone
advised Secretary Baker that it would
appreciation of same.
In this
wires
leading
out
of
the
town,
and
on our house.
I put my children
toe extremely unwise to move any of
event, I shall deliver it to you
closely watch all automobile and other
under their bed and got my pistol,
the coast defense troops from their
immediately, for transmittal to
routes to telegraph stations in nearby
for I said they would not take me
present posts on the fortifications,
the Government of the tjniteel
towns.
alive, and I certainly would get some
because of the danger that may ar'so
States.
After stating, late this afternoon, Would Take Five Years to, Do a of them if they came in.
from European controversies.
"It was plainly evident that the rethat no troops had yet.crossed the
Heard Shots and Snouts.
approximately 25,000 of the mobile ply created a most favorable impresborder, Gen. Funston also instituted a
"An awful half hour followed, in
army are now on the Mexican bir- sion."
Good Job in Mexico—Peary
close censorship on all proceedings
which I heard nothing but shots and
der or are under orders to proceed
ThlnkK Carranza Weakening-.
with Fort Sam Houston.
shouts: 'Viva Villa! B-eath to Amerto the international line as soon as
Urges
Bigger
Navy.
It
was
indicated
that
the
next
an.
The
message
was
accepted
on
its
(they can get transportation facilities.
icans.'
nouncement from southern depart■Tho other 10,000 are being held in face as meaning that Carranza perVILLA,
"Villa cut a fence and came in bement headquarters would come only
BANDITS
readiness for service on the border sonally will offer no resistance to the
tween the Gibsons ranch and the gate.
with
the
actual
start
of
the
expediFunston
expedition,
unless
he
deems
or in Mexico.
CAPTURED IN
"The American Army is about as He killed all sentries with knives,
tionary force into Mexico.
noiselessly; then he set their horses
The soldiers to be recruited will be it expedient to do. so on. account of
©-&>TE.EiO&:K.PK*».SS -ksa'3
Once Gen. Pershing-jffs led his pathetic a thing- as you can think of loose. His men were right in the city
Xl/Vided in the following manner: Six- political considerations.
COLUMBUS
columns across the RMxjrande, it and all the nations know it better ■fcefore anybody knew it, and my husThe Administration is satisfied that
teen thousand will go into the infanwas indicated, the censcBbip will be
try army of the service, to be scat- Carranza's strength is waning so rapband's shot was the first warning.
loosened and the public Trill be ade than we do," said Col. Edwin F.
tered among the twenty regiments idly that his personal intentions need
"Mr. Castleman stepped out of the
quately informed on the expedition's Glenn, TJ. S. A., last night at the house, and a Villista threw his rifle in
Jiow in this country; 3,300 will be used not be given weighty consideration.
Reports have been current here for
progress.
Army and Navy diner of the Sphinx his face. Evidently, my husband's sudto fill the gaps in the twelve cavalry
Club at the Waldorf-Astoria.
Jlexicnn Official Aids.
■regiments, and the remainder will go several days that Gen. Obregon is
den appearance frightened the Mexabout to supersede him as head of the
"Two-thirds of our army are on the ican, for, although he was at very
Into the artillery wing.
An additional factor in the settlingConstitutional
Government.
The
State
Mexican
border,
and
we
have
a
paltry
I*It is the intention of (he War Declose range, he fired his rifle and the
down of silence on the progress of
partment to send out recruiting Department would not be surprised
events on the border was the action i/,000 men as reinforcements, contin- bullet passed over Mr. Castleman's
ued
the
Chief
of.
Staff
of
the
Departshoulder.
Mr. Castleman killed the
Officers as soon as the Sonato acts on at any time to receive a report that
of the Mexican Consul General here,
Hie, resolution. The new men will be Carranza has been arrested, or that
T. ft. Beltran, this afternoon.
He ment of the East. "If it were not pa- Mexican.
he
has
resigned
his
post
at
the
de"Mr. Castleman then turned the
Bent immediately to the border, or to
and eleven, all former officers or wired every Mexican in his district. thetic it would be farcical. I believe
(Continued from First Page.)
Then he turned out
points near the border, where they mand of the military leader.
Cabinet Ministers of Villa, are now which embraces the border States, of if we ever go into Mexico we will guard out.
Obregon
is
generally
reputed
to
be
have
to
stay
there
five
years
at
the
Troops
F and H. Meanwhile the camp
•will bo placed in training tamps andin jail here. While there has been Texas and New Mexico, not to do or
to the United States, but the as &e
minimum
to
do
the
job
well,
and
we
had
been
aroused.
But Villa's men
assigned to regiments which have friendly
no
disturbance
of
any
kind
here,
the
say anything that might complicate
State Department fears that he could; > ™bled m yaids and nuge supplies
will have to have several hundred were already there.
Some of the
been reduced to fill those that Gen. not control his followers if there were I of stores are in evidence.
Train apprehension felt„ by the American the present delicate situation.
soldiers were killed before they got
population was indicated by heavy
l-'unston will send into Mexico.
Suppression of public discussion thousand men to do it.
a
general
demand
for
action
against
after
train
of
mule
transports,
and
a
"Where
these
men
comirtg
from?
sales of guns and ammunitio'n in the and unfavorable comment were aimed
their guns.
, The department has no intention
"gringoos."
! number of army motor trucks, are last few days. Gun stores reported at primarily, but the order was ex- Like a lot of idiots we have lived
■'Lieut. J. P. Lucas, in command of
cf sending the green men into the the
Among the older oficers at the \\ai"
under
a
system
of
volunteer
enlistto-day
that
they
were
almost
comthe machine guns, fought barefoot.
campaign. They will be drilled as
pected also to help guard the moveDepartment, the feeling is general being equipped for the army to cross pletely sold out of ammunition.
ment. We cannot compete with in- The battle was in the dark, and only
rapidly as possible, so that'they may that many we'eks, if not months, will the border.
ments of American troops.
Two dust-covered automobiles were
be used simply for protecting the pass before Villa is brought to earth,
At Fort Sam Houston it was point- dustries in getting men. It is insult- two men could get to Mr. Lucas. One
It
is
increasingly
evident
that,
towed
in
here
to-day
from
Lanark,
ing to the human race to let rich of these, a Sergeant, was killed. Mr.
border.
even though the Carranza forces do while the War Department hopes twenty-eight miles west, on the bor- ed out that if the seizure of the tele- men buy their way out while the Lucas had only himself and another
Recruit* Easy tit Get.
graph
office
and
guarding
of
telenot oppose serious obstacles.
der. They were the ears three railpoor boy goes for bullet stock. Wars man, and, in the dark, he must have
The War Department appears to
Reports that, the Funston expedi- there will be no conflict further than road officials had attampted to drive graph wires and automobile routes always will be fought by men be- put a charge in wrong, for the gun
be satisfied thai there will be little tion and the possibility of interven- the fighting entailed in the pursuit from Columbus here on Sunday. They did not put a stop to the leakage of tween sixteen and twenty-four.
jammed.
The second machine gun
difficulty In gotting the necessary re- tion in Mexico have caused the War of Villa, preparations are being made were chased by Mexicans and board- important border news at Columbus,
"If your enemy were anyone but worked properly.
it might be necessary to establish
cruits, because of the possibility that Department to abandon the military to fight all Mexico, if necessary.
ed
a
train,
after
distancing
their
atBest
Homes Surrounded.
Mexico
much
of
rich
country
would
The strictest military rigidity govmartial law. The news situation also
they may see active service in Mex- camps, based on the Plattsburg idea,
tackers.
be occupied by the enemy before we
"Viila had a list of officers and
ico.
will be watched! closely at El Paso.
were denied by officers of the General erns everything at Columbus. Gen.
Mrs. J. J. Moore, wife of a rancher
The transfer of Gen. Pershing from coald get a force out to stop them. prominent citizens, and surrounded
Hundreds of telegrams have been Staff this afternoon. The War De- Pershing, much opposed to cameras who was killed in the retreat of the
Do.you think Mexico is going to stand
received by the department from men partment lias taken no such action. in war time, to-day was reported to Villa bandits from Columbus, left El Paso to Columbus has necessitated for our invasion of 22,000 men after the homes of all. He got most of the
citizens, though one who escaped was
who are willing to serve in case of Mid none is contemplated at this time. have ordered all motion picture cam- here to-day for her home in Ohio. another important assignment. Brig.
J. L. Greenwood, a banker, who lived
era men to leave town, and they are
Gen. George Bell jr., commander of Villa. Would you stand for it?"
uctual hostilities. Most of these men
Admiral
Peary
urged
that
our
navy
Mrs.
Moore
was
wounded
in
the
leg
three blocks- from our house.
Mr,
going to other places.
the Fifth Brigade, with headquarters
want commissions in a volunteer
Greenwood heard shooting, and told
The censorship kt Columbus gov- by a pistol shot, and her rings torn at San Antonio, was ordered by Gen. be stsfftasthea*jj^_j
army.
"Never haiTBod's pre-a.irangement his wife that the best thing he could
from her fingers by the bandits. She Funstdn to-day to proceed to El Paso
erns
the.
telegrajSV"»?d
telephone
ser■rotary Baker to-day was asked
vice. The establishment of a more was left lor dead near the corpse of and assume command of troops there. been more iKarly shown than at do would be to put them In an autoto explain why the Funston expedipresent, whcrfHe is giving us invalu- mobile and rush for aid. He went on
wide-reaching censorship was await- her husband.
Gen. Funston said that the growingtion has not already gone in pursuit,
Eight aeroplanes from Fort Sam
able time in frhich to avert trouble." into Doming. In less than five minof Villa. He said that ho would not, Resources of Each State for ed hourly hero. Early to-day army Houston are en route for Columbus importance of the El Paso contingents
utes the Villistas were at his place to
said.
.
officers were stationed in the telenecessitated the assignment of an of- heThe
.answer the question and could make
appearance of Major Gen. get him and make him turn over his
The Twenty-third Infauiry
ficer of Gen. Bell's rank to take
m6 comment upon it whatever. Tim
War Will Be Investigated graph offices of local railroad com- to-night.
Leonard Wood, late and in civilian money. Villa and Lopez, in front of
panies to prevent news of the move- arrlved here from Galveston.
plans of the department cannot, be
charge.
dress, was the occasion of an out- our house, were waiting for Mr.
Four Ranch Employees Killed.
by Scientific Societies.
ment of the troop trains becoming
discussed, he said.
Iti-ll to Guard Border.
burst of appl.iuse. President Wilson's Greenwood.
public. As a result, even residents
Four employees of the American
. . Officers connected with the War
Gen. Bell will act under the orders
The Committee on Industrial Pre- hero did not know to-night which
"Mr. Castleman, who was in the
owned Corralitas Cattle Company of Gen. Funston in looking after the name was cheered.
.Department resent keenly the attiThe guests included many officers Phillipines and participated in many
tude of criticism which has become paredness of the Naval Consulting troops were moving, nor where, ranch, near Casas Grandes, wens border situation when the expeditionbattles,
said he had been in many
of the United States Army and of the
general during the bust two days be- Board, whoso aim is to co-ordinate, though troop trains were passing- killed Monday when Allla and nis ary force passes into Mexico.
tight places, but that this was the
National Guard.
cause Hie expedition has not got on for defense the Nation's industrial re- through the yards at frequent inter- party crossed the ranch, according to
The
Twenty-third
Infantry,
en
worst of all. The Mexicans outnummessages received in Juarez to-night. route from Galveston, passed through
its way. They insisted that there are sources, opened permanent offices vals.
bered us six to one at least, and I
Reported Trooi> Movements.
All American employees of the com- San Antonio to day on its way to the
no military reasons why the troops here yesterday.
don't see how we won. except'that the
7
Jjave not crossed the border, but that.
The committee is composed of H.
It was reported that the First pany have come to the United States, base of operations.
Mexicans are cowards a.nd because
,tho obstacles are purely political.
it
is
said,
so
the
men
were
evidently
B. Coffin, W. Li. Saunders, W. Le Roy Cavalry had reached Douglas late toof their bad aim. The Mexicans all
Many Americans are arriving in
The army will move as soon as it is Emmet, B. G. Lararae, Thomas day, and that the Eleventh Cavalry all Mexicans.
shoot high. All of the marks on my
San Antonio on their way north, afEdward R. Spencer a negro, arreleased by orders from Washington, Robins, B. B. Thayer and Lawrence from Fort Oglethorpe would be here
house,
and it is full of bullets and
ter forsaking their occupations in Hospital Corps on Way to
rived here to-day from Hachlta, N.
which must originate at the White Addicks, who represent mining, elec- to-night.
bullet
holes, are high. Our men all
.
Mexico,
because
of
fear
that
condiHouse, they said.
trical,
mechanical
and
chemical
below the belt, as we could see
Pending the arrival of Brig. Gen. M., and said he had been a captive tions may become unsettled when the
Texas, Other Force Expects hit
Reports
received
from
various science.
from the dead Mexicans in the street.
George Bell jr.. from San Antonio, to of Villa's men before their raid on American troops pass the border.
He said he
points in Mexico to-day quoted offiThe committee's chief immediate take command here, all preparations i Columbus last week.
to
FollowWithout
Delay.
Saw Men Shot Down.
The bustle that has prevailed at
ls of the Carranza Government as work will be the forming of boards, of for the movement into Mexico have | escaped when the retreat started.
Fort Sam Houston since President
"The battle raged right in front of
The garrison at Fort Hamilton reSpencer declared that, before the
stating that the United states had live men each, in every State. The been virtually completed, it appears.
our gate. Six Mexicans were killed
Wilson signified his intention to have
been requested to hold up the expedi- personnel of these boards, the memFor three days and nights, army : attack. Villa made a, speech which so Villa captured was succeeded to-day ceived orders from the War Depart- there. I think Mr. Castleman got
tion for a week or more, so that the bers of the committee said, will be transports have been plying between | inflamed some of his men that they by quiet. Gen. Funston's staff re- ment yesterday to get ready for im- twelve or more.
Constitutionalist troops might, capture nominated by the State menibership Fort Bliss, Camp Cotton and the wept and shrieked. A few, he said, turned to the disposal of routine busi"Onlv sixty-five men, by actual
Villa.
of the American Societj of Civil En- railway districts, loading cars with got down on the ground, beating the ness, practically all details for the mediate moving. It is expected by count, followed the bandits into Mexearth with their fists.
the
officers
that
in
the
next
fortyDeny Cnrrnnzn lieu new*.*.
gineers, the American Institute of supplies.
ico.
There were 500 or more. Villistas.
Shortly after dawn all
pursuit of Villa having been perJohn Bilboa and Tirso Castlllon,
eight hours nearly all the force will I went out into the streets shortly
Officials at the State and War De- Mining Engineers, the American So- transport
of
supplies
suddenly
fected.
wealthy
cattlemen,
who
were
seized
ciety
of
Mechanical
Engineers,
the
after 7.30 o'clock. The horrible things
partments insisted that no such restopped, and was not resumed. This
There is no present intention, it be on its way to Mexico.
\. hospital corps in command of Mexicans had done, and the more
quests have been received by this American. Institute of Electrical En- was taken to Indicate either that the by Mexican bandits near Alpine, Tex, was announced, to utilize any of the
yesterday
were
released
tol-day.
They
gineers
and
the
American
Chemical
Government.
They stated that the
trains were ready
or that more
troops now stationed at Fort Sam Capt. Robert Bosely left for the horrible things they had tried to do,
were captured on the Mexican side. Houston in the expeditionary forces. South on Monday, the first men to go. had changed me.
I saw Mexicans
, -..lacs for the expeditionary fore- are Society.
freight, cars were being awaited.
Bilboa said the bandits, mostly boys, A detachment of the. Third Cavalry The men in this Brooklyn garrison dead and Mexicans suffering and was
Air. Coffin, Chairman of the Indusicing prepared, irrespective of any
Despite the secrecy about troop
numbered
twenty-eight.
He
was
trial
Preparedness
Committee,
said
unaffected.
action by Carranza.
will leave soon for Itinggol-j. to re- are"members of the Coast Artillery, in
movements, it became known to-day
'-.Mrs. Slocum, the Colonel's wife,
The War Department has no faith yesterday that these scientific bodies that, a special train carrying army forced to pay $1,500 ransom, but Cas- lieve a small body of the Third now normal times there being five com- who
is one of the gentlest, sweetest
tillon
got
off
by
paying
$500.
Bilboa
have
about
30,000
members,
who,
• in the ability or intention of the CarEighty-fourth,
stationed there.
The Ring-gold de- panies, the Third,
engineers moved to-day from San
i women in the world, said: 'I don't
nza forces to capture Villa. It is through the agencies of the proposed Antonio, and that. Company G was said the bandits wanted to kill them tachment will proceed to Brownsville, Ninety-eighth, One Hundred and understand it, but I haven't any feelsatisfied that Carranza would con- State boards, will undertake to make left at Fort Bliss, while the remainder after the ransom was paid, but their and cavalry stationed at Brownsville Twenty-second and One Hundred and ing over seeing these men . suffer."
sider it, highly impolitic to capture an inventory of the industrial and of the movement. Companies E, F leader prevented. After the money had will return to headquarters here.
Twenty-third.
been paid the leader eluded his followand kill Villa because he has mur- transit resources of each State-.
The men were all busy yesterday
and H, proceeded west.
-*—
In
castof
war,
he
said,
thousands
ers
and
escaped
to
the
Mexican
side
of
dered Americans. The raid on CoSupply Train Attacked.
burnishing up their arms and getting
the line, where he disappeared.
ions is generally acclaimed as a Of plants now engaged in manufacFLATBUSH HOUSE LOOTED. equipment in shape for immediate
A train carrying army supplies was
Mauser rifles, sabers, pistols and
editable feat by the Mexican peons, turing for the arts of peace, would attacked
shipment. It is said orders to depart
last night by Mexican
the reports received here may be have no call for their output, and un- troopers near Fort Hancock, in what 5,000 rounds of ammunition were
Mrs. William L. Chapel, wife of a for the Texas border are expected in
less their energies were turned into
found in a house in the Mexican nuar- |
ailed.
twenty-four hours.
broker,
returned
from
a
matinee
yesis know.i as the "Big Bend" country.
.*.
Here is the text of the message from some other channel, would have to No one was injured by the hail of ter here by police investigating Mexi- terday to her home. No. 661 Mansfield
shut
down
and
dismiss
their
armies
can
activities
last
night.
usul Silliman, announcing that the
bullets.
Place, Brooklyn, to find the front HEAVY THI'XDERSTOIIM WHEN
sident's action in giving Carranza of workmen. By the systematized plan
WEATHER SIIAKP SAID SNOW.
It was believed the bandits would
door ajar, the lock having been
right to cross the American bor- which his committee is working out, try to attack or wreck a troop train,
(SDOCtaltoThe Woiid.)
however, this will not be necessary, for
forced, -and the interior topsy turvy,
r appears to be satisfactory:
MANHATTAN.
and so pilot engines are ibeing run
ATLANTIC CITY, March 14.—This
with bureau drawers pulled out and
"Reply of United States to do facto a factory engaged in manufacturing ahead of all soldier trains.
Fourth Av«iue, cor. Zith St.
ploughs, for example, could instantevening at sundown a heavy thunderhousehold
effects
scattered
about
the
' tovernment's note of March 10th, Co- ly turn its attention to shell or shrapSufficient
information
leaked
Eldridge St., cor. Rivington St.
storm suddenly came with a summernbus border situation, received at 5
floor.
nel. One manufacturing sewing ma- through to-day to confirm the belief
Seventh Av., bet. 48th & 49th Sis.
SAX ANTONIO. Tex., March M.—
tills afternoon. Personally presented chines could Immediately take up the that the advance guard of the first
Detective McCarthy helped her make like downpour that caught hundreds
unawares
on
the
this important communication orally
Lexington Av., cor. 124th St.
expeditionary force may start in pur- Major Gen. Frederick Funston to-day, an inventory, which showed that and drenched them to the skin before
and In writing to foreign Secretary work of turning out machine guns, suit of Villa in a time to be measured after declaring that news despatches about $4.00fl in jewelry, clothing and they could find shelter. Brilliant flashes
Grand St., cor. Clinton St.
money
were
missing.
There
was
no
Acuna. at 5.30 P. M. He read same in end so on.
by hours. The main force may not
of lightning followed the rain and thunE. 72d St., bet. Lexington and 5d Avs.
were making public all the essential clue to the burglars, except that a derclaps
my presence and afterward stated:
start
for
two
or
three
days.
sounded
like
3
battleship
atneighbor had seen two men loitering
Colds Cause Grip.
East Houston St., cor. Essex St.
facts he is trying to keep secret from near the house and asked them what tack. The storm lasted an hour. The
I am pleased to receive a reply
To kee;> the ffirstem in condition tbrow off
The local police continue to
Qpldj an
e i.AX.vnvi:
Ql 1i-" i Mexicans who were supposed to be in Francisco Villa; ordered a strict cen- they wanted. They ran around the weather man had predicted a t snowof this character from the Gov3Kr»toBEOMQ
araSn^a
MNi:.
on? •■"»"""
ntn.vri?i
"
storm,
j
.s-.iiJiai-S.siSS^
ernment of the United States. It
E, W. GKO\ E'S siznaluro on ooi. 20c—Advt. communication with the A dju forces, sorship on news out of Columbus, N. first corner.

SAYS COL. GLENN. U.S.A.

CARRANZA TROOPS
ON TRAIL OF VILLA

INDUSTRIAL DEFENSE
BOARD LOCATES HERE

FORT HAMILTON GETS
ORDERS TO BE READY

The flight of Villa and his bandits
from Columbus, N. M.. and the
scene in that village immediately
after the raid
were described by
John Lewis Childs, a former State
Senator, who returned from the
Southwest to his home at Floral
Park, E. I., yesterday. Said he:
"Our train was approaching Columbus when we heard the shooting and
saw the smoko from the burning village. The engineer stopped the train
and we waited. Several women and
children were aboard, and not a passenger had a gun, so far as I could
learn.
"Pretty soon the bandits passed us
in full flight. A mile behind them
came about sixty United States
troopers, riding in fine order. They
were only a handful compared to the
number of Villa's men, who turned in
their saddles often and shot at their
pursuers. The troopers fired rarely.
"I saw at least fifty bodies lying in
the streets of Columbus. Col. Slocum
told me he had about 350 men; Villa,
1,500 or 2,000. The attack was entirely unexpected. I was told the raiders
approached so quietly they were able
to stampede a number of the troopers'
horses. The bandits shot to kill any
one they saw, soldier or civilian.
Many houses were riddled with bullets.
"Villa must have been determined
to kill United States Customs Collector
Riggs. His hause was barricaded, but
hundreds of bullets were fired into it.
Mrs. Riggs had her baby in her arms
and was nursing it from a bottle. A
bullet smashed the bottle, but neither
mother nor child was injured.
Mr.
Riggs put them on our train and joined
in. the pursuit of the bandits.
"The citizens behaved splendidly.
When we left, every man in the town
and every boy big enough to hold a
gun was forming a company to meet
any other such attack."

EXPERT IN TYPHUS
LOW WITH DISEASE.
Dr. Olitsky Seriously III—
Rusk Has Mild Case^Had
Cured Many.
LAREDO, Tex., March 14.—The condition of Dr. Peter Olitsky of New
York, member of the Rockefeller
Anti-Typhus Expedition into Mexico,
who, with Dr. Carl E. Rusk, is suffering from typhus in a hospital here,
was considered serious to-day. He
contracted the malady from breaking
a culture tube of germs and cutting
his hand. How Dr. Rusk became infected is not known. His condition,
however, is not regarded as dangerous.
Drs. Olitsky and Rusk started for
Mexico City in January, but on reaching Matchuala, San Luis Potosi, found
several hundred cases there, and began their work.
Dr. H. C. Hall, surgeon for the
Guggenheim interests in Mexico, who
accompanied them North, said the
serum treatment has fulfilled expectations. He said that at least 100
cases were cured under the direction
of Drs. Olitsky and Rusk.

COL. STERNBERGER NOW.
Lieut. Col. Henry S. Sternberger.
N. Y., N. G., has been appointed Chief
Quartermaster with 'the rank of
Colonel, to fill the vacancy caused by
the resignation of Col. Arthur F.
Townsend, who has gone on the reserve list.
Col. Sternberger has had nearly
twenty-seven years of continuous service in the National Guard, and In
the war with ;Spain served as a Lieutenant in_ the Twenty-second New
York Volunteers. His work as commissary, .both in the Twenty-second
Regiment and on the Division Staff,
has received high official praise from
army officers.

A FEW TIMELY
SUGGESTIONS
To relieve a
cold prevents
more serious
disease from
developing. The.
materials t li <■
system
draws
upon for creating
bodily
warmth
a n d
strength
R r e
found in Father
John's Medicine,
which is how it
treats colds, long
standing coughs,
grip and rundown systems.
Mothers should
know that croup
and whooping cough are always dangerous. Father John's Medicine gives relief
and makes fit sh o nd strengthior the little
one at the same time.—-Advt. .

12 <So^ttandtj6
The Last Word in Correct Style*
Qualities Better Than Ever

Hats at $1.90
$3 Hats in Everything
but the Price
Military Shapes,
<»reen, Brown, txra.r.

Fast Black Derbys
The Kghtejt hatt you ever jaw

Middlemen's profits saved
nuy Your Spring Hat at Kennedy's

4 of Per MONTH ON PLEDGE
I/O OF PERSONAL PROPERTY

FUNSTON EXPLAINS
NEWS CENSORSHIP.

B
■ •

THE PROVIDENT LOAN SOCIETY OF NEW YORK.
BKOITX.
CourtVandt Av., cor l4gth St.
BROOKLTM.
Smith St., eor. Livingston St.
Grahum Av., cor. Debevoise St.
Pitkin Av., cor. Rockaway Ay.

Vi

PER CENT. CHARGED ON
LOANS
REPAID WITHIN
TWO WEEKS FROM DATE.

THE NEW SECRETARY OF WAR; HE'S FOR
PEACE AND ENFORCEMENT OF THE
LAWS OF PEACE,
"I have always been a peace advocate,"
Tiaker stiicl

"I believe in peace and in the proper enforcement of the laws of peace—by force it
necessary."

The foregoing is all the new secretary of war has
THE LAVSVF PEICE BY FORCE, IF NEOESSARY
In this short sentence he informs us on two
things—he is with the president on preparedness; he
is for the preservation of international law.
International law is the law of peace. It makes
war more difficult; if enforced ^^es wholesale^unrestrained killing more ™^* B|^?SS^^
AND THERE, IT PREVENTS BELLIGEREWlb
FROM GOING THE LIMIT. The neutral which consents o the violation of international law during the
mSgress of war, or consents to changing; international
C during' the progress o f a war, assists m dragging
down lower and lower, such of the spirit of peace as
t left in the world; consents to the making of war
more devilish and inhuman; becomes the PON III) b
PILATE OF NATIONS by calmly and deliberately
assenting to plans set up for the purpose of killing
more people-non-combatants as well as warriors
Therefore, Secretary of War Baker declares that
he favors the enforcement of the laws of peace and bj

^ "So, he stands with «« present in
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suit—Agrees Carranza's Men
May Cross After Raiders From
This Side—Some Officials j
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Still Fear Trouble.
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(Special to Tfte World.)

May Start To-Day.
Secretary of War Baker to-night
held conferences with President Wilson and the General Staff of the
army. The conferences -were held immediately after the War Department
was advised that Gen. Pershing had
arrived at Columbus and that 3,500
troops had ■mobilized at that point in
preparation to move into Mexico,
coupled with the report of Gen. Funston that everything was in readiness
to proceed with the expedition.
It is understood that the General j
Staff laid before Mr. Baker plans
covering every possible contingency
in Mexico and that he reported them
to the President. Mr. Baker al*o is
supposed to have received from the
President final instructions for the
Field Commander.
Every indication to-night points to
the belief that the expedition will get
under way to-morrow morning. Secretary Baker at 11 o'clook announced
that there are no American troops on
Mexican territory to-night.
Tto Congress Action Sow.
Senators Stone and Saulsbury of
the Foreign Relations Committee
lied on the President to discuss the
exican situation to-day.
When
Senator Stone reached the Capitol after the conference, he said:
"Thtjic is nothing to be done by
Congress with respect Lo .the situation that 1 know of at this time. j.
think that the Executive has power
to make a reciprocal agreement with
the de facto Government of Mexico

lent opportunity to make a, getaway
and that it will' take months for the
army to round him up.
Should it become necessary to raise
a large force, it must come mainly
from volunteers. Officials naturally
expect the organized militia of New
York and other States to come forward in great numbers in such -an
emergency. For the present, however,
no steps are being taken looking to
the calling out of the rmlitia or the
organization of a volunteer force.
Officials are taking no steps calculated to alarm. Unless it shall become
necessary to raise a much larger
force to handle the Mexican campaign than now seems probable, no
militia organizations will be called
out.
Limited Embargo.
It was learned to-night that every
agency of the Government that might
furnish Gen. Funston with information as to conditions in Mexico has
been called upon to do its share. Reports reaching any department that
might throw light upon Villa's whereabouts are being forwarded promptly.
The State Department announced
that it had no interest whatever in the
destination of the Ward liner Esperanza, which is en route to Vera Cruz
with munitions for Carranza. Secretary Lansing said that the Administration had not placed an embargo
against shipments to the Carranza
forces, but that, ohiefiy to prevent
munitions from reaching Villa, the
Treasury
Department to-day instructed its collectors at San Francisco, Nogales and Los Angeles to
place an embargo on shipment of
arms and ammunition through these
points into Mexico. The embargo affects the principal commercial gateways into Chihuahua, Sonora and
Lower California.

Borah Points to Mexican Issue
in Urging Haste in Preparedness

fay Villa PuT

WASHINGTON,
March
13.—
American troops will cross the border in pursuit of Pancho Villa, but
this Government will not intervene
in Mexico unless action by Mexican,
leaders compels such a step. This
in effect represents the result of the J
day's developments, which may be
summarized as follows:
President Wilson assured Carranza that this Government will
allow his forces to cross the
border in pursuit of bandits
who enter Mexico from the
United States and after perpetrating on traces return to this
side of the border. In giving
tills assurance the President
sought to checkmate Carranza,
who had threatened to oppose
ttte crossing of American troops
If he did not receive snch
pledges.
Secretary Lansing, upon th®
President's instructions, publicly announced that the United
States had no intention whatever of intervening in Mexico,
but is taking its present military
course in the hope of avoiding
intervention.
The State Department advised the War Department that
Gen. Funston may send his
troops across the border when
he is ready.
The War Department is rushing troops to the border as rapidly as Gen. Funston asks for
them and is preparing to put
©very available regular on the
international line in case of
need.
The Senate devoted the entire
afternoon to a discussion of the
situation.
Senator Chamberlain, Chairman of the Military
Committee, urged immediate action on the preparedness measures, because the army is not
strong enough to fulfil the task
whieh it may be called upon to
carry out. Senator Borah also
urged that the preparedness
bills have the right of way in
Congress.

the Department to-day. Two companies of the Twenty-third Infantry
were shifted from El Paso to Doming,
in the rear of Columbus. They will
be ordered to Columbus to take the
places of some of the troops which
will move south. Two other companies of the same regiment were
j shifted to Big-bee, Ariz., to prevent
ralnds.
Companies B, G and H of the Second Battalion of Engineers, consisting of nine officers and 336 enlisted
men, were ordered from Fort Sam
Houston to El Paso.
|
Companies A, B, K and i, of the
• First Cavalry have been ordered from
San Diego to the border, and Companies C, E, P, G and H of the same
regiment are going from The Presidio
to the same destination. The Eleventh
Regiment of cavalry started from
Chattanooga this morning.
6The General Staff is working upon
the assumption that within a week
every available regular in the coupi try with the exception of the Coast
^Artillerymen, will be en route to the
border. Military posts will be left in
charge of one commissioned officer
and a few non-commissioned officers,
Loner C'nmpaiKn Expected.
The expected scarcity of oificers
already is becoming so evident to the
War Department that the plans for
opening student, camps throughout
the country next summer already are
being shelved. Officers of the General Staff to-day said that they expected at least 30,000 men to join the
various camps, but that the developments on the border have satisfied
them that neither the officers nor the
men will be available for the service.
None of the older officers at the
War Department feel that Villa will
be captured after a short campaign.
They feel that he has had an excel-
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WILSON REASSURES
MEXICO ABOUT PLAN
(Continued from First Page.)
regarding soldiers crossing the border
without submitting the matter to
Congress. To submit it to Congress
would mean weeks of discussion, in
my opinion, and action would have to
wait.
"What is contemplated now—the
pursuit and capture of lawless menis not war, unless some one wants t»
make it war or an excuse for war. in
such a contingency, of course, the
whole matter would be submitted to
Congress."
President Wilson was greatly disturbed this morning when he read in
the newspapers Carranza's manifesto
intimating that a failure on the part
of this Government to aJlow Mexicans
to enter the United States on projects
similar to that which Gen. Funston is
preparing for on Mexican territory
would mean war.
Wilson Workina: for Peace.
The President Is aware that there
are many elements in both the United
States and Mexico which are determinedtocauee intervention if pos•sTFTSfelWPWi^live to the fact that
maintenance of peace between the
two oountries is likely to become a
much greater task than the mere
capture of Villa.
For these reasons he took personal
charge of the situation, determined
to carry out his twofold determination of capturing Villa with American announcement that Gen. Funston
was abut to cores the border.
The Administration realizes thoroughly that for political purposes'
Carranza deemed it absolutely necessary to take on a threatening attitude toward this Government, and It
was with the purpose of checkmating him that the President hastened
to meet his request.
• The World is able to state on the
highest authority that the Administration does not expect a Mexican
soldier ever to cross the American
border with arms in pursuit of
bandits or for any other purpose. Before Gen. Funston sends his oolumn
south the line will be guarded so
carefully that Carranza will have no
possible excuse for advising this Government that Mexicans have fled
across the border.
Trouble Still Feared.
Despite the fact that the Administration feels that it has gone to the
extreme
limit
in
attempting to
placate Carranza, officials fear that
he will yet seek to find some opportunity for making trouble with the
United States.
Villa already has regained much of
his popularity, if the information re-

ceived here can be accepted, and
many of his old followers are willing
to flock to his black standard rather
than continue with Carranza if there
is any likelihood that he will pursue
Villa merely because he murdered
Americans.
Realizing that the entire border is
likely to be aflame overnight the Administration is taking no chances on
the probable outcome. Before Gen.
Funston's expeditionary force starts
across the border a sufficient force
will have taken their places to insure
against any raids.
The Administration hope* that the
note to Carranza will serve the purpose for which it was intended, but
at the State and War Departments
the impression is general that the
Funston column will be followed by
a great American army composed of
all of the regulars, the militia and a
great many volunteers.
Mexican Embassy Pleased.
Officials of the Mexican Embassy
here were jubilant, however, over the
acceptance of Carranza's proposal.
The Ambassador designated, Eliseo
Arredondo, withheld comment pending advices from his chief, but other
officials made no secret of their entire
satisfaction with the American note..
Some officials said that while a few'
extreme radicals among Carranza adherents might show opposition to the
agreement, this element would not be
important, nor would it influence the
relations between the two Governments.
Advices to the Navy Department
to-day from Vera Cruz, Tampico and
other points on the Mexican Gulf coast
from Commanders of American warships at these ports said the publication there of the intention of the
United States to send armed forces
after Villa had caused no excitement
or uneasiness.
Atlantic Fleet Ready.
In the event that it becomes necessary to intervene In Mexico, the navy
will operate from Vera Cruz. The
Atlantic fleet will land a force of
blujackets and marines which will be
met by several regular brigades of
regulars and volunteers, and the force
will work its way to Mexico City,
while another army will go overland
from the border.
The navy is prepared to go from
Guantanamo, where it is now stationed, without delay. Reports that
the North Carolina already had been
ordered to Mexican waters were flatly
denied at the Navy Departfnent today.
Movement of Trovns.
Immediately after Secretary Lansing started the relpy to Carranza's
note over the wires to Queretaro,
where Carranza is now maintaining
his capital, Counsellor Polk of the
State Department, formally notified
Secretary at the Ware Department
that he might proceed to put the military campaign into effect.
The War Department is straining
all of its resources t& fill the gaps
that will be made in the border patrol when Gen. Funston moves out.
Several scattering movements of
troops em the border were reiwrted to

Would Have Congress Put Aside Everything Else but Supply
Bills and Army and Navy Measures—Not Ready to
Cope With Mexico, Says Chamberlain.
(Special to 'tfli« World.)
WASHINGTON, March 13.—Indorsing President Wilson's action in ordering troops to Mexico to pursue
Villa, Senator Borah, Republican, a
member of the Foreign Affairs Committee, urged on the floor of the
Senate to-day that Congress put aside
all other legislation except the supply bills and adopt the national preparedness programme in order to meet
any contingency. In failing to meet
the situation weeks ago Congress had
been derelict in its duty, he charged.
"I do not disapprove of the action
which the President has taken with
reference to pursuing those who invaded the territory of the United
States a few days ago and took the
lives of a number of our citizens,'
said Senator Borah. "In so far as
that expedition is confined to the
pursuit of a fugitive who has taken
the lives of American citicens I think
the President is not only right as a
matter of policy, but was well within
his constitutional rights.
"I do not mean to leave even an inference of criticism upon the action
of the President with regard to this
matter. I have been so anxious to see
some one act with refefetica to ll}o;
protection of American rights in Mexico that I think 1 would be willing to
compromise with a constitutional
question even if I thought it wore involved.
Mn«t Be Prepared.
"But while I concede the President
would have performed his duty in
that respe-.t, no man knows the conSequences which may follow from
that act. No one 'can measure the
probability which may arise from the
fact that -ve are now invading Mexico, although for the .purpose of arresting and punishing those wfho have
taken the lives of American citizens,
and that alone.
"The difficulty is that we imay have
started a train. of events over which
we cannot exercise control, and whatever the consequences may be we are
under the most solemn obligations to
be prepared to meet them.
"We must take into consideration
that all Central America is interested
in this proposition and feels uneasiness when she sees us moving in that
direction, at the -power of the United
States, whatever its professed purpose
may he.
"How are we going to meet the situation, when the men who are in
charge of a programme, the military
experts, tell us it will take 50,000 men
in Mexico and 100,000 men on the
border? In the face of such circumstances, shall we confine our efforts
here for the next few weeks to legislation that can wait or take advantage of the situation and here and
now once and for all set ourselves
to' consummation of a plan of preparedness and give notice to all the
world that Congress and the President are in accord with respect to
this situation?"
X.ack Men, Says Another.
Senator Chamberlain, Chairman of
the Committee on Military Affairs,
warned the Senate that the United
States is unprepared to cope with the
trained soldiers of Mexico,
"I do not want the statement to go
W the people of the country that we
have 100,000 soldiers," said he. "We
have not enough in fact to handle the
Mexican situation. We have only 30,000 In the United States, available,
and only half of them are available
for Mexican service.
"War.in Mexico .will.be no child's
work, and the statement of the Senator from Montana that we have 100,000 in the regular army going forth
to' the people of this country lulls
them into a feeling of security which
absolutely does not exist.
"We have not available in this country continental troops.to, exceed 30,000
and not more than half of that number would be available to deal with
Mexico.
"I venture to say 'that if we think
we can go down to. Mexico and whip
them into order in a few weeks this
country will be disappointed.
They
have awell trained soldiery there and
can organize an army of from 50,000
to 60,000 at any time.
"Villa will be looked upon as the
chief national hero. I would not be
surprised at all to see every Mexican,
the Carranzista force and the Villa
force, rally around one standard for
the purpose of whipping the United
States.
Has Mere Field Guns.
"Mexico has more field guns than
the United States," said Senator
Smoot. "I think she is prepared better with ammunition than we are. We
ought not to allow the statements to
go out uncontradicted that we have
100,000 men. If I remember correctly,
the total we have is 82,000. We canhot under the present situation put

more than 25,000 men on the Mexican
border."
Senator Reed suggested that the
Senate also be careful about the kind
of news they are sending to the peonlo
of Mexico.
•Senator Simmons deplored the possibility that Mexicans might 'be deceived by what was .being said in the
Senate as to the ability of the United
States to cany through the serious
undertaking about to be inaugurated
in Mexico.
Senator
McOumber,
Republican,
took issue with Senators who viewed
going to Mexico as being so serious.
"We ought not let it go out to the
country . that there is a feeling in
Congress that the Government is not
in condition to handle any situation
that may hereafter exist with refer- p
ence to Mexico," rejoined Senator
Simmons.
"I am in accord with the Senator
with regard to the efficiency of the
militia," interupted Senator Vardaman. "The United States is better
equipped to-day with men, money,
ships, ammunition and war materials
than ever before in history."
JDonbtft If "War Will Come.
"We ouglit not to have war with
Mexico," resumed Senator Simmons.
"I do not believe we will have war,
and I. think we will accomplish our
present purpose and retire."
Senator Martine read from the recent report of the Secretary of War
the exact condition of the present
mobile army and said he thought a
sufficient army for present emergencies was available.
"I do not think the Senate need
worry about misleading Mexico by
any discussion in this chamber," said
Senator Borah, resuming. "Nothing
we can s>ay will affect them. They
are now occupied with other matters.
But I call attention to a statement of
the Chief Magistrate on his recent
Western tour, that he had not sufficient means at hand to protect the
citizens along the Southern border
Will any consideration of these measures enlarge the scope of the President's statement?
"If the President be correct in the
message which he carried to the people some two weeks ago, Congress is
sadly derelict in its duty in meeting a
most momentous situation. We have
been in session more than three
months and have been warned from
the beginning, in the graphic language of the President, that the conflagration which is going on in Europe is sending its sparks constantly
on this hemisphere, and no man
knows from one day unto, another
what emergency this country will
have to face with reference to this
condition of affairs.
"Either one of two things must be
true-—that the President was sadly in
error as to the real situation which
confronts us, or that the Congress of
the United States is sadly in error in
failing to respond to the appeal of the
President"
Myers Opposes Flan.

ness it wil.be a campaign of politics,"
he cbnlwiu'e'd.''
"I think that the Military Committee
should bring in immediately a bill to
double the size of the present army," i
said Senator Smith of Georgia. "Let
that bill.be considered separate and
apart from any general scheme of
preparedness."
Senator Fall in a statement to-day
denounces the Carranza proposal for
a "reciprocal agreement" regarding
the. crossing of the border and the
United Slates acceptance of it.
"You can't tell a Carranzista from
a Villaista," he said. "Most of them
are iVUistas to-day and Carranzistas
to-morrow. Carranza is insincere. He
doesn't want to come on American |
soil. He doesn't want to catch Villa.. J
He wants to argue and parley and palaver. Certainly such a proposal requires a treaty with Senatorial endorsement.— something the President),
would never get."
United States lleady, Hay Thinks.
"In my judgment," said Chairman
Hay of the House Committee on Military Affairs, "the United States army
is fully equipped with both men and
ammunition to conduct a punitive expedition into Mexico. I do not believe
we would need more than 20,000 men."
Mr. Hay was asked about conditions should it be deemed necessary to
intervene.
"Then," he replied, "we would need
at. least 300,000 men, and most of this
force would have to be raised under
the terms of the Volunteer Act, passed by Congress in April, 1914. This
authorizes the President to call for
volunteers only during the existence
of war or while war is imminent.
"We have in reserve 1,000,000 rifles
and 200,000,000 rounds of ammunition,
or 2,000 rounds per gun. We have 900
pieces of field artillery, 1,077 machine
guns, many of them weighing less
than twenty-five pounds .and none
over fifty pounds. We have in res<2rvs.
7,500,000 rounds oi ammunition for the
field artillery.
"It is estimated that at the Springfield and Rock Island arsenals we can
manufacture 213,000 rifles a year, while
if three shifts aic working at these
institutions at least 500,000 rifles can
be turned out in the same time. Be- ifl
sides this equipment, we have in re- M
serve the personal equipment sufficient I
to supply 500,000 men."
» <
Senator Tillman, when asked to-1
night for facts to support his charge I•
made at Atlantic City yesterday that I
Villa was backed by New York flnan- 9•
ciers to make the attack on Columbus, ■
said:
"I said that I believed that Villa is
backed by New York financiers. I
threw a rock in the dark, and the hit
,dog will holler. I have no proof to
offer."
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Senator Myers of Montana did not
agree with Mr. Borah that all the internal needs and legislation regarding
the welfare of the people should be
shelved for the preparedness bills.
Mr. Borah, recalling the President's
recent plea to the country, replied: "I
do not know all the facts which are in
his possession with reference to foreign affairs, and foreign conditions,
but I know enough ,to know that we
delude ourselves if we suppose that
.we are dwelling here in the utmost
security, and I.know enough to know
that we are wholly unprepared to take
care of any situation which might
arise with reference to our foreign
affairs. I refer not only to Mexico
but to other conditions which it is
not profitable or desirable at this time
to discuss, but certainly the Executive
would not go out to the country and
plead for action if he did not himself
consider it imperative."
Senator Chamberlain declared the
committees of both Houses practically
had agreed on the fundamentals of a
progrmme.
"There is no programme at all,"
etorted Senator Borah. "The whole
plan is nebulous. There is no agreement between the committees as to
what constitutes the fundamentals."
Senator Borah continued that at the
present rate the >preparedness question would not be taken up until the
middle of the Presidential campaign.
"Instead of a eampaian of prepared-
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N THE AIR
TRY RESTS
the front. The activity also increased
on both sides of the Meuae and as far
as the Moselle.
"Apart from some patrol fighting on
the Somme and the failure of a minor
French attack in Le Pretre Forest,
there were no cither events."
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GERMANS BEATEN
CAN END THE WAR, IN FIERCE BATTLE

FRENCH GIVE LIE
German Editor Says a Peace Smith's Army Strikes Under]
TO BERLIN REPORTS.
Cannot Come That Would
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Dead and Wounded Included
in 26,000 Prisoners, Says
Embassy.
WASHINGTON, March 18.—An official statement issued to-day by the
French Embassy discusses the recent
German estimates of the French
losses and the number of prisoners
taken around Verdun.
"Our observers have seen important
trains transporting to the rear damaged German guns," the statement
says. "The losses of the enemy in
artillery seem to have been very
large.
"Wishing to reach the number of
prisoners taken from them in Champagne and Artois last September,
they have obtained a total of 26,000
unwounded prisoners by including, as
usual, the killed and unwounded.
Such a total is more than double the
real number.
"As to the 189 guns claimed as captured, the real number is only 84, inrUidiog heavy guns which had no
teams for transportation, damaged
guns and guns abandoned after being
rendered useless.
"The Germans say that they lost
no aeroplanes in February's aerial
fighting. The truth is that in February we Brought down five German
aeroplanes which fell in our lines, and
five others in their lines. During the
same month only one French aeroplane was brought down in aerial
lighting."

RIOTS IN COLOGNE
OVER GERMAN LOSS?
Amsterdam Hears Police and
Even Troops Were Called to
Suppress Disorder.
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Alsace

and

Lorraine to France.
CopjrisJit. 1916, to Tie P«*s PtfMisJdn* Co.
(The New Tort World).
(Bpadal Ca/bla Cwtatch to TW World.)
LONDON, March 13.—The Daily
Express quotes an article from Maximilian Harden's Die Zukunft in which
he discusses the prospects of peace
under three hypotheses:
Hypothesis I.—Even if all the German lines are forced, the victorious
peace promised to France by Premier
Brtand would still be far off. A peace
that should restore Alsace and IJOTraine to France could be wrested solely from a Germany that was at its
last gasp. Such a peace would be
merely an armistice. In five, or in
twenty years, war would begin again,
We should then have a population of
110,000,000, all of them animated with
the same will and determination. Such
a mass of humanity could not well be
crushed like a swarm of flies.
Hypothesis II.—• The German advance progresses, it reaches the Seine,
surrounds and disarms an army, and
France loses her industrial districts
as well as her men. Then, to capture
Paris with an army which occupies
Noyon and St. Quentin would surely
be more possible than the miracle that
should drive the Germans from the
Aisne to the Rhine. Such a German
victory, however, would cost us dear.
The only alternative, therefore, would
be to bleed the enemy mercilessly to
death. Germany would cut a big shce
from the body of France and, once
the fortresses on the frontier were
dismantled, the kingdom of Louis
XIV. Richelieu and Bonaparte would
disappear from the rauks of the great
powers.
Hypothesis lit—France recaptures
her devastated provinces. In that
event, however, though a temporary
peace he patched up, a state of tension would be produced between Germany and herself so intense as to be
practically a .permanent state of war,
and at any moment a conflagration
even more terrible than the present
might break out and plunge the whole
globe into a very furnace of hellish
hatred.
,
_,,
It is a prospect that may well
caiise all humanity to shudder. There
is thus but one escape possible—a
compromise all around.
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Peace Is Not Yet in Sight,
President Wilson Is Told.
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(Special to TS>e WWld.)
WASHINGTON, March 13.—Reports sent broadcast this afternoon
that the President has before him an
official plan covering the points upon
which Germany wduid be satisfied to
consider peace aroused no comment
among the .authorities.
In official and diplomatic circles it
Is known Germany. would accept
peace on her own terms, just as the
allies would dp, but any attempt to
outline- a detailed plan of peace is
looked upon as so much wasted time
at present, as Col. House told the
President that peace, was not even
being considered In Europe because
the allies' terms are so thoroughly
different from those of the Kaiser
that proposals cannot be entertained
seriously by either sets of Governments.
SWISS ERECT ELECTRIC FENCE
TO KEEP OUT COJVTRABAJTD.
PARIS, March 13.—In order to prevent the passage of contraband into
Sw!t2ezrzlzand over Lake Constance,
the Swiss military authorities are
erecting along the Swiss shore of the
lake barbed wira barriers charged
with electricity.
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Shadow of Continent's Highest Peak and Gains Mastery After Two Days,
LONDON, March 13.—Despatche*
made public to-night from Lieut. GenJ
Smuts, Commander in Chief of the!
British forces operating against Ger-j
man East Africa, tell of a desperate!
two-day battle with large German]
forces in the foothills of Mount Kilima
N'Jaro, the loftiest peak in Africa.)
The Germans, driven from some of!
their positions and in danger of ea-j
velopment, were finally forced to re
treat. Part of the German force i;
believed to be in imminent danger o
being cut off and captured.
The battle was fought on the east
ern flank and almost in the shade
of the great mountain, which tower:
13,700 feet directly from the plain
which ia only about 2,000 feet abovi
sea level.. The mountain is in Ger
man. territory, but close to the frontier.
Main Forces Brought "Up.
The statement shows that Gen.
Smuts has brought his main force:
from South Africa to British Eas
Africa (presumably by sea) and i:
inv2£223 the German colony from thej
north, his base being at Mombasa
and his supply line the railroad tol
Nairobi and Lake Victoria.
"An action which was commenced]
on the morning of March 11," says|
the official report, "against Germa
prepared positions on Kitovo Hills
west of Taveta (the British pos
nearest the frontier, east of KUirau
N'Jaro), resulted in the most obsti
nate struggle, continuing until mid
night with varying success.
"The most formidable obstacle w<
presented by densely wooded an.
steep hills held by a strong force o
the enemy. In the course of the en
gagement portions of this poaitio
were taken and retaken several times
A final bayonet attack between
o'clock and midnight by two column
of South African infantry secured
hold which enabled them to maintai
the position until reinforced the fol
lowing morning, when it was seen tha
the German and native troops werretreating toward Kane, to the south
westward.
Body of Germans Cut OS.
"While the engagement at Kittov
was proceeding, one of Gen; Smuts'
mounted brigades was engaged i
clearing the enemy's forces from th
foothills to the northeast of Kildm.:
N'Jaro. These had been out off fro
their main body by a rapid British
advance on March 8, 9 and 10. Move
meats are in progress to bar the re
treat of these, isolated' In a,--forest, t<
the westward. (The retreat of thi
force will, moreover, probably
much hampered by the mourefarfi.,
"Simultaneously with thesje actions,
a strong column under Gen. Stewart,
coming from the direction of Longido
(a post just inside the German frontier, west of the mountain), appeared
in the Arusha-Moshl road in the rear
of the German concentration. The Revision to Be Made to Free
enemy consequently & retreating
More Men for Active Sersouthward toward the Usumbara
Railroad. The pursuit ft being convice With Army.
tinued."
LONDON,
March 13.—With a view
(Moshl is the railhead of one fork of
the German railroad from Tanga, on to liberating more men for active serthe coast, and is due s*uth of Kilima vice in the army the Government has
N'Jaro, about seven miles west of the revised the list of starred occupations,
point where the battle was fought. employment in which has exempted
Aruaha is forty miles due west of workmen hitherto. It is expected offiMishi. These troops consequently rode cial details will be issued immedicompletely around the mountain to ately.
get in the Gormans rear.)
The revision is in accordance with
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(Continued From First Page:)
efforts of Villa followers along the
border to destroy the lines of communication.
Word came from Alpine, Tex,, that
an attempt had been made by six
Mexicans last night to hold up a train
bearing Ambulance Company No. 7,
and Hospital Company No. 7, from
Fort Sam Houston on their way to El
Paso. The engineer sighted the Meicans and stopped his train. The Mexicans fled, but three later were captured.

Steps have been taken to frustrate
similar attempts. It will be impossible to patrol the long lines of communication between the various troop
stations, however, Gen. Funston said.
This will have to be largely left to the
railroads.
Gen. Funston said the trains bearing troops probably would be preceded by pilot engines in sections
where attempts might be made to
blow them up.
Wagon load after wagon load of
supplies, including tinned goods, such
as corned beef and salmon, were being hauled out of Fort Sam Houston
to-day. At the Quartermaster's headquarters it was said that part of the
supplies were going to El Pa.so.
Gen. Funston is being delug-ed with
applications from persons who want
to act as interpreters for the expedition. He said. "Every man in Texas
able to speak three words o" Spanish
has applied for duty."

\SOLMER, FIRED ON,
CAPTURES MEXICAN.
I Sentry on Border Duty at El
Paso Brings Assailant
Beck Over Line.
(Soocisa to The World.)
EL PASO, March 13.—Fired upon!
Iby a. Mexican who' shot across thej
border into Camp Cotton, an AmeriI can soldier crossed tho border to-,
[night, captured the Mexican,.,and re] turned with him to the American side. 11 •
The American was.on sentry duty
in tile (amp of the Seventh' Infantry.
[The border is on the lii Paso side of I i
I the river at that point and the Mexican slipped up close to the camp and
I fired,. He tried to fire again, but his
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That Little Dog Of War.

'Go ahead, laugh, but just wait and wgtch him gr
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TO
FILL ALL ARIWY GAPS
House Resolution Authorizes
Addition of 20,000 Men,
SENATE TO CONCUR TODAY
Orders Pending to Complete Regiments on Border.

URGED

BY

GENERAL

STAFF

State Department in Meantime Takes
Action to Prevent Distorted Views
of American Invasion Prom Circulating in Mexico—Cabinet Discussing Plan to Recruit Army to Full
Strength—Funston's Orders Unchanged—IT. S. Reply to Carranza
Pleases Mexican Foreign Secretary.

While there were indications in
official dispatches from Mexico yesterday that the de facto government
was making a supreme effort to capture Villa and his bandits with its
own forces, there was no sign that
Gen. Funston's orders to proceed on
the same errand had been modified in
any way.
No Word of Crossing.
Word that American troops had
crossed the border was still lacking,
the War Department itself not having been advised as to when the
movement would begin.
Congress took active notice of the
border situation yesterday for thej
first time. The House passed a Joint I
resolution late in the day authorizing I
the recruiting of the mobile regular |
army to full strength. This means!
the addition of approximately 20,000 !
i
fighting men to the infantry, cavalry and field artillery. The Senate
is expected to concur today, and the
necessary orders will be issued immediately to fill up regiments on 1
! border duty.

Suggested by General Staff.
The step was suggested by the army
general staff. It is urgently desired
! now because of the weakening of the
border force by the expedition after
Villa, but ever since the patrol of the
border began the army has been greatly handicapped by the skeleton organization of regiments, companies, troops
and batteries. The force that occupied
Vera Cruz had similar difficulties, some
of the companies there being less than.
40 men strong.
Secretary Baker conferred yesterday
with Senator Chamberlain and Representative Hay, chairmen of the congressional military committees, and
later Representative Hay returned to
the War Department, accompanied by
Representative Kahn, ranking RepubH-;
can member of the House committee.'
The resolution was introduced by Representative-Hay immediately upon his'
return to the Capitol. Its-consideration
was expedited by unanimous consent,
and its passage followed, with only
Representative London, Socialist, voting against it.
To Prevent Distorted Versions.
At the State Department steps were
taken to make it certain that distorted
versions of the American purpose in
sending armed forces across the border
were not given wide circulation in
Mexico. By cable, telegraph, radio and
mail full statements of all that has
transpired since the raid upon Columbus and of the attitude of the United
States government and it reciprocal
agreement with the Carranza governmeit went forward to consuls and State
Department agents throughout the
southern republic. The intention is to
keep these officials fully informed in
order that they may correct immediately and authoritatively any mis-statements or misapprehensions in their districts. Also, they will be able to advise Americans with a full knowledge
of the situation.
Publicity Bureau in Mexico.
In effect, the United States has established a publicity bureau in Mexico
to make clear its peaceful purposes toward every resident of Mexico with the
exception of Villa and the bandits who
raided Columbus.
The situation along the border was
explained in detail to the cabinet yesterday by Secretary Baker. Troop dispositions, so far as they are known to
the War Department, were indicated
on military maps displayed in the cabinet room. The secretary, it is understood, outlined the natural difficulties
which Gen. Pershing and his expedition
will have to overcome, the adverse
CONTINUED ON FIFTH FAGE.

CONGRESS HASTENS TO STRENGTHEN
ARMY; ADOPTS GENERAL STAFF PLAN
CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGB.

climatic conditions, lack of water,
great stretches of territory to be
searched and poor communication lines.
Cabinet Discusses Increase.
The cabinet discussed the proposal
to increase the army to full strength.
The President has power to do this by
executive order, but with Congress in
session it was deemed wiser that Congress should act on its own motion.
The cabinet considered also advices
from many parts of Mexico, all of a
reassuring nature. There were no indications among these of any antiAmerican feeling because of the determination to pursue and capture or kill
the bandits.
Reply Pleases Acuna.
Later the State Department made
public the following message from Its
representative at Queretaro, where the
Carranza government is now located:
"Reply of United States to de facto
government's note of March 10, Columbus border situation, received at 5
this afternoon. Personally presented
this important communication orally
and in writing to Foreign Secretary
Acuna at 5:30 p. m. He read some in
my presence and afterward said:
" 'I am pleased to receive a reply of
this character from the government of
the United States. It will relieve the
very delicate situation that has developed owing to the Columbus affair. I
will immediately tranmit this reply to
the chief executive and am of the opinion that there will be a reply to thi»

courteous note expressing appreciation
of same. In this event I shall deliver
it to you immediately for transmittal
to the government of the United
States.'
"It was plainly evident that the reply
created a most favorable impression."
Good Order Is Reported.
Official reports from Monterey, Matamoras and other points said good order
prevailed and conditions were unchanged, although the people had full
knowledge of what had "transpired at
Columbus and the plans of the American government for dealing with Villa.
From the west coast navy advices said
the people of the Mexican towns appeared undisturbed by reports that American troops were to move across the
border. Admiral Winslow said the sitution was greeted with satisfaction by a
big majority of the people.
Meanwhile the censorship over movements on the border was drawn tighter
and few messages relating to troop
movements weVe allowed to filter out
either there or here. It is understood
the department has cautioned Gen.
Funston against too full a publication
of his plans or of the purpose behind
orders to various units of his force.
Four newspaper correspondents were
officially designated during the day to
accompany the expedition, and orders
were Issued for their credentials.
Only Military Aspects Considered.
In announcing Gen. Funston's decision that no more than four correspondents could accompany the troops, Secretary Baker made it plain that there
was no disposition to limit publicity as
to what was done beyond the border.
Only the military aspects of the matter
were considered, he said; the .problem
of providing suitable accommodations
with a comparatively small force. It
is understood Gen. Pershing, who will
lead the expedition, fixed the number of
correspondent! to go along.

Funston Tellsxl
BakerTroops
Are in Mexico
Washington, March 15.
SECRETARY BAKER at 10
o'clock to-night gave out the
following statement:
"The Department received tonight, in code, a message from
General Funston,' which announces that American troops,
crossed the border into Mexico
to-day, but does not give the
hour of the crossing.
"I am very happy to say that
the dispatch shows that the
military representatives of the
de facto Government of Mexico not only interposed no obstacle, but appears to be cooperating.
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General Funston prudently declined to

r

Increasing the Army

^ take chances with his little command. In-

Congress by joint resolution has author- stead, he called for reinforcements, and
ized a temporary increase in the enlisted our "Washington dispatches reported yesstrength of the army. About twenty thou- terday that his representations "that the
sand recruits are to be incorporated into forces at his command should not be fewer
existing organizations by raising the than fifty thousand made a deep impresstrength of these organizations to the sion on the President and the Cabinet."
It has been obvious for months past that
maximum figure provided by law.
On the present peace footing the in- the troops we had on the Mexican border
fantry regiments in this country are on a were not equal to anything beyond main48 per cent strength basis, the cavalry taining a weak defensive. They have not
regiments on a 75 per cent basis and the' been strong enough to keep out Mexican
field artillery regiments on a 77 per cent: marauders. If we had got into war
basis. The joint resolution applies also to with the Carranza government, there was
the coast artillery companies, but it is not no assurance that a Mexican general of
intended to recruit them to the maximum; the *»?«* of Obregon might not have
limit, because they are not considered taken El Paso from us and terrorized the
available for service on the Mexican bor- ! whole Rio Grande region. Yet now, after
| calling on General Funston to risk an inder.
i
The joint resolution passed is a para- cursion into Mexico without Carranza's
phrase of the first paragraph of the Hay ! consent, the Administration is "deeply imarmy reorganization bill. The increase is : pressed" for the first time with the statefor emergency purposes only. The bill ment that what we needed on the border
makes the increase contingent on war or was an army not of 15,000 to 20,000. but
the threat of war. The resolution makes : of at least 50,000. '
Colonel Glenn, of General Leonard
it contingent on the appearance and continuance of what the President may con- W6od's staff, who spoke at a dinner in
this city on Tuesday night, is reported to
sider an "emergency."
The easiest way to utilize recruits to the have said of the military situation along
regular army is to incorporate them into the Mexican border: "If it was not so paexisting organizations. Numbers are thus thetic, it would be farcical. I tell you that
achieved quickly, though at the expense of the American army is the most pathetic
the efficiency of the existing regiments, thing that ever came along in history, and
more material is available at once, while the other nations know this even better
the average of quality is lowered. But to than we do ourselves."
Mr. Hay doesn't know it, and many
call this temporary expansion of existing
cadres a real increase of the army is mere- other Congressmen do not know it. They
ly to juggle with words. The cadres are have stubbornly refused to look at the
not permanently enlarged, nor is provi- facts, and have talked old-fashioned
sion made for additional officers. The spread-eagleism instead of coming down to
whole scheme is a makeshift. The regi- earth and studying the conditions which
ments are to shrink back to their mini- have converted modern armies into vast,
mum strength as soon as the particular /ntricate and highly organized machines.
emergency which the joint resolution has They are still living in the primitive
in view vanishes.
militia period. That is why they cannot
What is needed in the way of military realize the tragic insufficiency of our army
reorganization is a permanent increase of organization—its utter lack of adjustment
strength of the army in all its branches,! to the military needs of the United States
It is folly to talk about picayune additions! We shall have to muddle along on the
to this branch or that branch of the! Mexican border, trusting to Carranza in
service when the whole military estab- the main for the production of Pancho Villa
ishment needs to be broadened out from "dead or alive." But the experiences of
foundation to capstone. The army we the last week ought to have stirred the
have at present is only a toy army. It muddlers in Congress out of their lethcannot do what an American army is like- rgy, They have it in their power to re.
ly to be called on at almost any time to do. pair the blunders of the Administration's
Last Friday President Wilson ordered military policy. Let them give us the
American troops into Chihuahua. They groundwork of a real army, amply offidid not go, because they were not prepared cered, intelligently organized and preto go. The commander at the front knew
pared to do whatever work the country
that it would be foolhardy to send a tiny
may have to use an army to do. Our
command into the Chihuahua desert to
whole military system has to be broadbring back Villa, "dead or alive," Safety
ened from the foundation up. The only
for the expedition could be guaranteed
only by those in control of the far superior safe basis to start from is a standing army
Mexican forces across the boundary line. under the colors of 250,000 men, excludEntering Mexico without permission from ing the non-combatant services, with a reCarranza, our troopers might have been serve reaching 750,000 after the machinlucky to get back themselves "dead or ery of intensive training and quick retirements gets to work.
alive."

.' Secretary of War Asks Army Offij cer's Version of His Speech BeI fore Sphinx Club in New York
Washington, March 15—Secretary
of War Baker to-day requested Colonel Edwin F. Glenn, Chief of Staff of
the Department of the East, to give
his version of his speech at the Sphinx
Club in New York. According to reports, Colonel Glenn Is reported to
have described t"qe condition of the
United States army as "pathetic," and
to have discussed the Mexican situation. Pending the explanation, the
Secretary declined to make any comment.
The speech of Colonel Glenn, as published, caused a sensation in official
circles, particularly among army officers. State Department officials expressed themselves as surprised that
an army officer should discuss Mexican affairs at the present time, and it
is understood that the Department
probably will take formal'cognizance
of the incident.
SENATOR ITHOI.DS OFFICER.
Senator Chamberlain, chairman of
the Senate Military Affairs Committee
upheld tthe army officer.
"Colonel Glen, merely expressed his •
own way what a great many other!
people have said in other ways, and '
what a. great many public men and
army dfficers realize to be actual military conditions in this country," said
Senator Chamberlain.
'I do not .are to pose as an alarmist, nor ivould j „sc thr. „oord .pathetic' In speaking of the preScni United
| States arm, and the military eondi|t.on« in this country. But j will say
| and have always said, with great emphasis, that thlc army of the United
I Slates is totally inadequate fo afford
| the protceilou needed and wouold he
unable to cope with any serious situation that might arise.
"When the great extent of the bov; dcr line of the United States along
the south and along the Canadian
line, for that mailer, is considered
; it must be apparent to anybody that
the army doesn't make even an effective border patrol.
Birr, is ALMOST READY.
1C n
ti,Z',
' \,the wladoption
L' ■be orImprovement
through
the resolu-

tion to-day increasing the strength
of the army up to 120,000 men. But !
the efncieney of the army will be '
•still more materially increased under the reorganization bill upon
which our committee is now working and which we hope to report to
B ben ale to-morrow an-d call UD
for consideration next week
This measure not only would in- i
crease the army up to 200,000 on a war
footing, but will create new conditions that in the future will enable us
1, . *La larso army witl1 considerable initial efficiency that will give
the nation a far better condition of
security than we have ever had in the
past,
"I approve of the agitation of this
subject by the press, by civilians and
people know and understand and
[when a sound public sentiment ha*
been created that Congress can be
forced to do its duty,
I
"Our army Is not adequate for anv I
contingency that ma, arise, and the I
man who says it, surely docs not stop !
to consider things that arc going
on
S
in this world to-dar "
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War Secretary Baker
Disputes Figures of
Hay's New Army Bill

FOR DRILLS IN SCHOOLS.
Representative Anderson, of Minnesota, recognized this vital omission
and made a powerful plea for military training in the public high
schools. It is, of cpurse, the fact the
United States Government has no authority over the public school systems of the various -States.
Without a constitutional amendment there could be no system of
military drill imposed on the public
schools of any city by National authority. But the influence of the NaBy International Isews Service.
conscience. It hasn't even waked up
tional Government might be exerted
to this end and would undoubtedly
Washington, March 17.—The House Henry Ford.
have widespread effect.
"There is nothing: on earth that
to-day finally got down to "business
comes within gunshot of being 'pracIn his discussion of this subject
on
the
first
of
the
big
preparedness
Mr. Anderson effectively outlined the
tically as good' as the regular army
man.
advantages and set at rest the ordi- measures.
nary criticisms of military drill in
"No amateur soldier can any more
It debated all day on the Hay bill
high schools. He said:
authorizing an increase of 40,000 in compare with a professional soldier
"The, history of war demonstrates the regular army, increasing the or- than Tan amateur plumber can comthat the 'battles have been fought ganized militia to about 500,000 men, pare with a professional plumber.
by young men—by boys. In a and authorizing the mobilization of
"The lawyer who spends six days
memorandum issued by the Pen
the industrial forces of the country a week lawyering and one day a
sion Bureau in 1890, it was esti- in time of war.
week soldiering is pretty certain to
mated that the average of the surRepresentative Gardner, of Massa- be six times as good a lawyer as he
vivors of the Civil War in 1S63 was chusetts, made a violent attack on is a soldier. This is the fundamental
twenty-eight years. It is probably- the measuVe. He things it does not trouble with your militia.
that the average age at enlistment go far enough. Represenntlve Lonwas around twenty-two.
More don, of New York, Socialist, raised GARDNER URGES ARMY OF 300,000.
thau one-half must have been un- the oniy voice against an increase in
"Furthermore, I have not been carder that age.
j the army.
General debate on the bill will con- ried away with this idea of an army
500,000 YOUNG MEN.
clude to-morrow. To the Speaker of of has-beens or reserves as they are
There are in the -liigih schools of the House will go the honor of clos- called; that is to say, an army large-the country "00,000 young- men, ing the debate. His speech will be ly made up of men who once upon a
an unqualified support of the meas- time have done a real turn at solaveraging from fourteen to nineteen years -of age; 200,000 enter the ure. A vote will not be reached be- diering.
high schools of the- country every fore next week.
"It may be all right to have a supyear. These young men colld 'be SECRETARY BAKER CRITICIZES. plemental arm y of ex-soldiers; but I
taught the rudiments of the milihave a notion that the cheapest thingRepresentative Gardner attacked in the long run will be to maintain a
tary training, could .be improved in
the
figures
given
in
the
report
of
•physique, could fee instructed in the Chairman Hay, of the Military Af- good-sized regular force of about
care of themseaves, could be taught
Committee, as to the number 300,000 men, and then train our boys
show to use the instruments of war- fairs
so that they will all know something
fare.
5 of trained men available to fight now. about how to fight if need be.
He produced a letter from Newton I>.
"Think what it would mean to the { Baker, new Secretary of War, to sub."I think nothing at all of the alcountry to have in the ranks of Its f stantiate his statement. The letter leged fede'ralization of the militia
citizens millions of men trained to i was written in response to a request provided in the Hay and the Chamstand erect, trained in discipline, In f from Mr. Gardner for the number of berlain bills. You can't really fedself-control, in self-reliance, obed- men so available before the passage eralize your militia so long as the
ience and loyally. Think what It of the Hay bill.
State sappoint the officers. I confess
would mean when applied to the I ■The severity of Secretary Baker's I don't see the logic of Uncle Sam
business life of the nation.
arraignment of the bill astonished paying- soldiers that some one elese
the House.
Secretary Baker said commands.
"Ehe training iwouiid not be conthere was no controversy between "What in the worl dis the use of
fined to the mere learning of routine drills and the manual of arms, j Mr. Hay and himself. The variance having an elaborate War College
This means simply t-ae going in figures, he explained, was the re- here in Washington if we refuse to
opinions held by ofthrough of stated motions, and be- | sult ofofdifferent
the War College, which sup- pay the slightest attention to anycomes irksome with repetition. The i ficers
plied
the
information
contained in thing whitch it says?
ordinary drills would be supple- j the letter to Gardner.
"Last Summer, the President asked j
mented -by -practice marches, range
Representative Hay appeared un- for a report as to the needs of the i
and field work. Training camps \ perturbed over the incident.
army. The War College replied we j
could, be held during the vacation j "Using the same method of cal- needed an army of 280,000 regulars j
seasons.
The boys would gain ! culation as Mr. Ha yadopted," the and SS0.00Q reserve regulars, not I
knowledge of the roads in their own I Baker letter stated, "we would now reserve militiamen, to make us safe
localities and whence they lead, the ! have available, without any legis- against invasion, in case our navy
topograpuy of the country and its I lation whatever, approximately the were unable to retain control of the
advantages for defense and of- | following number of men:
seas.
I
"Regular army, including Philipfenses,"
"Instead of this force," the Hay bill !
pine scouts, 100,000; reserve of the
gives us in all 140,000 regulars and t>T irrrfix'-jr^crcc.
BASIS FOR SOLDIERY.
M»JJ aqj, 30 uo[-|dso9.i j-Bnuu-e aqi
60,000 reserve regulars. Instead of ,
Such drill would fit tens of thou-1
060,000, the Hay bill gives ua 200,000
sands of American boys to enter the i
•Suiiidsui os ia& j regulars and regular has-beens."
ranks in time of national need, at' puis 'iieoj}OE.id pu-e asuas uouiiuoo..
least capable of understanding mili- os Suraq .iiaqj Jo asn-eoaq 'pi-es s| ;i LONDON'S ATTACK O NBILL.
tary commands and acting smoothly 'uoiiuarj-B p-Ea-idsapiAs. Suno-ejn-B aJ1J
RcpresesntatJve London declared
and efficiently upon them. Upon this s.sieag 'act JO sajnjoat SUIUJOUI JCBP Congress has "surrendered to the
foundation of a citizen soldiery -uns 3saqx .,'siqj °P °i Aiolt US'88! clamor of the press," and hinted at
would be built up the fabric of a bodj- IllAi. an Suiu.ioui Aio-taoiu-oj }i3u.i pins huge "Interests" behind the press of
of citizen officers, educated in the ■siujqj esain J° Jtooqs am q-iosqu 0} the country.
higher institutions of learning for saAiasuiatn Sujuj-eai jo p-eajsui 'xeaj
"You can't add 40,000 men to the
which, under this bill, the United pire uoj;rB}{J.iJ 'aou-BAouu-e 'AJ.IO/A army," he cried. "You can't even get
States Government would furnish the 'Ajaixu-B A\i9A9 oi .sjsod" Sujdumq, enough men to fight Villa because
trained instructors.
saArasuiairi ap-etu Aaq} esrvsoaq men won't become butchers for ¥15
;
It is unfortunately true that neither paip BA-Bq suonnu* TBq} Wq 'JtJO'Ai a month."
Representative Anderson, of Min- '
the House or the Senate Army 'bills -J3AO UIOJJ paU'H J9A9 SBAi UBUI Oil,,
now pending- provide this full meas- jisqj Sii-ea sxeag Ma rj09.rjs trj-inoj nesota, advocated building, up a re- i
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In Letter Read in House Estimates Nation's
Available Strength as 473,700 Men
Against 1,284,000.

Ready to Do More Than Authorize Larger Force and Aid
the Militia, Debate Shows
Powerful Plea for Military Training in High Schools Is Made
by Representative Anderson

By Willis J. Abbot.
Editorial Correspondent of the New
York American.
Washington, March 17.—The debate
in committtee of the whole on the
Hay Army bill to-day disclosed substantial unity between the two sides
of the house. There Is clearly to be
no. partisan division on the question
of preparedness so far as this bill
affects this question.
There are many indications of a
readiness among- members to go
further than a mere increase in the.
size of the regular army, and measures for increasing the efficiency of
the organized militia. There are many
Congressmen who understand thoroughly that true preparedness for national defense will never be attained
in the United States by the multipii- j
cation of professional soldiers.
.Members to-day denounced a great
i standing army as undemocratic and
i a menace to republican institutions,
I but their oratory was wasted because
j no such army is proposed in this i
I bill, nor would one for a moment be j
. authorized or tolerated by the people* j
SMALL PROFESSIONAL ARMY.
The highest efficiency would be at- j
tuined by a relatively small profes- i
sional iariny made up largely of engineers, artillery, aviation corps, as
soldiers In specialised branches of
military art not easily mustered.
In time of war this nucleus of highj ly-trained professional soldiers could
(be extended by recruiting men fit for
j the ordinary duty of a private soldier.
No plan of this sort is incorporated
in the present bill, nor. is there any
sufficient provision for widespread
military education. It is for that reason that it cannot be held to be an
adequate measure for effective national defense.
It does indeed p'rovide for 745 additional officers for instruction work
in schools and colleges, and furthermore provides for National camps of.
I instruction worts: in. schools and vcol| leges., and furthermore provides for
National Camps of instruction. But
the military training of youth in
early boyhood is ignored by the
makers of the bill.
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War Secretary Baker
Disputes Figures of
Hay's New Army Bill

FOR DRILLS IN" SCHOOLS.
Representative Anderson, of Minnesota, recognized this vital omission
and made a powerful plea for military training in the public high
schools. It is, of course, the fact the
United States Government has no authority over the public school systems of the various 'States.
Without a constitutional amendment there could be no system of
military drill imposed on the public
Schools of any city by National authority. But the influence of the NaBy International Kews Service.
tional Government might be exerted
to this end and would undoubtedly
Washington, March 17.—The House
have widespread effect.
to-day finally got down to "business
In his discussion of this subject!
Mr. Anderson effectively outlined the on the first of the big preparedness
advantages and set at rest the ordi- measures.
nary criticisms of military drill in
It debated all day on the Hay bill
high schools. He said:
authorizing an increase of 40,000 in
"The history of war demonstrates the regular army, increasing the orthat the battles have been fought ganized militia to about 500,000 men,
Ready to Do More Than Authorby young men—by boys. In a and authorizing the mobilization of
memorandum issued by the Pen- the industrial forces of the country
ize Larger Force and Aid
sion Bureau in 1890, it was esti- in time of war.
Representative Gardner, of Massamated that the average of the surthe Militia, Debate Shows
vivors of the Civil War In 1S63 was chusetts, made a violent attack on
the
measuVe. He things it does not
twenty-eight years. It is probablythat the average age at enlistment go far enough. Represenative Lonwais around twenty-two.
More don, of New York, Socialist, raised
Powerful Plea for Military Trainthai; one-half must have been un- the only voice against an increase in
the army.
der that age.
ing in High Schools Is Made
General -debate on the bill will con500,000 YOUNG MEN.
clude to-morrow. To the Speaker of
by Representative Anderson
"There are in the'higih-schools of the House will go the honor of closing the debate. His speech will be
■the country 500,000 young' men,
an unqualified support of the measaveraging from fourteen to nineteen years of age; 200,000 enter the ure. A vote will not be reached before
next week.
high schools of the country every
Editorial Correspondent of the New
year. These young men colld 'be SECRETARY BAKER CRITICIZES.
taught the rudiments of the miliYork American.
Gardner attacked
tary training, could ibe improved in theRepresentative
figures given in the report of
Washington, March 17.—The debate
physique, could 'be instructed in t'he Chairman
Hay, of the Military Afin committtee of the whole on the
care of themselves, could be taught fairs Committee, as to the number
ihow to use the instruments of warHay Army bill to-day disclosed subof
trained
men
available to fight now.
fare.
He produced a letter from Newton I>.
stantial unity between the two sides j
"Think
what
it
would
mean
to
the
\
Baker, new Secretary of War, to subof the house. There Is clearly to lie !
country to have in the ranks of its f stantiate his statement. The letter
no partisan division on the question j citizens millions of men trained to J was written in response to a request
of preparedness so far as this bill | stand erect, trained in discipline, in | from Mr. Gardner for the number of
self-control, In self-reliance, obed- S men so available before the passage
affects this question.
ience and loyally. Think "what it of the Hay bill.
There are many indications of a ! would mean when applied to the
The severity of Secretary Baker's
readiness among members to go
arraignment of the bill astonished
business life of the nation.
further than a mere increase in the
the House.
Secretary Baker said
"Ehe training swouOd not bo consize of the regular army, and measfined to the mere learning of rou- j there was no controversy between
ures for increasing the efficiency of
Mr.
Hay
and
himself.
The variance
tine drills and Che manual of arms.
in figures, he explained, "was the rethe organized militia. There are many
This means simply tue going sult
of
different
opinions
by ofCongressmen who understand thorthrough of stated motions, and be- ficers of the War College, held
which supoughly that true preparedness for nacomes
irksome
with
repetition.
The
plied the information contained in
tional defense will never be attained
ordinary drills would be supple- the letter to Gardner.
in the United States by the multiplimented
by
practice
marches,
range
Representative Hay appeared uncation of professional soldiers.
and field work.
Training camps perturbed over the incident.
Members to-day denounced a great
could,
be
iheld
during
the
vacation
"Using the same method of calj standing army as undemocratic and
seasons.
The boys would gain culation as Mr. Ha yadopted," the
i a menace to republican institutions,
knowledge of the roads in their own Baker letter stated, "we would now
I but their oratory was wasted because
have available, without any legisno such army is proposed in this I localities and whence they lead, tire lation whatever, approximately the
! bill, nor would one for a moment be | topograpuy of the country and its following number of men:
for defense and of! authorized or tolerated by the people* jj advantages
"Regular army, including Philipfenses."
i
pine scouts, 100,000: reserve of the
j SMALL PROFESSIONAL, ARMY.
regular
army,
60,000:
National
BASIS FOR SOLDIERY.
'
The highest efficiency would lie at- j
129,000; men trained and in
Such drill would fit tens of thou- Guard,
tuined by a relatively small profes- i
the
country,
995,000—a
total
of
' sional army made up largely of engi- sands of American boys to enter the 1,284,000.
neers, artillery, aviation corps, as ranks in time of national need, at
"In other words, the only immesoldiers in specialised branches of , least capable of understanding mili- diate effect of the passage of the
tary commands and acting smoothly House Army bill would be to increase
military art not easily mustered.
In time of war this nucleus of high- and efficiently upon them. Upon this the regular army by 40,000 men, and
ly-trained professional soldiers could foundation of a citizen soldiery even that increase, being added in
be extended by recruiting men fit for would be built up the fabric of a body four annual increments, would rethe ordinary duty of a private soldier. of citizen officers, educated in the quire about four years' time to be
No plan of this sort is incorporated higher institutions of learning for recruited, and still a longer time to
in the present bill,, nor Is there any which, under this bill, the United become effective.
"The fallacy of this method of calsufficient provision for widespread States Government would furnish the
culation Is shown by the following
military education. It is for that rea- trained instructors.
statement
of actual conditions:
son that it cannot be held to be an
it is unfortunately true that neither
adequate measure foi* effective na- the House or the Senate Army 'bills COUNTRY'S SCANT RESERVE.
tional defense.
now pending provide this full measThen followed a statement showing
It does indeed p'rovide for 745 ad- ure of an armed and trained citizen- the reserve of the regular army toditional officers for instruction work ship. But the course of the debate day actually, amounts to only 2,875
in schools and colleges, and further- showed that the rudiments -of this men, and the increase In the reserve
more provides for National camps of theory existed in the minds of many would eventually reach about 3 6,000,
instruction work in. schools and „col- ; members, and that with persistent but that it would not begin to beleges, and furthermore provides for agitation this programme will yet come effective until three years after
National Camps of instruction. But i engage the attention of Congreja—If the Hay bill passed.
the military training of youth in not at this session, at an early one
Mr. Baker calculated thnt about
early boyhood is ignored by the to come.
83,000 ex-regulars are now in the
makers of the bill.
. j
country and lit for service, instead of
2T0.200, as estimated by Mr. Hay's
method.
He showed that all ex-Natlona>
Guardsmen and gradnates of military
colleges and schools, on account of
the changes in methods; armament,
and training in the military establishment would be practically useless unless they received three months' intensive training.
Secretary Baker made clear his attitude toward the National Guard by
stating in his letter to Mr. ardner
Gthat "none of the men discharged
from the National Guard were really
trained, and two-thirds of them were
discharged before expiration of term
of enlistment."
CRITICISM OF NATIONAL GUARD.
"The only adequately trained men
In the country," Mr. Baker's letter to
Mr. Gardner continued, "are in the
rejrular army and the army reserve.
The Nationnl Guard, those who have
served therein, and the giaduates of
educational institutes having military
training should be considered as only
partially trained.'
Figuring on- this basis, the Secretary of War estimated that the number of trained and partially trained
men fit for service in the country today would approximate 473,700 men.
Representative Gardner, in discuss,
ing the bill, said:
"This bill makes a noise like preparedness, but it isn't a noisy noise.
- It Is about as loud as the tick of a
I watch, or the still, small voice of

In Letter Read in House Estimates Nation's
Available Strength as 473,700 Men
Against 1,284,000.

By Willis J. Abbot.

conscience. It hasn't even waked up
Henry Ford.
"There is nothing on earth that
conies within gunshot of being 'practically as good' as the regular army
man.
"No amateur soldier can any more
compare with a professional soldier
than 'an amateur plumber can compare with a professional plumber.
"The lawyer who spends six days
a week lawyering and one day a
week soldiering is pretty certain to
be six times as good a lawyer as he
is a soldier. This is the fundamental
trouble with your militia.
GARDNER URGES ARMY OF 300,000.
"Furthermore, I have not been carried away with this idea of an army
of has-beens or reserves as they are
called; that is to say, an army largely made up of men who once upon a
time have done a real turn at soldiering.
"It may be all right to have a supplemental arm y of ex-soldiers; but I
have a notion that the cheapest thingin the long run will be to maintain a
good-sized regular force of about
300,000 men, and then train our boys
so that they will all know something
about how to fight if need be.
-"I think nothing at all of the alleged fede'ralization of the militia
provided in the Hay and the Chamberlain bills. You can't really federalize your militia so long as the
State sappoint the officers. I confess
I don't see the logic of Uncle Sam
paying soldiers that some one elese
commands.
"What in the worl dis the use of
having an elaborate War College
here in "Washington if we refuse to
pay the slightest attention to anything whitch it says?
"Last Summer, the President asked
for a report as to the needs of the
army. The War College replied we
needed an army of 280,000 regulars
and SS0,00Q reserve regulars, not
reserve militiamen, to make us safe
against invasion, in case our navy
were unable to retain control of the
seas.
"Instead of this force" the Hay bill
gives us in all 140,000 regulars and
60,000 reserve regulars. Instead of
060,000, the Hay bill gives ua 200,000
regulars and regular has-beens."
LONDON'S ATTACK O NBILL.
Representative London declared
Congress has "surrendered to the
clamor of the press," and hinted at
huge "interests'' behind the press of
the country.
"You can't add 40.000 men to the
army," he cried. "You can't even get
enough men to light Villa because
men won't become butchers for ¥15
a month."
Representative Anderson, of Minnesota, advocated building, up a reserve through the training of all
high school boys.
Representative Shallenberger, of
Nebraska, declared the Mexico situa-!
tion should show conclusively that
"peace or war may not be in our
hands at any time."
Chairman Hay's statement that the
bill had the unanimous support of the
Military Affairs
Committee
was
greeted with applause.
"In endeavoring to present to the
House a military policy for the country," he said no party lines should
enter in the discussion."
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Lincoln's Policy of "Watchful Waiting"
What would Lincoln do ? How would he
vote on the matter of intervention in Mexico ?
Recently, says the New York Call, a great many
papers polled their readers on this question, with
various results.
Now we have Lincoln's own answer—just
what he did do when the question of intervention was put up to him in a crisis with Mexico
in 1861. It is contained in records dug up by
Prof. Walter L. Davis, of the history department of the College of Puget Sound. These
priceless governmental documents, printed in
1862, show that Lincoln faced a situation in the
southern republic almost exactly similar to that
confronting our country to-day.
Revolution and outlawry had followed on the
heels of American aggression in Mexico during
President Polk's administration fifteen years before. For four years the country to the south
had been torn by a bloody conflict between a republic and a monarchy for supremacy. Immediately after Lincoln took office came the word
that the provisional government of President
Benito Juarez, "the Washington of Mexico,"
had been victorious and had established itself at
the capital. Yet on top of this followed reports
that the provisional government was without authority to maintain order. Stories of robberies,
murders and other cruelties against American
citizens came flooding into Washington. And,
to cap the climax, the news was received that a
member of the American legation had been murdered on his way from Mexico City to Vera
Cruz!
What did Lincoln do in this crisis? He sat
tight and enforced the doctrine of watchful
waiting and forbearance! He proclaimed a new
policy, opposed to aggression, in the handling of
Mexican affairs by appointing as Minister to
that country the very man who had bitterly opposed American interference fifteen years before.
Through Secretary Seward, Lincoln • issued the

following careful instructions to this Minister
in Mexico:
For a few years past the condition of Mexico
has been so unsettled as to raise the question on
both sides of the Atlantic whether the time has
not come when some foreign power ought, in
the general interest of society, to intervene to
establish a protectorate or some other form of
government in that country and guarantee its
continuance there.
You will not fail to assure the Government of
Mexico that the President neither has, nor can
ever have, any sympathy with such designs, in
whatever quarter they may arise or whateyer
character they may take on.

*

The President never for a moment doubts that
the republican system is to pass safely through
all ordeals and prove a permanent success in outown country, and so to be recommended to
adoption by all other nations.
But he thinks also that that system everywhere has to make its way painfully through
difficulties and embarrassments which result from
the action of antagonistical elements which are
a legacy of former times and very different institutions.
The President is hopeful of the ultimate triumph of this system over all obstacles, as well
in regard to Mexico as in regard to every other
American state; but he feels that those states
are nevertheless justly entitled to a greater forbearance and more generous sympathies from
the Government and people of the United States
than they are likely to receive in any other
quarter.
The President trusts that your mission, manifesting these sentiments, will reassure the Government of Mexico of his best disposition to
favor their commerce and their internal improvements.
I find the archives here full of complaints
against the Mexican Government for violation
of contracts and spoliation and cruelties practiced against American citizens. It is not the
President's intention to send forward such claims
at the present moment. He willingly defers the
performance of a duty which at any time would
seem ungracious, until the incoming administration in Mexico shall_ have had time, if possible,
to cement its authority.

THE WASHINGTON POST

Gen. Miles Says U. S. Can Get Villa
"Deador Alive" by Offer of $20,000
Lieut. Gen. Nelson A. Miles cal'ed at
the War Department yesterday to pay
his respects lo Secretary of War Baker,
and Incidentally suggested that if the'
United States placed a price of $20,000
on the head of Villa, his pursuit by
American troops would not be necessary.
"Villa's followers are just as treacherous as he is, and a price of $20,000
for him dead or alive would 'get him',"

said the distinguished officer, who was
in command of lite American forces
which captured Geronimo.
"My opinion is that our troops will
have a long- chase after Viiia. We followed Geronimo for more than 200
miles before we caug'ht him, and Villa
will be just as elusive."
Gen. Miles showed much .interest in
the expedition to Mexico, and said he
wished he could go along.
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GEN. MILES ON PREPAREDNESS
That General Nelson A. Miles has thrown a
monkey-wrench into the wheels of the "big
army" program is the consensus of opinion in
Washington, where the blunt testimony of the
former chief before the House and Senate Committees on Military Affairs is still the subject of
d iscussion.
In his testimony the veteran soldier displayed
so much impatience with the talk of "universal
conscription" and was so much more democratic
and American in his attitude toward the problem
of "national defense" than many of the selfstyled "defense societies" that he is regarded as
having almost single-handed restored a measure
of sanity to the Congressional discussion of "preparedness." Pie agreed with General Wood in
the impracticability of the "continental army,"
but disagreed sharply with Wood regarding conscription and the necessity of a large standing
force.
General Miles, in his preliminary statement,
told the two committees that the United States
had a "military strength" of 20,000,000 men,
with at least 10,000,000 men capable of meeting
exacting military tests and of doing "effective
military service." As the trained nucleus of this,
he counted the 1,000,000 men who have been in
the United States regular army and the national
guard and have passed through military training
at the agricultural colleges under regular army
officers.
It was quite evident that General Miles had
not much patience with the motion-picture conception of our helplessness before a foreign invader. This is the way he disposes of that
bogey:
Overseas expeditions have always been very
expensive, and, as a rule, very disastrous. Two
overseas expeditions of the British Empire
against our fathers resulted in failure. At one
time they brought over a large body of Hessians,
and most of them remained here. The French
expedition to Mexico resulted in disaster. The
expeditions of Spain to suppress the revolution
in the Spanish colonies was a failure.
To cross a great ocean like the Atlantic or the
Pacific is a most serious and difficult undertaking
in war, and I doubt if any government in Europe
•would ever trust an army—if they could land one
here—on the shores of America, because the men
composing such an army would realize at once
the difference between being subjects of a despotic power and being sovereign citizens of the
great Republic.
The discussion of the now defunct scheme for
a continental army drew from the general the admission that he was "utterly opposed to compulsory service." On this point he said:
As far as conscription is concerned, that was
tried out during the Civil War and with unsatisfactory results. I think there were 54,000 men
added to the army by conscription—54,000 in addition to the 2,000,000 volunteers—but, at the
very crisis of the Gettysburg campaign, thousands of the best troops, drilled and disciplined
men, had to be taken out of the field and sent
back to suppress the riots caused by that unpopular measure.
That testimony ought to convince even the
most virulent advocates of compulsory military
service that "it won't work" in this country.
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THE MAN OP THE MEXICAN CRISIS.
Newton D. Baker, once "Boy Mayor"
of "Cleveland, O., looking still scarcely
more than a boy, became Secretary of
War just In time to be the Man of the
Hour in the Mexican crisis. They call
him In. Washington the "human enigma," -which is unnecessary. Mr. Baker
18 human enough, but nobody is an
enigma. The Sunday World, in a careful character study of the man, his appearance and his career, seeks to make
the new Secretary an old acquaintance
of its readers.
Thompson of the investigating committee, the lanky State Senator with
the darting eyes that see so much, who
presides over the legislative probe ^ into
sub-ways, Public-Service Commissions
and kindred tangles, is himself the
subject of another Investigation with
the purpose of showing just what sort
of man he is. The report is made to
The Sunday World to-morrow.
Something of a spring-fashion number
| la the Magazine. For, in eplte of the
isnow, spring-by-the-almanac is right
I here. Because of the war, fashions made
! to America are in order. And really
I they are not a bit more ridiculous than
:
if they were made in Paris-or in Vienna, which is the fashion capital of
;the central powers.

SATURDAY,

The Army Bills.
Preparedness now has the right of
way in the mouse of Representatives
and a week will be devoted to debate
on the Hay army bill, which is on I
Administration measure. The Chamberlain army bill was reported to the
Senate yesterday and will be taken ;
up for consideration early next, week :
it does not have the entire approval
ol' the General Staff, but is more
acceptable to the army experts than
the Hay bill is. A comparison of the
two measures leaves no room for
doubt that there will be a vigorous
tight when they go to conference between those who support tbe principle
of the federalization of the militia
and those who advocate the volunteer
system.
It is first to be noted that the Chamberlain bill practically adopts the
continental army plan proposed by
Secretary GARRISON, while the Hay
bill provides that the organized militia or National Guard shall be put
under the control and direction of
the Federal Government. Mr. HAY
in reporting his bill said that "the
committee has no doubt of the constitutional authority of Congress to
provide for the discipline, organization, training and pay of the militia
as set forth in the bill." Nevertheless, the constitutionality of the Hay
bill as it deals with the organized j
militia is to be challenged by some j
of the ablest lawyers in the House. ,
The Chamberlain bill deliberately |
overlooks the organized militia as a j
force that might be federalized, and j
provides for raising in time of war I
a volunteer army to consist, of 600 j
officers and men from each Congress
district, or 264,000 men. In introduc-'
ing the bill in the Senate on March
4 Mr. CHAMBERLAIN said: "The volunteer force authorized will be a
strictly Federal force and will not
he under the control of Governors in
any way." The continental army is
therefore still an issue in Congress.
It will be heard of in conference.
An elementary distinction between
the two bills would be that the Senate measure is primarily a regular
army bill, and the House measure,
while proposing an increase of the
regular establishment, carries the
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hopes of tbe National Guard. The
Senate bill provides for "a sufficient
increase of the regular army to enable tlie mobile force to be organized
in divisions and brigades." Nothing
would please tbe War Department
more; divisional organization thi.it
would permit of automatic expansion
of the army in emergencies has been
its hope for many years. AVith a short
enlistment term, as proposed, the reserve would rapidly grow, each reservist ijecetviug $24 a. year to keep
the Government in touch with him.
The regular army under the Chamberlain bill would have a peace
strength of 181,000, including a combatant force of 150,000 men.
While the Hay bill contemplates a
regular army of no more than 140,000
men, " including the hospital corps
and other non-combatants, It assumes
the effective strength of the National
Guard to be 129,000 and plans reserves for both the regular army and
the guard; it also makes the militia
a paid organization. Both bills recognize the crying need of officers to
drill and command troops for active
service.
Mr. HAT proposes cadet
companies for the training of officers,
an officers' reserve corps, and en- j
couragement of military schools and
drill and instruction in the colleges.
His bill calls for a corps of cadets
at West Point of twice the present
strength.
Senator CHAMBERLAIN'S
bill contains somewhat similar provisions, and makes a point of opening the doors of West Point to recruits in the army.
Out of the conflicting principles of
these measures must come a compromise ijf preparedness is not to
fail, but at this time they seem to be
irreconcilable on the main question
of u reenforeement for the regular
army. Unfortuhately neither provides
an adequate first line of defence. The
Chamberlain bill pleases the army
more, but does not satisfy the General Staff. The Hay bill is ;i great
disappointment to il.
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The lEarly Assumption.
It was at first assumed that the
Baker letter was given out with a view
of letting the country know that it had
no faith in the [lay bill and that in the
final analysis an army reorganization
plan such as President Wilson desired
would be whipped into shape in a conference committee representing the two
houses. This was emphatically denied
in Administration circles.
In fact, soon after the presentation
of the letter to the House, Chairman
Hay and Secretary Baker had a. long
conference.
Afterward it was announced that there were no differences
between them and that it was their purpose to work in close harmony.
It was explained to-night that the figures used in Mr. Hay's report were
obtained from the office of the AdjutantGeneral, but that certain deductions
made by him were slightly in error.
The Baker letter was said to have been
prepared by ,a staff officer connected
with the War College, who is said to
be hostile to the Hay bill.
There is a sharp difference between
Mr. Hay speaking through his report
and Mr. Baker as his views are expressed in the letter submitted to the
WASHINGTON, March 17.—(An array/ House to-day by Mr. Gardner relative
to the potency of the Hay bill as an
scandal that may result in a shakeup army reorganization measure.
in the War Department or the army
The Deadly Parallel.
War College was precipitated here toHere is the deadly parallel between
day as a result of the action of Representative Gardner of Massachusetts in what Hay claims for his bill and what
the Secretary of War finds the bill propresenting to the House a letter "bearing vides :
the signature of Newton D. Baker, SecMr. Hay says it will make 1,324,790
men immediately available. The Secretary of War.
retary
says it will add 40,000 men to
In this letter Secretary Baker takes
the regular army in four or five years.
issue with Chairman Hay of the MiliMi". Hay says the reserve regular
army will foe 60,000 men. The Secretary Committee on a number of questary
says our present reserve of the
tions of fact stated in Mr. Hay's report
regular army is now only 2,875 men,
on the army bill now pending in the but that it will ultimately be 40,000
House. He characterized as "fallacious"
men, whether the Hay (bill is passed or
not. The Secretary further says that ,
certain deductions' made by Chairman
Hay as to the military resources' of the: the Hay bill will ultimately increase
the reserve by 16,000 men, but this inUnited iStates.
crease will not begin to become effecThe Baker letter caused a sensation
tive until about three years after the
In Congress and Administration circles'.
It was generally accepted as fore- passage of the bill.
shadowing an immediate break between.
The Secretary sives no quarter to
Secretary Baker and Chairman Hay,- Chairman Hay's National Guard proand fear was expressed that in the melee posals. One paragraph in it reads :
Ithe Administration programme of preThe only adequately trained men in
paredness might be held up.
the countr yare in the regular army
and army reserve. The National Guard,
Baker IN'ot the Writer.
those who have served therein, and
the graduates of educational instituIt developed to-night that Mr. Baker
tions having military training, should
did not write the letter that bears his
be considered as only partially trained.
signature. It was prepared for his sigMr. Hay estimates that 270,200 former
nature by a high officer of the armbcan be counted upon as part of
and was signed as a imatter of routine regulars
by Mr. Baker on the second or third our available material. The Secretary
that only "S2,796 instead of 270,200
day after he had been inducted into say
as estimated by Mr. Hay" would availoffice as Secretary of War.
able.
About these 82,796 the Secretary
Friends of Mr. Baker insist that he
that it is "unsafe to consider
did not know that the letter, which was remarks
as adequately trained except with
addressed to Mr. Gardner in response to them
respect (o discipline. Three months inan inquiry, was written in such a, tensive
training probably would render
way as to invite a controversy. They, them effective."
declare that an investigation iwill be
Mr.
Hay
declares that in the last tor
ordered at once.
395,590 men have passed, through
The Baker letter is extremely critical years'
of the Hay bill as a preparedness meas- the National Guard. The Secretary conure. Mr. Gardner wrote to the Secre- cedes the estimate to be correct and
tary of War asking how many men are; adds "but none of these men were really
now available as a national force with- trained when discharged and about twoout the passage of the Hay bill, calcu-. thirds of them were discharged before
lating in the same way as Mr. Hay! expiration of term of enlistment when
they have received training- ranging
calculates in his report.
The answer cf the Secretary in sub- from that imparted in one day to that
stance was that the Hay bill was aj
Continued on Fourth Pag«.
makeshift and that it was an attempt to
make an army without men, Mr. Hay
declared in his report on the army bill
that 1,324,790 men will be at once available when the bill is passed. In Ms letter
to Mr. Gardner Secretary Baker says
that calculating as Mr. Hay calculates
the United States has 1,284,790 men
available now without passing the Hay
bill and adds:
"In other words, the only immediate
effect of the passage of the House army
bill would be the increase of the regular
army by 40,000 men, and even that increase, being added in four annual increments, would require about four years
time to be recruited and ?, still longer
time to become effective."

BAKER BLASTS
HAY ARMY BILL
THROUGH A SLIP

Sensation in House When
Gardner Reads Letter Secretary of War Signed.

AUTHOR IS A STAFF
MAN, THE REPORT

BAKER BLASTS HAY ARMY
MEASURE THROUGH A SLIP
Continued fro.m First Page.

i military make it unsafe to consider
them as adequately trained except
Three
possible in a nearly completed enlistment with respect to discipline.
period."
months intensive training probably
■"Mr. 'Gardner's 'letter to Secretary would render them effective.
Baker was :
Ic is believed that Mr. Hay's esti- .
mate of the number of men who have
S:R: On page 14 of Mr. Hay's repassed through the National Guard is
port on the new army bill I find a
substantially correct, but none of
statement that 1,324,790. men will be
tt'nese men were really trained when
at once available as a national force
discharged, and about two-thirds of
upon the passage of the Hay armv
them were discharged before expirabill.
tion of term of enlistment when they
Calculating in the same way as Mr.
had received training ranging from
liar's table is calculated, how many'
that imparted in one, day to that posmen are now available as a national
sible in a nearly completed enlistment
force without the passage of any bill
period.
at all? Very respectfully,
A. P. GARDNER.
The Military Students.
March 9, 1916.:
Although last year some 33,000 stuThe Secretary's Response.
dents at our military, schools and
colleges were receiving military inSecretary Baker's reply to Mr. Gard- struction,
only 5,252 of these were,
ner follows :
graduated. Using the latter figure
. WASHINGTON, March 16, 1916.
for computing the number who have
DEAR SIR : 1. In reply to your letpassed through military schools and
. ter of March 9, 1916, 1 would answer
colleges during the past ten years, we
the question therein contained as folobtain a total of 52,000, instead of
lows :
330,000, estimated by Mr. Hay.
Using the same, method of calculaThe records of the War College
tion as Mr. Hay adopted on page 14
division show that as a matter of
of his report on the new army bill, we
fact only about 40.000 have graduated
should now have available, without
during -the past ten years from civil
any legislation whatever, approxieducational institutions of all classes
mately the following number of men
at which officers of the army were dewho have had some military training:
tailed. Until three years ago military
training in these institutions conRegular army, including
sisted almost entirely of close order
Philippine Scouts
100,000
drill and ceremonies.
Consequently
Reserve of regular army 60,000
none,
of the 40.000 graduates are adeNational Guard;
129,000
quately trained. The class which will
Men trained and in the
country...:.'...,.
995,790
graduate in 1917 will have received a
much more adequate course of training.
Total
1,284,790
The only adequately trained men in
li' other words, the only immethe country are in the regular army
diate effect of the passage of the
and army reserve.
The National
House army bill would be to Increase
Guard, those who have served therein
the regular army by 40,000 men, and
and the graduates of educational inthat increase being added in four anstitutions having military trainingnual increments would require about
should
be considered as only partially
four years time to be recruited and
trained.
a still longer time to become effective.
The numbers of each are as follows:
2. The fallacy of this method of calAdequately trained :
culation is shown by the following
Regular army, including Philstatement of actual conditions :
ippine Scouts
100,000
As a matter of fact, the reserve of
Regular army reserve
2,900
the regular army at present amounts
Partially- trained:
to only aboul 2.S75 men. This numNational,Guard
129,000
ber will increase gradually until unOthers who have had some
der the existing period of enlistment
training
241,S00
it reaches a maximum, equal to about
40 per cent, of* the total strength of
Total
,'.47 ,700
the regular army, or about .40,000 men
for the present army of 100,000, or
56,000 men for the army of 140,000
14 1,800 Not Located.
provided by the House bill. The net
Including under the heading "others
increase in the reserve .would ultiwho have had some training" are
mately reach about 16,0'00, but it
S2.796 who have passed through the
would not begin to become effective
regular army, about 132,000, less 2
"until about three years after the pasper cent, per annum allowance for
sage of the bill.
deatlw or physical disability, or about
121,200. who have completed an en>io Deduction for Dentlis.
listment in the National Guard, and
40,000, less 2 per cent, per annum
Mr. Hay estimates thai there are
allowance for deaths or physical dis995,790 men who have had military
ability, or about 37,800, who have
training and are now in the country.
graduated
in the past ten years from
This estimated' number includes 270.military schools ami colleges.
000 men who have passed through the
Except for about 1,100 graduates
! :■ army in the past ten years,
of military schools who have been
::95.590- men who bav^ passed through
listed by the Adjutant-General the
the National Guard and 330.000 men
Government has no knowledge of the
who have passed through military
present addresses of any of these
schools and colleges in the same pe241,800 men, nor of the number- of
riod. No deduction is made for. those
them that would be willing to volunwho have died or become unfit for
teer for service in time of war.
service.
The passage of the House army bill
Prom the annual reports of the Adwould increase the regular army by
jutant-General we lind that during
40,000 men in a period of three to four
the past ten years there have been
years,, would make a net increase of
distfajanged from the army 89,644 men
the regular army reserve by aboutWho did net rccnlist. If we estimate
i it.nno men in a period of about seven
the number of those .wfiio 'have prob.years and would also increase the
ably died or become physically unfit
National Guard and therefore the
for service tit '-' 'per cent. a. year, or
number of partially trained men
6.682, we would have remaining 82.available in the country, but to just
796 men instead of 270,200, as estiwhat extent 7 am unable to predict.
mated by Mr. Hay.
You will, of course, understand that
These 82,796 men may be considered
accurate information on this subject is
as having been adequately trained at
not available and that therefore the
date of discharge, but subsequent
figures I am giving you are at best
changes in methods, armament. &c.,
only approximate. Very sincerely,
and the long separation of many of
NEWTON D. BATJER.
flbem from all connection with matters
Secretary of War.
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HAY'S ARMY BILL
PRAISED IN SPITE
OF GARDNER'S BOMB
Speakers in First Day's Debate Generally Support
the Measure.
CHAMP CLARK WILL
I
SPEAK ON IT TO-DAY
i

WASHINGTON, March 17.—The Hay
army bill, the first of the Administration's preparedness measures, underwent its baptism of fire Ic the House
to-day.
Representative Gardner of Massachusetts, who fathered the preparedness
movement; not only attacked the bill at
all points but used as the most effective
weapon a letter written by Secretary of
War Baker refuting the arguments .put
forward by Chairman Hay. as to the
military resources of the country.
There was nothing pacific about the
letter of Secretary Baker, which Mr.
Gardner read to the House. In it he
riddled Mr. Hay's statement that there
would be 1,324,790 men available for
military service upon the passage of the
bill. By a process of elimination and
direct deduction Mr. Baker reduced this
impressive total to 473,700 men.
How Secretary Baker came to write
the letter is a mystery which, in the opin"
Ion "of members of the House, may lead
to some investigating. It is the supposition of the Military Committee that it
originated at the Army War College.
Mr. Hay, it is understood, got the information upon which he based his estimate at the War Department proper.

Both Houses in .Earnest.
Both houses of Congress began in
earnest the work of passing army reorganization legislation to-day. The Chamberlain army bill was reported in the
'Senate, and announcement was Shade
that the debate on it will be begun Monday. Spurred by developments in Mexico,
leaders in both houses determined that
the defence legislation should have the
right of way.
Representative Gardner was unsparing
in denouncing the provisions of the Housp
bill. He said it was "a conscientious effort to build up an army without men,"
that the increase of the regular army by
40,000 men was inadequate, and he described the proposed militia force as
"forty-eight little armies."
"Any plan for federalizing the militia,"
he concluded, "which carries a lawsuit in
every private's knapsack, is a pretty
good plan to drum out of the army, the
■generalissimos of the National Guard
Association to the contrary notwithstanding."
With few exceptions, however, the
speakers who carried on the first day of
debate on the Hay bill had little but
good to say of it.
Most of them approved of the proposed
reorganization and federalization of the
National Guard, the debate indicating
that the feature will be approved by a
large majority in the House. Others addressed themselves "to other_phases of the
preparedness problem, some commending
highly the summer camps as the only
way outside the regular army of providing a Federal force for national defence.
Representative Frear, Wisconsin, made
a bitter attack on the provision for the
ereotion of a hydroelectric plant for the
manufacture of nitratts.

for a report as to our needs in the way
o£ an army. The War College replied
that we heeded an army of 280,000
regulars and 380,000 reserve regulars—
not reserve militiamen—to make us safe
against invasion in case our. navy were
unable to retain control of the seas.
Instead of this force the Hay bill gives
us in all 140,000 regulars and 60,000
reserve regulars. Instead of 660,000 the
Hay bill gives ,us, 200,000 regulars and
regular hasbeens.
Clark to Close the Debute.
"Three-quarters' of. ,a million of Mr.
Representative Hay" opened the ten Hay's available' material' for an army
are'
made .up -of. ..former State militiahours of general debate. Speaker Clark
will bring it to a close to-morrow, When men and former schoolboys who have
lit will take the floor to discuss the meas- had a little, military drill.. Whether the
Hay-bill passes or, doesn't, these same
ure
men would be just as available in one j
I
After it is over the bill will have case
as in the other ; but I don't believe
j a long gantlet to run under the five i that Von H,indenbtfrg would think them
j minute rule, when amendments will be i much more available than raw recruits.
I offered and discussed.
"It is a .pathetic fact that even in
The bill had smooth sailing until Rep- this last year, viith the -.European war i
I resentative Gardner took the floor. From in progress, amazing numbers of our .
the speeches of those who preceded him militiamen could-, not be got to the rifle I
it did not appear that there was any- ranges and could not be got to camp.
great diversity of opinion-among members of the House as to the adequacy
4.1,000 Delinunents.
of the preparedness provided by the
measure.
"On the 15th of last October the Chief
The attack of the Massachusetts mem- of Staff Of the United States army told
ber was anticipated and the House was us that out of 91.000 militiamen in the
not surprised by it. When, however, whole- nation armed with a rifle no less
Mr. Gardner presented a letter from than 4U000 were so indifferent to their
Secretary Baker, who has been regarded j duty that they failed to show up for a
as a pacifist and who has been in office ! single day's target practice throughout
.
but a few days, picking to pieces the es- the entire year.
■"Counting the 20,000 men we voted
timates of Chairman Hay as to the number of men that will be available for the other dav, the Hay bill adds 40.000
'national defence when the army bill is ' soldiers to the regular establishment,
for picayune payments to milipassed the House was distinctly- startled. provides
in forty-eight different little
Representative Gardner began his dis- tiamen
armies, devotes a few paragraphs to
cussion of the army bill by saying:
regularizing instruction camps of the
"This bill makes a noise like prepared- Plattsburg kind and to the formation of
ness, but it isn't a noisy noise. It is cadet companies and doubles the number
about as loud as the tick of a watch of cadets at West Pbint.
or the still,, small voice of conscience.
"The West, Point provision is worth
It hasn't'even waked up Henry Ford.
all the rest of the .bill put together and
"I notice that the bill consists of a- lot more besides. So far as the inrtinety-one pages and over 22,000 words. crease in the regular army is concerned
It provides less than halt an additional and so far as the summer camps are
soldier for each word'and that is oil it concerned, the bill is a Lilliputian step
gives us. Plenty of words, but a scarcity in the right direction."
of regular- army men—and yet regular
In his defence of the federalization
army men is exactly what we want and features of the bill Mr. Hay said in openneed.
ing the debate that Congress never has
undertaken to exercise the powers conWants Real Soldiers.
ferred upon it by, the Constitution to
"There is nothing on earth that comes federalize the militia.
within gunshot of being 'practically as
\o Part "Unconstitutional.
good' as the regular army man. No.
amateur soldier can any more compare
"In this bill," he added, "the comwith a professional soldier than an ama- mittee has undertaken to exercise those
teur plumber can compare with a pro- powers. Provision has been made that
fessional plumber.
the militia shall be drafted into service
"The lawyer who spends six days a at .any time when war is declared or
week lawyering and one day a week sol- imminent so that it can be mobilized at
diering is pretty certain to be six times once. I believe, that I can convince any
as good a lawyer as he is a soldier. man that not a section in the bill is unThis is the fundamental trouble with constitutional or will. fail to stand the
your militia.
test of the courts."
"Furthermore, I have not been carried
Representative McKenzie of Illinois
away with'this idea of an army- of has- declared that all. that had been said of
beens or reserves, as they are called; national defence has been of little value
that is to say. an army largely made up to the committee. The reason for the
of men who once upon a time have done rejection of Secretary Garrison's plan,
a real turn at soldiering.
that it was believed to be
"It may be all right to have a supple- he added, was
to the National Guard.
mental army of ex-soldiers; but I have destructive
Representative Anderson of Minnesota !
a notion that the cheapest thing in the advocated
military, training, in the high i"
long run will be to maintain a good
sized, regular force of about 300,000 men schools. "The average young man of |
to-day,"
he
said, "stripped of the refineaiih then train our boys so that they
will all know something about how to ments of tailoring, is round shouldered
and flat chested. The modern system
' light if need be.
"I think nothing at all of the alleged 'makes athletes of the few and hunch- '
federalization of the militia, provided in backs of the many."
The committee, said Representative
the Hay and the Chamberlain bills. You
can't really federalize your militia so Frear, had been imposed on when it was
long as the States appoint the officers, induced to provide $25,000,000 for the
and I confess that I don't see the logic of erection of a nitrate, plant by Frank S.
Uncle Sam paying soldiers that some Washburn. ,-The latter, he added, is now
trying to induce the Senate Committee
one else commands.
"Think of it! This Hay bill and the on Agriculture to build a Government i
Chamberlain bill also, for that matter, plant for the manufacture of fertilizer.
Representatives Olney and Miller comactually propose that the State Governors shall continue to command these. mended the training camp idea. Mr. 1
forty-eight little armies, while the na- Miller insisted that the system be de- :
tion pays a big share of the bill.
ixoci-atized by enabling those who were j
not able to pay their expenses to attend
Uncle .Sam Pays tlie Piper.
the camps.
'Representative Tilson of Connecticut.
"Suppose that some Governor were to
order out his army to suppress a strike. a Republican member of the MilitaryDon't you think that Uncle Sam ought Committee, said Secretary- Garrison's
to have the right to say- 'Halt!' if he plan for a continental army had been
didn't approve? Well, if you pass either rejected because it was not thought to
of these bills Uncle Sam will not have be practicable and because it would
a word to say about it. He can pay destroy the 'National Guard.
j
Representative London, the New York i
the piper, but he can't name the tune.
■
S
ocialist,
criticised
both
the
Democrats
i
"What in the world is the. use of i
having an elaborate War College' here j and Republicans and denounced the bill j
in Washington if we refuse "to pay the I unreservedly. Representative Bennet of
slightest attention to anything which it ■ New York said that New York would go j
says? Last summer the President asked I P*l—^^At-fgr adequate national defence.
I
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HAY'S ARMY BILL
PRAISED IN SPITE
OF GARDNER'S BOMB
Speakers in First Day's De:
bate Generally Support
the Measure.
CHAMP CLABK WILL
|
SPEAK ON IT TO-DAY
WASHINGTON, March 17.—The Hay
army 1)111, the first of the Administration's preparedness measures, underwent its baptism ot fire in the House
to-day.
Representative Gardner of Massachusetts, who fathered the preparedness
movement, not only attacked the bill at
all points but used as the most effective
weapon a letter written by Secretary of
War Baker refuting the arguments put
forward 'by Chairman Hay. as to the
military resources of the country.
There was nothing pacific about the
letter of Secretary Baker, 'which Mr.
Gardner read to the House. In it he
riddled Mr. Hay's statement that there
would be 1,324,790 men available for
military service upon the passage of the
bill. By a process of elimination and
direct deduction Mr. Baker reduced this
impressive total to 473,700 men.
How Secretary Baker came to write
the letter is a mystery which, in the opin"
ion of members of the House, may lead
to some investigating. It is the supposition, of the Military Committee that it
originated at the Army War College.
Mr. Hay, it is understood, got the information upon which he based his estimate at the War Department proper.

Both Houses in Jiiurnest.
Both houses of Congress began in
earnest tire work of passing army reorganization legislation to-day. The Chamberlain army'bill was reported in the
Senate, and announcement was made
that the debate on it will be begun Monday.. 'Spurred by developments in Mexico,
leaders in both houses determined that
the defence legislation should have the
right of way.
Representative Gardner was unsparing
in denouncing the provisions of the House
bill. He said it was "a conscientious effort to build up an army without men,"'
that the increase of the regular army by
40,000 men was inadequate, and he described the proposed militia force as
"forty-eight little armies.''
"Any plan for federalizing the militia,"
he concluded, "which carries a lawsuit in.
every private's knapsack, is a pretty
good plan to drum out of the army, the
generalissimos of the National Guard
Association to the contrary notwithstanding."
With few exceptions, however, the
speakers who carried on the first day of
debate on the Hay bill had little but
good to say of it.
Most of them approved of the proposed
reorganization and fedtralization of the
National Guard, the debate indicating
that the feature will be approved by a
large majority in the House. Others addressed themselves to othcr^phases of the
preparedness problem, some commending
highly the summer camps as the onlyway outside the regular army of providing a Federal force for national defence.
Representative Frear, Wisconsin, made
a bitter attack on the provision for the
erection of a hydroelectric plant for the
manufacture of nitrates.

Clark to Close the Dehate.
Representative Hay" opened the ten
hours of general debate. Speaker Clark
will bring it to a close to-morrow, when
lie will take the floor" to discuss the measure.
After it is over the bill will have
a long gantlet to run under the five
minute rule, when amendments will he
offered and discussed.
The bill had smooth sailing until Representative Gardner took the floor. From
the speeches of those who preceded him
it did not appear that there was any
■great diversity of opinion among members of the House as to the adequacy
of 'the preparedness provided by the
measure.
The attack of the Massachusetts member was anticipated and the House was
not- surprised by it. When, however,
Mr. Gardner presented a. letter from
Secretary Baker, who has been regarded
as a pacifist and who has been in office
but a few days, picking to pieces the estimates of Chairman Hay as to the number of men that will be available for
national defence when the a-rmy bill is
passed the House was distinctly startled.
Representative Gardner began his discussion of the army bill by saying:
"This bill makes a noise like preparedness, but it isn't a noisy noise. It is
about as loud as the tick of a watch
or the still,, small voice of conscience.
It Wasn't even waked up Henry Ford.
"I notice that the bill consists of
riiniet-y-one pages and over 22,000 words.
It provides less than half an additional
soldier for each word "and that is all it
gives us. Plenty of words, but a scarcity
of regular army men—and yet regular
army men is exactly what we want and
need.

for a report as to our needs in the way
of. an army. The War College replied
that we heeded an army of 280,000
regulars and 380,000 reserve regulars—
not reserve militiamen-—to make us safe
against invasion hi- case our. navy were
unable to retain control of the seas.
Instead of this force • the . Hay bill gives
us in all 140,000 regulars and 60,000
reserve regulars. Instead of 660.000 the
Hay bill gives ,us, 200,000 regulars and
regular hasbeens.
"Three-quarters', of, ,a million of Mr.
Hay's available material for an army
are' made- up of..farmer State militiamen and former schoolboys who have
had a little, military drill.. Whether the
Hay: bill passes or doesn't, these same
men'would- be just as available in one
case as in the other ; but I don't believe
that Von Hlndenlnirg would think them
much more available than raw recruits.
"It is a pathetic fact that even in
this last year, With the:, European war;
in progress, amazing numbers of our :
militiamen could-, not be got to the rifle I
ranges and cbtiFd not be got to camp.
4.1,000 Uelinunents.
"On the 15th of last October the Chief
of Staff of the United States army told
us that out of 91.000 militiamen in. the
whole'nation armed with a rifle no less
than 41,000 were so indifferent to thenduty that they failed to show up for a
single day's target practice throughout
the entire year.
...
"Counting the 20,000 men we voted
the other day, the Hay bill adds 40.000
spldiers to the regular establishment,
provides for picayune payments to militiamen in , forty-eight different little
armies, devotes, a few paragraphs to
regularizing instruction camps of the
Plattsburg kind and to the formation of
cadet companies and daubles the number
of cadets at West Pbint.
"The West Point provision is worth
all the rest of the.bill put-together and
a lot more besides. So far as the increase in the regular army is concerned
and so far as the summer camps are
concerned, ..the bill is a Lilliputian step
in the right direction."
In his defence of the federalization
features of the bill Mr.. Hay said in opening the debate that Congress never has
undertaken to exercise the powers conferred upon it 'by . the Constitution to
federalize the militia.

Wants Real Soldiers.
•There is nothing on earth that comes
within gunshot, of being 'practically as
No Part Unconstitutional.
good' as the regular army man. No
amateur soldier can any more compare
"In this bill," he added, "the comwith a professional soldier than an ama- mittee has undertaken to exercise those
teur plumber" can compare with a pro- powers. Provision has been made that
fessional plumber.
the militia shall be drafted into service
"The lawyer who spends six days a at -any time when war is declared or
week lawyering and one day a week sol- imminent so that it can be mobilized at
diering is pretty certain to be six times once. I believe that I can convince any
as good a lawyer as he is a soldier. man that not a section in the bill is unThis is the fundamental trouble with constitutional or will fail to stand the
your militia.
test of the courts."
"Furthermore, I have not been carried
Representative McKenzie of Illinois
away with'this idea of an army of has- declared that all. that had been said of
beens or reserves, as they are called ; national defence has been of little value
that is to say, an army largely made up to the committee. The reason for the
of men who once upon a time have done rejection of Secretary Garrison's plan,
a real turn at soldiering.
he added, was that it was believed to be
"It may be all right to have a supple- destructive to the National Guard.
mental army of ex-soldiers ; but I have
Representative Anderson of Minnesota
a notion that the cheapest thing in the advocated
military, training, ip the high
long run will be to maintain a good schools. "The average young man of
sized, regular force of about 300,000 men to-day," he said, "stripped of the refineanh then train our boys so that they
of tailoring is round shouldered
will all know something about how to ments
and flat chested. The modern system
fight if need be.
'makes
athletes of the few and hunch"I think nothing at ail of the alleged
federalization of the militia provided in backs of the many."
The committee, said Representative
the Hay and the Chamberlain bills. You
can't really federalize your militia so Frear, ha.d been imposed on when it was
long as the States appoint the officers, induced to. provide $25,000,000 for the
and I confess that I don't see the logic ol erection of a nitrate plant toy Frank S.
Uncle Sam paying soldiers that some Washtourn. .The latter, he added, is now
trying to induce the Senate Committee
one else commands.
"Think of it! This Hay bill and the on Agriculture to build a Government
Chamberlain bill also, for that matter, plant for the manufacture of fertilizer.
Representatives OLney and Miller comactually propose that the State Governors shall continue to command these mended the training camp idea. Mr.
forty-eight little armies, while the na- Miller insisted that the system be detion pays a big share of the bill.
mocratized toy enabling those who were |
not able to pay their expenses to attend |
Uncle .Sam Pays the Finer.
the camps.
■Representative Tilson of Connecticut. I
"Suppose that some Governor were to
order out his army to suppress a strike. a Republican imerriber of the Military
Committee,
said Secretary Garrison's
Don't you think that Uncle Sam ought
to have the right to say 'Halt!' if he plan'for a continental army had been j
didn't approve? Well, if you pass either rejected because it was not thought to i
of these bills Uncle Sam will not have be practicable and because it would \
j
a. word to say about it. He can pay destroy the'National Guard.
Representative London, the New York
the piper, but he can't name the tune.
"What in the world is the. use of 'Socialist, criticised both the Democrats
having an elaborate War College here and Republicans and denounced the bill I
in Washington if we refuse to pay the unreservedly. Representative Bennet of j
slightest attention to anything which it New York said that New York would go |
say's? !.;;:.i summer the President asked the limit for adequate national defence. J
It is expected that general debate
on the army toill will be concluded to- ;
morrow and" that the reading under the
five minute rule for amendments will be
taken up ijext week.
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OPPOSES ARMY BILL
»

Nebraska Democrat Only Committeeman to Oppose Report on the
Chamberlain Measure.
HERALD BUREAU,
V
JJo. 1.502 H ST*:ET. N. W., )■
D. 0., Friday. J
Senator Gilbert M. Hitchcock, democrat,
of Xebraska, is the sole member of the
Senate Committee on Military Affairs
who Is opposed to the army bill as reported to the Senate to-day by Senator
Chamberlain, of Oregon, chairman of the
committee. Senator Chamberlain said that
he would have his report in the hands of
every member of the Senate to-morrow
and gave notice that he would ask consideration for the measure early next
week.
Senator Hitchcock filed minority views
on the bill, assigning a series of objections. He said in his statement:—
"I do not feel justified in joining my colleagues in recommending that the standing army be increased 78 per cent, even
though that increase be distributed over
five years. In my opinion the increase is
about twice as much as it had been. It
would give us an army in times of peace
amounting to 178,000 men when the various
i organizations; are enlisted to 65 per cent
j of their full strength, and it would give
I us an army of 250,000 when the organizations are enlisted to their full strength.
"I question, also, whether the general
staff should be increased from thirty-five
officers to eighty-eight officers. Such an
increase seems to be unnecessarily large.
Indeed, I cannot approve the increase in
the number of commissioned officers
which this bill provides for—from 5,000
officers as at present to 10,700 officers as
provided in this bill. The Increase seems
to be excessive, notwithstanding the fact
that many of these officers will be used
In drilling and training student bodies in
schools, members of the National Guard
and members of the reserve.
"I am particularly opposed also to the1
j provision in this bill which permits the |
unlimited re-enlistment of soldiers with
increasyd pay at each re-enlistment. V
think In times of peace a man should not
be required, nor permitted, to serve more
than two years in the regular army, but!
should be compelled to retire to civil life, j
there to remain upon the reserve for|
1 several years, subject in case of war to his
country's call.
"If permitted to re-enlist repeatedly he
becomes a professional soldier, or hireling,
and occupies a place whicli should be held
by a young man who needs the training
to make him a good soldier. Two years
is enough to make a man a good soldier.
Upon the expiration of that period each
man should be required to retire to make
a place for another man to be trained and
drilled anu educated and then retired to
civil life in the reserve army, where he
| will be available in case of need.
I "Another objection I have to the present
'■ and proposed scheme of re-enlistment at
| advanced pay is that it costs the country
'several million dollars in increased rates
Jof pay."
WASHINGTON.

"Patching Up the Army.
On yesterday President Wilson signed
the act of Congress authorizing enlistments . necessary to bring the regular
army tip to the theoretic "war strength"
of already existing legislation.
The
promptness with which both houses of
Congress passed the joint resolution of
authorization is being seized upon by some
democratic newspapers as evidence of
progress toward real preparedness. This
would be welcome If true, but like the
flowers that bloom. in the spring it has
nothing to do -with the case.
Whatever credit may be due Congress
in this instance is more than offset by
revelation of the condition of unpreparedness that made Congressional action
necessary. There ha.s been vital need for
real preparedness from the day war broke
in Europe, and yet not a move ■was made
in nearly twenty months until, confronted
with the necessity for sending a small expedition into Mexico, it was discovered
that the regular army musthave an additional twenty thousand men if it is to give
adequate protection to the border States
against a few bandits.
Where would the nation be if its antagonist were some militant nation instead of
a mere band of bandits?
Congress has done nothing to provide
against that contingency and' is doing
nothing that contains promise of intelligent treatment of the preparedness problem. The Hay bill is altogether inadequate. It provides neither for sufficient
increase of the'regular force to meet immediate needs nor for the creation of a
volunteer force to furnish a government
trained reserve to meet future needs. \
Secretary Baker's Timely Exposure. .
■ In short the.Hay 'bill, as was so clearly
shown by Secretary Baker's analysis of
its provisions read to the House by Repr
resentative Gardner yesterday, will do
almost none of the things its author and
its supporters have asserted it would do.
In its essence it is sham—at- best just a
little less dishonest than the report of the
Military Affairs Committee recommending its enactment.
Mr. Gardner characterizes the hill "a
conscientious effort to build up an army
without men." It is a description that
would he apt save for the intimation that
Representatives engaged in such an effort could by any possibility have been
guided by conscience.
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In view of these grave possibilities of
the immediate danger to our expeditionary
Our little expedition, sent to bring back force and the less immediate danger to
Villa, "dead or alive," is penetrating slow- our border cities, the Administration is
ly into Mexico.
The further south it courting disaster in not moving at once to
travels the more precarious its position concentrate additional forces on the Mexican boundary line. Twenty thousand men
becomes.
are being recruited to fill up to war
Its communications have to be protected.
strength the infantry, cavalry and field
It cannot live off the country, since there
artillery regiments now serving in contiis practically nothing there to live off. All nental United States. But these men will
supplies must be carried in from the' main not; be available for several weeks at least.
base on 'this side of the boundary line. When they are incorporated into the
Sub-bases must be established within Mex- cadres in the field we shall have only
ican territory, and to keep communications 50,000 men—perhaps fewer—with which
open a-force will be required much larger to repel attacks by a greatly superior force
than that actually engaged in pursuing of Mexicans, if by any chance the entry of
our armed forces into Mexico results in
Villa and his fellow bandits. .
war.
The difficulties and dangers of the exThe President has the power to call on
pedition are aggravated by the fact that
the state militia organizations for service
General Pershing cannot, depend unre■ inside the United States. These forces are
servedly on the friendly cooperation,
sufficiently trained to constitute a second
whether active or passive, of Mexican line. They can act as reserves, do patrol
troops and the Mexican population. He is . duty, guard railroad communications, and
operating in a lawless district. Civil gov- thus relieve for first-line service all the
ernment has been practically suspended regulars now on the frontier. It would be
there for the last three years. Chihuahua a valuable experience to these bodies to
has been a Villa stronghold ever since , take the field. They would get a more
Villa broke with Carranza.
Many of j practical training in Texas, New Mexico
Villa's supporters accepted service under ■ and Arizona than they do in the Northern
• summer camps.
Carranza after the former's military maThe national guard, so called, is about
chine was smashed and he had to take to
j to be "federalized," with its own hearty
the mountains.
Carranza's representa- i approval. It is ambitious to become a real
tives have not had time to get the situa- 1 element in the national defence. It would
tion under control, either in Chihuahua or have the advantage over any substitute
Sonora. Snipers, guerillas or disaffected body of volunteers of being already orCarranza soldiers are likely to make cause ganized. It is fully officered and has a
If
at any time with Villa's bandits in attack- partially experienced staff service.
other volunteers were called out they
ing the American invaders.
, General Pershing has to reckon, there- would have to undergo concentration camp
fore, on a smouldering hostility, which training for a couple of months and be
commanded by officers extemporized and
may burst into flame at the first serious
hastily assembled.
encounter between Americans and MexiSomething should be done at once to
cans. Even with the best will on the part strengthen the inadequate forces now on
of Carranza and his Cabinet, some hot- the'Mexican border. They have a task
headed or unscrupulous subordinate in before them to which they are. not equal.
Chihuahua may precipitate a clash with It is unfair to them to, ask them to do the
the American forces which will be the impossible. They should be reinforced, for
signal for a general outbreak of patriotic their own safety, as well as for the country's safety. Why not use the state mijealousy and passion.
Then more than the fate of the tiny litia to make their present precarious poAmerican columns across the border will sition more secure?
be involved. Were the Mexican factions
to unite in a war of patriotism against the
United States our entire border would be
in danger. El Paso could not be defended
against an attack by superior Mexican
forces. The Mexicans can easily assemble
150,000 to 200,000 troops for an invasion
of our territory at points where the railroad lines cross. We now have about
30,000 men to oppose them, including the
expeditionary forces dispersed through
Chihuahua. Leaving these out of consideration, we have only about 20,000 men
with whom to guard an absolutely unfortified boundary 1,800 miles long.
Were a Mexican general of Obregon's
capacity to decide to carry home to us the
lesson .of our defencelessness, he might
even lay tribute on San Antonio.

Reinforce the Border Army!

L«u£2<_
•/• f* ~The Army BHI^
Since the happy akvakening of the
nation to the necessity "of economic naval
and military preparedness for defence no
moment is so pregnant with meaning or
so dependent on right action as the present Separate bills are before the Senate
and the House for the increase and reorganization of the army, each, let us try to
believe, honest in intention and inspired
by patriotic motives and intelligent study
And yet these differ so widely in scope
that the acceptance of one apd the rejection of the other may spell future trouble.
It may be said at once that the House
measure is at least in degree inadequate
for the defence needed. It is wrong in
the assumptions on which it is based and
illogical in conclusions. Subjected even to
surface analysis, it is shown to be -defective in the total strength of the regular forces demanded and to be deceptive
in the annual increments provided. It
may be a well meant measure, but it
smells of ante bellu.m prejudices and'implies concessions to Bryariism.
11 On the other hand Senator Chamberlain's hill is broad; well considered and.
filled with promises of immediate pre-.
[ftaredness. By it the regular armv is in! creased from 100,000 to 170.000. rank and
file, or in the sense of representation by
j less than two men for each one thousand
of the country's population. In an emergency this force may toe raised to 236,000 by
j the return to the colors of men trained in
its own ranks and then passed to a Regular reserve. It doubles the number of
; commissioned officers, augments the
scope and usefulness of the National
Guard and provides for a federal volunteer force composed of citizens that can
join neither the regulars nor the organized militia. These are not to be em-;
ployed except in the event of threatened
or actual hostilities.
" ''
All things 'considered, this is a sound
measure. But, even "if passed by*'the
Senate, what it ioay prove to'be after the
conferrees here hai'their innings.' is" be- j
vend safe conjee
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MONDAY, MARCH 20, 1916.
May the Best Army l*lan Win.
Chairman HAY no doubt spoke by
authorization -when lie said on Saturday that the President approved of
the army reorganization bill now before the House. Mr. HAT said with
an obvious purpose:
'Ht is Ms bill. It carries out the recommendations he made to Congress in hie
message. In fact it goes a little further
than the President asked us to go. It
is true that the bill does not contain
the continental army feature, tout the
President, in suggesting the continental
army, was desirous of some Sort of
machinery to ■make the land forces
available in time of war. He thinks
this (bill makes the National Guard a
sufficient force in time of peace to (be
avaiilaible as a fighting force in case of

T!.t is in conference that the matter
will be settled. Both bills have been
drawn tentatively, and in the last
analysis they may hardly know them-1
selves.
The Garrison continental
army scheme had serious defects, but
the volunteer idea is good. It is
doubtful whether the organized militia can be satisfactorily federalized.
The sense of Congress will probably
be that both plans have merits that
should ho conserved. Let the debates
go on, and may wisdom be the fruit'
of them.
!

This statement does not truly reflect Mr. WILSON'S attitude in the
message which he read to Congress
last December, and we doubt whether
the President has turned his back
squarely upon the Chamberlain bill
which has been reported in the Senate. . Mr. WILSON has been taxed
with having a vacillating mind on
the subject of preparedness, but if
his Western speeches are read intelligently it will be seen that he interprets his own mental condition as
open and receptive. It would be like
Mr. WILSON to be impressed by the
debate in (he Senate and turn again
to the volunteer army of the Chamberlain bill as a proposal having
intrinsic merits. At any rate, Mr.
HAY in his zeal for party advantage
may have exceeded instructions.
Nothing could have been more complete than the President's committal
to the Garrison army plan as he
stood before the two houses of Congress reading: his message on December 7 last. The Hay bill does not
carry out his recommendations, Mr.
HAY to the contrary notwithstanding,
fs'ot ouly did the President approve
of the continental army plan, but,
stating the details of it, he said that
he would "look forward to the success of such an experiment with entire
confidence"; and he concluded by
saying: "At least so much by way of
preparation for defence seems to be
absolutely imperative now. We cannot do less." Mr. WILSON was sure
of the continental army scheme last
December, but later he had his doubts.
It strikes us that Mr. HAT has not
done him a service by trying to shut
the door of the President's mind upon
a counter proposal in the Senate bill.
Chairman H.vs should have let. him
' alone.
What
we think the President
' L-eal)y wants Is the best plan of preparedness to be obtained from Congress, and lie may desire, in fact he
may regard it. as his duty, to open
the door which Mr. HAY has tried
to close with a bang. The debate in
the House is young yet; the debate
in the Senate on the Chamberlain bill j
has not begun.
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BAKER LAYS PLANS
10 AIO FUNST
Worried by News From Border, He Seeks Way to
Mobilize More Troops.
Censorship Tight at War Department; Word From
Front Disquieting.

?

X

Plain Dealer Bureau,
38 Post Building,
AVASHINGTON, March 21.
The war department refused to give
out tonight the text of the Funston
appeal for reinforcements and made
every effort to minimize the importance of the call. Secretary Baker and
other officials said they wanted it understood, the sending of reinforcements
did not signify any material change
in the situation.
While the hope continues strong
there will be no misunderstanding
with Gen. Carranza or any other of the
Carranzista soldiers, It was learned
tonight from high official sources that
the large number of Carranza troops
massed about the border are the cause
of considerable apprehension.
This anxiety, it is distinctly set
forth, is .not due in any way to anything that has happened, but is,
caused by a fear of possibilities.
Gen. Funston has warned Washington officials of the necessity for
preparation
for any emergency.
Further
there
have
been recent conferences among war department heads at which the question
has been considered of ways and
means of providing the largest available number of reinforcements in
case such a. call should come. The
heads of the militia division of the
war department were present at at
least one of these conferences. There
was no indication tonight, however,
of the issuance of any order affecting the national guard.
From one official source came the
information that in all probability i
should extra reinforcements be need-!
the coast artillery would be called j
Into action. There are approximately
13,000 regulars in this artillery. Their
training has been such they easily
can be converted into infantry. Members of this artillery are the crack
gunners of the army.
Before the call for troops cabinet
officers talked with the president
about the extension Of the agreement
betwen the United States and Gen.
Carranza for the annihilation of
Villa. This had to do with the request of the United States for the
use of the Mexican railways in transporting supplies.
Later Aoting Secretary Polk met
with Ellseo Arredondo, Mexican ambassador designate, regarding a suggested protocol which would include
the permission for the United States
to use the railways.
The protocol will not be signed at
once, since time will have to be given
each government for ample consideration of counter-proposals. In the
meantime, the cabinet favors an attitude of acquiescence in any reason- j
able Carranza proposals.
V
A big factor in the cabinet's con- ;
sideration of the question was realization of the difficulty confronting Cari ranza in making his position perfectly
j clear to the Mexican public.
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A good pack mule, but it won't budge.
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BAKER: TRAINED ADMINISTRATOR
BY FREDERIC C. HOWE
COMMISSIONER OF IMMIGRATION AT THE PORT OF NEW YORK
FEW men in public life more
completely refute the opinion
commonly held that democracy
involves the commonplace and will
not tolerate the expert trained official
than Newton D. Baker, the new appointee to the portfolio of war. For
few men in America are more thoroly prepared for public life, and few
men have had a longer, more progressive and more fruitful career,
measured by achievement, than the
most recently appointed member of
President Wilson's Cabinet. Probably the increasing number of
trained men who are finding their
way into municipal, state and Federal service is the best evidence of
the changing character of our politics.
Mr. Baker has been in the public
service almost continuously since his
graduation from Johns Hopkins University in 1892, where he took his
Bachelor degree, and Washington
and Lee, where he completed his law
studies. Trained for the law and
really interested in the profession,
he has been called from it repeatedly
from the moment he returned to his
native town of Martinsburg, West
Virginia, down to the present.'. He
was first appointed private secretary
for Postmaster-General Wilson, the
author of the Wilson Tariff Bill.
Leaving that position, he was induced to go to Cleveland, Ohio, as a
larger field for professional work.
Almost immediately after arriving
there he was appointed assistant solicitor in the City Law Department,
and upon the election of Tom L.
Johnson as Mayor in 1901 he was
appointed city solicitor. This position he filled for eight years. It was
an experience that would train any
man in the most difficult legal problems, in the most complex administrative difficulties, for these were
years of strenuous city building in
Cleveland, in which the old traditions
of spoils politics and corrupt control
by public service corporations were
being shattered, and the foundations
of a new type of city government
were being laid.
Mr. Baker was not only the city
solicitor, he was the close confidential
adviser of Mayor Johnson in his
struggle to free the city from the
public utility interests controlled by
Hanna and other politicians. The
street railway franchises were expiring. The companies desired their renewal. They refused to grant satisfactory terms. Mayor Johnson insisted that his experience had demonstrated that three cents was a rea-

sonable charge for carrying passengers. And this was his rallying political cry. The issue was as to
whether Cleveland really owned its
streets. It seems a simple one, yet all
the intrenched privileges of the state
were bent on denial of this right.
Year after year the struggle waged.
Probably twenty elections turned
around that issue.
At the end of eight years of struggle the street railways finally capitulated. They were driven to accept a
three-cent fare. This fare has continued, with only occasional inter^
ruptions when it has been necessary
to add one cent for a transfer to tide
over periods of hard times which
were reflected in the companies'
earnings. Thru this reduction in
fares the car riders of Cleveland
have been saved from $2,500,000 to
$3,000,000 every year.
On the death of Mayor Johnson,
Mr. Baker was recognized as his
logical successor. He was elected
mayor by a majority of 15,000, a
large part of his support coming
from districts which had been most
antagonistic to Mayor Johnson and
his program. The program of municipal ownership had been freed
from many obstacles, and Mayor
Baker was first elected on an issue
of municipal ownership of the electric lighting plant. A $2,000,000
plant was approved by the voters. It
was subsequently erected. Electric
lighting rates were immediately reduced to a maximum of three cents
and a minimum of one-half cent per
kilowatt hour. Even on these charges
the municipal plant has proven a
great success; it has not only earned
all operating and fixed charges, but
a substantial surplus as well.
These dominating issues being out
of the way, Mayor Baker turned to
other lines of municipal activity. Under the provisions of the Constitution the cities of Ohio were authorized to draft their own charters. A
charter commission was appointed of
fifteen men. It was a really representative and distinguished commission. It sat for several months, and
finally reported back a model democratic charter, which was subsequently approved by the people. Under this charter Mr. Baker was
elected mayor for a second term,
which expired January 1, 1916.
During the years of his administration Cleveland took rank as probably the best governed city in America. A splendid project of grouping
all the public buildings was adopted.
Similar plans were carried thru in

the surrounding territory, so that
Cleveland has now provided wonderful suburban developments capable of
accommodating probably half a million people. Other great projects were
the completion of the water works
system, the building of splendid
bridges over the Cuyahoga River, the
completion of the park system, and
negotiations for the acquisition of a ,
large part of its lake front to be used
for municipal docks and terminals.
This is but indicative of the big
visioned development which it has
fallen to Mr. Baker's lot to carry
thru. It has trained him in the handling of big projects; it has familiarized him with men and methods, and
the interests which menace the nation
no less than the city and the state.
It has been a training involving just
such large administrative and legislative measures as the administration of the portfolio of war presents.
At the expiration of his second
term as mayor, Mr. Baker declined
to be a candidate for reelection. He
desired to return to the law. He is
recognized as a great orator and he
is an orator of the scholarly type. At
the Baltimore convention which
placed Mr. Wilson in nomination he
delivered an address recognized as
one of the most brilliant of the convention, and his activities on behalf
of Mr. Wilson contributed greatly to
his nomination.
Mr. Baker is one of the few men in
politics who keeps all of his academic enthusiasms alive. He is a constant reader and has a remarkable
memory. He, is interested in many
social activities. For several years he
was president of the Phi Gamma
Delta Fraternity, which he joined at
Johns Hopkins when he was a student under Woodrow Wilson. He has
recently been elected national president of the National Consumers'
League. While mayor he gave a great
deal of attention to many social activities for the amelioration of housing, living and recreational conditions in the city.
According to the press Mr. Baker,
who at forty-four is the youngest
member of the Cabinet, is said to
be profoundly interested in peace.
He has, however, exprest approval of
the President's preparedness program, and if the news accounts may
be accepted as correct, we may assume that he is for preparedness for
defense and the conduct of the War
Department as an aid to the preservation of peace, rather than an instrumentality for easy war.
Ellis Island, New York
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HOUSE DEFEATS 220,000
ARMY PLAN BY 183 TO 104
Rejects Kahn Amendment and Removes Chief Obstacle
to Hay Bill for Force of 140,000—Mann Leads
in Two Hour Debate.
WASHINGTON', March 20.—By defeating the Kahn amendment raising the
limit of the regular army proposed in
the Hay bill from 140,000 to 220,000 the
Souse to-day'indicated'what it regards
as an adequate measure of preparedness in the way of national defence.
The amendment was rejected by a
vote .of 183 to 103, a majority of 80
in. favor of the smaller army. No roll
call was taken, but twelve Democrats
filed between the tellers in support of the
amendment. More than thirty Republicans, mainly from the middle West, were
counted in opposition.
Among the Democrats who voted for
the larger army were Representatives
Coney, Farley, Hulbert and Caldwell,
New York; OIney and Phelan, Massachusetts ; Liebel, Pennsylvania; Coady,
Maryland; Burke, Wisconsin ; Borland,
Missouri; Hart; New Jersey, and McAndrew, Illinois.
The Republicans who voted ■with the
majority against the proposed change
in the flay bill came from Iowa, Kan-'
sas, Minnesota,. Ohio and other States
of the West and the Mississippi River
region. The vote indicated that the
problem of army increase is a regional
rather than a partisan political question.
While the House was busy with the
army bill a decision was reached in the'
Senate not to consider the subject of
army reorganization' until the House has
concluded consideration of the Hay bill.
This was deemed the wiser course, inasmuch as it is the purpose of the Administration to insist upon features of the
^hanfberlaln bill pending in the Senate
as a part nf the completed army legislation.
At a meeting of the New York Republicans in the House this morning an
agreement was reached to support the I
Kahn amendmfcnt and all proposals that
represent an advance in armament over
those reported by Chairman Hay.

Minor Changes Accepted.
With the rejection of the Kahn
amendment the Hay 'bill passed the most
critical points of its course through the
House. Several minor amendments were
adopted, one increasing the personnel of
the ordnance division and another reorganizing the Medical Reserve Corps,
but these' were either offered or accepted
by the chairman of the committee, Mr.
Hay.
The debate on the Kahn amendment
was even more spirited than the general debate on the Hay bill itself. Representative Mann attacked the measure
as providing an inadequate regular
army and as .-being insufficient response
to the President's request for a national defence force in emergency.
Mr. Hay replied that an army of 220,000 would be no more adequate to meet,
an emergency than an army of 140,000.
He also' said that above the roa r of
the cannon and the pall of smoke that
hangs over the battlefield of Verdun
there is appearing a ray of hope for'
an early peace, and that the United
States would, find itself saddled iw.ith an
army it could not use if the Kahn
amendment were adopted.
The chairman of the Military Commits
tee also attacked specifically the National Security League and its president.
S. Standwood Menken of New York, asserting that it was working for a selfish
purpose.

Sees Signs of Peace.
"Who is attacking the Institutions of
this country? W.hat nation on earth is
attacking them? There is not a country
on earth' to-day that has any idea of
-making war on the United States. The
signs of the times in Europe point to the
fact that peace is beginning to hover
over that country. When peace comes
what will gentlemen say to their people,
gentlemen who have voted to saddle
on their people 220,000 soldiers, men who
will not be use for any purpose?
"If an emergency should arise we
should have to depend on the volunteers
of this, country and on. the National
Guard. If you authorize these 220,000
men you will provide something which
is against the best interests of our people
and in favor of taxation which we can
escape, which- we do not want and do
not need.
. "I am not in favor of being carried off
my feet by the National Security League
and people of that sort who- are carrying
oil this propaganda, not for-the purpose
of really preparing the country in time
of emergency but for their own selfish
purposes."
,
Representative Gardner in supporting
the Kahn amendment made satirical
thrusts at the Hay bill.
. "It seems almost superfluous," he said,
"for the President, to go, all over the
country and exhibit the existing- -sentiment for preparedness and after all have
It, result in the mountain being in labor
and bringing forth a ridiculous mouse."

Two Hours Ll-vely Debate.
In the two hours of debate that preceded the vote speakers on the Republican side found themselves at odds. Representatives Gardner, Massachusetts, and
Madden, Illinois, assailed the Hay bill.
Representatives Anthony, Kansas; McKenzie, Illinois ; Mondell, Wyoming, and
others quite as vehemently defended it.
The same was true to a lesser degree of
the Democratic side.
Mr. Mann, chief spokesman for the
"What Are 40,000 Jlen t".
Kahn amendment, said:
"I have been of the pacifists, I be- ; Mr. James of Michigan asked if the
lieve, as they are properly called. Never bill in its present form would not have
have I addressed the House before under the support. of such peace at any price
a greater responsibility to my country advocates' as William J. Bryan, Henry
than I feel now. What is the situation? Ford and Jane Addams.
"I will say to my fellow member and
A year ago last December, after the
European war had been in progress for Spanish war veteran that he is right,"
said
Mr. Gardner. "Not only could those
some months, the President informed
the Congress that in his opinion at pacifists vote' for this bill, but all the
that time there was no practical need people of this House who for years have
been-fighting against a large army can
of an increase ill the regular army.
and will vote for it.
"Last fall he announced publicly that
"What are 40,000 men? I hold in my
he thought there should be an increase. hand a list of the various standing
He invited the leaders of the opposition armies of the world before the outbreak
in the House and Senate to a conference, of the European war. I find the standexpressing the hope that the question ing army of Turkey is no less than 430,of the preparedness of this country 000 men and that of Switzerland 140,000
men. A-fter these months and months
might be considered as an emergency of telling the people about the preparedmatter, free from, partisanship. In Jan- ness that we are going to have this is
uary he made a tour of the country, urg- the net result. We get 40,000 increase.''
The majority leaders do not expect the
ing it to get in a better position of
preparedness for international troubles. Hay bill to reach a final vote until late
in
the week.
"Now, what has he receii'ed therefor?
This bill authorizes an increase in the
Training: Camps Will Open.
regular army of 10,000 in the next
fifteen months. The President was askEmphatic denial was made yesterday
ing preparation as an emergency mat- at Governors Island that the Plattsburg and other training camps would
ter in view of complications which might
not be held. The camp at Chickamauga
and probably would arise.
"I remember when gentlemen on the | will be opened on April 3 and that at
floor said at the time we had a regular I Plattsburg will begin work on. May 3.
army of only 23,000 that you could ] There also will be two camps on the!
not increase it because you could not ! Pacific coast.
get the men to enlist. "We never have
failed to keep the regular arms' up to
the highest point allowed by the President under his orders. To say that we
cannot get the men is to write our countrymen down as pusillanimous cowards."
Representative Hay closing the debate
said ■'

"Gentlemen talk a,bout emergencies.
If we had an emergency it would take
a million men, not 220,000. Everybody
in this country realizes that it is impossilble to recruit under the volunteer
system an army of 220,000 men. Here
is this- letter which we all received tins
morning signed 'by this great military
expert S. iStanwood Menken, who I dare
say does not know the difference between
a. battery and a troop and who never
saw a squadron in the field.
'IHe says the military experts of this
country have not been followed. If we
undertook to follow them and .make
enough military bills we would 'have a
[thousand bills in this House .instead of
one. -Every one of them has a plan
and a different idea about these things.
In the nineteen years 'I have been on the
! Military Committee it. has never got
■ any help from these experts in working
; out a practical scheme. These people
l are maintaining a. vast organization
; throughout the country.
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LIKES POST OF IB
Cabinet Member Reached
Here Yesterday, Spends
Today With Family.
Party Leaders Here Expect!
to Get Ex-Mayor's Views
on Candidates.
BY WALKER S. BTJEL.
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker
came home to Cleveland yesterday declaring he likes his job.
Secretary Baker has been at the
capital since he went a week ago last
Wednesday to take the oath of office
following his appointment to the cabinet by President Wilson. The sudden
whirlwind on the Mexican border prevented his earlier return to Cleveland.
"I gave out a statement last night
just before leaving Washington, saying that so far as we could tell from
reports at hand, everything was quiet
along the border," Mr. Baker said,
when asked regarding the Mexican
situation.
The war secretary will be in Cleveland today, going again to Washington tomorrow.
Talce Trip Into Country.
Leaving Washington Saturday evening, he reached his home shortly
after noon yesterday.
The Bakers
spent the afternoon in the country,
and were at the home of friends in
the city for dinner last evening.
The department at Washington had
Secretary Baker's telephone number
and telegraph address, ready to communicate
with
him immediately
ahould Mexican developments arise
necessitating his attention and action.
"I'm having a most delightful
time," he asserted with reference to
his new -work. "It's hard work, and
complicated work; but I like it."
Asked his opinion as to the length
of time that will be required to accomplish the purpose of the punitive
expedition sent after Villa, Secretary
Baker said he, could not conjecture
such an estimate.
With the secretary in the city today, it is expected Democratic organization leaders will get in touch with
him to discuss the party situation and
, learn any preliminary word he may
have relative to consideration of candidates.
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CONGRESS AND DEFENCE.
The passage of the Hay Army bill in
the House is virtually assured by yesterday's test vote on the Kahn amendment This amendment would have
made the strength of the regular army
equal to that contemplated in the Chamberlain bill in the Senate. The proposal
was defeated by a vote of nearly 2 to 1,
with one-third of Mr. Mann's Republican following deserting him. Cries of
pain from those whom the World aptly
calls our amateur Csesars have been
forthcoming. Pork and politics will be
flung in the face of Congress. But we
are much mistaken if upon the country
at large the belief has not grown by
this time that not pork and politics

YORK,
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TUESDAY,

Amidst such brainstorms of psychologizing and nightmares of invasion,
Congress presents to-day a refreshing
haven of sanity. It has approached the
problem of national defence as any responsible man or body of men is compelled to approach it. Congress has not
called up phantom armies against us,
but has discussed the probabilities of
danger arising from an international
situation such as presents itself to the
reasonable mind. It has recognized that
armies of defence cannot be invoked by
word of mouth, but that, whatever
scheme is adopted, it would be years
before the necessary forces were created. It has then made the logical distinction
between
legislating
for an emergency and legislating
^ ^ ^^ Ag chairman Hay

have dictated the action ^ ^^°^ pointed out, if it is an emergency
but something like a sincere conviction that confronts us, an army of 250,000
based upon a condition of public senti- or an army of 500,000 is insufficient. "We
ment fffhich the fulminators of prepar- must call out a million volunteers and
edness to the hilt utterly .misrepresent. begin drilling at once. Short of that,
When the most effective speech in de- the building up of an efficient defence
fence of the Hay bill is made by a Re- must be carried out on existing nationpublican Congressman, it is no longer al foundations, and in accord with
possible to speak of Democratic cow- American traditions and ambitions.
ardice and scuttle. And when one reads Building up a great national reserve on
the debates in the Congressional Record,- the basis of the existing militia, for inand compares them with the profundi- stance, is a puerile thing to the amaties of the magazine and newspaper teur militarist who will shake you a
strategists, a feeling of gratitude arises Federal force of half a million men
that the fate of the country does lie in dut of his sleeve. But Congress, whose
the hands 'of our "misrepresentative" task it is to create this reserve instead
Congress, and not in the hands of the of writing articles for the magazines, is
amateur Caesars who were suggesting apparently of the mind that a National
the other day that Congress be reorgan- !
Guard of 120,000 men to begin with is
ized and debate strictly limited in the,
something not to be thrown away.
interests of national safety.
If Congress to-day is misrepresentaOf the state of mind that discerns in
tive, it misrepresents only the artificial
the action of Congress a betrayal of the
panic and E latesmanship and statistics
nation's interests and the national will,
of the agitated amateurs. Congress does
a fresh instance is supplied by Robert
R. McCormick's contribution to the not assume that Illinois and Ohio will
,-refuse to defend New York against the
problem in this month's Century, under
Germans. It does not assume that
the stimulating title, "Ripe for ConAmerican militia and volunteer troops
quest." A detailed analysis is not necwill run away at the first opportunity.
essary. "We know"—that is, the writIt does not assume that a Continental
er knows—"that within three weeks of
obtaining command of the sea, Eng- army born to-day will give us a more
land, Germany, France, Austria, or Ja- effective second line than an improved
pan can land from two hundred to four force built around the existing National Guard, whose efficiency, our Century
hundred thousand men upon the seawriter admits, has improved "many hunboard of the United States, and follow
this up at the rate of two hundred thou- dred per cent, since 1898." Congress
has assumed that if a man can be trainsand men a month indefinitely." So
ed to be a good'fighter in si* months,
that now even Austria is in a position
as Gen. Wood has testified, it would be
to sweep our fleet from the sea. "We
so
much gain to start with the National
are as defenceless as China before JaGuard, instead of wiping it out of existpan, as defenceless as Egypt was before
the Romans." And is it only because ence. Congress has assumed that some
credence is due to the testimony of Adwe lack an army? No: we have no
such thing as a national spirit. The miral Fletcher about the efficiency of
Middle West is hostile to the degenerate our fleet, and to the testimony of Gen.
population on our coasts. "New York Weaver about the strength of our coast
and the northeastern sea-coast are to defences. Congress, in short, has kept
them nothing but the homes of the dodg- its head, and it has done so not for the '
ing, obligation-shifting, idle rich, in sake of pork or the sake of politics,
whose behalf they would certainly feel but because of increasing evidence that
no call to die." Put aside the trifling the country as a whole has also kept its
fact that it is New York and the sea- head.
coasts which are hot for preparedness,
and the Middle West which has kept
cool. What is one to say to this state
of mind which solemnly suggests that
Ohio and Illinois will refuse to fight
when the Germans and the Japanese
land in the United States? This is the
new patriotism. And Congress, when
it proceeds on the assumption that Ohio
and Illinois have not seceded from the
Union, is guilty of treason.

THE HA? BILL VOTE.

~^|

The congressmen who voted for the passage of the*'
Hay bill are not necessarily to be held accountable
therefor. There was reason in the stand of Representative Britten and there was also reason in the
stand of the congressmen who voted for 'the bill intending to work for the adoption of the Chamberlin
bill when that measure comes to the house.
The significant rote was the vote for the'Kahn
amendment to increase the size of the regular establishment to a point where it would approach national
defense.
Further significance is found in the fact that in
two roll calls upon a proposal to increase the size
of the regular army from the criminal insufficiency
provided by Congressman Hay, the vote for the
increase has steadily grown.
This is encouraging. It shows that there are conpressmen who are willing to learn when the facts
are put before them.
The house has been thoroughly awakened to the
importance of military defense. The repudiation by
Secretary of War Baker of Congressman Hay's
criminal misstatements educated many of' them.
Lucid arguments of Congressmen Madden and Mann
convinced others. Undoubtedly the debate in the
senate will bring more light. Hope has begun to
dawn that adequate military legislation will result
at this session. While the middle west must feel
ashamed at the number of middle western congressmen that voted against the nation, it finds comfort
in the fact that the most capable leaders of preparedness come from its midst.
When the final roll call comes we hope that the
central congressmen will not show the same indifference to the seaboard communities that the east is^
showing to the fate of citizens on the Mexican frontier and in Mexico.

SECRETARY BAKER'S GOOD START.
Secretary of War Baker has added to the good
impression he made by showing up the Hay bill by
taking under advisement the request of Gov. Dunne
for a rehearing upon the request of the state of
Illinois for permission to make the Illinois river
navigable and to connect it with the south end of
the Chicago drainage canal.
During the interim between the resignation of
Secretary Garrison and the appointment of Secretary Baker, Chief of Engineers Gen. Kingman had
in effect reversed the findings of half a dozen boards
of army engineers as well as of the. judge advocate
general of the army, and had imposed his veto upon
the state's attempt to open water navigation between
the Chicago and Illinois rivers.
Ever since Congressman Frear and his associates
defeated various unsavory items in the proposed
river and harbor bill of 1915 the war department
has been the center of porcine efforts, and unfortunately the office of the chief engineer has not stood
up well under the strain. Naturally the act of the
chief of engineers in vetoing a waterway improvement to be undertaken without the aid of federal
appropriation is suspected of being influenced by
the gentleman whose business is federal appropriations for so-called river and harbor improvements.
:' The secretary has shown great discrimination in
upholding the military section of the war department
where it was so clearly right and in giving further
consideration to the action of the civil section of
the same department where it is so clearly wrong.
In both cases the secretary had to resist strong
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CONGRESS AND DEFENCE.
The passage of the Hay Army bill in
the House is virtually assured by yesterday's test vote on the Kahn amendment. This amendment would have
made the strength of the regular artny
equal to that contemplated in the Chamberlain bill in the Senate. The proposal
was defeated by a vote of nearly 2 to 1,
with one-third of Mr. Mann's Republican following deserting him. Cries of
pain from those whom the World aptly
calls our amateur Caesars have been
forthcoming. Pork and politics will be
flung in the face of Congress. But we
are. much mistaken if upon the country
at large the belief has not grown by
this time that not pork and politics
have dictated the action of the House,
but something like a sincere conviction
based upon a condition of public sentiment which the fulminators of preparedness to the hilt utterly .misrepresent.
When the most effective speech in defence of the Hay bill is made by a Republican Congressman, it is no longer
possible to speak of Democratic cowardice and scuttle. And when one reads
the debates in the Congressional Record,and compares them with the profundities of the magazine and newspaper
strategists, a feeling of gratitude arises
that the fate of the country does lie in
the hands 'of our "misrepresentative"
Congress, and not in the hands of the
amateur Caesars who were suggesting
the other day that Congress be reorganized and debate strictly limited in the,
interests of national safety.
Of the state of mind that discerns in
the action of Congress a betrayal of the:
nation's interests and the national will,1
a fresh instance is supplied by Robert
R. McCormick's contribution to the
problem in this month's Century, under
the stimulating title, "Ripe for Conquest." A detailed analysis is not necessary. "We know"—that is, the writer knows—"that within three weeks of
obtaining command of the sea, England, Germany, France, Austria, or Japan can land from two hundred to four
hundred thousand men upon the seaboard of the United States, and follow
this up at the rate of two hundred thousand men a month indefinitely." So
that now even Austria is in a position
to sweep our fleet from the sea. "We
are as defenceless as China before Japan, as defenceless as Egypt was before
the Romans." And is it only because
we lack an army? No: we have no
such thing as a national spirit. The
Middle West is hostile to the degenerate
population on our coasts. "New York
and the northeastern sea-coast are to
them nothing but the homes of the dodging, obligation-shifting, idle rich, in
whose behalf they would certainly feel
no call to die." Put aside the trifling
fact that it is New York and the seacoasts which are hot for preparedness,
and the Middle West which has kept
cool. What Is one to say to this state
of mind which solemnly suggests that
Ohio and Illinois will refuse to fight
when the Germans and the Japanese
land in the United States? This is the
new patriotism. And Congress, when
it proceeds on the assumption that Ohio
and Illinois have not seceded from the
Union, is guilty of treason.

YORK,

TUESDAY,

Amidst such brainstorms of" psychologizing and nightmares of invasion,
Congress presents to-day a refreshing
haven of sanity. It has approached the
problem of national defence as any responsible man or body of men is compelled to approach it. Congress has not
called up phantom armies against us,
but has discussed the probabilities of
danger arising from an international
situation such as presents itself to the
reasonable mind. It has recognized that
armies of defence cannot be invoked by
word of mouth, but that, whatever
scheme is adopted, it would be years
before the necessary forces were created. It has then made the logical distinction
between
legislating
for an emergency and legislating
for the future. As Chairman Hay
pointed out, if it is an emergency
that confronts us, an army of 250,000
or an army of 500,000 is insufficient. We
must call out a million volunteers and
begin drilling at once. Short of that,
the building up of an efficient defence
must be carried out on existing national foundations, and in accord with
American traditions and ambitions.
Building up a great national reserve on
the basis of the existing militia, for instance, is a puerile thing to the amateur militarist who will shake you a
Federal force of half a million men
out of his sleeve. But Congress, whose
task it is to create this reserve instead
of writing articles for the magazines, is
apparently of the mind that a National
Guard of 120,000 men to begin with is
something not to be thrown away.
If Congress to-day is misrepresentative, it misrepresents only the artificial
panic and E tatesmanship and statistics
of the agitated amateurs. Congress does
not assume that Illinois and Ohio will
-refuse to defend New York against the
Germans. It does not assume that
American militia and volunteer troops
will run away at the first opportunity.
It does not assume that a Continental
army born to-day will give us a more
effective second line than an improved
force built around the existing National Guard, whose efficiency, our Century
writer admits, has improved "many hundred per cent, since 1898." Congress
has assumed that if a man can be trained to be a good'fighter in si« months,
as Gen. Wood has testified, it would be
so much gain to start with the National
Guard, instead of wiping it out of existence. Congress has assumed that some
credence is due to the testimony of Admiral Fletcher about the efficiency of
our fleet, and to the testimony of Gen.
Weaver about the strength of our coast
defences. Congress, in short, has kept
its head, and it has done so not for the
sake of pork or the sake of politics,
but because of increasing evidence that
the country as a whole has also kept its
head.

THE HAY BILL VOTE.

^

The congressmen who voted for the passage of the*
Hay bill are not necessarily to be held. accountable
therefor. There was reason in the stand of Representative Britten and there was also reason in the
stand of the congressmen who voted for the bill intending to work for the adoption of the Chamberlin
bill when that measure comes to the house.
The significant vote was the vote for the'lvahn
amendment to increase the size of the regular establishment to a point where it would approach national
defense.
Further significance is found in the fact that in
two roll calls upon a proposal to increase the size
of the regular army from the criminal insufficiency
provided by Congressman Hay, the vote for the
increase has steadily grown.
This is encouraging. It shows that there are conpressmen who are willing to learn when the facts
are put before them.
The house has been thoroughly awakened to the
importance of military defense. The repudiation by
Secretary of War Baker of Congressman Hay's
criminal misstatements educated many of' them.
Lucid arguments of Congressmen Madden and Mann
convinced others. Undoubtedly the debate in the
senate will bring more light. Hope has begun to
dawn that adequate military legislation will result
at this session. While the middle west must feel
ashamed at the number of middle western congressmen that voted against the nation, it finds comfort
in the fact that the most capable leaders of preparedness come from its midst.
When the final roll call comes we hope that the
central congressmen will not show the same indifference to the seaboard communities that the east i.s-;|
showing to the fate of citizens on the Mexican frontier and in Mexico.

SECRETARY BAKER'S GOOD START.
Secretary of War Baker has added to the good
impression he made by showing up the Hay bill by
taking under advisement the" request of Gov. Dunne
for a rehearing upon the request of the state of
Illinois for permission to make the Illinois river
navigable and to connect it with the south end of
the Chicago drainage canal.
During the interim between the resignation of
Secretary Garrison and the appointment of Secretary Baker, Chief of Engineers Gen. Kingman had
in effect reversed the findings of half a dozen boards
of army engineers as well as of the. judge advocate
general of the army, and had imposed his veto upon
the state's attempt to open water navigation between
the Chicago and Illinois rivers.
Ever since Congressman Frear and his associates
defeated various unsavory items in the proposed
river and harbor bill of 1915 the war department
has been the center of porcine efforts, and unfortunately the office of the chief engineer has not stood
up well under the strain. Naturally the act of the
chief of engineers in vetoing a waterway improvement to be undertaken without the aid of federal
appropriation is suspected of being influenced by
the gentleman whose business is federal appropriations for so-called river and harbor improvements.
' The secretary has shown great discrimination in
upholding the military section of the war department
where it was so clearly right and in giving further
consideration to the action of the civil section of
the same department where it is so clearly wrong.
In both cases the secretary had to resist strong
political pressure.
With the subject matter now coming before the
secretary on its merits, the people interested in improved river navigation, as well as people interested
in progressive legislation, may feel encouraged.
As mayor of Cleveland, Secretary Baker was one
of those rare products—a constructive reformer.
When he is fully acquainted with the details of the
Dunne waterway plan, which the state will build
at its own expense and provide adequate water
transportation between the Chicago and the Illinois
rivers, at the same time developing sufficient electric
power to pay the cost of operating the canal, the
interest as a sinking fund upon the bonds, he is not
likely to pay much attention to the sophistries urged
against it or to veto it because it would form a
precedent. It is a waterway improvement which is
entirely in the interest of the public and contains
o " pork."
4
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HOUSE PROVIDES 110,000
RESERVES IN HAY BILL
Adopts 3 Amendments Broadening Scope; Gives President More Authority—Plan Creates 50,000
Officers Trained in Schools.
WASHINGTON, March 21.-—.The House
to-day broadened the scope' of the Hay
army bill by amplifying the reserve features and increasing- the authority of
the President in the preparation of industrial plants for the uses of war.
Thi-ee amendments were adopted—,
two with the consent of Chairman Hay
of the Military Affairs Committee—designed to enlarge the reserves both of
officers and men who may he drawn
upon in case of war, and giving the
President more direct authority over the
regular reserves.
Another amendment, offered by Representative Tilson of Connecticut and
C5
modified by Representative Good of
Iowa, authorizes the Secretary of War
to prepare plans for the conversion of
CO f industrial plants into munitions and supply factories in case of war, and to procure the mechanical fixtures and appliances necessary for this purpose.
In the adoption of an amendment offered toy Representative Gardner of
Massachusetts authorizing the Secretary of War to furlough to the reserves enlisted men of the army who
have had a year's service with the
colors Representative Hay met with
his first defeat.

o
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First Defeat for Hay.
The chairman of the Military Affairs
Committee insisted that the modification
would stand in the way of the increaseof the regular army, which- could not
fee' recruited rapidly enough to fill the
gaps made by transfer of men to the
reserves.
Nevertheless, he was defeated by a vote of 128 to 177, the
House recording itself in favor of the
amendment.
The same amendment was first offered by Representative Kahn with the
additional provision that enlisted men
might be transferred to the reserves
after two years service upon their own
initiative. This plan the House rejected
by a narrow margin. When Mr. Gardner proposed the. amendment without the
two year provision it was adopted.
The House hot only, .approved this
step to build up rapidly the trained
reserve as an element of national defence but decided to place this' reserve,
which at the end of four years will
amount to .60,000' men, according to estimates on which the Hay bill is' based,
directly under the President by authorizing him to call it into service without
previously obtaining the consent of Congress.
The second important step taken by
the House in the direction of providing
reserve, forces was the adoption of an
amendment offered by Representative
Gard of Ohio, the purpose of which is
the creation of a corps of a0,000 reserve officers to be trained in the schools
and colleges of the country. The Gard
plan, with the assent of Chairman Hay,
was substituted for the plan embodied
in the House bill providing for the establishment of a corps of cadet officers
in the regular army.
Debate A mid Sliella. '
At the close of to-day's debate the
House had assumed the. appearance of
a deliberative military body. On a
table at the. foot of the Speaker's rostrum lay a three, inch shell, a shrapnel
shell and other implements of warfare,
which members of the House handled
gingerly. They were provided as an
ocular demonstration of the necessity of
providing special appliances and tools
for the manufacture of war munitions
in industrial plants.
In the hope of disposing of the army
bill to-morrow Chairman Hay obtained
unanimous consent to depart from the
regular order which calls for the consideration of calendar bills on Wednes-

day.:' It is expected by majority leaders
that'fhe final vote on the Hay bill may
be reached to-morrow. There are several important provisions in the measure, however, including the militia features and the plan for the Government
nitrate factory, which will be discussed
at length.
; The Gard amendment providing for
-the extension of military training to all
schools and colleges having more than
100 students who may qualify for the
reserve officers corps led to a spirited
debate. Representative
McKellar of
Tennessee offered a substitute plan
calling for-the appropriation of $16,000,000 to be parcelled out to one school
in each of the States at which a certain
number of students might receive free
the education to equip them as army
officers. This latter proposal found few
supporters and was rejected by an almost unanimous vote,
i

' Prescribes Course In Schools.
Sentiment in favor of the Gard plan,
which, is.similar to the educational provision in the Senate army bill, was pronounced. The plan calls for the detailing of army officers as instructors at
schools and colleges where a cadet corps
may be organized.
The course of military instruction required calls for three hours a day for
the first two years and five hours for
the last two year*, with service with
the regular army for a period of six
months. Upon graduating the student
on entering the reserve officers corps is
required to sign an agreement to respond
to the call of the President for service
at any time within ten years.
Representative Mann, the minority
leader; Representative Fitzgerald of
New York and others approved the Gard
plan. "I think," said Mr. Mann, "that
it will make good soldiers and officers
faster than they could be provided in
any other way."
"The amendment will provide," said
Mr. Fitzgerald, "a reserve of 50,000 officers. After four years training in
school and six months service with the
regular army they will be competent to
assume command in case of need."
Finally Representative Hay gave his
approval to the Gard plan and discarded
the scheme embodied in the bill which
calls for the establishment of a cadet
corps of officers to be maintained in
connection with the regular army.
Munitions Plants Provision.
The amendment of Representative Tilson, which bears on industrial mobiliza-.
tion, authorizes the Secretary of War
to prepare a list of industrial plants
which will be available for the manufacture of munitions of war and clothes
him with authority to obtain, by purchase or otherwise, the tools and equipment necessary to fit out these plants
for the manufacture of war materials.
In support of his plan he assembled
the forbidding array of shells and
weapons at the foot of the Speaker's
desk. Before he could explain the necessity of special tools for manufacturing
them Representative Hay accepted his
amendment and it was adopted without
debate.
The Tilson amendment provides that
tiie Secretary of War shall procure "dies,
jigs, tools, gauges, fixtures and other
appliances, including specifications and
detailed drawings, as may be necessary
for the immediate manufacture of arms,
ammunition and special equipment
necessary to properly arm and equip
the land forces of the United States in
time of war or the imminence thereof."
Before the final vote on the Hay
bill is reached it is expected another
opportunity will be afforded the House
to 'record itself on the amendment offered by Representative Kahn to increase the regular army to 220,000 men.
It is not improbable that on a record
vote many who opposed the. proposition
in committee will support, it.

Mr. Hay's Preparedness.
In closing the debate upon the
ICahn amendment to the army bill in
the House of Representatives on
Monday Chairman HAY exclaimed:
"I am for preparedness!" Really
Mr. HAY is for nothing of the sort.
If the bill that bears his name provides for increasing the regular army
by small instalments of 10,000 men
a year until it reaches a strength of
140,000 it is not with the Hon. JAMES
HAY'S approval—his hand has been
forced. Political considerations require that something shall be done
about the army; besides, President
WILSON'S programme calls for a certain amount of preparedness; so
Chairman HAY is a good Democrat.
Let us see what the chairman of the
Committee on Military Affairs said
on the subject when it was under discussion on January 21, 1915, nearly
six months after the outbreak of war
in Europe:
"I am utterly opposed to adding a
single man to the standing army as it
now exists. I am not in sympathy with those who want to add 25,000 men and j
1,000 officers to the regular army now. <
What would that cost? It would cost !
5'27,000,000 alone, just that, and would |
add to our military expenditures £27,000,000 a year."

At that time, fourteen months ago,
Mr. HAY, as now, ridiculed the apprehension that preparedness was necessary. The United States was safer
from attack than it had ever been in
its history. "Why, Mr. Chairman," I
said he, "the United States has a I
latent power greater than that of any |
other country, or of any other th^ee
countries, in the civilized world."
Mr. HAY talks in the same strain
now. "There is not a country on
earth to-day," he said in the House
on Monday, "that has any idea of
making war on the United States."
To a domestic statesman that is unanswerable logic. You must discover
that some country is meditating war
upon us before you prepare to defend
the country against possible invasion.
It will be time enough then to tap the
latent resources of the nation, which
Mr. HAY asserts are greater than
those of "any other three countries
in the civilized world." This is the
old style of preparedness. And, to
quote from the gentleman's speech
on January 21, 1915, any other kind
of preparedness is maintained "at the
expense of our harbors, of our public buildings, of our roads, and of all
the other activities- which ought to
engage our attention."
It is not difficult to read the minds
of Mr. HAY and his friends who profess to be for preparedness but actually are not. They are gambling
upon the chances of the war. If the
Allies should be victorious preparedness would be a dead issue. Mr. HAY
assumes the Allies are going to win.
But, on the other hand, if the Teutonic Powers should prevail Germany would be too exhausted to
tamper with American policies. Therefore, why any preparedness? It
would be expensive, and the Democrats would be held responsible for
increasing the tax burden.

As for the proposal to federalize
the National Guard, in spite of the
protests of the best military authorities, is it not good politics from the
Democratic point of view? The organized militia would be paid out of
the Federal' Treasury, and would
want more and more money as the
years rolled round. There are no
votes in the volunteer army pian
which the Senate army bill provides
for. "I am for preparedness'" ex
claims Mr. HAY. For just a little
the increase of the regular army by
small annual instalments, which he
accepted reluctantly. The rest is politics, we fear.
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Secretary Gives Assurance
War Department Will Back
Civilian Encampments.
Guardsmen Ask Militiaman
be Named Assistant
Secretary.
WASHINGTON. March 16.—President Wilson prfcctically promised the
executive committee of the National
Guard Association today he would
appoint as assistant secretary of war
a man who was familiar with national
guard affairs. The committee suggested former Representative Connolly of Iowa. No selection has been
made.
Secretary Baker today heartily indorsed the movement for citizen soldier training camps, in a letter to
the governing committee of the
Camps Association of New York, in
which he wrote:
"I heartily approve and indorse
the valuable and patriotic service
that is being- rendered to the country by the army training camps for
civilians. I believe in the work of
these camps, not only from the military point of view but as of value
to the • nation educationally in promoting- discipline, order and good
citizenship. The camps are exactly
in line with the sound policy of reliance upon a citizenry trained to
arms as our main safeguard for defense.
"You may rest assured that in
continuing your work of developing
and promoting- these camps on a
national scale, you will have the con- '
tinued co-operation and support of '
the war department."
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The Hay Army Bill Amendment.
The most encouraging features of the House
military bill arc the amendments, particularly as
these amendments seem to bear the stamp either
of the Senate military bill or the General Staff of|
the army. The amendment proposed by Represen-j
tative Augustus P. Gardner yesterday, and adopted:
by the House over the protests of Chairman Hay,;
whose name the bill carries, is far and away the
most meritorious feature of the entire bill, and'
strikes directly at the faulty theory upon which
the proposed army organization is premised.
Mr. Gardner's amendment permits an enlisted
man in the army, who is due for three years'
active service with the colors before passing into
the reserve for four years, to go into the reserve
at the end of one year upon the recommendation
of his troop, company or battery commander, certifying as to his proficiency. Practically this same.
i provision is carried in the Chamberlain, or Senate
bill.
Xo attempt has been made to dispute the
statements of high .administrative officers of the
army, that the present army represents the extreme size we can keep recruited in peace times.
In effect, they told Mr. Hay that, unless the army
is made more attractive for young men, by shortening the term of enlistment and offering other
inducements, not only will it be impossible to find
men for a larger army, but it will be extremely
difficult to maintain the army at its present wholly
inadequate strength.
These same statements were made to Senator
Chamberlain and his colleagues on the other military committee. The Senate bill testified to the
i sincerity of its framers by carrying provisions
which obviously will make the army attractive to
voung men who do not want to make a profession
of soldiering, but to whom a year of intensive
training with an opportunity to save money early
in life, would be attractive.
The Hay bill testified quite as pointedly to the
insincerity of the majority membership by carryin" no such provision. The adoption of the Gardner amendment, therefore, might be taken as an
evidence of a change of heart on the Democratic
side, an indication that some one has "seen the

light." —vy^i.
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President and Secretary Baker
in Night Conference on Revolt
•—

Situation Is Considered Grave, but Officials Discourage All
Discussion of Reports—United States Expedition in a Twofold Danger.
border, and less than eighty miles from
Chihuahua City to the eastward.
The most advanced American column, it
WASHINGTON. D. C, Wednesday. J
Maiming reports from Mexico were Is generally believed here, cannot number
more than 3,000 to 4,000 men. They are far
considered at a conference to-night be- from their base of supplies. They have
uveen Newton D. Baker, Secretary of been pushed onward and onward by GenWar,'and President Wilson. It is believed erail Pershing to attach a foe sa-'-' *•ber only from 500 to 800 men. Under tn»
il.at the situation growing; out of the re- conditions, therefore, me m.iiii.., .
i orted action of the Carranza general. fresh and well provisioned troops against
Luis Kererra, at. Chihuahua City, in go- them suddenly would mean a terrific uphill
.ine over to Villa and taking the field fight in a Hand replete with all the dangers
,_ Jof alien territory,
asainst the United States troops was ttl
ine Bveii ^ worse possibility than a frontal
attack against the advancing column was
chief topic of the conference.
VIr Baker refused to discuss the confer- mentioned in army circles to-nig'ht, as a
ence' in any way. White House officials result of such a revolt, as reported. Chiare discouraging speculation regarding the huahua is on. the main line of the MexiMexican situation and are, therefore in- can National Railway, that runs almost in
clined to discount reports which tend to a straight line north to the border. With
make the relations between the United a population along this road even apathetically friendly, it was said, Herrera would
States and Mexico appear grave.
However much it was attempted to dis- be iti a position to enter his two thousand
guise the situation, the belief prevailed troops at Chihuahua City, hurry them
that the President and his Secretary of north to a point directly opposite the comWar fel apprehensive over the new turn munications line and well to the north of
in events. Tt is understood that every ef- the advancing column's rear guard and
fort will be made to keep the President in cut this frail and poorly guarded artery,
broken this line, army officers conceded,
touch with the situation at all hours.
It, was learned that the War Department through which General Pershing's suphas received what amounts to confirma- plies must he run to the "front." Having
tion of the Herrera. revolt, and army of- it would be easy for these Mexica.n toops,
ficers view the news as of gravest char- acclimated to the land and knowing the
territory, to rush the rear of the advancing
acter.
The. report threw an undisguised fright troops and perhaps turn them back com; into officials at the War Department. Of- pletely from the objective which sent
ficials refused to comment regarding the them across the border.
possibility of the report being true. They The Mexican Embassy to-night refused
to believe the report. It was admitted
confined themselves to hoping it is not.
Such a disaffection of Carranza troops there, however, that General Carranza and
at Chihuahua City would be a terrific blow Herrera have recently been not as wholly
to chances of the American expeditionary in accord in the running of the de facto
forces capturing Francisco Villa without government as they were some months t;go.
serious complications. It was explained It was recalled here to-night, in this conthat if the American soldiers who had nection, that a report, undenied at the
reached a point below Cases Grandes at Mexican Embassy, was circulated several
noon Saturday had proceeded at even les- days ago to the effect that Oeneral Herhad been or was a! or,; to he relieved
i »«ning speed southward, they would to- rera
.
dar "be several hundred miles below the 1 of his command
HKR-VI.D BUREAU,
1
Xo 1 .502 H STREET, N. W., (■
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N'EW SECRETARY OF WAR.
On March 7 President Wilson
sent to the Senate the nomination of Mr. Newton Diehl
Baker of Cleveland, Ohio, to be Secretary of War, succeeding Lindley M.
Garrison of New Jersey. Mr. Baker is
an ex-mayor of Cleveland and was private secretary to Postmaster General
Wilson in President Cleveland's cabinet.
He held the office of city solicitor ini
Cleveland for ten years until his election'
as mayor. Mr. Baker has received degrees from Johns Hopkins and Washing, ton and Lee Universities and has been
closely identified with
the reform movement in
Cleveland.
Mr. Baker
announced in accepting
the cabinet offer that he,
believed in peace and
also in preparedness.

Newton D. Baker
Kewly Appointed Secretary of War
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FOR 50,000 MORE MEN

DOURLES ARMY CADETS
t
I

Sherman Tells Senate Mexican,
Situation Demands Them. j
SUBMITS

JOINT

Senate Passes Chamberlain Bill
as Part of Defense Plan.

KESOLUTION
ONLY TWO VOTE AGAINST IT

Promises to Speak Further on Sub- ,
ject While Measure Lies on Table. •
Fears

Another Khartum Unless

Aid Is Sent—Trifling With Lives
and National Honor, He Asserts.

Senator Sherman, of Illinois, yesterday introduced a joint resolution that
will have the effect of directing- the attention of the country to the fact that
many public men believe the mere handful of American soldiers now in Mexican territory will not be able to accomplish the task they have set out to do.
The resolution authorizes the President to call for 50,000 volunteers to aid
the soldiers in capturing Villa, restoring order, protecting the border and
guaranteeing safety in both Mexico and
the United States along the international line.
Cites Gordon at Khartum.
The Illinois senator asserts that there
are not troops sufficient for the job assigned to them, and warns the country
not to run the danger and national humiliation of having American soldiers
entrapped in the fastnesses of Mexico,
as was Gordon, the English military
commander, at Khartum.
The resolution will lie upon the table
at the request of Senator Sherman, who
will address the Senate on the subject.
It is probable that it will be the means
of reopening the entire Mexican question once more in the Senate.
Fears Communication Slay Be Cut.
In submitting the resolution in the
Senate, Senator Sherman said:
"Mr. President, the lack of military
strength immediately available is apparent. The dispatch of a portion of
the regular army into Mexico in pursuit of Villa has demonstrated the totally insucient military force at the
command of the President.
"I am apprehensive that Congress
does not fully appreciate conditions on
the Mexican border and fn Mexico. "We
have a few thousand American soldiers
with their officers in Mexico. They will
soon be some hundreds of miles from
our boundary. The railways of Mexico
are demoralized in service and equipment. Tracks and bridges are easily
destroyed. The communicaions of the
forces in pursuit of Villa may be cut
any hour
"In case of an emergency, what military
strength can be mobilized promptly and
massed for the support or protection of
our far-distant line advancing into unknown territory? Shall we wait until
another Khartum has done for us what
was done for England in her neglect of
Gordon? What will it avail to wipe
out the stain if we permit it?
"Trifling With Lives of Men."
"I wish now to warn those in authority in the executive department that
we are trifling with the lives of men,
with the safety of our border States, and
with our national honor more than
some seem to appreciate.
"The men to be called under this
resolution will respond, I believe. They
will be ready for actual service, if
called now within a short time.. If it
be neglected, the delay then in a crisis
will be a blunder, and the kind of a
blunder that is worse than a crime.
The best method of redeeming ourselves from disaster is to be prepared
before' the disaster arrives. That is the
purpose of this resolution."

Measure Opens Way to West Point
for Enlisted Men of Regular Army
and National Guard—200 of Them
to Be Appointed fcy President.
Hughes Amendment Turned Down.

The national defense^ program was
advanced another stage yesterday when
the Senate passed Senator Chamberlain's bill to double the number of cadets at the West Point Military Academy.
Only two senators, Vardaman and
Norris, voted against the bill, 69 voting in its favor. If the measure passes
the House It will open the way to West
Point for the enlisted man, both of the
army and of the national guard.
President to Appoint 200.
As finally amended it provides for
the appointment of not more than 200
enlisted, men by the President, 2 cadets
by each' congressman, 2 from each Territory, 4 from the District of Columbia,
2 from natives of Porto Rico, 4 from
each State at large, and 60 from the
United States at large.
The authorized attendance at West
Point now is 770, although there are
but 576 cadets at present. Under the
terms of the new bill, the authorized
attendance would be 1,332.

HOUSEREADYTOYOTE
ON HAY ARMY BILL
Passage Expected Today After
Attempt to Substitute Volunteer for Militia Plan.
NO LIKELIHOOD OF CHANCE
Amendments Barring National Guard
from Strike Duty Ruled Out—i
Senate Passes West Point Bill.
Special to The New York Times.
WASHINGTON, March 22.—When the
House adjourned this afternoon it had
completed consideration of all but four
of the ninety-one pages of the Hay
Army Reorganization bill. A final vote
and the passage of the measure are expected today.
In the Senate a bill now passed by a
vote of 59 to 2, virtually doubling the
authorized strength of the cadet corps
at the West Point Military Academy.
A similar measure, applying to the
Naval Academy, has already been signed
by the President.
Several attempts were made to incorporate in the Hay bill a clause to relieve- the National Guard of strike
duty; all failed. Each time an amendment designed to accomplish this result
was offered Chairman Hay raised a
point of order, and Representative
Finis J. Garrett of Tennessee, who presided, ruled that the amendment could
not be considered.
Meyer London, the New York Socialist
Congressman, offered an amendment relieving the militia from " strike duty."
Mr. Garrett ruled that no court or other
competent Government agent ever had
definitely defined the meaning of the
" strike " and that the amendment was
out of order. Mr. London was under
the impression that the amendment had
been ruled out because it had been ofrfered at the wrong point in the bill. He
submitted the same amendment a few
minutes later, and Mr. Garrett made
the same ruling.
One of the Republican members of
the Military Affairs Committee, Mr.
Tilson of Connecticut. offered an
amendment to Strengthen that portion
of the bill federalizing control of the
National Guard bv providing that all
members of the militia should subscribe
to the oath taken by members of the
regular army. Chairman Hay opposed
the amendment, declaring that it was
unnecessary. The amendment was lost
on a viva voce vote.

Reserves for National Guard.
An amendment offered by Represen. '
tative Hayden of Arizona was adopted, i
It provided that when a National Guard
Regiment is drafted into the Federal
fighting force during war, or when war
is imminent, there shall be organized
at the home of the regiment from the
enlisted reserve of the National Guard
a reserve battalion which can be drawn
upon to fill gaps in the regiment.
The Hay bill has not been altered in any of its broad aspects during the
three-day struggle in the House over
amendments. Chairman Hay has been
defeated only once, having approved:
every other change made in the details '
of the measure. It is practically certain that the bill will go to the Senate
virtually as framed by-the committee.
One section still to be disposed of, ,
however, is the vital clement of the '
whole plan. It is the militia pay pro-;
vision, under which the bill is expected '
to produce a force of 425.000 National
Guardsmen within five years as a substitute for.the Continental Army proposal.
This section had been read when the;
House adiourncd and Representative
Gardner of Massachusetts had presented''
an amendment, proposing to substitute!
for it the Federal volunteer provisions!
of the Chamberlain Senate bill. The ■
amendment will be debated an hour
tomorrow.
The effect of the amendment would:
be to leave the National Guard federalized in every respect proposed by the
bill, but without any payment from the
Federal Treasury, except when the
militiamen were called out for training
periods.
A proposal by Representative Emerson of Ohio, a Democrat, that would
admit general officers of the National
Guard to the Federal Service in command of their brigades or divisions in
time of war, was defeated after much
debate.
West Point Corps 1,332.
The West Point bill passed by the
Senate—the Chamberlain bill—increases
the cadet corps to 1,832, including a
ma} imum of 200 enlisted men of the
Regular Array and the National Guard,
who may be appointed to the academy
by the President after they have seen
one vear's service.
The two votes
against the bill came from Mr. Vardaman of Missippi, a Democrat, and Mr.
Norris of Nebraska, a radical Republican. The bill doubles the present local
apportionment.
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SECRETARY BAKER

EDITORIAL
THE CHICAGO DAILY TRIBUNE

Jesse T. Brillhart Writer of Article
Recently Appearing in Omaha,
Neb., Paper.
The following letter recently appeared in the Omaha. Neb., Daily
News, and was written by. Jesse. T.
•Brillhart, son of Mrs. E. R. Brillhart,
306 South Maple avenue:
A Friend of Baker's.
Editor Omaha Daily News:
I recently received a very'interesting answer to a letter of congratulation I wrote to our new secretary of
war, Newton D. Baker.
Secretary Baker was a school and
boyhood friend of mine. He is still
that big-hearted lover of humanity
whom we boys all loved and admired.
Under his administration of the war
'tepartment everything possible will
be done to preserve and promote
peace.
If everyone knew Newton D. Baker
as well as I do they would feel sure
that the munition trust and other big
interests are up against a rock of Gibraltar of integrity and honor in Newton D. Baker.
Words are inadequate to express a
'real appreciation of this great big-hearted man.
If I would not feel
1
proud of knowing and loving this
. man, I would cease to be human, and
| I am naturally interested in the success of his administration of the war
portfolio.
Secretary of War Baker will make
good. I hope to see the designation
of his official position changed from
secretary of war to that of secretary
of peace before the expiration of his
term of office.
Psychology plays an immense part
.in war and peace.
All together, let's 'boost for the new
cabinet position, secretary of peace,
instead of war.
JESSE T. BRILLHART.

MARCH 25, 1916.
SECRETARY BAKER'S GOOD START.
Secretary of War Baker has added to the good
impression he made by showing up the Hay bill by
taking under advisement the request of Gov. Dunne
for a rehearing upon the request of the state of
Illinois for permission to make the Illinois river
navigable and to connect it with the south end of
the Chicago drainage canal.
During the interim between the resignation of
Secretary Garrison and the appointment of Secre
tary Baker, Chief of Engineers Gen. Kingman had
in effect reversed the findings of half a dozen boards
of army engineers as well as of the judge advocate
general of the army, and had imposed his veto upon
the state's attempt to open water navigation between
the Chicago and Illinois rivers.
Ever since Congressman Frear and his associates
defeated various unsavory items in the proposed
river and harbor bill of 1915 the war department
has been the center of porcine efforts, and unfortunately the office of the chief engineer has not stood
up well under the strain. Naturally the act of tho
chief of engineers in vetoing a waterway improvement to be undertaken without the aid of federal
appropriation is suspected of being influenced by
the gentleman whose business is federal appropriations for so-called river and harbor improvements.
The secretary has shown great discrimination in
upholding the military section of the war department
where it was so clearly right and in giving further
consideration to the action of the civil section of
the same department where it is so clearly wrong.
In both cases the secretary had to resist strong
political pressure.
With the subject matter now coming before the
secretary on its merits, the people interested in improved river navigation, as well as people interested
in progressive legislation, may feel encouraged.
As mayor of Cleveland, Secretary Baker was one
of those rare products—a constructive reformer.
When he is fully acquainted with the details of the
Dunne waterway plan, which the state will build
at Its own expense and provide adequate water
transportation between the Chicago and the Illinois
rivers, at the same time developing sufficient electric
power to pay the cost of operating the canal, the
interest as a sinking fund upon the bonds, he is not
likely to pay much attention to the sophistries urged
against it or to veto it because it would form a
precedent. It is a waterway improvement which in
entirely in the interest of the public and contains
no " pork."

NEWTON BAKER—THE MAN.
There is of course great interest in
the personality of Hon. ,Newton D.
Baker, former mayor of Cleveland, Ohio,
whom the President has named for Secretary of War. Just forty-four years of
age he has won high reputation as a man
and as an attorney. Among the fighters
at Baltimore for Woodrow Wilson, he
stands^ By the policies of the President,;
arid we have seen it stated that after he.
left the posHio.n of May;or pf Cleveland,
this year and entered into A,law, partnership that he stipulated,-that he. must
have the., sipf months preceding tl^e e,lec-f
tioit to do campaign Vork for.-President,
Wilson's,re-election.,c <;..,;.;: - . ;t- s t.
The Kinston Free Press gives .an. in?,
teresting interview with Rev.. John, H.
Griffith, rector of St. Mary's Episcopal
Chureh of Kinston, concerning Mr.
Bakor, whom Mr. Griffith knows well,
the two having been classmates at the
Episcopal High Schol near Alexandria,
Va„ during the sessions of 1887 to 18S9,
and also fellow students at Washington
and Lee University, where Mr. Baker
studied law, graduating in 1894. Concerning him Mr. Griffith said:
Baker has a charming personality.
He is not only a great lawyer, but
is a good man, an able official' and"
. a wise politician. Sound in .idgas*.
high in principle, and attractive for
his kindness and enthusiasm, he is.
He v^is Jmown at- college ,-to jieijer
have saiC an unkind 'word ;about aty: one, TJthijeh sounds;-somewhat extravagant!;' but then, Newton Baker 1ms*
been extravagant with his kindness.
• In appea-rance he-is-boyish,-with a
face' Indicative^not only' of character, but of striking intellect. His
power of speech easily won for him
in his school and college days the
term, "the boy orator." Today his
oratory is classed as of the new
school. In other words, it lacks the
eternal, "flapdoodle" with which so
many senseless periods have been ;
rounded out on the stump by the
bawling and blowing politicians of
the old school. As a speaker he is
graceful, simple, convincing and
courteous, and with it all is a
"charm" of accurate expression
which so few have. His taste is
artistic, fond of literature and
music, with a fine curiosity about
all life and an unselfish wish to
make life bettor and more beautiful.
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BY JAMES B. MORROW.
TEAM of four men, as a rule,
were the headliners during
/*-> \ Tom L. Johnson's picturesque
"2-J tent campaigns in Cleveland.
Mr. Johnson was a practical psychologist and a natural showman. In his
measurements, physical and mental, he
was much like P. T. Barnum.
An audience of the expectant electorate having been silenced by the solemn uplifted hand of the chairman for
the occasion, Rev. Harris R. Cooley
would arise and walk to the edge of
the platform.
Every one knew Mr.
Cooley, knew him to be a good, a just
and a kind man. He had been the minister for years at a little Campbellite
church on Cedar avenue.
The' Johnsons, parents of Mayor Tom,
had been Campbellites at Georgetown in
Kentucky. Mayor Tom himself, so it
was said, now and then, on a Sunday
evening, would drop in on the Rev.
Mr. Cooley and hear him preach. Be
that as it may, when he became chief
executive of the city he appointed his
pastor—real or merely theoretical—the
director of charities in his cabinet. It
was a clever transaction.
Electors, assembled in the tent, under
gasoline torches, believed that Mr. Cooley loved the poor—as he did and as he
does, for he's living yet—and that he
was the friend of the unfortunate. He
was doing a wonderful work with
down-and-outers and with men and
boys who were amateur criminals.
So when he arose and advanced to the
brow of the platform, the .audience
gave an honest cheer and Mayor Tom's
first maneuver was successful.
Mr.
Cooley's face is benevolent and his language is evangelical. No better-hearted
man, perhaps, ever managed a workhouse or an infirmary for paupers. He.
Hive's to talk about those who are hungry and ill and despised socially. And
so'he would talk, as he stood up at the
tent meetings, the glare of the torches
lighting up his saintly countenance.
Thus the minds of the voters, fallow
ground before, were plowed deeply and
sowed with the seeds of love and charity. A wave of religious feeling swept
over the assemblage. "Are not the unfortunate our brothers?" Mr. Cooley
would ask. "They are," came back
(he booming answer. Put to a vote,
any appropriation, and the larger the
better, could have been carried at the
moment unanimously.
The next orator would be Newton
Diehl Baker, solicitor of the city then,
now Secretary of War in President
Wilson's administration.
A slender
man and.youthful, glowing with civic

righteousness, he would forge a huge,
shining halo of superlative words and
reverentially place it over Mayor Tom's
head. The duty of citizenship, if handled by an honest and skillful orator,
is a moving theme.
Every man want# heaven at,last to
be his "home. Mr. Cooley, in his time
upon the stage, had shown his hearers
the bright and easy path thereto. All
men want to be good citizens, to be
wise and prudent and to get a dollar's
worth of honest government for every
dollar taken away from them by taxation. Mr. Baker, during his turn, opened
the road to municipal progress and
efficiency anil to a real brotherhood
down here on earth. An "uplifter," his
political enemies called him, but they
never once said that he was not sincere or truly eloquent.
By this time the atmosphere in the
tent.was of the right tint and temperature for the appearance of Mayor
Tom himself, in one of his wild, tenminute dashes against wealth, arrogance and selfishness. He rolled forward like an apple, a smile on his face,
but a bodeful gleam in his eyes for
any plutocrat who, unhappily for himself, might be present.
Mr. Johnson lived and died the apostle of one major issue. Single tax was
his only real political principle. He
used other subjects as vehicles to carry
him into office, where he hoped, little
by little, and in one way and another,
to promote the doctrine which he said
"would end monopoly, halt injustice and
close the era .of human poverty. A tax
on land alone, he seemed to believe,
•would untangle all the economic snarls
and fill every public-treasury in the
land to overflowing.
The issue was laughed at in Cleveland, and Mr. Johnson, therefore, unabashed by his own.record, campaigned
in that city as the champion of threecent fare on the' street railroads. His
tent, speeches were mainly on that subject. Cooley through, and Baker closed
for the evening, Mayor Tom would
show that, on the actual value of their
property, the owners of the railroads
could haul passengers for 3 cents
apiece, long distances and short distances included, and even at that revolutionary rate make a fair profit for all
concerned.
A multimillionaire then, though he
died greatly impoverished, his fortune
amassed in the very business he attacked, he was listened to and believed
by his tent, audiences. All that he said
in this particular, by the way, was later
proved by the fact. Shaking his blond
ringlets he would declare:
"And I
know, and you know I know, because
I have owned and managed street railroads myself, right here in Cleveland
and in Indianapolis. Detroit and Brooklyn, N. Y., as well."
"But you always charged 5 cents,"
some man would bawl from a corner
of the tent.
"Put him out," a hundred angry
voices would shout.
"No, my friends," Mayor Tom would
say, raising his voice and using his
hand as a wand, "don't put him out.

Let him stay. He was sent here by the
railroads and is in their employment.
Yes, I charged 5 cents. The laws permitted me to do so. The laws are permitting other men to do so. But the
laws should be changed. The truth is,
my friends, transportation in cities
should be as free as transportation in
the elevators of office buildings, but,"
with a meaning look at the electorate,
"I am not ready to go that far—at this
time."
T

Lastly in the tent would appear Peter
Wit, a rapid-fire and rough-and-tumble
genius, who abused the rich tax
dodgers on Euclid avenue, told humorous stories about the republicans
and linked them up with all the economic misdeeds of the generation.
"Pete"—and that is the name he prefers—would bring the- meeting to an
end in a gale of laughter and a hurricane of cheers. The night following
the tent would be somewhere else.
Cooley, Baker and Witt were undesigning men. The combination as a
whole was never equaled, perhaps, in
any city of the world. Its elements
were balanced with an art and a precision that, confounded the republicans
and wrung from them high words of
praise; also laments that they were
without "talent" to compete. Johnson
was elected mayor four times, and
Baker, coming after him, was elected
twice.
"I follow the light of Tom Johnson,"
Mr. Secretary. Baker once told the
writer of this article. He cannot be
assayed out of and away from the
preachments and the principles of his
master. Nor does he want to be, unless
his mind has recently changed. Pollowing the light gave him high dignities in Cleveland and made a way for
him into President Wilson's cabinet.
To understand Secretary Baker one
must try to understand Tom Johnson.
Old scorners of Johnson in Cleveland
are saying today that he did much for
the city. They mean that his agitation
of ten years brought reduced fares and
tranquillity in local transportation
matters. There are onier persons who
assert that Johnson hardly expected at
first to accomplish anything more than
to raise an issue by which he could
successively become mayor of Cleveland, Governor of Ohio and President
of the United States. They say further
that he was not averse to keeping the
street railroad battle going. Once settled, they argue, he would have been
minus the vehicle which he hoped
would finally carry him to Washington.
But the situation in Cleveland became intolerable. The whole city was
in a state of passion and confusion.
Johnson's tent was being hauled from
precinct to precinct. Peter Witt, with
a blackboard, a stick of chalk and bis
voice, was going, from corner to comer
in the business district, exposing the
iniquities of the local method of taxa-

NEWTOSV I
Secretary
tion, Levelers and distributers were
spou'.ing in the 'public square from
morritig until late at night. A big mercantile, financial and manufacturing
center was fast being turned into a
bedlam of violent and incoherent oratory. The "whole proceeding, men of
business grumbled (but under their
breath , was unprofitable, unbecoming
and evjn scandalous.
Ther up rose an energetic, impressive ar.d powerful inhabitant, who said,
thoufh a political friend of Johnson,
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to include Baker. A history of Baker,
however, could not omit Johnson, who,
returning to Cleveland unexpectedly'
after he had moved away with a large
fortune, attracted and attached to himself a group of young college men and
social reformers. Frederick C. Howe,
at present United States commissioner
of immigration at Ellis Island, was one
of them. Baker was another. And
all of the young men profited by the
relation politically.
In the meantime, Tom Johnson had
also brought himself into close juxtaposition with a company of very practical persons—youngish, too—who knew
the wards, if they did not the churches,
and who believed in single-tax just as
earnestly as they did in any other
question they had never heard of and
could not understand even after it had
been explained.
Johnson had a genius for mixing his
disciples. Thus in his first cabinet,
after his election as mayor, the good
Mr. Cooley daily sat at the counsel
table at the side of a retail liquor
dealer. Johnson said that he longed to
better things. Therefore he required
the help of all classes.
The young university men who gave
him their hearts, heads and Hands were,
for the most part, newcomers in Cleveland. Howe, since then a wide student
of cities here and abroad, a Johns Hopkins graduate like Baker, and the law
partner of James A. Garfield's two sons,
had emigrated to Ohio from Pennsylvania. His association with Johnson
made him a state senator.
Another of Johnson's zealous helpers
was Starr Cadwalladei, originally of
Howard, N. Y., an ordained Presbyterian minister and the head worker of a
social settlement on the skirts of the
business district. His loyalty to Johnson made him director of the public
schools in Cleveland.

FPOH D. BAKER,
:cretary of AVar.
i were that the game had gone far enough.
: from After six months of negotiation the
g mer- Question was settled. Since then there
;turing has been dignity and peace in Cleveinto a land. Mr. Baker, now of the War Deit ora- partment, was city solicitor, and not
nen of mayor, when the bargain was struck
their —a follower of the light of Tom Johncoming son and not the torchbearer himself.
These two men, Johnson and Baker,
inpres- .cannot.be. disassociated . If. .an under10 said, standing is wanted of the latter. A
ilinson, ■ biography .of Johnson. would, -not need.

:Politicians of the conventional and
slow-witted type are afraid of preachers. Johnson never was, but he chose
young preachers of energy and pleasing personalities and then, if.they proved capable, he put them on the stump
and gave them a generous taste of the
loaves , and fishes. He went the whole
length of Ohio, to Cincinnati, in 1902,
and nominated Rev. Herbert S. Bigelow.,
pastor of the Vine Street Congregational Church, for secretary of state.
Bigelow was thirty-two years old, had
large gray ■ eyes, fluffy brown hair,
brawny shoulders and a voice full of
melody.
It was said that Johnson believed then
that he himself would ^soon he President. Indeed, at the convention which
nominated Bigelow several strange men
appeared with valises filled with campaign buttons on which were printed
the. more or loss cryptic declaration:
"Tom L. Jotaeon. 1904."
In trying to elect Esv. Wr. ,Bi«slQW--■

which task he failed to accomplish—
Johnson brought forth his tent and took
the road.
The procession contained
eleven wagons, twenty-three horses and
twenty-two men, exclusive of Tom, who
traveled in an automobile, profanely
called the "Red Devil," accompanied by
secretaries, spellbinders and an imposing-looking person who acted as
chairman of the meeting's when local
celebrities were reluctant to serve.
Democrats said that Tom was not a
democrat, that he had slandered President Cleveland and had declared that
the democracy was "broken, discredited and degraded." And he in turn
stood up in the tent and, with the
audacity for which he was notorious,
coolly mentioned his hostile critics by
name and read them out of the party.
Some, he went so far as to say, were
blacklegs.
Such tactics and similar language had
succeeded in Cleveland. But the state
outside of Cleveland rejected Tom and
his candidate, and when Tom himself
ran for governor the next year he was
buried under a mountain of republican
and democratic votes.
So ended his
spectacular march to the White House.
All of the young men grouped about
Johnson- were free traders and singletaxers. Later they believed in the recall, the initiative and the referendum.
Home rule also is one of their chief doctrines—that is to say, they hold that
each city or village should vote the
amount of its own taxes and how and
where the taxes should be laid,- whether
liquor should be allowed or pohibited and
whether gambling and the social evil
should be outlawed or permitted. "I am
not a socialist," Frederick C. Howe once
told the man who is writing this article,
"but an individualist." So was Johnson.
That was' his boast.
The public ownership of all city utilities
—street railroads, lighting plants, water
works and telephone systems—Johnson
and his minor chiefs declared was both
practicable and necessary. "I go further." Mr. Baker said to me, while I
was in Cleveland for the purpose of interviewing him, "and give it as my opinion that the national government should
own the railroads and telegraph lines
of the nation." This he calls his philosophy.
Newspaper readers already know that
Mr. Baker was born in West Virginia
and that he was educated at Johns Hopkins and Washington and Lee universities. His father was a village and country physician. Dr. Baker and seventeen
of his cousins were in the same company, under Gen. James E. B. Stuart,
the great Confederate cavalryman. The
girl he wedded, Mary Dukehart, lived in
Maryland and ran the Federal blockade
several times to carry medicines to Confederate officers and privates. She was
captured dur ingone of her adventures
and imprisoned.
"My father," Secretary Baker remarked to me, "became a thoroug'hly
reconstructed man.' He-had always
thought that the war was wrong. My
mother, however, never ■ changed her

opinions. She was a Confederate in
1861 and is one still."
"Please come to Washington at once."
There was no more to the letter except the words, "Yours truly, William
L. Wilson." The young Martinsburg
lawyer who received the letter took it
to his father. "I suppose," Dr. Baker
said to his son, "that he means to
give you some public documents. Take
a large valise along so that you can
bring them home."
Mr. Wilson—author of the tariff law
bearing his name—had been defeated
for re-election to Congress in the Martinsburg district, and President Cleveland, the last day of February, 1895,
had appointed him Postmaster General.
The Bakers knew him well.
As he was a surgeon for the railroad, and had a pass in his pocket, Dr.
Baker decided that he would accompany his son. To the astonishment of
them both, Mr. Wilson told them, when
they arrived in Washington, that he
wanted Newton to be his private secretary. "It's a fine opportunity," he
said, "and should be accepted." And
so the Bakers thought, after they had
consulted together over the subject
McKinley becoming President in 1897,
Newton D. Baker went to Europe and
studied German in Heidelberg. On the
ship that brought him home he met an
English barrister, a meek little man
in checks, spats and spectacles. One
day on deck Baker saw a tall, muscular
swarthy and fiercely mustached American towering above the Englishman
and orally cutting him into ribbons
over home rule in Ireland.
"I pushed myself into the conversation," Mr. Baker said to the writer
"whereupon the American turned on
me."
The tall, swarthy man was Martin
Ambrose Foran of Cleveland, an Irishman by blood, a cooper by trade, a lawyer by profession, a former member of
Congress, and a democrat of the kind
that hated Tom L. Johnson and was
hated by him in return. Foran, later a
judge, was captivated by young Mr.
Baker.
"Within a year," Mr. Secretary Baker
told me, "Judge Foran ordered me to
report to him in Cleveland. He didn't
say 'Will you?' or 'Is it possible?' He
simply commanded me to pack my
books and other belongings and move."
And that was the method by which
Martin A. Foran obtained a partner.
But the light of Tom Johnson destroyed
the connection. Baker separated from.
Foran that he might become Mayor
Tom's assistant city solicitor. Thenhe was elected solicitor. When he van
for mayor the first time, his majority,
exceeding all records, was 18,000. Liquor
dealers and ministers voted for him.
The slums and the beautiful and
wealthy East End were unanimous on
that occasion. Neither grieved over
its bargain, as was shown by Mr.
Baker's second triumphant election.
\
(Copyright; 1916, by James Bv Morrow.) _'..!"
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THE NEW SECRETARY OF WAR.
THE SECRETARY KNEW.

NEW WAR SECRETARY
IS TAKING HOLD WELL
GRASP AND INTELLIGENCE WERE
dUICKLY REVEALED.
Newton D. Baker Learns Rapidly, and
Has Been Quick to Comprehend
the Organization and Details of
the War Department — His Ability as a Lawyer Standing Him Well
—No Delays in Sending Out the
Villa Expedition Due to Him.

But the Secretary ,:new. He had been
told things, and to tell him something
once means that he .vill retain it. The
army officers have poured into his ears
a lot of information of a technical character Newton Baker's mind is retentive,
and he was as glib with his explanation
of the technical matters referred to above
as a veteran army engineer might have
been. Of course, the Secretary had across
his. desk during the conference MajorGen. Hugh Scott, Chief of Staff of the
United States Army, and once in a while
lit sought the latter's assistance in answering the newspaper queries. But for
the most part, Mr. Baker was not in need
of prompting, and General Scott's silence,
indicated that the new Secretary s explanations were accurate.
To take charge of a huge Department
like the War Office of the American
Government even in normal times is no
small undertaking. It requires quick
grasp of administrative work, and keenness of perception to enable the Secretary to comprehend the business of organization and legal problems befor the
Department. All this Secretary Baker
is slowly absorbing, but the rapid
rate of his progress is somewhat
amazing.
He reminds one of Frank
Polk, Counsellor of the State Department who in less than two weeks
showelan aptitude for affairs which
snowea »■ >w
„1,it,itin.t.fid to believe

[Special Dispatch to The Evening Post.]
March 29.—Newton D.
Baker, Secretary of War, is taking ho.d
very well. That is the conservative but
fair judgment which Washington has
reached in its critical appraisal of the
new Cabinet member.
ES^TSg inTrnaSonTfaw13^
To say that the Secretary is "taking
tore coming to Washington.
oW1,tv
TWhanq it is Mr. Baker's legal ability
hold" means much more in this case than
thrtt
standing
him
so
well..
President
ordinarily can be said of the advent of
Wilson's idea from the beginning has
a new Cabinet officer. For Newton D
bTen to have in'the War Department
Baker entered the office of Secretary of a capable lawyer. That was why he
sought out Vice-Chancellor Lindley M.
War as green as .he carpets that adorn
Garnson Baker is quick-witted and
his office. Yet in the fortnight or more
clearheaded. He has no Preconceived
that he has presided over the War Denotions or fads about his job. He has
partment, during a period when it has Jumped into the fray with youthful enthusiasm, and has made headway. He
been more active and busier than it has
,•« not concerning himself with matters
been since the days of the Spanish-Ameroutsfde his Department, but is applying
ican War, Newton Baker has given an
himself to military affairs m general, and
exhibition of rare .-asp and intelligence juS now that punitive expedition in particular.
A MAN QF TACT.
in public office.
Mr. Baker has made some mistakes.
Newton Baker is a tactful person. He
That is because he is human—but he
might have interjected his ignorance of
will not make the same ones again. And
military affairs to hold up everything in
h-3 will make fewer errors in the future.
sight until he knew exactly what the
This is because he is an apperceptive meaning was of every recommendation
person-acquisitive would be a better
made to him. But the Secretary came
word. He learns and learns rapidly—alto the Department at a time when things
most instantaneously. The correspondhad to be done in a hurry. He asents who quiz him for news every day
sumed the officers of the General Staff
have found him alert to the meaning of were thoroughly disinterested in their eftheir questions. He is thoroughly awake forts to get adequate equipment for the
to the subtleties of newspaper crossVilla expedition. Therefore, Mr. Baker
examination and -ae vernacular verdict interposed no obstacle. What the Genseems to be that "he gets away with it eral Staff recommended, he approved. No
fairly well."
one ever will be able to say, no matter
The other afternoon, for example, at what criticism is launched in the future
the regular newspaper conference, the against the punitive expedition, that Secdiscussion turned to the matter of get- retary Baker's inexperience delayed matting motors for aeroplanes and trucks. ters a single instant. He approved right
Also there was talk of the kinds of wire- and left-and incidentally this was Pres Wilson's wish. The President is
less instruments used by the army, that dent
perhaps as much a tyro on technical
on the movable truck, power for which matte?s of army equipment as Mr. Baker.
emanates from the dynamo of the auto- This is natural, because in Mr. Wilson's
mobile, the field sets on mule back, and rather eventful Administration he has
a lot more to do than to think about
a number of other things of a decidedly had
the number of army trucks and horsetechnical nature, about which a baby power needed to ascend a difficult mounSecretary of War wouldn't be presumed tain trail somewhere in Chihuahua.
So Secretary Baker Quickly made
to know anything at all. In fact, his
friends in the General Staff. The army
ignorance would be indulgently forgiven knows that it may expect from Baker
were he to say frankly that he had not what it got from Garrison-fair treathad opportunity to familiarize himself ment, approval of that which is nece£,
sary and just, and disapproval of that
with technical detail.
which is superfluous or unjust.
It is too early to make sweeping predictions, but persons, like the writer,
who knew little of Baker before he came
to Washington will be very much disappointed if after a little while the new
Secretary of War doesn't turn out to
be as capable an administrative officer
and as astute an adviser, political and
otherwise, of the President, as there is
D
in the Cabinet.
- PWASHINGTON,

sra bird rw*.™ s

Again there comes an example of the
Wilson way of doing things in the' appointment of Newton Diehl Baker, of
Cleveland, Ohio, as Secretary of War.
While there had been some mention of
the name of.Mr. Baker in connection
with the position his appointment will
in a large degree come as. a surprise to
the country.
But from what we know of Mr. Baker
he is not going to be long in office before it will be found that his appointment may be regarded in the light of an
agreeable surprise, for he is that make
of man who is never content unless he
is doing things, a man of energy and of
great ability, these traits having been
shown in matters with which he has been
connected.
/
Mr. Baker has only lately ceased to
be mayor of Cleveland, Ohio, having
been twice elected to that position, once
for the term 1912-1914 and 1914-1916.
For four consecutive years he has run
for office in Cleveland without once being defeated. That shows that he is a
man whom the people hold in high favor,
as they do. A native of Martinsburg,
West Virginia, he is just jhree months
past, forty-four years of; age, having
been born the third of December, 1871.
He is a B.A. of Johns Hopkins and &'
LL.'B. of Washington and Lee University. In. 1896-97 when he was twentyfive years old he was private secretary
to Postmaster-General Wilson. He began the practice of law in Martinsburg
in 1897, later moved to Cleveland, Ohio,
and from 1902 to 1912 was city solicitor
of that place.
Mr. Baker made one of the notable
speeches at the Baltimore Democratic
National Convention, making a great
impression upon all who heard him. He
spoke in behalf of the minority report
of the committee on credentials of that
convention concerning the votes from
Ohio, and the side he espoused won.
Had the majority report won there
would have been 46 votes for Governor
Harmon, but the vote on the first ballot
was one for Clark, 10 for Wilson and
35 for Harmon. The adoption of the
minority report was the means of beginning the balloting with ten additional
votes for Wilson, which grew to 23 oh
the forty-fifth ballot and 33 on the
forty-sixth when Mr. Wilson wa» nominated. So impressed was the presetft
editor of this ^aper with Mr. Bake? and
She 'Strength of "the atfguiifln.t ne presented that shortly after the ,Baltin}ore
c6nvention> he; wrote an &itieie for the
News and Observer concerning Mr.
Bake*, holding thatithe country would
hear further and in a higher place £ torn
the then mayor of Cleveland. And today the papers carry the announcement
that Mr. Baker has been named as Secretary of War.
A lawyer of unquestioned ability and j
forcefulness, a friend of the people and i
identified with the reform movement in
Cleveland, when Mayor Tom Johnson
died taking up his fight for lower street
car fares, Mi". Baker is known to be in
close sympathy with the President's TOII-
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THE SECRETARY KNEW.

But the Secretary .:new. He had been
told things, and to tell him something
once means that he -.vill retain it. The
army officers have poured into his ears
a lot of information of a technical character Newton Baker's mind is retentive,
ar-d he was as glib with his explanation
of'the technical matters referred to above
as a veteran army engineer might have
been Of course, the Secretary had across
his desk during the conference MajorGen. Hugh Scott, Chief of Staff of the
GRASP AND INTELLIGENCE WERE United States Army, and once in a while
h* sought the latter's assistance in anQUICKLY REVEALED.
swering the newspaper queries. But for
the most part, Mr. Baker was not m need
of prompting, and General Scott s silence,
Newton D. Baker Learns Rapidly, and indicated' that the new Secretary s exHas Been Quick to Comprehend planations were accurate.
To take charge of a huge Department
the Organization and Details of like the War Office of the American
the War Department — His Abil- Government even in normal times is no
small undertaking. It requires quick
ity as a Lawyer Standing Him Well grasp of administrative work, and keen—No Delays in Sending Out the ness of perception to enable the Secretary to comprehend the business of orVilla Expedition Due to Him.
ganization and legal problems befor the
Department. All this Secretary Baker
is slowly absorbing, but the rapid
[Special Dispatch to The Evening Post.]
rate of his progress is »»e^at
WASHINGTON, March 29,-Newton D
amazing.
He reminds one of Frank
Baker, Secretary of War, is taking hcnd
p„lk
Counsellor of the State Devery well. That is the conservative but
fair judgment which Washington has
reached in its critical appraisal of the
that the newcomer knew nothing about
new Cabinet member.
foreign affairs and international law beTo say that the Secretary is "taking
fore coming to Washington.
hold" means much more in this case than
ordinarily can be said of the advent of
a new Cabinet officer. For Newton D.
Baker entered the office of Secretary of ,
War as green as the carpets that adorn ;
his office. Yet in the fortnight or more E^aded^He tas^P^cef
notions oi fads about his job. He has
that he has presided over the War Deramped into the fray with youthful enpartment, during a period when it has
hSsm, and .has made headway. He
been more active and busier than it has
;= r,nt concerning himself with matters
been since the days of the Spanish-Ameroutage MB Department, but is applying
himself to military affairs in general, and
ican War, Newton Baker has given an
exhibition of rare .-asp and intelligence Srt now that punitive expedition in particular.
A MAN m TACT.
in public office.
.
Mr Baker has made some mistakes.
Newton Baker is a tactful person. He
That is because he is human-but he might have interjected his ignorance of
will not make the same ones again And military affairs to hold up everything in
h> will make fewer errors in the future.
sight until he knew exactly what the
This is because he is an apperceptive meaning was of every recommendation
person-acquisitive would be a better
made to him. But the Secretary came
word He learns and learns rapidly—alto the Department at a time when things
1
The correspondm0st instantaneously.
had to be done in a hurry. He asents who quiz him for news every day
sumed the officers of the General Staff
have found him alert to the meaning of were thoroughly disinterested in their eftheir questions. He is thoroughly awake forts to get adequate equipment for the
to the subtleties of newspaper cross-' Villa expedition. Therefore, Mr. Baker
examination and uie vernacular verdict interposed no obstacle. What the Genseems to be that "he gets away with it j eral Staff recommended, he approved. No
fairly well."
', 1 one ever will be able to say, no matter
The other afternoon, for example, at ■ what criticism is launched in the future
the regular newspaper conference the against the punitive expedition, that Secdiscussion turned to the matter of get- retary Baker's inexperience delayed matting motors for aeroplanes and trucks. ters aa single instant. He approved right
Also there was talk of the kinds of wire- Ta I eft-Ind incidentally this was, Pres rlent Wilson's wish. The President, is
less instruments used by the army, that Perhaps as much a tyro on technical
on the movable truck, power for which matters of army equipment as Mr Baker.
emanates from the dynamo of the auto- This fa natural, because in Mr. Wilson's
rather eventful Administration he has
mobile, the field sets on mule back and had
a lot more to do than to think about
a number of other things of a decidedly the number of army trucks and horsetechnical nature, about which a baby power needed to ascend a difficult mounSecretary of War wouldn't be Presumed tain trail somewhere in Cmhuahua.
So Secretary Baker quickly made
to know anything at all. In fact, his Minds
in ?he General Staff The army
ignorance would be indulgently forgiven knows that it may expect from Baker
were he to say frankly that he had not what it got from Garrison-fair treathad opportunity to familiarize himself ment, approval of that which is necessa.ry and just, and disapproval of that
with technical detail.
which is superfluous or unjust.
It is too early to make sweeping predictions but persons, like the writer,
"knew little of Baker before he came
to Washington will be very much disappointed if after a little while the new
Secretary of War doesn't turn out to
he as capable an administrative officer
and as astute an adviser, political and
otherwise, of the President, as there is
u
in the Cabinet.
- <T

NEW WAR SECRETARY
IS TAKING HOLD WELL

H

Again, there comes an example of the
Wilson way of doing things in the" appointment of Newton Dichl Baker, of
Cleveland, Ohio, as Secretary of War.
While there had been some mention of
the name of Mr. Baker in connection
with the position his appointment will
in a large degree come as., a surprise to
the country.'
But from what we know of Mr. Baker
he is not going to be long in office before it will be found that his appoint- j
ment may be regarded in the light of an
agreeable surprise, for he is that make
of man who is never content unless he
is doing things, a man of energy and of
great ability, these traits having been
shown in matters with which he has been
connected.
/
Mr. Baker has only lately ceased to
be mayor of Cleveland, Ohio, having
been twice elected to that position, once
for the term 1912-1914 and 1914-1916.
For four consecutive years he has run
for office in Cleveland without once being defeated. That shows that he is a
man whom the people hold in high favor,
as they do. A native of Martinsburg,
West Virginia, he is just Jin-fee months
past; forty-.four years of'; age, having
been born the third of December, 1871.
He is a B.A. of Johns Hopkins and a'
LL.B. of Washington and Lee University. In. 1896-97 when he was twentyfive years old he was private secretary
to Postmaster-General Wilson. He began the practice of law in Martinsburg
in 1897, later moved to Cleveland, Ohio,
and from 1902 to 1912 was city solicitor
of that place.
Mr. Baker made one of the notable
speeches at the Baltimore Democratic
National Convention, making a great
impression upon all who heard him. He
spoke in behalf of the minority report
of the committee on credentials of that
convention concerning the votes from
Ohio, and the side he espoused won.
Had the majority report won there
would have been 46 votes for Governor
Harmon, but the vote on the first ballot
was one for Clark, 10 for Wilson and
35 for Harmon. The adoption of tho
minority report was the means of beginning the balloting with ten additional
votes for Wilson, which grew to 23 on
the forty-fifth ballot and 33 on the
forty-sixth when Mr. Wilson was nominated. So impressed was the present
editor of this -paper With Mr. Baker and
the 'strength of "the a*gd»eii£ ne presented that shortly after the JBaltinJore
convention, he; wrote an aftiejs for -the
News and Observer concerning Mr.
Baker, holding thatithe coiintry would
hear further and in a higher place from
the then mayor of Cleveland. And today the papers earry the announcement
that Mr. Baker has been named as Secretary of War.
A lawyer of unquestioned ability and
forcefulness, a friend of the people and
identified with the reform movement in
Cleveland, sehen Mayor Tom Johnson
died taking np his fight for lower street
car fares, Mr. Baker is known to be in
close sympathy .with the President's policies. That Mr.. Wilson ha.3 called into
tho Cabinet as Secretary of War a man
of initiative, of force, and of high ability, is known by those in touch with Mr.
Baker, anfr we "have confidence that he
will make a strong impression upon the
country ih the position to'whjch he has
been called by President Wilson..
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Secretary Baker Against Placing Full Control in D. C.
Commissioners' Hands.
UPHOLDS GEN. BLACK;
FRICTION NOT FEARED
Head of War Department Makes
Views Known to Congressional
Committees.
Secretary Baker has informed
the chairmen of the Senate and
House committees on the District
of Columbia that he concurs in
the views of Gen. William M.
Black, chief of engineers of the
army, in opposition to the bill
providing for the transfer of control over the Washington aqueduct and its appurtenances from
the War Department to the District Commissioners.

Further Objections.
"Under, the proposed legislation," said
Gen. Black, "review by the division engineer and the chief of engineers of the
army would be dispensed with and the
final decision as to engineering features would rest with the Engineer
Commissioner of the District, who is
usually of the rank and experience of
a District engineer officer. While I believe that the existing form of government for the District of Columbia is
probably the best that could be devised
I agitation for a change has been made
in the past and may be renewed in the
future. Should such a change occur the
:
objections to the transfer of the aqueduct system will have increased force.
"In view of the satisfactory operation of
the present arrangement, of the vital interest of the federal government, in the
matter and of the uncertainty that any
benefit would accrue from the transfer. I
recommend that the chairmen of the con■ gressional committees on the District of
! Columbia be advised that in the judgment
I of this department the enactment of the
proposed legislation is not advisable."
Secretary Baker, in his letters to the
District committee chairmen, said he concurred in the views of the chief of engineers.
.
•
"J
"I might add, said the Secretary,
"that there are recognized to be certain imperfections in the operation of
the water system, more especially in
the consumption of water at certain of
the federal buildings. I had a conference with the chief of engineers and
District Commissioners on the subject
the 23d instant, and it is probable that
joint recommendations will later be
submitted looking to the enactment
into law of remedial measures."
It is understood that the District
Commissioners will request the withdrawal of the bill in. question, which
was introduced at their suggestion
early in the present session of Congress.
.

Under the present system the federal
government brings the water to the
city, , purifies it and supervises consumption in federal buildings, and the
District government distributes the
purified water and supervises consumption by citizens.
In support of the proposition to place
control of the entire system' in the
hands of the District Commissioners, it
is argued that the division of jurisdiction may create friction and be objectionable, while the combination of the
system under one management would
be more economical.
Friction. Not Anticipated.
Col. C. A. F. Flagler, the District engineer officer in charge of the aqueduct,
reported that "it is not seen how any
friction could occur in the dual administration unless the United States failed
to supply the amount of water required, which has not occurred to the
present time, except in the case of accident to the aqueduct." He also stated
that if the entire system is placed in
the hands of the District Commissioners "there is doubt as to the possibility
of increasing economy without decreasing efficiency."
Gen. Black concurred in these views.
"The division between jurisdictions is
sharply defined and clearly understood.
There appears to be no evidence that
the present arrangement creates friction or difficulties. Neither does it appear that economy will result from
turning the entire system over to the
Commissioners." He added that the
cost of the construction' and maintenance of the present system is about
$13,500,000, and that the estimated cost
of the enlargement of the supply, coupled with the Great Falls power plant,
is about $15,000,000.
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Dispatches Indicate Pershing
Now Using Mexican Railroads
News Contained in Official Report to Gen.
Funston of Death of Trooper While Being
Transferred on Train South ofCasas Grandes
While no word had come today from Special Representative
Rodgers at Queretaro concerning the request for use of Mexican
railways to transport supplies to Gen. Pershing's troops, there were
indications in official dispatches from Gen. Pershing, through Gen.
Funston, that troops were using railways in the Casas Grandes district, probably upon permission from the local Carranza officials.
A dispatch reporting that Saddler George A. Hudnelt of the ioth
Cavalry, had died from injuries received in a railroad wreck was
taken to mean that troops were being transferred by rail southward
from Casas Grandes. This was "the first official intimation that
Pershing's troops were using the railroads.
Confers With Secretary Lansing.
Secretary Baker took the message
from Gen. Funston to the State Department and conferred with Secretary Lansing.
It was announced
there that additions proposed by Gen.
Carranza to the projected proctocol
covering the use of the Mexican railways still were under consideration.
Instructions were sent last night to
special representative Rodgers
to
urge Gen. Carranza to grant permission for use of Mexican railways as a
matter independent k of the procotol.
Only routine reports came from the
border to the War Department today.
The department has no information as
to the actual steps taken by Gen. Pershing to close in on the bandits.
Conditions on the east and west
coasts of Mexico were reported to the
Navy Department today as generally
satisfactory.
From Tampico came
word of apparent improvement noticed1
by American residents " concerning
whose safety considerable anxiety was
felt.

eight-million-dollar congressional appropriation now available will enable
the department to establish a complete independent motor truck supply
system regardless of the railroads. Secretary Baker announced that two more
motor truck companies have been requested by Gen. Funston and will be
forwarded soon/
There are twenty-seven trucks in a
company. Four companies are now in
service and two others are on their
way to the border. With the additional
two companies Gen. Funston will have
216 trucks with which to maintain
Gen. Pershing's constantly lengthening lines of communication.
With funds available, thedepartment,
it is said, has now under consideration
plans for purchasing eight new aeroplanes for Mexican service and for establishing three, high-powered radio
stations along the bolder to provide constant communication with the
wireless sets of the troops now in the
field.

Lieut. J. W. Allison Dies.

...BL PASO, Tex., March 29.—Joseph W.
Allison, secopd lieutenant of the 13th
Lawlessness Near Laguna.
Cavalry, who was brought back to the
Reports of lawlessness in the Laguna base hospital at Fort Bliss from Casas
region were contained in an announce- Grandes suffering from a cold that dement made by the. State Department veloped into pneumonia, died today.
today. It said Gen. Trevino has arrived
at Torreon and will institute an energetic campaign against the lawless element. A telegram from Durango states
there are twenty Americans in that
city and ten in the outlying districts.
All are reported to be well.
Telegraphic advices from Saltillo
state that quiet prevails there and
that eighteen Americans remain in the
district. Railroad and telegraph communication is reported to be open to
all points, and the wireless station is
working.
Preparing Aero Specifications.
War Department officials were preparing recommendations today as to
the number and type of aeroplanes for
border use to be purchased with the
emergency fund of $8,000,000 made
available yesterday by Congress. Secretary Baker expected to act as soon
as the report reacneu aim aiiu Lue ntw
machines, probably eight in number,
probably will be shipped within a few
Aeroplane
manufacturers
have
evinced a desire to co-operate closely
with the government in developing satisfactory war planes, the Secretary
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Further Objections.
"Under,the proposed legislation," said
Gen. Black, "review by the division engineer and the chief of engineers of the
army would be dispensed with and the
final decision as to engineering features would rest with the Engineer
Commissioner of the District, who is
usually of the rank and experience of
a District engineer officer. While I believe that the existing form of government for the District of Columbia is
probably the best that could be devised
for a change has been made
Secretary Baker Against Plac- agitation
in the past and may be renewed in the
future. Should such a change occur the
objections to the transfer of the aqueing Full Control in D. C.
duct system will have increased force.
"In view of the satisfactory operation of
Commissioners' Hands.
the present arrangement, of the vital interest of the federal government in the
matter and of the uncertainty that any
!! benefit would accrue from the transfer. I
1 recommend that the chairmen of the conUPHOLDS GEN. BLACK;
gressional
committees on the District of
1
Coluriibia be advised that in the judgment
of
this
department
enactment of the
FRICTION NOT FEARED proposed legislation the
is not advisable."
Secretary Baker, in his letters to the
District committee chairmen, said he concurred in the views of the chief of enHead of War Department Makes gineers.
"I might add," said the Secretary,
"that there are recognized to be cerViews Known to Congressional
tain imperfections in the operation of
the water system, more especially in
Committees.
the consumption of water at certain of
the federal buildings. I had a conference with the chief of engineers and
Commissioners on the subject
Secretary Baker has informed District
the 23d instant, and it is probable that
joint
recommendations
will later be
the chairmen of the Senate and submitted looking to the
enactment
into
law
of
remedial
measures."
House committees on the District
It is understood that the District
will request the withof Columbia that he concurs in Commissioners
drawal of the bill in. question, which
was
introduced
at their suggestion
the views of Gen. William M.
early in the present session of ConBlack, chief of engineers of the gress.
.

army, in opposition to the bill
providing for the transfer of control over the Washington aqueduct and its appurtenances from
the War Department to the District Commissioners.
Under the present system the federal
government brings the water to the
city, . purifies it and supervises consumption in federal buildings, and the
District government distributes the
purified water and supervises consumption by citizens.
In support of the proposition to place
control of the entire system in the
hands of the District Commissioners, it
is argued that the division of jurisdiction may create friction and be objectionable, while the combination of the
system under one management would
be more economical.
Friction Not Anticipated.
Col. C. A. F. Plagler, the District engineer officer in charge of the aqueduct,
reported that "it is not seen how any
friction could occur in the dual administration unless the United States failed
to supply the amount of water required, which has not occurred to the
present time, except in the case of accident to the aqueduct." He also stated
that if the entire system is placed in
the hands of the District Commissioners "there is doubt as to the possibility
of increasing economy without decreasing efficiency."
Gen. Black concurred in these views.
"The division between jurisdictions is
sharply defined and clearly understood.
There appears to.be no evidence that
the present arrangement creates friction or difficulties. Neither does it appear that economy will result from
turning the entire system over to the
Commissioners." He added that the
cost of the construction' and maintenance of the present system is about
$13,500,000, and that the estimated cost
of the enlargement of the supply, coupled with the Great Falls power plant,
is about $15,000,000.

Dispatches Indicate Pershing
Now Using Mexican Railroads
v

V

.

I

News Contained in Official Report to Gen.
Funston of Death of Trooper While Being
Transferred on Train South ofCasas Grandes
While no word- had come today from Special Representative
Rodgers at Queretaro concerning the request for use of Mexican
railways to transport supplies to Gen. Pershing's troops, there were
indications in official dispatches from Gen. Pershing, through Gen.
Funston, that troops were using railways in the Casas Grandes district, probably upon permission from the local Carranza officials.
A dispatch reporting that Saddler George A. Hudnelt of the ioth
Cavalry, had died .from injuries received in a railroad Wreck was
taken to mean that troops were being transferred by rail southward
from Casas Grandes. This was "the first official intimation that
Pershing's troops were using the railroads.
Confers With Secretary Lansing.
Secretary Baker took the message
from Gen. Funston to the State Department and conferred with Secretary Lansing.
It was announced
there that additions proposed by Gen.
Carranza to the projected proctocol
covering the use of the Mexican railways still were under consideration.
Instructions were sent last night to
special representative Rodgers
to
urge Gen. Carranza to grant permission for use of Mexican railways as a
matter independent>of the procotol.
Only routine reports came from the
border to the War Department today.
The department has no information as
to the actual steps taken by Gen. Pershing to close in on the bandits.
Conditions on the east and west
coasts of Mexico were reported to the
Navy Department today as generally
satisfactory.
From Tampico came
word of apparent improvement noticed
by American residents " concerning
whose safety considerable anxiety was
felt.

eight-million-dollar congressional appropriation now available will enable
the department to establish a complete independent motor truck supply
system regardless of the railroads. Secretary Baker announced that two more
motor truck companies have been requested by Gen. Funston and will be
forwarded soon/
There are tjfrenty-seven trucks in a
company. Four companies are now in
service and two others are on their
way to the border. With the additional
two companies Gen. Funston will have
216 trucks with which to maintain
Gen. Pershing's constantly lengthening lines of communication.
With funds available, the:department,
it is said, has now under consideration
plans for purchasing eight new aeroplanes for Mexican service and for establishing three, high-powered radio
stations along the border to provide constant communication with the
wireless sets of the troops now in the
field.

Lieut. J. W. Allison Dies.

• JSL. PASO, Tex., March 29.—Joseph W.
Allison, second lieutenant of the 13th
Lawlessness Near Laguna.
Cavalry, who was brought back to the
Reports of lawlessness in the Uaguna base hospital at Fort Bliss from Casas
region were contained in an announce- Grandes suffering from a cold that dement made by the State Department veloped into pneumonia, died today.
today. It said Gen. Trevino has arrived
at Torreon and will institute an energetic campaign against the lawless element. A telegram from Durango states
there are twenty Americans in that
city and ten in the outlying districts.
All are reported to be well.
Telegraphic advices from Saltillo
state that quiet prevails there and
that eighteen Americans remain in the
district. Railroad and telegraph communication is reported to be open to
all points, and the wireless station is
working.

Preparing Aero Specifications.
War Department officials were preparing recommendations today as to
the number and type of aeroplanes for
border use to be purchased with the
emergency fund of $8,000,000 made
available yesterday by Congress. Secretary Baker expected to act as soon
as the report rea.cnea iiim aiiu Lue n^w
machines, probably eight in number,
probably will be shipped within a few
days.
Aeroplane
manufacturers
have
evinced a desire to co-operate closely
with the government in developing satisfactory war planes, the Secretary
said. They have suggested that a testing ground be established by the army
at Fort Myer, Va., or some other central point, where new types of machines can be sent for test by army
aviators as fast as they are produced.
Mr. Baker indicated that some such
plan would be followed by the departent.
"Uses of the Appropriation.
While ft was admitted at the War
Department that the use of the railways would simplify the troops supply problem, it was ■ said that the
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Baker Is Making Good
TUHEN Newton D, Baker of Cleveland was ap"» pointed secretary of war, the New York
Evening Post said: "Mr. Baker's appointment is one neither to arouse great hopes nor to
provoke bitter opposition."
Today, three weeks later, the Post's Washington correspondent has this to say:
Baker entered the office of secretary of war as
green as the carpets that adorn his office. Yet in
the fortnight or more than he has presided over
the war department, during a period when it has
been more active and busier than it has been since
the days of the Spanish-American war, Newton
Baker has given an exhibition of rare grasp and
intelligence In public office.
Baker reminds one of Frank Polk, counselor of
the state department, who in less than two weeks
showed an aptitude for affairs which made it hard
for the uninitiated to believe that the newcomer
knew nothing about foreign affairs and international
law before coming to Washington.
Bilker is quick witted and clear headed. He is
a tactful person. He. might have interjected his
I ignorance of military affairs to hold up everything
in sight until he knew exactly what the meaning
was of every recommendation made to him.
But the secretary assumed the officers of the
general staff were thoroly disinterested in their efforts to get adequate equipment for the Villa expedition.
Therefore, Mr. Baker interposed no obstacle. No
one ever will be able to say, no matter what criticism is launched in the future against the punitive
expedition, that Secretary Baker's inexperience delayed matters a single instant.
He approved right and left—and incidentally
this was President Wilson's wish.
It is too early to make sweeping predictions,
but persons, like the writer, who knew little of
Baker before he came to Washington will be
very much disappointed if after a little while the
new secretary of war doesn't turn out to be as capable an administration officer and as astute an
adviser, political and otherwise, of the president
as there is in the cabinet.
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Pershing and Dodd Divide
Credit For First Victory
Gen. Ftmston Receives Message of Congratulation From
Secretary Baker After Details of Battle With Villa's
Band Becomes Known—Delight at Border.
(By Associated Press to The Tennessean.)
SAN ANTONIO, Texas, March 31.—Thirty of Villa's soldiers killed, four American troopers wounded, none seriously, and
more than 450 of the fugitive band dispersed after a running fight that extended
over ten miles, is the summary of the first
engagement between the American punitive
expedition and Francisco Villa.
Col. George O. Dodd surprised 500 of
Villa's men at Guerrero March 29 and with
a smaller force, comprising detachments of
the Seventh and Tenth cavalry, began the
attack that ended five hours later when
the Villa force had been chased) into the
hills northeast of Guerrero and broken
into small bands.
Gen. Elizeo Herandez was among the
Villa followers killed. A man named Lopez, who was wounded, is believed to be
Pablo Lopez, who commanded the bandits that killed seventeen Americans at
Santa Ysabel and who erroneously was
reported killed in the fight at Columbus,
N. M. The number of Mexicans wounded
was not stated in official advices.
Gen. Pershing's report, filed at San
Geronimo. reached Gen. Funston today.
Villa was not with the defeated force and
Col. Dodd was believed to be forcing his

cavalry to its utmost to run him down before he could reconcentrate his scattered
men. It was reported to army headquarters here that Villa was wounded; that
one of his legs was broken and one of his
hips badly bruised. The character of his
reported injuries suggested that perhaps
he had been injured in falling from his
horse rather than by a gunshot, as had
been unofficially reported.
Attack Made Early
In the Morning.
Col. Dodd attacked the Mexicans at 6
o'clock, according to Gen. Pershing's report, but whether in the forenoon or in the
afternoon was not stated. Here it was regarded as probable that it was in the
morning, for the action which followed
was a cross counter chase that could not
well have been made after dark.
It was known at Gen. Funston's headquarters that Villa and a force of his men
were in that part of the country. Reports
that he had attacked the small garrison
at Guerrero and had killed more than 170
of Carranza's soldiers had been confirmed
and it also was reliably reported that ho
had occupied Minaca. a short distance
south of Guerrero. Gen. Cavazos, commander of the Carranza forces operating
in that district, had reported a skirmish
with Villa's men at Guerrero.
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END OF MEXICAN CAMPAIGN NOW
THOUGHT MATTER OF DA'

1,

1916.
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! Villa May "Have
" 3
Hicli Praise Is
Already Been Taken.
Given Colonel Dodd.
Officials anxiously awaited further
Unstinted praise was given in all quarnews. Army officers believed it prob- ters to Col. fiodd, the veteran cayalry ofj able that in the forty-eight hours since ficer, who rode with his command contini the fight there had been further uously for 17 hours, covered 55 miles and
i skirmishes with the hard-pressed out- then engaged in a five-hour fight. Col.
; laws and possibly that even Villa him- Dodd is 64 years of age and has been in
the saddle practically ever since the troops
self had been found.
Delay in receipt of General Persh- were ordered to the border. He will reon account of age next July. Aping's report was ascribed by war de- tire
pointed to the military academy from
partment heads to the great distance Pennsylvania, he graduated in 1876. He
commanded the Third cavalry during the
from the border and difficulties of com- Apache
outbreak in Arizona, fought during
munication. The scene of the fight was the Indian campaign in Oklahoma, in the
about 225 miles south of Juarez. While Chicago riots in 1894 and distinguished
during the Spanish-American war,
on the railroad line, General Pershing himself
participating in the battle of San Juan
was thought to have forwarded his dis- and in many fights in the Philippines. He
declared to have been the first to sugpatch bv courier to the signal corps is
gest the now-famous "monkey drill" of
telegraph lines.
cavalry training.
Belief was expressed tonight in all quarFor some time Col. Dodd had charge of
ters that the successful end of the Amer- recruiting at Columbus Barracks. Ohio,
High Praise Is Given Col. Dodd by Army Officials-Secretary ican
and
is credited by Adjutant-General Mcexpedition- was in sight. Officials
with having done much to reduce
believed, too, that Dodd's victory, if fol- Cain
army desertions, although a strict discipromptly by the capture or death plinarian. Among the West Point classBaker Wires Congratulations to Funston to Be Forwarded lowed
of Villa himself, would _go far toward mates of Col. Dodd were Col. Slocum, i
the Thirteenth cavalry, which
■ aiding in the restoration of peace in Mex- commanding
raided by Villa at Columbus, N. M.,
to Men at Front—Matter of Great Gratification to All, Says ico. They believed the rout would dis- was
and who is with the United States expe- ]
courage outlaws generally; and deter fur- dition. Inspector-General Garlington, an- ■
other classmate, said tonight Dodd was
desertions from Carranza's army.
in the army for fearlessness.
Statement Issued—End of Agitation in Congress for More ther
In his telegram to General Funston, for- celebrated
The war department was not advised ofwarded here by the latter from Fort Sam ficially regarding the troops in Col. Dodd's
Tex., General Pershing indicat- command, although the Seventh and Tenth
Soldiers on Border Expected as Result of Victory—Delay in Houston,
were understood to be the nued probable results of the American vic- cavalry
cleus of the column picked for the raid.
tory.
The Seventh cavalry is famous as the regi"With Villa permanently disabled, Lo- ment which was wiped out in the Custer
Receipt of News Explained by Difficulties of Communication
pez wounded and Hernandez dead, the massacre, and cut to pieces in the Wounded
blow administered is a serious one to Vil- Knee affair in 1891, the last of the big
fights.
la's band," he said. The Lopez referred Indian
That the Villa prisoners taken and the
Pershing's! Report
WASHINGTON, March 31.—With
to was believed here to be Pablo Lopez, Carranza soldiers released by Col. Dodd's
Reaches Washington.
Villa's main command shattered by Col.
leader of the Santa Ysabel massacre, in victory might aid Gen. Pershing in trapping Villa was generally believed among
General Pershing's dispatch with the which seventeen Americans were killed.
Dodd's cavalry dash, the war departarmy officers. State department officials
news
of
the
fight
reached
the
war
dewere hopeful tonight that there would be
Baker
Says
All
ment expects that the death or capture
little further delay in concluding negopartment late this afternoon.
It re- Should Be Gratified.
of the bandit leader himself and the ported the results in terse sentences,
tiations of the protocol providing for genTonight Secretary Baker issued the fol- eral'co-operation of Carranza and Amerisuccessful conclusion of the American •giving few details.
can forces in hunting Villa.
lowing statement:
Administration officials also were confipunitive expedition to rid northern
Desperately wounded, and perma"The success of Colonel Dodd in catch- dent that agitation in congress for addiMexico of his raiders will follow more nently crippled with a broken leg and .ing up with the retreating bandits and tional troops to guard the border would
quickly than it had at first been antici- lame hip, Villa was reported to have dispersing them shows the value and ef- not be renewed in the light of this week's
left his men before the fight to hide in fectiveness of the careful preparation events.
pated.
the nearby mountains.
His force, made by General Funston, as well as the
The five-hour running fight in which broken into small bands, was reported dash and vigor with which Colonel Dodd
Dodd's outnumbered troopers killed attempting reformation in -the Senta himself and the members of his command
Villa's chief lieutenant and many of his Maria valley, pressed on all sides by have undertaken their task.
"It is a matter of great gratification to
men with only four of their own num- American and Carranza columns.
Everywhere tonight satisfaction over us all that the first encounter is so decisber slightly wounded, occurred fortythe exploit of Col. Dodd and his men ive and that our own troops have suffered
eight hours before the news reached was expressed. Secretary Baker's con- so slightly. The effect on both sides' of
Washington. Army officers are sure gratulations were sent in this message the border will undoubtedly be good. It
that since the fight, heavier forces from General Scott, chief of staff, to will ally apprehension on the American
side by showing the rapidity and effectivehave come up to support the flying Maior-General Funston on the border: ness with which our army acts, and among
"Secretarv of war desires you to
columns and another action may have
convey to General Pershing and Col. the Mexican peop.e it will show the sinfollowed of which nothing was known Dodd and command his hearty congrat- gleness of our purpose and discourage
other bandits from sympathetic demonulations on exnloit."
here tonight.
stration.
On behalf of the President, the White
Congress stopped business
and
"This comes as a very adequate answer
' cheered the news of the dash of the House authorized a similar expression. to those who feared that it would be a
American troopers. President Wilson In congress the news caused a dem- long and painful pursuit before we oversent words of congratulation to Secre- onstration of cheers and annlause in took the marauders, and gives strong
tary Baker, and the secretary sent mes- the house when Sneaker Clark inter- ground to the hope that the entire object
sages of congratulation to Major-Gen- rupted proceedings for reading of of the expedition can be speedily accomDebate plished."
eral Funston to be conveyed to Briga- General Pershing's di^natoh.
dier-General Pershing and Colonel on the armv increase bill was halted in
Dodd. The first smashing blow at the the senate for the readin? of the telebandits was what all officials had ex- gram, sent to the vice-president's desk
pected of Pershing's seasoned troop- bv Senator Warren of Wyoming, Geners, but few of them had hoped it eral Pershing's father-in-law.
would come so soon.

War Department Gets News Of
Daring Feat By Dodd

CONGRESSMEN CHEER
WHEN NEWS IS READ

HHHHH

e New*
RALEIGH, N.
OHIOAN APPOINTED SECRETARY OF WAR

Here is shown a characteristic attitude of Newton D. Baker, of Ohio, who has
been appointed Secretary of War by President Wilson. The sketch was made
by the famous artist, Norman Lynd, at the last Democratic convention in
Baltimore, Maryland.
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The Progressives in the Cabinet
The new secretary of war has a
fine conception of the opportunities of
his department, considered in their
broadest sense. One might say he
was an idealist concerning the social
bearings of the war department's
work. Writing to a New Tork friend,
he has lately said: —
I hope none of my old friends in social work will feel that my being in
this department, either because of the
name of the department or its exacting demands upon my time, in any
way obstructs my interest, or that I
want to be let out in the future planning and doing. As a matter of fact,
r think the war department has, as
its primary ideal, making America a
strong and virile people. The accidental use of a part of that strength
for war, when it is unavoidable, is an,
important aspect from the point of
view of this department, but the primary thing is that we should be
strong for the arts of peace, strong
industrially, socially and morally.
Is it not possible for a man to be
a better war secretary, even in the
military activities of the department,
because of such a vision? While mayor
of Cleveland, Secretary Baker had become one of the pillars of the soeia)
welfare movement in America; he
was already head of the national consumers' league when the call from the
president came to him to join the
cabinet. Newton D. Baker was precisely the kind of a man whom Mr
Roosevelt sought to attract when he
organized his new party.
In the cabinet are two other men
who rank with Mr Baker as highclass progressives; one refers to Secretary Lane of the interior department and Secretary Houston of the
department of agriculture. And these
two have made excellent records in
the administration. Secretary Lane's
conservation policies have been most
progressive. He is now engaged in
a remarkable development work in
Alaska. There has been no Ballinger
scandal, and Gifford Pinchot has
scarcely been heard from as a critic
of this highly capable administrator.
Secretary Houston is also indisputably a success in a department where
progressive ideas should have free
play.
The three secretaries. Lane, Houston and Baker, form a trio of admirable administrators who would have
been a credit to anv administration
Mr Roosevelt himself could have
formed to promote the policies of his
national progressive platform of 1912.
Does this fact constitute another
reason why. in the opinion of Mr
Roosevelt. George W. Perkins and
Charles Sumner Bird, the defeat of
•Wilson must be effected at any cost?
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No Withdrawal of U. S. Troops
Contemplated, Says Baker

New Cabinet Wdman Dislikes Society

Secretary Says That American Forces Will Continue the
Pursuit Until Villa Has Been Killed or Captured.
Looks for Early Result.
(By Associated Press to The' Tennessean.)
WASHINGTON,
April
8.—Secretary
Baiter, hi formally denying today, that immediate withdrawal from Mexico of the
American expeditionary- force was contemplated, indicated that the war department had .information that the United
States troopers were close upon Villa's
trail and that the expedition might soon
accomplish its purpose.
"The object of the expedition was stated
when dt was undertaken," said''Secretary
Baker. "It has never been changed.
No
other orders have been given and the expedition is busily pursuing it now with
what I hope is a fair chance of early success.""
.
Reports that preparations for withdrawal were under w>ay were declared by
Mr. Baker to have "absolutely no basis."
All the war. department's plans for pursuing the chase were going forward
actively, he declared, an order being
placed only, today for. fifteen gasoline carrying motor trucks for General Pershing's
campaign. The American forces - were
■'pushing ahead," he said.
Publication- today of the text of the
original army order to cross the border a
month ago revealed that no specific direc-

tion to capture or kill Villa mas included.
The • order, made public by Major-General
Scott, chief of staff, stated that the work
of the United States troops would "be
regarded finished as soon as Villa's band
or bands are known to be broken up,"
and that the Americans would withdraw
"as soon as the de facto government of
Mexico is able to relieve them of this
work."
Secretary Baker said General Funston
had not yet reported that the American
expedition's object had been attained. It
was recalled that on the day the troops
crossed Secretary Baker said their object
was to "capture or disperse" the bandits
who raided Columbus.
Secretary Lansing also issued a statement today, saying he knew of no intention to withdraw the troops. He said no
intimation had come that the Carranza
government thought General Pershing had
accomplished his mission and should return to United States territory.
It. was stated officially todav that General Funston's orders were broad enough
to include dealing personallv with Villa
in case he should be encountered.
Satisfaction with the transportation
situation was Indicated at the war and
state departments todav.
With private
shippers getting supplies through on the
Mexican railways, ultimately available to
the. American troops, Secretary Lansing
believes the railway situation has ceased
to be a factor.
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Mrs. Newton D. Baker.
Mrs. Newton D. Baker'; wife of the- j Washington is the least attractive
new secretary of war. has gone to I featnjjje of the position .she will hold
Washington from her Cleveland home |jttiei'e|
with an aversion to the high society-;-'"
of the capital. She thinks societv in I
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NEWTON D. BAKER, THE MAYOR-IDEALIST OF CLEVELAND,
BECOMES THE NEW SECRETARY OF WAR
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alert and youth-like lawyer,
fighting doggedly for years
against the entrenched forces
of special privilege, fighting
for an ideal of the city as
"the hope of democracy" in this nation—that is the Newton Diehl Baker
of Cleveland, Ohio, whom President
Wilson has called to be Secretary of
War. Citizen Militant he surely is, but
quite as surely no one will ever mistake him for a militarist.
Tom L. Johnson, the fighting mayor
of Cleveland, gripped hold of Baker's
idealism and gave the latter's brilliant
legal mind the chance to shine during
a "seven years' war" with the traction
companies. After Johnson died Baker
was elected by the largest plurality
ever given a mayor of Cleveland.
Persistent always, diplomatic when
necessary,
Mayor
Baker
achieved
things for which Johnson had bludgeoned the way. His executive and administrative capacity have been proved,
altho he calls himself a dreamer. The
President, when first elected, wanted
Baker for Secretary of the Interior
(having another portfolio in view for
Lane), but the tender was declined by
Baker in order to complete a second
two-year term as mayor. That ended
January ist of this year. Now he is
named and promptly confirmed without opposition as successor to Lindley
M. Garrison, resigned. He becomes, at
44, the youngest member of President
Wilson's cabinet.
Baker belongs to the same era of
municipal turmoil in the Middle West
that developed Brand Whitlock into
mayor of Toledo and then minister to
Belgium. The two men fought on similar lines in city matters, they campaigned together to secure powers of
home rule from the Ohio legislature.
Contemplating one of their motor-car
tours Whitlock whimsically writes in
his book, "Forty Years of It":
"I would dramatize Baker as speaking,
while I sat there utterly charmed with his
manner, his clear and polished expression, and envied him his ability to speak
.with such surprising fluency, such ease
and grace, as if the fact of putting words
together so that they would form clear,
logical and related sentences were nothing at all, and wondering why it was that
every one that heard was not instantly
converted to his plan, whatever it was. . . .
And then, between times, Baker would not

be talking politics at all; he would not be
indulging in politician's low gossip, slandering every one he knew—the ineradicable and, I suppose, inevitable habit of politicians, because in public they are obliged
to be so suave in utterance and so smiling
and ingratiating in manner. Baker was
not like them at all; he knew a vast deal
of literature and could talk about books
with comprehension; if you mentioned a
passage from John Eglinton, or a scene
from Turgenief, or a poem of Yeats or
Masefield, he would know what you were
talking about. He is not one of those
who, by the little deceit of a thin, factitious smile of appreciation, pretend an
acquaintance they have never enjoyed.
Baker has been able to keep the habit
of reading, even in politics — a singular
achievement. Only he would not read
novels that were in the somber or tragic
manner. I used to tell him that this was
a sign he was growing old, since only
the buoyancy of youth can risk its spirit
in such darkened paths. For instance, he
would never read my novel about prisons,
'The Turn of the Balance'; he said he
knew it was too terrible. But I did not
reproach -or blame him. I no longer like
to read terrible books myself."
Baker frankly says that in the War
Office he has everything to learn. But
he believes in all of President Wilson's
policies so far as he knows them, and
this belief apparently runs back to student- days at Johns Hopkins in 1889,
when he attended Woodrow Wilson's
lecture course on political administration and sat at the same table in a
Baltimore boarding-house.
Twentythree years later, at the Baltimore convention of 1912, Baker led his "progressive" Cuyahoga County delegation
of Wilson men while the majority of
the Ohio delegates were for Governor
Harmon. Under the sacrosanct unit
rule, Baker and his crowd were supposed to be smothered; but he got to
the platform and in a vibrant voice
that secured immediate attention he
made one of his rapid-fire speeches on
the absurdity of the unit rule when
delegates had been elected at primaries.
He won his point and the count of his
Ohio votes helped to nominate Wilson.
His "Gatling-gun" style of speaking
goes with a mind that President Wilson
has said "works like chain lightning."
He does not indulge in oratorical flapdoodle.
An occasional fondness for
Latin phrases is a peculiarity that
strangely enough seems to interfere
not a whit with effectiveness before

those to whom he speaks. Withal he
has that indefinable quality in a speaker
called "charm." This comes, however,
from his mental traits, not from an
impressive physique. Baker takes himself seriously in public utterance, in
private conversation, in court, and in
office, and one quickly enough forgets
to take him otherwise on contact.
Of Baker in office at Washington,
it is safe to say that correspondents
will get the same impressions which
Burton J. Hendrick set down for the
World's Work several years ago when
he studied "Tom Johnson's successor."
Said Hendrick:
"He is a small, dark-haired, brown-eyed,
boyish figure. After wheeling around in
his chair to greet his visitor, Mr. Baker
throws one leg under his body and sits
upon it. This leaves the other swinging
free and it barely reaches the ground. . . .
One might easily take him for a Latin
tutor or a mincing theolog. His colorless
face too clearly lacks acquaintance with
out - of - doors; its indentations, however,
disclose that Mr. Baker is not so young
as he at first seems—they show that he,
like his predecessor, has had his moments
of agitation and trial. Indeed, if one
ignores the slender body and focuses upon
the face and head, a different and stronger
impression is obtained. Here the man is
full-grown—-there is nothing juvenile,
nothing callow. Tho the rest of the tenement may be undersized, the head itself
is ample in its proportions. Mr. Baker
wears a small" shoe but a large hat. A
six - footer's top - piece is superimpozed
upon a boy's body.
"Clearly we have a man whose activities
are all mental. He works, plays, and dissipates all through the mind. Golf, mountain climbing, yachting, even automobiling,
probably offer him few attractions. The
books that are scattered carelessly about
the Mayor's desk force home the same
idea. Here is a copy of Bernard Shaw's
plays; here the last number of the Survey
magazine; the place is littered with large
treatises on the initiative and referendum,
proportional representation, workingmen's
compensation, city planning, and the like.
Outside, his friends and associates telt
the most amazing stories of the man
whom they regard as a prodigy. Greek
tragedies, they say, do not terrify him,
even in the original. His coat pockets
are always stuffed with books and periodicals."
Any one who knows Baker will expect him to be most interested personally in any measures of national pre-
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MAYOR BAKER BECOMES SECRETARY OF
paredness that promise to foster the
development of a distinct species of
American democracy in the world. He
has seen and helped to promote a growing City Sense in one American municipality of 650,000 souls, sixth in
size on our list of cities and a typical
industrial community. He has called
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"Mr. Baker, tho the youngest of us,
Cleveland's City Sense. Johnson, in
was really head of the cabinet and prinhis remarkable autobiographical story, cipal adviser to us all. He has been an
counted it a civic victory worth while invaluable public servant . . . elected even
to have taken more than ten million when I was defeated. Newton Baker as
dollars of "fictitious" value out of a a lawyer was pitted against the biggest
street railway capitalization of thirty lawyers in the State. No other city solicimillions, and to have established a tor has ever had the same number of cases
three-cent fare basis that paid a fair crowded into his office in the same length
of time, nor so large a crop of injunctions
to respond to [he is said to have won
fifty-five lawsuits brought in succession by
the street railways and to have disposed
successfully of fifteen injunctions in six
months], and in my judgment there isn't
another man in the State who could have
done the work so well. He ranks with
the best, highest-paid corporation lawyers
in ability, and has held his public office at
a constant personal sacrifice. This lowpaid city official has seen every day in
the court-room lawyers getting often five
times-the fee for bringing a suit that he
got for defending it. He did for the
people for love what other lawyers did
for the corporations for money."

Baker's views on the problems of
municipal ownership and control may
be read in a monograph of the Annals
of the American Academy of Sciences.
Concretely he holds that the people of
a city are entitled to public utility services at cost, and as Mayor he effected
a cost system in transportation under
which fares go up or down by the'
barometer of a 6 per cent, guaranteed
dividend upon a fixed capitalization.
The growth of City Sense implied in
the gradual extension of municipal
ownership appeals to Baker's instinct.
:
His imagination pictures a city life in
which everybody may feel that he has
a stake, a responsibility, some joy and
pride.
After graduation from Johns Hop' kins, Mr. Baker took a law course at
Washington and Lee University, then
returned to his native town of Martinsburg, W. Va. In 1896 he went to
Washington as private secretary to
Postmaster-General Wilson during the
' last year of President Cleveland's administration. He. returned to Martinsburg for law practice but jumped to
Cleveland by request of Judge Foran,
who took him into his firm in 1897.
Then came the Tom Johnson inspiration or obsession—both terms are still
used in Cleveland—and Baker was
ALMOST THE FIRST THING THIS PACIFIST SECRETARY DID WAS TO ORDER
elected City Solicitor in 1902. He was
AMERICAN SOLDIERS INTO MEXICO!
continuously reelected up to 1912, when
Newton D. Baker, the new Secretary of War is a Postgraduate of the To™.Johnsonmayoralty
the city made him mayor. Last fall he
e
&
f a bit o£ a d
declined to run for a third term as
mayor,
and Peter Witt, his candidate,
this sense "civitism" in lieu of a better return on investment. But above that a Tom Johnsonized co-worker, was dein
value
he
rated
the
development
and
word to express the idea of city pafeated. Once more Baker began pritriotism actually at work. The City training for practical service of men vate practice as a lawyer and a few
interested
in
economic
justice.
FredSense has grown out of such things as
weeks ago had been made active chairthe bitter struggle for municipal con- erick C. Howe, commissioner of im- man of the local Democratic party ortrol of public utility services, a fight to migration at New York, was one of ganization.
equalize taxation, the contest to secure Johnson's'lieutenants, and his book on
It is customary to point out that the
a real home rule charter, innovations "The City, the Hope of Democracy," tradition of appointing a civilian to be
elaborates
the
thesis
that
came
out
of
in the field of charities and correction,
Secretary of War further implies nowwholesale use of the parks for recrea- this group experience. To Baker Tom adays legal experience to cope with
Johnson
in
his
autobiography
paid
this
tion, and popular education. Baker
questions arising from colonial possays Tom Johnson is the father of glowing tribute:
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THE NEW SECRETARY OF WAR
HE country is
well
pleased with President
Wilson's selection of
Hon.
Newton
Diehl
Baker, former Mayor of
Cleveland, to be the
Secretary of War in his
Cabinet, to fill the vacancy caused by the
resignation of Lindley
M. Garrison.
Following President Wilson's
election in 1912 Mr.'Baker's name
was frequently mentioned for a
Cabinet place, and his selection at
this time to fill the important place
in the Cabinet left vacant through
Mr. Garrison's retirement came as
no very great surprise to the country. Successful in the profession of
law and successful as Mayor of the
sixth city of the country, and having
near-Cabinet experience in having
served as private secretary to
Postmaster General William L. Wilson in President Cleveland's Cabinet,
Newton D. Baker was at once acclaimed by the press of the country
as well fitted to administer the affairs of the War Office and to sit in
the Cabinet of President Wilson.'
The new Secretary of War was
born at Martinsburg, West Virginia,
in 1871, the second son of Dr. and
Mrs. N. D. Baker. As a boy he took
to books as a duck takes to water.
In 1891 he received the Bachelor
of Arts degree from Johns Hopkins
University, having completed the
four-year course in three years.
Young Baker, then twenty years
old, at first thought to follow his
father's profession, but a stirring
incident changed his views on that
subject. Going with his father to
assist in the amputation of a man's
leg, young' Newton was left to bind
up the arteries. The doctor returning to the room a few minutes later,
found his son attentively engaged in
repairing veins while the patient
was bleeding copiously through the
arteries.
That incident, which gave Cleveland its two-term Mayor who "did

BY KATE BURR

HON. NEWTON D. BAKER,
The New Secretary of War in President Wilson's Cabinet.
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~PHE nextstep was to become chairman of the Cleveland Charter
Committee, which resulted in a
charter for that city abolishing all
partisan ballots' and put an end to
partisan nominal ions.
And yet throughout his political
life a strange thing is noticed.
Newton D. Baker has never come
forward to push himself into any
office, or position of prominence, local or otherwise.
Postmaster-Geneval Wilson sent
for him' to come to Washington as
his secretary, where he learned the
AB C of Cabinet ways. Martin, Eoran
had fairly dragged him to Cleveland
to become a trial lawyer, Tom Johnson urg'ed him and prodded him into
politics, and now the President of
the United States has called him
•intn t-h&_r^n.hi-Tiftt. to jr.- nost of Almost
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establishment of the Taylor plan of
operation, by which the lines are
left in possession of their individual
owners but are run under the direction of the City Council. Stockholders are guaranteed a certain return
on their investment and the carfare
is made as low as possible, after
legitimate expenses are cared for.
This novel experiment has worked
with excellent satisfaction. Newton
I). Ba,ker carried Cleveland's law interests during' the long tiresome
months of negotiations. Just as
other cities have done, early Cleveland gave its entire lake front to
the railroads, ruder Johnson the
city wanted the Jake front back.
Baker waged the legal battle, arrayed against the ablest lawyers in
Ohio. He battled through the local
courts to the Ohio Supreme Court,
and at lust to the Supreme Court oE
the United States—winning on all
the main contentions.
Mayor Baker next led the fight
to change Ohio's antiquated Constitution and give the State a new organic law which should not hinder
nor humiliate the Stale's municipalities.
Again he won.
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THE NEW SECRETARY OF WAR
HE country is well
pleased with President
Wilson's selection of
Hon. Newton
Diehl
Baker, former Mayor of
Cleveland, to be the
Secretary of War in his
Cabinet, to fill the vacancy caused by the
resignation of Lindley
M. Garrison.
Following President Wilson's
election in 1912 Mr.'Baker's name
was frequently mentioned for a
Cabinet place, and his selection at
this time to fill the important place
in the Cabinet left vacant through
Mr. Garrison's retirement came as
no very great surprise to the country. Successful in the profession of
law and successful as Mayor of the
sixth city of the country, and having
near-Cabinet experience in having
served as private secretary to
Postmaster General William L. Wilson in President Cleveland's Cabinet,
Newton D. Baker was at once acclaimed by the press of the country
as well fitted to administer the affairs of the War Office and to sit in
the Cabinet of President Wilson.
The new Secretary of War was
born at Martinsburg, West Virginia,
in 1871, the second son of Dr. and
Mrs. N. D, Baker. As a boy he took
to books as a duck takes to water.
In 1891 he received the Bachelor
of Arts degree from Johns Hopkins
University, having completed the
four-year course in three years.
Young Baker, then twenty years
old, at first thought to follow his
father's profession, but a stirring
incident changed his views on that
subject. Going with his father to
assist in the amputation of a man's
leg, young Newton was left to bind
up the arteries. The doctor returning to the room a few minutes later,
found his son attentively engaged in
repairing veins while the patient
was bleeding copiously through the
arteries.
' That incident, which gave Cleveland its two-term Mayor who "did
things," and is now giving the country a War
Secretary of whom good things are expected,
closed young Baker's medical career sine die.
In 1893 he graduated in law at Washington
and Lee University, compressing two years' work
into one for family reasons, money being not too
plentiful in a country doctor's family and there
being three other sons to educate.
\ FTER hanging out his shingle to the attention of the 8,000 citizens of Martinsburg, there
followed a period of waiting, until, in 1896, Postmaster General Wilson called him to Washington
to be his secretary during the last year of President Cleveland's Administration.
On a steamship returning from a brief trip
abroad the year following, Newton D. Baker met
Martin A. Foran of the Cleveland bar and formed
a friendship with him which bore fruit in the lawfirm of Foran, McTighe & Baker at Cleveland in
1899.
When Mayor Baker was named as Secretary
of War he was trying- a case before Judge Foran
in the Court of Common Pleas.
The Foran law firm was an anti-corporation
office and there young Baker met Tom Johnson—
one of the arteries of his career which he tied.
Through Mayor Johnson, Mr. Baker was
drawn into active participation in local politics
in Cleveland, serving four terms as City Solicitor
and two terms as Mayor, following Johnson. Declining to run for a third term, Secretary Baker
had just resumed his law practice when called
to Washington.
Perhaps a more agreeable personality than
Newton D. Baker's could hardly be found.
Nature sprinkled her box of personal gifts
liberally over the physical man.
Small, but finely proportioned, with well-knit
frame, suggestive of athletics and simple living,
he carries his head from a full-developed chest.
Straight black hair, a swarthy skin arid
clear, frank hazel eyes, which seem to comprehend everything, a firm, wide mouth, a dignified but friendly majmei—you have the first impression in a nutshell.
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The second impression is somewhat different :
his youth does not seem so obvious when you
study the man at short range. There is something about his mentality which is baffling. His
own analysis of his mental outlook is undoubtedly the accurate one:
"Looking- at myself impersonally," he said in
an interview. "I am inclined to think I have a
very patient mind. I mean by that a mind which
moves slowly, which -plods forward instead of
dashing or leaping. There is nothing brilliant
about it. A brilliant mind, it strikes me, is like
a thoroughbred horse, good for a race, but afterwards needing to be stabled for a day or two.
"My mind is like a plough horse. It cannot
spurt, but it can go on turning- furrow after
furrow. That lets me get through a lot of work.
"By a patient mind, I also mean a mind
which does not leap at attitudes and decisions,
but feels its way. And a mind which does not
get its back up easily. Opposition does not make
my mind bristle. A difference of opinion is not a
personal thing with me."
To those who read between the lines this
trenchant statement of Secretary Baker's mental
equipment is a whole history in itself.
Do you begin to see light on the recent appointment?
There may be many "furrows" to be turned
in the War Department while the present occupant of the director's office is on the ground; and
a "patient mind" may be needed to face and to
deal with certain possible crises which may upspring at the instant notice.
TN Cleveland, after the Johnson Waterloo, Mayor
Baker was the only Democrat elected on the
City ticket, and the only Democrat in City
Hall to stay throug-h a Republican administration.
The election of 1911, sent Baker to the Mayoralty by the largest plurality ever cast for a
candidate for office. He was renominated in 1913
on a non-partisan ticket and elected.
To recapitulate, it will be remembered that
Tom Johnson's fight for public control of the
Cleveland street railway system resulted in the

establishment of the Taylor plan of
operation, by which the lines are
left in possession of their individual
owners but are run under the direction of the City Council. Stockholders are guaranteed a certain return
on their investment and the carfare
is made as low as possible, after
legitimate expenses are cared for.
This novel experiment has worked
with excellent satisfaction. Newton
1). Baker carried Cleveland's law interests during the long- tiresomemonths of negotiations. Just as
other cities have done, early Cleveland gave its entire lake front to
the railroads. Under Johnson the
city wanted the lake front back.
Baker waged the leg-al battle, arrayed against the ablest lawyers in
Ohio. He battled through the local
courts to the Ohio Supreme Court,
and at last to the Supreme Court of
the United States—winning- on all
the main contentions.
Mayor Baker next led the fight
to change Ohio's antiquated Constitution and give the State a new organic law which should not hinder
nor humiliate the Stale's municipalities,
Again he won.
'"PHE next step was to become chairman of the Cleveland Charter
Committee, which resulted in a
charter for that city abolishing- all
partisan ballots" and put an end to
partisan nominations.
And yet throughout his political
life a strange thing- is noticed.
Newton D. Baker has never come
forward to push himself into any
office, or position of prominence, local or otherwise.
Postmastev-C'.euevul Wilson sent
for him1 to come to Washington as
his secretary, where he learned the
A B C of Cabinet ways. Martin Foran
had fairly dragged him to Cleveland
to become a trial lawyer, Tom Johnson urged him and prodded him into
politics, and now the President of
the United States has called him
into the Cabinet to a i)OSt of almost
paramount importance.
A man who never pushes, but whose unaired
qualities make him sought after by men in high
places, must be and is a man of destiny.
In the Baltimore convention, on the unit rule
when the backbone of the Harmon strength was
broken, it was a service on behalf of President
Wilson which introduced the Mayor of Cleveland
to the National Democracy. He loomed big in the
Baltimore convention.
GECRETARY BAKER has been asked since taking office in the Cabinet, his idea of the duties
of the Secretary of War.
"The duties," he answered, "are largely legal.
Nearly all of the War Secretaries have been lawyers." (mentioning Stanton and others down to
Garrison.) "Strictly military affairs are not my
province. Experts must care for these things. I
am an executive. Congress has made laws governing my department. It is my duty to see that
they are conscientiously carried out.
"It is a tradition that the Secretary of War
should always be a civilian, which seems to me
wise. The army, made up of soldiers, belongs to
the common people. The Secretary represents the
owners. He is here to temper and direct the zeal
and ardor of professional soldiers by holding the
viewpoint of the common people, although there
does not seem to me to be in the army any militaristic peril to republican institutions. The officers I have met are not spoiling- for a fight.
Being soldiers they wish to be good soldiers,
ready for war if it should come. That is not
'militarism.' "
There is no ostentation, not the slightest appearance of pride in office about the new Secretary of War.
In Cleveland the Bakers with their three
children lived in a modest frame house, while
Mayor Baker drove his own Ford car and smoked
an ordinary mixture in a twenty-five cent pipe.
Before he owned his Ford he used to read Latin
and Greek books in the street cars.
The Bakers will not care for the frivolous
side of Washington—(Continued on Page 28.".)

The New Secretary of War
(Continued from Page 273.)
life, but Mrs. Baker, who was Miss
Elizabeth Leopold, of Pottstown, Pa.,
will be a charming Cabinet hostess.
She will not take her place in Washington society until the end of the
school term in Cleveland, as the
parents do not wish to break into the
school year of their children.
Mrs. Baker is greatly interested in
civic matters and at the time when
the official notification of her husband's appointment to the War Secretaryship arrived from Washington,
while he was trying a case in court,
she herself was appearing in Police
Court in a case against a grocer
charged with selling impure food.
The new member of the President's
Cabinet is at present living in
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bachelor quarters at the University
Club, where he smokes his small
straight-stemmed black pipe for company after office hours.

Leslie's Weekly

AT the present time he is working
overtime to familiarize himself
. with the tasks of his new office.
"This slow mind of mine," he smilingly says, "compels me to put in the
time from half-past eight in the
morning until midnight to become acquainted with my work."
So far along the way Secretary
Baker has not experienced difficulty
in becoming more familiar with his
"work" than any opposing interests
have with the same "work."
The future must write its own story.

IJRESIDENT WILSON has had
-*• more than the usual amount of
trouble in keeping his cabinet intact.
Mr. Bryan had to retire because he
was too peaceful; Mr. Garrison because he was too military.
The newly selected Secretary of War, Mr. Newton D.
Baker, a former mayor of Cleveland, is an ardent pacifist.
"Why not," says the New York Herald, "appoint Mr.
Henry Ford as Secretary of War and be done with it?"
Mr. Baker states his position on pea^e and war as folio*
" I have, always been a peace
advocate. I believe in peacey
and in the proper enforcemen
of peace—by force, if necessary." William B. Brewster,
field secretary until a month
ago of the National Security
League, and since then secretary of the Committee of
Mayors on National Defense,
says, "Of all the mayors I
interviewed, Mr. Baker was
the most pronounced opponent
of preparedness." An endorsement of Mr. Baker's appointment, not altogether pleasing
COPVKIOUT FRANK MOOKP
to President Wilson, is that
NEWTON D. BAKEE
of the Anti-Preparedness ComThe new Secretary of
War, who is against
mittee which declared the
military preparedness,
appointment would "tend to
and is a member of
nearly
all the peace
convince the country that the
societies in the
President is not entirely the
country.
jingo which some would make
him out to be." The opinion at Washington seems to be
that the new appointee is to be a mere executive officer
and that the President will be the real head. In stating
his position, Mr. Baker said, "I believe in the President's
preparedness policy. I believe in all of his policies that
I know anything about." Mr. Baker was sworn in on
March 9th, the day on which the Villa raid on Columbus,
N. M., brought the Mexican problem to the attention of
his department in a critical way.
PACIFIST FOR
THE WAR POST

THE NEW WAR SECRETARY.
IN NAMING the Hon. Newton D. Baker, former
Mayor of Cleveland, as Mr. Garrison's successor, President Wilson has chosen for a
position which requires signal qualities of ability,
initiative, fearlessness, and grasp of large generalizations and multitudinous details, a man who
has given ample proof of all these characteristics.
The new War Secretary is a man in the, full
vigor of the prime of life, Mr. Baker being 44
years old. A prominent Ohio Democrat, he is a
firm supporter of President Wilson's policies, and,
though comparatively speaking, a young man, he
has been for many years a leader of the Ohio bar.
As citizen, lawyer and official, Newton D. Baker
is widely and favorably known to the country.
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War Department Without
Evidence That Villa Bands
Are Effectively Dispersed
Secretary Baker of the War Department said he was unable to comment
upon Gen. Carranza's note, because It
raised questions of administration
policy entirely within the jurisdiction
of the President and the State Department.
Although Gen. Carranza raised side
issues, administration officials, at their
first view of the communication, regarded the principal contentions as
being that the object of the punitive
expedition has been accomplished so
far as it can be. and that the Vina
bands have been dispersed.
■War Department officials take the
view that they have no evidence that
tit Villa bands have been dispersed,
because they never have had definite
formation of their number and hat
the vTry nature of the situation gives
no evidence that the raiders have been
^Some^tatt Department officials confessed that Gen. Carranza's note was

V

-x

n
°CounsUe;Por Polk confirmed the statement in the note that when he asked
for use of the Mexican railways the
reply was "satisfactory." but was coupled with an expression of surprise
that the United States had not awaited
final approval of the pending protocol
before sending troops across the border.
It was declared officially, however,
that no formal protest against the entry of Gen. Pershing's columns had
been previously made by Gen. Carranza.
When the advance troops
crossed at Columbus, it was officially
stated, a Carranza general met them
at the border and made no protest
either personally or on behalf of his
government.
State Department officials took the
view that Gen. Carranza's note was
not a demand for immediate withdrawal of the forces, but an invitation to
begin negotiations to limit their stay.
Counselor Polk conferred with Maj.
Gen. Scott, chief of staff, and announced that the negotiations would
be handled exclusively by Secretary
Lansing.
Bandit Kaid Near Guaymas.
Dispatches received early today at
the Navy Department from Admiral
Winslow, commanding the Pacific fleet,
made no mention of a reported bandit
raid upon Americans near Guaymas.
Admiral Winslow reported arrival ot
the cruiser Denver at La Paz, Mexico,
en route to San Diego. He did not
mention ordering the Denver to Guaymas to investigate the alleged attack
upon the Americans and no orders have
been sent from the Navy Department
to that effect.
Admiral Winslow stated that the
supply ship Glacier was bringing a
number of Americans from Mazatlan.
The last report from Admiral Winslow was dated yesterday at 10 a.m. and
reported Guaymas and vicinity quiet.
The cruiser Chattanooga there, navy
officials believe, is able to cope with
any anti-American incident without assistance from the Denver. A considerable Carranza garrison is also understood to be at Guaymas. ■
Navy dispatches reported quiet at
Vera Cruz, Tampico and Progreso.
It was evident today that the "War
Department, without reference to diplomatic considerations, has endeavored
to provide against every possibility in
details ot the pursuit of Villa's bands.
Strictest secrecy has been observed in
that regard, but it is well understood
that in every movement of troops bevond the border and along the international line, the possibility of an attempt to cut off the expedition has
been considered.
It is unquestionable that the War Department is prepared to take immediate
steps to back up tne border forces with
National Guard organizations should need
arise.
The diplomatic situation was not nearly
so clear as the military. Some officials
privately expressed the view that Gen.
Carranza might have felt compelled to
seek the withdrawal of American troops
in deference to public sentiment in
Mexico.
It was pointed out that the unofficial
text of his note sought only the opening of negotiations to that end, and that
it contained not even a request for the
withdrawal. Even that suggestion was
founded on statements of fact which
would be themselves debatable,} one of
these being that the expedition had
already accomplished its purpose.
In any event, it. seemed likely that a
more or less prolonged diplomatic discussion was foreshadowed rather than
.any military-change. ... _

AFFAIRS AT WASHINGTON

1

3

'EMORIES of the aggressive Tom L. Johnson are revived in the appointment of Mr. Newton D. Baker of Cleveland, Ohio^as Secretary of
War. Mr. Baker was an able and enthusiastic lieutenant of the great
single-taxer. He has met fearlessly many of the problems that arose in the
transition of Cleveland
from a comfortably
growing city into a cosmopolitan center. An
ardent personal friend*
of President Wilson, he
has enjoyed his confidence in personal correspondence, and was
previously offered a
Cabinet position. Good
guessers at Washington
determined long before
the announcement was
made that Newton D.
Baker would be the new
member of the Cabinet.
The office of the Secretary of War, while ranking next to that of the
Secretary of State and
Tieasury, has been regarded by various Presidents as a department of
primary importance.
There is a suggestion
that "Department of
the Army" rather than
"War Department"
would be an appropriate
change. The reason has
never been recited as to
just why it should not
be "Army Department"
as well as "Navy Department." In these
piping days of peace
propaganda, it would
GARRISON AS TUTOR TO NEW SECRETARY OF WAR
certainly sound better
for war or even for the job of "punishing" Pancho Villa is a
to eliminate the word Preparation
new thing to Newton D. Baker, newly appointed Secretary of War, and Mr.
Baker
has
been
taking lessons from his predecessor, Lindley M. Garrison,
"war," especially as
in the "ins and outs" of the secretary's office. At the time of Garrison's
"war taxes" are already resignation he offered to return to Washington and help the new secretary
war get into the swing of things. The day after Mr. Baker took the
acknowledged a grim of
oath Mr. Garrison dropped unheralded into his old office, and renewed
misnomer.
his offer to Mr. Baker in person. The new cabinet minister has always
a peace-worker and he accepted the proffer of tuition readily. The
Singularly enough, been
photo shows Garrison and Baker at the close of a strenuous day on the
preparatory work for the United States' entry into Mexico
lawyers have made the
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dents like those which occurred at Columbus should be repeated.
"Lastly, on the fifth of the present month your excellency
in delivering to our confidential agent a counter project of an
agreement on the reciprocal passage of troops to be presented
for the consideration of the Mexican government, accompanied
it with a note declaring that the American government trusted
that the conditions contained in the said agreement should not
apply to American forces which actually found themselves
within Mexican territory at that time in pursuit of Villa.
"Your excellency further assured us that in exercising that
privilege of entering our territory those forces would confine
their military operations only to the object of the expedition
and that they would retire immediately afterward to their own
country. Your excellency also expressed your gratefulness to
the Mexican government for having, as you stated, reached a
compact by means of which the United States forces had permission to pursue Villa and his party in Mexican territory, and
stated that the American government found itself disposed to
respect the confidence shown it was that it would, by no means,
violate Mexico's sovereignty or abuse the privilege so generously and freely granted it.
NO AGREEMENT; NO RIGHT TO ACT.
"Furthermore, the honorable Secretary of the State Department, Mr. Polk, in conference with our confidential agent in I,
Washington declared that the United States government hadj'
acted in all good faith in sending its expedition into Mexico in A
pursuit of Villa on the supposition that the note of March 10 '
contained a definite agreement; but that the American government consented to let the expedition remain in Mexican territory only until details of an agreement could be arranged.
"In consequence of the facts previously expressed, as no1
final agreement has been reached as to the terms of a treaty tdj
regulate in general-nhe reciprocal passage of troops over the
dividing line for the purpose of pursuing outlaws who mai
henceforth commit depredations in one or the other countryj
the Mexican government judges it convenient to suspend folm
the present all discussion or negotiations in this particular, ops
founded on the circumstances that the expedition sent by the '
United States government to pursue Villa is without foundation in virtue of the non-existence of a previous agreemen_formal and definite.
"And as that expedition has fulfilled its object, in so far i
it will be able to do so, as the party headed by Villa has alreac
been dispersed; and, finally, because there are Mexican troo)
in sufficient number pursuing them, and more forces are beir
sent to exterminate the rest of the beaten party, the first chi
of the constitutional army, charged with the executive power
the nation, considers that it is already time to treat with tl
United States government for the withdrawal of their foro
from our territory.
"I take this opportunity to reiterate to your excellency n ■
. very distinguished estimation and consideration.
"CANDIDO AGUILAR,
'
"The Secretary for Foreign Affairs 1
.
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TIME TO WITHDRAW U. S. ARMY
FROM MEXICO, CARRANZA SAYS
IN NOTE TO SECRETARY LANSING
The note which Carranza sent to Eliseo Arredondo, the Mexican
ambassador designate at Washington, to be delivered to Secretary
Lansing, is as follows:
"Deliver the following note to Secretary Lansing, so ending negotiations for a reciprocal passing of troops and asking for disoccupation of territory occupied by American troops in view of Villa's
party having been destroyed and Mexican forces having relieved
those in pursuit of the bandits a few days after the event at Columbus :"
"Your Excellency Robert Lansing, Secretary of the United
States, Washington:
"The Mexican government in its desire to conserve cordial
and unchangeable good relations of friendship which ought to
exist between Mexico and the United States, as much for the
sentiment that animates this government as for a desire of satisfying the spirit of article 23 of the treaty of friendship celebrated between both countries on the 2d of February, 1848, and
in view of the lamentable happenings that took place in Columbus on the 9th of March last, and remembering the historical
antecedents in similar cases, did not hesitate to make to the
government of the United States, under date of March 10, a
proposal by means of which the forces of one and the other
country could reciprocally cross the dividing line in pursuit of
bandits if unfortunately there should be repeated along the border acts like those committed in Columbus. From the beginning the Mexican gV^ernment judged that, by reason of the time
which had transpirecK^nd for the purpose of treating a case already passed, the said incident could not remain comprehended
as a proposal for the reciprocal passing of troops.
COLUMBUS RAID NOT INCLUDED.
"It is for this reason that the note of our government, sent
on the 10th of March, indicates with all clearness that the proposition contained in it was conditional, or, what is the same, that
reciprocity could take place only if the irruption registered in
Columbus should unfortunately be repeated at any other point
of the frontier.
"The American government, relying on the text of said note
and without having penetrated all these conditions of its limitation, but rather believing in the existence of a definite agreement, as is indicated in the terms of its note of March 13, gave
expression to its views as follows: That in view of the consent
of this reciprocal agreement proposed by the de facto government of Mexico, this agreement is now complete and in vigor
and in the reciprocal privilege previously mentioned may be
exercised by each government without a future interchange of
ideas.
"It was considered right to send on Mexican territory an
expedition which has been called punitive with the object of
pursuing and chastising Villa and his party of outlaws, and the
expedition was sent some days after the wrongdoers had returned to Mexican territory.
"On the 17th day of March the Mexican government
sent a note to the American government through our confidential agent in Washington, Licenc'iado Elisea Arredondo, stating that the Mexican government had reliable information that
without knowledge or the advice of the nearest civil and political authorities, and without sending any communication on the
part of the American government, a so-called punitive expedition had passed through Palomas with the object of pursuing
Villa and his party.
""^'As a consequence the said confidential agent was instructed
to call the attention of the United States government to the fact
that it was giving a crooked interpretation to the text of the note
of March 10, and that the government of Mexico was disposed
to sustain its proposal regarding the reciprocal passage of troops,
but that an expedition could not be sent in the meantime, as the
terms and conditions relative to the agreement were not denned.
DENIES PERMISSION FOR INVASION WAS GIVEN.
"This government insisted in its note of March 17 that the
reciprocal passage of troops would be permitted only if unfortunately from this time forward there should be repeated irruptions like the one registered at Columbus or of any other kind
whatever at any part of the frontier line.
"In the meantime, the Mexican government, faithful to its
proposal and with the intention of fulfilling strictly its compromise, began drawing up a project for the reciprocal passage of
troops, which was presented with all form to the United States
government under date of March 13, it being hoped that the
terms and conditions established in the said agreement would
meet with approval.
"The American government, through the medium of our
confidential agent, communicated that in principle it accepted
the agreement and was only studying the points in detail in
order to finish it. So things went on until the igth of March,
when the Hon. James Linn Rogers presented a note to our
secretary, begging that the corresponding authorities in Chihuahua should give the necessary instructions to permit that
some provisions be transported by the Northwestern railroad
for the American troops pursuing Villa and his party.
"On the same date the Mexican government answered the
note, manifesting surprise that, without any official advices
whatever on the part of the United States government, American troops had crossed over into Mexican territory and were
already in Casas Grandes or its surroundings.
"On the 18th of March our confidential agent in Washington had an interview with one Frank Polk, then secretary to
the State Department, and he expressed to our confidential agent
that he deplored not having received the observations of the
Mexican government before the passage of American forces
over the border, and assured our agent that the passage of these
troops took place in the best of faith and in the belief that it
would not be necessary to enter into more particulars and details
of an agreement which was considered definite and ended.
PUT LIMIT ON ADVANCE OF TROOPS.
"These declarations, made by the Hon. Mr. Polk, were confirmed in all their parts at a conference on March 23 between
our confidential agent and your excellency, who stated also
that he was sorry at having interpreted wrongly the contents
of said note in respect to the passage of troops, and that they
would not advance more to the south of the place where they
then were.
"On the 19th of March the Hon. Mr. Polk addressed a letter
to our confidential agent in Washington, ratifying in writing
the conference, held on the previous day, and expressing in a
clear and conclusive manner that it was a motive for sincere
lamentation that there had been a bad interpretation as to the
attitude of the first chief relating to the passage of United
States troops over the frontier in the pursuit of Villa, and declaring that the State Department of the United States believed that our government had consented plainly to the arrangement proposed in its communication of March 10 from the
then secretary of foreign affairs, Licenciado Jesus Acuna, which
arrangement was accepted by the United States government in
its note of March 13.
"In declarations which his excellency the Hon. President
Wilson made public on March 26, he expressed himself in the
following manner:
" 'As we have already announced, the expedition was ordered
under an agreement with the de facto government of Mexico
for the purpose only of capturing the bandit Villa, whose forces
have invaded the territory of the United States, and on no pretext whatever would we order an invasion of that republic or a
violation of its sovereignty.'
"That idea, published by his excellency President Wilson,
was rectified on March 31 by a message sent to our confidential
agent in Washington, in which he was instructed to call your
attention to the idea indicated, since the note of March 10 referred to the reciprocal passage of troops only in case that inci-

dents like those which occurred at Columbus should be repeated.
"Lastly, on the fifth of the present month your excellency
in delivering to our confidential agent a counter project of an
agreement on the reciprocal passage of troops to be presented
for the consideration of the Mexican government, accompanied
it with a note declaring that the American government trusted
that the conditions contained in the said agreement should not
apply to American forces which actually found themselves
within Mexican territory at that time in pursuit of Villa.
"Your excellency further assured us that in exercising that
privilege of entering our territory those forces would confine
their military operations only to the object of the expedition
and that they would retire immediately afterward to their own
country. Your excellency also expressed your gratefulness to
the Mexican government for having, as you stated, reached a
compact by means of which the United States forces had permission to pursue Villa and his party in Mexican territory, and
stated that the American government found itself disposed to
respect the confidence shown it was that it would, by no means,
violate Mexico's sovereignty or abuse the privilege so generously and freely granted it.
NO AGREEMENT; NO RIGHT TO ACT.
"Furthermore, the honorable Secretary of the State Department, Mr. Polk, in conference with our confidential agent in
Washington declared that the United States government had
acted in all good faith in sending its expedition into Mexico in
pursuit of Villa on the supposition that the note of March 10
contained a definite agreement; but that the American government consented to let the expedition remain in Mexican territory only until details of an agreement could be arranged.
"In consequence of the facts previously expressed, as no
final agreement has been reached as to the terms of a treaty to
regulate in generartthe reciprocal passage of troops over the
dividing line for the purpose of pursuing outlaws who may
henceforth commit depredations in one or the other country,
the Mexican government judges it convenient to suspend for
the present all discussion or negotiations in this particular, or
founded on the circumstances that the expedition sent by the
United States government to pursue Villa is without founda- \
tion in virtue of the non-existence of a previous agreement,
formal and definite.
"And as that expedition has fulfilled its object, in so far as
it will be able to do so, as the party headed by Villa has already
been dispersed; and, finally, because there are Mexican troops
in sufficient number pursuing them, and more forces are being
sent to exterminate the rest of the beaten party, the first chief
of the constitutional army, charged with the executive power of
the nation, considers that it is already time to treat with the
United States government for the withdrawal of their forces
from our territory.
"I take this opportunity to reiterate to your excellency my
very distinguished estimation and consideration.
"CANDIDO AGUILAR,
"The Secretary for Foreign Affairs."
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Secretary Baker laid before the cabinet today long reports from Gen. Funston, reviewing the whole situation on
the border and in Mexico. It was announced afterward that there was to
be no change in the American government's policy.
Prom the State Department the
President and the cabinet received an
outline of the diplomatic steps taken or
contemplated since the Carranza government urged the withdrawal of American troops.
A decision as to what course now to
pursue is to be reached between the
military and diplomatic aspects of the
situation.
Secretary Baker said he was still
without any information from military
sources regarding the reported death
of Villa. The Mexican embassy also
had no further information.
No Mention of Villa's Death.

JIKEfl OHIO'S
TROOPS IRE PREPARED
Hough's Aid Reports Readiness of Guard to Serve
on Border.
COLUMBUS. March 23.—Col. Byron
L. Bargar, Fourth regiment, Ohio
National Guard, left Columbus tonight
for Washington under orders from
Adjt. Gen. Hough "to carry out instructions" from the adjutant general to the war department at Washington.
These instructions are said to be in
regard to the strength of the Ohio
National Guard and its preparedness
for border service in event of a call.
Hough today issued orders for the
mustering in on March 30 of a military organization at Zanesville as Company E of the Seventh regiment, Ohio
National Guard, to take the place of
the company disbanded recently at
Cambridge. The company will consist of sixty-five young men.
Peports from Mexico today apparently caused the adjutant general's
department to renew preparations for
a possible assembling of the Ohio
National Guard at Columbus.
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iVo Change in Mexican Policy
Is the Decision of the Cabinet
After Hearing Funston Report

Leslie's Weekly

NEWEST CABINET 1LADY
Mrs. Newton D. Baker, wife of
the new Secretary of War, is
gifted with a beautiful soprano
voice and has frequently sung in
public to aid causes in which she
is interested. She is credited
with originating the idea of the
Municipal Symphony Orchestra
of which Cleveland is proud.
One of her favorite activities is
the Consumers' League, which,
among other things, prosecutes
dishonest retail dealers. She
was in police court on this business when she received word that
her husband had been appointed
to a cabinet position

OJ\*A.AZ\IL

Gen. Funston's dispatches came last
night and are the fullest discussion of
his problems he yet has submitted.
They contain no mention of the reported death of "Villa. That was the only
hint of their contents Secretary, jBaker,

LE

would reveal. The substance of the ,
message, the Secretary said, was beyond the realm of public discussion at
this time.
It is understood that the reports
show Gen. Pershing's men to be south
now of the fartherest southern point
at which Villa's trail has been even indefinitely located. The pursuit apparently is swinging to westward, into the
more mountainous regions.
Renewed sniping around Parral was
not reported to the department, although news dispatches from Gen.
Pershing's camp disclosed that American troops had again been fired upon by
Carranza troops.
Necessity of Further Instructions.
War Department officials would not
discuss the probable result of trfe continued hostility.
It was intimated,
however, that even without this.new.,
incident, Gen. Pershing might have
thought it necessary to call the department's attention to the situation
very fully and to await further instructions. It was thought probable that he
would avoid any possibility of further
clashes until he was advised as to the
wishes of President Wilson.
In that event, it was said, it seemed probable that present operations at
J;he front are of a limited -chasacter,.,
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PARRAL, MEXICO, WHERE AMERICAN SOLDIERS WERE FIRED)
ON AND KILLED BY CARRANZISTAS.

ui pres aq pinou;s Slens volens by the Senate or by
j.1 J6,Taa1lBlH,.@jg 83i P wlth every ipiece of legislation,
undertake to form1 no 0ltner subject get together and
by both bodies wit^S^ctanyk+^nere"is £ftilidnendd
ing -in the House and one in the Senate andtheeS~
sentials of the two are not very different and wih^
the bills get into conference, the conference commS
tee .can straighten out these little differences The
™^aan^n,t?'ls are "Practically the same.
Mr. Works—Mr. President, it is not at all a usnial
thing for the two committees to operate iointy I
suppose that has not been done. I tWnk °t wTl" be
aSkm^Zi*
£*2 'c'0™ed,
thafthere^s
qunte a little difference between
the two
I do not

%3LE&2rsenat0,r *rom °^on ^ ^-dna°s

SSASMK
«tefk^feSi
tween -the two houses which could be considered uoh
S

an agreement as wou-dl exist with reference to the
fundamental principles. It further appears that as
yet these committees have simply begun and no more

<uer to rise. I do not recall the details as to cost or
manner of feeding and clothing.
Mr. Vardaman—I have had some observation on
the point the senator has just been discussing. I do
not (think there are any people on earth more undemocratic in the treatment of the private soldier
™" Tfch1,e American regular Army. As a matter of
™' JJ *"* always believed that that was the reason
why the American youth decline to join the regular
_ Mr. Borah—I will say to the senator that is precisely
'
^M'J- Yardaman—But that has nothing to do with
the feeding and clothing and the discipline and the
expense of maintaining the Army
Mr. Borah—No; but that matter was covered by
this article. I only Instanced the matter to which
the senator referred because it impressed itself on
my mind very much. I do not undertake to go into
details or to carry into my mind the details as to the
%,Vt^leJl\£llt he, 'did hTins °'u,t vel-y effectively the
fact that the rank and file of the army in foreign
countries is treated more democratically than in our

Mr Vardaman—I am not familiar as to that but
repeating what I said a moment ago, I am rather
proud of the fact that the American youth in time of
peace declines to join the regular Army. The treat11
1
ment he receives there is more that of a servant than
n thS
calendar and ready for considerlton '
* °'
L?i^'-0tlc American citizen fighting for the flag or
defending the flag. He is a subordinate.
Mr. Borah—-I 'understand that; but I trust bv tho
I remember during -my limited experience in the
n™s6 Millet Tth thiS ™m ofUpSrepIred!
volunteer service at Santiago- that the volunteer soldier had an l-neffalble aversion to the regular Army
Everyone knows that this matter o?-preyedWfe officer because of that manner of treatment or the
treatment
he received at his hands
yet wholly unformed. How Ion-" have -So. ^.^ •
tbi^r" ^T+T'df~y,r- Resident, * am inclined to
think that the treatment to which the senator from
Idaho [Mr. Borah] refers is more the treatment by
.the people generally of the individual soldier than it
is the treatment by the officers. In every country
where universal service exists service in the armv is
an honor and a distinction. Universal service is absolutely democratic. Every man, rich or poor is
aStUte
t0
3
t
compelled to render it as a patriotic duty. That very
tact elevates the man of inferior station and creates
a spirit of democracy in the man of superior station
]U,f, +™ay lSrm ^'im such' and the real democratic
institution, the only democratic institution, they have
in these monarchical and imperialistic countries is
the army itself; where every man, rich or poor, is
?.?^P It to serve as a matter of patriotism, and
where they stand upon an equality in the ranks in
tZ.IV-°' • 61r co?Jntry; whereas in this country
fif™ce- 1IS a voluntary service, and in times of
peace the impression prevails that no man of character or of energy or of ability will willingly go into
the Army because he is thereby circumscribing his
career and denying himself opportunity. The public
at large accepting that view, treat the soldiers in the
regular Army with a certain indifference that at times
STw S contemptuousness.
That condition would
X* f™ had universal or compulsory service,
an which I believe.
Mr Borah—The senator from Nevada, in speakimabout men refusing to go into the Army, has reference to the common soldier?
soldirerNeW,I'andS_YeS; * a™ speak!'n<S of the common

afters SSffiEES r^^'its^ll ^!^ ^

mmmmm
5&?f stateVZ f^

t^

«<*

*»- Z t

.—.—„uuuuwui«, jTitj -auueu: "We would not ihavo
npe^f"7 °f the weapons of defense woicS are most
needful now, since the board had made some verv
unn
y
wise recommendations."
"
The next Speaker was Mr. Arthur D Call secre
tary of the American Peace Society who in The
thanCL^hintroduc«^ expressed' the^-uipic on
that those whose profit it is that the varinufi „v
aggeroted program shall be a part of our national
policy naturaJlly faV0r such program. If we adooted
the program that would give ^proposed big navy by
1925, we would he in the most dangerous situation
that ever confronted this country. Admiral Fletcher's estimate of cost was given to Show the disas
troirs results growing out of the "pistolVarryLg'pol
icy.
The problem would surely be to devise .ftp
!« tmea™ <* raising the money necessary to
8
meant
Mr Call
Pan&rreminded
^T'^
meant, Mr.
fhe Proposed,
committee and
an this
increase in taxation and the imposition of a burden
he
e
lle
2K2, *
P °P -. He eloquently described the pre"
n1aRn^vfSACOnt
-aS1,<>n Whioh had seized the countries
m
Ta and ?ad 'taken Possession of China
B1
an Ti^
J
2 apan. He agreed that the country should be
aoequately defended," but confessed his inability to
define the term and obtained nothing to a"d h m in
that direction from the accumulated testimony of the
experts who had appeared before the committee
te™,U:MrS^n C°St '°'f Preparedness to comparative
terms Mr. Call presented a number of interesting
examples, such as the cost of firing a big gun wa!
equivalent, to the cost of a home; the cost of flrTnsuch a gun twice was equal to the cost of a. college^
:
flrin:S: the s u:n three tim
S2S2f*?*L
-e •C?at,'°lfcompetence
' or school teacher's
es was
equal to a minister's
pay for a decade; the cost of a battleship was equal
to the cost of 1,000 locomotives, a dozen Washington
monuments, 15 first-class merchant vessels, a college
education of 24,000 men, the pay roll of the IT I
government for six months, the operating expense
of the entire diplomatic service for four years
Mr Call then turned his attention to the destruction of the argument that preparedness was "an insurance.
He pointed out that the cost of the insurant ,-?S?ted *?e °'ut'lay in the way of premium
and in addition, the payment for the loss. "Tbreefourth-s of the nations have no navy and have no
war, was one sentiment expressed by the speaker.
^^M1|^T'g™ne?lts Was *hajt' slnce the Canadian
border had ibeen and could be maintained without resort to force or the expense of military protection,
there was no reason why all the -borders of the country could not be as peacefully protected. Finally ir
was asserted that the discovery of a substitute for
war was dependent on a long process of education,
starting with the establishment of justice for force
Dr. Samuel T. Button, secretary of the iNew York
branch of the American Peace Society, a -member of
the Servian -Relief Committee, and a member of -the
international commissio-n to determine the Causes
and effedt of the Balkan War, introduced himself Is
an expert upon the atrocity of war." He urged that
emphasis be placed in all congressional considerations
-of preparedness upon policies instead of uponarma^T}' i, H! ^ellleved that the Navy should be kept at
a high state of -efficiency and assumed that the
Nayy was now -a strong one; if there were elements
lacking, he favored sup-plying these defects to bring
the service up to a -condition of readiness. He had no
difficulty in agreeing with Mr. Hensley that qu-otin-"
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IN CONGRESS
UNPRBPAREDNESS DISCUSSION IN THE
SENATE.
The (proceedings in the Senate cm Monday were enlivened by a discussion of the military condition or
the country. Senator Myers desired to bring up tor
consideration and final action a ibill which was destined to take several weeks' time for consideration.
He stated that this could be done pending the report
oif some preparedness measure by the Senate committees or the passage of some bill toy the House
which could be taken up in the Senate Senator
Chamberlain assured ithe Senate, that his Ml for an
increase in the Army would he reported within a few
davs
Senator Myers expressed the opinion that
"there is very little use in providing a larger Army
and Navy" than we have ait present if we can not
cope with the situation in Mexico. "I do not believe
the people -of this country," he sand "are demanding
today that the Congress of the United States should
lay aside all other business and devote its entire
time and attention to further taxing the people and
voting away the money for the increase of the Army
and Navy."
Senator Borah criticised
the democratic majority in
the Senate for failure to
heed the warning of President Wilson and report
measures for increases of
the Army and the Navy.
Mr. Myers said that his information was to the effect
that we have over 100,000
-men in the Army, and that
it is larger than this country has ever had ibef ore in
its history. This prompted Senator Chamberlain to
protest against the statement going to the country
uncontradicted that we
have 100,000 men available
for purposes in Mexico or
anywhere else. "I desire
to say that in so far as my
knowledge goes we have
not even enough to cope
with Mexico. We have not
only not enough men there,
■but we have not the material in the way of equipment, rather in the way
of aeroplanes and other
things that will be absolutely essential for such a
warfare as we would be
compelled to engage in. It
is no child's work, Mr.
President, and the statement of the senator going
forth to the people of this
country lulls them into a
feeling of security when it
absolutely does not exist."
Mr. Myers—I ask the
senator have we not about
96,000 men enrolled in the
United States Army?
Mr. Chamberlain—Some
(C) Harris & Ewing.
of them are where it will
take 30 days' travel; they
are in the Philippines and
«nanorc.r\ nil
in China and in Panama, and they are^scattered
all
over the continent. We have not /ivailatole in this
country continental troops to exceed 30,000, and. not
more than half of that number would he available to
deal with Mexico. 1 venture to say, Mr President
that if we think we can igo down into Mexico and
whip them into order in a few weeks this country
will he disappointed. They have a well-trained soldiery there and can organize an army of from fifty
to sixty thousand men at any time. Mr. Villa will be
looked upon as the national hero. So far as l am
concerned, I would not be surprised at all to see
every Mexican, the Carranzista force and the Villa
force rally around one standard for the purpose of
.whipping ithe United States. I think the statement
ought to be carefully weighed before it taimade
he?e that we have 100,000 men to cope with Mexico
or any other serious situation.
Mr ©moot—Mr. President, allow me to suggest to
the senator also that Mexico today has more, field
guns than the United States. I think Mexico today is
prepared better with ammunition than the United
States. I do not Ibelieve we ought to allow the impression to go out uncontradicited that we have 100,-
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Mexico; hut, Mr. President, it would be an error, in
my judgment, to underestimate the importance and
the value in this connection of our national guard.
They are not only equipped for patrol duty and such
other service as ouir Army must perform along the
border, but undoubtedly many of the companies and
regiments of this service are fairly well trained, and
would give a good account of themselves if assigned
to regular field duty. I think they would acquit
themselves creditably; and I think it ought not to go
to the country, because I believe it is true, that there
is the feeling in Congress that the government is not
in a condition to -meet the situation that now exists
oir which may hereafter exist in Mexico in connection with our present controversy with that country.
Mr. Vardaman—I think the senator is entirely
night about it. I merely want to suggest to the senator that the United States today is better equipped
in men, amimiunilon, material, arms, and ships than
ever ibef ore in the history of the republic. We have
had war with Mexico; we have had war with Spain,
and we are better equipped today to meet any emergency than we have ever been before. I 'do not approve of the idea of giving out to the country the
suggestion that we are absolutely helpless, while we
have spent more money for the purposes of war within the last ten years than in the same length of time
during all the years of the
history of the government.
It seems to me that before
anything Should be said in
uue «i£-jr,e au,g-ht to be actron
^information ascercu.rate
Sg to the amount of
m
~ 2La," available — the
amount of arms, of guns,
and of equipment generally. The discussion of this
question in this way, it
seems to me, is eminently
improper, because it is giving out to the country
gross misinformation which
ought not to he given out
toy anybody, especially the
United States Senate. I
can not conceive of anything more untimely and
pernicious than loose talk
or imprudent speech in
this body about such a delicate question as the question at issue.
Senator Martine read
from the report of the Secretary of War giving the
total number of officers
and men in the Army and
the national guard.
Senator Simmons stated
that there had ibeen some
delay in the House in the
preparation of this measure which carries.the military preparedness program; has been such as is
usual in this body in dealing with questions of great
import. I think, as a matter of fact, for a short
time there was some disagreement between the
committee on military affairs of the House and the
Hon. Newton D. Baiter, Secretary of War.
former Secretary of War,
which may for a while have embarrassed' and de'ayecl
numlber who would be efficient in case of actual serv- the
consideration
of
that
subject in that body, tout
ice. In any event, they are not trained
like regular
has been no delay there -because of any indissoldiers and could not hecoime as1 effective within a there
position on the part of Congress to meet the Presishort time as are the regular soldiers."
views with reference to the general question
Mir. Simmons—Would they not be as effective tor dent's
of preparedness. There may have been, and thore
has
been
as a matter of fact, some disagreement as
Mr. Chiaimlbenlain—They might be effective along
details, tout upon the general purpose and the nethe frontier. I differ with the senator, and I have to
of its speedy accomplishment there has .been
military authority to sustain me, men who have cessity
no disagreement. As proof of the fact that the adfought along the frontier all their lives, and some ministration
the two committees of the House
have had more or less experience in Mexico. Where are in accordand
advised that the committee on
I differ from the senator is in looking at this proposi- military affairs Iofam
the House has reported and there
tion as simply chasing a few bandits into Mexico. 11 is now upon the calendar
of the House the 'military
that wias all there was to do, then we have enough bill and I understand it will
be soon taken up for
men to do that. The police force of New Orleans or consideration.
I
am
also
that the naval
New York could possibly do that. But we are going committee have practically advised
upon their bill
up against a trained army that has been fighting in and that bill will he reportedagreed
to the House in a few
Mexico for the last four or five years.
a
Mr Simmons—It is true that we have a small
Mr
Borah—The
senator
says
there has heen some
standing Army available for service in Mexico at this
difference of opinion between the House ico<mtime I suppose, if the chairman of the committee slight
and the Secretary of War. Was it only a
on military affairs is correct in his statement, that mittee
difference of opinion? In my humble judgprobably we could not muster immediately more slight
ment
it
was such a difference of opinion as involved
than 25 000 or 30,000 regular troops to send into

000 soldiers to put into Mexico in case of need. If I
remember correctly, the total soldiers in the Army,
exclusive of the Philippine scouts, is about 82,000.
We have about 10,000 in the Hawaiian Islands; we
have some in the Philippine Islands; and I quite
agree with the senator from Oregon that we can not
today under the present conditions send more than
30,000 soldiers to the Mexican border.
.
Senator Smith, of Georgia, expressed the Ibeliet
that everything else should be put aside when measures are 'brought before the Senate for Army and
Navy increases. He said: "I do not ibelieve that the
rommittee on military affairs could do us greater
service than to bring in a bill providing for an immediate increase of the Army, not waiting for full
Army details, but providing at once that for the next
two years there shall be enlisted a substantial number of men more than doubling the present size of
the Army."
Senator Simmons suggested the possible use of the
national guard.
Senator Chamberlain said: "There are about 129,000 men in the organized national guard oif the country. There is no question tout that they would be
available for service in Mexico, but while I have
p-reat confidence in their fighting capacity, there is a
difference of opinion amongst Army officers as to the
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ADDRESS.
:
A situation has arisen in the foreign relations of the country of
which it is my plain duty to inform you very frankly.
It will be recalled that in February, 1915, the Imperial German
Government announced its intention to treat the waters surrounding
Great Britain and. Ireland as embraced within the seat of war and
to destroy all merchant ships owned by its enemies that might be
found within any part of that portion of the' high seas, and that it
warned all vessels, of neutral as well as of belligerent ownership, to
keep out of the waters it had thus proscribed or else enter them at
their peril. The Government of the United States earnestly protested. It took the position that such a policy could not be pursued
without the practical certainty of gross and palpable violations of
the law of nations, particularly if submarine craft were to be employed as its instruments, inasmuch as the rules prescribed by that
law, rules founded upon principles of humanity and established for
the protection of the lives of non-combatants at sea, could not in the
nature of the case be observed by such vessels. It based its protest
on the ground that persons of neutral nationality and vessels of
neutral ownership would be exposed to extreme and intolerable risks,
and that no right to close any part of the high seas against their use
or to expose them to such risks could lawfully be asserted by any
belligerent government. The law of nations in these matters, upon
which the Government of the United States based its protest, is not
of recent origin or founded upon merely arbitrary principles set up
by convention. It is based, on the contrary, upon manifest and
imperative principles of humanity and has long been established
with the approval and by the express assent of all civilized nations.
Notwithstanding the earnest protest of our Government, the Imperial German Government at once proceeded to carry out the policy
it had announced. It expressed the hope that the dangers involved,
at any rate the dangers to neutral vessels, would be reduced to a
minimum by the instructions which it had issued to its submarine
commanders, and assured the Government of the United States that
it would take every possible precaution both to respect the rights of
neutrals and to safeguard the lives of non-combatants.
GENTLEMEN OF THE CONGRESS
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What has actually happened in the year which has since elapsed
has shown that those hopes were not justified, those assurances insusceptible of being fulfilled. In pursuance of the policy of submarine
warfare against the commerce of its adversaries, thus announced and
entered upon by the Imperial German Government in despite of the
solemn protest of this Government, the commanders of German
undersea vessels have attacked merchant ships with greater and
greater activity, not only upon the high seas surrounding Great
Britain and Ireland but wherever they could encounter them, in a
way that has grown more and more ruthless, more and more indiscriminate as the months have gone by, less and less observant of
restraints of any kind; and have delivered their attacks without compunction against vessels of every nationality and bound upon every
sort of errand. Vessels of neutral ownership, even vessels of neutral
ownership bound from neutral port to neutral port, have been destroyed along with vessels of belligerent ownership in constantly increasing numbers. Sometimes the merchantman attacked has been
warned and summoned to surrender before being fired on or torpedoed; sometimes passengers or crews have been vouchsafed the
poor security of being allowed to take to the ship's boats before she
was sent to the bottom. But again and again no warning has been
given, no escape even to the ship's boats allowed to those on board.
What this Government foresaw must happen has happened. Tragedy has followed tragedy on the seas in such fashion, with such
attendant circumstances, as to make it grossly evident that warfare
of such a sort, if Avarfare it be, cannot be carried on without the most
palpable violation of the dictates alike of right and of humanity.
Whatever the disposition and intention of the Imperial German Government, it has manifestly proved impossible for it to keep such
methods of attack upon the commerce of its enemies within the
bounds set by either the reason or the heart of mankind.
In February of the present year the Imperial German Government informed this Government and the other neutral governments
of the world that it had reason to believe that the Government of
Great Britain had armed all merchant vessels of British ownership
and had given them secret orders to attack any submarine of the
enemy they might encounter upon the seas, and that the Imperial
German Government felt justified in the circumstances in treating
all armed merchantmen of belligerent ownership as auxiliary vessels
of war, which it would have the right to destroy without warning.
The law of nations has long recognized the right of merchantmen
to carry arms for protection and to use them to repel attack, though
to use them, in such circumstances, at their own risk: but the Imperial German Government claimed the right to set these understandings aside in circumstances which it deemed extraordinary. Even

the terms in which it announced its purpose thus still further to
relax the restraints it had previously professed its willingness and
desire to put upon the operations of its submarines carried the plain
implication that at least vessels which were not armed would still
be exempt from destruction without warning and that personal safety
would be accorded their passengers and crews; but even that limitation, if it was ever practicable to observe it, has in fact constituted
no check at all upon the destruction of ships of every sort.
Again and again the Imperial German Government has given
this Government its solemn assurances that at least passenger ships
would not be thus dealt with, and yet it has again and again permitted its undersea commanders to disregard those assurances with
entire impunity. Great liners like the Lusitania and the Arabic
and mere ferryboats like the Sussex have been attacked without a
moment's warning, sometimes before they had even become aware
that they were in the presence of an armed vessel of the enemy,
and the lives of non-combatants, passengers and crew, have been
sacrificed wholesale, in a manner which the Government of the
United States cannot but regard as wanton and without the slightest
color of justification. No limit of any kind has in fact been set to
the indiscriminate pursuit and destruction of merchantmen of all
kinds and nationalities within the waters, constantly extending in
area, where these operations have been carried on; and the roll of
Americans who have lost their lives on ships thus attacked and destroyed has grown month by month until the ominous toll has
mounted into the hundreds.
One of the latest and most shocking instances of this method of
warfare was that of the destruction of the French cross-Channel
steamer Sussex. It must stand forth, as the sinking of the steamer
Lusitania did, as so singularly tragical and unjustifiable as to constitute a truly terrible example of the inhumanity of submarine
warfare as the commanders of German vessels have for the past
twelvemonth been conducting it. If this instance stood alone, some
explanation, some disavowal by the German Government, some evidence of criminal mistake or wilful disobedience" on the part of the
commander of the vessel that fired the torpedo might be sought or
entertained; but unhappily it does not stand alone. Kecent events
make the conclusion inevitable that it is only one instance, even
though it be one of the most extreme and distressing instances, of
the spirit and method of warfare which the Imperial German Government has mistakenly adopted, and which from the first exposed
that Government to the reproach of thrusting all neutral rights aside
in pursuit of its immediate objects.
The Government of the United States has been very patient. At
every stage of this distressing experience of tragedy after tragedy in
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which its own citizens were involved it has sought to be restrained
from any extreme course of action or of protest by a thoughtful consideration of the extraordinary circumstances of this unprecedented
war, and actuated in all that it said or did by the sentiments of genuine friendship which the people of the United States have always
entertained and continue to entertain towards the German nation.
It has of course accepted the successive explanations and assurances
of the Imperial German Government as given in entire sincerity and
good faith, and has hoped, even against hope, that it would prove to
be possible for the German Government so to order and control the
acts of its naval commanders as to square its policy with the principles of humanity as embodied in the law of nations. It has been
willing to wait until the significance of the facts became absolutely
unmistakable and susceptible of but one interpretation.
That point has now unhappily been reached. The facts are susceptible of but one interpretation. The Imperial German Government has been unable to put any limits or restraints upon its warfare
against either freight or passenger ships. It has therefore become
painfully evident that the position which this Government took at
the very outset is inevitable, namely, that the use of submarines for
the destruction of an enemy's commerce is of necessity, because of
the very character of the vessels employed and the very methods of
attack which their employment of course involves, incompatible with
the principles of humanity, the long established and incontrovertible
rights of neutrals, and the sacred immunities of non-combatants.
I have deemed it my duty, therefore, to say to the Imperial German
Government that if it is still its purpose to prosecute relentless and
indiscriminate warfare against vessels of commerce by the use of
submarines, notwithstanding the now demonstrated impossibility of
conducting that warfare in accordance with what the Government of
the United States must consider the sacred and indisputable rules of
international law and the universally recognized dictates of humanity, the Government of the United States is at last forced to the conclusion that there is but one course it can pursue; and that unless the
Imperial German Government should now immediately declare and
effect an abandonment of its present methods of warfare against
passenger and freight carrying vessels this Government can have no
choice but to sever diplomatic relations with the Government of the
German Empire altogether.
This decision I have arrived at with the keenest regret; the possibility of the action contemplated I am sure all thoughtful Americans
will look forward to with unaffected reluctance. But we cannot
forget that we are in some sort and by the force of circumstances
the responsible spokesmen of the rights of humanity, and that we
cannot remain silent while those rights seem in process of being
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swept utterly away in the maelstrom of this terrible war. We owe
it to a due regard for our own rights as a nation, to our sense of
duty as a representative of the rights of neutrals the world over,
and to a just conception of the rights of mankind to take this stand
now with the utmost solemnity and firmness.
I have taken it, and taken it in the confidence that it will meet
with your approval and support. All sober-minded men must unite
in hoping that the Imperial German Government, which has in other
circumstances stood as the champion of all that we are now contending for in the interest of humanity, may recognize the justice
of our demands and meet them in the spirit in which they are
made.
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BAKER PRAISES FORUM
Community Opinion Basis of
Good Government, He Says.
MAIDEN SPEECH, IN CAPITAL
Neighborliness Great IJack In Urban
Life — Cities Most Undesirable
Tilings in America, He Asserts.
Washington Only One That Does)
Not Need "More Outdoors."

"No one but a fool ignores the opinion
of the decent people of a community, because the very foundations of our government rest on public opinion, which
must be respected by all if degeneracy,
! race suicide, infant mortality, mdusi trial diseases and other social evils are
I to be safely combated."
This was the message brought to the
Grover Cleveland Public Forum by Secretary of War Baker in his maiden
Washington address, delivered yesterday afternoon at a meeting of the forum
at the Public Library.
Secretary Baker, who made a close
studv of social conditions while he waa
mayor of Cleveland and has taken a
large part in the crystallization of sentiment in favor of better working conditions for factory employes, addressed
the largest meeting ever held by the
forum.

Saloon Had to Come.
The American saloon, he said, had to
come because it had a definite work
to do in the city. The laborer who
stays on the job until the whistle blows
must find 24 hours recreation in one
hour. The saloon gave it. The dance
ha.ll served the same purpose for the
girls who labor all day.
"It's either healthy recreation or unhealthy recreation. People must have
it. If they cannot get one, they take
the other. Hence the need for the community forum.
• Secretary Baker, who is a very forceful and convincing speaker, was interrupted many times by prolonged a.pplause.
In referring to infant mortality, he
concluded his speech by saying that he
was "secretary of war on infant mortality" as much as he was Secretary of
War for war.
Prof. Edward J. Ward, who has been
attending the National Community
Center conference in New York explained the Hollls-Johnson bill, which
provides for the use of the public
schools for the community meetings
and Dr. Henry E. Jackson, who recently returned from the Southern educational conference at New Orleans,
told of the intense interest being shown
by the people of the South in the
community idea. The vice president of
the forum presided in the absence of
A. J. Driscoll, president.
A general discussion of topics of interest to the forum followed the
speeches.
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More Neighborliness Needed.

Ho contrasted primeval society with
modern life and explained the many
evils in present-day life, especially m
the cities, which, he said, tend to devitalize American citizenship.
The two outstanding needs of the city
todav, he said, were an inspiring neighborly opinion and "more outdoors."
Washington, he said, was the only large
city he knew of which did not need
"more outdoors."
He flayed the city as a breeder of industrial diseases and social evils, and
recommended the community forum as
a panacea.
Cities Just Happened.
"No one ever wanted cities in America," the Secretary said. "They just ;
happened, as did all Anglo-Saxon social >
changes. Our government also 'just j
happened.'
\
('"City people do not live in homes, ;
they live in layers. The children are ;
reared In a 'brick and mortar atmos- j
Iphere.' Cities are the most undesir-i
j able things we have in America. Our |
citv governments have been a scandal I
and a rebuke, but we are getting a self- ,
consciousness now, and have taken the j
brand of corruption off the foreheads i
of our American cities.
"We hear a good deal about private I
I benevolence, but what we need is a ,
i I universal benevolence, neighborly opinion and neighborly government.
"In the future a man will not be
elected because his name happens to be
Pat or Mike or Jim or Smith, but because he has more serene intelligence
than his neighbor.
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People Must Take Initiative.
"If we want our recreations to recreate, we must substitute good things
for the bad things, and the people, and
not their representatives, must do the
substituting. The people must think,
they must act, they must observe, they
must criticise.
Mr. Baker said that he was not well
enough acquainted with Washington
to know its needs, but that he felt
deeply the needs of other cities.
He said that three-fourths' of the
people in the world today live in bamboo huts and know little of iron implements.
"We in America ride 120 miles an
hour in aeroplanes and still we are impatient at the slowness of the speed,"
1 he said.
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EVILS. SAYS WAR HEAD
Secretary Baker in First Address at
Capital Discusses Community Ideals.
Secretary Baker of the War Department yesterday afternoon made his first
address in Washington, speaking before the Grcver Cleveland Community
Forum at the Public Library. He took
for his topic "Community Ideals," and
scored ugliness and insanitary conditions in American cities.
The two chief needs of the city today,
he said, were an inspiring neighborly
opinion and "more outdoors." Washington, he said, was the only large city
he knew of which did not need "more
outdoors."
He flayed the city as a breeder of industrial disease and social evils, and
recommended the community forum as
a panacea.
"No one ever wanted cities in America," the Secretary said. "They just
happened, as did all Anglo-Saxon social changes.
Our government also
'just happened.'
"City people do not live in homes;
they live in layers. The children are
reared in a 'brick and mortar atmosphere.' Cities are the most undesirable things we have in America. Our
city governments have beer a scandal j
and a rebuke, but we are getting a
self-consciousness now, and have taken
the brand of corruption off the fore- |
heads of our American cities.
"Need Wider Benevolence."
"We hear a good deal about private
benevolence, but what we need is a
universal benevolence, neighborly opinion and neighborly government.
"In the future a man will not be
elected because his name happens to be
Pat or Mike or ,Jim or Smith, but because he has more serene intelligence
than his neighbor.: .
"If we want our reerei.dons to recreate we must substitute good things
for the bad things, and the people, and
not their representatives, must do the
substituting. The people must think,
they must act, they must observe, they
must criticise."
In explaining the cause of the American saloon and dance hall Secretary
Baker said the laborer who stays on
the job until the whistle blows must
find twenty-four hours' recreation in
one hour. The saloon ■ gave It. The
glance hall served the same purpose for
■be girls who labor all day.
■•"It's either healthy recreation or unhealthy recreation. People must have
it. If they cannot get one they take
the other. Hence the need for the community forum."
Others who spoke at the meeting
■yvere Prof. Edward J. Ward and Dr.
Henry E. Jackson.
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PREPAREDNESS.

The case of Newton D. Baker, the new secretary
of war, whose advocacy of preparedness met great favor
at the dinner of the newspaper publishers last night, is
not exceptional. Had Mr. Baker been told two years
ago that by this time he would be urging a three-told
mobilization of the material and moral power of the
nation, he would have laughed at the prediction. He
was one of those living in a 'state of convinced optimism
as to the impossibility of a world war. Last year, when
the few that had waked up set about arousing their
fellows from slumber, Mr. Baker, as mayor of Cleveland, almost showed the door to the first missionary
of preparedness who wandered his way. He credited
the theory that munition makers were trying to work up
a scare in order that they might connect with the contents of the public treasury. Millions were like Mayor
Baker. Instead of twitting him with inconsistency, it
is better to congratulate him on his ability to learn and
to look facts in the face, even though to do so he is
forced to turn his back on the preconceptions and prejudices that are dear to every man.
No reason exists for doubting the sincerity of Secretary Baker's former views. As a social reformer he
was interested in getting a juster distribution of the
wealth created by the industrial power of this age. He
was afraid that wholesome American life might be
wrecked by inattention to the depressing effects of an
enlarged capitalism. The sincerity of Mr. Baker's adherence to such views is the best proof of the sincerity
of his present views. He now sees, as he did not see
that the very foundations of the temple of civilization,
whose superstructure he wished to aid in rearing, are
threatened in unanticipated ways. He realizes as he
did not realize, if the peace is to be established without
which no human progress is to be made, that in some
way war must be made on war. He recognizes that this
country, unless its boasted institutions are to become
a sham, must be ready to do its share in the mighty
labor. His eyes are opened to the essential truth that,
things being as they are, with the most precious things
of the spirit menaced by a new species of barbarism,
a preparedness man is the only true pacifist.
The only way to protect against a flood is to build
a dike. The sea is there, and it is futile to tell it that
it is improper and immoral for it to encroach. Equally
futile is it to tell encroaching nations that it is improper and immoral for them to attack more civilized
neighbors. The argument of a lamb makes no entry
into the ear of a wolf. It is necessary for righteousness
to be able to defend itself, and, when occasion demands,
to assail dragons in their lairs. Amid the smoke that |
envelops Europe we can see the grapple between two
vitally opposing theories of life and civilization. This
country cannot hope to proceed along the lines that
it wants to proceed if there is victory for ideas hostile
to everything it stands for. As Lincoln said that this
nation could not exist half slave and half free, so it may
be said that the world cannot longer exist, half democratic and half imperially militaristic. Collision is inevitable, and it is not worth while to speculate exactly
how it will arise.
Of the three forms of preparedness the spiritual kind
is that of which there is the greatest need. If it is
developed the other kinds will follow. This country
I has been sinking into a flabby state, not merely in our
j bodies but in our souls. It is a time to rededicate
I ourselves to the great work to advance which Washington and Lincoln labored, but left unfinished. The
campaign for preparedness is in the interest of materialities, but more significantly it is in the interest of the
things of the spirit. .

The Secretary of War.
Secretary Baker strongly impressed the company at the dinner of the American Publishers'
Association Thursday night as a man of large
personal force, clear vision, and obvious sincerity. His speech dispelled the illusion that he
is inclined to be a pacifist, to heed the sentimental cry that a nation ready to defend itself
is ever in danger of being led into war by its
pride in its military resources. He is a good
speaker.
His timely utterances were delivered
with facility and grace. In his. first public ap- i
pearance in this part of the country he re- \
vealed some of the power which lias given \
him distinction in his own State. He has liecome a national personage.
j
Secretary Baker removed all doubts of the
will of the War Department, under his direc- i
tion, to lend all its energies to the execution of!
the plans for preparedness on land favored by j
Congress.—New York Times.

SECY BAKER URGES MORE PAY
Believes Government Should Exceed
the Usual Wage Scales.
WASHINGTON, May 3.—Secretary Baker,
in announcing to-day that negotiations
would be undertaken with workmen of
the Rock Island, 111., arsenal, seeking- a
higher wage scale, expressed his belief
that the Government should lead the
way as an employer and pay more than
the usual wage scale.
"The Government," said the Secretary,
"should be an industrial leader, offering
the employees better wages and working conditions than private employers. X
believe the Government should pay a
little the best wages and offer a little
the best working conditions. For two
reasons it should pay slightly over the
usual wage scale—to secure the pick 6i'
employees and be a model to private employers."
Mr. Baker said the Labor Department
had been asked to advise on the arsenal
wage scale, and
a final answer probably
will be give.™ +n thei "wkmen May 15.
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WAR SECRETARY
BRINGS MESSAGE
FDR PREPAREDNESS
Tells Publishers No War Fortunes Shall Be Made of National Danger if Trial Comes.
SCHWAB INDORSES SPEECH
Says Industries Will Stand
Shoulder to Shoulder with
the Government.
U. S. MUST STAND BY THEM
Otto H. Kahn on "High Finance"—
Gov. Whitman, Mayor Mitchel,
and Daniel Willard Speak.

Secretary of War Newton D. Baker,
Governor Charles S. Whitman, and
Mayor John Purroy Mitchel" left their
official duties last night to speak to. the
thousand and one men and women who
assembled at the Waldorf-Astoria for
the annual dinner of the American
Newspaper Publishers' Association.
President Wilson, unable to attend,
sent a telegram in wrhich he expressed
the hope that the influence of the newspapers of the country would be " for
fair play, right understanding, peace,
prosperity, and the glory of America."
The response of the association, pledging the newspapers to true Americanism, was read.
V. K. Wellington Koo, Chinese Minister to the United States; Otto H
Kahn of Kuhn, Loeb & Co. ; Charles M
Schwab, and Daniel Willard, President
of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad were
other speakers introduced by Patrick
Francis Murphy, who was toastmaster.
Distinguished and capable .speakers
discussed big questions seriously, and
were seriously heard, but interspersed
throughout the speech-making, especially when Mr. Murphy talked, was wit
and joking to which the diners responded with keen appreciation. Even the
Chinese Minister told American jokes.
It was an important dinner, hut those
who went to it had real fun.
TCmphaiic for Preparedness.
v
Because of his position, and because
he «poke for the first time in New
York since his appointment. Secretary
Baker probably was the speaker about
whom the most interest centred. And
if any present feared that the Secretary of War would enunciate the doctrine of pacifism on anti-preparedness
their fears were dispelled, for Mr. Baker
spoke emphatically for preparation
against the possibility of war. and
roused his audience to a great demonstration of approval.
The first speaker was Mayor Mitchel, '
who, owing to another engagement, i
spoke briefly and left earlv. The Mavor;
said:
" Good government depends upon good !
newspapers, bec'ause good government
depends upon a knowledge of current
facts by the people, and they can be
carried over into the consciousness of the
people only by truthful and accurate
publication of thr tacts

We are in the midst of times where
we must understand that dual allegiance
or any kind is incompatible with good
American citizenship. It is well ill these
times that the spirit and temper of our
country is expressed by virile, forcible
men, so that Europe will understand
that true Americanism still lives unaesthetized by the narcotic doctrine of
pacifism and prostration. I urge vou to
wield this great power which you bear
in your hands for the expression of that
real Americanism in the days which arc
to come."
Whitman Urges a Free Press.
Governor Whitman described the press
as "the greatest driving force in our
national life," and said that it represented " a public -utility just as much
as does a lighting corporation. He said
that newspapers, instead of always giving their readers what they wanted,
should train their readers to want the
big and better thing's above the mean
and petty. The Governor was strong
in upholding the freedom of the press.
" Not all of the abuses," he said,
" which the wide license of a free government has made possible, would justify the slightest infringement of this
sacred right.
" }7rom the day when the European
war shook us from our dream of world
peace," the Governor continued, " our
boast of security, the best thought of
this land, has been for preparedness for
national defense. This is not the time
nor the place to discuss this subject in
detail. There is a preparedness that
does not have to wait upon Congressional action and in which all can take
part. We can take the hate and the
misunderstanding out of American life,
so that ancient unity may be restored.
We can prepare for peace as well as for
war, bulwarking free institutions even
while we protect them. There is no
greater preparedness than the restoration of our ancient confidence in thb
high destiny of America, the rekindling
of our hopes and faiths, the banishment of every divisive prejudice that
has arisen to plague and to retard.
" This great task is peculiarly the
province of the press. It is in your
power to be the great interpretative factor in American life, and, more than
anything else, it is wise and patriotic
interpretation that we. need today."
Regulation of Railroads.
Daniel Willard, President of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, acknowledged
the obligations of the railroads to the
press, and then discussed Federal as
against State regulation of railroads and
the demand of railroad employes for increased pay. On these last two subjects
he said :
" Gradually, consistently, and naturally, as I view it, the change in railroad
regulation from State to Federal is taking place, and the thing most desired is
that the complete change shall be accomplished in as brief a time as practicable,
consistent with orderly transition. I believe few if any radical changes In the
laws will be necessary, and such changes
as may be made will be rather changes
of detail than of principle. I think a
careful survey of the matter will develop
that we have already gone a long way
toward Federal regulation of railroads—
much further, in fact, than is generally
supposed, without being fully aware vf
the change, and it now requires little,
more than that the actual status should
be fixed by Congress.
" There is one other very important
matter in connection with railroad operation. I refer to the railroad labor problem. Certainly the men who operate the
trains and engines should be. a selected

PREPAREDNESS TALK
TO PUBLISHERS
Continued from Page 1.
class, and they should be well paid and i
given good and suitable working conditions, and if ths carriers are not already |
paying such wages and giving such conditions, they should be required in the .
public interest to do so, and if it should
then appear that upon the existing basis
of rates and fares the revenue of the
carriers was not sufficient to yield a fair .
return upon the value of the properties
devoted to the public use, after paying [
the increased wages, then such increase |
of rates should be permitted as would i
falrlv meet the situation.
" On the other hand, I can think of no
sound or sufficient reason for imposing i
an additional burden upon the public in |
the way of increased rates If, after a full (
and careful inquiry into the whole mat- i
ter by a competent body selected for that I
purpose, it should be found that the j
wages and working conditions of the |
particular men involved in this question !
are now on a proper and equitable

Mr. Wellington Koo spoke of the \ for this co-operation in such a fashion
power of the American Press in " mo- ' as to take away from it all profit in
billzing one of the greatest of human war. If the hour of trial should ever
forces, public opinion." He said that come there must be no war stocks,
although the first newspaper in China no ' war brides,' no war fortunes made
was founded in the eighth century, the out of the national danger. Nor must
modern newspaper began there only a there be built up in America interest
lew decades ago. Aided bv America, which could even be suspected of prehe said, China and her people were de- paring to profit by the creation of a
national emergency.
veloping rapidly.
"And this is not difficult to do; busiBrings President's Regret.
ness in America is patriotic, there is
inbred into it a desire to set
Secretary of War Baker, the next alreadv
Amerca's name before the world as a
speaker, began by saying: "I am sure symbol of success and fair-dealing, and
you all share in the regret which I per- I have not the least doubt that every
plant in this country
sonally feel at the inability of the Pres- manufacturing
could be so related to a central bureau
ident to be here tonight.
of the Government that its special use"You gentlemen represent the mobil- ;j fulness in time of need would be known
ized agencies for the formation and ere-;; in advance.
ation of that public opinion upon which
Sacrifice* for America.
the foundations of our Government
rest," he said. " If I may say it with" The third mobilization that is necesout irreverence, your eye, like that of
sary is spiritual. In order to make sacthe Lord, is in every place."
The Secretary then traced the devel- rifices for America, we must be sure that
opment of the newspaper, congratulated our stake in the country justifies it. Our
the press On its service to the public,
and said: "The action taken by Con- institutions must be so Just; our argress or a Legislature or by an execu- rangements so fair that every man in
tive has sometimes seemed to me less this nation will realize how completely
important than what the newspapers his opportunity and that of those who
said about it."
come after him rests upon the continuing
In reference to the criticism he said prosperity of the nation as a whole.
he had often heard that newspapers That when the hour of trial really comes,
emphasized the sensational, the Secre- the banker who has gold to protect, the
tary remarked : "I suppose I may just captain of industry who has great mills,
as well concede voluntarily as have the in danger, will be joined by the workman
confession wrung from me that you from the factory and the farmer from
know better what your readers want the field, with all lesser interests abated
and like than I can by any possibility and all minor conflicts forgotten, with
know."
one sentiment animating them all, that
"Prior to the breaking out of .the the civilization, the liberty, and the hope
war a nation-wide referendum would of America must be preserved and that
probably have shown nine out of ten the sacrifice of each in his order, in his
of all of our people living in a con- place, and according to his strength, is
vinced optimism as to the impossibility justified by his stake in the country,
of a world war." he continued. " And wherever It may be.
then the war came, taking away the
" The military mobilization will take
foundations of all ourthinking, substitut- place easily and need not be upon a
ing horror and dread where complac- magnificent scale in advance. The inency had once been. We began to ask, dustrial and spiritual mobilization ought
ourselves: Are we prepared should our to be constant and as wide as the counturn come to whirl in this dreadful I try. Both are useful—nay. indispensable
vortex? I do not mean to engage in | —in peace as well as in war."
this present European war, but I mean
Secretary Baker commented on the .
that questions .irose in the minds of work of the press in developing coherthoughtful men everywhere as to enee of national thought and action. He ]
said that American newspapers were in
whether America was prepared.
a large sense an institution of represenGet Ready Ahead of Crisis.
tative government, in their broad, in" At first this question (preparedness) formative sphere.
revolved around mere military preparaTalks on " High Finance."
tion in the narrowest sense, but, as . Otto H. Kahn of Kuhn, Loeb & Co.
the war developed in Europe, we spoke on " High Finance," and, in his
learned that these things are but a part address, laid down general principles of
of preparation, and a relatively useless conduct for financiers, which, he said,
part, unless they are based upon other they should follow to obtain and retain
things very much more difficult to secure; things which must be secured the place in public power and confilong in advance of a crisis or else be dence essential to them and the weltare
tile country.
.
„
then obtainable only with peril and i ofMr.
Kahn first gave his definition of
fearful unnecessary loss.
:
what
finance
is.
Finance,
he said,
" We have witnessed the nations of means . " constructive work, mobilizing
Europe preparing as they fought and 1! and
organizing
the
wealth
of.
the
counhave come to realize that, perhaps, the , trv so that the scattered monetary
remost important kind of preparedness 1 sources of the individuals may be united
is a kind which is equally available and 'and guided into a mighty current of
useful in times of peace, and which, if fruitful co-operation. * * ■? daring and
secured, will not only render our mili- imagination, combined with care and
tary preparation more effective but will
and integrity and wearing
steady and strengthen and inspire the foresight
The financier's responsibility,
nation when engaged in peaceful pur- work."
the speaker continued, was to the pubsuits.
complained that the recently
" Threefold mobilization Is necessary lic, and he
Clavton Anti-Trust act would
in any country for war, and of these enacted
make
it
more
difficult for him to disthree elements, two are as valuable and charge that responsibility.
And Mr.
as vital in times of peace as In times Kahn cautioned the public not to hold
of conflict.
I finance responsible for the man who,
" In the first place there must be, " having made money at manufacturing
of course, arms and soldiers, ships and or mining or in other commercial pursailors, and these must be modern and suits, blows into town, either physically
adequate. No nation can with justice or by telephone or telegraph, and goes
.summon embattled farmers' with the on a financial spree."
rude firearms which were adequate a
" I would define a financier." said
few decades ago. On this subject, how- Mr. Kahn, '" as a man who lias some
ever, Congress is at present legislating recognized relation and responsibility
and whatever be the outcome of its toward the larger monetary affairs of
deliberations the executive branch of the public, either by administering dethe Government will act in sympathetic posits and loaning funds or by being a
co-operation, using what is given with wholesale or retail distributer of sea view to making it the best, and I may curities.
" To all such," the speaker added, emincidentally say that throughout the
whole country there is an inspiring re- phaticallv, " the confidence of the finansponse to the country's military needs. cial community and of the. public is abYoung men in college, young men in solutely vital. Without it, they simply
l.usiness, at the bench and in the pro- cannot live."
fessions are associating themselves for
In tine With New Spirit.
training in a fine democratic and en" I claim that finance has been as
thusiastic way.
quick and willing as any other element
Mobilization of Commerce.
" The second mobilization necessary in the community to discern the moral
Is that of our industries and commerce. obligations of the new era brought
The war in Europe had been under way about within the last ten years and to
more than a year before some of the align itself on their side. As soon as
countries were able to equip, the men the meaning of the laws under which
who volunteered for their armies. With business was to be conducted had come
all the zeal which their Governments to be reasonably defined, as soon as it
could display the mobilization of their became apparent that the latitude tacitindustries yet lagged, not from unwill- ly permitted during the pioneer period
ingness but from lack of forethought. must end, finance fell into line with the
Perhaps no other lesson of the war in new spirit and has kept in line.
Europe is so impressive as its univer" I say this notwithstanding the various investigations that have since taken
" It is of the utmost importance place, nearly all of which have dealt
that we Bhould know what our reliance with incidents that occurred several
is that careful, continuous, scientific years ago. And In this connection t
studies should be made of our industrial would add that it is difficult to imand commercial capacity and adapta- agine anything more unfair than the
tion, that we should card-index our in- theory and method of these, investigadustrial strength, so that we can know tions as all too frequently conducted.
it and summon it into instant co-opera- The appeal all too often is to the galtion when needed.
lerv, hungry for sensation; the method
" And very, much more than that, we —to wash as much soiled linen as posmust gain this knowledge and arrange

Bible In public, (even, if necessary, to affairs which the situation calls tor
make clean linen appear soiled,) and for from time to time. Let them pledge
to use a profusion of soap and water themselves to use their legitimate inquite out of proportion to the actual fluence and their votes to realize such
cleaning to be done. To innocent trans- legislation and.to oppose actively what
actions it is sought to give a sinister they believe to be harmful lawmaking.
meaning; -what lapses, faults or wrongs Let them strive, patiently and persistmay be discovered, are given exagger- ently, to gain the confidence of the
ated portent and significance.
The people for their methods and their aims.
Chairman is out to make a record, or to Let them meet, false or irresponsible or j
fortify a preconceived notion of accom- ignorant assertion with plain and truthplish a preconceived purpose. Counsel ful explanation. Let them take their
is out to make a record. The principal case directly to the people-^as the railwitnesses are placed In the position of roads have been doing of late with very
defendants at the bar without being encouraging results—and inaugurate a
protected by any of the safeguards campaign of education in sound econowhich are thrown around defendants mics, sound finance, and sound national
in a court of law."
business principles."
" What, then, can and should finance
Schwab Congratulates Baker.
do on its own part in order to gain and
preserve for itself that repute and
Charles M. Schwab, the last speaker,
stature with the public to which It is
entitled, and which, in the interests of congratulated Secretary Baker for turnthe country, as well as itself, it ought ing, in his address, from arms and amto have? "
Mr. Kahn then laid down his general munition to the subject of inductrial
preparedness.
principles in part as follows:
"That was as he should have done
" It is trite to say that it must
strive scrupulously to adhere to the and that's what I'm going to do," said
Mr.
Schwab, "for Mr. Baker has done
Golden Rule. But it must not only do
right—it must be particularly careful what everyone should do on an occasion
like this, what the speakers have
concerning the appearance of its actions,. Finance should ' omit no word or all done—that is, speak from patriotic
motives
regardless of self-interest."
deed ' to place itself in the right light
Mr. Schwab then traced the developbefore the people. Tt must carefully
ment
of
the iron and steel industry
study and in good faith conform to pub- in the United
'States, because, he said,
lic opinion.
that
industry
was the barometer of the
" One of the characteristics of finance
heretofore has been the cult of silence. country's industrial condition. In 1»SS,
said Mr. Schwab, this country produced
To
meet
attacks
with
' dignified 1.000,000 tons of iron and steel, in
silence ' has been one of its tradi- 1900, 12.000,000 tons; in 1910, 24,000,000.
tions. Nothing could have been more
"In 1010." he continued, "it is esticalculated to irritate democracy, which mated that we shall produce 40,000,000
dislikes and suspects secrecy and re- tons."
sents aloofness. And the instinct of
In contrast with this the speaker cited
democracy is right.
the figures of production in England I
," ,If opportunity for scrutiny is de- and Germany, showing that those counnied, if the people's legitimate desire for tries had comparatively stood still at
Information is met with silence, secrecy,
5,000,000 and 8,000,000 tons respectively.
impatience, and resentment, the pubfic
" A great many people," continued Mr. i
mind very naturally becomes infected Schwab, " think that the recent great i
with suspicion and lends a willing ear production of iron and steel is due to''
to all sorts of gossip and rumors.
the war, but this is not true. The war
has given a. stimulus to the industry,
Should Welcome Publicity.
of course, but. it may surprise you to
" Finance, instead of avoiding pubknow that less than 10 per cent, of the
steel manufactured in the United States
licity in all of Its aspects, should welhas been used outside of the United
come it and seek it. Publicity won't
States.
hurt its dignity. A dignity which can
Big Business Succeeds.
be preserved only by seclusion, which
cannot hold its own in the market place,
" The development of Industries in
is not worth having. We must more and
the United States is due to a remarkmore g>et out of the seclusion of our
able degree to the ingenuity of Ameroffices, out into the rough-and-tumble
of democracy.
,
ican
mechanics
and
mechanicians.
" In the political field, the ways not
Every great steel process has been deonly of finance but of business in genveloped by Americans. Another diseral have been often unfortunate and
covery of Americans was the idea of
still more often ineffective.
tig business, great consolidations. Ow" It is in conformity with the nature
ing
to opposition and criticism it seemed
of things that the average man of busifor a time that this idea would fail, but
ness, responsible not only for his own
it
has
not failed, it has succeeded, and
affairs but often trustee for the welfare
economic success and devolpment for a
of others, should lean toward that which
country
is the answer to opposing thehas withstood the acid test of exories and criticisms.
perience and should be somewhat diffi_
"
And
this
brings me to the two grea.t
dent toward experiment and novel
questions concerning the futuro~oTI
theory. But, making full allowance for
American industry. The first is, How
this natural and proper disposition, it
fWlwe enlist that Personal element I
must, I believe, be admitted that busithat has done so much for American in- I
ness, and especially the representatives
dustry.'
Ail capital and Industry is of!
of large business, including high finance,
little value without
the brains arid abil- i
have too often failed to recognize in
u
S™
make
a success, and those men j
time the need and to' heed the call for |
and ability have made in- !
changes from methods and conceptions j dwhose brains
,V™S" a, Sll,5cei;s a|,-d who make it a
which had become unsuitable to the I
™-rWS O£h.ould' i5 my opinion, have a
time and out of keeping with rational,
wider
share in the profits and benefits
progressive development; that they have
t0 whlch
?;» ? '"dustry
they have contoo often permitted themselves to be
1
""f,;,
mean that each man who
guided by a tendency toward unyieldpioves his ability to make any industry
ing, or at any rate, apparently unyieldE„!t"l should be admitte/to a proing', Bourbonism instead of giving timere
the results of
ly aid in a constructive way toward
Fndustr
that
realizing Just and wise modifications of
m'a'tt»n,-d T-"'/™ t0 the second
the existing order of things."
mattei. It is through understanding
Mr. Kahn then spoke of the need of
11 the
Government and industry
governmental and financial co-operation, IhfJT,^
ThJ^country
that we shall progress.
Gov
and complained of the interference with
hX>
ernment
should encourage and
business of selfish politicians, who, he
build up industries, not destroy them.
said, were often more to be blamed than
the people they represented. He said
E'S31"1 is misappropriated, what
Congress ha.d done little to indicate that
does that count In comarison to the adit recognized " the urgency and bigness
H-ntage cq the whole country from sucand significance of the momentous sit8
nd
Ie
We
Sp
pr?t.r
have heard that
uation " which confronted the country.
a y S^
Bake "-,
f^Sr
r has said about indusThe speaker then appealed to business
Pa, e d n s!
ancI we want
M\-Ri"l
'
,
,
!
l',
tell
men as follows:
Mi. Baker that the industries ofto this
" Among the powers for which our
Stand
with
tL^"
■houKtor
to
'shoulder
friends of both political parties have a
mont "ifL Government-but the Govern- .
wholesome respect, one of the most
ment should foster and stand bv those
potent is. organization. Let business
tiiat will work with the Govthen become militant, not to secure spe- 1 "ttf T1
to thewi
\e ,G,oyernment should listen
cial privileges—it does not want anv and
indJstrIa
' men who prove their
does not need any—but to secure due i Iovaltv They sho
n
"ld be called upon by
regard for its views and its rights and j thl
t lie Government and the Rn»n„„™t
its conceptions as to what measures will I should co
serve the best interests of the country, i industries.
and what measures will harm and jeowithrlth!l0V,gJil Pr?ParatIon
for war lies
pardize such interests.
ot
T „»£hVndustnes
the country, and
saw n w for
Truthful Explanation.
thai T\-„ esent
2
the industry
i l at
find ,L T'
?
the country will
" Let business men range themselves men !*,T VLyal eTOV& of men, no
behind their spokesmen, such as the the ,Zr\°J0X? \heir country more than
the men m the iron and steel industry "
United States Chamber of .Commerce in
Washington and the Chamber of Commerce or the Merchants' Association in
Now York. Lot them get together now
and in the future through a properly
constituted,
permanent
organization,
and, guided by practical knowledge,
broad vision and patriotism, agree upon
he essentials of legislation affecting i
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Shock to Individualism.

SECRETARY BAKER
ES!
Tells Gallaudet Students Nation's Need of Preparedness
for Individuals.
SHOWS THE NECESSITY
OF COLLECTIVE ACTION
Declares Class Distinction Is Being
Bemoved Constantly, and Gives
Keal Measure of Men.
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker
made an address on "Preparedness"
yesterday at the presentation exercises
at Gallaudet College at Kendall Green.
The exercises were held in the chapel,
which was packed to the doors with
friends and relatives of the students.'
This preparedness is not so much
cannon and firearms, but a redressing
of the soul and a redistribution of the
things that are needed for the betterment of the national life.
"All over the country," he said, "you
will find this outbreak for preparedness. It is not military. You hear of
men going- to l'lattsbuig- and ' other
camps,, and when they return, ask them
what they learned,'and thev will not
tell you that they learned to'keep step,
how to salute and other things military, but that they learned something
about
idealizing
America.
In
the
homes this emotional outbreak takes
the form of a demand for a higher
form of justice.
"Kach of you hero will be part of
America when the nation is weighed
in the balance. You now are going out
to become a part of the nation. The
nation is dependent upon the intellect
and vigor of our character..
Start Life Better Equipped.
"You have overcome, great obstacles.
You have had the courage to conquer
it. You started with'uneven conditions,
which gives you a firmer grip on life
than the casual youth who has collegiate experience."
■ Secretary Baker.told the graduates
that when they left the college they
would pass beyond the class distinction.
Out in the world, he said, you will find
no class distinction. There was a time
when men were measured by their
strength, but when firea,rms came, it
made every man equal and class distinction passed away.
People now are measured, he continued, more by the size of their heads
and hearts, rather than the size of their
muscles. Class distinction is being removed constantly. He told them that
they would find their places in life will
be like that of^all of their fellow citizens.
"Your success in life," he said, "is not
dependent upon the particular avenues
which you follow, not so much through
far or eye. But the message you get
and the quality of the reception and
response you give it will be the measure of your own happiness and- success."

Calling attention to the great 'destruction now going on in the warringnations, he pointed out that individualism is having the shock of its history.
Every man and woman, he said, is beginning to feel the sense of responsibility for the preservation of the nation,
and even little children are beingtaught that national welfare can be
made to rest upon their infant shoulders.
Secretary Baker's addresses was interpreted to the graduates in the deaf
and dumb language by Dr. Charles R.
Ely.
Assistant Secretary Stephen T. Mather
of the interior Department spoke
briefly to the graduates, telling them
that their success in life depended upon
concentration. His address was interpreted by Dr. Percival Hall.
Dr. Hall, who is president of the institution, also announced that the board
of directors had decided to confer two
honorary degrees at the graduation to
be held in June. One is that of doctor
of letters, to be conferred upon W_arten
Robinson, a graduate of the institution
of the class of 1SS4. The same degree
also will be conferred upon Dr. Edward
Allen Pay, known. sa<d Dr. Hall, the
world over as a student of modern literature.
The invocation was ' pronounced by
Rev. Ulysses G. B. Pierce of All Soul's
Church and was interpreted by Dr. Fay,
and the benediction by Rev. Oliver j'
Whildin, Episcopal minister to the
deaf, of Baltimore.
Orations by the Students.
Orations were delivered by Prank
Hunt Thompson, state of Washington,
"Reminiscences of a Shuttlecock," interpreted by Dr. Charles R. Ely', and
Henry J. Stegermerten, District of Columbia, "The Tendency of the University," interpreted by Dr. Fay.
"The Heart of the Hills" was the
subject of the dissertation of Ashland
David Martin of Kentucky. It was interpreted by Dr. Herbert E. Day.
M:iss Amy Alice Fowler of .Kentucky
delivered the class oration, the subject
being "First Impressions." It was interpreted by Miss Elizabeth Peet.
The candidates for degrees were presented by Dr. Percival Hall, who presided at the .exercises; Vice President
Edward Allen Fay and Dr. Charles
Russell Ely.
Following the exercises in the chapel,
the guests were urged to visit the Kendall School, where there vas ah exhibition of the work of the little boys ■
and girls who are deaf and dumb.
There were little dresses and big.dresses
made by the children, and which no
dressmaker could improve upon, and
furniture—chairs, desks, morris chairs
and bookcases, which would make the
expert cabinet maker and finisher envious. And there was some of the
finest food which it is possible to deliver from the hands of the cook ail
long experience—all done by the little
children.
The Candidates for Degrees.
The candidates for the degrees 'are:
For the degree of bachelor o* pedagogy—Helen Elizabeth Cam, B. ' A.,
George Washington University, District of Columbia; Lois Ely, A. A., Lindenwood
Junior
College,
Missouri;
Irving- S. Fusfeld, B. S., Columbia University, New- York, and O. L. Mclntire, B. A., Westminster College, Missouri.
For the degree of -bachelor of arts—
Frank Albert Andrewjeski, Amy Alice
Fowler. Alfred Charles Keelev, jr.;
Kate Orr Keeley, Ashland Davis Martin, Elsie Therese Peterson, Arthur
Siegfrid
Rasmussen,
John
Leonard
Rendall, jr.: Walter Clinton Rockwell,
Russell Roberts Shannon, Henry John
Stegemerten, Clifford Myron Thompson and Frank Hunt Thompson.
For the degree of bachelor of philosophy—Arthur Breyer Classen, James
Stanley Light and Frances Rebecca
Rumsey.
For the degree of bachelor. of letters—Frances Gladys Clark and Marian
Louise Sadelmyer.
Nqrmal student—Mary Dobyns Deem,
State Normal College. Mississippi.
The reception committee was composed of Charles Jenson Schmidt, marshal; Thomas. Scott Cuscaden, Lerov
.1. Davis, Elmil Vince Hladik, Oliver
Winning Mclnturff, Charles C. Marshall, Lawrence S. Pearson, jr.; Henry
J. Pulver, James Alvin Sullivan and
Oscar Max Treuke.
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Is Baker the Man for the Job?

w.

HEX President Wilson was
making up his original Cabinet,
the post that gave him the
greatest trouble was the Secretaryship of War. Up to a few days preceding the inauguration he had not decided upon his man; but, in a moment of
inspiration, his secretary, Mr. Tumulty,
suggested Judge Garrison of New Jersey.
The President had never met this distinguished jurist; he had never even
thought of his name in connection with a
Cabinet post. But Mr. Garrison promptly received a letter inviting him into the
Cabinet. He entered, soon acquired a
well deserved reputation as one of the
t.wn ctfnnoro^t moit in it

o»-»*1 lapt
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By BURTON J. HENDRICK
their votes en masse for the majority candidate: in other words, under this rule
all Ohio's votes must go for its favorite
son, Judson Harmon. It was absurd, it
was unjust; but there was a holy precedent that eliminated Wilson's delegates.
For fifty years certain image-breakers
had attempted to destroy this unit rule.
The Baltimore convention of 1912 knew
that the attempt would be made again.
The members, hot, wearied, emotionally
exhausted by the rows that had already
taken place, were ready to howl down any
man who dared repeat again the old

fow familiar a.nr\ t.irpsomf^ fl.T^limpntS.

no 8Aij pui? 's.regA 9AIJ g^u; pmoAv ;i ;ng
•OA'eq ueui jgq;o—rooqog AVBJ qgnojq;
A"13AV Ara J[.IOAI pjnoo j
-;soo pmOAV
;i ;i?qAi q;joAY ;(usi ;j„ -pres gq ,,'jgguoi
Aura Smuregjp 9sn qonur ;ou s,gjgqx„
•;; ui pg;sgjg;ui gq ;qSim ';qgnoq; gq
'oqAY A;p gq; ui i.u3 Arao gq; o; uoi;i5SjgA
-noo ;uq; jo aou^sqns gq; pg^gd
-ox puq jnq;jy '-moq gq; NIHXlAV
\mq;.iy pres I('noA J[ui3qx„
(1'e;nmra siq; raojj sg;>Bp j[on[ pooS
JuoA ;i3q;„ 'jgq;uj siq pres «'adoq /„
«'PS>gsi;'BS gq q.noA gdoq j„ -pg;-B;
-isgq pwe 'jpgqo gq; ^oo; 9jj unq;jy
pres «'noA ^nuq;—giq^uos^gj Ajg^,,
«i%\ *,nsi 'giqmios'Bgj sj-sqx -gsnoq .moA
pire du; jnoAl pu^ SuippgAv .inoA" goireug
IIJ 'ureS-e pooS gp^ra gA^ioA" .ig;ji? puy
9oujo gq; ui ITJI.I; v noA" gAig qj 'sABp
A;jjq; jo gpisui sraag; fiuv uo pooS gqijra
no
^ J! 'Aiojsr J^UOAV /—jios.ino^ jo ;no
guo g3[Bin uvo noA" 'gp^ra gq o; sg.mijBj
Awe s^gagq; JJ -noH jo ;no 9-mirej 'B g5[T3ra
o; pug;u; ;(uop j -qsiuq ;IU'BO T Suiq;
-A'u'B ;.re;s jgAgn j gsrreogq 'pg^^s J9A9
I Suiq^UB ui pgirej agAgu gAj -;ou raj
;nq '.mq;ay 'pg;j[B9q-pjT3q A";qS;ra raj jps
-jnoA' o; SupS/as gj^oA" gsodclns \ jg-raq;
oS—oS o; noA aoj goBid gq; si gSppqiu'EQ
Jiuiq; noA JJ -gun; siq; op n,nok ;^qAv
99s s,;gj -jigsanoA" jo j;ooj n gp-Bra gA^oA
A"guora Aw no du3 moA pisq gA^noA
siq; gjojgq grai; A\igAg -gounqo ;S-BI gq; si

s

mi WE,,

has given the stand-patters a shock that
has apparently exhausted all their powers
of emotional expression. Herein we probably have the explanation why Mr. Baker
has slipped so quietly into the Presidential
Cabinet. Mr. Wilson could do nothing,
after Brandeis, that would seem even
slightly radical. Otherwise, we may be
sure, Mr. Baker's appointment would have
sent the senatorial custodians of American
tradition on the trail of his career.

'nos siq ;i3 ;i pgAUAi prn? agd-Bd

v ui Aguora gjora Supjirai noA gA-Bq pj
'qoC .moA uo pmra JUOA ;nd p.noA j; 'Aq^
jcnvq juggq gAuq ppoqs ;i JO—;ugra
-;sgAm pooS pgujup v s,;i asnuogq :uum
SunoA 'gggqoo o; ;ugA\. noA AqAY sjm/x
ipgzquiidBO gq ;.UBO ;i3q; sdiqspuguj
eAuq o; pjojju nuo gsp ApoqAuB JOU
noA jgq;pu pire—ssup UAIO anoA Suoure
spugijj g>[T?m o; 'Aq^\ iJOj gggqoo o; noA
pugs j pip 1-BTIJ& jpiJlstp siq; ui uAvop
gj« sjgq;<Bj gsoqAV sAoq ugg;xis puq noA
ssup UA\O jnoA ui ;q2iy; i9ldo9d ;noqB
2iuq;graos UJ-B9J o;—g&e IIAVO moA* jo
ueui jgq;o ;gam ox jnoA' qg; qj ugqx,,
,.-gans ;ou raj—A*qA\»
ui^q;^ 9UI
jgAvsuy ,;aoj gSgqoo o; xioJi ;ugs T J[uiq;
1
noA ^ %-exxj& —A"pn;s o; ;U'BAV noA" puy
;9pi3ui oaj guo i!.i9A9 aoj s.reqop ug; g^um
o; p-eo.i gq; uo noA" ;.re;s o; ilpugj—AVOUJJ
T n« noA" qoi39; o; Apugj ure j 9J9H
jagAvod 13 ;i gp'era gAj—;i agAO pooiq
;,egAvs OAJ—;i q;iA\. pg.igjjns puB ;d9is
pun pgAq gA j ■^u'BduioQ y p,Bg;siojj dn
Suipiinq o;ui s-regA ^^Jjq; JOJ A'gjgug^A'ra
jo gouno AIQAO ;nd OAJ gagji,, •A'pgmb
pres gq ,,'AV^I A"pn;s 0; ;UBA\ noj^„
•A'lqniogjcId'B
pgugdggp pnq go-Bj s;q uo sguq gq; 'pgu.in;
r
gq ugq^ •;gga;g eq; % e ;no Suppoi
poo;s pun AVOpUIM. 13 O; A"lA\OIS pgJU'BAV
ugq; ';ugraora "a JOJ Xpugus nos
siq pgpjuSg.1 '3msu 'aV3XST0H "U.W.

Baker's Activities in Cleveland
THE politics of Cleveland for the last

ajsSuiq;
ips o; ayy ;,uop noA am IP1 pus gjgq;
;;s noA puy -ssgnisnq jo stsvq gq^ sfli
ju-euisgres t; SBAV gq—pjos gjj 1%^M. l%1
op gq pip AVOJI -ssgoons Siq B gp^ui s^isqi
uvm fiuv—ssgoons Siq 13 gui Avoqg jiutq^
-A"jgA9 JO SuiuuiSgq gq; s^Bqx jdiqsu'BUi
-sgreg isi PJJOAV gq; jo ssguisnq gq; gsod
-dns no^^p "reqAv 'jnq;jy—noj^ itflutp
no
A iPn9 Suqps gq; 9J[i[ ;,uop no^„
•jfldj-Bqs
dn prcgq siq ;qSnoaq agq;uj siq ;^q; ;y
„-qoiiui A'agA pug
Suqps gq; gj[q ;inop j -guit; gq; jre SuiAi.
oq; no s^Avoqgj jgq;o gq; ugqAv ;ou 'o|^„'
-j9J[0i; pg;^q gq; uo
s9A"g siq pgxn 'jjsgp do;-;T3q gq; jo gSpg
oq; uo A~iqu;.iojraooun pgsiod '.mq;jy
..Piim noA" ;,U«Q (;A''BA\A'UB 'noA"
q;iAV jg;;ura gq; s^'Bq^ ;sq;uora anoj ui
ouop gA.noA" TOq; qggAv -e ui gaora op pjBq;
iooqos oqqnd jo ;no siloq ;'g3 ui30 OAV'iq^
jBmypiccos qgs pinoo noA" ;qSnoq; 1 ;nq
gaq uo ppoAV eq; ;gs p^oA" ;oadxg ;;upip
I ;s;ugo A";x;s pu^ s.renop ;qSig[ ^TOJ OS
noA raojj si ;qojd gsnoq gq; ;<BqAi Aioug;,,
•pg;aous pug;siojj :iyi uipniAvijiq^,,
•pg;;irap'B gq ^'msra gpis;no we S-B
puiA\i.iiqAi. -B jo qonra uggq ;(ugA^q j„
•Apiuijjj pgqras anq;ay
uino£ q;iAV op o; SuioS raj
q;a-Bg uo ;uqAi gra qe; 'o; qSnoug pooS gq
noA qiAV,, 'q;3ugi ;<B pres gq „'anq;jy„
•SAioaq
pgi.i.rera gq o; AAijgq gq; Suoure qsnqra-B raoaj jt s^ uos

says Johnson, "was the youngest of us, he
was really our head and our principal adviser. " Baker, the fine flower of Johns
Hopkins, was the head professor in Johnson's famous "taxation school," an institution organized to inform the mob how
they were paying all the taxes while the
corporations and the millionaires were escaping.
Baker also conducted all the law-suits
—there were fifty-five of them—that
finally brought the trolley companies to
their knees. In the ten years' struggle
this diminutive statesman simply waded
through injunctions, appeals, changes of
venue, writs of certiorari, and all the other
impedimenta of the learned profession.
-Ajg^[ -sa-Bnid OIUOJ pui3 oresora pu^ eiq
-aura jo H'Bq-gou'Ba;u9 UB o;m pauan; gjj
•ss^ra
SuiqqnaS Ap^uoissud gq; q;tAV ;O,B;UOO A"q
pgips ;pj gq ipgsidsap jpsraiq gq qoiqAV
;oui;su; Ajo;Bpajtd' gq; ui3u;sgpgd A"a'gA9
jo 90BJ gq; uodn pugj gjj -pgssgjdgp
SBAi 'agq;^ siq q;tAt A\giAjg;ui pgpireraraoo
B JOJ ;agj;g qu^v jo jjo'iq; gq; qgnojq;

3n;,Cajnq 'avaXSTOH ailHXaV
qooqog Ai^j pai?A.rejj
gq; paAioAu; puq qoiqAi 'uoi;iqurB UAVO siq
jo qutq; 0; ;ou pgu; pui? 'raiq q;iAi psgaSu
anq;jy -dn punoaS gq; IUOJJ ssguisnq
gq; Suiuj^gi SHAV 'jgq;«j siq pres 'siqx
•U'Brasgres puoq v gq pu-B ;no o3 o; p[o; pm?
'uoou Ai3pjn;'Bg A"agAa sji3qop ugg;jq Awsap
ppoo gq ;^q; pgsiAp-B 'AuBduiog ^> p^g;s
_
I°H J° aoUJO aqi ui ;nd 'pg;duosuoo SUM
aq 'pa;t!np'BaS gq s"e uoos sy -;uguiai;;as
pwe ';ipnu 'rasioi;uo aoj araoq sqtq siq we
pugs o; puq puu 's;ugrap3;sui A'iq;uoiu ui
A"guora ;a3[ood puq gq rsisuq qsuo Ai;ou;s
B uo aggqoo o; ;ugAV 'jaq;i3j u JOJ jai[Ojq
gjreuoqjira -e q;iAi 'pi3g;siojj jnq;jy og
•gpis ;joqs gq; uo uggq puq oqAisjgomo OAV;
Aq ;q3iujgAO pg^ogjAV S-BAV ^weq SSUIAUS
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Is Baker the Man for the Job?
\\l THEN President Wilson was
\\ I making up his original Cabinet.
WW the post that gave him the
▼ ▼ greatest trouble was the Secretaryship of War. Up to a few days preceding the inauguration he had not decided upon his man; but, in a moment of
inspiration, his secretary, Mr. Tumulty,
suggested Judge Garrison of New Jersey.
The President had never met this distinguished jurist; he had never even
thought of his name in connection with a
Cabinet post. But Mr. Garrison promptly received a letter inviting him into the
Cabinet. He entered, soon acquired a
well deserved reputation as one of the
two strongest men in it, and left, a few
months ago, in unceremonious and dramatic fashion.
In selecting Mr. Garrison's successor
the President has followed a different
method. He has made a "personal choice. "
Although Newton D. Baker is theyoungest
and newest Cabinet member, Mr. Wilson
has known him personally longer than any
of the others. For his new Secretary of War
he has not gone to the old familiar test of
political availables. He has called before
his mind's eye a familiar group of instructors and students who used to sit
around a celebrated boarding-house table
in Baltimore twenty-five years ago, when
Mr. Wilson was lecturing at Johns Hopkins on political administration.
The group was a famous one, composed
of many of the brightest wits at the university; the table talk covered a wide
field of literature, politics, human progress, and social reform. One of its most
entertaining members was a short, slight,
boyish figure from Martinsburg, West
Virginia—a young man, then not twenty
years old, with an amazing flow of language and ideas, a wealth of information,
and a large acquaintance with literature.
Mr. Wilson, then in his early thirties,
loved to talk with his youthful pupil.
The boy's enthusiasms were all intellectual. As a stripling in Martinsburg,
he was regarded as the village bookworm.
By the time he reached Johns Hopkins,
Baker had already fairly developed those
gifts of public speaking which have since
enthralled so many audiences.

By BURTON J. HENDRICIv
their votes en masse for the majority candidate; in other words, under this rule
all Ohio's votes must go for its favorite
son, Judson Harmon. It was absurd, it
was unjust; but there was a holy precedent that eliminated Wilson's delegates.
For fifty years certain image-breakers
had attempted to destroy this unit rule.
The Baltimore convention of 1912 knew
that the attempt would be made again.
The members, hot, wearied, emotionally
exhausted by the rows that had already
taken place, were ready to howl down any
man who dared repeat again the old
familiar and tiresome arguments.
• In due course a slight figure, with a
pale academic face, started with rapid
steps toward the platform. He looked
like a freshman tutor or a recently graduated theologue. The crowd scarcely noticed him; a buzz of conversation and the
flapping of palm-leaf fans silenced his
opening remarks. In a few minutes, however, every one became aware that a
sharp staccato voice was pouring from the

has given the stand-patters a shock that
has apparently exhausted all their powers
of emotional expression. Herein we probably have the explanation why Mr. Baker
has slipped so quietly into the Presidential
Cabinet. Mr. Wilson could do nothing,
after Brandeis, that would seem even
slightly radical. Otherwise, we may be
sure, Mr. Baker's appointment would have
sent the senatorial custodians of American
tradition on the trail of his career.
Baker's Activities in Cleveland
rpHE politics of Cleveland for the last
fifteen years has aroused national attention. Most conservative Americans
have regarded that town as the seat of
radicalism and as a focus whence all kinds
of destructive ideas were scattering into
the American consciousness. We associate it with prolonged "attacks" upon
public service corporations, tumultuous
campaigns for three-cent fares, and a
headquarters for the initiative and refer-

The Peace Advocate in the
War Department

Baker Is Mr. Wilson's Kind of Man
Ty/TR. WILSON, loving, above all, literary grace and mental dexterity, made
Newton Baker an intellectual companion.
For two years master and pupil met almost every day. In making Mr. Baker his
Secretary of War. therefore, President Wilson is not leaping into the dark. 'His
mind works like chain-lightning." Mr.
Wilson has remarked of his early disciple.
Irrespective of his ideas on war or national policy, Mr. Baker represents the
kind of person whom Mr. Wilson—who
hates fools with a deadly hatred—likes
to have around him.
The President first formed Mr. Baker's
acquaintance at Baltimore; and it was at
Baltimore, and on an historic occasion,
that the old teacher and student came together twenty years later, in 1912. A
miscellaneous crowd had gathered to
nominate a Democratic candidate for the
Presidency, and Woodrow Wilson's name
filled many minds as the logical man for
that distinction. But a considerable contingent from Ohio was sounding the
praises of Judson Harmon. A smaller Ohio
delegation was active on Wilson's behalf.
Ohio had held primaries for delegates, giving Harmon twenty-eight votes
and Wilson twenty-one. The antique
"unit rule" demanded that States cast

says Johnson, "was the youngest of us, he
was really our head and our principal adviser." Baker, the fine flower of Johns
Hopkins, was the head professor in Johnson's famous "taxation school," an institution organized to inform the mob how
they were paying all the taxes while the
corporations and the millionaires were escaping.
Baker also conducted all the law-suits
—there were fifty-five of them—that
finally brought the trolley companies to
their knees. In the ten years' struggle
this diminutive statesman simply waded
through injunctions, appeals, changes of
venue, writs of certiorari, and all the other
impedimenta of the learned profession.
When Johnson died, Cleveland immediately elected Baker as his successor in the
mayor's chair. "I am a follower of the
light of Tom Johnson": that is Baker's own
summation of his political ideas. He is a
single-taxer, and a devotee of all the
"crank" ideas that have been pictured,
mainly in the West, as the advancing
heralds of a revitalized democracy. He
is an intimate of Brand Whitlock, and was
largely responsible for Whitlock's appointment to Brussels.
But, the average citizen asks, what
has all this got to do with war? Mr.
Baker is evidently a good deal of a militarist when three-cent fares and the single
tax are involved; but what does he know
about machine-guns, gas bombs, explosive shells, and intrenching tools?
Still, this glorious America in which we
live is a happy-go-lucky kind of place.
We delight in inconsistencies and paradoxes, and so the fact that Mr. Baker, as
he himself says, is "for peace at almost
any price" does not signify that he will
not make an excellent Secretary of War.
He has courage, he has devotion to his
chief, he has amazing assimilative powers,
and he believes in the Wilson brand of
preparedness. Fundamentally he is a
Democrat, and stands ready to make
effective any military policy that his beloved people, as represented by their
legislators, may decide upon.

Photograph by Harris & Ewing.

The man who is smiling the most, in this picture, is ex-Secretary
Garrison, who is done with the job. But Secretary Baker, who is
succeeding him, has whipped street-car companies and corporation lawyers, and is not afraid of Mexicans or anybody else.
platform a huge stream of talk. Stenographers were madly attempting to take
down his rapid flow of words. The delegates began to nudge each other into
silence, and the palm-leaf fans sank into
their laps. After a few minutes Chairman
Alton Parker dropped his gavel with a
"Time's up." But the hall rang with cries
of "Go on! Go on!" And the youthful
speaker went on. He canvassed the situation in all its details; he held up to ridicule the suggestion that an outworn precedent should rob several hundreds of
thousands of voters of the democratic
right to record their preferences. When
Baker finished there was nothing left to
say. He had accomplished the defeat of
the unit rule. It was Wilson's first great
victory in the convention.
President Wilson, in naming Louis
Brandeis Justice of the Supreme Court,

endum, the recall, woman suffrage, proportional representation, and of socialistic
movements whose chief aim was the more
liberal taxation of corporations. Its admirers have pictured Cleveland as the
town that was to solve the problem of the
regeneration of American cities; but the
fact that this regeneration was to begin
with municipal ownership and end with
the single tax did not reassure certain
fundamental thinkers in Wall Street and
our great universities.
But, of course, the more timorous said,
Cleveland was a wild town—it was
dominated by a wild man. Tom Johnson,
big, half baked, part demogogue, part
fanatic, altogether something of a fakir,
had set it crazy. According to Tom Johnson himself, as expressed in his autobiography, we were wrong. The head devil
was Newton D. Baker. "Though Baker,"

i TOUCHING scene that attended his
first day in his new office shows that
he approaches his duties in the proper
spirit. General Hugh Scott, the whitehaired veteran of many Indian campaigns,
who had succeeded Mr. Garrison as temporary Secretary of War, was,sitting at
the desk with the new incumbent, attempting to explain the details of the
office. The General was somewhat hesitant and embarrassed. He evidently
wished to treat his new superior with a
true soldier's respect, and yet his instruction necessarily had an elementary character. This made the campaigner uncomfortable. Secretary Baker immediately
sized up the situation.
"General Scott," he said, "you are old
enough to be my father, and I am young
enough to be your son. You know everything about the duties of this office: I
know nothing at all. I should feel very
grateful if you would treat me here precisely as you would treat your own son."
The General was much affected.
"So long as you put it that way, Mr.
Secretary," he said, "nothing will go
wrong with you in this office if I can prevent it."
No young man, called by the exigencies
of American politics to an important office,
could have made a more promising start
than this.
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We Should Keep Pace With
Modern Phases of Preparedness.
BY NEWTON D. BAKER,
Secretary of War.

Now the world has developed new
methods of making war. The art of
war is difficult, intricate, scientific.
We should keep abreast of the times
by an adequate knowledge of aeroplanes, artillery, explosives and defensive warfare, such as trench
fighting. We should learn all there
is to be learned by the experience
of the world in war so that if we
are ever called upon to defend ourselves we won't be as untrained
as the barbarians, when invaded by
civilized peoples.
We should have it all at hand—
information regarding the mobilization of our social, financial, industrial and commercial forces. • I do
not. think we shall get into a war
over night, suddenly. But the personal analogy holds good—a man
may be very strong and yet not
know how to defend himself with
his strength. As a nation we ought
to have skill as well as strength
and the raw materials for self-defense.
We ought to be one of the strong
nations having so much self knowledge as to have the arts of peace at
the highest adaptability for use
when war comes.
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PERHAPS the strangest
thing of all is Destiny.
A quarter of a century
ago a man and an undersized youth ate at the
same table in a Baltimore
boarding house. One was
a lecturer, the other a
student, at Johns Hopkins
University. Occasionally
they exchanged perfunctory commonplaces, but
did not become really acquainted. Their scant conversation was confined for
the most part to such routine items as the expediency of passing the bread
or the horse-radish. Afterward the youth became a
graduate student and attended the lectures delivered by -the older man.
But still they did not
come to know each other.
Neither had the slightest
suspicion that he was destined to make a dent in the
other's horizon. The ripening of their acquaintance
was not to come until years
later — until the present
time, in fact, in the intiThe new Secretary
mate relation of Presischolar, not a warrior,
dent of the United States
and Secretary of War.
When Woodrow Wilson appointed Newton Diehl
Baker to succeed Lindley M. Garrison as head of
the war office he picked a man who by temperament, habits of thought, and present point of view
is perhaps more like the President himself than
anybody he could have found anywhere. And he
might have made an equally fruitless search for
a man who would look any less like the popular
preconceived notion of the way a secretary of war
should look. People subconsciously think a man
in charge of a war department should be of impressive stature, with a massive, grizzled head, a
warlike face, and a fee-faw-fum voice. The ideal
would be a sort of composite of General Phil
Sheridan and Jess Willard.
Newton Baker, on the Contrary, is slight of stature,
with a bit of a studious droop to his shoulders, and
looks like a boy. He does not loom large until one
turns aside from his mere physical self. The late
Tom L. Johnson used to declare that Baker was
"a little mental giant." Others have said the same
thing. I frankly do not know whether he is that or
is not, but I do know that he is a brilliant man,
and, though a scholar, has been able to apply a rare
intellectual equipment to practical, everyday problems with considerable success.
At the time of the fight for three-cent fares and
city control of street railroad lines in Cleveland,
Baker was city solicitor. Tom Johnson, in his autobiography, "My Story," says of him:
"Newton Baker, as a lawyer, was pitted against
the biggest lawyers in the State. No other city
solicitor ever had the same number of cases crowded
into his office in the same length of time, nor so
large a crop of injunctions to respond to, and in
my judgment there isn't another man in the State
who could have done the work so well."
While mayor he solved a legal tangle which had
been in the courts for twenty years, involving the
rights of the city and the railroads to certain lake
frontage. It had baffled previous administrations.
Baker not only solved it, but in a way that pleased
both sides to the controversy, and now, after years
of delay, Cleveland will have a new union station
and revolutionized transportation facilities.
Though not spectacular, it was a real legal
achievement that almost any lawyer in the United
States would have pointed to with pride.

Cleveland Enlightened by Baker
MR. BAKER took up the administration of Cleveland where Tom Johnson left off. Many substantial achievements marked the four years of his
mayoralty. Mr. Johnson had fought for years for
a municipal electric-lighting plant, but had been defeated by technicalities in the law and the hostility of
the Legislature. Mr. Baker presented to the people
a plan for a municipally-owned electric-lighting and
power plant to cost/f2^00,000. The project was
approved by referendum vote and the plant was constructed. It is now Kghtikg the streets of the city

identified, either as manufacturer or user, with the
same make of automobile.
"I am for peace at almost any price," Baker
told me recently, "and I
am not willing to make
up my mind on just what
that almost shall be. Circumstances would determine.- I don't think world
peace will come through
passive resistance on the
part of any one nation.
But I think a really great
nation can afford to wait a
long while and give a great
many benefits of doubts
before going to war."
Baker sometimes makes
a paradoxical statement of
certain ideas, thus:
"I believe in free trade
and I believe in the idea
of single tax. Yet I am
neither a free trader nor
a single taxer. I don't
think any single generation should be called upon
to undo the work of many
generations. Some changes
are best made gradually.
of War at his desk in a pose arranged specially for Collier's. He is a
As I look at it, we may bein appearance, and in training and opinions he is a second Woodrow Wilson
lieve in what ought to be,
and use that as a sort of
lighthouse to steer by."
and is selling light and power at a maximum charge
Secretary Baker is—temperamentally at least—
of three cents per kilowatt hour and a minimum of just as much a scholar as Woodrow Wilson. As a
half a cent. The private company has been com- boy he was abnormal in his reading. By the time
pelled to reduce its rates accordingly.
he was twelve he was as familiar with Euphues
and the Bible as most of his playmates were with
"Peace at Almost Any Price"
"Robinson Crusoe." The book he liked best and the
FOR years the city had been struggling as best it one he thinks did him the most good was Draper's
could under a city charter imposed upon it by a
"Intellectual Development of Europe." Before he
i-eactionary Legislature. Under a home-rule provi- was twenty he had read and could quote freely from
sion of the State constitution a committee was ap- every English classic. If there is anything in all
pointed by the mayor which, after months of study, literature that can be quoted and applied to any
brought forth what is in many ways the model given situation, Secretary Baker may be counted on
charter of this country. It places great power in to know it. Do not get the impression, however,
the mayor and preserves complete responsibility in that he is any less efficient because scholarly. He
the people through the initiative and referendum. can shift easily from academic to practical thoughts.
Projects for the grouping of the public buildings At an important State Democratic convention a few
about a spacious mall upon the lake front were years ago Baker might have been seen qujetly readpushed to completion, as were other projects for ing a pocket edition of Browning while the battle
the planning of the outskirts, so that the future de- raged all about him. Presently he put aside his
velopment would be on a spacious and commanding Browning, got up, and delivered a speech which
scale. In many other ways the activities of the city changed the whole tide of the convention.
were extended into the field of service. The private
Better Speaker Than Wilson
dance hall was combated by municipal dance halls
which were opened in the' parks. They not only IT is- as a speaker that Baker is, perhaps, most
proved very popular but became a source of profit
remarkable, and here is another respect in which
as well. Probably no city in the country has solved he is in a noteworthy degree like Woodrow Wilson.
so many problems and solved them so well. Cleve- The chances are"that if there is any political sigland is a pacemaker in municipal affairs. She is nificance in the Baker appointment, it is simply that
more than this: no other American city has so alert his abilities as a platform talker may be useful to
a public opinion, none is so free from graft or the the Administration. He and the President share
suspicion of graft. In addition—and this is in many the knack of talking well extemporaneously and
ways the most substantial contribution of all—Cleve- without resort to gestures or oratorical flights. Each
land has found herself. How can she go wrong now is gifted with an unusual flow of choice language
that she has been educated to believe in herself and which comes without any groping for a word. Each
the possibilities of a real city life?
has an aptitude for epigram. Each has the ability
While not great in physique, Newton Baker has to fertilize his talk with quotations and classical allualways been able to maintain his dignity and com- sions, but in a way that will not be resented by the
mand respect from men of high and low degree. plain people. Baker has been known to quota Latin
Unlike many men below average size, he is not cocky to a crowd of mill workers—and go away with their
and does not keep a framed picture of Napoleon in votes in his pocket.
his study. He is mild in manner, self-contained,
If there is any difference, Baker is, perhaps, an
polite, and modest. Moreover, he is friendly and even better speaker than Wilson. It is doubtful
likable. Yet he is not, strictly speaking, a "good if any man can get up unexpectedly and use betfellow." Being a student by instinct and having a ter diction with less hesitation. I have heard him
certain amount of innate reserve, he couldn'*' with- speak extemporaneously when he employed involved
out posing be a real mixer of the back-slapping, phrases which were nevertheless so clear that one
glad-handing type. Not wishing to pose, he nearly would think they had been carefully evolved on paper.
always acts just his natural self.
He can think out a problem while on his feet and
Baker's main aversion is any form of inefficiency. discuss it as he goes along.
Once he was mentioned for a place as judge, and
In this connection it may be interesting to note
he remarked that he would not sit on a judicial that Baker once confided to me that he had never
bench for any consideration. "Because," he said, made a speech in his life without starting off with
"there would be sure to come lawyers occasionally more or less of stage fright.
with ill-prepared briefs, and I would become so im"I have always felt when I got up," he said, "that
patient with them that I would be inefficient myself." I could not possibly keep going for more than two 6r
Though he is now at the head of the Department three minutes. After these two or three minutes are
of War, Baker is a member of most of the peace over I feel as if 1^could go on for an indefinite period."
Another phase of Baker's speaking ability is a gift
societies of the world. However, he is not a pacifist,
particularly not in the William J. Bryan or Henry of repartee. He is a Master of the Quick Comeback.
. Ford sense. The one thing he has in common with But always his repartee is characterized by a certain
Henry Ford is that each has been prominently d'gnity and a scholarly quality. (Cont'd on page 37)

Once at a big political rally in Columbus, Ohio, where Baker was speaking
in behalf of a new State constitution,
an old man in the audience kept interrupting him with questions intended to
riddle his arguments. Finally Baker
turned to the man and suavely remarked: "I feel that I have given you
almost your full share of my time. You
are evidently a man of advanced years
and adhere to the older order of things.
You belong to the crowd which has been
running affairs in this State for a great
many years. I belong to a younger
crowd which is trying to run affairs.
If, when I am your age, my crowd has
made no more real progress in governmental affairs than yours has, I shall
at least not interrupt public speakers
with a multiplicity of foolish questions."
On another occasion in the same campaign Baker was speaking for the abolishment of capital punishment. Somebody in the audience put this up to him:
"If a man murders somebody and
then is electrocuted, he can't kill anybody else, can he?"
Baker pondered a moment as if
gravely weighing this question, and
then replied: "I should think that would
be almost a mathematical certainty."
The other man was not yet subdued
and insisted: "You know the Bible says
an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth,
a life for a life."
"There is a man," commented Baker,
"who takes his inspiration from the Old
Testament. He is of the old order. I
would rather turn to the New Testament and seek my inspiration from the
humble Nazarene, who would never
think harm to anyone."
From boyhood Baker was fascinated
by oratory. The only time in his life
that he ever played hooky from school
was to hear a celebrated lawyer sum up
a case. Later he became that man's law
partner.
Baker's knack at speaking is due to
a clear habit of thought. This shows
itself in his manner of dictating to a
stenographer. He never has occasion
to reconstruct a sentence hastily dictated. If he chances to be interrupted
in the middle of a sentence and resumes
an hour or a day later, he does not have
to go back to the beginning of that sentence, but takes up the dictation at the
exact word where he left off.
There is a record of one instance in
which Baker may have failed to make
an impression on his audience. He tells
the story himself. It was at a tent
meeting in a city campaign, and each
speaker was allotted only a limited
amount of time. Baker felt that he had
a great deal to say that was important,
and he tried to tell all that he had hived
up for the occasion. He talks rapidly
at any time, and on this occasion he was
a verbal machine gun. Having finished
he went out and sat down in the audience with a sense of duty well performed. He was certain he had driven
his message home.
Behind him were two society women.
He heard one say to the other: "Has
Baker spoken yet?"
And her companion replied: "Oh, yes, he was the
little chap that talked so fast."
Newton Baker is without doubt one of
the most boyish-looking men ever in a
Cabinet position. He is boyish in stature,
features, and actions. Unless you scrutinized his face closely, you would never
guess that he is forty-five years old.
Across the room he could pass for
twenty-six, and across the street you
might pick him for a college sophomore
en route, maybe, to banjo practice. Up
closer you notice wise little wrinkles
about his eyes like minute guy ropes.
His dark eyes are his most impressive
feature because of their almost uncanny
directness. He has a prominent chin,
slightly suggestive of Woodrow Wilson's.
One afternoon a number of years ago
a reporter was sent to a court room in
Cleveland where an injunction against
Tom Johnson's three-cent-fare project
I was in progress. There were not enough
chairs inside the railing to supply all
the lawyers and newspaper men present. Being of a somewhat sedentary
disposition, this reporter greatly desired
a chair. Among the lawyers he noticed
a boy who was occupying a chair and
taking up space that might have been
utilized by those who had business in
the court room. The lad, while a quiet
little fellow, had such an air of being
cocksure of himself that he rather
annoyed the reporter. So the latter
turned to a bailiff and inquired:

"What's the kid yonder doing among
the lawyers?"
Whereupon he learned that the boy
was City Solicitor Newton D. Baker,
leading counsel on one side. I know this
happened, because I was the reporter.
Numerous stories have been told
about persons who have been fooled by
Baker's youthful appearance. Scarcely
a week went by during the four years
he was Mayor of Cleveland without
somebody calling to see Baker at the
City Hall and then declaring to the
mayor: "I guess it must have been your
father I wanted to see."
Once he sat on a train reading a little volume on a legal subject written by
Associate Justice Holmes of the Supreme Court. A country lawyer who
happened to be in the same seat noted
the title of the work. Without asking
permission, he reached over and took
the book out of Baker's hands, saying
in a patronizing, fatherly manner:
"That's a pretty deep book, my boy.
I presume you're intending to be a
lawyer some day. Well, stick at it, and
when you come to something you don't
understand, wade right through it.
That's the way I got my start."
Even then Baker was widely known as
one of the most capable lawyers in Ohio.
After he left Johns Hopkins University, Baker did not come into personal
contact with Woodrow Wilson—did not
even catch sight of him—until they
chanced to speak from the same platform in the course of a political campaign up in Massachusetts a few years
ago. Wilson was at that time Governor
of New Jersey. It is said that Baker
then and there made a pronounced impression on him. At the Baltimore convention Baker made a speech in behalf
of Wilson's nomination which excited
national comment. When Wilson was
making up his Cabinet he offered Baker
a place as Secretary of the Interior, but
Baker was still Mayor of Cleveland
and thought his duty lay there. Since
then Baker and Wilson fell into the
habit of writing letters to each other.
Baker was able to give him an unofficial,
nonofficial point of view from out of
the Middle West, and he became one
of the President's advisers.
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Ely Inspired Baker
TKE similarity of their way of looking at things leads to the idea that
Wilson and Baker might have obtained
inspiration from a common source. It
is possible to indicate, by circumstantial evidence, that they did. At Johns
Hopkins University each took instruction from a professor by the name of
Richard T. Ely, who was thinking and
talking and writing along brand-new
economic lines. Baker had already been
awakened to a line of political New
Thought as a mere boy by reading a
series of articles by Ely in the Baltimore "Sun." He is free to say that
the seed for whatever of political progressiveness he believes in to-day was
planted by Ely, simply because Ely
gave him the idea that there was and
is a big revolution going on in governmental affairs, and that the old established thing is not necessarily better
than the new thing. Ely went from
Johns Hopkins to the University of
Wisconsin, by the way, and the numerous novel features of government in
that State may nearly all be traced directly or indirectly to him. Now then:
Baker says he got his inspiration from
Ely; he and Wilson think a good deal
alike; Wilson also was a pupil of Ely.
Wouldn't it be quite logical to assume
that Wilson also in a measure must be
an Ely product? But at that point our
theory falls down. I asked the President once if he could trace his present
line of political thought back to Ely,
and he told me that he believed not.
Ely himself confirms this.
"Woodrow Wilson was one of my
most conservative pupils," he says.
The explanation is that Wilson has
always approached the science of government from the administrative side,
and Ely has worked almost entirely
from the economic side.
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Mixes Own Tobacco
NEWTON BAKER was born in MartinsburgW-Va., in 1871. His father,
a doctor, had had his own academic
education interrupted by the Civil War,
and so the two really got much of their
education by reading together. After
finishing his course at Johns Hopkins
and taking a law degree at Washington
and Lee University, Baker returned to
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Martinsburg. One day he got a letter
from William L. Wilson, Postmaster
General under Grover Cleveland, and
an old friend of Baker's, father, asking
him to come to Washington and see him.
It occurred to young Baker that
Wilson probably wanted to give him
a lot of Government documents and
things with which to make a showing
on his office bookshelves. So he took
along two suit cases to carry the documents home.
But Wilson wished to offer him a
place as private secretary. Baker did
not.want to be diverted from the practice of law, and would not accept the
place until Wilson had convinced his
father that the position would offer a
valuable experience.
Thus did Baker take up the first of
two secretarial jobs he was destined
to occupy in Washington, each at the
solicitation of o?ie W. Wilson.
A few month1? later, in 1897, Baker
was practicing aw in his home town.
His late chief, William L. Wilson, told
him he ought to go to a bigger city, and
gave him a letter to Tom L. Johnson of
Cleveland. He went there and presented
the letter, but Johnson happened to be
preoccupied at the moment, and all the
meeting amounted to was for Johnson
to tell him he wished him luck.
A year or two after that Baker was
returning from Europe and fell in with
a Cleveland lawyer named M. A. Poran,
who persuaded him to come and settle
in Cleveland. They became law partners. It happened, by the way, that
Foran later became a judge and Baker
was arguing a case before him when
he learned that he had been appointed
Secretary of War. You see, there ex- isted some kind of affinity between
Foran and Baker's star of Destiny.
About two years after he had located
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in Cleveland, Baker got acquainted with
Tom Johnson, who was attracted to
him by hearing him speak. Johnson
had forgotten all about the letter of
introduction, and Baker never referred
to it. A little later Johnson appointed
him first assistant city solicitor. Baker
did not want the place, but Johnson,
who liked to have smart young men
about him, persuaded him to take it
for just one year. From then on he
and Johnson became cronies and were
almost inseparable.
Each smoked a
briar pipe with an unusually large bowl,
and just such a pipe is Baker's constant
companion to-day. He insists on ascertain mixture of tobacco which he prepares himself. Johnson appointed him
director of the city law department,
and he was later elected city solicitor
four times, the last time, in 1909, by
a plurality of 2,500, though all other
Democrats, including Johnson himself,
were defeated. In 1911 he was elected
mayor of Cleveland by 17,835, the largest majority ever given a candidate
there.
Two years later he was reelected by a reduced majority, owing
to a fight waged against the Democratic machine. He retired to private
life last January.
Baker was married in 1902 to Miss
Elizabeth Leopold of Pottstown, Pa.,
and they have three children.
Close friends of the new War Secretary declare that he has never in his
life occupied a public office without first
exhausting every reasonable or decent
means to avoid it. His ambitions have
always been to be a high-grade lawyer,
taking only hand-picked cases, and to
participate in public affairs as a private citizen. But, child of Destiny that
he seems to be, he has been unable to
remain long out of public office. It appears to be doubtful if he ever will.
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Mr. Britling Sees It Through
Rooms always
just right
the Modern W
Way to Plant |
atoanderr'ji
YOU plant the tape, a whole row at
a time as fast as you walk, and
you are assured of early and healthy
crops without the drudgery and backache of old-fashioned planting.
Straight rows—no thinning out necessary—less work, better results.

*

will give you a better garden this year
with less trouble and work. Ask your
dealer about it to-day.

40 feet of Vegetables for 1 Oc
10 feet of Flowers for 5c
Ready to Grow Seedtape Gardens
Assortments of 10 and 20 varieties especially
selected by our Hoard of Gardening Experts.
neatly packed in paste-board cartons.
A Seedtape Garden of 20 Varieties, $2.00
A Seedtape Garden of 10 Varieties, $1.00
Sold by hardware merchants, druggists, florists,
grocers, etc., everywhere. If your dealer cannot supply you, we will gladly fill your orders
direct upon receipt of price.
AMERICAN SEEDTAPE COMPANY
Woolworth Bldg.
New York
DEALERS^ Jlost jobbers have Seed. „,___._._-. \ tape in stock. Order
ATTENTION ( from your jobber today
SEEDTAPE IS BEST SEEDS PROPERLY SPACED

Jimmy, and the proud father's chest
swelled like a pouter pigeon's.
She
patted McGuffey's cheek, and from the
security of the curve in his shoulder
made eyes at the pretty girl sitting
next him. She turned his face until he
looked blushingly into the girl's. The
car snickered and the girl laughed a
tinkling laugh that little Martha echoed
at once. She swung out of her father's
arms and buried her face in the. t.iuff
held up to her. When he arrived it was
a few minutes of eleven and he would
have no time to leave her with Abe before his interview with Glug. He knew
better than to be late, so he kept her
with him.
His voice shook a little when he gave
his name to a page boy, but the mainpai"Uilllliqg[ TRANSPARENT"" BLACK RUBBER
office surroundings made no impression
At Dealers-Catalog on Request
on the baby. She stuck her fist in her
PARKER PEN CO. 98 Mil! St. JAHESYILLE.WIS.
mouth, dribbled unconcernedly while
her eyes roamed everywhere, and then
yanked her father's spotless collar with
fa
—
B!
her wet fingers. The page boy, after
what seemed a lifetime, beckoned to
him through an open door. He looked
around helplessly for a place to leave
the baby. There was none, so he carried her in his arms down the corridor
to Glug's private waiting room. Over
the top of the glass partitions came the
Country Life at Its Best
steady click of typewriters, the confused hum of voices, and the aroma of
cigar smoke. He'd give anything in
the world for a drag of a cigarette.
Bnorcliff Manor
New York
There was a round-topped table in the
waiting room, three or four deep wicker
Opens May 11th
chairs, and a newspaper rack filled with
papers. Thank Heaven, he could leave
Booking office and full
information —
the baby here, where she could not get
into trouble.
402 Madison Ave., New York City
"Wait here a minute," said the page,
"an' the secretary'll call you. I seen gajgjgjg^HElEMH3raEEHM0HSrSinMc
you work at the Comique a little while
ago, an' you got a swell act. You was
$4 Per Month Buys This Visible
a riot there. That's some baby, Mr.
OLIVER TYPEWRITER
McGuffey!"
Nothing Down—Free Trial, Less
than Agents' Price*. Shipped on
"Yeh?" said Jimmy absently.
"The old man is daffy about kids,"
Bending for because it (His
continued the boy.
x lnsave$^ 00. It'aFKEE.
"Your old man?" asked McGuffey.
Typewriters Disi. Syndicate
"Nah, the boss, Mr. Glug," explained
L-jl 1510-29 S.WabashAve., Chicago
the boy.
"I guess not many folks
knows it. The boss kinda keeps it dark.
WOULD You BUY I kYESJTHfWtBtfY
They say he had a kid o' his own, but
GASOLINE AT
it got kilt." The sound of a chair ber-c>«y_^»y-.-«-g««n
ing pushed along the floor came to them.
spoonful of CARBONVOID dissolved in 5 gallons of
The page wiggled his fingers good-by One
gasoline irmkcs it frfve the mileage that (S gallons would give
to the baby and disappeared. "Come in, without CARBONVOID. Send $1.00 for -10 spoonfuls of
CARBONVOID (enough to treat 200 Kallons of gas). Each
McGuffey," called a voice softly.
spoonful (costing 2jgc) is equal to 1 gallon of gas. Your dollar
save 40 gallons"of sas costing $10.00 at 25c a gallon. We
Jimmy kissed and deposited the baby will
guarantee results or money back, also removal and prevention
in the big wicker chair facing the of carbon deposit Agents wanted. Write today.
door so he could keep his eye on her CARBONVOID CHEMICAL WORKS, department C, BRADLEY BEACH, N. J.
all the time.
J MT ™ il EH UPressfe.LargerSlS.Hotary$60
Glug's office was empty except for R»
\ c<r?
*.^T^
Savemoney. Printforothers,
an undersized figure who had been cC3K.,iC_3 a (TM'flTf»b'gprofit.Alleasy,rulessent.
UK?KM3isK
jS.
Write factory for catalog of
casually looking out of the window Il^9^lfl
^fHTlKft presses,TYPE.cards.Bamples
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If any of us deserves or requires a room warmed just
right to sleep in, to play in
and to live in, it is the little
folks. The room must be
warm of course, but if oldfashioned heating is used,
what happens? The air is
burned, parched, dead air
— the old heating devices
absorb the oxygen and its
place is taken by carbondioxide, which pollutes the
atmosphere. Don't take a
chance, but correctly heat
your home with

AMERICAN*, IDEAL
il
RADIATORS ^IBOILERS

IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN Radiators warm the air alike throughout
every room in the way it should be
without robbing it of its life-giving
oxygen and filling it with poison. That
is why greenhouses are invariably users
of steam or hot water heating. So,
too, practically every sanitorium, hospital, institution, etc., uses our outfits.
IDEAL Boilers and AMERICAN Radiators
furnish the only scientific and correct means
of heating any building. Besides, you can
warm your entire building with less fuel, and
save heavily in labor, cleaning, absence of
repairs, no rekindling of fires, no rusting,
blackening, etc.
These outfits are the most largely used in all
parts of America. Nothing to wear out—will
endure as long as the building and you get
your money back when property is sold, or
obtain higher rental. Measured by results,
no one can afford not to put
in these outfits
in old or new
cottages,
houses, flats,
stores, schools,
churches, public buildings,
etc.
Now is the best
time to buy.
Your inquiry is
cordially welA No. 5-23-W IDEAL Boiler and
come — put s
400 sq. ft. of 38-in. AMERICAN
Radiators, costing the owner
you under no
$200, were used to heat this
obligation to
cottage. At this price the goods
buy. Ask for
can l»e bought of any reputable,
competent Fitter. This did not
valuable book
include cost of labor, pipe,
(free), "Ideal
valves, freight, etc., which
Heating."
Act
vary according to climatic and
now.
other conditions.

Continued from page 20

the region of the kitchen and brought
Mr. Lawrence Carmine's car and the
visitor family's car to the front door,
and everybody drifted gayly through
the moonlight and the big trees to the
front of the house. And Mr. Direck
saw the perambulator waiting — the
mysterious perambulator—a little in
the dark beyond the front door.
The visitor family and Mr. Carmine
and his young Indian departed, "Come
bo hockey!" shouted Mr. Britling to each
departing carload, and Mr. Carmine receding answered: "I'll bring three!"
Then Mr. Direck, in accordance with
a habit that had been growing on him
throughout the evening, looked round
for Miss Cissie Corner and failed to
find her. And then, behold, she was descending the staircase with the mysterious baby in her arms. She held up
a warning finger, and then glanced at
her sleeping burden. She looked like a
silvery Madonna. And Mr. Direck remembered that he was still in doubt
about that baby.
MR. DIRECK found he had taken
leave of the rest of the company,
and drifted into a little parlor with Mr.
Britling and certain glasses and siphons
and a whisky decanter on a tray. . . .
"Your young people dance very
cheerfully," he said.
"We all dance very cheerfully," said
Mr. Britling.
"Then this Miss Corner," said Mr.
Direck: "she is the sister, I presume—
is she?—of that pleasant young lady who
is married—she is married, isn't she?-—■
to the young man you call Teddy."
"I should have explained these young
people. They're the sort of young people we are producing over here now in
quite enormous quantity. They are the
sort of equivalent of the Russian Intelligentsia, an irresponsible middle
class with ideas. Teddy, you know, is
my secretary. He's the son, I believe,
of a Kilburn solicitor. He was recommended to me by Datcher- of the
'Times.' He came down here and lived
in lodgings for a time. Then suddenly
appeared the young lady."
"Miss Corner's sister?"
"Exactly. The village was a little
startled. The cottager who had let the
rooms came to me privately. Teddy is
rather touchy on the point of his personal independence; he considers any demand for explanations as an insult, and
probably all he had said to the old lady
was: 'This is Letty—come to share my
rooms.' I put the matter to him very
gently. 'Oh, yes,' he said, rather in the
manner of some one who has overlooked a trifle. 'I got married to her in
the Christmas holidays. May I bring
her along to see Mrs. Britling?' We
induced him to go into a little cottage
I rent. The wife was the daughter of
a Colchester journalist and printer. I
don't know if you talked to her."
"I've talked to the sister rather."
"Well, they're both idea'd. They're
highly educated in the sense that they
do really think for themselves. Almost
fiercely. So does Teddy. If he thinks
he hasn't thought anything he thinks
for himself, he goes off and thinks it
different. The sister is a teacher who
wants to take the B. A. degree in London University. Meanwhile she pays
the penalty of her sex."
"Meaning—1" asked Mr. Direck,
startled.
"Oh! that she puts in a great deal
too much of her time upon housework
and minding her sister's baby."
"She's a very interesting and charming young lady indeed," said Mr. Direck. "With a sort of Western college
freedom of mind—and something about
her that isn't American at all." . . .
"It's one o'clock," said Mr. Britling
at last, perceiving a shade of fatigue
upon the face of his hearer and realizing that his thoughts had taken him too
far, "and Sunday. Let's go to bed."

> $150 Stationary Cleaner *
Ask for catalog of ARCO
WAND Vacuum Cleaner.
First genuinely practical
Cleaner on market; is connected by iron suction pipe
to all floors; and will tast
as long as your building.

jiuERIGANgADIATOKfOMPANY
Showrooms and Warehouses in all large cities
Write Department 31
816-822 S. Michigan Ave.
CHICAGO
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FOR a time Mr. Direck could not
sleep. His mind had been too excited by this incessant day with all its
novelties and all its provocations to
comparison.
The whole complicated
spectacle grouped itself, with a naturalness and a complete want of logic that
all who have been young will understand, about Cecily Corner.
She had to be in the picture, and so
she came in as though she were the
central figure, as though she were the
quintessential England. There she was,
the type, the blood, the likeness, of no
end of Massachusetts families, the very

same stuff indeed, and yet she was
different.
For a time his thoughts hovered ineffectively about certain details of her
ear and cheek, and one may doubt if his
interest in these things was entirely
international.
It came into Mr. Direck's head that
for a whole day he had scarcely given
a thought to Mamie Nelson. And now
he was thinking of her—calmly. Why
shouldn't one think of Mamie Nelson
calmly? She was a proud, imperious
thing. There was something Southern
in her. Very dark blue eyes she had,
much darker than Miss Corner's.
But how tortuous she had been behind
that outward pride of hers! For four
years she had let him think he was
the only man who really mattered in
the world, and all the time quite clearly
and definitely she had deceived him.
She had made a fool of him—and she
had made a fool of the others, perhaps
—just to have her retinue and play the
queen in her world. And at last humiliation, bitter humiliation, and Mamie
with her chin in the air and her bright
triumphant smile looking down on him.
Had she even loved Booth Wilmington?
Or had she just snatched at
him? . . .
Wasn't he, Direck, as good a man as
Booth Wilmington anyhow?
For some moments the old sting of
jealousy rankled again. He recalled the
flaring rivalry that had ended in his
defeat, the competition of gifts and
treats. ... A thing so open that all
Carrierville knew of it, discussed it.
took sides. . . . And over it all Mamie
with her flashing smile had sailed like
a processional goddess.
Why, they had made jokes about him
in the newspapers!
One couldn't imagine such a contest
in Matching's Easy. Yet surely even
in Matching's Easy there "are lovers.
Is it something in the air, something
in the climate, that makes things harder
and clearer in America?
Cissie—why shouldn't one call her
Cissie in one's private thoughts anyhow?—would never be as hard and clear
as Mamie. She had English eyes—
merciful eyes.
That was the word—merciful!
The English light, the English air,
are merciful. Merciful.
They tolerate old things and slow
things and imperfect apprehensions.
They aren't always getting at you.
They don't laugh at you. At least,
they laugh differently.
WAS England the tolerant country?
With its kind eyes and its wary
sidelong look. Toleration. In which
everything mellowed and nothing was
destroyed. A soft country. A country
with a passion for imperfection. A
padded country.
England—all
stuffed
with
soft
feathers—under one's ear. A pillow
—with soft, kind Corners. Beautiful,
rounded Corners. Dear, dear Corners.
Cissie Corners. Corners. Could there
be a better family?
Massachusetts—but in heaven.
• Harps playing two-steps, and kind
angels wrapped in moonlight.
Very softly I and you,
One turn, two turn, three turn, too.
Off we go! ...
BREAKFAST was in the open air,
and a sunny, easy-going feast. Then
the small boys laid hands on Mr. Direck
and showed him the pond and the boats,
while Mr. Britling strolled about the
lawn with Hugh, talking rather intently.
And when Mr. Direck returned
from the boats in a state of greatly
enhanced popularity he found Mr. Britling conversing over his garden railings
with what was altogether a new type
of Britisher in Mr. Direck's experience.
It was a tall, lean, sun-bitten, youngish
man of forty perhaps, in brown tweeds,
looking more like the Englishman of
the American illustrations than anything Mr. Direck had met hitherto. Indeed, he came very near to a complete
realization of that ideal except that
there was a sort of intensity about him,
and that his clipped mustache had the
restrained stiffness of a wiry-haired
terrier.
This gentleman, Mr. Direck
learned, was Colonel Rendezvous. He
spoke in clear, short sentences; they
had an effect of being punched out, and
he was refusing to come into the garden and talk.
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Friend: My new sewing machinq
is all clogged up and works awfullj
hard.
Housewife: You should use 3-inJ
One to oil your machine. 3-in-Onq
never gums or collects dust to clog
up the delicate bearings. And be-l
sides, you can use 3-in-One for lots,
of other articles too. I use it or
locks, clocks, father's swivel chairj
baby's go-cart, the ice cream freezerj
the
Friend: Wait a minute. Don't gc
so fast. I didn't know 3-in-One O
had so many uses.

Housewife: My yes, why
haven't mentioned nearly all of themJ
You ought to see the way 3-in-Onq
cleans and polishes my furniture, mj
mirrors, windows and hardwooc
floors. What's more, I make mj
own dustless dusting cloths and pol-1
ish mops and they cost me practi^
cally nothing.
Friend: You do?
Housewife: Yes, and even that
isn't all. For instance, do your bathroom fixtures and steel knives and
different things get rusty in the damf
weather ?
Friend: They surely do.
Housewife: Mine don't. I just rut
them lightly with 3-in-One every
once in a while.
Friend: Stop. Where did yor.
learn about all these things you car
do with 3-in-One, and how can
learn too?
Housewife: That's easy. Just
write to the Three-in-One Oil Com-]
pany and ask them for a 3-in-One
Dictionary. They will send it by re-]
turn mail and they will also send youl
a generous sample of 3-in-One Oil]
along with the Dictionary.
Friend: I'll do it right this min-l
ute. Good bye and thank you a thouj
sand times for telling me all thisj

FREE
Everyone should have
ourDictionaryofUsesand
the generous sample of
3-in-One. Write for them
today. A postal will do.
3-in-One is sold in hardware, drug, grocery,
house-furnishing and
general stores. 1 oz., 10c;
3 oz., 25c; 8 oz. (j4 pint)
50c. Alsoin patent Handy
Oil Cans, 3)4 oz., 25c. If
your dealer does not
carry these cans, we will
send one by parcel post,
full of 3-in-One, for 30c
THREE-IN-ONE OIL COMPANY
42 ANS. Broadway
New Yorl|
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FRIDAY,
The Cabinet and the Campaign.
This is from Dayton:
"Former Gov. James M. Cox late today received a letter from President
Wilson, in which the President gave his
ut for Newton D. Baker of Cleveland, Secretary of War, to act as chairman of tlie Ohio democratic state convention, to be held in Columbus, Thursday, .lane I. Mr. Cox had written asking President Wilson to recede from his
announced policy of having no cabinet
officer participate in state convention
matters."
In his latest change of mind the
President again shows alertness as a
politician. As national convention time
approaches lie is giving more heed to
suggestions from local party leaders.
Me is coming into full realization of
the lact that tliey have his interests at
heart, and are better judges than he of
,vhat local conditions require.
The case of Secretary Baker reasons
out clearly enough. Had the President
elsewhere I'm- a war minister, Mr.
Baker would probably not have been
thought of for this state ccrsvention
■ i i vice. Bui by selecting Mr. Baker the j
.dent complimented not only the
man but the Ohio democracy; and, natrally enough, the Ohio democracy
nants to capitalize the compliment to
the full. With Mr. Baker in the chair,
rlie convention's proceedings, so far as
the national administration is concerned, will be marked by the greater
enthusiasm.
\s wc all know, when the parties have
made their nominations and squared off
for action the members of the cabinet
will be expected to do their bits toward
their chief's re-election. All will gladly
obey. Some are experienced politicians,
and will know what to do. And subordinates throughout the country will get
their orders, and obey. It is a rule of
the game, observed no matter which
party is in power.
This is something that civil service reform has not reached, and may never
reach. A cabinet officer is, of course,
loyal to his chief, and very greatly interested when that chief is a candidate
to succeed himself. He does all that in
him lies in his chief's behalf, and is reminded, if he does not know for himself, of the possibilities for usefulness
that lie in his department. Party managers are on the watch for every advantage, and nudge him whenever they
want anything in his power to bestow.
From now until November every rill
must turn a wheel. Each party will expect every man to do his duty in that
sphere to which it has pleased fortune
to call him. If in private life, he must
contribute of his time and substance.
If in official life, he must use the "pull''
of his place for all it may be worth.
This has been from the beginning, is
now, and ever shall be, government
without end.
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PRESIDENT GIVES CONSENT.
Secretary Baker to Preside Over Ohio
Democratic Convention.
DAYTON, Ohio, May 13.—Former
Gov. James M. Cox has received a letter from President Wilson in which the
President gave his consent lor Newton
D. Baker of Cleveland, Secretary of
War, to act as chairman of the Ohio
democratic state convention, to.he held
in Columbus, Thursday, June 1.
Mr. Cox had written asking President
Wilson to recede from his announced
policy of having no cabinet officer participate in /state convention matters.

War Secretary Will Keep
Chairmanship of Democratic Executive Body.
Ex-Mayor to Exert Same Influence as Before Naming Candidates.

FRIDAY,
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MRS. BAKER BIDS GOODBY;
War Secretary'* Wife Sings Last I
Time Here Soon.
Mrs. Newton D. Baker, one week
from tonight, will make her final appearance in Cleveland as a concert
singer before going to Washington to
spend the summer with her husband,
the secretary of war.
Mrs. Baker will sing in the vandora theater, Fleet avenue S. B. and
E. 65th street, at a suffrage entertainment.
Others on the program will be
George Arnold, violinist; Frederick
Arnold, baritone; and Mrs. Walter
Novak, reader. Miss Rose Moriarity,
Blyria, will speak. There will be mo-.
tlon pictures.

Plain Dealer Bureau,
38 Post Building.
WASHINGTON, May 11.
Secretary Baker announced late today wage increases, to be determined
later, would be granted to workmen in
the government arsenal at Rock Island,
111.
He said, however, that the increases
would not be based on the wage scale
paid similar workmen in Chicago or in
cities adjacent to Rock Island, but
! would be based on the scales of similar
: private plants at Rock Island, Moline,
and Davenport, la.

I

Secretary -of \yar BAKER has leased
near Washington a suburban home
named "In tlie %oods." But the country is looking to him to help it get out
of them.
■ 'ft' if iff %MS—t
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"MRS. BAKER TO BE GUEST.

AUron Women Will Entertain Her
- at Snffrngre Meet.
ARON, May 7."—Mrs. Newton D.
Baker, wife of the secretary of ( war,
will be guest of honor at a conference
nf the Ohio Wo'man's Suffrage Association here May 17. Mrs. Harriet Taylor Upton will be toastmistress at a
luncheon and short speeches will be
made by members of the executive
CO n
In theeeafternoon the fourteenth congressional district will hold its session.

BY WALKER S. BUEL.
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker
will take the same hand in the Democratic politics of Cuyahoga county
bearing on this summer's primary and
the fall election that he has in the
past.
- Mr. Baker not only will keep the
chairmanship of the Democratic
county executive committee through
the 1916 primary campaign, but will
retain it indefinitely. He will continue as county chairman just as
though he had not been appointed to
a post taking jhlm to Washington.
j
These announcements were made:
yesterday with the return to Cleve-;
land of Collector of Customs W. 3.
Gongwer, chief of the Democratic
county organisation, who "came back
by way of Washington from a threeweek trip to Florida and at Washington visited the secretary of war.
This means- Mr. Baker will exert
the'same influence in the selection of
Democratic candidates for nominations in the primary and have the
eame share in supporting them that
he has in former campaigns, in the
opinion of Democrats here.
T. L. McDonough, member of the
board of elections and Democratic
leader, who' accompanied the collector south, also was back in Cleveland
yesterday.
Democratic organization activities
looking to the consideration of candidates for county and legislative
offices and the framing of organization tickets have been suspended! in
the absence of the organization
heads. Mr. Gongwer, having talked
things over with Secretary Baker
at Washington and having returned
to the city, a few weeks will see
the beginning of Democratic planning for the primary and election
^campaigns of this year.
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Secretary of War and Mr. Tumulty
Are Features of 25oth Anniversary Exercises.
^
Tells
Newark is all ready for to-day—one of
the biggest in the number and Importance
of events In <its entire five months of celebrating the 250th anniversary of the
founding of the city, which began on May
1 and will continue until October. Delegates began arriving last night for the.
National Congress of the Sons of the
American Revolution, which will begin on j
Sunday, but for which practically all thei
preparations will be completed to-day. The
headquarters. will be in the new Robert
Treat Hotel, In and around which many
of the events of the day will centre.
Early in the afteriToon there will be the
annual parade of the New Jersey Road
Horse Association, in which there are
several hundred entries of the finest
horses in New Jersey. Its line of march
will end at Weequahio Park, in the extreme southern end of the city, where
|there will be trotting races to round out
I the afternoon. While these are going on,
I the Daughters of the Revolution will
unveil, in Military Park, opposite the
! hotel, a histonio bench. This will follow a
j luncheon in the hotel.
| The Secretary of War, Newton D.
i Baker, will arrive at three o'clock in the
i afternoon and will be met at the Penn'sylvania Railroad station by a delegation
jof the Committee of One Hundred and of
| the Industrial Exhibition Committee, He
will be escorted to the Robert Treat Hotel
by the' Essex Troop of Newark and a
squad of mounted police, commanded byCaptain James A. McRell. At four o'clock
Mr. Baker will touch a button in the
First Regiment Armory, opening the
Industrial Exhibition, which will, continue until June 2. He also will make the
opening address. Among those who will
occupy a special box near him while he is
speaking will be his mother, who is the
guest of another son, In Caldwell, N. J.
Mr. Baker will return to the hotel, where
he will rest until evening, when he will be
the chief speaker at the annual banquet
of the Newark Board of Trade, which will
be attended by more tha.n six hundred
business and professional men.
Other
speakers will include Mayor Thomas L.
Raymond, Franklin Murphy, one-time
Governor and chairman of the Committee
of One Hundred, and U. H. McCarter,
head of the Executive and Finanicial
Committees of the Anniversary ComI mittee.
In the afternoon from three to six o'clock
I there will be a reception by the Auxiliary
, Committee of fifty of the leading women
of the city to the wives and others of the
^families of the Committee of One Hundred
and the Committee of Three Hundred,
'which last year raised the quarter of a
'million dollars needed to defray Vie expenses of the celebration.
j During the afternoon there also will be
■the' closing exercises of a celebration
"which has been going on all week in the
[historic First Presbyterian Church. There
also will be High School athletic games
,in the afternoon.
In the evening the
Toung Men's Christian Association will
be the scene of national gymnastic championship contests.
There will be many minor events and
the day as a whole will be the liveliest in
every way that Newark has ever known.
Secretary Baker, who will be accompanied
by Joseph P. Tumulty, Secretary to Presi;
dent Wilson, will be in Newark as the
personal representative of President Wilison.

May Turn to This After Pro-

'Spec.1'*! to The World.)
XTLAN'IMxfeiTY, Ar jv; jfcray 11VIn his speech on preparedness which
Secretary oil War Baker, as the representative- of President Wilson, delivered before the thirteenth annual
convention of the New eJrsey State
Bankers' Association to-night,
he
touched almost solely upon tihe (military emotion that is stirring the country, but at no time did he betray the
thought that none other than a peaceful solution would come out of the
international tangles which now are
lacing the Government.
"Congress," said Mr. Baker, "is
busy now with the reorganization feature of national defense. I hope before long it will be busy preparing
for the co-ordination of the industrial
and other resources of the land so
that when war comes, if it does come,
we shall not have only the enlistment
of men and the mobilization of arms,
but by preconceived arrangement,. by
plans already deeply laid, the mobilization of our industrial and financial
resources so that there will be a
threefold mobilization with the Nation fully prepared and equipped."
Previously Secretary Baker had
said:
"I think there is cause for profound
satisfaction that with all the difference of opinion among thosa who
stood for peace at any price, for
peace under various conditions and
in some instances for a more aggressive force than
conditions
have
seemed to make necessary, not once
has a voice been raised for war for
war's sake."
John E. Gardin, Vice President of
the National City Bank of New York,
said the banks of the United States
were fast forcing their influence into
the countries of South America.

BAKER TO OPEN NEWARK
INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION
By United Press.
NEWARK, N. J., May 12.—The
industrial exposition to be held
here in connection with Newark's
celebration of its two hundred and
fiftieth birth anniversary
will
open tomorrow When Secretary of
War Baker at Washington will
push a button starting the machinery.
Secretary Baker said today he had
no advices from Panama to confirm
reports Gov. Goethals plans to resign June 1. Gen. Goethals. however
has a tacit agreement with the war
department for bis retirement when
the removal of the canal slides are
completed.
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BAKER SAYS PEACE j
WILL PREVAIL HERE

Bankers That Congress

viding Men for Defense.
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Brings Message Direct From
White House to Bankers
of New Jersey.
BUT COUNTRY PREPARES
ATLANTIC CITY, May 12.—Newton D.
Baker, Secretary of War, speaking to-1
night before the thirteenth annual convention of the New Jersey Bankers Association, brought a message from the
White House that nothing other than a
peaceful solution of the present international troubles will ultimately prevail. He said:
"There is abroad In the land an emotion that is sending young men to training retreats, stirring educators to the
conviction that it may be wise that
! young men should include some knowlI edge of military work in their prepara1
tion for life, and sending corps of women
i to camps to equip themselves to perform
those gentle ministrations which it is
woman's part to render.
"I think there is cause for profound
! satisfaction that with all the difference
of opinion among those who stood for
peaec at any price, for peace under various conditions and in some instances for
a more aggressive course than condftions
' have seemed to make necessary, never
has a voice been raised for war for
war's sake. Never has there appeared
evidence that this country accepts the
philosophy that war is a good or necessay thing.
"Congress is busy now with the reorganization of the military feature of national defence. I hope before long it
will be busy arranging for the coordination of the industrial and other resources of the land so that when war
comes, if it does come, we shall have
not only the enlistment of men and the
mobilization of arms, but. by preconceived arrangement, by plans already
deeply laid, the mobilization of our industries and finances, so that there will
be a threefold consolidation with the
nation fully prepared and equipped.
"I want to say to you that there have
com eto ime from sources, which must
.remain undisclosed, assurances of patri' otic support and tenders !of services from
men whose lips still are wet from kissing
.the 'bible in the oath of allegiance. They
do not want war. but if America is facing a problem they want to be counted
in on the solution iof it."
Other speakers were Gov. Fielder,
Banking and Insowrnce Conrmissloiw
G*orge M. La Monte, John E. Gardin,
vice-president of the National City Bank
of New York; Walter P. Gardner, lay
, judge of the New Jersey Court of Krrors
and Appeals; United States Senator
Robert L. Owen of Oklahoma and Pierre
Jay of New York.
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TEXAS TO LAUNCH BOOM
FOR NEWTON D. BAKER
AS NEXT VICE PRESIDENT
A boom for Newton D. Baker of Ohio,
Secretary of War, for Vice President of
the United States will be launched at
the State convention at San Antonio May
23 by Thomas B. Love of Dallas, who
claims to have secured more than enough j
votes to insure his selection as national
committeeman from Texas to the St.
Louis convention.
Declaring the nomination for Vice
President the most important one to be
considered by the National Democratic
Convention, Mr. Love said there is no
other man available who so nearly meets
the requirements of the times as Mr.
Baker.
"Four years ago at the Baltimore convention, Texas set the pace by her ardent
support of Woodrow Wilson," Mr. Love
said. "I believe she can do it again at St.
Louis in bringing about the nomination
of Newton D. Baker for Vice President."
Of the 887 delegates to the San Antonio
convention, Mr. Love this morning had
645 y2 for himself as national committeeman. The State convention will support Mr. Baker without the slightest
opposition, Mr. Love believes.
Mr. Love was president of the organization that lined up Texas for Woodrow Wilson previous to the Baltimore
convention in 1912.
Statement by Love.
Mr. Love gave out the following statement concerning the boom for Mr. Baker:
"Unless providentially hindered I intend to offer a resolution in the State
convention at San Antonio on May 23 to
instruct the Texas delegation to the national convention at St. Louis to cast
their forty votes for the nomination of
Hon. Newton D. Baker of Ohio, present
Secretary of War, for Vice President of
the United States.
.
"I regard the matter of the nomination
for Vice President as altogether the
most important' one to be considered by
the St. Louis convention. The nominee
should be a man who would make a first
class President of the United States, and
who approximates as nearly as may be
the Woodrow AVilson standard of fitness
and capacity for the great office. He
should also have a record of constructive
statesmanship and Progressive Democracy and demonstrated ability as a campaigner which would add the greatest
possible strength to the ticket.
No Other Avallnble.
"There is no other man available who
meets these requirements In so eminent
a degree as Newton D. Baker, and none
who could make so strong an appeal
to the young men of the Nation. I am
sure he would not want the nomination
and that is one reason why I favor him.
The nominee of the Democratic party for
Vice President in these momentous times
should not be selected to gratify personal ambitions, but should be drafted
for a high and honorable public duty.
"Four years ago at the Baltimore convention Texas set the pace by her ardent
support of Woodrow Wilson. I believe
she can do it again at St. Louis in
bringing about the nomination of Newton D. Baker for Vice President.
"Mr Baker is an anti-prohibitionist,
but his dependable fairness is known of
all men, and I am sure that the prohibitionists who will control the San Antonio convention will be glad of the
opportunity to serve their country by
patriotically supporting him regardless
of his views on that question."
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Board of Trade's Banquet Was the Greatest in Its History
important civic occurrences as the opening- of the city's Industrial Exposition
mid the new Robert Treat Hotel.
"Will you permit me to bring to
our mind again, speaking as your
resident," Mr. Hamburg
said, "the
reat possiblities of service which are
ithin the grasp of this organization.
Such a body of men, banded together
to uphold the best traditions of this
city with its integrity, its rock-ribbed
honesty, founded upon the sterling
Puritan beginnings, can have incalcujhle 'inQtycvi'^^f^j-^vnncl in tho future,
lias had in the past developmentof this city. We have a splendid history!
Every member may well take
pride in lofty, patriotic discussions
which mark the deliberations of this
board. We are laying the foundation
for that larger industrial, financial and
commercial influence towards which
we are now irresistibly moving.
"And I wish, here and now, to congratulate you, gentlemen, who gave
ihe inception to these forward movements, who have borne the burden and
responsibility of them, for your creditable and worthy part in the grand
total. But we are not gloating over
the past.
We are looking toward tho
future which holds greater things for
us. The thought that gives us most
pride and satisfaction at this time is
the vast gro.wth of the enterprise now
under consideration for our common
good and upbuilding. The great Terminal building recently opened is a
monument to the officials of the Public Service Corporation, and the Port
Newark project will add materially to
our greatness.
Other improvements,
such as increased postal facilities, will
soon bring new laurels to our city.
We can all rejoice as we meet in this
banquet hall this evening to exchange
greetings and experiences that we see
all about us the signs of a larger, a
•rJ^ater and a busier Newark."
After the applause had died down,
Mayor Raymond said:
"I can not tell you how proud of the
city, how much prouder I was to-day, aB
we swept through the streets on our way
to meet our honored guest."
"We all loved Lin Garrison," the
speaker continued. "We all knew him.
He was one of our own. We thought
that it would take a pretty good man to
replace him.
I think I may say for
everyone who has met Mr. Baker that
we are delighted with him, and we are
deeply gratified at the splendid speech
that he made this afternoon at the opening of the industrial exposition."
The Mayor then told humorously of
the crowded program of the last fortyeight hours and described how the official program conceded the Secretary
»f War a five-minute "rest" at the
hotel upon his arrival. This consisted
in being escorted to his room by the
president of the Board of Trade, two
major generals and the Mayor of Newark. In his room he was greeted by
three photographers.
The Business of the City.
In passing to more serious things,
Mayor Raymond said.
,
"I take it your asking me hero tonight makes it not inappropriate, forme to talk of my business, which is
in reality your business, I hope it may
not be construed most strongly against
me as talking politics, but the Board of
Trade are guardians of Newark's business interests and you are decidedly
interested in the management of the
city's business.
"I want to speak to you for a moment
of what is happening and what has happened in the last few months. A public
official can not do more than a few things
at one time, and it is therefore impossible
for a chief magistrate of the city to concentrate on more than two or three of
the big things tnat formed his program.
The idea seems to be general that ho
should take up everything and make each
item of the first importance.
"The program of economy, in the city's
business involves very unromantic sort
of work. There is no chance to appeal
to the people on spectacular isues—it is
just a dally grind of saving money. Two
years ago we found the city heavily
bonded, and within the last year the debt
has reached $40,00,000. Now in our efforts
for economy we. want the approval of
business men of the city, but more particularly we want their interest.
MSometlmes it seems that no money Is
too much to spend for some things. When
we consider the
questions of child
hygiene, tuburcular field work, and other
matters of such tremendous importance,
it Is hard to say to the departments needing money for advances that we are
elected on a program of economy, yet if
we do economize for a few years we' will
have the money with which to do those
things properly."
The innumerable requests for salary
increases, said Mayor Raymond, were
simply amazing, and an increase to one
is taken as a signal for all to apply. The
speaker described how a number of public-spirited citizens had raised a fund to
procure an efficiency expert to investigate
such departments as would consent, and
said that with the data at hand from such
a survey requests for increases could be
Intelligently and justly handled.
Mr. Raymond referred rather bitterly
to what was expected of an administration In a limited time.
"You put In our hands a cumbrous, antiquated, worn out system and ask us to
show results—and within two years," he
said.
Considering the budget cut of $3,000,000
made by Mayor Mitchel, of New York,
the speaker pointed out that across the
■asji^pjisjssjsinsssssiiflM^i^rTiT " f/"1r """ r
term, controls the finances of the city
with the controller and the president
of the Board of Aldermen, and has the
appointment of single-headed commissions that work In close harmony with
him.
"He can show results that are perfectly impossible with our system," declared the Mayor with much emphasis,
and tRen continued that with efforts to
hold the budget down for next year much
would be accomplished here.
A symbol of better things for Newark,
he characterized the fact that the last
few days have seen the opening of two
great buildings such as the hotel and the
trolley terminal.
Much friendly applause greeted Mr.
McCarter as he was called on to speak.
"After speaking night and day for a
year before the same audiences, I
thought my welcome would be threadbare," he laughed, "but I see you are
willing to take one more chance, and,
unlike Mr. Hamburg, I will not promise that it will be the last."
Mr. MeCarter's Address.
Mr. McCarter said in part:
, "The holding of this banquet to-night
Jn this beautiful new hotel is to my
mind one of the pleasantest, as well as
one of the most important, results.. of
this wonderful celebration in which we
are now engaged, and from which so
much that is beneficial is hoped for
(Newark and its' citizens. I very much
doubt, if any one single benefit will arise
which will mean rso much to the city in
its I growth and- development as the completion and" occupation of a thoroughly
first-clais hotel such as this appears to
be, and It seems to me that the opening
event of the hotel under the guidance
and chaperonage of the Board of Trade
through its annual banquet is most opportune In that it has for its first guests
you gentlemen, comprising as you do collectively all'that is potential and effective
for the city's good, and individually,
through the, various businesses and professions which you represent, 'a power for
the success of any improvement in which
you may become interested, and if the
event meets with your approval and
elicits your co-operation and enthusiastic
support nothing can prevent this, Newark's latest achievement, from being
equally successful with the many others
preceding It which have tended to make
It a metropolitan city.
"Thi6 hotel has been built by Newark
money and by Newark courage with a
±he_ city's past and with full
noTwTEB" a"
^and its celeora?
tion thaFhas^n^^BsssJvered, an(j the
financial owners renderto'-night to the
real owners, the citizens of Newark, an
account of ' their stewardship in ' the
formal opening of this house in which
they are so deeply interested and in
which they have so much pride.
"One word as to the history of the
hotel: The property upon which this
building stands belonged to the estate
of the late Philip N. Jackson, and with
his other holdings came into the possession of the company I serve for management. A syndicate of Newark gentlemen
conceived the idea of building a hotel for
Newark and entered into an agreement
for the purchase of the property, upon
which they agreed to erect a modern fireproof hotel. Upon its completion, and
ujoa the full compliance with the term3
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triotic, and they are patient, and therefore just in their judgment.'"
Good Post OIHce News.
Congressman John A. Elston, of California, a member of tho committee that
came here to investigate Newark's
post office needs, gave some welcome
news to the diners. He frankly confessed that he had been surprised at
the greatness of Newark. He compared
it with San Francisco, the metropolis
of his State, saying Newark is superior

titled to increased post officespaS
that the postal receipts of1 the city and
the net profit to the government therefrom warranted an investment here of
$2,000,000 to $3,000,000.
"Of course you have no such invest- I
ment here," the Congressman con- 1
tinued, "but, while I can not speak
with authority, I:may say that it is not
a question now as to whether Newark
gets better facilities, but it is a question as to the degree of: the improvement. Whether you will get an entire
new building or only an addition to the
present one is the question to be decided,
I will admit that I have become an advocate of your city and I
feel like working for it,"
, Besides the speakers, those at the head
table included Senator Austen Colgate,
General Edwin W. I [inc. W. G. Bessler,
Thomas N. McCarter, Adjutant General
Wilbur
F.
Sadler,
Senator
William'
Hughes, Senator James E. Martine, Forrest F. Dryden, former Mayor Jacob
Haus'sling and. Congressman R. Wayne
Parker:
The following young, women distributed
souvenirs: The Misses Beatrice E. Fettinger, Mildred M. Denithorne, Helen R.

Smokeless Flash by Koenig Studio.
ing the symbol of possession of the
hotel, Mr. Dudley said:
"In accepting this evidence of proprietorship, I do so with a deep sense
of responsibility which is involved. I
realize that no business requires a
greater diversity of talents. We have
a very warm regard for the citizens of
Newark, for their cordiality and cooperation in bringing this hotel to such
an auspicious beginning, and we bid
you welcome. I trust this key will
never be needed."
Urges Disgrace for Non-Voter.
In his address, Mr. Murphy devoted
much attention to the historical ..background and the early period of Newark's
history. He said, in part:
"In those days, as in these, one of the
difficulties in the government of the town
was the indifference of the voter on election day. I have long felt and have frequently said that the essential point of
weaknes in our form of government is
the failure to provide some form of
compulsion that would require every
voter to go to the polls and vote on
plPcttenOd&y. It is almost as necessary"
to the permanent success of the Republic
as prayer is to eternal salvation.
"There is no difficulty that can not .be
remedied; there is no worry that can not
be righted; there is no theory that can
not be. tested, if all the people would
exericse their privilege of expressing
their opinion on election day. But if
those who take an interest in politics are
sneered at; if the intelligent part of our
people neglect their duty, what will in the
end become of us? What is there ahead
of us but disaster? In the upheaval of
these recent days we have taken refuge
in the. open primaries. We decry the
political boss and say in' a loud voice
'The people'"must rule!' We have abandoned the convention and gone to the people. And the people come out and vote—
15 or 20 per cent, of them—and one-half
of 15 to 20 per cent, decide the question and
that is taken for the 'voice of the people.'
"What can we do about it? At one
time I thought increased taxation on
those who neglected to vote might be a
remedy. But that is not practicable. I
do not know that I can suggest a certain cure for this evil, but I can suggest
something that would be a help. At
least it would be a beginning.
"I. would have the study of our form
of government through simple text books
that would explain in simple language
the machinery by which our cities and
our counties and our States are governed made compulsory in the younger
classes of our schools, and I would have
these text books amplified for the older
scholars. I would in some way create a
public sentiment so strong that a man
would feel it a disgrace to be pointed at
as one who had neglected the first'duty
of the citizen. I would have it preached
from the pulpit and from the editorial
page of our papers until election day
should be welcomed as an opportunity
for showing our interest in the welfare
of the State."
Turning to the anniversary events, Mr.
'Murphy continued.
"There are two results I hope for from
our great celebration.
Of one I am
assured. We are to have the greatest
and finest and happiest • birthday party
that any city ever had. The other is not
so certain, and yet I think it is certain
in large part. We shall have a greater
Newark because the people in it will bo
sweeter and kindlier and grander because of. the service that is being rendered by them and to them In this anniversary
year."
cu nu ui^ e^uifci *r—r-..
,-^*p:
■ ..."
"cbLtLl> XiuV~r rr,<5<* in Hr>ea.k he
more prominent every day, from anything which detracts from its natural was accorded a remarkable reception.
and logical development, and more par- There were cheers and applause for fully
ticularly menaces the public health, and a minute, napkins were waved and dewithout intending any implication of spite the efforts of Mr. Hamburg to save
criticism. or offense might I suggest to time by preventing it, the big crowd broke
his Honor, the Mayor and the city offi- into the chorus of "Columbia, the Gem
cials that they give this subject imme- of the Ocean," and the ringing "Three
diate and proper consideration, without Cheers for the Red, White and, Blue"
political bias or prejudice, to the end resounded in the banquet hall. The secthat the city we so dearly love may be retary was greeted with another vigorous
cleaned up from an unsightly and un- round' of applause when he made his only
sanitary department which so closely reference to his department and the kind
attaches itself to the public good and of preparedness of which he is an advocate. The secretary's speech, in part,
health.
was as follows:
"We now wish, gentlemen, to dediRemarks of War Secretary.'
cate this hotel to the citizens of Newark
"The highest duty, as well as the highfor the service of the public of this
est
pleasure
a man possibly can have
country, which I now do with the fullest confidence that it is adequate for is to be the bearer of a message of greetall of the demands which may be made ing from" the President of the United
upon it, and as far a3 it goes that it is States. I am sure you Bhare the regret
the equal of the best of the hotels In that I feel that he could not be-personally
the country. We further desire, at this present and I confess that my regret,
time, to formally turn It over to the perfectly honest and perfectly genuine, is
Robert Treat Hotel Company, the lessees, for the moment a little tempered by the
and to that end I would request Mr. exquisite pleasure which I have had toFrank A. Dudley, the president of the day In being your guest."
Mr. Baker's first reference to the
lessees' company^ as well as the United
American nation was his statement that
Hotels Company, to come forward.
"Mr. Dudley, it is one of the proudest "We have now a thickly populated
moments or my life that,' in having dedi- country, joining the children of men from
cated this hotel to the citizens of New- every race, from every/clime; a new
ark, I turn it completed over to you as people on a new continent, a new nation
the president of the Robert Treat Hotel with new Ideals."
The War Secretary dwelt upon the eve-';
Company, in accordance with the terms
of the lease.
lution of the American city and the tend"We would ask you, In the operation ency of the growth of cities to destroy
of this hotel, that you apply the same the old neighborhood influence,-which he
high standard of morality and efficiency described as potent in controlling the
that characterizes your management in morality of the citizenship during the
other hotels. We would ask you to re- early history of the nation. He then demember that we are a hard-headed peo- tailed the evidences that he had noticed
ple, hard-working and not of the leisure in Newark of a "reversion to type" in
class, ready and willing to pay for what American cities through the establish-,
we receive, but as yet not educated to ment of playground systems and social
metropolitan prices.
centers. He continued:
"Now, how is that related to the
"We welcome you, your manager, Mr.
Carrigan, and his assistant, Mr. Smith, United States of America, for that is
and your entire organization in your new the toast I am responding to? It relates
field of labor, and we pledge your our to the department over which I have
entire co-operation, nay more—our en- the honor to preside. What is ,a War
thusiastic support in the new enterprise— Department without warriors.?'. I pray
and I congratulate you upon the favor- God that the call will never come to
able auspices under which you begin the young men of the United States to
your labors, which I feel confident will be exposed to all the slaughter and to
more than offset the unfortunate date of all the perils which we see abroad. But
if that hour does ever come, and if the
the month chosen for this opening.
"One week ago to-night at-a dinner in recruiting offices are open, and all of
this room the contractors p/esented me us are invited to come in, I hope the
with this key to the hotel, which I in- raw material of that army, the mantended passing on to you to-night, but to hood out of which it is to be made, will
jjBjBh_lar; extent has the hotel grown in be the boys from the bank and the facilar anticipation during
tory alike, with straight backs, strong
ing week that upon arrivin;__j <
'■irm--'~l^rnTrrH''P'1r'i;i arfl M.^. ideals and
night. I found this key was ofJWsssTvice
a spirit in. the country which will make1
so at great labor and much expense i them realize their duty to this country,
have had this massive gold key prepared In order that liberty may'. continue to
as indicative of the success of this even- live."
ing's opening, which I now gladly pass
In concluding his address Secretary
over to you, and with the hope that the Baker said:
spirit of your distinguished ancestor for
"I would like to think of the Newark
whom you have named this hotel, Robert I have seen to-day. Sometimes I wonTreat, may keep, preserve and watch over der if the old fable could not be made
you, and bring to you and your associates to serve Newark. You will remember
in this enterprise all the success that the fable which pictured a spirit that
your Newark friends may wish for you, went over the tops of houses and had
and that, your experience and ability en- the mystical power to take off the
title you to.
roofs and see what was going on inside.
"Gentlemen, I propose a toast to the Sometimes in the great and stately
success and prosperity of the Robert houses- he found deep un'happiness and
Treat Hotel."
,-.---sometimes in very lowly places he
The audience rose as one man and found joy and'contentment: Such an
the toast was drunk amid cheers. Tak- observer going through Newark would

of that agreement, they were to receive
title to the premises. They forthwith
proceeded to erect the outside walls of
this present building, then ceased operations, and it soon bcame evident to the
vendors, a,s it must have to everyone,
that the syndicate had undertaken something which they could not carry out.
"I promised the Committee of Three
Hundred that if they would raise
the amount
of money
they
were
seekingy ($250,000) for the celebration's
expenses there would be a hotel built
and ready for the celebration's use, even
if the Fidelity had to build it itself.
These gentlemen accepted the challenge.
and promised the money. They kept, their
promise, and to-night, gentlemen, I am
keeping mine.
"Many trials and discouragements have
arisen, of course, but they have been
fully compensated for by the pleasant
experiences of the past year, and it is a
matter of especial pleasure that I am
able, as I cheerfully do, to bear my/
tribute to the efficient, painstaking and
altogether satisfac ory professional service I'pndei'fd us._by_ a^NeJHark.youngjsan,
Mr. Betelle, the architect, a man of whom
we all may be pn ud and for whom I
predict a successful and useful professional career. We deeply regretted that
a Newark contractor was not the successful competitor in the building of the
hotel. Such was our wish and our aim,
but the contract was awarded to the
George A. Fuller Company, of New York,
with the request that they employ Newark labor whenever possible. Too much
praise can not be given these gentlemen
for the wonderful ability and organization
displayed by them and to which we are
indebted for the completed hotel to-night.
Others might have been able to do so;
I don't know. They did it, and I desire
publicly to express my appreciation therefor.
"Civic pride and high-minded actions
have also played their part when, due
to labor troubles, it appeared very
doubtful if this dinner could be served
here to-night. An unsuccessful bidder
on the job, a Newark man and former
Mayor of this city, was appealed to to
lend some of his men to complete the
job, and without a moment's hesitation
Henry M. Dorenius took his men off of
pressing work on which they were engaged and turned them into the hotel
to do what he could to make this possible to-night.
"That, gentlemen, was sportsmanship
of the highest character, and I am proud
of this opportunity to render him this
tribute.
"While we are felicitating ourselves tonight upon our city's progress and with
full realization of the wonders of the new
terminal and this hotel, and with the anticipation of an early and favorable decision'on the part of Congress for an appropriation for the extension of our postal
facilities upon the present site, members,
of the committee in Congress haying this
matter in charge and Treasury officials
being present with us to-night, would It
not be well for us to consider other necessary improvement in our city which
would tend both to its beauty and the
promotion of the public health?
"My thoughts naturally turn toward
the hope of a speedy solution by our
city fathers of the problems of our
Strong Plea for Better Market.
public market, the continuance of which
in its present location and in its present
condition constitutes a public nuisance
of a scandalous character. I have no
scheme or location to suggest, but something must, be done, and done at once,

see first, undoubtedly, yonr tall smokestacks your great places. oL enterprise
and industry, and ho would reflect
'These are a very] nergetlc people. They
are leading the rocession of modern
life; their work! multiply the conveniences and co'i orts of life for them.'
"He would
the spires of your
churches and say,
11 this bufltling and
busy life has an\
mediate relation to
the larger coneei"
of mankind's future.' He would sr hotels and say,

■They are a hospitable-people,' and then
he would see your parks, filled with people, and say, 'Tney are a wise people,
because they 'realize that the welfare of
each Is the common concern of all."
"And further, if that spirit were to
pass over Newark he would see in one
of your public parks a splendid monument to George Washington, and say,
'The spirit which made our nation
greait is the spirit which these people
keep in their bosom.' And last, if that

observer were to go to another square
and see seated there the lonely, patient figure of Abraham Lincoln with
his lap full of children, and on his face
a look o,' perfectly limitless, eternal
patience, he would say, 'These people
have a great future. They couple
knowledge ana religion and patriotism
with patience. The works of their
hands are successful. They multiply
riches, they are devout, they are pa-
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[BAKER OPENS All Newark Celebrates
INDUSTRIAL Biggest Bay ofWeJifs
In History of the City
■ EXPOSITION

BAKER SPEECH THRILLS
Secretary Predicts Nation
Is Ready to Protect
Country.

Thousands Cheer as War Secretary of War Baker Represents President
Secretary Starts the
Wilson at Opening of Industrial ExposiCity's Big Show.
tion and Trade Board Dinner.

CEREMONIES ARE BRIEF
Cabinet Officer's Mother Is
Showered With Compliments by Committee.

'BOOST CITY" IS THE SLOGAN
Mayor Raymond and Messrs.
Murphy. McCarter and Hamburg See Future for Newark.

WEATHER AND ARRANGEMENTS ARE PERFECT

As the closing event of a day filled
with happenings in Newark's anniversary celebration, the Board of Trade
held its forty-eighth anniversary banquet in the grand ballroom of the
Robert Treat Hotel, last night. It was
a brilliant occasion, replete with features of interest. Heading the toast
list was Secretary of War Newton D.
Baker, speaking as the personal representative of the President, and he wus
in good company with former Governor Murphy, Mayor Raymond, Uzal H.
McCarter, Augustus V. Hamburg and
Congressman John A. Elston, of California.
Frnm prertarcclness to Newark's'prospective post office and back again the
speeches ranged, and they were as
varied in subject matter and scope as
were the industries represented by the
throng of nearly 600 diners who were
present.

Thousands of Visitors Watch Annual Road Horse
Parade, Memorial Unveiling. Athletic Games
and Other Events of the Fete. ^ *

Newark's industrial position, progress
and prosperity were emphasized in a
striking manner' wrien Newton D. Baker,
Secretary of War. the persona! representative of President Wilson, threw
the
switch
that
illuminated
thousands of electric lamps and set in motion scores of "working exhibits," marking the opening of the city's Anniversary
Industrial Exposition at the First Regiment Armory.
Secretary Baker threw I
the big switch in front of the speakers'
stand into its sockets at 4.48 o'clock, and
nearly 5,000 persons cheered the opening
of what was called by Augustus V. Hamburg, chairman of the committee that
arranged It, "the biggest industrial show
ever held in the East."
The opening ceremonies were brief and
impressive. Mr. Hamburg, as chairman
of the committee on manufactures and
trade of the Committee of One Hundred, made the first address. His closing
remarks, a welcome and a tribute to
(Mrs. Newton D. Baker, 73 years old,
mother of the Secretary of War, who
occupied a special box, produced the most
interesting effect of the occasion. As Mr.
Hamburg showered her and her son with
compliments and the great throng surrounding her box applauded his words,
Mrs. Baker smiled modestly and looked
approvingly at her son, whom she had
not yet had an opportunity to greet.
Whlio. Mr, Kaaiburg was speaking, Adjutant General Wilbur F. Sadler presented her with a bouquet of flowers,
saying as he did so:
"With the compliments of 70ur son,
the Secretary of War."
Mr. Hamburg introduced Mayor Raymond, who spoke briefly, extending a
welcome as the direct representative
of the people of Newark and introducing Secretary Baker. Mr. Baker was
received with great applause and a
salute of hats. As he threw the switch
at the conclusion of his speech he said:
"In the name of the President of the
United States, I now declare this exposition formally opened."
As soon as the ceremonies ended
Mr. Baker hastened to his mother and
greeted her affectionately. With her
hand on his shoulder, she chatted withhim and was introduced to Mayor Raymond,' Mr. Hamburg, General Sadler,
Uzal H. McCarter and others. As she
stood in the center of a big crowd she
said:
"This boy of mine has been the cause
of me running around a great deal. I
seem to meet him everywhere I g'o."
Mrs. Baker now is visiting her son,
Frank Baker, of Caldwell.
She has
four sons and spends much of her time
visiting them. Her home is in Cleveland, O., of which city the Secretary of
War was formerly Mayor. Mrs. Baker's
special box was constructed directly
in front of the speakers' stand at the
suggestion of Uzal H. McCarter, after
she had expressed a desire to hear her
son spe,ak here.
In her party were
Mrs. Charles M. Bainbridge, of Montclair; Mrs. James Ryan, of Montclair;
Mrs. Frank Baker, of Caldwell, and
Mrs. L. H. Sayre, of Montclair.
Secretary Baker's speech follows:
"I understand that this is President
Wilson Day In your great celebration
of the 250th anniversary of Newark. I
am the bearer to you from the President of his most cordial and affectionate greeting.
Nobody realizes more
keenly than I how impossible it would
be for me or anybody to adequately represent him to you on this or any other
occasion. But the fact that he Js detained in Washington makes it impossible for him to be here, and 1 brina
you "as r~a "sufistltute tins IneSsage oT
affectionate greeting from him to the
■ people whom he knows best—the people
who know him best, and therefore the
people who love him best.
"You are now celebrating- the 250th anniversary of the establishment of tins
place.
Some years ago in /London I
went down the Strand and strolled into
Continued on Page 11.

It was Newark's day yesterday. Even the weather man was with
the Jersey folk in a whole-hearted way, for the conditions were ideal
for both outdoor and indoor events. No period of approximately
twelve hours in any day in the history of Newark's 250 years of existence has ever covered so many happenings of civic interest and importance.
Whether through officials, semi-public officers or laymen, the
management of every phase of the tremendous day of "doings" demonstrated completely that "Newark Knows How." There was no
hitch anywhere. Every arrangement was carried out to the letter and
the day was devoid of accidents worthy of the name or of other marring
incidents. In view of the fact that at one time or another during the
day or evening practically all Newark was in streets, parks or other
places, and tens of thousands of visitors from suburban territory were
here to swell the throngs and enjoy the entertainment provided by the
city, this is regarded as an exceptional record for the city.
First of importance of the events of the day was the visit here of
Secretary of War Newton D. Bakej%^hcj_c^rne_jKLr_it
head t>f themHitary estaDTishmenToTthe United States, but as personal
representative of President Wilson, whose official duties kept him in
Washington. Arriving at the Market street station of the Pennsylvania
Railroad at 3 o'clock, accompanied by Lieutenant Moses, of the United
States Navy, he was met by Mayor Raymond, former Governor
Murphy, A. V. Hamburg and other members of committees representing the city, the Committee of One Hundred, the Board of Trade and
the Industrial Exposition. His personal escort was Adjutant General
Wilbur F. Sadler and Brigadier General Edwin W. Hine, of the New
Jersey State military establishment. The general escort for visitors
and receiving party was two troops of the First New Jersey Cavalry, in
the fulldress uniform of the Essex Troop, and a squad of mounted
police.
Mr. Baker was recognized and greeted by cheers at various points on the
route to the Robert Treat Hotel. Before leaving there he made a brief speech
at a monument unveiling by the Daughters of the Revolution in Military
Park. Then he opened the Industrial Exposition in the First Regiment
Armory, the features of which was his warm greeting of hiR mother, who
occupied a box, and his speech. He visited the Washington and spent a few
minutes at the reception of the Women's Committee of Fifty,'but made no
speech. Returning to the Robert Treat Hotel, he rested until the Board of Trade
banquet in the hotel, at which he Was the chief speaker.
Of the various events the Industrial Exhibition opening and the Board of
Trade annual dinner were chief features. During the latter the six hundred
representative business and professional men were intensely interested in
the general layout and the appointments of the new hotel. Visitors during
the day from other cities, by members of the Daughters of the Revolution
and in the afternoon and evening men from all parts of the country who are
assembling there for the national convention of the Sons of the American
Revolution this week were similarly impressed.
At the Industrial Exposition there were thousands of visitors from the
opening hour in the afternoon until the doors were closed late at night. Other
crowds—thousands of men, women and children—watched the road horse
parade in the afternoon and looked at the first matinee races on the Weequahic
Park track, and many of them then went over to another section of the park
to watch a rehearsal of several hundred of the men and women who will participate in the anniversary celebration pageant which will begin on Memorial
Day.
Th°re w-»g much doing, too, in the athletic world.

In the afternoon the

Newark Baseball Club won its twelfth game out of thirteen played, and
there were interesting and exciting field games by the City High Schools'
Athletic Association. In the evening Amateur Athletic Union gymnastic
championships were decided in -the Young Men's Christian Association.
These are only the "high spots" in Newark's biggest day. The story
in its entirety is told fully in the Sunday Call, scarcely a page'of which is
without some part of it, not excepting the crowded streets, unusual trolley
traffic and the splendid trade done by merchants during the day and evening
in practically every trade and in every section of the city.
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The dinner marked the formal opening of the hotel to the public and was
mate the occasion for a pleasant little
ceremony when Mr. McCarter, as president of the Fidelity Trust Company,
financial backers of the hotel project,
turned over to Prank A. Dudley, president of the operating company, the key
to the "hotel that was relinquished to
lit. McCarter at a dinner of the buildera a week ago. But in place of the key
•winch he had received Mr. McCarter
protfooed an enormous gilded affair,
wMoh he declared . represented the
growth of the hotel idea.
ta every detail the appointments of
ti« ©nner were linked to the celebration.
■While the courses were being served the
o*oh*ltra played the Lohengrin wedding
Hoards, »n<3i In trooped ten yffling- women
hi eveninar dress, adorned with orange
tint black sashes that bore such legends
aB VMade in Newark," '^Buy It in NewttrtC* and the like. They bore baskets
filled with boxes wrapped in orange and
black, and these contained the souvenirs
of the dinner, watch fobs carrying
medals bearing on the face a representation of the Newark poster and on the
reverse the "seal of the Board of Trade.
Secretary Baker's Address.
Most Impressive of all the events of
the evening was the tenseness of the
audienoe as Secretary Baker arose to
speak. On the toast listMie appeared
first, but the order was rearranged, and
he wajs near tbe end. At the opening
exercises of the Industrial Exposition
In the afternoon, President Wilson's
substitute, as he styled himself, had
made no reference to international affairs. When he rose to- speak at the
dinner, there was tumultuous applause,
followed by a deep silence as the diners awaited aj possible key to ve^ed
questions. For a considerable time
Seoretary Baker dealt in generalities
and his address assumed an idealistic
trend. Finally he swept into the subject that was, nearest the hearts of Ws
Ineajrers. '
' *"~~ " -"" *
"We talk about preparedness," he
said.. "And it is abroad in the land. It
is a great emotion that is sweeping
this country from one end to the other,
and wisely so. But preparedness does
not consist in merely employing a certain number of men to come into a
professional army and equipping them
with guns and ammunition. That is
a necessary beginning, but it also consists In having the proper relation between the government and industry, so
when the emergency call does come,
that army will maroh, and there will
he no delay in making the preparations that must be necessary if the industries of the country are to continue."
Tribute to Mr. McCarter.
Mr. Hamburg, as president of the
Boaird of Trade, acted as toastmaster,
and in the course of his remarks, indicated that he would not accept reeleotlon. This is his fourth year in
office. His statement was received with
loud expressions of protest from all
parts of tbe banquet hall.
"Civic Duties" was the topic of Mayor
Raymond, and he gave a talk on the
business of being Mayor and the buslesa administration of the city's affairs.
Mr. McCarter followed with an address
that outlined the events leading up to the
opening of the hotel, and then took part
in the ceremonial of turning over the key
to Mr. Dudley.
A fine tribute was paid to Mr. McCarter by Mr. Murphy, who declared that
without him the Robert Treat would not
have been built. "Not only did he provide a million dollars in money, but he
gave the undivided attention of his great
executive ability for-over a year. Newark owes much to Mr. (McCarter, but more
than anything else, a first class hotel,"
he said.
Encouraging remarks on Newark's
chances for a new and adequate post
office were made by Congressman Elston,
who admitted to seeing a great light as
the: result of his visit to the city.
Over Five Hundred nt Dinner,
It was nearly 7.30 o'clock when the
tide of diners finally set toward the
■banquet hall. As they e'ntered the spaclous room, which seated more than
550 persons on one floor in comfort,
there were many expressrons of appreciation at its beauty of design and
decoration.
"Are we really in Newark?" was the question one man laugh-ns'ly Put to his companion, but it^
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"Tlking lor the hotel that was everywhere.
Before the diners were seated grace
was said by the Rev. William J. Dawson, pastor rf the Old First Church.
In opening the speechmaking Mr. Hamburg, after referring to his prospective
retirement as president, and declaring
that the time was fast approaching when
the question should be considered of the
erection of a building for the Board of
Trade, spoke as follows.
Mr. Hamburg's Welcome.
A. V. Hamburg, president of the [
Board of Trade, welcomed those present to the banquet in his address, the [
fourth time he has done so. The presence of Secretary of War Baker and
Sir. Tumulty, secretary to the President of the United States, he said was
a great event in itself, aside from the
Continued on Paste 4.

BAKER OPENS
INDUSTRIAL
EXPOSITION
Continued From First Page.
a church, the door of which was open,
and asked the custodian how long that
' arch had been there. He-said ♦? J'J?
with awe in his voice, 'More than seven
,hundred years.' And under the foundations of this church are to be found the
foundations of an older one built seven
hundred years earlier than this. And I
thought to myself, America can not approach Europe in such venerableness of
age and trdition. We are younger here
and we are in the formative stage of
human development, and I consoled my
mind with the reflection that, though we
were younger, we had the inspiration and
the strength, and that though we could
not show something as old as the church
in the Strand there were elements of
vigor and vitality, and promise about us
in America that could well be instructive to them oh the other side. From
that belief I have never in the least
wavered, and yet it does give me a certain pleasure to find that here in America we can produoe an institution, a place
with a continuous tradition, of 230 years,
and to find that the spirit which must
have animated the founders of that institution remains the same, although amplified and extended in the traditions of
those who came after them. And yet
how very different Newark is now from
th« days when it was established. I
shall not undertake to review the early
history of Newark for you. Your school_boys know it better..than—1__AruJ J h«ve
no doubt that in the midst of this great
celebration the great three-volume history of Newark printed some years ago
has been in everybody's hands and the
story of the early history of the city
has passed from mouth to mouth.
"This place was selected because
game was especially accessible—the
forests were full of deer and the waters
full of ducks—and it was thought it
would be a very happy place for the
farmer; the soil would be fruitful and
it would be 'easy to make a living from
any planting man might make. However, after these two hundred and fifty
years all the elk have departed from
your forests—all the ducks have flown
from the bosom of your waters. . Ypur
business is no longer with the seeds
of agriculture, but in its place there
have sprung up these industries, these
later works of man's ingenuity and invention.
,
"An entirely different phase has come
over the civilization of our age and no
place to a greater extent than Newark
represents that change. Our ancestors
were indeed a race of agriculturists and
farmers. We, their descendants, are a
race of mechanics and industrial workers, and where was once a vast wilderness there is now the whirr of the
factory.
"We live so much by machinery and
so much in a mechanical atmosphere
that I imagine we would really have
to stop and think In our busy activity
how recent all that development is.
In my childhood, young man as I may
seem to you to be, I knew blacksmiths
who made all the agricultural implements of the countryside in their own
shops. I knew shoemakers who made
entire shoes out of the leather and raw
materials that were brought to their
benches. I knew locksmiths who often
turned out complete products, and now
in this current age of ours nobody
knows a man who makes his shoes;
nobody knows a blacksmith who makes
a whole wagon. Now men are summoned from all parts of the world and
they gather, together in a factory and
each man has his separate work.
"In this industrial age we have simplified the problem of living. We have
made it possible for men to live in better houses. We have made it possible
for us to have cleaner and better
streets. We have made it possible for
us to build great schoolhouses and give
our children a better and higher kind
of education; We have made it possible to shorten the hours of labor and
to increase the reward to the laboring
man. All of that is good because it
gives him leisure to cultivate the social
virtues which in a city like this and
in a country like this are vital to the
preservation both of our freedom and
the future of our country. So now you
have this great Industrial exposition.
I want everybody in Newark to realize
with a thrill of pride how- wonderful
the ingenuity of the American inventor
is. I want ourselves as a nation to realize the triumphs in mechanical art
that they have made. I like to think
of the fact that our railroads run
across the desert areas of Africa and
that our inventions are imitated and
copied and used in every country on
which the sun shines. I want to have
every bosom in America swell with
pride at the accomplishments which
they have made. But never let us imagine that this is the end of life.
There are problems which can not be
solved by mechanics; there are difficulties
which can -not be overcome bv steam;
there are reachings of ambition which
can not be scaled by electricity. And so,
^.■SBrtSaiwSfc^jPWr" country's ingenuity,
we must give men leisure to develop the
spiritual and ethical content of their
lives, so that tho least of the children
of men will have an equal chance with
every other child to develop the very
best that is in him and that the highest
reachings of manhood will always be the
legitimate object of ambition to the most
humble, so that leisure for self-cultivation will be on every hand. And citizens,
in their capacity as citizens, meeting together and voting together, will have the
Inspiration of a common impulse to make
America greater in the future than her
great historic past has proclaimed her.
"In the hope that this exposition will
serve to stimulate ideals of that kind, in
the hope that everyone who comes to
see it, even the youngest, may remember
this central thougbt which I have tried
to implant In it, and in the name of the
President of the United States, your
friend and our friend, I. declare this industrial exposition open."
A Notable Accomplishment.
What the conception, organization
aJid realization of the exposition meant
to Newark was the subject of Mr. Hamburg's remarks.
"When ihe Committee of One Hundred was organized it was decided to
hold an Industrial Exposition," he
said. "This was most appropriate, for
Newark is prominently an industrial
city; and it Is most fitting to exhibit
to both guests and citizens the variety and extent of the city's industrial
activities.
There was also the prospect of making the exposition an important event in the program of our
anniversary celebration. The labor of
assembling the varied exhibits was assigned to the committee on manufactures and trades. As chairman of this
committee it devolves upon me to bid
you welcome here in the city's name,
and give you assurance of the warm
regard with which the city confers on
you its 'liberties' during this festival
of peace and progress. Our committee has been at work for many months.
Behold around you the results of their
long-continued, painstaking preparation!
"We are not altogether novices in
the art of providing expositions.
A
very noteworthy event was the industrial exposition held in 1872, which
opened August 20 and continued for
fifty-two days with an attendance of
130,000. Our second industrial exposition was held in May, 1912, and conwere displays of Newark-made goods
and were conducted under the auspices
of Newark's Board of Trade. To-day
we open our third exposition as a part
of the 250th anniversary celebration.
In behalf of the committee on manufactures and trades I wish to thank
our enterprising manufacturers for
their prompt response to the invitation to participate in this exhibit. I
prediot that this will be a successful
exposition, not only financially but
also in the matters of attendance, interest and instructiveness, and large
credit for this anticipated result is due
the manufacturers who have here entered their displays.
"On May 13, 1850, was unveiled in
Washington Park, amid the trees, a
figure wrought in bronze of that
kindly, craft-skilled, sturdy mechanic,
inventor and man, Seth Boyden. That
shapen bronze is a loving tribute of
the citizens of Newark to one who by
his Hfework laid the foundation of

our early industries.
We retain until
this day our pre-eminence in many
lines of products, because'Seth Boyden
invented them here and thus gave us
a great lead in their manufacture. And
Seth Boyden stands as a type of tens
of thousands of mechanics in our midst
who have given Newark her Industrial
prestige.
"Newark ranks among the leading industrial cities of the United States.
Its industrial progress has ever kept
paee with the growth of population,
and the expansion of the boundaries
of the city. Among our greatest assets are the variety and high grade
of our productions and our army . of
skilled workmen, In the United States
there is no city pf equal population
that produces as great a variety of
ii'iaiiuiattureu wares as Newark, and
few are the cities of superior size that
produce greater.
We are recognized
the country over as the manufacturing
center of fine gold jewelry of the
United States. We lead as manufacturers of leather, of varnish and1 of
paint. Our city is the home of celluloid. Almost every part which enters
into the complete automobile is manufactured in our midst.
"These machines, which here you, see
around you, are the willing servitors
of man. Without them many of man's
comforts would vanish. It is the greatness of our era that we have learned
to harness the forces of nature and
compelled them to do our work—this has
made our era so wonderful.
in the
last hundred years since the use of
coal began man has made more progress than in the preceding hundred
centuries.
Look at the diversity which characterizes these exhibits and the simplicity of the means used with which
to accomplish so great an end. The
iron ore is wrested from the rocks and
fashioned by lire into clever forms to
serve the home, the church, the school,
the office, the shop.
Coal is taken
from the earth; its titanic power is
harnessed to man's enterprise, and lo!
the labor of thousands of oU-prs is
liberated to work on other things. The
intelligent adaptation of means to end,
shown by a complicated maehine, is a
matter to marvel at. Though strictest realism it is more romantic than
the Arabian Nights. . These ingenious
processes of senseless metal take on
a very human interest when you recall that each machine, is a product of
man's brain and brawn, a testimony to
man's perseverence and sacrifice, and
a minister to man's manifold needs.
And for every machine wrought out
through man's travail to success, nine,
if not ninety, were discarded. The few
were slowly evolved, like those about
us, to this perfection of mechanism.
"We can also rejoice that we are met
in friendly competition to display the
arts of peace. While across the sea
the inventive genius of an entire continent is turned to destructive arts,
we, in this favored land, are still keeping alive the arts of peace—extending
the conquest of mind over, matter.
Newark has contributed much to the
world. Celluloid, patent leather, malleable Iron, the phonograph^and many
other well-known commodities.
And
when a mechanical problem is solved
here, it helps the whole world. The
seeds of thought perfected in one
climate binsflnm axuLJrjietlte. under.
every sky in every nation visited by
the sun.
"This friendly rivalry In the arts of
peace stimulates our growth. JNe
shall report to those who follow how
we toiled in our day. We shall leave
these achievements as a legacy to the
youth of our city.
They will prove
that we built wisely upon that foundation of character and industry laid by
the early settlers; they will distinguish us as worthy sons of worthy
sires, with hands as skillful and arms
stronger than theirs, with heads and
hearts ever striving to be worthy of
their heritage, and ever desirous to
leave it untarnished and enhanced to
those who follow.
We would celebrate the arrival" of the early settlers
by bringing their patriotic spirit to
the solution■■" of our civic and social
problems. We would show the same
jealousy for the good name of our
city; the same faith in the greatness
that awaits it, in its growth, and in
its far expanding influence."
Newark Receives Mr. Baker.
Secretary Baker arrived at the Market
street station of tfte Pennsylvania Railroad at the time scheduled, 2.55 P. M.
He was met by the reeeption committee,
including Mayor Raymond, former Governor Murphy, Brigadier General E. W.
Hine, Adjutant General Sadler, Uzal H.
McCarter, Mr. Hamburg,'John L. O'Toole,
Edward E. Gnichtel, Richard C. JenkinEdward E. Gni'tphel, Richard C, Jenkinson, Benjamin S. Whitehead, Congressmen Richard W, Austin, of Tennessee;
Henry Banhart, of Indiana; J. Arthur
Elston, of California; R. Wayne Parker,
Edward W; Gray and Frederick R. Lehlbach of New Jersey, and a number, of
others. United States Senator William
Hughes arrived with Secretary Baker.
The latter was escorted to an automobile in which General Hine and General
Sadler rode with him. As he appeared on
the street he was saluted by his military
escort, composed of Troops A and C of
the New Jersey National Guard. The
party proceeded in automobiles to the
Robert Treat Hotel, where after a brief
rbst Seoretary Baker went across the
street to Military Park, where he made
an address at the unveiling of an historical bench by the Daughters of the
American Revolution. After this ceremony the Secretary and his escort went

motion and the actual processes of manufacture. There is such a diversity of
displays of interest that it will take
many visits to the exposition to see and
comprehend them all. The scope and aims
of the big show were set forth in detail
in the speech of Mr. Hamburg, whose attention to the many details of its preparation make him more familiar with them
than anyone else. He and his associateson his committee expressed great pleasure
and satisfaction at the completeness of
the exposition and predicted for it the
greatest measure of success.
The exposition will continue for three
weeks, closing ' on Saturday, June 8.
There will be special musical programs
each afternoon and evening. The armory
will open daily at 10.30 A. M. and will
close at 10.30 P. M. Special days have
been arranged for each week of the show.
Those for this week are:
Monday—Committee of One Hundred
Day.
Tuesday—Traffic and Railroad Day.
Wednesday—Founders' Day.
Thursday—Fraternal Organization Day.
Saturday—Labor's Day.
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Throngs lined the streets to wateh all
of the movements of the Secretary of
War, and he was cordially greeted wherever he appeared. The reception committee, members of the manufactures
and trades committee and guests went
from the Robert Treat Hotel to the railroad station in automobiles through
Park place, Center and River streets.
They returned to, the hotel with Secretary Baker through Market street,
Broad street and Park place. The party
went to the armory through Park place,
Central avenue and Jay street and returned through the same thoroughfares.
After the ceremonies at the armory Secretary Baker attended the reception of
the women's committee of fifty at the
Washington!
Perfect order was preserved throughout
the afternoon and there was not a hitch
in the proceedings. Mounted policemen,
a mortorcycle squad, patrolmen and
plainclothesmen, in charge of Acting Inspector Brown, Captain McRell and Captain Lindner kept pedestrians and vehicles moving and crowds in line. They
were given much assistance by dozens
of Boy Scouts.
The industrial exposition was as nearly
completed when It was opened by the
'Secretary of War as Imman endeavor
could make It. Some eleventh hour delays and changes hindered the placing of
a few exhibits, but nearly all of them
were in a state of completion. All of
the handsome decorations were in place,
all booths were erected, the pergola effects were tastefully arranged and there
are many outstanding features that
caused wonderment among the big
crowd in attendance. Among these are
the entrance arch and aorridor, the band
and speakers' stand, under which are
the jewelry exhibits, a huge figure of
Miss Newark, the immense canopy ceiling and the sunburst of orange and
black in the front of the building.
The industrial show includes nearly 150
different exhibits, representing as many
varied products of the factories of Newark. Many of them show machinery in
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Tickets
On Sale Here

will go on. sale at Bamberger's information
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Tickets for Barnum & Bailev's Circus
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desk on Tuesdag morning.
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Circus gives

two performances on Mag 16, TtesdJU.
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Important News for Women Who
Exclusive Gowns
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]t will be of interest to everyone,thri«^gfew4t^be r«at^4e-kH?^'th^r
NewarTfTnow celebrating her 250th anniversary, which will last until
October, has opened the great Industrial Exposition in the Fitft Regiment Armory, in Newark.
One hundred and forty-one industries will be represented in Jhe Exposition, which will be not alone historical, but educational and inspiring
as well.
The Expostion, which began on Saturday, May 13, will continue
until June 3.

1-2 and 1-3 Their Original Prices
,«••••>
. * a * * '

i * •

• *

These gowns are reproductions of beautiful originals
by Lanvin, Callot, Beer, Arnold and other fashion creators. No two are alike. They insure distinction and
individuality to their wearers. A most extraordinary
opportunity. Here is the list:
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mrk Martyr
of His Home
a community lorn by the disserulon* of
the War for Independence and exposed
to frequent Incursions of the enomy.
Ho dauntlessly performed his hazardous
duties as commissioner for the seizure
and sale of tlia property of those who
were unfaithful to the cause of liberty. I
earning: thereby from the Royalists the ■
title of "Merciless Rebel" »n/f <•<•— «—
ernor U". .'i.ii y *5, 17-u, a time of bitter
cold, a British force crossed the Hudson
on the ice, and In the dead of night attacked Newark.
They seized Hedden
and dragged him scantily clad to New
York, .where ho was imprisoned until
illness, duo to exposure and hardship,
earned his release. He died soon after
a martyr to patriotism.
Erected by the pupils of Barrlnger
High School May 17, 1916.
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SCHOOL BOARD INCREASES
EAST ORANGE BUDGET
Meeting privately last night tho Board
of Education of East Orange made up its
budget for next year, finding it will be
necessary (o ask taxpayers for $7,787.S2
more than was raised by taxation in
1915 for the upkeep of the ctly's schools.
The items In the budg-et total $r,v
but as the city will receive $179,027.82 from
the State, the actual sum the taxpayers
must contribute toward the maintenance
of the schools is $206,297.82, provided the
Board of School Estimate, which must
sanction the budget, docs no pruning.
The budget is an increase, of. S19.8i.i4
■ oviii-—la3r~yeaT\' ^"Ke Increase in the
amount the State will allow the city
this year is $12,066. The net sum r»is»d
by taxation for the schools last year
was $198,600, which makes the Increase
from the city this year $7,797.82.
Dr. Edwin C. Broome, superintendent
of schools, was with the commissioners
when they were estimating what will
be needed to maintain the schools. Items
in the budget include: Bonds and Interest, $990; salaries of supervisors, superintendent and teachers, $259,435; janitors. $28,000: light, heat and ventilation,
»1B,000; repairs to buildings, $11,000; repairs to grounds, $2,700; equipment,
fe.lOO; books and supplies. $20,000; water,
$1,200; manual training, $24,750; school
playgrounds. $3,000; medical Inspections,
$2,750, and administration, $13,000.

on
len achieved in the most desira- Vv^j
&—among women who are famiMar with the offeringai>tWclusive high priced establishments. That is because
ibles them to enjoy the smart things which the world
approves—at the most reasonable prices.

s for Monday Sale
Coat Bargains

ins
$

Tickefn for adults 25c, for children under 15, price 10c.
Desk, first floor.

Solid Gold Rings, Stone Set
Offered in a Splendid Sale

JER'S—FIRST

old. He came to Newark early in life
and attended the Burnet Street Public
School. Afterward he studied in Europe,
ffor tho last twenty-two years he had
practiced medicine in this city. He held
membership In the Knights of Columbus. Dr. Wiekman's wife died several
years ago.
He leaves a son, Albert
Wickman. A sister. Miss Sophie Wickman, and a brother, William WlQltroan,
both of Irvlngton, also survive.

OVER 150,000
BOTH SIDES
MARCHERS IN'
CLAIM GAINS
N. Y. PARAD1
IN ATTACKS REV. MERCER G. JOHNSTON

FLOOR.

A Corner of
Greenland
in Newark

Br-rr-rr! It's co-old!
The air in the Bambereer
Cold
Storage Section is as
TO LEAVE OLD TRINITY Preparedness Demonstra |
Hard Fighting Renewed
cold and dry as a glorious
^-Qjj^--^J.^usJSIoniJng_He^WiU Preach on His
tion Greatest Display
"at
mid-winter
morning. The
Stewardship—ChangeTnTietdKsTtrp
Has Been Desired by Vestrymen.
furs hang separately, each
at Verdun.
apart from the other, free
"An Account of My Stewardship" is
the theme chosen by the Rev. Mercer
from moths, and—which is
Johnston for his sermon In Trinity LASTED TWELVE
HOURS
ACTIVITY IN THE EAST G.Church
even more important—from
this morning. As it Is known
that he is about to resign his rectorthe drying of their precious
ship and some of his vestrymen have
him that the welfare of the parish Thomas A. Edison and Mrs.
Russians Look for Big Drive told
oils, which process will not
will be served by his withdrawal, it is
naturally expected that the discourse
by von Hindenburg
Theodore Roosevelt Were
begin again until you take
will be a review of what he has at-your furs out next autumn.
tempted to do as rector.
Among Those in Ranks.
Along Riga.
Mr. Johnston was chosen about three
Science built our Cold
years ago to succeed the late Rev. Dr.
Louis Shreve Osborne. He is a son of
New York, May IS.—New York exDesperate fighting Is proceeding almost
Storage
Section, a fact most
Bishop James S. Johnston, of the Diocontinuously before Verdun, both the cese of West Texas. Before Dr. Os- pressed its attitude on the question of
national preparedness to-day by holding
important to you. Rates
Germans and the French launching borne's death the membership of Trin- the greatest civic parade in the history of
thrusts at various points against the op- ity began to decline owing to the the country. An almost countless host of
very moderate. Blankets,
posing lines. Claims to any pronounced doath of many old parishioners and men and women, estimated at more than
hangings, etc., also stored.
advantage in this fight are put forth by the removal of others from the center 150,000, representing all walks of life In the
Nation's metropolis, marched for twelve
neither Paris nor Berlin, each side de- of the city. It was foreseen that the hours, twenty abreast behind bands playInquire Third Floor.
new rector, whoever he might be,
t

,rt Piano

coats represent the topmost choice of favorite models
|, and at $10 they stand unparagoned in their price-value
All lengths, colors and sizes.

Notable Reductions
in Prices of Women's
Highest Type Suits

In accompaniment to our extraordinary; offering
of women's exclusive gowns at one-half and one-third
off, we shall place on sale Monday our most beautiful
suits at astonishing prices.
60.00 to 125.00 Suits will be 50.00
40.0(rto 69.50 Suits will be 35.00
Included are smartest modes in Gros de Londres,
silk taffeta, satin combined with taffeta, and gabardine,
faithful reproductions of models by Europe's greatest"
designers. An event which compels the attention of
every discerning woman.

Reductions in Women's Suits
1
2
2
4
3
5
1
3

Suit, formerly priced
Suits, formerly priced
Suits, formerly priced
Suits, formerly priced
Suits, formerly priced
Suits, formerly priced
Suit, formerly priced
Suits, formerly priced

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

1
1
1
2
1
2
1
1

Suit, formerly priced at
Suit, formerly priced at
Suit, formerly priced at
Suits, formerly priced at
Suit, formerly priced at
Suits, formerly priced at
Suit, formerly priced at
Suit, formerly priced at

69.50
6Q.00
55.00
50.00
47.98.
45.00
42.98
40.00

\
J
"ow
1 on Sale
I
(
at
\
_
] _>_)._/_/
/

125.00
125.00.
89.50
85.00
82.50
79.50
75.00.
60.00

\
\ . ™ow
/ on Sale
V
/
at
\ —^ r\r\
) 50,00
...... /

BAMBERGER'S—THIRD FLOOR.

An Olive Green "Vudor"
Porch Shade

To Keep Your Porch Cool and Shady
ing patriotic airs, through flag-bedecked
claring that attacks by the other have
would have the problem of a "down- streets lined with huudredsof thousands
b»en repulsed.
The
possessor
of a
town church" to solve. Mr. Johnston of cheering spectators. All the profes~-TH«. 'JJf^.icipal efforts of the Germans
faced this problem with courage and sions and trades which make up the comgood porch on his house
appear to have been exerted near Fort has shown no lack of zeal in his ad- plex llfo of the city were represented.
In ,0111; dlvlp.ioiu-avere the street sweepDeuaumont, where successive assaults ministration of the parish, but the conin order to make good
wore directed at the French defenses. All gregations have steadily diminished, ers in their uniforms of white, while in
another were the dignified justices of
use of it at any part of
and to-day more than a score of pews Supreme Court of New York. There also
were repulsed, Paris declares.
the day must be assured
On their own account the French claim are unrented. Whether this is due en- were the clergy—nearly 200, representing
a n /-» HI
to have made some progress in the vicin- tirely to the fact that old homes in the every denomination in the Nation's greatneighborhood of the church have given est city. Lawyers, physicains, trained
ity of Hill 287, northwest of Verdun, while way to business houses, their former nurses, veterans of the Spanish-American
This you accomplish
Berlin asserts that a French attack occupants removing to the outer wards War—all were in line. But the most popsouthwest of Dead Man Hill,' in this of the city, or to,other causes, Is a ular division was made up of the city's
with
the assistance of
question about which some df the vesregion, was repulsed, and that assaults trymen of the parish and the rector 10,000 national guardsmen—infantry, cavalry and artillery—who brought up the
"Vudor" porch shades.
on the German lines in the Avocourt and may differ.
Mr. Johnston Is a man rear.
The vide slats of these
Malancourt woods, to the southwest, were of spiritual character and has many ad"This." dealared Major General Leonard
mirers, but his pulpit work has not Wood, In command of the department of
shades prevent the sunfruitless.
always been approved. For a year or the East, who reviewed the parade, "is
In the East the Germans are display- more it has been felt by some officers
light
and dust from
the greatest argument America has ever
ing pronounoed activity along the Riga and members of the parish that a known In favor of preparedness, against
streaming in, but at the
Dvinsk front, and Petrograd indicates an change in the rectorship would have elements that are at present unknown.
same time they do not
to be made. Some have felt that perexpectation of a determined drive by haps to the fact that Mr. Johnston Every profession is represented by its
prohibit the entrance of fresh air
best-^by men whose duties bring them
Field Marshal Von Hindenburg in this Is a Southern man should be attributed in touch with the affairs of state. The
They are weather proofed and come in olive green, dark
region in the near future. It is not be- the steady ..decline In the prosperity of same applies to the various trades. It
green,
dark brown, mottled brown and natural color. They
the parish. Whatever the- cause his
lieved in the Russian capital, however, resignation will shortly be submitted shows an interest in preparedness that
amounts to a national awakening. That
will
not
warp out of shape You can buy them only at BamIho have tried them are delighted
that any general offensive by the Ger- to the vestry, to take effect on October is what we need. It shows that the time
berger's for we are the New Jersey distributors.
mans on the Russian front Is in Imme- 1 next.
Iput on and laced they are bound
has come to do something in the matter
. 8 in. at 2.25
8 ft. x 7 ft. 8 in, at 4.25
of
national
preparation."
tpert fitters help you select YOUR
diate prospect.
The great Civic army began marching
. 8 in. at 3.25
10 ft. x 7 ft. 8 in. at 5.50
An offensive by the Germans against
at 9.30 A. M-, and the last of them had
12 ft. x 7 it. 8 in. at 7.50
the British eyoedltlonary force in German
not passed the reviewing stand In Mad(.00.
Kast ~Airi. ^^
r: Tjir&x of result,
ison square until 9.3!) o'alock to-night.
BAMBERGER'S—FOURTH FLOOR.
-SECOND FLOOR
The mammoth pageant began auspiciousaccording to an official statement fronj
ly. Just an iiiiji., John P. M1*Ch»l ti.*A
London.
a
party of municipal officials left the cify
A staunch supporter of. Charles K.
French Official Statement.
Hughes,
Associate Justice
of
the hall at the head of the first division, an
Paris, May 13.—The following official United States Supreme Court, for the aeroplane appeared above lower Broadway and hovered around the great skycommunication was issued by the war Republican nomination for President scrapers.
appeared yesterday In Jacob Gould
office to-night;
The women's division, estimated at beSchurernan, president of Cornell Uni"In Champagne there was ciuite Intense versity. He told a representative of tween 5,000 and 6,000, began to appear
activity of the artillery of both sides the New York Evening Post that it is before, the reviewing stand about 6
in the regions of Prosnes and St. Hil- "The supreme duty of the Chicago o'clock. Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, Mrs.
aire Le Grand.
convention to draft Hughes."
Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., and Mrs. J.
"On the left bank of the Meuse the
"It becomes daily more evident," he Borden Harrlman were among those in
bombardment diminished in intensity In said, "that New York will furnish to line.
the course of the day. We repulsed an the Republican party its next PresiFollowing were the national guardsattack against our positions to the west dential candidate. There are strong men, who began filing past the stand at
of Hill 304. On the slope northeast of locail candidates in other States, but 8 o'clock. Salves of cheers greeted the
LeMort Homme an attempt at a sudden the three figures that have risen con- militiamen as they marched by silently
attack by the enemy completely failed. spicuously above the national horizon and impressively. Every guard unit in
"On the right bank and in the Woevre are Root, Roosevelt and Hughes."
the city was ordered out In service uniPresident .Schurernan felt that Root is form and in heavy marching order, to
the day was relatively calm.
"There is no event to report on the east not strong enough with all" wings of show New Yorkers how they would apof the fro.it, except the usual cannon- the party, and- is also handicapped by pear if they actually, were answering a
age. As for Roosevelt, he could not, oall to the colors. All branches of the
ading.
"Aviation: Last night one of our squad- in Mr. Sehureman's opinion, attract service were represented, and it was the
rons composed of ten aeroplanes dropped enough votes to win.
first time since the Hudson-Fulton cele"I expect, therefore," he said, "to see bration that all the militia of the city
forty-three shells on the railway stations at NantiHois and. Bv.ieulles and Hughes nominated by the Republican had turned out.
on bivouacs in '■t.he reKiens of Montfau- convention. In him all the conditions
Thomas A. Edison, notwithstanding
con and Remag'ne'. The same night one are fulfilled which are requisite to a his sixty-ntne years, tramped along
candidate
who
is
to
win."
of our aeroplanes dropped eleven shells
Hughes, he believes, would reunite with the stride of a man half of his
on the dirigibles' hangar at Metzage, at the bead of a contingent of
the party as no one else possibly can.
twenty-two members of the Naval ConFresqati."
sulting Board of the'United States. He
RuMslnn Official Statement.
s
expressed great satisfaction with the
Petrograd, May .13—(Via London.)—The
demonstration after it "was all over.
War Office to-day gave out the followJt
a
genuinely
good
talking
machine
that
will
reproduce
per"Such a parade needs no expression,"
SlOCl,
new p_!___2L__
ing official statement:
declared the inventor. "The fact that
trld of music which are recorded on the r?.a„ <ecords. _
"Western (Russian) front: On the
I marched in it expressed my sentiOginski canal enemy artillery opened a
ir home, and particu]ariyj__5_^^
Announcement was made yesterday of ments exactly."
very violent fire against a section of our
__
.. • . « » >
TSac-Tine"to takewith you to ca__.
position opposite the township of Tele- the consolidation of E. S. Ward &
d use it during the summer, and desire to return it after vachany. In the Pripet region some enemy Co., of 41S Frelinghuysen avenue, and
'Sd"conditi-S: we will take it back, and apply its purchase pnee to your
detachments showed great activity, lead- the Hugh Smith Company, of 210 Cening In places to bayonet attacks. In the tral avenue, into the General Leather
ig a larger and better machine, or new records.
region southeast of Kolki and that of Company, a $1,500,000 corporatlon.vohn
BAMBECRGEIR'S-STXTH FLOOR.
F.
Conroy
is
president
of
the
new
comNew Potezaieff we repulsed attempts of
pany, James T. Smith vice president and
the enemy to approach our trenches.
"Caucasus front: In the direction of Robertson S. Ward, secretary and treasWe have abounding faith in
Netcong, May .13.—(Special.)—The towns
A large plant employing BOO
Trzingan detachments of our regular urer.
the future of Newark. We betroops, in conjunction with territorial re- hands will be erected adjoining the in this vicinity are gradually recovering
serves, following a merciless night at- Ward factory. The contract, which has from the shock and effects of the exlieve in it. We believe in its
tack powerfully organized by the enemy been awarded, calls for the erection of plosion at the Atlas Powder Company's
enterprises.
We 'welcome Mr.
on a lofty range dominating the whole a main building 75 by 250 feet in plant last Tuesday, but the full meanCarrigan and his conferees and
adjoining region, took prisonrs in the ground dimensions and several smaller ing was brought home to the residents
course of the engagement thirty officers buildings. There will also be a 500-foot
extend to them the strong ?ight
when the funeral services were held
railroad siding.
The two firms now
and 365 soldiers of Turkish infantry.
hand of fellowship.
"The troops forming the advance guard have a combined force of about 350 yesterday and to-day.
While there~has~~nbt beenT found, with
of mir nrmv e.npil-..- phlfttoi.
the exception of the body of the guard
offensive movement in the region of
"* • »"
which relatives had removed to, ElizaMamakhatun.
beth, enough portions to identify, each
"On the left wing of our army,-one of
our columns having defeated the Turks
of the families held a separate funeral
in an engagement which lasted two days,
service. Mrs. John Byszka, of the Landtook prisoners and captured • an uning, had a casket in which she had
damaged gim, more than 2,000 rifles, many
placed a suit of her late husband's clothThe
care
of
six
little
children
and
thousand cartridges and a large quantity
ing. All the others attended the joint
wage-earning at the same time is provof gunpowder and other material."
ing more than a delicate widowed services at the cemetery in which the
British Communication.
•;.
ered portion, forty pounds in all,
mother aan manage. The Bureau of
London, May 13.—The British official Associated Charities asks help to keep
communication on the campaign In the the family together a little longer until
-**••• * '
western zone, issued to-night, reads:
help is received through the agency of
"After a heavy hnmbarrtment 'last

Corsets at
and 5.00

Imade exclusively for medium

18.75 Silk Taffeta Coats
French Serge Coats A
«_n__ in
i» n
.
*fl/
siWooiropuntoais « 1
'heck and Plaid Coats J^

Get your tickets early
if you would secure
choicest locations.

On sale at Bamberger's.Information

For men and women—rings in such an assort150.00 Afternoon Gown, faithful reproduction of Callot model, now 75.00
ment as it has seldom been our good fortune to pro150.00 Afternoon Gown, a remarkable copy of a Lanvin model, now 75.00
cure at these low prices.
Some are samples and
120.00 Dinner Frock, sapphire blue, reproduction of Callot gown, now 6t??&,
others were bought at substantial reductions from
120.00 Visiting Frock, true reproduction of a Callot model, now 60
the usual prices. Every ring solid gold and set with
115.00 Rose Pink Promenade Frock, check taffeta, after Callot, now 51
99.50 Restaurant Gown, rose and white plaid taffeta, after Beer, now 49^
good stones.
99.50 Afternoon Gowns, two of these, Callot reproductions, are now 49.75
WOMEN'S 1.50 RINGS AT 1.00—They come in
99.50 Blue and White Chiffon Casino Frock, Agnes reproduction, now 4KT5"-* " hoop, 3-stone and fancy styles. Set with amethysts,
95.00 Afternoon Frock, white and flesh crepe de chine, Arnold model, 47.50
sapphires and rubies, some combined with opals.
95.00 White and Champagne Crepe de Chine Gown, after Callot, now 47.50
Pretty rings, and durable.
95.00 Burgundy Red Luncheon Frock,reproduction of Lanvin original,47.50 ,
MISSES' 3.50 DIAMOND RINGS AT 2.00—These
87.50 Silver Gray Taffeta Matinee Gown, original by Georgette, now 43.Z5
are high set diamond rings, with neat fancy shanks.
140.00 Ball Gown, king blue net with spangles, Callot reproduction, 70..00
The, stones are bright and the whole effect is one of
135.00 Ball Gown of blue shot taffeta, reproduction of Worth gown,~67.50
dain.iness. For young women.
120.00 Evening Dress in rose and gray, copy of a Jenny original, now 60.00
/'WOMEN'S 3.00 RINGS AT 2.00—These are gen125.00 Evening Gown of carrot color embroidered chiffon, now at 65J.50
garnet rings; they have very pretty settings of
120.00 Evtning Gown after Callot, of Nattier blue taffeta, now at 60.00
Exceptionally low
JJr;ts combined with pearls.
110.00 Dance Frock of purple net and self-color' spangles, now at 5J5.00
Jttci for this sale at 2.00.
100.00 Dance Frock of blue stripe silver and net, now reduced to 5J0.OO
6
WOMEN'S 6.00 RINGS AT 3.00—Mannish rings,
50.00 Dance Frock of turquoise blue taffeta and French organdie, 05.00
they are shown in plain and enwith moss agates, garnets, ameand synthetic rubies.
RINGS AT 4.50—Genuine white
three stones; all white, two white
Tite and sapphire; hoop styles; very
lot lose their brilliancy.
(NO 8.00 RINGS AT 4.00-Heavy
slain and engraved shanks. They
fne sardonyx, blood stones, ame4.00 each.
THE SUxNDAY
X
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The tickets for the gorgeous 250th anniversary
Pageant of Newark, which
will be held in Weequahic
Park on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
May 30, 31, and June 1 and
2, are now on sale at Bamberger's information desk.

Now in Progress at the First Regiment Armory, Newark, N. J.

entire stock of beautiful costumes, suitable for
ring wear, dinners, concerts, the theater and all occasions where exquisite dress is in order, has been
marked at
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Newark's Industrial Exposition

of privacy, coolness

ie abdomen and hips, giving
Rengo belt, which gives the
abdominal reducing feature
comfort.
Belt Corsets This Week.
|nd without "Steelastic" webbd with watch-spring steels,

HUGHES TO BE NOMINATED,
SAYS CORNELL'S PRESIDENT

Blue Serge Coats
New Mixtures Silk Coats
heck Worsted Coats
bring Sport Coats

city

you can hear in the
lying of the greatest
phrasing, their ernom individuality. The
[way, Gabrilowitch and
it hand whenever the

>rrow is your great coat opportunity to pick and choose
youthful, swagger topcoats at the unprecedented rejffered. Models, materials and colors of much higher
Its.
^v

>ress Bargains
frgjjffli tea
tummer Fabrics Dresses
Lace-Trimmed Dresses
-Net—Lingerie Dresses
JMBMA

[resistible assemblage of pretty summer dresses for
misses; beautifully and elaborately trimmed in scores
md youthful fashions. All colors and sizes.

^w

Iking the notes,of the
|in the music roll, the
>ans for controlling the
iis struck, the interval
whether it is to be loud
[o supply the vital, human
ithe sides of the roll there
Ins, governing new devices
lor controlling the accent
}ry point in composition.
Irded his rendition of j:he
he goes carefully over
ladditional perforations at
] own expression to every
composition.
len the Solo-Art Humana
[light and shade, the sharp
[ut with life-like fidelity;
[equence first rendered in
then perhaps played very
my hear a noble succeslower of delicate staccato
(effect but to say that the
Is physical embodiment,
iwn home. The Solo-Art
[new quality of "touch,"
Jt marks the dawn of

Mrt Bargains

Between
Ourselves

New Phonograph, Made
irk, on Sale at 12.00

It was the writer's privilege yesterday to inspect the
new Robert Treat Hotel in
Park place.
This latest acquisition to
Newark's fast growing list
of big business ventures is a
monument to the city and a
credit to its builders and its
management.
It is with pleasure that we
greet the new hotel and extend to its active heads our
best wishes for the future.
There is root sp^ \ ° *°A»*

lment is called

[priced GOOD
with a great
that the source
(k.
regular action,
timed. The
)able of every
[tenor solos, to
tions of the

L Any Disc Record That Mag Be
\Ordinarilg With a Steel Needle.

TWO LEATHER CONCERNS
UNITE IN BIG COMBINE

a. There
for those ■hotels'which were
here before the Robert Treat
was built. There will be
room in the future for other
hotels.

Inter Powder-maker s
Clothing at Funeral
Of Explosion Victims j

The White Sale will continue

for a few more dags.

Do not

overlook this final summons.

HELP THIS MOTHER
AND SIX CHILDREN
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port Check Skirts
lit Worsted Skirts
lavy Spring Fabric Skirts
fixture Novelty Skirts
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jst. Crisp, stylish, manitility uses. Remarkable
-desirable colors, button
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Raids May Cause U. S. to
DETROIT TIMES
put Mare Men in Mexic
BY BEN T. ALLEN.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8, 1916.

Why Not Change the
Office and Make It
"Secretary of Peace?"
\
Newton D. Baker, former mayor of
Cleveland, just appointed by President
Wilson to succeed Lindley M. Garrison,
resigned, as secretary of war, is a pacifist—has long been, he says himself, "almost a peace-at-any-price man."
He felt the senate would not feel like
indorsing him for the secretaryship because of his views that peace will come
only when warring nations agree to substitute law for force in settling international disputes.
Just the same, Baker did not send his
resignation to any of the peace societies
to which he belongs, which fact was
equivalent to an announcement that he
didn't propose to compromise his convictions for the sake of the job.
Baker is a big man—big enough for
the big place for which he has been
picked.
He began the practice of law in Martinsburg, West Virginia, where he was
born, in 1897.
He moved to Cleveland and became
city solicitor there in 1902, holding the
office 10 years, when the people of
Cleveland, who had been watching him,
made him mayor.
His administration was indorsed when
he was re-elected, in 1914.
While city solicitor he supported Tom
Johnson in his reform movements, chief
of which was the fight against the street
railways for lower fares.
This fight Baker carried to the supreme court and finally brought about
an adjustment of the street railway controversy.
He was a strong supporter of Woodrow Wilson in the Baltimore convention
and his name was mentioned at that
time in connection with the nomination
for the vice-presidency.

After Wilson had been elected, Baker
declined the secretaryship of the interior,
which was offered to him twice.
Had there been a hitch over Baker's
confirmation on the ground that he was
not bloodthirsty enough for the portfolio of war, we were going to suggest
that he be confirmed as "SECRETARY
OF PEACE."
Doesn't it seem strange that we have
no such thing as the secretaryship of
peace ?
Doesn't it, now that you have thought
It over?
Isn't it possible that Europe would
have benefited if the countries involved
could have turned their affairs over to
secretaries of peace when the war talk
first started?
Anyhow, for a country that is supposed to stand practically alone for an
advanced civilization, "SECRETARY OF
PEACE" sounds a whole lot more civilized and appropriate than secretary of
war.
If there is desired such a thing as a
secretary of peace, it looks very much as
if there is one available, though confirmed as secretary of war.;

A

Plain Dealer Bureau,
38 Post Building,
WASHINGTON, May 7.
Washington officials were more
than disturbed by information today
detailing a renewal of raids acrossj
the American border by Mexican out- j
laws.
.
,
The authoritative statement can be
made that an immediate effect of the
raid will be to stop every phase o£
the pending negotiations with den.
Obregon, representing the de facto
government, and probably to enlarge
the American expedition, though not
in any sense to a point resembling
general intervention.
The fresh border outrages have
rudely emphasized to officials here
the worthlessness of the Carranza
representations that by massing the
forces of the de facto government in
northern Mexico the possibility of
further assaults on Americans across
the border had been removed and
therefore there was no further necessity for American military activity in
Mexico.
The news from the border is said
to have convinced even those officials
most desiring the withdrawal of
American troops that such a course
at this time would be a fatal mistake.
It is recognized that the Mexican situation still presents a most com]
cated problem, "with ultimate intervention constantly looming as a possible necessary step, notwithstanding
all the efforts of the administration
lo prevent its taking that turn.
The first information as to the raids
reached'the authorities here in a dispatch to the treasury department
from the collector of customs at
Eagle Pass, Tex.
This was confirmed in a dispatch to the war department.
In the absence of Secretary of War
Baker, who is in Cleveland, and Gen.
Scott, who is at the border. Gen.
,Tasker H. Bliss of the general staff
was in charge of the war department.
Gen. Bliss got into communication
with Secretary Baker in Cleveland
simply giving him the facts, according to a statement at the department.
Whether Secretary Baker made any
suggestion was not disclosed. A copy
of the dispatches telling of the new
developments was also taken to the
White House and laid before the
president.
No statement was made at the
White House. From official sources,
however, it was learned that an important dispatch, presumably containing new instructions, was sent out
Gen. Scott. The character of the instructions was not disclosed. In one
quarter the suggestion was made that
Gen. Scott was instructed to make
the utmost use of the latest developments in emphasizing upon the representatives of the Mexican government the futility of attempting any
further parleying at this time for
the withdrawal of American troops.
A fresh outbreak in congress in
connection with the Mexican situation seems inevitable. Statements
today, from leading members of congress was to the effect that the whole
situation would be aired. Along with
this will, come, it now seems certain,
a good deal of discussion about preparedness, or what will be described
by many members as "the lack of
American
military
preparedness."
Two or three resolutions definitely instructing the government not to withdraw from Mexico until order has
i i en restored may be revived.
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INDUSTRIAL SHOW
OPENS AS BAKER
PRESSES BUTTON
Secretary of War Chief Figure at
Beginning of Greatest Exhibit
Ever Held Here.
ARMORY MADE INTO FAIRY CITY
Thirty thousand square feet of Newark's industrial products were put on
exhibition late this afternoon, when Secretary of War Newton D. Baker pressed
the button formally opening the Industrial Exposition in the First Regiment Armory. The exposition is the chief educational feature of the city's celebration.
FOr months preparations have been under way for what those in charge say
is the largest and most complete industrial display ever held in Newark, and
when the time for opening the show arrived examples of most of the 141 separate lines of manufacture to be shown
were, in place in their individual booths
amid floral and decorative surroundings
which had transformed the armory into
a fairy city of industry and beauty.
On all sides the exhibitors' white lattice-work booths have been set in pergola
effects, with the beautiful jewel tower
in the center of the building. Over all
is stretched a great blue canopy and
along the sides of the building are figures of women or caryatids, which will
stand under the balcony. A huge, ornate arch, surmounted by figures typifying industry has been erected at the
)nain entrance and the ,«»me general
design has been used in the main hall.
til of the exhibit sm^es have been
fcovered with a green linoleum of Newark manufacture, giving the appearance
»f a well-kept lawn.

Secretary of War
NEWTON D. BAKER.
Jt'ioral Decorations Profuse.
The official colors of the exposition, white, gold and French gray, are
everywhere in evidence and harmonize
with the garlands of smilax, May flowers and exotic plants that have been
distributed throughout the building in
generous profusion.
The beautiful picture is being enhanced by the glow from thousands of
electric lights which Secretary Baker
released when he pressed the button, also setting in motion power ^or
the machine-driven exhibits which will
play an important part in the exposition.
The ceremonies were begun by an address by Augustus V. Hamburg, chairman of the manufactures and trade
committee of the Committee of One
Hundred, which committee, under the
direction of Merle L. Downs, managing
director of the exposition, has made the
exposition possible.
Mr. Hamburg told of Newark as
an industrial city and then introduced
Mayor Raymond, who after a few
remarks extending the freedom of the
city to the guests, presented Secretary
Baker, who formally opened the big
show.
Troopers Escort Secretary Baker,
On Secretary Baker's arrival'in the
city he was met by Franklin Murphy,
chairman of the Committee of One
Hundred; Mayor Raymond, L'zal H. I
McCarter, chairman of the executive
and finance committee; Augustus V.
Hamburg and members of the Congressional delegation who are here to
inspect the postoffice site. The entire
party was escorted by Troops A and
(' and was accompanied by Adjutant
General Wilbur F Sadler and Brigadier
General Edwin W. Hine.
Secretary Baker anil his escort were
taken direct to the Robert Treat Hotel,
where after a breif rest the journey
to the armory was begun.
This evening, at the new hotel, Secretary Baker will be guest of honor
at the Board of Trade dinner, which
will rormaiiy mark the opening of the
hotel. He will respond to the toast,
"The United States of America."
The
invocation will be given by Rev. Dr.
William J. Dawson, pastor of *he First
Presbyterian Church, and Mr. Hamburg
will make the address of welcome.
Other speakers will.be Mr. McCarter,
Mayor Raymond and Mr. Murphy.

Traz>mre.YofQ>mm<XC<i»

The exposition goes far toward informing its visitors of Newark's greatness'industrially for a large representthe
"
S259.000.000 of products
t
annual]* turned out by the 6,000 factories in this immediate vicinity will be
on exhibition the three weeks of the
show.
Will Sell Goods at Exhibition.
Everything made by some 250 exhibitors, from the finest kinds of drawn
wire to ponderous electrical machinery
weighing many tons, are displayed,
in the armory. A latge proportion of
the exhibits are running, showing
the actual processes of manufacture,
and in many instances whole sections of
factory departments have been transported to the building. Not only are
the actual manufacturing in process,
but sales are being made, orders booked
and filled from many of the booths.
Many
of
the
staple
products
shown were produced first in Newark
Included in this list is malleable iron
celluloid, patent leather and the phonograph. One of the most complete collections consists of information, original papers and models of the incandescent lamp, from Edison's first lamp
made in 1879, down to the latest highly
efficient lamp.
Some of the Thine* to Be Seen.
Other products to be seen at the armory are: Machinery, machine tools and
metal products, automobile, tires, parts
and accessories, eleotn'cal machinery, motors, dynamos, wireless outfits/ food
products, chemicals, clothing, chocolate,
candies, embroidery, rugs, floor covering's,
dental supplies and optical goods, stained
and leaded glass, oils and greases, gas
and electric ranges, oil stoves, furnaces
and heaters, iead pencils, leather machinery and leather, silk hosiery, pearl
buttons, shaving soaps and toilet preparations, soft drinks and soda fountains,
pianos, phonographs and sheet music,
raincoats, saws, shears and knives, shade
rollers, storage batteries, tin cans, tinware, enamel ware, traveling bags.trunks,
varnish oils, paints, wire, wire cloth,
water meters, shoes, linoleum and many
others, all made in Newark.
Special music features have been arranged for the three weeks, a different
band playing each week of the exposition. The armory will be open daily from
10:30 in the morning to 10:30 in the
evening.
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THE NEWARK STAR-EAGLE:

SATURDAY EVENING, MAY 13, 1916.

SECRETARY OF WAR BAKER

BIG EXPOSITION
OPENED
Armory Crowded as War Secretary Presses Button, Starting
City's Industrial Exhibit
Representing the great manufacturing resources of this city
and adjoining section, the Newark Anniversary Industrial Exposition was formally opened at the First Regiment Armory this
afternoon.
The event was marked by the presence of Secretary of War
Baker, who came here from Washington for the purpose of pressing
the button which put into motion the entire machinery of the display. Mr. Baker was the guest of the committee in charge of the
exposition, which constitutes an important feature of the celebration
of the city's 250th anniversary.
The exposition will last three weeks and it has brought together a representative selection of the products of Newark's shop^
and factories. Some of the displays are yet to be put into place, but
everything is due to be in good shape by tonight.
The doors of the armory were opened at 3 o'clock and long before 4 the place was crowded. Ninety per cent, of the exhibits
were in place. By Monday every exhibit is expected to be in place.
Eleventh Hour Changes.
Manager Downs was more than satisfied with the situation. This
afternoon he said:
"Several eleventh hour changes in the set up of some of the exhibits caused a delay in opening with a complete show, but these
things are to be expected in an affair of this kind and cannot be
avoided."
The big edifice in white and green relieved by trimmings of'
French gray and gold was the busiest place in New Jersey for the
twenty-four hours preceding the coming of President Wilson's official representative and the others concerned with the ceremonies of
the day

3>«
MONDAY,

MAY

8
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BAKER, HERE, IS SILENT
OW LATESTWIEXICAW RAID

The secretary of war was the cen-^>
ter of a picturesque and military
scene at the Market street station,
B]
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War Secretary Here Cannot
Comment Till He Gets
Official Report.
Through " newspaper dispatches,
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker
at hia home here yesterday received
first unofficial report of the new invasion of United States soil by Villista bandits who crossed the border
to attack Glen Springs, Tex.
When informed by the Plain Dealer
of the word from the south, Secretary
Baker said he had received no official
communication on the situation.
"It is news to me," he said. "I
cannot comment on it until I have
an official report on the development."
The secretary of war returned to
Washington last night after having
spent Saturday and Sunday with his
family.
,.
Yesterday afternoon Mr. Baker
went for an automobile drive, and
took occasion to pass through Public
square to.stop.and look at the Tom
tx Johnson mounment.
'.-.-.'
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Opening of Newark Anniversary Industrial Exposition in
First Regiment Armory, Sussex
avenue and Jay street, May 13• June 3. Secretary of War Baker
delivered address.
2:30 p. m., manufacturers and
trade committee of Committee
of One Hundred, in charge of
exposition, with congressional
committee on public grounds,
Mayor Raymond, Adjutant-General Sadler and Brigadier-General Hine, left Robert Treat
Hotel in autos for Market street
station, over Park place, Center
street and River street.
2:55 p. m., Secretary Baker
arrived at Market street station.
Autos fell in line ahead of military and police escort, Essex
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SECRETARY OF WAR BAKER

BIG EXPOSITION I
OPENED
Armory Crowded as War Secretary Presses Button, Starting
City's Industrial Exhibit
Representing the great manufacturing resources of this city
and adjoining section, the Newark Anniversary Industrial Exposition was formally opened at the First Regiment Armory this
afternoon.
The event was marked by the presence of Secretary of War
Baker, who came here from Washington for the purpose of pressing
the button which put into motion the entire machinery of the display. Mr. Baker was the guest of the committee in charge of the
exposition, which constitutes an important feature of the celebration
of the city's 250th anniversary.
The exposition will last three weeks and it has brought together a representative selection of the products of Newark's shopfe
and factories. Some of the displays are yet to be put into place, but
everything is due to be in good shape by tonight.
The doors of the armory were opened at 3 o'clock and long before 4 the place was crowded. Ninety per cent, of the exhibits
were in place. By Monday every exhibit is expected to be in place.
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BAKER. HERE, IS SILENT
LI
War Secretary Here Cannot
Comment Till He Gets
Official Report.
Through. " newspaper dispatches,
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker
at his home here yesterday received
first unofficial report of the new invasion of United States soil by Villista bandits who crossed the border
to attack Glen Springs, Tex.
When informed by the Plain Dealer
of the word from the south, Secretary
Baker said he had received no official
communication on the situation.
"It is news to me," he said. "I
cannot comment on it until I have
an official report on the development."
The secretary of war -eturned to
Washington last night after having
spent Saturday and Sunday with his
family.
Yesterday afternoon Mr. Baker
went for an automobile drive, and
took occasion to pass through Public
square to , stop and look at the. Tom
IJ. Johnson mounment. \

Eleventh Hour Changes.
Manager Downs was more than satisfied with the situation. This
afternoon he said:
"Several eleventh hour changes in the set up of some of the exhibits caused a delay in opening with a complete show, but these
things are to be expected in an affair of this kind and cannot be
avoided."
The big edifice in white and green relieved by trimmings of
French gray and gold was the busiest place in New Jersey for the
twenty-four hours preceding the coming of President Wilson's official representative and the others concerned with the ceremonies of
the day.
The secretary of war was the cen-^»
ter of a picturesque and military
scene at the Market street station
when his special train pulled in.
The crowd cheered as he appeared on
the platform, and he was escorted by
Mayor Raymond, Adjutant-General
Sadler and Brigadier-General Hine
and Chairman Hamburg, of the manufactures and trades committee of
the Committee of One Hundred, in
charge of the exposition, to an automobile waiting- below, with the Essex
Troop and a mounted police detail
formed as escort.
Mr. Baker smiled a recognition of
his reception, and the procession of
automobiles containing the reception
committee, which included the public
buildings committee of congressmen,
set off for the Robert Treat Hotel,
where the committee had gathered to
leave for the station at 2:30 o'clock.
The trip to the station was over
Park place, Center street and River
street. From the station, with Mr.
Baker in the line, the return trip was
over Market street, Broad street and
Park place. Along all the streets
throngs waited a glimpse of the new
head of the war department. At 3:30
the procession left the hotel for the
armory over Park place, across Broad
street, over Central avenue and Jay
street to the exposition quarters.
At the armory Mr. Hamburg presented Mayor Raymond, who intrpr
duced Mr. Baker. After a short address the secretary of war pushed $}.
button on the second floor of th^
million-dollar jewelry pagoda, from'
which the addresses were made, and
the myriad armory lights were fed
current that made them brilliant, and
the whir and hum of machinery
began. The button had set every
active exhibit in operation, and the
big trade exposition was on.
Mr. Hamburg's Address.
In his introductory remarks Mr.
Hamburg, after welcoming the spectators who thronged the armory since
the doors were opened to the public at
3 o'clock, said in part:
"We are not altogether novices in
the art of providing expositions. A
very noteworthy event was the Industrial Exposition held in 1872, which
opened August 20 and continued for
fifty-two days, with an attendance of
130,000. Our second Industrial Exposition was held in May, 1912, and continued for ten days. I predict this
will be a successful exposition, not
only financially, but also in the matters of attendance, interest and instructiveness, and large credit for this
anticipated result is due the manufacturers who have here entered their
displays."

EXPOSITION CEREMONIES
Opening of Newark Anniversary Industrial Exposition in
First Regiment Armory, Sussex
avenue and Jay street, May 13June 3. Secretary of War Baker
delivered address.
2:30 p. m., manufacturers and
trade committee of Committee
of One Hundred, in charge of
exposition, with congressional
committee on public grounds,
Mayor Raymond, Adjutant-General Sadler and Brigadier-General Hine, left Robert Treat
Hotel in autos for Market street
station, over Park place, Center
street and River street.
2:55 p. m., Secretary Baker
arrived at Market street station.
Autos fell in line ahead of military and police escort, Essex
Troop and mounted police, and
proceeded to Robert Treat Hotel
over Market street, Broad street
and Park place.
3 p. m., Armory doors were
opened to public. 3:30 p. m.,
automobiles left hotel for Armory over Park place, across
Broad street, over Central avei nue to Jay street to the Armory.
4 p. m., Chairman A. V. Ham^
burg, of manufacturers' and
trade committee, presented
Mayor Raymond, who introduced
Secretary Baker, who announced
the exposition opening.

A Good Beginning.

Jtoatfc toning Kims
MONDAY.'MAT 15, 1916.
A FtNTE FOUNDATION.
Newark's Industrial Exposition at the
armory is a display of native handiwork and
manufacture not only, but also and mainly
a record of domestic self-reliance and
achievement. The industries represented
were developed along independent lines by
men who made their own careers and built
up their own businesses.
The News, in seeking to characterize the
individuality of Newark, has recently had
occasion to dwell upon the proprietary type
of its factory system, only one step removed
from the household industry which the factory system in general replaced. This is
accentuated in the armory display.
Industries whose founders' names are still
Identified with the active management of
the native plants; moderate-sized establishments, particularly, where the owner still i
takes a close personal interest in the shop
and in his employees; quiet development
along sound lines of growth based on solid
products that gain and hold their footing in
the market on their merits—these are the
characteristic features of Newark's material
life. They are traced in the exhibition, but
their true meaning is best understood by
those whose memories are long, whose roots
in Newark strike deep, and whose names are
known by their wares far and wide.
In this setting forth of material accomplishment there is provided a sound foundation for Jocal self-respect, for a certain
pride that only straightforward business can
give to its proprietors. This is the beginning of a broader civic pride that identifies
personal success with the good name and
progress of the home city in all respects,
and not only in the world of merchants and
the estimation of satisfied buyers.
Upon this beginning there may safely and!
surely be built a love of Newark as a city
not merely proficient in production of wares
and famous for their quality, but worthy of
respect and consideration also as politically
pure, governmentally efficient, socially just.

WAR SECRETARY ON
LIttCONSERVATION
igjs Board of Trade Members
tties Simula Assist m Welfare Movements.
AN

INVESTMENT

Uzal H. McCarter Criticises Center Market Building—Notable
Gathering at Banquet.
Secretary of War Newton Uiehl
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night,
™!nefi°ent exPe"cUtures by cities.
That the secretary's words bore
a eVid6nced by the
In whth
^
manner
iL Jt h they were received by the
feOO diners who were present
Mr, Baker's speech was in direct
contrast to that, of Mayor Raymond
who urged tentative economy in these
matters as well as others because of
w?.Wal*3 Present financial situation.
Mr. Baker spoke itwh authority, for
City of
•as? legal
SCadviser
L°? theunder
Cleveland
Mayor
Tom
JU Johnson, and as mayor of that
city for two terms, has given him'
broad experience.
Mayor Raymond had said: "When
We consider the questions of child i
hygiene, tubercular field work and
other matters of such tremendous:
importance, it is hard to say to the'
department needing money that we
are elected on a program of economy, yet if we do economize for a
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Secretary
Baker was a
later!
Weaker. He declared that it should''
be the immediate policy of every
city to expend money for the economic preservation of human life.
I he financial support of a large program of this kind he declared not to
be an expenditure but an investment.
He urged that all that could be
>-)
Clone to widen the scope of the work
tor conservation of life and human
energy should be done immediately
<
and be made a first call on the;
finances of the city.
■
Tr"^°T'c,ihow is that elated to the
United States of America, for that is
<
the toast I am responding to," continued the speaker. "It relates to
00
the department over which I have
the honor to preside.
What is a
war department without warriors'
I pray God that the call may never
oome to the young men of the
United States to be exposed to all
the slaughter and to all the perils
which we see abroad.
"But if the hour ever does come
«Jid if the recruiting offices are open
and all are invited to come in, I hope
the raw material of that army the
manhood out of which it is made,
Vill be the boys from the bank and
the factory alike, with straight backs
strong arms, strong heads and high
ideals and a spirit in the country
which will make them realize their
duty to this country in order that
liberty may continue to live."
Uzal H. McCarter told the diners
the history of the hotel. He also
pleaded for a better market, declaring that the Center Market detracted
from the natural development of the
oenter of the city and stood a menace
to health.
Former Governor i Murphy, Augustus V. Hamburg, who presided, and
congressman J. Arthur Blston of
California, also spoke.
The last-1
named explained how surprised he
was at finding Newark to be a big city
instead of a village, as he had supposed the city to be.
The dinner Itself was one of the
most important civic events in the
Iiistwy of Newark. Secretary James
M. Reilly was in general charge of
the arrangements.
Among the guests were Senators
Martina and Hughes. Congressmen
Parker, Gray and Lehlbach also were
present.
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it is too early to estimate NEWTON
DIEHL BAKER'S promise as Secretary
of War. He entered upon his duties
with two things in his favor: he was
a sound lawyer with a liberal mind,
and as Mayor of Cleveland he had
shown executive ability of no mean
order. He was not parochial; he had
mixed with men of all classes. It is
trtie that no man could well know
less of the work of the War Department, and his appointment was therefore sharply criticised. But in admitting his shortcomings and taking
off his coat in a businesslike manner
Mr. BAKEK made a good impression.
Although confronted by the unavoidable Mexican adventure he kept his
head and his temper. He did nothing to make, the judicious grieve. The
country soon got used to him as Secretary of War.ggjjl ^JgiR WJ®>
It is not our -purpose to praise
Secretary BAKER. He has his spurs
to win, and is being put to a severe
test. Encomiums would be premature. But accounts of him agree that
he learns quickly and remembers
what he learns. He displays zeal
and he is industrious. Everybody
who does business with Secretary
BAKER finds him attentive and polite.
He understands without long expla-.
nations. His tact is unfailing. So
far so good, but Mr. BAKER has a still
better title to the public regard: he
trusts., the army officers in bis Department and leans upon them for in-'
formation to guide him in the discharge of his duties. It is said that
he at once made friends with the
General Staff.
He was wise, for
! there is no more competent and con: scientious officer iu the service than
I Major-General HUGH L. SCOTT, and
the assistants of the Chief of Staff
have been selected for the>qualities
ihe possesses.
'3/j6
As soon as it fell /Co Secretary
BAKER to organize the expedition into
Mexico he turned to General SCOTT
for advice and followed it in every
particular.
A man with a single
track mind would have hemmed and
hawed, tried to look the part of Secretary of War, and delayed the game.
But Mr. BAKER saw there was no time
to lose, cut out. ceremony, and approved of everything General SCOTT
.proposed to him. That, is to say, he
; understood his own limitations, was
not afraid of being thought ignorant
of his new duties, and instinctively
felt that in the Chief of Staff he had
a loyal and capable subordinate.
In this attitude of Mr. BAKER we
see the brightest promise of his success as Secretary of War. In a
democracy such as ours is the heads
of the War and Navy departments
should be civilians, but they should
respect the professional skill of the
officers appointed or selected to assist
them, and they should know how to
avail .themselves of it. A Secretary
of either department who imposes
his inexperience on the service, disregards technical advice, rebuffs men
of merit, violates traditions, introduces politics into his administration, gathers favorites and parasites
around him, and sets up as a PoohBah or boss, will end by demoralizing
the service and.ruining its prestige.
jlo judge from the beginning he has
[made NEWTON D. BAKER will not be
ithsf l9«ftd gf~Secretary.
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Postoffice Delegate Impressed.
A speaker not down on the program,
but who in a few minutes' talk managed to make the business men interested in the procurement of better
postal facilities chirk up a whole lot,
was Representative John A Elston of
California, one of the delegation of
Congressmen who came on from Washington to investigate the postoffice situation. The gist of Mr. Elston's talk
was that he had been so greatly impressed by what he had learned about
Newark as to become practically unfitted for the consideration of the city's
needs with tha* judicial impartiality
required of a member of the committee
on postoffices and post roads, having
become transformed into an advocate
instead. The applause was spontaneous.
When in his capacity as toastmaster
Opening of Hostelry Marks ConsummaAugustus V. Hamburg, president of the
tion of Board's Dream of a Score of board, took occasion to say that he did
Tears Ago—City's Spirit as Shown In not expect to again officiate in the same
role, this being the fourth occasion of
Factories, Parks and Statuary Ap- the ' kind for him, dissenting "Noes"
peals to Representative Inspecting came from all parts of the banquet hall.
Mr. Hamburg made mention of the
Postoffice Situation -Board Building opening of both the new Terminal
building and the Robert Treat Hotel as
Thought Near.
big events in the history of Newark,
following, as they did, in quick succession,
and ventured the prediction
Serving' fittingly as the wind-up of
that the erection of a Board of Trade
| what promises to go down in the annals building would also come to pass in
j of Newark's 250th anniversary celebrathe not too distant future. Of the board
tion as one of the most significant days Mr. Hamburg said that such a body of
men, banded together to uphold the
of the observance the forty-eighth best traditions of a city founded upon
annual banquet of the Board of Trade sterling Puritan beginning, could but
in the new Robert Treat Hotel Satur- exert an incaculable influence for good.
"We have a splendid history," Mr.
day night proved in many ways the
Hamburg continued. "Every member
greatest function of its kind held by may well take pride in the lofty, patrithe board in all the years of its exotic discussions which mark the deliberations of this board. We are laying
istence.
the foundations for that larger indusFor twenty years or more the board trial, financial and commercial greathad been looking' forward to ■what ness toward which we are irresistibly
was realized on this occasion, and the moving."
Yotrag Women Present Favors.
realization, it was declared over and ,
A pleasing feature was the entrance,
over again, surpassed every anticipa- !
to the orchestral strains of "Here
tion. A splendid setting for it all was
Comes the Bride," of ten young women
afforded by the banquet hall, tricked in full evening attire, whose errand was
out with taste and ablaze with light the distribution of souvenirs in the form
reflected from a thousand prisms. And of watch fobs, the metal pendant of
which bore on one side in relief a reeverything else was in keeping, with
production of the picture of Robert
not a circumstance to mar even to the Treat's landing, and on the other the
seal of the Board of Trade. The disleast degree the occasion.
pensers of the souvenirs were Misses
That President "Wilson would not be Beatrice M. Fettinger, Mildred M. Dempresent, as was originally intended, thorne, Helen R. Dunn, Elsie M. Baum,
was a disappointment which had lost Lulu Loepsinger, Beatrice Perkins, Ruth
its edge, as his inability to leave Wash- B. Rutan, Helen Volker, Margaret Duffy
ington was known for several weeks, and Hilda Mock.
Those at the guest table, besides the
as it was also known that Secretary of
speakers mentioned, were United States
War Newton D. Baker would represent
Senators
James E. Martine and Willthe President. This change in the plan
iam Hughes, Senator Austen Colgate,
may be said to have had its compensaN.
McCarter,
Forrest
F.
tion, for there were doubtless few if Thomas
any of those attending who had not Dryden, former Mayor Jacob Haussling,
General
Edwin
W.
Hine,
Adjutant
Genheard the President before, while Secreeral Wilbur F. Sadler, W. G. Besler,
tary Baker was, to most of them at least,
until he spoke earlier in the afternoon president of the Central Railroad of
and Representative R.
at the opening of the industrial Expo- New Jersey,
sition in the First Regiment Armory, an Wayne Parker.
Other
guests
of the board present
unknown quantity so far as speechmaking ability went.
This is so no were William H Truesdale and P. J.
longer, for with an address by way Flynn, president and vice president, reof response to the toast, "The United spectively, of the Laekawanna RailStates of America," marked by the road; William T. Hunt of the Sunday
highest idealism, Mr. Baker delighted Call and Representatives Edward W.
his hearers and won round after round Gray and Frederick R. Lehlbach.
Mr. Murphy, after rehearsing the hisof applause.
4?
Of the same high order and full of tory of Newark, and dwelling upon the
city's
importance as a working comthe same high idealism was an address
by Chairman Franklin Murphy of the munity, and the advantage and helpCommittee of One Hundred, whose toast
was "Newark 250 Tears Old," while
addresses tinctured somewhat more
with the practical were made by Uzal
H. McCarter, who spoke to the toast
"The Key to Enterprise," and Mayor
Thomas L. Raymond, responding to the
toast "Qivic Duties." A sample of Mr.
McCarter's practicability that the assembled diners seemed to most heartily
enjoy was the whimsical admonition
addressed by him to Frank A. Dudley,
president of the hotel company, to remember that we are a hard-headed
people, hard working and not of the
leisure class, ready and willing to pay
for what we receive, but as yet not
educated to metropolitan prices."

TRADE BOARD GIVES
GREATEST BANQUET

Secretary of War and Other
Speakers Sound Praise of Newark in New Hotel.

TOUCH ON PRACTICAL AND IDEAL

fulness of work, turned to a consideration of the'spirit of workThe Spirit oiT.AVork.
"I do not," the former.Governor said,
"mean the spirit of the discoverer that
led .Columbus across, the sea or the
spijfttsp'f the explore* that led Fremont
ovSHpbhe plains:':not the spirit of the
warrior that led Grant to hammer the
army
of the rebellion
through the
Wilderness; not the spirit of the reformer that made Martin Luther shake
from the religion of the Old World its
bigotry; not the spirit of the martyr
that led Savonarola to assail the corruption of the church. None of these.
For the spirit of work is in a way a
thing apart—and yet all of these, for
all works of the spirit are akin.
"I have spoken of the work of the
hands when
guided
by intelligent
training. I am trying^to speak of that
work when it is guided by that spiritual and
indefinable something we
call an ideal.
"The spirit of work is, after all and
above all and through all, the work of
the spirit. We see sortie of the results
with the eyes of .the body—libraries
founded, universities endowed, technical schools made possible, museums established,
tenement
nouses
made
wholesome,
hospitals
enlarged, the
general trend of human life led upward.
These, and the results of these, we see
and know. But the workings of the
ideal on the spirit of the man himself
we cannot see, but who shall say it is
not the most precious of all. It begets
energy and steadfastness and resolution, and it begets also patience and
kindliness and generosity and charity.
And so it makes a better man and so
it helps mankind.
I
"Encouraged, as we-, should be, by a
past of splendid accomplishment; hopeful, as we are, in the opportunities for
a brilliant future, let us say with loud
acclaim: All hail to the Newark that
is gone! All hail to the Newark that is
to come.' "
Secretary Baker received an ovation
when he rose to speak, the assemblage,
rising and singing, "Columbia, the Gem
of the Ocean" and "Three Cheers for
the Red, White and Blue." He made,
only a brief reference to the subject
of preparedness. 1
Secretary Mentions Preparedness.
"We talk' about preparedness," said,
the secretary, "and it is abroad in the
land.
It is a great emotion that isk
sweeping this country from one end
to the other, and wisely so.
But
preparedness does not exist in merely employing ' a certain number.. of
men to come into an army and equip-,
ping them with guns and ammunition.
That is a necessary beginning, but it
also consists in having such relationbetween all of us, that when
the
emergency call does come, that' army
will march, and that there win be no
long delay in making the preparations
that must be necessary if the industries
of the country are to continue."
Mr. Baker raised a laugh when he
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told that he had that day been presented with the "full title to this magnificent hotel (the Hotel Treat)," and
said that he did not know whether
under New Jersey laws title to real
estate passes by verbal gift, but would
have inquiry made by his legal adviser.
That in his brief sojourn in Newark
he had used his eyes to advantage, Mr.
Baker proved when he told what a
spirit, like the one in the fable, would
see in a flight over the town. He would
see, he said, the tall smoke stacks, signifying industry and energy; church
spires, telling of the relation of the
inhabitants to the conception of the
future state; the hotels, indicating hospitality; parks, showing interest in the
common welfare; of the monument to
George Washington, proving that the
memory of the Father of his Country
is nurtured, and the "lonely, patient
figure of Abraham Lincoln, with his
lap full of children, and on his face a
look of perfectly limitless eternal patience."
And the spirit would say:
"These people have a great future; they
couple knowledge and religion and
patriotism with patience."
Mayor Talks of Problems.
Mayor Raymond spoke briefly of his
program of economy. It was not a subject to thrill. There was nothing spectacular about it, he said. It was just
trying to save the taxpayers' money in
the face of many demands for work
that should be taken up, such as tubercular field work, child hygiene, social
service and kindred endeavors, all designed to make people healthier and |
happier and promote the general welfare. The Mayor told about the employment of an expert in municipal efficiency, made possible through the
generosity of a number of public
spirited citizens, of whom he said Mr.
Murphy was one, and of the good results hoped for from the expert's investigation of the various municipal departments. The Mayor referred with
a show of feeling to the "cumbrous, antiquated wornout system" of municipal
government, in the operation of which
he is expected in the short period of
two years to show tangible results.
Mayor Mitchell, the Mayor said, lias
received praise because he has been
able to effect a saving of $3,000,000,
cutting the city budget down to $73,000,000, but the Mayor of New York
was very differently circumstanced in
"that he had a four-year term; controlled
the Board of Estimate and appointed
single heads to the various municipal
departments, who necessarily worked
in harmony with him. What was possible in New York was not possible
under the system of municipal government that obtains in Newark, the Mayor
declared.
Mr. McCarter injected a deal of fun
in his address, which aealt largely with
the coming to pass of the new hotel,
when he, with appropriate words, presented Mr. Dudley with a gilded key,
about two feet long, as a symbol of
possession, calling it "a massive gold
key."
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^Secretary of War Reported?in
<*-

APRIL

Accord With Renaming
Old Ticket.

War Secretary Tells Publishers Preparedness Has
Three Phases.

CALLS ACTION IN TEXAS
VERY KINDLY EXPRESSION

Calls Industrial and Spiritual
Mobilization Necessary.

Democratic leaders Not So Confident
Now of Winning the Next House
of Representatives.
Secretary Baker has no Vice Presidential aspirations and will be in accord with the President and other administration officials that Vice President Marshall shall again go on the
ticket with Woodrow Wilson.
Asked today how he felt since the
Texas democrats were- preparing- to
back him for the Vice Presidential
nomination, he answered: "It is a very
gracious expression of kindly feeling
on the part of my friends, but hasn't
any further significance."
The understanding- among the President's close friends is that the President wishes the renomination of Thomas Marshall and does not wish to see
any struggle over second place.
As to Mr. Baker, the President is so
gratified over the choice he made of
the Ohioan for the war portfolio that
he hopes to retain Mr. Baker in that
position in the event the voters of the
country continue the democratic administration after Marclj 4 next.
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NEW YORK, April 27.—Mobilization of American industries and commerce as a prime factor of preparedness for national defense, was urged
here tonight by Secretary of War
Newton D. Baker, in an address before the annual banquet of the American Newspaper Publishers' Association.
He declared the necessity of such a
mobilization was one of the great
lessons learned from the European
war.
"At first this question (preparedness) revolved around mere military
preparation in the narrowest sense,"
said Mr. Baker. "But. as the war
developed In Europe, we learned that
these things are but a part of'preparation, and a relatively useless part,
unless they are based upon other
things very much more difficult to
secure; things which must be-secured
long in advance of a crisis or else be
™fn °btainable on'y with Peril and
tearful unnecessary loss.
"Threefold mobilization is necessary in any country for war and of
these tnrae elements, two are as valuable and as vital in times of peace
as^in times of conflict.
"In the first place, there must be,
of course, arms and soldiers, ships
and sailors, and these must be mod-

No Changes in Cabinet.
In fact, it is generally understood
that there will be no changes in the
cabinet if Mr. Wilson remains in the
White House as ,a result of the Novema
No nation
ber election unLess individual cabinet I i—i
ti?i,
!!,,afe<!uate
' embattled
can
with justice
summon
farmofficers want to retire for personal or"
ers
with
the
rude
firearms
which
other reasons.
Following time-honwere adequate a few decades ago.
ored precedents, the President would
find in his possession formal letters of > On tins subject, however, congress is
at
present legislating and whatever
resignation from each cabinet officer,
be the outcome of its deliberations,
thus leaving him free to do as he
the executive branch of the govsrnthought best. As at present constituted, however, the cabinet is agreeable
^atiorT'1" aCt in symPathetic co-op-1
to the President, and there will be no
change unless the republicans elect
"I may incidentally say that I
their candidate for White House lion- I
EH throughout the country there is an
ors.
inspiring response to the country's
(in this point democrats around the
military needs. Young men in colAVhite House and elsewhere remain
lege
young men in business, at the
optimistic. They do not express such
bench and in the professions are asunbounded confidence in the election of
sociating themselves ror training in
a democratic House in November, but
a fine democratic and enthusiasticthey do declare Wilson unbeatable. All
W2L y.
they admit in the -way of a possible
miscarriage of their views is that the
• "*^he second mobilization necessary
present time is the most unusual that
is that of our industries and comever confronted the voters of the counmerce. The war in Europe had been
try in a presidential year. Every minunder way more than a year before
ute is likly to furnish developments
some of the countries wpre able to
that may affect the political fortunes
equip the men who volunteered for
of any man and change the minds of
their armies. With all the zeal which
the people entirely.
their governments could display, the
mobilization
of their industries yet
Present Conditions Unusual.
lagged not from unwillingness, but
Never before have conditions been
from lack of forethought. Perhaps
no other lesson of the war in Eulike those now existing and liable to
rope
Is so impressive, as its univerexist for some months to come. The
sality.
unexpected may sweep away the popu"It is of the utmost importance
larity of statesmen or bring to the front
Uiat we should know what Mir- renI ance is, that careful, continuous,
unknown men and issues.
scientific studies should be made of our
, While admitting all this, democrats
industrial and commercial capacity
believe that the President will persist
,
and
adaptation, that we should cardin doing his part so well that he will
not get-faraway from the good opinion
index our industrial strength, so that
of a rnajority of the voters.
, we can know it and summon it into
It is noticeable that in • the last few
| instant co-operation when needed
weeks the democrats are not taking as
- And very much more than that, we
much for granted as they did some time
! must gain this knowledge and arback :and . are keeping in touch with
| range for this co-operation in such a
sentiment throughout the country. Offashion as to take away from It all
ficials near the President make freprofit in war.
quent inqtuiry as to the trend of
"If the hour of trial should ever
thought in different parts of the councome,, there must be no war stocks, i
try and watch the political currents
closely. After the republican nomina>-rst ujuTSq^-qO'-.^»jsrT^.|ortuafts mad4
tion at Chicago, the democratic ear will
}\ uin-eqmo amnav oi ^«5ua > must
I SSITV '491SIS .!ati jo . luamag-R.W i-n
get right down to the ground and the
President himself is expected to devote
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Accord With Renaming
Old Ticket.
War Secretary Tells Publishers Preparedness Has
Three Phases.

CALLS ACTION IN TEXAS
VERY KINDLY EXPRESSION

Calls Industrial and Spiritual
Mobilization Necessary.

Democratic Leaders Not So Confident
Now of Winning the Next House
of Eepresentatives.
Secretary Baker has no Vice Presidential aspirations and will be in accord with the President and other administration officials that Vice President Marshall shall again go on the
ticket with Woodrow Wilson.
Asked today how he felt since the
Texas democrats were- preparing- to
back him for the Vice Presidential
nomination, he answered: "It is a very
gracious expression of kindly feeling
on the part of my friends, but hasn't
any further significance."
The understanding among the President's close friends is that the President wishes the renomination of Thomas Marshall and does not wish to see
any struggle over second place.
As to Mr. Baker, the President is so
gratified over the choice he made of
the Ohioart for the war portfolio that
he hopes to retain Mr. Baker in that
position in the event the voters of the
country continue the democratic administration after March i next.
No Changes in Cabinet.
In fact, it is generally understood
that there will be no changes in the
cabinet if Mr. Wilson remains in the
White House as ,a result of the November election unless individual cabinet
officers want to retire for personal or
other reasons.
Following time-honored precedents, the President would
find in his possession formal letters of
resignation from each cabinet officer,
thus leaving him free to do as he
thought best. As at present constituted, however, the cabinet is a.greeable
to the President, and there will be no
change unless the republicans elect
their candidate for White House honors.
On this point democrats around the
White House and elsewhere remain
optimistic. They do not express such
unbounded confidence in the election of
a democratic House in November, but
they do declare Wilson unbeatable. All
they admit in the way of a possible
miscarriage of their views is that the
present time is the most unusual that
ever confronted the voters of the country in a presidential year-. Every minute is likly to furnish developments
that may affect the political fortunes,
of any man and change the minds of
the people entirely.
Present Conditions Unusual.
Never before have conditions been
like those now existing and liable to
exist for some months to come. The
unexpected may sweep away the popularity of statesmen or bring to the front
unknown men and issues.
. While admitting all this, democrats
believe that the President will persist
in doing his part so well that he will
not get-faraway from the good opinion
of a majority of the voters.
It is noticeable that in-the last few
weeks the democrats are not taking as
much for gra.nted as they did some time
back 'and. are keeping- in touch with
sentiment throughout the country. Officials near the President make frequent ■ inquiry as to the trend of
thought in different parts of the country and "watch the political currents
closely. After the republican nomination at Chicago, the democratic ear -will
get right down to the ground and the
President himself is _£xpected to devote

NEW YORK, April 27.—Mobilization of American industries and commerce as a prime factor of preparedness for national defense, was urged
here tonight by Secretary of War
Newton D. Baker, in an address beCO
fore the annual banquet of the American Newspaper Publishers' Association.
He declared the necessity o£ such a
mobilization was one of the great
lessons learned from the European
war.
'At first this question (preparedness) revolved around mere military
preparation in the narrowest sense,"
said Mr. Baker. "But. as the war
developed m Europe, we learned that
these things are but a part of "preparation, and a relatively useless part,
unless they are based upon other
things very much more difficult to
EH
secure; things which must be secured
long m advance of a crisis or else be
then obtainable only with peril and
tearful unnecessary loss.
"Threefold mobilization is necessary in any country for war and of
these tnrje elements, two are as valuable and as vital in times of peace
asjn times of conflict.
"In the first place, there must be,
or course, arms and soldiers, ships
and sailors, and these must be modern and adequate. No nation can
r—I
with justice summon embattled farmers with the rude firearms which
were adequate a few decades ago.
On this subject, however, congress is
> at
present legislating and whatever
be the outcome of its deliberations,
i the executive branch of the govern! ment will act in sympathetic co-op-'
eration.
"
| "I may incidentally say that I
throughout the country there is an
inspiring response to the country's
military needs. Young men in college young men in business, at the
bench and in the professions are associating themselves for training in
a fine democratic and enthusiastic
way.
- "<T.he second mobilization necessary
is that of our industries and commerce. The war in Europe had been
under way more than a year before
some of the countries were able to
equip the men who volunteered for
their armies. With all the zeal which
their governments could display the
mobilization of their industries yet
lagged, not from unwillingness, but
from lack of forethought. Perhaps
no other lesson of the war in Europe • is so impressive as its universality.
"It is of the utmost importance
Jthat we should know what, rmr reliance is, that careful, continuous,
scientific studies should be made of our
industrial and commercial capacity
and adaptation, that we should cardindex our industrial strength, so that
we can know it and summon it into
instant co-operation when needed.
And very much more than that, we
must gain this knowledge and arrange for this co-operation in such a
fashion as to take away from It all
profit in war.
"If the hour of trial should ever
come, there must be no war stocks-I
war brides, no war fortunes made
cut of national danger. Nor must
there be built up in ArowictJiriv t«- ;
i£Eest ..rwhfcin could even be sus
of preparing to -profit.
to
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GENERAL VIEW OF THE INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITION AT THE FIRST REGIMENT ARMORY
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shown and platinum brooches will be
mounted with the rarest of jewels.
Fidelity Has Coin Machine.
Another interesting feature of the exposition is the coin-making machine
which the Fidelity Trust Company has
installed as a part of its exhibit. The
Fidelity also- has made provision for
the opening of accounts atthe show.
The company's space • is divided into
two parts. One section is twelve feet
long and twelve and a half feet wide.
This has been-set apart as a reception
room.
In it have been placed a
table, chairs and lounges. ■ The • other
part of the space is twenty feet long
and twelve and a half feet wide and it
is there that the company's exhibit has
been installed.
Surrounded by grill dork, duplicating
the steel bar inclosure of the Fidelity's
safe deposit vaults, this space has in
the center, .facing the aisle and. easily
accessible to visitors, a receiving
teller's cage, where accounts ■will be
opened and deposits will "be accepted
just the same as at the institution's
banking quarters in the Prudential
building. That cage will be in charge,
at different times, of Receiving Tellers
Ralph A. Hohman, Richard Fitzgerald,
Henry A. Rieger and others. It will
be under the' supervision of John
Neville, manager of the Fidelity's savings department. On one side of the receiving teller's
cage and a little back of.it the company has placed its coin-making machine. That machine, in charge of a
skilful operator, it is kept in operation while the exhibit is open. "With
it the company, is making "money."
It turns out gildine coins about the
size and general
appearance of a $20
gold piece. rNn one side of these coins,
in place o v*.e familiar Indian head,
there appea^Ti-he head of Robert Treat,
and on the.other side is the institution's
advertisement. Since the opening of
the exhibition the operation of this
machine has been watched by hundreds
of keenly interested visitors, to each of
whom diminutive colored attendants,
uniformed after the fashion of the
Fidelity's special police, hand the newly
made coins.
On the other side of the receiving
teller's cage is a small-natural, tree, to
the branches and twigs of which some
of the coins have been attached; Here
and there on the tree may be seen new
paper money, and near the top are several $100 bills, with a $1,000 bill at the
apex.
In Charge of Reception Room.
In the reception room, which, is alternately in charge of Treasurer Paul T
C. Downing, Assistant Treasurer Henry
Schneider, Secretary James H. Shackleton, Assistant Trust Officer Theodore
Hampson, Herbert R. Jacobus and other
officers of the Fidelity, is an array of
literature advertising the company's
banking, savings, trust, bond, title,
mortgage and safe deposit departments.
The'exhibit, as a. whole, is'in charge
of Frank T. Allen, vice president and
publicity manager of the Fidelity, of
which Uzal H. McCarter, chairman of
the executive and finance committee of
the Committee of One Hundred, is president.
The actual making of shoes in connection with the James A. Banister
Company's exhibit is 'attracting much
attention, as is the display of the
Household Utensils Company, where a'
novel potato parer delights the women.
This cuts the potato in various ways,
one spiral shaving being termed ' the
"Sarah Bernhardt curl."
The wireless outfit installed by the
Crocker-Wheeler Company: is also coming in for much comment. A Marconi
apparatus, is receiving messages here
and a little later a bulletin board will
be put up on which will be recorded the
message received.
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WAR SECRETARY'S MOTHER
SHARES HONORS AT SHOW

Perhaps the most interesting feature
of the opening of the industrial exposition in the First Regiment Armory Saturday afternoon in connection with the
city's anniversary celebration, was the
presence at the foot of the speakers'
rostrum of Mrs. Newton D. Baker,
mother of the Secretary of "War. Secretary Baker, as the personal representative of President "Wilson, threw
the switch which turned on the
thousands of lights and started the
(Continue Kf BT Fir
First Page.)
wheels of the machine-driven exhibits,
thus formally opening the exposition.
the original stone and is, so far as
Mrs. Baker, who is seventy-three
practicable, a faithful reproduction of
the original. There are altogether years old, and is visiting another son,
twenty-five charts illustrating the his- Frank H. Baker, of Caldwell, occupied
tory of Gibraltar and its continuous a special box. She was eulogized by
possession by England, including a Chairman Augustus "V. Hamburg of the
plan of the town and its fortificatios manufactures and trade committee of
the Committee of One Hundred, under
as far back as 1738.
The sections of the exhibits show the direction of which the exposition
the Prudential methods and results, in- was planned, and, after the speaking,
cluding organization and administra- was given a bouquet by Adjutant Gention, distribution of home office and eral "Wilbur F. Sadler, who headed the
field employees, evolution of the com- military escort provided for the SecreGeneral Sadler presented the
pany's industrial policy, financial statis- tary.
tics, decline in pauper burial rate of flowers with the compliments of her
American cities and other important son. An improvised reception followed,
material.
T^he Prudential ordinary during which the dignitaries of. the ocmortality experience shows the princi- casion were presented to Mrs. Baker,
pal causes of death between the ages and hundreds of persons greeted her.
Mr. Baker went to his mother immeof fifteen and forty-four and at fortyafter the ceremonies, as her
five and over. Mortality from well- diately
presence
was more or less of a surprise
known diseases in this section is also to him, as
well ■ as to many of the
outlined.
thousands of visitors who attended the
mortality Experience Depicted.
opening.
In Mrs. Baker's party were Mrs.
The third section is devoted to Prudential industrial mortality experience, Charles M. Bainbridge, Mrs. James
Including all classes of workers. The Ryan and Mrs. L. H. Sayre of Montfourth section takes up American pub- clair, and Mrs. Frank H. Baker of Caldlic health problems, snowing elements well.
The exposition was opened at 4:49
of American mortality and giving the
American city death rate and that of o'clock in the presence of about 5,000
persons.
The opening address was made
Infants In New York City.
In the geographical pathology is by Mr. Hamburg, who introduced
shown the mortality rates of North Mayor Raymond. The Mayor, after exa welcome to the guests in the
and Central America and the compara- tending
tive rates of South America and in the name of the city, presented Mr. Baker.
"People "Who Love Wilson Best."
Isthmalan Canal Zone. Manila, Hovana,
The Secretary expressed President
Cuzco and La Paz are among the cities
Wilson's
regrets for not being able to
included in these statistics.
Much space is given up to insurance be present, and said: "I bring you, as
history and models of the home office a substitute, this message of affectionof the company are shown. They are ate greeting from him to the people
faithful reproductions of the four home whom he knows best—the people who
office buildings in this city. A section know him best and, therefore, the
is devoted to the original international people who love him best." After feliciawards received by the company at tating Newark "as a place with a conprevious expositions. The original cer- tinuous tradition of 250 years" and rebriefly to her early history, Mr.
tificates of award and replicas of the ferringsaid,
in part:
medals are exhibited under glass, be- Baker
"An entirely different phase has come
ginning with the ward of a gold medal over
the
civilization
of our age and no
at Paris in 1000 and including awards place to a greater extent
than Newark
at St. Louis in 1904, Jamestown in 1007 represents that change. Our
ancestors
and so on through to the Panama ■were indeed a race of agriculturists and
Pacific Exposition in 1915, the latter farmers. We, their descendants, are a
award being the grand prize.
race of mechanics and industrial -workThe jewel tower in the center of ers, and "where was once a vast wilderthe armory will be ready in a day or ness there is now the whirr of the
two, and is expected to be one of the wheel of industry and the smoke of the
main points of attraction to visitors. factory.
The managers say at least $1,000,000
"We live so much by machinery and
worth of real jewelry will be displayed so much in a' mechanical atmosphere
here, illustrating Newark's pre-eminent that I imagine we -would really have
position in the jewel industry of the to stop and think .in our busy activity
country. Gold and platinum - 'will be how recent all that development- is>

MANAGERPlSPECT
INDUSTRIAL SHOW

In my childhood, young man. as I may city by the Daughters of the Revoluseem to you to, be, I knew blacksmiths tion.
who made all the agricultural imple•••«*<
At the armory the party was met by
- a e 9 e • *
ments;of-the countryside in their own Merle L. Downs, managing director of
shops. I knew shoemakers who made the exposition, and Thomas C. B. Snell^ »"• ••••••a • • « *
entire shoes out of the leather and raw in the costume of Robert Treat. Mr.
materials that were brought to their Snell has been selected to play Treat
benches. I knew locksmiths who often in the pageant.
turned out complete products, and now
After the ceremonies at the armory
■ O Q O «
in this' current age of ours nobody the Secretary and party attended the
•
•••••
knows a. man who makes his shoes; reception at the Washington given by
• • » • 9 • -'
nobody knows a blacksmith who makes the Women's Committee of Fifty to the
• »•#••a whole wagon. Now men are sum- wives of members of the committees of
moned from all parts of the world and One Hundred and Three Hundred.
• ©6 « * '
•••'•••*'•
'
they gather together in a factory and
each'man-has his separate work.
, '
•
•••••*
- Living Simplified.
- c & O 9 • • • '
••••••'
"In this industrial age we have simplified the problem of. living. We have
made it possible for men to live in better houses. . "We have made it possible
for us to have . cleaner .. and better
streets. "We have made it possible for
us.to build great school houses and give
our children a better and higher kind
of education. We have made it .possible to shorten the hours, of labor and
to increase the reward to the laboring
man. All of that is good because it
gives him leisure to cultivate the social
virtues which in a-city like this and
in a country like'this are vital to the
preservation "both of .our freedom and
the future'of .our country.
"So now you have this great inLAST EXHIBITS BEING INSTALLED
dustrial exposition. I want' everybody
in Newark to realize with, a-thrill of
pride how wonderful the ingenuity of
Reproduction of Rock of Gibraltar and
the American inventor is. I want ourselves as a nation to realize..the..tri-.
Models of Buildings Make Up Part of i
umphs in mechanicalart that they have
Prudential's Exhibit—Fidelity Has |
made. I like to think-Of the fact that
our railroads run across the desert
Coin Machine and Duplicate of Bankareas of Africa and that our inventions
ing House—Jewel Tower to
Be j
are imitated and copied and used in
every country on-which the sun shines.
Adorned with Many Costly Trinkets.
I want to'have every bosom, in America
swell with pride, at. the. .accomplishments which they have made. But never
All the wheels are running smoothly
let us imagine that this is the end of
today in the big industrial exposition
life.
| at the First Regiment Armory, which
"There are problems which cannot
be solved by mechanics; there are.difj was opened Saturday afternoon by
ficulties which cannot be overcome by
j Secretary of War Newton D. Baker. To- 35
steam; there are' Teachings of ambition
day was set aside as Committee of One
which cannot be scaled by electricity.
And so, -when'We realize those great
• Hundred Day, members of the main
motors as an evidence of our country's
committee and various sub-committees
ingenuitis we must give men leisure to
inspecting the many exhibits. Many
develop the spiritual and ethical conmembers of the general committee are
tent of their lives, so that the least of
the children of men will have an equal
expected to visit the armory in a body
chance --with every other child to detonight,
when the entire display will
velop the. very best that is-in him and
be looked over.
that the highest Teachings of manhood
will always be the legitimate object of
The last of the exhibits to be inambition to the most humble, so that
stalled are being put in place today and
leisure for self-cultivation will be on
a small army of men is at work in the
every hand. And citizens, in their cabuilding.
pacity as citizens, meeting together
and voting together,, will have the inThe inclement weather had an unfaspiration of a common impulse to make
vorable effect on the exposition today
America greater' in the future than her
and the attendance was somewhat
great historic past has proclaimed her.
smaller than those in charge had fig"Your Friend and Our Friend.''
ured on. The crowd present provided
"In the hope that this exposition will
a striking contrast to the scene on the
serve to stimulate ideals of that kind,
main floor Saturday night, when it is
estimated at least 10,000 persons
in the hope that every one who comes to
swarmed through the aisles and gazed
see it, even the youngest, may rememwith wonder and admiration at the
ber this central thought which I have
booths where the principal products
tried to implant in it, and in the name
of Newark's industries are on show.
The armory, looks like a fairy land
of the President of the United States,
with
its white, gold and French gray
your friend and our friend, I declare
setting, overtopped by a great blue canthis industrial exposition open."
opy and filled with interesting things
Mr. Hamburg told of the labor inof every description? One of the ex-;
volved in assembling the various exhibits
that attracts "most attention is
hibits, mentioned the previous exposithat of the Prudential Insurance Comtion held 1 in the city, and then delivered
pany of America,-which is identical with
a tribute to Seth Boyden, "the father
the display made by the company at th*
of industry in Newark."
Panama - Pacific Exposition in San
Adverting to Newark's place as an
Francisco.
Another feature that Is
industrial center, Mr. Hamburg said:
proving
of general interest is the ex"Newark ranks among the leading inhibit
made
by
the Traffic Club. In this
dustrial cities of the United States. Its
is a reproduction of the huge Maureindustrial progress has ever kept pace
tania of the Cunard Line and a fourwith the growth of population, and the
teen-foot model of one of the newest
expansion of the boundaries of the city.
Lehigh
Valley locomotives,.
Among our greatest assets are the vaMuch About Gibraltar Shown.
riety and high grade of our productions
and our army of skilled workmen. ' In
The Prudential exhibit is divided into
the United States there is no city of
sections showing comprehensively the
equal population that produces as great
various angles of the company's work.
a variety of "manufactured wares as
A model of the Rock of Gibraltar and
Newark, and few. are the cities of suCharts c* historical documents and data
perior size that produce greater. We
relating to Gibraltar are included in
are recognized the country over as the
the display. Unusual importance has
manufacturing center of fine gold jewbeen attached to the Gibraltar side of
elry of the United States. "We lead as
the company's show because of its admanufacturers of leather, of varnish
vertising legend, "The Prudential has
and of paint. Our city is the home of
the strength of Gibraltar."
celluloid. Almost every part which
The model of the rock is made from
enters into the complete automobile is
manufactured in our midst."
(Continued on 9th page, 1st column.)
The reception committee that met
Mr. Baker at the Pennsylvania station
at * 3 o'clock .consisted of Mayor-Raymond, Franklin Murphy, Brigadier Gen-. • • • o • •
eral Edwin W. -Hine, General Sadler,
Uzal H. McCarter, Mr. Hamburg, John
L. O'Toole, Edward E. Gnichtel, Rich•» ard C. Jenkinson, Benjamin S. White'•••
^^^Mhead, Representatives Richard W. Aus■ is- ^^H
■
—
.
—
tin of Tennessee, Henry Banhart of Indiana, J. Arthur Elston of California, • • '• :»/>*
CAPTAIN STEiNMAN DIES. ■
R. Wayne Parker^ Edward W. Gray and > * *
Frederick R. Lehlbach and a number of a 9 » '
Husband of Former Mrs. Addison,
others. United States Senator William
Hughes arrived with Mr. Baker.
Cammack Passes Away in Rouen.
Troops A and.C of the National Guard
Special to The New York Times.
acted as the Secretary's military escort
TUXEDO PARK, April 27.—Word was <
to the Robert Treat Hotel and later
J received today of the death at the
from the hotel to the armory. Mr.
front of Captain Bernard P. SteinmanJ
Baker made a few remarks at the unveiling of the stone seat in Military
of the First Kent Regiment of EngPark, the seat, being the gift to the
land in the Red Cross Hospital at Rouen,
IFrahce.
I Captain Steinman, who married Mrs. L
IMary H. Cammack, widow of Addison I
ICammack of New York, was at Tuxedo I
I when the war began. He went im-l
(mediately to England and joined hisl
■ regiment and has been in France ever!
Isince.
I Mrs. Steinman, with a daughter, MarIgary Steinman, is now at Tuxedo.
I Two sons by her former marriage arel
_^BAddison Cammack and Captain Huettel
^^^^H Cammack of New York
■»••••*

MANAGERS INSPECT
INDUSTRIAL SHOW!

Inclement Weather, However, Af-|
fects Attendance—Crowd a Contrast to that of Saturday Night.

American Cargo.
„,»-Ti»nii'>i April
Anril 27.—The
Social
COPKNHAGJi/M,
-i.
Demokraten says that the BnUsh authorities have detained at Klr^wa'L£
Norwegian steamship carrying 30 000
harrels of American rye to the DanJf"|
Snment, the detention be^ °nthe

go°l^Vhana\hhrDTtcrown0ersSpaid in

^ThTnewSr hopes ^Gr-jtKU;
| not to be sold out of Denmarh.

DENIES BULGARIAN DICKER.
1 LONDON, April 27. - Lord Robert I
I Cecil Minister of War Trade, denied in
Khe House of Commons this afternoon
Ithat Great Brittain was carrying on
Cmi-official negotiations with Bulgaria
jiBritain
He reminded
htejue81!?"
Oie'wlrlPof
was preclu^ded
by the
sp ^ '
Ithe agreement ^^efotiations , with
Itb^tfnowledge and consent of the otner
I parties to^e^agreement;
Lels and
and tf^J°^/JZ%^s
Isels
lo9,86o tons ,JS<«B ^esseis and
9
S
^
,'
tons
y 21
70,231
2
142,220 tons,-'Tta
Itaiy,
* vessels
. 19and
267 tons,
ra'-totafoi 481Tesse'lsYor all belliger.ents- aSdl,ffllt»M. tons. There have been
In? sailing vessels belonging to all Dei |
Inherent" lost, with a tonnage of 48,278.
PffluiS has been continued dur- ,
Sk1 hbeenVamrkdaenudpthTh1e° sjLm shipping

kSe^dK'the3 f « |S|3

In , 1914
by 88 vessels and 34d,blb tons.
0 siiJ1* "I sustained a net loss of only
l^^meVs
and 12:574 tons from
the figl.n theirs anc^±z,o
steamers.^ess
t n a e
|[of'IS
° " 2ves^t
<et 'result,
but
a
gain
of
in
resu i,
^ feeen .902
& gam
| Neutral c1"1^ 0? 83,i56 tons.
[155 vessels ^uXes have lost a total of
-^■nd 292,721 tons.

lSENDS>PEAs
—""
-,E PLEA TO BERLIN.
'*" ' «"Ti"

RUSSIAN ADVANCE SLOWER.
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PETROGRAD, April 27.-The succesive arrivals of Turkish reinforcements I
rom Constantinople, Bagdad, and Syria, I
which are said to have brought up the
total of Turkish troops in the neighbor-1
hood of Erzingan to eight divisions, arel
declared to have been unable to check I
the gradual westward progress of the!
Russian troops from Erzerum and I
Trebizond.
Each foward move of the Russians,
however, is achieved now only after a I
desperate struggle, and it is apparent I
that as the Russians proceed they will!
meet with steadily increasing resistance. [
The following bulletin was issued by
the War Office today:
Engagements between outposts occurred in the district of Mamakhatun
and Mush. Southward of Bitlis our
troops have dislodged the Turks from
their whole series of positions in the
mountains.

DETAIN NORWEGIAN SHIP.

A

, "V.7I.'III

I secured, -will not only render our mill
I tary preparation more effective but wil
steady and strengthen and inspire
nation when engaged in peaceful pur[ suits.
" Threefold mobilization is necessary
any country for war, and of these
ree elements, two are as valuable and
vital in times of peace as in times
■ o£ conflict.
_
" In the first place there must be,
of course, arms and soldiers, ships and
sailors, and these must be modern and
adequate. No nation can with justice
.summon embattled farmers with the
rude firearms which were adequate a
few decades ago. On this subject, however, Congress is at present legislating
and whatever be the outcome of its
deliberations the executive branch of
the Government will act in sympathetic
co-operation, using what is given with
a view to making it the best, and I may
incidentally say that throughout the
whole country there is an inspiring response to the country's military needs.
Young men in college, young men in
business, at the bench and in the professions are associating themselves for
training in a fine democratic and enI thusiastic way.
Mobilization of Commerce.
" The second mobilization necessary
that of our industries and commerce.
I The war in Europe had been under way
more than a year before some of the
countries were able to equip the men
who volunteered for their armies. With
all the zeal which their Governments
could display the mobilization of their
industries yet lagged, not from unwillingness but from lack of forethought.
Perhaps no other lesson of the war in
Europe is so impressive as its Univer| sality.
" It is of the utmost importance
hat we should know what our reliance
i, that careful, continuous, scientific
tudles should be made of our industrial
I and commercial capacity and adaptation, that we should card-index our industrial strength, so that we can know
it and summon it into instant co-opera| tion when needed.
'And very much more than that, we
must gain this knowledge and arrange
for this co-operation in such a fashion
as to take away from it all profit in
war. If the hour of trial should ever
come there must be no war stocks,
no ' war brides,' no war fortunes made
I out of the national danger. Nor must
I there be built up in America interest
I which could even be suspected of preI paring to profit by the creation of a
| national emergency.
" And this is not difficult to do; busiI ness in America is patriotic, there is
I already inbred into it a desire to set
lAmerca's name hefore the world as a
I symbol of success and fair-dealing, and
I have not the least doubt that every
manufacturing plant in this country
could be so related to a central bureau
I of the. Government that its special usefulness in time of need would be known
I in advance.
Sacrifices for America.
" The third mobilization that is necessary is spiritual. In order to make sacrifices for America, we must be sure that
our stake in the country justifies it. Our
institutions must be so just, our arrangements so fair that every man in
this nation will realize how completely
his opportunity and that of those who.
come after him rests upon the continuing
prosperity of the nation as a whole.
That when the hour of trial really comes,
the banker who has gold to protect, the
captain of industry who has great mills
in danger, will be joined by the workman
from the factory and the farmer from'
the field, with all lesser interests abated
and all minor conflicts forgotten, with
one sentiment animating them all, that
the civilization, the liberty, and the hope
of America must be preserved and that
the sacrifice of each in his order, in his
place, and according to his strength, is
justified by his stake In the country,
wherever it may be.
" The military mobilization will take
place easily and need not be upon a
magnificent scale in advance. The industrial and spiritual mobilization ought
to be constant and as wide as the country. Both are useful—nay, indispensable
—in peace as well as in war."
Secretary Baker commented on the
work of the press in developing cohernce of national thought and action. Ha
said that American newspapers were in |
a large sense an institution of represen- j
tative government, in their broad, informative sphere.
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•Choose

L Atottatt & Ola.

When you choose a dentifrice do"not
be misled by absurd claims for powerful germicidal action. Be guided
rather by your own common sense.
You will find it is supported by the
opinion of the dental profession as
quoted below—giving you good
reasons why—

Thirty-fourth Street

FIFTH AVENUE-MADISON AVENUE, NEW
TELEPHONE 7000 MURRAY HILL
'-'WKAJM

Little Children's Coats

Handkerchiefs f

(sizes yp to S years)

En view of the present
market the following p^
interest.

of the desirable serges, checks and other
practical fabrics for Summer wear, have been
decidedly revised as to prices and offer excellent purchasing opportunities

MEN'S LINEN
Initialed
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.
pe
Plain, hemstitched, pe!
With corded border

at $5.00, $6.50, $7.75 to $12.50
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to Colleagues at Home.

The German University League. wHtni*-]|
has .office - *■ "'

=

1.75,

hone 6900 Gfeeley.
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Streets

atmday

■working a hardship on Americans nerts.
formerly these people received their
lllowanees and income by draft from
few York. Under the new order these
Irafts will be confiscated. Most of the
Americans here received a good part of
■heir incomes from the United States,
lut under the new arrangement this
lvill.be impossible. It will also not be
feasible to wireless money because the
lanks cannot send the receipts or
Jhecks by mail.
Ameri caner Aroused'.
, This condition of affairs has aroused
Ihe Americans who are in business here
Ind today the following notice appeared in the weekly report of the
American Chamber of Commerce and
Trade:
"Since last Christmas Americans in
■Germany have been put to no end of
trouble by the seizure and detention of
the mails, to and from Europe, by the
British authorities. As a case in point
the writer received only the other day
letter from the United States dated
tanuary 8, 1916, which had been censored in England and evidently had
teen lying there three months. According to the literal reading of Article 1
pf the peace conference of 1907 at The
lague:
I "The postal correspondence of neutrals or belligerents, whatever its official or private character may be. found
bn the high seas on board a neutral or
Inemy ship is inviolable. If the ship
Is detained, the correspondence is forIvarded by the captor with, the least
possible delay."
Director General Welter told the
juxemburg Diet that Britain's opposition to permitting food supplies to
teach Luxemburg on the ground that
Germany occupies the. country, is unbounded.
He said that Germany not
bnly has never asked food supplies
from Luxemburg but on the contrary
has sent food into the country.

m COUNTS
ON HELP FROM
CARRANCISTAS
iFunston announced today after receivling the official reports.
The fires started more than an hour
Iapart and destroyed three stables and
la storehouse. Tents and several »I chine guns were lost in the storehouse
I fire and in the other four horses were
I burned, General Bell reported. Civilians
1 aided the soldiers in fighting the fires.
Reports have reached here that MexiIcans are planning another raid near
iBrownsville, Tex. The forces patroling
■that district will probably be strengthened.
Major Langhorne and his squadron
Iwho are pursuing the Glenn Springs
Iraiders are probably now some 200 miles
Isouth of their base at Marathon, Tex.
■Reinforcements may be sent to that secItion.

ronze, emerald or
$1.35 and $1.50

ular price $1.50
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IMIUTARY HONORS ACCORDED
SOLDIER KILLED ON BORDER
NEW YORK, May 15.—Burial with
Imilitary honors was given yesterday in
|Mt. Zion Cemetery to William Cohen,
la soldier in the United States : .iy,
Iwho was killed two weeks ago in the
I raid "* MexlCi

j
|
I
i
I
j
'

:, navy-and-white,
, medium weight.
egular price .80

to

ipected
creation
—- BFge'noy.
"The third mobilization that is
necessary is spiritual.^ In order to;
make sacrifices for America, we must
be sure that our stake in the ooun- I
try justifias it. Our institutions must j
be so just, our arrangements so fair
that every man in this nation will
realize how completely his opportunity and that of those who come
after him rest upon the continuing
prosperity of the nation as a whoIe.'f
class, and they, should be well paid andl
Kiven good and suitable working condl-l
Sons, and if th». carriers are not already I
I paying such wages and giving such con-|
dltions, thov should be required Inthel
public interest to do so, and if it should I
1 then appear that upon the existing basis!
I of rates and fares the revenue of the!
1 carriers Was not sufficient to yield a fail I
I return upon the value of the properties!
I devoted to the public use, after paylngl
I the increased wages, then such mcieas^i
I of rates should be permitted as. would I
I fairly meet the situation.
" On the other hand, I can thmk of no I
I sound or sufficient reason for imposing
Ian additional burden upon the public in
I the way of increased rates if, after a full
land careful inquiry into the whole mat1 ter by a competent body selected for that
I purpose, it should be found that the
I wages and working conditions or we
I particular men involved in this question
I are now on a proper and equitable
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Also Women's Shamr
chiefs, with colored

,"Buch as flowers, foliage,
aers, ornaments, etc.,
'regular stock at very

Department for ]
(Third Floor, Madis^
In anticipation of t
large and very corapreSj
dainty Frocks is now
Everything that is at
for wearing during
months may be found
including

>R COUNTRY HOME
tght) in solid mahogany
[inch flat Empire shade
•red .
.
$22.S0
light) in solid nuahogJapanese painted silk
$9.75
jht) in solid mahogany
|ith 14-inch Japanese
$7.00
imps (single light) in
linch cretonne shade in
ilorings
.
$2,50
ips- of brushed brass
•
•
$2.25

Cotton Frocks for bel
$6.75, $7.75
Simple Linen Frocks,
and u
Dressy ' Frocks,
White Net Dresses for
$16.50, $18.00
Coat-and=skirt Suits,
and u
Separate Skirts, $2.7
upw
a charming variei
Dresses, for' realty

OF THE

AMERICAN RED CROSS

DURING THE MONTH OF MAY CUSTOMERS AND
FRIENDS MAY SIGN, IN THE STORE, APPLICATIONS
FOR MEMBERSHIP'
DUES $1.00 PER YEAR

^URROGAT^SJiOJTCES^^
ESTATE OF ALBERT CANFIELD, DE- ESTATE OP CARRIE B. CLEVELAND, DECEASED—pursuant to the order of Fred
CEASED—Pursuant to the order of Fred
G. Stickel Jr., surrogate of the county of G. Sticke,! Jr., surrogate of the county at
Essex, this day made, on the application of Essex, this day made, on the application of
the undersigned, executors of said deceased, the undersigmed, executors of said deceased,
notice is hereby given to the creditors of said notice is hereby given to the creditors of
deceased, to exhibit to the subscribers under said deceased, to exhibit to the subscribers,
oath or affirmation, their claims and de- under oath or affirmation, their claims and
mands against the estate of said deceased, demands against the estate of said deceased,
within nine months from this date, or they within nine months from this date, or they
will be forever barred from prosecuting or will be forever barred from prosecuting or
recovering the same against the subscribers. recovering the same against the subscribers.
April 14. 1916.
THOMAS B. CLEVELAND,
MART C. CANFIELD,
ALEXANDER R. CLEVELAND.
JAMES B. CANFIELD.
May 3, 1916.
Albert W. Harris, Proctor.
OF MARGARET H. CONLEY, DEESTATE OF GEORGE Z. HAWK, DECEAS- ESTATE
CEASED—Pursuant to the order of Fred
ED—Pursuant to the order of Fred G.
Stickel Jr., surrogate of the county cf
Stickel Jr., surrogate of the county of Essex, G.
this day made, on the application of
this day made, on the application of the Essex,
the undersigned, executor of said deceased,
undersigned, administrator of said deceased, notice
is hereby given to the creditors of
notice is hereby given to the creditors of said deceased,
to exhibit to the subscriber,
said deceased, to exhibit to the subscriber,
oath or affirmation, their claims and
under oath or affirmation, their claims and under
against the estate of said deceased,
demands against the estate of said deceased, demands
within nine months from this date, or they
within nine months from this date, or they will
be forever barred from prosecuting or
will he forever barred from prosecuting or recovering
the same against the subscriber.
I rec6vering the same against the subscriber.
ROBERT D. MEAD.
CHARLES T. HAWK.
John Monteith, Proctor.
C Clifford Brangs, Proctor,
April
27,
1M6.
407 Seventh ave., Newark, N. J.
May 1, 1916.
'
ESTATE OF HARRIET E. McBLHOSE, DECEASED^—Pursuant to the order of Fred
ESTATE OF ELLA M. CAKTWRIGHT, DECEASED—Pursuant to the order of Fred G. Stickel Jr., surrogate of the county of
G. Stickel Jr., surrogate of the county of Essex, this day made, on the application of
Essex, this day made, on the application of the undersigned, executor of said deceased,
notice is hereby given to the creditors of said
deceased, to exhibit to the subscriber, under
oath or affirmation, their claims and demands against the estate of said deceased,
within nine months from this date, or they
will be forever barred from prosecuting or
recovering the same against the subscriber.
HENRY CARLESS,
Union building, Newark, N. J.
April 3, 191S.

as

. ». » • • ©
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, ESTATE OF HARRIET A. CLEMENT, DE. CEASED—Pursuant to the order of Fred G.
Stickel Jr., surrogate of the county of Essex,
this day made, on the application of the
1 undersigned, executor of said deceased, noI tice is hereby given to the creditors of said
deceased, to exhibit to the subscriber, under
oath or affirmation, their claims and demands against the estate of said deceased,
within nine months frOm this date, or they
will be forever barred from prosecuting or
recovering the same against the subscriber.
GEORGE E. BROWN.
May 1, 1916.

—

ESTATE OF CORDM W T. GRAY, DECEASED—PursuantTl^the order of Fred
G. Stickel Jr., surrogate of the county of
Essex, this day made, on the application of
the undersigned, administrator of said deceased, notice i3 hereby given to the creditors of said deceased, to exhibit to the subscriber, under oath or affirmation, their
claims and demands against the estate of
said deceased, within nine months from this
date, or they will be forever barred from
prosecuting or recovering the same against
the subscriber.
FIDELITY TRUST COMPANY.
April 5, 1916.
ESTATE OF WILLIAM E. GORDON, DECEASED—Pursuant to the order of Fred
G. Stickel Jr., surrogate of the county of
Essex, this day made, on the application of
the undersigned, executrix of said deceased,
notice is hereby given to the creditors of
said deceased, to exhibit to the subscriber,
under oath or affirmation, their claims and
demands against the estate of said deceased,
within nine months from this date, or they
will be forever barred from prosecuting or
recovering the same against the subscriber.
FRANCES VAJL GORDON.
Edward A. & William T. Day. Proctors.
'_ March 27, 1916.
ESTATE OF JOHN H. HOLDEN, DECEASED—Pursuant to the order of Fred
G. Stickel Jr., surrogate of the county of
Essex, this day made, on the application of
the undersigned, administrator of said deceased, notice is hereby given to the creditors of said deceased, to exhibit to the subscriber, under oath or affirmation, their
claims and demands against the estate of
said deceased, within nine months from this
date, or they will be forever barred from
prosecuting or recovering the same againstthe subscriber.
HORACE C. GRICE.
April 5, 1916.
ESTATE OF CHARLES W. LYFORD, DECEASED—Pursuant to the order of Fred
G. Stickel Jr., surrogate of the county of
Essex, this day made, on the application of
the undersigned, executor of said deceased,
notice is hereby given to the creditors of said
deceased, to exhibit to the subscriber, under
oath or affirmation, their claims and demands against the estate of said deceased,
within nine months from this date, or they
will be forever barred from prosecuting or
recovering the same against the subscriber.
CHARLES HAROLD LYFORD.
May 4, 1916.

NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT—Notice is hereby given that the accounts of the subscriber, the surviving trustee under the last
will and testament of William M. Force, deceased, will be audited and stated by the
surrogate and reported for settlement to the
Orphans' Court of the county of Essex, on
Friday, the ninth day of June next.
Dated April 2S, 1916.
LLOYD B. SANDERSON.
Pitney. Hardin & Skinner. Proctors.

NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT—Notice is hereby given that the accounts of the subscriber, substituted trustee under the last
will and testament of Frances L. Skidmore,
deceased, for Frederick H. Skidmore, wiil
be audited and stated by the surrogate and
reported for settlement to the Orphans'
Court of the county of Essex, on Friday, the
ninth day of June next.
Dated May 2, 1916.
FIDELITY TRUST COMPANY.

NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT—Notice is hereby given that the accounts of the subscriber, as substituted trustee under the last
will and testament of Frances L. Skldmore,
deceased, for William W. Skldmore, will be
audited and .stated by the surrogate and reported for settlement to the Orphans' Court
of the county of Essex, on Friday, the ninth
day of June next.
FIDELITY TRUST CO.
Dated April 28, 191$.

NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT—Notice is hereby given that the accounts of the subscriber, executor of the last will and testament of Ruth Ann Kerrick, deceased, will
be audited and stated by the surrogate and
reported for settlement to the Orphans'
Court of the county of Essex, on Friday, the
ninth day of June next.
Dated April 28, 1916.
GEORGE W. BAILEY,
Henry H. Dawaon, Proctor.
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Essex, this di
on ths application of
the undersign
,rix of: said deceased.
notice is her
to the creditors of
said deceased
It to the subscriber,
under oath oi _.
ion, their claims and
demands against
.estate of said deceased, within niri
-\ nha
from this date,
Ua
or they wi}l be fc^o
*red from prosecuting or recover!
,me against the
subscriber.
ELVIRA GERTR
SE KINSLEY.
Pitney, Hardin &
Proctors.
April 6, 1816.

ESTATE OF JAMES GRAY, DECEASED—
Pursuant to the order of Fred G. Stickel
I Jr., surrogate of the county of Essex, this
day made, on the application of the undersigned, administrator of said deceased, notice
ia hereby given to the creditors of said deceased, to exhibit to the subscriber, under
oath or affirmation, their claims and demands against th'e estate of said deceased,
within nine months from this date, or they
, „ » „ * - * o ( I will be forever barred from prosecuting or
the same against the subscriber.
•••••••• recovering FIDELITY
TRUST COMPANY.
April 5, 1916.
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EVERYBODY SHOULD HELP IN THE GOOD WORK

Mr.' Wellington Koo spoke of the
I power of the American Press in
molbilizlng one of the greatest of human
Iforces, public opinion." He said that I
I a! though the first newspaper in China I
ivas founded in the eighth century, the I
nodern newspaper began there only a I
few decades ago. Aided by America.)
lie said. China and her people were d€
veloping rapidly.
Brings President's Regret.
Secretary of War Baker, the nextl
.speaker, began by saying: " I am sure|
I you all share in the regret which I perI sonally feel at the inability of the Pres| ident to be here tonight.
' You gentlemen represent the mobilized agencies for the formation and ere-1
ation of that public opinion upon whtchl
I the foundations of our Government |

I • • * • • <
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>traw Hats

jj. „ owe -peace pre-

u Detween the United States and
Germany. Knowing- both countries well,
we fear that Gemany ratty interpret the
message of our President as a provocation, something surely not intended. On
the contrary, we are convinced that the
majority of the American people wish to
have the relations of amity maintained
which have always existed between your
country and our country. To help in
avoiding the calamity of a mlsinterpretatatlon we ask you to bring this view to
the attention of the German people.
Bilhuber,
McNeill,
Dr. Boldt,
Pagenstecher,
Dr. Krause,
Professor Busse,
Dr. Schweitzer,
Professor Cutting,
Dr. von Mach,
Professor Shepherd,
Haas,
Professor von Klenze.
Heln,
Steinhagen.
It was explained at the offices of the
eague that this cablegram was not sent
n reply to a communication from Berin, but simply in pursuance of the
eague's policy of interpreting sentiment
n this country for the benefit of uniersity colleagues in Germany. . ,
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You too, should

nay say it .without irreverence, your eye, like that of
the Lord, is in every place."
The Secretary then traced the development of the newspaper, congratulated
the press on its service to the public,
and said: "The action taken by Congress or a Legislature or by an executive has sometimes seemed to me less I
important than what the newspapers |
said about it."
In reference to the criticism he said I
he had often heard that newspapers I
emphasized the sensational, the Secre-1
tary remarked: "I suppose I may just I
as well concede Voluntarily as have the]
confession wrung from me that you I
know better what your readers wantl
and like than I can by any possibility!
know.''
■
" Prior, to the breaking- out of the^H
war a nation-wide referendum would H
probably have shown nine out of tenT
of all of our people living in a con-1
vinced optimism as to the impossibility I
of a world war," he continued. "Andl
then the war came, taking away the
foundations of all our thinking, substituting horror and dread where complac-1
ency had once been. "We began to ask I
ourselves: Are we prepared should our
turn come to whirl in this dreadful I
vortex?
I do not mean to engage in
this present European war, but I mean I
that questions u-ose in the minds ofl
thoughtful . men everywhere as to |
whether America was prepared.
Get Ready Ahead of Crisis.
" At first this question (preparedness) |
revolved around mere military preparation in the narrowest sense, but, as I
the war developed in Europe, we I
learned that these things are but a partj
of preparation, and a relatively uselej
part, unless they are based upon OMRerj
things very much more difficult jJF£ se_ f
cure; things which must be jllecuredl
long in advance of a crisis ojj^else bel
then obtainable only with^^eril andl
fearful unnecessary loss.
M
I
" We. have witnessed thfi« nations ofl
Europe preparing -as theatfought andl
have come to realize thaM^krhaps, tliel
most important kind owTSfcaredne
is a kind which is equal*. *;re?HL
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SECRETARY OF WAR BAKER AIDS THE BOY SCOUTS.

THE HEAD OF THE WAR DEPARTMENT WAS ONE OP THE FIRST TO BE TAGGED TODAY.
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HON. NEWTOND.BAKER, Secretary of War, From a Late Photograph Taken at His Desk and Supplied The Advertiser for This Issue
&-
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SECRETARY OF WAR SENDS
MESSAGE TO THE PEOPLE
OF HAWAII ON PREPARDNESS
Movement to Prepare for Adequate Defense of Liberty
and Maintenance of the National Honor Is
Task for All Americans to Assume
@
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(Special to the Advertiser by Federal Wireless)

The attention of the war department has been
called to the enthusiasm with which the people of Hawaii are participating in the general movement for better
preparedness on the part of our people. The advantages which come to young men from training are an
asset in times of peace, and the patriotism which leads
young men to prepare themselves is the country's surest
reliance in time of war. This movement ought not to
be limited to the continental United States but ought to
cover all the lands which enjoy the freedom and opportunity of America.
NEWTON D. BAKER
Secretary of War
Washington, May 15, 1916
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CONFIDENTIAL.
The following address of the Secretary of War is to be
held in CONFIDENCE and no portion of same published
until 3 P. M., THURSDAY, JUNE i, 1916.

Secretary Baker's Views of Universal Military Service—Confers
With Senator Chamberlain.
Secretary Baker is making an exhaustive study of the Hay-Chamberlain
army bill with a view to undertaking the
authorized 7-eorganization of the regular
army and National Guard as soon as the
measure is acted on by the President.
Keorganization of the militia will be
dealt with first. Senator Chamberlain,
chairman of the Senate military committee, has conferred with Mr. Bakji" regarding administrative features of the
new legislation. The senator gaid he
plans to call up before the military committee Friday his bill for universal military training in schools and camps.
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GENTLEMEN OE THE CONVENTION:

His Views on Universal Service.
Secretary Baker, for the first time
since he became head of the War Department, expressed his views on universal military service.
"Inasmuch," he said, "as there exists a
universal obligation resting on all male
citizens of this country to defend the
country in time of war, so there should
be a universal willingness to train in
times of peace against the day of such
emergency. So long as it might be possible to have universal training through
voluntary service I should be in favor of
committing it to a voluntary system, but
if adecmate preparation for the national |
deten.se cannot be reached through silchi
a system 1 would favor a compulsory '
system.
. "My belief is that the educational institutions of our country should see to it
that every boy in school has it instilled
into him that one of the cardinal duties,
if not the paramount duty, he will assume
with citizenship is the obligation to defend his country in time of war. And if
this is a duty, as I believe it is, then
certainly the boy should be trained to
perform that duty when the time comes
for him to do so."

Secretary Daniels Opposed.
Secretary Daniels expressed his views
on the question as follows :
"I do not believe in universal military
training because 1 do not believe that
practically there could be universal training- unless it were" made compulsory. And
compulsory service, except in time of actual emergency, would be too radical;^
departure from oiii- fundamental theories
of government.''

Address of Newton D. Baker, Secretary of
War, at the Democratic State Convention
at Columbus, Ohio, June 1, 1916.
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Before I turn to a discussion of the issues in the approaching campaign, I want to give you a greeting and a message from the President
of the United States. To you and through you to the Democrats of
Ohio he sends a cordial message of greeting and fellowship, and he
authorizes me to say for him that were he here he would express his
appreciation of the confidence of the people of Ohio, and his especial
appreciation of the unswerving loyalty, the steady support and assistance
he has received from Senator Pomerene. In all the long and busy
months of this Administration there has been no representative in either
branch of Congress upon whom the President has relied with more
confidence and affection than our distinguished Senator. And coming
from Washington, where the services of these men are best known, I
am happy to be able to assure you that he is honored by his associates
as an honest, able and fearless champion of the principles of true
Democracy.
There have been times when men called to the temporary chairmanship of Democratic Conventions were obliged to rely upon an enthusiastic expression of their hopes as material for their speeches. In this year
of grace, we who are called upon to make such addresses can look back
upon years of significant achievement as well as forward to years of
promise of high service, all parts of a matured national policy.
It used to be said that the Democratic party was the party of opposition, that it was made up of all sorts and conditions of men whose only
common interest was opposition to the party in power, and that therefore when called into brief moments of responsibility it exhibited the
weaknesses necessarily inherent in such accidental political aggregations.
On the other hand, it was said that the Republican party was a
coherent body, that it had pursued steadily a single national policy, and
that its occupancy of the places of power was always characterized by
definite advances toward the enactment of its program into law. It
is of course true that at its origin the Republican party did have a great
original purpose which it successfully and gloriously accomplished. But
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when this original initiative was exhausted and the party began to live
upon its traditions, I am frank to confess that its leaders seem to me to
have become a highly organized body of men who apparently knew what
they wanted and how to get it.
^ Whatever may have been the past character of these great organizations, however, the present situation is entirely clear. The Republican
party no longer presents a solid front. It is no longer held together by
a consistent and single theory of national policy. To speak of a man as
a Republican today identifies him with no cause, ascribes to him no
opinion; and whether it affiliates him with progressives or reactionaries
or both, cannot be told until after the National Convention in Chicago
next week has adjourned.
Among the leaders of that party there is at present confusion of counsel
both upon the question of candidates and upon principles. Senator
Harding, for instance, who is to preside at the Chicago Convention,
says that the tariff is to be the issue in the next campaign; but numerous
and eminent Republicans throughout the country have replied that they
would not be foolhardy enough to menace the present prosperous condition of the country by suggesting another tariff agitation. To their
mind the real issue in the next campaign must be an attack upon the
foreign policy of the national administration. Unhappily, however,
those who desire to attack the foreign policy are again divided into confused groups. There are those who think the foreign policy has been
too peace-loving, that it ought to have had more- strenuousness, been
more bellicose and provocative, and they affect to feel a sense of shame
that with all our size, wealth and general greatness, the people of the
United States have been mere passive spectators of the greatest armed
struggle in the history of the race. This party is again subdivided into
those who would have had us enter the foreign quarrel on one side and
those who would have preferred to see us enter on the other. And then
there is a third group, headed by the Great Detractor, who, shifting
from position to position on the nation's foreign policy, selects at each
time apparently whatever vantage point seems to offer an opportunity
for making difficult the position of the President and the Congress.
The motive of this group seems to be critical rather than constructive,
and, guided by selfish ambition, it ignores consistency and duty alike
in agitating that we should stay out when the tension of events seems
likely to draw us in, and that we should go in when such recognitions of
our rights have been secured as enable us with dignity and honor to stay
out.
Over against all these there is still another faction of the party which
believes that the administration has been too bellicose, that it has lent
some ear to the abomination of preparedness, and that it therefore ought
to be replaced—by Mr. Ford, if possible, as an eminently peaceable
candidate, but if not by Mr. Ford, then by anybody else who will espouse
the non-resisting attitude—run on the platform of peace at any price,

and forget that the nation either has any duty to its own citizens or to
mankind at large in the maintenance of those principles for the protection
of neutral rights which have been won through centuries of conflict
against the contentions of belligerents.
^ In other words, what used to be the strong, coherent, logical organization known as the Republican party, is now, so far as its leaders are concerned, an aggregation of factions, agreeing upon no set of principles,
advocating no national policy, numbering of course many wise but many
foolish persons, some guided by selfishness, some unselfish, some patriotic,
some thoughtless, the only common bond of union being a willingness to
pool issues to win. And this party is about to meet in convention at
Chicago to select whatever candidate looks best at the last moment and
whatever principles seem to promise to weather the storm until
November.
In contrast with this the Democratic party, having lived through
years of doubt and hesitation,' with a central philosophy sometimes
more a yearning than a program, now presents a matured policy, evolved
by a great leader, welcomed by his party associates as the real expression
of their political ideals, and already in the full tide of demonstrating its
justice and its wisdom as applied both to the domestic problems of the
country and to our interests involved in the conflicts of arms that rage
in the world.
Contemporary judgments of great events and persons are rarely sufficiently detached. Time discounts the fervor of the advocate and reduces
the partisan estimate. I am warned, therefore, that in what I am about to
say I must avoid the language of exultation and restrain at least a part of
the praise which seems to me to be merited by the events to be described.
And yet I may with propriety point to the fact that from the date of
the adoption of the last national platform of the Democratic party there
has been definiteness and certainty about the party's program which
admitted of no doubt or misunderstanding; and to the equally important
fact that from the hour of his inauguration President Wilson has pursued
steadily that policy, cooperating with the Congress to secure measures
of vast importance to the business, industry and life of the nation;—a
program so comprehensive that in the very nature of the case it is as
yet only partially carried out; and a policy, to judge by the beginnings
already made, so sound and beneficial that it ought to be continued and
given an opportunity to bring to full maturity its great promises.
I shall not attempt to discuss with statistics and in detail the great
constructive measures which have already been enacted or are under
present consideration in Congress. As the campaign goes on, literature
and speeches will impress the merits of these measures upon the mind of
the country, and the questionings of all will be satisfied as to the results
which have been attained. There are, however, several of these laws
to which I desire to draw for a few minutes your attention, and of these
I take the largest first.

Four years ago the Democratic party declared in its national platform:
"We oppose the so-called Aldrich bill or the establishment of
a central bank, and we believe the people of the country will be
largely freed from panics and consequent unemployment and
business depression by such a systematic revision of our banking
laws as will render temporary relief in localities where such relief
is needed, with protection from control or domination by what is
known as the 'money trust.' "
For long years the Republican party had proclaimed itself the especial
guardian of the financial institutions of the country. Most of the financial legislation on the statute books was of its making. It called to its
council tables men of large affairs. Legislators of its persuasion rubbed
elbows with the doctors of high finance. And yet, with deadly regularity
there came over the industry and the commerce of this nation blighting
panics which seemed to arise, like the typhoons on the China Sea, unexplained, unavoidable, disastrous. They concurred with no failures of
crops; they were unrelated to excitement in our international relations;
and when they were gone, the prostrated business and industry of the
country could get no better explanation from those who assumed to
know than "glutted markets" or fantastic theories of depressions in
financial cycles, which neither repaired the damage nor much enlightened the victim.
The Republican party, realizing the necessity of action, had, in the
Sixty-first Congress, put the whole matter in the hands of its chief
financial doctor, and he, having once more consulted the oracles, presented as the Republican remedy for financial panics and depressions
the theory of a central bank. In favor of his plan were the combined
interests of the country; some voluntary, because they understood,
others hypnotized into sympathy with the plan by the great weight of
the names which approved it.
But the steady common sense of the country saw that in this age of
credit the control of the credit system of the nation meant the mastery
of the nation's life. It saw that a central bank, not managed by the
Government, would manage the Government. It named this menace
the "money trust;" and in the election it commissioned the Democratic
party to save the country from the domination of its business and its
life by the concentration of financial power into the hands of a few
bankers in a single street in a single city.
Neither the fear nor the peril was unreal. The tendency of events
had been as sure and relentless as the force of gravity. Year after year
the small merchant and the artisan in remote and outlying places, and
the farmer in lonely hills, found their fate bound up by influences which
they could neither see nor understand, with determinations made by
boards of directors whose names they never heard. An invisible government took toll of their earnings; and however fertile the earth or arduous

their toil, prosperity was but a temporary and delusive prelude to recurring periods of ruin and despair.
The Glass-Owen Federal Reserve Bank law was the answer of the
Democratic Congress and President to this situation. It rests upon this
fundamental principle—that any power which controls the economic
and financial destiny of all the people of the United States can be safely
trusted only to the Government of the people of the United States. I
shall not undertake to review the terms of that law nor dwell long upon
the struggle to secure its enactment. It was bitterly opposed. Distinguished members of both the Senate and the House prophesied
financial ruin for the country should it become law. All the forces of
centralized finance were brought to bear to obstruct its consideration.
Before the Committees of Congress, in newspapers, in pamphlets and
in books, the old way was defended and the new way attacked. The
measure had been drawn before President Wilson's inauguration and
had been considered by him upon the invitation of the committee having
its preparation in hand. The new President threw aside the cold for°
malities of a written address, personally appeared in the House of
Representatives, and before the assembled legislators of the nation
gave the bill the weight of his convincing advocacy. It was a long and
hard struggle, but ultimately, so convincing was the demonsration,
the bill was adopted in the House by a vote of 298 to 60, and in the
Senate by 43 to 25. Thirty-four Republicans, 11 Progressives, and one
Independent in the House voted for it; and in the Senate one Progressive Senator and three Republicans sided with the majority. The law
was immediately put into operation, the Federal Reserve Bank organized, and from that hour to this, under conditions which might well
have shaken any less stable financial structure, the Bank has steadied
the business and commerce of the country. There has been no cornering
of the money market since the establishment of the Bank. There has
been elasticity in the currency—shrinking where there was no need for
a large volume, and expansion when and where the transportation and
financing of crops and industries were necessary. The measure has faced
profound disturbances in our international trade, but it has ridden safely
through the storm and blessed every section of this whole nation with
the assurance of a scientific monetary system. Today there is no
respectable opinion in the United States which does not admit this Act
to be one of our great historic pieces of constructive legislation.
No plank will be adopted at Chicago to repeal the Federal Reserve
Bank law; no candidate will be found willing to break a lance in that vain
fight.
If there were no other great achievement of the Wilson Administration,
this Act alone would set the seal of statesmanship upon it and would
afford a record for courage and wisdom upon which the party could
confidently appeal to the country.

Nor have we yet seen the full measure of the benefit of this law. We
used to know the names of unofficial individuals whose whim could
cause a panic, and reports of whose illness would cause a riot in the Stock
Exchange. To-day there are no such individuals. The Federal Reserve
Board, a creature of the Government, having the public welfare as its
only interest, dominates the financial situation, and the mobilized financial
resources of the nation are available to sustain the trade and industry of
the powerful and the weak alike.
But if there should ever come a demand upon this nation such as has
come upon the nations of the Old World—if the supreme test of our
strength is ever made—this great institution, freed from every selfish
impulse, open to no suspicion of private gain, related to no industry,
will take its place in the preparedness program, mobilizing the financial
strength of the nation back of its fighting forces, sustaining our industry
and our commerce upon which, in the last analysis, our defensive strength
must rest.
There has been much talk on the subject of preparedness, and many
sound and patriotic suggestions have been made with a view to rendering
the great strength of the United States available in the hour of need.
But this act of legislation has done for the strengthening of America
more than is contemplated by any of the proposals. We are now ready
to finance the defense of America, no matter what the demand.
In the national Democratic platform there was another provision
which said " Of equal importance with the question of currency reform is
the question of rural credits or agricultural finance." The farmer owns
land. He sows in the Fall and reaps in the Summer. He turns his
capital over but once a year, and he requires credit to sustain him during
the long period of work and watching before his crops can be marketed.
As compared with bonds and stocks, land is relatively less easily converted into money. It cannot be listed in a stock exchange and have a
market price which can be found by consulting the daily newspapers.
The farmer's lands produce the ultimate necessities of life. Their value,
therefore, is stable and sure. But the credit of the United States has
hitherto flowed to the manufacturer and the merchant, because of the
superior fluidity of the securities he could offer and credit for the farmer
has been both difficult to obtain and costly out of all proportion to the
solidity of the security upon which it rests.
Steadily pursuing the policy upon which it entered into power, the
Democratic party has now matured a rural credits bill which devises a
system of credit for the farmer, based upon the value of his lands, rendered convertible by the issuance of land bonds which will be one of the
ultimate stable securities in our financial system. This Act will place
the farmer on an equality with the merchant and the captain of industry
in commanding the credit necessary to his enterprises, and is the first
comprehensive recognition by the nation of the needs and rights of those
who till the soil as the foundation of our entire economic structure.

This Act and the Federal Reserve Bank Act are a complete performance of the financial promises of the Democratic platform, and they invite
comparison with the feeble failures of the Republic party, in its long
retention of the federal power, to meet this great need. The marvel of
it all is that in so brief a time so much has been accomplished. I challenge the critics of this Administration to select out of the whole reach
of Republican history two Acts which will compare with these in constructive statesmanship.
The report of the Comptroller of the Currency for the seventh of
March of this year shows that the resources of the national banks of the
United States amounted to nearly fourteen thousand million dollars—
greater by three thousand million dollars than the aggregate resources of
the Bank of England, the Bank of France, the Imperial Bank of Germany, the Bank of the Netherlands, the Swiss National Bank, and the
Bank of Japan—greater by two thousand million dollars than the aggregate resources of all of our own national banks as shown by the report for
1915. It is this great force that has been harnessed and made to serve
not merely our own domestic, industrial and commercial needs, but,
placed under our growing international trade, and as the financial supremacy of the world has passed across the seas and come to us, we now have
the instrumentality through which American credit can be made to
finance our sister republics in South America disinterestedly and unselfishly, thus serving a great world purpose and cementing the tie of
business and of friendship between the peoples of the Western hemisphere.
The tariff legislation of the United States prior to 1912 had gone from
bad to worse. Starting with the theory of infant industries, the Republican, doctrine had come to be that an increase in the tariff was a panacea
for almost any economic ill. It had been pointed out time and again
that too high a tariff enfeebled the industrial initiative of* our people;
that wasefulness and inertia resulted from tariff rates which precluded
competition; that behind the tariff wall consolidations inevitably monopolized industry and substituted, for the rule of a fair competitive return,
prices based upon the rule "all that the traffic will bear". Disinterested scholars made elaborate statistical investigations and demonstrated that the benefit of a high tariff went to the tariff barons and not to
the wage-earning class. But by one of those subtle fallacies which sometimes erects a coincidence into a relation of cause and effect, many
people in this country had come to believe that a high protective tariff
and a full dinner pail bore the direct relation of father and son. Of
course, the dinner pail was not always full when we had a high protective
tariff, but in a. country of boundless natural resources, filled with an
energetic, hard-working people, freed from many of the evils which
older and more congested populations suffered, it was easy to instance a
better evarage condition for our people. Those who were directly
enriched by high protective duties, being happy in their estate and knowing the cause, found it easy to extol to others, the virtues of the schedules
by which they so clearly throve.

The absence of tariff duties between the States of the Union, the
abundant prosperity of a tariffless country like England, the occasional
depression in industries protected by prohibitive tariffs, the slow attrition of truth upon error, all conspired, however, to let light in on this
subject, and in 1908 the Republican party was forced to promise a
revision of the tariff, a promise which was interpreted by the standard
bearer of that party to mean a revision down.
When the Payne-Aldrich tariff law was made, it was made as all other
Republican tariffs had been for many years. It was the only way the
Republicans knew how to make a tariff. The Ways and Means Committee of the House called in the men who were interested in tariff
schedules and asked them to write down the rates which they desired
for the protection of their industries. I do not mean to complain that
they heard these gentlemen, but I do complain that they turned over to
them their legislative discretion, that they treated one interest as the
only interest, that they made of these captains of industry judges in their
own cause. And when the Payne-Aldrich tariff bill was finally passed,
it was a palable fraud upon the promise of the party which passed it.
It was a violation of the platform upon which that party had to secure
its return to power, was a disappointment of the just hope and expectation of the people of the United States, and an added incentive to the
growth of oppressive monoplies among us.
Doubtless there were many, after the election in 1912, who feared a
revolutionary tariff adjustment. But the Underwood tariff was the
work of statesmen; it added to the free list, reduced many of the schedules,
removed burdens from many of the necessaries of life, stimulated our
manufacturers to the installation of more economical methods and better
machinery, reduced in some part at least the high cost of living, and made
a conservative and promising start toward more sympathetic commercial
relations between us and the other nations of the earth. And it introduced as its novel gift to our institutions the income tax. This tax lays
. its burden upon the wealth of the country rather than upon the necessities of the people and opens up a source of revenue, scientific and equitable, which may yet save this nation should there be an interruption of
our foreign trade of such a character as to cut off income from those duties
upon imports upon which for so many years the maintenance of our
Government has had to depend. This, too, is a signal achievement,
and there will be at Chicago no plank adopted to repeal the income tax,
nor will there be any very noticeable call for an increase in the schedules
of the Underwood tariff.
But perhaps the most conspicuous result of the passage of this bill
has been the utter and eternal divorce between high protective duties
and the full dinner pail. To the amazement of the faithful the duties
have gone down but the dinner pail is not only not empty but full to
overflowing. Where emptiness was expected, there is a horn of plenty.
The smokestack of every mill in the country is black with prosperity.

The wages of labor have advanced in every craft and in every trade.
America has never known greater prosperity. The riches of the earth
and the fullness thereof are poured into the lap of our people. The
young men have approached and broken the clay feet of the idol of protection ! The high protective duty has passed to the hall of fame, where
it is placed with Doctor Cook and Cagliostro, venerable only because
of the length of time men rendered it homage for virtues which it did
not possess.
The breaking out of the European war entailed an enormous reduction in our revenues from imports. Had the income tax not been included
in the Underwood Tariff Bill, the deficit would have been very great.
As it was, however, the ordinary receipts of the Government in 1914—
the first year of the Underwood law—amounted to $734,343,700, which
was $10,232,471 more than the aggregate revenue in 1913 under the
Payne law, and $43,565,235 more than in 1912 under the Payne law.
So the Democratic administration has not merely provided a new and
scientific element in our fiscal system but it has produced revenues
necessary for the expanding needs of the nation under difficult and disturbed conditions; and by the proposal which is now before Congress
for the creation of a tariff commission, the uncertain situation which
will come with the close of the European war has been anticipated and
an instrument suggested which will protect our markets and our people
in any contingency that can arise. The President's definition of the
purpose of this commission is that "It would have nothing to do with
theories of policy; it would deal only with the facts of industry and conditions of economic change prevailing in the world so that legislation of
every kind that touch these matters might be guided by the circumstances disclosed by its inquiry."
I cannot take time for more than mention of other great elements in
this program of accomplishment. The Democratic party forced the
passage of the Constitutional Amendment providing for the direct election of Senators of the United States. It has created the Federal Trade
Commission. It is now dealing with the shipping question in a bill
which seeks to restore the lost American merchant marine and to reopen
the arteries by which our products can flow in exchange to nations
from which we are now cut off by the absorption of the shipping of the
world into the business of the belligerents. The Congress is now considering measures for the conservation of the natural resources of the
nation, the development under suitable safeguard of water-power upon
navigable streams and streams on the public land and in the national
forests. This Congress will pass the first national child labor law.
Such, in brief, are some of the elements of the Democratic party's
program for the development and conservation of the natural and human
resources of the United States. To have carried out such a program
in times of peace, undisturbed by the conditions presented by the
greatest war in history, would have been a remarkable record. Con-
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sidered as these laws have been, however, with the times such as they are,
and men's minds filled with the destructive horrors of the history of the
last two years, they constitute a record of persistence, courage and
success without parallel in American history.
The war in Europe is teaching us many lessons. For one thing, we
have learned that the whole art of war has changed in character. The
forces involved are more extensive, the instruments used more deadly,
their preparation involving more time. The spectacle in Europe today
is that of millions of men fighting underground—a war in which machinery is king. The ingenuity and the inventiveness of these people has
been long busy with their preparation. And one lesson for us is that any
degree of preparation requires more forethought than was formerly
necessary. If America should ever be called upon to defend the rights
of her citizens in any such contest as is now being waged, it would mean
either our destruction or the summoning of every vital energy of our
people to our defense.
I have no hysterical notion that war is like the plague, and that we
are going to catch it from mere proximity; nor have I the slightest fear
that the great people of this nation are going to lose their heads and
embark upon a career of combat and conquest out of a mere desire to
be heroic or to attain glory. As a matter of fact, the glory of war has
largely disappeared, and the magnitude of the sacrifices entailed make
of it a stern business, to be entered upon only as an alternative to impossible conditions of peace. This Administration has taken note,
however, of the fact that this is an age in which the principles of mechanics, the output of the workshops and the preparation made by industry
and commerce are a part—a necessary part—of the preparation for
national security. The Congress has now passed an Army reorganization bill, creating no great standing army, enforcing by no compulsion
a universal sacrifice from the manhood of the nation of years out of careers
devoted to industry and commerce, but providing a first line of defense.
The bill will give us a national force large enough to maintain order in
those outlying places where we have assumed responsibilities, and to
protect our own borders against any aggression. It provides an experiment in federalizing the Militia of the States, making it a safer reliance
for the national defense and recognizing the sacrifice and patriotism of
those who prepare to serve their country by enlistment in these State
forces. vSome increases in the Navy are also authorized. And by a
measure now under consideration, suggested by the President, a Council
of Executive Information is proposed which will bring the Government
into such intimate relations of knowledge and sympathy with labor and
business and industry as to make possible, should it ever be necessary,
an instant mobilization of the great resources of this nation for the
common defense.
I am persuaded that the additions to the Army and the Navy were
necessary, and that common prudence requires and justifies the expen-
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ditures and reorganizations here proposed. But I delight to think that
the Democratic Administration has recognized that true preparedness
involves far higher considerations than a mere multiplication of soldiers
or ships, and that by its internal policies the Democratic party is seeking
to make of this a nation so just to its citizens, a nation so full of equal
opportunity, so free from oppression of the weak by the strong, that our
preparation is equally available for the happiness and well-being of our
people in times of peace and their safety in times of war; and that by
these constructive measures we are making of America not merely a
nation strong enough to defend itself, but a nation so dear to its people
that no sacrifice would be regarded as too great which was necessary
to preserve this heritage of freedom and opportunity for us to leave to
our children.
>
Upon the foreign policy of the Administration, I must be brief. There
are two elements of it which need a word of discussion—Mexico and the
European war.
In order to have any just view of a nation's foreign policy, we must
first ask ourselves, What are the nation's ideals? If, for instance, it be
agreed that America, being great and strong, ought to use its strength
and its greatness to enlarge its boundaries and bring under subjection
alien and weaker peoples, then it would be easy to find fault with an
administration which might have summoned its armies and its navy
to wars of conquest and has failed so to do. But if your ideal for America
is that it should be a nation happy at home, doing unto others as it would
be done by, respecting the aspirations of other peoples for freedoms of
their own kind and choosing, willing to inspire by example to higher
levels of culture and civilization but unwilling to civilize by the sword—
if that be in some sense your thought of what our national ideals should
be, then I tender you the performances of the present Administration
as your ideal concretely expressed in acts.
The Republic of Mexico, lying south of us, was for years ruled by a
dictator who operated the country in the interest of a class and left
ninety per cent of the people of the nation unable to read or write.
The concessions of the rich were largely privileges to enslave the poor.
And finally, as in France at the time of the great revolution, the plain
people of Mexico resolved that there was nothing divine about the
order which fattened the few at the cost of the many. They revolted. ■
Deprived of education, untrained in-the arts of government-making, the
people of Mexico have struggled to express in institutions their idea of
the rights of man. It has been very disordered, sometimes very wrongheaded, frequently characterized by counter revolution, its" leading
spirits apparently suspicious of one another. The gross ambitions of
individuals have sometimes perverted their fidelity to the common
cause. But no great revolutions of the kind there in progress can be
unattended by these misfortunes. Our misfortune has been that between
us and these struggling people there was a border eighteen hundred miles'
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long. Some American owners of Mexican mines, some American proprietors of Mexican concessions, some Americans who look with longing
eyes on Mexico as Naboth's vineyard, have urged that we should intervene, that we should add the destructiveness of our force to the desolation which has gone on there for years.
Sometimes there has seemed to be no stable government in Mexico to
which we could turn to maintain the peace of our border cities; and at
present an armed force of American soldiers is on Mexican soil solely
to protect the people and property of the United States from lawless
aggressions until the Mexican government can perform that duty which
it owes as a neighboring nation. I cannot tell what the future may bring
forth in this situation, but for my part I shall be most happy if the necessary securit}- of our people can be obtained without the killing of another
Mexican man, woman or child by American arms. And those who criticize the Mexican policy of the Administration must be prepared to accept
the alternative and say that their choice is to make war upon these people
who have willed no act of aggression upon us, to invade their country,
and to spend years in the occupation of a foreign soil, and, in a toilsome
effort, expensive of life and treasure, to impress our alien civilization
upon these people.
Upon the European situation I shall say but a word. The great war,
the most devastating in history, is filling the most civilized portion of the
globe with disabled and dead. All the normal arts of life are forgotten.
The energy of madness now dedicates the lives and property of these
people to mutual destruction. Perhaps it is the last war that will ever
be fought for such reasons as have caused this one. When it is over,
the people of these countries are going to demand preventive statesmanship, and new arrangements will in all likelihood result which will
bring nearer the ideal of permanent peace. Whether or not that result
is reached, two things at least are true: It is better for the people of the
United States not to be involved in that vast destruction if it can be
honorably avoided; and second, it is better for humanity for the United
States not to be involved, in order that when the end of the struggle
comes, there will be one great and persuasive power in friendly relations
with all of the belligerents, inspired only by high motives of humanity
and friendship, to aid as adviser and counselor in the terms of readjustment necessary.
The course of any administration in such circumstances would be
difficult. Not only is this the greatest war in history, but it is a war
involving new agencies of attack and defense^a war in which one set of
countries are isolated and not unnaturally seek new means to equalize
the disadvantage of that isolation. Our situation is further changed by
the fact that our own relations to foreign countries, industrial and commercial, are infinitely more intimate and complicated than they were at
any previous time, and our traditional isolation from European systems
of politics is less insured by geographical considerations than it used to be.
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The course of the Administration has been to regard itself as, in the~
nature of the case, a trustee, for the time being, of the rights of neutrals.
It has, in the language of Senator Root, refused to concede that the
invention of new ways of committing forbidden acts changed the law with
relation to them. And so where mere property was involved, every violation of the rights of neutrals has been followed by protest; and where
life was involved—the life of our citizens—a firm demand has been made
for immediate recognition of our plain and undisputed rights. In our
most difficult and threatening negotiations it ought to be remembered
that the country with which they were conducted did not deny the legality of our position, and that the negotiation was upon a question of fact
which, by the admission of that government, was decided finally in favor
of our contention.
We are too near to attempt final judgment. Our thinking is clouded
by momentous events happening with daily frequency, and we cannot
with certainty select out even those which will be deemed most conspicuous by historians of the future. But if there be any assurance of
judgment possible for us now, it is that when the history of this age comes
to be written, the great fortune of the American people and of the world
will appear to have been that our destinies were in the hands of a man
patient, wise and just, who saw past all the minor annoyances and
through all the cross-currents of feeling, who resisted every impulse
toward impetuous judgment, and thereby accomplished these great
things: First, that he saved the lives of countless Americans who by any
other course would have been devoted to death in battle; second, that
he preserved the civilization of the twentieth century against the last
great assault which would have been made had our country too been
swept into the general catastrophe; third, that he vindicated and preserved unimpaired the rights of neutrals and restrained the zeal of belligerents from sacrificing international law to the supposed necessities of
their military plans; and fourth, that he saved up the moral energies of a
great and free people to place them at the disposal of mankind when they
rested from their work of destruction and began to reconsider the possibilities of national life.
His has been the one sane and serene spirit which will redeem this age;
and when the election comes it will be found that the people of America,
whatever their sympathies in the European struggle, realize that the one
indispensable exponent of the mind, the friendliness and the ideals of
America in the re-making of the old order in the Old World, is the finest
type produced in this age by the new order in the New World—Woodrow
Wilson.
I must say a brief word to you on the subject of our state issues in
Ohio. The adoption in 1912 of two score amendments to our Constitution meant a popular demand for a redress of old abuses. The adoption of these amendments was in large part due to their advocacy by
the Democratic candidate for Governor. Before the mind of the people

was known upon the subjects they presented, he fearlessly espoused the
cause of progress and debated the amendments throughout the State.
As a consequence, the Democratic platform, upon which he was nominated, laid out a program of progressive legislation, wider and more varied
than had ever been adopted in any political convention in this State.
The newly elected Governor took his commission to office as a command
from the people, and the Legislature which sat during his term made a
record under his leadership which placed Ohio in the advance column of
progressive commonwealths. The laws passed wTere too numerous to
admit of individual mention in the time at my disposal here, but farmer
and merchant, industrial worker and captain of industry, were all caught
up in the net-work of helpful and remedial provisions; rural education
was brought into harmony with modern conditions of living; childhood,
motherhood and widowhood were protected; court procedures were simplified; municipal governments given elasticity, public utilities brought
under salutary control, and the efficiency of the administration by the
State of its agencies for the care of the dependent and delinquent classes
greatly increased; the liquor traffic which had been a constant source of
agitation was brought under wise and reasonable control by laws which
carried out the spirit and the purpose of the constitutional amendment
dealing with that subject, and some start was made in the reorganization
of the taxation machinery of the State. Performances so extensive as
these necessarily united for the moment opposition groups into a temporary majority against the man who had done all this, and, as a consequence, we have had the present interregnum characterized by the feebleness and uncertainty which always attends an administration brought
into power by such causes, but the time has come when other things must
be done in Ohio. The program already begun must be pressed forward,
and very especial attention must be given to the condition of the municipalities, the counties and the townships of the State from a financial
point of view.
The sphere of governmental activity is constantly widening, not so
much from the zeal of public officers who wish to extend the limits of
their authority as from the change in the very nature of our social organization itself. More and more, people are coming to realize that there
are functions of the common life which can be performed better and more
economically by community activity. There is a daily quickening of the
sense of responsibility of the community for the well-being of its members.
We grow less patient daily with the neglects whereby society permits
some of its members to be weakened and deprived of opportunity, and as
a consequence of this most wholesome change in feeling, there is a constant demand that the city shall do for the citizen things which aforetime
were not either done at all or else were done by individuals or by private
charity and philanthrophy. In this mechanical age, aids to the ease
of community life are constantly being devised, their installation and
operation entails expense, but their result is a saving of effort, of money
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and of life itself. As a consequence, the municipal expenditures must
increase, municipal functions must enlarge. The family is constantly
outgrowing its house. New and better streets must be built, larger and
more modern institutions for the conservation of the morality and energy
of the community are needed. An attempt by arbitrary rule to restrict
this development either dams up powers which will ultimately overthrow
the entire system or else it dwarfs our better impulses, arrests the progress
of our growth, and discourages and disheartens our people. The great
task now to be done in the State of Ohio is to recognize that under
modern conditions old and simple restraints of a rule of thumb character
are dangerous, and it is the special mission of the Democratic Party to be
entrusted with this recognition, for it is our party that believes in the rule
of the people. We believe in home rule. From the very foundation
of our party, its cardinal doctrine has been local self-government; that
each unit of population should be given power to determine the affairs
that affect that unit, and we have believed this not merely because of
our confidence in the ability of people to govern themselves better than
anybody else could govern them, but because we have believed that the
practice of the art of self-government was in itself strengthening and
educational, and that we build better for the future when we look
ahead and see as our ideal a citizenship wise through training, strong and
sane through bearing responsibility. The next Governor and Legislature of Ohio must deal with this question. By constitutional amendment the cities of Ohio have been freed as to their form of government.
They must now be freed as to the substance of government and the laws
by which this is accomplished must be equal laws giving freedom to the
cities without taking it from the rural districts, giving our municipalities
the power to determine affairs that concern them alone, but without
imposing burdens upon others not members of the municipal unit. The
task demands wisdom and fidelity and courage. I ask those of you who
believe this to be a task of paramount importance whether the people of
Ohio can look for its performance with better expectation to the present
state administration or to a return of the administration of James M.
Cox? Surely there can be but one answer to this question. All the
virtues needed for its accomplishment were shown in the two great
constructive years 1912-1914. We ask the people of Ohio to try no
experiment, to entrust their great concerns to no unfamiliar hand, to
take nothing on faith, but, having stood still and rested now for two
years, to take up under the old leader and under the tried and proved
administration a continuance of the march which is necessary to keep
us in the vanguard in this sisterhood of States.
I have encroached upon your time more than I should have done, but
I have felt a great respopsibility in the task which I am here attempting
to perform. As a people we have been much bound by party names and
party traditions, sometimes to our harm and hindrance. A candid
mind is obliged to admit that any great party in its history shows
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ARMY BILL PROVISIONS
Secretary Baker's Views of Universal Military Service—Confers
With Senator Chamberlain.
Secretary Baker is making an exhaustive study of the Hay-Chamberlain
army bill with a view to undertaking the
authorized reorganization of the regular
army and National Guard as soon as the
measure is acted on by the President.
Reorganization of the militia will be
dealt with first. Senator Chamberlain,
chairman of the Senate military committee, has conferred with Mr. Baksr regarding administrative features of the
new legislation. The senator said he
plans to call up before the military committee Friday his bill for universal military training in schools and camps.

His Views on Universal Service.
Secretary Baker, for the first time
since he became head of the War Department, expressed his views on universal military service.
"Inasmuch." he said, "as there exists a
universal obligation resting on all male
citizens of this country to defend the
country in time of war. so there should
be a universal willingness to train in
times of peace against the day of such
emergency. So long as it might • be possible to have universal training through
voluntary service I should be in favor of
committing it to a voluntary system, but
if adequate preparation for the national
defense cannot be reached through such
a system 1 would favor a compulsory
system.
"My belief is that the educational institutions of our country should see to it
that every boy in school has it instilled
into him that one of the cardinal duties,
if not the paramount duty, he will assume
with citizenship is the obligation to defend his country in time of war. And if
this is a duty, as I believe it is, then
certainly the boy should be trained to
perform that duty when the time comes
for him to do so."
Secretary Daniels Opposed."
Secretary Daniels expressed his views
on the question as follows:
"I do not believe in universal military
training because 1 do not believe that
practically' there could be universal training unless it were made compulsory. And
compulsory service, except in time of ac
tual emergency would be too radical a
departure from our fundamental theorie:
of government.'
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SHUNS

POLITICS

War Secretary VoteH, Has Family
Reunion and Short Conference.
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker
left for Washington at 6:40 last night
after spending a day with his children
and Mrs. Baker.
A fifteen-minute conference with ColC
Ti
mothv L.
TU McDonough.
M°nAS W' B„U,'rmember
°o»Swer
timothy
of and
the
board of elections, marked the extend
here
secretary s political activities
In the forenoon and up to 2 o'clock
Secretary Baker stayed with his familv
He then voted and went to his office.
WaS baCk with his
family°
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moments of departure from fidelity to its central principles, and it is not
always that a party man, unless he be overcome by party enthusiasm,
can claim that the welfare of his party is bound up with the welfare of the
State, but today in State and Nation, under leadership which seems
providential, the interests of the people of Ohio, of the people of the
United States, perhaps even the welfare of the people of the world,
is inextricably associated with a continuance of the Democratic party
in power. And, believing, as I do, in the profound common sense of the
American people, I look forward to a verdict at their hands which will
continue this great constructive program, in which so much has already
been accomplished, with a new impulse toward even higher and larger
achievements.
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Wilson Endorses Pomerene.
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker, speaking for President Wilson,
had this to say about United States
Senator Atlee Pomerene, in his
speech as temporary chairman before the Democratic state convention
at Columbus, June 1:
"Before I turn to a discussion of
the issues in the approaching campaign, I want to give you a greeting
and a message from the president
of the United States. To you and
through you to the Democrats of
Ohio he sends a cordial message ot
greeting and fellowship, and he authorizes me to say for him that were
he here he would express his appreciation of the confidence of the people of Ohio, and his especial appreciation of the unswerving loyalty,
the steady support and assistance he
has received from Senator Pomerene
In all the long and busy months ot
this administration there has been
no representative in either branch of
congress upon whom the president
has relied with more confidence and
affection than our distinguished
senator. And coming from Washington, where the services of these
men are best known, I am happy to
be able to assure you that he is honored by his associates as an honest,
able and fearless champion of the
principles of true Democracy.

Secretary Baker.
Newton D. Baker, Secretary of
War, proved to be a happy choice
for temporary presiding officer of
the state convention last Thursday.
His address which was printed in
full in these columns upon the date
of its delivery, has been received
with most favorable comment. It
was a masterpiece, logical in construction, splendid in diction and
magnificent in delivery. Mr. Baker
is a talented man. He has brains
and knows how to use them. President Wilson made no mistake in
selecting this young Ohio lawyer for
a seat in his cabinet.

Rare men are the glory of our institutions.
—WENDELL PHILLIPS

LOOKING FOR MEN
VERYBODY knows the old joke of the Pullman porter who
said that a platform was made to get in on, not to stand on.
It is an old story and has often heen used as a political illustration. It is pregnant with political significance. For instance, Roosevelt never believed in, or at least he never either
preached or practiced much of the so-called "social program" contained in the Progressive party platform of four years ago. But
Roosevelt being a shrewd politician, our shrewdest politician, endorsed those principles because he thought they were popular. As
another illustration, Wilson has repudiated frankly and openly policies incorporated in the early platform which he got in on. Appreciating the fact that a platform means but little, appreciating the
fact that a platform should mean little, because government ceases
to be progressive if tied down to a declaration that may be quickly
outgrown, appreciating that it is as idiotic to bind 1920 to the
vision of 1-916 as it would have been to.bind 1916 to the needs of
1912, those who are really interested in progressive government are
looking for men rather than for perfunctory declarations. Just
look. What party platform of 1912 has any guidance for our diplomatic issues growing out of the greatest war in the history of the
world and which in 1912 was not even remotely dreamed. What
will be our needs by 1920. No one knows. So we look for MEN.
The Democratic party does not have to look twice to find its best
candidate for the Presidency. And appreciating the passing importance of a platform, the real workers in the Democratic party admit
that the only vital problem that confronts their national convention
is the selection of a Vice-Presidential candidate.
The Vice-Presidency is not in itself a very important job. Any
United States Senator has infinitely greater power on the floor to
shape legislation than the Vice-President. The Vice-Presidency of
the United States is important chiefly because it is an insurance.
And the insurance is adequate or inadequate according to the character of the holder of the office.
And so the Democrats are now looking about to find the man
who, in case the country might be so unfortunate as to lose the services of President Wilson by death after he has been elected a second
time, would ascend to the Presidency and be equal to President Wilson's job.
There is no Democratic governor of any state today who measures up to that capacity,—not one. And there is only one member
of the President's cabinet who ought under any circumstances to be
considered for such a place, and that is the new Secretary of War,
Newton D. Baker who, as mayor of Cleveland, has clearly demonstrated executive capacity, foresight, insight, courage, a crystal
clearness in reasoning and promptness and surer..:: of decision.
There has been talk of Secretary Houston for this place. He is
an unsually fine man,—a very rare and high type. The country has
no clearer thinker than Secretary Houston, but he is timid when it
comes to decision. He lacks directness, positiveness, quickness and
decision in administrative matters. This is absolutely essential to
administrative success.
Newton D. Baker has all these. Newton D. Baker is the only
man in the President's cabinet that should deserve the consideration
of the Democratic leaders for the place of Vice-President of the
United States.
And in or out of the cabinet offices or executive mansion in the
states governed by Democratic administration, there is but one other
name that the Democratic party should consider for the important
post of Vice-President of the United States and that name is Joseph
W. Folk, chief counsel for the Interstate Commerce Commission. He
is not only equal to the job but a vote getting asset as well. Of him
we will speak
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dent Marshall, Secretary Baker, Secretary Lane, Senator James, of Kentucky;
Representative Kitchin, of North Carolina; Senators Lewis, Hollis, Reed and
Owen, and others from both Senate and
House, will be among the speakers.
President Is Undecided.
14 19m
The President had not decided on
the part he will play in the campaign,
,
Booms Rapidly Wilt.
according to Secretary Baker.
Mr. Baker was beseiged tonight for
Vice presidential booms, around which
most of the preconvention fights have information regarding the probable
campaign manager, the chairman of
centered, wilted away tonight under the national committee. It became
influence of the personal message from known that Col. E. M. House, the
the White House that the President de- President's closest personal friend and
sired Mr. Marshall again as his running adviser, and Fred B. Lynch, Minnesota, national committeeman, have
mate.
been practically eliminated from conSecretary Baker also effectually dis- sideration. Col. House, it was said,
posed of the vice presidential boom in was asked by the President to take
place, but believes another should
his own behalf which had attained the
manage the fight as the chairman of
prominence in the belief in some quar- the national committee.
ters that Mr. Marshall lacked genuine
Cummings Has Strong Following.
administration support.
National Committeeman Homer S.
"The President is for the nomination
Cummings, of Connecticut, said to
of "Vice President Marshall," was the have
a strong following in the comemphatic statement tonight of Secre- mittee, is still on the President's list,
tary Baker.
but he, according to report, is* not a
strong White House favorite for the
Pledged to Marshall.
chairmanship. Edward N. Hurley, of
"So far as I k&ow, the President ham Chicago, federal trade commissioner,
and William L. Saunders, of New Jernot considered any other nominee. An sey, president of the American Instito the movement started in my behalf, tute of Mines and vice chairman of the
I am for Mr. Marshall. I am here as a navy consulting board, both regarded
by friends of the President as good
delegate from Ohio. I ran in a popular organizers, are also under consideraprimary pledged to support Mr. Mar- tion. Vance McCormick and R. H.
shall, and obviously could not allow Morris, both of Pennsylvania, and said
to have been suggested by former
myself to be considered."
Representative A. Mitchell Palmer, of
"The President's own" draft of the that State.
Wilbur W. Marsh, national commit-j
platform—a single copy said to have
teeman from Iowa, was mentioned to-1
been typewritten by himself—will be
night for treasurer and Henry Mor- j
delivered by Mr. Baker to Senator
genthau, of New York, former AmStone, of Missouri, chairman-to-be of bassador to Turkey, was said to be
slated for chairman of the finance comthe resolutions committee. Little change
mittee.
in it is anticipated. Mr. Baker said he
came here as the means of communicaI
tion between the committee, the convention and the President.
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PRESIDENT WANTS MARSHALL
ON TICKET; BAKER REACHES
ST. LOUIS WITH PLATFORM
Harmony Program at St. Louis Today.
'Peace, Preparedness and Prosperity'
in Platform Written in White House.
Vice Presidential Booms Collapse When War
Secretary Brings Message That Old Ticket
Must Stand — Copy of Platform Written by
Mr. Wilson Himself Is Ready for Senator
Stone, of the Resolutions Committee—Aggressive Campaign Planned, With Noted Speakers
on Stump—National Chairmanship Unsettled.

WILSON HALTS ATTACKS ON HUGHES'
WHISKERS; WANTS NO PERSONALITIES
Special to The Washington Bost.
St. Louis, Mo., June 13.—There are to be no more attacks upon
Justice Hughes' whiskers. There are to be no more personalities of
any kind. President Wilson has sent what amounts to a "strict accountability" ultimatum to the leaders. He is not pleased with the
frivolities of some of the Democrats.
From what was learned here today he has let it be known very
positively that the Democratic campaign, now and after the convention, is to be one of issues, not personalities, and the line should be
drawn at once.
President Wilson also let it be known that the plank criticising the
"raiding of the judiciary" by politics must be dropped.

,

An Alliterative Program.
Although Mr. Baker declined tonight
to disclose the President's platform
views, it was learned the platform will
dwell principally "on peace, preparedness for peace, and prosperity."
Despite agitation by some Democratic
leaders, President Wilson, it is said,
disapproved insertion of a plank criticising the nomination of a Supreme
Court justice for President, or favoring
a constitutional amendment prohibiting
justices from seeking other public
Federal offices.
The President desires adoption of a
platform so progressive that it will appeal to, and attract members of the
Progressive party, but without an open,
direct invitation to the Progressives to
swing their strength to the Democratic
ticket, it was learned.

Will Let States Decide.
As to female suffrage, it was under-

St Louis, Mo. June 13.—Arrival here tonight of Secretary of War New- gest
'^fthat
tnat ^TlZZ^T?*
the women continue TiVT
their efton D. Baker, President Wilson's personal representative, bearing the forts for the ballot in the respective
States, the primary authority ror poli-

"President's own" draft of the platform and news that he desired the re- tical qualifications.
nomination of Vice President Marshall, firmly established the harmony The principal planks, it was authoritatively stated, will deal with the administration's trials and achievements
in handling international and Mexican
All Will Be Harmony Today.
| affairs, its rapid and deliberate steps
When Chairman William F. McCombs, of the Democratic national com. l°ward "preparedness for peace," and
the record of economic and industrial
mittee, lets his gavel sound at noon tomorrow leaders expect all pre-con^ legislation contributing to general

program for the Democratic national convention, which opens tomorrow.

vention discord to be blended in one harmonious note.

A program upoil ^ecrltary Baker

also

brought |„-

both the presidential and vice presidential nominations and the platforn! formation re&ar<iing the
• i campaign planned in behalf
as well has apparently been agreed upon by the leaders.
; son. The country is to be
—
I leading Democratic orators.

aggressive
of Mr Wilcovered by
Vice Presi-

Although Mr. Baker said that his
function in representing the President
had exclusively to do with the platform
and that he was not authorized to represent Mr. Wilson on any other subject,
his statements, including the President's desire for Vice President Marshall's renomination, were regarded
generally as representing the White
House point of view.
Regarding the plato broached by
some leaders to send an invitation to
the Progressives to join the Democrats
or make specific platform overtures to
them, Mr. Baker said:
"The Progressives are a group of
men who are earnestly and devotedly
trying to serve a set of deep-rooted
political beliefs.
"They don't want a piece of engraved
stationery which they call an invitation, but evidence that the Democrats
and Progressives are trying to serve
the same cause.
"The record of the Democratic administration, contrasted with the Republican platform, ought to satisfy any
Progressive that his opportunity lies
with the Democratic party.
"There couldn't be any direct invitation to the Progressives in the -Democratic platform. We can on^y nope to
get Progressive support by drawing a
platform so that it will meet their approval. I think that a great many
Progressives will feel deeply disappointed with the meaningless Republican platform and outraged at the betrayal of their own party.
"They will realize that the Democratic platform and candidates will
more nearly represent their own ideals,
and they will vote for President Wilson."
Secretary Baker said tonight that
he hoped to spend much of the summer
campaigning.
"I will give every minute of my time
that is consistent with my full duty
at the War Department, going wherever the national committee thinks I
can be of any service.
"The Democratic speakers' bureau,
according to present plans, will again
be under the immediate direction of
Postmaster General Burleson."

- ._r .;.-.;jy.-vj.;T
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BAKER ARRIVES, HIDING SOLE
COPY OF WILSON PLATFORM
Tariff Plank Has No Protection Tinge—Preparedness (
and World Peace Are Strongly Urged—Suffrage to
Have a Place—Gompers Has 16 Proposals.
ST. LOUIS, June 13.—The Wilson draft
of the Democratic platform is here. It
arrived this evening in 'the satchel of
Newton D. Baker, Secretary of War. It
will stay there, or buttoned tight to Mr.
Baker's shirt, until the resolutions committee is appointed to-morrow. Then
it will he laid Before those who are
authorized to pass upon it.
Secretary Baker's arrival had heen
awaited all day with intense interest because it was known that he carried the
document over which the President has
been spending much time and great care.
He reached the Union Station at 6
o'clock, was met there by a reception
committee and escorted to his hotel.
One hour later he gave a short interview which cleared up all doubts as to
whether or not he was the custodian of
the Wilson draft. Answering questions
of the reporters, Secretary Baker said:
"It Is true that I have brought the
President's platform suggestions. Of
course I shall not give them out or discuss them until the committee receives
them. I have only one typewritten copy
and I regard It as a confidential message
from the President to the committee, so
confidential that.I even put it under my
pillow when I went to bed last night on
the train."
"Is this platform a complete draft as
made by the President?" the Secretary
was asked.
"That depends upon whether the committee sees fit to add or subtract from
it," replied Mr. Baker. "It contains the
President's suggestions and they are apparently all he has to make."
Mr. Baker refused to say how many
planks were in the draft made by President Wilson or answer any questions as to
what any of them covered. That none
of them touches Supreme Court candidacies, however, was apparent from the
fact that Secretary Baker, regarded now
as the President's chief representative
here, came out flatly against any mention being made of such in the platform. In answer to a question on this
point, he said:
"I do not approve of the suggestion
made to incorporate such a plank in the
platform. You may quote me as saying
that I am not In favor of imposing artificial restrictions upon candidacies."

■Wilson. Bars Conrt Plank.
To his questioners there was no doubt
that the Secretary spoke with authority
upon this 'matter. It means that the
committee undoubtedly will give this
question of forbidding Supreme Court
Justices a quick death blow.
Representative Hull still declares that
he will ask the committee to adopt such
a plank and yesterday Senator Stone
virtually indorsed it in the interview he
gave out attacking Mr. Hughes. All
day it has been the subject of discussion among those who are to handle the
platform. It quickly became known,
however, that it did not have the sanction of the President, who has sent word
that he wants the campaign kept free
from personalities.
Henry Morgenthau said in regard to
it:
"Such a plank will not get in the platform because the President will never
consent to it. This campaign is to be
conducted on a very high plane and
there will be no personalities in it."
Frederick Lehmann, ex-Solicitor-General, when he heard of the efforts that
were being made to make this an issue
and jncorporate it in the platform, said:

"This Is going to be an intellectual
campaign conducted on the highest level
we have ever seen. Any Democrat who I
detracts from that and seeks to inject ]
personalities in it will do great harm I
to the party."
Simmons and Walsh Aided.
It is the understanding to-night that
the platform draft which Mr. Baker has
brought here Is not exclusively the work
of the President. Senator Simmons of
North Carolina, for example, is known
to have written the tariff part of this
at the President's request.
Senator
Walsh of Montana also submitted, at
Mr. Wilson's request, important suggestions covering both subject matter and
phraseology.
These the President has taken and
mulled over, finally writing out the .draft
Mr. Baker has with him. Whether or
not Mr. Wilson has made many changes
in the planks as written by those whom
he consulted will not be known until
Mr. Baker lays his copy before the
committee to-morrow.
Senator Stone had a long talk with
Mr. Baker to-night and thV platTcrmTn
general was discussed. The report that
the tariff plank would have a protective
tinge to it, even going so far as to declare if or protection for the dye industry,
can be dismissed. It is known 1 that the
plank Mr. Wilson has approved will reaffirm the party's allegiance to the tariff
for revenue 'only principle and will insist
htat the Underwood tariff law is In accordance with this.
It will admit that competitive tariff
rates must dflrom time to time be changed
to qpeet new conditions and in this connection there will be brought In the
President's recommendation io.f a nonpartisan tariff commission to investigate
conditions at home and abroad. An
anti-dumping law also will be urged as
a means for keeping tariff trates on a
fairly competitive basis when foreign,
over-production might threaten American markets.
One plank in the Wilson platform, the
work of the President himself, it is
known, discusses peace and recommends
that this country seek to unite with other
nations in a world's peace league as suggested by the President in his recent
speech on this subject.
Gompers's Sixteen Planks.
Government ownership of telegraph
and telephone lines and woman suffrage
are two of the sixteen planks which
Samuel Gompers and a committee representing the American Federation of
Labor have brought here and are to
urge upon the resolutions committee.
All the Gompers planks are generalization, calling, among other things, for
the betterment of the condition of the
laboring classes as the fundamental step
in national preparedness.
The labor men want the Democrats to
pledge themselves to maintain the law
enacted by the Wilson Administration
exempting labor organizations and all
voluntary associations of workers from
the operation of the Sherman law, and
they want a specific plank protecting
them against "unwarrantable issuance
of writs of injunction" and guranteeing
the right of trial by jury in alleged
contempt cases committed outside the
presence of the courts.
A strong plank calling for the restriction of immigration is another demand they are making. They want all
persons who cannot read some language
excluded. The labor people foresee a
tremendous influx of European labor
here after the war, and are insistent
upon a plank of this sort.
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JTavy League at Work.
The Navy League is taking an impartial stand in its dealings with the
Republican and Democratic platform
makers. Col. Robert M. Thompson of
New York, the league's president, with
A. B. Lambert, vice-president, and Rear
Admiral Osterhaus, have arrived here
to urge the Democrats to take a stronger
stand than does the Republican platform in the matter of naval increase,
though admittedly without great hopes
of success.
The league hoped to get into both platforms this year a demand that the American navy should be restored to its former rank as the second strongest in the
w wo rid. Instead of adopting such a
declaration the Republicans, it is pointed
out, contented themselves with merely
calling for a strong navy and for fleets
in both the Atlantic and Pacific that
would be strong enough to protect both
coasts from invasion. Col. Thompson
and the navy leaguers complain that the
Republican plank lacks deflniteness.
To Flirt With Suffragists.
Woman suffrage is going to receive
more consideration from the Democrats
than it ever has before. There' are many
here who think it is going to be more of
an issue in the campaign than has been
generally expected. They are professing
some concern over the attitude the Democrats are going to assume on it now
that the conviction has seized evfery one
that the campaign is going to be close.
This issue was left largely to the Progressives four years ago. Senator J. Ham
Lewis of Illinois and others from that
State think that with the' Progressive
party sidetracked, as it were, the women
are watching the two old parties more
closely, and that it would be good politics this year to flirt with them and if
possible win them from the Republicans.
The Southerners are opposed to the
party going any further than the Republicans did, when the approved formally
of women voting, but declared it to be' a
State question.
With the arrival of the antis, led by
Mrs. Arthur M. Dodge of New York, the
suffrage battle lines have been drawn
and the resolutions committee hag its
work cut out for it.
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CITY TUNNEL CASE
Ohio Supreme Court Refuses
to Change Judgment Adverse to Contractor.
Bench Upholds Lower Tribunal in Sunday Film
Play Violation.
COLUMBUS, April 25.—Refusal to
change Its former judgment for
$234,802, given the city of Cleveland
against W. J. Gawne, contractor who
built the Bast Side waterworks tunnel in the Sixth City, was the substance of a decision given in Columbus today by the Ohio supreme court.
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker
recently appeared before the supreme
court as counsel for Cleveland in arguments against Mr. Gawne's attorneys to have the judgment reduced
by $350,000.
Mr. Gawne was charged with building the tunnel contrary to specifications.
Efforts will be made in a number
of localities in Ohio to close moving
picture shows on Sunday, it is said,
as result of a supreme court decision
today. The court declined to review
a
7?u!?,\°n of Iower courts which held
a Cnillicothe moving picture house
proprietor had violated a state law
forbidding "theatrical performances"
on Sunday, by showing a film play of
religious nature.
This allows the
'ower court's verdict to stand.
T~me court today iv-'i
-f the. **'-•*
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Asks Conduit Road
A nti-Speeding Law
Baker Points Out That District
Now Has No Jurisdiction.
Secretary of War Baker has written a
letter to the chairmen of the Senate
and House District Committees urging
special legislation to prohibit motor
speeding and other law infractions on
the Conduit road. Secretary Baker suggests that a paragraph be added to
the District bill, now before the Senate,
carrying the necessary provision.
Secretary Baker asks that a bill carrying as a penalty a fine of not less than
$25 or imprisonment not exceeding one
year be fixed for reckless driving and
disorderly conduct. He asks that the
Federal court of Maryland be given
jurisdiction if the penalty is incurred on
the Maryland side of the line, and the
District of Columbia courts be given
Jurisdiction on this side of the line.
The Conduit road was constructed as
a private road in connection with the
conduit construction.
Although used
freely by the public, Maryland and District laws have been held not to apply
to It.

EXICAfTCAMPAIGN
*

Votect His Flanks ReGen. Trevino's Hostile
—Civilians in Casas
istrict Armed — Sonora
lorted on March.
International News Service.

■
:
ifrom him have been reported. since
the Columbus raid.
Latc-t rioting reports are from
NaCo, Sonora, and Nogales, Sonora, as
well as Cananea. At Cananea hundreds of Mexicans are reported as
having- paraded the streets last night,
shouting threats and firing shots in
the air. Excited by news of the situation at Matamoras, they are said to
have been led by civil authorities of
the town.
Anti-American demonstrations lasting an hour were repotred from Naco,
roters firing in the air, but later joining with the military in evacuating
the town.

FBAKS FOR SONORA MINERS.
Much uneasiness was felt for the
300 Americans scattered through Sonora mining camps.
Reports from
Nogales say the military commander
has armed civilians and is- holding
trains in readiness subject to orders
from General Calles.
Americans
caught in the town when the Mexican
commander declared the port closed to
traffic took refuge in the American
consulate.
Messages from Nogales, Arizona,
said many Mexican civilians crossed
the border there last night. A spe

rcxionresiaeni s
Call on Governors 1
for States' Troops
; i

GEN. FUNSTON
i
tlally all the State militia and will
send them to the border, wherever
and as fully as General Funston
determines them to be needed for
the purpose stated.
HAS NO RELATION TO
PERSHING EXPEDITION.
"If all are not needed, an effort
will be made to relieve those on
duty there from time to time, so
as to distribute the duty.
"This call for militia Is wholly
"unrelated to General Pershing's
expedition and contemplates no
additional entry into Mexico, except as may be necessary to pursue bandts who attempt outrages
on American soil.
"The militia are being called out
so as to leave some troops in the
several States. They will be mo-

To Be Recruited to Full Strength.

Possibility ot Further Aggression on
Territory of United States and Ne
cessity of Proper Protection' Basi
of Action—Instructions for Early
Mobilization.

those of New York, I
Illinois and Massachu^e
ready in a few days to
the border. The District
militia was given orders
at Fort Myer, Va., to-motr
call for duty.
At the direction of t}l
Secretary Baker sent M
Governors of all States i
to mobilize the Nationals
diately at concentration
■militia is to be recruited
strength at these camps,
to the border.
"Within twenty-four lt<
bilization will begin. H
troops will move to tll«
depend on the rapidity
bilization.
GENERAL IFUNSTON
MAY TAKE THE FIE*L
The full strength otf
Guard is 125,652, acoor
War Department. Seer
estimates that to-day'*
bring out two-thirds. T
therefore, about 82,000 a
eral Fumston's army. "V
OO0 alerady on the borde

"Organizations to be accepted into the Federal service
should have the minimum peace strength now prescribed for
organized, militia. The maximum strength at which organizations will be accepted, and to which they should be raised as
soon as possible, is prescribed in Section 2, Tables of Organizations, United States Army.
'In case any regular battalion or squadron now recognized as such contains an insufficient number of organizations
to enable it to conform at muster to regular army organization tables, the organization necessary to complete such units
may be moved to mobilization camp and there inspected under
orders of the department commander to determine fitness for
recognition as organized militia by the War Department.
''Circular 19, Division of Military Affairs, 1914,prescribes
the organizations desired from each State as part of the local
tactical division, and only these organizations will be accepted
into service.
.',,-.-, A «
v„
"It is requested that all officers of Adjutant General s
department, Quartermaster's Corps and Medical Corps, duly
recognized as pertaining to State Headquarters, under Table 1,
Tables of Organizations, Organized Militia, and not elsewhere
required for duty in State administrations, be ordered to camp
for duty as camp staff officers.

Washington, June 18.—The text of the tele
gram sent by Secretary of War Baker to G-ov-j Arrangements for Muster of Staff Officers.
"Such numbers of these staff officers as the department
ernors of States calling out the militia follows:
commanders may determine may be mustered into the service
"Having in view the possibility of further of the United States for the purpose of proper camp adminisaggression upon the territory of the United tration and will be mustered out when their services are no
required.
'
' ■ .
-States from Mexico and the necessity for the longer"Where
recognized brigades or divisions are called into
proper protection of that frontier, the Presi- service from a State, the staff officers pertaining to these units
Tables of Organizations, United States Army, will be
dent has thought proper to exercise the au- under
mustered into service and also the authorized inspectors of
thority vested in him by the Constitution and small arms practise pertaining thereto.
"Except for these two purposes of mobilization camp
laws to call out the organized militia and Naservice and of the prescribed staff practice service with tactical
tional Guard necessary for that purpose.
units officers of State Headquarters, under Table 1, above
"I am, in consequence, instructed by the President to call
into the service of the United States forthwith through you
the following units of the organized militia and the National
Guard of the State of
, which the President directs shall
be assembled at the State mobilization point
(or at the
place to be designated to you by the commanding general,
department) for muster into the service of the United
gprtoril t*-& ^Olnt.me-nt, from each State)

mentioned, will not be mustered into service at this time.
"If tactical divisions are later organized, the requisite additional number of staff officers with rank as prescribed for
division staff will, as far as practicable, be called into service
from those States which have furnished troops to such division.
Acknowledge,
NEWTON D. BAKER
"Secretary of ^ar.
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Call on Governors
for States' Troops!

To Be Recruited to Full Strength.

"Possibility of Further Aggression on
Territory of United States and Ne
cessity of Proper Protection" Basi
of Action—Instructions for Early
Mobilization.

"Organizations to be accepted into the Federal service
should have the minimum peace strength now prescribed for
organized militia. The maximum strength at which organizations will be accepted, and to which they should be^aised^as
soon as possible, is prescribed in Section 2, Tables of Organizations, United States Army.
'In case any regular battalion or squadron now recognized as such contains an insufficient number of orgamzations
to enable it to conform at muster to regular army organization tables, the organization necessary to complete Berate
may be moved to mobilization camp and there inspected under
Srs of the department commander to determine fitness for
recognition as organized militia by the War Department
Circular 19, Division of Military Affairs, 1914, prescribes
the organizations desired from each State as part of the local
tactical division, and only these organizations will be accepted
into service.
^ ^ ^ ^^ Q{ M
^
ys
department, Quartermaster's Corps and Medical Corps duly
recogSed ascertaining to State Headquarters, under• Table£
Tables of Organizations, Organized Militia, and not el ewhere
required for duty in State administrations, be ordered to camp
for duty as camp staff officers.

Washington, June 18.—The text of the telegram sent by Secretary of War Baker to Gov- Arrangements for Muster of Staff Officers.
"Such numbers of these staff officers as the department
ernors of States calling out the militia follows commanders
may determine may be mustered into the service
"Having in view the possibility of further oTTe United States for the purpose of proper camp admmisaggression upon the territory of the United Nation and will be mustered out when their .services are no
^States from Mexico and the necessity for the 10nS"Whererrecognized brigades or divisions are called into
from a State, the staff officers pertaining to these units
proper protection of that frontier, the Presi- service
unTer Tables of Organizations, United States Army, will be
dent has thought proper to exercise the au- mustered into service and also the authorized inspectors of
thority vested in him by the Constitution and small arms practise pertaining thereto.
"Except for these two purposes of mobilisation camp
laws to call out the organized militia and Na- service
and of the prescribed staff practice service with tactical
tional Guard necessary for that purpose.
units officers of State Headquarters, under Table 1, above
"I am, in consequence, instructed by the President to call
into the service of the United States forthwith through you
the following units of the organized militia and the National
Guard of the State of
, which the President directs shall
be assembled at the State mobilization point
(or at the
place to be designated to you by the commanding general,
department) for muster into the service of the United
ofntrfg chv-rc* ia iTigtvrt.pri tfrTtt-tTintnmvnt from each StateV

mentioned, will not be mustered into service at this time.
"If tactical divisions are later organized, the requisite additional number of staff officers with rank as prescribed for
division staff will, as far as practicable, be called into service
from those States which have furnished troops to such division.
Acknowledge,
NEWTON D BAKER,
" Secretary of ^vV ar. •
„■
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ILL TO ENLIST MILITIA
MAY GALL 250,000 MEN
Wilson and Baker Discuss Plans
for Big Army of Volunteers.

Hay to Offer Resolution to Make
Guardsmen Available.
AID TOR SOLDIERS' FAMILIES
CVvw/w*-*-

WAIT ON FUNSTOFS REPORT
Kreider Asks Allowances to Wives |
and Children of Militiamen—Hay
Should Official Account Sustain Story
That Pershlng's Men Were Lured
Into Ambush Decisive Action Will
Be Taken, It Is Asserted—Baker

to Bequest $500,000 for Purpose.
Pay for Government Employes
Who Join Troops Is Urged.

Also at the Capitol.

President Wilson and Secretary of
War Baker at a White 'House conference yesterday discussed the necessity
of issuing a call for an army of volunteers to supplement the regular and
militia forces in Mexico and on the
border. Definite action was deferred
until official reports are received from
Gen. Punston on the unprovoked attack by Carranza's army on the small
American cavalry detachment at Carrizal.

"Grave Consequences" Nearer.
If the official report confirms unofficial versions that the American cavalrymen were lured into ambush and
attacked without warning-, there is
high official authority for the statement
that the United States will move
promptly to uphold the honor and
dignity of the nation, and to prove to
Carranza that the United States means
what it said in warning him of the
"grave consequences" of a resort to
arms against Gen. Pershing"s army.
In such event there would be an immediate call for 250,000 volunteers and
a declaration of war, which many members of Congress insistently urgred yesterday, would accompany the call for
volunteers.

See Ground tar Was.
State and War Department officials
and many congressional leaders believed that the Carrlzal Incident, together with the attack on the American
sailors at Mazatlan and the arrest of
two officers of the gunboat Annapolis,
formed ground for a declaration of war.
Secretary of War Baker said the War
Department would not act on Information now at hand. It was considered
significant, however, that Immediately
after reaching his office yesterday. Secretary Baker went to the White House
for an hour's conference with the President.
Secretary Baker then went to th«
Capitol at the President's direction to
urge the immediate adoption of the resolution empowering the President to
draft the national guard for service In
Mexico.

A resolution authorizing' the President to draft national guardsmen willing to take the Federal oath immediately Into the regular army under
the terms of the new army bill was
submitted yesterday by Secretary Baker
to Chairman Hay of the House military
committee. Mr. Hay said he would call
it up today and press for Immediate
action.
If possible, Mr. Hay said he would
obtain consideration of the resolution
by -unanimous consent, but he was prepared to ask for a special rule If necessary.
The resolution differs slightly from
the provision of the measure originally
prepared for bringing the national
guard into Federal service in that it
would provide for service during "the
period of the emergency" Instead of
for "the period of the war."

Subject to Draft.
Members of the active guard and the
reserves in all States, Territories and
the District of Columbia who take the
new oath would be subject to draft
under the resolution. The President
would be authorized to combine various
incomplete units In order to bring them
up to war strength and to appoint ofl fleers for them.
Leaves of absence and full pay for
; all civil employes of the government
: during their servloe in the army or
navy upon the call of the President
are provided for in a resolution that
' Representative George M. Hulbert, of
the Twenty-first New York city district, will introduce in the House this
morning. Mr. Hulbert believes that if
the government expects corporations
and private individuals to be patriotic
and extend support to their employes
who respond to the colors, the government should do likewise.
Aid for Soldiers' Families.
Representative Kreider, of Pennsylvania, yesterday introduced a resolu- j
tion/providing for the payment of $1.50
per day to militiamen in addition
to the allowances now received. Of
this extra sum $1 Is to be paid to the
wife, with 25 cents additional for each
child under IS years old.
Representative Hay, chairman of the
House military affairs committee, announced yesterday that he would Introduce a measure in Congress approi prlating $500,000 for maintenance of
dependent families of members of the
State national guards while the family
wage-earners were in service. Bach
dependent family would receive $50 a
month.
The Senate chaplain yesterday opened
the session with a prayer asking divine
aid "in these troublous times."

SECRETARY OF WAR NEWTON
D. BAKER, who spiked boom for
himself for Vice President.

Ak
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Senate to Act This Morning.

NATION ON WAR'S BRINK;
WILSON HAS A MIDNIGHT
CONFERENCE WITH BAKER
Pershing's Report of Ambush Stirs
All Washington to Its Depths.
Secretary Calls for Haste.
Places All of 100,000 Militia Directly Under
Funston's Orders — Brushes Aside All Red
Tape —Flashes Wire Orders to All States
Urging Speed in Mobilization—House Passes
Draft Measure — Senate Expected to Do So
Today — Final Action to Come on Official
Report—Cabinet Meets, but Delays Steps.
Gen. Pershing's report indicating that the American cavalry
command engaged at Carrizal was the object of a treacherous
attack by Carranza soldiers and virtually was wiped out stirred
Washington last night with a deeper apprehension than has been
aroused by any other development in the series which have
brought the two countries to the brink of war.
While no official would make any statement whatever to
indicate the probable course of the United States should the
report prove true, there were many grim evidences that tension
had been greatly increased. .
Wilson Confers on Phone With Baker.
President Wilson, who had retired before the news reached
Washington, was awakened and talked with Secretary Baker over
the telephone at midnight. At the War Department officials apparently credited, for the first time, the story that the Mexican
rtoops had been guilty of an act which could lead only to the most
serious consequences.
r
Guard Ordered to Border.
House Passes Draft liesolutionT
National
guard
organizations
Congress also took vigorous and farthroughout the country were straining reaching action. A resolution adopted
every nerve last night to prepare, for in tne House by a vote of 332 to 2 deactive service on the Mexican border. Clares that an emergency calling for
New..orders flashed over the wires by the use of troops in addition to reguSecretary Baker bore a call for haste. lars now exists, and authorizes the
Red tape was cast aside and author!- President to draft immediately into the
sation given under which the State service of the United States all memsoldiers will be rushed to reinforce,hers of the national guard who sub-,
the border guards at the earliest pos- scribe to the new oath for that
sible moment.
The entire army of service.
100,000 men summoned by President!
Wilson's call was placed -directly at
Gen. Funston's disposal.

In effect the measure gives legislative approval of President Wilson's call
on State soldiers, and provides for their
use in or out of the United States. It
also furnishes new machinery with
which to hasten the strengthening of
the border guard.
The Senate probably will pass the
resolution today.
Diplomatic aspects of the crisis last
night virtually were unchanged.
President Wilson could reach no final
decision as to action resulting from the
attack by Mexican troops upon American cavalrymen at Carrizal or upon
American bluejackets at Mazatlan.
*
Admiral to Investigate.
Only a preliminary and inconclusive
report on the Carrizal clash came from
Gen. Pershing during the day. It was
based on the statements of stragglers,
and no word had come from the officers
of the shattered detachment.
The last word on the Mazatlan incident will follow another report from
Admiral Winslow, commanding the Paicfic fleet, who has been ordered to the
scene to make a personal investigation.
As the sitaution stands at the State
Department, only preliminary reports
on each incident have been received
from war and navy officials transmitted
as matters of information.
Beports of Officers Final.
When the record is complete in each
department, formal accounts will be
submitted to Secretary Lansing, and the
action of the United States then will be
determined.
Evidence now in hand is believed to
be sufficient to. show that Carranza
sympathizers or officials probably will
be held responsible in both cases.
Indications are that the Washington
government will stand on the reports of
its own officers and refute the assertions of the Mexican government, officially presented here, that Americans
were the aggressors or that irresponsible individuals precipitated the clash.
It was thought probable last night that
the President would demand that Carranza repudiate the acts and punish
those responsible.
Mr. Wilson and his cabinet discussed
The Mexican crisis fully yesterday, but
pending the receipt of final reports on
the occurrences at Carrizal and Mazatlan, no course could be mapped outi'The
only announcement made after the
meeting was that the policy of the
government was unchanged.
Further reports from Gen. Pershing
were expected hourly. Officers here believe that cavalry reinforcements sent
out as soon as the first rumor of the
fight was heard must have joined the
survivors by this time and should reach
some point along the American lines in
Mexico soon. Their march will necessarily be slow, as they are undoubtedly
incumbered by wounded.
Carranza May Seek Peace.
New indications came yesterday that,
Carranza and his advisers, impressed '
by the arguments of European repre-1
sentatlves or the ominous significance
of the preparations for war ordered |
by President Wilson were searching:
for a peaceful solution of the dispute!
they have raised.
Eliseo Arredondo, Mexican Ambassador designate, made the rounds of the
Latin-American embassies and lega- I
tions with assurances from his govern- .:
ment that Mexican troops had no aggressive purpose against the American ■
columns, and would attack only if the
Americans were on the offensive. His
advices, however, did not say what
would be regarded as offensive operations.

Carranza Order Unconfirmed.
In this connection It was noted that
the State Department has as yet obtained no confirmation through Special
Agent Rodgers of reports that Carranza himself directed Gen. Trevino to
notify Gen.' Pershing that any movement of his troops except toward the
border would be resisted. Gen. Pershing's report on the warning from
Trevino was transmitted to Mexico
City some days ago.
Mr. Arredondo was assured by the
diplomats on whom he called that their
governments earnestly hoped peace
would be preserved between the United
States and Mexico.
Those he saw included Ambassador
Naon, of Argentina, who came here
yesterday from his summer home in
Massachusetts to inquire into the Mexican situation.
/
No Mediation Proposals.
If the Mexican representative's purpose was to initiate some steps toward
an officer of mediation, it had not borne
fruit last night.
Secretary Lansing
said no suggestion that the dispute be
submitted to arbitration had come from
any quarter. It has been understood
that the Secretary's communication to
the Latin-American ""diplomats Thursday outlining the critical situation and
declaring that the United States.had no
desire to intervene in Mexican affairs
served to forestall any mediation proposals, although Mr. Lansing disclaims
any such object.
Aim Is to Protect Americans.
It. is known that administration officials do not regard the present situation as containing anything open to
settlement, by arbitration. The President's sole purpose, according to repeated official declarations, is to protect American lives and property on the
border. Failure of the de facto officials to fulfill their obligations in this
respect has compelled the invasion of
Mexican soil in order that an effective
defense of the border might be set up.
The work has been carried out, they
contend, with scrupulous regard for the
rights and interests of the Mexican
government and people, and operations
have been directed only against the
lawless bands harrying the border and
which the Mexican government was
either unwilling or unable to check.
Carranza Seeing I/ight.
Private telegrams from Mexico City
reaching various interested persons
continue to indicate that Gen. Carranza
and the circle of his immediate advisers
are very desirous of finding a way to
avoid war with the United States.
They are said to have been convinced
by the recent happenings, not only of!
the sincerity of the Washington administration's attitude as publicly announced, but also of the stern purpose
of President Wilson to use "whatever
force may be necessary to carry out
his policy.
These same Mexico City observers,
however, noted indications that the
military commanders in northern Mexico are not entirely under Gen. Carranza's control.
Fear Action by Commanders.
It has been an open secret for some
time that the allegiance of-part of the
army, at least, was to be counted on
only when the orders it received were
to its liking.
The private messages
express fear that actions of the commanders may force the situation, whatever Gen. Carranza may wish to da
Under Secretary Baker s order yesterday, arangements for the prompt
despatch of national guard organizations to the border will be made between Gen. Funston and the commanders of the various departments ,
without reference to Washington
As soon as a regiment, troop or battery is sworn in and Its equipment
completed, Gen. Funston will be notified and he will designate the point
on the border to which It will be
sent. Formation of provisional brigades or their tactical units will be
, worked out later.
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Secretary Baker's Statement.
The secretary announced the order
In the following statement:
"It is the intention of the department to send all of the State /militia
which has been called out to the border as soon as It is ready and fit to
go. That is to say, as soon after it
has been assembled at the various
State mobilization camps and can be
inspected, equipped, mustered into service and otherwise prepared for dispatch. The militia so sent will be
distributed by Gen. Funston along- the
border."
The resolution adopted in the House
will facilitate -this movement. It authorizes the consolidation of incomplete units of the guard so that they i
can be sent forward without waiting'
I to be recruited up to the required |
: strength.
Provides Additional Companies.
Additional
companies
would be
raised and sent forward later to fill
the vacancies in any regiment or battalion created by combining two or
more companies that failed to show
the required minimum strength when
first mobilized.
With this authority, War Department officials believe it will be possible to hasten many organizations to
the front which otherwise would have
been compelled to wait at the mobilization camps until additional men could
be recruited. Recruiting will go on at
,the camps and the new drafts follow
after the organization.
Purchase of Big Aeroplanes.
At the War Department orders were
given yesterday for the purchase of
fourteen additional aeroplanes for border use. They will be of the highpower type recently sent to the border,
and orders will be distributed among
manufacturers in order to speed up delivery.
Gen. Funston now has twelve of
these craft at Columbus. Great trouble
has been experienced with the propellers. Every effort is being made to
find suitable propellers, but at the present time none of the dozen machines
can be used on account of this defect, I
although they have been found highly
satisfactory in every other respect.
The problem is to find a propeller
which will stShd the enormous power
Of the engines.
Recalls the Lighter Machines.
Gen. Funston has asked also for the
return to Columbus of the first shipment of lighter power
machines sent
to the border. They- were found unsuitable by army aviators for the work
then before them and sent to the aviation school at San Diego.
Until the big machines can be given
durable propellers, however, it is proposed to get the light craft back for
such duty as they can perform.
Lack of aeroplanes with the expedition In Mexico is blamed for the long
delay in obtaining exact information
as to what happened at Carrizal.
A field wireless equipment of sufficient power to cover the distance
from that point to the border or to the
field base is a bulky affair which requires motor trucks or mule trains to
transport it, and hardly could have
been carried with a mere scouting
party.
Assembling Radio Sets.
Army officials are trying to assemble additional radio sets for immediate
use. There are a number of sets with
national guard units called to the '.-"order, but so far, it is understood, a light,
portable outfit suitable for use with a
cavalry column has not been developed.
Navy reports during the day showed
good progress in the relief of Amerij cans assembling at Mexican ports for
! the trip home.
The transport Buffalo should reach
, San Diego Sunday or Monday with
those taken aboard at Mazatlan, Quaymas, Topolobamp, and other west
coast ports. She will ireturn immediately to pick up additional refugees
sheltered aboard the' warships stationed at the various ports.

HOUSE PUTS MILITIA
AT PRESIDENT'S ORDER
Authorizes Drafting of All
Who Will Take Oath.

authorized the President to draft guardsmen "whenever in his opinion an emergency exists which demands the use of
troops in addition to the regular army."
The amendment making It declare that
in the opinion of Congress such an emergency now has arisen, was offered by
Representative Hay himself, and was
adopted unanimously.
' After consultation with Mr. Mann, Mr.
Hay also changed the language of the
resolution so that the period of service
for which guardsmen could be drafted
would be limited to three years.

Representative Chiperfield, of IllinoUl
who is a lieutenant colonel in the Illif
nois National Guard, argued that thd
term of service of the national guards!
men in the Federal service should noil
be indefinite. The resolution provided
that the men shall serve for the period
of the emergency unless sooner dis-|
charged.
Former Speaker Cannon declared
state of war really existed.and that
the President wanted to call it an eme:
gency when it was a war that didnl
change the facts

Aid to Guardsmen's Families.

$1,000,000 TO AID FAMILIES
Actual State of Hostilities Exists, Is
Assertion Made in Debate—President Criticised for Not Taking
Congress Into His Confidence Before Emergency Became Acute.
Need to Employ National Guard Is
Recognized—Proposal to Draft the
Naval Militia Into V. S. Service.

Legislative approval of President
Wilson's use of the national guard in
the Mexican crisis -was voted almost
unanimously by the House yesterday
in adopting a resolution declaring the
existence of an emergency and giving
the President a free hand to draft as
Federal soldiers all guardsmen willing
to take the required oath. The Senate
is expected to concur today.
A million dollars would be appropriated by the resolution to aid dependent
families of the guardsmen so drafted.
Distribution of the fund would be left
to the War Department with the restriction that no family should receive
more than $50 a month.
Vote 332 to 2.
The resolution was adopted by a vote
of 332 to 2. Representatives Huddleston, Democrat, of Alabama, and London, Socialist, of New York, cast the
negative votes.
During the debate preceding its
adoption several Republicans attacked
the administration's Mexican policy,
and insisted that President Wilson
should have informed Congress of the
emergency instead of expecting it to
act on its own initiative. No one attempted to deny, however, that an
emergency had arisen, and Republican
Leader Mann, Former Speaker Cannon
and others declared that In reality a
state of war existed.
Does Not Mean War, Says Hay.
Chairman Hay, of the military committee, author of the resolution, told
the House that it was presented by
the administration as a measure necessary in the present situation, and not
as a declaration that a state of war
existed or was to be contemplated.
As introduced, the resolution merely

A provision for relief of guardsmen's
families had been prepared by Chairman
Hay as a separate bill. After the resolution was under debate, he decided to
Incorporate a relief appropriation in It,
and when the amendment was offered
it was adopted unanimously. A proposal
by Representative Gardner to extend
similar aid to families of the regular
army was ruled out of order.
As soon as the final vote on the resolution had been taken it was sent over
to the Senate, where it arrived just as
adjournment was helng taken. It was
referred to the mill'tary committee with
the announcement that unanimous consent Would be asked to consider it today.

Draft for Naval Miltiia.

Asks Power for President.
Representative Fitzgerald, of NeJ
York, criticised the Republicans fd
their attitude. "Put the President in I
position," he pleaded, "where he shal1
not have to wait in any emergency c
Congress to act, but can act himself I
once."
«„,.,, J
Representative Quin, of MississipS
suggested, that Republicans who f
two vears had'been urging the Pre
dent to send troops into Mexico
suddenly changed their position.
Representative Greene, Republics!
of Vermont, a member of the milita
committee, answered criticisms of
resolution. He said as to the complaJ
of indeflniteness of the time of servi
of the, guardsmen that Congress hi
the purse strings and that no executil
could maintain any army longer th|
Congress permitted.

Criticism of President.
Representative Focht, Republican,
Pennsylvania, criticised President \>
son for failing to come to Congress ;
frankly lay the fact's before it as
war-making body. He said the Prel
dent had acted without advising Cq
gress of the facts.
. An amendment by Representatil
Chiperfield, of . Illinois, providing tq
i when the national guardsmen arecharged after the emergency ceas]
they shall resume their former nation
guard organization status, was adoptj
without objection.

. A proposal to authorize the President to draft members of the naval
militia in time of emergency also was
introduced in the House yesterday. It
was attached to a naval militia pay
bill submitted by Chairman Padgett, of
the naval committee, and would" give
authority for enrollment of naval militiamen as "national naval volunteers"
whenever the President should see fit
to call on them.
The refusal of more than a hundred
members of the national guard of
Texas,- Arizona and New Mexico to
enter the Federal service in response to
the Presidnt's call found an echo during the debate yesterday, Representative Gardner announcing he would
offer a resolution for congressional investigation and Chairman Hay declaring he would do everything .possible to
see that such a proposal, if Introduced,
was promptly reported by the military
committee. Later Mr. Gardner did introduce a resolution and it went to the
committee.
Viewed as State of War.
General debate began on the resolution under an agreement for a twohour limit.
Representative Mann made a speech, j
declaring that a state of war with
Mexico already existed to all intents
and purposes, and expressing the opinion that the regular troops were not
carrying out the purpose for which
they were sent into Mexico. He said,
however, that he did not see how they
could be withdrawn under the present
situation, and if they were to stay the
military strength of the country necessarily must be increased.
Representative Butler, of Pennsylvania, Republican, urged that the President should advise Congress of his
reasons for determining that an emergency existed.
"I know what this resolution means,"
he said in an impassioned speech. "I
know that this resolution's passage
means the destruction of human lives
and property, and perhaps a war for
some years to come. I am willing to
take my share of this responsibility,
but I bejieve the President should advise Congress, now."
Means War, Says Madden.
"I think we are declaring war here,"
declared Representative Madden, of
Illinois.
Mr. Hay replied that the President
would be required to come back to
Congress if a declaration (of war 'was
deemed necessary.
"This resolution
does not contemplate a declaration of
war «r a declaration that a state of
war exists," he added.

THE \
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Official Carrizal Battle Report
The War Department yesterday afternoon gave out the first report
transmitted by Gen. Pershing on the fight at Carrizal. It was the account given by troopers who had reached field headquarters and the
one described by department officials as insufficient to determine the
United States' course of action. It gives no estimate of casualties.
The text follows;
Pershing questioning troopers with reference to the Ahu- •
mada affair. Two troopers Tenth cavalry, Boyd's Troop C
and Morey's Troop K joined on night of 20th at Santo Domingo, marched within 1 mile of Carrizal on the 21st, Capt.
Boyd in command, arriving there at 7:30 a. m. Boyd sent a
Mexican guide, asking permission to pass through the town.
Mexican guide returned with refusal from Gomez. Then
Gomez sent out note by orderly stating Boyd might pass
through town providing he stopped for a conference. Then
Gen. Gomez himself came out and discussed the situation
fifteen or twenty minutes with Boyd. Meantime, Mexican
troops, moving out from the town, began surrounding
Boyd's column. Gomez retired, and when he reached the
right of bis troops Mexican troops began firing machine
guns. Boyd then dismounted to fight on foot.
Secretary Baker, in connection with the report, said that Pershing
added he had sent out cavalry to support and bring back the two
troops in question. As yet, Baker said, Pershing has had no opportunity to confer with any officer of either of the troops.
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TO SEGREGATE ARMY FELONS
Baker Asks That Minor Offenders Be
Differently Treated.
Revision o the articles of war was discussed yesterday by Secretary Baker
and Judge Advocate General Crowder,
of the army, before a House military
subcommittee.
Secretary Baker, was particularly Interested in the regulations for segregating soldier felons from those who
commit only minor breaches of army
discipline, and urged that it be clearly maintained in the revision.

0. K.'S MEXICAN SHIPMENT.

GIEL ASKS E0R HIS RELEASE.

Baker Wires Permission to Import

"All I Have," Says Miss Candler in

Cottonseed.
On representations made by Representative at large McLemore, of Texas, Secretary of War Baker yesterday telegraphed Gen. Funston to allow the shipping-across the Mexican
border of 40 carloads of cottonseed,
consigned to Oscar Robinson, a planter
of Hearne, Tex. The seed, the value
of which is very considerable, had
been transported over the Mexican
Central Railway to Piedras ' Negras
opposite Eagle Pass, but here it was
not allowed to proceed, as the cars
carrying it were of the steel variety,
and the Mexicans were evidently
afraid to let them cross the border for
fear they would be retained in the
United States.
Gen. Punston has orders to allow a
number of inferior freight cars on the
American side to cross the interna' tional bridge and bring back the
cargo. For some time the Mexicans
have let no cars proceed into Texas
that would be of use for transportation of men or military equipment in
case of war with this nation

Appeal for Guardsman Wheeler.
Miss Edith Candler, aged 19, one of
those left behind, bedecked herself in
her summer finery yesterday and went
to the White House to ask President
Wilson to excuse Private Earl Wheeler, national guardsman, from service
on the border.
She choked back the break in her
voice and the tears in- her eyes until
she learned that both the President
and his secretary had left Washington and probably wouldn't be back before the local guardsmen were on their
way to Mexico. But she recovered her
poise and went to Secretary Baker. He
was at lunch and she made her rounds
of general staff officers only to be told
there was little chance of getting her
heart's desire—a discharge for Earl.
"Earl's father and mother are broken
hearted," said Miss Edith, "but they
would not beg him off. Earl would be
terribly angry if he knew what I'm
doing, but I can't help it—when I
think of what might happen to him.
He is all I have. My mother and father
are-both-dead.-. Now I don't know what
will become of ine."
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U. S. DEMANDS TROOPS' RELEASE;
15 MORE MASSACRE SURVIVORS
FOUND WANDERING IN DESERT
PUN TO GIVE BUMS
II SENATE

GRAVEST FEARS FELT
FOR IN TRAPPED
AT

Bitter Debate Stirred Up by Bill
Introduced in Upper Chamber by Reed.

Tidings of Fate of Capt. Boyd's
Squadron Rest With Eleventh Cavalrymen.

Action of Administration to Depend on Report of Any Officer Surviving.

GORE DENOUNCES MEASURE

ALARMED

RESCUERS

MUST LEARN ABOUT PARLEY

Calls It "Insult to Americanism
of Militia of the United
States."

Silence Regarded by Some as
Sinister — Funston Thinks
They're Delayed.

War Secretary Does Not Think
Escaped Troopers Knew the
Real Facts.

SAN ANTONIO, June 24.—
General Pershing reported today
that one packer and eight enlisted men of Troop C, and
seven enlisted men of Troop K,
Tenth Cavalry, were picked up
this morning northwest of Santa
Maria, in the Mexican desert.
They were located by Troop
M, of the Tenth, under Lieut.
Henry Meyer
All of them were included in
the group detailed to care for
the horses at the Carrizal fight
' and their stories were substantially the same as those of other
stragglers. They brought back
twenty-five horses.

This Government has demanded release of the colored troopers captured in the Carrizal
battle, and now held by Carranzistas at Chihuahua City.
It became known today that
the demand now is on its way to
Carranza.

Government support for families of national guardsmen on
the Mexican border was cut out
of the Hay militia resolution
today as it was reported to the
Senate by the Military Committee.
A provision that married men
or others with dependents may
be excused from service was
substituted.
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Commands U. S. Fleet
On Pacific Coast

(Photo by American lJress Association).

ADMIRAL WINSLOW.

CARRANZA GENERAL
GIVES UP REFUGEES

An attempt immediately to pay
the national guardsmen on the
Mexican front $30 a month failed
today after a bitter debate, in
which it was charged the proposal
would make mercenaries of the
militiamen.
Senator Gore, the blind pacifist Clash on West Coast Is Averted
Senator of Oklahoma, interposed
by Action—Winslow Takes
the objection which prevented imOff Americans.
mediate disposal of a bill introduced by Senator Reed of MisRefusal of General Flores, Carranza
I souri.
commandant at Topolobampo, to permit
W. H. Standley to comReed's move was an "insult to Commander
municate with or take off American
! the Americanism of the guards- refugees, which threatened to precipitate
was withdrawn today.
men, and an imputation on their conflict,
Admiral Winslow, commanding the
Pacific fleet, reported that General Flores
I patriotic motives," said Gore.
had permitted the withdrawal of American refugees to the gunboat Yorktown
waiting in the harbor.
HOT DEBATE FOLLOWS.

Admiral Winslow also reported that
eighty-three Americans at Mazatlan had
been taken aboard the gunboats Annapolis and Buffalo. They will be put
aboard the first north-bound steamer
that can be intercepted.
Fully 600 now ar« at Vera Cruz
awaiting transportation. A large proportion of these were to be taken off
today on the Ward liner Monterey,
which has permission to carry an oxcess number of passengers.
Special Agent Kodsers. advised that
another irainload of refugees from
Mexico City was to leave yesterday.
The Nogales cons': I said a .few Americans in distress in Sonora had gore
across the border.
Release of the fifty or more Americans in the Guanajuato colony from
Carranzista detention was promised today by Mexico City authorities, accordPhrase Doesn't Apply.
"Capitalize patriotism?" he asked. ing to a telegram from Mr. Rodgers.
"It's a phrase that come naturally to
the lips of a phrase-monger. But it does
not apply truthfully to these young men
who a few days ago farewell to father
and mother, wife and children. Some
of them for the last time.
"It ill becomes a Senator to sit behind
a mahogany desk at $7,500 a year and Federation Peitions Congress to
snree at these men who will fight their
country's battles."
Prevent Hostilities Between
"Fifty years ago after the Civil War,"
retorted Gore, "We pay JloS.OOO.OOO a
This Country and Mexico.
year in pensions. I see a danger to the
miblic. treasury—nay to the public conscience. This is but the thin edge of
The Federation of Jewish Farmers of
an entering wedge of another multitude
America today petitioned Congress not
of D>, '.ijlwers."
to take any step that will lead to a war
Carried by Sentiment.
in which the United States may be in"Now is not the time for any ap- volved.
propriations," said Senator Thomas of
The petition, sent from the New York
Colorado." We would be carried away headquarters, wac filed in the House by
by sentiment.
Meyer London, the Socialist member
"I deny that soldiers must be obtained from New "iork It was signed by A.
through paying them so well that it is M.
Kuntz, president, and reads:
an object for them to quit private em"In the name of the Federation of
ployment. God protect this republic
Jewish
Farmers or America, I urge upon
when it must be defended by meryou to use every possible effort to precenaries !
"It is cold fact that constantly in- vent a war in America, "which would be
creasing appropriations for pensions a repetition of European horrors.
create a spirit of avarice and an ex- Farmers as a Class are peaceful citizens,
pectation for reward for doing a pa- and are for casting the; swords into
plowshares."
triotic duty."
Senator Sherman read a telegram from
Major McCormick of an Illinois cavalry
organization telling of the difficulty of
getting horseshoers to quit their jobs,
and urged higher pay for soldiers.
Senator Reed's attempt brought one
of the hottest debates of the Senate
session.
"Such favoritism never before was
heard of," shouted Senator Gore of
Oklahoma.
"That amount never was paid civil
war veterans, yet they fought in a
real war, and not against half-clad,
half-armed savages."
This is a reflection on the patriotism of
these young heroes. Shall we assume
to capitalize their devotion -to the
country. Shall we make them mercenaries? Shall we capitalize patriotism,
commercialize devotion to the country?
Senator Reed bitterly assailed the
blind Oklahoma Senator.

OVER

SAN ANTONIO, Tex., June 24.
—Hope of exact tidings of the
fate of approximately 100 American troopers, under Captain Boyd,
ambushed at Carrizal, rested today
on the relief squadron of the Eleventh Cavalry, dispatched by General Pershing immediately after
word of the encounter reached his
headquarters.
There was a feeling here that
the failure to receive any word
from this relief squadron was of
itself sinister in its foreboding, but
General Funston said it might be
that their progress back to the lines
was hampered by care of wounded
from the Tenth Cavalry.
LITTERS WOULD RETARD.
If the Eleventh squadrons were bringing back wounded survivors of the
Tenth, the men would have to be carried on litters. General Pershing did
not report whether or not he had sent
out aditional force's to search for the
Eleventh or to aid them.
Army officers here have practically
abandoned hope for all of those in the
Carrizal ambuscade except the seven
stragglers of the Tenth who have so far
arrived at General Pershing's headquarters.
Not an officer nor non-commissioned
■ (Continued on Second Page.)

President's Adviser in
Mexican Crisis

There is to be no hasty action
by the Administration in Mexico;
there is to be no invasion on the
basis of the facts so far known of
the Carrizal fight.
If one of the United States officers who participated in the battle
is alive and can give a coherent
account of the parley with Gomez
Men to Be Sent to Rifle Range and the subsequent massacre, his
report will determine the course
for Practice in Firing on
of this nation.
Monday.
If all the officers are dead then
such additional facts as General
Beginning Monday morning the Dis- Pershing can gather will be awaittrict militiamen now at the mobiliza- ed before action is decided upon.
tion camp near Fort Myer will be
given forty-eight hours' training in
MUST AWAIT REPORT.
actual field fighting with loaded

I0GEI
IN FED

rifles.
The companies of infantry, probably
Company A and B, of the Third Infantry, will be sent to the Congress
Heights rifle range Monday to remain two days.
On Wednesday and Friday two other
companies will be sent there for a
similar period
This will continue until each company has had rifle practice at 200, 300,
and 600 yards.
Should the guardsmen not be ordered
to the Mexican border for two weeks
or more, it is possible some of the companies wijl receive instruction on the
range more than once.
The men in the companies sent to the
range will, carry blanket rolls, small
shelter tents, and rations with them,
and be under the exact conditions they
would face when with an advancing
column with an enemy in front of it.

Will Fire in Squads.

The shooting on the range will be in
squads and in skirmishes, the guardsmen lying prone, kneeling, or seeking
shelter in ravine or behind obstructions
just as if under actual was conditions.
The militia has a large number of
sharpshooters and expert riflemen in its
ranks, some of them holding records of
240 hits out of a possible 250 at long
range. These men. will be expected to
coach the others who have not had as
much experience.
The work of equipping all the militiamen to defend themselves and to exterminate the enemy will be pushed
Chapin Brown and Others Appear with i all possible dispatch, but with
thoroughness.
None of the officers at the mobilizaBefore Senate Subcommittee.
tion camp today would express a definite
opinion
as to how long it will be before
Bill Delayed.
the organization will begin to move to
the border, but all of them expressed
Though the subcommittee . of the their gratification over the receipt of
Senate Appropriations Committee in
(Continued on Second Page.)
charge of the Pisti-ict bill announced
yesterday it had finished hearings on
the measure, further hearings were
given tflday.
Chapin Drown appeared in behalf
of the National Training School for
Crlrjjjb He also urged the salaries of
PHILADELPHIA. Juna 24.—Because
the municipal court judges be in- the recruiting officers declared him "too
creased
Colonel Harts, Superintendent ot short" for enlistment in the national
Public Buildings and Grounds, and guard. George i P. Widerman tried to
secretary of the Fine Arts Commis- arouse public sentiment in favor of
sion, with a number of others, ap- sending him . to Mexico, regardless of
peared in behalf of the Klingle Ford
army regulations.
valley project.
It is now considered more than
Widerman. blowing a bugle, waving
ever sure that the bill cannot be a revolver and bedecked in red. white
passed before July 1, and that a con- and blue ribbons, was fir.alty captured
tinuing resolution will be needed.
and placed in the police station.
NEW YORK, June 24.—Frank MoThe subcommittee will be unable to
ran invited Colonel Roosevelt to be finish the bill before Monday, it was
his guest next Thursday night, when expected this afternoon, and more
time than that may be required.
he fights Jack Dillon.
i.
.
Because of other engagements, the
Colonel has been forced to send his
VERA CRUZ, Mexico, June 24.—About
regrets.
650 American refugees are now here
When T. R. was President, Moran
was quartermaster of the Mayflower,
awaiting transportation to the United
the Executive yacht.
LONDON, June 24.—Sir Roger Case- States. A special train of twelve cars
ment will be placed on trial Monday on brought several score Americans and a
the charge of high treason, growing out number of other foreigners here late
of his alleged instigation of the Irish last night.
Aaron Bragmon, twelve, 616 K street rebellion. Lord Chief Justice Reading,
They reported that many Americans
southwest, was slightly hurt when assisted by Justices Avery and Horrldge, in interior cities had refused to leave
their businesses, feeling that the presknocked from his wheel by a Capital will preside.
Traction car late yesterday at FourA special panel of 130 talesmen has ent tension between the two countries
would be removed.
teeuUi street and Pennsylvania avenue. been summoned.

Jewish Farmers of
U. S. Opposedto War

Hearings Reopened
On D. C. Budget

Too Short for Militia;
Starts War of His Own

Roosevelt Invited to
Attend Fight by Moran

Pope Seeks to Prevent
U. S.-Mexican War
LONDON, June 24.—-Pope Benedict will appeal to President
Wilson and General Carranza
in an earnest endeavor to
avoid War, said a Rome dispatch circulated by the wireless news agency today.

Casement Trial to
Begin Next Monday

650 Americans Wait
Boat at Vera Cruz

Car Hits Cyclist.
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These are the outstanding features of
the situation today following a conference between President Wilson and
Secretary of War Baker. After the
conference Baker said:
"We are obliged to wait for further
word from General Pershing before
we car. determine our course of action.
"The only thing we have thus far,
aside from that coming from Mexican
sources, is the report of a few stragglers who wore considerably in the rear
of the point where the Carrizal fight
occurred." Baker.said.
"These men had been left to holtj the
horses, and act as a rem- guard, while
the others went forward. Apparently
when the firing started and the horses
began to stampede, these men went
after them, so they were not near the
place where the parleying was going
on, and probably were considerably
back when the shooting began.
"We are compelled to wait, therefore,
until we hear from the two troops of
cavalrv sent out to bring back what
remains of the troops engaged in the
Carrizal fitfht. Until we get that report there is absolutely no change m
policy to be considered.

Won't Have to Wait.
"The public will not have to wait fivs
minutes for the contents o£ General
Pershing's report when it comes in."
It is known here that the forces under Captain Boyd were under explicit
orders from General Pershing to confine their operations exclusively to
scouting. Thoy were specifically commanded to engage in no fight, cr to
make no move which threatened to precipitate a fight unless actually attack-'
ed.
If Boyd TOJ commanded to stop, or
Was refused pernr.ssiou to proceed, by
General Gomez, and advanced regardless, he violated his orders, .<nd there
will be no declaration of war becaus*
of the Carri/ial incident.
If the reports made so far by the colored troopers of the Tenth Cavalry.
that Captain Boyd had stopped h'#
march at the command of Gomez, and
that the Mexicans fired on the troopers after thev had halted, are confirmed
by an officer, the situation will be such
as to .1'istlCy Wilson's threat to Carranza of "the gravest consequences."
Action is not to he taken on the reports so far received, because it is realized that the enlisted men who escaped had no part in the parley between Gomez and Boyd. and could
scarcely hava bca-.i familiar with all
the details.

Seriousness Not Minimized.
There is no minimizing the seriousness
of the situation at either the White
House or the War Department.
It is admitted that the likelihood oJ
a break has never been so great.
. The effect has been sobering and there
is little disposition to talk.
Both the White House and War Department are keyed for action. At both
points, it is admitted that Pershing's
next report will probably decide the
issue.
An obvious determination is evidenced
to prevent anyone going off half-cooked
as it is now felt Admisal iiayo did aX
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Tampio, when he demanded that Huerta
"salute the flag."
Captain Morey is expected to prove
the man who will determine if we are
to have war. He was second in command at Carrizal. He is reported to
have escaped, wounded. It is his report General Pershing is awaiting. He
is expected to have the details of Boyd's
parley with Gomez.
According to Administration officialS a
break will find this government prepared. There will be no hasty dash to
make a quick clean-up of the situation.
The war will NOT be a war of conquest if it is conducted by the present
Administration.
As introduced in Congress any resolution authorizing the President to declare
v.ar will state specifically that under no
conditions will the United States seek
to profit territorially or otherwise by
an invasion of Mexico.
The resolution probably will state that
the only objective of the invasion will
be the restoration of peace in Mexico
and the elimination of the menace to the
southern border of the United States resulting from the present state of
bandit rv.
It will state that upon the restoration
of-peace the United States will withdraw its forces and will make clear that
no development of the conflict will alter
the present boundary line.
Fight in Congress Sure.
This enunciation of purpose by the
Wilson Administration is certain to
precipitate a fight in Congress. A
number of the Republican leaders
who have learned of it are preparing
to block any resolution which in any
way ties the hands of this Government.
They characterize the Wilson plan
of pacification and withdrawal as
visionary,
and
assert , that
even
though it may be inaugurated on that
plan by a Democratic Administration,
it is apt to be concluded otherwise
by a Republican President.
It is probable that the fight to prevent the tacking onto the war resolution, if one is adopted, any modifying clauses which might later prove
embarrassing
to
Justice
Hughes,
should he be elected, will be lead by
Senator Harding of Ohio, chairman
of the Republuican national convention, and a man who is rapidly looming tip as one of the aggressive leaders of the conservative element in
the Senate.
It is expected that a number of
Southern Democrats do not share the
President's so-called idealistic views on
Latin-American affairs and will also
oppose the Administration plans if a
war resolution becomes necessary.
In event of an actual break with
Mexico it is not expected that the militia organization will see service south
of the border for several months. It is
figured' at the War Department that
the situation will call for a heavy border
guard and that while functioning in
this fashion the militiamen will become
acclimated and be ready ^for real campaigning by fall. In the meantime the
regulars and the fleet will be conducting any. offensive that the War Department plans make necessary.

K IN FIELD
ien to Be Sent to Rifle Range
for Practice in Firing on
Monday,
(Continued from First Page.)
the specific information that their commands were to be sent south just as
soon as ready.
Estimates Vary.
The estimates as to how long the soldiers will remain at Fort Myer range
from one week more to twenty-one
<ia.vs and even longer. It is believed
that within a week Cape. Horace
1-lobbs, Seventeenth Infantry, U. S. A.,
will have mustered hito th^ Fedeiul
service all the militiamen who would
be acceptable to the regular army.
After the muster, ■ however, the soldlers may have to continue their military training so as to convince Captain
Hobbs they could face the rnt.^msibilittes and duties under which they would
be in actual warfare.
Immune in Twenty-One Days.
Twenty-one days from today the
militiamen inoculated -with the antityphoid prophylaxis are supposed to
be immune from that disease. Some
of the officers expressed the belief
that' the District regiment would not
be sent to the Mexican border before
it is thoroughly immunized.
Other dffieers said they knew .of
instances in which the inoculation
was begun in one camp, the troops
moved, and the immunizing continued
ut another camp or post.
"We are getting these men into shape
as rapidly and as
thoroughly as
possible," said General Harvey. "The
drills are progressing, the men are
learning more about the business of
being fighting soldiers each day, than
they did the day before. The health of
the men is excellent. They have taken
to the work with enthusiasm and are
anxious to get into the field and serve
their country.
Wants 500 More Men.
"I would like to see about 500 more
men enlist and be accepted for service.
Wo need that many more men to get
the commands up to war strength, and
there is no good reason why we should
go to the border with anything less than
war strength. The able-bodied men in
the District should be urged to enlist."
A number of worried mothers and
fathers were at the mobilization camp
today begging officers to release their
minor sons. They were emphatically informed that no youths under eighteen
would be mustered in. The objecting
parents said the youngsters <Sd not
have their consent, and they wanrid to
take their boys home with them today.
All the mothers said they did not
want their boys to be inoculated with
the anti-typhoid serum. Although they
admitted they did not know what the
treatment was, and reluctantly said
• they thought it was a good thing to immunize men against disease, nevertheless they wanted to take their sons
home.
They were alarmed about the coming
vaccination of the militiamen. The officers tried to allay the fears of the
mothers, but firmly informed
them
that none of the soldiers could be taken
from the camp without an order from
tile Secretary of War.
Troops Inspected.
Every man in the camp, his equipment and quarters was
inspected
thoroughly by the officers to determine the fitness of the soldiers and
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District of Columbia,
Virginia—Partly cloudy
warmer today and tovariable winds.

T EMPE RAT URES.
8 a. m
9 a. m
10 a. m

60
73
Tli

TIDE TABUES.
pT. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.)
High tides—3:08 a. m., height 2.9.
3:33 p. m., height -.4.
Low tides— 9:51 a. m., height 0.1.
10:01 p. m., height 0.1.
SUN AND MOON TABLE.
■un rose
4:42 - Sun sets
7:31
ioon rises 12:30 a.m. j Moon sets 2:33 p.m
Light automobile lamps at S:0S p. m,

Baker to Be Head Of
s L
housands of Families CUBAN J^ACE PLAN 10 BE
War Secretary to Have Job of
Looking After Dependents
of Guardsmen.
HAS MILLION FOR
No

HIS JOB

Strings Tied to Money,
Discretionary Powers Being
Given for Its Distribution.

Secretary Newton D. Baker is about
tc become the figurative head of thousands of American families.,
In adciitica to the duties and trials
that now oriel, him, Mr. Baker is to
see that the Government cares for the
wife and children of the enlisted men
who have been called to the colors with
the national guard.
It Is provided in the resolution adopted by the House yesterdav afternoon
that $1,000,000 is to be apportioned by the
Secretary of War among the dependent
families of the enlisted guardsmen.
He is to make rules and regulations
for the disbursement of the Government
contribution and will determine what
pro rata of the appropriation shall be
received by each dependent family.
The Hay resolution stipulates that
the payment by
the Government
toward the support of dependents
shall not exceea $50 per month per
family.
The Secretary of War, therefore,
will decide whether a family is to
receive ?50, $40, $30, or $20 a month.
It is assumed that the amount of
Government contribution will be regulated by the Secretary of War in
accordance with the circumstances
attendant upon each case.

Measure Providing for
Guardsmen's Families
The resolution adopted by the
House for relief of the dependent
wives, mothers, children, etc., of
members of the National Guard,
who are sent to Mexico, is as
follows:
The sum of $1,000,000 is hereby
■appropriated to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of War and under such
rules and regulations as he may
prescribe, for the purpose of
maintaining at a cost of not
more than $50 a month, the
family of each enlisted man of
the National Guard called or
drafted into the service of the
United States, until his discharge
therefrom, which family, during
the term of service of said enlisted man has no other means,
except his pay, adequate for the
support of said family; and the
words "family" shall include,
wife,
dependent mother, and
father, and sisters, as well as
brothers, under age of fourteen.
would receive
smaller monthly sti
pend.
The mode of living of "the families
left behind" also"- will be taken into
consideration by ,the War Department.
For instance, a family residing in a
city apartment, and in a locality where
the cost of living is high, possibly has
a claim to a greater allowance than the
family residing in the rural districts
where rents are low and the cost of
living isn't such an issue, because there's
a garden and poultry yard about the
place.

To Consider Everything.
All these and other circumstances are
to be taken into consideration by the
War Department in making the allotments under the Hay resolution.
It is expected that the $1,000,000 appropriaion, which had the unanimous
approval of the House, will be promptly acted upon in the Senate.
It applies to the national guard of the
District of Columbia, and all the States.!
The first plan was to appropriate |
$500,000 for this purpose, but Mr. Hay
decided to ask tor double the amount j
when the resolution was put on pass- ,

Will Help Nationally.
It is not claimed that the average
family (can subsist on even $50 a
month, but the Government will help
out materially with its $1,000,000 appropriation.
Wide discretion has been given the
Secretary of War regarding the apportionment of the million-dollar fund.
There are no strings tied to the
money. All the Secretary has to do is
to put the machinery in motion and to
see that the money is made promptly
available for those who need it.
% do not know what will be
An enlisted man who leaves a family needed," he said. "Some of the guard
of three or four doubtless will receive members are r.ch. others are single
the maximum monthly allowance, while and have no dependents, and still others
a dependant family of two probably have families that need help."

their outfits for actual service in the quick work of innoculating 583 men
yesterday afternoon.
field.
The commands which went up for inSaturday is inspection day in the
regular army and every army regula- noculation and got it were the supply
company,
machine gun company, headtion is being observed in the mobili- quarters company,
sanitary troop of
zation camp.
the Third Infantry, brigade band of
All the soldiers who were not given musicians, Signal corps, battery A and
.the anti-typhoid treatment yesterday companies A and B. of the First Batand E and H, of the Second.
will be inoculated against that dis- talion,
Col. Glendie B. Voting, Lieutenant
ease today.
Colonel Anton Stephen, . and' the other
One.-1'oui th of the men were immu- regimental
officers as
well as the
nized yesterday, and it is believed the headquarters officers also were innocu'latod.
other three-fourths can be treated beGeneral Harvey was not innoculated
fore sunset today. The medical officers yesterday because of his absence from
camp
during the early afternoon. He
are anxious to inject the solution into
the arms of all of the militiamen today, attended a hearing by the Senate Appropriations Committee, yesterday. Genbecause tomorrow will be a light day eral Harvey says that, whiie he has
with toe soldiers, and they may be been innoculated once he will take
mustered into the Federal service begin- the anti-typhoid treatment again either
todav or tomorrow.
ning Monday morning.
The doctors who injected the solution
Appreciating thot his command is at
the militiamen's arms at the regithe mobilization camp to round into into
mental
were Major Charles
field shape ai the earliest possible mo- | S. L,uce. infirmary
Capt. H. J. Bryson, Bteut.-H.
n.ent, and to gee into condition for F. Sawtelle, and Lieut. D. W. Taslett,
setvice on the Mexican border perhaps while those who performed similar servwithin the next v.fcek or ten days, Gen- ices at the field hospitals were Captains
oral Jbiivf-y today issued orders that William B. Hudson, C, H. Bowker, C.
recruits unlisted fr Washington be sent M. Dollman, and Lieut. John Bogan.
to the cam* at Fort Myer immediately
The militiamen were marched to the
after being signed up.
two medical tents with the sleeves on
He also Issued orders that all of the their left arms rolled up to the shoulder.
uniforms, tents, cots, wheel transpor- Some of them dreaded the "ordeal'' betation, and all other equipment left at fore they were innoculated, but it rethe L street armory be taken to the quired such a short time and so little
camp at once.
pain, if any, that they laughed when it
With a view to augmenting the ranks was all over.
of his troops. General Harvey to directed every commanding officer to furHow It Is Done.
nish him with the names and business
The doctors, armed with hypodermic
and 'home addresses of all members of needles containing seven and a half
all organizations in the District guard
drops of the solution, quickly inserted
who are not. in camp.
The owier also specifies that the com- the points of the instruments under the
manders report what efforts have been skin of the men's arms, and then
made to locate the absentees and get painted the infinitesimal abrasion with '
' them to camp. The order is taken to iodine to guard against infection. Each
indicate that further efforts will be
made to compel the absentees to obey militiaman was given a card certifying
their oath of enlistment an'd report for that he had been given the first of the
three treatments necessary to Immunize
field service immediately.
For the purpose of keeping in the him. A record will be kept in all cases,
closest touch with the commanding of- and ten days after the first dose a sec-,
ficers of the militia and to advise them ond will be given.
The guardsmen suffered practically no I
of the latest orders from the War Department and developments in the Mex- indisposition as a result of the innoculation.
Some of them lolled about their
ican situation, General Harvey issued
orders today that every commanding tents and said they had dull headaches
officer report to him daily at 1 o'clock and temperatures, but most of them
went about camp as if they had not
in the afternoon.
At these conferences the commanders taken the treatment. Each guardsman
are expected to advise General Harvey who is innoculated is allowed twentyas to the progress being made in get- four hours' rest before resuming militing their organizations into readiness tary duty.
for service on the border.

Has Labor Problem.
Capt. E. M. Nevils, of the Quartermaster Corps, has a labor problem on
his hands today. He is superintending the activities of a large force of
carpenters who are completing the
shower baths and building a number
of sheds on the camp grounds. These
workmen are supposed to knock oft
at noon on. Saturdays, but, realizing
that they could not complete their
work at that hour. Captain Nevils instructed them to continue until 6
o'clock.
The men said this could not be
done without consulting the union.
Captain Nevils immediately communicated with the Carpenters' Council in
Washington and obtained permission
to work the men until 6 o'clock,' provided he pay them double wages after
12 noon.
Tomorrow will be visitors' day at the
camp. Mothers, wives, other relatives
and sweehearts will be allowed the run
of the camp, and the soldiers, having
little military duty to perform, will have
an opportunity to entertain them and
show them around.
It is expected the first visitors will arrive at 9 o'clock in the morning and remain until close on to taps at night.
Special car service will be provided by
the Washington-Virginia Railway company in anticipation or large crowds
visiting the soldiers.
Blue Laws Not Applicable.
The stringent Virginia blue laws,
which went into effect last Sur.day, will
not apply to the militiamen working
at their trade as soldiers, nor will they
interefere with the operations of the
canteens at the camp grounds, where
soda water,
cigtjettes,
and
other
things are sold.
The disbursing officer of the Government Printing Office will go to the mobilization cair.ti Monday and hold a
meeting with *lc jointers who are in
the militia. K.-vh .of these employes
has beea told that his job will bti g.ven
back to him when the citizen soldiery
returns to Washington.
The doctors at the field hospiial and
regimental infirmary made unusually
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Puts Blame on U. S. for Present Has Twice the Necessary Num- Tidind
ber of Men for War Strength
Situation In Note to Speaker
on Its Rolls.
Ferrera ,of Cuban House.
NEW YORK, June 24.—A special cable
dispatch to the New York Times from
Havana says:
Orestes Ferrara, as speaker of the
lower house of the Cuban Congress,
cabled to General Carranza todav, urging the avoidance of war with the
United States, v/hich "would break the
equilibrium of the American continent."
General Carranza answered promptly,
laying the blame on the Americans.
Senor "Kerrara's message follows:
General Venu;;tia,no Carranza, National
Palace, Mexico, D. F.:
In my own narr.e and for mv fervent
American sm, I pray you to evade in
this supreme hovr any difficulties with
the United Stales which would break
the equillibrium of the American continent, < bringing dolorous days to your
country, which we love and admire.
Our ardent aspiration as friends of
Mexico is that you may unite all elements in a common aspiration of Mexican unity.
ORESTES FERRARA,
President House Representatives.
General Carranza. in reply, said;
Your kind message received. It is
neither lite people nor the government I
represent, but the Government of the
United State.?, which -has caused the
present situation between the two nations, by its lack of tact in international
affairs and its lack of respect for Mexican sovereignty. To repel with arms
the Americans who on any pretext invade the national territory—there remains no other recourse than this to
defend the sovereignty of the republic.
Consequently, the American Government
ca navert war by respecting the
sovereignty of Mexico.
V. CARRANZA.

HAT
HELD UP TILL FALL
.

;

ALEXANDRIA, June 24.—Alexandria taxpayers will be granted from
sixt

y to ninety days' extrf "me to
Pay their current years taxes this
year. The tax bills, which are usually payable on July 1, are not ready
and will not be in the hands of City
Tax
until __,._.„
Septem .
j^-v Collector
^ui,^u. Gorman
„„....„..„..-.ber 1, and may be delayed a longer
ti
2?,e- , ,
, .
,.
. „
The delay is caused by the new tax
laws and the time required by the
State auditor to prepare the forms ]
which are presented to each tax ,
payer. These sheets were from three;|
to four months
late
in
reaching i
Charles H. Callahan, commissioner of I
revenue, and the assessment could I
not be commenced until they were j
received.
The new law requires the blanks to ;
be sent to each tax payer, filled out [
by him and sworn to before the com-1
missioner of revenue.
City council has already fixed the
city rate for next year with the usual
discount, and it is expected that the^
time of payments will be delayed in
order that taxpayers can still receive
the benefit of the discount for prompt
payment.
This feature is now being considered
by the finance committee of city council which will hold a meeting on Monday night to formulate its recommendation to city council.
Mrs. Mary Florence Partlow, of 1107
Prince street, died at the Alexandria
Hospital this morning following an operation. She is survived by several children.
Practically all Alexandria will turn
out to give the members of the Aia«andria Light Infantry an ovation on their
departure for the mobilization eainp at
Richmond, orders to which are expected
within the next twenty-four or fortyeight hours. Town and fire engine bell?
will be rung out, and the celebration
will be enlivened by the American Indian Guard Band, the Holy Name Nat»
Band, and the Alexandria High School
Cadet Corps.

Capt. Oliver C. Terry, commanding
the District militia 'Signal Corps, is
by far the most eager man in the mobilization camp for the mustering of
his men into Federal service.
"We are ready and I would like to
have the Signal Corps mustered in as
soon as possible so that I may get
down to war strength and start a permanent organization," said Captain
Terry.
"I have 140 men on my roll3 and
I cannot take but seventy-five to the
Mexican border with me. My command is almost twice the size it should
be, even at war strength. If I can
have the seventy-five picked men
mustered in I can complete my organization and concentrate all my
time and attention on them."
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75 Men To Be Selected.
It is understood that Captain Terry
will select the seventy-five men he
considers best in the Signal Corps to
go before the mustering officer first.
If all of them are acceptable for Federal service he will stop the muster
there, so far as the Signal Corps is
concerned.
The other men in the Signal Corps
will be held until enough recruits have
been obtained to complete a wireless
company to go to the Mexican border.
The Signal Corps' Roll.
Following is the personnel of the Signal Corps now:
Capt. tilivei C. Terry.
First Senior Lieut. R. M. McLennan.
First Junior Lieut. George M. Landis.
Willis R. Lansford, Lewis G. Winters,
Edward A Johnson, Albert C. Hall,
Thomas A, Reed, Bennett Hammond,
Clarence M Gillett, James T. Eisenstein,
Herbert A Cady, Edward L. Cooley,
George W. Potter, Edward B. Tiller,
Thomas A. Burns, Marshall M. Miller,
Howard .7. Waithier, Orem J. Hadley,
Lewis Lawycii, Frank Rifenberg, Harrv
E. Davis, WiUiam C. Peake, David B.
Willensky, WiJ'iJm P. Seaton, Arthur
V. Sullivan, Wihiam H. Bright, Fred
W. Bonncll, William T. Bauskett, Harry
L. Berry, John I. Boone, Herbert
BorohnrcU Thomas G. Borden, A. B.
Boucher.
Garnctt Mattingly, Samuel H. Merritt, Marshall F. Mochau, George T.
Montgomery, Thomas Montgomery'", William G. Moore, Hubert L. P. Morris,
Irving T. C. Newman, Hugh J. O'Neall,
DeForest L. Ormes, Carl A. Orndorf,
Harry C. Painter, George U. Parker,
Robert E. Peterson,
Willie Phillips,
Frank A
Pette| wjliiam R Pryor, yvilliars A. Ramer, Charles M. Read, Henry
ftidseiy [jarry K. Rockelli, EdwarS
s
B Ruinford, Charles E. Ruppert, John
p
Scott
Eaymond F.
Selb''
E'cUvard
R
silver Charles J. Simonton, Ray D.
SpauldinS| ja.mes A. Stephenson, Joh"
W. Stepp, William Sunday, Justin V
Swain, Wilfred E. Boighton, Paul 1
Brashears, John T.. Bull, William <
Burch. Harry Burllngame, Bernard
Burns, John E.. Burroughs, Stewart E.
Burroughs, Leon T. Buscher, H. B.
Campbell, Andrew Carrico, jr.. James
E. Chase, F. D. Christy, Henry F.
Church, Oliver F. Cole. John J. Connors,
Wendell B. Cooper, Thomas L. .Corbin,
Lee M. Corrick, William E. Cod H. G.
Crandall, Howard E. Crawford' Milton
W. Detwaller,
J.
Forsythe
Digges,
Thomas
H.
Dixon,
Aionzo
L.
Dver,
William
G.
M.
Edwards,
Aloysius O. Fanning. John P. Fersinger, H. II. Follin, Frank T.- Fones,
Robert H. Toler, Harry J. Taylor, A. R.
Townshend,
William T. Van Doren, JOS'1' W. Vielker, Harry F. Volkman,
Harry S. Wahl, Harry E. Wall, Charles
E. Welch. Carl Warmker, Clarence V.
AVells. Arthur B. White, , Maurice B.
White,
James B. Willis,
Harold P.
Wood. Wiliard F. Wood. Willard H.
Wright, Mason F. Ford, George Foster,
William A. Fraser. C. R. Gates, William
E. Giddings, Reginald B. Hanford, L. P.
Harsch, Henry Haskell. George J. Heid,
Lerov Heist. Joseph Henretty, Robert
E. Herforth. G. Frank Herring, Thomas
R Holden. John F. Hughes, Thomas A.
Hughes, Orvid B. Jefferson, Millard B.
Jones, Patrick C. Ketner, Anton W.
Kluge, Joseph E. Keyes, William G.
Krause, John L. Landstreet, Robert E.
Little, Daniel W. McCallum. Daniel McCarthy, J. B. McCloskey, Earl McDonald. George K. McCracken.
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CALLS ON COLLEGES
FOR ARMY OFFICERS
The War Department issued orders to- ,
day paving the way for the appointment'
of honor graduates of a numbrtf of col- :
leges as second lieutenants in the army, j
Orders previously issued provided that'
graduates of certain designated colleges i
which had courses in military science.
and tactics were eligible for appoint- ■
ment during the year of their gradua- j
tion. The restriction as to time was
removed by today's order, so that grad- j
uates of earlier years are made eligible.
Shortage in the grade of second lieu- ,
tenant, dut to promotions resulting f
from the organization of fourteen new j 3f|
regiments makes it necessary to call on
the colleges for army officers.
St. John's College, Annapolis, is one!
of the colleges designated.

The Flight of the Stork.
Every normal person Is interested
in the arrival of the stork. It is the
greatest event in one's life.
The
expectant
mother
needs,
above everything else, comfort and
peace of mind. This she is sure to
have if Mother's Friend, the safe,
dependable external remedy, is used
to soothe the network of nerves and
to enable the muscles to expand naturally, thus relieving undue strain.
Mother's Friend, obtained at any
drug store, is the one remedy used
and recommended by thousands of
women everywhere, who testify as
to its wonderful merit.—Advt.
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$695 1

5-Passenger Touring Car
Delivered in Washington

DORT
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With Full Equipment

—WESTINGHOUSE Starting
—& Lighting System,
—WILLARD Battery,
—DETROIT Demountable Rims,
—ONE-MAN TOP.

The Biggest Buy
In "Light Cars"
. t. w • • » '

A car you will be proud of—every appointment is
first-class. Strong, sturdy motor that never flinches,
no matter how steep the grade—and what will interest you also—its long mileage on a gallon of gas.
$695 DELIVERED IN WASHINGTON, fully
equipped.

Take a Ride in The Wonder Car

MILLER BROS.
AUTOMOBILE AND SUPPLY HOUSE
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~~FARKEtP§
HAIR BALSAKI

A toilet preparation ol merit
Helps to eradicate dandrul£
For Rottoring Color mnd
Becu ty to Gray or Faded Hair.
COo. and <L0» at Drogriata.

SHOW ROOMS
1405 H St. N. W.
I'lionp Main 6007.

SERVICE STATION
61-81 Pierce St. N. E.
Phone Line. JOIIO.
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BAKER TELLS WOOD
General Orders 15,000 Men to
Mexican Border at Once.
ENTRAIN IN FEW HOURS
District Guard Is Included and
Will Depart Tomorrow.
Secretary of War's Appeal for Haste,
Flashed to All States, Meets With
Quick Response in the Division of
the East—Stream of Men to Fnnston Starts by Sundown—Maryland and Virginia Militia Among
the First Selected—List of the Organizations That Depart at Once.

New York, June 25.—Fifteen thousand national guardsmen from the
States of New York, Massachusetts,
New Jersey and Connecticut will start
for the Mexican border tomorrow,
Maj. Gen. Leonard Wood announced
late tonight.

The selection of the

units will be left to the guard commanders in the different States. ■
Reply to Baker's Appeal.
Gen. Wood specified in his order
only the number of troops to move
and their classification. Transportation details also will be arranged by
the quartermaster department in
each State.
The announcement from Gen. Wood
came after the receipt of a telegram
from Secretary of War Baker, making
an urgent appeal that some militia
be started^ toward the border at
once.
48,000 Men Now Ready.
The number of national guard
troops of the department of the East
in the mobilization camps grew today
to 48,000, according to Maj. Gen.
Wood's report to the War Department.
The men are prepared to entrain
for the Mexican border at an hour's
notice.

The day's large increase was due to
the concentration of nine regiments of
Pennsylvania infantry, three regiments
of Maryland infantry and two regiments of Virginia infantry.
Information from the adjutant general of the District of Columbia inclined Gen. Wood to send one regiment
of infantry and a separate battalion of
infantry from the District to the South
Tuesday night.
The following troops have been ordered South:
List of the Troops.
New York—Four regiments of in •
fantry, First cavalry regiment, one
battalion of field artillery, the Twentysecond corps of engineers, one signal
corps battalion, one field hospital company and one ambulance company.
Massachusetts—Four regiments of
infantry, one squadron of cavalry, one
battalion of field artillery, one signal
corps battalion, one ambulance corps
and one field hospital.
New Jersey—One regiment of infantry, two troops of cavalry, two batteries of field artillery, one ambulance
corps and one field hospital.
Connecticut—Two regiments of infantry, two troops of cavalry, one field
hospital, one ambulance corps company.
Maryland and Virginia Ordered.
In all there will be eleven regiments
of infantry, one complete regiment of
cavalry, one complete regiment of field
artillery, with the usual hospital and
ambulance units and signal corps for
such a force.
The crack commands of Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia and Florida will be started for the border Tuesday or "Wednesday.
Gen. Wood announced that he had
telegraphed Gen. Funston advising him
of the intended departure of the troops
and asking instructions as to where
they are to be sent. It is understood
at Governors Island that the troops
will move by rail. When a reply is received from Gen. Funston army experts
will select the railroad to be taken and
the routing.
On the Way by Sundown.
Statisticians on Gen. Wood's staff
were engaged tonight in tabulating the
number of men, their equipment and
supplies. Railroad officials have been
consulted and it is expected that by
sundown tomorrow the entire contingent from New York State will be o/n
its way.
The infantry regiments will average 950 and 1,000 men." The other
units are believed to be recruited almost to war strength.
At midnight Gen. Wood received
word from the adjutant general of
Vermont that one regiment of infantry
from that State would be ready to
move by tomorrow night, and he therefore included that regiment with those
ordered to entrain at once.
Denver, Colo.,
June
25 Orders
directing movement of units of the
Colorado National Guard to the Mexican border as soon as they can be
mustered into the Federal service were
received by Adjt. Gen. H. P. Gable
today from the central department of
the United States army at Chicago.
The orders declare that grave need
for additional troops exists, and the
adjutant general is directed not to

await until tne organizations are completed.
This will be accomplished
when they reach the border, it is statedUnited States medical officers will begin examination of Colorado guardsmen
tomorrow, and on completion of this
examination the various units will be
mustered into Federal service.

j.

1<

Weather—Probably fair today
and tomorrow; light southwest
winds.
Temperature yesterday—Maximum, 82; minimum, 67.
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TWO CENTS.

ILSON AND LEADERS OF CONGRESS DECIDE TO TAKE
PROMPT MD DECISIVE ACTION AGAINST CARRANZA;
DEMAND IMMEDIATE RELEASE OF CAPTIVE TROOPS

»•••«.
» « o c e

Note to Carranza Demanding
The Release of U. S. Prisoners
And Statement df His Attitude
The text of the note to the Mexican' de facto government, transmitted yesterday to James Linn kodgers, special representative of the
American government in Mexico City, says:
"Mr. Arredondo yesterday delivered to this government the following communication:

'\t

" 'I am directed by my govertfnent to inform your excellency,

First Chief's Note Assuming Responsibility for
the Carrizal Massacre Read at White House
Conference —Hope of Peaceful Settlement
Gone, Senator Stone Says Later—Carranza
Called on for Final Statement of Purposes.
Military Plans Rushed—Nothing to Mediate
Is Reply to Efforts oftatin-American Envoys.

with reference to the Carrlzal Incident, that the chief executive,
through the Mexican war department, gave orders to Gen. Jacinto
B. Trevino not to permit American forces from Gen. Pershing's
column to advance farther south,! nor to move either east or west
from the points where they are located, and to oppose new incursions of American soldiers into Mexican territory.

These orders

were brought by Gen. Trevino to me attention of Gen. Pershing,
who acknowledged the receipt of the communication relative .

»••»

thereto.

Oh the 22d instant, as your excellency knows,

an

American forced ifioved eastward! quite far from its base, not-

«9S

withstanding the above orders, and was engaged by Mexican

Hg

troops at Carrizal, state of Chilluahua.

As a result of the

encounter, several men on both sides were killed and wounded

»•
»••

and seventeen American soldiers wpre made prisoners.'

» e <

••

STATEMENT

T6{

CARRANZA

A demand f op the immediate release of the American troopers
taken prisoner at Carrizal, coupled with a stern notification that
the United States expects an early statement of the/purposes of
the Carranza government, was telegraphed to Mexico City Vasterday by Scretary Lansing.
The note discloses that the State Department received Saturday
a communication from the de facto government stating that the
Carrizal fight was the direct result of orders to attack American
soldiers moving otherwise than toward the border personally
issued by Gen. Carranza to Gen Trevino and by the.latter.communicated to Gen. Pershing.
Secretary Lansing's Reply.

"You are hereby instructed to hand to the minister of foreign
relations of the de facto government the following:
" 'The government of the United States can put no other construction upon the communication handed to the Secretary of
State of the United States on the 24th; of June, by Mr. Arredondo,
under instruction of your government, than that it is intended as
a formal avowal of deliberately hostile action against the forces
of the United States now in Mexico, and of the purpose to attack
them without provocation whenever they move from their present
position in pursuance of the objects for which they were sent
there, notwithstanding the fact that those objects not only involve
no unfriendly intention toward the government and people of

In reply Secretary Lansing requires that the de facto government transmit a definite statement "as to the course of action it
has determined upon" through the, usual diplomatic channels,
"and not through the subordinate military officers."
The Mexican communication is construed, Secretary Lansing
states, "as a formal avowal of deliberately hostile action against
the forces of the. United Spates now in Mexico, and of the purpose to attack without provocation whenever they move from their
present position,'' despite the friendly mission on which they are
engaged, and which is reafnrme<P;in the American rejoinder.

Mexico, but are, on the contrary, intended only to assist that

Puts Carranza on Record.

government in protecting itself and the territory, and people of

Gen. Carranza is required to place
himself on record formally, and the
plain intimation lies behind the irestrained language of Mr. Lansing's communication that force will be met with
force.
Apparently, however, the Washington government is determined that the
de facto government shall not evade responsibility before the world If war
is forced upon the United States forces.

-the United States against irresponsible and insurgent bands of
rebel marauders.
'I am instructed, therefore, by my government to demand the
immediate release of the prisoners taken in the encounter at

»•••
>••••

Carrlzal, together with any property of the United States taken
with them, and to inform you that the government of the United

m

■a

States expects an early statement from your government as to the

'.* •.• * *

course of action it wishes the government of the United States to

Discussed at White House.

understand it has determined upon, and that it also expects that

1l

The note and the military situation of
the United States were talked over at
•••••• the White House last night by the
~j> o o o -.'Mil President with Chairman Stone, of the
Senate foreign relations committee;
Senator Lodge,, ranking Republican
member, and Chairman Flood of the
House -committee on foreign affairs.
Representative Cooper., ranking minority member of the House committee,
was out of the city.
After the conference, which lasted
more than an hour, Senator Stone said
the situation was "exceedingly acute."
The President had felt it necessary
to acquaint Congress with the state of
affairs and the. action taken, through
the foreign affairs committees..

this statement be made through the usual diplomatic channels,
and not through subordinate military commanders.' "

■ •••«*<
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Release of U. S. Troops at Once
Is the Demand Made on Carranzal

May Address Congress Soon.

CONTINUED PROM PIEST PAGE.

approved the principle of mediation as
proposed by several Latin-American
countries.
Mr. Arredondo expected early authorization to begin conversations with
his Latin-Amcrii-an colleagues here, in
an effort to divert the crisis to peaceful
channels.
■
. .
• There was no indication last night
that any diplomat had attempted to
sound Secretary Lansing in this regard.
It is known, however, that he holds
that the United States has nothing to
mediate, since its only object is the
protection of its own borders. He has
formally notified all Latin-American
diplomats that the Washington govMediation Not Discussed.
These details have "been left to the ernment has no aggreslve. purpose toWar Department and Secretary Baker ward Mexico, but is resolved to free its
was not present at the conference. The citizens along the border of the danger
general situation was presented, how- of bandit raids.
ever, and there is reason to suppose
Ambassador Jfaon Informed.
that ,the foreign affairs committeemen
Ambassador Naon, of Argentina, who
approved the President's course.
saw Mr. Lansing last week,' is underadequate military precautions are possibleTpaFticularly as it has been indicated that quick, drastic action , is
President Wilson's desire should* Gen.
Carranza force the use of the army
against him.
Mr. Wilson's visitors sought light on
these questions last night. Specific figures were not available as to the gar-'
rison's at various border towns; the
number of guardsmen who have responded to the President's call, or the
time that would be required to get the
entire force to the border.

One fact as to the conference is sig- stood to have gained the impression that
nificant. There was no discussion of offers of mediation would not be acthe possibility of mediation. The sub- ceptable to the United States in the
ject was not mentioned either by the present situation and to have so inPresident or his callers, Senator Stone formed his government.
The fact that the grave conference at
said.
the White House last night did not find
This statement came in the face of the subject interesting was taken to ina formal notification to Eliseo Arre- dicate that President Wilson and the
dondo, Mexican Ambassador designate, congressional leaders charged with consideration of foreign relations, shared j
by his government yesterday, that it Mr. Lansing's views.

• • • • i

>

It was indicated that he might desire to address a joint session of the
House and Senate in a day or two, but
would not take this final step until
the Mexican government had been
given an opportunity to reply.
The 'President told those at the conference last night of the note from
Sen. Carranza avowing the attack on
— .American troops at Carrizal, and of the
K€>^» OOOOOOOO
• •"»-■.••...• • «• • • 4'
reply that he had directed to be sent.
• • *."«<-6. o © o o
* a « o o" :« .6 © e
Senator S,tone was very emphatic
afterward in regard to the demand far
release of the prisoners.
"We must have those men," he said
solemnly.
Senator Stone Sees War.
The senator made no effort to hide
his own belief that war virtually is
here. A final" report from Gen. Pershing
• • • • • was necessary, he said, in order that a
clear knowledge of what had happened
at Carrizal should be at hand.
■»•••»<
"But if they are going to attack our
' • • • • men without cause," he said, "there-is"
only one thing to do. We will never
I have peace down there until we use
I force enough to compel it."
j
There is reason to believe that the
military situation may be influencing
lithe administration's diplomatic course,
\\ as well as the desire to make it clear
I to the world and particularly to the
] Latin-American nations that the Unit| ed States is being forced into warlike
j measures by the hostility of Gert. Carranza.
Speeds Up Mobilization.The War Department is making
I every effort to speed up mobilization
of the national guard.
A few companies have been mustered
I in. Others will take the oath today, in
I 48 hours, probably, a substantial force
will be en route .to the border to hack
' up Gen. Funston's line.
It may be four or five days, however,
| before War Department officials would
•feel safe in withdrawing regulars from
the border, patrol to form the cutting
edge of whatever force they may hurl
to the support of Gen. Pershing's column should aggressive action be or-

»«•»••i

'*■-*•• "•*•■* *

.» * • • i

dered.
It seems doubtful that a formal diplomatic rupture will be forced before
CONTINUED ON EIGHTH PAGEL
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G'S ARMY IS Mexicans "Shot H— Out of Us,"l Says I
Wounded U. S. Trooper in Description
fi EASTWARD
Of Deadly Ambuscade Near Carrizai
Backs Up Demand That Pris= American Cavalry Practically Surrounded by 700 Cahranzistas Battlet
Gallantly Against Great Odds—Plain "Murder" Ij)eclares Private
oners Be Released.
Harris—Believes Fully 100 of the Enemy Were Slain.

NAMIQUIPA IS ABANDONED

Columbus, N. Mex., June 25.—"They
shot h—1 out of us at Carrizai," said
Private Sam Harris, Troop C, Tenth cavalry, who reached here today to be
for an ugly Mauser bullet
Southernmost Base Is Deserted treated
wound in his neck.
The soldier was in the thick of the
as Force Starts on March.
fight. His story is the first story
brought to the border by an individual.
He told how 700 Mexican Indians opened
fire with hidden machine guns on a
ABLE TO CRUSH MEXICANS handful
of American troopers, mowing
them down with the precision of a
scythe.
i
'
"They shot h—1 out..of us, they cut ,us
'
Advance Being Made In Such Force to pieces," he kept repeating.
■"
Harris told how Capt. Boyd and Capt.
as to Sweep Aside Garrison at
Villa Ahumada — Snipers Wound Morey, with Lieut. Adair, had ridden
out with Troops C and K at daybreak
Seven More American Soldiers, on the hunt for marauders. He touched
Guards of the Motor Truck Trains. upon the meeting betwen Capt. Boyd
n - ■ —i ».7ti< iniM-i Qen. Gomez out on the
Sixteen Others in Hospitals FivaS^f
flat, open field.
Similar Attacks—Villa Adherents
Gomez Gave Signal to Fire.
Join Carranza in Large Force.
He .remembered clearly watching
Gomez return to his command and give
the signal to fire.
Then, as he told of the battle scene,
El Paso, Tex., June 25.—Unofficial the trooper placed his hands over his
reports Indicate that Gen. Pershlng syes, as though to shut out a repetition
If the haunting vision.
has been instructed to back up Gen.
"Capt. Boyd gave us the order to
Funston's demand for the release of leploy In skirmish formation," he
the 25 American prisoners of' war said. "As the order of dismount came
:he Mexicans opened fire all along the
held by Mexican Gen. Trevlno In ine. I was unslinging my leg from
Chihuahua with force If necessary.
over my horse when the rattle of a
A column of United States troops, nachlne gun started from behind per'ect cover.
Including infantry, cavalry and artil"The horses bolted. Most of them Jilt
lery, is sweeping eastward from the >ack for the ranch 12 miles away.
established line of communication to- "Ve flopped to the ground as fast as
the Almighty would let us and began
night In sufficient force to crush the Bumping our rifles and automatics.
Mexican army mobilized in the vi- I "There -were trees over where The
Mexicans were fighting and a fence

cinity of Villa Ahumada.

Galeana Objective Point.

PRAYFOR INTERVENTION Miles and Other Generals Map Out

The movement covers the entire distance between Colonia Dublan, on the
north and El Valle on the south. The
first objective point is Galeana. From
there it is believed the advance will be Better Class of Mexicans Want
made in two columns.
U. S. to Act, Say Refugees.
One column is expected to go from
Galeana over the mountain trail in the
most direct route to the Santo Domingo
ranch, 12 miles west of Carrizai. A 5ASTTLY PREPARING FOR WAR
second column with the supply train, it
Is believed, will follow the dry bed of.
Rio De Carmen to Carrizai.
'arranza Taking All Military Stores
Information concerning this movement was brought to the border today
'by the truck' trains, which are racing
o o b o o » to and fro across the desert with addi.
o ® c • ■. .
tional BUpplies of ammunition and food.

Namiquipa Base Abandoned.
From the same source it was learned
that Gen. Pershlng had abandoned
Namiquipa as a base. The extreme
southern headquarters of his command
is now at Las Cruces. El Valle, which
until a few days ago was only a small
garrison, now holds a strong force.
The redlsposition of the troops with
the eastward movement is interpreted
here to mean that Gen. Pershlng has
abandond for the present the idea of
proceeding in the direction of Chihuahua along the route of the Northwestern Railroad.

Troops Eager for Action.

along a slight rise of the edge of a 'Bully,'fl shouted. I got most 10 alone.
road. There was a ditch oVer there, too. I pickefd them carefully before I fired
The Mexicans were well covered.
and I /saw them drop when I let fly.
My gujess is that a good 100 Mexicans
"It Was Murder," Says Trooper.
were heft there -in the mesquite and
"We were out on the flat sprawled along! the fence and ditch.
on our stomachs under the hot sun
"Bu't that machine, gun got us, 'sput,
in plain view, of the enemy. It was sput,/sputter,' it kept rattling all. the
murder.
'
time I and every rattle plowed into us.
"I forgot everything but my gun and
"The alkali dust was kicking up all
my ammunition. I was trying to see
how fast I could load, pick my tar- around me. with that "machine gun
get, Are and eject. It was like run- spitting steadily. The fellow running
it was a good one. He was taking his
ning small machinery on piece -work.
"Within half an hour of the be>?ln- jobj as, a serious business which dening of the fight the Mexicans started manded strict attention to • duty—the
flanking us. We could see the dust methodical killing of as many of us
they kicked up as they Started crawl- in!as short a time as possible. It was
ing and running with their bellies low, hell.
("I don't know what happened to
well off to the right and left in groups.
Capt.
Boyd or Capt. Morey or Lieut.
"There were fully 700 of them and
they swarmed all over the place. The Adair. I did not see them again after
{the Mexicans started flanking us. We
bulk of the force kept behind some
were hitting the trail, each our own
sort of shelter. We had no shelter.
*ay. There were not many of ua left,
"There was real satisfaction in know(though. The machine guns had ating we killed our share of the Mexitended to that.
cans. ^It was tough work.
I "I got back to the Santo Domingo
ranch house faster than I ever before
Shook Like a Leaf.
hiked 12 miles. A few other troopers
"When the flght began, I remember I were there.
"A good many horses had found
waiting for a head to appear so that
I could shoot at it. I was .'shaking their way back after they had bolted.
Found by Relief Column.
like a leaf with the excitement of my
"We were picked up 'by the relief
first engagement, but I tried to keep
column of the Eleventh cavalry, which
cool.
was sent out to locate us. I was all in.
"'You wait,' I kept telling myself; My throat was parched. My tongue
'you wait till you see something to was swollen. I had my arm in a homeshoot at.' And I did. Pretty soon; about made sling to help my neck and Ishoul
der, which a Mexican bullet had rippedi
a half minute—it seemed like an hour through.
—I saw a Mexican head poke out from
"I reckon that's about all I know.,
behind a fence post over by the road. Troop K was on the right and Troop
C—that's
mine—was plumb In front of
I got a bead on it, then let go with that machine
gun.
my rifle. Zowie! How that Mexics,n
"We were less than 100 yards from
jumped into the air and flopped! I the Mexicans when they opened Are.
think I killed him all right. He did Our numbers were little more than 80
and the Mexicans were close to 700.
not move again.
That looks like the whole story to me.
"I sure felt good with that first shot.
"They just shot hell out of us."
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Mexico Campaign Plans With Baker

Secretary Baker was in constant
communication all yesterday and last
night with Maj. Gen. Hugh L. Scott,
chief of staff; Maj. Gen. Tasker Bliss,
assistant chief of staff; Brig. Gen. Albert L. Mills, chief of the division of
militia affairs; Brig. Gen. William
Crozier, chief of the bureau of ordlance, and officers of the adjutant general's department.
Lieut. Gen. Nelsoh A. Miles, U. S. A.,
[retired, who was commanding general
!of the army during the SpanishrAm.eriIcan war, was in conference with Secretary Baker and staff' officers most of
|the afternoon.
There was a constant stream of contractors, railroad officials and others
passing through the offices of Brig.

Gen. William Sharp, quartermaster
general of the army, and Col. Chauncey
Baker, his assistant, who has charge
of arranging transportation for militia
organizations. Trains were placed at
the disposal of commanding generals of
all departments, so that militia may
entrain immediately for the border.
Gen. Mills informed Secretary Baker
that the militia of .Missouri, Iowa, Kansas and Wisconsin had been mustered
into the United States service- yesterday.
The prevailing sentiment in army
circles last night was one of belief that
the Mexican situation had come to a
head. There was confidence that. Congress would grant everything President
Wilson asks, and more. The demand for
action in Congress has been incessant.

ttx More Prisoners at Chihuahua;
Carranza Asks Report on Carrizai
Chihuahua City; Mexico, June 25.—
Thirty-one rifles, a number of pistols
Coincident with the arrival of six more *nd 3'°°° rounds of ammunition were
, .
,_..,
^^,„„ captured by the Mexicans at Carrizai.
prisoners here today, Gen. Carranza
Pascuai Cescarrieti,'an Italian, one-
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The commanders of the truck trains
reported that the troops, the main body
of which had been in camp for many
weeks, were joyous over the possibility
of. getting into action. The designa
tion of the organizations taking part
in the movement is not obtainable.
Extraordinary activity was reported
all along'the line of communication. One
truck, train started north two days ago
from Las Cruces under hurry orders
that did not permit of time to repair
two of the big machines. They were
taken down and packed on other cars
and hauled to the border.
oWounded by Snipers.
Seven more American soldiers wounded
along the line of communication by
Mexican snipers were brought to the
army hospital at Fort Bliss today.
They had been shot while acting as
guards to the speeding trucks. Their
assailants escaped. Sixteen other soldiers, wounded thus previously, are also
at the hospital.
The report that Juarez, the border
town opposite here, was to be completely evacuated was discovered by
Gen. Bell to be a crude piece of
strategy on the part of Gen. Gonzales.
United States army scouts have reported to the American commander
that the Juarez forces have only withdrawn beyond the range of his big
4.7 artillery guns.
Important Orders Expected.
.Important orders from Gen. Funston,
the nature of which Gen. Bell refuses
to discuss, are expected here within 24
hours.
Gen, Bell is prepared to move across
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During the fiscal year, 1914, nine
months of which waa under the new
law, the increase in imports was only
half as large as for the previous year.
The error is on leaving this normal increase out of the equation. During the
whole life of the high tariff laws, from
the time the Dingley bill was enacted
in th% fiscal year, 1898, until the Payne-.
Aldrlch law was repealed, the average
increase in imports was. $80,000,000 a year,
just what it was for 1914. Not only is
this true, but the imports for the latter
part of this flfteen-year period under
high tariff was much .larger-; than th?
earlier part, jn 1898 our Imports were
a little over $600, while in 1913 they were
a little over $1,300,000,000. You will find
on examination that our average increase of imports for fifteen years under
high tariff was $80,000,000; for the last
nine years it was $91,000,000; for the last
five years it was $123,000,000; for the last
two years it was $143,000,000, and for the
last year it was $160,000,000, or just double what it was during the first year of
the new law. Now had the old law continued and the same normal increa.se of
$160,000,000 prevailed, do you think our
factories would have closed? Why should
our factories close for an Increase of
$80,000,000 worth of imports under the new
law when their average increase during
the whole life of the Payne-Aldrich law
was almost an even $124,000,000 a year?
Tou doubtless did not have those facts
before you when you spoke of wiping
out industries by the wholesale.
Another important fact that is overlooked by those who, speak of the destruction of industries, is that our tr~
erage imports for the fiscal years 1914
and 1915 were $29,000,000 less than in 1913
and still our factories stayed closed,
showing conclusively that the shut-down
was not due to imports. In fact, we
never ha-d large imports in hard times.
The average annual ' imports for the
whole life of the Wilson-Gorman law
averaged almost exactly $40,000,000 less
than the average for the full life of the
McKlnley law. That is news to most
vou take the fiscal years

proposition is laid down that the public
feeling so plainly manifested in favor
of preparedness "is a psychological phenomenon at once interesting to the scientist and alarming to the patriot."
By what power or authority Mr. Sampson assumes the right to speak for all
patriots and to brand as unpatriotic
those of us who do not view with alarm
the evident interest taken by the people
of this; nation in preparedness, he fails
to enlighten us. Does he a<rcgate_J.
himself the right to stamp as" unpatriotic the thousands of men, women and
children who marched up Pennsylvania
avenue June 14 to show their belief in
the vital principles of national defense,
now combined and referred to under the
name of "preparedness?"
Taking a charitable view of his statements, however, I assume that he means
that he personally Is much alarmed over
the present tendency toward preparedness, and that he, personally, is a patriot. In support, then, of his own particular views he cites the revolutionary
war, in which, as he says, "the American colonies, with an insignificant and
entirely voluntary ar.ny, defeated the
strongest military and naval power in
the world."
Now rhat sounds well, and in a speech
would bring forth loud applause, but—,
do the facts of history bear it out? In
the revolutionary war the colonies enlisted 395,828 men, while the entire British force was only about 150,000 men,
yet the war lasted seven long years, and
the Americans won only after France
had come to their aid.
Mr. Sampson also refers to the war of
1 '12, in which, as he says, "with a practically negligible navy, almost without
the aid of any army, we again beat
Great Britain."
In this army from which, as he says,
no aid was received, the United States
enlisted 527,654 men, while the British
had in the neighborhood of 55,000 men
and 10,000 Indians, yet a few thousand
British regulars landed near Baltimore,
scattered like chaff before the wind a
superior number of our untrained
troops, captured Washington, and hurn-
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Left, Gen. Hugh L. Scott, chief of staff; center, Gen. William E. Harvey, commanding the District National Guard;
Bight, Secretary of War Baker.
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IN WASHINGTON.
President Wilson and Secretary Lansing agreed to Carranza's demand for the right to send his troops into the United
States in pursuit of bandits.
War Secretary Baker continued working on plans to
bring the entire army quickly within striking distance of
the Mexican border.
Embargo was placed on all munitions shipments into
Mexico.

The encouraging smile of the
Commander-in-chief as he and
the Secretary of War reviewed
the troops en route to camp.

Baker Learns Job Quickly
Special to The Press.

MaVCh 13
W^r?'v
-War deP^tment officers are
»f citing the following as showing how quickly Secretary

becietar
Baker is mastering the details of his new job
y
Early Saturday, before Baker had 'been in office two
days, the decision was reached to send an aeroplane force to
co-operate with Funstoh's cavalry in rounding up ViHa
^e can rush aeroplanes from Ft. Sam Houston " one
officer remarked. "How many have we there?"
'
Eight, answered Secretary Baker
I think it's six," said Gen. Scott, who served as actingg
secretary before Baker took office
;;No; I'm quite sure it's eight," Baker maintained.
I'll look it up," Scott replied.
The inquiry showed Baker was correct.
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OUR MILITARY SITUATION
BY NEWTON D. BAKER
UNITED STATES SECRETARY OF WAR

THE country is interested in what may
be called the most prominent manifestation of America's response to
the stimulus of the world's war.
Prior to the breaking out of the war we
had concerned ourselves for a great many
years with purely economic and industrial
questions. We had uneasy questionings
about the recall of judges, there was much
agitation about the initiative and referendum, we were quite sure that our financial
system needed readjustment, we were awakening to a realization that the sources of our
National strength were being sapped by our
inattention to the depressing effects of modern
industry unrestrained by wise laws and regulations. But to these things we gave thought
only as matters to which we should attend ;
our prevailing state of mind was that in
America there was a spontaneous, upward
tendency. We knew that we were growing
rich, and we were not selfish about it. We
saw that our friends across the sea were
rivals in commerce and in industry who summoned the best in us to competition. And
then the war came, taking away the foundations of all our thinking, substituting horror
and dreafa where complacency had once been.
We begin asking ourselves if there is any
fortification against this disaster. When we
asked it of others, we came to ask it of ourselves, and there grew up in America, when
the first iShocK was over and our ability to
think was restored, the question : Are we
prepared should our turn come to whirl in
this fearfuL»vortex ?
At first this question revolved around mere
military preparation in the narrowest sense—
the number, weight, and armament of our
ships ; the length of the guns of our coast
defenses ; the amount of ammunition of various kinds in store ; the number of trained
men to «ffi|er impromptu armies. But as
the war \di&eloped in Europe we learned
that these things are but a part of preparation, and a relatively useless part, unless they
are based upon other things very much more
difficult to secure—things which must be
secured long in advance of a crisis or else
be then obtainable only with peril and fearful
unnecessary loss. We have witnessed the
nations of Europe preparing as they fought,
and have come to realize that perhaps the

most important kind of preparedness is a kind
which is equally available and useful in times
of peace, and which, if secured, will not only
render our military preparation more effective,
but will steady and strengthen and inspire the
Nation when engaged in peaceful pursuits.
The war in Europe is teaching us many
lessons. For one thing, we have learned that
the whole art of war has changed in character.
The forces concerned are more extensive, the
instruments used more deadly, their preparation involves more time. The spectacle in
Europe to-day is that of millions of men fighting underground—a war in which machinery
is king. The ingenuity and the inventiveness
of these people have been long busy with its
preparation. And one lesson for us is that
any degree of- preparation requires more forethought than was formerly necessary. If
America should ever be called upon to defend
the rights of her citizens in any such contest
as is now being waged, it would mean either
our destruction or the summoning of every
vital energy of our people to our defense.
I have no hysterical notion that war is like
the plague, and that we are going to catch it
from mere proximity ; nor have I the slightest fear that the great people of this Nation
are going to lose their heads and embark
upon a career of combat and conquest out of
a mere desire to be heroic or to attain glory.
As a matter of fact, the glory of war has
largely disappeared, and the magnitude of the
sacrifices entailed makes of it a stern business,
to be entered upon only as an alternative to
impossible conditions of peace. This Administration has taken note, however, of the fact
that this is an age in which the principles of
mechanics, the output of the workshops, and
the preparation made by industry and commerce are a part—a necessary part—of the
preparation for National security.
The Congress has now passed an army
reorganization bill, creating no great standing
army, enforcing by no compulsion a universal
sacrifice from the manhood of the Nation of
years out of careers devoted to industry and
commerce, but providing a first-line of defense. The bill will give us a National force
large enough to maintain order in those outlying places where we have assumed responsibilities and to protect our own borders
against any aggression. It provides an ex-
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OUR MILITARY SITUATION
periment in Federalizing the militia of the
States, making- it a safer reliance for the
National defense and recognizing the sacrifice
and patriotism of those who prepare to serve
their country by enlistment in these State
forces. Some increases in the navy are also
authorized. And by a measure now under
consideration, suggested by the President, a
council of executive information is proposed
which will bring the Government into such
intimate relations of knowledge and sympathy
with labor and business and industry as to
make possible, should it ever be necessary,
an instant mobilization of the great resources
of this Nation for the common defense.
I am persuaded that the additions to the
army and navy were necessary, and that
common prudence requires and justifies the
expenditures and reorganizations here proposed.
Threefold mobilization is necessary in any
country for war, and of these three elements
two are as valuable and as vital in times of
peace as in times of conflict.
In the first place, there must be, of course,
arms and soldiers, ships and sailors, and these
must be modern and adequate. A fourth
and fifth arm—air-craft and submarine—
have been added. No nation can with justice summon embattled farmers with the rude
firearms which were adequate a few decades
ago. Regimentation, discipline, and knowledge are more important than they used to
be, and the masses and the maneuvers are
on a more intricate and difficult scale. I
may incidentally say that throughout the
whole country there is an inspiring response
to the country's military needs. Young men
in college, young men in business, at the
bench, and in the professions are associating
themselves for training in a fine democratic
and enthusiastic way, making sure that should
the need come there will be in the country a
reserve body ready to respond and able to
bring more than mere bodies for bullets, by
reason of the fact that they have learned in
camp and armory to act in concert and under
command to defend the country.
The second mobilization necessary is that
of our industries and commerce. The war
in Europe had been under way more than a
year before some of the countries were able
to equip the men who volunteered for their
armies. With all the zeal which their governments could display, the mobilization of
their industries yet lagged, not from unwillingness, but from lack of forethought. Per-

haps no other lesson of the great war is so
impressive as its universality. In the warring
countries this war and its demands sit at the
table of every family, from that of the king
to that of the peasant. Each is contributing
his share, each is suffering his loss. The
farmer is no longer growing grain merely to
sell, but for the national welfare. The railways are no longer carrying passengers or
freight merely for hire, but for the national
defense. The soldier is no longer a tradesman in war, but is a part of the large regiment which includes his entire country, and
in which each man is assigned a necessary
part. So in America, if the test ever comes,
the army in the field will be merely the advance guard resting on a mobilized, patriotic,
industrial co-ordination. Back of it will be
every factory and every workshop, every
bank, and every farm, and this industrial coordination is as valuable to us in peace as it
is in war. We now have the impulse and the
opportunity to give to our daily life a National
purpose. Every occupation in America now
takes on a patriotic aspect. It is not merely
a means of gaining a livelihood, but a contribution to the common interest. It is therefore of the utmost importance that we should
know what our reliance is ; that careful, continuous, scientific studies should be made of
our industrial and commercial capacity and
adaptation ; that we should card-index our
industrial strength so that we can know it and
summon it into instant co-operation when
needed. And very much more than that, we
must gain this knowledge and arrange for
this co-operation in such a fashion as to
take away from it all profit in war. If the
hour of trial should ever come, there must be
no war stocks, no war brides, no war fortunes made out of the National danger. Nor
must there be built up in America any interest which could even be suspected of preparing to profit by the creation of a National
emergency. And this is not difficult to do.
Business in America is patriotic. There is
already inbred into it a desire to set America's
name before the world as a symbol of success
and fair dealing, and I have not the least
doubt that every manufacturing plant in this
country could be so related to a central bureau
of the Government that its special usefulness
in time of need would be known in advance,
its wheels all ready to turn in response to the
Nation's need, and its proprietors willing to
forego any speculative or war profits while
they made their contribution in common with
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THE OUTLOOK

the rest of the people in the country towards
the preservation of the Nation.
The third mobilizatioiv/triat is necessary is
spiritual. In order to make sacrifices for
America we must be sure that our stalce in
the country justifies it.
Our institutions
must be so just, our arrangements so fair,
that every man in this Nation will realize
how completely his opportunity and that of
those who come after him rest upon the continuing prosperity of the Nation as a whole.
The military mobilization will take place
easily and need not be upon a magnificent
scale in advance. The industrial and spiritual mobilization ought to be constant and as
wide as the country.
Upon the foreign policy of the Administration I must be brief. There are two elements of it which need a word of discussion—
Mexico and the European war.
The Republic of Mexico, lying south of us,
was for years ruled by a dictator who operated the country in the interest of a class and
left ninety per cent of the people of the
nation unable to read or write. The concessions of the rich were largely privileges to
enslave the poor. And finally, as in France
at the time of the great Revolution, the plain
people of Mexico resolved that there was
nothing divine about the order which fattened
the few at the cost of the many. They revolted. Deprived of education, untrained in
the arts of government-making, the people
of Mexico have struggled to express in institutions their idea of the rights of man. It
has been very disordered, sometimes very
wrong-headed, frequently characterized by
counter-revolution, its leading spirits apparently suspicious of one another. But no
great revolutions of the kind there in progress can be unattended by these misfortunes.
Our misfortune has been that between us and
these struggling p'eople there was a border
eighteen hundred miles long. Some American owners of Mexican mines, some American
proprietors of Mexican concessions, some
Americans who ■ look with longing eyes on
Mexico as Naboth's vineyard, have urged
that we should intervene, that we should
add the destructiveness of our force to the
desolation which has gone on there for years.
Sometimes there has seemed to be no
stable government in Mexico to which we
could turn to maintain the peace of our border cities ; and at present an armed force of
American soldiers is on Mexican soil solely
to protect the people and property of the
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United States from lawless aggressions until
the Mexican Government can perform that
duty which it owes as a neighboring nation.
I cannot tell what the future may bring forth
in this situation, but, for my part, I shall be
most happy if the necessary security of our
people can be obtained without the killing of
another Mexican man, woman, or child by
American arms. And those who criticise the
Mexican policy of the Administration must be
prepared to accept the alternative and say that
their choice is to make war upon these people
who have willed no act of aggression upon us,
to invade their country, and to spend years in
the occupation of a foreign soil, and in a toilsome
effort, expensive of life and treasure, to impress our alien civilization upon these people.
Upon the European situation I shall say
that it is better for the people of the United
States not to be involved in that vast destruction if it can be honorably avoided, and better
for humanity for the United States not to be
involved, in order that when the end of the
struggle comes there will be one great and
persuasive Power in friendly relations with all of
the belligerents, inspired only by high motives
of humanity and friendship, to aid as adviser
and counselor in the terms of readjustment
necessary.
The course of any Administration in such
circumstances would be difficult. Not only
is this the greatest war in history, but it is a
war involving new agencies of attack and
defense—a war in which one set of countries
are isolated and not unnaturally seek new
means to equalize the disadvantages of that
isolation. Our situation is further changed
by the fact that our own relations to foreign
countries, industrial and commercial, are
infinitely more intimate and complicated than
they were at any previous time, and our
traditional isolation from European systems
of politics is less insured by geographical
considerations than it used to be.
The course of the Administration has been
to regard itself as, in the nature of the case,
a trustee, for the time being, of the rights of
neutrals. It has, in the language of Senator
Root, refused to concede that the invention
of new ways of committing forbidden acts
changed the law with relation to them. And
so where mere property was involved every
violation of the rights of neutrals has been
followed by protest; and where life was involved—the life of our citizens—a firm
demand has been made for immediate recognition of our plain and undisputed rights.
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"OUR CITIZENS IN ARMS

taxicab drivers from the city, anaemic waiters,
and spectacled millionaires. There is a great
democracy about this arming of citizens.
Plutocratic polo-players in Squadron A rub
shoulders with the sons of the " peepul " on
the drilling green, and are the better for it.
Although there has been a great rush of
recruits to the militia, the number of the men
who have had a year or more in the Guard
is high. But probably in most regiments
less than one per cent have' ever been under
fire. Men like Private Baird, of the Sixtyninth, whose leg was torn by a shell at Gallipoli, are few and far between. Of course,
in comparison with the regulars the militiamen
do seem thin chested and anaemic in many
cases, and the percentage of men with horn
rims about their eyes is larger than one
would like to see it. Moreover, a good many
of the horses of the militia that I have seen
appear too " leggy " and soft for the border
country. But the weakest men and the
weakest horses are being weeded out by the
Federal officers in charge of enrolling the
militia as a Federal force, and a month on
the sunny, sand}' stretches of the border will
transform the others. And even as they are,
just after donning their uniforms at their
armories, the Guardsmen all look capable of
coping with more than an equal force of
Mexicans.
The process of enrolling the National
Guard in the Federal service seems to have
been misunderstood by a good many citizens.
Under existing law at the time the President
called out the militia it could be used by him
only in subduing rebellion or repelling invasion. Before any Guardsman could be sent
into Mexico, supposing emergencies should
call for such action, the President needed the
specific authorization of Congress. This
authorization Congress must give. In order
to be used in Mexico, however, each Guardsman must take the oath required under the
new Army Reorganization Law. No Guardsman is forced to take this oath, but those
who decline to take it cannot be used outside
of the United States. Each man who does
take it becomes automatically a volunteer
soldier in the United States army for the
term of three years or for the duration of this
Mexican emergency, if that proves to be less
than three years. Thus far few Guardsmen
have refused to take the oath, which is as
follows :
Oath and contract of enlistment of
(Company, Troop, Battery) in the National
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Guard of the United States and of the State of
(

)•■

I do hereby acknowledge to have voluntarily
enlisted this
day of
, 1916, as a soldier
in the National Guard of the United States and
of the State of (
), for the period of three
years in service and three years in the reserve
under conditions prescribed by law, unless
sooner discharged by proper authority. And I
do solemnly swear that I will bear true faith
and allegiance to the United States of America
and to the State of (
), and that I will serve
them honestly and faithfully against all their
enemies whomsoever, and that I will obey the
orders of the President of the United States
and of the Governor of the State of (
) and
of the officers appointed over me'according to
law and the rules and articles of war. This oath
is subscribed with the understanding that credit
will be given in the execution of this contract
for the period which I have already served
under my current enlistment in the organized
militia of the State of (
).
All the forty-four States whose militia was
recently called out have shown a praiseworthy zeal in responding. New Jersey
claims the honor of being the first State to
get its men out in uniform, and Oregon claims
the honor of having the first company to
take the oath of " federalization."
I was at Camp Whitman the afternoon
that word came of the order for the militia to
go to the border as soon as ready without
waiting for complete mobilization at the
various State camps. The news was first
received by a newspaper man in a telegram
from his office, and he passed it on to two
privates who were drinking " nearbeer " at a
refreshment stand by the roadside. They
dropped their unemptied glasses and ran
through the camp spreading the news, which
was taken up by others and carried down
each company street to the remotest canvas
domicile. You would have thought they
were carrying reports of another Marathon
instead of the word that meant certain service in a country of many hardships and not
improbable service in a country of hostile
half-Indians.
,
The spirit of our citizen soldiers is splendid.
Were their material equipment arid their
training, which the country has neglected,
half as adequate as the spirit, we would have
no cause to reproach ourselves—we, the great
body of non-fighting citizens who are to blame
for this unreadiness. Were our heads only as
reliable as our hearts, what a Nation we
Americans could be !
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JUDGE JOHN H. CLARKE,
of Cleveland, Ohio, who
yesterday was appointed an
associate justice of the United
States Supreme Court by
President Wilson, to succeed
Charles Evans Hughes.

RELEASE MARRIED MEN
Department Commanders Get
Authority to Drop Many.
CHANGE IN RECRUITING ALSO
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Guardsmen With Dependent Relatives to Be Discharged and No Applicant to Be Accepted Who Is Support of Family—Many on Border
to Come Home.

All army departmental commanders
have been authorized by Secretary.
Baker to discharge enlisted men of the j
national guard in the Federal service ,
who have one or more dependent rela- •
tlves.
.
. j
Orders to the departmental command- i
era, made public yesterday, give them
full power to consider applications and
direct that discharges be granted where
the circumstances warrant. They also
provide that recruiting and mustering
officers shall be instructed not to accept
recruits with families dependent upon
them for support.

Many Appeals Made.
Secretary Baker and his advisers at
the War Department decided that this
step was imperative to meet appeals
which have been flooding the department on behalf of thousands of guardsmen whose families have been left destitute by the President's call upon the
State forces for service on the Mexican
border.
....
/_There has been no tabulation or petitions, but some officials estimated today that fully one-third of all the men
in the national guard might be affected
bv the order, which applies to troops
now on the border as well as those,
waiting to move.
Concerned Over Family.
In almost every organization mustered in, it Is understood, a considerable number of the members has been
In distress over the prospect of having
to support a family indefinitely on the
pittance received from the army.
Vain efforts were made to attach to
the resolution authorizing the President to draft the guardsmen into the
Federal service, provision for relief or
[dependents or the discharge of men
wUh dependents.
Later the House
oassed a bill introduced by Representative Hay appropriating $2,000,000.for
relief purposes, but no action has been
taken on the measure by the Senate
and it probably would not have been
passed there even if the new order had
not been issued by Secretary Baker.
fl T
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Bachelor Judge, Who Opposed
Hanna for Senate, Picked to
Succeed* Hughes,
Washington, July 14.—John Hessin
Clarke,. Federal District Judge at
Cleveland, Ohio, was nominated by
President Wilson to-day as an associate justice of the Supreme Court, to
fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of Charles Evans Hughes.
Prompt confirmation of the.appointment by the Senate is expected.
A
call for a meeting of the Judiciary
Committee for Monday to consider it
was issued to-night. Two years ago
the Senate confirmed the nomination
of Mr. Clarke as District Judge, after
an investigation had disposed of suggestions that his service as counsel
for a railroad might have impaired
his usefulness as a jurist.
DOWIING SERIOUSLY CONSIDERED
The President finally made his selection after discussing the question
to-day with the Cabinet. Up to the
last moment the name of Judge Victor
j. Dowling, of the New York Supreme
Court, was seriously considered.
■■ Judge Clarke is a Democrat and for
years was identified with progressive
movements in Ohio, being- associated
with the late Tom Johnson, Newton
D. Baker, now Secretary of War, and
other leaders of the party in his State.
Judge Clarke was born at Lisbon,
Ohio, September 18, 1S57: graduated
at Western Reserve University in
1877, and was admitted to the Ohio
bar in 1S78. Up to the time of his
appointment as district judge in 1914
he practised law in Ohio.
BACHELOR AND READER.
He is a bachelor and has devoted
most of his leisure to reading.
Judge Clarke ran against Mark
Hanna for the United States Senate
in 1903. A sketch of his life given
out at the White House to-day says
he has been "conspicuous in progressive movements in Ohio and in the
nation at large" and is "probably the
most gifted orator in Ohio."
Judge Clarke, in his campaign for
the Senate, advocated a two-cent railroad passenger rate law. Since becoming district judge in Cleveland he
has taken especial interest in the
naturalization and Americanization of
foreign-born citizens.
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The Army Reorganization Farce.
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(From The Philadelphia Inquirer.)
The new army legislation is a farce. It is
worse than a farce. It is a positive disgrace
to a body of lawmakers presumed to be
blessed with common sense.
Men joined the National Guard in no expectation of being sent out of their respective
states. Suddenly they find themselves subject to the call of the government, and away
they go, leaving by the thousands women and
children unprovided for.
It is all wrong. Men with dependent families have no business to be on the border.
There is no such crisis as to require a genera! uprising of the unarmed million that one
William Jennings Bryan was going to raise in
a night for the defence of the country. Every
militiaman who has left behind him women
and children who must rely upon private contributions should be relieved from duty and
senc home. It isn't the duty of the individual
citizen to support dependent families. It is
the duty of Congress to organize armies at
the expense of the nation.
When the time comes that a Congress can
be induced to provide for general training,
undci which system the government could
pick and choose its fighting strength if occasion should require, we shall have a reserv»
force free from the complications and the
crie^ for help from the destitute such as the
existing legislation breeds.
Meanwhile patriotic Philadelphians and
Pennsylvamahs must do their best to offset
Congressional blundering by keeping from
starving helpless dependents of National
Guaidsmen ordered to the Mexican line because of that blundering.
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U. S. SHOULDKEEPPACE
WITH PREPAREDNESS
BY NEWTON D. BAKER

Secretary of War.
nf ™?vi™ thS W0TH has devel°Pe<i new methods
of making war. The art of war is difficult, intricate, scientific. We should
keep abreast of the times by an
adequate knowledge of aeroplanes, artillery, explosives and
all there Is to be known about
methods of defensive warfare,
such as trench fighting. We
should learn all there is to be
learned by the experience of
the world in war so that if we
are ever called upon to defend
ourselves we won't be as untrained as the barbarians when
invaded by civilized peoples
We should have it all at NEWTON D. BAKER.
hand—information regarding the mobilization of
our social, financial, industrial and commercial
forces. I do not think we shall get into a war
over night, suddenly. But the personal analogy
holds good—a man may be very strong and yet
not know how to defend himself with his
strength. As a nation we ought to have skill as
well as strength and the raw materials for selfdefense.
We ought to be one of the strong nations
having so much self knowledge as to have the
arts of peace at the highest adaptability for use |
when war comes.
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for the border for his information and
guidance."
: Major Gen. J. Franklin Bell, commanding the Western Department, stated:
" AH troops were transported in cars
with sufficient sleeping facilities, with
excellent equipment, and all suitably
lighted. Troops carried ten days' garrison rations, and were subsisted in accordance with Army Regulations and
were not obliged to seek food from
Baker Issues Reports of Bliss, civilians. Some organizations were fur- War Secretary Finds Gen. Wood
nished with two days' additional rations
to provide against delays en route. All
Wood, Barry, and Bell on
Did Only His Duty in Rejecttroop trains had ample drinking water,
and in many cases extra barrels were
the Mobilization.
provided in cars.
ing Colonel arid Phelan.
" Almost all troop trains moved without being sidetracked or delayed en
route to accommodate private business.
Second Idaho Infantry was the only
ALL APPROVE CONDITIONS The
REVIEWED
TWICE
organization reported delayed en route, CASES
and accommodations were had for only
half the men to Salt Lake City, and
from there four men to a section. All
Dr. Darlington Wants Guardsmen's troop trains were Inspected by camp Acting Surgeon General Holds 69th
quartermasters
and in many cases by
Friends Reassured as to
the surgeons and railroad officials.
Officers Physically Unfit—
"
I
personally
inspected and superMedical Situation.
vised administration of mobilization
Still a Chance for Phelan..
camps. Everything which could be controlled by subordinates of the regular
army and those at headquarters was
Bpeolal to The New York Times.
done as promptly and thoroughly as posSpecial to The New York Times.
sible
under the circumstances. Consider
WASHINGTON, July 19.—Reassuring
WASHINGTON, July 19—The action
and forwarding of troops
announcements regarding the treatment mobilization
to border relatively most creditable to of Major General Wood, commanding
of National Guardsmen during their all concerned.
" Not a single complaint received at the Eastern Military Department of the
mobilization for Mexican border service
Department Headquarters from any United States Army, in ordering the
■were made at the "War Department to- source."
detachment from their command of
day on the basis of reports received
Colonel Conley and Lieut. Col. Phelan
Dr.
Darlington's
Approval.
from army officers who, by direction
of the Sixty-ninth New York Regiment,
of Secretary Baker, have been invesThe National Civic Federation several now on the Mexican border, was aptigating allegations that the guardsmen days ago requested permission of the proved today by the Secretary of War.
■were not sufficiently or properly fed, War Department to allow an expert from A statement issued by Secretary Baker
that their camps were not sanitary, and civil life to proceed to the border and shows that.after these two officers had
examine critically conditions affecting been reported to be physically unfit for
that they were poorly transported.
Secretary Baker is preparing a report the sanitation and health of the troops active service, General Wood gave them
to Congress on the subject in response there. The War Department acceded to another chance by asking the proper
request and gave Dr. Thomas Darto a resolution adopted a few days ago. this
lington full permission to go anywhere medical officer if they were capable of
The reports to him from those making and examine anything he desired. Dr. performing all their duties In the field
the investigation may be epitomized, as Darlington has just wired the National and if the condition of each was such
Civic Federation as follows:
follows:
" Arrived last night. Personal inter- as to warrant his acceptance by the
First—Major Gen. Trasker L. Bliss, view General Pershing this morning Federal Government.
who has been sent on a special trip or very satisfactory. He extends complete . To these questions the medical officer
inspection to all the border camps, re- assistance to inquiry. Also interview
ports that he has found camps in ex- with Colonel Munson, whom I accom- gave negative answers and ' General I
cellent sanitary condition, and that panied over camp at Fort Sam Houston. W ood ordered their rejection. This
officers and men in camps he has Fourteen thousand troops here. Spent showing appears to dispose of the imvisited thus far say they are satisfied nine hours studying camp routine. Saw plied accusation that Colonel Conley and ■
and content.
men eat noon meal; visited kitchens, in- Lieut. Col. • Phelan had been rejected
Second—Major Gens. Wood, Barry, spected food, cooking, disposal of because of army prejudice against miliand Bell, commanding the principal garbage and waste drainage, latrines, tia officers.
Before acting on the cases Secretary
Wmy departments, reported that in shower baths. Inspected medical suptheir judgment the food supply, trans- plies with Major Murtagh; well pre- Baker referred the reports upon which
portation, and other facilities of the pared with drugs and antitoxins. Visit- General Wood's course was based to the
mobilization were satisfactory.
ed field hospitals; visited wards of base Acting Surgeon General of the Army.
Third—Dr. Thomas Darlington, sent hospital* with Lieut. Col. Ireland. Much The return made by the Acting Surgeon
to the border by the National Civic new hospital construction! also visited General was that the disabilities of the
Federation, reports conditions excel- diagnosis laboratories under Captain two officers were such1 as to disqualify
lent, no contagious: disease, and says Slier. No contagious diseases; condi- them for active service under the orders
that relatives and friends should be tions excellent. Well worth coming. governing admission into the regular
told that "general medical and sani- Reassure relatives and friends of army. In concurring with the Acting
tation conditions are reassuring thus soldiers general medical and sanitation Surgeon General, Secretary Baker said
the action of General Wood was
far."
conditions reassuring thus far. If seems that
the only proper action that could have
Report by General Bliss.
best this may be used as basis for state- been
taken.
to press Immediately."
The first preliminary report was re- ment
Colonel Conley is now on the border
General distribution of regular troops
ceived from Major Gen. Bliss late this and National Guardsmen along the bor- with the Sixty-ninth. He received GenWood's order detaching him from
afternoon. It was sent from Mission, der was announced today by the War eral
command only two hours before the
Department as follows:
Texas, as follows:
Sixty-ninth entrained.at New York, and
SAN ANTONIO DISTRICT.—Regulars: in view nf all the circumstances General
" Finished inspection Monday of Illi- Third
and Fourteenth Cavalry, Third Field Wood modified the order so as to pernois and Wisconsin troops at Fort Sam Artillery, Third, Fourth, Ninth, Nineteenth, mit
Colonel Conley to accompany the
Twenty-eighth, and Thirteenth
Houston. Will mail report today. Fin- Twenty-six,
Infantry. National Guard: Florida, Mary- regiment to its destination, and then to
ished inspection of Virginia and Illi- land, Illinois, Kansas, Indiana, Mains, return to New York and report to headat Governors Island. In view
nois troops at Brownsville yesterday. Missouri, Minnesota, Nebraska, New York, quarters
New Hampshire, Texas, Virginia, Vermont, of Secretary Barker's action today.
[Will finish inspection of New York, and
Colonel Conley will return to New York
Wisconsin.
DOUGLAS (ARIZ.) DISTRICT—Regu- and will be mustered out of the service
Indiana, Minnesota, and Texas troops
lars: First Cavalry, Eleventh, Twelfth, of the United States. Lieut. Col. Phebetween Mission and San Benito by Fourteenth,
Eighteenth, Twenty-first and lan did not go to the border with the
night of 20th. Will mail report soon Twenty-third Infantry. National Guard: Sixty-ninth.
Connecticut. California, Montana,
afterward. Have found camps in ex- Arizona,
District of Columbia, New Jersey, and
Chance for Phelan.
cellent sanitary condition. Men are rea- Utah.
sonably well sheltered and well fed.
It Is not likely that any further acEL, PASO DISTRICT.—Regulars: Fifth,
Have Interviewed all regimental and Sixth, Eighth, Tenth, Eleventh, Twelfth tion will be taken in Colonel Conley's
company commanders and taken down and Thirteenth Cavalry, Sixth, Seventh,
their statements by the stenographer. Sixteenth, Seventeenth, Twentieth, Twenty- case. Medical officers of the army gave
Thus far they are unanimous in ex- third and Twenty-fourth Infantry, Second It as their opinion that Lieutenant
pressing satisfaction and contentment Battalion, Fourth Field Artillery. National Colonel Phelan's disability could be
of officers and enlisted men. Deficien- Guard: Massachusetts, Michigan, New
cies of equipment are being made up Mexico, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode overcome by an operation that would
enable him to be admitted to the Fedas rapidly as possible. General Fun- Island, and South Carolina.
Bton and his staff deserve great credit
The War Department today notified eral military service for field duty.
for efficient handling of difficult ihe Customs Bureau of the Treasury Should he have this operation perproblem. Details toy mail."
that the military authorities on the bor- formed he would then be in a position
Secretary Baker also made public der would permit the passage into to apply to the Governor of New York
telegraphic reports from Major Gens. Mexico of coal, coke, and gasoline in for reinstatement and to the War DeBarry, Wood, and Bell, in the matter reasonable quantities. What constitutes partment for re-examination as. to his
of food supply, transportation, &c, of " reasonable quantities " will be deter- Physical condition. It would He with
troops proceeding from the Central, mined by the army officers. The Treas- the Governor and not with President
Southern and Western Departments to ury recently asked for authority to raiss Wilson or Secretary Baker, however,
the Mexican border. In giving out the unofficial embargo against exports to give him a commission in the Sixtythese reports the Secretary saii".
to Mexico so as to permit the free move- ninth or some other New York National
" The War Department regartTs "the ment of all commodities except muni- Guard Regiment.
If Governor Whitman approves the
handling of the details of the"movement tions of war. Food supplies have been
recommendation of Major Generalof the troops to the border as excel- going infor several weeks.
p'Ryan
that Captain William N. Haslent in every respect."
kell of the United States Army be apThe departmental commanders' reports
pointed
Colonel
of the Sixty-ninth, the
were the basis for this statement, and
War Department will acquiesce prowere as follows:
vided
Captain
Haskell
can be spared
Major Gen. Thomas H. Barry, comfrom his present duties in connection
manding the Central Department,
with
preparing
the
New
York National
stated:
Guard regiments that remain at Camp
" Under instructions from the War DeWhitman
for
service
on
the Mexican
partment sleeping cars were furnished
g
only by the Quartermaster General's Formal Announcement on the Joint border.
In
announcing
the
decision,
Secretary
office, and orders directed that coaches
Baker said:
must be used on the basis of three men
Conference
Plan
Is
Promised
"
On
the
tenth
day
of
July
the exto each two double seats, and that
amining surgeon at Camp Whitman,
troops must not be held at mobilization
"Very
Soon."
New York, reported to the department
camps awaiting tourist sleepers, explainheadquarters the result of a phvsical exing that Where forwarded from point of
amination of Colonel Conlev and Lieut.
origin in day coaches every effort was
WASHINGTON, July 19.—Preliminary Col. Phelan of the Sixty-ninth New York
made to meet trains en route with
militia regiment. In view of
.tourist sleepers. In some cases troops negotiations between Acting Secretary organized
the high official position and excellent
Tatarted in <jay coaches.
Polk and Ellseo Arredondo, Mexican service of both Colonel Conley and Lieut.
Ambassador Designate, for peaceful s3t- Cpl. Phelan, this report was sent to the
Troop Trains and Rations.
surgeon of the department with direc"' All troop trains from the Central tlement of border difficulties, pro- tions to answer the following questions :
Department left with proper lighting fa- gressed so well today that a formal an" 1. Do you consider this officer capaof performing all the duties of his i
cilities. No information that any cars nouncement " very soon " as to the ble
office in the field?
course
to
be
followed
was
officially
prewere sidetracked or delayed to accom"
2.
Do you consider his condition such !
modate private business. All troops dicted.
as to warrant his acceptance into the
The
conferees
met
twice
today.
Later
service?
leaving mobilization camps in the Cen" To both questions a negative answer
tral Department after July 1 carried Mr. Arredondo telegraphed a report to
ten days' rations. The comparatively few his Government. Mr. Polk prepared a was returned. General Wood thereupon
organizations leaving prior to July 1 car- similar report for Secretary Lansing, ordered the rejection of both officers.
When the reports were finally sent to
ried sufficient rations to allow for delays
they were referred to the Acting
en route, and all troops had sufficient to now on' his vacation, and probably will me,
carry them to the border. In connection talk the situation over with President Surgeon General, who says:
'The
disabilities noted by the exwith the report that part of the Fifth Wilson tomorrow. Mr. Lansing is being amining officer
the case of Colonel
Nebraska Infantry had occasion to call fully advised of every step in the pre- Louis D. Conley inand
Lieut. Col. John
upon the railroad authorities in OklaJ. Phelan, Sixty-ninth National Guard
homa for assistance In procuring ene liminary negotiations.
of
New
York,
are
such
to disqualify
day's extra rations it may be stated
Henry P. Fletcher, Ambassador Desig- them for service under as
existing orders
that these troops started with ten days' nate to Mexico, was present at both con- governing
the
entrance
of
all persons J
rations. All troop trains were provided
the military service of the United
with either baggage or open-end box ferences, interpreting whenever it was into
States.'
cars with cooking arrangements. Water necessary to insure a clear understandWas provided for all troop trains before ing.
?Jo Reflection on Them.
It is understood the discussions
departure in accordance with regula" It is, therefore, clear that the action
tions, and in many cases extra water dealt particularly with the powers to be
cans and ice were carried.
conferred on a joint commission, should taken by the Medical Department and the
" All troop trains were inspected by that plan of settlement be followed. So
camp quartermasters, and in many cases far no definite agreement on the course Commanding General of the Eastern Department was the only proper action to
by senior mustering officers' surgeon,
organization commander, and railroad to be pursued has been reached, but to- be taken under the circumstances, and
officials."
day's developments indicated that only It has, therefore, been approved.
Major Gen. Leonard Wood, command- final word from General Carranza and
" Since the detailed report of the
ing the Eastern Department, states :
physical examination and findings in
President
Wilson
was
lacking.
All troops leaving mobilization camps
these cases deal with questions affecting
In the Eastern Department were furIt was stated officially that the Amer- the health of these officers, I did not
nished with ten days' travel rations. ican Commissioners had not been se. deem it considerate to make the report
Trains were provided with either a cook
public. I have, however, directed that
car or baggage car with a range set up lected. Officials said also that Mr. copies be sent to both Colonel Conley
In it, and this has been done in all cases Fletcher would not head the American and Lieut. Col. Phelan, and they are
wherever possible. Where there was no membership, as had been reported, be- entirely at liberty to make the same pubopportunity to furnish coffee to troops
lic If they desire to do so, or to make
they were provided with money. It is cause it might impair his diplomatic any request for further examination
not possible that troops which have been usefulness.
which they desire to have made under
circumstances.
reported short of rations at Kansas City
It is understood Mr. Fletcher will go the
and Cincinnati could have been short
" It should be noted that the action
unless rations had been thrown away, as to his post in Mexico City soon after taken by the medical and deoartmental
every preoaution had been taken to see Secretary Lansing returns from his va- officers in these cases is identical with
that they started with an ample supply cation, after Aug. 1, provided the fa- that taken in many thousand cases
"Sleeping space furnished National vorable turn of events beyond the border affecting both enlisted men and officers
Guard troops mustered into service of continues. At the same time Mr. Arre- of the National Guard and regular army
the United States en route to the Mexi- dondo will be formally received by Pres- throughout the United States. No quescan border was that prescribed by the ident Wilson as Ambassador from the tion Is raised as to their zeal, military
War Department.
When available, Republic of Mexico and full diplomatic capacity, or character as offioers, the
only consideration being their own weltourist sleepers have been provided, and relations be restored.
when not available, day coaches provided
State Department officials said today fare and their ability to perform active
by War Department Regulation of three they had no information as to when military duties.'.'
men to each two double seats. When General Pershing's troops would be The New York City delegation In Conday coach equipment was available, the withdrawn from Mexico, indicating that gress lodged a vigorous protest with the _
railroads, provided one double seat to this was a military question entirely in War Department against General Wood s JL •
each man without extra charge. Troops the hands of the War Department. acting, charging that it was arbitrary F
have been transferred from day coaches There have been intimations that one and unjustified. Senator O'Gorman anil 1* * *
to tourist sleepers when enroute when- of the subjects discussed by Mr. Polk others went to the White House to di- * * * *
ever possible to do so.
Cars without and Mr. Arredondo was whether the rect the attention of President Wilson
lights were not used to transport troops. question of withdrawal of the troops to the case, and it has been understood
Troop trains were not sidetracked or de- should be submitted to the joint com- that the strongest kind of pressure was
layed to accommodate private business, missioners for consideration. Since the being "brought to bear to have the offibut troop trains have been held on re- Washington Government has made it cers reinstated.
quest of commanding officers to exercise plain on every occasion that the troops
men and animals and for bathing the would retire whenever Carranza troops
ALBANY, July 19.—Governor Whit-■"»'
men.
could Insure the security of the border, man had gone to Kasoag, Oswego gHH
County, to speak before word reached I " It
appears
probable
that
Mr.
Polk
Ample Drinking: Water.
thought it? unnecessary for the commis- Albany that the War Department had ■ "
" Ample drinking water was supplied sion to go into that subject and so in- scustained Majors Gen. Wood's action
regarding the former commanders of the
formed
Mr. Arredondo.
and chief mustering officers at mobilizaA dispatch from General Pershing to- Sixty-ninth Infantry. The Governor had
tion camps were specifically informed to day saying that General Gonzales had said previously, however, that if the
enforce regulations for supplying troop conferred with him as to reports of the officers' appeals for reinstatement failed
trains with extra barrels of drinking seizure of the Hearst ranch in Chihua- he would probably consent to the ap.water for each car. Cars of all troop hua, and then had proceeded to inves- pointment of Captain W. N. Haskell, U.
.trains were inspected as 'prescribed by tigate the case, was viewed here as fur- S. A., as Colonel of the Sixty-ninth, beregulations.
ther evidence of the more conciliatory cause Captain Haskell was the choice ||
"Instructions were telegraphed to all attitude of all Carranza officials. Gen- of Major Gen. O'Ryan.
senior mustering officers at mobilization eral Pershing had called attention to
loamps in the Eastern Department to this change previously, saying that the
••••••«••••*•«•••»*
cause all troops going to the Mexican general opinion of those Mexicans with
•>•••••••••••••••••••<
border to be provided with and to whom he came in contact was that a
adjustm
a
Jake on the trains ten days' travel peaceful
fdo, ndment °r*u ,'dlifl°u",<* I^^^^^^^v^y^yy^yyy^
would be found.
rations and ten days' forage for w^ufbe
animals. They were also instructed to
advise commanding officers that if press
reports that troops were not properly
subsisted were true, then the commanding officers having been mustered into
the Federal service and subject to the
orders _ of the department headquarters
Would be held directly responsible for
the proper feeding, supply,' and discipline of their respective commands.
These instructions to be communicated
to the commanding officer of each organization mustered in before leaving
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Gen. Wood in Ousting
jo BBBBBBBgggQQgggpgBBHBBBBi
Lieut.-CoL Phelan*
Does the Administration Mean It?

MEDICAL EEPOBT CITED
Neither Officer Held Fit for
Active Service by Acting
Surgeon-General
WASHINGTON, July 19.—Secretary bf
War Baker to-day announced his decisidh
sustaining Major-Geh. Wood in ordering
Col. Conley and Lieut-Col. Phelan of the
Sixty-ninth New York Infantry mustered out of the Federal service ort account of physical disability, The Secretary decided the case on, the strength
of the reports of army medical officers
and despite the political pressure brought
to bear at the White House with a view
to having the two officers reinstated.
'Mr. Raker is understood to have
championed the cause of military discipline so vigorously in his talks with
President Wilson that the protests
lodged by the New York city delegation
in Congress were nullified. The President had given a conditional promise to
Senator O'Gorman that Col. Conley
would be reinstated if the facts warranted at. Secretary Baker informed the
President that they did hot. in announcing his decision Mr. Baker said :
"On July 10 the examining surgeon at
Camp Whitman, N. Y., -reported to the
Department headquarters the result of a
physical examination of Col. Conley and i
ILieut.-Col. Phelan of the Sixty-ninth
1 New York organized militia regiment.

Referred to Snrgreon.
"In view of the high official position
and excellent service of both Col. Conley and Lieut.-Cbi. Phelan, this report
was sent to the surgeon of the Depart^
ment with directions to answer the following qqueqstions :
"1. Do you consider this officer capable of performing all the duties of his
office In the field?
"2. Do you consider his condition
such as to warrant his -acceptance into
the service?
"To both questions a negative answer
was returned.
Gen. Wood thereupon
ordered the rejection of both officers.
When the reports were finally sent to
me they were referred to the acting
siirgeon-general, who said :
" 'The disabilities noted by the examining officer in the case of Col. Louis D.
Conley and Lieut-Col. John H. Phelan,
Sixty-ninth National Guard of New
York, are such as to disqualify them
for active service under existing orders
governing the entrance. of ail persons
into the military service of the United
States.'
"It is therefore clear that theaction
taken by the medical department and
the commanding General of the Eastern
Department was the only proper action
to be taken under the circumstances,
and it has therefore been approved.

The War Department has upheld
the Major-General commanding the
Eastern Department in the cases of
Colonel CONLEY and LieutenantColonel PHELAN of the Sixty-ninth
Kegiment, barred from the military
service of the United States on account of physicul deficiency. The decision, if it indicates the attitude of
the Administration in such matters,
is of great importance; it means that
military problems are to be solved by
soldiers, and not by politicians.
That Colonel CONLEY and Lieutenant-Colonel PHELAN are respectable, patriotic, and popular; that
their rejection has occasioned sincere
regret on their own part and among
their friends; that their personal
qualities have attracted to them
sympathy; these facts are interesting
and to their credit; but they ought
not to sway the judgment or influence
the orders of their superiors. Incalculable damage would be done if the
selection of officers was regulated by
any standard save that of military
efficiency, to which physical fitness is
essential.
The Administration appeared, from
the reports circulated In Washington

.

Report Not Made Public.
"Since the detailed report of the findings in these cases deals with questions
affecting the health of these cfificers, I
do not deem it considerate to make the
report public.
I have, however, directed that copies be sent to both Col.
Conley and Lieut-Col. Phelan, and they
are entirely at liberty to make the same
public if they desire to do so, or to
make any request for further examination which they desire to have mads
under the circumstances.
"It therefore clear that the action]
taken by the medical and departmental
officers in these cases is identical with
that taken in many thousand cases affectiilg both enlisted men and officers of
the National Guard and regular army
throughout the United States. No question is raised as to their zeal, military
capacity, or character as officers, the
only consideration being their own welfare and- their ability to perform activj
military duties."

••••••

and throughout the service, to be determined to put politics first In the j
army, as it has in the diplomatic es- j
tablishment. That it now gives promIse of avoiding this is a cause forj
national congratulation.
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Brookline osteopath whose confession to Dr. E. D. Atwood before I
her suicide led him to shoot Dr.
Wilfred E. Harris, president of the j
Massachusetts College of Osteopathy.

CITY TO PAY $1.30
FOR 34 CENT LAND!
Plot Sought in Brooklyn Is|
Own pel by William H.
Reynolds.
There is a plot of land, 18% acres, in I
South Brooklyn, which the city has been I
trying to acquire for three years for al
freight classification yard to be used inj
'connection with 'the South Brooklyn |
Marginal Railroad.
For purposes of acquisition the city
valued the land at 34 7-10 cents a
square foot.
For purpose of acquisition the city
valued the land at $1.30 a square foot.
William H. Reynolds, former Senator, from whom the city is to buy It,
paid 65 cents a square foot for it.
Thomas .!. Hanlon, deputy tax assessor for the Department of Taxes
and Assessments along the South
Brooklyn water front, says that 36
cents a square foot Is a proper price.

«•••••'••••••« © » • '• •. • • • • '•

Bronght Ont nt Hcarlnr,
These facts and many more in connection with the city's attempt to purchase this land and the Dreamland
property, also owned by Senator Reynolds, were brought out recently at hearings in condemnation proceedings before
the Commissioners of Estimate and Appraisal. A digest of the seven volumes of testimony taken in these hearings was made public yesterday by William Bullock, director of the bureau of
city inquiry.
The commissioners, Stephen C. Bald-,
win, William F...;Moffat and Edward F.
Dinton, are expected to make their award
in a few weeks.
Part of the inquiry was directed at the
relations of William P. Rae of Brooklyn
with Comptroller Prendergast and Senator Reynolds. Rae appeared as a witness voluntarily. He had been personally
selected by Comptroller Prendergast to
advise the Comptroller about the value
of this land. He said the land was worth
$1.32 a square foot.
At CM'r. Hanlon's valuation, the property would be worth $296,950; at the
city's option rate it would be worth
$1,065,227.80, just double the price Senator Reynolds paid for it, besides which
the city would have to pay, if the deal
was closed, about $200,000 more in interest.
Rae admitted under the cross-exam<,tlon of Assistant Corporation Counsel
Votee that he has acted as real estate
'c"c \ for Reynolds before and since he
^k j his appraisal of the South Brook-

BECOMES A CARMELITE NUN.
Mrs. John Delahanty Joins Sister In
Strict Catholic Order.
The eleven nuns at the Carmelite Convent, St. John's Place and Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn, received a new sister
yesterday when, after a yoar of probation, Mrs. John Delehanty, a widow,
of Clearfield Street, Philadelphia, took
the final vows and became Sister Mary
Angelus.
Mrs. Delehanty's husband
died four years ago, and one year ago
she decided to join her sister, who was
already a member of the Carmelite
order.
The Carmelite order is cloistered. The
members do not leave the convent from
the day they enter until their death.
They wear a brown habit and a heavy
black veil. All communication with the
cloister is had through a lattice work
in the door. The members sleep in cells
oil beds of straw. They eat no meat,
subsist on the. charity of their friends,
and can purchase food only after they
have been without it for two days.
The consecration ceremonies were srmple. Vicar (leneral Joseph McNamee,
pastor of the Church of St. Teresa, celebrated the mass. The relatives and
friends sat in the front of the chapel.
In the rear, behind two 'sets of wooden
lattice wortf. Sister Mary Angelus knelt.
She was dressed as a bride In a white
lace dress and a flowing white veil over
her head. She carried a lighted candle
In her right hand. Behind her sat the
other members of the order, dressed in
their sombre habit of brown, black veil,
and sandale.
The two sisters were born in Brooklyn .the daughters of Thomas Monahan.
Miss Tessie Monahan Joined the order
four years ago, after the death of her
j mother,
I
—
—; —
strike Holds
Up Big War Order.
] PITTSBURGH, July 19.—Work on a
j $5,000,000 steel order for the Italian Gov; ernment was being held up here today
] by a strike of roughers in the Moore' head plant of the Carbon Steel Company,
| The strikers declared they were receivjng f, cents a ton less than workmen In
I the company's other plants.
j
-.
.
. —.—
—

plies, if he enters into any tarnsaction,
>r does any act with, to, on' behalf of.
pi- for the benefit"of such a person or
body of persons, which, If entered Into
br done with, to, on behalf of, or for the
benefit of an enemy, would be trading
|vith the enemy."
ft is on account of this feature of the
|aw that neutral firms in other countries
lave been refraining from trading with
'irms on the blacklist for fear that if
Ihey trade or associate with the blacklisted firms they, too, will be added to
Ihe blacklist, and if once added to the
blacklist they would lose their own trade
Mth British subjects, who are forbidden,
linder heavy penalty, to deal with blacklisted firms.
Affect* South Amertcau Trade.
Tn its investigation of the operation of
Ihe enemy trading blacklist the Stato
Department has discovered that vessels
fngaged in the South American trade
pave been refusing to carry the goods of
blacklisted persons because they have
found that coal would be refused such
Vessels at Jamaica and other British
borts. This is because the British subects in Jamaica assert that if they fur
ish coal to ships that carry the goods
f blacklisted firms it would be regarded
py the British authorities as trading
with the enemy. These merchants in
"amaica have set up the argument that
he coal which they sell is their own
oal: that they may sell it to whom
hey please and withhold it from sale to
iny persons to whom its delivery may
>e regarded as trading with the enemy
ir with persons in association with those
vho trade with the enemy.
The investigation has shown that
ijhips threatened with a refusal of coal
under these circumstances have refused
£o carry the goods of persons in other
Iieutral countries who have been blacklisted. On account of the great demand
lor ocean tonnage and the great profits
low derivable from ocean freight, transportation, companies thus threatened
ivlth refusal of coal have refused shipfrnents of blacklisted firms in order
Ito continue the coaling of their ships at
JamaiGa. Steamship companies now are
able to make enough money to be able
to choose their freight and to refuse
.certain shipments. Whether transportation lines leaving American ports
Iwill be able to refuse the shipments of
lAmerican firms on the new blacklist
{without running the risk of violation
American law has not been dfiterined and Is being considered by ofIficlals in Washington.
f It was recalled by an official today
Ithat some months ago it was found that
(vessels flying the flags of Denmark
land of Scandinavian countries were not
Isubiect to prosecution for refusing to
Itake freight from this country when
I destined for German ports or ultimate
■ destination. These ships had refused
Ito take freight offered for shipment
I when destined ultimately to Germany,
Ibecause If such shipments had been acIcepted the ships would have been deItained at Klrkwall bv the British Govlernment. Rather than lose the day or
Idavs involved In such detention, these
■ shipping companies refused to take
Ishipments destined ultimately for dellivery in Germany, regardless of
■whether the goods were contraband.
I In the case of these lines, more freight
Iwas offered than the lines could carry,
land for that reason no loss was sustained in refusing to haul the goods
Iwhose transportation would have subjected the vessels to the loss that
would be occasioned by the detention of
the ships at Klrkwall for examination.

IMISS KITCHING TO SETTLE.
Jourt Asked to Allot Her Uncle's
"Tainted " Money.
A fight in the courts over the fortune
(>t Francis F. Rlpley, the nged Brooklyn
Irecluse who died on last Nov. 11, has
[been avoided. In the opinion of those inIterested, by the application yesterday of
Ithe Hamilton Trust Company, as administrator, to Surrogate Ketcham for pernisslon to compromise six claims against
the estate. The Surrogate reserved decision.'
Mr. Rlpley left no will, but memoranda were found showing he intended
|o leave $40,000 to his niece, Miss Edith
. Kitching; $10,000 to the Brooklyn
Children's Aid Society, $20,000 to Long
Island College Hospital, $10,000 to House
bf St. Giles the Cripple, $13,000 to the
PVavside Home, $12,000 to Brooklyn Hosbita'l, and $10,000 to Annie A. Ingalls.
J Miss Kitching declared she would not
|oucli one cent on the ground it was
fainted, having been gained by mortgages, and she could not be happy with
It in her possession. Later she decided
lo accept it, and by a ruling of the administrator that the memoranda did not
fstablish a legal claim to the money
liss Kitching became heir to the entire
Istate, which amounts to $201,498.08.
IVhen the decision was made known the
live institutions and Annie A. Ingalls
Itarted suit.
Miss Kitching recently agreed to alow all the claims in full, though withlut Interest. If the Surrogate gives his
lermission for the settlement it is beleved the suits will be withdrawn.

SOCRATES
You don't have to be
a philosopher to see
the point of getting
clean, reliable fuel ■
every time you have
your tank filled.
Look for the Socony
sign.

STAND^RDOIL COSNY

APPRECIATED BY SOLDIERS.
What a soldier looks for moat eagerly
is news from home. The New York
Times Will be sent dally and Sunday to
any place on the border and elae'.vhere
for 75 cents a month. Times Square.
New York.—Advt.

JOHN FORSYTHE
20 West 34th St.

201 Broadway

Near Waldorf-Astoria

Near Fulton St.

Semi-Annual Clearance
.
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Men's High Grade Shirts
Silk Crepe Shirts
Crepe de Chine Shirts

Reduced
to

5.85

Former Prices to $8.50. Exceptional quality, exclusive patterns.

Our Entire Stock of

$2.00 & $2.50 Woven Madras Shirts
Reduced lo

1.65

3Fot
$4.50

Imported and domestic madras of superior quality, perfect
workmanship that characterizes all Forsythe shirts; all
sizes. Sleeve lengths up to 36 inches.

Silk Mixture Shirts
Striking new designs.

Reduced
lo

2.85

Included are a number of fine all-silk shirts.

Our Highest Grade Silk Shirts
Reduced to

/.o5

Former Price $10.00
Made from a heavy body silk that Is used almost
exclusively in custom made shirts of the highest quality.

49TH STREET AND 42D STREET STORES

of H:
Practically the entire remaining stock of fine Summer Clothing
carried at these two Brill Stores. Splendid values at their regular
mid-season prices—they offer men and young men a remarkable
clothes buying opportunity at the reduced prices quoted here.
$16.50 and $18.00 Fancy Mixture Suits
$20, $22 and $25 Fancy and Blue Suite
$25.00 and $30.00 Fancy and Blue Suite
$35.00 and $40.00 Fancy and Blue Suite

at
at
at
at

$13.50
$16.50
$21.50
$27.50

White Flannel and White Serge Trousert, Special at $3.65, $5.00, $7.00 and $8.50
Shantung Silk Coat and Trousers, $15, $20, $25, $30.
Shantung Silk Three-Piece Suite, $35.
CLEARANCE SALE OF NORFOLK SUITS FOR BOYS
$6.00 Suits at $4.50. $8.50 Suits at $6.50. $10.00 Suits at $8.50
All with two pairs full cut knickers.

BLUNDERS IN THE PHILIPPINES
A Former Member of the Philippine Judiciary Points Out Some of the Errors in Policy Which Have Caused the
Failure of the Harrison Administration—Partisan Politics Has Controlled the New Governor
General, to the Undoing of the Good Achieved by His Predecessors.
To the Editor of The Tribune.
could have prevented it if he Had wanted to ously detrimental to the public service in
Sir: It was fortunate for the Filipinos that do so. But he wanted to reassign the old the Philippine Islands. If this policy is to
the Clarke amendment to the Jones bill did judges and appoint a half dozen new ones to be followed in future it will be extremely
suit Speaker Osmena and a few young law- difficult to get good and efficient men to acnot pass.
It was also fortunate for the United States, yers of Manila. Confidence in the judiciary cept public office in these far-away posseshas thus been largely destroyed.
uions.
'
because it would have placed us in an emBefore this reorganization act was passed
When Mr. Shuster said recently that the
barrassing position. The scuttle policy will there were approximately twenty-four judges
islands Were never in better condition or
nevei do. Having put our hands to the of first instance and six land court judges— better governed than now he must have inplough, we cannot now turn back. We cannot thirty in all.
tended a huge joke. They were in far betThis, act abolished the land court, enlarged ter condition when Mr. Shuster was a memhonorably let go these islands till they are
able to stand alone—till their people can the jurisdiction of first instance courts, and ber of the Philippine Commission, six years
properly govern themselves. That time is in provided for thirty-six judges instead of ago. I know that there never has been a
thirty, with a decrease of salaries so as to worse government than the present one.
the far distant future.
make the aggregate of salaries paid about the
We are bound by moral and treaty obliga- same as before. But there was really no during the twelve years that I have been
tions to hold on, to guide and protect them necessity for a greater number of judges, as there.
If Mr. Wilson is made to shoulder the retill they are able to protect, guide and gov- they were already sufficient in number, intelsponsibility of the maladministration in the
ern themselves. Indeed, abandonment would ligence and industry to dispose of the busiPhilippines it will suffice in itself to conbe in bad faith, and would reflect lasting dis- ness, and in a much more efficient and satis- demn his Administration, without regard to
credit upon us as a nation. It would be said factory manner. This act also included the his watching and waiting policy or any of
that we did not remain in control for fear unprecedented provision that after reaching the^ other shortcomings, blunders and stuwe would ultimately be driven out by sixty-five years of age a judge must retire pidities of his theoretical, psychological,
without pay or pension, no matter how long
Japan or some other foreign power; that we he had been on the bench or how good a rec non-practical, non-active and inefficient administration of the affairs of the United
had ignored our obligations, failed to meet ord he had made.
States.
them, or were afraid to try to meet them.
Mr. Harrison (a young man of forty sum
In his "Constitutional Government" ProDo the Filipinos want independence? Some mers) must have concluded that only young
1
of them do; the great majority really do not. men are capable. One might suspect, how fessor Wilson said: "We cannot give them
[the
Filipinos]
self-government;
self-govThe politicos (political bosses) desire "inde- evei, that it was done in order to get rid of ernment is not a thing that can be given to
pendencia" because they want office and a re- the American judges of experience, who had any people, because it is a form of charturn to the conditions of the Spanish regime long ago been appointed by such learned and acter and not a form of constitution. No
able lawyers as Mr. Taft, General i Luke
with the Spaniards eliminated. They have Wright and Judge H. C. Ide, predecessors of people can be given the self-control of
Only a long apprenticeship of
everything to gain and little to lose.
Mr. Harrison. In 1904 the native and Ameri- maturity.
They have been able to.lure the more igno- can judges were about equal in number. Now obedience can secure them the precious
rant natives into the belief that independence the proportion is two to one in favor of the possession, a thing no more to be bought
than given."
means much that it does not mean. These natives.
He believed this at the time he wrote.
It was Mr. Harrison's misfortune when he
natives are led to believe that independence
Why, then, was there a complete change in
first
landed
in
the
Philippines
that
he
knew
I means absolute freedom, unbridled liberty,
such a short time? He indorsed the Balti{the right to do as they please without legal nothing of conditions there. He received more platform, yet he ignored it when it
advice from unreliable and unworthy sources,
! restraint; while it really means oppression instead of from experienced, well informed suited his purpose. Why did he, even beland slavery for them, worse than under Span- men like Mr. Taft, Hon. Dean Worcester, fore inauguration, in the Staunton speech,
ish sovereignty.
General Luke Wright, Judge Ide, Judge Gil- express the hope that the frontiers of the
The more ignorant scarcely know what lib- bert, ex-Governor Forbes and others, who United States would soon be contracted, rej erty under the law is or the necessity for law could and would have given him good, sulting at once in serious disturbance to the
and order. They don't fully understand the sound advice if he had been willing to re- business, peace and prosperity of the Philceive it or sought it.
But Mr. Harrison ippine Archipelago? Did he not then know
need of any rule of civil conduct.
They act like mere children and can be seemed to have spurned it and sought coun- that his language would be construed, by
both natives and Americans, to mean that
easily gulled—easily led to their own destruc- sel from improper sources, resulting in dehe was in favor of immediate independence?
tion. And the politicos play upon this credu- plorable mistakes and maladministration.
None of his predecessors had allowed poli- And why did he follow this up by sending a
lity and willingness to follow.
tics to play any part in the selection of gov- young man without knowledge of Philippine
I have repeatedly told the Filipinos that in ernment officials. This cannot be said of affairs and conditions out to these islands
my opinion they would never have independ- Mr. Harrison. He publicly proclaimed that to execute his mandates and to make radience, because it would not be given them till he was a Democrat before reaching the cal changes in governmental policy, mathey were capacitated for self-control, self- Philippine shores, and his Democracy could chinery and operations, with no assurance
help and self-government; till there was com- not down. It was allowed to assert itself whatever of the wisdom of so doing?
Was he simply playing politics? Did he
mercial and industrial independence; and wherever possible. A careful analysis of
that when this came about they would be his appointments would clearly demonstrate pursue such a course because he thought it
would be popular, in the United States and
wice enough to see that it was not best for his partisanship. Mr. Harrison is not sufhelp to reelect him? Or was it merely the
them, and that possibly they would then be ficiently broad-minded to be other than a offspring of dewnright stupidity?
Or was
partisan. He is a good fellow socially, but
admitted into the Union. Many of the best a young man, and, it is |aid, an ardent it prompted by violent partisanship—a disinformed would be highly pleased to remain Tammanyite.
position to nullify the work of prior Reindefinitely a dependency or with ultimate
What about business conditions?
Since publican administrations without regard to
statehood in view.
the first publication in Manila of the the character of the work or the good that
The sensible farmers and successful busi- Staunton speech of President Wilson, in De- had been accomplished? Mr. Wilson is enigJAMES C. JENKINS
ness men, who think and act for themselves cember, 1913, business in the islands has matical.
and know what is best for them, are per- been at a standstill. Yes, paralyzed, and_ New York, July 20, 1916.
fectly satisfied with the status quo, and largely destroyed. The Americans in the
would come out boldly and say so if they did islands are demoralized, distrustful and disnot fear the political bosses. They dare not heartened; the Filipinos made to feel that
the bdttom rail would soon be on top, and
speak their minds freely for fear that shortly
it has been placed there, with as little reathere would be independence, and then the son and good sense as when the blacks in
politicos would make it hot for them.
South Carolina and Mississippi were alFirst to Last—the Truth: News—EditorialsBui these sensible business men and farm- lowed to take the reins of government just
Advertisements.
ers know that their lives, liberty and prop- after the Civil War.
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BLUNDERS IN THE PHILIPPINES
A Former Member of the Philippine Judiciary Points Out Some of the Errors in Policy Which Have Caused the
Failure of the Harrison Administration—Partisan Politics Has Controlled the New Governor
General, to the Undoing of the Good Achieved by His Predecessors.
To the Editor of The Tribune.
Sir: It was fortunate for the Filipinos that
the Clarke amendment to the Jones bill did
not pass.
It was also fortunate for the United States,
because it would have placed us in an embarrassing position. The scuttle policy will
nevei do.
Having put our hands to the
pl'.ugh, we cannot nqw turn back. We cannot
honorably let go these islands till they are
able to stand alone—till their people can
properly govern themselves. That time is in
the far distant future.
We are bound by moral and treaty obligations to hold on, to guide and protect them
till they are able to protect, guide and govern themselves. Indeed, abandonment would
be in bad faith, and would reflect lasting discredit upon us as a nation. It would be said
that we did not remain in control for fear
we would ultimately be driven out by
Japan or some other foreign power; that we
had ignored our obligations, failed to meet
them, or were afraid to try to meet them.
Do the Filipinos want independence? Some
of them do; the great majority really do not.
The politicos (political bosses) desire "independent" because they want office and a return to the conditions of the Spanish regime
•—with the Spaniards eliminated. They have
everything to gain and little to lose.
They have been able to lure the more ignorant natives into the belief that independence
means much that it does not mean. These
natives are led to believe that independence
means absolute freedom, unbridled liberty,
the right to do as they please without legal
restraint; while it really means oppression
and slavery for them, worse than under Spanish sovereignty.
The more ignorant scarcely know what liberty under the law is or the necessity for law
and order. They don't fully understand the
nt.ed of any rule of civil conduct.
They act like mere children and can be
easily gulled—easily led to their own destruction. And the politicos play "P0" this credulity and willingness to follow.
I have repeatedly told the Filipinos that in
my opinion they would never have independence, because it would not be given them till
they were capacitated for self-control, selfhelp and self-government; till there was commercial and industrial independence; and
that when this came about they would be
■wize enough to see that it was not best for
them, and that possibly they would then be
admitted into the Union. Many of the best
informed would be highly pleased to remain
indefinitely a dependency or with ultimate
statehood in view.
Tht' sensible farmers and successful business men, who think and act for themselves
and know what is best for them, are perfectly satisfied with the status quo, and
would come out boldly and say so if they did
not fear the political bosses. They dare not
speak their minds freely for fear that shortly
there would be independence, and then the
politicos would make it hot for them.
Bui these sensible business men and farmers know that their lives, liberty and property are much safer under the rule of Uncle
Sam. They don't have to be told that. They
know that government by their own people
would be a failure—would increase the burdens of taxation and lessen the protection of
life, liberty and property. They fully realize
that in the administration of justice there
woulo be largely a miscarriage.
Nearly every sensible business man or
farmer prefers to have his case tried before
an American judge. He knows his rights are
safer if an American adjudicates them, and
the intelligent, honest lawyers tell them so.
It is a fact indisputable that the average intelligent litigant prefers an American judge.
This brings me to one of the greatest of
Governor General Harrison's mistakes (and
they are numerous). The reorganization of
the courts in the early part of 1914 was an
egregious blunder. It greatly lessened the
efficiency of the judiciary; and Mr. Harrison

could have prevented it if he Had wanted to
do so. But he wanted' to reassign the old
judges and appoint a half dozen new ones to
suit Speaker Osmena and a few young lawyers of Manila. Confidence in the judiciary
has thus been largely destroyed.
Before this reorganization act was passed
there were approximately twenty-four judges
of first instance and six land court judges—
thirty in all.
This, act abolished the land court, enlarged
the jurisdiction of first instance courts, and
provided for thirty-six judges instead of
thirty, with a decrease of salaries so as to
make the aggregate of salaries paid about the
same as before.
But there was really no
necessity for a greater number of judges, as
they were already sufficient in number, intelligence and industry to dispose of the business, and in a much more efficient and satisfactory manner. This act also included the
unprecedented provision that after reaching
sixty-five years of age a judge must retire
without pay or pension, no matter how long
he had been on the bench or how good a record he had made.
Mr. Harrison (a young man of forty summers) must have concluded that only young
men are capable. One might suspect, howevei, that it was done in order to get rid of
the American judges of experience, who had
long ago been appointed by such learned and
able lawyers as Mr. Taft, General Luke
Wright and Judge H. C. Ide, predecessors of
Mr. Harrison. In 1904 the native and American judges were about equal in number. Now
the proportion is two to one in favor of the
natives.
It was Mr. Harrison's misfortune when he
first landed in the Philippines that he knew
nothing of conditions there.
He received
advice from unreliable and unworthy sources,
instead of from experienced, well informed
men like Mr. Taft, Hon. Dean Worcester,
General Luke Wright, Judge Ide, Judge Gilbert, ex-Governor Forbes and others, who
could and would have given him good,
sound advice if he had been willing to receive it or sought it.
But Mr. Harrison
seemed to have spurned it and sought counsel from improper sources, resulting in deplorable mistakes and maladministration.
None of his predecessors had allowed politics to play any part in the selection of government officials.
This cannot be said of
Mr. Harrison. He publicly proclaimed that
he was a Democrat before reaching the
Philippine shores, and his Democracy could
not down. It was allowed to assert itself
wherever possible.
A careful analysis of
his appointments would clearly demonstrate
his partisanship. Mr. Harrison is not sufficiently broad-minded to be other than a
partisan. He is a good fellow socially, but
a young man, and, it is |aid, an ardent
Tammanyite.
What about business conditions?
Since
the first publication in Manila of the
Staunton speech of President Wilson, in December, 1913, business in the islands has
been at a standstill. Yes, paralyzed, and
largely destroyed.
The Americans in the
islands are demoralized, distrustful and disheartened; the Filipinos made to feel that
the bottom rail would soon be on top, and
it has been placed there, with as little reason and good sense as when the blacks in
South Carolina and Mississippi were allowed to take the reins of government just
after the Civil War.
If the Harrison policy is the Wilson policy, then Mr. Wilson has practically undone
the good that has been done in the islands
by his predecessors.
All this is independent of the serious injustice done to the numerous faithful and
highly efficient American public servants in
the Philippines who have been removed
from office or their resignations forced
without any good or sufficient cause. Many
of them had been so long in the foreign
service and so far from the homeland as to
put them entirely out of touch with their
relatives and friends and business affairs,
and some of them too old to renew life's
struggle in their native land, never having
even suspected that they would be thrown
out of employment in the government service if the:7 made good.
This was a gross outrage and reflects infinite discredit upon the Harrison or Wilson
Administration, or both, and has been seri-

ously detrimental to the public service in
the Philippine Islands. If- this policy is to
be followed in future it will be extremely
difficult to get good and efficient men to accept public office in these far-away possesnions.
When Mr. Shuster said recently that the
islands Were never in better condition or
better governed than now he must have intended a huge joke. They were in far better condition when Mr. Shuster was a member of the Philippine Commission, six years
ago. I know that there never has been a
worse government than the present one
during the twelve years that I have been
there.
If Mr. Wilson is made to shoulder the responsibility of the maladministration in the
Philippines it will suffice in itself to condemn his Administration, without regard to
his watching and waiting policy or any of
the other shortcomings, blunders and stupidities of his theoretical, psychological,
non-practical, non-active and inefficient administration of the affairs 6f the United
States.
In his "Constitutional Government" Professor Wilson said: "We cannot give thenr
[the Filipinos] self-government; self-government is not a thing that can be given to
any people, because it is a form of character and not a form of constitution. No
people can be given the self-control of
maturity.
Only a long apprenticeship of
obedience can secure them the precious
possession, a thing no more to be bought
than given."
He believed this at the time he wrote.
Why, then, was there a complete change in
such a short time? He indorsed the Baltimore platform, yet he ignored it when it
suited his purpose. Why did he, even before inauguration, in the Staunton speech,
express the hope that the frontiers of the
United States would soon be contracted, resulting at once in serious disturbance to the
business, peace and prosperity of the Philippine Archipelago? Did he not then know
that his language would be construed, by
both natives and Americans, to mean that
he was in favor of immediate independence?
And why did he follow this up by sending a
young man without knowledge of Philippine
affairs and conditions out to these islands
to execute his mandates and to make radical changes in governmental policy, machinery and operations, with no assurance
whatever of the wisdom of so doing?
Was he simply playing politics? Did he
pursue such a course because he thought it
would be popular, in the United States and
help to reelect him? Or was it merely the
offspring of downright stupidity?
Or was
it prompted by violent partisanship—a disposition to nullify the work of prior Republican administrations without regard to
the character of the work or the good that
had been accomplished? Mr. Wilson is enigmatical.
JAMES C. JENKINS.
New York, July 20, 1916.
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Philippine Blunders.
Elsewhere on this page we publish a letter from ex-Judge James C. Jenkins on
conditions in the Philippines. Judge Jenkins served for eleven years on the bench
of the Philippines Court of First Instance.
He has had ample opportunity, through
travel and association with all classes of
Filipino population, to study at first hand
.the problems of American trusteeship in
'our Far Eastern dependency.
Mr. Jenkins's record on the bench attests his high personal and professional
j reputation.
Fifty-three criminal cases
j tried by him were appealed to t the Phil
ippine Supreme Court. His decision was
reversed in only five of them. In thirtyone civil appeals there was not a single
reversal. His opinions are therefore those
of a man entirely competent to pass judgment on the political needs of the Philip; pines and the wisdom or non-wisdom of
the administration which they have enjoyed under the present Governor General.
Judge Jenkins's verdict on the latter
point is anything but favorable. He tells
frankly what is wrong with the WilsonHarrison policies. What he says naturally
agrees with the testimony of the other
Americans once resident in the islands who
have given most time, thought and energy
to the working out of the Philippine problem. Not scuttle, not light-minded encouragement of the ambitions of the Filipino politicians who are anxious to take
control of the islands out of our hands, but
a serious, patient, generous development of
the capacities of the people, in their own
interest and in fulfilment of the mission which the United States assumed in
1899 and which it is bound in honor to
carry through. That is the one conception " of our duty in the Philippines on
which all the broadest-minded of the
Americans who have seen service in the
archipelago earnestly and heartily agree.
.
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DENIES GAGONSOLOIERS
"Treason,''' Says McCormick, to
Say Call Was to Stifle Vote.
WILSON'S MOTIVES PATBIOTIC
Senator Lewis Urges That Quarrel
Over Chicago Headquarters Be
I Fixed Up at Once or Party May
Suffer—Mack Urged for Campaign
Committeeman From New York.

New York, July 27.—"Anybody who
charges President Wilson with deliberately keeping national guardsmen on
the Mexican border to prevent their
voting against him is guilty of treason," was the heated declaration of
Chairman Vance I McCormick, of the
Democratic national committee, today.
Mr. McCormick had interpreted remarks of certain Republican leaders
who are working to get national guard
votes for Hughes as an attack upon
his chief.
Continuing Chairman McCormick
said:
"Neither the President nor myself
nor anybody responsible for the Democratic cam.paign would attempt to play
politics with the national guard, the
army or the navy. The boys from New
York, Pennsylvania and other States
are at the front to protect the country
from invasion. They are performing a
patriotic duty. If they.have a right to
vote they will vote."
Democratic State Chairman Edward
S. Harris had a long talk with National Chairman McCormick during the
afternoon. He is said to have reasserted his argument that no man, not
a member of the national committee,
should be a member of the Wilson
campaign committee. Chairman Harris
renewed his demand that Norman E.
Mack be made the New York member.
Plans Chicago Headquarters.
"I have not decided upon, the .campaign committee," replied Chairman
McCormick. "I can not tell when I
shall. I hope to name the chief of
the Chicago headquarters very soon."
"He will be Senator Walsh, of Montana, will he not?"
"I will make no announcement today," was the reply.
Chairman McCormick conferred with
United States Senator J. Hamilton
Lewis, of Chicago. Mr. Lewis besought
Mr. McCormick to fix up the Chicago
headquarters quarrel quickly or it will
hurt the chances of carrying Illinois
for Wilson..
Chairman McCprmick told President
Frank D. Shelly that he heartily indorsed his scheme for organizing
branches of the Young Men's Democratic League in every State.

The Army Bill Improved.
As in the case of the navy bill, the
Senate has legislated in statesmanlike
fashion in perfecting the army bill. The
measure as passed yesterday is reasonably adequate for the national defense,
and it contains features offered from the
floor which increase its usefulness. The
appropriations carried by the Senate
amendments amount to $131,000,000,
making the total $314,000,000, by far
the largest army bili ever passed. Yet
the appropriations are not excessive,
when possible contingencies on the border
and elsewhere are considered. As a
whole the bill reflects credit upon the industry and forethought of the War Department and the Senate.
Among the amendments inserted is one
which provides $2,000,000 for the dependent families of guardsmen and regulars—a humane provision which, if judiciously administered, will practically
rmeliorate one of the greatest hardships
of the patriotic men who have gone to
the border. Since the border situation
may require the presence of the forces
for many months to come, and since it is
doubtful whether pensions will be paid in
case of the disability or death of officers
or men of the national guard except when
the nation is actually at war, the Senate
properly responds to public sentiment by
providing for dependent families. The
Senate also increased by 20 per cent the
pay of officers and men of the regular
army and national guard while they are
on foreign service or on the border.
Provision was made for flooring and i
screening the tents of troops on the
border, indicating the possibility of a
long sojourn. The amendment permitting the soldiers to vote at the November
election was stricken out, however, on a
point of order.
An amendment was inserted authorizing the Secretary of War to acquire aviation grounds at College Park, Md., at a
cost of $300,000. The opinion was expressed in the Senate that this item might
be stricken out in conference/ but it is
hoped the Senate conferees will make a
flght for it. The grounds are as well
situated as any place that could have
been selected, and in time they should be
the center of really effective improvement
in military aviation.
The Senate made another improvement
in the bill when It fixed the age of enlistment without the consent of parents
at 21 years, instead of 18. There is no
necessity for enticing irresponsible lads
Into the army against the wishes of their
parents or guardians, and it is well that
the opportunity for such a practice should
be closed.
No doubt a coterie in the House will
endeavor to emasculate the bill as improved by the Senate. But the days of
the session are drawing to a close, and
the Senate conferees, by standing firm,
can force through most of the amend- j
ments.
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BAKER LAUDS THE ROOKIES.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 5, 1916.

Says They Must Mould Public Opinion on Army Legislation.
■H
Special to The New York Times.
ROGERS, N. Y., (by Courier to PlattsBurg.)—Secretary of War Baker told the
members of the Plattsburg training
brigade, in camp here tonight, that the CO
nation expected htem to tell the War
Department and their Congressmen Just
what kind of an army they wanted.
" It is your task to mold public opinion on army legislation," he1 said. The
Secretary expressed his views after he
had seen the rookies In action all day.
He arrived on the route of the hike in
time to see the battle of Clintonville,
<
which was fought in a picturesque
punch bowl shaped" valley whose sides
echoed with rifU fire for nearly two
hours. The Fourth Regiment joined the
cavalry training troops to represent the
enemy. The battle ended when the <
training brigade gained on a movement
around the enemy's right flank.
" There is a certain presumptuousness
in a man who never shouldered a rifle !
addressing a crowd of men who have «
been through what you have," Secretary
Baker said. " I watched with swelling
pride your exhibition this morning. I
saw a body of men extracted from civil
life, the merchant, the barber, the doctor, the man of science, the rich man
and the poor man, forgetting their separate interests in a desire to further or
better defense of their country. There
is , a further Influence resulting from
these camps than the benefit of the individual. This deeper experience interests
me most.
" The question is whether in this age
,a democracy really can exist. It is r—I
obvious that a democracy must have the
power of real defense, which may never
come by one man's paying for another's
service in his place. If the newsboy may
become President both must have equality of responsibility as well as equality
of opportunity. That is the lesson you
are teaching the country.
" When your Plattburg work is over,
I hope you will allow the Plattsburg
idea to bo plastered in the community I
where you live. The War Department
wants to give the people of the United
States the kind of army they want.
If when you yet back you have a sympathy for the army, then tell us what
you want and the task of the Secretary
of War will be much easier."
President John Grier Hibben of
Princeton, who addressed the camp, tonight was cheered when he praised the
type of army officers represented by
those in charge here, and said that the
Plattsburg camps do more to promote
the cause of democracy than any other
thing.
General Hugh Scott, Chief of Staff,
accompanied Secretary Baker here. The
Secretary leaves tomorrow.
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Dr. Darlington's Report.
Secretary BAKER'S refusal to publish Dr. DARLINGTON'S report on sanitary conditions in the Texas camps of
the New York National Guard inevitably inspires the intelligently curious to ask why that document is
withheld from those who are vitally
interested in the circumstances under which the guardsmen are living.
If the report is reassuring it should
be made public. If it is alarming
and its tone is justified by the facts,
the parents and friends of the guardsmen are entitled to the warning it
contains. If it is false in statements
of fact and conclusions its author
should be exposed. In any case, it
is due to the soldiers and their families that it should not be suppresesd.
The natural deduction of the ordinary citizen from the refusal to give
out the report is that it contains an
indictment of the Administration to
which the War Department can make
no adequate answer; and the effect
of this feeling will be more harmful
than complete exposure of improper
conditions could be.
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President S rfij .
face of Pomerene's request,' ~aaa „..
rise
to
considerable
speculation
among members of the Ohio delegation in Congress. Among Democratic
members the opinion prevailed that
the secretary of war is responsible.
Baker, they pointed out, has failed
to endorse Wertz. They also recalled
reports that Baker does not regard
Wertz qualified for a judicial position.
Baker After Toga?
The report was also circulated that
Baker is anxious Pomerene should
resign and accept appointment in
order that he, Baker, may be named
by the Democratic state executive
committee to succeed Pomerene on
the November ballot. The fact that
the President has twice offered the
judgeship to Pomerene is cited in
support of this theory, it being argued that the President has been
impressed by Pomerene's weakness
as a candidate, and is anxious to
i strengthen the ticket in Ohio.

MR. BAKER AT PLATTSBURG.
Secretary BAKER told the men ' at
Plattsburg that it was their duty to
" mold public opinion on army legislation." If the Plattsburg campers of
1915 had been permitted to influence
army legislation last Winter the military law would not have been the defective thing it is now, federalization
of the militia would not have been attempted, and GARRISON'S Continental
Army, or some equivalent, force, would
now be in process of formation. The
Plattsburg men view the question of
national preparedness sanely and practically. They are proving also that
there is some sort of fundamental
merit in the Squeers method of education. They spell hike, h-i-k-e, and
they go out and hike. They believe
almost to a man in universal service
and compulsory military training because they know that by that means
only can a true democratic spirit be
developed in this country. Mr. BAKER
does well to extol the Plattsburg idea
and the men, fit representatives of all
trades and professions, who are carrying it out. They are setting an example to the youth of this country
which will be followed. Mr. BAKER
hit the essential fact about them when
he said that they would be instrumental in the preservation of our
democracy. A democracy cannot live
without the means of defense.
It is gratifying to learn from the
Secretary that the War Department
wants to give the people the kind of
army they want. They want a real
army of regulars and citizens free
from petty political influences. At
present there is too much politics in
our military affairs. While the politicians retain their hold on the various branches of the army the Plattsburg men will have no chance to mold
army legislation. But if they go on as
they have started, our most difficult
military problems will be solved in
time.
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HAY STANDS FIRM
FORAMENDMENT

ROUSED BY ARMY BILL
Baker, Backed by President, Asks
Conferees Reconsider Work.

Virginian Declines to Yield on
Changes to Articles of War
in Army Bill.

HAY AMENDMENT PROTESTED

)
Exempts Retired Officers and Men
From Military Code—Stirring TTp
Of Old Grievances and Scandals
Feared—Report Pigeonholed and
Meeting May Be Called Today.

APPROPRIATION THIS YEAR
SURPASSES ALL OTHERS
Measure Carries $267,597,000, or
$85,000,000 Over House Figures.
Now in Senate.
j
Representative Hay of Virginia, after
a conference with President Wilson
today, declined to yield on his amendment to the articles of war -which
would exempt retired officers and men
from the military criminal code, and
Senator Chamberlain thereupon sub-<
mitted to the Senate the conference re*
port on the army appropriation bill witli
this provision included.
The bill as agreed upon In conference
carries $267,597,000 for expenses of the)
reorganized army and National Guard,
a reduction from $313,900,000 carried in
the Senate bill.
The bill retains the $2,000,000 appropriation for relief of families of national guardsmen and regular army enlisted men in service in the Mexican
emergency.
The Reed amendment,
however, to appropriate $14,000,000 for
increased pay of regular army and National Guard officers and men while
in service on the Mexican border, was
striken out.
Age I/imit Restored.
Another amendment which the conferees eliminated was the La Follette
provision increasing the minimum age
limit for enlistment in the regular
army or militia in federal service from
eighteen to twenty-one years, without
consent of parents or guardian. The
conference restored the minimum age
limit to eighteen years.
The appropriation total, $267,597,000,:
is an increase of $85,000,000 over the
House figures, and exceeds by more
than $166,000,000 any army appropriation bill in the history of the. government, the largest previous appropriation having been $101,000,000, in 19lo-16.
Among the big appropriations are the
following: P^or aviation, $13,281,666; pay
of officers of the line, $10,000,000; transportation, $23,000,000;.clothing, $20,280,000;
subsistence, $20,000,000; ordnance stores
and ammunition, $10,000,000, of which
$5,000,000 shall be expended for purchase
of munitions, the remainder to be used ,
for manufacturing; ordnance, stores and
supplies, $9,500,000; armed motor cars, l
$500,000, reduced from $1,000,000; field
artillery and ammunition for National
Guard, $20,000,000, reduced from $2S,200,000; for automatic machine rifles, $12,000,000, reduced from; ;$15,000,000.
Money for Training Camps.
For training camps, such as that at •
Plattsburg,
the
bill
appropriates
$2,000,000, a reduction from $4,300,000
in the Senate bill. The original appropriation was on an estimate that •
100,000 men would participate in the
training camp drills, whereas only
about 20,000 are expected this year.
An appropriation of $450,000 in the
Senate bill for the state of New "iork
for reimbursement of expense in
mobilization of the National Guard was
stricken out, it being for expenses of
mobilization in excess of the troops
called for by the President.
In the provision creating a council
for national defense the report changes
the personnel. As now composed it
would consist of the Secretaries of
War, Navy, Interior, Agriculture, Comlerce and Labor and , seven expert
yilians to be appointed by the Presi-
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Secretary Baker, with the support, it
is understood, Of President Wilson, has
urgently requested the Senate and
House conferees on the army appropriation bill to reconsider their decision accepting Representative Hay's
amendment to the revised articles of
war, which would exempt from the military criminal code officers and enlisted men on the retired list.
Full agreement on the bill, it was
learned last night, had been reached by
the conferees and a report had been
signed when the War Department,
aroused over acceptance of the Hay
amendment, brought such strong influences to bear for a reconsideration that
the report was held up.
Accepted Only as 1/ast Resort.
Senate conferees are understood to
have accepted the amendment only as a
last resort to save the revised articles
of war, badly needed because of Mexican operations and assure their enactment at this session of Congress. Representative Hay arid the House conferees in turn yielded to the Senate on
a series of other changes in the new
code.
There now is no law under which the
War Department has jurisdiction over
criminal acts of army officers or enlisted men committed on foreign soil.
Two cases already are pending in Mexico. Troopers committed crimes for
■which they cannot be held by the United States army authorities and must be
turned over to the Mexican civil authorities for trial.
Fear Stirring Up of Grievances.
For several days after appropriation
differences in the army bill had been
agreed to Senator Chamberlain, Fletcher and Warren, of the conference committee, refused to accept the Hay
amendment. An empasse was threatened
when the senators, rather
than have
the revised articles of1 war thrown out
altogether, finally yielded.
In arguments against the Hay
amendment in conference it was asserted that some retired army officers
might take advantage of disciplinary
exemption to stir up army scandals and
to publicly air grievances of the past.
One retired officer, it was stated, already had written a book relating to
army conditions under past administrations, and had been awaiting an opportunity to publish it without fear of
injuring his own standing.
Report Remains Pigeonholed.
Representative Hay said last night
that so far as he knew there was no
disposition on the part of the House
conferees to reverse their action, but
he thought a meeting might be held
today to discuss the question. Meanwhile the conference report on army
. appropriations remains pigeonholed.
No radical cuts in the Senate appropriation total of $314,000,000 were
made by the conference, although there
were some reductions in amohuts proposed for enlargement of the army and
national guard. The heavy appropriations for aviation, munitions and .equipment were kept at the maximum figures. Publication Of details will be
withheld Until the controversy over the
articles of war has been settled and the
report submitted.

Referred to Secretary Baker.
An officer of the regular army asks
in a letter to the Army and Navy
Journal: "Does the average citizen
i realize that there are regiments which
have been on border duty longer than
the civil war lasted?" The average
j citizen, who is tired of the Mexican
question, has probably given no
thought to the hardships and sacrifices of the regular army. He is inclined to think that the militia are
being imposed upon if there is to be
no intervention, and he joins in the
cry that they should be sent home.
The officer who asks the above question writes:
"For over three years now the regiment to which I belong has done nothing but 'sit' * • • Officers are beginning to feel it. They are getting
nervous and irascible. There has been
no real active service for most of them;
they are in small towns, away from
their belongings, 'books, &c, no proper |
place to work, living in tents that reacn '
about 110 degrees every afternoon, and j
they need a change if they can get it."

Need a change, indeed! The matter is respectfully referred to the
Secretary of War, who, being new
in his position, probably does not
know how long regiments of the
regular army have been on the border watching the thermometer and
making rapid changes of their uniforms. An army officer can obtain
leave of a few days, but what is
sorely needed is time to visit his folks
at home and live like a civilized man
while there.
In the combatant armies in Europe,
where every unit is precious, there
are liberal arrangements for home
leave. Why not a little sanity in
ordering things in Texas? Army officers eating their hearts out down
there must be recalling what General PHIL SHERIDAN said his choice
of residence would be if he were
limited to a lot in Texas and one in
Hades.

(THE. EVENING STAR,

WINNING BATTLES WITHOUT BLOODSHED
SAYS SECRETARY .OF WAR'! D. BAKER

With Sunday Morning Edition.
WASHINGTON, D. 0.,
SATURDAY

""the President's Horse Swap.

Does Not Know When Militiamen Will Be Withdrawn
From Border—Simple and Unaffected Greetings
at L tat ion—Most Successful Mobilizati n in 1 istory
The 1 30 train rolled Into the Water-j than two men in each hundred reportville station yesterday afternoon, and ed any ailment whatsoever tor the enout stepped a young man of medium tire week."
That is better than right here at
build and height, wearing a sailor
straw hat, dark coat, striped trousers home," ventured the Sentinel repreand black shoes. It wias HOn. Newton sentative.
"Better than any city or town in the!
D. Baker, secretary of war.
Very simple and unaffected was his United States," replied Secretary
greeting of Chairmen Lean O. Teb- Baker. "There are not an equal numbetts and Postmaster Charles M. Rich- ber of men in the United States anyardson, who accompanied him to the where who are safeguarded as these j
Elmwood hotel. Here the desire of militiamen are."
the Sentinel for an interview was DIFFICULTIES OF INEXPERIENCE.
"The difficulties when the militia
made known to him by Chairman Tib■betts, and the request was instantly first reached the border were due to
the Inexperience of many officers in
and graciously granted.
"When are the boys coming back requisitioning the right supplies. Tor
from the border?" was the first ques- instance, he might requisition too
much oatmeal and not enough of other
tion.
kinds of food. The result at first was
WINNING BATTLES.
Doubtless, Secretary Baker has been that there was a lack of variety, but
asked that question before. At any not a lack of quantity or a lack of
rate, he took it locally, so to speak, quality.
' Ti '„ hoys are being <*•-• en work that
rau
than generally, and immediately as.fted where the local militia com- is in proportion to their experience
pany is stationed. When told "Dolores" At the bef nning they wure given practice marches for short distano3s and
he answered:
"I do not know now when they 'will this is now being foilowel by exerfoe sent home. The militia was called cises of a more strenuous character.
"I have received reports from 25 or
at a time when a very serious military
situation had developed on the Mexi- 30 persons who, as independent obcan border. Their presence there has servers, bsvc made a study of condibeen most effective. They are winning tions of the border, Robert Baker of
battles every day without the neces- New York, United States Senator, has
sitv of going through the terrible or- just rpt.urr.ed from the bonier. Ho
jdeal of actual fighting. They are this weal the- entire length.1 Now, Mr.
' day doing their full duty as soldiers t?al;er is not a Democra . HO he does
not view the situation from the parand doing it well.
"I cannot speak too highly of the ex- t'zv?: £l'jr<?point. He reports to me
cellent spirit that has been shown by tha; be is fii ed with delimit o^er conthe militia. It is certainly admirable. ditions as he found them, an.l the effiExcept for natural anxiety about their cifcnc< fhcwr- by tke regular army in
families at home, the men are in good pit-paving for and v.t/.etini)ig the
militia.
spirits.
150,000 READY.
"We sen* General Bliss, assistant
"When this experience is over,
thief of ihe general staff, on a trip of
inspection a'cng the entire Mexican should there be any further difficulties
border, with particular attention to we shall have a force of 15'0,0*0 ready
to mobilize, which would make a very
the sanitary condition of the camps.
solid body of troops.
SUCCESSFUL MOBILIZATION.
"If people would only stop to think
"I believe that the sending of the
militia to the border was the most of the enormous military sacrifices
successful mobilization of over 10-0,000 that are being made by the people of
men ever completed in the country's Europe, the present sacrifice would
not seem too great. We are the most
history," said Secretary Baker.
He told of the care exercised in the fortunate people in the world today.
"I realize the hardship that cornes
purchase of food suplies by the quarto these citizens, these civilians away
termaster's department.
"The Department of Agriculture has from their business affairs and their
co-operated by sending its food experts families, but they are sav :.g the iiv?s
to assist the quartermaster's depa.t- of women fnd children and prewving
merit. Meats are inspected at both the gaf'ty of the nation •> their presends of the line of supply. They are e \.v< o:i th*. border, and bucause id-ere
inspected by the government in- IIMS [••en no actual fighting is reason
spectors at the Chicago stockyards, :<ir congratulation rath;.- than critiand again at the end of the refrigera- cism."
tor car line on the border, so that they
TURNS INTERVIEWER.
get two inspections before they reach
Secretary Baker now turned inquisthe man.
itor. "Don't go—just yet," he said
"The Department of Agriculture has with a smile. "Tell me about Maine,
•(II
•pirBnaoa 'esnoq ?-moo ania)
X;unoo iiooou^H—6 'Ides
A)-mioo ptretraqumo 'OT ^ SSUJJ--E9.II
•(o
uoissiunnoo sanmin Jn<in<I—A lde-S,
i^unoo uoi§utusi3A!—8 'Ides
Hi)
•eisnSny "raja; iBUjrauo
•i£;unoo ^ooisoojv—A ■;d9g
PUB IIATO '}.moo Jouadns—9 'I^S
•jC^unoo smbuveosidp—9 'Idas
•noqijuo 'owe* ijAp 'jtyi-noo
•jC^nnoo ^oosqouaa'—S •Idas
j^ooisooiv 'l-inoo auiaadns^g 'Idas
•iTanoD ujijurea^—f 'Idas
uoSu^a 'raie? rvrauuuo 'Annoo
%IOA. M9N IO
loosqouea 'ijnoo amaidns—g ';des
'Aanoo aoaiusNiva "NOH
■apiseao^
\£runoo uipurej,*!-—g "iasS
uauc-tnrejt 'jtirarej rje^sma 'iiajoos
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At Waterville, Me., Thursday night in
Ij asking- for an indorsement of the ad■< ministration, Secretary Baker said:
■'Large problems lie before us in the ,
cnext four years. The reconstruction
J*ust take plaee. No unfamiliar hand
J should be put in to guide the course of
' our nation during that period. £o_uii■' certain voice should be permitted to
•speak our spirit at the council,table
that recognizes the universe This is a
i time when, having pressed forward nofclv on a high and difficult course, the
tfnish should be left to those who have
demonstrated their ability by their work
already done."
v
This put in other terms, is the
familiar proposition that "it is not best
■ to swap horses while crossing a stream.
!The adage is popularly attributed to Mr,
Lincoln, but he merely gave it prominence and wide circulation by using it
en an important occasion. And on that
occasion he attributed • it to "an old
Dutch faimer."
Whatever there may be in the adage,
•was Secretary Baker happy in quoting
it? In the case of the War Department
did not the President swap horses while
crossing a stream, arid a rather turbulent
body of water at that? A very "large
problem" was on the card-an increase
and "reconstruction" of the army. A
"hand" qualified by several years study
•was "guiding." Secretary Garrison was
well established in the confidence of the
country, and it was thought also in the
President's confidence. But when a difference between them arose, the President swapped him, and Mr. Baker was
the new horse chosen.
Mr. Baker had had no training in
army matters—probably had never given
them a thought. The President knew
him in connection with other very different matters, and having formed a
favorable opinion of him on general
score decided to give him a trial on that
score.
It must have required resolution on
Mr. Baker's part to respond. Congress
was in session, with war measures pressing. The situation on the Mexican border was ticklish in the extreme. All
Europe was in the throes of armed conflict. Our War Department had not
struggled with problems so grave and
difficult and complicated in half a century.
But Mr. Baker responded. He shouldered the unfamiliar burden the President proposed, and has been carrying it
ever since. He has sat at the head of
the department table and conferred with
trained soldiers; represented the department before committees of Congress;
advised the President on questions of
war detail, and shirked none of the trying duties of his trying plaee.
The swap caused much comment,
and it was not confined to the political
opposition. But it did not influence the
President, who had made the swap without hesitation and now stood by the new
horse.

(THE EVENING "STAR,

W1NNINC BATTLES WLTHQUT BLOODSHED
SECRETARY OF HR1.0.

With Sunday Morning Edition.
WASHINGTON, D. C,
SATURDAY
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~ "The President's Horse Swap.

Does Not Know When Militiamen Will Be Withdrawn
From Border—Simple and Unaifeeted Greetings
at Ltation—Most Successful Mobilizaii n in I istory
The 1.30 train rolled into the "Water- j than two men in each hundred reportville station yesterday afternoon, and ed any ailment whatsoever for the enout stepped a young man of medium tire week."
That is better than right here at
build and height, wearing a sailor
-straw hat, dark coat, striped trousers home," ventured the Sentinel repreand Mack shoes. It wa3 HOn. Newton sentative.
"Better than any city or town in the
D. Baker, secretary of war.
Very simple and unaffected was bis United States," replied Secretary
greeting of Chairmen Lean O. Te'b- Baker. "There are not an equal numbetts and Postmaster Charles M. Rich- ber of men in the United States anyardson, who accompanied him to the where who are safeguarded as these
Elmwood hotel. Here the desire of militiamen are."
the Sentinel for an interview was DIFFICULTIES OF INEXPERIENCE.
"The difficulties when the militia
made known to him by Chairman Tib■betts, and the request was instantly first reached the border were due to
the inexperience of many officers in
and graciously granted.
"When are the boys coming back requisitioning the right supplies. Tor
from the border?" was the first ques- instance, he might requisition too
much oatmeal and not enough of other
tion.
kinds of food. The result at first was
WINNING BATTLES.
Doubtless, Secretary Baker has been that there was a lack of variety, but
asked that question before. At any not a lack of quantity or a lack of
rate, he took it locally, so to speak, quality.
'Ti >„ boys are being %v en «ork that
ra u
thaTi generally, and immediately as.ked where the local militia com- is in proportion to their experience
pany is stationed. When told "Dolores" At the bej.nning they ware given practice marches for short distancss and
he answered:
"I do not know now wben they will this is liow being fotlovel by exerbe sent home. The militia was called cises of a more strenuous character.
"I have received reports from 25 or
at a time when a very serious military
situation had developed on the Mexi- 30 persons who, as independent obcan border. Their presence there has servers, have made a study of condibeen most effective. They are winning tions of the border, Robert, Baker of
battles every day without the neces- New York, United States Senator, has
sity of going through the terrible or- just roturr.ed from the bor::er. Ho
Now, Mr.
deal of actual fighting. They are this weal t!;o entire length.
day doing their full duty as soldiers f.?Hl;er is not a Democra*. -so he does
not view the situation from the parand doing it well.
"X cannot speak too highly of the ex- t'a.?i slar'cpoinfc He rer-oris to me
cellent spirit that has been shown by tha: be is fii ed with deHgii, over conthe militia. It is certainly admirable. ditions as he found them, an.l the efiiExcept for natural anxiety about their ciencr fficAvr by the regular army in
families ai home, the men are in good pit-paring for and v.t/.ctiniiig the
militia.
spirits.
150,000 READY.
"We sen* General Bliss, assistant
"When this experience is over,
chief of ihe gereral staff, on a trip of
inspection aicng the entire Mexican should there be any further difficulties
border, with particular attention to we shall have a force of 150,000 ready
to mobilize; which would make a very
the sanitary condition of the camps.
solid body of troops.
SUCCESSFUL MOBILIZATION.
"If people would only stop to think
"I believe that the sending of the
militia to the border was the most of the enormous military sacrifices
successful mobilization of over 100,000 that are being made by the people of
men ever completed in the country's Europe, the present sacrifice would
not seem too great. We are the most
history," said Secretary Baker.
He told of the care exercised in the fortunate people in the world today.
"1 realize the hardship that corr.es
purchase of food suplies by the quarto these citizens, these civilians away
termaster's department.
"The Department of Agriculture has from their business affairs and their
co-operated by sending its food experts families, but they are sav .:g the livps
to assist the quartermaster's depart- of women tnd children and preie>vin_g
ment. Meats are inspected at both the saffty of the nation if their presends of the line of supply. They are et ••(.' o:i tht border, and because ifi-.'re
inspected by the government in- h'ts L-.'en no actual fighting is reason
spectors at the Chicago stockyards, for congratulation rath;.- ihan critiand again at the end of the refrigera- cism."
tor car line on the border, so that they
TURNS INTERVIEWER.
get. two inspections before they reach
Secretary Baker now turned inquisthe man.
itor. "Don't go—just yet," he said
"The Department of Agriculture has with a smile. "Tell me about Maine,
further co-operated with this depart- and Waterville. How big is this town'!"
ment by sending to the border its ex- With the tables fairly turned, the Senperts on insects, and these experts are tinel man found himself skilfully inteaching the men how to rid the c amps terviewed. Waterville. its population,
of pests and disease carriers.
the diversity and racial complexion of
HEALTHIEST IN WORLD.
its people, its industries, its history,
"Laredo and that section of the bor- whether the people are settled in their
der is the most healthy place in tfie opinions or are open minded on pubworld, under the sanitary measures lic questions, the Individual popularity
that have been adopted, there has been of public men, what thev think of Pres
a very low percentage of illness. ident Wilson, and a hundred other
Among the regulars, numbering 40,- topics were gone into deftly, incisiveO0O, the sick report for the week end- ly and conclusively, while the "inter
ing August 12 shows 2 1-4 per cent. viewer" vainly tried to keep pace with
That is, during the week, only 2 1-4 the flood of questions, to -"~v'v parts
per cent of the regulars have reported of sentences, showing the drift of the
Illness of any kind, from a stubbed toe answer, seemed to be a sufficient reply.
to typhoid fever, to the medical departBut it was all worth the recompense
ment. And among the militiamen on of the kindly and ^^reciative "Thank
the border, numbering over lOO.fliOO you," with which Secretary Baker dismen, the percentage is one and seven" his caller at t»"- 1-ln='" -* » 40teen-hundredths per cent: that is, less minute interview.
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At Waterville, Me., Thursday night in
j asking- for an indorsement of the ad< ministration, Secretary Baker said:
"Large problems lie before us in the ,
cnext four years. The reconstruction
^must take place. No unfamiliar hand
.'should be put in to guide the course of
' our nation during that period. No_un- certain voice should be permitted to
•speak our spirit at the council table
that recognizes the universe This is a
i time when, having pressed forward nobly on a high and difficult course, the
finish should be left to those who have
demonstrated their ability by their work
already done."
This, put in other terms, is the
femiliar proposition that "it is not best
to swap horses while crossing a stream."
•Sho adage is popularly attributed to Mr.
Lincoln, but he merely gave it prominence and wide circulation by using it
en an important occasion. And on that
occasion he attributed'it to "an old
Dutch faimer."
Whatever there may be in the adage,
•was Secretary Baker happy in quoting
it? In the case of the War Department
did not the President swap horses while
crossing a stream, and a rather turbulent
body of water at that? A very "large
problem" was on the caTd—an increase
and "reconstruction" of the army. A
•'hand" qualified by several years study
was "guiding." Secretary Garrison was
well established in the confidence of the
country, and it was thought also in the
President's confidence. But when a difference between them arose, the President swapped him, and Mr. Baker was
the new horse chosen.
Mr. Baker had had no training in
army matters—probably had never given
them a thought. The President knew
him in connection with other very different matters, and having formed a
favorable opinion of him on general
score decided to give him a trial on that
score.
It must have required resolution on
Mr. Baker's part to respond. Congress
was in session, with war measures pressing. The situation on the Mexican border was ticklish in the extreme. All
Europe was in the throes of armed conflict. Our War Department had not
struggled with problems so grave and
difficult and complicated in half a century.
But Mr. Baker responded. He shouldered the unfamiliar burden the President proposed, and has been carrying it
ever since. He has sat at the head of
the department table and conferred with
trained soldiers; represented the department before committees of Congress;
advised the President on questions of
war detail, and shirked none of the trying duties of his trying place.
The swap caused much comment,
and it was not confined to the political
opposition. But it did not influence the
President, who had made the swap without hesitation and now stood by the new
horse.
■
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Tar among bankers and the first to be
called in hard times, so that the farmer has always been the first victim of
this country regarding: International any financial stringency. Under the
affairs, Mr. Baker said that the day Rural Credits law he can get money
he was sworn in he was approached j j^ 5,"o yearg at a" reasonable rate and
by a newspaper man who communi- jjaugh at the bankers who used to have
cated to him in a very dramatic man- him under complete subjection,
ner that "hell had Just broken loose
MEXICAN SITUATION.
in Mexico." "But that did not seem
In taking up the discussion of the
to concern me very much," said Mr. Mexican situation, Mr. Baker explainBaker." I had been in the habit of ed that a country with some 15,000,000
dealing with the problem of cities population where 60,000 control all
and if some one had told me a street the land and where 90 per cent are
needed cleaning or that a policeman refused the opportunities to learn to
had been discourteous to a citizen I read and write is involved. This
should have been interested at once, country is one of the richest in the
but when I was told there was trouble world in natural resources and its
should be prosperous and
in Mexico I simply smiled without people
realizing my own responsibility. In happy whereas a few great families
considering the coming election we roll in luxury while thousands starve.
should realize that we live now In, Madero was characterized as a great
hearted man who despite his own
the parish of the world."
wealth and privileges had listened to
WILSON'S GREAT WORK.
the cry of the .people and had deMr. Baker explained that he should termined to do something to better
take for bis theme for the evening their condition. He had been advised
the proposition that the Wilson ad- to have Huerta executed but his
ministration has had a constructive, peace loving nature revolted an<j he
forward looking program, that it has refused to his own tragic undoings.
done more legislative good,for the When Huerta had seized the governJ
people as a whole than any other for ment by the meanest of treachery he
many years and that It has kept the stretched his bloody hand out—not
country safe In peace with honor.
to President Wilson but to President'
"If some prophet could have predict- Taft and asked for recognition. Presied at the time Woodrow Wilson took dent Taft refused and the problem
office the terrible conditions now ex- still remained when President Wilson
isting in Europe," said be, "would,it took his seat, and he too refused te
not have been the iprayer of the great recognize a cowardly assassin who
American people that he should keep had secured his place by connivins
this country out of the war on the the murder of his best friend.
other side of the water'and isn't that
WHAT TROOPS ARE DOING.
just what he has done? And now,
Mr. Baker argued that as a sover
looking back on those terrible c»nd>
■tions, would we not have been con- ign country Mexica has the right ti
tent if congress had passed no con- settle her own difficulties just as Am I
structive laws but simply stood pat? erica had the right to revolt and
But think for a moment what Iras been France and other countries that havel
won their freedom. "Now we hav('
accomplished."
140,000 troops on teh border to kee]
FEDERAL RESERVE ACT.
Waterville people, regardless of po- just arrived by special eleetrieq
The speaker first referred to the the peace," said he "and let me tel
litical considerations, showed hearty could find places somewhere in thei Federal Reserve aeV explaining bow you these soldiers are well cared foi
appreciation of having the pleasure of already crowded hall and the audfe under the old system of finance the Everything that science and a genei
hearing a cabinet officer of the abil- ence showed its appreciation of his amount of money in circulation de- ous government can do for their con?
pended on the size of the public debt fort and health is being done. The;
ity and reputation of Hon. Newton D. patience by frequent applause.
and therefore had always been re- are keeping the peace along our bor
Baker make one of his three Maine
H. W. KIDDER PRESIDES.
inadequate.
Banks, der and for the first time since tft
political addresses in this city last
Harry W. Kidder presided and in* stricted and
troduced Mr. Baker in a short speech, forced to keep reserves, were in the days of Diaz you fellow citizens ca\
evening.
calling attention to his fine record a* habit of pyramiding these reserves sleep in peace knowing that Villa 0
a worker in behalf of the masses and; until a comparatively small amount of some other bandit will not be able |
especially of his qualification, as aJ real money was made to serve a whole come over looting and robbing. Thos
long and well tried friend of labor to chain of banks. This practice with soldiers are giving an exemplificatic
speak for an administration that haa the system of circulation made pos- of our national force in its fine
done so much for this cause. Mr, Kid-I sible "bankers' panics" that came fre- form and the time will come wh'e
der briefly reviewed some of the quently with scarcely any warning Mexico will blossom like a rose ar
great labor legislation that has been and with disastrous results. Under become a worthy sister republic grat
enacted by the Wilson administration, the Federal Reserve act it is .possible ful for the great forebearance of tto I
referring particularly to the Clayton to force money into the sections country with no regrets because c |
bill which has been called the mag- where it is needed and to provide an the aggression of a great neighbo;
na charter of union labor and which, elastic circulation. The control of The greatness of a nation does ncl
and credit has been taken lie in the force it can exercise but i f
takes labor out of the class of com- moneyfrom
private banking interests its moral strength. As that book (
\modifies and prevents the great abuse away
centered largely in New York and ages says "righteousness exaltetb |
!'of the injunction processes which turned
over to the government. The
.'•have grown up in recent years. He strength and wisdom of the new sys- nation."
:imentioned some of- the leading fea- tem has been amply demonstrated by
EUROPEAN AFFAIRS.
tures in the career of Mr. Baker, es- the extraordinary demand that have
In discussing the European situ
8
pecially his work as one of "Tom. been made upon it because of the tion. Mr. Baker said that at the t |
Johnson's boys" in Cleveland.
great war of nations. The speaker de- ginning there was no great dema^
SECRETARY BAKER.
clared that President Wilson had been that this country should go to w; I
The audience received Mr. Baker* chiefly responsible in framing the bill because Belgium had been invade
standing and the hearty applause and getting It enacted into law and: or because the Luisitania had bee |
showed its interest in him and all for is now toeing given credit for having: sunk, but now that it can be given
which he stands. He began by saying been the author of the greatest finan- political turn and eloquence is oheal
a warm tribute to Tom L. Johnson cial legislation ever passed in this some people, especially colonels, ar|
getting decidedly strenuous.
with whom he said he had been as- country.
THE TARIFF.
In closing the speaker made an ell
sociated for years as an intimate
In discussing the tariff, Mr. Baker quent plea for support for Presideil
friend, beginning that relationship
explained how tariff laws had been Wilson because of the work he hi I
when he was but a mere boy.
Mr. Baker referred to the fact that made by Republicans taking the word, done and the work he can do as t!|
about his first official act after be- of the manufacturers most interested! head of the greatest neutral nation
coming secretary of war was the ap- regardless of the needs of the people1 the world.
as a whole. He believed that no fair
Mr. Baker held the closest attentk|
pointment nf »"" Willia.
test of the Underwood tariff has beei of his audience throughout and
possible because of the condition a speaker has rarely made a deep I
world wide trade, but so tw as an; impression because of the fine spii
95JBUI }BtIl pup| ©l{}~-pUl^J
inferences can be drawn it producei shown and the fair and able disci
more revenue during the first year i aion of great public problems. He w
)iAi3S ftiquud JHQ fl)
was in operation than did the Payne entertained as much as possible d\
Aldrich law in the last year it operat ing his brief stay in this city and w
ed.
escorted from the hotel to the b
The Rural Credits bill was
several automobi) |
*SS9U
1
"'"'"- It, being shown that the sa*^ .^^Tg^^t rtomncrat.s. T
* TiaTll TO Cf5Tt>0
•'0 jteprBO 'UOH -£q pawnsoo Aonuort'nosKBH ©Spif '.fopiusiasm and w
-rsod ent} 0% noX looje oq ayeo® snrj jo|iRnr nrM r,nC 'y,mlni *» heard after
occasion a mi
Continued from Page One.
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TaTlunong bankers and the first to be
called In hard times, so that the farmer has always been the first victim of
this country regarding international any financial stringency. Under the
affairs, Mr. Baker said that the day Rural Credits law he can get money
he was sworn in he was approached for 50 years at a reasonable rate and
by a newspaper man who communi- laugh at the bankers who used to have
cated to him in a very dramatic man- him under complete subjection.
ner that "hell had just broken looso
MEXICAN SITUATION.
in Mexico." "But that did not seem
In taking up the discussion of the
to concern me very much," said Mr. Mexican situation, Mr. Baker explainBaker." I had been in the habit ol ed that a country with some 15,000,000
dealing with the problem of cities population where 60,000 control all
and if some one had told me a street the land and where 90 per cent are
needed cleaning or that a policeman refused the opportunities to learn to]
had been discourteous to a citizen I read and write is involved. This!
should have been interested at once, country is one of the richest in the
but when I was told there was trouble world in natural resources and its
should be prosperous and
in Mexico I simply smiled without people
realizing my own responsibility. In happy whereas a few great families
___
——♦
——t
considering the coming election we roll in luxury while thousands starve.
should realize that we live now in Madero was characterized as a great
hearted man who despite his own
the parish of the world."
wealth and privileges had listened to
WILSON'S GREAT WORK.
the cry of the people and had de^
Mr. Baker explained that he should terminea to do something to better
take for his theme for the evening their condition. He had been advised
the proposition that the Wilson ad- to have Huerta executed but his
ministration has had a constructive, peace loving nature revolted an<i he
forward looking program, that it has refused to his own tragic undoing;
•done more legislative gioodi for the When Huerta had seized the governj
people as a whole than any other for ment by the meanest of treachery he
many years and that it has kept the stretched his bloody hand out—not
country safe in peace with honor.
to President Wilson but to President
"If some prophet could have predict- Taft and asked for recognition. Presied at the time Woodrow Wilson took dent Taft refused and the problem
office the terrible conditions now ex- still remained when President Wilson
isting In Europe," said be, "would.it took his seat, and he too refused te
not have been the prayer of the great recognize a cowardly assassin who
American people that he should keep had secured his place by connivinf
this country out of the war on the the murder of his best friend.
other side of the watef and isn't that
WHAT TROOPS ARE DOING.
just what he has done? And now,
Mr. Baker argued that as a sover
looking back on those terrible 'Conditions, would we not have been con- ign country Mexica has the right U
tent if congress had passed no con- settle "her own difficulties just as Am ,
structive laws but simply stood pat? erica had the right to revolt andj
But think for a moment what bus been France and other countries that harel
won their freedom. "Now we hav« f
accomplished."
140,000 troops on teh border to keej
FEDERAL RESERVE ACT.
The speaker first referred to the, the peace," said he "and let me tel
Waterville people, regardless of po- just arrived by special eleetrlesj
litical considerations, showed hearty could find places somewhere In thei Federal Reserve act;- explaining how] you these soldiers are well cared foi
appreciation of having the pleasure of already crowded hall and the audi-i under the old system of finance tfie Everything that science and a genei
hearing a cabinet officer of the abil- ence showed its appreciation of hia amount of money in circulation de-, ous government can do for their con?
pended on the size of the public debt; fort and health is being done. The;
ity and reputation of Hon. Newton D. patience by frequent applause.
and therefore had always bee^i re- are keeping the peace along our bor
H. W. KIODER PRESIDES.
Baker make one of his three Maine
inadequate.
Banks, der and for the first time since tl
Harry W. Kidder presided and in* stricted and
political addresses in this city last
troduced Mr. Baker in a short speech, forced to keep reserves, were In the days of Diaz you fellow citizens cai
evening.
calling attention to his fine record aS| babit of pyramiding these reserves sleep in peace knowing that Villa 0
a worker in behalf of the masses and; until a comparatively small amount of some other bandit will not be able t
especially of his qualification as ai real money was made to serve a whole come over looting and robbing. Thos
long and well tried friend of labor to chain of banks. This practice with soldiers are giving an exemplificatic
speak for an administration that haa the system of circulation made pos- of our national force in its fine
done so much for this cause. Mr, Kid- sible "bankers' panics" that came fre- form and the time will come whe
will blossom like a rose ar
der briefly reviewed some of the quently with scarcely any warning Mexico
a worthy sister republic grat
great labor legislation that has beeni and with disastrous results. Under become
for the great forebearance' of tm I
enacted by the Wilson administration, the Federal Reserve act ift is .possible ful
with no regrets because c|
referring particularly to the Clayton, to force money into the sections country
it is needed and to provide an the aggression of a great neighbo:
bill which has been called the mag- where
circulation. The control of The greatness of a nation does ncl
na charter of union labor and which; elastic
money and credit has been taken lie in the force it can exercise but i f
takes labor out of the class of com- away from private banking interests its moral strength. As that book «|
modities and prevents the great abuse .centered largely in New York and ages says "righteousness exalteth
'of the injunction processes which Uurned over to the government. The nation."
•have grown up in recent years. He strength and wisdom of the new sysimentioned some of the leading fea- tem has been amply demonstrated by
EUROPEAN AFFAIRS.
tures in the career of Mr. Baker, es- I the extraordinary- demands that have
In discussing the European situ
pecially his work as one of "Tom been made upon it because of the; tion. Mr. Baker said that at the b,|
Johnson's boys" in Cleveland.
great war of nations. The speaker de- ginning there was n,o great dema*
SECRETARY BAKER.
clared that President Wilson had been that this country should go to w;l
The audience received Mr. Baker! chiefly responsible in framing ithe bill because Belgium had been Invade I
standing and the hearty applause \ and getting it enacted into law and or because the Luisitania had bee|
showed its interest in him and all for j is now being given credit for having sunk, but now that it can be given
which he stands. He began by saying been the author of the greatest finan- political turn and eloquence is chea;|
a warm tribute to Tom L. Johnson j cial legislation ever passed in this some people, especially colonels, a'|
getting decidedly strenuous.
with whom he said he had been as- country.
In closing the speaker made an ell
THE TARIFF.
sociated for years as an intimate
In discussing the tariff, Mr. Baker quent plea for support for Presideil
friend, beginning that relationship
explained how tariff laws had been; Wilson because of the work he nil
when he was but a mere boy.
Mr. Baker referred to the fact that made by Republicans taking the word; done and the work he can do as t?|
about his first official act after be- of the manufacturers most interested! head of the greatest neutral nation
coming secretary of war was the ap- regardless of the needs of the people the world.
Mr. Baker held the closest attenti(|
pointment of Hon. William M. Ingra-i, as a whole. He believed that no fair
of the Underwood tariff has been^ of his audience throughout and
ham as assistant secretary. "Mr, In- test
graham," said he, "had been induce:! possible because of the condition ofl speaker has rarely made a deepl
world wide trade, but so far as any) impression because of the fine spill
to take the place through the kind*, inferences
can be drawn it produced^
and the fair and able disci f
ness of Senator Johnson of Mama more revenue during the first year it shown
ion of great public problems. He w
which I shall always remember grate- was in operation than did the Payne 8entertained
much as possible du
fully I came to know your 'Senator Aldrich law in the last year it operat ing his briefasstay
in this city and w
well in those days and to appreciate
escorted from the hotel to the a I
his upright mind and good " con- ed.The Rural Credits bill was ex by the band and several automobill
science I know that he stands very
of War In President Wil- high among the leaders of this ad- plained, it being shown that the savj filled with prominent Democrats. T|
ing of on* per cent in interest on j large audience, enthusiasm and w
acldressed Rally ministration in Washington."
i.loan of long jermw^l often be mBA favorable comments heard after:
Here Last Night.
,»;in"E INTERESTSclent to ^y off tneiTtfinciple. *^f foueeting made the occasion a me
WORLD WDytionea tne f ea ^ {arm iand8 have long been miyP»-Ula 0*^
The Oity Opera House where thel
I meeting was held was filled to its I
The BP^fCcomlBgjlef^ety
I capacity, many being obliged to stand!
0
l^
«cause of ta^tUer «*
because even ' the least desirable)
seats had been taken early. When [
Mr. Baker had been Introduced he I
j was obliged to wait several minutes I
until a big delegation from Augusta I
,.,=t1-»te »fiH "
.-Two
I and towns down the line that had |
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PRESIDENT'S IDEALS
SET FORTH BY BAKER
War Secretary Tells Maine Voters Wilson Has Followed the
Golden Rule in Foreign Affairs
JUSTICE IN MEXICAN POLICY
Speaker Attacks Those Who Scoff

Because We Keep the Peace
While Europe Is at War.
WATERVIDDE, Me., Aug. 24.—Vigorous praise for the Administration's European and Mexican policies was the
outstanding feature of the address here
tonight of Newton D. Baker, Secretary
of War, at a meeting held in connection
with the Democratic campaign in Maine
in behalf of President Wilson. The
President's couse, Mr. Baker said, had
infused " the spirit of the Declaration
of Independence and of the Golden
Rule " into this vcountry's foreign relations.
"T have shown that the Administration of President Wilson has followed
a consistent program in its domestic
legislation," Mr. Baker declared toward
the end of his address. " It has procured the enactment of laws more
wholesome and beneficial than perhaps
can be credited in the aggregate to the
Administrations which have intervened
since the civil war. It is inspired by a
philosophy which is an expression of the
longing of mankind in this day and
generation. It has refused to allow
itself to be turned aside by foreign violence from the accompllsliment of Its
treat program.
" The Administration has kept the
peace. It has done unto Mexico as we
would be done oy, and has miuseu tne
spirit of the Declaration of Independence and of the Golden Rule into us
foreign relations. it nas maintained
lrienuly relations with the European
belligerents and placed this country in
a position from which, when the end of
the great European struggle comes, the
moral forces of the United States can
be exercised in the interests of justice
and humanity.
" Large problems lie before us in the
next four years. The reconstruction
must take place. No unfamiliar hand
should be put in to guide the course of
our nation during that period. No uncertain voice should be permitted to
speak our spirit at the council table
that reorganizes the universe. This is
a time when, having pressed forward
nobly on a hign and difficult course,
the finish should be left to those who
have demonstrated their ability by their
work already done."
During his discussion of the European
policies Mr. Baker said:
" There are those who hint, but dare
not say, that if they had been in the
places of responsibility they would have
involved us in that maelstrom. They
indulge in a cheap form of eloquence
about what they would have done, and
affect to believe that in some obscure
way we are hurt in our self-pride because all the rest of the world is thus
engaged while we are preserving our
peaceful relations.
" The United States is today the friend
of each of the belligerent nations. Our
fields are growing the crops that are
to feed the multitudes whose hands have
been- withdrawn from the plow to be
given to the sword. Our workshops and
factories are making the implements of
rehabilitation which will make life possible again in Europe when this great
scourge is passed. We have preserved the peace with justice, and have
saved to ourselves an opportunity far
larger than any participation in this
struggle could have given. We want
no territory,' we seek no advantage, we
desire but an opportunity to help restore the-balance, with friendship, a,nd
prosperity and opportunity for the peoples of the Old World."
After reviewing the developments of
Mexican unrest, which, he said, began
to manifest itself long before "Woodrow
Wilson became President, Mr. Baker
-.ontjnued:

"President Taft declined to recognize
the dissolute monster, (Huerta,) Secretary of State Knox withheld the approval of the United States from that
sort of treachery. President Wilson
withheld recognition from Huerta, and
the long and troubled course of our
dealing with Mexico has been, in part
at least, because both President Taft
and President Wilson believed that a
nation loving justice, as I hope we love
it, could not extend its favor to this
mediaeval despot, cast up with all of his
villainies upon his head as flotsam by
the waters of a revolution otherwise
hopeful and pure as to its object."
Mr. Baker expressed the hope that the
American soldiers on the Texas border
might not be required to fire another
shot, " but that their ultimate victory
and the restoration of peace and contentment and prosperity in northern
Mexico may come as the climax to a
series of bloodless victories."

Jtttt
AND NEW YORK PRESS.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 26. 1916.
Fortunately, eXTf resident TAFT has
had something to say about Mexico
in the last three years, and any man
of sense and fairness can make his
own deductions. Speaking before the
University of Toronto on February
21, 1915, he said that among other
rights which the President of the
United States had to exercise was
that of deciding whether he would
recognize or refuse to recognize the
Government of a foreign State, and
Mr. TAFT added significantly :

Secretary Baker In the Maine Campaign.
The attempt of Secretary BAKEE
in a speech at Waterville, Me., to associate President TAFT with Mr. WILSON'S policy toward Mexico and lay
on Mr. TAFT'S shoulders a part of the
responsibility for what has happened
in that distressful country was disingenuous, to put it mildly. "President TAFT declined to recognize the
dissolute monster HUERTA," said Mr.
BAKEB, giving his audience the impressiou that Mr. TAFT blazed the
way for his successor, proscribing
HUERTA on moral grounds and initiating the policy of watchful waiting.
Secretary BAKEE proceeded:

"President WILSON withheld recognition from HUERTA., and the long and
troubled course of our dealing with Mexico has been, in part at least, because
both President TAFT and President WILSON believed that a nation loving justice, as I hope we love it, could not extend its favor to this mediaeval despot,
cast up with all of his villainies upon
his head as flotsam by the waters of a
revolution otherwise hopeful and pure as
to its object."

"In the case, for instance, of CARand VILLA, the exercise of the
power of choice between rotten apples
may have serious results."
RANZA

At Denver in an interview on August IS, 1915, Mr. TAFT said that "if
we had approached the. situation in
Mexico with proper forethought we
would not be facing intervention today." Note this observation to the
Philia Club in this city (April 11,
3915), because it bears upon the ethics of recognizing General HUERTA :

"When we deal with a people like
the Mexicans we must understand that
with a people who daibble in politics and
revolutions if a man loses out it means
We don't like this, Mr. BAKER ! How that he loses his head, and that's- all
can you fail to know that General there is about it."

HUEETA assumed the title of Provisional President of Mexico on February 19,1913, twelve days before President TAFT retired from office and that
the question of recognizing HUERTA
was appropriately and delicately left
to the incoming President of the
United States, on whom the duty
would devolve to conduct negotiations
with the Mexican Government and
formulate a policy for the new Administration. To intimate that President TAFT refused to recognize
HUERTA because he was a mediaeval
despot and a villain is a piece of intellectual dishonesty. That was WOOD. KOW WILSON'S reason for rejecting
and proscribing HUEKTA. Why drag
in WILLIAM H. TAFT?
Not in the slightest degree was
President TAFT responsible for "the
long and troubled course of our dealing with Mexico." Mr. TAFT recognized FRANCISCO MADERO, a constitutionally elected President, and, it will
be remembered, the revolt of FELIX
DIAZ in February, 1913, came like a
bolt out of the blue, at a time when
our relations with Mexico were untroubled and satisfactory. A decent
regard for the opinions of mankind
would have compelled any retiring
President to withhold action upon the
chaotic situation that was precipitated by the murder of MADERO and
the acquisition of power by HUERTA.
Mr. BAKEE cannot divide the responsibility for the policy of watchful
waiting and its bitter fruits by putting the clock back.

And consider this judgment with
iis tactful reference to Mr. WILSON'S
decision when he took office (from an
interview in New York, August 15,
1815) :
"We made ;i serious mistake at the
outset, not in failing to recognize
HUERTA, but in actually departing from
the attitude of true neutrality to work
against him."
Could there be a sharper condemnation of "watchful waiting"? And
finally, as throwing light upon what
Mr. TAFT thought of Mr. WILSON'S
deplorable muddling, let this go into
the record (it is from a statement is-!
sued at Milwaukee, March 17, 1916) : ,
"I am afraid that CAHRANZA cannot
be depended upon. CAREANZA is a
personal coward. VILLA is at heart
an outlaw and always lias been an
outlaw."
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<^Bangor's second Democratic rally of
the campaign, held Saturday night m
City hall, was another wonderful demonstration of party loyalty and enthusiasm. Every seat in the hall was filled,
and contrary to the usual practice,
people kept coming- in alter the rally
began and remained to adrhiro the eloquence with which Secretary of War
J^Iewton D. Baker, who, 5;:; it known,
(s a master orator, and former Congressman Thomas L. Reilly of Connecticut, another splendid speaker, set
forth the issues of the campaign.
Seated on the stage wore the chairman of the meeting', Hrrgli T. Gallagher, Hon. Thomas White, M. Robert
Harrigan, Willis Y. Patch, .Esq., Terence B. Towle, Esq., Clerk of Courts
Clinton. C. Stevens, Hon. William F.
Curran, Michael P. Ryder, chairman of
the county committee, and Thomas l<\
Gallagher, Esq., register of probate.
The enthusiasm of the rally was unlimited, and well it might be, for during the entire evening, there was no
Word of abuse or harsh criticism for
political opponents; what was said
Constructive; the policies that have
brought prosperity to the United States
tinder a beneficent state and national
administration, were set forth in language that was at all times clear and
convincing. As Cong. Reilly said; "1
will confine myself to telling of the
good things that I know about the
Democratic party and its candidates."
The keynote of the evening was that it
the people of America and the state of
Maine in particular, wish to show their
tLppreciation of the good rule of President Wilson and Gov. Curtis, by all
means return them to office again with
toig majorities.
Comparisons are odious, but it is ....
ticeable that both Democratic rallies
thus far have been attended by audiences six times the size of the Republican rally held here, when Gov. Willis
of Ohio, spoke in Bangor last week. It
eeems that the people of B»..nogr are
more desirous of showing their respect
Cor President Wilson by listening to his
Friends than of showing opposition to
him by going to hear his political enemies.
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Stood Up for Secretary

As Secretary Baker was introduced
by Chairman Hugh T. Gallagher, Esq.,
the audience cheered and stood up en
masse. Secretary Baker is a man of
medium, height, of dark complexion
and thoughtful expresison, and has a
very friendly • look. When he began
speaking, the members of the audience realized at once that fhey were
hearing a genuine orator, a man who
could move people in setting forth
|\truths which could not be denied. His
address was a marvellous exposition of
the accomplishments, aims and policies
of the Wilson administration.
Secretary Baker began;
Ladies and Gentlemen, I have been
in the state of Maine for three days
and it is just beginning to dawn upon
me why I was sent here. At first, 1
knew from personal experience and
from what history had taught me that
Maine knows how to attend to its own
business. But the truth is that Ohio
has almost as much, interest in the
men that you send to Washington from
Maine as you have. If you send backward looking men to the capital, who
■will e content to let matters stand still,
Instead of sending forward looking men
imbued with the aim of enacting pro
gressive legislation, Ohio will suffer because the laws that are passed in
Washington apply equally to Maine
and Ohio. I and my wife and babies
live under the laws that are made in
Washington, and if these laws are
wise, it is well for me and them; if
they are unwise, It is ill for us.
Another reason why I have been
Bent to Maine, I believe, is to find out
something about how the people of
Maine live. You all recall the series in
Life a few years ago called the Education of Mr. Pipp. Maybe I am Mr.
3?ipp. Maybe I have been sent hero
for myl education. I arn learning how
beautiful your state is: I am learning
to admire the bold; vigorous and strong
manhood your state has and I am look- I
ing with confident expectation to the
contribution you'are going to make to
the nation's welfare.
"Wo in Ohio are interested in the
persons you elect to the Senate and the
House; you are interested in the people we in Ohio are going to elect; The
matter of voting is far more important
than most of us realize; a great many
people
vcte
by symbols, roosters,
eagles, asses, elephants and the like.
i"Your vote is of widespread influence
ever an immense territory; not only in
continental United States, but at the
Panama canal, the Philippines, Alaska, perhaps the Danish West Indies.
and It is well that you should carefully consider before you cast your ballots."
The Nations at War

Sec Baker here drew a striking- picture of conditions in the nations .at
•War.
"If I could show you tonight

-<3>^

the countries with millions
millions of people at
war; where every woman who walks
the street is
gowned in black and
where out of the hearts and homes a
son has gone; where little children are
making munitions of war so that men
can be spared for the vital task in the
trenches.
Suppose some one had said
to you on Woodrow Wilson's inauguration day that all this was going to take
place and then asked you what your
prayer would be for your country?
What would you have said?
War is
a form of madness that smites nation
after nation as they gradually get
sucked into it.
Would you nut have
replied, 'My prayer to an all-overruling
Providence will be to guide the footstogs of our new President to the end
of the four years so that my country
may still be prosperous and to peace'
At the end of the four years when such
a. war as I mentioned has taken place
and your country is mon> prosperous
than it has ever been since the days of
George Washington, with peace between it and every other nation; with
a sound reputation established among
the countries of the world, would you
not indeed be satisfied with President
Wilson?
If I had nothing else to say
to you about his administration would
not that be enough?
Is it possible for
Col. Roosevelt to deny anything I have
said?
Can Hughes deny it?
Can
they take away one iota of what I
have said.
What they will say is that
your prosperity is temporary and that
as soon as the war is over there will
be a great flood of stuff from Europe.
Who is going to make them? Two
million men on both sides have been
killed and grieveously wounded.
"England is spending $25,0OO,O(M I a
day in the war; France $15,000,000 to
$18,000,000; Russia about $18,000,000,
and Germany from $25,000,000 to.$."0,000,000 a day.
They are consuming
and destroying all they can and they
are mortgaging their future, and howcan they flood our market after the
war is ■ ti
"In -togland tonight, women are toiling in munition factories and they are
currying horses in the immense stables
where cavalry mounts are fattening for
the fray.
When the war is over the
men will return to factories and inilis
to begin the long and painful task < •
rebuilding.
I
"No, my friends, they will have nothing to dump on us at the end of the
war, but God willing, we will have
something to give to them," a sentiment that was uttered in a tone of
voice indicating a desire to be helpful
to the nations ijv distress and" which
won the hearty approval of the audience.
"Our favor with friends grows more
by what we give than by what we get.
I know of no picture that engages my
fancy more than that when the war is
over we will be one of those who will
help to bring about prosperity and reconstruct institutions of the nations
that are concluding war.
"Let me engage your attention for a
few minutes while I refer to one thing
that the
Wilson administration has
done, that seems to be much greater
Mian anything that has been done since
Lincoln signed
the emancipation. No
administration has ever passed so wise,
so progressive
legislation since that
time as the administration of Woodrow
Wilson.
I refer to the Federal Reserve act.
If anyone should tell me
to take paper and pen and write the
worst financial law I could think of,
I would write one just like the law we
had previous tc the Federal Reserve
system, for it answered that description,
it was so constructed that the
more prosperity we had the more liable
we were to a panic. The National
banks could issue notes only to the extent of the national debt. When more
money was needed, it would not be secured.
Under the old system they would
not lend all the money, but would
keep a certain amount in reserve deposited in another bank. In this way
a bank here in Bangor would have
the $100,000 deposited with a bank in
Portland, which would in turn deposit
it with a bank in Boston, this in
turn depositing it with a bank in
New York, and that bank depositing
with another bank, so that
the
original Kl 00,000 would be the reserve
of five banks, each of which could
not meet desperately the demand of
the money should there be such a demand or, the bank.
Under this system of banking, people might.go to the bank for money
and would be told that they could
not get it. This would create a
rumor among the depositors that the
banks had no money and that they
were going to smash, the ultimate result of which would be a panic, which
would cause must suffering and distress among the people.
The Republicans as well as the
Democrats recognized this but they
did not have the nerve to break away
from the old system. Pres. Wilson
was elected and had the nerve to go
before the congress and say what was
needed. The Glass-Oliver banking

ji bill was drafted and President Wilson
|\ appeared
before' congress while it was
app
in session and told them plainly that
We must have this bill passed, as
those who are in a position to know
demand it, the credit of it is due to
the congressmen who voted for It, but
to Wilson alone is most of the credit
due. Now how does this work?
The financial system of the world is
in a panic. The Bank of England is
no longer the financial center oi the
world. The credits and exchanges of
the world are no longer made in
pounds and shillings, but are based
on the American dollar. Formerly,
j the Bank of England was the head of
the financial system of the world
Under the old system, there would
be pane after panic here after the
outbreak of the European war, but was
there? ' In spite of all the industrial
disturbances, amidst the furors of this
great war of destruction, our financial
system did not rock,
but remained
firm.
Since the war, \ve have established our financial system in dollai-3
and cents in South America.
1 don't want you to imagine that
this is my own opinion alone.
But
the Republicans have not proposed to
appeal from the use of the present
system.
They do not mention it in
their platform.
Our adversary, Mr.
Hughes, remains silent on it.
It is a
success, and we have not only the evidence of its success but we have the
silence of our adversaries which means
more than words can express.
Rural

Child Labor
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Credits

This is the geratest piece of legislation that is for the benefit of the
farming people that we have ever been
able to have passed and means much
for the nation at large.
The fanning
people of this country are those upon
whom the whole nation depends for
their subsistence.
From the crops of
wheat that they raise, we get our riour,
from which we make our bread.
We
grind it for them, and in return they
buy from us goods of various manufactures.
A farmer may own an immense piece
of land, but cannot obtain any ready
money on it.
It has no market value
in money at demand, and should the
farmer go to the bank and ask for a
loan on it, he would most likely be
told, "Mr. Jones, we don t care to
! make a very large loan on that
You
see, there are various things that
might hapepn. Can you pay tins money back in the specified time?
Are
yon sure that your crops will warrant
success this season so that you can
pay the loan.
You know you might
die," and all Sorts of like questions,
and these in a great way are enough to
discourage the ordinary man.
You yourself know that if you owned steel stocks, or owned stocks in"
any of the great corporations, you can
take them to your bank and dispose
of them over the counter at the market
price at that minute, for by referring
to a daily list, the clerk can tell you
exactly how much they are worth at
that time.
This is not fair to the
farmer, he has the hardest time of .anybody in raising money to meet his
honest dealings.
Under the Rural-Credits 'bill, the
farmer can get farm bonds on land,
and take these bonds to a land bank,
and on them obtain the money needed for up to 50 years if he needs that
long to pay it back.
It is a sound
proposition and the government is back
of it.
The Democratic party has entirely reconstructed the financial system of the country, has created a
sound banking system, and has brought
about they passing of the Rural Credit bill that means so much to the farmers.
(Applause.)
,
Seaman's Law
Under the rulings of this law, greater security is given to the people who
travel by sea.
It abolishes the only
remaining fugitive slave laws on the
looks and this is indeed a great thing
for the men on the ships.
Under the
old system, suppose a vessel, an Englishman, sails into port with a full
crew. One of the crew, when the ship
is docked, walks up to the captain and
says: "Sir, 1 guess I'll leave." What
does the captain do, he orders this man
to his post and states that when he
gets back to the other side that he can
go then.
The seaman says that he
doesn't want to go back, but in the
end he has to.
If he should escape
from the ship, it would be the duty of
the United States Government to send
its marshals out and see that this
man was captured, and returned to his
captain
and the punishment that
would surely be meted out to him.
Under the new law, this is abolished,
thus insuring freedom to the men who
work on the seas.
Under its provisions, masters must better the conditions for the men, and by this, is
passed the first charter of freedom for
the most abused class of labor.

I
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Senator Beveridge of Indiana, once
a Republican, then a Progressive and
1 don't know what he is now, introduced this law at first, but it did not
seem to work. Somehow or other, it
did not seem to suit the members of
the Republican Congress, and could
not get by. When we introduced it, a
lot of Democrats didn't want it, but
President Wilson went down to the
house from' the White House, and
seated in a room that is set aside for
the Presidents, and calling several of
the members of Congress iato this
room, talked with them, and told
them straight what was wanted. He
said that there was a plank in the
party platform for a child labor law,
and that they could not be true to the
principles of the party, and the dicates of humanity if they did not
provide for this. The life, strength
tnd vigor of a nation was depending
on it, and it was due to the magnifijent strength, courage and vigor of he
who sat in the White House, Wood-ow Wilson, that now, after 20 years
,ve have a child labor law passed by
.his administration for the betterment
'nd uplift of human nature.
you#are to be highly favored beore thisgreat campaign-is brought to
i close, when many able speakers
:om all over the country, men who
tre well posted on the vital affairs of
lational importance, will come here.
nd talk to you on these subjects, and
would admonish you to listen to
hem carefully.
Mexican Situation

fine of the principal tilings and
uest-ions that has come up before the
drninistration during the four yeais
hat it has beer, in power is the Mexi-
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can situation, and much can' be said
on this.
Mexico is a country with 15,000,000
of people, ruled for a great many
years by a despot and a dictator,
Diaz, whose theory was that the very
few at the top of society, who were
educated, powerful and rich, had the
right to rule the lower classes, so that
he denied education and learning to
the greater part of the people of Mexico, so that tonight 80 per cent, of the
people are so ignorant that they cannot read and write.
They are so ignorant, that when one
of the bandit chiefs got into power,
and has a slight skirmish with the
American troops that they readily believed the rumor that was rife that
he, this bandit leader, has captured
the states of Arizona, New Mexico and
Texas, and has caused the President
of the United States to floe to Canada
for safety. This seems strange, but it
is not thought so, when one thinks
that it was profitable for the Diaz
regime to keep the people in ignorance all the time. Every foot ,of the
entire country is owned by 60,000 people, thus leaving the other 14,940,000
with not enough ground of their own
to stand on.
Mexico is one of the richest countries in the world. Has the vastest
lumber tracts that are to be found in
any country in the world. There are
vast and immensely rich silver mines,
gold mines, and old fields, so valuable
that they are almost fabulous. From
these oil fields, England draws her
entire supply. Thus, surrounded by
all of these riches, the people are
practically starving.
From th=:se 00,000 came Madero. a
man of great wealth, very powerful,
and highly educated. The condition
of the people did not seem right to
him and he rightly thought that this,
was terrible. Ho saw the people
starving and suffering and started a
revolution against Diaz, who seeing
that his game was up, loaded some
money aboard his ship and sails away
for foreign shores. Then Madero is
elected president. There were many
in the upper party that believed in
bloodshed and murder, among these,
.Huerta was the first. Diaz was responsible for this, as he set him up
in power, and had him kill and murder in order to terrorize the people.
The advisors told him that among
these, that there were many that
should' be put out of the way. and
among these, the first to go was
Huerta.
Madero, the poet and philosopher
could not readily believe this, he had
not enough iron in his blood to order
Huerta killed, and said that there
had been too much killing to suit him.
He said that he believed that if given
a chance that he would do better, so
he invited him to his palace, pardoned
him for the many crimes that he had
committed, and asked him to take
charge of the army and rebuild peace
once more throughout the land.
This was all right for a while, and
things went along smoortily, but
Huerta. with a degree of wickedness,
and by fouly and dastardly planning,
plotted against him, and one night
caused him to be taken from the
palace at midnight, and thrown into
a prison. After awhile, under the
guise of removing him to a safer
place, he had him removed to another
prison, and while on the way. a body
of soldiers that had been previously
ordered to do so, dragged him from
the carriage, and placing him up
against a wall, shot
him down.
Huerta then telegraphed President
Taft stating "I have taken over the
government and demand to be recognized." Who among them refused.
President Taft and Secretary Knox.
Who approved, Senator Root. The
Republicans and Democrats were
astounded that this deed should have
been done. President Wilson came
and did not recognize him. Bryan,
while Secretary of State refused to
recognize him. and Huerta acqu
no power. What' Huerta wanted
the moral cleansing that recognition
by the United States would give, and
he did not get it. He died in exile
without a chance. There is no peace
in the land as yet, it being torn with
dissention and strife, and being a hotbed of revolution.
Then people say that we should intervene. Among those who do so are
Senator Fail of New Mexico, who'
owns large acreage of land in Mexico.
Hearst and others think so, but howcan they? We had a revolution of
our own in 1776, when we wanted
freedom and new government! Suppose that we had had intervention
then! Supose that Rochambeau with
his 5,000 men had intervened where
would we have been? True, there
would be these same fertile fields and
forests here,"these same rivers would
be running down to meet the seas, but
there would be no America. There
would have been no birth of the flag,
no such country as the United States
of America, no religious freedom, no
common school education free for one
and all, no Virginia statesmen, no
Webster, no Clay. In their place there
would be the pitiable continuance of
the old type of royal government. Mr.
Hughes has not said that he would
intervene. In fact he hasn't said
whether he would or would not. He
has mentioned the subject a couple of
times, but that is all.
Roosevelt, Hughes and Hearst papers come forth and say that the
President should send 500,000 men to
Mexico to kill and be killed. The ultimate result of this would be to pile
up the undying hatred of a people who
are "trying to obtain their freedom.
You who say intervene, go to your
homes and think this over seriously,
think over the situation when the
United States was in a like position,
read through the Declaration of Independence carefully and also apply the
Golden Rule to the same question, and,
you will so find what is right.
European Question
The President of the United - States
asks us a.ll to be neutral. That we all
stand for America and by America.
This great war will be over some day,
when peace will be made. When peace
is to be made, have we any interest
in the making of it? We have and we
must have.
We do not want to share in the
spoils, we want no land, no tribute,
but we have the very greatest interest
that the peace that will be made is
final. After the battle of Waterloo,
the powers of Europe got together with
a map of Europe and divided the land
up among them with lead pencils.
Every line that they made on that
map created international hatred.
To
find this out fully, one has only to
read the story of Europe from the
Treaty of Vienna down to the present
day, and you will see that it is filled
with international hatred and international discord, because of this dividing' the spoils at that time.
When the peace of this great, war is
made,-we want undying peace, ,we do
not want a like occurrence in our lives,
and in those of our children. When
I think, of my children, and see them
around me. and try and look forward
into their lives, I am afraid that could
I look forward into their lives and se»
another -great war such as tiiis striki.fhis country, I really and truly believe
that I would rather have thorn die now
than live through it.
When peace
comes now we want durable peace. W<
are the only people that know what
war of this kind means, and now tba
we are united, the veterans of the blue
and the gray mingled their tears ove.
their common burden.
It is only I'd
those people that know about it. ;
bring about conditions so that anj
nation in the future will, if words fan
have the concentrated power of pthel
nations put against it, using force ::
pla,ce of-words, until peace is made.
And when this peace is made, cragh
It to be made by a man who is con
c.erned about the moral character *
Huerta-, by a man who went across th
country on a tour finding' fault, ;
ought it be made by a President, wh
lias faithfully served this country f...

28,
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four years, who has completed legislation that is full of wise laws, who has
kept his head when the world was
mad, who has established for us and
for himself, the great moral force that
is now in existence?
Domestic
differences
are
not
exempt. The Democrats carried out
many things that the Republicans
were slow about, and did not have the
necessary strength to do. When we
think that the whole world is to recognize 'us as the only great nation
able to keep out of this war, we are
proud to think that we have as our
leaderj a man so loyal, so patriotic.
so splendidly admirable we canot
have but one thought, and that is
"Speak for us in the councils of the
world for the betterment and uplift of
all, and for a bigger and greater opportunity for all mankind."
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Ovation For Cong. Reilly

The first speaker of the evening was
Congressman Thomas F. Reilly of
Connecticut, who by his gentlemanly
oratory won the high esteem of the
many in attendance at the rally. He
was a very forcible and able speaker,
and did not say any of the customary
things about his adversaries that are
generally heard at rallies, but was
courteous at all times, speaking of
them as being worthy opponents. His
remarks were well appreciated, as was
.shown by the constant applause that
greeted him, and many of those in the
hall, thought that he was one of the best
if not the best speaker that has appeared on the Democratic platform in
this vicinity during this campaign.
Mr. Reilly said in part;
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Cong. Reilly's Address
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"The announcement of the chairman should be amended. You are
not to hear''two distinguished; you
will hear only one, and he is the really
distinguished- secretary of war. Hon.
Newton D. Baker, justly considered
among the leading platform speakers
of the country. you have come to
hear discussed the great issues in this
very important campaign ■ and I
promise'you that in appreciation of
that fact you will not be dented the
treat in store by any long talk from
me.
"There are. however, a few things
however that 1 want to talk to you
about ad briefly as I can. Before that
I wish to talk to you for a moment
about some of the candidates who are
seeking your suffrages in this election.
Men and measures may be profitably
discussed by those who are familiar
with both. I am familiar from personal experience with the legislative
work of some of the candidates who
have been nominated in this pending
Maine election. If I did not know
them it would .be presumptious for me
to speak about them to you who
know them well or attempt to tell you
how you should C-iSt your ballots'. My
warrant for speaking is a personal
knowledge of the work that has been.
done by them. 1 do not know their
opponents and shall therefore refrain
from saying anything about them, because I do nor* believe in that sort of
political campaigning."

--•••••(
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Tribute to Sen. Johnson

Mr. lle'illy then paid a high tribute
to tne service rendered district, state
and nation by United States Senator
Charles F. Johnson of Waterville and
Congressman McGillicuddy of Maine
and said that when ' history recorded
their work, no names in the bright galaxy of Maine's national statesmen
would sh.ne with brighter lustre.
He
also spoKe of Dean Sills, John E.
Bunker, Beonard Pierce, Judge Halliday, whom he had met during his stay
in Maine and said they were high
grade men who would honor state and
country by their election.
He said
the eyes of the nation were on Maine.
If it went Democratic, as he .believed it
would, it would mean a landslide for
Wilson.
If it went Republican, it
meant that the Democrats would have
- . w-t*fa ~' little harder in November.
Vote for Curtis for Vote for Wilson
"A vote for Curtis is a vote for Wilson and both have well deserved them"
said the speaker.

fHWWWWHH

Told of Tariff

Mr. Reillv discussed the tariff legislation and the policy of both parties.
He compared the tax on consumption,
which the tariff is with the tax on
incomes or on wealth and disclosed
that the income tax was so fair that
no one would ever dare change it,
though Justice Hughes might like to,
judging by his attitude toward it, when
governor of New York.
Air. Reilly said the provision for a ]
non-partisan tariff commission, whicu ;
would consider the needs of each line '
of business in the matter of protective
rates was the real solution of th<-- i
whole problem. It is about to become j
a law and after it does any one who \
tries to make the tariff a political is- j
sue can justly be considered an agita- !
tor and business disturber. He spoke
of tne federal reserve bank act, th^ ;
rural credits and land bank laws, tne j
good roads, child labor and compensation laws that the Democrats had put
On the statute books in the past four
years and explained their beneficial
character.
He Kept Us Out of War
Then Mr Reilly turned to the foreign policy of the Pre.-ident and said
that if all other things that had been
done in the interest of all the people
wore put aside, the President was en-,
titled to-re-election because his policy had kept
us out of war. The
horrors of war were depicted and the
blessings of peace. Among other things
along tnat line Mr. Reilly said:
What Would Hughes Do?
"In no single utterance has Mr.
Hughes filed a real bill of particulars
as to what he would do that the President has not done. The President's
record is known in official correspondence and public statements, in enacted
law and declared policies. Good or bad
they are avowed and on them he wiliwin or lose.
What is Mr. Hughes' declared policy ?
"What would he have done that the
President has not done? All
Mr.
Hughes has done so far in his speaking tour of the continent is criticise
and condemn. It is a mighty sorry
spectacle to see a man who was considered fit by a President of the United
States to be a member of the highest
judicial tribunal of the land step down
from the dignity of the Supreme court
to the gutter of partisan politics.
"Has Mr. Hughes no better issue than
carping criticism because the Department of Commerce has displaced a Republican commissioner of the Census
with a Democrat?
"Has Mr, Hughes such a poor idea
of the intelligence of the electroate
that he thinks they are going' to elect
him on that issue? The fact is Mr.
Hughes and his party have no issue.
AH that is left for them is disappointed
fault finding.
. Peace With Honor
"In the treatment of the foreign relations of this country the President,
following the lead of other great Presidents has wisely' taken the path of
diplomacy that leads to peace with
honor, rather than the policy of brag
■\ mi bluster that leads to war.
Why
s Mr. Hughes afraid to tel) what he'
would do in the Mexican matter that
would differ from what the President
ias done?
Because he would have to
vdmit as an honest man that he would
V. what the President has done and in
•Q doing admit
the President was
•ight.
do the Mexican matter it was
(gotiation or intervention and interention is another word for war. Does
r. Hugifes want war with Mexico';
'/? 'lare' not sa.y so. in the case of
'orniany it was either negotiation or
■:;r.
if- Mr. Hughes would not, ne•.itiate he would sever diplomatic relai us and that is toe beginning of war.
t'ould Mr, Hughes go to war with
i'many':' If he would not negotiate
.- ■ would have to so to' war.
"So you see the predicament Mr.
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Hughes is in and may be we should not
blame him for sidestepping as he is
doing.
The American people are not,
however,
ready yet to elect a sidestepper or a dodger to be President
and they have a right to know and
demand what Mr. Hughes would do if
he were President.
Only World Power Not at War

"Today the United States is the one
great world power that is not at war,
because self-seeking jingoes have not
succeeded in making the President
adopt a policy of exchanging the
precious lives of American soldiers and
millitiamen for the property of these
selfish howlers. He has kept us out of
war!
That is the reason that will
make thousands of
fathers and
mothers, where they can vote, cast
their ballots for Woodrow Wilson.
"As Governor Glynri so frequently
says, "this policy may not satisfy the
braggart and the swash-buckler, it
may not satisfy those who revel in despair, jDut it does satisfy the mothers I
of the land, at
whoiie fireside there
is no empty chair. It does satisfy the
sisters of the land from whom brag
and bluster have taken no beloved
brother to the
dissolution of the
grave. It does, satisfy the fathers of
this land and the sons of this land
who will fight for the flag and die for
the flag, when reason primes the rifle,
when honor draws the sword and justicj breathes its blessing on the standards they uphold.'
"That is the policy that will re-elect
President Wilson, raised up it appears
by a divine Providence t ©preserve the
nation in this world crisis."
Mr. Reilly closed his speech with a
by a divine Providence to preserve the
people,and ednied that the Republican I
party had, as it blatantly claimed, a
mortgage on love of countrv or of the
flag.

RIARTIN CONNELLY
Martin Connelly died at his home on
Main street, iu Brcwex-, Saturday at
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t Declares
on Germany

Eastern Steamship Um$
ALL-THE-WAY-BY-WATER
BANGOR LINE
TDRSINB STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST AND CAMDEN.
v,rfeave BanS°r daily at 2.00 p. m, for
VVlnterport, Bucksport, Searsport, Belfast/
Maiden, Bockland and Boston.
RETURN—Leave India Wharf, Boston,
daily at 6 p. m.
BAR HARBOR LINE
Leave
Bockland daily at 5.30 a. m. for
arbo1 aI
T?i-¥
' 'd.intermediate landings.
■RETURN—Leave Bar Harbor daily at
l.oU n. m. for Bockland and intermediate
landings.
BLUEHILL LINE
Leave Bockland
daily at 5,30 a. in, for
nd
■ 'SrfSifi "
intermediate landings.
RErLBN—Leave
Bluehi'i daily at 1 p.
B>-:.„.f°r, Bockland and intermediate land-

Triple Alliance and Entrance
ente Position Toward Ger-

'•••••

n Anomalous

,»»«--.

their respective subjects in each other's
domains.
This meant for Germany a guarantee of . many millions of' dollars'
worth of property in Italy and for
Italy the safety of 80,000 Italians who
were still living in Germany.
According to unofficial reports fronr Europe, Italy's allres were dissatisfied
with this state of affairs and at the
Paris council of Entente powers in
P^ebruary last, asked the Italian representatives why their nation was not
at war with Germany. Italy had already agreed not to conclude a separate peace, and as a result of the
Pariu conference sanctioned the plaii
for formation on a permanent high
council of the Entente powers for future conduct of the war. The increasing co-operation among: the En-,
tente allies and the necessity of
bringing into service Italy's surplus
troops, which could not be employed
on the other fronts without bringing
on war with Germany, gradually
brought Italy into such a position,
that it became evident that a declaration of hostilities against Germany
was only a.matter of time.
Italy's action will have little effect
on the military situation in the future, although as the war goes on it
may have a more important bearing.
On the Austro-Italian front Italy rinds
active use for hardly more than half
her army, and in future will be able
to send available troops needed. Having
committed herself already
to
'the Macedonian campaign,
Italy's
step is of no significance as respects
that theatre of war. Germany hereiftei- will, be free to take such part
n the Austro-Italian campaign as
nay be decided on by the Teutonic
lallies, whether in the way of leadership
by utilizing her soldiers when
needed -in the rapid shifting of troops
from one front to another, such as
practiced by the Central powers.

SEDGWICK LINE
Leave Bockland daily at 5.30 a. m., for
Scilgwick and intermediate landings.
Return—leave Sedgwiek dailv at 3.00 p.
in., for Bockland. and intermediate landings. ...
Steamers of the Mount Desert Lines connect at Rockland with Bangor Lint steamer from and tc Boston.
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R.E. 'FREEMAI

Braves1 Only Ten Points Behind
Brooklyn in the National
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| the Interstate Commerce Commission
from sevcn'to'iimfmBmbers. , Senator
Newlands, chairman of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, has said he
would press it, and the President is
known to have expressed a desire that
it be passed.
With a quorum of members in town,
the House will meet.Tuesday and act
on the deficiency appropriation bill,
which has been held up because of the
lack of a quorum. .-Then it wi)l await
the Senate_, revenue.' bill ajp^ndments
j and whatever the railroad crisis may
have in store.
Although of. passing
a joint resolution •■ for adjournment
on a 'definite day has been abandoned
until the
clouded atmosphere has
cleared..

I THE "TWINKLE TROT"
TO BE POPULAR DANCE
Chicago, Aug. .28:^The "Twinkle
I trot," a dance similar to the fox trot,
Iwilt be among the newest dances to
[become popular this year, it was deIcided at the convention of the NaItional Association of Dancing Masters.
|The Chinese processional dance and
|Gem waltz
also will be among the new
I novelties;1

ANTHRACITE STRIKE ENDS
Sixteen thousand anthracite mine
I workers, who had tied up all the Philadelphia,and Reading and the Susquahanna collieries in the district for 11
days in an effort to unionize the mine,
votY'd Sunday to return to work Monday. It was declared that their efforts
were successful.
.. .
.
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League Contest
With slightly more than five weeks
of the playing season remaining, the
teams of the American and National
leagues enter upon the , 1916 'home
stretch in probably the most closely
contested races of the last decade.
The IMCB is fast in both organizations
and no team yet has gained a commanding lead. Boston, leader in the
American, almost doubled its advantage during the past week,
while
Brooklyn, National league leader, fell
back and ended . the week only ten
points ahead of Boston.
In the American, Boston apparently has obtained a lead which may
again bring her the championship.
Five other teams, however, are still in
the' race and ready to go Into the lead
should the Red Sox falter. At the
end Of play on Friday, Detroit, St.
Louis, New York, Chicago and Cleveland were bunched so closely that
only four points separated the .Tigers
and the Indians in second and sixth
places,, respectively. Only 12 points
separated the two teams after Saturday's -games.
Boston displayed few signs of weakening during the week. By taking
three straight .from Cleveland and one
from Detroit, the Red Sox ran their
string of victories up to five. They*
were; defeated before Dauss of the
Tigers on Friday and lost again Saturday to Detroit. The Red Sox, although not hitting heavily, are makingeach smash count. - They are fielding
well and. 'their s pitchers, especially
Ruth and. Mays, appear in good form
for the hard work ahead.
■New'York is making a gallant effort
to regain the lead, and up to Thursday
the Yankees had won eight of their
preceding nine games. The Yankees
met St. Louis Thursday and Friday
and lost . two of the three .games
played. They beat the Browns Sate*
day and moved into third place,. The
Yankees are hitting the ball hard.
The otiie'r teams, Detroit, Cleveland
St. _Louis and Chicago, did not do as
well as New York and Boston, but
they are. still in,'the race and fighting
hard for every game.
Boston played, the best ball in the
National circuit during the week, taking six straight games.
The Braves,
4o points behind Brooklyn at the'' beginning of the week, narorwed Brooklyn's lead to only ten poirlts by the
end of Ore week. : The Superbas are
not doing so well on their w-estern trip,
winning only three of the seven games
during the week. . Captain Daubert is
still missing from the Brooklyn line-up
and Outfielder Jimmy Johnston was
put out by a broken nose on Tuesday.
Both Brooklyn and Boston play most
of their remaining games at home, so,
the closing weeks of the season hold
no apparent advantage; in that respect
for either team.
Philadelphia lost four out of five
games to Pittsburgh and, went to third,:
place.
The. champions are' not yet
out of the,race, however, and they may
surprise-Boston, and Brooklyn. In contrast to its first western trip, NewYork has won only two games on. its
present-1'' incursion and its grip on
fourth place is. loosening.
The Giants
scored 6n'ly'one run in their-first fourgames of the week against. St. Louis
and Pittsburgh.
Inter-sectional results for the week
were:
National—East, 12; West, 14.
American—East, 14; West, 12.
Joe Bush, Philadelphia Americans,
with a no-hit,, no-run victory over
Cleveland at Philadelphia, Saturday,
led the pitchers for the week. Coombs,
Brooklyn, had a one-hit game, and Rudolph, Boston Nationals, and Ruth,
Boston Americans, turned in three-hit
victories.

PROVES ENEMY CAN LAND
TROOPS ON OUR COAST
Lack of Sufficient Scouts in Blue
Fleet Defeats It is War Game of
last Week.
The results of the war game just
completed by the United States navy
prove that,
given fairly favorable
weather conditions, an attacking fleet
has an excellent chance of being able
to land a force of troops within 120
miles Of New- Tork city; Nothing of
this sort would have been possible if

IN EFEECT JUNE 26, 1916
Time at which trains are expected to arrive and depart.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY

From Bangor
J
i ?'?4<l A-,ffaIls
I-—For Miilinocket, Sherman,
T- « ,„
- Houlton, Mars Hill, h'oii
r airfield, Presque Isle, Caribou, Van Buren, Bullet sleeping car Boston to Van
Bureu.
T
i° £• M-—For Derby, Dover and Fox^
Oic. K-ilford, Monsou, Greenville, Milo,

—'ain makes connection
at Aeliland Jet. for Ashland, Fort Kent
and bt. irancis, and at Squa Pan tor Mipieton, W ashburn, Van Buren, Grand Isle,
iort Kent and St. FrancU
Sleeping caj
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
lloston to Greenville, dining car Bangot
to
Miilinocket.
Direct Between Portland and New York.
8.15 A. M.—For Frankfort, Stockton and
Steamships North Land and North Star. Searsport.
2
Leave Franklin Wharf Portland, Tues.,
-*0 P yi.—.F0r South Lagrangre,. SlliilThurs. and Sat. at 6.30 p. m.
Also Mon- nocke^, Sherman,
Patten, Island Falte,
days at 10.30 a. in.. June 19th to Sept. 11th, Houlton, Mars Hill, Presque Isle, Caribou,
Inc.
Fort Fan-field, Van Buren via Medford,
connecting at South Lagrange for Miio
METROPOLITAN LINE
and Brownvllle.
Dining .car .Baiazor ta
Direct Between Boston and New York. Derby.
Observation Parlor Car Bango«
to Van Buren.
I8H, Hours.
_ 4.10 P. M.—For , Derby, !Milo„. Brownylii*,
Koute via Cape Cod Canal.
DoverY le
and Foxcroft. Gullford, Mbhsdn,
Ex-press Steel Steamships Massachusetts Gr
and Bunker Hill. Leave North Side, In^S? ^ ' Montreal, Quebec. .
5.00 P. M.—For Frankfort, Stockton anil
dia Wharf, Boston, Week Days and Sun- Searsport.
days* at 0 p. ,m.
Same service returning/
from Pier IS, North River. Foot of Murray
St.. New York City.
TRAINS DUE BANGOR
H. T. SANBORN, Agent, Bangor
7,47 A. II.—From Searsport, Stoelitdfli
i.' i ankfort.
S.50 A. M._From Montreal, Quebec,
fcrieenvllle, erb
llonson, Gullford,- Dover and
PROFESSIONAL'
°<MK°£ • °L Fr
y. Brownvllle, Milo. .
<"•„.?
£. — om Van Buren, pimestone,
Uiribou. Presque
Isle, Fort Fairfleid, Mara
on
S,,, ,9K ? - Island Falls, Patten, St'er?lan>„.M?nmocket via Medford.
Dining
cai Miilinocket to Bangor.
Observation
i-arlor
Car
Van
Buren
to
Bangor.,
Conr,?et!?S at South Lagrange, from Iron
AT THE
Works, Brownvllle.
Milo.
Derby.
',
STETSON BUSLDim
v,Mi* \ M-—From Searsport, Stockton,
Central Street
r Ji'?f° .'Fs T^M'—From
Greenville, Monson,
and
SVS™'
Foxcroft, St. FranK nt Asl
NJO and Oxygen—Analygeaia^-<j*a6 &0 .i!
& ^r%Carlt
,f. 1'
>"iand. Van Buren, Math« •Ilmlnation of pain in sensitive teett
« IJ '„
"" ' Presque . Isle.. Fort FairM
•nd til jOther operations.
aofftt tt
pi*'
V? Hin' Houlton, Island Falls,
A«,tten^ German, Miilinocket, Brownvllle,
-\iilo, Derby.lnl Sleeping car Greenville ta
i,2?--r, ?, »e «■« Derby to Bangor.
i wish to announce tha't i have rell.ofi P. M.—From Van Buren, Liimestons,
sumed the making of
n™,r, ??• Presque Isle, Fort Fairfleid, Mara
Hill.
Houlton, Island Falls, Sherman, MilARTIFICIAL TEETH
linoeket, Brownville, Milo.
Buffet sleepin" car Van Buren to Boston.'
and will In tile future "give each case
tny personal attention.
Tune table giving complete Information
may be obtained at ticket Sfflce.
, I jaave something new that will be
of Interest to those who are contem' ,
GEO. M. HOUGHTON. "
plating wearing artificial teeth or thoss
Passenger Traffic Manager,
who are'""Weariti'i' plates that an?" unsat'
"'
'BTtfi'gor." Mei
isfactory;
DR. W. F. JOHNSON,
Exchange Bldjr.
. ..,
Tel. Con.
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THE AMERICAN EXPRESS COMPANY
OPERATES THE EXPRESS BUSINESS

-Successor to the late 'Dr. 8\ B. (TncsanB.
Otacs, Hospital and- Besidsnca, 103 HU&land street? TeL 1587-1.
octtS ■«- -

ITrnm DWiNAL, o. i i
Offlsa, Hospital and Ras!«3»stsa

S3 Essex SI
Tolophone Connection, Sango?, BS&.

their constituents can e$ert strongest
influence through personal letters typewritten by multiple process in our Multiple Dept.
A big political help a small financial outlay. As^k NOW for prices and particulars.
Robra 4 Graham
Bldg. Tel. 1815
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OFFICE AT RESIDENCE
80 JEFFERSON ST. COR. NORFOLK

.Helen A. Laws, D. O.
SMNWL H0MWESTEAD

V1AZIE,
150 feet from Electric Car -Wai ting Room. Large House and.
-Stable and about 10 acres of-La nd. Al'so small house in pas-^
. ture. Rent from small house a nd pasture pays all taxes. 5c
carfare from Bangor. Land can be divided into some attractive
house lots. Chance to secure a fine home at a very low price,
Present owner obtained p roperty by reason of non-pay-.rnent of mortgage and has plac ed price low enough to warrant
a ouick sale. Inquire of DON ALD F. SNOW, attorney, 17
Broad Street, Bangor, Me.
m

OSTEOPATH.
Office' Kijqurs, .9-11 and S=4
Otaer Kosrs by Appointment. .

Wmk$ ty

OSTEOPATH
Specialties:
Nervous Diseases.
O.Tice Hours—- to 5 P. St. Other Lio.urj .'>•
appointment.
OFFICE and
RESIDENCE

the defending- "Blue" fleet had had an
efficient scouting force, which was
lacking hi this particular problem. ,
' This statement was given out Sun^
day night by Rear Admiral Austin M.
Knight, umpire of the war game,
upon his arrival on-the battleship
Pennsylvania, at the head of .the
''Red'.' fleet, which was victorious in
the-manoeuvres.
;■He said that throughout the week
the weather was misty and that vessels could be seen only three or four
miles away. Conditions of this sort
were characteristic of the Atlantic
coast- at this time of the year,...he said,
and should .be reckoned with in the
future in plans of the naval strategy.
The "Red fleet will be joined at
Newport Monday .by the "Blue" fleet,
which was believed to have anchored
off Block Island.

VISIT BURN
AND

ML DESERT ISLAND

LtiDiberlaail St.

T«lephone 2i8a-K

135 Forest Ave.

I have the pleasure to announce my
usual semi-annual visit to Bangor Aug. 5,
remaining till Oct 10.
All those desiring
to - have -me tune their piano will. please
send to Dillingham's, Phone 235; or ,316
Hammond St., phone D2i-Y.
G. W. OAK-MAX.
-■'. jy23 tf

EXCURSION MTES
mm BANOOR TO BAR HARBOR
§£•. &1.25
Good day of date.

ianicuring, Chiropody, Shampooing
Scalp andfacia! Treatrnsnt..
Tel. 1058 J.

tiio St.

Service for Bangor
LMAINE
GOING EAST
IClNXRAi

In Effect June 26,1916.
Old Town, 3.25, 7.25 a. m„ 3.21 and 5.13
p. m.
Mattawamkeag, 3.25, 7.25 a. m„ 3.21 anil
o,15 p. in.
St. John., Woodstock. Halifax and Priorinces, 3.25 a. m„ 3.21 p. m.
Aroostook County, via Vaneeboro 3.23
a. in'., 3.21 j. m.
GOING WEST.
Dexter, Dover & Eescroft 6.45 a. m., 12.20
and 3.45 p. m.
To Greenville via Newport 6.43 a. m.,
12.25-noon and 3.45 p. m.
Hartiand, 6.45, 10.15 a. m. and 3,45 p. m.
Belfast, 6.45 a. m. and 12.25jp. iri.
Waterville, August* South Sardiner and
way stations. 10.13 a. m.
Boston and Portland via Aususta **6.4a!
a. 'in., *n2.2S,- *»1.30. *»3.45, (eseept #os»
Ion), ♦"S.00 p. m., 12.03 a>kl. 12.05. (escep*.
Monday), nifrht, and via Waterville and
Lewiston. 6.45, 10.15 a. in., 12.25 nopn,. 5.2*
p. m.. (except Boston). The 3.4-3 p. IP. train
connects at Portland with nljrht trhiji fo?
New York. Portland and New York 5.20
p. in.
. :- -.
•♦Connects at Bruns*lek for Bath vitni
Lewiston.
SUNT>AY T-Tl^.TNS. ...
Boston and Portland via Augusta 12.03
and 7.50 a. m:. 3.43 ,1Tid S.tDO p. ai.', via Waterville and Lewiston for Portland ".ind
New York 5.20 p; ni.
BUCKSPORT BRANCH.
Pot Bucksport. 7.10, 11,50 a. m., 4.55 p
m.. and Saturdays only, 7.00 p. m.
Arrive from Bucksport, -9.50-a.-ni..-4.10 p.
m.. G.50 p. m.; Mondays only .6.40 a..qt-SIT. DESERT AND CALAIS BRANCHES,
For Bar Harbor, Sullivan arid Sorrento,
5.50, 10.45 daily, a. m.
For Bar Harbor,
10.15 a. m.. 3.20, 5.10 p. m.. Sundays. 5,50,
S.OO a. m., 10.15 a. rc., 5^35 p. ,m. ff'or'Calais
Branch, all stations. 6.10 a. m.. dailj-, 3.20
p. m:, (except Princeton Brancb).'
From Bar Harbor, 5.10. 11.30 p. B)., Runrlavs. 7.42 a. m.. 5.10. 11.30 p: m.
From
Bar Harbor and SorreritQ. 1.3.0.. 6.K5 p, .m.,
Sumlays 6.55 p. m. From Calais Bran.rii,
all stations, "excepting Princeton Branca,
1.30 n. m. All stations.' 11.?5 p. W. dailv.'
ITROM EAST.
Old Town, 6.40 a. m., iO.OO a m, 1-10. p.
m., 12.40 nitrht (except Mondays). '
Mattawnmkeag, 10.00 a. rii.., 1.10, 6.13 p.
in.-. 12.40 n!?ht (except Mondays).
Halifax, Woodstock. St. Tohn and Provinces 1.10 P. m.. 12.40 nlgbt.
Aroostook County via Vaneeboro, 12.40
night (except Mondays).
FROM WEST.
Dover and Foxcroft, Dexter, 9.00 a. m„
3.05', 6.05 p. iff.
Greenville via Newport. 3.00 a. m.
Hartiand. 3.00 a. m., 3.05' p. ra., 6*5 p. m.
Belfast. 11.35 a. m.. 3.a5 and 6.03 p. m. .
South Gardiner. Augusta. WatervUle.anil
WPV stations, 5.35 (from Gardiner). 9.W n,
m., 11.35 a. m., 3.05. 4.50 (from Gardiiier)
p. m., 0.05 p. m.. 9.35 p. m.
Boston and Portland via Augnsta. SMs
a. m.. 5.35 a. m„ ••11.S5 a. ni.; **3.05. "4.50
"6.05 P. m.. **9.35 p. m. Boston and Pottland via Lewiston. 10.05 a. m. (from Nefl
York and Pprtliinfl), 3.05, 6.03. S).'35 p. m,
••Connects at Brunswick from Bath ana
Lewiston.
BtTTIVAT TWAINS.
Boston and Portland trains via Augusta,
3.15 a. m., 5.35 a. m.. 11.35 (Portland ana
New York) a. m., 10.05 p. m.
Via Lewiston and Waterville from Nev
York and Portland 10.03 and : 11.35 a. m.
Detailed Information" arid timetables maj
be obtained ".-.t ticket office.
H. D.WADDRON.
General Passenge'r. Agont."
D. C. DOUGLASS. General Manager.
Portland. Maine.

FARMER SEEKS DEATH AND
TRIES TO BURN HOME

Sold -Saturd... s, tfood" to return to
midnight Mondays following.
From Bar Harbor, Maine. Central steamers -radiate
to ', the .Several landings
"AROUND-THK-K"ILLS," Seal. Northeast
;;
Autois'ts,' breaking into the' burning ami Souttiwest
Harbor^ and Maneet.
An
usurp a ssedv-short-tiny; Ocean Voyage exhome of O. A: Harris, (?n Gless'nef road, ijposing
all tlite- beauties of this , tamo-us
Littleton, N. H, Sunday found the Mountain-crowned , Isle.
■ From Mount Desert Ferry to. landings
aged farmer in an unconscious condiin Frenchman's Bay, Hancock Point, 'Sprtion on the floor with a bullet wound rento, Bar Harbor.
in his - head.
He was hurried to a
iFares, round-trip, GO cents, sold Sundays.
hospital, where his condition was re- Wednesdays and Saturdays between all
steamer landings,,
ported as critical Sunday night.
gteamers. run in connection with trains
Mr. Harris is alleged to have told from
Bangor.
the authorities that he had a misunderstanding with his wife during the
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
night, and that she left the house and
went into town. . After she had gone,
according to Harris' alleged statement,
he sprinkled oil about, set the house TWO KILLED AS 11 AUTOS
afire and attempted suicide by shooting
ing.
The dwelling was burned to the
PILE UP IN A RAGE
ground.
Two men were killed and eight othHUGHES RESTS IN COLO.
ers injure^, one of these nrobaly fatally, when 11 of,-14 automobiles piled up
Charles E. Hughes arrived at Bstea at the first turn during- the 100 mile
Park, Colo., Sunday, and plans to re- race at Recreation Park, ,at KalamaThe dead ai"e:
main until Thursday, resting- before zoo, Mich., Sunday.
Marion Arnold, mechanician, Chicago,
resuming the speaking tour,'
Mr. who was decapitated; and Jack PeaHughes was tired and advised' his sec- cock, driver, Brooklyn.
%
retary not to bring him any papers unless they pertained to matters demanding immediate attention.
SAVES GIRLTTHEN SINKS
The ( nominee and Mrs. Hughes motored here from Lyons, dolo., where
After saving the- life of Miss Althea
.a 'company of boy scouts and most of
the population of the place greeted Giggey, who fell from a canoe while
him.
The scouts gave three cheers learning to paddle, Otto Cochran was
for Mr. Hughes, and afterwards shook drowned in' the Charles river near
hands with him.
"Watertown, Mass., Sunday. Xeither
The nominee's favorite recreation is could swim, but Cochran managed to
mountain climbing, and- he plans to keep his companion afloat until she
take several hikes in the mountains reached the overturned canoe. Then
about here during his brief vacation.
he sank.
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DISKED BY
WILSON TO AVERT STRIKE
OUMANIANS IN CLASH
IN
DEFICIENCY
I
BILL FOR D. C.
SOIL OF HUNGARY

FULL, TEXT OF PRESIDENT'S PLAN
FOR CONGRESS TO AVERT STRIKE
The full text of President Wilson's address before the joint session of Congress
this afternoon, advocating legislation aimed to prevent the great railroad strike set for
next Monday morning, follows:
Gentlemen of the Congress:
I have come to you to seek your assistance in dealing with a very grave situation which has arisen out
of the demand of the employes of the railroads engaged
in freight train service that they be granted an eighthour working day, safeguarded by payment for an hour
and a half of service for every hour of work beyond
the eight.

$14,300,000 Measure Reported
to House By Chairman Fitzgerald.

MACKENSEN iS
••«
WES*

:

Appropriating $183,867.47 In District of
Columbia items, and carrying approximately $14,300,000 as a total, the general deficiency appropriation bill was
reported to the House today by Chairman Fitzgerald of the ' Appropriations
Committee. The bill is the last of the
annual supply measures, and cleans deficiency odds and ends in all the executive departments.
The largest single item in the bill is
under the State Bepartment, and appropriated $3,000,000 for payment to the
government of Nicaragua under treaty
agreement with that country.
Other large items include those for
the army and navy and fortifications,
of which amount $950,000 is for deficiency
pay of enlisted men and officers of the
army.
Longevity Pay Included.
The long expected longevity pay for
the public school teachers of the District of Columbia was included in the
bill.
A legislative provision stipulates that
there must be efficiency ratings in all
executive departments after next March,
else no one can be promoted to higher
pay in these departments.
The principal District of Columbia deficiencies cared for in the bill are as
follows:
Allowance for principals,
public
schools, $361.70; longevity pay for eachers, $31,749.94; toward construction of a
six-room building, Birney School, $271.50;
support of District convicts, $9,000; miscellaneous expenses, Supreme Court, deficiencies for four years, approximately
$2,000; provisions, etc., Washington Asylum and jail, $8,422; maintenance of jail
prisoners at Washington Asylum, deficiency of two- years, $5,325; National
Training School for Boys, $4,488; Columbia Hospital, total including improvements, $4,235; Emergency Hospital, two
years' reficiencies, $7,312; Eastern Dispensary, $2,091; Children's Hospital, deficiencies for four years, approximately
$5,700; Tuberculosis Hospital, $5,300;
maintenance of feeble-minded children,
$3,780; Industrial Hme
School for Color'A CbJ'ATP'3., *",A?n; T^,.et-ioi —
School, $1,179; indigent insane, $7,080;
District militia, $2,250.
Among the legislative "riders" carried in the deficiency budget are:
A provision that the Bureau of Efficiency shall investigate methods of
transacting, the public business in
the Internal Revenue Bureau, with
recommendation for the improvement
of business methods.
Authorization for the expenditure
by the Secretary of the Navy of $2,500
for reinforcing the floors of rooms in
the rented building known as the
Navy, building, in New York avenue,
(Continued on Page Four.)

LONDON, Aug. 29.—
Roumanian troops attacked
on the whole Teutonic
front yesterday and obtained
successes, said a Bucharest
dispatch transmitted from
Rome by wireless today.
Field Marshal von Mack—Photo by Underwood & Underwood.
ehsen, who led the successGENERAL VON MACKENSEN.
ful Austro-German campaign through Serbia a year ago, has been placed in command of the German-Bulgarian armies operating
against Roumania, according to Berlin advices today received by way of The Hague.
Eighty thousand Roumanian troops already are moving toward the Transylvanian frontier for the invasion of
Hungary.
Advance guards of this Roumanian force have crossed
the Hungarian boundary in a swift advance on the two
Transylvanian cities of Hermannstadt and Kronstadt. It is
these forces which engaged the Teutons in the Rothenthurm
pass, fifteen miles from Hermannstadt and in the passes a
few miles from Kronstadt.
The whole Roumanian troop movement is going forward like clockwork, the meager advices received here today indicated. King Ferdinand's armies, almost completely
mobilized and awaiting the word of war, are prepared to
strike quickly on whatever front the Roumanian general
staff determines to start its major campaign.
The Germans acted with equal swiftness in meeting
the new enemy in the Balkans. . Dispatches fro mLausanne
today said the Teutons closed the Swiss frontier less than
an hour after Italy declared war on Germany.
The German general staff knew this preceded a.declaration from Roumania, and it is believed began shifting Explain Reasons for Refusing
troops eastward to re-enforce the Austrian several hours beWilson's Proposal—D e n y
fore news of the Roumanian declaration of war was gen-J
Demands for 8-Hour Day.
erally known.
The first official statement reporting the capture of
A formal statement issued by all the
Roumanian prisoners came from the German war office, in- railway
presidents- this afternoon embodied
own proposal to the
dicating that German troops already are stiffening the Aus- Presidenttheir
and gave their reasons for
trian lines along Roumania's frontier.
refusing to accept his plan of settleThe whole Balkan war theater has been set aflame by ment.
"We are unable after the most earnRoumania's entrance into the war. Several pro-ally demon- est consideration to agree with the
of the President of t,he
strations occurred in Athens when the news was received proposal
United States," it said, "which is that
accept without arbitration 'the
there early yesterday, and the Venizelist newspapers are re- we
substitution of an eight-hour day for
newing their demand that Greece enter the war. Tele- the present ten-hour day in all of the
practices ,«nd ^"n '-'
graphic advices from Berlin today indicated that Gei-marm existing
Tins ia tiie main p<**^nconLroversy
we cannot surrender it without an
traifthe~GreeK situation with some anxiety. . From and
la vv
opportunity to be heard in some form"
the same source it was reported that Bulgaria has taken of fair arbitration.
"We do not assent to the statement
"important military steps" to counter upon the Roumanian that
the eight-hour day now undoubtedly
has the sanction of the judgdeclaration of war.
ment of society In its favor.' We believe
... .The German government is determined to push an that society has .not yet recorded its
aggressive campaign against Roumania, carrying the fight- judgment upon this subject."
The statement then continues as foling to Roumanian soil early in the campaign, it was stated. lows:
We are not in this controversy, howGermany has known of Roumania's intentions for some ever,
dealing with the conditions reto the eight-hour" day in the intime, the dispatch added, and has had troops in position in lating
dustrial world. The difference between
the Balkans to strike swiftly.
l.. ,^..,..^.,^J^.^.pJMfcHfM. _,. iflantlnuaa aa fiftsaaa Eag«A .,J*u.
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Ihe public has beerjj.rnade familiar with the demands
of the men and tker'arguments urged in favor of them,
and even more familiar with the objections of the railroads and their counter demand that certain privileges
now enjoyed by their men and certain bases of payment
worked out through many years of contest be reconsidered, especially in their relation to the adoption of
an eight-hour day.
The matter came some three weeks ago to a final
issue and resulted in a complete deadlock between the
parties. The means provided by law for the mediation
of the controversy failed and the means of arbitration
for which the law provides were rejected. The representatives of the -i-ailway executives proposed that
the demands of the men be submitted in their entirety
to arbitration, along with certain questions of readjustment as to pay and conditions of employment which
seemed to them to be either closely associated with the
demands or to call; for reconsideration on their own
merits; the men absolutely declined arbitration, especially if any of their established privileges were by that
means to be drawn again in question.
The law in the matter put no compulsion upon
them. The four hundred thousand men from whom the
demands proceeded had voted to strike if their demands
were refused; the strike was imminent; it has since
been set for the fourth of September next. It affects
the men who man the freight trains on practically every
railway in the country. The freight service throughout the United States must stand still until their places
are filled, if, indeed, it should prove possible to fill them
at all.
Cities will be cut off from their food supplies, the
whole commerce of the nation will be paralyzed, men
of every sort and occupation will be thrown out of employment, countless thousands will in all likelihood be
brought, it may be, to the very point of starvation, and
a tragical national calamity brought on, to be added to
the other distresses of the time, because no basis of accommodation or settlement has been found, i
Just so soon as it became evident that mediation
under the existing law had failed and that arbitration
had been rendered impossible by the attitude of the
men, I considered it my duty to confer with the representatives of both the railways and the brotherhoods,
and myself offer mediation, not as an arbitrator, but
justice, indeed, and \s a friend of both parties, but
not as judge, only as the representative of one hundred millions of men, women, and children who would
pay the price, the incalculable price, of loss and suffering should these few men insist upon approaching and
concluding the matters in controversy between them
merely as employers and employes, rather than as patriotic citizens of the United States looking before and
after and accepting the larger responsibility which the
public would put upon them.
It seemed to me, in considering the subject-matter
of the controversy, that the whole spirit of the time
and the preponderant evidence of recent economic experience spoke for the eight-hour day.
It has been adjudged by the thought and experience
of recent years a thing upon which society is justified
in insisting as in the interest of health, efficiency, contentment, and a general increase of economic vigor. The
whole presumption of modern experience would, it
seemed to me, be in its favor, whether there was
arbitration or not, and the debatable points to settle
were those which arose out of the acceptance of the

eight-hour day rather than those which affected its establishment.
I, therefore, proposed that the eight-hour day be
adopted by the railway managements, and put into
practice for the present as a substitute for the existing
ten-hour basis of pay and service; that I should appoint,
with the permission of Congress, a small commission
to observe the results of the change, carefully studying
the figures of the altered __nnpratmfr r-^t-s -not only
but aiso tne conditions of laSor~under which the men
worked and the operation of their existing agreements
with the railroads, with instructions to report the facts
as they found them to the Congress at the earliest possible day, but without recommendation; and thatr after
the facts had been thus disclosed, an adjustment should
in some orderly manner be sought of all the matters
now left unadjusted between the railroad managers and
the men.
These proposals were exactly in line, it is interesting to note, with the position taken by the Supreme
Court of the United States when appealed to to protect certain litigants from the financial losses which they
confidently expected if they should submit to the regulation of their charges and of their methods of service
by public legislation.

NATION. SAYS
As a dramatic climax to his un-
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precedented negotiations to head
off the most disastrous labor war
that ever threatened
States,

President

the
Wilson

United
this

afternoon appeared before a joint

The Court has held that it would not undertake to session of Congress and urged
form a judgment upon forecasts, but could base its action only upon actual experience; that it must be sup- legislation "to safeguard the life
plied with facts, not with calculations and opinions, and interest of the nation."
however scientifically attempted.
He said he urged the legislation
To undertake to arbitrate the question of the adoption of an eight-hour day in the light of results merely "not in haste or merely as a
estimated and ja-edicted would be to undertake an enterprise of conjecture. No wise man could undertake means of meeting a present emerit, or if he did undertake it, could feel assured of his gency, but as permanent and necesconclusions.
sary additions to the law, suggestI unhesitatingly offered the friendly services of the
Administration to the railway managers to see to it that ed, indeed, by circumstances we
justice was done the railroads in the outcome. I felt
warranted in assuring them that no obstacle of law had hoped never to see, but imperawould be suffered to stand in the way of their increas- tive as well as just if such emering their revenues to meet the expenses resulting from
the change so far as the development of their business gencies are to be prevented in the
and of their administrative efficiency did not prove future."
adequate to meet them.
WHAT HE RECOMMENDED.
The public and the representatives of the public,
I felt justified in assuring them, were disposed to nothHe recommended:
ing but justice in such cases and were willing to serve
Enlargement and administrathose who served them.
tive reorganization of the InterThe representatives of the brotherhoods accepted
state Commerce Commission.
the plan; but the representatives of the railroads deAn eight-hour day for all railclined to accept it. In the face of what I cannot but
road
employes
engaged
in
regard as the practical certainty that they will be ultioperating trains in interstate
mately obliged to accept the eight-hour day by the contransportation.
certed action of organized
labor, backed by the favorA Presidential commission to
o>>lc. ■mHo-monf fy*1 en^iotir +ho rQ^vacOMfnfivoc o-f +V,o
railway management have felt justified in declining a
of the eight-hour day to railpeaceful settlement which would engage all the forces
road operation, alike for the men
of justice, public and private, on their side to take care
and for the roads.
of the event.
Approval by Congress af
They fear the hostile influence of shippers, who'
freight rate increases to meet
would be opposed to an increase of freight rates (for
such additional expenditures by
which, however, of course, the public itself would pay);
the roads as are rendered necesthey apparently feel no confidence that the Interstate
sary by adoption of the eightCommerce Commission could withstand the objections
hour day.
that would be made. They do not care to rely upon the
Amendment of the Federal
friendly assurances of the Congress or the President.
mediation, conciliation and arbiThey have thought it best that they should be forced to
tration larws to provide a full
yield, if they must yield, not by counsel, but by the sufpublic investigation before a
fering of the country.
strike or lockout may lawfully
While my conferences with them were in progress,
be attempted.
and when to all outward appearances those conferences
Granting the President power
had come to a standstill, the representatives of the
in case of military necessity to
brotherhoods suddenly acted and set the strike for the
seize and operate such portions
fourth of September.
of the railways as may be required for military use and to
The railway managers based their decision to reject
draft into the military service
my counsel in this matter upon their conviction that
such train crews and admin(Continued on -Page Two.)
istrative officials as circumstances require.

Brotherhood Leaders Will
Accept Eight-Hoar-Day Law
Presidents Garretson, Stone, Carter,
and Lee, of the four railroad brotherhoods, were eminently pleased by the
tone of President Wilson's message to
Congress and by his legislative recommendations.
They were particularly pleased that
the President, in suggesting an arbitration commission, made^no reference to
^M«Mtaw*«3a#e IIV..,.iiL"J actT"~aTni uiu n.jtr
ask Congress to passfa law modeled"
after that act. The Canadian disputes
act is one which will be bitterly fought
by organized labor if any attempt to
put it into operation in this country is
made.
The railroad brotherhood chiefs also
wert pleased that the President in recommending the draft in case of emergency suggested that conscription be
resorted to only for military purposes.
Followed Men's Suggestion.
The President's suggestion that arbitration awards be made a matter of
court record to be interpreted by the
caurfeand-aiot~)>»'tb.ftrfllirfiad«jv,fl8sipjiti.

TIE-UP WOULD
PROVE GREAT
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TELLS OF CONFERENCES.
The President outlined in detail
his efforts to effect a settlement of
the pending dispute through friendly negotiations. His efforts, he
said, had "resulted in complete

deadlock."
Now the country faces, he said,
of the suggestions made to him by the hour basis day. He was asked
if a; great national calamity with
railroad brotherhood chiefs.
anything short of capitulation by the
The brotherhood leaders will issue an railroads could avert a strike.
"cities cut off from food supplies
"An eight-hour law by Congress will
official statement outlining their pusihead
off
a
strike."
Mr.
Garretson
said.
and the commerce of the nation
tion after they study the text of the
Railroad brotherhood leaders take the
President's message.
position that in adopting an eight-hour paralyzed.
Countless thousands
Garretson also said the brotherhoods day affecting railroad workers, Congress
will
be
compelled
to
draft
a
measure
of
will
in
all
likelihood
be brought, it
would accept it and eight-hour legisla- such elasticity as to allow trainmen to
tion would find less opposition from the work longer than eight hours.
may be, to the very point of starvmm than lum u
-—Tn....tfra.Qneration_ of railroads it will be
impossible, the men "say, lo^axrange
Will Affect Unorganized Men.
schedules so that all work shall be
"If the eight-hour day is provided limited to eight hours. The question of
Mediation under the Gxisting
by law it will affect the SO per cent overtime for work beyond the eight-hour
laws
has failed, he admitted, and
period
will
still
remain
for
settlement,
fcf unorganized railroad workers as well but this could be settled by the proas the brotherhoods," Mr. Garretson posed commission sought by the Presi- arbitration has been rendered imsaid. "We expect to find the railroad dent,
possible "by the attitude of the
•xecutlves much less solicitous for they will fight to the last
It was apparent from a statement
this unorganized SO per cent when the today
men."
by the brotherhood leaders that
eight-hour question comes up."
if Congress attempts to pass legislaHe said that he had offered the
President Garretson's attention was tion along lines of the Canadian law,
called to the fact that the resolution it will meet the solid opposition of eight-hour day as a basis for
organized labor and will be fought by
adopted by the 640 .railroad chairmen members
of Congress friendly to labor.
before they left Washington Sunday
The statement of the brotherhood agreement because the "whole
called for a strike September 4 unless I leaders, which is signed by Presidents spirit of the time and the proponthe railroads before that time accept I Garretson, of the conductors; Stone
Jhflr OPCesideat'&'VxoBosal -for -an eight>U
f Continued on Page Eleven*!
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Text of President's Address
IT OF SLAVE
To Lawmakers at Capitol Today $][\{\$ |fl
(Continued from Page One.)
they must at any cost to themselves or to the country
stand firm for the principle of arbitration which the
men had rejected.

the eight-hour day in railway transportation alike
for the men and for the railroads; its effects in the
matter of operating costs, in the application of
the existing practices and agreements to the new
conditions, and in all other practical aspects, with

Women Bought (There Are Sold
in This Country for $200,
N. Y. Offici^ Say,

there was no means of obtaining arbitration. The law i
supplied none; earnest: efforts at mediation had failed
to influence the men in the least. To stand firm for
the principle of arbitration and yet not get arbitration
seemed to me futile, and something more than futile,
because it involved incalculable distress to the country
and consequences in some respect worse than those of
war, and that in the midst of peace.
I yield to no man in firm adherence, alike of conviction and of purpose, to the principle of arbitration in
industrial disputes; but matters have come to a sudden
crisis in this particular dispute and the country had
been caught unprovided with any practicable means of
enforcing that conviction in practice (by whose fault wc
will not now stop to inquire).
A situation had to be met whose elements and
fixed conditions were indisputable. The practical and
patriotic course to pursue, as it seemed to me, was to
secure immediate peace by conceding the one thing in
the demands of the men which society itself and any
arbitrators who represented public sentiment were most
likely to approve, and immediately lay the foundations
for securing arbitration with regard to everything else
involved. The event has confirmed that judgment.
I was seeking to compose the present in order to
safeguard the future; for I wished an atmosphere of
peace and friendly co-operation in which to take counsel
with the representatives of the nation with regard to
the best means for providing, so far as it might prove
possible to provide, against the recurrence of such unhappy situations in the future—the best and most practicable means of securing calm and fair arbitration of
all industrial disputes in the days to come. This is
assuredly the best way of vindicating a principle, namely, having failed to make certain of its observance in
the present, to make certain of its observance in
the future.
But I could only propose. I could not govern the
will of others who took an entirely different view of
the circumstances of the case, who even refused to admit the circumstances to be what they have turned
out to be.
Having failed to bring the parties to this critical
controversy to an accommodation, therefore, I turn to
-,-c-j, ^~/"~;~o- i+ "lonrlv oiir dutv as public servants to
leave nothing, undone that we can do to sateguara the
life and interest of the nation. In the spirit of such a
purpose, I earnestly recommend the following legislation:

their conclusions to the Congress at the earliest
possible date, but without recommendation as to
legislative action; in order that the public may
learn from an unprejudiced source just what actual
developments have ensued.
A Explicit approval by the Congress of the con^*:» sideration by the Interstate Commerce Commission of an increase of freight rates to meet such
additional expenditures by the railroads as may
have been rendered necessary by the adoption of
the eight-hour day and which have not been offset
by administrative readjustments and economies,
should the facts disclosed justify the increase.
ET An amendment of the existing Federal statute
*-'• which provides for the mediation, conciliation,
and arbitration of such controversies as the present
by adding to it a provision that in case the methods
of accommodation now provided for should fall,
a full public investigation of the merits of every
such dispute shall be instituted and completed before a strike or lockout may lawfully be attempted.
6 The lodgement in the hands of the Executive
• of the power, in case of military necessity, to
take control of such portions and such rolling stock
of the railways of the country as may be required
for military use and to operate them for military
purposes, with authority to draft into the military
service of the United States such train crews and
adminisrative officials as the circumstances require
for their safe and efficient use.
This last suggestion I make because we cannot in
any circumstances suffer the nation to be hampered in
the essential matter of national defense. At the present
moment circumstances render this duty particularly obvious. Almost the entire military force of the nation is
stationed upon the Mexican border to guard our territory against hostile raids. It must be supplied, and
steadily supplied, with whatever it needs for its maintenance and efficiency.
If it should be necessary for purposes of national
defense to transfer any portion of it upon short notice
^-igona Tinw unto some otiier }mrt-K>'± -tfrs—e&ti
foreseen, ample means of transportation must be available, and available without delay. The power conferred in this matter should be carefully and explicitly
limited to cases of military necessity, but in all such
cases it should be clear and ample.
There is one other thing we should do if we are
true champions of arbitration. , We should make 'all
arbitral awards judgments by record of a court of law
in order that their interpretation and enforcement may
lie, not with one of the parties to the arbitration, but
with an impartial and auhoritative tribunal.
These things I urge upon you, not in haste or merely as a means of meeting a present emergency, but as
permanent and necessary additions #to the law of the
land, suggested, indeed, by circumstances we had hoped
never to see, but imperative as well as just, if such
emergencies are to be prevented in the future.
I feel that no extended argument is needed to commend them to your favorable consideration. They
demonstrate themselves. The time and the occasion
only give emphasis to their importance. "We need them
now and we shall continue to need them.

NEW YORK, Aug. 29.—The tentacles
of New York's slave traffic reach into
the Orient for victims, according to the
belief of . Assistant District Attorney
Smith, who today is investigating the
arrest of Lee Lai, a Chinese woman.
The arrest, the district attorney believes, may uncover a great traffic in
'women of the Orient brought here
through Canada for immoral purposes.
Evidence that Chinese women are won
and lost daily at gambling tables has
been unearthed by immigration officials.
Indictments have been found against
eighteen men for trafficking in women.
Police officials believe that at least
twenty more men soon will be under indictment.
Social circles may get a shock before
the investigation is over. The district
attorney's office is investigating the
operations of a man of social standing,
who is claimed to .furnish women for
rich men.
-—€
Artist's Dinner Orgy.
A thirty-five page affidavit in the
hands of the district attorney discloses
features of a dinner orgy given by a
millionaire artist, which may lead to
arrests.
The affidavit made by one of the
women "entertainers" shows that a
"September Morn" tableau was one of
the bits of diversion. Other disclosures
made are said to be the most startling
heard in the criminal courts building
since Evelyn Thaw bared her relations
with Stanford White to save the life
of her husband, Harry Thaw.
Bought in China for $200 Apiece.
Inspector Wiley, of the Chinese Bureau of the Immigration Department,
said:
"Chinamen go to China from this
country, buy women for $200 apiece
rl hr'>-,,^p^ uwiv to the United
States, swearing t/4ey are U>ei
when brought be£^.fi the immigration
officers. As no proof can be had to
the contrary, they are allowed to enter this country. Investigation shows
that the woman is then sold to the
highest bidder, sometime bringing as
high as $1,000, according to age and
beauty.
"If the irian becomes tired of his
slave he generally sells her at a reduced price to another of his race. As
the Chinese are great gamblers, they
become heavily involved in debt. In
many instances creditors demand a
mortgage on debtors' slaves In the way
of making them leave their homes and
living with them Oiitil the debt is paid.
If the indebtedness; is not paid at a certain time, the woman becomes the
permanent property of the creditor, to
be trafficked in as he sees fit.
"We have deported many .Chinese
women of this kind, but hav,e never
obtained evidence on which their masters could be convicted."

T lypoprl ™y yr>nrigpl nrirm +hp inHisnnt.flhlp fact that 1

/I Immediate provision for the enlargement and
■*■• administrative reorganization of the Interstate
Commerce Commission along the lines embodied
in the bill recently passed by the House of Representatives and now awaiting action by the Senate;
in order that the Commission may be enabled to
deal with the many great and various duties now
devolving upon it with a promptness and thorough'; ness which are with its present constitution and
means of action practically impossible.)
O The establishment of an eight-hour day as the
■"• legal basis alike of work and of wages in the
l;
employment of all railway employes who are actually engaged in the work of operating trains in interstate transportation.
3

The authorization of the appointment by the
• President of a small body of men to observe
the actual results in experience of the adoption of

arbitrate the eight-hour day proposimost of the railway presidents and to
tion, and will not listen to any compromise.
representatives of the brother- . In the meantime, the strike order, to
effec't at 7 o'clock next Monday
hoods about whom he was talking. take
morning, has gone out, and .despite the
plea of President Wilson, the
They listened with close attention, Earnest
representatives of the employes have
particularly to his proposal for refused to recall it.
Prompt action by Congress seems to
taking charge of the railroads "in be the only solution of the "difficulty, in
the opinion of men on the inside.
case of military necessity."
Working on Message.
The brotherhood men nodded The President's conferences last night
President Tells Congress Tie-up
with both the railroad brotherhoods and
Would Prove Calamity for approval of the idea expressed by the railroad executives developed only
the President that in future arbi- that neither side would yield anything.
The President then began work at
Nation.
tral awards be made matters of once on the message he will deliver before a joint session of Congress today,
court record, "in order that their to recommend legislation designed to dethe impending, strike or bring it
(Continued from Page One.)
interpretations may lie, not with lay
to a quick end if it is full swing before
derant evidence of recent economic one of the parties to the arbitra- Congress passes the laws in question.
Danger of the strike again became
today. The brotherhoods at the
experience" spoke out for it.
tion, but with an impartial and acute
White House last night refused to yield
to
the
President's urgent request that
authoritative tribunal."'
RAILROADS BALKED.
the strike order, calling for a walk-out
of
400,000
trainmen at 7 a. m. JLabor Day,
The brotherhoods have said "be reealiear
—la—trie -face of indications that
- The railroad executives, informed
of
this later, assumed a defiant
the railroads would "ultimately be their objection to arbitration grew air.
"There's going to be a strike. That's
obliged to accept the eight-hour out of the misinterpretation by certain. Let's" have it. It will clear the
air.
And that's the only thing to do
day by concerted action of organ- the railroads of the arbitration now," one.prdminent railroad president
declared.
ized labor, backed by the favorable agreement of two years ago.
"It w"1 show the people of the coun
try what really is going on in the in
CONFERENCE
TONIGHT.
judgment of society," they have
dustrial world."
Wilson Urged Delay.
declined to accept this means of
The President tonight at 8
Earlier in the day the executives had
settlement, he said.
o'clock. will go to the Capitol called at the White House. They did
not present to the President the "first
The railroads fear the hostile in- again to confer with Speaker and
final" proposal of the executives
peace—what was in effect a com
fluence of shippers and they ap- Clark, Congressman Kitchin, floor for
plete rejection of any and all portions
of the President's proposition.
parently feel no confidence that
leader in the House; Congressman
the Interstate Commerce ComMann, Republican leader in the
mission could withstand the obsHbuse, and Chairman Adamson, of
jections that would be made, the
the House Interstate Commerce
President said.
Committee. He will urge early
"They do not care to rely upon
action on his proposal.
the friendly assurances of the
Republicans manifested opposiCongress or the President. They
tion, and indicated they would
have thought it best that they
need considerable time for debate.
should be forced to yield, if they
Nevertheless, Administration offimust yield, not by counsel,, but
cials feel that the entire program
by the suffering of the country."
will go through within ten days.
BOTH SIDES IN GALLERIES.
Passage Is Predicted.
The packed galleries that heard It was predicted today by Democratic leaders the President would be
the President speak contained given thelegislation he has advo-

ASKED Bf WILSON

Julius Lansburgh
Announces

THE WEATHER REPORT.
Forecast for District of Columbia,
Maryland, and Virginia—Generally fair
today and tomorrow; warmer tomorrow;
light variable winds.
( a. m..
"ti'u.. in..
10 a. m..
11 a. m.
12 noon.
1 p. m..
t p. m..
8 p. ni..

TEMPERATURES.
(XI. S. Bureau).

62
65
67
70
70
72
73
73

TIDE TABLES.
(U~-S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.)
tHlgh tides—8:18 a. m., height 2.9.
:,
8:39 p. m., height 2.9.
N
Low tides—2:37 p. m., height 0.1.
I?!""
2:56 p. m., height 0.1.
SUN AND MOON TABLES.
Sun rose
5:33 | Sun sets
6:44
Moon rises 6:26 a.m. | Moon sets 6:55 p.m.

"The President is handling this
situation and it will be the policy
of the Democrats in Congress to back
him with whatever legislation he
wants," said one Democratic Senator.
The one ray of hope was a statement
by President Garretson, of the conductors, that passage of an eight-hour law
will stop the strike, as the men will be
willing to leave the question of punitive
overtime to the commisalon proposed by
the PrpB^pnt.
.
However, there is reason to believe
the Democrats will not be united on
some phases of the legislation. Some of
the Democratic Senators are opposed to
enlarging the Interstate Commerce
Commission and doing anything to put
Congress in the position of backing up
an increase of freight rates.
To this there will be bitter opposition,
which will not be confined to Republicans.
Progressive Republicans are
outspoken against this plan.
That the situation is extremely grave
is admitted at the White House.
Presidents of the railroads are adamant in their refusal to put into effect
the plan of an eight-hour' day with tenhour pay. They are firm in holding out
for arbitration.
Representatives of the employes refuse

Brass Beds at special
prices this week. Brass
has jumped sky-high, but
these beds were purchased before they went uyi~
We have ^m in all sizes
—polished or satin.

Julius Lansburgh
Furniture & Carpet Co.
512 Ninth N. W.

Congress Authorizes
Niagara. Falls Bridge
Under unanimous consent agreement the House today passed a resolution appropriating Jl, 000,000 for
construction of an international toll
bridge across the Niagara River with
the American approach at Niagara
Palls. Construction must be begun
within two years.
The structure
must be completed within five years.

arbitration, and cannot be disposed of,
to the public satisfaction, In any other
manner. The decision of a commission
or i board
of
arbitration,
having
the public confidence, will-be accepted
by the public and the social and financial rearrangements made necessary
thereby, will be undertaken by the
Public, but in no less deliberate nor
orderly manner.The railroads of the country cannot under present conditions assume
this enormous increase in their expenses. If imposed upon them, it
involve many in early finanExplain Reasons for Refusing would
cial embarrassment and bankruptcy, Each Side in Controversy Geb
and'imperil
the power of all to mainWilson's Proposal—D e n y tain their credit
and the integrity of
Twenty-five Seats in House
their securities. The Immediate inDemands
for
8-Hour
Dnv
J
,
r
-—
- , ~~ '
creases that would be inevitable,
would substantially appropriate the
present purchasing power of the railroads and disable them from extend(Continued from Page One.)
ing and improving their facilities and
A suggestion that the White Hou23
the eight-hour day in business, and man- equipment, to keep abreast of the'de- ought to publish what the President
ufacturing Interests and- In the railroad mands of the country for efficient said to the railroad employes at their
train service day has been fully ex- transportation service.
conferences with the Executive, was
plained. The railroad day is a basis
Make New Proposal.
made in the House today by Congressfor computing pay and overtime, the
For these reasons we are with deep man Ebenezer Hill, Republican, of Con-'
length of daily service being controlled regret unable to accept the sugges- necticut.
by variable conditions.
tion made by the President of the
Mr. Hill said, the President's argument
United States.
Involves Raise in Pay.
"We propose, however, as a basis of before the railroad presidents had been
The demands involved In this con- settlement, the following:
given out, but the public was in the
troversy have not been presented, in
"The railroads will, effective Septem- dark as to what h ehad said to the
our judgment, for the purpose of fixing ber 1, 1916, keep the time of all men rep- trainmen.
a definite daily period of labor nor a resented in this movement upon an
Chairman Adamson, of the House
eight-hour basis and by separate acreduction in the existing hours of labor count,
monthly, with each man, main- Committee on Interstate and Foreign
or change in methods of operation, but tain a record of the difference petween Commerce, replied that the President
for the real purpose of accomplishing the money actually earned by him on used substantially the same argument
an increase in wages of approximately the present basis and the amount that before both the railroad executives and
$100,000,000 per annum, or 35 per cent, would have been earned upon an„eight- trainmen. These statements, he sugbasis—overtime on each basis to be
for the men in railroad freight train hour
gested, probably would be contained la
pro rata. .
. . .. . _
and yard service represented by the computed
"The amounts so shown will be sub- the message the President was to read
labor organizations in this'matter.
ject to the decision of the commission to Congress later.
After careful examination of the provided for in paragraph C ■ of this
The discussion was incident to a refacts and patient and continuous con- memorandum and payable in mopey as quest of Congressman Lloyd of Missouri
sultation with, the Conference Com- may be directed by said commission in that fifty tickets to the House galleries
findings and decision.
mittee of managers and among our- its"The
-Interstate Commerce Commis- be distributed among the railroad presselves, we have reached a clear
idents and brotherhood representatives
understanding of the magnitude -of sion to supervise the keeping of. these who desire to hear the President's mesthe questions and of the serious con- accounts and report the increased-cost sage.
sequences to the railroads and to the of the eight-hour basis, after such period
"I would give twenty-five tickets to
public involved in a decision of them. of actual experience as their judgment each side so there may be absolute fairAs trustees for the public served by approves or the President may fix, not ness," said Mr. Lloyd. The House voted
our lines and for the great mas*s of less than three months. '
the ticket distribution.
"In view of the far-reaching consethe less powerful employes (not less
"I, too, believe in fairness," said Mr.
than 80 per cent of the whole num- quences of the declaration made by the Hill, "and I offer as a suggestion that
ber) interested in the railroad wage President, accepting the eight-hour day, the President's remarks to the trainfund—as trustees also for the rriil- not only upon the railroads and the men be made public. We have had
lions of people that have invested classes of labor involved directly in this what he said to the railroad heads, but
their savings and capital In the bonds controversy, but to the public and upon not to the employes."
and stock of these properties and ail industry, it seems plain that before
"He said practically the same thing to
who through the saving banks, trust the existing conditions, are changed,', tny both sides," commented Judge Adamson.
companies nad insurance companies wl'iole subject in so far as it affects the "I understand that his views will be
are vitally interested to the extent railroads and their employes, should be fully covered in the message that he
of millions of dollars, in the integrity investigated and determined by a com- is to read to us later today."
and solvency of the railroads, of the mission to be appointed by the President, By unanimous consent the House
country, we cannot in conscience of such standing as to compel attention agreed to a resolution offered by leader
surender without a hearing, the and respect to its findings. The. judg- Kitchin providing for a joint session of
principle involved nor undertake to ment of such a commission would be a the Senate and House, in- the chamWer
transfer the pnprmous cost that will helpful basis for adjustments with labor of the latter, at 2:30 o'clock.
result to the transportation-of the and such legislation as intelligent public
commerce of the country.
opinion, so informed, might demand.
The eight-hour day without, punitive
railroads will accept the findings
overtime involves an annual increase ofThe
such a commission upon the issue of
■iii|ii i l.irf'nr In fin .airrr°r"t" f"",""" •-VioiiT- basis of pay as compared
000, and ah increase of more than 20 with the present basis, as well as upon
per.cent in the pay of men, already, the, any other matters now In controversy
The War Department today "tefnT
most highly paid in the transportation that may be submitted to it by either arily suspended an order releasing
service. The ultimate cost to the rail- party.
college students from the militia on
roads of an admission in this manner of
The commission should consist of not September 1. This order does not apthe principle under contention cannot less
than
five
members
and
should
also
ply
to military units composed ennow be estimated; the effect upon the be authorized to hear and determine all
efficiency of the transportation of the questions that may arise in the applica- tirely of college students, which will
be
disbanded
on September 1.
country now already under severe test tion of the findings of said commission
Individual men, however, will not be
under the tide of business now mov- or in the working out of such plan as
released
until
an investigation has
ing, and at a time when more instead it may propos*.
been made as to the effect of their
of less effort is required for the pubThe
presidents
of
the
railroads
are
lic welfare, would be harmful beyond prepared to continue negotiations on the release upon the organizations , they
are serving with.
calculation.
The widespread effect upon the In- subject with genuine anxiety, within the
limits
of
their
conviction
above
exdustries of the country- as a whple is pressed, to find a solution of the situabeyond measure or .appraisement at
this time, and We agree with the In- tion.
The statement is signed by each of
sistent and widespread public concern the
railroad executives now in Washover the gravity, of the situation and
In Oklahoma, October 4th to Octothe consequences of a surrender .-by; ington.
the railroads in this emergency.
ber 31, Inclusive.
Impressed by Responsibility.
If you ever expect to make your raoney
In like manner we are deeply impfresswork for you there is no better qpportunity
ed with the sense of our responsibility
than to invest in a tract of rich l^jd in Okto maintain and keep open the arteries
lahoma, which the United States Governir.ent
of transportation, which carry the life Tavenner Bill Is Blocked By Con- will offer for sale for the Chickasaw and
j Choctaw Indian tribes. The. land will be
blood of the commerce of the country,
j sold on easy payments and at a fraction of
. gressman Cox.
and of the consequences that will flow
jits real value. You will not be required to
live on them nor improve them:' This shouTd
from even a teanporary interruption of
be especially interesting to the -man with a
Consideration of the Tavenner bill small income who cap easily .take advantage
service over the railroads, but the issues presented h»ve been raised above granting increased, pay to printers and of this opportunity and secure a tract'of rich
in one of the best States in the United
and beyond'the social and monetary bookbin'defs " in the.-G-overnnient Print- land
States and In the seet&m' which'may be Okquestions involved, and the responsibility ing; Office was blocked, so' far as this lahoma's',
possible great oil . section.
for the cpnseqiiences that may arise session is concerned, In the House to- Call on me.future
Room-1039 Raleigh Hotel, and let
will rest upon those that ' provoke it. '■>. day. Congressman Cox of Indiana, a rhe explain to.
you
how to buy a tract of land
The questions, involved are in our Pemocrat, refuged unanimous consent with intelligence without the expense of going
respectful Judgment, eminently suitable to take up the bill, and its, place on the West. JOHN
R. WHAYNE; Representing
1
for "the'calm investigation and'decision calendar is such that it cannot be the Union Security Co., McAllister, Okla.—
Advt.
by the public through the agency of fair reached, otherwise.
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UCKEIS VOTED TO
HEAR PRESIDENT

SUSPENDS ORDER TO
RELEASE STUDENTS

Government Indian Land Sale

BILL FOR INCREASE
OF G. P. O. PAY LOST
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H
Secretary o£ War Baker finds that
Wilson lias applied the Golden Rule
to our Pan-American neighbors and
the ' Declaration of Independence to
,the belligerent monarchs of Europe.
!
He also quotes General Grant as saying that there was never a war that
could not have been settled; better
some other .way. Secretary Baker,
former mayor of Cleveland, is one
of the' strongest' men of the Wilson
administration. Like the president
himself Secretary Baker is a clear
thinker, a forceful writer and speaker. He. is holding down a big job
mighty well.
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Let Me Send You
E
My Treatment For
Catarrh Free
CONCRETE BRIDGE
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One to Be Built by Southern
Railway on Liberty Street
—Contractors Her*», /

• • C •

y and
Wee

• Mr. O. D. Colaw, assistant engineer
with the Southern Railway, with of-.
fice at Richmond, Va., was here today in conference with a number of
contractors who are to submit proposals for the construction of the
new reinforced concrete t bridge on
Liberty street, which will replace the
wooden structure now spanning the
tracks of that company at the junction of Liberty ' and North Main
streets.
Among the contractors represented
were: Thomas Sheehan, of Hagerstown, Md.; H. H. George, of Richmond, Va.; L. Hankins, of Richmond,
Curtis & Shumway, of 'Stransburg,
Va.; Consolidated Engineering Company, of Baltimore, represented by
Mr. Cummings; Thompson & Moseley, of Greensboro;
Travers-Wood
Company, of Richmond. Mr. Colow
visited the site of the proposed bridge
with the contractors and went over
the plans for the construction in detail. It was announced at the conference that proposals will be received at the office of Chief Engineer B.
Heran, at Washington,- and no proposals will be considered later than
September 15.
The bridge, will be of reinforced
steel and concrete of an ornamental
type, and one that will be attractive
in appearance as well as enduring in
strength. The plans weer accepted
after consultation of the railroad engineers with the engineering department of the city, the final design being in every way in accordance with
the request of the board of aldermen
presented to the railway company
through its committee and superintendent of works, Joseph Firth.
The structure will be fifty feet wide,
with granolithic walks for pedestrians
on either side of the roadway, which
will be given a surface coat of asphalt.
With these exceptions the. structure
will be permanently constructed of
concrete and steel throughout. The
length of the bridge will be ninety
feet and it will carry a single street
car track. While the construction is
in progress the cars will pass over
the works on a temporary trestle, but
traffic of other vehicles will1 be
blocked. Traffic to the northern part
of the city, however, will be directed
-west on North Main street to Nineth
sti-eet, crossing the new bridge erected at the corner of Main and Ninth
street over the Southern tracks, and
north on Ninth street a block, where
traffic may again return to Liberty.
Work is to be started as soon as the
contract is awarded, and will be completed without delay.
The structure will be of a character
that -will be a credit to the city, the
railway company assuring the committee when the negotiations began
that it was their desire to give Win-
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Stock of groceries and up-todate fixtures. Will sell for cash
or on terms or will exchange
for real estate.
Phone or call and see

t. A. BUTNER
Mrs. Crim'^ Private Classes
Shorthand

91

Typewriting

Lifts Your Corn Right Off.
Never Fails.

Pupils desiring to enter Fall Classes should register at
once. We can accommodate only a limited number:

"Ever in your life see a corn come
out like that? Look at the. true skin
underneath—smooth as the palm of
your hand!

Method
We teach Shorthand by the INDUCTIVE METHOD
which is the most PRACTICAL and the QUICKEST com'
patible with thorough work. It is THE LEAST EXPENtext b00ks are need
?TW
tnTSe
, ° Cit
aStly
*d. ofINDUCTIVE work
makes
necessary for all members
a class
ass
to begin work at the same time.

■

Qualifications

Students should have a good English foundation h*
fore attempting Stenographic work. We he?p you an ^

ready written the members of tha.
Democratic county executive commit-|
tee, informing them that an import
meeting will -be held: in Lexington next]
Saturday at one o'clock, when the matt
ter of Mr. Lambeth's successor wii:'
be taken up.

When in need of a painter al
ways select a skilled man. Phon
CLINARD, the man that know
how.
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Puts Hair on Your Head and Helps
to Keep It There.
What's the use of being bald? What
sense is there in deliberately allowing
your hair to turn gray?
Do you want to look old before
your time? Give up the thought; old
age will come all too soon.
Look after your hair.
Parisian
Sage is a scientific preparation that
supplies hair needs—is just what yoju
want. It aims to prevent graynesis
and baldness by putting life an *
nourishment into the hair roots.
Man or woman, no matter l«w ol
you are, Parisian Sage will help you
to look younger and more attractive.
Why not go to E. W. O'Hanlon, Inc.,
and get a large ' bottle today, it will
not cost more than 50 cents, and
your money back if it does not cure
dandruff, stop falling hair, or itching
of the scalp. It will make your hair
luxuriant, bright and beautiful.
It
is a most refreshing, pleasant and
invigorating hair dressing and absolutely harmless to the hair and scalp.
(Advt.)
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Well Now, Look at That! Off Comes Tha*
Pesky Corn a« Slick as a Whistle.
The earth is blessed with the one,
simple, painless, never-failing- remedy that makes millions of corn-pestered people happy, and that's "GETSIT". Apply it in 3 seconds. It dries.
Some people jab and dig- at their
corns with knives and razors—wrap
their toes in packages with bandages or sticky tape, make them red
and raw with salves. Nothing- like
this with "GETS-IT." Your corn
loosens—you lift it off.
There's
nothing to- press on the corn, or hurt.
Angels couldn't ask for more. Try it
tonight on any corn, callus or wart.
"GETS-IT" is sold and recommended by druggists everywhere. 25c
a bottle, or sent on receipt of price
by E. Lawrence & Co., Chicago. 111.
Sold in Winston-Salem and recommended as the world's best corn remedy by Owens Drug Co. and E. W.
P'Hanlon.
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C. B. GAUSS
I Will Take Any Case of CatnrrhjTlJo
Matter How Chronic, or What Stagre
It Is In, and Prove ENTIRELY AT .
MY OWBf EXPENSE, That It
Is Curable
Treating Catarrh has been my business for years, and during this time
over one million have come to me from
all over the land for treatment and advice. My method is original. I stop
the disease by first removing the cause.
Thus my combined treatment cures
where all else fails. I can demonstrate
to you in Just a few days' time that my
method is quick, sure and complete, because it rids the system of the poisonous germs that cause catarrh. Send
your name and address at once to C. E.
Gauss, and he will send you the treatment referred to. Pill out the coupon
below.

FREE

This coupon is good for a package of GAUSS COMBINED CATARRH TREATMENT sent free by
mail. Simply fill in name and address on dotted lines below, and
mail to C. E. GAUSS, 9328 Main St.,
Marshall, Mich.

ston-Salem just such a bridge as was
desired.
Mr. Colaw also went over the proposed bridge to be erected over the
tracks on Shallowford street, just west
of the city. This bridge will be of creosoted timber, resting on concrete
abutments. Other developments being
made in and around Winston-Salem by
the Southern were also considered by
him while here.

NEW DIRECTORY SHOWS
2,600 AUTO OWNERS
The initial volume of the North Carolina Automobile Directory has made
its appearance, just recently coming
from the plant of the Raleigh Times.
There are two editions of the directory, the classified edition selling for
two dollars per copy and the state edition selling at one dollar. Both books f
contain names and addresses of 26,(000 registered owners of motor vehicles in this state. The make of car
and license number are given with
each owner's number. In the classified edition, the names of owners are
arranged by counties and towns, while
the arrangement in the state edition
is by numerical sequence of registration numbers.
The Times reports the sale of numerous copies of the state edition
to car owners who like to know the
names of other owners, whom they
meet on the highways. City and comity officials also find the book useful
for prompt identification. This is the
first publication to carry the state automobile laws in full, giving useful information that will avoid embarrassment and delay through ignorance of
traffic laws. Another section of the
book gives data regarding the principal touring routes with complete road
directions and speedometer readings
between towns.
Both books are well printed in legible type on heavy, book paper and they
satisfy for the first time a pressing demand for such information as they
contain.
FARMERS' UNION ORGANIZED
IN THE DAISY SECTION.
Mr. J. F. Hampton, of the Walkertown section, who was in the city on
business last week, stated that the
spirit of co-operation among the farmers in the Daisy section was growing
and that a Farmers' Union has just
been organized there with large membership. On Wednesday night, September 13th, there will be a meeting of
this union, at which time several
speakers will be on hand to make addresses.
UNIVERSAL AUTO COMPANY'S
BRANCH AT WAUilUJT—flfiV?
A Walnut
Co?fe
writes that the Univel
pany, of Winston-Salem, has leased
the large brick building occupied by
the Joyce-Jones Co., and are this week
busily converting the building into a
modern garage. This firm has the
agency for the Ford car and expect
to establish a sales agency in Walnut
Cove together with an up-to-date repair shop. Mr. W. D. George, of
Westfield, has accepted the position
of sales manager for this county and
will make his headquarters at the
Cove. R. C. King will have charge of
the repair department.
NEW CHAIRMAN OF STOKES
DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE]
At a meeting of the Stokes,
Democratic executive cor
"■^anbury mis "ween.-<ristian, of Westfiel^
jmocratic candidat^_
jred his resignatioi^>(
/he committee and IV.
Imanison, of Danbury, Route
fchri
mously chosen to succee
tian.
NORFOLK & WESTERN
DECLARES DIVIDEND.
The board of directors of the Norfolk & Western Railroad has declared
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PRESENTING LINCOLN MEMORIAL TO NATION

Robert J. Collier (right) Is Handing Deed to War President's Birthplace at Hodgenville, Ky., to Secretary of War Baft^r;
President Wilson Is Seated at Mr. Collier's Right. Twenty-five Thousand Attended the Ceremonies Monday.
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CLEVELAND

PLAIN DEALER

FRIDAY, JUNE

TWIN CITY SENTINEL
*************
A THOUGHT FOR THE DAY.

For a man to think that he is
going to do the work, of Bis life
without obstacles is to dream
in the lap of foils'.—Samuel
Johnson.

*]

,*
*
*
*
*
*

* * * * * ************ *
SECRETARY BAKER.

The people of this city and surrounding country were indeed fortutaate in the opportunity presented toJday to hear Hon. Newton D. Baker,
/Secretary of War. Mr. Baker is not
jonly a man of forceful personality and
(exceptional ability, but he has the
Irare power of holding an audience
In rapt attention and swaying his
Shearers by the force of his resistjless logic. His reputation as a pubflic speaker of great forcefulness had
j»preceded him and those who heard
ihis presentation of the issues could
not but have been greatly impressed,
{regardless of political affiliations.
The Springfield Republican, in comHng out for President Wilson a few
I days ago, referred to the fact that
I he has surrounded himself with men
jof notable strength as counsellors
;&nd mentioned particularly, in that
^connection, Mr. Baker as a man of
lanuch force who will be of great assistance to the administration in its
| constructive activities. Although he
flias been in the cabinet only a short
jitime, his work thus far as Secretary
)of War has demonstrated conclusiveSly that he is a man well qualified for
hhe vitally important duties which
the has assumed and there is good
reason to believe that, under his direction, the War Department will
achieve the maximum results of
which that branch of the government
i service is capable.
Chairman Stockton and his associates are to be congratulated upon
•their success in bringing Secretary
iBaker to Winston-iSalem. His visit
will materially aid the cause of Dempcracy.
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Ohioan Expected to Aid in Organization of Democratic
Campaign.
Baker Popular at Conven-;
tion; Harmon and Bryan
May Stump Ohio.
BY A. E. McEEE.
Plain Dealer Bureau,
ST. LOUIS, June 15.
Ohio men have been leaders and
Ohio prominent in the deliberations
and conclusions of the Democratic
convention.
In no other convention where Democrats of the present generation have
been delegates has the state occu-'
pied a position of such prominence or
been accorded such distinguished
consideration or contributed so largely to the constructive and formative
work of a gathering.
For the first time In a quarter of
a century the Ohio national eommitteeman was so effective in his work
that every Ohio visitor had a chance
to attend at least one session of the
convention.
National Committeeman Edmund
H. Moore has been overwhelmed with
congratulations and expressions of
good will for his work. Every Ohio
visitor here approved action of the
Ohio delegates when they elected him
for another term in that office.
Mr. Moore has had important work
in connection with the preliminary
arrangements and plans for the gathering and has been continuously consulted on questions of procedure and
policy.
Senator Atlee Pomerene of Ohio
helped draft the convention platform.
Ohio supplied the most influential
man at the convention in the person
of Secretary of War Newton D.
Baker. It was his pleasure and distinction to be personal representative
of President Wilson.
He brought all the suggestions of
the president for the platform committee, and it. was to him party
leaders turned at all times when
they wanted an accurate reflection of
the views and wishes of the chiof ex
ecutive.
"Secretary Baker has won a remarkable popularity among the delegates from all parts of the country
and is regarded as one of the ablest
of the advisers of the president.'
There have bees* heard from delegates from all parts of the country
expressions that they may be voting
for him for the standard bearer at
the next national convention, and the
expressions of that , belief are applauded in the lobbies and at the
convention hall.
Secretary Baker is as quiet and
easy of speech as when he was city
solicitor at Cleveland, but. his words
are conclusive and his advice invariably followed.
His prominence has been the more
pleasing to his Ohio friends because
of the modesty he has shown and his
usual broad consideration for the
views and wishes of others.

Handling the Guardsmen.
An alleged shortage of food on troop
trains bound for the border has been
seized by opponents of the administration
as an excuse for attacking the army on
the ground of "demoralization," "lack
of system," &c. Efforts were made to
work up sympathy for the poor volunteer
guardsmen subjected to starvation by a
heartless and negligent government. But
these efforts were punctured when it was
disclosed that the guardsmen were fully
rationed and had merely enjoyed themselves by eating ten days' rations in four
days, as hungry lads are likely to do if
they get the chance.
When Gen. Wood ordered the mustering out of two New York officers of the
national guard because of physical unfitness the prediction was made that political influence would be successful in securing a reversal of Gen. Wood's order.
But Secretary Baker sustained this order,
and another "scandal" was killed.
No one pretends that the moving of
60,000 guardsmen to the border can be
accomplished off-hand without some
stress and strain. There will be details
overlooked, or arrangements that might
have been made better on second trial;
but on the whole the task was performed
with remarkable skill. The guardsmen
are scattered along the border, suffering
only such unavoidable discomforts as
heat and dust. They are well fed, well
looked after medicinally and otherwise,
and most of them are having "the time
of their lives." The trials they are
undergoing will not hurt them in the
least. In fact, the drill will make them
fitter for their civic duties, wherever they
may live, and the experiences on the
border will broaden their viewpoint.
The inspection made by Gen. Bliss and
other regular army officers shows that
the national guard army was mobilized
and transferred without mishap, within
a reasonable time, and that the camps
are carefully laid out and capably directed with reference to hygiene and health.
The would-be critics find only trifles to
condemn. The regular army has performed its work well, and the general direction from Washington has been charl acterized by forethought and energy.
Evidently the opponents of the administration will be forced to look elsewhere
than the War Department for material
for criticism.
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SECRETARY BAKER'S SPEECH
Not since Bryan's first appearance as

a

campaign

speaker in this city has a political speech made a deeper
impression upon our people than the speech of Secretary
of "War Baker. It would be hard to conceive of a more
statesmanlike presentation of the Democratic party's case
in this campaign than that made by Mr. Baker here yesterday. It was a speech that made a powerful appeal to the
intelligence of the average voter, whether he be Democrat
or Republican. It filled every Democrat's heart with confidence and enthusiasm and left no sting in any Republican's bosom.

It was pitched on a plane as high as Pres-

ident Wilson's, record and this, the Secretary of War declared, has been lifted above partisan attack; After hearing him, we have no reason to doubt the reports

from

Maine that the Secretary of War made a great hit in the
campaign in that State.

He will make a hit anywhere.

For no audience can fail to be impressed by his logic.
From the very moment he began speaking, although
he made no attempt to display whatever ability he may
possess as a platform orator, his great earnestness and
clear-cut reasoning held the closest attention of his hearers. When he said in beginning, "The time has come in
this country when democracy itself is on trial, when the
very future of the Republic is at stake," those who listened felt instinctively that he meant what he said,,, and not
only meant it, but was prepared to prove it. And from
that moment on the people hung on every word.
The speech was strong all through and illustrated once
again what was so easily discerned in the reading of President Wilson's speech of acceptance—that "in an easy
cause any man, lie eloquent." Mr. Baker was convincing,
and forceful in his discussion of the Administration's domestic policies, but the forcefulness of his logic and
power of his eloquence was most in evidence when he
came to the discussion of the President's foreign policies.
He was especially effective in his explanation of Mexican
policy.
This he made so plain that a wayfaring man, though
a fool, could not fail to understand and sympathize with
the President in his efforts to help, rather than crush the
Mexican people. Briefly he told of the struggle for liberty
that has been going on in Mexico for the last eight years.
He showed how under the iron hand of Porfirio Diaz, the
dictator, the people of Mexico were deprived of their
lights, how that under that regime sixty thousand men in
Mexico owned all the'land and that nearly fifteen million
people were virtual slaves. Diaz had sense enough to
know that the only way to keep the yoke on the necks of
the people was to keep them in ignorance. And this he
did. Then the "worm turned" and, led by Madero, the
great champion of the peons, the people drove Diaz out.
Then Madero was murdered by Huerta, a man whom ho
had trusted. With his hands dripping with the blood of his
friend, Huerta turned to the United States and asked
President Taft to recognize him as the head of the Mexican Government. Taft refused. When Wilson became
President he merely continued the policy which his predecessor had wisely adopted, with the result that Huerta
was finally forced to abdicate.

President Wilson's policy in dealing with Mexico has
been consistent throughout, the Secretary declared. And
that policy is to leave the people of Mexico as nearly alone
as possible to work out their own salvation. . Its success
is a new vindication of the Declaration of Independence
and the Golden Rule. And even Mr. Hughes does not
dare say that if he had been President he would have reversed that policy. Nor does Mr. Hughes dare tell the
country that he does not believe in doing by the Mexican
people as we would have the Mexican people do by us.
As for the protection of American lives, Mr. Baker declared that an army of a hundred thousand men is oh the
I
border today and that their very presence there has proved to be sufficient protection. "They are winning bloodless victories every day."
Discussing the President's European policy, Mr. Baker
said that'when the' war began in Europe'President Wilson faced two alternatives.
He could get in or he
could stay out. And he believed that the American people
were thankful that he had chosen the latter. It mattered
not to him who started the conflict in Europe, but he
was confident of one thing: If it were up to him to do it
over again he wouldn't do it. He believed that the
crowned heads of Europe would rather write notes the
rest of their lives than do what they are doing today.
But in staying out of the war, Mr. Baker showed that
this country has not sacrificed a single principle of honor.
Where American property has been destroyed belligerents
have been held to strict accountability in the payment of
damages; where' American lives have been at stake belligerents have been required to abandon their methods of
warfare. Thff President has forced the greatest military
power since Caesar to admit that it was in error.
In the beginning Mr. Baker gave a clear and forceful
exposition of the Administration's legislative achievements. He had time to mention only four of these: The
Currency Bill, the Tariff and Income Tax measures, the
Rural Credits Bill and the Child Labor Bill.
Thus briefly have we undertaken to give the main
points of this great speech. We believey it can be seen
from this that the Secretary of War made no defense of
the Wilson Administration. He simply stated the facts
and they constitute a defense all sufficient. The picture
he drew of America as the great arbitrator when war is
over left no doubt in the minds of his hearers that Mr]
Baker is confident of the President's re-election. Understanding the policies of the Administration as he does,
it must, indeed, be inconceivable to him that the American people can repudiate such a record. For as he said
in closing, Democracy's record during these four years
has demonstrated once again that it is not power, nor
wealth, nor the spirit of conquest, but righteousness that
exalteth a Nation.

After hearing Secretary Baker, it would be hard to
convince the average Democrat that a vote against Woodrow Wilson in this campaign would not be almost equivalent to casting a vote against the Christian civilization. In
fact, one gentleman who has been hearing speeches and
sermons a long time remarked, when Mr. Baker had finished, that his speech was the best sermon he had heard
in years.
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ing a large part of its revenue from vision throw around-the yeufir or me
tariffs. In drafting the tariff law, the
Democratic party consulted both sides
affected, in an effort to make it just account
us. of>■ the Natm
Nation vwere awakthe People
^ i,
and equitable."
ening
to
tne
impol
»nce
ui
The speaker said that he had only iect He declared that the tnmg i t
reviewed a small part of the program was proudest of in his career was
which the Democratic Party had ful- ' ?h
P fact that during his administrailled.
He touched upon t'ne child te
as Mayor of Cleveland, Ohio the
labor bill, wriich he was instrumental infant death rate was decreased from
in drafting and having adopted. The 3 1-2 per thousand to 2 per tnousand
mention of it was received with great that somewhere, although he did not
applause.
Secretary Baker defended Wilson's Sow them, about 3,000 little tots
dent's Cabinet WHO nas dohe~ much i Mexican policy. He said that the sol- we?e living where otherwise they
for the Democratic party in the State I diers on the border were better cared would not have lived.
Secretary Baker did not make any
of Ohio and in the Nation, has come
here today to speak of the record of for than ttie soldiers of any other reference to anything of a political
army
in
the
world.
nature except to say that Congress
his party. Hear him; for his cause
Regarding the Administration s Eu- had passed practically everything adis our cause and our cause i.s a just ropean
war policy, the secretary said vocated by the Progressives ini the r
cause.''
were only two things pos- platform of four years ago, that this,
Secretary Baker proudly reviewed that there
for this country to do—either embodied progressive measure leading
the four years of constructive 'legisla- sible
tion on the part of the Democratic enter the war or to stay out of it. vm to the subject of conservation m
wanted to stay out at the sac- hand He closed with an appeal for
party under the administration of Nobody
rifice of honor or because of coward- the conservation of the youth in the
(>-. silent Wilson!
ice, but everybody wanted to stay out country as the greatest of all its reTae Business of politic
If
increases in importance at. the coun-. if he could do so with honor.
there
ever comes a time when our sources.
try grows in extent. There have been
times when we might have followed country is called upon to defend its
traditional policies, hut this is not honor, there i.s hot the least doubt
such a time. Democracy is on trial that the people will respond willingly.
and the future of. our country and President Wilson has attempted to negotiate all claims, but when the lives
the entire welfare of man is at issue.
If, four years ago, some magician of the American people were at stake,
could have drawn aside the veils of he advocated drastic measures.
His speech was an able exposition
the future and shown that one-'nalf
of the world would he at war on the of the policies and achievements of
the
Democratic Administration. Sec,300-mile front with millions of people drawn up on each side; if it could retary Baker laid great stress on the
have been shown that the terrific loss fact "that America was still at peace
of life would have been, what would at the time when world-wide strife
hiive l.een shown what the terrific loss was prevailing. He paid high tribute
for Woodrow Wilson's administration? to Wilson's diplomatic victories, sayWould it not have been that in all ing that the. greatest military Nation
a ruling providence would so guide that the world has ever seen had adthe President that our country would mitted herself in error and conformed
to the dictation of Wilson.
still be prosperous and at peace?
His statement that the passing of
Accomplished That Which Seemed
the child labor bill was one of the
Impossible.
T5feensboro, Sept. 7.—The conser
many
Democratic victories brought
"Our country has been rocked and
vation dinner here tonight under aus swayed wit'n borrowed passion, yet prolonged applause from the crowd.
pices of the Chamber of Commerc Woodrow Wilson and the Democratic- He paused and then said:
"I am glad to-hear that. I am glad
of Greensboro was largely attendee Administration return to the people
hear that.
I have studied the
and proved the occasion for a notablt after having accomplished, what four to
question
for twenty years and 1 ana
gathering of men comprising the civi< years ago would have seemed impos- proud that
a Democratic Administrame of this community and importan sible.
"There used to be financial panics. tion passed that law."
btate interests. Representative Smul
"America," he sa'd, "will be able
was the guest of the evening and Money would get a little 'tight' in
principal speaker, his address being times of seeming prosperity, and to sa.y 't'ne rights of Kings and the
pretences
of Princes are nothing as
on the relation of waterways in North there would seemingly come a maladCarolina to conservation. Mr Small justment of human activities. Many compared with peace to mail' "
In concluding, the speaker said
said in part:
remedies were proposed by the Re"With the industrial growth of ; publicans, who claimed to have an that when the European war is over,
community or State comes an increas intimate knowledge of financial af- there will he at the council of nations
ed demand for facilities of distribu fairs. But. what actually was the one supreme power that was not a
tion. Manufacturing plants must se matter? It was suddenly discovered belligerent. That power will be the
cure their raw products, sometimes that two things were wrong with the United States, the strongest and
t,v,,7L5
Points, and their con- issue of Federal bank notes. Money wealthiest nation in the world. And
operation necessitates the was limited so that no matter how the influence of our country will be
finding of markets for the finished much was needed there would not be used at that time to bring about a
product. The necessity for distribu- enough to meet the debt. The sys- settlement that will make possible
tion is synonomous with the need of tem was not elastic. Money was py- world peace.
transportation.
ramided and held in New York. The
Three Great Avenues.
was simple, yet it took the SAYS YOUTH OF COUNTRY
There are three great avenues of situation
transportation, the highways, the wa- genius of the Democratic Congress
GREATEST RESOURCE
terways and the railways. Each is and President Wilson to diagnose it
e
necessary and neither is independent and prescribe a remedy. That remedy
was
the
Federal
Reserve
Bankof the other.
For rnany years the
Special to The Observer.
ing
System,
which,
is
the
greatest
sinGreensboro, Sept. 7.—In a ringing
public have demanded a high standard of service ffOili the railroads, gle piece of legislation ever adopted speech here tonight at the "North
which is right and proper, and the by the United States except during Carolina Conservation Dinner" Secreequipment and efficiency of the rail- the Civil War itself. Though the of War Newton D. Baker declared
roads in the United States are supe- mother of credit, England, no longer that humanity was the greatest rerior to those in any other country retains the primacy in the financial source to conserve. He said the fuhowever, the public have been incon- world, finances in this country have ture of the country depended upon
sistent. While railroads are construct- not been disrupted because under the the steps taken to conserve and.bring ;
ed by private capital and managed Federal Reserve Banking System, the out the best physical and mentel posby officials selected by the owners people control their own finances.
sibilities of the youth of the country.
highways and waterways are conFarmers No Longer a Neglected
Secretary Baker was introduced by
structed and maintained by the pubPeople.
Hon A. L Brooks, president of the
lic, and the number and "equipment
"Another measure that has accom- Greensboro Chamber of Commerce.
of the vehicles and carriers upon the plished great service is the rural The large hall of the Normal College
latter two are dependent upon the credits bill.
The farmers formerly
attitude of the public. The public were a neglected class of people. Now, was filled with seven hundred reprehave not imposed upon themselves they are highly prosperous. Under sentative men from different quarters
the same high standard as they have the rural credits bill, a farmer's credit of the State. The students of the
imposed upon the owners of railroads i is as good as anyone's. Farms that Normal College served the elegant
There is not a trunk line highway ex- ! were being abandoned are now being dinner. Invocation was made by Rev.
tending across the State in any direc- recultivated. Thus the basis of our Dr. C. F. Myers.
In leading up to the subject of hution which compares relatively in I country's prosperity has been macie
quality to the trunk-line railroads. In j sound and enduring, for in the last man conservation Secretary Baker
told of the home environment thrown
like manner we have neglected for
it is upon the prosperity of around the youth of the country be- :
many years the improvement and de- |I analysis
agricultural districts ■ that our fore the days of extensive manufac- |
velopment of our waterways for ade- i our
entire civilization and prosperity de- tures. He described his home life;
quate commerce.
pend.
This State is blessed by an abundthe village shoemaker and blacksmith i
"Another constructive measure is who took part in the administration
ance of navigable waterways extendt'ne tariff law. While there will of the community Government. He
ing from the tidewater section into
doubtless come a time when tariff said the times had changed. Today,
the interior.
There are at present
laws will no longer be needed, that it was necessary to make some proabout 1,500 miles of navigable rivers
time hap not yet come. But the counand about 2,500 square miles of navigable sounds and bays.
try is still under the necessity of rais-
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city from Charleston, W. Va. He 1.9
a class-mate of Secretary Baker,
and they have been intimate friends
since their college days. They call
each other by their first names. It
was a happy coincidence that Mr.
JVTyers should arrive to begin his
work at the time of Secretary BakBays the Progressive Legiser's visit. Mr. Myers came Tuesday,
and will preach for the first time in
lation Passed by Present
his church next Sunday.
The audience was composed largeAdministration is Withly of Greensboro people, and included leading professional and busiout Peer, Among Any Adness men from many sections of
the State. The officers of comministration
mercial bodies, political leaders, 'aria
newspaper men from other "places
were in evidence at many tables.
[HUGHES PRESENTS
Mr. Brooks combines all the qualition of a good toastmaster. He did
NO REAL ISSUES
not talk long in the introduction of
any of the speakers, but said the
right things to put the men on an
(Secretary of War is Heard
intimate basis with their hearers.
His tribute to the genius and ability
by Crowded House; Holds
of Secretary Baker was pleasingly
expressed.
Audience's Closest AttenSing Carolina
Fifty students of the State Nortion; Introduced by Judge
mal College served the elegant dinner in a most acceptable manner,
Jones
and there was prolonged applause
when they marched from the dining
"It is not power, nor wealth, nor the
hall, in two lines, by either aisle.
epirit of conquest, but righteousness
Toastmaster Brooks proposed a toast
to the President of the United
that exalteth a Nation"—these were
States, which was responded to with
the concluding words of the remarkgreat enthusiasm, as was the toast
able speech delivered by Secretary of
to Secretary Baker a few minutes laWar Newton D. Baker here yesterday
ter. The diners then rose and sang
which was an able and masterful ex"Carolina" .the chorus of which was
position of the policies of the present
sung by several hundred men.
Democratic Administration rather
Behind Secretary .SakenV as , he
than a defense.
spoke, was a large national flag,
Mr. Baker said in part:
while he faced the North Carolina
The business of politics grows inColors. He • congratulated the colcreasingly 'important as our country
lege and Chamber of Commerce upon.
grows. There have been times when
SECRETARY
OF
WAR
NEWTON
D.
BAKER
bringing, together such a large_. .coro-r
men could vote for a certain party
pany of n>en.. Chambers of iGomf;
every time because that had been thenmerce
were described-as»ionef>d*ffthe
custom.
This is not one of. those
Nations greatest prOgressiVge'cnandi
times.
,
„i„
energizing forces.
If at the time when Woodrow Wilson was elected President, a magician
Subject of Speech
'
could have revealed what was to hapThe speaker's subject was . Hupen in the space of his administration;
man Conservation. Two thirds of
could have shown you one-half the
the world's people, he said, still live"
world at war,' and that the civilized
in houses of bamboo, and he ilhalf, millions of men in battle line,
lustrated how many of the world's
death and sorrow and desolation, inpeople still live in a primitive con•-* " tS & ©
ternational trade and finance in a chadition and use primitive tools by
otic condition, and then could have
stories from the Philippine Islands.
asked you what your prayer was for
Civilization he defined as the givthe administration of Woodrow Wiling up of some liberties for the
son, I daresay you would have prayed
good of the people as a whole. In
(Special to The Journal)
tation as an orator, which had prethat an all-wise Providence would so
primitive countries questions arc setGreensboro, Sept. 7.—Six hundred ceded him. He is acknowledged as
direct us that we would be spared
tled by might, while in civilized
from the world-wide desolation and leading business and professional the best speaker in the President's
communities they are reached ■ by
men of the State heard Secretary cabinet. Other speakers of the evensuffering and kept at peace.
common agreement or concessions or
The science of mankind has been of War Newton D. Baker deliver ing were Congressman Jno. H. Small
by organized government.
an
address
on
"Human
Conservaturned to the devising of engines of
and President W. L. Poteat, 'of
destruction; country after country has tion," in the dining hall • of the Wake Forest College.
Present Conditions Discussed
been swept into the maelstrom of this State Normal and Industrial College
* Changes of present means of liv- I
Invocation By Classmate
war; our country has shaken with the this evening, on the occasion of his
ing and conditions in the larger cities
At 7:45 the doors of the large dinwide strife prevailing, and Woodrow first visit to the State in an official ing hall in the Spencer building were
were discussed. His reference to
Wilson returns to the American peo- capacity. His presence and address opened, and the guests began to file
the child labor law received apple with a record that starts with the were the features of the second • an- in and take their places. The dinplause. The speaker wanted, the
fact that this country is at peace.
nual dinner given jointly by the
health and minds of men conserved,
is arranged to accommoWhy would any one suggest a Greensboro Chamber of Commerce ing room
but hoped that neither he nor any
seven hundred students of the
change? I suppose that the exigen- and the State Normal and Industrial date
of his successors in office would he
college, and ' there were few vacant
cies of politics demand that every par- College.
called upon to rally these men to the
chairs in the hall this evening. Seatty has to nominate some one. Theredefense of the Nation against a
Pan-American DJnner
ed at the table on the platform were
fere, a great jurist thas been called
foreign foe. One of his epigrams
The first of these occasions was President A. L. Brooks of
the
from that high tribunal, the Supreme
was that if a man wants to do a
Court of the United States, to make styled the "Pan-American Dinner," Chamber of Commerce, who was
thing all at once he is a radical; if
the race. We know with what impet- given a year ago. At that timo, toastmaster, President Foust of the
he wants to put it off for ever he
Secretary McAdoo had promised to Estate Normal College, Secretary
uosity he answered the call.
is a conservative. He urged, play
The largest issues raised by Mr. be in attendance, but was prevented Baker, President Poteat, Congressgrounds and parks and Oeclared
Hughes are of appointments of certain from coming. and the Assistant man Small, and a number of promthere must be recreation for the
men to office. I am not blaming him. Secretary of the Treasury came in inent guests/' The invocation was by
men and women who do the world's
I have the honor of his personal ac- his place. There was no disap- Rev. Chas. F. Myers, D. D., the
work. He urged the restoration of
quaintance. . He simply knows that pointment in store for those attend- .pastor of th.euiuIMiist 'Presbyterian
Woodrow Wilson's administration in ing the dinner this evening, and church, who' has" just cbme;1 to,', the
neighborhood control.
domestic andy foreign affairs is out of not only was Secretary Baker on'
. The only statements made •'>' the
the realm of attack. What spectacle hand, but measured up to his repuspeaker that could be considered cf
(Continued tiri page four.)
would we present to Europe if our
a political nature were his declaraPresident we're defeated because his
tions that the water power of the
country would not stand behind him
[ ts • • • • '• » • • • © • • * *.'•:■*country should be owned by the
• ©©'•'••'•••''•»••••• '•*'
in this crisis as a unit?
government for the benefit of all the
,»©•'•/••••• •_• • • • • • •-• •
I will discuss the foreign and do»©'•••©••••©■• * •••••• .<
people, and that the Congress just
mestic policies of Woodrow Wilson and
i • »"• -•'••• • • • • '©.© •_•• •„-" *
adjourning had put into law nearly
then ask you if there has been an ad
all of the progressive platform of
ministration from the time of Abra
• • © © • •
four year sago.
ham Lincoln that has surpassed it.
Congressman Small Speaks
. We have been accustomed to pani
— * « c o © *
It was 11 o'clock when Secretary
Jn this country. Men would go
Baker concluded. The banqueters
their bankers at times and learn that
"money was getting tight," though
then sang "America," after which
everything was in an apparently prosCongressman Small spoke on the
perous condition. Before anyone
"Conservation . of
Waterways."
knew what was the matter men would
"Dixie" was then sung. President
have their support swept from them,
Poteat concluded with a powerful
laborers would be turned away from
appeal for conservation of the natthe factories, farmers would lose their
ural resources of the State and the
land. I am not overdrawing the picopportunity of all the people of the
ture. You men can remember these
State for a fair chance.
things. For years we proposed remeArrived at 7 a. m.
dies. The Republican party, which
, - ■» • • • • •
Secretary Baker . . arrived from
claims to be a doctor of finance, tried
Washington at .seven o'clock ttflg
to help this situation and one of their
morning, and was met at the. tra.in
remedies was the Aldrlch bill which
by a few. Greensboro men,,arid ,yas
did not remedy it. This bill drew
carried to the home p.f, Mr.^Ay^lK
money into Wall Street where it was
Brooks in Irving Park, and was;Mr;
further dominated.
Brook's guest for breakfast., At tirii
The issue of currency was limited to
the extent of our national debt, which
o'clock, accompanied by about twenjresulted in an inelastic currency.
ty members of the Chamber of
Currency was pyramided. Small ©•»««•»•• •••»<
Commerce, Mr. Baker made a visit,
banks would deposit in banks a little
to the Guilford Battle Ground.
larger and so on until vast sums were.
President Paul Schenck (ftnd Col.
deposited in Wall Street, where it was >•••*•<
James T. Morehead, of the Battle
used to buttress the operations of
Ground Company, showed the SecWall Street bankers. When other
retary over the battlefield, and point. ■* -_»«_■
banks needed money they did not have
ed out to him the points at which
their reserve.
different events of the battle ocWoodrow Wilson found the remedy.
curred. Secretary Baker took a liveThe present financial system is the
,_.„.,'-©■.• -»_• « •
■ « - - * - » - *
ly interest in the Battle Ground, and
greatest piece of legislation ever
it was at his request that details
adopted in this country, except durwere given him as to the stations ocI jng the period of the Civil War.
cupied by the militia, regular troops
Present Financial Condition.
Before the present war England
and others.
I was the mother of credit. She has
Three automobiles from Winston. w -j »» — „ v.— — — — *V* *
I been displaced now by the disturbSalem brought a committee of citiI ance of the world's trade and financial
— — — V I
zens who, accompanied by two auI system. The world's center of credit is
tomobiles from Greensboro, ; and
I now in New York. During the time
several people from here, carried
©•••©•©©••©*©
I that these vast and far-reaching
Mr. , Baker to the Twin-City, where
>•©••* i
I financial disturbances and changes
he made a political address this afI were going on we did not have a panic,
ternoon.
because the control of finances has
v..
•«•#• • • v.v.. .
,©••••<
From Winston-Salem, the party
©•©©©<
I been taken out of the hands of the
,.«*.©.•«•••••••,«-*••**•••*
motored to High Point, where there
„..»-*•••••*'-■'--'?. •?--»---■•-Wall Street bankers and put into the
, _ . - «, •»•«♦•-.-...------ - '''""' _, „ „ „
was an informal reception, compliI hands of a Federal Board. When
mentary to Mr. Baker, in the Manumoney is needed now the New York
, _ - - • » %4ttUMMMMr
facturers' Club. The return trip
bankers have no strangle hold, the
.»©,•■»«*•».
was over the new concrete asphalt
Federal Board can issue money as it
highway from High Point to Greenssees fit. By this system we have relieved the country of the possibility of
boro. Mr. Baker will leave on train
No. 38 tonight for Washington.
B panic.
■ * • • • ° MMMM
(Continued on page two)
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character had nothing to do with the
matter.
When he was asked
in
Nashville i* ne would have recognized "that assassin" he replied, "Now
I didn't say that." He •has never said
what he would have done.
Taft began the policy, continued
by Wilson, of letting Mexico settle
her own problems.
Our American army on the border
is protecting the rights of Americans.
And that army, by the way, is the

rather write notes the rest of his
life than be in the place he now
finds himself.
It has always been
the policy of this country to settle
questions by diplomacy when .'possible rather than revert to force.
Wilson's policy has been to insist!
upon the payment of damages when I
our property has been destroyed by'
belligerents and whe'n life was lost to '
insist upon an immediate conforma-1
tion to a different policy by the bel- i

Friday Morning, September 8, 1916 1

but righteousness exalteth a Nation."
Ci'owjled Courthouse
Mr. Baker spoke to an audience
that completely filled the courtroom,
many people not being able to get
in. He held the closest attention of
the audience from the beginning to
the end of his speech and was frequently interrupted by applause.
Judge Jones' Introduction
Judge B. B. Jones, who introduc-
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SOCI
MY COOKY MAN
With currants for his eyes and nose,
And raisins for his ears,
You really cannot think how fine
My cooky man appears.
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>Irs. Farish Hostess
[ To the Whist Club
The Whist Club was delightfully
entertained on yesterday afternoon,
by Mrs. T. J. Farish at her handIsome home in West End.
The home was abloom with quantities of beautiful fragrant flowers.
lAmid these attractive surroundings,
• four tables were arranged for bridge.
|At the conclusion of the games, deli|cious cream, chicken, salad, hot rolls
and iced tea were served.
Those enjoying Mrs. Parish's hospitality were: Mesdames Will Bemly,
Iciement Manly, and guest, Mrs. Rylland of Richmond, Marion Follm,
iHuber Hanes, Kent Sheppard, D. N.
lDahton, Robert McArthur, R. N.
iMcArthur, Sr.. S. P: Collier, Charlies Shelloii.
L>P. Bitting,
porter
ptedmau:-P"lK-rt Galloway, and guest
|Mrs l-'rank- Mailer of
Tuscaloesa,

lAla., Bowman f?ray, R. O.
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"You're learning now a lesson that
You'll find through life is true:
There's no one ever yet could eat
His cake and keep it, too."
—Bertha Gerneaux Woods in Youth's
Companion.
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And then my cooky man is gone,
Anfl I am very sad.
But Nora says, "Cheer up, my dear,
You mustn't feel so bad!
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Beginning at his toes, and them—
It is so hard to stop—\
I eat some more, and then
some
more,
Until I reach the top.
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[And when he's baked a golden
brown,
With sugar glistening white
Upon his face and on his coat,
I take a tiny bite.
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SNOW BROS.
436 LIBERTY STREET
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made an inspection yesterday- i county is the manufacturing of cheese.
o,rning, was composed of County ■ This is not the: ordinary mountain
hairman Richard G. Stockton, Hon. | cheese manufactured in the homes—
H. Eller, Mr. W. H. Maslin, | though this cheese is highly prized by
.dge E. B. Jones, Postmaster R. I many—but there are now five factoGalloway, Mr. Santford Martin, ! ries in the county turning out as fine
udge ' Gilbert T. Stephenson, Hon. j a grade of cheese as can be found on
:. G.. Chatham and others. They ^he market anywhere. This industry
otored to the battle ground, leav- is only in its infancy, this being only
ng there about 9 o'clock. On the | the second year the factories have
■eturn trip the party was joined by been runnning In fact, last year there
he Greensbori^ delegation composed I was only one ' factory. Thus the in.f Hon. A. L. Brooks, Dr. C. F. Mey- crease was five-fold in one year. The
:r, whp^as a college mate of Mr. i profit too in this business is certainly
3aker'H, Mr^'FaUl tv'.' Shenc^-iMr- interesting. The'one factory last year
:. C. Tludson, Capt. F. L.-Mge ! made profits equalto its capital stock.
I The profits for this year, of course,
ind Mr. W. G. Jackson.
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(By- the Associated '-.Press.)
Washington, Sept. 7—rPresident Wilson tonight signed the Federal workmen's compensation act, passed recently by Congress, proposing relief
for employes injured at their work. .
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(Special Telephone Service.;) .
.
Washington, Sept. 7-.—Loss, of tfyes
American schoohe George E.. Dudley
off the coast of Iceland was reported.,
t(; the State- Department today by
American Consul Winslow at Copen*
hagen. The crew was saved and taken
to Sigelfjord. No details of the wreck
were given. The schooner sailed from
York for Sigelfjord July. 13.
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AMERICAN SCHOONER
SUNK OFF ICEIiANDt
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PRESIDENT SIGNS THE
COMPENSATION ACT
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The' bride. Miss Lunn,
looking
queenly.in her elegant robe of white
duchess satin, with v> reaching to
the end of her train, carried a shower bouquet of brides'
roses and
valley lilies, was accompanied by her
mother, Mrs. Lula Lunn, wearing a
lovely costume of black georgette
crepe. The beautiful ring ceremony
was performed by the pastor of the
bride. Rev. Mr. Jones.
After the marriage a largely attended and beautiful reception was
held at the home of the bride.
Mr. and Mrs. Cowles left after
that for an extended trip North.
The members of the bridal party
were beautifully entertained the evning before the marriage after the
rehersal.
A
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lHave Returned From
ICJrove Park Inn
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Hanes, Jr.,
Ihavf returned from a two
weeks
Istay" at Grove Park Inn, Asheville.
Mrs Hanes' sisiter, Miss Anne
lHazen of Knoxville, Tenn., accomIpanied them home after a visit to
I friends in Asheville.
After a visit of a few days
she
lleft to visit her sister, Mrs. Wickert
tar~Btfge Mere. T.ong Island, where
I they have a summer cottage.
A ^» ■ 4
Mee'ing of tlu- Ijutheran
Missionary So<-iety
The Womans' Missionary Society
of the Lutheran church • met
m,
monthly session yesterday at tne
church' The devotional
exercises
were conducted by Mrs. I. F. Bong,
Mrs F B. Fflrd giving an impressive
Bible reading, "The Divine Multiplication of a Widow's Division.
The subject for the afternoon was
subdivided into two heads, "Family
Reunion in Every Society in September" and "Building With Our Money."
Rev. I. E. Bong gave a very interesting talk on "Is Missions a
Debt or a Charity?" after which
Mrs Misenheimer read an interesting leaflet entitled "A Place Enough.
for Your Money."
Mrs Roedicrar read
an
article
"Shut In but Not Shut Off". Following this Miss Ida Efird gave an enjoyable report of the convention at
1 Burlington a short time ago.
A A *
I Cowles-Iiunn
|Marriagi«
A marriage around which centers
I much interest throughout the State
was the one of Wednesday, When
Miss Louise Lunn became the bride
of Mr. Charles H. Cowles, both of
I Wilkesboro.
The Methodist church was artistiI cally and beautifully
adorned
in
clematis, golden rod and ferns, the
I bride and groom standing beneath
an arch in which white, gold and
I green were effectively blended.
Messrs. Tom Barber and W. H.
H. Cowles of Statesvilie acted
as
ushers.
The attendants were Miss
Mary Sanford of Mocksville brides'
I maid and Mr. Frank Lunn, groomsiman.
Miss Sanford looked handI some in a pretty gown of yellow
georgette crepe with her bouquet of
yellow roses.
Miss Louise . Horton
I as maid of honor was beautiful in
yellow taffeta; carrying a bouquet of
yellow roses.
Mr. Francis Cowles,
brb'thter^ of' the groom,
was
best
mail! '■ ■
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Miss rEfird Entertains •
For A isitors
A eharmirys hospitality of yesterday morning was the beautiful party
given by Miss Ida Efird in honor of
her house
guest,
Miss\ Katherine
yollers, and Miss Myrtle Vollers of
Wilmington,
Miss Nita
Masten's
guest.
The, home was redolent with the
fragrance of many beautiful roses,
while a touch of brightness was

13) I

sharpeners ever made,
lesk- You will never do
for our salesman.
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PRICE FIVE CENTS

SECRETARY BAKER, IN
GREAT SPEECH, HOLDS
AND GRIPS AUDIENCE

DELIVERED ADDRESS AT CONSERVATION
DINNER LAST NIGHT AT GREENSBORO

Hi CITY HEARS
SEGRETARY BAKER
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ANNUAL DINNER AT
THE STATE NORMALl

(Special V> The News and Observer.)
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Dr. W. L. Poteat and Congress^
man Small Also Heard With
Delight

Made Great Speech For The
Six Hundred of The Leading!
Cause of Democracy and
Business and Professional!
The^Gountry^
Men of The State Hear Mr.
(Special to The News and Observer.)
Baker Discuss Conservation
Winston-Salem, Sept. 7.—Amid the
strains of "Dixie" and the deafening
of National Resources; Mr.i
applause of more than 1,000 people, far
Brooks Toastmaster
over the seating capacity of the Forsyth county courthouse, Secretary of
War Newton D. Baker took his seat on
the rostrum here this afternoon and in
a few minutes launched into one of the
greatest political speeches ever heard
in Winston-Salem.
The secretary, accompanied by delegations of prominent Democrats from
Winston-Salem and Greensboro, arrived
here shortly after noon. An informal
reception was held at the Zinzendorf
Hotel, this continuing until just before
; 1 o'clock, when the start for the courtj house was made. Following the ad; dress, ,a luncheon was tendered the sec| retary at the Zinzendorf, after which
I the honor guests and a large delega! tion motored to High Point where a
stop was made en route to Greens! boro. At High Point a short talk was
! made. Tonight Mr. Baker attended the
I conservation banquet given by the
State Normal College and the Greensboro Chamber of Commerce.
The speaker was introduced by exJudge E. B. Jones, of this city, who
said in closing: "One of the members
of the President's cabinet, who has
done much work for the Democratic
party in the State of Ohio and in the
Nation, has come here today to speak
of the record of his party. Hear him,
for his cause is our cause and our cause
is a just cause."
Then Mr. Baker launched into his
address, the like of which has never
been heard in Winston-Salem.
He
proudly reviewed the four years of constructive legislation on the part of the
Democratic party under the leadership
of President Wilson.
He declared that the business of politics increased in importance as the
country grows In extent. "There have
been times," ho said, "when we might
have followed traditional policies, but
this is not such a time. Democracy
is on trial and the future of our country
and the entire welfare of man is at
issue.
"Our country has been rocked and
swayed with borrowed passion, yet
Woodrow Wilson and the Democratic
party return to the people after having accomplished what would four years
ago have seemed impossible.
"Why suggest a change? There is no
reason why there should be a change
j in the administration at this time except that it has always been the custom
for each political party to have its
candidate.
During Hughes' peculiar
campaign through the West, he has not
once committed himself on the largest
issues of the country. He has attacked
I the administration simply on the
I grounds of having put its own men into
| office."
Next the secretary touched on the
I Federal reserve banking system, declaring that it was the "greatest single
piece of legislation ever adopted by the
I United States "except during the Civil
War itself."
Then followed an explanation of the
rural credits bill and of the tariff law.
Secretary Baker said that the farmer
has accomplished great service. "Formerly the farmers were a neglected class
of people. Now they are highly prosperous. Under the rural credits bill a
farmer's credit is as good as any ones."
The secretary strongly defended the
President's Mexican and European
policies, saying at the close of the latter that "when the European war is
over there will be at the council of
nations one supreme power that was
not a belligerent. That power will be
the United States, the .strongest and
wealthiest nation in the world. And
the influence of our country will be
used at that time to bring about a
settlement that will make possible world
peace."
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Greensboro, Sept. 7.—Six hundred,
leading business and professional men]
of the State heard Secretary of War
Newton D. Baker discuss the conserva-j
tion of national resources in the dining:
hall of the State Normal and Industrial:
College this evening on the occasion of!
his first visit to the State in an offi-'
cial capacity. His presence and address,
were the features of the second annual
dinner given jointly by the Greensboro-i
Chamber of Commerce and the Statei
Normal and Industrial College. The:
first of these occasions was styled thei
"Pan-American Dinner," given a year \
ago. At that time, Secretary McAdoo'f
had promised to be in attendance, but!
was prevented from coming, and the.
Assistant Secretary of-the Treasury
came in his place. There was no disap-; \
pointment in store for those attending!
the dinner this eyening, and not only!
was Secretary Baker on hand, but meas-<
ured up to his reputation as an orator,;
which had preceded him. He is acknowledged as the best speaker in the jI
President's cabinet. Other speakers of j |
the evening were Congressman John H.!
Small, and President W. L. Poteat, of'
Wake Forest College.
Hundreds of Diners.
At 7:45 the doors of the large dining-<
hall in the Spencer building were opened, and the guests began to file in and
take their places- The dining-room is
arranged to accommodate seven hundred
students of the college, and there were
few vacant chairs in the hall this evening. Seated at the table on the platform were President A. L. Brooks, of
the Chamber of Commerce, who was
toastmaster; President Foust, of the
State Normal Collie; J3ecr"cftSxy~~Ba»»«TPresident Poteat, Congressman Small,
and a number of prominent guests.
The invocation was by Eev. Charles F.
Myers, D. D., the pastor of the First'
Presbyterian Church, who has just come
to the city from Charleston, W. Va. He
is a class-mate of Secretary Baker, and
they have been intimate friends since
their college days.- They call each other
by their first names. It was a happy coincidence that Mr- Myers should arrive
to begin his work at the time of Secretary Baker's visit. Mr. Myers came
Tuesday and will preach for the first
time in his church next Sunday.
The audience was composed largely of
Greensboro people, and 'included leading
professional and business men from
many sections of the State. The officers of commercial bodies, political leaders, and newspaper men from other
places were in evidence at many tables,
Mr. Brooks combines all the qualities
of a good toastmaster. He did not talk
long in the introduction of any of the
speakers, but said the right things to
put the men on an intimate basis with
their hearers. His tribute to the genius;
and ability of Secretary Baker was
pleasingly expressed.
Compliments Hosts.
Secretary Baker began his address by
paying tribute to the size of the repre-'
sentative audience, such as would be,
worthy a city many times larger. He!
spoke of the value of such organiza-'
tions, and of the information of the!
work, which he had obtained in Cleve-'
land and with the United States Cham-:
ber of Commerce. Hhese he held, afford!
a touching of elbows as a medium ofj
interchange of thought and effort co-1
operation doing a work which produces1
results.
With apt humorous illustrations he'
introduced his subject, that of, consera-1
tion in its broad sense. Te War Department he said, could hardly be used
as a text for conservation, but his pur-'
pose was not to talk shop, saying that1
two-thirds of the population ftf the;
world lived in bamboo huts, showing!
that civilization is not universal, but!
is progressive, that our civilization has
_been_one of growth, bringing us from,
the surroundings' of" tliS Filipino to the:
advanced civilization of our country,.
He held that to obtain the best of this!
we must surrender some of our liberties,
for the common good, the problem for
us that we do not surrender too many:
of them. In time we come from the'
right of the individual to a concert of1
rights, that we yield up just as little
as possible for the development of the
common good.
Yield For The Common Good.
We yield these personal rights to se-> I
cure the advance of the commonwealth,
obtained from this advanced results for
individual good. The village shoemaker
of his early home and the philosophy
which came from him from the village
blacksmith, and others of the place
came, brought to his mind that the individual shoemaker and the village
blacksmith have passed, and the monotonous work of "groups have come in,
making parts of things in which these
had once been individual pride. Each
group in civilization exists with an implied agreement that the others are to
theri parts in the specialized monopoly
of skill, this giving to other groups opportunity to conduct their special work.
Now we come to the day when people
in this land some fifty per cent are in
the cities, living in layers, as it were,
one layer moving on and taking away
that close contact which came from the
closer intimacy of the small places, that
our city population tends more and.
(Continued on Page Three.)
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Secretary Baker, in Great
Speech, Holds and Grips
Audience
(Continued from Page One.)
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Jane Addams weep as she spoke in sec- structed. These privately owned canals
onding the nomination made by that have always been inadequate and the
party^ for President. These are now tolls necessarily charged for their use
realities.
have imposed an unnecessary burden
Dr. Poteat On Conservation.
upon our waterborne commerce. After
Dr. W. L. Poteat, of Wake Forest many years agitation Congress in 1912
College, was the next speaker, his sub- adopted a project which had been apject being "The Conservation of the proved by the Army Engineers for the
Eesources of North Carolina."
construction of an inside route from tho
Dr. Poteat opened his address by con- lower Chesapeake Bay partly by canaligratulating the promoters of the occa- zation and partly through the inland
sion on their having "taken thought for waters of the State with a Southern outthe fundamentals of the State's pros- let at Beaufort Inlet. The projected
perity." "The city of Greensboro," he depth is 12 feet with adequate width.
said, "has set every North Carolina com- While the total distance is nearly 200
munity a notable example of far- miles, the actual canalization will not
sightedness and co-operation."
exceed 40 miles. This inland waterway
. After enumerating and elaborating lies behind both Cape Hatteras and Cape
on the chief material resources, Dr. Lookout. The total cost has been estiPoteat emphasized the fact that ma- mated at $5,500,000, of which $2,800,000
terial resources do not exhaust the in- has already been appropriated. The
ventory of our natural wealth. "Life," completion of this waterway will ,unhe declared, "is the flower which blooms shackle the waterborne commerce of our
on the stem of physical nature. The State and open up an opportunity for
raw material supplied by our natural distribution not heretofore available. It
resources is endowed with value by the may be said that this is only one of
human labor and skill bestowed."
the several lines extending from Long
"There is need," the speaker said, Island Sound to Florida, but the Nor"of a fresh assertion of the supremacy folk-Beaufort Link is the only one which
of personality which determines all, has been authorized by Cougres3 and
measures all. We are so dazzled by for apparent reasons may bo considered
our brilliant "civilization that we may the most important.
not see the manhood and womanhood
To what extent is Greensboro interestat its center to which it ministers. It ed in our waterways? How may all that
is still quite possible for wealth to ac- interior section lying above tho head
cumulate and men decay. North Caro^ -of—-navSgatrarr ~ of"-our rivers become
lina- is^»et—sr gcographicaTTJut a Kologi- sharers in the benefits resulting from
cal conception. It is not 52,000 square their improvement? In the first place
miles of land within specified boun- I submit that this inland waterway will
daries, it is not property but people. permit jobbers and wholesale merchants
It is two and a quarter million men, in the eastern ports of the State to land
women and children, homogeneous, staple products at such ports and sell the
frank, self-reliant, independent. It is same in competition with Baltimore and
they who are the chief consideration Norfolk. They can supply interior
in any program of conservation."
points by rail just as cheaply as their
Dr. Poteat then stressed the waste competitors, provided they enjoy a
of what he called "the most precious parity of rail rates. The haul by rail
item in our total wealth," life. "That being less in distance, the rail rate
old dragon disease," he said, "with fiery should necessarily be less.
tongue and poisonous breath spreads irI have said that highways, railways
remediable defects and suffering and and waterways are inter-dependent. Bail
death throughout the shining ranks of carriers and water carriers should be
every generation of little children which coordinated in the service of the public.
is God's fresh and undiscouraged effort A merchant or manufacturer in Greensto save the world. Ten times the num- boro, for instance, should be able to
ber of the Titanic fatalities is the num- secure a through bill of lading for his
ber of babies dying every year in the shipments by rali say to the nearest
country. Two thousand of these just lit
port, and thence by water to Norfolk,
candles were puffed out in North Caro- Baltimore or Philadelphia. This can be
lina last summer. The infant mortality accomplished by a system of prorating.
in our State is five times as great as
Just as the railroads have built up an
in the State of Washington. Why?
Lack of love? It is rather ignorance immense volume of through traffic by
prorating with one another, so can proand carelessness in the application of
scientific knowledge now everywhere rating be established as between rail
and water. The Interstate Commerce
available,"
Neglect in preventing disease and Commission under existing law has the^
other negligences of the people in con- power to establish prorating and classiserving life were mentioned by Dr. fication of rates between a terminal
Poteat in pointing out where there is where traffic is carried partly by rail
room for gaining a greater headway in and partly by water. One essential is
the work of the conservation of the that these ports? which constitute the.
chief asset, life. There is not, he said, transfer points between the water carthe normal length of life in this coun- rier and the rail carrier shall construct
try and even in the case of lives that modern and efficient water terminals in
are normally prolonged there is a pre- order to insure transfer between the
ventable inefficiency due to a variety water carrier and the rail carrier exof causes. "It is only life in the open," peditiously and cheaply. I cannot at
he said, "which enables many tenant this time describe in detail the essenfarmers to survive the attacks which tials of a water terminal, but competent
their food makes three times a day upon engineers are available to furnish plans
their vitality. I wonder if North Caro- for their construction and they are ablina does not need schools of cookery solutely essential in any effective sysmore than schools of grammar?" He tem of distribution partly by rail and
noted an increase in the forms of partly by water.
It is not necessary in the solution
degeneracy, declaring that here was a
danger that had to be guarded against. of the problem of distribution either for
Dr. Poteat applied his address by Tidewater or Piedmont North Carolina
urg:ng his hearers to lay hold of the that we should remain the commercial
task of building up a,public conscience vassals of the ports of other States. 'It
on the civic obligations of wealth, on is not in our stars, but in ourselves that
'sanitation and the battle to eradicate we are underlings.'
infectious diseases, on the insane perTrrnsportation is the very life blood
petuation of degeneracy through unre- of industry and commerce. Whether we
stricted independence in the matter of shall utilize our waterways by improving
marriage eligibility. He declared in these natural resources and dedicate
closing that North Carolina is irre- them as handmaids in our industrial and
vocably committed to the highest civic commercial life depends upon the visvirtues and her sons to the unbroken ion, enterprise and tho courage of all the
tradition of a forward-looking heroism. people of North Carolina."
Mr. Small's Speech.
Arrived Yesterday Morning.
, Mr. Small said in part:
Secretary Baker arrived from Wash"With the industrial growth of a com- ington at 7 o'clock this morning, and
munity or State comes an increased de- was met at the train by a few Greensmand for facilities of distribution. Man- boro men, and was carried to the home
ufacturing plants must secure their raw of Mr. A. L. Brooks in Irving Parkj and
products, sometimes from distant points, was Mr. Brook's guest for breakfast. At
and their continuous operation necessi- 10 o'clock, accompanied by about
tates the finding of markets for the fin- twenty members of the Chamber of
ished product. The necessity for distri- Commerce, Mr. Baker made a visit to
bution is synonomous with the need of the Guilford Battle Ground. President
transportation.
Paul Schenck and Col. James T. MoreThere are three great avenues of head, of the Battle Ground Company,
transportation, the highways, the water- showed the Secretary over the battleI ways and the railways. Each is neces- field, and pointed out to him the points
I sary and neither is independent of the at which different events of the battle
other. For many years the public have occurred. Secretary Baker took a livedemanded a high standard of service
ly interest in the Battle Ground, and
from the railroads, which is right and
it was at his request that details were
proper, and the equipment and efficiency of the railroads in the United given him as to the stations occupied
States are superior to those in any other by the militia, regular troops and
country. However, the public have been others. Three automobiles from Wininconsistent. While railroads are con- ston-Salem brought a committee of citistructed by private capital and managed zens, who,, accompanied by two autoby officials selected by the owners, high- mobiles from Greensboro, and several
ways and waterways are constructed and people from here, carried Mr. Baker
maintained by the public, and the num- to the Twin City, where he made a
ber and equipment of the vehicles and political address this afternoon. From
carriers upon the latter two are depend- Winston-Salem the party motored to
ent upon the attitude of the public. The High Point, where there was an inpublic have not imposed upon them- formal reception, complimentary to Mr.
selves the same high standard as they Baker, in the Manufacturers' Club. The
have imposed upon the owners of rail- return trip was over the new concrete
roads. There is not'- a trunk line high- asphalt .highway from High Point to
way extending across the State in any Greensboro. Mr. Baker left tonight for
direction which compares relatively in Washington.
quality to the trunk-line railroads. In
. ._,»^ »,
like manner we have neglected for many
years the improvement and development
•••©©.
of our waterways for adequate com-

more to produce a criminal and insane
class. The youth from the country
comes to the city with high aspirations
and inspirations, but temptations come
and the splendid hopes they have go.
This complex civilization involves great
problems to be solved.
Human conservation is the great
thing that this must be our..aim. that, JBer5e ___
J
when the voice calls for service to the"
This Sfat"eT^"TTrcSge4-43^ajkjJmjidance
land it must not be an emaciated,
weakened youth that responds, but a' of navigable waterways extending from
young manhood alert and responsive. the Tidewater section into the interior.
He declared that society owes it to There are at present about. 1,500 miles
itself and to childhood to see that it of navigable rivers and about 2,500
grows up straight and strong, not square miles of navigable sounds and
broken and misshaped. Clothes in the bays.
I will suggest a few plain facts in
home, vegetables grown at home, are
now the exception of six millions of connection with these waterways, and
women earning a livelihood, four mil- how we may utilize them in increasing
lion are in the mills and sweatshops. our facilities for distribution. First
there are only two navigable outlets to
We owe it to ourselves to see that the the ocean for this magnificent system
women are fit to be the mothers of men. of rivers and sounds. I refer to the outHe cited the vast number of eases of
let at Beaufort Inlet and at the mouth
young men refused enlistment in Eng- of the Cape Fear River. Both of these
land for the Boer war, that the lie south of Cape Hatteras and Cape
standard could not be reached, that the Lookout. \ The former constitutes the
standard had to be lowered. Inquiry most dangerous menace to coastwise
showed the processes of industrial life navigation along the Atlantic seaboard.
had decreased, stature aad health and From Beaufort Inlet to Cape Henry
fitness, and from this England had to there is not one navigable outlet to the
turn to control of these conditions so ocean. The great demand for the proas to make for manhood. It is this ducts and the bulk of the traffic into
problem that we face in our great the State is to and from the North,
cities of industrial life. Not in places rather thar. the South. It it, therefore,
like this where you have flowers and apparent that coastwise navigation to
broad
streets, and air, but in the North either from Beaufort Inlet
cramped
cities
where
life
is or the Cape Fear must encounter the
shut in.
This
is
bringing the dangers of Cape Hatteras and Diamond
call for parks and playgrounds. This Shoals. This menace virtually prois the fight to bring back the individual hibits coastwise traffic by barge and
life of the little neighborhood and the Bmall steamer. As a matter of fact the
community of interests. Desiring to be coastwiso traffic not only out of Beauas neutral as he could, that plough fort Inlet and the Cape Fear, but from
recognizing that this was a noifparti- every South Atlantic port with the ports
san gathering, yet he must say that the north of Hatteras is negligible.
present Congress of the country had
Our fathers recognized this condition
put into the law the hopes and aspira- and private capital projected in the
tions of the progressives, aspirations early days of the.last century the canal
which burned up into flames coming from Elizabeth Biver, Va., to Albemarle
from the hearts, aspirations which made J Sound, and later another canal was Ton"
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THE NEW FALL STYLE H^

THE NEWS AND OBSERV1
"■■*?■■■

REV. PATTISHALL
ANOTHER MINISTER
TO LAUDJANLAC

1HELVE REGIMENTI

WANTED!

GRPE FERR CITY

Fayette^|M|P|^l~7ftf ake -Strong
Elm City pastor, while in Ral- Effort To Secure Governeigh, tells why he joins
ment Factory
other prominent^ in prais(Special to ThB News and Observer.)
ing Master Medicine.
Fayetteville, Sept. 7.—A gathering of

1000 Families to Get the
Benefit of
GOOD
GRITS
We have them.

TO EE DDII
About 15,000 Men, Recently|
Withdrawn From Border, To
Be Mustered Out

G D. Kenny Co.,
108 Fayetteville Street
Phone 526.

(By the Associated Press. >

Washington, Sept. 7.—Orders were issued by the War Department today for
business men ef Fayetteville, whieh
the discharge frpm federal service asi
"I am gaining daily in strength, overflowed the rooms of the Chamber
soon as practicable of twelve National
weight and health and am pleased of of Commerce, compelling the turning
Guard regiments, comprising of about|
this chance to offer my hearty indorse- away, ef many, met here last night te
ment to the wonderful reconstructive
15,000 men -recently withdrawn to thei;
powers of Tanlac," the Bov. L. B. Pat- further steps to secure for Fayetteville
home States from the Mexican borde;
tishall, of Elm City, explained to the the $15,000,000 armor plate and projecand a number of smaller organizations!
Tanlac Man some few days ago at tho tile plants authorized recently by Conof some 1,500 college and uhiversityj
Tucker Building Pharmacy.
gress. A committee, headed by PresiAndy the Bev. Pattishall is not the dent T. H. Button, of the Chamber of
students.
first minister to recommend Tanlac for Commerce, was appointed to prepare a
Orders for tho mustering out of addv
Heard
By
Large
Assembly
As
some half-dozen prominent clergymen brief showing Fayetteville's undoubted
tional units are expected to follow soon
of North Carolina have preceded the advantages as a location for these
He Declares The Achieve- The next regiment to leave the federal|
Elm City paetor in learning of and plants, to be in the hands of the Genservice will be tho Fourteenth Now Yor
gaining from the merits of Tanlac, as eral Navy Board by September 13. The
ments of Democracy
infantry, now at camp near Fish Kill
have any number of really great North local chamber has been working on
N. Y., which will go as soon as its meni
Carolina business, professional and pub- plans for bringing these big munition
(Special to The News «od Observer.)
bers aro freed from danger of paratylic office men.
_. __ . -plants to- Fayetteville since their estabBurgaw, Sept, 7.—The Hon. T. W. phoid contagion. A number of cases o:
"For over seven years," wont on the lishment was suggested by Secretary BiokeU addressed a large crowd hero the disease already have been reporte
Bev. Pattishall, "I have been a victim Daniels in order to save the government today in the courthouse, arriving'here in that regiment and it will bo held ;
of sevei-e stomach troubles and indiges- the millions of dollars that have been at 9:30 a. m. from Wilmington, and a matter of precautipn in tho camp \wm •
tion. I was much run-down for my apbeginning his spoech at 11:50. Ho was til the infection has been eradicatet^B
petite had failed me. Often I longed going to the steel trust. Of course no introduced in %. very happy speech by Surgoon General Gorgas said today Wk
for meats and vegetables hut my diges- steps could be taken until the bill was John T. Bland, Jr., chairman of the vigorous campaign against the diseai^>
tion would not permit me to taste of passed, but immediately .after the pas- Democratic County Executive Commit- was being waged and that ho expocte.
them. Too, I was nervous and my sleep sago of. the measure the officers of the tee. Mr. Bickett was in good form and
to see it stamped out promptly. A sp
was broken -and- unrestful. Of. course, chamber started correspondence with
cial paratyphoid serum is being man
I tried almost everything I heard of but, the naval secertary. On the 25th of fully sustained his reputation as a
forceful and convincing orator. His factured, and special precautions a:
nothing seemed to fit my case. Then I August Mr. Daniels wrote the chamber
asking that a brief setting fprth the speech consisted mainly of an exposition taken to prevent the infection fro
found Tanlac.
"I have taken throe bottles. and it advantages Fayetteville had to offer be of the achievements of the Wilson Ad- spreading.
1
certainly has proved itself a great tonic sent the General Board by the 13th of ministration and he said he spoke by: ■ There are about forty thousar
Guardsmen
still
in
State
mobilizaticsMB
the
book
in
what
he
said
along
this
lino.
in my case. Now, I can eat any food September. The committee named last
I like without suffering afterward from night to gather and prepare these facts, He held the undivided attention of his camps and these probably will be dij^.%
pains or distress. - Nervousness is gone in addition to President Button, are audience during the two hours that it patched to the border very soon to r
Lieutenant A. A. MacKethan, IT. S. N., required to tell the things that needed lievo men now serving there. Sew
and my sleep is refreshing."
tary Baker favors giving all the Sta
Tanlac is sold in Raleigh at the Tuck- retired; Fred. T. Hale, Donald F. Ray to be told.
After the speaking the large crowd troops a chance for the training to
er Building Pharmacy; Winterville, A. and former Mayor J. C. Gibbs.
F. Ahgo; Ayden, Smith & Bro.; Cary,
Assurances of assistance and support was invited to the grounds where a acquired on the patrol line.
Today's orders were construed » « o
Waldo Drug Co.; Apex, A. V. Baueon; in overy way possible have been given splendid barbecue had been prepared
:
Wilson, Turlington & Moore; Goldsboro, by the three railroads ontering Fayette- and which was enjoyed to the full. It some officials as a preliminary niove «.V,
Robinson" Pharmacy; Kinston, Hood ville, by the Carolina Power Company, was a big day for Pendei- Democracy the withdrawal of General PershinH= •
Bros. Each town has its Tanlac dealer. and by the Raleigh Chamber ,of Com- and its influence will be felt in No- regulars from Mexico. Officers of tj •*"•
o <
general staff insisted, however, that t * o
—Adv.
merce. Efforts will be made to secure vember.
release of the Guardsmen resulted pr: ' V ■fit
e •
the support of every other Chamber of
Trains Over DupHn Road.
cipally from the improving conditio |BE
'
• e •
Commerce in the State, and of the en■■■■
Kinston, Sept. 7.—Trains are now run- on the border.
•.
•'
•
tire North Carolina. delegation in Con- ning over the Duplin county railroad
The original order for all Guardsm ■■■■
gress, particularly that of Senator into this city. The effect on the tobacco in the federal serviee to move to t 0 « '•
Simmons and Representative Godwin. market is manifest. Two solid carloads border as soon as possible, although he
Congressman John H. Small was also arrived on Tuesday, when the first train in abeyance, by General Funston's
mentioned particularly, on account of was operated. The railroad, to be ex- quest, received by the department wh|
his interest in and knowledge of the tended through to Wilmington if the the railroad strike was imminent, 1
inland waterway, it being pointed out plans of the local promoters carry, now not been revoked. Secretary Baker
that should the plants be loeated here penetrates the rich central section of expected to lift the suspension shor
the finished product could be shipped
and permit treops waiting in mobijii
Tom Carter's Story of Disap- direct from here to the naval ship- Duplin county.
tion camps to move L
^s ssoon as they
building yard at Newport News an
pearance of The Boy Is
the Norfolk navy yaTd entirely by in
",' .'.'oWoV* '«. '-. '"■• '
land waterway when the latter proiect
Proven True
-'•' • • »'••' E
is completed. It was also pointed utJ
BBBBB•• I
• • • ® © • '_*'
that when tho canalization of the Cap
(Special to The News and Observer.)
. aft e• • *
Fear
is
completed
early
in
the
coming
Rocky Mount, Sept. 7.—Local police
year the United States will have spent]
yesterday afternoon set at nought the a million dollars oh the river and thatj
murder theory that has caused Tom this would provide an. opportunity f oi
Carter, a Greene county planter of the government to utilize the expendi
prominence to bo lodged in jail, when a tur.e to its own advantage.
white youth who was his suspected vic- . Most of this class of transportatioi
of government supplies, it was said, i;
tim, Willie Howell, was found in the done by barges, arid the largest barg:
rton~miirdistrict here7~~WHUe Howell, over made will take the Cape Fear rive
who was the adopted son of Tom Carter, with ease when the canalization to thii
it is alleged was severely whipped by point is finished. A site at the con
his foster parent to the extent in fact fluence of the Gape Fear and Rockfish
that an indictment occurred and the rivers, a few miles below the city, war
>m •••• •••«
• • • * i
case was coming on for trial in Greene mentioned last night. When tho Gencounty in the next several weeks. In oral Navy Board decides on the lpea
the meantime the boy disappeared and tion of the plants an expert will be
w • • • 9
Tom Carter's failure to give a satisfac- sent to tho point selected to look oveij
tory story of his whereabouts caused an the ground and choose the site.
arrest, while rewards were offered in
The men present last night were very I
hopes of finding the boy alive. Yester- enthusiastic over the idea of obtaining |
day the local police gained knowledge these industries for this city and many
of the affair and working with the clue of them pointed out different advant
given by the prisoner that the boy had ages which Fayetteville has, its splendlc
been taken to Goldsboro and after the railroad facilities," water connection
purchase of a new suit of clothes for labor supply, etc., and above all, it;
him that, he had been placed on the location a little more than one hundrei
train and sent to Rocky Mount, there
was set in motion a diligent search for miles from the seacpast, whieh is i
the missing,.boy and he was found at quired by the Navy Department as
a late hour yesterday afternoon. Re- protection in case of invasion. After
latives of Tom Carter in this city were tion was called to the fact that thi|
informed and in their zeal to clear up was the site of perhaps the bigge
• •»«•>
the mysterious disappearance which has arsenal and munitions manufactor
owned
by
the
United
States
gover:
extended over more than two weeks
the boy was taken back to Greene ment prior to the Civil War, showin
that it was then considered an avail)
county in an automobile.
able ppint for such a plant.
Return Home Together.
Funeral of John A. Herndon.
Kinston Sept. 7.—Thomas Garter, a
(Special to The News and Observer.)
.■ » "* "• -*" * • • T- ™
farmer- who had been- held in jail at
Kinston, Sept. 7.—The funeral of JohJ SB © ® Q © • • gnow Hill several days technically A. Herndon, a prominent insurance mail "* 0';•> '• i" •*• ** i
charged with tho murder of his 15-yearof this city who died at his home at lOl
old foster 'son, Willis Howell, returned West Grainger avenue late Tuesda^
to his home this afternoon with the boy
'« c e © «. *.'
night, was,to be held at Danville, VaJ
who was found in Rocky Mount by a today.
The remains were taken to thai
. *» •'* 3 9®'
brother of Carter. Howell disappeared
August 21, shortly after he had been city yesterday. Mr. Herndon was 5if
;" e • • •_• * * .** "
severely whipped by Carter. It is said years of age and one of the bost-knowij
men
inKinston.
He
was
a
native
at the sheriff's office in Snow Hill that
the boy probably ran away out of re- Virginia, having been born near Danl
venge. Officials had believed that young ville. Bright's disease was. the imme-|
Howell had met with foul play and Car- diate cause of his demise. He had beer
ter's arrest was ordered. Carter and in poor health for some months. Hearl)
the. boy seemed pleased at being to- trouble was another ailment.
Mr. Herndon came to this city in 1907J
gether again. .
in the employ of the North State Life
Insurance Company, a local company!
Mrs. William V. Snow.
(Special to The News and Observer.)
He was superintendent of ageneies foil
Kernersville, Sept. 7.—The funeral a short time, but soon after he located!
— • • *.* '
services of Mrs. William V. Snow, who here was promoted to general manageij
died- at her home in this place on Sun- and superintendent of ageneies. When
day, were conducted from the Morris
Chapel MV E. Church on Monday, a
large concourse.j2f_£or*whr%^^ftit:
and friends^ being in attendance.
. Mrs. Snow was a native of Walkertown, being a daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
W. M. Parrish, and was held in high
esteeme by all who knew her.
. .. .. ,-,»»©<
In 1908 she was married to. Mr. Wih
liam V. Snow, who survives her.
Her age was 33 years.
Interment was in the Morris Chapel
burying ground.

BICKETTSPERKSTO

OPHELIA'S SLATE

RACY OF THE SOIL
Old Cotton On Hand.
Lincoln County News.
A party of gentlemen the other d
were discussing the amount of old c
ton in Lincoln county. One man
marked that there were probably 5(1
bales of old cotton stored away
Lincoln farms. But this was challeng'
by another who thought there was n
over 100 bales in the hands of the far:
ers from last 'year. The 500 bale ma|
got a boost when a third party said
know one man who gave in 150 bal
for taxes. A few hundred bales of o
cotton at 15 or 18 cents a pound woul|
mean much to the holders.

HOKIi BOY FOU
IN MKY

A Deserted Church.
Lumberton RobesonianIt is interesting to note that in tl
old Lebanon Presbyterian church, ne:
Alma, which church has gone down,
good church organ was allowed to r<
main in the church building and ro
It has boon very many years since an
services were held in the buildini
which in its day was one of the bei
church buildings in this entire seetioi
The carpet still remains on the floo
the old Bible is still on the stand an
the organ was never claimed by anyon
The building is almost rotten, the dooi
having rotted and fallen down.

SMILE AND BE HAPPY
DISCUSSING AN
OVERSIGHT.
Patient — All
right,
I'U
pay
your bill.
But
I'm telling you,
you've made a
big mistake.
Doctor—I think
not, sir.
What
mistake have I
made?
Patient — Why
I'll have some
money left after
paying it.
PERIODIC
INDUSTRY.
Now politicians
sweat
and
■work,
I n
sunshine
and in rain;
But soon all labor
they
-will
shirk
Until .the next
campaign.

Uplift

The
Baby —
Gee!
The way
things
look;
around here I've
got to be pushed
around in one of
them things all

|

i
lo,
pi

Women always think they mean wh
they say—at the time they let it out.

The So

ON THE
BOARDWALK.
In

Flood's Destructive Work.
Catawba County News.
The News man was at Lookout da
on Sunday afternoon. The many vi_
itors were going and coming. The plaeB
has to be seen to realy realize ju
what water can do for a place. The la
time we were there we drove near tl
house that now sits on an island all i
itself. It would take modern machii
ery months and months to cut awa™
and remove the dirt that was move I
by the water in a short time. The ei I
gines have been placed and work hi I
been started on the temporary dam ifl
hem in the water so as to make pow
again. The cost to make a permane
dam will bo immense.
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There is surely something wrohg'when
multitudes of the sons and daughters cf
the King of Kings who have inherited
■.ill the good things of the universe
starve on the very shores of the stream
of plenty, of opulence unspeakable,
which flows past their very doors and
which carries infinite supply.
God's children were not made to
grovel but to aspire; to look up, not
down. They were not made to pinch
along in poverty, but for largor, grander
things. Nothing is too good for the children of our Heavenly Father; nothing
too h_e_au±ifiL! Js^-htiaiair- beings; nothing
Too" magnificent for us to enjoj'. It is
the narro%vness of our thought that has
limited UB. If wo had larger and grandfir conceptions of life, we should attain
grander things. We are made in God's
imago and wo nre His children and as
His children wo are heirs of nil that is
His, all that ia beautiful and useful, in
tho universe. The very holding of the
mind opon toward all the good, tilings
of tho world, expecting and appreciating
ihein, will have everything to do with
our obtaining them.
Th«r;> la nothing which the human
lades KO much as unquestioned, imlUeii ctmfkhmee in tho divine source of
;.li supply, We ought to stand in the
■waio relation to this Infinite Source
of things as tho child does to its parents.
The child does hot say, "I do not daro
■lit this food for fear that I may not
ifet any r,ioiv.'; It takes everything with
absolute confidence and assurance that
all its needs will be supplied, that there
is plenty more where' these things come
from.
We dc not have half good enough
opinions of our possibilities; do not expeet half enough of ourselves; we do
not demand half enough. Hence tiio
meagernesti, the stinginess, of what we
actually get. Wo do not demand the
abimdanee which belongs to us. Hence
the leanness, the lack of fullness, the
incompleteness of our lives. We do
not demand royally enough. Wo aro
i intent with too little of the things
north while. It was intended that we
should live the abundant life, that we
should have plenty of everything that

is good for us. No one was meant to
live in poverty and wretchedness.
The man who is bound to win believes
he is going to be prosperous; he starts
out with the understanding with himself that he is going to be a successful
man, a winnor, and not a loser.
He
does not say to himself all the time,
"What's the use!
The great business
combinations aro swallowing up the
chances. Before long the multitude will
have to work for tho few. I do not
believe I shall ever do anything more
than make just a plain living in a very
humble way. I shall never have a home
and tho things that other people have. I
am destined to be a poor nobody." A
man will never make progress with
such ideals.
Many people keep themselves poor by
the slavish fear of poverty, allowing
themselves to dwell upon the possibility
of coming to want, of not having enough
to live upon. The minds of the children
in such families are saturated with the
fear of poverty; they hear of it from
morning till night. They see povertystrickon conditions everywhere. They
hear everybody talking about limitation,
lack. Everything around them suggests
poverty.
Is it any wonder that children,
brought up in such an atmosphere,
should repeat the poverty-stricken conditions of their parents and environment?
Did you over think that the terror
of poverty, the constant worry about
making ends meet, the fear of that awful "rainy day," not only make you mihappy, but actually tends to bring about
the conditions that disqualify you from
making real progress?
Everybody ought to stand erect with
face toward the sun of hope and prosperity. Success and happiness are the
inalienable rights of every human being.
Let your ideals be those of plenty, of,
abundance.
Let us hold the thought!
that God is our great supply; that j*
we can keep in tune, in close touch wi'__
Him, so that we can feel our at-on- s,
ness with Him, tho great Source of all
supply, abundance, will flow to us and
wo shall never again know want.
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After Vacation Peel
Your Discolored Skin
Women returning from the Beaside witll
browned, reddened or freckled complexionl
will be wisp in immediately taking up thJ
mercolized wax treatment. Weather-beateJ
skin had bes-t come off, for no amount
"beautifying" will ever make such
ski|
pretty to look at. The surest, safest, easiei
■way to shed the despoiled cuticle is with thl
treatment suggested. Put the wax on beforT
retiring, as you would cold cream, and rinsl
it off next morning with warm water. Minuti
particles of scarf skin will peel off day by daJ
gradually showing the healthy, youthful tki|
beneath. One ounce of mercolized wax,
tainable at any drug store, is enough to ma
any discolored or spotted complexion cleaJ
white and satiny soft. Its action is so gentll
no harm is caused and the face shows no traq
of its use.
Burning heat, irritating winds and dirt
such wrinkle-makers that the daily use of thj
following at-tr in gent-tonic lotion at this
son is highly advisable: Powdered BaxoIit4
one ounce, dissolved in witch hazel, one-hal
pint. Used as a face bath this is a splendi|
wrinkle remover and preventive. (Adv.)
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If It Happens,
It Is Here.
TWENTY-SIXTH YEAR.

«t
NJEWS WHEN NEWS

Secretary Better Favors
Government Taking Over
Guilford Battleground
He Visited the Historic Spot This Morning and
Was Very Much Interested—Goes to Winston-Salem—700 Will Attend the Conservation Dinner Here Tonight—Congressman
Small Here.
At 9:30 o'clock the start was made
for the Battleground, the automobile
By L. J. HAMPTON,
with the secretary leading and the
Special Staff- Correspondent.
others falling in. In the party accom"I am in perfect sympathy with the
panying the secretary were Hon. A. L.
government taking over such places Brooks, Mr. Paul W. SclTenk, presias the famous Guilford Battleground," dent of the Battleground association;
stated Secretary of War Newton D. Col. .1. T. Morehead, Capt. j; W. Fry,
Baker this morning as he stood at the Mayor T. J. Murphy, Hon. Charles A.
foot of the magnificent equestrian Hines, Dr. Brooks, Mr. W. C. Boren,
statue of Gen. Nathaniel Greene. The Dr. J. T. Poust, Mr. A. M. Scales, Mr.
half hour previous to this time had Julian Price. Mr. E. C. Deal. Mr. R.
been devoted to looking over the hisJ. Mebane, Mr. Jake Oettinger, Capt.
toric old spot, and directly afterward
F. L. Page. Mr. C. C. Hudson, Dr. C.
the; secretary was escorted to the F Myers, Mr. Clem Wright, Mr. C. A.
Schenk museum, where he viewed the
Mebane, Mr. C. C. Taylor, Mr. J. C.
relics of colonial days
Forester, Prof. W. C. Jackson and
Secretary Baker declared himself Mr.
C. B. Hole.
greatly interested in the Guilford
Meets Old Classmate.
Battleground. He did not stop with
While/ the splendid reception aca casual survey of the old cannon, the
swords and army accoutrements, Dut corded
Secretary
Baker probably
at intervals would stop to ask pointed made him feel entirely welcome to
questions about various objects and Greensboro and thoroughly establishlisten attentively while the history ed in his mind the truth of the hoswas recounted. Col. John T. More- pitable reputation of its citizens, the
head, courteous and knightly, discov- meeting with one of his old classered to the secretary many interest- mates, Dr. C. F. Myers, pastor of tho
ing incidents of the place as the party First Presbyterian church, likely made
him more thoroughly at home here.
proceeded here and there.
The delegation meeting the secretary,
Reception Held.
however, could not help but remark
Secretary Baker arrived in Greens- upon his thoroughly democratic beboro on No. 37 this morning and was havior, the absence of any ostentamet by a delegation of Greensboro tion, and the interest and sympathy
men. At breakfast he was a guest of he evinced in looking around and disHon. and Mrs. A. L. Brooks at their cussing things. His democracy even
splendid home on Sunset drive. At extended td his personal characterisabout 9 o'clock an informal reception tics, every one noting with what genwas held on the veranda of the nine fondness he handled an everyBrooks home, Mr. and Mrs. Brooks re- day looking pipe that smelled of long
ceiving the delegation of gentlemen and useful service.
Wd presenting them to their distinguished guest.

Winston-Salem Delegation Comes, i
MARCH ?1
10'/?
At the Battleground the Greensboro TUESDAY, MAKIH l\, 19.5
delegation was augmented by the ar-..___
rival of a delegation from WinstonSalem,; composed of some of its leading citizens. Among the party coming .from Winston-Salem to escort
Secretary Baker to the Twin City
Were Mr. R. G. Stockton, county dem- A.IN ;DEALER
ocratic chairman of Forsyth county;
Hon H. G. Chatham, Editor Stanford
Martin of the Winston-Salem Journal,
Judge E. B. Jones,- Judge Gilbert T.
Stephenson, Mr. Thomas Maslin as
member of the board of aldermen of
Winston-Salem. and Mr. R. S. Galloway
Secretary Baker addressed a
democratic rally at Winston-Salem today at 12 o'clock. Leaving WinstonSalem he went over the GreensboroHigh Point asphaltconcrete highway
Secretary of War Returns to
to High Point, where an informal reception was tendered him. He also
Washington With Assurance
made a short speech at High Point.
Conservation Dinner.
of State Chairman.
' Hon John H. Small arrived this
morning and Dr. W. L. Poteat of Wake
William L Finley Indicates
Forest College will arrive in Greensboro at 7:10 this evening and will be
Cox is Almost Sure to Run
present i at the big conservation dinner at the Normal College. Secrefor Governor.
tary Baker will return from High
Point arriving here at about the same
BY WALKER B. BXTEL.
time. On account of the fact that SecOhio looks good for Wilson.
retary Baker is scheduled to leave on
This word was given Secretary oi
a night train it is requested that
every guest be present by 7:45 o'clock
War Newton D. Baker In Cleveland
so that the dinner may begin promptyesterday by State Chairman William
ly at 8 o'clock. It is stated that the
L. Finley of the Ohio Democratic or700 seats at. the banquet table will be
ganization.
filled, a hundred or two acceptances
Mr. Finley's statement was that
having been received by wire and
under present conditions President
otherwise by Secretary J. C. Forester
Wilson would carry the state overthis morning.
.
whelmingly for re-election. Secretary
TP° conservation dinner, the initial
Baker had that message to carry to
event of the kind in the south, will
the capital when he returned to
be an occasion worthy of mention for
Washington last evening.
years to come. Around the banquet
Chairman Finley, up from Columbus for the day, called in the
table will be discussed matters of
afternoon at Mr. Baker's law office
high importance to the state and nain the East Ohio Gas building to pay
tion. The agitation in recent years
his respects to the war secretary. He
to conserve the resources of the counand Mr. Baker briefly discussed natry has spread and its vitaJT import tional and Ohio politics.
"There is no question in my mind
tance to the welfare of succeeding
that today President Wilson
senp' hions has been conceded by all. but
would carry Ohio easily," said Mr.
Th
'ndid galaxy of men who will
Finley.
a
>J
banquet has probably
It was considered not improbable
that
Chairman Finley told Secretary
ne\
M inaled in the history of
Baker he believed former Gov. James
Green.
M. Cox would be a candidate again
Secre.
War Newton D.
for the gubernatorial nomination and
f
Bak;r is
Martinsburg, W.
election.
The state chairman had
Va., born ft,
B. A. of Johns
nothing to say on that subject afterHopkins, 1895s,
ward, but his attitude indicated little
Washington
doubt in his mind as to the intentions
and Lee Univei
,94. He was
of the ex-governor, and that he furprivate secretary
ostmaster Genthermore regarded the situation as
eral Wilson I"89{(-97 and began the
highly satisfactory from the Cox
practice" of law. n Martinsburg in 1897.
point of view.
Removing'rd Cleveland, Ohio, he held
Chairman Finley left for Columbus
the posi.'.-Jn of city solicitor from 1902
early in the evening.
Secretary Baker went back to
to 1912. '-r-hen he was elected mayor of
Washington last night after having
Clevel ,d and re-elected for the term
spent Sunday and yesterday in Cleve19143$; On March 7-, 191G, he was apland. It was his first visit home since
pointed Secretary of War by President
his appointment to the cabinet.
Wilson following the resignation of
The secretary of war looked cheerSecretary Garrison. In that position
ful and happy and reiterated that he
likes his now work.
he has impressed the country as a
"It is a big job," he said, "but
man of force and of executive ability.
one offering tremendous opportuniSecretary Baker and the late Tom
ties. Military is only a part of it.
Johnson, whose career as mayor of
It's largely law."
Cleveland made him a national figure,
It was definitely established yesterday that Secretary Baker will take
his fight for 3-cent car fare and his
no personal appointees, private secother work for reform having focused
retary or other attache from Cleveattention upon him, were closely alland to Washington.
1
lied, Secretary Baker, a man, a fight■ Part of his time yesterday Mr. Baer also for reforms and civic betterker spent in working on a brief in
ment. He is a gifted and eloquent
connection with the city's Bast Side
water works tunnel case. The case
speaker, a man whose statements are
is to be up for re-hearing in the subuttressed
by facts.
His
recent
preme court of Ohio in April, when
speeches in Maine on behalf of demMr. Baker will be back to argue the
ocracy were strong and convincing.
city's side.
In the Baltimore democratic convenCallers at Mr. Baker's office yestion his speech and argument before
terday afternoon included Judge John
the convention was of such force as
H. Clarke of United States district
to cause the rejection of the majority
court and Postmaster W. J. Murphy,
who was Mr. Baker's secretary
report on the seating of the Ohio delewhen he was mayor.
gation and won the credentials for that
part of the delegation which supported Woodrow Wilson for the nomina
tioii for President.
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A HIGH STANDARD SET.
If variety is what it is, commonly
called,, the guests of the Chamber of
Commerce Thursday night had a spicy
dinner. The program committee supplied three speaker's as utterly unlike
in their styles of oratory as men could
Ibe. Baker was elegant—not in any
wise ornate, ibtit polished to a degree.
iSmall was simple to the point of severity. Poteat was brilliant. Each man
made- Ms point, but made it in his -own
way; to which was due in no small measure the sustained interest of the diners.

We like to think that an audience of
North Carolinians such as was present at
the Conservation dinner is as susceptible
to an appeal to reason as any similar
audience of Americans anywhere; but it
is an indisputable fact that our folks
have a strong taste for the old-fashioned
southern art of oratory. Flub-dub disgusts an audience of North Carolina
business men; but if a man can add Are
to power he has them in.his hands.
That Poteat can do, and that he never
did to better effect than on Thursday
night. The fact that he began to speak
at" 11:30 and held them all until 12:15
is proof enough of his triumph. Even
those sitting so close to the door that
two strides would have carried them out
stayed, once the speaker had struck his
gait, until he took his seat while the
house rocked to the applause. But the
state knows W. L. Poteat. To say that
he was at his best is sufficient comment
on the speech.

Newton D. Baker is a great man. We
did not know that before the dinner.
Of course, none but an able man could
have become mayor of a city like Cleveland, and none but on eminent man
could have attracted the attention of ths
President of the United States. But
ability and eminence are far from constituting greatness; and even a cabinet
portfolio does not furnish incontrovertible evidence of it. In fact, Mr. Baker
might turn out an utter failure as secretary of war without shaking our faith
in the size of the man.
It is not the limpidity of his thought,
crystalline in its clearness though it,is;
nor is it the classic precision of his diction upon which, we base judgment.
I These are not common in little men, but
I they are not unknown. The thing that
struck home in the address of Thursday
night was less the intellectual power to
think straight and to talk clearly that
Ihe speaker possessed than the ineluctable evidence that these were only
means to an end; and that the end was
to discover the truth and to apply it
righteously. The resolve to do justice
makes a good man; the power to think
clearly makes a big man; the combination alone, in our opinion, makes a great
man. Baker, we like to believe, is the
combination.
(Dr. Poteat, in a sparkling preface to
his own speech, after the secretary of
war had withdrawn from the hall, referred to his "mild and magnificent eye,"
which sounds like an efflorescence of oratory, but which was in Teality but a
characteristically happy bit of Poteat
description. Mr. Baker has a case against
the photographic nprof ession; it has slandered him outrageously. It has presented
to the worid the face of a student "sicklied o'er with a pale cast of thought,"
whereas the man's countenance is virile
in the extreme'.

Our private opinion, publicly expressed,
is that the Chamber of Commerce and
the State Normal have put their respective feet in it on this occasion. ' The
maintenance of the standard set by this
dinner is a problem that we predict is
going to give Presidents Brooks and
Foust some trouble. They cannot hope
to gather a trio of speakers better suited
to the occasion; and to do as well they
will have to bastir themselves.
The Normal also is due congratulations
on the way the crowd was handled once
it was in the ball. A number of students
had been called from their homes in advance of the opening of school to serve
the dinner, and they did it beautifully.
The improvised cabaret made a hit, too.
A phase of the affair peculiarly gratifying to Greensboro was the number of
out-of-town guests. Every section of
the state was represented, from the
mountains to tidewater. Needless to say,
it was a delight to Greensboro to have
these guests. May they return early and

No man rose more gracefully to the
occasion than Congressman -Small. He
labored under a double handicap-^in the
first place, he was caught between the
upper and mether millstones of two great
orators; and in the second place, his subject, waterways, with all its importance,
is not one that lends itself readily to
imaginative development in an address.
Had he been not Small, but smaller, he
could easily have disrupted the entire
evening by a long recitation of dry statistics; but instead he contented himself
with a simple, logical presentment of
fact that occupied a scant 20 minutes,
and left his audience interested and
pleased.
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Pity the sorrows of Maine!
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He did the job up brown—that Baker.

WANTS NO ARMY BAR
TO COLORED SOLDIERS

P3

Secretary Baker Cites Bravery in
Warfare and Would Not Prevent Their Enlistment.

H

According to Secretary - Baker,.., the
War Department is opposed to legisla-.
tion that would prevent the furtlier enlistment of colored men in the military
service of the army. That fact is disclosed in correspondence just made
public between Senator Taggart of Indiana and the Secretary of War.
—
The Indiana senator sent to the War
Department a copy of a bill introduced
in Congress to prohibit the enlistment
of colored men in the army. Heusked
for the views of the Secretary-'of War
on the subject. Senator Taggart ea.d
he was opposed to the bill, ^depressed the hope that it! did not ineet the
approval of the department . ■
fe'who^faSuSr- with .the^j^;
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thPAmerican revolution, down to the
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thole colored troops conducted them-
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uniform they wore."....
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Baker Denies
Troops Will
Quit Mexico
WASHINGTON, April 8.-—Secretary Baker, formally denying today
that immediate withdrawal from
Mexico of the American expeditionary force was contemplated, indicated
that the war department had information that the United States troopers were close upon Villa's trail, and
that the expedition might soon . ccomplish the purpose for which it
was sent across the border.
"The object of the expedition was
stated when it was undertaken," said
Secretary Baker. "It has never been
changed. No other orders have been
given, and the expedition as busily
pursuing it now with what I hope is
a fair chance of early success."
Publication today of the text of the
original army order to cross the border a month ago revealed that no
specific direction to capture or kill
Villa was included. The order, made
public by Maj. Gen. Scott, chief of
staff, stated that the work of the
United States troops would be "regarded finished as "soon as Villa's
band or bands were known to be
broken up," and that the Americans
would withdraw "as soon as the de
facto government of Mexico is able
to relieve them of this work."
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NEWTON D. BAKER ON THE
ISSUES OF THE CAMPAIGN
(CONTINUED

FR OM PAGE TWO.)

able alliances, and the peoples of the
nations of the world are coming both
to understand one another better, and
better to appreciate the exent to which
peace and fair trading are a common
blessing.

Income Tax, Fairest
Of All Taxes, Is Laid
But there is a thing which was done
by the Democratic administration in
the Simmons-Underwood tariff
law,
about which neither you noT I need
have the least doubt as to its wisdom1
and beneficence. It is wholly unaffected by disturbed trade conditions. I
refer to the income tax imposed by
that law. We can measure its benefits
and understand its philosophy without
any fear that the results are being distorted by this unusual condition in international trade. The income tax, long
advocated in this country, lifts the" burden from the shoulders of the poor
and transfers it to those whose wealth
is better able to contribute more to the
common burden. The subject of taxation is a science in itself, but I take it
to be true that the doctors and professors in that science agree that in the
matter of justice the income tax is
among the most just of any that can be
laid. Several efforts have been made
in the United States to introduce it.
Every country in Europe which has constructed a scientific fiscal system makes
the income tax a pivotal feature. It
remained for this Democratic administration in the Simmons-Underwood law
to inaugurate this great and just tax
reform. In the year 1914, we collected
from corporations by way of income
tax $43,000,000.00, and from individual
income tax $28,000,000.00, and these
items added to the receipts from customs make the total income under the
Simmons-Underwood law for the year
1914, the first full year of operation
under that law, $363,000,000.00, as compared with $339,000,000.00, the gross
revenue produced by the Payne-Aldricli
act in the last year of its operation.

Board of Experts To
Get Tariff Facts
The tariff situation, however, is one
which has long been a difficult and serious matter with us. Quite apart from
its political aspects, there has been a
common realization that a part of our
national revenue was of necessity to be
raised by customs duties—at least for
many years to come—and the one greatest difficulty in the matter has been
the absence of scientific information
on the subject. There have been theories enough and statistics enough, but
most of the investigations on the subject have started with a bias and aimed to prove a theory or protect an interest. Now, that the facts* are likely
to be suddenly and unaccountably altered when peace is restored in Europe
by the changed conditions of industry
and commerce created there, we are
obviously face to face with new and
very obscure problems. Personally, I
have not allowed myself to lose much
sleep over the thought that for some
years to come, at least, there will be
any particular dumping of manufactured products from Europe into America.
It is difficult for me to see how the belligerent countries of Europe can sufficiently restore their normal industrial and commercial life to.replace the
fearful wastage of men and materials
which have gone on there and have
much to spare for export at undercutting and ruinous prices. On the
contrary, I am persuaded that America
will have a great opportunity when
peace does come to aid in the rehabilitation of those people, by the generous
outpourings of the products of our own
skill and industrial effort. But this
condition has not existed before in the
world. Men may speculate upon it,
but no man can have an assurance as
to what the outcome will be- Therefore
the present administration has proposed, and there will be put into operation,
a tariff board, wedded to no theory,
owned by no interest, but charged under the obligation of public officers, to
ascertain the facts and report them to
the legislature as the basis for such fuwhiskers of Rugnes.
ture measures as may be necessary to
assure our own trade and commerce
from harm. The tariff history of this
administration, therefore, is that it has
redeemed its promise to revise the tariff
down, reduced the burden of tariff taxation, equalized the burdens which customs duties impose, inaugurated the
income tax, and thereby brought into
contribution the wealth of the country
to the relief in some measure of the
moderately well-to-do, and has established a scientific agency for the determination in an unclouded and uncolored atmosphere of the facts upon
which future tariff legislation should
rest.
I think this legislation is at least one
hundred per cent.
There is probably no subject which
has so deeply concerned the prophets
of the democratic movement as those
which involve human labor. It was quite
evident that we had learned to fabricate more cunning and intricate mechanical devices, but it was by no means
equally sure that we had left so robust
a race of men. The very ease with
which industrial operations are performed with modern machinery has taken
away much of the dignity and independence of labor, for when men represented year! of training and their skill could
not be replaced by mechanical devices,
they were in a large sense masters of
the conditions under which their labor
was to be given. Strong hands were required to unlock nature's storehouse
when the implements were -hand tools.
But under modern conditions production can be carried on by the application of the casual labor of women, or
with the delicate strength of children
governing machines. From this change,
two great evils have arisen, both of
them tending to depress the level of
the common life and to weaken the
human forces of the nation. The factory system inevitably weakened the
personal relation between employer and
employee, and industrial workers came
to be masses associated only because
of their common employment, without
individual power to demand a betterment of their condition, and too easily
replaceable as a mass to give them in
the aggregate a position of even rightful command.

Commodity View
Of Labor Abolished
I do not pretend that this problem
has as yet been solved, but the provisions of the Clayton act, which pronounced that labor is not a mere commodity start us upon an ethical basis,
and make a foundation upon which
future labor legislation can proceed. Indeed, an example has already been set
of the sort of legislation which ought
to follow, and will follow naturally,

from that beginning- The Seaman's act
stretches out the great power of this
government in the interest of the most
undefended class of labor yet remaining in the free world. The situation
with regard to seamen is ancient and
world-wide, and therefore less amenable to remedy by the action of a single
nation. The crew of the steamship,
necessarily subordinated to the absolute power of the master on the voyage,
had yet come to be unnecessarily subjected to a continuance of his power
when in port, so that the right of the
laborer to withdraw from his occupation at will was and is denied to them.
Our seaman's act makes the laborer,
though a seaman, a free man, whenever
the ship which he serves touches an
American port. We have abolished the
fugitive slave law so far as sailors are
concerned. Incidentally this law aims
to make less possible the harrowing
catastrophes of the high seas which
have in other years resulted in terrible
loss of life to passengers and crews,
by requiring more adequate complement of life-saving devices, fuller
manned vessels, and more men who can
understand the language in which command is given and who can man boats
and rafts in the event of disaster. But
its greatest quality undoubtedly lies in
its elevation of the life of the seamen
themselves, and its recognition of the
new dignity which democracy is in the
process of erecting for the men who
do the labor of the world.
Twenty years ago the
agitation
throughout the United States for the
rescue of women and children from
long and exhausting hours in the workshops and factories was carried throughout the United States by a band of
zealous and humane social workers. In
many of our States the labor of women
is now limited by law to eight hours
a day, and in many of them the labor of
tender children js wholly forbidden.
But subjects of interstate commerce are
in many places in this country free
from such safeguards, and there is1 such
inequality both iu the legislation and
law enforcement among the several
States that those least responsive to the
teachings of science in the matter of
the conservation of human life have
an unconscionable advantage over their
sister States which do undertake to preserve the opportunity and the spirit
of youth.

Child Life
Given Its Opportunity
A Republican Senator, a good many
years ago, introduced a bill into the
Senate of the United States for a child
labor law applicable to subjects of interstate commerce. He plead for it with
eloquence but in vain- He joined the
Progressive party because of its greater
promise upon this and related subjects. I do not know where, his present
political allegiance is, but the party
which has given the child life of this
nation its opportunity is the Democratic
party.
The Child Labor law, just enacted by
the Senate and House of Representatives and now awaiting the signature of
the President, may havo been the dream
of an individual Republican Senator,
but it is the accomplishment, of a Democratic administration. It may well be
that this measure and others like it
have found-opposition in~ some quarters
in the Democratic party, but they have
been swept to success under a Democratic administration which has caught
the inspiration of the modern spirit,
and has given to our institutions an
upward drive, which cannot now on any
pretext be arrested.
Nor is this a complete summary of
this administration's record in dealing
with this subject. It has passed an
eight hour law applying to work done
for the government as well as work
doneby the government. It has made
an eight hour provision for employees
of the Post Office and for postal carriers. It has limited to eight hours
the labor of women in the District of
Columbia. It has imposed an eight hour
provision upon the mining of coal to
be used by the Navy; restricted to
eight hours the labor of civilians engaged in the manufacture of ordnance
and arms for the government; and protected the health of workers in the
match industry by the enactment of the
phosphorus match law. Meanwhile, its
studies, through the Children's Bureau
in the Department of Labor, are promoting the welfare of children everywhere and securing data upon which
Congress can hereafter make further
advance.

Mexican Position
Of Wilson Justified
It will be expected, however, that I
should say something about the foreign
relations of this country, both with regard to Mexican affairs and the war in
Europe.
It will not be forgotten that the
Mexican situation arose long before
Woodrow Wilson became President of
the United States- After years of exploitation at the hands of a dictator,
the fifteen million people living in
Mexico entered upon a revolution. The
situation was amazingly like that in
France at the time of the French Revolution. The greater part of the population had been kept illiterate and
ignorant. The land had come into the
possession of a few great families. The
abounding mineral resources and agricultural riches of the nation had been
let as privileges and concessions
to
governmental favorites. The people of
Mexico, literally hungry and naked,
were a mere vassal appendage to the
lands and privileges which had once
been a national birthright and the
common inheritance of their ancestors.
This revolution, curiously enough, was
headed by a member of one of the great
families of the nation. Like Tolstoi.
Francisco Madero, rich, petted, powerful, by birth and tradition a member
of the privileged class, took into the
heart the plain people of his native
land. He was undoubtedly the gentlest
and purest spirit which Mexico has
produced in the life of this generation.
Wearied* with oppression, revolted by
force and its effects, tired as all Mexico
was tired of bloodshed and violence,
he lacked that tincture of iron in the
blood which would have made him a
successful despot. He fought just long
enough and just hard enough to overthrow the oppressor, and thcu, with
merey and gentleness and forbearance,
he forgave and sought to reconcile to
the new order and the new opportunity
men who had profited by the oppressions of the past. Of these none was
more deeply bound to him than Huerta
—a drunken, dissolute blood-thirsty
man, who had marched at the head of
a Diaz army, lining the route of his
march with the bodies of his victims,
Mexican peons, if you please, but
Mexican human beings as well- Vanquished by Madero, he was given the

chance and opportunity to redeem his
bloody past by using the army of the
new republic in the interest of its people. Madero's faith was so childlike
and sweet, so charitable and true, that
it ought to have softened even that
hard heart. But, while Madero was endeavoring to rule with mildness and to
restore happiness to his distracted country, Huerta, with indescribable disloyalty, and with that cunning which is
sometimes associated with ferocity, plotted against his chief, brought about a
coup d'etat, placed Madero, the President of the Republic, in arrest, caused
him to be treacherously assassinated,
and then impudently sought a smile of
approval from the President of the
United States by reporting "I have
overthrown the Government of Mexico."
President Taft declined to recognize
the dissolute monster. Secretary of
State Knox withheld the approval of
the United States from that sort of
treachery. President Wilson equally
withheld recognition from Huerta, and
the long and troubled course of our
dealing with Mexico has been, in part
at least, because both President Taft
and President Wilson believed that a
nation loving justice, as I hope we love
it, could not extend its favor to this
medieval despot, cast up with all of his
villainies upon his head as flotsam by
the waters of a revolution , otherwise
hopeful and pure as to its object. To
have recognized Huerta wbuld have been
to have destroyed the Mexican revolution. Porfirio Diaz would have been
far more merciful as a tyrant than
Huerta. If Diaz whipped the Mexicans
with whips, Huerta would have lashed
them with scorpions.

There are those who hint, but dare not
say, that if they had been in the place
of responsibility they would have involved us in that maelstrom. They indulge in a cheap form of eloquence
about what they would have done, and
affect to believe that in some obscure
way we are hurt in our self-pride because all the rest of the world is thus
engagod while we are preserving peaceful relations. I do not need to argue
to any sane co«ipany the extent of the
blessings of peace.
The stern sad
faces of the men and women of every
country of Europe tell of the anguish
which the supreme sacrifice has caused
them. The laughter of children, the
smiles of women, the busy occupations
of men, tell that under the Providence
of Heaven this is permitted to be the
most favored land on the face of the
earth- The United States is today the
friend of each of the belligerent nations. Our fields are growing the crops
that are to feed the multitudes whose
hands have been withdrawn from the
plow to be given to the sword. Our
workshops and factories are making the
implements of rehabilitation which will
make life possible again in Europe when
this great scourge is passed. We have
preserved the peace with justice, and
have saved to ourselves an opportunity
far larger than any participation in
this struggle could have given. We
want no territory, to seek no advantage,
we desire but an opportunity to help
restore the balance, with friendship
and prosperity and opportunity for the
peoples of the old world.

Fattening Despots Not
This Country's Business

It would be easy to draw a picture of
this great nation under arms, and our
people would make the sacrifice were
the fate of our institutions and our
rights involved. But I learned from
history to distrust the greatness of a
nation which is built upon the exercise
of its force in war. Where are the
Caesars, from him that was called Augustus down to the1 last feeble exponent
of the line, who laid the earth at their
feet and under tribute by tho power
of their sword? Gone into the tomb of
forgetfulness, while their empire.crumbled away with the withdrawal of the
force upon which it was based. But I
do know the secret of the greatness of
nations. It lies in the exercise of justice. It lies in mercy and friendship
and helpfulness. It lies in the exaltation of the common right, in the multiplying of the benefit and the joys of
living- The receipt for it is written
in the oldest and most venerable book
we have. We do not find there that
the strength of nations lies in force

Justice Basis of
Greatness of Nations

Meantime, without arrogating to ourselves any mission to the countries of
South and Central America which could
in the least degree offend their pride,
the people of the United States, by reason of our wealth, our democracy, and
our civilization, have both a duty and
an opportunity which we cannot escape. To the south of us there are
countries which have not yet outgrown
the stage of frequent revolution. If
they are ever to learn the lessons of a
stable order, our friendship must be
of a kind that will not fatten their
despots for them and protect their assassins- For my part, I know of no
more discouraging utterance about either Mexico or the United States than
that which Mr. Hughes has seen fit to
make that the moral character of Huerta
was a matter of no concern to us.
Huerta died as most despots and assassins die, alone in exile.
The troubles of Mexico were not and
are not over. It took the people of
France many years to weed out the accumulated evils of centuries of oppression and to establish on the old foundation a newer and better order. It
is easy for us now to point out the
excesses of Robespiere and Marat; they
were not enough la destroy the French
revolution or to prevent its incalculable
gift to mankind. But if the allied powers of Europe had been able to impose
their will on France before the revolution had worked out its logical result,
that gift would have been lost, the
Bourbons would have again mounted
the throne which their enfeebled race
had lost the power to keep, and the people of I ranee would have again put
their necks under the yoke of an oppression which had driven them into
the revqlt against a sovereign whom
they believed ruled by divine right. So
wrrn Mexico. Tills or that act or fail-,
ure to act by the leaders and captains
in Mexico may be wrong-headed. We
may not sec how it is a part of the redemption of this revolution, but we
have all the assurance which a perfect
historical parallel can give us that the
one intolerable interference would be
that of an exterior force imposing an
alien will and an unfamiliar law. Nay,
a closer parallel, one that touches us
home and much more nearly, can be
drawn. In 1776, wo undertook a revolution to establish" here, oh this continent, a new form of government, a
new theory of human right, a new philosophy of society- If the army of the
French under Rochambeau had come to
impose upon us what the Bourbons
thought, the great glories of our Republic would have remained smothered
in their cradle, the dreams of our philosophers and our poets would lie like
Plato's Republic and Sir Thomas
Moore's Utopia in the pages of books
which record the vanities of men. I
hear men say every now and then that
the President's Mexican policy is hard
to understand. There is one sure way
to understand it: read the Declaration
of Independence and the Golden Rule
and bring their state of mind to the
treatment which the United States under President Taft and President Wilson
has extended to Mexico, and the philosophy of those high documents will have
had a fresh vindication in the world.
Meantime, there have been disturbances on our border. An American army
has penetrated into Mexico. One . hundred thousand militia men of the United
States are taken, from their peaceful
occupations and sent into an unfamiliar and ungrateful climate, in order
to protect life and property on our
sidi of the border. Such are always
the conditions on the fringe of a revolution. Wild, disordered outlawB and
bandits infesting mountain fastnesses,
driven by hunger out of their devastated country, make war on mankind every
where. These people the United States
is now controlling by merely showing
a force adequate to resist and overthrow any combination of evil they may
plan against us. These American soldiers are on guard defending the lives
of thoir fellow citizens, by their mere
presence giving an assurance of security and safety and peace. For my part,
f urcy fervently that they may not be
required to fire another shot, but that
tiieir ultimate victory and tno restoration of peace and contentment and prosperity in Northern Mexico may come
as the climax to a series of bloodless
victories. Their mere presence has already achieved in part this great moral
victory- The wisest soldier of th<"n
all, Napoleon Bonaparte, once said "in
war, the moral is to the physical a;< three
"•- ."<-."
The army of the Ignited
States, representing a nation uncor<«,,«,■ by any aggressive appetite, has
the morals of international friendliness
back of it, and their present situation
in carefully ordered camps, with abundant and varied provisions, with all the
safeguards of modern sanitation thrown
around them, with peace across the
border, is an exhibition of the highest;
form of national force, accomplishing^..-^",,*',
its end by the righteousness of its pur-| » - •
pose and the restraint of its aetivitiei
The war in Europe is still draggin »•*•*<
its dreadful length along. The vas
forces of the belligerent nations an
knit together in the most stupendous
conflict the world has ever seen. The
celebrated picture of a child i.-'klmgl
on his father's armor is brou;-** to pass
in our day. Women and children work
in the factories, making munitions'
while their fathers occupy the trenches.I

or in aggression, but that it is righteousness that exalted the nation.
I have shown my fellow citizens that
the Administration of Woodrow Wilson
has followed a consistent program in its
domestic legislation. That it has procured the enactment of laws more
wholesome and beneficial than , perhaps
can be credited in the aggregate to the
administrations which have intervened
since the civil war. That it is inspired
by a philosophy which is an expression of the longing of mankind in this
day and generation, and that it has refused to allow itself to be turned aside
by foreign violence or domestic discord from the accomplishment of its
great program. That this administration has kept the peace, has done unto
Mexico .as we would be done by. Has
infused the spirit o'f the Declaration
of Independence and of the Golden
Rule into Its foreign relations. That
it has maintained friendly relations
with the European belligerents and
placed this country in a position from
which, when the end of the great European struggle comes, the moral force
of the United States can be exercised
in the interest of justice and humanity.
Large problems lie before us in the next
four years. The reconstruction must
take place. No unfamiliar hand should
be put to guide the course of our nation during that period. No uncertain
voice should be permitted to speak our
spirit at the council table the reorganizes the universe- This is a time when,
having pressed forward nobly on a high
and difficult course, the finish should
be left to those who have demonstrated
their ability by their work already
done.
Here in Maine you are concerned
about State issues. United States Senators and members of Congress are, however, to be elected, and great national
and international importance attaches
to them. The result here is, both practically and sentimentally, interwoven
with the election in November, and in
that great struggle the question is one
which I entrust with entire calmness
and assurance to the enlightened judgment of the people of the country. They
will see that in the White House in
Washington there has sat, silent and
sane, a cultured, brave man, always
sure of his own knowledge and surer
still of the rectitude of his intentions.
That as a result of his' patriotism and
his devotion to the real spirit of
America, our country has been kept at
peace and prosperous, and they will turn
with grateful appreciation to place
again the power of the Presidency, with
all of the great duties which the next
four years entail, in the hands of Woodrow Wilson.

'«••••!
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BULGE IN WHEAT
Liberal Buying For Ocean Shipment Wrests Control of Market From Bears
Chicaso. Sept. 19.—Liberal export buyina
brought about a bulge In the wheat market
today notwithstanding that at first the bears
seemed to have nearly
complete, control.
Price* closed unsettled, >A@1% net higher,
with December at 149%@160 and May at
160%. Corn finished Mc off to 'fee up, oat*
with a gain of \ic and provisions varying
from 20 cents decline to a rise of 60 cente.
Grain and provisions closed;
WHEAT—
Deeemtxl
I«Ji
150
May
%
CORN—
7
December
»%
May
™%
OATSDecember
*' .*
May
51
PORK—
December
23.6.)
January
23.57
LARD—
October
14.50
January
13.62
RIBS—
October
H-20
January
12.65
Cash grain:
WHEAT—
No. 2 red 149iai5U<> ; No. 8 red 142«.@
HO1-.; No. 2 hard 150; No. 3 hard 148.
CORN—
No. 2 yellow 87@87M,; No. 4 yellow SIMr
<g82: No. 4 white 81%@83.
NEW YORK MONEY.
New York, Sept. 19.—Mercantile paper S%.
Sterling exchange, sixty day billa 4.7Us;
demand 4.75a4; cables 4.761-;.
Bar silver 68%.
Mexican dollars- 527*.
Government bonds' steady.
Railroad bonds irregular.
Time loans firm: 60 days 3K@3H; 90 days
S%<88%: six months 8*i@4.
Call money steady; ruling rate 2%.
NEW YORK PROVISIONS.
New York, Sept. 19.—Raw sugar firm: centrifugal 5.52: molasses 4.62; refined steady.
Butter firm.
Cheese firm.
Coffee spot quiet: Rio No. 7, 9"sc; Santos
No. 4, ll%c.

Assurance was given that no obstacle of
law would he suffered to stand in tho
way of railroads in increasing their
revenue to meet resulting increased expenses so far fis development of business and of their administrative efficiency did not prove adequate to meet
thorn."
Mr. Hughes spoke before a crowded
house. His speech topjghi was his second in Springfield. Jftie first, at tho
State Fair grounds tiiis sf+errrrrrm-d-alt
chiefly with his ideas on protection of
American industries, American rights
and preparedness. He also touched tonight on the protection of American
rights.
"The America of which. I have a vision, the America of the future, is an
America maintaining American rights
on land and sea without fear or favor
throughout the world."
The audience cheered and applauded
loudly.
Mr. Hughes left Springfield at 11 p. m.
for Mnlwaukee. He will reach there
tomorrow night and will deliver six
speeches en route.
"Wo may pause to ask what is the
significance of this reference to 'obstacle
of law'. The law provides for 'reasonable rates', and an appropriate proceeding for fixing of reasonable rates by
the Hnteratate Commerco Commission
Where theso proceedings and the provisions of law the 'obstacle fo law' to
which reference was made? Were they
to be overcome, if necessary, to accomplish tho desired increase ,'
"Increases of wages for selected
classes of men on railroads might result in restrictions of a great number
of other working men, not only those
employed by railroads hut upon those
employed in industries, throughout the
country, if the latter be required to
operate under increased transportation
charges.
•Manifestly we have here an extremely intricate question of rates and outlays. What was the manifest duty of
the executiccf Plainly to insist that
investigation should precede action and
that nothing should be yielded to forqe.
It was stated by the executive in his
address to Congress that 'the matter'
had been agitated more than a year.
Why then was it not investigated!

• « •

01 CIS 11, TARIFF LEAGUE
! LIKES LOST OUTTfiLSON
Commissioner From Southern Great Material Damage Also National Organization Issues
Blanket Endorsement of
Results From Disaster in
Republic Explains Program
Democrats
Bohemia
To American Conferees
(By the AssocUeu Pros.)

(By Uii Associated Pr«*.)

New London, Conn., 8ept. 19.—-A plan
for a Mexican national banking system
to take tho place of the suspended national bank and tho Bank of London
and Mexico, in Mexico City, was outlined to the American members of the
joint Mexican-American
commission
here today by Louis Cabrera, chairman
of the Mexican members.
Mr Cabrera explained that a monetary commission has been created that
will have supervision of a chain of government banks, and it is hoped to obtain financial backing, chiefly from
Mexican sources, to support the scheme.
This explanation was given after the
American members had asked to be enlightened on the order suspending the
two institutions.
Mr. Cabrera added that the step was
largely retaliatory, as the banks of
Mexico, chiefly the two in question, were
responsible for depreciation of Carranza currency.
The border situation was discussed
today by the commissioners in a casual
way, but without much progress toward
an agreement.
William Phillipi, Assistant Secretary
of State, conferred here today with the
American representatives on his way
back to Washington from a vacation.
Counsellor Polk, of the State Department, is expected here tomorrow.
American and Mexican members of
the commission made a trip this afternoon in a K type United States submarine. The craft was submerged for
several minutes during the brief cruise.
It was the first time the Mexican commissioners had been in a submarine.

Berlin (via London), Sept. 20.—
A dispatch from Hirschberg, Silesia,
says that according to dispatches
received there 250 bodies had been
recovered up to noon Tuesday.
These included many children. The
disaster came so suddenly that it
was impossible to give timely warning to all localities. Messages speak
of waves 20 feet high, destroying
everything In their path over a
stretch of 12 or more miles.

BOARD NOW HAS
A LEGAL STATUS

'I stand for the principle of arbitration in industrial disputes. Labor, least
of all, can afford to have that principle
MOBS OF STRIKERS
surrendered. It is a civilized method,
(Continued from P«c» One.)
STORM CAR BARNS a sopposed to the injurious contests of
force which impoverish labor and im- vice-chairmen; :<td Thomas Robbins,
peril the social order. * * *
of the Inventors' Guild, was appointed
(Continued from Page One.)
"It is no answer to say that the secretary.
awards
of
arbitration
are
not
always
policemen were detailed to polling
Preliminary plans for the $1,500,000
just. Tho effort should be to i
naval laboratory to be built under the
board's direction were discussed and a
committe of six was appointed to ini • • • •
vestigate and report on a suitable site.
No time was fixed, but it was
said the work would be expedited with
a view of beginning actual construction as soon as possible. The committee was composed of Mr. Edison, Mr.
Bobbins, W. B. Whitney, L. II. Baekeland. Frank J. Sprague anr Lawrence
Addicks.
Howard E. Coffin, of Detroit, announced that the committee, which has
■HflHHHHHHB
, •_'•' • ■« * • ■■■ - ■
been surveying industrial resources
sflBfl .• A-* * 9 "
with a view of mobilizing them in time
' • • • • •'•'«•.of war, practically had completed its
work and would report soon.
The survey was nation-wide in its
scope, Mr. Coffin said, and had been
-- O » G s a • '
made in co-operation with the leading
1/aniels, ana mosi or tne noara members, left tonight on the naval yacht
Dolphin to witness target practice
■HBBH0B1
maneuvers of the Atlantic fleet on the
-•• •«••Southern drill grounds. They will arrive off the Virginia Capes tomorrowmorning and will be taken aboard one
of the great drcadnaught during the
practice.
.■BjpjSJB
•«•
»
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AUSTRIANS READY
TO LEAVE TRIEST

•••••••<
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(Continued from Pate One.)
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and Vienna record victories for the
Teutonic allies over the Rumanians in
Transylvania and Dobruja.
In Southern Transylvania, near Hatszeg, according to Berlin; the invading
Rumanians have been repulsed and are
being pursued by the Austro-Germans,
wbile in Dohrudja the new line formed
by the Russians south of the Constanza
railway and running from the Black
Sea to the Danube has been penetrated
at some points and several villages captured.
Hard Fighting In Macedonia,
In Macedonia hard fighting continues
at various points, but with no important changes in posititions reported.
Two counter-attacks by the Bulgarians
against the Serbians on the left wing
were unsuccessful, according to Paris,
while Sofia reports that attacks by
Russian, French and Serbian troops on
Bulgarian positions around ' Fiorina
were repulsed, as likewise was an offensive west of Lake Ostrovo. Artillery
engagements for the most part are going on along both the British and
French sectors of tho front.
In France and Belgium there has
been violent artillery activity on the
Somme and Verdun fronts and around
Dixmude. A local German attack on
British trenches east of Martinquich,
north of the Somme, was repulsed. Berlin admits the reliuquishment to the
entente forces of trenches east of
Ginchy and near Combles, which had
been previously demolished by the
enemy artillery.
The infantry fighting between tho
Italians and Austrians on the Cargo
highlands .has noticeably N diminished,
although the artillery on both sides
continues active. A report attributed
to reliable diplomatic sources in Athens
is to tho effect that the Austrians are
preparing to evacuate Triest.

London, Sept. 19.—Many lives have
been lost and enormous damage has
been caused near Gablonz, Bohemia, by
the bursting of a dam in the valley at
Weiasendesse, according to a dispatch
to Reuters from Amsterdam quoting a
telegram received here from Gablonz.
The dam was eight meters in length
and twenty in depth. The onrnshing
waters carried away numerous glass
polishing factories and it is feared there
were many victims. The bridges wero
not destroyed, but are in danger of collapse. The damage is very great.
The villages of Deszendorf, Tiefenbach, Tannwald, Schumburg, Schwarow,
Gross Hammer and naratz are inundated.
Ten bodies of victims have been recovered and identified.
Berlin Sept. 19.—(Via Sayville)—The
dam which gave way was in the mountains of Bohemia near the German
frontier. Water to the depth of two
meters (six feet) swept through the
neighboring villages^ carrying away
trees, wooded houses, parts of bridges
and corpses. The number of the dead
has not been ascertained. The dam was
52 meters wide at the base and 13 meters
high. The basin hid a capacity of 400,oOo cubic meters of water and was connected with another basin holding 7,000,000 cubic meters.
The dam, which was situated above
Tannwald, was completed only a year
agi* As the great mass of water was
released it rushed in a 12-foot high wave
down the Weissendesse valley, carrying
thousands of feet of lumber on its crest
and. hurling it with great violence
against buildings and bridges in the
villages in the center of the Bohemian
glass industry, destroying them as if
they were matchwood.
Ninety minutes after the break the
flood had reached Tannwald and mounted to six feet above the bridges, tearing
through the town and carrying away
houses and virtually everything in its
path. Shortly afterward similar scenes
were repeated in the villages below
Tannwald, where the waters destroyed
glass-cutting works, mills and houses
and then carried them down stream.
Thus far only ten bodies have been
recovered. That the loss of life was not
greater was due partly to the hour of
the catastrophe, which was late in the
day, when most of the houses were
empty, and also to warnings that were
telephoned down the valley ahead of

GOVERNMENT TRAPS
BLACKMAIL SYNDICATE
Conference at Washington On
Prosecution of Alleged Members Arranged For Today
(By tho Associated Press.)

Chicago, Sept. 19.—A conference at
Washington on the prosecution of alleged members of the "international
blackmail syndicate" was arranged today, it was learned from local officials
of the Department of Justice Who left
tonight for Washington.
William C. Woodward, accused by
government officials as a leader of the
gang, surrendered to the United States
district attorney tonight. He surrendered, he said, when he learned that
government officials had gone to Washington.
Woodward was released on $2,500
bond.
Mrs. Helen Evers, alleged "lure" in
tiie gang's operations, and the only
woman still under charges in connec-.
tion with the "syndicate's" alleged operations, waB released on $2,500 bond tonight.
Only two members of the gang, Edward Donahue and Henry Russell, are
still in jail.
Charges against three of the seven
members of the band were dropped
when they were granted a preliminary
hearing before United States Commissioner Foote today.
Lack of evidence prompted the action.
Those released were Mrs. Francis Allen,
alias Chapman; Mrs. Edward Donahue
and George Bland.
Butlers Held For Further Hearing.
Philadelphia, Sept. 19.—William Butler, accused by Federal officials of being
one of the leaders in the nation-wide
conspiracy to blackmail, and his brother,
George Butler, were remanded for a
further hearing next Tuesday by a
United States commissioner here today.
William Butler's bail was fixed at $50,000, while that of his brother was placed
at $2,000. They are charged with impersonating Federal officers and threatening Mrs. Regina S. Klipper, who is in
Chicago to testify against other alleged members of the bang arrested in
that city last week.

GLENN TO SPEAK AT
EFIRD BROS. TO HAVE A
STORE AT ROCKY MOUNT STANTONSBURG SEPT. 29
Wilson, Sept. 19.—Instead of SeptemRocky Mount, Sept. 19.—A business ber :t0, the date for the speaking of exevent of interest occurred when Messrs. Governor R. B. Glenn at Stantonsburg
J. W. Efird of Durham and R. L. Efird will be Friday- afternoon at ^ o'clock,
of Winston leased the spacious store September 29th. Candidates for counbuilding formerly occupied by M. Op- ty offices will escort "Gov. Bob" to the
penheimer as a department grocery $nd speaking ground and after he has disannounced the opening about October charged his heavy artillery they will
1 of the eighth, store iu the Efird Bros, address their constituency on tho issues
chain of stores' in the Carolines. This
company now controlls largo depart- of the day.
ment stores at Charlotte, Gastonia, ConLondon Praises New Bern Militia.
cord,
Winston-Salem. Durham
and
(Special to Tho News and Obsorrer,)
Rock Hill and Columbia, S. C, and it
New Bern, Sept. 19.—Lieutonant J. J.
is understood that it is one of the larg- London, inspector instructor of the
est organizations of brothers in the na- North Carolina Naval Militia, spent last
tion that are engaged in the department night in the city making an inspection
store business.
qf the Now Bern division. The memA buyer for the store in this city is bers of the company wore put through
today on the Northern market, while in one of their regular drills on this occathe meantime Mr. J. W. Efird is di- sion and Lieutenant London highly
recting personally the many details in- praised them for their work
cident to the preparation for opening , Lieutonant London left this, morning
while Mr. E. L. Davis of Charlotte has for Washington, where he will make
been designated managed of the storo an inspection tonight of the naval mihere and he is already on the seene.
, Llitia there.
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New Tork, Sept. 19.—Commending
President Wilson and the Democrats in
Congress for keeping faith in their
tariff pledges and declaring against any
agitation for tariff legislation in the
Sixty-fifth Congress, the American Tariff
Reform League has issued a blanket
endorsement of all Democratic candidates in the present campaign. Copies
of the endorsement have been sent to
the candidates in all the States.
Announcement of this action was made
by Isaac Lawrence, president of the
league with national headquarters at
15 East'90th street New York City.
The slogan of the -American Tariff
Reform League in this campaign is:
"War and privation in the East:
"Peace and prosperity in the West:
"Thank God for -Wilson."
Members of the League.
The members of the league besides Mr.
Lawrence, are: Vice-presidents, William
A. Clark, William Beach Lawrence,
Clans A. Spreckels and Augustus Van
Wyck; Chajles C. Hughes, chairman of
executive committee; Isaao Lawrence,
chairman of advisory counoil, and honorary vice-presidents, George Gordon
Battle, Poultney Bigelow, French E.
Chadwick, John Sergeant Cram, Lee
Oruce, H. A. Curlel, William Edmond
Curtis, John A. Dix, Thomas Donnelly,
John R. Dunlap, Clarence C. Ferris,
Duncan U. Fletcher, Thomas L. Feitner,
John F. Galvin, Obadiah Gardner, James
W. Gorard, Albert W. Gilchrist, Martin
H. Glynn, Jesse R. Grant, George W. P.
Hunt, Charles F. Johnson, John W.
Kern, W. W. Kitchin, William G. McDonald, Alonzo G. McLaughlin, Thomas
R. Marshall, Herman A. Metz, John
Purroy Mitchel, Cyrus C. Miller, Robert
R. Moore, Henry L. Myers, Theodore
W. Myers, Lewis Nix^n, Elwood M.
Rabenold, Samuel Rea, William C. Redfield, John M. Piehle, Jacob H. Schiff,
Nathan Straus, Edward Swann; Samuel
Untermyer, George E. McKennon, William Van Wyck, Oswald Garrison Villard, John Sharp Williams.
League's Endorsement.
Tho endorsement sent out by the
league says:
"The American Tariff Reform League,
the only national organization having
as its sole object tariff reform, has resolved unanimously to support all regular candidates of the Democratic party
in the 1916 election.
"The Democratic party kept faith with
the tariff reformers of the country in
the Sixty-third Congress, and the tariff
reformers of the country will in this
Democratic party by supporting the local, State and national candidates of
the Democratic party in the United
States at the polls on November 7,
1916.
"The Democratic candidates are reminded that the league, placing patriotisoi above the dollar, has acquiesced in
the economic and industrial prepared:.
ness legislation passed in the Sixtyfourth Congress by the Democratic
party, and that tho league holds that
the tariff is not an issue in this year's
campaign and that in view of the probable continuance 'of the present war in
the East for another four years the
tariff will probahly not be an issue
again until tho presidential election
of 1920.
"The league is committed against any
agitation for tariff legislation in the
Sixty-fifth Congress, which commitment
insures stability of business conditions
during the life of the Sixty-fifth
Congress.
"The league holds that the people
make the campaign issues and that
they are thinking this year in terms of
existing Wilsonian physical and industrial peace and prosperity,
"The league believes that the seventy
per cent of progressive voters in the
country who belicvo in social and industrial reform, regardless of the party
will vote for tho re-election of Wilson
and Marshall, which will insure their
re-election. The fact that all the reactionaries are for Hughes will cause
all the genuine Progressives to be for
the re-election of the only Progressive
candidate, Woodrow Wilson.
"The future of tariff reform is safe
in the hands of the league."

WOMEN OF CHICAGO
ASK WHAT EMBARGO
(By the Associated Press)

Chicago, Sept. 19.—An embargo on the
exportation of wheat until the supply
shall exceed the home consumption is
asked in a resolution addressed to President Wilson which was adopted at a
meeting pf the Chicago Women's Association of Commerce at a meeting today.
The action followed representations
made by members of the Master Bakers'
Association, the women having begun
an inquiry into the raise in the price
of bread which the bakers announced
some time ago would go into effect next
week.
<•
NEW CASHIER OF BANK
OF BEAUFORT ARRIVES
' (Special to The News and Observer.)

Beaufort, Sept. 19.—The expert accountant who has been auditing the
books of the Bank of Beaufort completed his work last week, finding a
shortage of $61,000.
Mr. Thomas
Thoruas, who is held responsible for this
shortage, resigned as cashier some time
ago. The Thomas family, being wellto-do, at once secured the stockholders
with good paper. So far as the public
is concerned this shortage will not affect
the bank in the least. Mr. McMullen, of
Hertford, has become cashier. He comes
very highly recommended as being a
very fine business man.
New Bern Girl Weds in Detroit.
(Special to The News and Observer.)

New Born, Sept. 19.—A marriage
which came as a surpriso to the numerous friends of the contracting parties,
news of which reached New Bern- today, occurred at Algonac, Mich., last
Saturday when Miss Elizabeth Gaskill,
the attractive and accomplished daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fcrnie Gaskill, of
this city, became tho bride of Mr. Donald B. McDonald, a well known young
business man of Detroit, Mich.
Tho marriage came as a surprise to
friends of both parties. Miss Gaskill
had gone to Algonac to spend her vacation and no one here had any idea
that she was contemplating matrimony
at this time.
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War Secretary in Remarkabl/Speeck Tells of Great Work Done by a
Democratic Administratiojrmd a Democratic Congress
to Make Morp^General the Blessings of
>pular Government
When Newton Diehl Baker, Secre- congestions of population, larger possitary of War, a few days ago spoke in bilities in the way of the application
of masses of unskilled labor in factory
Winsten-Salem, the correspondent of systems to replace the individual skillthe News and Observer declared that ed mechanic of an earlier day, and
it was the consensus of opinion of with this congestion there have come
those who heard him that it was the the problems of congested population,
greatest political address ever delivered attempts to draft th cheaper labor of
in Winston-Salem.
women into factory operations, inroads
Those who know of Mr. Baker and into the years of childhood, with correhis reputation assert that he-is one of sponding losses in the. vigor, vitality
the greatest men of the country and and opportunity of the men and women
that few men have the insight into pub- who make up our citizenship- These in
lic questions that the former mayor of turn have been questioned, and we have
Cleveland has.
been surrounded for sonie years now
The News and Observer has no ques- with very earnest and very insistent
tion that it is not making good use of demands for programs of legislation
its space in presenting in full the' ad- which will save the race from the bent
dress of Secretary Baker although it backs and enfeebled nerves whieh reis a very long one. It is a speech that sult from over-worked childhood, prolends a permanent value to this issue of grams which will reseue the mother
from the treadmill and restore her to
the paper.
The address that Mr. Baker delivered the family, programs which will separat Winston-Salem was virtually the ate the man from the machine for
same as that he delivered during the enough hours in each day and enough
Maine campaign. The tost below is days in each week to preserve fully the
opportunity for a wholesome, vigorous,
that of the Maine address:
In the history of individual nations broad-looking life in those of even the
we frequently find turning points when humblest occupations. And these dethe whole course of progress is altered mands have not been sentimental,
or determined by a single significant though often advocated sentimentally.
event- Sometimes the freedom and They have been rather based upon a
the institutions of a hemisphere depend deep and sure feeling that we were
upon the accident of the birth, educa- wasting our substance, making a brave
tion and opinions- of a particular man, show of plenty and splendor for our
as was undoubtedly the case in 1776 in own generation at the cost of leaving
this country. That there were philoso- behind us an enfeebled, over-worked
phers who dreamed the future America and exhausted race. So that these demands, in part based upon the obvious
goes without saying. The whole line justice of the claim that each human
of the Adamses and the patriot statesmen of Virginia were filled with the being was entitled to an equal opporspirit which made that revolution pos- tunity, were reinforced and are reinsible, but its success depended upon forced by sound economic considerations
the fortitude, steadfast/ness, the tact looking to the permanent improvement
and the will of George Washington. A ef our people in vigor, intelligence,
later period in our own history affords strength and happiness.
Political parties which aim to exanother example almost equally characteristic. There were abolitionists of press the desires of the' people have
great faith and devotion before Lin- more and more turned away from tracoln. There were lawyers and states- ditional policies, and attempted to embody in their platforms some part of
men devoted, to the cause of Union before Lincoln. There were soldiers will- this widespread and restless aspiration
ing to die for the principle of the for a democratic program. They have
Union before Lincoln. Yet, in his all realized that the shibboleths of prounique personality there were united tection and froe-trade were no longer
the indispensable elements of leader- adequate, and in the great party of
ship which made emancipation and the our adversary, the struggle became so
keen as to lead, four years ago, to a
preservation of the Union possible, and .schism which left a minority of that
his election to the Presidency in 1860,
so far as human judgment can deter- party in tho possession of its traditions
■SECKETARX'BAKER. RT HIS OESbC.
the
mine such a question, was the one and 'its machinery, but carried
greater
and
the
more
powerful
part
of
unique thing which brought together
all the forces and laid all the founda- it off into a radical declaration in fa-'
vor of an almost purely Democratic destruction, more fearful and devastattions necessary to enfranchise complete- philosophy.
from the world the strength of a miling than any heretofore known, that lion men, the ravages of consumption
ly the human race on this Continent
Democracy's
Sweep
the losses in killed and gravely wound- amongst us, cutting out of our aggreand to preserve for future time uned men would be numbered by mil* gate life young men and maidens whose
broken and unbreakable the great union Ever Resistless
of those States. These nationalized ilNor is the United States the only lions, that on the seas and in the air names we do not know, are difficult
paralleled by occasional - situations ; af- place in whieh the democratic struggle undreamed of ageneies would work to for us to conceive and appraise at their
parallellled by occasional situations af- is being waged. In England in recent disturb- commerce, that even the women real value. And yet, there are Some
fecting the destiny of all mankind, the years it has curbed the power of the and children of belligerent countries pieces of this legislation to which I depreservation of a monotheistic religion, House of Lords and served notice on would be withdrawn from their normal sire to invite your attention, because I
the gift of artistic ideals to the raee, privilege and aristocracy. In France, occupations to be drafted into work- think they can be demonstrated even
tho establishment of law as the basis it has made increasingly democratic the shops and factories to supply bread and in a casual address.
of cooperation in human society, are all Third Republic. In Germany, it has munitions, that Europe would be for Battle For Financial
of them gifts of individual nations, and taken the form of a socialistic protest three years or more, from Land's End
each of them can perhaps be traced to ineffective only because of the electoral to the Archangel, and from the North Freedom Is Won
Take, for instance, the establishment
the happy concurrence of an opportu- distribution. In Eussia, it has brought Sea to the Mediterranean, an armed
nity and a man. So in the realm of in the Douma, a great legislative as- camp, with hostile forces locked in an of the Federal Reserve System. Prior
politics and statesmanship, or better sembly, carrying over from the Czar to apparently unbreakable death grip along to tho passage of the Glass-Owen Bill,
perhaps, in the institutional develop- the people some part of the imperial borders of a thousand miles; if any wc had in the United States a currency
ment of mankind, there have been eras power. It dethroned the Sultan ' of man in this company could have shown system so inada^jtate that it had not a
of unfruitfulness when the thought of Turkey, and made a Republic of China- that picture and then asked what pray- defender. Its jfto great defects were
the world has become humdrum and
Here in our own country the form, of er he would.make for the United States that it was inelastic and that it was
stationary, and tyrraules of tradition the contest has been modified by the during Woodrow Wilson's administra- based upon a system of fictitious rehad supplanted the instinct for pro- fact that we already had institutions tion, he would have been content to serves. Its inelasticity lay in the fact
gress. Then there were restless awak- adapted to the expression of the popular pray that an overruling Providence, at that the currency of the country was
enings, here #nd there, powerful in pro- will in law. The more obvious tryan- the end of Wilson's four years, would based upon tho size of the national
test, but uncoordinated, but suddenly nies of privilege were not present with have so guided his footsteps and so debt. Currency might be issued by nathe solidifying and quickening influ- us. The framers who mado the Con- strengthened his hands that the United tional banks upon the strength of their
ence would appear through a nation or stitution were wise enough to see to it States would still be at peace and be possession of bonds of tho government.
an individual, ancient landmarks would that neither dukes nor lords had great prosperous- He would have known how There was no automatic way of retiring
be left behind at a bound, new progress privilege's over their fellow citizens contagious is the spirit of war. Ho the notes when so issued, and no matwquld become possible, and the race here, and, as a consequence, subtler in- would have know how intimately in ter how great the need of the country
would enter upon another phase of its vasions of popular right grow up among these modern days mankind is associat- for additional currency no greater
effort to subject the physical powers of us, apparently unperceived and unin- ed the world over and how, therefore, amount could be issued than just that
nature to the subsistence, comfort and tended in their origin, but just such the prospsrity of all men is interde- arbitrary proportion of the national
elevation of men.
limitations upon equality of opportuni- pendent. He would have foreseen the debt. When, therefore, there was a
Times Issue Challenge
ty and right as always grow in socie- destruction of our peaceful industries, money panic, and people began to look
ties busy abput their affairs and , not the breaking up of all system of in- out for a rainy day by hoarding such
To Our Best Thought
ternational credit and finance, the in- money as they could lay their hands
It is because the Presidential election watchful of their tendencies. Four evitableness of panic and financial dis- upon, the very fear created the thing
in the United States this year seems to year ago, these hidden and obscure aster, and would have regarded himself feared. There was an instant contracmark such an epoch in the history of forces had come to be felt and under- as vainly hopeful if he had dared to
tion of the currency and withdrawal
the race that many of us are looking stood. It was for that reason that conceive such an ordering of our affairs from circulation of a large part of the
upon it with a feeling of almost reli- an ancient party with great traditions as would have restrained us from join- credit medium of the country, and
gious fervor- Tho result in November like the Republican party was no longer ing in the furious conflict. The four where an immediate expansion was the
of thjs year seems little less important able to remain unbroken and still re- years have passed, and Woodrow Wil- obvious need of the country, there came
than the result in November of 1860. actionary. Men who had answered Lin- son returns to. his fellow-citizens with an instantaneous contraction, further
The times isBue a challenge to our best coln's call and fought under the banner his record. The United States is. at aggravating tho original cause of the
thought and to our best conscience. If of Grant shed tears as they voted under peace and is prosperous.
difficulty- Nor was there any governwe have ever voted thoughtlessly, if another party name than that which
It would have been enough if this mental power to control this situation.
we have ever felt an easy conscious- had been sanctified by Lincoln's lead- were the whole story. But this is mere- When times became squally and credits
in
ness that it would be much the same ership. But Lincoln was quoted
ly the beginning of the record which looked as though they were unsecured,
no matter which way an election went, that campaign, and those who followed this Democratic administration presents. the bankers, with proper prudenee, hesiif we have ever felt free to regard the the Progressive party, or went the Unhalted in its program of domestic tated to enlarge their own obligations
ballot as a habit, this cannot be such a whole way and voted with the' Demo- legislation, undismayed by the madness by new issues, so that there was no nacratic candidates, felt that they were
time.
of the world, conscious of its engage- tural response to the demand for moro
The characteristic of our ago since true to Lincoln's spirit, if those who ments to the people of this country circulating medium. The second difwere
the
trustees
of
his
party
were
the war in 1860 has been a growth in
further to advance the enactment of the ficulty arose from the facts that the
the Democratic spirit. Beal democracy blind to what would have been his prin- Democratic program, determined to lay banks of the country were permitted
ciples.
The
result
of
that
election
was
was not possible among a people who
the legislative axe at the root of the to pyramid their reserves; the country
owned slaves; pure, public-spirited and that a Democratic ! administration took tree of some 'of the subtler invasions banks depositing in their nearby city
charge
of
the
government
at
Washingdevoted as many of our antebellum
of popular and of human freedom, the depositary a portion of the currency
men were, wise as many of them may ton. It came into power with very de- administration has passed one after an- they were required to keep for reserve
finite
commitments
upon
grave
and
imhave been, it is nevertheless true that
other great acts of legislation, acts purposes; their city banks in turn treata democracy cannot be composed
of portant subjects. It came into power long needing to be passed, solving ing these deposited reserves as deposits
under
some
suspicion,
widely
entertaineither masters or slaves, and.no society
problems which have long pressed, and redeposited them with their correspondin which that relationship exists can ed in the country,t o the effect that, urgently, for solution. Many of these ents in the metropolitan city banks, and
while
the
Democratic
party
wag
nearly
even try a democratic experiment. But
pieces of legislation are of such import- they, in turn, redeposited them in the
from the war forward, such an experi- always right in its principles, it was ance and the subjects with which they New York banks, so that the legal reineffective
in
performance;
that
it
was
ment has been possible, and there have
deal are of such intricacy and difficulty serve of the national banks of the
been many indictments to it growing a party of the dissatisfied, of the outs, that individually they would have suf- country came in large part, by natural
representing
too
many
phases
of
docout of, first, our policy of universal
ficed to make noteworthy the adminis- processes, to be deposited in great Neweducation and, and, the changed rela- trine and opinion to consolidate, . and tration which achieved them. .
York financial institutions, where its
there
was
an
expectation
that
the
distions produced' by our industrial and
I realize the difficulty of explaining obvious handiness made it inevitably
sensions
of
the
Democrats
would
nullieconomic development. An industrial
to the individual lawyer or doctor or the balance wheel of stock speculation
civilization must be either imperial or fy their efforts at relief. And shortly merchant or man the Iiistorieal import- and trade. In such an institution as
after
that
administration
went
into
democratic, but no country in whieh
ance of some of these acts. Their scope system which would get the country
education is universal can long be pre- power, the world was upset altogether is continental- Their effect is nation- banks to strengthen their reserves in
by
the
broaking
out
of
the
most
disasvented from being a democracy.
al. Their workings are unseen, and anticipation of crop moving led to such
The last fifty years has witnessed the trous war that has yet occurred in the our lives are spent far too much with withdrawals from the New York banks
annals
of
mankind.
upbuilding of a city civilization
in
the obvious to enable us readily to ap- as wholly to upset: stock exchange
America. Tho problem of human labor Woodrow Wilson
preciate the inauguration of
silent values and unbalanced the normal flow
has become our dominant social pro- Submits His Record
forces, even if they are revolutionary of interest rates in response to natural
blem. Scientists have pursued their
If on the day of the inauguration of and cosmic in their character. A slight conditions with regai-d to supply and
conquest of the obscure forces of na- Woodrow Wilson any man in this com- accident to any one of us, the sickness demand of money. Is was a system so
ture. They have multiplied the uses pany could have foreseen the present of a child whom we know, the destruc- constructed as alwaw1' and inevitably
of steam and infinitely broadedend the condition of the world abroad, if h«. tion by storm of a great tree which we to do the wrong thirl? In fact, if one
application of electricity. The mind of could have been told that during Wil- had admired and rested under, impress were to set out to coTrtruct a financial
man has been busy inventing machines son's administration one-half of the the imagination with their nearness system which wouldf;bet the country
for' simplifying and relieving the labor human raee would be engaged in war, and intimacy, but a flood in China into trouble as often as possible, he
of the world, and with each new device that each new day would bring forth that causes the loss of a million lives, would probably have selected our finthere have come economies leading to some- freshly devised instruments of a plague in India whicli withdraws ancial scheme prior tp the passage of
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the Glass-Owen bill. This condition
was perfectly known and understood.
There had been much debate about
ways of remedying it. In the last Republican administration a central banking system had been discussed, but it
had this cardinal defect, namely, that it
established a single center of credit,
and undertook to make lawful the
further accumulation of the currency of
the country in New York rather than
to disperse and render fluid the financial reserves of the country, in ordei
that they might respond to local and
seasonable demand. Through all the
days of the administrations of Presidents McKinley, Roosevelt and Taft,
this situation continued growing yearly
more serious. There were panics which
closed the doors of factories and workshops. There were financial disasters
which came unexpected, almost like an
earthquake- Tilings would seem to be
steady, and the country prosperous when
some rumor or whisper, the state of
the health of 3ome conspicuous financier, a war rumor or the forecast of a
bad crop report, would set in motion
all of these evil possibilities in our
financial system, and from a land toiling in its industry and prospering upon
the fruits of its toil, we would become
a place of desolation and despair, with
workmen idle, families in want, savings banks with their doors closed, little tj-aders foreclosed to pay mortgaged
indebtedness', industry and trade alike
paralyzed, and so uselessly paralyzed
by the results of a panic, born in an
unfounded rumor and propagated only
because no agency existed through
which the country representing us all
could stretch forth the hand of assistance to equalize and restore conditions.

President's Great Part
In Currency Reform

Almost the first act- of the Wilson administration was the passage of the
Olass-Owen bill. If required, not unnaturally, long and earnest debate.
There was opposition, mistrust, fear
that so novel a thing might disjoint
the delicate financial force of the nation, that so radical a departure from
ancient practicaes might upset existing institutions and bring on a train
of evils not foreseen in advance. It
required knowledge and faith and determination to effect this great reform.
Before President Wilson was inaugurated, tho outlines of this measure were
drawn. When it finally came into the
Congress, the President threw the whole
weight of his great office, the whole
force of his dominant personality into
the fight for its passage. Carter Glass,
chairman of the House Committee on
Banking and Currency, in an address
delivered by him last winter, tells quite
frankly whero the credit for this performance lies. He pays:
As to the Federal Reserve Act
itself there has been occasional
speculation as to who most deserves
credit for its conception and its enactment into law. Its paternity has
curiously beon ascribed to men who
were. savagely hostile to the act;
to men who never saw a sentence
of the original draft; to men who
could not write its title in a month's
trial. I know very well that the
chairman of the Banking, and Currency Committee of tho House has
been given an undue part of the
praise. But commendation so soldom is applied to a public man that
I have never repelled the pleasant
things said of me- With outward
gravity and inward amusement I
have heard myself accused of statesmanship, and—have liked it. But
gentlemen, the serious fact is that
the master mind of the whole performance was Woodrow Wilson's.
It was his infinite prescience and
patience; it was his admirable courage and wisdom; it was his patriotism and power—his passion to serve
mankind—that gave zest and inspiration to the battle for financial
freedom. * * *
Mr. Glass, perhaps, has been too generous in thus denying himself and his
distinguished associates in the House
and Senate, a groater part of the credit
for this achievement, but those who
were in Washington and saw that struggle, who realized the outcome, the unfaltering courage and the wisdom necessary to secure its enactment, are not
in any doubt that the principal credit
lies with the man who, having given
his pledge to restore financial sanity
to this country, devoted himself to it
with _ singular constancy until that
promise was redeemed.
The effect of that Act has been to
make the currency of the country elastic
and to break up the evil of fictitious
bank reserves. It has freed us from
the domination of an invisible government, of which the king was money,
the ministers of state great banking
houses, the constitution merely the rules
of self-interest. We now have a system
by which a board chosen by the government and representing all the people of the United States increases or
transfers the currency or credit of the
country from one section of the country
to another in response to its need, controls the rediscounting, and thereby
moves the cotton crop of the South os
the wheat crop of -the Northwest, supplies the industrial needs of New England or the transportation needs of th*
great West, as these needs disclose
themselves. And the amazing finale
of this story is that, with the whole
international financial system lying in
wreck about the doors of the Beichshank and of tho Old Lady o* Threadneedle Street, our eountry has been free
from panic, has increased its national
bank deposits by a sum three times
greater than tho aggregate national debt,
that we now have not only financial
steadiness and robustness among ourselves, but we are extending our financial institution to South America,
and establishing for the United States
the financial, leadership of the world.
This achievement seems to me to be
at least one hundred per cent.

GEMS FROM A BRILLIANT SPEECH
An industrial civilization must be either imperial or
democratic, but no country in which education is universal
can long be prevented from being a democracy.
The Democratic administration has caught the inspiration of the modern spirit and has given to our institutions
an upward drive which cannot now or any future time be
arrested.
If the countries of South and Central America are ever
to learn the lessons of a,/stable order, our friendship must
be of a kind that will not fatten their despots for them and
protect their assassins.
To have recognized Huerta would have been to destroy the Mexican revolution. Porfirio Diaz would have
been far more merciful as a tyrant than Huerta. If Diaz
whipped the Mexicans with whips, Huerta would have
lashed them with scorpions.
I hear men say every now and then that the President's
Mexican policy is hard to understand. There is one sure
way to understand it: read the Declaration of Independence and the Golden Rule.
I know the secret of the greatness of nations. It lies in
the exercise of justice. It lies in mercy and friendship and
helpfulness. It lies in the exaltation of the common right,
in the multiplying of the benefits and the joys of living!
The receipt for it is written in the oldest and most venerable book we have. We do not find there that the strength
of nations lies in force or aggression, but that it is righteousness that exalteth the nation.
In the White House there has sat, silent and sane, a
cultured, brave man, always sure of his own knowledge and
surer still of the rectitude of his intentions.

manufacturers had developed the corporate form of doing business with the
issuance of stocks and bonds which
might be pledged for credit, sold readily from hand to hand, having a current
market at a known or aseertainable
value, and these evidences of ownership were the basis of an exceedingly
accessible and convenient credit, while
the farmer, owning little but his land,
had no standing market for his farm,
and was therefore obliged to limit his
borrowings to flush times and to see his
patrimony swept away by foreclosure
proceedings when the financial situation made it more profitable to the
banks to lend money on industrials out
of which the principal of the loan could
be readily realized in an emergency.
From those and other causes we have
witnessed in America tho decay of
farming. The difficulty of acquiring a
farm was greater than the difficulty of
acquiring a factory. The financing of
a farm was moro uncertain than the financing^ of an industry. The boys had
been leaving the farm and coming to
the city. There are abandoned farms
in great numbers of tho United States,
and. the abandonment has not always
been due to; an exhaustion of the* .fertility of. the soil.. Correspondingly,
there are great areas in this eouutry
which have come into a single ownership, not because men in great numbers
were unwilling to oceupy and cultivate small farms, but because they
wero unable to finance their ownership and to carry the disaster of occasional crop failures.
The Rural
Credits Act creates a government agency
by means of which the farmer can secure a loan for as much as fifty years
at a rate of interest not in excess of
six per cent., and this upon lands either
owned by him or which he desires to
acquire with the avails of the loanInstead, therefore, of short-time and
uncertain loans at high rates of interest, the farmer, or prospective farmer
can now be assured of long-timo credit
at low rates of interest. The value of
this can be shown, I think, by a single
illustration. In the West, it is common
for farm loans to bear a rate of seven
and eight per cent. Under this new
act, such a loan at seven per cent, can
be paid off by a land bond loan at six
per cent., thus saving one per cent, a
year in the interest. The new loan is,
however, for fifty years. The old loan
was on demand or for a very short
period at best. So that under the new
condition, tho farmer has security
against being foreclosed in hard times,
and saves at least one per cent, in his
rate of interest, and that one per cent.,
if saved by him and accumulated during the fifty years for which his loan
is good, would be almost enough to repay at its termination the entire original principal of his indebtedness- I shall
not stop to magnify the good effects
of this legislation. Those who have
most studied the embarrassments of agriculture in this country and who have
been most enlightened by the experience of European nations in making
credit available to the agricultural
class agree that from now on landowning and land cultivation will grow
rapidly throughout our continental area,
and that the independent, individual
farm will reappear, that the farmer-boy
will now have possibilities of credit
by which he can become a landowner,
thus multiplying the great rural basis
of our common life, and arresting the
flow of our population from the fields
to the cities, and this means as much
to the cities as it does to the country,
for while we are busy spinning others
must grow the cotton, while we are
busy baking and eating bread, others
must grow the wheat and corn, and, if
it bo true that the farmer is dependent upon the city-dweller for the woven
cloth and the manufactured iron, it is
equally true that the dwoller in city
and country alike depends finally upon
the field for his food and clothing.
I think this legislation is at least one
hundred per cent.
\

Strengthen Rural Basis
Of Our Common Life

Equalize Burden of
Tariff Taxation

Closely paralleling the enactment of
the Federal Reserve System, and of
perhaps as great importance is tho enactment of the rural credits system.
Our minds have been so exclusively occupied with our industrial and commercial development that we have forgotten the farmer- We city people have
regarded farming as a business which
might still be conducted with the implements in use along the Nino in
Pharaoh's time. The drill, the reaper,
the threshing machine and tho cotton
gin were thrown to the farmers by the
inventive geniuses of America as casual
gifts, but the life of the farmer, the
finance of the farmer, had been given
little consideration. Merchants and

When President Taft was eleeted, the
platform of his party promised a revision of the tariff. I shall not take
your time to justify that promise. It
was made by all political parties, and
proceeded from a conviction on the
part of the American people that tariffs
mado in the interest of a particular
class had become an intolerable burden
upon the people of the country. The
picture had grown familiar, pf the Ways
and Means Committee of the House of
Representatives sitting in conference
with manufacturers and special interests, and writing into the law of this
country the interests of its favorites.
Democrats and Republicans alike, we
had come to realize tho situation. It

was no longer a question of protecting
American industries, for they had outgrown their protectors, but it was a
question of securing some needed re:lief for those who had been compelled
by law for years to pay subsidies to
enrich a class of people who were alrealy too rich. President Taft, as candidate, was called upon to interpret
this somewhat oracular promise of tariff
revision, and he frankly and" candidly
gave it the interpretation which was responsible to the popular demand, namely, that it meant revision downward.
After his election, the same old forces
gathered around the conference tables
in which the tariff bill was written.
The story of the unjust steward was
repeated- The chairman of the Ways
and Means Committee asked each privileged friend what the tariff in his
business ought to be, and taking his
tablets quickly wrote it down, and it
became at once the measure of privilege extended to those who were favored and of tho burden imposed upon the
rest of us. The net result was that
the Aldrich tariff was a revision up
instead of down, that the promises of
the Republican party were broken openly, undeniably and oppressively; and I
think no single thing contributed so
much to the disruption and defeat of
the Republican party ' four years' ago
as this plain failure of its representatives at Washington to perform an unequivocal promise.
When the Democratic Administration
came in, the Simmons-Underwood tariff
act was passed, placing the necessaries
of life, raw materials and unmanufactured articles on the free list or giving
them the advantage of low rates of
duty, thus stimulating our own. manufactures and removing unnecessary and .
unequal burdens of taxation. I' admit
the difficulty of making fair comparative statements on the tariff as between
the Simmons-Underwood act and the
Payne-Aldrich tariff. The European
war has brought an unnatural disturbance in our imports and exports, and
the fact that so much of the -world is
engaged in destructive enerpriso has
made an unusual demand upon our
productive resources. So that, while I
believe the Simmons«Underwood law
to ba more equal and just, and while
I am quite sure that all the figures
which anybody can cite will be favorable tp that law, as against the PayneAldirch schedules, I still am not disposed to press the point upon the.question
that the Simmons-Underwood law in
normal operation would produce greater
custenis revenue than the Payne-Aldrich
law. I am equally sure that in the abnormal times through which we have
lived there has been a steady increase
in the faverablo balance of trade for
the United States under the SimmonsUnderwood tariff law.
In 1910, our
total foreign trade, imports and exports,
was $3,301,932,150.00. In 1913, the last
yoar of the Payne-Aldrich law, our total
foreign trade amounted to $4,278,892,383.00. In 1914, our total foreign trade
ran up to something over $4,200,000,000-00; in 1915, $4,400,000,000.00; and in
1916, ou* foreign trade reached
the
amazing figure
of
$6,531,683,446.00.
These figures, of course, include both
imports and experts. In imperts, we
have increased from 1913 to 1916 the
last year of the Payne-Aldrich act and
the last year of the Simmons-Underwood act, respectively, from $1,813,000,000.00 to $2,198,000,000.00. These figures, covering only imports have nothing
to do with our stimulated trade growing
put pf the sale ef munitipns pr supplies for belligerents. They deal with
imports into pur own country. The increase in exports has been even greater,
and the balance of trado in our favor
was in the year 1913. $652,000,000.00,
while in the year 1916 it is $2,135,000,000.00- The net national debt ef the
United Statos is abeut $1,008,000,000.00.
The balance of trade in favor of the
United States in the year just ended is
greater than twice our natiPnal debt.
So that our eountry is prospering under
the Simmons-Underwood tariff.
Our
trade with South American countries
and with Africa is rapidly increasing.
We are exchanging products in the
manufacture ef whieh we excel for the
raw materials . which ether epijntries
grpw with greater economy than wo.
The Simmons-Underwpod tariff facilitates this sort of international trade.
The economies of it are obvious and
the highest effects of this closer relationship in the society of natipns are
clear. Peaee and good will follow the
flag of trade. We are becoming the
bankers ef many of pur sister nations.
Our own stabilized credit and financial
system is ceming to the support pf the
international credit- Our_ industries
and our commerce are making profit(Continued on Paa-e Two.)
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NAVAL ADVISERS TAKE
THE OATH OF OFFICE,
EDISON IS CHAIRMAN
Consulting Board, Twenty-four
Strong, Now Regularly in
Service
LEADING SCIENTISTS
FORM PERSONNEL

Coxey of "Coxey's Army"
Fame Wants To Be
United States Senator

s

II LEGAL STATUS

New Navy Bureau Made a Part
Now Has Legal Status and Will
of The United States
Be of Great Service in FurGovernment
ther Improving Sea Defence
(By Uio Associated rrc-% )
Washington, Sept. \'J.—The navy civForce;
Organization Ad- ilian
consulting board, composed of 24
dressed By Secretary Daniels. of the nation's most eminent; scientists
and engineers, ttok its place today as a
Witness Maneuvers
legalized bureau of the Navy DepartNew* and Observer Bureau,
406 Ulstrli-t National Bank llulldlng.

By H. E. C. BRYANT.
(Special leased Wire.)

ment, and the names of its members,
headed by Thomas A. Edison as chairman, were placed on tho rolls under a
recent act of Congress as "officers of
the United States gocernment."
The board's inauguration was attended by impressive ceremonies held in
the office in' Secretary Daniels. The
highest ranking officers of the department were present and welcomed their
new comrades to the naval service. Secrotary Daniels, speaking as administrative head of tho navy, declared that the
occasion signified a great strengthening
for the nation's first line of defense and
gave renewed promise for the restoration of American prestigo on the seas.
Immediately upon taking tho oath of
office, the board members effected a
permanent official organization. Mr.
Edison was elected chairman; Win. L.
Saunders, of the American Institute of
Mining Engineers, and Dr. Peter C.
Hewitt, of the Inventors' Guild, both
of New York city, were selected as

IBS OF STRIKERS
S
S

ALL THAT WAS LEFT OF ZEPPELIN
BROUGHT DOWN NEAR LONDON

*i.

Most Serious Rioting Yet in
New York Transit Strike Occurred Last Night

President Will Make Several
Speeches Before Non-Partisan Organizations

ATTEMPT TO RUN CARS

INDIGNANT AT REPORTS

Overpower Police and Put To
Flight Railway Employes.
Motormen and Conductors
Who Had Not Joined Strike
Beaten; Much Property Damage ; Several Passengers Hurt

Rumors That Democratic Lead-*
ers Were Uneasy Over Re*
publican Campaign Bring
Statement For President,
Will Make Addresses From
Porch To Delegations

(By tho Associated Press.)

(By tho Associated Frets.)

New York, Sopt. 19.—The most serious
rioting since tho transit striko in this
city began two weeks ago, occurred toj night in various sections of Manhattan,
j when attempts were made to run ears
on the Forty-second and Fifty-ninth
Itreel cross town surface lines. Mobs
of strikors "and their sympathizers
stormed two car barns, overpowering
the police and putting to flight all rail
way employes in the vicinity. Several
motormen and conductors who had not
joined the striko were beaten. Mnch
property damage had been done before
police reserves arrived.
MOBS 2
Tho police assert that the strikers
took advantage of the fact that many

Long Branch, N. J., Sept. 19.—Presli
dent Wilson announced tonight that
he has no intention of making anjl
campaign tour but that ho wiil carry!
out plans already tentatively made fta
several speeches on publio question*
before non-partisan organizations, ThisJ
announcement followed a confeienee bo4
tween Mr. Wilson and Vanee MoGormick, chairman of the Demooratrlo NIK
tional Committee.
Both the President and Mix KBCOH
mick expressed indignation ova* stories
printed today to the effect that as a;
result of uneasiness over the BepubU-c
can campaign Mr. Wilson had changed
his plans and wonld stamp tha owun
try.
Secretary Tumulty anthorieearthe'ifcU
lowing statement:
"The President has no intention of
making any campaign tour. Ha does!
not intend to change the program al]
ready agreed upon by tkose in charge
of his campaign to accept invitations
from non-partisan organizations to dis4
cuss political questions."
In addition to the speeches In dif-(
ferent parts of the country the Presi-"
dent plans to make addresses on tha
porch of Shadow Lawn to delegations
from various States who will call upon
him. The first of these speeches will
be made Saturday afternoon to a delegation of business men with whom Mr,
Wilson will discuss the record of business legislation made by his administration.
McCormlck Brings Invitations.
Chairman McCormick arrived hera
late today with a portifolio filled with
letters from Democratic leaders and
invitations from political and non-political organizations. He urged that as
many as possible be accepted.
With Chairman McCormick, the President planned the general trend of his
addresses. Da them he will avoid personalities and confine himself strictly
to pressing public questions. Among
other things he will discuss the settlement of the recently threatened railroad strike, which Charles E. Hughes
has made an issue in the campaign.
The President displayed his intention
of taking an active personal interest in
his campaign. From now on, administration officials said the Democrats will
push the campaign as vigorously as possible. Plans are already being made
for sending several Cabinet members
into the Middle West and all doubtful
States to recite tha record of tho President and the Demooratic Congress.
President Meets Chairman.
The President met Mr. McCormick at
the railroad station here within a short
time after Mr. and Mrs. Wilson returned from Columbia, 8. (X, where they
attended the funeral of the President's!
sister. Mr. McCormick remained at
Shadow Lawn over night. Early returns'
from the New York State primaries,
were telephoned to Shadow Lawn tonight.
Preparation of the speech, the President will deliver next Monday at Baltimore before the convention of the1
National Grain Dealers Association has
been begun. In it Mr. Wilson yrill refer particularly to the rural -credits drill!
passed by Congress.
In addition to discussing' politics withi
Mr. McCormick, the President today
gave time to selecting members of the
tariff commission, the shipping board,:
the board created by the eight-hour harfor railroad employes and the board toj
carry out the provisions of the working men's compensation law. He is expected to name some of them within el
few days.

Washington, Sept. 19.—The Naval
Consulting Board, created by Secretary
Daniels and headed by Thomas A. Edison, the great wizard of the United
States, was sworn in today. The board
is twenty-four strong; it comprises
leading scientists of the United States.
Secretary' Daniels was host to the
Board of Wise Men at the Army and
Navy Club today. This afternoon he
went down the river with the party on
(Continued on Tare Six.)
the naval steamer Dolphin to witness
target, maneuvers of the Atlantic fleet
now assembled off the Virginia Capes.
The consulting board now has a legal
status, and will be of great service to
the Navy in bringing it up to the State
of excellency Secretary Daniels desires.
This morning, when the distinguish(Continued on Pare Six.)
ed men of this unique organization assembled in the office of the Secretary
of the Navy. Mr. Daniels addressed
Getting More of Progressive
E.HGLRND
WRECKAGE OF 2.EPPELIN
JACOB 5. COXEY
them as follows:
Strength But Opponent's
Plan Has Public Approval.
"In the creation of the Naval ConJacob S. Coxey, of Massillon, 0., who
Friends Satisfied
The proyorbial grease spot might be brought into play in describing this
sulting Board, a new experiment has
moro than twenty years ago led "Coxey's
picture of the wrecked Zeppelin brought down at Cuffley, England, on the far
been tried in voluntary patriotic servarmy'' of unemployed on a long march
(By the Associated Press.)
northern outskirts of London on September 3 last. This is the first picture of
ice for the country. Your presence
to Washington, filed papers with the
New York, Sept. 19.—With returns tho -wreck to arrive in this country, and, while not a very great deal of the wreckhere today, with the imprimaturo of
Secretary of State as an independent from less than one-third of the districts ago can be seen here, a little stretch of your imagination and facf gives a wonCongressional action upon what has Equipment in Easy Reach Fo'r candidate for United States Senator. In in tho state received at midnight Gov.
derful story. Just picture the great drop to the earth, then the awful impact
been undertaken, shows that the ex1894 he led 350 ragged, dirty, hungry, Chas. 8. Whitman was leading Judge with the ground, and you can easily see the once mighty airship of steel and
Takjng Entire Tar Heel Bri- thirsty,
periment has behind it united* public
weary men down historic Penn- Samuel Scabury, Democrat, for the Pro- aluminum a flattened mass. Tho Victoria Cross was bestowed upon twenty-oneapproval and undivided public support.
sylvania avenue amid the shouts and gressive endorsement for governor. Only year-old Lieutenant Lcete Bobinson, of the royal flying corps, for bringing down
gade To Border
••When war burst upon Europ,e it
jeers of a great multitude of Washing- a fraction of the 40,000 enrolled Progres- the Zeppelin raider. The award of the cross has given general satisfaction in
was evident that some of the great naton's citizens. The marching men com- sives in the state voted, an average of England, and Bobinson's namo is on everybody's tongue.
(Special to The Noas and Observer.)
tions. whik_j;cady with dreadnaughts
Camp Glenn, Sept.
ID. Sufficient posed the "Army of thet Commonwealth only about four to a district.
em.A -tAwtH
»
,1 TV.em inor less trained officers and men, lacked to the Mexican border is within easy of the long tramp which began at Masterest among state and national leaders
what the war has taught us is essen- reach of
Camp Glenn. At last ac- sillon, O., five weeks before. It ended
tial, to-wit: the utilization of the in- counts there wero forty-five tourist at the steps of the capitol of the United than any other feature of the inquiry,
ventive, engineering and
scientific sleepers in Now Bern and more coming States in Washington. The soldiers of for it was regarded as giving somo light
on how the strength of tho party would
talent, and the ability to readily mo- on every train. The side tracks here tho army carried staves for weapons and
bo divided in tho national election. A
bilize the industries of the country for are full of flat cars and regular freight all sorts of things for banners. When majority of the Progressive leaders of
national fense. Trained men were call- cars. The First Regiment has packed they attempted as an army to march the state supported Mr. Whitman's caned from munition plants and machine its wagons and placed them aboard cars into the capitol grounds they were didacy. The leaders of the so-called inshops to serve in the trenches. It re- and is ready to strike tents. The other clubbed back by policemen. In May, surgent wing who gave their aid to
quired reverses to teach the folly of regiments are also pushing things rap- 1914, he attempted another march. He Judge Seabury professed to be moro
Speaking in Springfield Renews Preparing To Evacuate City,
putting men skilled in the making of idly.
reached the capitol, but only with about than satisfied with the result.
Maj. Baleigh T. Daniel, camp quar- nine men.
sheiU to carrying guns, for while there
In sixty-one up-state districts heard
Attack On Administration
Athens Hears From Reliable
developed a shortage of men,, the first termaster, finished paying off the boys
from at midnight, Seabury led Whitman
crisis came when men lacked the muni- today. They will draw their next pay
but by less than 100 votes.
For
Passing
Measure
Diplomatic Sources
tions to wage an effective war. These on the border.
Beturns from 1,521 districts out of
The Eastern Department has not actmen were soon recalled to the plants
5,719 in the stab received at midnight
SAYS REASONS "FUTILE' FIGHTING ON EAST FRONT
and factories where they did more for ed on the suggestion of Colonel Hunt
(Continum on face Six.)
their country's defense in molding the that the boys be equipped with overinstruments of war than they could coats and sweaters and sent to the
Challenges Statement of Repre- Heavy Battles in Progress in
BENEDICT DEPLORES
render on the field of battle. The border immediately, leaving the other
United States has now put in operation winter equipment to follow. Awaiting
sentative Adamson That It
Russia, Galicia, TransylvaATTACKS ONfCHURCHES
a policy that regards men making a message from the department he has
Was
Passed
To
Meet
an
munitions as enlisted for national de- not requisitioned for the woolen clothnia, and Rumania, Also On
ing.
(-!•»!,? p*is|Dotsy etn ICQ)
Congressman Small Hopeful
fense as truly as the men who follow
Cortez
Wright,
an
ex-guardsman,
Venice,
Sept.
19.—(Via
Paris.)—MonEmergency;
Calls
It
a
Force
Southern Front in Macedothe colors in the shock of. actual conAbout Future of Waterways signor La Fontaine, the Patriarch of
flict. Never again will any country now one of Senator Simmons' secreBill
and
Legislation
Without
nia ; Quiet in Somme Region
taries, spent last night in camp, tho
Venice, has published a letter from
fail to appreciate that the mechanic
Through The Sounds
guest of Capt. Poythress and Major
Pope Benedict, reploring 'the attempts
and the munition maker is the man be- Daniel.
Knowledge
or
Inquiry
Owing To Bad Weather
against the churches and treasures of
hind the gun.
Nsws and Obarrrpr lluroau,
Venice and rejoicing that tho church of
Lsesons From the Great War.
400 District National nanh Bulldlni.
(By tho Associated Press.)
(By the Associated Press.)
San Giovanni Paolo escaped "blind
"But we learned lessons from this INVENTOR OF "TANK"
By H. E. C. BRYANT.
Sprinfigeld, 111., Sept. 19.—Charles E.
Athens, Sept. 19 (via London).—It is
blows only sustaining damage which forgreat war which we are trying through
(Special Leased Wire.)
tunately can be repaired."
NOT YET IDENTIFIED
Hughes, addressing an audience in the stated in the most reliable diplomatic
the Naval Consulting Board to make
The Pope calls the explosion before Arsenal here tonight, renewed his at- sources here that the Austrians are preWashington,
Sept. 19.—Bepresentative
available. The first was the need of coSt. Mark, the destruction of the church
operation, study, and research between But Associated Press Is Inform- Small has gone to North Carolina. After of Santa Maria Formosa and the damage tack on the administration for the pass- paring for the evacuation of Triest.
attending the sessions in Philadelphia
civilian and naval experts, engineers,
age of the Adamson law in the face of
Heavy Battles on Eastern Front,
of the Atlantic Deeper Waterways As- to tho Church of Gli Scalzi, "bitter
ed War Machine Is Tractor
and scientists. Not a few of the invenMr.
sociation, he thinks the prospects are wounds to my heart," and regrets that the threatened railroad strike.
London, Sept. 19.—Although there is
tions that have been most valuable in
his
efforts
to
prevent
such
misfortunes
Adaptation
fine for the development of the chain have failed.
Hughes discussed and called "futile" a pause in the violent infantry fighting
naval development came from the
of inland waterways which, eventually,
brains of civilians. When it seemed
reasons advocated for its passage, quot- in the Somme region of France, due to
(By Uie Associated Press.)
will connect North Carolina with the
wise to issue a S. O. S. call to civilian
ed from President Wilson's address to the inclement weather, heavy battles are
AIRMAN'S
WOODEN
LEG
in progress on the eastern front in BusLondon, Sept. 19.—While friends are harbor of New York and tho Gulf of
scientists and engineers to aid in naval
Congress, challenged tho statement of si.), (ialieia, Transylvania and Bumania,
preparedness, I naturally turned to claiming for Winston Spencer Churchill, Mexico.
SMASHED BY SHELL Bepresentative
Adamson that it was and on the southern front in Macedonia.
Hugh McBae, of Wilmington, was at
America's most distinguished inventor, former First Lord of the Admiralty, and
Along tho Stokhod river in Bussia the
passed
to
meet
an
emergency and cited
whose inventive genius is only excelled Colonel Swinton, the credit of the dis- the meetings in Philadelphia, and is inParis, Sept. 19.—Flight Lieutenant de
Germans and Austro-Hungarians have
a
declaration
attributed
to
Grover
by his robust patriotism, for aid and covery of the "tanks," which played such terested in the possibilities.
"Tho completion of the Beaufort- Bochefort, who brought down his sixth Cleveland in support of the contention taken the offensive against the Buscounsel. I appealed to Mr. Thomas A. an important part in the recent advanco
German machine on Saturday, has been
that the. law was "a surrender to force." sians and, according to Berlin, near ZarEdison to lend his name and advice in on the Sommo front, the original in- Fayettevillo line," Mr. Small said, "is posted as missing.
creating the organization which today ventor remains undisclosed, but the As- positively an urgent matter in ord'er to
Mr. Hughes, after declaring that "tho ecze, have crossed the river in pursuit
Flight Adjutant Tarascon, who was
becomes a legalized part of the navy. sociated Press is informed by a reliable give the Capo Fear country inside water mentioned in yesterday's official state- just interests of labor are th6 concern of thoir retreating foe and have cap- GERMAN AEROPLANES
authority
that
the
new
war
machine
is
traffic
north.
The
improvement
of
the
He responded with a cheerful 'aye, aye,
ment by the war
office as having of all," and asserting that he desired tured 31 officers and 2,511 men and 17
ATTACK BRITISH CRAFOJ
sir,' and then came the question as to an adaptation of theTcaterpillnr tractor. upper Cape Fear by canalization and brought down his fifth enemy machine, to see safe and wholesome conditions of machine guns. Here four lines of BusAccording
to
this
authority,
the
invenlocks
and
dams
to
a
depth
of
nine
feet
work, adequate opportunities for educa- sian trenches were penetrated by the
how the other members of the board
has
only
one
leg.
The
other
was
ampu(By the Associated Pzasa.)
should be chosen. After consideration, tion was brought to the attention of the is about complete. In order for Fay- tated as a result of an aeroplane acci- tion and recreation, reasonable hours of Teutonic allies, says Vienna.
Berlin, Sept. 19.—(Via Sayvffle.)—Ai
In Galicia a counter attack by the
it was decided not only to ask the war office early in the war. Great Brit- etteville to derivo the greatest benefits dent prior to the war. Adjutant Taras- labor and fair wages, said in part:
duplication of the successful attack of
"Tho Adamson bill is a force bill. It forces of the central powers along the September 17 by German aeroplanes oa
twenty-four eminent men on the board ain declined to finance the project un- from the improvement of the Cape Fear con's artificial leg was smashed by a
to enlist for this patriotic task, but to less the machines were manufactured in this inside route ought to bo completed. shell splinter during one of his latest was legislation without inquiry, without Narayuvka river southeast of Lemberg hostile craft off the Flanders coast was
"Under present conditions a barge or daring flights.
knowledge. The demand by the admin- brought a further success to their arms announced today by the German admiseek to enroll the full membership of a England.
These armored ships on land aro steamer carrying produce from Fayistration for such legislation as the price and resulted in the capturo of an ad- ralty. The official statement says:
dozen of the leading engineering and
mounted
on
four
caterpillar
tractors,
etteville consigned to Philadelphia must
of peace was a humiliating spectacle. It ditional 4,200 men.
scientific societies in the country. At
DEATH RATE IN U. S.
"On September 18 German aeroplanes
In the Ludowa region of the Carwas not only a serious misuse of offifirst I thought of selecting two dozen which not only make' the machine in- transfer at Wilmington in order for
capable of being capsized, but enable the produce to be further shipped by
the Bussians have gained some again attacked, off the Flanders coast,
eminent men representing those organi- it to cross ditches. The idea of using
IS LOWERED AGAIN cial power, but a deplorable abdication pathians
new positions in the fighting among the with excellent success hostile naval
of moral authority.
zations. If I had done so, most of the a caterpillar tractor has been worked on rail or by outside steamer, and there is
forces composed of two monitors, sixsnow-clad peaks.
"The
excuses
presented
are
futile.
The
men who are on the board would have for the last ten years and the problem only one steamer making a weekly trip
teen destroyers and one starting ship for
Washington, Sept. 19.—Tho lowest
The
war
chancellories
at
Berlin,
Sofia
from
Wilmington
to
Philadelphia.
If
Adamson
bill
is
not
a
bill
providing
been chosen, but reflection and consul- was solved finally by equipping the maaeroplanes, o nthe last of which an undeath rate in the country's history is
tation pointed to a new experiment chine with engines of such tremendous this waterway were completed barges shown in preliminary vital statistic for
mistakable hit was observed.
(Continued on Page Six.)
could
go
from
Faye.ttevjlle
to
Baltimoro
(Continued
on
Page
Six.)
which has in practice demonstrated that horsepower that they are able to pull
'Another hostile aeroplane out of a
the year .1915, made public today by the
or
Philadelphia,
giving
them
very
much
it was the wiser course. I requested a the heaviest harvesting machines and
squadron which ascended in order to reCensus Bureau. The rate, 13.5 per thouCONFEDERATE DRUM
lower
rates
on
freight
and
better
serdozen great organizations each to name gang
pulse bur raiders was forced to alight
sand, is based on reports from 25 states
plows over extremely
rough vice than they now enjoy."
two members of the board, thus secur- ground.
RESTORED TO OWNERS on Dutch territory."
and 41 cities with a total population of
ing the earnest eo-operation of all the
about 67,000,000. In 1914 the percentage
The man who brought the plans to
.36,000 members of these societies and England declines to permit the use of
No British Ships Damaged.
(By tile Associated Presa)
of deaths was 13.6, the lowest recorded
CHARLOTTE
ADDL*fO
(By tho Associated Press.)
freeing the selection from any sugges- his name, declaring that for business
London, Sept. 19.—Begarding the Gerup to that time. There has been a
Bichmond, Va., Sept. 19.—A ConfedNew
York,
Sept.
19.—A
proposal
to
tion that the composition was in the reasons he does not desire to dim the
FLOOD FUND" $250 steady decrease. Tho average rato dur- omit from tho prayer book of the erate drum picked up on a battlefield man admiralty statement reporting an
least influenced by partisan or personal glory of those claiming the credit. Ho
ing the period 1901-05 being 16.2.
near Winchester, during the Civil War attack by German aeroplanes on war
Protestant Episcopal Church prayers for by the Worcester Continentals, was re- vessels off the Flanders' coast, the Britconsiderations. No request was made says he has plans for a tractor which
This' Carries the Total to State ReJews,
Turks,
infidels
and
heretics
will
ish admiralty today stated that no Britto these societies to name Democrats or probably will be more effective than
N. C. LEADS COUNTRY
lief Committee to $44,313.56.
be submitted to tho Episcopal Triennial turned to representatives of the 13th ish ships were struck or damaged by
Bepublicans or Progressives. I asked the "tanks."
Virginia Begiment, its original owners,
General
Convention
to
be
held
in
St.
the raiders.
them to aid the navy in the great work
IN MICA PRODUCTION
The fund for the relief of the flood
Louis in October. The proposed changes hero today. The Continentals, escortod
it had in hand by naming the ablest
Use Not Contemplated in U. S.
sufferers of western North Carolina
by two battalions of Virginia militia, Quarters for West Asheville Postoffice.
are
approved
by
tho
special
commisrepresentatives of these organizations.
Mows and Oliserrer Pureait,
was increased yestorday by $2.30.00.
Washington, Sept. 19.—No steps to
sion on the revision of the prayer book. marched to tho Museum of tho Confed406 District National Hank Building
I did not know or care to know the poli- provide the American army with cater(Special leased Wire.)
(Special Leased Wire.)
This amount camo from the flood
The proposal to eliminato the .Tows erate Memorial Literary Society, formcies of the men who were to patrioti- pillar armored motor ears like those berelief committee at Charlotte, sent
Washington, Sept 19.—Tho mica pro- from Episcopal prayers is based on the erly the homo of Jefferson Davis,
Washington, Sept. 19.—The Postoffice
cally aid in laying deep the mud-sills ing use by the British in France have
through Mr. B. M. Miller, Jr., of the
duced in North ICaroliria in 1915 was ground that it is an insult to class them President of the Confederacy, where Department announced today that at
of the naval arm of national defense. been taken by the War Department, offiState Belief Committee, making the
worth threc-fourtks of thai produced in with infidels and heretics. The purpose the presentation was made.
West Asheville the government had acI only desired men of expert knowledge cials told inquiress today. It was extotal sent from Charlotte to ChairColonel Ccaes, of the Continentals, cepted the proposal of Mr. G. D. Carter
the United StatMs. Nort> Carolina's in striking out tho Turks from the prayanimated by a spirit of the best Ameri- plained that tho twenty-seven caterman Edward E. Britton of the State
output was a thBrl more than it was ers is to avoid confusing them with presonted the drum, which was accepted to lease new quarters on the corner of
canism. Their acceptance and the vol- pillar motors recently ordered by tho
Flood Belief Committee $4,750.00.
in 1914. Prices *ere higher because of Mohammedans. The prayer as proposed on behalf of the Memorial Society by Central avenue and Beverly road for a
untary help already rendered shows that department were for the ordinary purthe European wai.
W. W. Scott, State law librarian, a term of five years, the lease to include
The check from Charlotte carries
reads:
they are the Minute Men of this period, poses such as towing big guns, for which
The average f price of sheet mica,
"Have mercy upoir all who know thee veteran of the 13th Begiment. Lieut. equipment, heat, light, water, safe and
the total received by the State Belief
similar cars have been used in tho army
roiiRh trimmed .nd cut, was around 68 not as revealed in the gospel of thy Governor J. Taylor Ellyson, presided at if necessary parcel post, postal savings^
Committee to $44,313.56.
(Continued on Page Six.)
for yoars.
cents per I'Ouhd,
city and rural delivery-fixtures.
^
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,
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The Commoner
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Whether Common or Not
My Dog
When my dog looks at yer friendly
outer meltin' pretty eyes,
An' he wags his tail an' tries ter
lick yer hand;
Then I don't care wot you look like
an' I don't care wot yer been,
Yer good enough for me—yer understand?
Sometimes a human bein' judges by
yer fancy coat,
An' if yer gloves an' shoes is new
and whole;
But a dog, when he looks at yer,
doesn't notice little things;
A dog—a dog he judges by yer
soul!
When my dog looks at yer friendly
like he wants to see yer smile,
An' jumps upon yer, lovin' when
yer call;
I'd like yer if yer was alone without
a home'r friend,
A burglar — tramp or anything
at all!
Sometimes a human bein' likes yer
surface—polished up—
Yer talk or table manners plays
their part;
But a dog, when he looks at yer, goes
beneath the top veneer;
A dog—a dog he judges by yer
heart!
—Christian Herald.
The Neighbors Say
If he is regular in attending
church, he is too , pious.
If h/s, dn/ej'",ywx ttend church, he is
it UD ounCT--ni3 family away for

the summer, it is more than he can
afford.
If he doesn't allow them a vacation, he is called stingy.
If he happens to be successful in
business, he achieved success unfairly.
If he doesn't succeed, he missed
his calling.
If the piano is silent, why don't
they buy a player?
If they have a player-piano, it annoys the whole neighborhood.
If he gives freely to charity, it is
for show.
If he doesn't, he is classed as a
tightwad.
If his wife does her own work, she
is "killing herself" for the family.
If she has servants, she ought to
bo more economical.
If he dies young, he led too fast a
life.
If he lives to a ripe old age, he is
living beyond his time.—Judge.
No Need For Worry
The minister had to leave home on
a long preaching tour. Just before
leaving he called his family around
him to say good-bye. When he came
to Bobby ho said:
"Old man, I want you to be a good
boy and take care of your mother."
Bobby promised. All day long he
looked preternaturally grave under
the heavy responsibility thus suddenly assumed.
When night came
and he was called to his prayers the
young guardian said:
"Oh, Lord, bless father, and
brother Tom, and sist.er Alice, and
Aunt May, and the little Jones boys,
and me, but you needn't trouble
about mother, for I am going to look
after her."—Chicago Herald.
How Ho Raw
A' near race rot happened in a
-southern town. The .negroes gath
ered in one crowd and the /wfhues in 1
another. The whites fired their revolvers into the air and the negroes!

took to their heels. Next day a
plantation owner, said to one of his
men:
"Sam, were you in that crowd that
gathered last night?"
"Yassir."
"Did you run like the wind, Sam?"
"No, sir. I didn't run like the
wind, 'deed I didn't. But I passed
two others that was running like the
wind."—Boston Record.
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Do Not Fail to See

The Panama-California
International Exposition
At San Diego, California

Thoughtful
A man was walking along the
street and he saw a house on fire.
He rushed across the way and rang
the bell. After some time a lady,
who proved to be slightly deaf, appeared at the door.
"Madam, your house is on fire."
"What did you say?"
The man be gan dancing up and
down. He pointed above. "I said
your house is afire! Flames bursting
out! No time to lose!"
"What did you say?"
"House afire! Quick!"
The lady smiled. "Is that all?"
she said sweetly.
"Well," replied the man hopelessly, "that's all. I can think of just
now."—Arganaut.
Mandy, the Undisturbed
Solitude does not make for eloquence.
"Mandy," said Bill Ittner, the
ultimate denizen of Bitter Creek,
"where's my razor? I needru shave."
Entered then Ike Kidder, the arch
enemy of Bill Ittner, a bad citizen
from across the range. A nine-inch
bowie flashed in his hand.
Bill
clinched with Ike, and the mountain
cabin trembled to their struggle. The
table was demolished, the stove overturned, the matutinal water bucket
was overturned. Finally Bill secured
the knife. As he pushed the dying
Ike from its blade—
"Behind the clock," said Mandy.
"You sure do!"—Judge.
And He Sailed Right On
"Would ye do something for a
poor old sailor?" inquired the seedy
wanderer at the gate.
"Poor old sailor?" said the lady
at work over the washtub.
"Yes-sum; I followed the water
for sixteen years."
"Well," said the worker as she
resumed her labors, "you certainly
don't look as if you ever caught up
with it."-—The Furrow.

This is one of the most beautiful and unique expositions that has
ever been presented to the American people. There has never been an
Exposition in the United States which equaled it in architecture or the
botanical beauty of its grounds. This is the second year of its existence, and it has been a success in every sense of the word.
But the
gates will positively close on December 31st, 1916.
Do not miss the
opportunity to see it, and also, to visit San Diego, the Southern GatewayCity of the Pacific Coast.
THE USD OP SUNSHINE HAVING THE BEST CLIMATE IN THE
UNITED STATES
For confirmation of these statements, see the United States weather
bureau reports covering the period of the last 27 years.
NOW IS THE TIME TO GET TOUR FOOTHOLD IN THIS CITY
and prepare to come here and spend the reclining years of your life.
You will not be lonesome, as this city is growing by metes and bourfds,
and thousands of people all over the United States are looking forward
to the time when they may be able to call San Diego their home. They
have been here in the past, and selected a residence lot to suit their
taste. Some of them were never able to drop the cares of their eastern
home, and have gone to that borne from whence no traveler returns.
But their children, who are now coming and looking up that residence
lot secured by their father years ago, are finding it worth many times
more than when it was purchased.
SOUTHUOOK
is one of the best located residence tracts now on the market. "We
have platted its streets in contour, graded and sidewalked them, and
placed 150 lots upon the market at 10% down, and 1% per month. These
lots are 50x100 feet, good soil, with mountain and ocean view.

Too Prosaic
"Your wife used to take considerable interest in your gardening efforts."
"Yep."
"ButT don't see her in the garden
with you any more."
"She lost interest when she found
I couldn't raise olives, or grapefruit,
or orchids."—-Pittsburg Dispatch.
True to a Principle
"I never borrow an umbrella."
"it's a good rule."
"I make it an absolute rule to buy
my umbrellas. By the way, would
you mind lending me the price of
one?"—Washington Star.
Superfluous Solicitude
"Willie; I don't want you to go to
that, river resort with the rest of the
boys."
"Why not, ma?"
"i'm skeered you'll git hurt going
up on one of them there parachutes."
-—Cincinnati Enquirer.
j

The above residence, located at No. 336 Southlook Avenue, Is a fair
sample of the residences now built on the tract. Price of lots, from
$800 to $1200, and the building restrictions provide when a residence is
erected, it must cost not less than double the cost of the lot.
When
you come to San Diego, call on us. Our office is at your disposition.
We will sell you a choice lot or home already built on easy payments, or
with liberal discount for cash.

Jewell Investment Company,
Phone: Mam 2926

212 Am. Nat. Bank Building
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The Army and War,
Most persons in Washington, knowing
army officers personally, are aware that
there is no spirit of militarism among
them and that their patriotism is of the
kind that would advocate the preservation
of peace so long as peace is consistent with
the honor of the nation. Possibly in other
sections of the country, the cry of the pacifists that a large standing army leads inevitably to war may have made some impression, and in such places the recent
statement of Secretary of War Baker, in
an address in St. Louis, will be helpful in
dispelling a false impresion.
When Mr. Baker was appointed Secretary
of War, he was regarded distinctly as a
pacifist. He says himself that as a civilian
he believed that a standing army was a
menace to free institutions and that the
professional soldier desired war. Now he
makes this confession to the Business
Men's League of St. Louis:
I have found as Secretary of War
that the army of the United States,
from the commanding general to the
last enlisted private, does not desire
war. I know of no body of men who
have a more signal devotion to duty
than the army, and no body of men
who would be more willing to lay
down their lives for their country. For
three years the greater part of the
American army has *een on the Mexican border, and it has been put to the
severest tests ever put upon soldiers.
. It has had a waiting job. It is easy to
be a soldier when there is action; difficult when there is inaction. While
we have heard criticism and complaint
from other sources, I want to say that
there has never been a word of complaint relative to condition or service
from any member of the regular army.
The tribute that Secretary Baker pays to
the officers and men of the regular army of
the United States Is well deserved. There
is no country in the world whose spirit is
more opposed to military aggression. The
American army has stood patiently ready
to do whatever work might be required of
it Some of its greatest achievements have I
been in times of peace, as demonstrated in
the rescue work at the time of the San
Francisco fire; again in the floods of the
Ohio valley, and in such engineering accomplishments as the construction of the
Panama Canal.

ARMY DOESN'T WANT
| WAR, ASSERTS BAKER
I

Militia's Health Better Than
Regulars' on Border—Wants
More Power for Defense.

ST. LOUIS, Sept. 20.—Secretary of
War Baker, in an address before the
.Business Men's League here to-day,J
| said. that he had discovered that the
army does not desire war.
"As a civilian," he said, "I believed
that a standing army wa» a menace to
free institutions, and that the professional soldier desired war; but I have
found as Secretary of War that the
entire army of the United States, from
■ the commanding General to the last
enlisted private, does not desire war.
"For three years the greater part or
! the American army has been on the
Mexican border, and it has been put
to the severest tests ever put upon
soldiers. It has had a waiting job. It
is easv to be a soldier when there is
action. While we have heard criticism
and complaint from other sources,
there, has never been a word of complaint relative to conditions of service
from the reg-ular army.
"The militia was mobilized on the
border, a distance of 1,800 miles, with
great success and efficiency. The efficiency is such that the sick report is
less than 2 per cent.—1 .per cent, less
than that of the regular army.
"The time has come when there
must be power on the part of the
Government to mobilize all the forces
of the country for the common defense."

NEWTON BAKER—THE MAN.
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FOR SUFFRAGE
■—Secretary Baker is for suffrage.
—So is Mrs. Baker, his wife, who has
done much for the cause.
—A preacher's grandson.
Secretary
Baker was born in ihe South.
-His father was a country doctor and
his mother a native of Maryland.
—Secretary Baker's mother while a girl
was captured and imprisoned.
—That was during the civil war. when
she ran the Federal blockade to carry
medicine to Confederate wounded.
—Secretary Baker has the courage of
his convictions and the ability to state
and argue them well.
—He is active in the Men's r.eague for
Woman Suffrage in Ohio, lending his tine
energies and influence to the furtherance
of "Votes for Women."

*^

There is of course great interest- in
the personality of Hon. jNewtoh I>.
Baker, former mayor of Cleveland, Ohio,
whom the President has named for Secretary of War. Just forty-four years of .
age he has won high reputation as a man
and as an attorney. Among the fighters
at Baltimore for Woodrqw Wilson he
stands by the 'policies of the President,
and'we have seen it stated that after he
left the position of Mayor of Cleveland
this year and entered into a law partnership that he 'stipulated that he! musthave the six months preceding the election to do campaign work for Preside/ ^
Wilson's re-election.
\ The Kinston Free Press gives an rn
teresting interview with Bev. John H.
Griffith, rector of St. Mary's Episcopal'
Church of Kintston, concerning Mr.
Baker, whom Mr.' Griffith knows well,
the two having been classmates at the
Episcopal High Schol near Alexandria,
Va., during the sessions of 1887 to 1889,
and also fellow students at Washington
and Lee University, where Mr. Baker
studied law, graduating in 1894. Concerning him Mr. Griffith said:
Baker has a charming personality.
He is not only a great lawyer, but
is a good man, an able official and *
a wise politician. Sound in ideas,
high in principle, and attractive for
his kindness and enthusiasm, he is.
Ha was known at college to. never ,
have said an unkind word about arey" f
one, which sounds somewhat extraf- 1
agant, but-then, Newton Baker, his I
been extravagant with his kindness.
In. appearance he is boyish, with a
; face" indicative not only of charac-.
ter, hut of striking intellect. His(p
power of speech easily won for him
in his school and college days the
term, "the. boy orator." Today his
oratory is classed as of the new
school. In other words, it lacks the
eternal, "flapdoodle" with which so
many senseless periods have been
rounded out on the stump by the
bawling and blowing politicians Of
the old school. As a speaker he is
graceful, simple, convincing and
courteous, and with it all is a
"charm" of accurate expression
which so . few have. His taste is
artistic, fond of literature and
music, with a fine curiosity about
all life and an unselfish wish to
make life bettor and more beautiful.

Sketch of Secretary of War Baker
Made by a Post-Dispatch Artist Today

AS TO MEXICO
Says Any Course Other Than
That Pursued by President
Would Have Meant Conquest.
TO MAKE TWO ADDRESSES

GEN. BQMPOOT

Secretary of War Will Speak Before B. M. L. and Life Insurance Men.
Secretary of War Baker, who is in St.
Louis to deliveY two speeches, in an .nterview witli a Post-Dispatch reporter
at the Planters Hotel, defended the
Mexican policy of President Wilson,
which has been made the subject of attack by Charles E. Hughes, Republican
nominee for President, and asserted that
any other policy than that pursued by
tlie President would hare meant the conquest of Mexico, which nobody advocates and no wise man desires."
Secretary Baker arrived in St. Louis
at 7:28 a. m. to fill two speaking engagements for President Wilson, who
was unable to come on account of the
death of his sister He spoke before tho
jt>usiness Men's League at the Missouri
Athletic Association at 12:30 p. m„ and
will speak before the National Association of Insurance Underwriters at the
Coliseum at 3 p. m.
Secretary Ba';er will leave at midnight
for Washington. oBth his speeches in
St. Louis will be on nonpolitical subjects
and the public will be admitted to he\r
his Coliseum speech.
Won't Touch on 8-Hour law.
Tt was expected Secretary Baker would
speak before the Businesi Men's League
on the eight-hour law enacted by Congress to avert a railroad strike. He told
a Post-Dispatch reporter, however, that
President Wilson would, In the near future, make a speech on this subject, and
that until the President spoke he should
have nothing to say.
"The controversy between the railroads and organized labor has not been
settled," he said, "but there has been a
stay of hands."
"He said that the great controversy between labor and capital must be solved
by the enactment of proper laws, and
that the solution must be made by the
public—the third party—whose interests
are greater than either those of capital
or labor. Speaking of the Wilson administration, Secretary Baker said:
"No administration in my lifetime,
and none in history, with the solitary
exception of that of Lincoln, has been
responsible for so many important and
constructive laws. I do not believe the
American people, in the coming election,
are going to be influenced by mere carping criticism. The man who stands on
the side lines and criticises the players
is not going to have much influence.
"The American people are not interested in criticism, but in construction.
Of course, I think proper and Just criticism is all right. But if there is any
group of people in this country who
want a change in the administration
they must believe that somebody else
has better constructive policies than the
President, or can do better than the
President the things that he has done.

Expresses Full Confidence in
Statement of Villa's Success at Chihuahua.
Maj. Gen. Hugh L. Scott, chief of
staff of the army, today expressed full
confidence in the accuracy of Lien.
'George Belrs report of Villa's capture
and evacuation of Chihuahua City, concerning which official doubt had been
cast.
"I believe 'Paneho' Villa waR jn Chihuahua." General Scott said
"The
War Department has had much information corroborating ,-eports that Villa
is alive."
, The new turn in the Mexicen situation brought about bv General Bell's
report confirming Villa's surprise attack on Chihuahua, was followed by
unusual activity in the State and War
Departments today.

Secretaries in Conference.
STEWTON D. BAKER,
"It is a singular characteristic of the
campaign so far that the opp6sition has
not broached a single constructive id»a"
Not only Mr. Hughes, but his associates'
have not proposed any constructive policy that would solve or change the so- T-l
35
lution of any of the important issues 1-i
before the country.
o"
Wnnt« Constructive Expr?gi,lon.
"I hope that before the campaign is
over Mr. Hughes will tell the people
what he will desire to do, legislatively «
and constructively, so that the American people can compare his beliefs and
desires with the known performances
of the President.
"As to the President's policy in Mexico, of which Mr. Hughes complains, It 7}
can be demonstrated to be the policy of df
Lincoln, followed by Tart, and also bv "A
Wilson. It can be demonstrated to be i—i
the policy of the declaration of independence, and it can be shown that it
has done more to build up satisfactory >
relations between the United States and
the Latin-American, republics than any
other policy could possibly have done.
"The only alternative to the policv the
President adopted in Mexico would have
been the conquest of Mexico, which no- 'A
body advocates, and no wise man deQ
sires."
Secretary Baker said that Ravmond
Robins, who was chairman of the Progressive national convention, and who is
now supporting Hughes for President,
had characterized the President's Mexican policy as the greatest piece of constructive statesmanship in his recollection. Robins and Baker are close per- in
sonal friends, and Robins was waiting In
the hotel to see Secretary Baker while
the Secretary was giving the interview.
Robins is also to speak before the Insurance people tonight, following Secretary
Baker.
Secretary Baker said that it was mere
foolishness to discuss the tariff Issue
at the present time, because nobody
could tell anything about it. With the Q
world's trade upset, and with one power
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Secretary of'state Lansing was cloneted with Secretary Baker for some
time in the latter's office. Aside from
Mr. Lansing's admission that "the Mexican o tuation was discussed," neither
official would talk.
Since the New London conferences
opened the Mexican affair has become a
diplomatic question. The War Department does not feel free to direct' any
change in military operations without
consulting the State Department
No further orders for troop movements
were given by the War Department toNo Troops Ordered Back.
No orders have been sent for return of
troops in exchange for the Wyoming,
Kansas, and Wisconsin militia ordered
to the border yesterday. This is accept as indicating the status quo will
be maintained until the new Mexican
situation arising from Villa's latest activities, is clarified.
The War Department today announced
the first payment to postmasters for
obtaining army recruits. A provision
of the national defense act allows J6
payment to postmasters for each recruit enlisted. The postmasters at
.'tica. Okla., and Greensburg^LaT,
first to score under the new act' were

'
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Sketch of Secretary of War Baker
Made by a Post-Dispatch Artist Today

AS 10 MEXICO
Says Any Course Other Than
That Pursued by President
Would Have Meant Conquest.

GEN. BELL'S REPORT

TO MAKE TWO ADDRESSES
Secretary of War Will Speak Be<
fore B. M. L. and Life Insurance Men.
Secretary of War Baker, who is in St.
Louis to deliver two speeches, in an .nterview with a Post-Dispatch reporter
at the Planters Hotel, defended the
Mexican policy of President Wilson,
which has been made the subject of attack by Charles E. Hughes, Republican
nominee for President, and asserted that
any other policy than that pursued by
tlie President would have meant the conquest of Mexico, which nobody advocates and no wise man desires."
Secretary Baker arrived in St. Louis
at 7:28 a. m. to fill two speaking engagements for President Wilson, who
was unable to come on account of the
death of his sister He spoke before the
business Men's League at the Missouri
Athletic Association at 12:30 p. m., and
will speak before the National AssociaNEWTON-D.
tion of Insurance Underwriters at the " "Xt Is a singular characteristic of the
campaign so far that the opposition has
Coliseum at 8 p. m.
Secretary Baker will leave at midnight not broached a single constructive idea.
for Washington. oBth his speeches in Not only Mr. Hughes, but his associates,
St. Louis will be on nonpolitical subjects have not proposed any constructive poland the. public will be admitted to he-.r icy that would solve or change the solution of any of the important issues
his Coliseum speech.
before the country.
Won't Touch on 8-Hour taw.
Wnut« Constructive Kipwuslon.
Xt was expected Secretary Baker would
"I hope that before the campaign is
speak before the Businesi Men's League
on the eight-hour law enacted by Con- over Mr. Hughes will tell the people
gress to avert a railroad strike. He told what he will desire to do, legislatively
a Post-Dispatch reporter, however, that and constructively, so that the AmeriPresident Wilson would, in the near fu- can people can compare his beliefs and
ture, make a speech on this subject, and desires with the known performances
that until the President spoke he should of the President.
"As to the President's policy in Mexhave nothing to say.
"The controversy between the rail- ico, of which Mr. Hughes complains, it
roads and organized labor has not been can be demonstrated to be the policy of
settled," he said, "but there has been a Lincoln, followed by Taft, and also by
Wilson. It can be demonstrated to be
stay of hands."
'He said that the great controversy be- the policy of the declaration of indetween labor and capital must be solved pendence, and it can be shown that It
by the enactment of proper laws, and has done more to build up satisfactory
that the solution must be made by the relations between the United States and
public—the third party—whose interests the Latin-American, republics than any
are greater than either those of capital other policy could possibly have done.
"The only alternative to the policy the
or labor. Speaking of the 'Wilson ad- President
adopted in Mexico would have
ministration, Secretary Baker said:
been the conquest of Mexico, which no"No administration in my lifetime, body advocates, and no wise man deand none in history, with the solitary sires."
exception of that of Lincoln, has been
Secretary Baker said that Raymond
responsible for so many important and Robins, who was chairman of the Proconstructive laws. I do not believe the gressive national convention, and who is
American people, in the coming election, now supporting Hughes for President,
are going to be influenced by mere carp- had characterized the President's Mexing criticism. The man who stands on! ican policy as the greatest piece of conthe side lines and criticises the players structive statesmanship in his recollec| is not going to have much influence.
tion. Robins and Baker are close per"The American people are not inter- sonal friends, and Robins was waiting- in
ested in criticism, but in construction. the hotel to see Secretary Baker while
Of course, I think proper and Just crit- the Secretary was giving the interview.
icism is all right. But if there is any Robins is also to speak before the Insurgroup of people in this country who ance people tonight, following Secretary
want a change in the administration Baker.
they must believe that somebody else
Secretary Baker said that it was mere
! has better constructive policies than the foolishness to discuss the tariff issue
President, or can do better than the at the present time, because nobody
President the things that he has done. could tell anything about It. With the
world's trade upset, and with one power
controlling the seas, he said, no one
knew what effect the present tariff law
was having, or would have. Tariffs
were made for normal times, he said.

Expresses Full Confidence in
Statement of Villa's Success at Chihuahua.
Maj. Gen. Hugh L. Scott, chief of
staff of the army, today expressed full
confidence in the accuracy of Gen.
'George Bell's report of Villa's capture
and evacuation of Chihuahua City, concerning which official doubt had been
cast.
"I believe 'Pancho' Villa was in ChtImahua." General Scott said.
"The
War Department has had much information corroborating- reports that Villa.
is alive."
The new turn in the Mexice.n situation brought about bv General Bell's
report confirming Villa's surprise attack on Chihuahua, was followed byunusual activity in the State and War
Departments today.

Secretaries in Conference.
BAKEK.
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Secretary of'state Lansing was eloueted with Secretary Baker for some
time in the latter's office. Aside from
Mr. Lansing's admission that "the Mexican situation was discussed,'' neither
official would talk.
Since the New London conferences
opened the Mexican affair has become a
diplomatic question. The War Department does not feel free to direct' any
change in military operations without
consulting the State Department.
No further orders for troop movements
were given by the War Department today.
No Troops Ordered Back.
No orders have been sent for return of
troops in exchange for the Wyoming,
Kansas, and Wisconsin militia ordered
to the border yesterday. This is accept as indicating the status quo will
be maintained until the new Mexican
situation, arising from Villa's latest activities, is clarified.
The War Department today announced
the first payment to postmasters for
obtaining army recruits. A provision
of the national defense act allows $5
payment to postmasters for each recruit enlisted. The postmasters at '
Utica. Okla., and 'Greensburg, La., were
first to score under the new act.
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Lincoln, Nebraska, September, 1916

Full Text of President Wilson's Speech of Acceptance, Shadow Lawn, Long Branch, N. j., Saturday, Sept. 2, 1916
Senator James, Gentlemen of the Notification
Committee, Fellow Citizens: I can not accept
the leadership and responsibility which the national democratic convention has again, in such
generous fashion, asked ma to accept without
first expressing my profound gratitude to the
party for the trust it reposes in me after four
years of fiery trial in the midst of affairs of
unprecedented difficulty, and the keen sense of
added responsibility with which this honor fills
(I had almost said burdens) me as I think of
the great issues of national life and policy involved in the present and 'immediate future conduct of our government. I shall seek, as I have
always sought, to justify the extraordinary cond in me by striving to Diirjro
my heart and puipu-ic ui >..vij F^IOUU
every misleading p.-irtj- motive and devoting
every energy I have to the service of the nation
as a whole, praying that I may continue to have
the counsel and support of all forward-looking
men at every turn of the difficult business.
For I do not doubt that the people of the
United States will wish the democratic party to
continue in control of the government. They
are not in the habit of rejecting those who have
actually served them for those who are making
doubtful and conjectural promises of service.
Least of all are they likely to substitute those
who promised to render them particular services
and proved false to that promise for those who
have actually rendered those very services.
DEMOCRATIC PARTY HAS FULFILLED ITS
EXPLICIT PROMISES
Boasting is always an empty business, which
pleases nobody but the boaster, and I have no
disposition to boast of what the democratic
party has accomplished. It has merely done its
duty. It has merely fulfilled its explicit promises. But there can be no violation of good
taste in calling attention to the manner in which
those promises have been carried out or in adverting to the interesting fact that many of the
things accomplished were what the opposition
party had again and again promised to do but
had left undone. Indeed that is manifestly part
of the business of this year of reckoning and
assessment. There is no'means of judging the
future except by assessing the past. Constructive action must be we;ghed against destructive
comment and reaction. The democrats either
have or have not understood the varied inter-.
ests of the country. The tost is contained in the
record.
What is that record? What were the democrats called into power to do? What things had
long waited to be done, and how did the democrats do them? It is a record of extraordinary
length and variety, rich in elements of many
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Woodrow Wilson received official notification of his renomination by the democratic party for the presidency of the
United States at his summer home,
"Shadow Lawn," Long Branch, N. J.,
Saturday, September 2.
The ceremonies attending the notification were witnessed by a crowd that
numbered not less than 20,000 and represented every state in the union.
President Wilson was conducted to
the speaker's stand by Vance C McCormick, chairman of the national
democratic committee: Senator J?n!" ,-*'"'"°s
,.,," aovoinor Fieiaer of New Jersey.
Senator Ollie James made the speech
of notification, outlining the achievements of the administration and ending
with the words, "and may God who
blesses the peacemaker guide you to a
glorious victory in November."
President Wilson's speech of acceptance will be found in full on this and
pages 10 and 11.
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kinds, but consistent in principle throughout
and susceptible of brief recital.
The republican party was put put' of power
because of failure, practical failure and moral
failure; because it had served special interests
and not the country at large; because, under
the leadership of its preferred and established
guides, of those who still make its choices, it
had lost touch with the thoughts and the needs
of the nation and was living in a past age and
under a fixed illusion, the illusion of greatness.
It had framed tariff laws based upon a fear of
foreign trade, a fundamental doubt as to American skill, enterprise, and capacity, and a very

CONTENTS
PRESIDENT WILSON REVIEWS HIS
ADMINISTRATION
A RECORD WITHOUT A PARALLEL
BRING OUT THE RURAL VOTE
LIBELLING THE PRINCE OF PEACE
PRESIDENT SCORES REACTIONARY
REPUBLICANS
THE DIXON LIBEL
ALL THE PRESUMPTIONS FAVOR
WOMAN SUFFRAGE
PRESIDENT DEFENDS MEXICAN
POLICY
MR. BRYAN AND THE PROMISE OF
PHILIPPINE INDEPENDENCE
WHAT THE ADMINISTRATION HAS
DONE FOR THE FARMER

tender regard for the profitable privileges of
those who had gained control of domestic markets and domestic credits; and yet had enacted
anti-trust laws which hampered the very thing3
they meant to foster, which were stiff and inelastic, and in part unintelligible. It had permitted the country throughout the long period of its control to stagger from one financial
crisis to another under the operation of a national banking law of its own framing which
made stringency and panic certain and the control of the larger business operations of tho
country by the bankers of a few reserve centrea
inevitable; had made as if it meant to reform
the law but iiad faint-lieartedJy failed in, the

attempt, because it could not bring itself to do :
the one thing necessary to make the reform
genuine and effectual, namely, break up the control of small groups of bankers. It had been
oblivious, or indifferent, to the fact that the
farmers, upon whom the country depends for its
food and in the last analysis for its prosperity,
were without standing in the matter of commercial credit, without the protection of standards
in their market transactions, and without systematic knowledge of the markets themselves;
that the laborers of the country, the great army
of men who man the industries it was professing
to father and promote, carried their labors as a
mere commodity to market, were subject to restraint by novel and drastic process in the
courts, were without assurance of compensation
for industrial accidents, without ..federal assistance in accommodating labor disputes, and without national aid or advice in finding the places
and the industries in which their labor was
most needed. The.country had no national system of road construction and development. Little intelligent attention was paid to the army,
and not enough to the navy. The other republics of America distrusted us, because they
found that we thought first of the profits of
American investors and only as an afterthought
of impartial justice and helpful friendship. Its
policy was provincial in all things; its purposes
were out of harmony with the temper and purpose of the people and the timely development
of the nation's interests.
AMERICAN BUSINESS, LIFE AND INDUSTRY
HAVE KEEN SET FREE
So things stood when the democratic party
came into power. How do they stand now?
Alike in the domestic field and in. the wide field
of the commerce of the world, American business and life and industry have been set free to
move as they never moved before.
The tariff has been revised, not on the principle of repelling foreign trade, but upon the
principle of encouraging it, upon something lik»
(Continued on Page Ten.)
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A RECORD WITHOUT A PARALLEL
The old world had seven wonders; in the
United States the political world has eleven wonders. The record made by the present administration in the matter of domestic reform is without parallel in the history of our government.
A democratic president, supported toy a democratic senate and a-democratic house, has given
the country eleven splendid remedial measures.
First—The tariff law now upon the statute
books is the best enacted within a half century.
It is written upon the theory that a tariff law
should be so framed as to raise revenue and not
upon the theory of giving protection for protection's sake. It has lessened the power of the
tariff baron to exact tribute from the public.
Second—The income tax provision, while a
part of the general revenue law, deserves to be
considered upon its own merits. It was made
possible by the adoption of the income tax
amendment to the federal constitution, secured
after a fight of more than fifteen years, made
under democratic leadership. The income tax
in the law of 1913 transferred nearly one hundred millions from consumption to incomes, thus
relieving the masses trom- the injustice that republican tariff laws had put upon them, an injustice which would still continue if the republicans had remained in power.
Third—The currency law is the greatest piece
of constructive legislation the generation has
seen. It brings to the commercial world a relief
sorely needed. It breaks Wall street's despotic
hold upon the business of the nation and the
political tyranny exercised by the masters of
high finance.
Fourth—The rural credits law is a fitting
companion of the currency law. It gives to the
agricultural world the same sort of relief that
the currency law brings to the commercial
world. It gives conclusive proof of the breadth
and comprehensiveness of democratic plans —justice to all in every walk of life.
Fifth—The anti-trust law, written upon the
theory that a private monopoly is indefensible
and intolerable, is the first step towards the release of the country from the great combinations
of capital that had assumed to control productions and fix prices. It not only gives a measure of relief from trust extortion, but it includes
a provision which protects the working men
from "government by injunction."
Sixth—The act creating a trade commission,

Bring Out the Rural
Vote
As every new crop brings out some new insect
pest for which a remedy must be sought, so
every new reform develops unforeseen abuses
or evils that need to be corrected. The primary
system, correct in principle and necessary for
the protection of politics from the boss, has
given to the cities a greater relative influence
than they formerly exerted in the making of
nominations. The reason for this is obvious. It
is easier for the town voter than for the country
voter to exercise the right of suffrage.
The
former is near his polling place and can vote
without loss of time and regardless of weather.
Not so with the country voter. He is at a disadvantage whether the weather be good or bad.
If it is good, his time is valuable and it is a pecuniary loss to leave his work for the time
necessary to make the trip to the polling place
and return. If the weather is bad, it may be
difficult for him to get there at all.
Voting,
therefore, puts a tax upon the rural voter which
the city voter does not have to bear.
No one would think of imposing an unequal
tax on the voters if it were specifically stated in
dollars or cents. For instance, a law compelling
a farmer to pay a dollar for the privilege of voting while only twenty-five cents was required of
the city voter, would not be tolerated for a moment. And yet the actual effect of the present
system is to compel a larger pecuniary sacrifice
of the rural voter. This ought to be corrected.
Why not employ the rural carrier plan for the
collection of votes? If the federal government

exercising over big industrial corporations powers similiar to those exercised over the railroads
by the interstate commerce commission, puts the
federal government in a position, first, to secure
information, and, second, to use that information for the protection of legitimate business
against the encroachments of corporations attempting a monopoly.
Seventh—The shipping bill is another step in
advance, and a long step. Its purpose is to protect international trade along existing trade
routes and to lay out new lines of travel for the
extension of American commerce.
It took a
two-years' fight to overcome the influence of the
shipping trust, but the fight has at last been
won, and the government is now in a position
to use a merchant marine of its own to safeguard the interests of the American shipper.
Eighth—The child labor law has come in response to the growing demand for social betterment. The fact that such a law was necessary
is a sad commentary upon the heartlessness of
man—that he should become so money-mad as
to be willing to increase his profits by the stunting of the bodies and the dwarfing of the minds
of minors. The democratic party deserves great
credit for adding this law to its extraordinary
record of great accomplishments.
Ninth—The President's prompt action has given
to the employees engaged in interstate commerce
an eight-hour day. Again the President has
taken the side of the common man and won.
The railroads overstate the cost of complying
with the eight-hour law. They delay freight
trains at divisions in order to get bigger loads
and longer trains. This is an expense to the
shippers as well as an injustice to the train men.
They can, when it becomes necessary, get the
trains in on time, and thus give the employees
time for rest and recuperation—time to enjoyhome and prepare for the responsibilities of
citizenship. The President lias acted courageously, and the country will approve.
Tenth—The Philippine bill, while dealing with
an international matter, is domestic in that it
not only announces a national policy, but also
promises to safeguard domestic politics from the
disturbing influence of colonial questions.
Eighteen
years
ago
when
imperialism
first raised its head, the democrats in
the senate were quick to strike at it with the
Bacon resolution, which declared against a colonial policy and gave the Filipinos a promise
of ultimate independence.
Every platform

can afford to carry a postal card miles into the
country, the state ought to be able to afford to
collect a ballot. If the federal government can
afford to carry the mail to farmers every day,
the state can certainly afford to collect ballots
two or three times a year. Some remedy should
be applied at once. If any other plan is better,
let it be adopted, but rural delivery has proven
such a success that it would seem worth while
to try the idea in the collection of votes.
W. J. BRYAN.
CONGRESSMAN JONES OF VIRGINIA
Congressman Jones, of Virginia, deserves
great credit for his part in the passage of the
measure promising ultimate independence to the
Filipinos. The final success of the measure is
largely due to the intelligence and perseverance
with which he pressed the Philippine bill. His
congressional record is a long and honorable
one; he is a reformer—among the foremost in
his party, but it is no disparagement of his other
public work to say that the Philippine measure
is the crowning glory of his life. Congratulations to Congressman Jones.
He deserves the
gratitude of Filipinos and Americans alike.
GREAT RECORD OF CONGRESS
The present democratic congress—both house
and senate—shares with the President the honor
of making a record equalled only by the record
of the last democratic congress. If ever a legislative body earned a popular endorsement the
democratic,senate and the democratic house
have.
Wonder if those railroad prt-sWents left
Washington with the idea in their heads that
Wilson really has a single track mind?

written by the democratic party of the nation
since that time has repeated this pledge and
now, to the honor of the nation and to the credit
of the democratic party, the platform pledge
has been fulfilled and the promise of ultimate
independence given. Our nation has thus shown
itself able to resist the temptation before which
monarchies have fallen, namely the temptation
to exercise power in violation of the principles
of self-government.
Eleventh—The list of this administration's accomplishments can not fairly be concluded without reference to the thirty peace treaties, negotiated during the first two years of the administration, with nations exercising authority over
1,300,000,000 of people, or three-fourths of the
world. In addition to the thirty nations which
have signed treaties, three others with a combined population of more than 100,000,000 have
endorsed the principle embodied in the treaty
plan, so that today there are less than five nations with any considerable population which
have declined to approve of this plan, and three
of these have been prevented by controversies
still unsettled.
These thirty treaties contain three provisions
new to treaty making. First—They cover ALL.
QUESTIONS OF EVERY KIND AND CHARACTER and provide that such disputes, when they
defy diplomatic settlement, shall be submitted to
an international tribunal for investigation and
report. Second—A YEAR'S TIME shall be allowed for investigation and report, during
which there shall be no resort to force. Thirds—
The parties PESERVE THE RIGHT TO INDEPENDENT ACTION at the conclusion of the investigation. It is believed that these provisions
will, by insuring time for anger to subside, provide opportunity for questions of fact to be separated from questions of honor, and a chance
for the peace forces of the world to operate,
make war between the contracting parties a remote possibility. . T-h«p» ti-«»«- -;-i 'vu» BUB
tnis nation prluiacy lu tit© matter or world peace,
but they insure a peace at home which will enable our nation to work out its domestic problems and set an example worthy of emulation by
the rest of the world.
When before did any party, in so short a
time, present and complete so remarkable a program for the advancement of a nation's welfare?
Is it possible that a party which has thus justified public confidence can be rebuked by the
people to whose interests it has dedicated itself?
W. J. BRYAN.

THE STRIKE ISSUE
Mr. Hughes seems inclined to make an issue
out of the strike. He did not express himself
on the subject until after the strike was called
off—during the critical days covered by the
controversy HE KEPT STILL, but as soon as
the President acted he criticized the course
taken.
Well, let him make what capital he
can. He will find that the railroad magnates
are not as powerful in the nation at large as
they are in New York. The eight hour day has
come to stay and Mr. Hughes, as usual, gets on
the wrong side of the issue.
THE "INVESTIGATION" EXCUSE
Mr. Hughes objects to the eight-hour law on
the ground that it was passed "without investigation." That was the reason he gave for vetoing the two-cent passenger fare bill—and THE
INVESTIGATION IS STILL GOING ON. So it
would have been with the eight-hour law if the
republican party had been in power.
SENATE LEADER KERN
Mr. Kern, the leader of the democratic majority in the senate, has done splendid work
during the present congress. His services are
invaluable to the party. The democrats of Indiana should see to it that he is re-elected by an
overwhelming majority.
SPEAKER CLARK
Speaker Clark has still further added to his
fame as a leader and a presiding officer during
the present session of congress. It would be a
reflection on the people of his district to doubt
his return by an increased majority.
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PresidentScores Reactionary Republicans
With an incisiveness that makes the issue
clear and distinct, the President indicts the republican party on the charge of being a reactionary organization, from which progressiveness can not be expected. He says:
"The republican party was put out of power
because of failure, practical failure and moral
failure; because it had served special interests
and not the country at large; because, under the
leadership of its preferred and established
guides, of those who still make its choices, it
had lost touch with the thoughts and the needs
of the nation and was living in a past ago and
under a lixed illusion, the illusion of greatness.
"It had framed tariff laws based upon a fear
of fore.gn trade, a fundamental doubt as to
American skill, enterprise and capacity, am/ a
very tender regard for the profitable privileges
of those who had gained control of domestic
markets and domestic credits and yet had enacted anti-trust laws which hampered the verythings they meant to foster, which were
stiff and inelastic, and in part unintelligible.
"It had permitted the country throughout the
long period of its control to stagger from one
financial crisis to another under the operation
of a national banking law of its own framing
which made stringency and panic certain and
the control of the larger business operations of
the country by the bankers of a few reserve centres inevitable; had made as if it meant to reform the law but had faint-heartedly failed in the
attempt, because it could not bring itself to do
the one thing necessary to make the reform
genuine and effectual — namely, break up the
control of small groups of bankers.
"It had been oblivious or indifferent to the
fact that the farmers, upon whom the country
depends for its food and, in the last analysis, for
its prosperity, were without standing in the matter of commercial credit, without the protection
of standards in their market transactions, and
without systematic knowledge of the markets
themselves; that the laborers of the country, the
great army of men who man the industries it
was professing to father and promote, carried
their labor as a mere commodity to market, were
subject to restaint by novel and drastic process
in the courts, were without assurance of compensation for industrial accidents, without federal assistance in accommodating labor disputes,
and without national aid or advice in finding the
places and the industries in which their labor
was most needed.
"The country had no national system of road
construction and development. Little intelligent
attention was paid to the army and not enough
to the navy. The other republics of America
distrusted us because (hey found that we
thought first of the profits of American investors
and only as an afterthought of impartial justice
and helpful friendship. Its policy was provincial
in all things; its purposes were out of harmony
with the temper and purpose of the people and
the timely development of the nation's interests."
After reviewing the work of the democratic
party in carrying out its program of promises,
President Wilson said:
"There is one circumstance connected with
this program which ought to be very plainly
stated. It was resisted at every step by the interests which the republican party had catered
to and fostered at the expense of the country,
and these same interests are now earnestly praying for a reaction which will save their privileges—for the restoration of their sworn friends
to power before it is too late to recover what
they have lost.
"They fought with particular desperation and
infinite resourcefulness the reform of the banking and currency system, knowing that to be
the citadel of their control, and most anxiously
are they hoping and planning for the amendment of the federal reserve act by the concentration of control in a single bank which the
old familiar group of bankers can keep under
their eye and direction.
"But while the 'b;g men' who used to write
the tariffs and command the assistance of the
treasury have been hostile—all but a few with
vision—the average bunl'^s man knows that he
has been delivered, and that the fear that was
once every day in his heart, that the men who
controlled credit and directed enterprise from
the committee rooms of congress would crush
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A GOOD WORD
House of Representatives U. S., Washington, D. C, August 22, 1916.—Hon.
W. J. Bryan, Lincoln, Nebraska. My
dear Mr. Bryan: I have just read with
much satisfaction and pleasure "The
Commoner" for August, 191G. This
issue of "The Commoner" is a complete
democratic textbook for the approaching campaign. I am delighted with the
article on "Deserving Democrats." It is
absolutely unanswerable. I am voicing
the sentiment which I hear expressed
among democrats here in congress from
all the states.
Very trulv yours,
H. T. RAINEY, M. C.
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him. Is there no more, and will not return—
unless the party that consulted only the 'big
men' should return to power — the partv of
masterly inactivity and cunning resourcefulness
in standing pat to resist change.
"The republican party is just the party that
can not meet the new conditions of a new age.
It does not know the way and it does not wish
new conditions. It tried to break away from the
old leaders and could not. They still select its
candidates and dictate its policy, still resist
change, still hanker after the old conditions,
still know no methods of encouraging business
but the old methods. When it changes its leaders and its purposes and brings its ideas up to
date it will have the right to ask the American
people to give it power again; but not until
then. A new age, an age of/ revolutionary
change, needs new purposes and new ideas."
Here is an issue which demands Mr. Hughes's
attention. He can not afford to spend his time
hunting for microscopic faults in this administration while this grave accusation remains unanswered.
W. J. BRYAN.
HUGHES OPPOSED TO "MEDDLING"
In his speech at Los Angeles Mr. Hughes revealed his real self for a moment. He assured
his audience that "We can protect ourselves
against every kind of monopolistic practice
without meddling."
Yes it is "meddling" to
which he objects. That is one of the words most
frequently employed by the trust magnates. All
restraining legislation is regarded by them as
"meddling." And again he says: "I would have
it understood that we have passed the day when'
we had to restrict what was legitimate in order
to crush out what was illegitimate and unfair
and illegal'." To what day does he refer? When
did we restrict the LEGITIMATE in order to restrain the illegitimate? And what has he ever
done to protect the public from monopolistic
practices? The language he uses discloses his
point of view. He looks at questions from the
standpoint of the trust magnate, not from the
standpoint of the people.
THOMAS R. MARSHALL
During the late session of congress Vice-President Marshall added to his reputation as a fair
and impartial presiding officer of the senate, and
reflected credit on the party that has chosen him
for the second time as the running mate of
President Wilson. Vice-President Marshall will
take an active interest in the pending campaign
and use his well known talents as an orator
campaigning for the success of the democratic
party in November. Thomas R. Marshall is entitled to re-election at the hands of the American voters.
STILL INDEFINITE
Mr. Hughes is still muddying the waters. He
has not announced a definite remedy for any
official act of which he complains. The nearest
he has come to saying anything was when he
declared that the government shall be administered on "correct principles." But what are the
CORRECT PRINCIPLES?
He does not take
the public into his confidence. He reminds one
of the candidate who, when asked his position
on a proposed measure, answered: "I am for it
if it is right and against it if wrong."
The President is a lucky man. The "ravens"
brought him the strike and by doing, the right
thing at the right time and in the right way he
made a good political meal out of it.

Libelling the Prince
of Peace
Not content with falsifying the pas: and misrepresenting the present, the jingoes are even
attempting to take from Christ the title of Prince
of Peace and dress Him up in the garb of a warrior.
One of the most reckless of the slanderers of
the Nazarene says: "Had he been a pacifist after
the mind of Mr. Bryan and the peace movement
He would have carefully avoided the borders of
Judea, woulu have withdrawn into the interior
of Galilee, where He would have lived safely
among a friendly populace, and would have died
of old age—and Christianity would have died
with Him." How bloody the world looks to
those who wear "red glasses! The author of th.9
language above quoted—he writes for the
North American Review and signs his name
Samuel McComb — seems to have no conception
whatever
of
Christ's
purpose
or teachings. He fails to distinguish between the philosophy of love proclaimed by
Jesus and the philosophy of Force, represented
by Pilate. He does not seem to understand that
it requires more courage to be a disciple of
Christ than it does to be a follower of Pilate.
The Christian is not a coward; on the contrary, he is called upon to display the highest
form of bravery. It is more heroic to restrain
one's anger than to commit violence—"He that
ruleth his own spirit is better than he that
taketh a city."
It requires more courage to endure martyrdom
than to take another's life.
The Christian is a warrior and always at the
battle's front, but he risks himself—not others.
He would rather be wronged tEan do wrong, and
seeks to "overcome evil"—not with force but
"with good." The jingo, unable to attack the
Christian as he IS, pictures him as a mollycoddle and then ridicules him. Christ was energetic and red blooded; He taught manliness
and virility, but there was no swagger in him—■
nothing of the brute. He did not bluster orthreaten—He conquered with love, and preached
the glory of service: "Whosoever will be chief
among you let him be your servant."
The world calls for real Christianity today—
the Christianity that Christ taught. It is needed
to bring the warring nations together and to
help them to build an enduring peace on the
foundation of love and brotherhood—to substitute tho spirit of co-operation for the spirit of
combat. It is needed in every country to inspire
that moral courage necessary for the overthrow
of abuses and the remedying of evils.
The Christian does not "avoid Judea," no matter what dangers may threaten there—■ he goes,
as Christ went, wherever there is work to do.
He goes "to save men's lives, not to destroy
them," and he risks any harm that may come
to him while in the path of duty. He puts on
"the whole armor" and "fights the good fight."
W. J. BRYAN.
"SWAT THE FLY"
Some one describes Mr. Hughes's compaign
as a sort of "Swat the Ply" campaign. He contents himself with trying to kill insects, instead of devoting himself to large game. One
cartoon represents him as finding a "crisis" in
the appointment of two democrats in the place
of republicans.
SWAT THE LABORING MAN
Mr. Hughes attacks on the eight-hour law
would seem to indicate that he is disposed to
substitute "swat the laboring man" for "swat
the fly."
Well, he has at least found a big
issue, even if he has taken the wrong side of it.
A STRAW
Straws, they say, show the direction of the
wind. The fact that the railroads are taking
liquor off the diners is a good sized straw. The
sentiment against alcohol is growing.
If Mr. Hughes happens to be elected—a very
remote possibility—and keeps his promise not
to remove. "experienced officials," it will be a
great boon to the democratic postmasters. They
will all be "experienced" by March 4. 1917. But
he may feel it his duty to take care of "deserving" republicans.
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Mr. Hughes talked to the people of Portland,
Oregon, in the ice palace. Yet they say political
campaign managers have no sense of humor.
The Washington statisticians figure it out that
the per capita wealth of the United States is now
$2,000. A man of judgment ought to be able to
get two automobiles for that price.
The republicans are trying to drag the wet
and dry issu9 into the national campaign.
At
least some of them are saying that Hughes is a
candidate with a punch.
Nobody seems to care for the barber vote in
this campaign. Senator J. Hamilton Lewis is to
follow Candidate Hughes's trail across the country and Mr. Fairbanks is to follow Lewis.
Betting in Wall street early in September was
6 to 5 that Hughes would be elected. But then
Wall street is always a better indicator of what
Wall street hopes will happen than Wall street
thinks will occur.
The Hon. Robert Bacon ought to make a
formidable candidate for senator in the New
York republican primaries. Mr. Bacon has the
advantage over his opponent of having once been
a member of the Morgan firm.
The republican campaigners are making what
they can out of the declaration of President
Wilson that there are times when a nation is too
proud to fight, but what is really worrying them
is whether the G. O. P. is too proud to be licked.
The resources of the national banks of the
United States increased over two billion dollars
last year. The bankers who believe that this is
only a temporary prosperity we are enjoying
must have remarkable powers of self-deception.
The Brandegee faction in Connecticut politics
Is endeavoring to secure the consent of Former
President Taft to become a candidate for the
senate. If Mr. Taft will consult the 1912 election returns he will find it much safer to launch
his candidacy in Utah or Vermont.
W. L. Harding, the republican candidate for
governor in Iowa, declares that he is the "mud
road candidate." Whether this course is taken
to defy the automobile vote or merely to make
the going harder for his opponents is not made
clear.
For the year ending June 30th last the deposits in the national banks of the country increased nearly 25 per cent, or over two billion
dollars. It is too bad that this "temporary
prosperity" persists in interfering with the arguments and prospects of the republican party.

The following letter has been received from a
friend:
"Dear Col. Bryan: Thos. Dixon has produced
an extravagant moving picture along the exact
lines of 'The Battle Cry of Peace.' I witnessed its
scenes at a private exhibition yesterday. It will
be shown at $1.00, $1.50 and $2.00 prices.
"It contains the most unncessary, and the
most cruel insult to you that Dixon's brain
could conceive.
At a great 'Peace meeting'
arranged by the 'secret enemies' of the United
States, a man picked to resemble you, and who
does resemble you greatly, is shown as the principal speaker, and is shown as delaying the
meeting until he is paid his price for speaking.
He insists on 'regular Chautauqua rates.' The
roan who pays him says: "Then you are not for
'Peace at any price?' " Your impersonator is
made ridiculous in other scenes.
"Of course your recognizing this gratuitous
insult will simply play into the fellow's hands,
and my purpose in writing you is simply to inform you (the picture will be seen by its million or two) so that if your friends can do anything about it they will have your opinion and
wishes to guide them."
I appreciate the generous interest manifested
by my friend, and the letter gives me an opportunity to explain to the readers of The Commoner why I havo not taken notice of the libel.
A public man, who feels it his duty to attack
vested wrongs, must expect abuse from those
who find profit in supporting these wrongs. The
king's courtiers will, of course, defend the king
—it is their business to feel offended by any attack made upon him. Mr. Dixon is a defender
of the special interests and it will doubtless net
him a large sum just now when a subsidized
press is manufacturing war scares.
He broke into the campaign in 1896 on the
same side and as full of venom as now. He
w as one of the preachers who, by concerted action, rushed to the defense of Wall street in the
closing days of 1896. The New York World,
speaking of his sermon and the crowd to which
he spoke said:
"Yvhen he called Bryan 'a mouthing, slobbering demagogue, whose patriotism was all in his
jaw-bone,' the alidience howled."
Just now the manufacturers of munitions and
the papers subservient to them are attempting to
frighten the nation into a ehiinge of its character and policy.
"The Battle Cry of Peace" was found so
profitable that Air. Dixon couldn't withstand the
temptation to gather in a share of the shekels.
There are many reasons, any one of which is
sufficient, why it would be unwise to attempt to
punish him by law.
In the first place it would give advertisement
to his play, and this would be of pecuniary value
to him far beyond any damages that could be
expected.
Second, a suit, if successful, would put an end
to a display of sordidness and malice which
must, in itself, more than counteract the personal harm which the plan is intended to do.
The attempt which is now being made to
transform this nation from the world's greatest
moral force into a military power, following at
the tail end of the European procession, and relying for its hope of peace upon its ability to
terrorize the world, is supported by three powerful groups, namely, the manufacturers of
munitions, the militarists, and the big employers of labor—the latter want a great standing
army with which to overawe their employees. If
these men, and the sycophants who fawn about
them, find it necessary to resort to such misrepresentation as Mr. Dixon is guilty of, the public
■will be more quickly awakened to the real situation, and those who aro attacked can afford to
endure the injustice, if it hastens the reaction
which, when it comes, will sweep these sham
patriots into oblivion.
Third—As an additional reason I may add
that I could not take legal notice of Mr. Dixon's
intended insults without seeming to doubt the
value of the life I have tried to lead. I have
been before the public for twenty-five years and
in that time have passed through three presidential campaigns in which there has been no
lack of incentive for attack. If those in charge
of the republican organization have been unable
to do me harm, I would be paying Mr. Dixon an
undeserved compliment if I credited him with
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the ability to accomplish what the representatives of a great political party have been unable
to accomplish.
I shall continue in the future, as I have in the
past, to advocate that which I believe to be right
and for the good of the country. I accept, before
the public, responsibility for what I say and do.
I have confidence in that sense of justice
which God has implanted in the human heart—
a virtue which even Mr. Dixon and those whom
he represents can neither destroy nor dull.
W. J. BRYAN.
THE ARCADIAN ROAD
Mr. Horace G. Cupples, a civil engineer of St.
Louis, has published a little volume' entitled
"Arcadian Highway," in which he outlines a
plan for a highway eighty rods wide from Chicago to the gulf, with model farms and gardens
on each side. His dream is first to construct a
MODEL HIGHWAY; second, to furnish labor
for the unemployed in building it, and, third, to
made the land along the highway both beautiful
and useful.
It is an ambitious plan, and yet not impossible
of realization. Why not? The good roads movement is here, and here to stay. In time we shall
have international highways running in all directions, and it is natural that the beginning
should be made with one from New York to
San Francisco and from Chicago to New Orleans.
Then will follow highways from New York to the
southwest and from Chicago to the southeast
and to the northwest, etc. The hard road will
help to solve the railroad problem as well as
many other problems. If governmental action
is delayed the Cupples plan may serve to start
the work—it might even be a toll road until the
government is ready to take it over.
HUGHES'S HUMILIATING CONFESSION
A St. Louis Post-Dispatch correspondent
quotes candidate Hughes as saying:
"Some people think I should say what I shall
do to stop the practices that I am attacking,
I have frankly replied that I don't know. But
in that respect I've got nothing on Wilson. He
doesn't know, either. I know that these practices exist and I know that if I am elected president they shall not continue to exist."
This is a humiliating confession.
"Isn't it
enough to make any American hang his head in
shame"?—as Mr. Hughes is in the habit of saying. It is not necessary to give any weight to
his charge against the President, for if he does
not know what ought to be done he is in no position to criticize, but it is certainly a 100 per
cent confession against himself.
SENATORIAL COURTESY
The President, it is reported, will send Mr.
Rublee's name to the senate again. Good. Let
him keep sending until the senate drops its antiquated doctrine called "senatorial courtesy,"
by means of which senators stand together and
enforce a power entirely contrary to the spirit
of the constitution.
Ratification of appointments by the senate
was never intended to furnish senators an opportunity for personal revenge. It was intended
to make more certain the appointment of competent and trustworthy officials.
Sand-bagging is no more honorable in the
senate than on the street; the President is right
in insisting that appointees be judged on their
merits and not be made the victims of personal
resentments.
NO WONDER ROOSEVELT'S MAD
It is not strange that it makes Mr. Roosevelt
mad to read over the President's remarkable
records of reforms. Mr. Roosevelt had more than
twice as long a time in the White house as the
President has had, and yet he went out with but
a meager record in the way of remedial legislation. It must provoke him to think that he
might have left as splendid a record as the
President made, but for two things: First, he
lacked the DESIRE FOR REFORM, and, second,
a republican congress would not have joined him
in the making of such a record. The President
HAD the DESIRE for reform and he had a democratic congress in hearty sympathy with him.
Those republicans who are trying to base a
criticism of the democratic admnistration on the
fact that it has thrown republicans out of official positions and placed democrats in their stead
seem to have forgotten that just such a plan
was in the voters' mind when they changed the
administration.
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Impounding the
Tailings
Some think that the saloon-keeper is treated
harshly. He is not. Society is not as strict with
him as with those engaged in legitimate business. Take the stamp mill, for instance. It is
an asset to a community—a blessing to a mining
camp, and yet the stamp mill must be careful
not to do injury to others.
It takes in the ore bearing rock and stamps,
and stamps, and stamps, until all the precious
material is extracted; but the refuse stuff that is
left— the tailings—is it allowed to pour these
down into the mountain streams? No, at it's
own expense it must impound the tailings for
the protection of the people who live in the
valleys.
Not so with the saloon. It is permitted to take
in the priceless young manhood of the community and it stamps, and stamps, and stamps,
until all that is precious is extracted, and then,
instead of being compelled to impound the tailngs at its own expense, it is permitted to throw
the dregs of humanity out upon society, and society must take care of the paupers, the criminals and the insane, who graduate from the saloon.
W. J. BRYAN.
RAISING THE MAN-LEVEL.
Society is making progress. We have already
advanced so far that no county or state would ■
think, for a moment, of licensing a man to spread
hog cholera among hogs, regard for dumb animals as well as interest in the money value of
the hog would prevent it. And it will not be
long, if we can judge by the speed with which
public sentiment is moving, before men will be
raised to the level of the hog, and then no community will license a saloon to disease the bodies,
the minds, and the souls of men. God, hasten
the day".
WHY HIDE HIM?
Why is the "finished product" of the saloon
hustled off to the calaboose and hidden from
sight? The saloon keeper is the first one to
call the police when a customer gets down so
low that he disgraces a saloon. Why does he not
put his handiwork in his show window and exhibit him as an illustration of what the saloon
can do when it has a fair chance at a man?
PARTISANSHIP RUN MAD
Having forgotten that he was ever a judge,
Mr. Hughes is trying to show how partisan a
man can be when he becomes a "100 per cent
candidate."
His latest is to compare the democratic party to a "disorderly house"—and the
campaign has just begun. What may we expect
when he gets warmed up?
LOST!
Lost: A "panic scare," badly worn by long
use, but valuable to owner as a relic because of
service rendered in numerous compaigns. Finder
will be suitably rewarded for returning same to
republican headquarters.
When the administration shipping bill came to
a vote in the senate every democrat was recorded
in its favor and every republican in opposition.
The bill is one that places the government in the
shipping business in opposition to private capital. Which explains the vote fully.
The Washington' dispatches say that the republicans joined with a democratic minority in
securing the postponement of the Owens' corrupt
practices bill. The republicans do not desire
any law to embarrass their activities in this
campaign.
The bakers the country over who are threatening to increase the price of bread say that it
is'because there is a shortage of wheat. This is
the first time in two years that a price advance
has not been blamed on the war in Europe.
Well, it is a little provoking not to have anything to find fault with, but the republican
speakers will have to make the best of it. The
administration can not make mistakes just to
accommodate republican leaders.
Mr. Hughes is still imitating the embarrassed
after dinner speaker who remarked: "Without
say'ng anything more I desire to add a few
words."

LAOCOON
AN ADMIRAL'S VIEWS
Admiral Fiske, in an article recently published
in the New York Times, inadvertently discloses
the point of view of the militarist. He says:
"The dangerous enemy of the United States is
not Germany or Japan; it is the American politician. It is not the open foe; it is the secret
poison that reduces our power to repel the foe.
It is not the army and navy of any foreign power,
because we can raise an army and navy better
than theirs; it is the politician who prevents our
getting an adequate army and navy; who persuades the people that such an army and navy
will cause a horrible thing the politician calls
'militarism.' The nation can gain the victory
over a foreign foe, but is powerless against the
politician, 'the soulless politician,' as Whittier
calls him, 'who gambles for office with dice loaded with human hearts.' Few men die by reason
of external violence: It is internal disease that
kills them. From the standpoint of national
longevity politics is a disease."
Here we have it. The "politician" is the senator or member who consults the wishes of his
constituents instead of accepting without question the recommendations of the so-called ex-

perts who, holding life positions and drawing
high salaries, are attempting to frighten the nation by manufactured war scares.
If a public
official betrays the tax-payers, the experts applaud him as a patriot; if he is true to those
who elect him he is a dangerous politician.
There is nothing that a militarist hates so much
as representative government that really represents.
W. J. BRYAN.
Extreme horror is expressed by the republican
leaders over the discovery that when the democrats secured control of the national administration party leaders who had been responsible for
its success were given positions of honor and
trust. Inasmuch as every republican administration similarly rewarded its workers in the
offices that are purely political, it will be a difficult task to induce the voters to grow greatly
agitated.
SAYING THE TRUTH
To know how to say what other people only
dare to think, is what makes men sag.es; and to
dare to say what others only dare to think, is
what makes themg martyrs, or reformers.—*
Elizabeth Charles.
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All the Presumptions Favor Woman Suffrage
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President Defends
Mexican Policy
The President'3 defense of his Mexican policy
is clear and convincing. He says:
"While Europe was at war our own continent,
one of our own neighbors, was shaken by revolution. In that matter, too, principle was plain
and it was imperative that we should live up to
it if we were to deserve the trust of any real
partisan of the right as free men see it.
We
have professed to believe, and we do believe,
that the people of small and weak states have
the right to expect to be dealt with exactly as
the people of big and powerful states would be.
We have acted upon that principle in dealing
with the people of Mexico.
"Our recent pursuit of bandits into Mexican
territory was no violation of that principle. We
ventured to enter Mexican territory only because
there were no military forces in Mexico that
could protect our border from hostile attack and
our own people from violence, and we have committed there no single act of hostility or interference even with the sovereign authority of the
republic of Mexico herself. It was a plain case
of the violation of our own sovereignty which
could not wait to be vindicated by damages and
for which there was no other remedy. The authorities of Mexico were powerless to prevent it.
"Many serious wrongs against the property,
many irreparable wrongs against the persons, of
Americans have been committed within the territory of Mexico herself during this confused
revolution, wrongs which could not be effectually
checked so long as there was no constituted
power in Mexico which was in a position to
check them. We could not act directly in that
matter ourselves without denying Mexicans the
right to any revolution at all which disturbed
us and making the emancipation of her own
people await our own interest and convenience.
"For it is their emancipation that they are
seeking,—blindly, it may be, and as yet ineffectually, but with profound and passionate
purpose and within their unquestionable right,
apply what true American principle you will,—
any principle that an American would publicly
avow."
"The people of Mexico have not been suffered
to own their own country or direct their own
institutions. Outsiders, men out of other nations and with interests too often alien to their
own have dictated what their privileges and opportunities should be and who should control
their land, their lives, and their resources—some
of them Americans, pressing for things they
could never have got in their own country.
"The Mexican people are entitled to attempt
their liberty from such influences; and so long
as I have anything to do with the action of our
great government I shall do everything in my
power to prevent any one standing in their way.
"I know that this is hard for some persons to
understand; but it is not hard for the plain
people of the United States to understand.
It
is hard doctrine only for those who wish to get
something for themselves out of Mexico.
"There are men, and noble women too, not a
few, of our own people, thank God, whose fortunes are invested in great properties in Mexico, who yet see the case with true vision and
assess its issues with true American feeling. The
rest can be left for the present out of the reckoning until this enslaved people has had its day
of struggle toward the light.
"I have heard no one who was free from such,
influences propose interference by the United
States with the internal affairs of Mexico. Certainly no friend of the Mexican people has proposed it.
"The people of the United States' are capable
of great sympathies and a noble pity in dealing
with problems of this kind. As their spokesman
and representative, I have tried to act in the
spirit they would wish me to show.
"The people of Mexico are striving for the
rights that are fundamental to life and happiness—15,000,000 oppressed men, overburdened
women and pitiful children in virtual bondage
in their own home of fertile lands and inexhaustible treasure! Some of the leaders of the
revolution may often have been mistaken and
violent and selfish, but the revolution itself was
inevitable and is right.
"The unspeakable Huerta betrayed the very
comrades he served, traitorously overthrew the
government of which he was a trusted part, im-
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pudently spoke for the very forces that had
driven his people to the rebellion with which
he had pretended to sympathize. The men who
overcame him and drove him out represent at
least the fierce passion of reconstruction which
lies at the very heart of liberty, and so long as
they represent, however imperfectly, such a
struggle for deliverance, I am ready to serve
their ends when I can.
"So long as the power of recognition rests
with me, the government of the United States
will refuse to extend the hand of welcome to any
one who obtains power in a sister republic by
treachery and violence. No permanency can be
given the affairs of any republic by a title based
upon intrigue and assassination.
"I declared that to be the policy of this administration within three weeks after I assumed
the presidency. I here again vow it. I am more
interested in the fortunes of oppressed men and
pitiful women and children than in any property
right whatever. Mistakes I have no doubt made
in this perplexing business, but not in purpose
or object.
"More is involved than the immediate destinies of Mexico and the relations of the United
States with a distressed and distracted people.
All America looks on. Test is now being made
of us whether we be sincere lovers of popular
liberty or not and are indeed to be trusted to
respect national sovereignty among our weaker
neighbors. We have undertaken these many
years to play b'g brother to the republics of this
hemisphere. This is the day of our test whether
we mean, or have ever meant, to play that part
for our own benefit wholly or also for theirs.
Upon the outcome of that test (its outcome in their minds, not in ours) depends
every relationship of the United States with
Latin America, whether in politics or in commerce and enterprise. These are great issues
and lie at the heart of the gravest tasks of the
future, tasks both economic and political and
very intimately inwrought with many of the
most vital of the new issues of the politics of
the world. The republics of America have in
the last three years been drawing together in a
new snirit of accommodation, mutual understanding, and cordial co-oneration. Much of the
politics of the world in the years to come will
denend upon their relationships with one another. It is a barren and provincial statesmanship that loses sight of such things!"
No one can successfully attack the President's
Mexican policy whether it is attempted from the
standpoint of economics, politics or morals.
W. J. BRYAN.
The republican organs were fully agreed when
President Roosevelt stepped in to prevent the
strike of anthracite coal miners a number of
years ago that he was acting in an honest desire
to prevent a situation that would menace the
comfort and business of the people. They are
also in complete accord in believing that President Wilson was actuated, in his efforts to prevent a nation-wide strike of railroad employes,
by a desire to gain votes.

CONTRIBUTE TO THE DEMOCRATIC CAMPAIGN FUND
Contributions to the democratic national campaign fund may be sent direct to The Commoner.
Acknowledgment of receipt will be published in
The Commoner and the contributions forwarded
to the treasurer of the democratic national committee. Let every democrat contribute according to his ability in supplying the democratic
national committee with the necessary campaign
funds.
Following are a few letters from contributors:
J. D. Grant, Slidell, La.: Herewith I enclose
my check in your favor for $250.00, my contribution to the national democratic campaign
fund. If "the people" of this country realize
the good work that has been done in their interest by the present democratic administration,
there will surely not be any lack of funds forthcoming to insure the proper conduct of this
campaign in every legitimate way.
Jno. P. Ruppenthal, Russel, Kans.: Herewith
I enclose check for $2., to be used in the democratic national campaign, as suggested by The
Commoner. President Wilson and the democratic congress have made good and every true
democrat and a whole lot of others will support
them for another term.
Robert Beaty: Find enclosed draft for $2.00,
to be used for the democratic campaign fund to
retain the present administration in power.
I
am past sixty-six years of age and think President Wilson is the only real people's president
we have had since I can remember.
Chas. T. Philp: Find enclosed $ 1.00 contribution to the campaign fund. The response made
in small sums to Mr. Bryan's campaigns marked
the beginning of the end of the rule of big business through the republican and democratic
parties. The small contributions from the rank
and file, while helping the cause in the campaign, help greatly to maintain the integrity of
the principles and purposes of the party organization.
Hugo Hornlein: In your recent issue of The
Commoner I was deeply interested in your
article about the thirty-two treaties with foreign
countries. Having been a subscriber and a contributor to the campaign funds since the birth of
The Commoner, I enclose herewith $1.00 for
your campaign fund this year.
"LITTLE STORIES OF HUMAN INTEREST
ABOUT WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN"
In response to the notice in the July number
of The Commoner I received several very interesting contributions to "Little Stories of Human
Interest." They came from different parts of the
United States.
If you recall any incident in connection with
the life of Mr. Bryan which you think should be
told to this generation, and by this generation to
the next, I shall greatly appreciate it if you will
write it out and send it to me. The contributor's
name will appear when the article is published
unless he makes request that it be withheld.
HARRY F. HUNTINGTON,
Columbus, Nebraska.

CAMPAIGN LITERATURE
Great Work The Commoner Is Doing
The Commoner, Lincoln, Nebr: Can you send
me a bundle of Commoners for sampling.
If
ever your paper was needed it is needed now,
and though I am overworked I shall try to interest some friends and try to increase The Commoner's influence. I have been a reader since
the first issue and can appreciate the great work
The Commoner has done, is doing, and above all
is yet left for it to do.
Yours truly, Eugene
Frey.
J. M. Deatherage, Waverly, 111.: I am writing
your personally to congratulate you for your
part in the election of President Wilson. I think
he is the greatest president we have had since
Jefferson. If we are defeated in this campaign
it will be due to pure ignorance.
M. T. Randall, Amboy, Minn.: Enclosed find
money order for which please send copies of the
August issue of The Commoner to each of the
enclosed one hundred and forty names.
Horace G. Yergin, New Castle Ind.: Please
send me for campaign purposes 225 Commoners,
August number; also 225 Commoners, Septem-

ber number. If you can not send August number, then send October number instead.
Enclosed please find my check for $11.25 to pay for
same.
F. A. Watts, Linton, Ore.: Please send The
Commoner, including the last issue, until after
election to the enclosed list of subscribers;
credit mj account with $1.00 and $1.00 for the
Wilson campaign fund.
Judge Hughes came
and we saw the animal and heard his wailings.
He left a cold trail behind him here. Many lifelong, stand-pat republicans went home with a
grouch saying that President Wilson would get
their vote for re-election and their enthusiastic
support. Without doubt he lost votes here and
gained none. His will be a worse defeat than
that of Parker.
The Commoner is making a special rate of
2}£c per copy where desired for free distribution as campaign literature. Copies will be
mailed to individuals or campaign committees in
bulk to one address, or to lists of names if dosired.
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Mr. Bryan and the Promise of Philippine Independence
CONGRATULATORY TELEGRAMS
Washington, D. C, August 29, 1916.—Hon.
William Jennings Bryan, Lincoln, Nebraska. My
dear Mr. Bryan: I take pleasure in quoting hereinbelow a cablegram received from the Honorable Sergio Osmena, speaker of the Philippine
assembly:
"Quezon, Washington. The following for Hon.
William J. Bryan: Permit me to extend to you,
in the name of the Filipino people, the sincerest
appreciation and thanks for the help you have
rendered in the passage of the Jones Philippine
bill. You have more reason to rejoice than any
other American over the step just taken towards
the consummation of an act of justice which you
have so long and so laboriously advocated. Pray,
accept the tribute of gratitude from the Filipino
people."
Very sincerely yours,
MANUEL L. QUEZON.
Washington, Aug. 17, 1916.—Hon. Wm. Jennings Bryan, The Commoner, Lincoln, Nebr.—
The Philippine bill passed the senate yesterday and it will pass the house tomorrow; it will,
of course, receive the signature of the President
in due course.
Since your efforts in favor of Philippine independence have been largely instrumental in securing the enactment "of this measure, allow me
to express to you my heartfelt thanks on behalf
of myself as well as of the Filipino people. We
owe you eternal gratitude. I should like to get
from you either by telegram or by mail a message for the Filipino people which I shall be
very glad to transmit.
MANUEL L. QUEZON.,
Commissioner from the Philippines.
MR. BRYAN'S REPLY
En route, Aug. 22, 1916.
Hon. Manuel L. Quezon,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C.
My dear Mr. Quezon:
Your telegram has been forwarded to me.
While it reached me too late to send the telegram for which you asked I shall not be denied
the pleasure of thanking and congratulating you,
and through you the people whom you so faithfully represent, upon the splendid victory won
after a struggle which has lasted nearly eighteen
years. It was in December, 1898, that I resigned
from the army to begin the fight for a resolution
promising ultimate independence. The Bacon
resolution, containing such a promise, almost
passed the senate at that time.
I helped xto
write the promise of such a resolution into four
national platforms—the platforms of 1900,
1904, 1908 and 1912—you can imagine, therefore, the satisfaction I find in seeing the pledge
kept and justice done this nation as well as the
Filipinos—for our honor and our theory of government were involved mo less than the political
rights and welfare of the people of the Philippines. It is an epoch-making for the doctrine
that governments derive their just powers from
the consent of the governed. Urge your people
to show their appreciation of our nation's action
by proving their wisdom, their self-restraint and
their unselfish devotion to order, progress, and
the prosperity of the masses.
With good wishes 1 am,
Very truly yours,
W. J. BRYAN.
BEGINNING OF THE STRUGGLE
On the 1st of October, 1898, the peace commissioners selected by the governments of the
United States and Spain met at Paris to arrange
the terms of the treaty which brought about the
ending of the Spanish-American war.
Meanwhile the whole force of the administration at
Washington was turned.to the policy of getting
as much as possible out of the war, with a sentiment developing in favor of holding the Philippine Islands.
The peace commission concluded its labors in
Paris the 18th day of December, 1898, when
the result was finally reached in the form of a
treaty to be submitted for approval to the treaty
making powers of Spain and the United States.

President McKinley, near the close of the year
1898, finally laid the treaty before the United
States senate.
The terms of the treaty as agreed upon recognized the independence of Cuba, tut provided
for the cession of the Philippine Islands, thus
transferring to the sovereignty of the United
States a new territory having a population of
over 8,000,000, with the consequent necessity
of establishing over the Filipinos some kind of
a colonial government.
When the terms of the treaty became known,
as
first
given
in
a
cablegram
from
Paris, under date of December 10, 1898,
Mr. Bryan forwarded his resignation as colonel
of the Third Nebraska regiment to Washington,
and at once took up the fight against a colonial
policy. A copy of Mr. Bryan's letter of resignation follows:
"Camp Onward, Savannah, Ga., Dec. 10, 1898.
—Adjt. Gen. U. S. A., Washington, D. C. Sir:
The dispatches from Paris announce that the
terms of the treaty between the United States
and Spain have been fully agreed upon, and that
the commissioners will sign the same as soon
as it can be engrossed.
"Believing that, under the present conditions,
I can be more useful to my country as a civilian
than as a soldier, I hereby tender my resignation, to take effect .immediately upon its acceptance.
Respectfully, etc.,
"W. J. BRYAN,
"Col. 3d Reg., Neb. Vol. Inft."
STATEMENT BY MR. BRYAN
Mr. Bryan, upon leaving his command of the
Third Nebraska, gave out the following interview at Savannah, Ga., December 13, 1898:
"My reason for leaving the army was set forth
in my letter to the adjutant general tendering
my resignation. Now that the treaty of peace
has been concluded, I believe that I can be more
useful to my country as a civilian than a solsoldier.
"I may be in error, but in my judgment our
nation is in greater danger just now than Cuba.
Our people defended Cuba against foreign arms;
now they must defend themselves and their
country against a foreign idea — the colonial
idea of European nations.
Heretofore greed
has perverted the government and used its instrumental interferences for private gain, but
now the very foundation principles of our government are assaulted. Our nation must give
up any intention of entering upon a colonial
policy, such as is now pursued by European
countries, or it must abandon the doctrine that
governments derive their just powers from the
consent of the governed. "To borrow a Bible quotation, 'A house divided against itself can not stand.' Paraphrasing
Lincoln's declaration, I may add that this nation can not endure half republic and half colony—half free- and half vassal. Our form of
government, our traditions, our present interests and our future welfare, all forbid our entering upon a career of conquest.
"Jefferson has been quoted in support of imperialism, but our opponents must distinguish
between imperialism and expansion; they must
also distinguish between expansion in the western hemisphere and an expansion that involves
us in the quarrels of Europe and the Orient.
They must still further distinguish between expansion which secures contiguous territory for
future settlement and expansion, which secures
us alien races for future subjugation.
"Jefferson favored the annexation of necessary contiguous territory on the North American
continent, but he was opposed to wars of conquest and expressly condemned the acquiring of
remote territory.
"Some think that the fight should be made
against ratification of the treaty, but I would
prefer another plan. If the treaty is rejected
negotiations must be renewed and instead of
settling the question according to our ideas we
must settle it by diplomacy with the possibility
of international complications. It will be easier,
I think, to end the war at once by ratifying the
treaty and then deal with the subject in our own
way. The issue can be presented directly by a
resolution of congress declaring the policy of
the nation upon this subject. The President in
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his message says that our only purpose in taking possession of Cuba is to establish a stable
government and then turn that government over
to the people of Cuba.
Congress could reaffirm this purpose in regard to Cuba and assert
the same purpose in regard to the Philippines
and Porto Rico. Such a resolution would make
a very clear cut issue between the doctrine of
self-government and the doctrine of imperialism.
We should reserve a harbor and coaling station
in Porto Rico and the Philippines in return for
service rendered, and I think we would be justified in asking the same concession from Cuba.
"In the case of Porto Rico, where the people
have as yet expressed no desire for an independent government, we might with propriety
declare our willingness to annex the island if
the citizens desire annexation, but the Philippines
are too far away and their people too different
from ours to be annexed to the United States,
even if they desired it."
Mr. Bryan left Savannah, December 13, for
Washington, for the purpose of entering actively
into the fight against a colonial policy, later expressing himself very emphatically to his democratic associates upon the duty of congress in
regard to the Philippines.
THE BACON RESOLUTION
On the 6th of February, 1899, when the treaty
with Spain in regard to the Philippines was under discussion in the United States senate, Senator Bacon of Georgia offered the following
amendment:
"Resolved further, That the United States
hereby disclaim any disposition or intention to
exercise permanent sovereignty, jurisdiction or
control over said islands and assert their determination when a stable and independent government shall have been erected therein entitled, in
the judgment of the government of the United
States, to recognition as such to transfer to said
government upon terms which shall be reasonable and just all rights secured under the cession
by Spain and to th.3reupon leave the government
and control of the islands to their people."
The vote upon the motion was 29 to 29, a tie
vote, and it was decided in the negative by a
vote of the vice-president.
WHY THE TREATY WAS RATH^IED
The following is an extract from Mr. Bryan's
speech on "Imperialism," delivered in Indianapolis, Ind., on August 8, 1900, in accepting the
democratic nomination for the presidency:
"I was among the number of those who believed it better to ratify the treaty and end the
war, release the volunteers, remove the cause
for war expenditures and then give the Filipinos
the independence which might be forced from
Spain by a new treaty.
"In /view of the criticism which my action
aroused in some quarters, I take this occasion
to restate the reasons given at that time. I
thought it safer to trust the American people to
give independence to the Filipinos than to
trust the accomplishment of that purpose to
diplomacy with an unfriendly nation.
"Lincoln embodied an argument in the question when he asked, 'Can aliens make treaties
easier than friends can make laws?' I believe
that we are now in a better position to wage a
successful contest against imperialism than we
would have been had the treaty been rejected.
With the treaty ratified a clean-cut issue is presented between a government by consent and a
government by force, and imperialists must bear
the responsibility for all that happens until the
question is settled."
DEMOCRATS TAKE UP THE FIGHT
In the next national campaign following the
ratification of the treaty, the democratic party
in its platform strongly denounced the republican party for its policy of imperialism and
took up the fight to bring about the recognition
of the independence of the Philippine Islands.
The platform of the democratic party in 1900
contained the following plank:
"We condemn and denounce the Philippine
policy of the present administration. It has involved the republic in unnecessary war, sacrificed
the lives of many of our noblest sons, and
placed the United States, previously known and
applauded throughout the world as the champion of freedom, in the false and un-American
position of crushing with military force the efforts of our former allies to achieve liberty and
self-government. The Filipinos can not be citizens without endangering our civilization; they
can not be subjects without imperiling our form
of government; and as we are not willing to
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surrender our civilization nor to convert the republic into an empire we favor an immediate
declaration of the nation's purpose to give the
Filipinos, first,, a stable form of government;
second, independence, and third, protection from
[Address of President Wilson, accepting the
outside interference, such as has been given for
Lincoln homestead at Hodgenville, Ky., Septemnearly a century to the republics of Central and
ber 4, 1916, presented to the government by the
South America."
Lincoln farm association.]
In 1904, the democratic national platform
contained the following plank:
No more significant memorial could have been
"We insist that we ought to do for the Filipresented to the nation than this. It expresses
pinos what we have done already for the Cubans,
so much of what is singular and noteworthy in
and it is our duty to make that promise now and
the history of the country; it suggests so many
upon suitable guarantees of protection to citiof the things that we prize most highly in our
zens of our own and other countries resident
life and in our system of government. How
there at the time of our withdrawal, set the Fili.
eloquent this little house within this shrine is
pino people upon their feet, free and independof the vigor of democracy! There is nowhere
ent to work out their own destiny."
in the land any home so remote, so humble, that
Again in 1908 the democratic national platit may not contain the power of mind and heart
form stated its position in relation to the Filiand conscience to which nations yield and hispinos. The plank follows:
tory submits its processes.
Nature pays no
"We condemn the experiment in imperialism
tribute to aristocracy, subscribes to no creed of
as an inexcusable blunder which has involved us
caste, renders fealty to no monarch or master of
in enormous expenses, brought ua weakness inany name or kind. Genius is no snob. It does
stead of strength, and laid our nation open to
not run after titles or seek by preference the
the charge of abandoning a fundamental dochigh circles of society. It affects humble comtrine of self-government. We favor an immepany as well as great. It pays no special tribdiate declaration of the nation's purpose to recute to universities or learned societies or conognize the independence of the Philippine Islands
ventional standards of greatness, but serenely
as soon as a stable government can be estab-.
chooses its own comrades, its own haunts, its
lished, such independence to be guaranteed by
own cradle even, and its own life of adventure
us as we guarantee the independence of Cuba,
and of training. Here is proof of it. This little
until the neutralization of the islands can be sehut was the cradle of'one of the great sons of
cured by treaty with other powers. In recogmen, a man of singular, delightful, vital genius
nizing the independence of the Philippines our
who presently emerged upon the great stage of
government should retain such land as may be
the nation's history, gaunt, shy, ungainly, but
necessary for coaling stations and naval bases."
dominant and majestic, a natural ruler of men,
The democratic national platform of 1912
himself inevitably the central figure of the
contained the following declaration:
great plot. No man can explain this, but every
"Wo reaffirm the position thrice announced by
man can see how it demonstrates the vigor of
the democracy in national convention assembled
democracy, where every door is open, in every
against a policy of imperialism and colonial exhamlet and countryside, in city and wilderness
ploitation in the Philippines or elsewhere. We
alike, for the ruler to emerge when he will and
condemn the experiment in imperialism .as an
claim his leadership in the free life. Such are
inexcusable blunder, which has involved us in
the authentic proofs of the validity and vitality
enormous expenses, brought us weakness inof democracy.
stead of strength, and laid our nation open to the
Here, no less, hides the mystery of democracy.
charge of abandonment of the fundamental^ docWho shall guess this secret of nature and provitrine of self-government. We favor an immedence and a free polity? Whatever the vigor
diate declaration of the nation's purpose to recand vitality of the stock from which he sprang,
ognize the independence of the Philippine Islands
its mere vigor and soundness do not explain
as soon as a stable form of government can be
where this man got his great heart that seemed
established, such independence to ba guaranteed
to comprehend all mankind in its catholic and
by us until the neutralization of the islands can
benignant sympathy, the mind that sat enthroned
be secured by treaty with other powers. In recbehind those brooding, melancholy eyes, whose
ognizing the independence of the Philippines
vision swept many an horizon which those about
our government should retain such land as may
him dreamed not of,—that mind that comprebe necessary for coaling stations and: naval
hended what it had never seen, and understood
bases."
the language of affairs with the ready ease of
The democratic national platform of 1916
one to the manner born.—or that nature which
contained the following plank:
seemed in its varied richness to be the familiar
"We heartily indorse the provisions of the bill
of men of every way of life. This is the sacred
recently passed by the house of representatives
mystery of democracy, that its richest fruits
further promoting self-government in the Philspring up out of soils which no man has preippine Islands as being in fulfillment of the polpared and in circumstances amidst which they
icy declared by the democratic party in its last
are the least expected. This is a place alike of
national platform, and we reiterate our indorse- ■ mystery and of reassurance.
ment of the purpose of ultimate independence
It is likely that in a society ordered otherfor the Philippine Islands expressed in the prewise
than our own Lincoln could not have found
amble of that measure."
himself or the path of fame and power upon
which he walked serenelv to his death. In this
PROMISE OF THE PHILIPPINE BILL
place it is right that we should remind ourselves
On August 16, the senate, by a .vote of 37 to
of the solid and striking facts upon which our
22, passed the Jones Philippine bill, giving a
faith in democracy is founded. Many another
greater measure of self-government. The house
man besides Lincoln has served the nation in its
passed the bill, which was the result of a comhighest places of counsel and of action whose
mittee conference, two days later. President
origins were, as humble as his. Though the
Wilson signed the bill; August 2 9. The bill, as
greatest example- of the universal energy, richpassed, names no spec fic time within which inness, stimulation, and force of democracy, he; is
dependence shall be granted. The preamble of
onH- one examnle among manv. The permeat ng
the act, declaring the ultimate purpose of the
and all-pervasiye virtue of the freedom which
United States,'follows:
challenges us in America to make the most of
"Whereas it was never the intention of the
every gift and power we possess everv page of
people of the United States in the incipieney of
our history serves to emphasize and illustrate.
the war with Spain to make it a war of conquest
Standing here in this place, it seems almost the
or for territorial aggrandizement; and
wh"le of the stirring story.
"Whereas it is. as it. has alwavs been, the purHere Lincoln had his beginnings. Here the
pose of the people of the United States to withend and consummation, of that great life seem
draw their sovereignty over the Philippine Islands
remote and a bit incredible. And yet there was
and to recognize their, independence as soon as
no break anywhere between beginning and end,
a stable government can be established therein;
no lack of natural genueuce anywhere. Nothing reallv incredible hannened.
Lincoln was
and
"Whereas for the sfteedy accomplishment of
nnaffee+edly as much at home In the White house
sylph purpose it. ';; desirable to place in the hands
as he was here.
Do you share with me the
of the people of the Philippines as large a confeeljTig, T wonder, that, he was permanently at
trol of their domestic affdirs as can be g^veii
home
nowhere? It seems to me that 'u the case
them, without in the niehntime impairing tile exo1" a man.—I would ratherr sav of a spirit.—l5Ve
ercise of the rights of sovereignly by the people
j.;«y>^in the nnestion whe e he was is of little
of the United States., iri'order that, by'the'.'usie
sitrnMman.oe. that it is alwavs what he was
ami exercise of popular'.'franchise and governthat, really arrests our thought and takes hold of
mental powers, thev may he. the better, prepared
our imagination. It is the,spirit always that is
to fully assume the responsibilities and enjoy
s^vpveigp. Lincoln, like the, rest of us, was; put
all the privileges of complete independence." ,
through the discipline of the world —. •

A Nation's Tribute to Lincoln
rough and exacting discipline for him, an indispensable discipline for every man who would
know what he is about in the midst of the
world's affairs; but his spirit got only its schooling there. It did not derive its character or its
vision from the experiences which brought it to
its full revelation. The test of every American
must always be, not where he is, but what he
is. That, also, is of the essence of democracy,
and is the moral of which this place is most
gravely expressive.
We would like to think of men like Lincoln
and Washington as typical Americans, but no
man can be typical who is so unusual as these
great men were. It was typical of American life
that it should produce such men with supreme
indifference as to the manner in which it produced them, and as readily here in this hut as
amidst the little circle of cultivated gentlemen
to whom Virginia owed so much in leadership
and example.
And Lincoln and Washington
were typical Americans in the use they made of
their genius. But there will be few such men at
best, and we will not look into the mystery of
how and v/hy they come. We will only keep the
'door open for them always, and a hearty welcome,—after we have recognized them.
I have read many biographies of Lincoln; I
have sought out with the greatest interest the
many intimate stories that are told of him, the
narratives of nearby friends, the sketches at
close quarters, in which those who had the privilege of being associated with him have tried to
depict for us the very man himself "in his habit
as he lived;" but I have nowhere found a real
intimate of Lincoln's. I nowhere get the impression in any narrative or reminiscence that
the writer had in fact penetrated to the heart of
his mystery, or that any man could penetrate to
the heart of it. That brooding spirit had - no
real familiars. I get the impression that " it
never spoke out in complete self-revelatio^. and
that it could not reveal itself completely to'au."
one. It was a very lonely spirit that looked out
from underneath those shaggy brows and comprehended men without fully communing with
them, as if, in spite of" all its genial efforts at
comradeship, it dwelt apart, saw its visions of
duty where no man looked on. There is a very
holy and terrible isolation for the conscience of
every man who seeks to read the destiny in affairs for others as well as for himself, for a nation as well as for individuals. That privacy no
man can intrude upon. That lonely search of
the spirit for the right perhaps no man can assist. This strange child of the cabin kept company with invisible things, was born into no intimacy but that of its own silently assembling
and deploying thoughts.
I have come here today, not to utter a eulogy
on Lincoln; he stands in need of none, but to endeavor to'interpret the meaning of this gift to
the nation of the place of his birth and origin.
Is not this an altar upon which we may forever
keep alive the vestal fire of democracy as upon
a shrine at which some of the deepest and most
sacred hopes of mankind may from age to age
be rekindled? For these hopes must constantly
be rekindled, and only those who live can rekindle them. The only stuff that can retain the
life-giving heat is the stuff of living hearts. And
the hopes of mankind can not be kept alive by
words merely, by constitutions and doctrines of
right and codes of liberty. The pbject of democracy is to transmute these into the life and action of society, the self-denial and self-sacrifice
of heroic men and women willing to mako their
lives an embodiment of right and service and
enlightened purpose. The commands of democracy are as imperative as its privileges and opportunities are wide and generous. Its compulsion is upon us. It will be great and lift a great
light for the guidance of the nations only if we
are great and carry that light high for the guidance of our own feet. We are not worthy to
stand here unless we ourselves be in deed and
in truth real democrats and servants of mankind, ready to give our very lives for the freedom and justice and spiritual exaltation of the
great nation which shelters and nurtures us.
The American Grocer recently estimated that
the drink bill of America now exceeds one billion and seven hundred millions annually.
As
only about one person in four uses liquor, this
mfeans $90 for each. That's a lot of money to
waste, especially as poor men are the chief
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President Wilson Reviews His Administration
(Continued from Page One)
a footing of equality with our own in respect
of the terms of competition, and a tariff board
has been created whose function it will be to
keep the relations of American with foreign
business and industry under constant observation, for the guidance alike of our business men
and of our congress. American energies are
now directed towards the markets of the world.
RECORD OF PROMISES REDEEMED IN CONSTRUCXIVE LEGISLATION
The laws against trusts have been clarified
by definition, with a view to making it plain that
they were not directed against b.g business but
only against unfair business and the pretense of
competition where there was none; and a trade
commission has been created with powers of
guidance and accommodation which have relieved business men of unfounded fears and set
them upon the road of hopeful and confident enterprise.
By the Federal Reserve Act the supply of currency at the disposal of active business has been
rendered elastic, taking its volume, not from a
fixed body of investment securities, but from
the liquid assets of daily trade; and these assets
are assessed and accepted, not by distant groups
of bankers in control of unavailable reserves,
but by bankers at the many centres of local exchange who are in touch with local conditions
everywhere.
Effective measures have been taken for the
re-creation of an American merchant marine and
the revival of the American carrying trade indispensable to our emancipation from the control which foreigners have so long exercised
over the opportunities, the routes, and the methods of our commerce with other countries.
The interstate commerce commission has been
reorganized to enable it to perform its great and
important functions more promptly. and more
effick"-i*/. We have created, extended and imr~ ved the service of the parcels post.
So much we have done for business. What
other party has understood the task so well or
executed it so intelligently and energetically?
What other party has attempted it at all? The
republican leaders, apparently, know of no
means of assisting business but "protection."
How to stimulate it and put it upon a new footing of energy and enterprise they have not suggested.
For the farmers of the country we have virtually created commercial credit, by means of
the federal reserve act and the rural credits act.
They now have the standing of other business
men in the money market. We have successfully
regulated speculation in "futures" and established standards in the marketing of grains. By
an inteligent warehouse act we have assisted to
make the standard crops available as never before both for systematic marketing and as a security for loans from the banks. We have
greatly added to the work of neighborhood demonstration on the farm itself of improved methods of cultivation, and, through the intelligent
extension of the functions of the department of
agriculture, have made it possible for the farmer
to learn systematically where his best markets
are and how to get at them.
The workingmen of America have been given
a veritable emancipation, by the legal recognition of man's labor as part of his life, and not
a mere marketable commodity; by exempting
labor organizations from processes of the courts
which treated their members like fractional
parts of mobs and not like accessible and responsible individuals; by releasing our seamen
from involuntary servitude; by making adequate provision for compensation for industrial
accidents; by providing suitable machinery for
mediation and conciliation in industrial disputes; and by putting the federal department
of labor at the disposal of the workingman when
in search of work.
We have effected the emancipation of the
children of the country by releasing them from
hurtful labor. We have instituted a system of
national aid in the building of highroads such
as the country has been feeling after for a century. We have sought to equalize taxation by
means of an equitable income tax.
We have
taken the steps that ought to have been taken
at the outset to open up the resources of Alaska.
We have) provided for national defense upon a
Bcale never before seriously proposed upon the
responsibility of an entire political party. We
have driven the tariff lobby from cover and
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obliged it to substitute solid argument for private influence.
This extraordinary recital must sound like a
platform, a list of sanguine promises; but it is
not. It is a record of promises made four years
ago and now actually redeemed in. constructive
legislation.
These things must profoundly disturb the
thoughts and confound the plans of those who
have made themselves believe that the democratic party neither understood nor was ready
to assist the business of the country in the great
enterprises which it is its evident and inevitable
destiny to undertake and carry through*
The
breaking up of the lobby must especially disconcert them: for it was through the lobby that
they sought and were sure they had found the
heart of things. The game of privilege can be
played successfully by no other means.
This record must equally astonish those who
feared that the democratic party had not opened
its heart to comprehend the demands of social
justice. We have in four years come very near
to carrying out the platform of the progressive
party as well as our own; for we also are progressives.
There is one circumstance connected with this
programme which ought to be very plainly
stated. It was resisted at every step by the interests which the republican party had catered
to and fostered at the expense of the country,
and these same interests are now earnestly praying for a reaction which will save their privileges,—for the restoration of their sworn friends
to power before it is too late to recover what
they have lost. They fought with particular
desperation and infinite resourcefulness the reform of the banking and currency system, knowing that to be the citadel of their control; and
most anxiously are they hoping and planning for
the amendment of the federal reserve act by the
concentration of control in a single bank which
the old familiar group of bankers can keep under their eye and direction. But while the "big
men" who used to write the tariffs and command the assistance of the treasury have been
hostile,—all but a few with vision,—the average business man knows that he has been delivered, and that the fear that was once every day
in his heart, that the men who controlled credit
and directed enterprise from the committee
rooms of congress would crush him, is there no
more, and will not return,-—unless the party
that consulted only the "big men" should return
to power,—the party of masterly inactivity and
cunning resourcefulness in standing pat to resist
change.

REPUBLICAN PARTY CAN NOT MEET THE
CONDITIONS OF THE NEW AGE
The republican party is just the party that
CAN NOT meet the new conditions of a new age.
It does not know the way and it does not wish
new conditions. It tried to break away from the
old leaders and could not. They still select its
candidates and dictate its policy, still resist
change, still hanker after the old conditions,
still know no methods of encouraging business
but the old methods. When it changes its leaders and its purposes and brings its ideas up to
date it will have the right to ask the American
people to give it power again; but not until
then. A new age, an age of revolutionary
change, needs new purposes and new ideas.
In foreign affairs we have been guided by
principles clearly conceived and consistently
lived up to. Perhaps they have not been fully
comprehended because they have hitherto governed international affairs only in theory, not
in practice. They are simple, obvious, easily
stated, and fundamental to American ideals.
We have been neutral not only because it
was the fixed and traditional policy of the United
States to stand aloof from the politics of Europe
and because we had had no part either of action
or of policy in the influences which brought on
the present war, but also because it was manifestly our duty to prevent, if it were possible,
the indefinite extension of the fires of hate and
desolation kindled by that terrible conflict and
seek to serve mankind by reserving our strength
and our resources for the anxious and difficult
days of restoration and healing which must follow, when peace will have to build its house
anew.
The rights of our own citizens of course became involved: that was inevitable. Where they
did this was our guiding principle: that property
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rights can be vindicated by claims for damages
when the war is over, and no modern nation can
decline to arbitrate such claims; but the fundamental rights of humanity can not be. The loss
of life is irreparable. Neither can direct violations of a nation's sovereignty await vindication in suits for damages. The nation that violates these essential rights must expect to be
checked and called to account by direct challenge and resistance. It at once makes the
quarrel in part our own. These are plain principles and we have never lost sight of them or
departed from them, whatever the stress- or the
perplexity of circumstance or the provocation
to hasty resentment. The record is clear and
consistent throughout and stands distinct and
definite for anyone to judge who wishes to know
the truth about it.
The seas were not broad enough to keep the
infection of the conflict out of our own politics.
The passions and intrigues of certain active
groups and combinations of men amongst us
who were born under foreign flags injected the
poison of disloyalty into our own most critical
affairs, laid violent hands upon many of our industries, and subjected us to the shame of divisions of sentiment and purpose in which
America was contemned and forgotten. It is
part of the business of this year of reckoning
and settlement to speak plainly and act with unmistakable purpose in rebuke of these things,
in order that they may be forever hereafter impossible. I am the candidate of a party, but I
am above all things else an American citizen. I
neither seek the favor nor fear the displeasure
of that small alien element amongst us which
puts loyalty to any foreign power before loyalty
to the United States.
GUIDING PRINCIPLES OF ADMINISTRATION'S POLICY IN MEXICAN AFFAIRS
While Europe was. at war our own continent,
one of our own neighbors, was shaken by revolution. In that matter, too, principle was plain
and it was imperative that we should live up to
it if we were to deserve the trust of any real
partisan of the right as free men see it.
We
have professed to believe, and we do believe,
that the people of small and weak states have
the right to expect to be dealt with exactly as
the people of big and powerful states would be.
We have acted upon that principle in dealing
with the people of Mexico.
Our recent pursuit "of bandits into Mexican
territory was no violation of that principle. We
ventured to enter Mexican territory only because
there were no military forces in Mexico that
could protect our border from hostile attack
and our own people from violence, and -we have
committed there no single act of hostility or interference even with the sovereign authority of
the republic of Mexico herself. It was a plain
case of the violation of our own sovereignty
which could not wait to be vindicated by damages and for which there was no other remedy.
The authorities of Mexico were powerless to
prevent it.
Many serious wrongs against the property,
many irreparable wrongs against the persons,
of Americans have been committed within the
territory of Mexico herself during this confused
revolution, wrongs which could not be effectually checked so long as there was no constituted
" power in Mexico which was in a position to check
them. We could not act directly in that matter
ourselves without denying the Mexicans the
right to any revolution at all which disturbed
us and making the emancipation of her own
people await our own interest and convenience.
For it is their emancipation that they are
seeking,—blindly, it may be, and as yet ineffectually, but with profound and passionate
purpose and within their unquestionable right,
apply what true American principle you will,—
any principle that an American would publicly
avow. The people of Mexico have not been suffered to own their own country or direct their
own institutions. Outsiders, men out of other
nations and w'th interests too often alien to
their own, have dictated what their privileges
and opportunities should be and who should
control their land, their lives, and their resources,—some of them Americans, pressing for
things they could never have got in their own
country. The Mexican people are entitled to attempt the'r liberty from such influences; and
so long as I have anything to do with the action of our great government I shall do everything in my power to prevent anyone stauding
in their way. I know that this is hard for some
persons to understand; but it is not hard for the
plain people of the United States to understand.
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It Is hard doctrine only for those who wish to
get something for themselves out of Mexico.
There are men, and noble women, too, not a few,
of our own people, thank God! whose fortunes
are invested in great properties in Mexico who
yet see the case with true vision and assess its
issues with true American feeling.
The rest
can be left for the present out of the reckoning
until this enslaved people has had its day of
struggle towards the light.
I have heard no
one who was free from such influences propose
interference by the United States with the internal affairs of Mexico. Certainly no friend of
the Mexican people has proposed it.
The people of the United States are capable of
great sympathies and a noble pity in dealing
with problems of this kind. As their spokesman
and representative, I have tried to act in the
spirit they would wish me show. The people of
Mexico are striving for the rights that are
fundamental to life and happiness, — fifteen
million oppressed men, overburdened women,
and pitiful children in virtual bondage in their
ow& home of fertile lands and inexhaustible
treasure! Some of the leaders of the revolution
may often have been mistaken and violent and
selfish, but the revolution itself was inevitable
and is right. The unspeakable Huerta betrayed
the very comrades he served, traitorously overthrew the government of which he was a trusted
part, impudently spoke for the very forces that
had driven his people to the rebellion with which
he had pretended to sympathize. The men who
overcame him and drove him out represent at
least the fierce passion of reconstruction which
lies at the very heart of liberty; and so long as
they represent, however imperfectly, such a
struggle for deliverance, I am ready to serve
their ends when I can. So long as the power of
recognition rests with me the government of the
United States will refuse to extend the hand of
welcome to any one who obtains power in a
sister republic by treachery and violence. No
permanency can be given the affairs of any republic by a title based upon intrigue and assassination. I declared that to be the policy of this ad.
ministration within three weeks after I assumed
the presidency. I here again vow it. I am more
interested in the fortunes of oppressed men and
pitiful women and children than in any property
rights whatever. Mistakes I have no doubt made
in this perplexing business, but not in purpose
or object.
•TEST OF OUR PART AS BIG BROTHER TO
AMERICAN REPUBLICS
More is involved than the immediate destinies
of Mexico and the relations of the United States
with a distressed and distracted people.
All
America looks on. Test is now being made of
us whether we be sincere lovers of popular liberty or not and are indeed to be trusted to respect national sovereignty among our weaker
neighbors.
We have undertaken these many
years to play big brother to the republics of this
hemisphere. This is the day of our test whether
we mean, or have ever meant, to play that part
for our own benefit wholly or also for theirs. Upon the outcome of that test (its outcome in their.
minds, not in ours) depends every relationship
of the United States with Latin America, whether in politics or in commerce and enterprise.
These are great issues and lie at the heart of the
gravest tasks of the future, tasks both economic
and political and very intimately inwrought with
many of the most vital of the new issues of the
politics of the world. The republics of America
have in the last three years been drawing together in a new spirit of accommodation, mutual understanding, and cordial co-operation.
Much of the politics of the world in the years to
come will depend upon their relationships with
one another. It is a barren and provincial
statesmanship that loses sight of such things!
The future, the immediate future, will bring
us squarely face to face with many great and
exacting problems which will search us through
and through whether we be able and ready to
play the part in the world that we mean to play.
It will not bring us into their presence slowly,
gently, with ceremonious introduction, but suddenly and at once, the moment the war in Europe is over. They will be new problems, most
of them; many will be old problems in a new
setting and with new elements which we have
never dealt with or reckoned the force and
meaning of before. They will require for their
solution new thinking, fresh courage and resourcefulness, and in some matters radical reconsiderations of policy. We must be ready to
mobilize our resources alike of brains and of
materials.
It is not a future to be- afraid of. It is, ra-
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ther, a future to stimulate and excite us to the
display of the best powers that are In us. We
may enter it with confidence when we are sure
that we understand it,—and we have provided
ourselves already with the means of understanding it.
Look first at what it will be necessary that
the nations of the world should do to make the
days to come tolerable and fit to live and work
in; and then look at our part in what is to follow and our own duty of preparation. For we
must be prepared both in resources and in policy.
AMERICA MUST CONTRIBUTE TO ORGANIZATION OF WORLD'S PEACE
. There must be a just and settled peace, and
we here in America must contribute the full
force of our enthusiasm aud of our authority as
a nation to the organization of that peace upon
world-wide foundations that can not easily be
shaken. No nation should be forced to take
sides in any quarrel in which its own honor and
integrity and the fortunes of its own people are
not involved; but no nation can any longer remain neutral as against any wilful disturbance
of the peace of the world. The effects of war
can no longer be confined to the areas of battle.
No nation stands wholly apart in interest when
the life and interests of all nations are thrown
into confusion and peril. If hopeful and generous enterprise is to be renewed, if the healing
and helpful arts of life are indeed to be revived
when peace comes again, a new atmosphere of
justice and friendship must be generated by
means the world has never tried before. The nations of the world must unite in joint guarantees
that whatever is done to disturb the whole world's
life must first be tested in the-court of the whole
world's opinion before it is attempted. These
are the new foundations the world must build
for itself, and we must play our part in the reconstruction, generously and without too much
thought of our separate interests.
We must
make ourselves ready to play it intelligently,
vigorously and well.
One of the contributions we must make to the
world's peace is this: We must„see to it that the
people in our insular possessions are treated in
their own lands as we would treat them here,
and make the rule of the United States mean the
same thing everywhere,—the same justice, the
same consideration for the essential rights of
men.
Besides contributing our ungrudging moral
and practical support to the establishment of
peace throughout the world we must actively
and intelligently prepare ourselves to do our full
service in the trade and industry which are to
sustain and develop the life of the nations in the
days to come.
We have already been provident in this great
matter and supplied ourselves with the instrumentalities of prompt adjustment. We have
created, in the federal trade commission, a
means of inquiry and of accommodation in the
field of commerce which ought both to coordinate the enterprises of our traders and manufacturers and to remove the barriers of misunderstanding and of a too technical interpretation of the law. In the new tariff commission
we have added another instrumentality of observation and adjustment which promises to be
immediately serviceable. The trade commission
substitutes counsel and accommodation for the
harsher processes of legal restraint, and the
tariff commission ought to substitute facts for
prejudices and theories. Our exporters have
for some time had the advantage of working in
the new light thrown upon foreign markets and
opportunities of trade by the intelligent inquiries and activities of the bureau of foreign
and domestic commerce which the democratic
congress so wisely created in 1912. The tariff
commission completes the machinery by which
we shall be enabled to open up our legislative
policy to the facts as they develop.
We can no longer indulge our traditional provincialism. We are to play a leading part in
the world drama whether we wish it or not. We
shall lend, not borrow; act for ourselves, not
imitate or follow; organize and initiate, not
peep about merely to see where we may get in.
We have already formulated and agreed upon a policy of law which will explicitly remove
the ban now supposed to rest upon co-operation
amongst our exporters in seeking and securing
their proper place in the markets of the world.
The field will be free, the instrumentalities at
hand. It will only remain for the masters of
enterprise amongst us to act in energetic concert, and for the government of the United
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States to Insist upon the maintenance through!*
out the world of those conditions of fairness and
even-handed justice in the commercial dealings
of the nation with one another Upon which,
after all, in the last analysis, the peace and ordered life of the world must ultimately depend.
At home also we must see to it that the men
who plau and develop and direct our business
enterprises shall enjoy definite and settled conditions of law, a policy accommodated to the
freest progress. We have set the just and necessary limits. We have put all kinds of unfair
competition under the ban and penalty of the
law. We have barred monopoly.
These fatal
and ugly things being excluded, we must now
quicken action and facilitate enterprise by
every just means within our choice.
There
will be peace in the business world, and, with
peace, revived confidence and life.
We ought both to husband and develop our
natural resources, our mines, our forests, our
water power. I wish we could have made more
progress than we have made in this vital matter; and I call once more, with the deepest earnestness and solicitude, upon the advocates of a
careful and provident conservation, oh the one
hand, and the advocates of a free and inviting
field for private capital', on the other, to get together in a spirit of genuine accommodation and
agreement and set this great policy forward at
once.
We must hearten and quicken the spirit and
efficiency of labor throughout our whole industrial system by everywhere and in all occupations doing justice to the laborer, not only by
paying a living wage but also by making all the
conditions that surround labor what they ought
to be. And we must do more than justice. We
must safeguard life and promote health and
safety in every occupation in which they are
threatened or imperilled. That is more than
justice, and better, because it is humanity and
economy.
We must coordinate the railway systems of
the country for national use, and must facilitate
and promote their development with a view to
that coordination and to their better adaptation
as a whole to the life and trade and defense of
the nation. The life and industry of the country can be free and unhampered only if these
arteries are open, efficient, and Complete.
q
Thus shall we stand ready to meet the future
as circumstance and international policy effect
their unfolding, whether the changes come
slowly or come fast and without preface.
DAY OF "LITTLE AMERICANISM" IS PAST;
ENTERPRISE DAWNS
I have not spoken explicitly, gentlemen, of
the platform adopted at St. Louis; but it has
been implicit in all that I have said. I have
sought to interpret its spirit and meaning. The
people of the United States do not need to be
assured now that that platform is a definite
pledge, a practical programme. We have proved
to them that our promises are made to be kept.
We hold very definite ideals. We believe that
the energy and initiative of our people have been
too narrowly coached and superintended; that
they should be set free, as we have set them free,
to disperse themselves throughout the nation;
that they should not be concentrated in the
hands of a few powerful guides or guardians, as
our opponents have again and again, in effect if
not in purpose, sought to concentrate them. We
believe, moreover,—who that looks about him
now with comprehending eye can fail to believe?
—that the day of Little Americanism, with its
narrow horizons, when methods of "protection"
and industrial nursing were the chief study of
our provincial statesmen, are past and gone and
that a day of enterprise has at last dawned fop
the United States whose field is the wide world.
We hope to see the stimulus of that new day
draw all America, the republics of both continents, on to a new life and energy and Initiative in the great affairs of peace. We are Americans for Big America, and rejoice to look forward to the days in which America shall strive
to stir the world without irritating it or drawing it on to new antagonisms, when the nations
with which we deal shall at last come to see upon what deep foundations of humanity and justice our passion for peace rests, and when all
mankind shall look upon our great people with
a new sentiment of admiration, friendly rivalry
and real effeetion, as upon a people who, though
keen to succeed, seeks always to be at once generous and just and to whom humanity) is dearer
than profit or selfish power.
Upon this record and in the faith of this puppose we go to the country.
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The President's Appeal to Congress
in Railroad Controversy
On August 29, President Wilson appeared befor the joint session of congress to explain the
situation growing out of his efforts to settle the
controversy between the officials of the railroads
and the railroad brotherhoods, and asking for
the enactment of legislation which would enable him to prevent or stop a strike.
President Wilson did not make his appeal to
congress until after he had exhausted every effort to bring about an amicable solution of the
railroad controversy. Congress responded to
his appeal by the enactment of the Adamson
eight-hour law, which was signed by him September 3. The text of the Adamson law will be
found on another page.
President Wilson's
message to congress follows:
"Gentlemen of the Congress: I have come to
you to seek your assistance in dealing with a
■very grave situation which has arisen out of the
demand of the employes of the railroads engaged
in freight train service that they be granted an
eight-hour working day, safeguarded by the pay.
ment of one hour and a half of service for every
b.our of work beyond the eight.
"The matter has been agitated for more than
a year. The public has been made familiar with
the demands of the men and the arguments
urged in favor of them, and even more familiar
with the objections of the railroads and their
counter-demand that certain privileges now enjoyed by their men and certain bases of payment
worked out through many years of contest be
reconsidered, especially in their relation to the
adoption of an eight-hour day. The matter
came up some three weeks ago, to a final issue,
and resulted in a complete deadlock between
the parties. The means provided by law for mediation of the controversy failed, and the means
of arbitration, for which the law provides, were
rejected. The representatives of the railway
executives proposed that the demands of the men
be submitted in their entirety to arbitration,
along with certain questions of readjustment as
to pay and conditions of employment, which
seemed to them to be either closely associated
with the demands or to call for reconsideration
on their own merits.
STRIKE BECOMES IMMINENT
"The men absolutely declined arbitration, especially if any of their establshed privileges were
by that means to be drawn again in question.
The law in the matter put no compulsion upon
them. The 400,000 men from whom the demands proceeded had voted to strike if their demands were refused; the strike was imminent.
It has been set for September 4 next. It affects
the men who man the freight trains on practically every railway in the country. The freight
service throughout the United States must stand
still until their places are filled, if, indeed it
should prove possible to fill them at all. Cities
will be cut off from their food supplies, the
whole commerce of the nation will be paralyzed,
men of every sort and occupation will be thrown
out of employment, countless thousands will, in
all likelihood, be brought, it may be, to the very
point of starvation, and a tragical national calamity, brought on, to be added to the other distresses of the time, because no basis of accommodation or settlement has been found.
EFFORT AT MEDIATION
"Just so soon as it became evident that mediation under the existing law had failed and that
arbitration had been rendered impossible by the
attitude of the men, I considered it my duty to
confer with the representatives of both the railways and the brotherhoods, and myself offer mediation, not as an arbitrator, but merely as
spokesman of the nation, in the interest of justice, indeed, and as a friend of both parties, but
not as judge, only as the representative of 100,000,000 men, women and children who would
pay the price, the incalculable price, of loss and
suffering should these few men insist upon approaching and concluding the matters in controversy between them merely as employers employes, rather than as patriotic citizens of the
United States looking before and after and accepting the larger responsibility which the public woud put upon them.
EIGHT-HOUR DAY LOGICAL,
"It seemed to me, in considering the subject
.matter of the controversy, (hat the whole spirit
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of the time and the preponderant evidence of recent economic experience spoke for the eighthour day. It has been adjudged by the thought
and experience of recent years a thing upon
which society is justified in insisting as in the
interest of health, efficiency, contentment and a
general increase of economic vigor. The whole
presumption of modern experience would, it
seemed to me, be in its favor, whether there was
arbitration or not and the debatable points to
settle were those which arose out of the acceptance of the eight-hour day rather than those
which affected its establishment. I, therefore,
proposed that the eight-hour day be adopted by
the railway managements and put into practice
for the present as a substitute for the existing
ten-hour basis of pay and service; that I should
appoint, with the permission of congress, a small
commission to observe the results of the change,
carefully studying the figures of the altered operating costs, not only, but also the conditions of
labor under which the men worked, and the operation of their existing agreements with the
railroads, with instructions to report the facts'
as they found them to congress at the earliest
possible day, but without recommendation; and
that after the facts had been thus disclosed, adjustment should in some orderly manner be
sought of all the matters now left unadjusted
between the railroad managers and the men.
CITES OPINION OF COURT
"These proposals were exactly In line, it is interesting to note, with the position taken by the
supreme court of the United States when appealed to to protect certain litigants from the
financial losses which they confidently expected
if they should submit to the regulation of their
charges and of their methods of service by public legislation. The court has held that it would
not undertake to form a judgment upon forecasts, but could base its action only upon actual
experience; that it must be supplied with facts,
not with calculations and opinions, however sci.
entifically attempted. To undertake to arbitrate
the question of the adoption of an eight-hour
day In the light of results merely estimated and
predicted would be to undertake an enterprise of
conjecture. No wise man could undertake it, or
if he did undertake it could feel assured of his
conclusions.
"I unhesitatingly offered the friendly services
to the railway managers to see to it that justice
was done the railroads in the outcome. I felt
warranted in assuring them no obstacle of law
would be suffered to stand in the way of their
increasing their revenues to meet the expenses
resulting from the change so far as the development of their business and of their administrative efficiency did not prove adequate to meet
them. The public and the representatives of the
public, I felt justified in assuring them, were disposed to see nothing but justice in such cases
and were willing to serve those who serve them.
BROTHERHOODS ACCEPT PLAN
"Representatives of the brotherhoods accepted
the plan, but the representatives of the railroads
declined to accept it. In the face of what I can
not but regard as the practical certainty that
they will be ultimately obliged to accept the
eight-hour day by the concerted action of organized labor, backed by the favorable judgment of
society, the representatives of the railway managements have felt justified in declining a peaceful settlement which would engage all the forces
of justice, public and private, on their side to
take care of the event. They fear the hostile influence of shippers, who would be opposed to an
increase of freight rates (for which, however, of
course, the public itself would pay); they apparently feel no confidence that the interstate
commerce commission could withstand the objections that would be made. They do not care to
rely upon the friendly assurances of the congress or the President; tbey have thought it best
that they should be forced to yield, if they must
yield, not bv counsel, but by the suffering of the
country. While my conferences with them were
in progress, and when, to all outward appearances these conferences had come to a standstill, the representatives of the brotherhoods
suddenly acted and set the strike for September 4.
"The railway managers based their decision
to reject my counsel in this matter upon their
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conviction that they must, at any cost to themselves or to the country, stand firm for the principle of arbitration, which the men had rejected.
I based my counsel upon the indisputable fact
that there was no means of obtaining arbitration. The law supplied none; earnest efforts at
mediation had failed to influence the men in the
least. To stand firm for the principle of arbitration and yet not get arbitration seemed to me
futile, and something more than futile, because
it involved incalculable distress to the country,
and consequences in some respects worse than
those of war, and that in the midst of peace.
ARBITRATION NOT PRACTICABLE NOW
"I yield to no man in firm adherence, alike of
conviction and of purpose, to the principle of arbitration in industrial disputes; but matters have
come to a sudden crisis in this particular dispute
and the country has been caught unprovided with
any practicable means of enforcing that conviction in practice (by whose fault we will not now
stop to inquire). A situation had to be met whose
elements and fixed conditions were indisputable.
The practical and patriotic course to pursue, as
it seemed to me, was to secure immediate peace
by conceding the one thing in the demands of
the men, which society itself and any arbitrators
who represented public sentiment were most
likely to approve, and immediately lay the foundations for securing arbtration with regard to
everything else involved. The event has confirmed that judgment. I was seeking to compose
the present in order to safeguard the future; for
I wished an atmosphere of peace and friendly
co-operation in which to take counsel with the
representatives of the nation with regard to the
best means for providing so far as it might
prove possible to provide, against the recurrence
of such unhappy situations in the future—ti..
best and most practicable means of securing
calm and fair arbitration of all industrial disputes in the days to come. This is assuredly
the best way of indicating a principle, namely,
having failed to make certain of its observance
in the present to make certain of its observance
in the future. But I could only propose. I could
not govern the will of others, who took an entirely different view of the circumstances of the
case, who even refused to admit the circumstances to be what they have turned out to be.
RECOMMENDS LEGISLATION
"Having failed to bring the parties to this
critical controversy to an accommodation, therefore, I turn to you, deeming it clearly our duty,
as public servants, to leave nothing undone that
we can do to safeguard the life and interests of
the nation. In the spirit of such a purpose I
earnestly recommend the following legislation:
"First, immediate provision for the enlargement and administrative reorganization of the
interstate commerce commission along the lines
embodied in the bill recently passed by the
house of representatives and now awaiting action by the senate; in order that the commission
may be enabled to deal with the many great and
various duties now devolving upon it with a
promptness and thoroughness which are, with
its present constitution and means of action,
practically impossible.
"Second, the establishment of an eight-hour
day as the legal basis alike of work and wages in
the employment of all railroad employes, who
are actually engaged in the work of operating
trains in interstate transportation.
"Third, the authorization of the appointment
by the President of a small body of men to observe the actual results in experience of the
adoption of the eight-hour day in railway transportation alike for the men and for the railroads, its effect in the matter of operating costs,
in the application of the existing practices and
agreements to the new conditions and in all
other practical aspects, with the provision that
the investigators shall report their conclusions
to the congress at the earliest possible date, but
without recommendation as to legislative action.
in order that the public may learn from an unprejudiced source just what accomplishments
have ensued.
HIGHER FREIGHT RATES
"Fourth, explicit approval by the congress of
the consideration by the interstate commerce
commission of an increase of freight rates to
meet such additional expenditures by the railroads as may have been rendered necessary by
the adoption of the eight-hour day, and which
have not been offset by administrative readjustments and economies, should the facts disclosed,:
justify the increase.
"Fifth, an amendment of the existing federal
statute which provides for the mediation, conciliation and arbitration of such controversies as
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the present by adding to it a provision that In
case the methods of accommodation now provided for you should fail, a full public investigation of the merits of every such dispute shall be
instituted and completed before a strike or lockout may lawfully be attempted.
"And, sixth, the lodgment in the hands of the
executive of the power, in case of military necessity to take control of such portions and such
rolling stock of the railways of the country as
may be required for military use, and to operate
them for military purposes, with authority to
draft into the military service of the United
States such train crews and administrative officials as the circumstances require for their safe
and efficient use.
"This last suggestion I make because we can
not in any circumstances suffer the nation to be
hampered in the essential matter of national defense. At the present moment circumstances
render this duty particularly obvious. Almost
the entire military force of the nation is stationed upon the Mexican border to guard our
territory against hostile raids. It must be supplied and steadily supplied with whatever it
needs for its maintenance and efficiency. If it
should be necessary for purposes of national defense to transfer any portion of it upon short
notice to some other part of the country, for
reasons now unforeseen, ample means of transportation must be available and available without delay. The power conferred in this matter
should be carefully and explicitly limited to cases
of military necessities, but in all such cases it
should be made clear and ample.
"There is one other thing we should do if we
are true champions of arbitration. We should
make all arbitral awards, judgments by record
of a court of law, in order that their interpretation and enforcement may lie, not with one of
the parties to the arbitration, but with an impartial and authoritative tribunal.
"These things I urge upon you, not in haste,
nor merely as a means of meeting a present
emergency, but as permanent and necessary additions to the law of the land, suggested, indeed,
by circumstances we had hoped never to see, but
imperative as well as just, if such emergencies
are to be prevented in the future. I feel that no
extended argument is needed to commend them
to your favorable consideration. They demonstrate themselves. The time and the occasion
only emphasize their importance. We need them
now, and we shall continue to need them."
CONTRIBUTIONS FOR THE NATIONAL CAMRAIGN
The following contributions to the national
democratic campaign' fund have been sent
through The Commoner:
Ole Helgesen, Washington, Calif
$1.00
J. ET Gray, Viola, Ida
1.00
H. H. Bernstein, Savanna, 111
1.00
II. B. Brehaut, Toledo, Ohio
1.00
Chas. L. Sawyer, Grand Valley, Colo
1.00
F. A. Watts, Linnton, Oreg
1.00
Woodson Browning, Madisonville, Ky.. . . 1.00
D. Downey, Chippewa Falls, Wise
1.00
H. A. Hornlein, San Francisco, Calif
1.00
Adam Leyh, Bertha, Minn
-. . 2.00
Jonas McClintock, Fort Hill, Pa
1.00
Robert Beaty, Colo. Springs, Colo
2.00
John Dunn, Montpelier, Ida
1.00
Franklin Smith, Glenolden, Pa
2.00
A. "Shelbinaian," Shelbina, Mo
1.00
S. G. Hudson, Lincoln, Nebr
100.00
Floyd Seybolt, Lincoln, Nebr
50.00
Julia Merkel, Story City, la
1.00
Chas. F. Philp, Hereford, Colo. . . ."
1.00
J. L. Daniels, Waverly, la
1.00
Walter W. Wood, Whittier, Calif
1.00
H. E. Misner, Los Angeles, Calif
1.00
H. P. Schaefer, 'Schulenburg, Tex
5.00
P. E. Goode, Lenexa, Kans
1.20
W. W. England, Afton, Okla
1.00
Cleveland Justice, Equality, 111
40
C. J. Coghlan, Ocasta, Wash
1.00
J. N. Grove, Oakland, Ca
2.00
Tabitha M. Cleveland, Mankato, Kan. . . . 1.00
V. N. Canaday & Son, Selma, la
1.00
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred Black, Leslie, Ida
1.00
L. C. Laurent, Denver, Colo
1.00
F. F. Haiglit, Peterson, la
2.00
W. C. Ball, Terre Haute, Ind
5.00
J. M. Boyor, Pocatello, Ida
1.00
R. J. Bbright, PukwSna, S. D.
1.00
R. M. Sailing, dishing, Nebr
1.00
Jno. R. Ruppenthal, Russell, Kans
2.00
J. D Grant, Slidell, La
250.00
W. W. Kelsey, Los Angeles, Calif
5.00
Jas. G. Howard. Kettle Island, Ky
2.00
J. W. Hafer, Geneva, Nebr
1.00
A. J. Marshall. Idabel, Okla
1.00
S. K. Young, Idabel, Okla
1.00
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What the Administration Has Done
for the Farmer
The present democratic administration has
been conspicuous for its work to advance the
agricultural interests of the United States. The
record is set forth briefly and effectively in a
letter written by the President to Congressman
A. F. Lever, chairman of the committee on agriculture of the house of representatives, as follows:
"The White House, Washington, Aug. 11,
1916.—My dear Mr. Lever: It has given me
much satisfaction to approve today the bill making appropriations for the department of agriculture for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1917,
and for other purposes, because the bill not only
makes every generous provision for the improvement of farm production in the nation and for
investigations and demonstrations in the field of
the marketing of farm crops and of the organization of rural life, but also contains three wellconceived measures designed to improve market
practices and the storage and financing of staple
crops.
As the passage of this bill marks the
practical completion of an important part of the
programme for the betterment of rural life
which was mapped out at the beginning of the
administration, I feel that I can not let the occasion pass without conveying to you and to
your associates in both houses my appreciation
of the service rendered to the nation in strengthening its great agricultural foundations.
RECORD SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
"The record, legislative as well as administrative, is a remarkable one. It speaks for itself
and needs only to be set forth:
"First—Appreciation of the importance of agriculture has been shown through greatly and
intelligently increased appropriations for its
support.
"Second—Particular pains have been taken to
foster producton by every promising means, and
careful thought has been given especially to the
matter of increasing the meat supply of the nation.
"Third—Greatly increased provision has been
made, through the enactment of the Co-operative
Agricultural Extension Act, for conveying agricultural information to farmers and for inducing them to apply it. This piece of legislation is
one of the most significant and far-reaching
measures for the education of adults ever adopted by any government. It provides for co-operation between the states and the federal government. This is a highly important and significant
principle. When the act is in full operation
there will be expended annually under its terms,
from federal and state sources alone, a total of
over $8,600,000 in the direct education of the
farmer; and this amount is being and will be increasingly supplemented by contributions from
local sources. It will permit the placing in each
of the 2,850 rural counties of the nation two
farm demonstrators and specialists who will assist the demonstrators in the more difficult problems confronting them.
"Fourth—-Systematic provision for the first
time has been made for the solution of problems in that important half of agriculture which
concerns distribution—marketing, rural finance
and rural organization.
BETTER MARKETING CONDITIONS
"Fifth—Provision was made promptly for the
creation oi! an Office of Markets and Rural Organization and the appropriations for this office,
including those for enforcing new laws designed
to promote better marketing, have been increased to $1,200,000. The more difficult problems of marketing are being investigated and
plans are in operation for furnishing assistance
to producers of perishables through a market
news service. A similar service for livestock interests will be naugurated during the year.
"Sixth—The problem of securing the uniform
grading of staple crops, of regulating dealings
and traffic in them, of developing a better system
of warehouses, and of providing more available
collateral for farm loans has been successfully
dealt with.
"Seventh—Under the Cotton Futures Act
standards for cotton have been established, the
operations of the futures exchanges have been
put under supervision, and the sale of cotton has
been placed on a firmer basis.
"Eighth—The United States Grain Standards
Act will secure uniEormity in the grading of

grains, enable the farmer to obtain fairer prices
for his product and afford him an incentive to
raise better grades of grain.
"Ninth—The United States Warehouse Act
will enable the department of agriculture to license bonded warehouses in the various states.
It will lead to the development of better storage
facilities for staple crops and will make possible
the issuance of reliable warehouse receipts which
will be widely and easily negotiable.
GOOD ROAD BUILDING
"Tenth—Of no less importance for agriculture
and for the national development is the federal
aid road act. This measure will conduce to the
establishment of more effective highway machinery in each state, strongly influence the development of good road building along right lines,
stimulate larger production and better marketing, promote a fuller and more attractive rural
life, add greatly to the convenience and economic welfare of all the people and strengthen
tho national foundations. The act embodies
sound principles of road legislation and will safeguard the expenditure of the funds arising under
the act not only, but will also result in the more
efficient use of the large additional sums made
available by states and localities.
"Eleventh—The Federal Reserve Act benefits
the farmer, as it does all the other people of the
nation, by guaranteeing better banking, safeguarding the credit structure of the country, and
preventing panics. It takes particular note of
the special needs of the farmer by making larger
provision for loans through national banks on
farm mortgages and by giving farm paper a maturity period of six months.
"Twelfth—It was essential, however, that
banking machinery be devised which would reach
intimately into the rural districts, that it should
operate on terms suited to the "farmer's needs,
and should be under sympathetic management.
The need for machinery which would introduce
business methods into farm finance, bring order
out of chaos, reduce the cost of handling farm'
loans, place upon the market mortgages which
would be a safe investment for private funds, attract into agricultural operations a fair
share
of
the
capital
of
the
nation,
and lead to a reduction of interest. These needs
and these ideals have been met by the enactment
of tho federal farm loan act.
"I am glad to have had an opportunity to take
part in the execution of this large programme,
which I believe will result in making agriculture
more profitable and country life more comfortable and attractive and therefore, insure the retention in rural districts of an efficient and contented population. Faithfully yours,
"WOODROW WILSON."
Hon. A. F. Lever, Chairman Committee on Agriculture, House of Representatives.
AS INTERPRETED BY MR. HARDING
Senator Warren B. Harding, before the Chamber of Commerce and Rotary club at San Antonio, Tex., Jan. 9, 1915, made a speech whose
general character can be judged from the following passage:
"I am unalterably of tho belief that the
United States must never seek territorial aggrandizement by force of arms. But there is
destiny in the affairs of nations. You have your
Alamo here as evidence of what men will do for
the sake of principle and the Civil war was
necessary to settle a great issue. The wonderfully rich resources of Mexico will never be
brought into service and the country will never
come into its own until it has been brought under the civilizing influence of the United States
flag. I am not in a position to say how that end
should be accomplished, but something must be
done."
No "territorial aggrandizement by force of
arms," but we can find some other excuse for
war and then let nature take her course.
A
fight for principle first and territorial aggrandizement afterward.
Senator Harding has twice appeared this year
as the spokesman of his party in utterances of
the highest party importance. Did he represent
the republican purpose in this San Antonio address? Did he represent Mr. Hughes' (purpose?
■—St. Louis Post-Dispatch.
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Democratic Labor Legislation
The so-called "labor planks" in the party
platforms have long been regarded as a joke,
albiet a somewhat sardonic one. The failure of
the party in power to live .ip to its promises has
come to be regarded as in the natural order of
things. Political managers have come to regard
the "labor plank" as a promise that may be
made and broken with equal impunity.
Labor itself is the only party in interest that
has. taken the matter seriously. The continued
insistence of the labor representatives, despite
the continual disappointment of their hopes, has
been regarded as an evidence either of the force
of habit or of the "hope that springs eternal."
In short, the "labor plank" has been regarded
as a thing of less real meaning, if that be possible, than any other feature of the declarations
of purpose periodically issued by the political
parties.
Times are altered. The hopes of labor have
at last been realized in abundant measure. For
once the party in power has actually kept its
pledges.
The "labor planks" in its platform
have been translated into the law of the land.
Four years ago the democratic party adopted
as a feature of its platform for the national
campaign a number of proposals "in the interest
of labor—that is, of the people at large. Many
of those proposals were fundamental, even radical, if you please; all of them were of the
highest importance to large bodies of our citizenship.
The democratic party was returned to power,
and in open defiance of all traditions proceeded
to make good its promises. The record is now
open for inspection. That record is in itself a
record of great achievement for the cause of labor; by comparison with previous records, it is
nothing short of marvelous.
It is to be noted that the "labor planks" in
the democratic platform of 1912 covered a wider
field than in any previous instance. The legislative measures enacted by the democratic party
are correspondingly numerou. and varied in the
scope of their influence upoa industrial conditions. A complete summary of these measures
would "fill a book." only the more important
of these measures can be dealt with in an article
of this kind.
The democrats secured a majority in the
house of representatives of the 62nd congress.
Many labor laws were passed by that congress.
Several of these measures, including some of the
.most fundamental in o character, were vetoed or
pocketed by President Taft. Among the labor
laws passed by the 62nd are the following:
LABOR LAWS PASSED BY 62ND CONGRESS
(APRIL 4, 1911—March 3, 1913)
Abolition of "gag-ru;e" a., applied to Postoffice and other civil service employes.
National Eight-Hour la^ - made applicable to
contractors.
Mandatory enforcement of eight-hour day for
letter carriers and postal clerks.
Children's bureau established.
Commission on Industrial Relations established.
Department of Labor ci-eated.
Seamen's Bill passed. (Vetoed by President
Taft.)
Anti-phosphorous-match bill.
Labor organizations exempted from prosecution under Anti-Trust act. (Vetoed by President Taft.)
Investigation of labor conditions in iron and
steel industry.
Three-watch system for ships' officers.
Increased wages for pressmen in government
printing office.
Increased wages for employes of Naval Gun
factory.
Investigation of textile strike at Lawrence,
Mass.
Investigation of the Taylor "stop-watch" system.
Both branches of the 6 3rd congress were controlled by the democrats, and a democrat occupied the White house. Following is a partial list
of the measures in the interest of labor enacted
by that congress and now in effect:
LABOR LAWS PASSED BY 63RD CONGRESS
(APRIL 7, 1913—MARCH 4, 1915)
Exempting labor and farmers' organizations
from prosecution under Anti-Trust act; limiting
the use and preventing the abuse of the injunction in la,bor disputes; defining contempt of the
injunctions; providing jury trial and restricting
punishment in trials for contempt of the injunc-
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tion; prohibiting department of justice from
using funds to prosecute labor and farmers' organizations under the Anti-Trust act. (Signed
by President Wilson.,
Seaman's bill passed. (Signed by President
Wilson.)
Conciliation, mediation and arbitration act for
railroad employes.
Eight-Hour law for women and children in
District of Columbia.
Eight-Hour law for employes under Alaska
Coal Land act.
Public construction of Alaska railroad.
Industrial education.
Taylor "stop-watch" system prohibited in
United States arsenals, navy yards, gun factories
and torpedo stations.
Piecework prohibited in post-office department, Washington, D. C.
Public construction of warships and other
vessels in navy yards extended; repairs to be
made in public instead of private yards.
Protection of ships' officers in reporting defects or violations of law.
Bureau of Mines act extended and strengthened.
Investigation of labor dispute in coal fields of
West Virginia, resulting in great improvement in
miners' conditions.
Compensation for injuries extended to postoffice employes.
Letter carriers salaries restored.
Locomotive boiler inspection extended to include engines and tenders.
Investigation of labor disputes in Colorado
coal fields and Michigan copper region.
Increase of wages of metal trades mechanics
at Washington navy yard.
Additional appropriation for children's bureau.
Additional appropriations for the department
of labor.
Every one of those measures means much to
large classes of the American people. Many of
them affect vitally the welfare of the nation
itself.
To describe thesey measures as "labor laws"
hardly conveys an adequate impression of their
significance. They are in fact people's laws,
since their influence is bound to affect for good
the people, not only of the so-called labor class,
but of every other class. They are in the truest
and broadest sense democratic laws, since they
deal with the conditions that underlie the whole
social structure, and by improving these conditions they make for the establishment of equality upon an ascending plane of social life.
It is a truism that laws are good or bad according as they are well or ill administered.
In this respect the record of the present administration parallels its record of legislation. A
striking, but by no means exceptional instance
is the administration of the department of labor.
Secretary of Labor Wilson possesses in the
highest degree, the qualities of an ideal official.
That Mr. Wilson was available for appointment
was a matter of good fortune, let us say. Nevertheless, his appointment was a stroke of
genius on the part of the President. More correctly speaking, it was a stroke of courage. Some
of the qualities that make Secretary Wilson an
ideal man at the head of the department of
labor might be considered as detracting from
h':s availability on "practical" grounds.
It is characteristic of the President's whole
conduct in such matters that he did the right
rather than the expedient thing, and that in
choosing the man who should be entrusted with
the formulation of policies in the new field of
governmental activity he selected one who combines all the necessary qualifications, in preference to one who although lacking some of these
qualities might for that very reason be considered, more likely to "hold the balance even"—■that is, to administer the affairs of the new department with the least possible disturbance of
the existing order of things.
In all other appointments President Wilson
has been actuated by a courageous and intelligent view of the needs of labor and the purpose of the newly-enacted labor laws.
The
officials intrusted with the administration of
these laws may be depended upon to discharge
their duties in accordance with the spirit as well
as the letter of the new order.
The American Federation of Labor, in a recent review of, its legislative achievements, says:
"Not all the members of organized labor or
its friends fully appreciate the remarkable prog-
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ress that has attended labor's political activity.
Many -critics and enemies of the political policy
of the American Federation of Labor have condemned that policy and sought to minimize its
effectiveness. These objections need no other
reply than an enumeration of the federal legislative measures in behalf of labor enacted since
March, 1906."
Labor is to be congratulated upon the progress it has made during the period named, and
especially in the 6 2nd and 63rd congresses, the
record of which greatly exceeds that of the preceding period.
Great as is the work already accomplished,
much remains to be done. Many labor measures
are pending in the present eongress and in a fair
way of passage. The record already established
affords every assurance that with a continuance
of public confidence the present and future congresses will move on to still greater achievements on behalf of the people of the United
States.—San Francisco Star.
INJUSTICE TO MR. BRYAN
[Christian Science Monitor, Boston, Mass.,
Tuesday, May 23, 1916.]
Only the impartial, unbiased, careful student
of contemporary political history in the United
States is able to account, to his own satisfaction
or to the satisfaction of others, for the bitterness and pertinacity with which William Jennings Bryan is pursued by certain writers, certain newspapers and certain interests. To attribute the acrid tone of the abuse heaped upon
him almost without intermission, to his attitude
toward militarism and his . advocacy of world
peace would be folly, for the harsh treatmenc
meted out to him dates much farther back than
the beginning of the European war or the inauguration of the preparedness agitation. It can
not be due to the fact that he resigned from
the Wilson cabinet on a point of conscience,
because in other countries, as well as in the .
United States, many other members of ministries and cabinets have so resigned without
bringing the integrity of their motives or the
purity of their patriotism into question. It can
not be because Mr. Bryan resigned at what was
regarded as a critical moment in the country's
diplomatic relations, for a majority of such resignations are actually precipitated by governmental crises.
Mr. Bryan is not friendly toward the enlargement of the military or naval establishments;
he is, and long anterior to the outbreak of the
European war he was, a warm advocate of international arbitration and of good will and
peace among men, but he has not stood alone
in either- respect. Many of the leading men of
America have been in sympathy with his doctrines, are in sympathy with them today.
It
can not be that Mr. Bryan is singled out for
excoriation and condemnation from the scores
of prominent citizens of the republic professedly opposed to war. William Howard Taft, both
as private citizen and as president, has stood in
the past practically for the Bryan pacifist doctrines. Woodrow Wilson as a private citizen
stood for them; is standing for them as President. Theodore Roosevelt, while president, was
granted the Nobel peace prize. Many have differed from each of these, but none of the three
has been vituperated as has Mr. Bryan for believing and declaring that war is something to
be abhorred and shunned.
As a proof that Mr. Bryan can not be disliked
or detested by certain persons, papers, or interests altogether because of his pacifist views,
an incident at the meeting of the peace conference at Mohonk Lake, N. Y., a few days ago
deserves attention. During one of the sessions
Major George Haven Putnam, member of a New
York publishing firm, began by attacking Mr,
Bryan's peace policies but had not proceeded
far before he found himself denouncing the distinguished Nebraskan for "misrepresenting the
country by his theory of discharging its debts
at 50 cents on the dollar." Fair-minded men
at the gathering at once, and quite properly, protested against.dragging the partisan fight in
which Mr. Bryan was engaged in 1896 into the
peace discussion of 1916.
But we have here a clew to the ant'-Bryan
propaganda. He is evidently not disliked, and
he is evidently not being lampooned or traduced
so much for his attitude on the peace question
as for his attitude toward "the interests." He
has been for a quarter of a century an implacable foe of the financial manipulator, exploiter
and speculator. He preceded Roosevelt as "an
enemy of the trusts"; indeed, ho made it possible for Roosevelt to fight the trusts. To Bry-
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aa's teachings was due the passage of much of
the regulatory legislation which the great combines, even down to this time, are unwilling to
obey. Bryan was years in advance of his own
party, years in advance of the opposition party,
in his advocacy of political and economic reforms. It is a matter of common knowledge
that much of what is called the progressive legislation placed on the statute books of the nation
since 1896 has been based partly or wholly upon
his ideas. As he recommended and advocated
it, of course, it was pronounced "radical" and
"dangerous"; as Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Taft proposed and even urged it, it was "advanced" and
"necessary." Mr. Bryan has seen the credit go
to others and he has simply smiled. The "Bryan
theories" at which many sneered in the past
have been "borrowed" and "adopted" by others
who have not been denounced as "dreamers" or
"cranks." William Allen White, who can not
be numbered among Mr. Bryan's "infatuated and
deluded followers," touching upon the defeat
of the ex-secretary of state in the recent Nebraska primaries, has this to say:
"He went down partly because he was right;
he defended prohibition. * * * He got
ahead of the main body of the troops and he was
sniped. * * * But the main body of troops
will catch up with him on the prohibition issue
within a decade."
The main body of troops has caught up with
him on other questions and on other issues. If
he had not been so far ahead of the grand army
in the march of progress he might have been
president long .ago. We hold no brief for Mr.
Bryan, nor win we be committed to indorsement of all his theories or doctrines or issues,
but we can not refrain from recalling that it
was he who stood against the combined money
and Tammany influence at Baltimore four years
ago and succeeded in having nominated for the
presidency a man whom neither of them could
control or claim as its own. What we ask for
Mr. Bryan is common justice.
Former Congressman Bartholdt of St. Louis
announces that he will make a campaign of-Missouri to show that "President Wilson was
responsible for the North Sea blockade; that
the North Sea blockade justified the German
submarine war and the policy of the administration was the cause of much of the disaster in
Europe." If Mr. Bartholdt pursues his investigations further there he will also be able to
fasten the responsibility for the killing of the
Austrian archduke and the failure of the campaign against Verdun upon the President. There
is no limit to the ability of a political campaigner
to prove whatever he wants to believe.
The influence of the great financial institutions which have made millions out of their
practical control of the farm loan business of the
United States prevented the republican party
from proving itself to be the friend of the farmer it has always pretended to be. Farmers will
not forget the fact that it was the Wilson administration which enacted the rural credits law
which provides a system of banks which will do
for the men who operate the farms what the national and state banks have been doing for years
for the men who operate the stores and the factories.
The republican orators are all being groomed
to tell the people that if it had not been for the
war, this country would not now be luxuriating in the depths of a prosperity greater than
it has ever before known. The only danger that
is apparent from this line of reasoning is that
in order to become convincing it will be necessary to charge the democratic party with starting the war in order to hide their supposed deficiencies as administrators.
A circular recently issued by the First National bank of Boston, which helps in financing
the woolen industry of the country through the
predominance of Boston as a wool market,
states that "wool producers are realinziug some
very handsome returns, in some cases almost
double what they received two years ago." And
we were solemnly told that free wool would kill
the industry in this country.
Merely to prove how much it thinks of the
progressives, the republican natonal committee
has named as a member of its advisory committee Victor Rosewater of Nebraska, the man who,
as acting chairman of the national comm'ttee in
1912, led the crew that wrecked the hopes of
the progressives to control the national convention that year.
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Cash for the Farmer
[By Henry F. Hollis, United States Senator
from New Hampshire, and author of Rural
Credits law.]
John Brown lives on a farm.in the middle
west. The soil is heavy and black, but it has
been exhausted by a process of cropping which
is more like mining than farming. Everything
has been taken from it. Nothing has been restored. That is why the owner, grown rich from
soil exhaustion, has sold out and moved to town.
The bare purchase of the farm has taken
nearly all of Brown's savings.
The -buildings
leak; fences are down; machinery is lacking;
some of the land needs draining; the rest needs
fertilizer.
Brown's neighbor is prosperous.
He has
treated his land like a farm, not like a mine. He
has used good seed, bought good stock, laid
drain pipes, and purchased commercial fertilizer
by the ton. At the end of the year his barns
are full and his crops are safe from the weather,
while Brown's crops are meager, and further reduced by frequent wettings.
It is plain that Brown needs cash capital, but
he has been brought up to save, not to borrow.
He looks upon a mortgage as a disgrace.
The
only time he borrowed, he was unable to pay
at maturity. He was charged a commission and
an extortionate rate of interest for a renewal.
That loan was a burden for years, and always a
nightmare.
Then Brown's Cousin Joe comes to visit. Joe
is a storekeeper in an eastern city, doing business largely on borrowed capital. He tells John
that every prosperous merchant and manufacturer borrows money. He asks John what he
supposes banks are for if it is a disgrace to "borrow.
Brown is half convinced. He gathers courage
one day to go into the nearest bank.
He feels
shabby and out of place in the midst of so much
marble and brass and mahogany. His courage
oozes, his voice shakes, he is clearly over-awed,
and the bank official decides that he is a cheap
fellow.
Brown is glad to escape with his hat.
He
scarcely recalls why his loan is refused, but
there was talk of dear money, and the risk of
tying demand deposits up in long term loans.
The real reason is that the banker doesn't know
Brown or his farm.
And then Brown's friend Robinson turns up
one day, fresh from attendance on a hearing
by the Federal Farm Loan board, recently appointed by President Wilson under the Rural
Credits bill. The board is touring the country
to ascertain the farm loan needs of the various
districts. Brown's interest is aroused. Hei;e is
help to which he is entitled as a farmer and
an American. He writes to the Federal Farm
Loan Board at Washington, and this is what he
learns:
The United States will shortly be divided into
twelve land bank districts, each containing a
federal land bank. One of these will-be established in a city not far from Brown, for the sole
object of loaning money to farmers for productive purposes on the security of their farms.
The farmer will borrow, not as a favor, but as
a right.
Every borrower will take 5% of his loan in
stock, and thereby become a partner in the enterprise. He will get his money at cost.
Any
profit will be returned to him in dividends. The
interest rate can not exceed 6%. The law fixes
that. But the rate may be as much lower as
cheap money and good management will warrant.
Brown learns that the land bank will not deal
directly with him, but through a national farm
lean association composed of ten farmers who
wish to borrow. So he puts in a few evenings
visiting his neighbors. He finds nine of them
who need cash capital. He invites them to a
meeting in his kitchen.
Brown and his friends organize a farm loan
association. From the Farm Loan board they
receive circulars and blanks. The benefits are
so great and the plan so simple that they would
be suspicious if the papers had come from Wall
Street rather than from the government.
They elect officers, fill out the blanks, sign
their names, giving the amount of money required by each, and send their application to the
land bank of the'r district. The land bank sends
an agent to investigate. Ho makes a favorable
report and they receive a charter covering their
county. Brown is~made the secretary-treasurer.
Brown receives with the charter blanks for

mortgages and appraisals. The loan committee
of. his association fills out an appraisal for each
loan. Brown forwards these to the land bank.
The land bank appraiser examines each farm
and recommends the loan. The mortgage papers are then executed and forwarded to the
land bank.
The money is sent back to Brown for distribution among the borrowers. Thereafter he collects and forwards to the land bank instalment
payments on each loan as they become due. For
this service he receives a small fee.
Brown's loan may run for any period from 5
to 49 years. With each payment of interest a
certain fixed percentage of the principal is paid.
If the interest rate is 5%, and he pays in l'/o
yearly on the principal, the whole debt will be
paid out in 36 years, and this clearing of the
mortgage will result from a total payment each
year of 6% of the original loan, covering interest, expenses and instalments on principal.
Five per cent of Brown's loan comes to him in
stock of his association. If the enterprise makes
earnings, Brown will get his share in dividends
on his stock. When his loan is paid in full, he
receives 100% on his stock ia-caah. It is a cooperative system.
We have projected Brown's experience a few
months into the future, but the plan is accurately outlined. Brown looks forward to January 1st with confidence and entire self-respect.
He will receive on his mortgage 50% of the
value of his land plus 20% of the value of his
buildings. He will make repairs, lay drains,
and buy live stock, machinery and fertilizer.;
He will pay 194 a year on the principal. He
may pay as much faster as he pleases after five
years and thereby reduce his interest payments
in proportion.
Banks will see Brown no more, hat in hand,
lips, acquiver, courage oozing. Brown and his
associates have a charter which makes available
for them and their neighbors long term money
on easy payments and at the lowest-rates. This
money is theirs to borrow as a right, and they
and other borrowing farmers control the whole
system.
It is co-operative. They own the.
shares. They receive the profits.
And all this has been made available to the
American farmer through the Federal Farm
Loan act, signed by President Wilson July 17th
last, known as the Rural Credits bill.
"The old time republican majorities," which,
was the succinct way in which the G. O. P. managers first reported their prophecies of the results in the different states, will not be in evidence when the votes are counted in November.
The lack of an issue that interests the people in
the republican cause is fatal to any hope of success.
MY WIFE
She is my wife, and all the livelong day
I think of her,
And in the deep oblivion of the night
I dream of her.
When she is near a sweet and tender calm
Falls softly on my heart with soothing balm.
Like the murmured sound of an angel's psalm
Pleading for man.
She is my life, if love is life's author,
Guardian and friend,
Guiding my feet from the pitfalls of woe
Even to the end.
When she is far my heart is sore oppressed,
And sadly beats against my weary breast,
Like prisoned bird that seeks its distant nest
With restless wing.
She is my soul, if from the soul there leaps
That holy fire
That scorches at its birth the poisoned glance
Of base desire.
She lights me, as of old, o'er desert sand
And 'luring vales of sense was lit that band
That followed Moses to the promised land
Of rest and peace.
Ah, wife of mine, my life, my soul, my all,
Be ever near.
May chilling shadow of thy loss ne'er fall
Upon me here;
But down the opening aisles of future years
Be by my side to quell the rising tears
That flow from hidden springs of doubts and
fears
Within my breast.
-—William J. Dawson.
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Stockings or socks should be frequently changed and fresh ones put
ia their place.
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The Man With a Dream
He may be right or he may be
wrong,
He may be false or he may be
true—■
The .singer is often more than the
song,
The idea more than the man, perdue!
But right or wrong, there's glory
in it—•
Full to the brim each glorious minute—
When the man with the dream goes
forth to see
What the world and the man and
the dream may be!
And the ship may sink and the brave '
go down,
And the wrong, may triumph and j
Irpnw no rest—
But one man more may have won a
crown
For trying a little to do his best!
And the dream won't hurt, and the
seed may blow
In a fertile heart that will come in
time
To help it sprout and help it grow
In the sun and rain of a kindlier
clime!
It is so with dreams, and with men
that dream—
None ever knows what there is in
store
Till he follows the path of the luring gleam,
Or whether it leads to peace or
war;
For without the dream there is never
a deed
That is worth the hour it costs to
do—
And the man with the vision in this
day's need—
For the man may be false, but the
dream is true!
I'
—Anonymous.
Climbing Prices
While prices along all lines of
merchandise and living necessities
have very materially advanced during the last few months, they promise to be very much higher yet before the year closes. In this matter, the advanced costs can not be
laid to the avarice of first hands.
Woollens will be very greatly higher
in price because of the fact that England has placed an embargo on the
exportation of wool from Australia
and New Zealand, from which countries America has imported most of
her wool. The enormous supply
called for by the warring nations for
their various needs will send the
price very much higher, as the materials used by them can not be
counted on for further use in other
forms.
Silk has advanced in cost
through the stoppage of exportation
from the warring nations because of
the use to which it is put for war
materials. England is claimed to be
the only nation that can successfully
manufacture the silks largely used
for women's garments, and no other
nation can supply it. The southern
farmers are planting other crops, and
thus reducing their output of cotton,
'making for higher prices, while a
very large amount of cotton is used
• tn making materials for warfare. Dyestuffs have become "as good as the
gold " and in some instances, better,
as there are dyes that have advanced
from 50 cents a pound to $30, with
very little to he had. Shoes, stockings and, in fact, about all materials
used for clothing of any kind, are

"away up" in prices, and there seems
no way of meeting the demand,
much less lowering the cost, but by
the stoppage of the war, and the resumption Qf the pursuits of peace in
all countries.
Owing to the late, cold spring in
some parts of the country deluged
while others have dried out, the
crops, both field and garden, suffered, and the conditions demand
the very closest economy and the
stoppage of all avenues o!! waste.
"Silver-Moth"
The silver-moth, fish-moth, shiner,
as it is variously called, is neither a
moth nor a beetle; it is a smooth,
slender, wingless insect, worm-like,
and covered with tiny scales; it has
two long antennae on its head, and
several unequal bristles at the tail
end. It is found in old houses, attics and closets, and prefers damp
places.
It is especially destructive
to anything containing starch, such
as clothing, lace curtains, cotton
shades, books and wall paper.
It
does much damage in houses closed
for a long time, and especially if the
weather is damp. Its favorite haunts
are about the furnace, fire places and
ovens, running about over the heated
surfaces with extreme facility. It is
rapid in its motions, hiding at the
least disturbance in cracks or crevices in walls and about casings. The
same remedies that are successfully
used for destroying moths and
beetles may be used for the silver
moths, but must be persistently applied, as they are tenacious of life,
and secrete themselves so successfully, that it is difficult to reach
them. They are particularly susceptible to strong insect powder,
and this should be used freely about
their runways. Among the best destructives is a boiled starch poisoned
with arsenic. It has been known to
cause wall paper to peel off the walls
by the moths having eaten the paste.
It frequently eats the binding and
lettering off of books to get at the
paste below.
Get five cents worth of carbolic
acid, put it in a small oil can and
drop it in a stream along all cracks
in floors and woodwork. Two ounces
of red cedar oil in one quart of turpentine, well mixed, and sprinkled
freely about the haunts of the insect
is recommended. It is said not to
stain.
Moths may be trapped by hanging
strips of red or white flannel, of
which they seem fond, about where
they make their haunts, and when
they are found, the strips should be
burned to destroy any eggs, and newstrips hung about.

much discomfort, if not actual misery. When the feet begin to swell,
the instep to hurt, and the veins of
the leg and foot become ropy, it is
very often that the cause is found to
be a broken arch. . This does not
mean that the bones are really
broken, but that the foot has pressed
down the instep, and the weight of
the body is not allowed to rest on
the ball of the foot, as it should.
There are feet and feet; some have
very little arch, and are flat both top
and bottom; others have a high arch,
with a high instep. A foot with a
high arch is out of place in a "common sense" shoe with a flat heel,
while the flat foot is as much out of
place with the high heel.
In the
former, -the arch needs support, and
a medium high heel is about right.
The arch of the foot is extremely
delicate in' structure, the nerves
highly sensitive, and if added to the
flat heel, the shoe is too short, there
is sure to be trouble and suffering.
Several good inventions have been
made to benefit the instep, and these
supports for the feet can be found at
drug stores carrying such appliances.
If not at your drug store, your physician should be able to tell you
where to get them. These foot ails
are in a great measure caused by too
great a strain, such as heavy lifting,
carrying heavy loads, and the like;
or it may be jumping, or climbing;
there are many causes besides shoes.

For the Toilet
M. M.—For perspiring feet, twenty
to thirty drops of carbolic acid in a
basin of water is sufficient, rubbing
the feet after well washing, and
while still wet, with a little baking
soda. Dust the feet with a little
powdered borax, or boric acid.
Mrs. N.—The cause of the socalled "moth-patches" is not surely
knownv Some attribute it to imperfect circulation; others to nerve
troubles; still others to disorders of
the digestive tract, such as indigestion, inaction of the liver, or stomach trouble. Every "authority" will
offer a sure cure, which rarely clears
the skin. Sometimes the discolorations will fade and the skin clear
itself without treatment of any kind.
Marion H.—This is the whitener
asked for: Four ounces of witch
hazel, four ounces of glycerine, and
the strained juice of two lemons,
well mixed.
After washing, while
the skin is still moist, apply a few
drops to face and hands, and let dry
on. The glycerine will burn the skin
if used when it is dry, or without diluting.
A Sufferer—For soft corns between the toes, separate the toes by
placing between them a piece of cotFoot Troubles
ton batting sprinkled with prepared
Several inquiries have come to chalk. This will absorb the moisture
me from men about their foot and the corn will be cured. For the
troubles, for it is not only the wo- bunion, place a thick pad of felt beman who has ruined her feet with tween the great toe and the second
the freak shoes we seem forced to toe, in order to put the distorted
wear. The sufferings from this joint in place. An ointment made of
source are usually very greatly in- twelve grains of iodine and onecreased during the hot weather. The fourth ounce of spermaceti, rubbed
feet are so often abused during on the joint very gently, is very good.
early youth by wearing the wrong Bunion plasters which afford relief
kind of foot-wear that a perfect foot are sold at drug stores. The pad-of
is rarely found. A short shoe and cotton should be secured in place by
a short stocking are both bad for the strips of adhesive plaster, and if the
feet; a tight stocking is about as bad joint is very sore, there should be a
as a tight shoe. Too large a shoe layer of batting strapped over it to
can work as much harm as one too prevent friction by the shoe.
In all foot troubles, the feet
small, and the low, flat heel has
caused almost as much suffering as should be kept clean by frequent
the high heel; the flat heel destroys bathing and washing, and the soles
the arch of the instep and causes of the foot should be well scrubbed.

Query Box
"Jennie June"—Drop the rubber
rings into melted paraffin and when
coated, lay them on waxed paper to
harden. When the can or jar is filled,
put the rubber on the jar, and have
the cover hot; screw the hot lid
down quickly, and the paraffin will
help to seal the jar perfectly if the
cover happens to be defective.
Housewife>—Paraffin wax, used for
sealing jelly glasses and laundry purposes, is a product of petroleum; is
perfectly clean, tasteless, odorless, is
acid-proof and impervious to air and
water. Melted in a teacup, or other
vessel, by setting in a pan of boiling,
or hot water, then poured over the
surface of the jelly when it is cold,
will seal perfectly, and prevent mold.
"Uncle John"—One of the best applications known for reducing swellings on horses from strain, is made
of one ounce of white vitriol, one
ounce of green copperas, two teaspoonfuls of gunpowder, all pulverized and dissolved in one quart of
rain water; use cold, rubbing in
thoroughly. Will doubtless be good
for humans, too, but may have to be
reduced.
Mrs. C. H. — Cascara sagrada
(sacred bark) is merely a cathartic
or laxative, according to quantity
taken. The continual taking of suc.i
drugs is weakening, and induces the
very evil sought to be abolished. Eat
laxative foods and let drugs alone.
Acetanilide is a coal tar preduct of a
poisonous nature, largely used in
headache powders. It is claimed to
be very unsafe to use.
Mrs. H. H. H.—Here is the recipe
for Quince honey: Three pints o'
boling water, six pounds granuliu"
sugar, a piece of alum about tho

Brightens

One Up
There is sometliing about
Grape-Nuts food that brightens one up, infant or adult,
both physically and mentally.
What is It?
Just its delightful flavor,
and the nutriment of whole
■wheat and barley, including
their wonderful body and
nerve budding mineral elements!
A crisp, ready-to-eat food,
with* a mild sweetness all its
own; distinctive, delicious,
satisfying-—
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Grape-Nuts
"There's a Reason"
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size of a soup bean (pulverized);
boil these fox twenty minutes, skimming if necessary. Grate five quinces
and two tart apples, and put into
the syrup; boil another twenty minutes, then strain. This should make
nearly a gallon of the honey, and
will keep the year round in a gallon
jar; but sealing will keep safe from
insects.
Requested Recipes
Green Tomato Chow-Chow — One
peck of green tomatoes, five onions,
three heads of solid white cabbage;
chop each vegetable! separately, or
run through a chopping machine:
mix all together, with one teacupful
of salt, and put into a coarse bag to
drain all night. Into a preserving
kettle put three pounds of brown
sugar, one-half teacupful of freshly
grated horseradish, one teaspoonful
each of ground black pepper and
ground yellow mustard, one tablespoonful each of celery seed and
white mustard. If wanted yellow,
add one tablespoonful of turmeric.
Cover these spices with good cider
vinegar and boil for five minutes.
Pack the drained vegetables into
quart jars and pour the boiling vinegar over them, sealing aj once. Fill
all air-spaces with the vinegar. Or,
boil the vegetables in diluted vinegar
for an hour, or until tender; then
drain, and pack in jars, and pour the
spiced vinegar over it, boiling hot, to
fill all spaces, and seal.
"Higdom Pickles"—One peck of
green tomatoes, six large green peppers, six large red onions, one teacupful of freshly grated horseradish,
one pound of brown sugar, one
ounce of celery seed, one tablespoonful each of ground cloves and
allspice, and vinegar to cover. Chop
the green tomatoes, add one teacupful of salt, and let stand to drain
over night. In the morning, drain
thoroughly; add chopped peppers
and onions and grated horseradish;
mix thoroughly; add sugar, celery
seed and spices, with best cider
vinegar to cover well. Cook altogether slowly for four hours, or untill all the ingredients are tender.
Stir thoroughly and frequently while
cooking, not allowing the mixture to
stick fast and scorch, as the least
suspicion of scorch will damage the
flavor. When partly cool, pack in
glass cans, put on glass covers and
seal tightly. This is an old, general
favorite way of using tomatoes.
Cider Vinegar
If you have plenty of apples, you
can have home-made cider vinegar
at a very trifling cost, and if well
made, it will find a ready sale in your
own neighborhood, as many people
will buy a small quantity rather than
bother with more than is needed.
The Agricultural Experiment Station,
Geneva, New York, has issued a
bulletin for free distribution, which
contains many interesting details.
The number of the bulletin is 258,
and is the -result of seven years of
investigation.
If the cider is not
properly made and handled, however, the vinegar may easily fall below the standard, through failure to
reach the required acidity, or
through deterioration after the acid
has been formed. Only sound, ripe
apples should be used, avoiding dirty
fruit, washing before pressing; only
juice from the first pressing should
bo used, placed in clean, barrels
which have been treated with boiling
water or steam to destroy all germs.
The barrels should not be quite
full nor tightly corked, as free access of air is desirable. In ordinary
cellar temperatures, the first stage,
the alcoholic fermentation, should be
complete in five or six months but
by storing in warmer'rooms, and by
the use of yeast, the time can be
much shortened. The second stage,
the acetic fermentation, may be hast-
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ened by heat and the use of a good
"starter" of "mother," or sha»rpi
vinegar.. When the required acidity
is reached, the barrels should be
filled to the bung and corked tightly
to avoid undesirable fermentation.
Many persons who have orchards
use any and all kinds of apples both.
for cider and vinegar; but if one is
at all particular about "quality" of
such things, all wormy and rotten
apples should be fed to the hogs, or
otherwise destroyed. One does not
like to feel that food stuffs are preserved in "bug juice."

We have made arrangements to supply our readers with high grade, perfect
fitting, seam allowing and easy to Hse patterns, designed by a leading firm of
New York fashion publishers.
Full descriptions accompany each pattern as
well as a chart showing how to cut your material with the least possible
amount of waste. Any pattern will be sent postage prepaid upon receipt of
ten cents. We will also issue a new fashion book quarterly, Spring, Summer,
Autumn and Winter, illustrating hundreds of new styles — Fall number
now ready. We will send this book for two cents postage prepaid if ordered
at the same time that a pattern is ordered, or for five cents, postage prepaid,
Pickle Time
if ordered without a pattern. Besides illustrating hundreds of patterns, this
fashion book will tell you how to be your own dressmaker. When ordering
Many pickles, especially chopped
patterns please give pattern number and size desired. Address all orders —
Fashion Department, The Commoner, Lineoln, Nebraska.
pickles, sauces, relishes and catsups,
are better put into small jars or
small, wide-mouthed bottles; and
bottles accumulate so quickly where
one "lives out of the grocery store"
that a supply is usually on hand.
Wash well, scald and sun, and when
filled new corks should be used for
the bottles. The corks should be
soaked in hot water to soften them,
and when the bottles are filled, the
-softened corks should be forced as
tightly as possible into the neck of
the bottles, then the head and rims
of the bottles should be dipped in
sealing wax which has' been melted,
and this will make them air-tight. A
good scaling wax is made of oneeighth ounce of beeswax, one-fourth
pound of sealing wax and same of
black rosin, melted and well blended
together.
If no cover is on hand for the
small jars, a square of muslin, dipped
in hot sealing wax and bound over
the mouth of the jar will be all that
is necessary.

7!>19—Ladies' Shirt-Waist —■ Cut in
sizes 34 to 42 inches bust measure.
Simplicity rules this design in a shirtwaist which has a back yoke. In each
half of the back, below the yoke, two
tucks are made to turn toward thearmhole—they give a trim effect. In
each front four tucks are made and a
lovely collar.rolls low with the revers
to give a graceful V shape to the neck.
7040—Girls' Dress — Cut in sizes 6 to
12 years. A little dress that is rich
in detail features, is this one with separated guimpe and a four-gore .plaited
skirt. A cape collar sewed to the neck

of the guimpe is attractively carried
over the shoulders of the dress body.
The skirt is plaited.
7961—Misses' Dress—Cut in sizes 14
to 20 years. A model of charming simplicity cut in one from the shoulder to
the lower edge. The fronts may roll
open at the neck if desired. A turnover collar in contrasting goods and
silk ribbon ties have all the trimming
honors. The wide belt of- material at
a lowered waistline and fastening at
the side with a button, has a pocket
place in each half of the front section.
(Continued on Next Page)

Odds and Ends
Pears are on the market now, and
they make an excellent compote.
Peel, halve and core, and simmer
gently until pink and transparent in
a syrup made of a cupful of sugar
and one of water, adding a slice or
two of lemon; boil the syrup for five
minutes before putting in the fruit.
When the fruit is done, skim out of
the syrup, and boil the syrup down
to a nice thickness; pour over the
pears when thick enough and let get
perfectly cold, then chill. This is
delicious for luncheon, and may be
served with whipped cream and macaroons.
A good sweet potato pudding
should have the potatoes boiled and
mashed, then add a cupful of sugar
for each pint of potatoes after mixing with milk to make them creamy;
beat in three eggs and season with
the grated rind and juice of a lemon.
Bake twenty minutes.
Southern Fried Apples—Beat ont»
egg and add two tablespoonfuls of
milk or water; core nice, tart, well
flavored apples, peeling them or not,
as you choose; cut across in thick
slices, dip each slice in beaten egg,
roll in finely crushed bread crumbs,
dredge lightly with flour and fry
in hot butter or olive oil until
tender and nicely browned. Any of
the vegetable cooking oils may be
used. Lay the slices on a hot platter, pour a little-milk into the frying
pan and when it boils pour immediately over the apples and serve at
once.
This is a good time to put up
lemon syrup, as the lemons are plentiful and cheap. A good recipe for
the syrup calls for one pound of the
expressed juice and the grated yellow rind (called the zest) of four;
none of the white pith under the thin
yellow rind should be added, as that
is the bitter part. A teaspoonful of
this syrup in a glassful of cold water
makes a refreshing, healthful drink.
It should be put up in small bottles
and corked tightly.
All "fruit waters" are prepared by
mashing fresh fruits and steeping
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the pulp in water to cover; strain
and sweeten to taste, serving with
cracked ice.
To bleach handkerchiefs that have
a dingy, gray color from careless
washing, wash in the usual way with
soft water and any good soap, soak
overnight in clean, clear water in
which you have put a teaspoonful of
cream tartar to each quart of water;
rinse out the next morning, and dry
in the hot sunshine.
If properly
done, they will be another color altogether.
Small
shells
for
containing
"creamed" chicken, lobster, or like
preparations may be bought by the
dozen at small cost at the bakery, or
may be made at home by using the
"rosette" irons, directions for using
being sent with each set. The shells
are cooked like waffles, then filled.

Ptomaine Poisoning
During the hot weather, the housewife is very apt to rely on canned
things in order to save as much
heating as possible. Accounts of serious poisoning, often of a fatal character, following a use of canned
meats, fish and poultry, are quite
frequently given out through the
news columns. Animal matter much
more generates the poisons called
ptomaines than any other class of
foods, if we except milk, eggs and
cream. A spoiled can of vegetables
will very seldom be eaten, because
of the taste or odor when opened;
but spoiled fish or meats may not be
objectionable to taste or smell, and
may be used by the careless housewife. For this reason, every can of
such product should be most carefully examined, and the least showing of imperfection, discoloration or
odor, should be discarded. No
chance should be taken. Milk and
cream are very apt to develop the
poisons if not carefully kept, and
when stored for a long time, it would
be wise not to buy them. The evaporated, or condensed products are
reasonably safe, but should be used
as soon as possible, and not kept
after being opened. The sediment
left in the coffee cup by some cans of
milk, and supposed to be from the
sugar, is in reality due to the long
storage of the milk before being
placed on the counter—the natural
calcium salts having been precipitated on standing. The symptoms
of ptomaine poisoning are usually
violent
nausea,
and
diarrhea,
through which nature seeks to free
the body from the dangerous product. When a large quantity has been
taken, and the poisoning is pronounced, the patient goes through
the stages of collapse rapidly, to a
fatal ending. Mild cases recover
(Continued from Preceding Page)
slowly. When symptoms of nausea 7937—Girl's Russian Blouse Dress.
Cut
in sizes 8 to 14 years'. This model
and attendant sickness " follows the represents
the favorite Russian blouse,
eating of any canned foods, medical in
the nick of time for school wear.
attendance should be at once sum- Striped material well deserves preference for the blouse with collar, belt,
moned. Most of canned foods put cuffs
and pocket laps in contrasting
up by reputable firms, if used while color. The plaited skirt is attached to
fresh, are not harmful; but those an underwaist that fastens in the back.
7934—Ladies' Shirt-Waist — Cut in
that have stood long in storage are sizes
36 to 42 inches bust measure.
often sold to unscrupulous dealers, This "vestee" shirt-waist, with collar
and because of their lowered price, and front band in dark material, and
narrow ruffles of the material
are sold quickly, and the result of with
outlining them, has the "something
sating them is severe illness, often different"
air that is always prized.
fatal.
The fronts of the blouse are gathered
Water Tests
In order to assure yourself of the
condition of your water supply here
are some rules which you will find
interesting, and it may be, profitable:
Put half a pint of water in a perfectly clean bottle and add a few
grains of lump sugar (called loaf
sugar). Close it tightly with a glass
stopper and place in a warm, welllighted f-oom. If it remains clear
after an exposure of eight or ten
days, it is safe to use; if it becomes
turbid, it is impure, and not safe to
use.
Another test: Put a pint of water
in a flat, earthen vessel, evaporate

at the shoulder seams for "fit" and the
full length sleeve has a straight, deep
cuff, ruffie-edged to match the collar.
7944—Ladies' Apron—Cut in one size.
A "worth-while" design is this one,
with the apron and bib sections joined
to the belt without fulness. Separate
revers are stitched to the bib; they are
finished with edging or scalloping as
are all free edges. The bib ends cross
the shoulders and button at the neck
back. A pocket with a gathered top
completes the -garment.
- 7929—Ladies' Skirt—Cut in sizes 24
to 32 inches bust measure. In this design of a skirt cut in five gores, the
yoke and front gore are In one piece.
A trimming fold of material on each
side front gore is a forceful style feature, and the button and loop decoration of it is simple and attractive.
7935—Ladles' Skirt — Cut in sizes 24
to 34 inches waist measure. Fully entitled to credit for good lines and attractive trimming features is this
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it quickly and scrape receptacle
clean of any residue; if such residue
is white and powdery, it means lime
or gypsum, and shows that the water
is hard, but safe. A whitey green or
whitey yellow, gummy residua is
suspicious. Burn the residue and if
it turns black, giving out the smell
of burnt feathers, the water is contaminated with animal refuse and
is likely to'breed typhoid.
"The Last of the Garden"
When the late summer shows you
that the garden has given you all
that it has to offer you, there will be
a scattering supply of vegetables—
a corn ear here; a handful of beans
there, a few green tomatoes, some
crooked cucumbers, a few peas, a
stray onion, or carrot, a neglected
cabbage head, etc. Go over the garden and gather these; string and cut
up the, bean pods, cut the corn from
the cob, chop the tomatoes, cucumbers, onions, cabbage, cauliflower,
turnip, carrot, celery, and anything
else you may find that you can use in
soup; put them all together in proportions that you like, and cook until
nearly done, then can as you would
any single vegetable. If you like
seasoning, that may be added; then
seal in small jars as you would other
things, testing for any leakage from
defective tops, and when satisfied on
that point, wrap in paper and set
away in a cool, dark place until
"soup" days next winter, when you
will rejoice in your thriftiness. Many
herbs, such as sage leaves, summer
savory, and other kitchen herbs may
be dried and put into discarded fruit
jars, and this will save many dimes
for kitchen seasoning.
"Is your boy Josh .burning midnight oil?" "No," replied Farmer
Corntossel; "but he keeps the gasoline goin' about eighteen hours a
day."—Washington Star.

skirt, cut in two gores — the upper
edges of the back gore being gathered
—and built on a raised waistline; the
closing Is at the left side. The front
ends of a belt tacked to the top of the
skirt at the back, look down at the
pockets stitched to the front gore and
finished with a lap for effectiveness.
7892—Ladies' Dress—Cut in sizes 36.
38 and 40 inches bust measure.
This
type of dress shows that originality
can go to a great length for unusual
style in a conventional model.
The
dress pictured has a panel front and
back; in the lower edge of the side
body sections, plaits are introduced and
held in place with bands of contrasting
goods. The skirt side sections are full
plaited.
7925—Ladies' Blouse—Cut in sizes 3 6
to 44 inches bust measure. Two materials are used effectively in this
waist with a back yoke that extends
a bit over the shoulders in front.
Choose between rolling the fronts back
for the open neck and lapping the
ends to gain the high collar that is
coming into favor. The sleeve is pretty
with a cuff of conti-asting material.
7910—Girl's Apron—Cut in sizes 4 to
12 years. Cut "with a square yoke front
and back, this little apron becomes interesting. The upper edges of the
front and back are gathered to the
lower edges of the yokes and the joining is bound. Long or short sleeves,
and to brighten the face of the girl
who wears it, a collar jn contrasting
color finishes the neck.
7023—Misses' Dress—Cut in sizes 14.
16, IS and 20 years. A pleasing version
of the overbiouse effect is offered in
this model which has the three-gore

skirt attached to the bib section that
is arranged over a separate guimpe
with shoulder straps of material; they
are stitched at back and button to the
front of the overbiouse.
7930—Child's Yoke Dress — Cut in
sizes 4, 6 and 8 years. The fancy yoke
at back and front make this an especially interesting little frock.
The
sleeve length is a matter of choice but
make two tucks in each half of the
front and back for the loose box-plait
effect —■ alwaj-s pretty in children's
dresses.
7959—Ladles' Shirt-Waist — Cut in
sizes 36 to 44 inches bust measure. Another model that will count among the
season's successes. The shoulder Straus
are as much to be admired as the button and loop decoration in diagonal effect, where the closing is- made, and
the three-inch facing of the fronts for
the stylish rever effect.
7922—Ladies' Dress—Cut in sizes 3 6
to 42 inches bust measure. Smart and
trim, in coat effect, this dress shows
that checks will have a strong grip
this fall. The waist is separate, with
open fronts overlapping a vest in plain
ground fabric and inverted V shape;
the peplum with two plaits in each
half for a modified ripple flare, may be
used or omitted. The skirt is a onepiece model.
7920—Ladies' Skirt—Cut In sizes 24
to 34 inches waist measure. The most
appealing thing about this buttonfront model is its simplicity. The seven
gores hang from a slightly raised
waistline — a belt is allowed for but
may be omitted. A seamed panel front
and a pocket in the side front gore
are details that count for style.
792(1—Ladies' Skirt—Cut in si-»,es 23
to 30 inches waist measure. Fashion
offers this skirt in three gores, with
the side yoke effect; at the side sra--«
the gores are gathered "where the
yokes join, a slightly raised waistlire
is used and a modish fulness is notlf able. The right front gore laps t'"
left in closing and buttons and a b--lt
tacked to the top of the skirt give the
finishing touches.
79S2—Ladles' Apron—Cut in sizes 36
and 40 inches bust measure.
In the
class of serviceable garments a.ttr:Ttively made, we may put this api*'i><.
Cut in one piece with a yoke facing":
other features of interest are: the front
closing, elastic at the waistline to''
evenly divide the fulness and a diagonal pocket with a stitched trimming
band to match the yoke facing and the
sleeve finish.
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A Christmas Truce
Newport, Minn., Aug. 16; 1916.—
Mr. W. J. Bryan, Lincoln, Neb. Dear
Mr. Bryan: In answer to your request
made on the train en
route
from
-.is City the other day 1 am send.
ill a copy of the Christmas truce
le which was printed
by
the
.1 Press Association, through its1
is, on Marco 84, 1916.
1 wrote
this article from information given
to me by Phil Kader, a member of;
ill.' foreign legion but. as I have only'
the one clipping, I am rewriting it. \
It follows:
"London, March 1.—There were
five Americans in that
marv.
Christmas truce in my part of the
trenches, Eugene Jacobs, PawtU
K.. I., Victor Chapman, a Harvard
man from New York, myself, ami
two others who are mentioned later.
twenty consecutive days before
t aristmas dawned we had laced that
p of land, 95 ;
I ween
trench and that of the Germans
that terrible No-Man's Land, dotWltll dead bodies, i riser..-sed by
. of barbed wire.
The
e strip was as Wide and deep and
,! of deatli as the .'■
sable ss the .
stars, as terrible at hu
sunshine of that !
- morning fell upon 11 as brightly
1 it were a lov< re' lane or the
of some cathedral.

if we wanted to throw our arms about
these men. They told us afterward
that the same desire was upon them.
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FOK KKIJGIOUS PEACE

Patents

nersn OR PKR RKTI'Rra
Adml vcareh !i*t. Stnd -.kru.li

or mo VL v-pare 1916 l-.litn
A new peace movement has been
Puvnl Book lr«
lauucued .u mis cay. n has ratner BEORGI P. lUUnOn tti U»rrl.i«r
Bide, fftrthntrm, ». •
"The horrors of war had been with- better prospects ot success man lue
drawn. You felt their handshakes— peace movement m Luropo and is
ntnric.
double handshakes, with both hands quiie us Important in its way.
A VIRGINIA HOMES Ijirrc ColoDlA] Errates, DO*.
»ll
—in your heart. The truce was ar- number of prominent Protestants
Late, woi<- I
I.t3f»liurt. Virginia
ranged.
There was to bo no more aim Catholics.
Q
ana
lay- CaVTlueUtS !.n Inc.
1»ring for one hour and the men from men, n.n. been g, Lung together ot
i„,!h sui,.s were to come out and bury late ior nie purpose ui stopping, loFruit Juice Strainer
the dead bodies which had been ly- cauy at least, tin
ing in No-Man's laud for many wi
vvn.cb broae oui m 1018 country two
= °9
'1 be
soldiers
flocked
from
their or three years ago alter being dortrenches. They rushed to each other
; lor uiuiost a generation.
mrthodl
and shook hands.
these men have issued an address
•
■ .:r 1 .'
r
" '1 want to
havo
your
photo- to the puoiie, which is an eloquent
. Jill u
graphs,' said the German lieutenant plea tor a better understanding be
;,*■. 00
to our party.
He sent back for his tween the sects and to., cessation ot
V crjpe
camera and wo enemies stood with I hostilities
which,
whatever
their
Iw*th
OtheJ
inly give aid and fro 1:1 f .1
our
arms
about
each
Otl
». CLARK. Wostor»llle, Ohio
shoulders in
horseshoe formation comfort to the enemies of all
While the lieutenant
mapped
his!
i.
The l.st of names attached —

"1 don't know how th
in the other trenches but In oar
began it
I, a Turk,
. believes that Mahomet and not
st was the prophet of God.
He
only an enthusiastic boy, always
lishly happy, and when we no. at ill" regular mi
hour that the German
silent Nadem began to make a
e of it.

at is an impn

ra.

S7.75.0O Nl^rtrcycte'FfiEE

,■ ,,., .,,.;..,.. |
■ " , ,,
etna.
" 'If 1 don't havo a chance to send gument in it:
We think that Buffalo is til,- first IM»«""r»"11"
you the pictures before the wi
in whnh such a movement has moo FPFE VOTES-t
■>I«IM
over, 1 shall see that y.m get them city
I
Soi.c thl* L'tlizie ami >uu v.nl l,e < oiis.iienjd In
:llarley- D»rid*©li M„lorcyclo
I iic g. neral policy oi
afterwards,' he said, and
he took
men of the class that signed this
our homo ad.!
will K;'- 6
lobet 'I
f has been to Ignore til.
"At last to
were buried.
1916. Amwi r today mm we
The hour of truce had pasBcd.
But tarian controversy as much as posBul such 1 1
1.1 izesftward.
the men did not go back to the
<-d. WI,
■. Motorgnorlng them,
trenches. In groups about thai
cycle: or r.ut II you ukr ..art
thrivi
;i. it is bi
'.o-Man's Land
PrtMimd Cm*h it- >%•■:.!. scid
to in 1
1 ourt tor
ami the men of tbi P r
:
-US Of I;:
[till LlFt. lilt CHS Ip.f, la*.
talking or pit
and cigar- i'.xpr.-ss lias been doing through its
Morning's Mall and news columns.
ad laughing.
•• '|
,--. the burden
on," whiic both
of the Germans' talk, 'it I
can ;
.. n h BO me
fault that we are lighting. We
1 ban
iroug a publi- 1 ODORLESS SALARY*"
know what it's all about.
We have
, children and we are j
the things
GERM-PROOF
wb lcB
„
For probline kind of men that you are. °*
1 we
.
We're d
fools and so is ovcryhomo
publish this morning
would
deny
Who is lighting.'
v in a C!i;!
thai there have been and are 1
. < :\ re"And our tail; was about the same. and unfa house.
1 bot h 1 Idi i of the
It was not until the sun began to go
Make-* C»!*<Joor Privy
alo Kxp;.
U:i:mcci*aary
I
that
wu
returned
to
the

"ile drew a target on a board, fast:1 it to a pole and stuck it above
trench, shouting to the Gen
how well you I " With
minute the target had b
. pull, d down the
:, put bits of White paper on the
i spots and put it up again so!
Germans could see their sere,
ling this Nadem's head appet
the trench and we heard him
talking
across
No
Man's
land.
' hOUghtlessly, I raised my head, too.
■ me.
We saw
,.f Cerman loads appearut of the mud
like
Bowers
Smiles
iging from the earth
ovc r the tact
line into sudbloom.
Shouts filii d
the
air.
. had happen* d?
hed and che< i
stmaB light in our
. th.-n; '-'
ra
1:1
a
there had been only rifle barrels.
terror of No-Man's
land
tell
y.
The y^nv.'\ of happy I
the Christmas air
manly happy tor that on- gl
instant.
;
• 1

think Nadem
what had ha
!I" sudibnly jumped out of tin' trench am!

While he was dong this a pon.,!,. German with s
oui of the trench across the
: Qd
shouted,
'1
h t •
■
and
desires to
t ,
ien to
to He middle of the neutral
pr a truci

Gomfort Indoor Closet

" 'We are to have a band in our
iit and Wi
>u to
the Germans as they
u
and -.. ihooh 'be
hands
ft slay us on the
ight I here was a sudBlast 01' music that thrilled us.
A lit 1U- German band had crept Into
llu. German trenches and I
its„lf with a grand chord. Then came
Marlh(. unexpected strains of tii«.
laise.'
The Frenchmen were alwith
.blight.
'i
came our turn, when the band pi:
Way to Tipper
•It's a Long, I
rjllard, our negro cook,'
nry.
Oalveston, got out
wn0 came from
llis mouth organ aid almost bursted
s lungs playing 'Hie
Wacl
l!;l
Rhein '
Tii" yell
'">
' r"r''
trenches was a thousand times m
eloquent than the die, rs we gaV(
when George concludi d. There wai
no more shooting through the night.
until six in the morning W
sound of rifle shots came from
down the trenches. Nadem had '
Orel to f"el the holiday spirit ol
Christmas but. on
the
day
after
Christmas, bo failed to
sense
th"
grimness of war that had fallen
eh.es during the night Earlj
in the morning he jumped out Ot tne
,n wavlng
"" h*n<
amerlcati
.,;,,. John Street, an
Who had been an evangelist m bt
kouin, jumped out wilh bin
•e, shout a morning greeting to
had made U,
th;, 1:
Th( re wa« a sudden rait'
riue r,re and Street tell dead wi
through liibead.
Ns
tain into the trench.
lg down a;

Juno;

a gtuu

Toilft in

v
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on r. world, gone mad."
The article is copyrighted by
..a. lei'

the It

„,- course, you may use, II
It, Hop!,." ilia! » Will be of help
I ',„ vour great mission 1 am
Yours very trulv,
AY. G. SHTCPHERD,
New Port, Minnesota.
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AC-tHTS CAN EARN S10 TO S25 DAILY

'.inc rein.: lit**1 » prairie Pre-.
ur—bic i
: le. SJ."> a day if you „ill hustle.
..... in OVOry homo HlthOQt » '■
n-.iuiK. llou'tiilewp t
,U. Beadpom) bynextmall, HipircwtJ
..: eMleet r.-ll'nu P^IKVUIOH [
, orput up to«m ais.nt. Kirlu»ivo u-rntory.
■ i.roiH^itlon.
Comfort Chemical Clo«ot Co.
42C9 lactorlci UlOfc".
Toledo, OUlo t
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ESTEY PIANOS

Old-fashioned, conscientious honesty builds 1
pianos loday just as it did years ago. Small details make
or break great reputations. Estey fame is great beca' se
the makers are proud of the inside—the hidden parts.
If such an in-ttument fits vour ideal of a desirable
piano either in Grand, Upright or Player form, send
for beautiful art cat Jog.

Estey Piano C"

1

t-thl r • it, Wttti ptw Ur Mer:liJf:. »r.-ts.etc.
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•■ iiu- lieutenant agreed, l was one
o ir men hi
now I f'-lt as we
to meet the
four
German ■
and their
eet us.
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TWELVE THINGS TO REMEMBER
1
'i he value of time.
Tie
of perse.
2
3
The pleat are of working.
4
The dignity of simplicity.
5
The Worth of Char;.
6
Tin- [lower of kinds
7
of example.
8
The obligation of duty.
wisdom of economy.
9
la
Tlie virtue of patietiee.
11
The Improvement of talent.
12
Tie joy of originating.
—Marshall Field.

New Ycrk Gity

Heney Will Support Wilson
Among the prominent progressives
i who have announced their support
of the democratic ticket is Francis J.
Heney of California, who attained
national prominence for his vigorous
prosecution of the boodlers, gamblers
and grafters of San Francisco. Mr.
Heney recently sent the following
statement to President Wilson:
Honorable Woodrow Wilson,
White House Washington, D. C.
As one of the delegates who left
the republican canvention in Chicago
four years ago and participated in
the organization of the national progressive party, I desire to assure you
that it is now my intention earnestly
and actively to work for your re-election as President.
My admiration
and affection for Theodore Roosevelt,
and my respect for the opinion of
those republican delegates with
whom I participated in organizing
•the national progressive party, and
the more than four million voters
who endorsed our action at the polls,
constrains me to state with some
fullness my reasons for refusing to
support Mr. Charles B. Hughes as
the republican candidate for president.
Like the platform of the national
progressive party, that of the democratic party, four years ago, contained a plank declaring in favor of
the direct presidential preference
primary, and in one of your first
messages to congress you recommended its enactment. In the press
of a vast volume of important remedial legislation, your recommendation has not yet been carried out by
congress, and the various party platforms are silent on the subject this
year. I have full faith, however, that
you will ultimately bring about the
enactment of this great reform into

law. The democratic party of which
you are the head is not, like the republican party, in the unfortunate
position of having the balance of
power in its national convention
vested in delegates from a group of
states which never have helped to
elect its presidential nominee, and
which is not expected to do so at any
time in the near future. Through
your personal efforts as President,
most of the other important planks
of the national progressive platform
of four years ago have already been
enacted into law by congress. Consequently, I feel confident that you
can be relied upon, if elected, further to exert your great influence to
secure federal legislation which will
require a presidential preference
primary election to be held on the
same day in every state in the union,
for every political party, under the
safeguards of law.
Four years ago, after the fiasco
of nominating Mr. Taft, with the aid
of dishonestly seated delegates, and
of delegates who were representatives of a mere handful of officeholders in the southern states, had
been perpetrated against them, a
majority of the republican delegates
who had been legally elected from
those states having a preponderate
republican vote, reassembled in Chicago and organized the national progressive party.
The primary and paramount purpose of the organization of the national progressive party was to place
in the hands of the voters of each
and every political party, through
the instrumentality of a national direct presidential preference primary
law, the power for a majority of the
voters of each political party to nominate its candidate for the presidency. All thoughtful men among
the'republican delegates who organized that progressive movement realized that the manipulation of national political conventions by corrupt
methods of the invisible government
through political bosses, constitutes
an ever continuing menace to the
very existence of the republic itself.
Every serious minded person must
realize that a republican government
in fact can not continue to exist under such political conditions. Political freedom is a mockery under a
system which permits a few unscrupulous manipulators .and corruptors
to defeat the will of millions of voters
in any political party by substituting
the will of those few for the will of
the voters. To continue such a political system means to invite and promote the ultimate destruction of the
republic.
By depriving Roosevelt of the republican nomination four years ago,
Senator Boise Penrose of Pennsylvania, Murray Crane, then senator, of
Massachusetts, and William H.
Barnes of New York, with the aid of
such men as Elihu Root, who was the
permanent chairman of the convention, continued their control of the
republican national committee, and
thus prolonged their power again to
defeat the will of the majority of the
republican voters. And they have
now once more insured their control
of the republican national committee
for another four years, with the continuance of their power to again defeat the will of the republican voters
in 1920, and thereafter, indefinitely,
so long as we are without a president'al preference primary law.
Under the circumstances I can not
follow Theodore Roosevelt back into
the renublican party while it is still
controlled by those same men.
If
he had accepted the nomination of
the progressive party at Chicago this
Pojtum Cereal Co, Ltd, year, I would have loyally and vigorBattle Creek.fuch.
ously supported him, because he then
would have represented the basic
principle upon which the progressive

atrea

party was founded, to-wlt: The right
of the majority of voters of each political party to nominate its own
candidate for president, without any
few men possessing the power to
prevent it.
It is reasonably certain that Mr.
Hughes was not the first choice of a
majority of the aggregate of republican and progressive voters in the
United States.
Mr. Hughes represents merely the consent of Penrose,
Crane and Barnes to permit the republican party to have as its candidate a man selected by themselves,
who, therefore, if elected president,
would be disinclined to attempt to
destroy the continuance of their control of the nominating machinery of
the republican party, and their power
thus to reward him with a renomination for another term. To my mind,
the nomination of Mr. Hughes represents the fruition of the political corruption which was so successfully
practiced by the republican national
committee four years ago under the
guidance of the men I have named.
For that reason I can not vote for or
support him. I do not question the
personal integrity or character of
Mr. Hughes, but I do condemn him
unqualifiedly for permitting professional political tricksters to make a
nation-wide canvass for his nomination while he was a member of the
supreme court of the United States
under an appointment for life, with
the vast potential power which accompanies that position.
Personally I shall not vote for any
republican candidate for president
hereafter as long as the corrupt control of the nominating machinery of
the republican party is permitted
thus to continue in existence.
Please permit me also at this time
to offer my heartiest approval of the
policy of your administration towards
Mexico. It seems to me that you
have consistently, and amid great
difficulties
and
discouragements,
striven to treat that unfortunate
neighboring nation with that patience and forbearance which one
powerful and enlightened nation
ought to exercise toward a much less
powerful and much less enlightened
nation, and from which it has already acquired, partly through conquest and partly through purchase, a
magnificent empire of territory and
natural resources, and in the minds
of whose ; people, therefore, there
must naturally exist apprehension as
to the unselfishness of our motives
and the disinterestedness of our actions. This must be apparent to any
citizen of our own country who stops
for a moment to consider the fact
that under the dictatorship of Diaz,
Americans, as well as other foreign
capitalists, acquired the control and
ownership of vast natural resources
of fabulous value in Mexico. No patriotic citizen can fail to pray that we
shall be delivered from the necessity
of entering into a war with the distracted people who inhabit Mexico:
but finally, if no other course shall
lie open to us, I shall realize that
you, in the full performance of your
duty, have done everything that lies
within your power properly to prevent such an issue.
Your temperate, restrained, but
lofty exercise of the powerful weapons of diplomacy have kept this
country safely out of the terrible
struggle in Europe without any sacrifice of American honor or prestige,
and you have wrung the most
important concessions from be!l;gerent
foreign rulers, while steadfastly
maintaining the dignity, peace and
safety of the United States. Arguments that we should replace experience with inexperience in this vital
field will be without avail.
The legislative accomplishments of
your administration constitute a record little short of marvelous in threr
short years. Your administration has
wrested the financial control of the

country from Wall street and lodged
it with the people, thus rendering
ture trust-created panics and manipulation practically impossibly Yon
have provided,an income tax for the
raising of revenue, thus placing the
burdens of government where they
belong and where they can best be
borne. You are providing a nonpartisan tariff commission, as advocated in the national progressive
platform of 1912, that will take the
tariff out of partisan politics, where
it has long been an agency for evil.
I might also speak of other important
enactments, such as the trade commission law, the Clayton anti-trust
law, the agricultural expansion act,
the industrial employees arbitration
act, the extension of the parcels post
system, the driving of the notorious
lobby out of Washington, the consummation of the constitutional
amendment providing for election of
United States senators by the people,
and scores of other peices of important legislation for which the country
is largely indebted to you and your
administration.
I trust that you will feel free to call
upon me to aid in any way that I can
in your re-election to the presidency
next November.
,
Sincerely,

FRANCIS J. HENEY.
MR. HUGHES AND THE HOUSE
The fact that many of the chairmanships of the house committees
are held by southern representatives is distressing to Mr. Hughes.
He says the house is "sectionally organized." Just how he would go
about changing this, if he should
become president, he doesn't say. It
is presumed, though, he would favor reorganization of the house after
the fashion that prevailed when his
party was in power.
The house organization under the
republican party's rule was unique.
Sectional doesn't describe it.
Its
whola authority was vested in a
picturesque old gentleman from
Vermillion county, Illinois.
Mr.
Cannon was the speaker.
He was
the chairman of all the committees.
He was the house.
The members
were mere marionettes.
Those of
them that danced when Cannon
pulled the string were taken caro of.
Those that didn't were ignored. So
far as serving his constituency, under the republican party's scheme of
house organization, a congressman
might just as well have remained
back home.
Back of Cannon were powerful
figures. They got what they wanted.
They never appeared in the flesh.
Out of that condition came the term
"invisible government." They were
strongly entrenched. It seemed impossible to drive them out. Yet, they
were finally driven out, but only
over the mangled remains of the republican party. Cannonism fell. The
house of representatives again became such in fact.
Does Mr. Hughes want Cannonism
restored. Would he remove southern representatives of legislative experience from committee chairmanships and replace them with automata? Would he dress the speaker
again in the robes of czardom which
were ripped from the shoulders of
Uncle Joe? Is it Mr. Hughes's idea
to so reorganir.i the house as to reestablish invisible government?—
Oklahoma City Oklahoman.
SOMEBODY
Somebody did a golden deed;
Somebody proved a friend in need;
Somebody sang a beautiful song;
Somebody smiled the whole day
long;
Somebody thought, "'Tis sweet to
live";
Somebody said. "I'm glad to g've";
Somebody fought a valiant fight;
Somebody lived to shield the right;
Was that "somebodv" you?
—Author Unknow
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to the. railroads to grant the eighthour day. It Is a piece of impertinence.
Colonel Pope belongs to the old
order. He is a "let us alone" propagandist. Ho has recently advocated
a union of capital in self defense. He
inveighs against regulative legislation. Ho believes business should
bo permitted to do whatever it
pleases.
He is the head of an organization
with a record. A small part of that
record is known. The Dulhall disclosures showed that the National
Association of Manufacturers had an
interesting payroll on which were
found editorial writers, statesmen,
eminent attorneys. Ho believed profoundly in "dollar diplomacy," or
subsidy or bribery, whichever term
suits your fancy most.
It bought
what it wanted. Its method of arbitration was the slush fund.
The National Association of Manufacturers should keep its counsel
and its commendation for the party
of its heart and the candidate to
whom its votes will go.—Oklahoma
City Oklahoman.
^
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LOOKS I.IKE HE'S GOING TO WALK HIM
—Nashville Tennessean.

Hughes Criticized by Leading
Progressive Paper
A New York dispatch, dated Aug.
22, says: Both in its news columns
and editorially the Philadelphia
North American, the leading progressive newspaper in the east, a recognized Roosevelt organ and, up to the
present, a supporter of Mr. Hughes,
in yesterday's issues makes the unqualified statement that the republican candidate is facing "a nationwide progressive revolt." Its special
dispatch from San Francisco declares
that Chester Rowell, progressive
loader and member of the republican
national campaign committee, has denounced the republican candidate for
"abandoning the progressives of California to the old guard wolves."
The North American, commenting
upon Rowell's denunciation, says:
"It points to an impending progressive war on the candidate which may
easily react on the situation in every
state in the union, especially in the
doubtful states."
The article emphasizes the declaration of Hughes in his San Francisco
speech that he came to California as
"spokesman of the national repub."
lican party."
Silence Wiser Course
"Mr Hughes might better have
said nothing at all," continues the
dispatch, "which would have been
the wiser course than thus to ignore
the plans of tho progressives.
"He has spilled the beans."
The editorial in the North American upon the progressive situation
is headed "The Votes That Will Decide." It says in part:
"Mr. Hughes' letter of acceptance
left much to be desired. As to the
present speechmaking campaign, not
even his most ardent admirers will
assert that up to this time he has
convinced the waiting public that he
possesses exceptional strength."
"After reviewing the outlook, the
editorial adds significantly: "One
condition, however, is definite and
obvions—the progressive strength
has not swung entirely over to

,".," ,' ;'.

Hughes, despite the confident predictions that Col. Roosevelt's wholehearted indorsement would have that
result. Neither has the decision of
the progressives to abandon the party organization for this year produced that effect."
Continuing, the editorial says: "It
would be absurd to belittle the defection of such men as John M.
Parker of Louisiana, Judge Lindsey
of Colorado, Francis J. Heney of
California, Matthew Hale of Massachusetts, Edwin N. Lee of Indiana, J.
A. II. Hopkins of New Jersey, Judge
Norton! of Missouri, Bainbridge Colby of New York and Henry M. Wallace."
Wilson Holds Approval
The editorial points out that the
progressive vote which will go to
Wilson will not represent merely opposition to Hughes.
"There are a large number of
progressives," it says, "who strongly
believe in President Wilson. We
know this by experience through the
protests which have reached us from
readers who are virtually always in
accord with us but who do not follow
us in condemning the record of the
Wilson administration."
Referring to President Wilson, the
editorial continues: "Wherever one
dips into the progressive vote a
strong Wilson sentiment Is found.
Another ominous fact is that Mr.
Wilson is ablo to do things, while
Mr. Hughes can only criticize and
promise."
AN IMPERTINENT MESSAGE
Col. George Pope of Hartford,
Conn, president of the National Association of Manufacturers, has sent
a telegram to President Wilson. It
is a typical Pope message. It begins
with flattery and ends with an appeal for the President to stand by
the principle
of arbitration. What
it really1 asks is that the President
will withdraw his recommendation

BOOKS RECEIVED
The Neutrals' Portion. A romance
of the Middle West. By Elwin Lorraine. The Jackson Press, Townsend
Bldg., 9 West 25th St., New York.
Price $1.25, net.
A Prophet In His Own Country.
Being the letters of Henry Clifford
Stuart, 2619 Woodley Place, Washington, D. C, Edited with an introduction in notes by Aleister Crowley.
Published by the author.
Nationalism, War and Society. A
study of nationalism and its concomitant, war, in their relation to civilization; and of the fundamentals and
the progress of the opposition to war.
By Edward Krehbiel, Ph. D., professor of modern history in Leland Stanford Junior University.
With an introduction by Norman
Angell.
The Macmillan Company,
New York.
The Evolution of Governments and
Laws. Exhibiting the governmental
structures of ancient and modern
states, their growth and decay and
the leading principles of their laws.
By Stephen Haley Allen. Princeton
University Press, Princeton, N. J.
Selling Things. By Orison Swett
Marden, author of "Pushing to the
Front," etc. With the assistance of
Joseph F. McGrail, instructor in
salesmanship and efficiency for many
large sales and industrial organizations. Thomas Y. Crowell Company,
Publishers, New York. Price $1.00,
net.
Reflections of a Cornfield Philosopher. B. E. W. Helms. Thomas
Y. Crowell Company, Publishers,
New York. Price 50c, net.
New Wars for Old.
Being a
statement of radical pacifism in
terms of force versus non-resistance
with special reference to the facts
and problems of the great war. By
John Haynes Holmes. Dodd, Mead
and Company, New York.
Price
$1.50, net.
Oasis. A collection of Poems on
Temperance, Patriotism and Everyday Life. By Henrietta F. Everett.
Published for the author by the International Publishing Association,
College View, Neb.
The Christian Confederacy.
By
Herbert Booth, the Goodspeed Press,
Chicago, 111.
Our Eastern Question. America's
contact with the Orient and the
trend of relations with China and
Japan. By Thomas F. Millard, author of "The New Far East," etc.
The Century Company, New York.
Price $3.00, net.
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A Very Rare Opportunity
FLE ASE do not let K seem too Impossible to \ nde Stand
how hundreds of prompi-zctinz men. of all ages, hove,
jumped rijjht into their own Community I lour Business
with many making Erom

$150 to $1000 Per Month
II your community is not the right place we teB you so. Our
Service Department will start you at once — help > on all the
time with a

"Midget" MARVEL
Four Mill l%u,mm4
Let us show you how men without previous experience are
now mating most surprising; proms from a :mall Investment
—SO per ct. io 100 per ct per year, Fpfl details and the real
■eintsof these successes are con ainctl in ''The Story ol a
Wonderful Floor Mill," Free,
which you shotl 1 write ior teds . Tel's you huw to male-1 a Steady, clean and profitable
in ome fiom ;t imal suit. A market lor this better Hour is
a.ready at jour door. Once almost any housewile trie* this
flour she will accept no ether.
Requires little attention or pown—no new bending or much
'pace- S< meone near you is most
ei rti-n to mat .ind get this ►plendW
op.onunity — so write Irit and at
>■!■.

30 Days Trial Offor

ANGL0 - AMERICAN
MILL 00.. Inc.
84 90 Trust B!dCOwensboro, Kj.

THRIFT
There is a great deal of discussion
just now about thrift.

A systematic

effort is being made to have people
save more of their earnings. Many
methods are suggested, such as making

regular

deposits

in

savings

banks, taking stock in building and
loan associations, and the purchase
of real estate.
There

is

still

another

method,

which, until of late, has not been
given much prominence.

Reference

is made to savings through life insurance.

It is an absolutely safe way

to provide for those dependent upon
the breadwinner.

The amount paid

as premiums is small when compared
with the amount received by the
beneficiary.

Savings through life in-

surance is a form of thrift and it is
now so regarded by most people.

The Midwest Life
of Lincoln, Nebraska
N. St. S.NKI.F,, President

Guaranteed Cost Life Insurance

RHEUMA TISM Cured

I will gladly send any Rheumatism sufferer a Simple Herb Recipe Absolutely
Freo that Completely Cured me of a terrible attack of muscular and inflammatory Rheumatism of long standing after
everything else I tried had failed me. I
have given it to many sufferers who believed their cases hopeless, yet they found
relief from their suffering by taking these
simple herbs. It also relieves Sciatica
promptly, as well as Neuralgia, and is a
wonderful blood purifier. You are most
welcome to this Herb Kecipe if you will
send for it at once. I believe you will
consider it a God-Send after you have
put it to the test. There is nothing injurious contained in it. and you can see
for yourself exactly what you are taking.
Father—Well, Bobby, what did I will gladly send this Recipe—absolutely
you learn at school today? Bobby— free—to any sufferer who will send name
address. If convenient, enclose twoNot to sass Tommy McNutt.—Bos- and
cent stamp.
W. A. SUTTOST. 2650
ton Transcript.
M.isrnollu Ayf., IMH Anerlra, California.
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Record of the 64th Congress

ture delivery in fictitious or wash
sales.
Philippines: Law to provide for a
more autonomous government of the
islands, enlarging self government,
reorganizing election laws, establishing an elective senate and promising
independence whenever, in the judgment of the United States the Philippine people demonstrate capability for it.
Railroad eight-hour day law: Establishing eight hours as the standard for reckoning the compensation
of raliroad employes operating trains
in interstate commerce after January
1, 1917, and providing for a commission of three to investigate the
effects of the eight-hour standara,
present wage scale not to be reduced
during the investigation, nor for
thirty days thereafter and work in
excess of eight hours to be paid for
at a pro rata rate.
Appropriations for all purposes
were:
Agriculture
$ 24,948,852
Army
267,596,530
Diplomatic and consular
5,355,096
District of Columbia . . . 12,841,907
Fortifications
25,748.050
Indian affairs
10,967,644
Legislative and executive 37,925,690
Military academy
1,225,043
Navy
313,300,095
Pensions
158,065,000
Post office
322,937,679
River and harbor
40,598,135
Sundry civil
128,299,285
Permanent appropriat'ns 131,074,673
Shipping bill
50,100,000
Deficiencies
72,500,000
Rural credits
6,100,000
Good roads
6,000,000
Floods
2,000,000

to limit campaign expenditures for
election of the president, vice-president and members of congress; a vocational education bill passed by the
senate; conservation legislation including the public lands water power bill, the Shields navigable streams
water power bill which failed in conference, the oil leasing bill including
relief for California oil men; a flood
control bill which passed the house;
and a bill to establish citizenship for
natives of Porto Rico.
Four treaties were ratified by the
senate. The most important was the
long pending Nicaraguan convention
providing for the acquisition of a
canal route and naval stations rights
in the-Bay of Fonseca for $3,000,000
and that ratified in the closing hours
provided for the purchase of the
Danish West Indies for $25,000,000.
Another was a treaty with the republic of Hayti, providing for an
American financial protectorate. The
much disputed pending treaty with
Columbia after several years of consideration was favorably reported
from the foreign relations committee
with an amendment reducing from
$25,000,000 to $15,000,000 the proposed amount to be paid for the partition of Panama. The treaty, however, was never taken up in the senate because of the unrelenting opposition on the part of many senators
and it remains on the calendar. The
committee at the time of adjournment still had under consideration
the proposed treaty with Great Britain providing for protection of migratory birds on both sides of the
Canadian border.
Death claimed four members of
the congress during the session:
Senators Shively of Indiana, and
Burleigh, of Maine, and Representatives Brown and Moss, both of West
Virginia.
Representative Witherspoon, of Mississippi, died just before the session began.

An Associated Press dispatch, ers, the present rate of pay for ten
dated Washington, Sept. 8, says: The hours work not to be reduced and
first session of the Sixty-fourth con- the men to receive pro rata pay for
gress which adjourned today was work in excess-of eight hours pendconcerned chiefly with national is- ing an investigation by a railroad
commission into the effect of the
sues.
The crisis in congress over the in- eight-hour day on railroad revenues.
Important Legislation
ternational situation followed GerMost important legislative enactmany's naval order to sink armed
belligerent merchant ships without ments of the session, exclusive of
warning. Introduction of resolutions laws for national defense, included
warning Americans to keep off the following:
Government ship law: Appropriatarmed merchantmen caused President Wilson to halt diplomatic nego- ing $50,000,000 to operate ships in
tiations and go to the capitol to de- foreign and coastwise trade when
unable to lease them to individuals
mand a showdown.
The result was the tabling of the or private corporations.
Child labor law: Denying interGore resolution in the senate by a
vote of 64 to 18 on March 3, and of state commerce to products of mines
the McLemore resolution in the house and quarries employing children unby a vote of 276 to 142 on March 7. der 16 years of age and factories,
Immediately afterwards the Presi- mills, canneries and other establishdent sent to Germany and read to ments employing children under 14
congress a note threatening to sever years.
Rural credits law: Establishing a
diplomatic relations unless the German government "immediately effect- farm loan board in control of a sysed a modification of its methods of tem of farm loan mortgage banks.
Workmen's compensation law:
submarine warfare."
When the gavel fell congress had Providing uniform sick and accident
directed reorganization and re- benefits for employes of the federal
equipment of the army and navy for government and benefits to dependdefense of the country at the un- ents in case of death.
Emergency revenue law: Providprecedented cost of $655,000,000,
with authorizations that will increase ing for doubling the normal income
the total in three years to nearly tax on the lowest class; making ad$S00,000,000. With all other ex- ditional surtax ranging from 1 per
penditures,
appropriations
were cent on that portion of incomes exbrought to the grand total of $1,- ceeding $20,000 to 13 per cent on
637,583.682, the greatest aggregate amount of incomes in excess of
in the country's history and exceed- $2,000,000; levying a graduated tax
ing that for the last fiscal year by of 1 per cent on Inheritances ranging from $50,000 to $5,000,000; a
more than half a billion dollars.
Expenditures, necessitated by pre- 10 per cent net profit tax on manuGrand total
$1,637,583,682
paredness and the calling into action factures of munitions, 5 per cent netFor Future Expenditures
of military forces to meet the Mexi- profit tax on manufacturers of maIn addition to the total there were
can emergency demanded revenue terials entering into munitions; a authorizations for expenditures in
legislation in the closing days cf the license tax on actually invested cap- future years including, naval, good
session.
Congress responded by ital stock of corporations capitalized roads, tariff commission and other
doubling the normal tax on incomes, at more than $99,000; wine, beer expenditures to bring the total to
creating an inheritance tax, muni- and liquor excise taxes and miscel- approximately two billion dollars, nr I J TJ„«„ Write for List of inventions
Wanted ltlCaS wanted. $1,000,000 in prizes
tions tax and miscellaneous excise laneous stamp taxes.
but these amounts do not properly
lor Inventions- Send sketch for free opinion
Good roads law: Providing for co- apply to the appropriations for the offered
taxes to raise $205,000,000 and by
ot patentability. Our four books sent Iree.
Victor J. Kvans & Co., 722 9th, Washington, O.O
directing sale of $130,000,000 Pan- operative federal aid to the states for fiscal year.
construction of highways and approama canal bonds.
In addition congress enacted an
""Congress established a tariff com- priating $75,000,000 to be spent in unusually large amount of miscel- A HOME IH THE DAIRY BELT
mission, a government shipping five years.
legislation, including re- Send for circulars doscribinK our Company's cutPostal savings law: Amendment laneous
lands, direct to you, on the easiest terms A
board to rehabilitate the American
organization of the patent office; over
little money does the work, when you deal with us.
merchant marine, a workman's com- increasing the amount which indi- provision for trial of space system in Seed for Illustrated literature dccribinir this fasection, flambeau River Lumber Co.,
pensation commission to administer viduals may deposit from $500 to place of weight system for payment vored
Station CCUauysnuth, Wise,
a new uniform compensation law, a $1,000 with interest and an addition- for railroad mail service and leaving
farm loan banking system, a child al $1,000 without interest.
the interstate commerce commisFederal reserve: Amendments, in- to
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'The session was disturbed through- more than two other non-competing grains and providing a new gram
out by frequently recurring threats banks; amendments permitting na- grading law; extension for a year of
of foreign complications from the tional banks to establish foreign the government war risk insurance fiAI I STONES AVOID OPKMATIXB
more Gallstone
European war and imminence at one branches, liberalizing regulations for bureau; uniform law making bills of UA LL (No
on) No
(NO Oil)
IVs or Aches in
time of a diplomatic break with discounting commercial paper and lading negotiable.
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[Robert T. Barry, in Louisville
Courier-Journal.] In the summing up of the achievements of the Wilson administration
too much attention can not be centered upon the record of the department of justice.
In importance to the business of
the nation, despite the legislative
accomplishments of the democratic
congress, too much emphasis can not
be placed upon the reduction by the
department of justice of the area of
doubt in the no-man's land between
that known to be illegal and that
which is certainly lawful in business.
But, you ask, is there no longer
twilight in the "Twilight Zone?"
Yes, the authorities of the department of justice say, but this mysterious area of half-light in the law
of trade restraint now is no greater
than that accepted as a matter of
course in the application of many
other laws.
What are these advances?
What are the differences between
the "sham dissolutions" of monopolies under Roosevelt and Taft and
the "genuine dissolutions" under
President Wilson?
What are the "consent decrees"—
the short cuts to square the affairs of
great corporations with the law—of
which so much has been heard of
late?
Anti-Trust Laws
In the domestic field, no more important and interesting questions
have confronted tho federal authorities. It is the purpose of this article to state the essential features
of the situation with reference to the
enforcement of the anti-trust laws.
You find at the outset that the
guiding rule has been: To protect
the public against monopoly and
"undue restraints" of trade; but to
do so in ways that do not hinder but
help, do not obstruct but facilitate
the developments of legitimate business enterprise.
As matters now stand, in the vast
majority of cases it is not difficult for
those qualified by training and experience to determine whether a
proposed transaction is or is not in
violation of the statute forbidding
restraints of interstate commerce.
The fundamentals are well established.
"The Standard Oil and Tobacco
cases," the government's lawyers
say "decided not only that those
particular combinations were within
the prohibition of the Sherman law,
but made it certain that any combination in any form that unduly restrained interstate trade in any of its
various manifestations was forbidden by the act. They removed any
doubt which previously could have
existed as to whether a combination
which unduly restrained that commerce could escape the condemnation of the law because of the garb
in which the ingenuity of lawyers
had clothed it.
They established
the application of the law to manufacturing and trading combinations
as well as to those affecting other
phases of interstate commerce.
"On the other hand, these decisions put an end to a bugaboo
which had been rather sedulously
circulated by those whose idea of
the proper way to deal with the
Sherman law is not to interpret and
apply it, but to repeal it. As a result
of much competition, rather considerable acceptance was gained for the
assertion that the Sherman law, if
honestly enforced, would cripple all
business however legitimate; that
no man might make any sort of amicable business arrangement with a
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commercial rival for their mutual
advantage without facing the open
doors of the penitentiary.
Apprehension Unfounded
"In the great cases named, the
supreme court made it clear that
such an apprehension was wholly
unfounded. In express terms it declared that a normal and usual contract of the kind essential to individual freedom, the right to make
which is necessary in order that
trade may be free, was in no way
condemned by the act. In holding
that any combination that unduly
restrained trade was forbidden, it
was pointed out that undue restraint
of trade was not a new form of expression but one that had long been
known and dealt with in the law.
That to determine what acts constitute that undue restraint of trade
all that is necessary is the application
of that legal reasoning in which lawyers are presumed to be trained and
competent. The anti-trust acts were
intended by congress to prevent certain well recognized social and economic evils. Acts which do not threaten to bring about these evils are not
forbidden. Those which tend to produce them are condemned."
Such is the now famous "rule of
reason."
What of matters yet to be decided?
Some of the pending questions, it is
pointed out, are involved in cases
now pending before the supreme
court which are rapidly being pushed
to a filial disposition. Is the fact
a combination has behaved itself toward the competitors left outside its
embrace a defense to a charge of
illegality in forming the combination and eliminating the previously
existing competition of the units
combined? Is a monopoly which is
complete as to the invaded part of a
given field of industry beyond the
condemnation of the law if it has refrained from invading the whole
field? Is an attempt at monopoly
absolved by the fact that it turns out
that in that particular field of industry it is not possible for such an
attempt wholly to succeed?
Is a
combination which was illegal in
purpose and inception and, through
the use of illegal methods has intrenched itself in a position of dominance, now outside the application
of the law because a few years ago
it saw the light and has ceased to
follow the illegal practices for which
it no longer has need?
Absolute Accuracy Desired
The officials of the department
recognize the desirability of the most
accurate possible definition of the illegal transactions forbidden by the
Sherman law. When the Harvester,
Steel; Can, Lehigh Valley, Reading,
Kodak and Shoo Machinery cases
now being prepared by the department for argument before the supreme court shall have been decided, the so-called area of debatable
ground will have been greatly circumscribed.
It is believed at the department of
justice that there has been real and
not unfounded dissatisfaction in the
past with the results of the enforcement of the Sherman act.
Under
previous administrations important
anti-trust cases were won, but no
noticeable effect in restoring competition in monopolized industry followed the "dissolutions" which were
brought about.
"The law waa brought into derision and almost into public contempt," officials say.
"For while
boasting of victories; tho government
waa permitting trusts and monopolies to dissolve by dividing them-

selves into convenient parts which
were distributed among the old ownera. The result was merely a change
of form. Those who controlled the
industry before controlled it afterward and were no more anxious to
compete with themselves than they
had ever been. A court decree may
look well on paper, but it does not
change human nature. The law was
thus practically nullified. This was
true both as to the principal case of
the Roosevelt administration (the
northern securities case) and in the
principal cases of the Taft administration (the Powder, Tobacco and
Standard Oil cases).
"In marked contrast the present
administration has insisted on real
dissolution. In every case it has demanded that the parts into which
the unlawful combination or monopoly was or may be dissolved be put
into separate and distinct ownership
and not left in the hands of the old
owners. Such real dissolutions were
insisted upon by the department in
the Union Pacific-Southern Pacific
merger case, the Harvester case, the
Telephone case, the New Haven case,
the Reading case, and the Kodak
case.
The Reading Case
The Reading case is pointed to as
a good example of genuine dissolution. The defendants proposed tnat
the combination be dissolved by authorizing the parent company to distribute its stockholdings in the controlled company to its own minority
stockholders. This would have been
an improvement over the Standard
Oil case, but it was inadequate. The
government insisted that the parent
company be compelled to dispose of
not only its stock but also of its
bonds and other securities of the
controlled company, and to dispose
also of them to persons other than
stockholders of the parent company.
The court sustained the position of
the government and the result will
be an entire severance of ownership
of the parent company and the company which it formerly controlled.
Under such conditions real competition will be possible.
The success of the prosecutions
brought under the Sherman law and
the enactment of the Clayton act and
the federal trade commission brought
about a real and marked reformation in many quarters.
Illegal
methods of doing business were seen
to be dangerous and were abandoned.
The "consent decree" is one of the
evidences of this wholesome development, it is stated.
More and more
often the men in charge of large enterprises, whose legality has been
questioned, have volunteered to cooperate in making their affairs square
with the law and thus avoid protracted and expensive litigation.
These men the Department of Justice
has assisted in every possible way
The complaints in the New Haven,
Telephone and Thread cases were
for example, disposed of by decree
entered by consent of the parties and
results present striking-examnles of
the advantages of this "policy of
mutual reasonableness," as it is often
called. Other important cases have
been so ended.
Union Pacific and New Haven
This is illustrated by a compar;son
of the Union Pacific and the New
Haven cases. Both were mergers of
railroad corporations.
The first
case could be settled only by a lawsuit, which was fought by the defendants to the end. The original
position of the government seeking
dissolution was filed February 1.
1908. The case was decided by the
Supreme court in favor of .the government on December 2, 1912.,
nearly five years later, and the final
proceedings winding up the matter
were not had until December 22.
1915. ' The expenses of this lega-
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tion were very large both to the government and to the railroad company. The court costs paid by the
company amounted to over $20,000
but that sum takes no. account of the
many thousands spent by the defendent corporation for counsel fees
and for the other very large expenses
incident to such a suit. The printing bill alone amounted to thousands
of dollars, which was divided between the defendants and the government. On the other hand, the
New Haven case was settled within
ninety days from the filing of the
bill, by the entering of a decree
which was in every respect as effective a decree as if it had been entered
into after the case had been heard
by the lower courts and by the supreme court. It differed from such
a decree only in that it was entered
with the consent of the defendants,
who agreed that it might be entered
against them and were consulted as
to its terms. In comparison with the
Union Pacific case the cost to the
parties was almost insignificant.
Telephone Case
The telephone case presents another instance of the advantages to
the public of the consent decree.
There had long been complaints by
independent companies that the
American Telephone & Telegraph
Company and its affiliated companies, the Bell system, were attempting to monopolize communication by wire in this country. Sucu,
indeed, was the declared purpose of
the American company as shown by
its report for the year 1910, and
very considerable progress had been
made toward that end. Over half
of the telephones in use in the country were on its lines and it had obtained substantial control by stock
ownership of the Western Union
Telegraph company. In July, 1913,
suit was begun against this system
under the anti-trust act. Thereafter
conferences with the department
were sought by its officers and as a
result the Bell system committed
itself to a course of action which is
designed to protect the continuance
of desirable competition in interstate communication without hindering the co-operation of telephone
and telegraph companies where the
result is a supplemented service
which could not otherwise be given.
The pending suit was ended by a decree in favor of the government to
which the defendants consented, and
the threatened monopoly was thus
prevented.
The most recent government victory in anti-trust litigation was that
of June 24, when Judge Hand, of
the New York circuit court ordered
the dissolution of the Corn Products
company. This company, it is held,
has exercised a vicious monopoly of
the manufacture of corn and glucose products, hugo quantities of
which are consumed in the United
States. In this case for the first
time the provision of the trade commission act, which authorizes the
trade commission to sit as a master
in chancery and formulate a decree
of dissolution, is invoked.
Guardian of Public
The new commission will serve as
a guardian of the public interest, to
see that the final decree carries out
the intent of the law to bring about
genuine dissolution. Space does not
permit a full statement of the cases
in which the department is endeavoring to protect the public against
monopolization. Watch cases, paper board, jewelry, bicycle parts;
cotton, plumbhig supplies, bill posting and numbers of other fields of
industry have been made the subject
of attempts, at unlawful control and
monopoly. In many of these pi-r."p:
cutions are going on.
And. from
day to day, tho. department, is distantly receiving and investigating
complaints and making up its mind
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as to the course of action to be pursued.
Among other cases pending in the
courts are those against the American Can Company and the Quaker
Oats Company. Indictments against
certain persons for conspiring to interfere with our foreign commerce in
war munitions and other exports are
also pending, as are a number of
less' general interest. The intimate
relations between the. enforcement of
the Sherman law and the daily life
of the average man in the United
States is shown by the numerous
cases growing out of attempts to
monopolize or fix prices for the common necessities >of life. In addition
to the "Sugar," "Starch" and "Oatmeal" cases, are cases dealing with
combinations relating to the supply
of butter, cantaloupes, fish, country
produce, potatoes and groceries.
Shoe Machinery Case
The Shoe Machinery case is of
special interest, as it is the first in
which the Clayton act has been submitted by the department to the test
of judicial determination. The original prosecution, begun by the last
administration under the Sherman
act, failed in the district court. The
proceeding under the Clayton act was
instituted in October, 1915, at St.
Louis, charging that the so-called
"typing clauses" in the leases used
by the United Shoe- Machinery Company violate the Clayton act.
The
court granted a preliminary injuiiex
lion from which an appeal by the
defendants to the circuit court is
now pending.
In the meantime
preparations are being pushed for
the trial of the case in the district
court.
Full review of others of the large
cases, while interesting, is scarcely
possible within the limits of one article. They have to do with the anthracite and bituminous coal industries, with the steel industry, with
the "Kodak trust," with alleged
monopolization of motion picture
machines and films, with lumber
combinations and so on. The "Cash
Register" cases were finally disposed
of by a decree which marks the end
of the unfair practices so caustically
characterized by the judges who sat
in these proceedings.
"No court decree can restore to
existence the competitors who have
been slain," one department of
justice attorney remarked recently,
"but the way of fair competition is,
at least opened for the future. Similarly the prosecution of those chiefly
responsible for the New Haven disaster can not restore the millions
which the stockholders and the public have been made to lose. But the
eyes of the public have been opened
to the facts and it has been put on
guard as to the future. It has been
shown that financial sanity and
obedience to law is the only path of
safety. And a salutary lesson as to
tho personal responsibility of those
who as officers and directors undertake the guidance of great enterprises will have been taught, whatever may be the final outcome of
that prosecution which still is pending.
"The department has begun in the
courts only those cases which upon
the most careful consideration and
review have seemed to be well
founded. It has been careful to refrain from minor prosecutions based
on technical grounds, and has been
scrupulous to avoid the temptation
to seek public favor by attacking unpopular and lawful enterprises."
A GENTLE. HINT
An Italian fruit-seller became
greatly annoyed at people stopping
at his stand and trying- his fruit by
feeling it; so he placed the following
sign in front: "If you must pincha
da fruit, pincha da cocoanut."—
Boston Herald.
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McCormick Attacks the "Pork
Barrel" Issue
[Vance C. McCormick, chairman
democratic national committee, In
New York American.]
Finding it hard to get an issue,
Charles E. Hughes attributes to sectionalism in congress alleged pork
barrel extravagance, thereby unwittingly inviting attention to what the
country may expect in the control of
congress, if, by some misfortune, the
republicans are returned to power in
the November elections.
It is scarcely probable that Candidate Hughes stopped to consider that
a republican victory would result in
the elevation of Francis E. Warren,
of Wyoming, to the chairmanship of
the appropriations committee of the
senate — Warren, the greatest shepherd since Abraham, according to the
late Senator Dolliver, of Iowa.
Senator Warren is the same who,
in 1912, introduced and passed
through the senate bills appropriating more than $200,00.0 for new
post office buildings in Wyoming
towns with an aggregate population
not exceeding 2,000.
Senator Warren succeeded in having passed in the senate S. 317, appropriating $75,000 for a post office
building at Sundance, Wyoming, with"
a population of 291, federal census
report. Sundance is fifty miles from
a railroad and its post receipts are
$2,400 per year gross.
Senator Warren pushed through
the senate S.
318, appropriatng
$67,000 for a post office building at Newcastle, Wyoming.
The
population of Newcastle, Federal
census, is 975. Its postal receipts
are negligible.
>
The same senator had passed senate S. 4493, providing $65,000 for a
post office at Thermopolis, Wyo.
Thermopolis has a population of
1,524.
Senator Luke Lea, democrat, of
Tennessee, invited attention to the
"pork barrel" outrage, and forced the
recall of the bills from the house.
They were tabled in the senate, and
Sundance, Newcastle and Thermopolis are today without federal buildings.
Penrose, of Pennsylvania—Boies
Penrose—would become chairman of
the finance committee of the senate
in the event of a republican victory.
Penrose and Joseph Fordney, Michigan high priest of protection, would
write the next tariff bill.
Penrose and Fordney, whose records and reputations have been excoriated by Theodore Roosevelt and
other progressives, would become the
leaders of the two houses of congress.
The chairman of the committee on
naval affairs would fall to Senator
William Alden Smith, of Michigan,
who distinguished himself as chairman of the Titanic investigating committee by asking a British sailor if
he didn't escape destruction by getting in one of the water-tight bulkheads of the doomed vessel, adding
further glory to his fame by inquiring of one witness to know what icebergs are made of.
Henry Cabot Lodge would be the
ranking republican member of the
finance committee.
Porter J. McCumber, of North Dakota, whose consistency as a standpatter is undoubted, would be the
third man on the committee.
As assistant "watch-dogs of the
treasury" Senator Warren, of Sundance-Newcastle - Thermopolis fame,
would have such economical republican stand-patters as Jacob H. Gallinger, of New Hampshire, Reed
Stnoot, of Utah, William P. Dillingham, of Vermont, Wesley L. Jones,
of Washington, Charles E. Townsend,

of Michigan, and Charles Curtis, of
Kansas, among the holdovers.
Surely the treasury would be safe
against raids by the "pork-barrellers," would it not?
Senator Lodge, of Massachusetts,
whose neutrality probably will appeal to the German-Americans, possibly would elect to head the foreign
relations committee, having as associates William Alden Smith, of Michigan, Porter J. McCumber, of North
Dakota, George Sutherland, of Utah,
William E. Borah, of Idaho, and
Frank E. Brandegee, of Connecticut.
Senator Dillingham, of Vermont,
would fail heir to the immigration
committee, and Senator Cummins, of
Iowa, would be chairman of the interstate commerce committee.
Senator George Sutherland, of
Utah, who voted against the expulsion of Lorimer, would, if re-elected
become chairman of the committee
on privileges and elections, charged
with determining the contests for
senate seats.
Only two of the so-called progressives would get the chairmanship of an important committee.
Cummins would head the interstate
commerce committee and LaFolIette
the census committee.
A group of not more than six senators, all stand-patters, will hold the
chairmanships and virtually the majority of the places on practially every important committee — finance,
appropriations, banking and currency, military affairs, naval affairs,
foreign relations, judiciary. They
are Penrose, Lodge, Gallinger, Smoot,
Warren, Clark, of Wyoming, Dillingham.

UNRECONSTRUCTED AND
UNCHANGED

UN-

from their own party. Today "in-1
quisitorial recognition" is a thing of
the past; the speaker is not on the
rules committe, and the ways and
means committee, whose members
are chosen by groups of congressmen,
chooses all other committees.
This is on the democratic side.
The republican minority is still unenlightened and unreconstructed.
Minority Leader Mann, as Joo Cannon and Tom Reed did before him,
chooses all republican committee
members according to his own sweet
will.
Theodore Roosevelt was but a detail of the progressive movement. All
the real moral power it had come
from tho insurgents. Yet the republican party has learned nothing, and
forgotten nothing, as the result of
the experience oi" the past half-dozen
years. Suppose Hughes were as progressive as his admirers contend.
What hope is there of a party
whose representation in the popular
house of congress still acknowledges
Cannon as its mouthpiece and Mann
as its Czar?—St. Louis Republic.
Important
"My dear, what shall I buy you
for your birthday?"
"Consult our jeweler. He knows
pretty well what my tastes are."
"And did you tell him anything
about the state of my finances?"—
Kansas City Journal.
DERSOCRfTIC

PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN

Woodrow Wilson's
Wonderful Program
cf Achievement
All set out in an Attractive Argument Poster
Size: 42 inches wide, 80 inches high.
In three colors, with Wilson's portrait
and tho legislation he has promoted all
given in a nut shell. Officially endorsed
by Western Branch Democratic National Committee, Chicago. Single copy,
postage prepaid, 25c. Wilson clubs and
committees supplied at $12 per 100
copies.
Homo SHow Printing House,
K&nstis City, Mo.

The republican party in the present campaign is an organization, SALE OP TIMBER LANDS AND
dominated by reactionaries, which OTHER UNALLOTTED LANDS
has put forward an upright man as AND SURFACE OF SEGREGATED
its presidential candidate, in the wild
COAL AND ASPHALT LANDS
hope that his personal purity and
BELONGING TO THE CHOCearnestness will cause a majority of
TAW AND CHICKASAW
the voters of the United States to
TRIBES, EASTERN, OKLA.
forget the men who stand behind
By the
him. Here are two facts from curUNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
rent history which the thoughtful There will be offered for sale at public auction at
voter will do well to pause upon: , certain railroa i points ID Eas:ern Oklahoma, from
till, !!)!(> to October 31, 1916, Inclusive, apWhen the workmen's compensation October
proximately OOH.OCO acres in Eastern Oklahoma bebill passed the house of representa- longing to the Clioctaw and ("hickasaw Nation-* of
Indians. Including; therein approximately 823,500
tives last week, it was vigorously acres
of tribal timber lands with standing pine and
fought by Joseph G. Cannon, former hardwood timber thereon; 5(10 acres of other unallotted lands, and N-t.OOe acres ot the surfneo of the
speaker of the house, and its best- segregated coal and asphalt lands. The timber
known republican member. Work- lands and thesurface ot the segregated coal and aslands win be offered for sate lor not less than
men's compensation simply provides phalt
the appraised value. Land and timber ■will be sold
that the expense of industrial acci- together. The entire es ate in the tribal timber
and other unallotted lands will be sold, exdents to workingmen shall fall on lauds
cept, however, that oi' the segregated coal and asthe industry—just as the expense of phalt land area only the surface will bo sold, the
and asphalt therein or thereunder being reaccidents to working horses and coal
served except where the descriptive circular spemules does now—instead of falling on cifically states that the coal and asphalt will be sold
the surlace. No person will be permitted to
invalids, women and dependent with
purchase more than 160 acies classified as agriculchildren. The principle has been em- tural land, nor more than 640 acres classified as
grazing laud. No limitation is placed on the acrebodied in legislation in all the states age
01 timber land which may be purchased by one
except a half-dozen or so, and is person..Residence on land not required. Bids may
submitted in person, or by agent with power of
founded on common sense and ele- be
attorney, or by mall. Terms of sale of surlace of
mentary humanity.
segregated coal and asphalt lands, 25 per cent cash
at time of sale, 26 per cent within one year and balThe other fact has to do with the ance within two years from date of sale. Terms of
of the tribal timber lands and other unallotted
organization of the house. The be- sale
25 per cent cash at time of sale, and balance
ginning of the progressive party was lands,
in three equal annual installments ot 25 per cent
payable in one. two, and three years respecin the revolt of the "insurgent" re- each,
from date of sale; the purchasers of any of the
publican congressmen — Dolliver, tively
above mentioned lands to pay 5 per cent interest
annum on all deferred payments. Elds by
Madison, Murdock, Norris and their per
mail must be accompanied by certified checks or
comrades in arms—against the ty- bank
drafts for 25 per cent of amount of bids.
houses or other valuable improvements are
ranny of the Cannon machine. The Where
located on the timber lands or on the surface of
insurgents fought for the right to the segregated coal and asphalt lands, the same
be sold with the timber land or with.
offer motions without the consent of will
the surface of the segregated coal and asphalt land
the speaker, the exclusion of the as
the case may be. at not loss than the combined
speaker from the committee on rules, appraised value, said improvements to be paid for
lull at time of sale. The right to reject any and
and the vesting of the right to ap- in
all bids Is reserved.
iniormation including descriptive lists
point committees in the house in- orDetailed
concerning the lands and in regard to
stead of in the speaker. The demo- thecirculars
dates, places, conditions and terms of sale may
crats came into power in the house be obtained Irom the Superintendent for the Fiv«
Tribes, Muskogee, Oklahomaelected in 1910, and straightway Civilized
Maps and plats may also be obtained from said
proceeded to make these changes, Superintendent at a cost o l from 25e t o 50c each.
CATO S10 U.S.
vainly demanded by the insurgents
Commissioner of Indian Affairs,
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An Omaha, Nebr., dispatch to the
Kansas City Star, dated Aug. 19,
says: The lightning express whizzing
across the continent from Oregon to
New Jersey, dropped Billy Sunday off
in Nebraska long enough to make
four shrieking attacks on "demon
rum," and then caught him up again
last night and whizzed on.
After the close of the big meetings
in Kansas City in June Billy and
"Ma" and Billy, jr., and Little Paul
went to a bungalow in the Oregon
mountains to rest. Mr. Sunday is to
begin a ten days' revival in Ocean
Beach, N. J., the latter part of this
month, and begins a seven weeks' revival in Detroit September 10.
Offered $1,000 to Mr. Sunday
One day a committee from Nebraska arrived with a plea that on
the way across America he should
stop off in this state and help in the
prohibition campaign.
"I can't do it," said Billy. "I'm
tired yet from last winter's work and
I've got to begin in New Jersey right
away."
The committee begged him, offered
$1,000, started to raise it to two
thousand and told him how the liquor interests were spending one
million dollars to defeat prohibition
in Nebraska this fall.
"What!" says Billy. "That weazel-eved,
hog-jowled,
pot-bellied,
blear-eyed bunch? I'll go. I'll give
you two days and that's all I can
spare; but you keep your money. I
don't want a cent. Nebraska has already given me enough."
When that got into the papers on
the coast it started something.
A
prohibition campaign is on in British
Columbia and they had been trying
to get Billy, so down come the committees again, and he had to consent
to make a couple of speeches. Portland had been after him too, and he
had to promise them; and then the
folks in Hood River, where he lives,
sent a committee.
"Seems to us you ought to give
home folks a chance to hear that
booze sermon," they said.
Billy threw up his hands and sur-
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rendered.
He packed the trunks
and sent them on to New Jersey,
gave his booze sermon to the home
folks in Hood River, was whisked off
to Portland and gave it there,
jumped to Vancouver, then to Victoria, where he spoke to audiences
of ten thusand, then back to catch
the transcontinental express, arriving at North Platte, Nebraska,
Thursday afternoon, where he spoke
to five thousand in a big tent.
While he spoke there a special
train with steam up was waiting. As
soon as his speech was finished, a
motor car rushed him to the special,
which gave a wild toot and sped over
a clear track to Grand Island, Neb.
Billy, wet with perspiration, took
a sponge bath in his car, put on dry
clothing and lay back to rest. Reaching Grand Island just in time to rush
to the tent which was filled with
seven thousand persons, he tore
through his booze sermon again, finished in time to catch a fast train to
Omaha.
Paul Sunday Operated Upon
Here, Friday morning, little Paul
was operated upon for enlarged tonsils and adenoids, and Mr. Sunday
watched it safely over, then caught a
train back to Lincoln, spoke that noon
to three thousand, was hurried again
to Omaha, spoke there last night to
five thousand and finished, as wet as
if he had been ducked in the river,
with just ten minutes to spare in
which to catch the east-bound limited, with little Paul and his doctor
aboard, too, and Paul showing no
bad effects. So, on they went into
the night, after four booze sermons
in three days on the coast, and four
booze sermons in Nebraska in two
days. That is going some, even for
Billy Sunday.
And he didn't get a cent for it,
anywhere. In addition he gave $200
to the prohibition cause in Vancouver and Victoria. He could have
got one thousand dollars apiece for
eight lectures any time, but he says
he is not speaking for money. In his
revival work he takes only what the
people choose to give.
All Promise to Vote "Dry"
After each of his four speeches in
this state he said to his audiences:
"How many here will say, 'Bill, on
election, day I'll vote against the saloon?' Stand up."
And the four
audiences leaped to their feet.
The audiences in North Platte and
Grand Island were mixed, but in
Lincoln and Omaha they we^e men
only.
The state is to vote in November
on a prohibition amendment to the
constitution, initiated under the initiative law. It began with a mass
convention, the largest ever held in
the state, last September, to which
everyone interested in prohibition
was invited. An executive committee
of eight persons chosen to manage
the campaign was composed of representatives from each of the political parties, from organized labor, the
Anti-Saloon league and the W. C. T.
U. It was necessary to have 15 per
cent of the voters in the state sign
an initiative petition.
Only 37,000
signers were required, but there were
60,000.
The amendment, to carry, must
get a majority of the vote cast on the
proposition, provided the vote for
the amendment equals 35 per cent of
all the votes cast.
"Drys" Are Gaining Steadily
The campaign for prohibition is
conducted by the Nebraska Dry federation, assisted by the Anti-Saloon
league and all other "dry" organizations. Its headquarters are in Lin-
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SOMETHING ABOUT TO HAPPEN
—Henderson in the Westerville American Issue.
coin, W. T. Thompson is at the head.
It has subcommittees and a branch in
each county, and there are five or six
auxiliaries in each county.
There are ninety-two counties in
the state. Thirty-two are "dry" now,
under local option. The state has
378 "dry" towns and cities and 169
"wet." In the election last spring
twenty-seven towns with a population
aggregating 45,000 went "dry," and
seventy-eight saloons in them were
closed. This indicates the trend of
sentiment in Nebraska, which is
growing in favor of prohibition. But
the result this fall is so doubtful
neither side is confident. It is admitted the liquor interests caused the
recent defeat of William J. Bryan for
delegate to the democratic national
convention, and that they defeated
woman suffrage in this state. These
tests indicate the strength of the liquor forces. On the other hand, in
the primaries this spring the "dry"
candidates ran amazingly well.
In
Omaha the "wets" expected their
candidates to get majorities of about
15,000, but they only broke even
with the "drys," and everyone was
surprised.
Kansas a Horrible Example
Omaha business men are mostly
"wet," believing the saloon helps
business. Lincoln is overwhelmingly
"dry" in sentiment, but has twentyfive saloons because Lincoln is a rival of Omaha in the jobbing business
and it is afraid to be "dry" when
Omaha is "wet." Lincoln would
rather be "dry," having experienced
two years of it, if Omaha would consent to be "dry," too.
The World-Herald of Omaha is
"wet." The Bee is "wet," too. The
News "is "dry," and will not accept
whisky advertisements, but does
print the paid arguments of the liquor men against prohibition. In
Lincoln the Journal and News are
"dry" and the Star "wet." The majority of country newspapers are
"dry."
Liquor men are waging their fight
through "The Prosperity League."
This league is covering the state with
literature arguing prohibition ruins

business. It cites principally Kansas
as an example of how prohibition
blights everything it touches.
According to the "Prosperity League,"
Kansas jails, insane asylums and
poorhouses are overflowing with inmates, banks are empty, illiteracy
and crime run wild, grass grows in
the streets and there is no business
at all in Kansas, just because there
are no saloons there.
Billy Tells the Pacts
It was fun to hear Billy Sunday
take the hide off the "Prosperity
League" and its arguments, first he
showed its officers owned saloons
and breweries.
"The arguments of the Prosperity
league are all lies," he shouted, and
then he gave the actual facts from
Kansas, the statistics furnished by
Governor Capper.
"In Kansas there is not a newspaper that will carry a beer or
whisky advertisement," he said in
his speech here last night. "And in
Kansas City is one of the greatest
newspapers in all the world, the Star,
that you couldn't get a beer or
whisky advertisement in if you went
with a million dollars to buy it."
Then he gave, the real facts about
Kansas, how it has thirty-eight
counties without a pauper; sixty-five
counties that did not have a man in
jail all last year; ninety-six counties
without a drunkard; of its 220 millions of dollars in savings bank deposits; of how, when New York was
on the financial rocks, Kansas sent 55
million dollars to keep her out of thepoorhouse.
"If there is a heaven for fools the
fellow who thinks the saloon helps
business will be on the front s_eat,"
he said. He told how prohibition
had helped business in Oregon.
"The man who will vote for the
saloon is as low down as the saloon
and the newspaper that supports the
saloon is as low down as the saloon.
Last year twenty-four thousand saloons were voted out in this country.
Prohibition is the one great issue
from the Atlantic to the Pacific. The
whisky men know the roof is about
to fall in on their heads and I have
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devoted my life to knocking the
props out." And winding up he said:
"I'm going to go up and down this
country fighting the saloon until hell
freezes over and then I'll put on
skates and chase 'em on the ice."
Sounds familiar, doesn't it?
IS MANS

LEAD IN WAR ON
LIQUOR
A Deadwood, S. D., dispatch, dated
Aug. 2B, says: In the opinion of
Abraham Red Wing, James Two
Dogs, Simon Antelope and Sam Big
Kagle the rum dragon is on its last
ten or twelve legs in the Dakotas.
The aforementioned loud voiced
prophets have reached this conclusion after talking for three days and
in no uncertain manner to the largest
Sioux temperance congress ever held
in America.
For 72 hours the vast gathering
listened without a blink of sleep to
what the wild orators mentioned
above think of rum, by and large, and
at the end of that time there was not
a theoretical thirst on the Crow Creek
reservation.
As is rather well known the Sioux
are excitable, both as a result of their
natural bent and what has happened
to them in the dear dead past, 'i herefore, the temperance meeting was one
of the wildest night songs imaginable and the speakers had to use all
the Sioux words of counsel available
to prevent a medicine dance or some
similar uncivilized outburst from
developing.
For days before the beginning of
the long period of oratory the Indians from distant districts gathered
and soon the little Indian Presbyterian church was overflowing, a
great pavilion of rushwood and poles
was packed to capacity and it became necessary to put up thousands
of tepees all facing the steps of the
church. Then the ultra patient listeners; many of whom did not care
to drink anything anyway listened to
7 2 hours' worth of reasons why they
shouldn't. Furthermore, when the
speakers had drunk their ice water
or were forced to rest for a moment
to force their jaws back into position
a troupe of young braves sang Sioux
songs. Lo, the poor listeners.
It is expected that the congress
will have a very important effect upon the coming "dry" election.
PROM BOOZE TO MILK
The American Magazine tells how
some of the great industries in this
country, recognizing that a man who
drinks beer or whisky is not a good
workman and is more liable to accidents than one who does not drink,
are trying to win them away from
that habit by getting them to drink
milk instead.
The Illinois Steel company, employing thousands of men, has put
electric signs throughout its plants
asking this question: "Did booze
ever do you any good—help you to
get a better job—contribute to the
happiness of your family?"
Other s'gus notify men that the
company does not want them to drink
beer or whisky and warns them that
if they persist in it they will lose
their jobs. The company sends men
through the plant selling milk at
cost in the hope that it will be drunk
instead of liquors.
The West Steel Casting Company
of Cleveland has put refrigerators
throughout its plant and keeps them
filled with fresh, cold milk, which
the men can buy at cost. The men
used to go to saloons to eat their
noon luncheon. 'Now they eat it out
doors in the shade and drink milk
witHSIt.
The South Works plant, of the
Illinois Steel Company began selling
milk <o its workmen at cost s!x
months ago. It sells fourteen hun-
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dred quarts a day. Fourteen saloons
near the plant were forced to close
for lack of trade.
Best of all, the men in all those
plants have learned that milk gives
invigorating and lasting strength
and they have noticed a great benefit
in the change from booze to milk,—
Kansas City Star.
CITY SNUBS ITS BREWERIES
Milwaukee apparently is trying to
tell the world that it is famous for
something besides beer.
In front of the Adelphia hotel the
Milwaukee delegates to the advertising convention have stretched a
banner calling attention to the industries of their city.
One reads that they produce 75
million dollars in iron, steel and
machinery each year; 45 million
dollars in packed and prepared
meats; 43 million dollars in leather
and leather products, and so on.
There isn't a word about the Milwaukee breweries.
Talk to the forty delegates from
that city to the convention arid you'll
notice the same thing. They'll throw
up their hats over their "largest
tanneries"—and not a word about
beer. They'll become enthusiastic
over their three thousand manufacturing plants, without mentioning
the breweries.
Talk to a member of the Milwaukee Ad club, and he'll fill your ear
full of the wonderful achievement of
—not full page booze ads, but a
church advertising campaign.
Literature boosting Jlilwaukee
displays the same attitude.
Banks
publish folders advertising the city
as a home for business men and
omit mention of the breweries. There
isn't a placard or a printed page at
the convention on Milwaukee's
beer.—Philadelphia North American.
BREWERIES NOW MAKE FRUIT
JUICE
In the campaigns for prohibition
in Oregon and Washington the liquor
interests pointed to the big brewing
plants which would be closed, and
the hundreds of men who would be
thrown out of work if those states
became dry, and that argument had
influence with many voters. But prohibition came in both these states
and this is what happened:
You have seen in The Star a page
advertisement of "Loju," a new fruit
juice. That is a product of the breweries of Oregon and Washington.
Leopold F. Schmidt, founder and
owner of great breweries in Olympia,
Salem and Bellingham, saw that prohibition was coming. He believed in
the future of fruit juices and he organized a company and before the
prohibitory law went into effsct he
stopped making beer and equipped
his three brewery planks to make
"Loju," the juice of loganberries and
"Appleju," the juice of ripe apples.
The new fruit juices were liked by
the public, the demand grew, the
business prospered and now, instead
of ,bcing closed, the three breweries
are running at full capacity and more
men are employed than formerly.
And these men have the pride of
knowing that they are in a clean
business which is a benefit instead of
a curse to mankind. —■ Kansas City
Times.
A KANSAS LINE BARS LIQUOR
A Wichita, Kas., dispatch, dated
Aug. 26, says: The Arkansas Valley
Interurban, with headquarters here
and extensions to Newton, Halstead
and Hntchinson, decided today to
take no shipments of liquor. R. B.
Campbell, general manager for the
road, in response to an inquiry from
the county attorney of Reno county,
sa-'d that no liquor of any kind would
be handled by the interurban as
freight.

BOOZE AND MACHINERY
The liquor man says to the prohibitionist: "You have no right to interefere with my personal liberty to
drink if I want to, any more than
you have the right to say what I
shall and shall not eat."
There was a time when a man
could get drunk and not be likely to
harm anyone but himself and his
family. But that was before machinery became such a large part of
our lives. A drunken man might
drive a horse through a-street crowded with other horses and not damage himself or anyone else; but a
drunken man in a motor car in a
street crowded with other hurrying
motor cars becomes a veritable
death angel. A drunken man might
drive a stage coach filled with passengers and all arrive safely. But a
drunken man at the engine throttle,
or asleep in the signal tower, is a
different thing. A drunken blacksmith in the old days would simply
spoil a few horseshoes, and maybe
give his wife a black eye. But now
a drunken factory hand can ruin
thousands of dollars' worth of machinery and endanger lives of fellow
workmen.
John Barleycorn has no business
fooling with machinery, and when
he tries to do it the "personal liberty" of everyone is interfered with,
and that is one big reason why business is against him. —■ Kansas City
Star.
BOOZE CUTS OFF -INHERITANCE
Astabula,-Qv—Peter Walstrom, 60,
heir to $30,000, died a pauper and
his body probably will be buried at
the expense of the township.
Heart disease, said to have been
brought on by overdrinking, was assigned as the cause of death.
Eighteen or twenty years ago his
father, living in Stockholm, Sweden,
died and bequeathed his son $30,000
with the understanding that it was
to be held in trust for him until he
gave up drinking. The liquor habit,
however, had too close a hold and he
never got the money. — Cincinnati
Commercial-Tribune.
PLACE BAN ON BOOZE IN CITY
CEMETERIES
A Columbus, Ind, dispatch . says:
In an effort to help in a crusade
against vice here, the city council
today passed an ordinance prohibiting the drinking of intoxicating liquors in the graveyards of the city.
A TRIBUTE TO MR. BRYAN
Farewell, Mr. Bryan. No one who
hears Mr. Bryan in his chautauqua
stunts this year, and notes the comments and expressions of the audience can help but realize that this is
his farewell tour. The News doubts
if W. J. Bryan will ever again appear
at a chautauqua in southern Minnesota, at least as a headliner.
He
does not seem to elicit favorable
comment from the pacifist, the jingoist or the hard-headed business man.
Bryan has had his day, his star is
far down on the western horizon.—
Norfield News.
It is astonishing that a paper of
the high standing of the News
should publish such a baseless misrepresentation.
Wherever he goes.
Mr. Bryan is greeted by thousands of
sincere and attentive listeners.
At
Mankato the great tent was packed
to its capacity with earnest, thinking
people, who sat and stood under the
magic spell of his oratory till 1:30
in the morning, awaiting till nearly
midnight for his coming: At Sioux
Falla a storm had cut off communication and five thousand admirers
remained till 2 a.m., and needless fo
say Mr. Bryan did not disappoint!
them. We heard him at Estherville i
on a hot afternoon, and of the thou-!
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sands who occupied the hard and
uncomfortable seats not a persoa
left till the very close, and not then,
till they had grasped his willing
hand. The things Bryan says, the
life he leads, the principles he stands
for, make for the betterment of the
world and 'the improvement of society. He is a tremendous power for
good and those who would belittle
Irm, to put it mildly, make a mistake—make a great mistake.—Fairmont (Minn.) Sentinel.
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Story of Woman Suffrage in
Colorado

[John Brisben Walker
York American]

in

New

I have had an opportunity to see
the workings of woman suffrage at
close range in Colorado. I can say
that if ever a commonwealth had

reason to rejoice, it is Colorado that
she has woman suffrage.
Here is the situation: Man suffrage
had enslaved Colorado through the
operations of certain powerful interests combined for private gain. They
had obtained such complete control
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worth buying. Devoted to an Idea,
VOI T2 *ts devotion had in it sublime heroism. He would
be heard. The world heard him. When
he died, flags flew in his honor where
once he had been mobbed. This record of him is
inspiring.

-1
Save $8 On This Set
We are offering these 12
fine volumes at the special
price of $10—a 44% reduction from the regular price
of $18 at which thousands
of sets have been sold. You
need not pay a penny down.
Merely ask to see the books
on approval. They will
come, carnage prepaid, and
you may have five days*
free examination. If the
books do not prove satisfactory, you * may return
them at our expense. If you
decide to keep them, send
us $1, and then $1 each
month until $10 is paid.

»-•••.

FUNK & WAGNALLS COMPANY
354-360 Fourth Avenue, New York
Gentlemen:"-Please send me for examination, carriage charges prepaid.
Great Americans (12 volumes), bound
in cloth. If, after five days' examination, I decide to keep the set, I agree
to send you J1.00 as first payment and
Jr.00 per month until the balance of
fo.oo is paid (making $10.00 in all). If
the books are unsatisfactory, I am at
liberty to return them at your expense,
within five days, and I will owe you
nothing.
Commoner

Post-Otficc .

The Finest Kind of Books
to put into the hands of growing boys and girls or to fill
the reading hours of thoughtful men and women. A
knowledge of suchbiography
is the most valuable education in the world; it makes
forculture, an understanding
of human aspiration; it is a
source of inspiration to more
and higher achievement. You
need this set in your library
—send the coupon, with no
money, and get the booksfor
free examination. Remember, you are under no obligation if the books arenotsatisfactory. Mail form to-day

of the office.) and of the election machinery that the situation seemed
hopeless.
Woman suffrage was allowed by
this combination to slip through, because they believed the fool story
that only the women of the red light
districts would cast their votes, and
the red light vote and its repeaters
were part of their political machinery.
But from the hour that women's
votes began to be cast conditions
changed for the better. Public utility corporations could threaten and
scare their employes into voting for
their evil purposes, but they could
not intimidate the wives and daughters.
One law after another bettering
conditions was put upon the statute
books. Finally came the initiative,
referendum and recall, which took
government out of the hands of as
absolute a set of bosses as ever co■_
trolled a state, and restored power
to the people's votes.
Corrupt judges awoke to the menace of their situation. The combination of selfish interests against the
people had
been
extraordinarily
strong.
Every corporation bribing the
state and city governments for unjust privileges had combined with all
that was vicious within the commonwealth.
The gamblers, the red light voters,
and the repeaters were all part of
their machinery. They kept a mayor
in office for long years by the most
high-handed violations of law.
But finally, one stormy day, ten
thousand women assembled in the
state capitol grounds and under the
falling snow vowed to oust the corrupt city administration and establish a commission form of government.
And they did it.
It is the women who have brought
to Mr. Rockefeller the knowledge
that the power of his extensive interests in Colorado was being used
to cover the evil deeds of as ruthless
a gang as ever attempted to ruin a
Today Colorado embraces as a
whole
more
well-governed
little
cities and towns than are to be found
in any other state. Its public schools
are of the highest type. Its people
are intelligent and anxious for what
is right.
And by the aid of woman suffrage
the powerful combinations of unjust
privileges, with aH their evil nangers-on, are being slowly but s'eadily pushed into the background.
No wonder that every combination
of wrong is today opposing '."iman
suffrage for New York. They have
been taught to fear woman suffrage
by the results in Colorado, and m
those of the western states where a
higher civilization is steadily making
its way under the benign influence
of women's votes.
One more word: Suffrage m Colorado has exercised an elevating and
ennobling effect upon womanhood.
The women of today study governmental problems.
They are better
informed and have better ideals of
government than any like number of
men to be found in New York state.
Woman suffrage, which after all
is but the granting of a just right
has blessed alike those upon whom it
was bestowed and the communities
by which it was-bestowed.
StupidHy, prejudice, ignorance and
the combination of all the vicious
elements may possibly defeat it. in
New York and New Jersey, but it is
so eminently just and right that it
will only be a little while until, it
shall prevail in all the states of the
union.
.
,
..,,,„
Indeed, it will only be a little
while until our children will be wondering, as they read the hist or v of
this movement, that any man of intelligence or real manhood could
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have been found who could have
dreamed of withholding this right
from his mother, wife, sister or
daughter.
THE MAINE ELECTION
Following is an Associated Press
dispatch:
Portland, Me., Sept. 12. — The
largest vote in the history of Maine
was cast at the state election yesterday.
The total vote will approximate 150,000. In the last presidential
year and two years ago, it fell below
142,000.
The receipts today of the vote
from the border and a few isolated
towns increased the pluarlity of Carl
E. Milliken over Governor Oakley C.
Curtis, democrat, from the indicated
figures of 13,000 last night to 13,800.
Indicated pluralities for the other
republican candidates were confirmed
by a revision of the vote. The republicans have solid delegations in
both branches of congress and will
easily control both houses of the
legislature. Vote of Maine national
guardsmen in Texas was proportionate.
The revised vote for governor,
United States senators and congressmen follows:
Governor:
Milliken, republican,
79,902; Curtis, democrat, 66,547.
United States senators:
Hale, republican, 78,044; Fernald,
republican, 79,368; Johnson, democrat, 68,273; Sill, democrat, 66,832.
Congressmen:
Goodall,
republican,
19,7 32;
Stevens, democrat, 16,103; WhUe,
republican,
19,157;
McGillicuddy,
democrat, 18,770; Peters, republican,
21,800; Bunker, democrat, 18,277;
Hersey, republican, 15,0 66; Pierce,
democrat, 11,013.
AN EARLY RISER
Farmer Bi-ovr.i 5,'uu Farmer Jones
were near neighbors, and many a dispute took place as to who was the
earlier riser.
One day Farmer
Brown determined to put the subject to a test. Rising very early one
morning he proceeded to visit his
friend about four o'clock. Great was
his astonishment when he saw Mrs.
Jones hanging out the clothes.
"Farmer Jones about?" he asked.
"Well," replied the lady, "he was
the first' part of the mornin', but I
dunno where he is now." — Sunday
School Advocate.
SOMEWHERE IN INDIANA
There's some place they call Somewhere in each battle-shadowed
land;
In far-off France or desert waste beyond the Rio Grande.
But in mv own glad vision lies a
Somewhere fair and free—■
Somewhere in Indiana.
Ah, that's
where enough for me!
The shrapnel I've no fear of is the
orchard's dripping dew,
Our trenche- are the valleys with
glad rivers rippling through.
The gases 11 are fragrant, sweet with
essence of the rose,
And Verdun here is any hill where
wild Sweet William grows.
Our men-of-war are, fleecy clouds
that sail an azure sea _
As fair as old Muscatatuck and calm
as Kankakee.
That fiery curtain over there is not
for foes onpresced,
But. Indiana's golden sun parading
down the west.
We march a'.ong the open road, our
tents are stately trees:
Our- airships are the bobolinks, the
thrush.?? and the bees.
Each heart's a wireless stafon,
though but one dispatch is sen*i
"Peace holds all Indiana with its
£rmv of Contei '.!"
_ W. M. Herschell, in Indianapoli3
News.
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Two Social Justice Platforms
[From the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.]
The so-called "social and industrial
Justice" plank of the bull moose national platform of 1912 was as follows:
"We pledge ourselves to work unceasingly in state and nation for:
"The fixing of modern safety and
health standards for the various occupations.
"The prohibition of child labor;
minimum wage standards for working women to provide a living wage
in all industrial occupations.
"The general prohibition of night
work for women and the establishment of an eight-hour day for women and young persons.
"One day's rest in seven for all
wage workers.
"The eight-hour day in continuous
24-hour industries.
"The abolition of the convict contract system.
"Publicity as to wages, hours and
conditions of labor, etc.
"We pledge our party to establish
a department of labor with a seat in
the cabinet."
This plank, dictated by Mr. Roosevelt to get back into office again,
contains few specifications to which
he had committed himself when he
held the presidency and possessed the
presidency's power of accomplishment.
How "unceasingly" he and
some other Bull Moosers were prepared to "work for" them is seen by
the promptness with which the whole
platform was abandoned when he
judged his political interests would
be better served by a return to the
republican fold.
But the Wilson platform, not of
social justice promises, but of accomplished social justice actualities,
includes the important declaration of
the Clayton law that "the labor power of a human being is not a corncommodity or an article of commerce."
It includes the appointment, under a law initiated by a democratic
house, of the first secretary of labor
who sat in the federal cabinet.
It includes a drastic law prohibiting child labor by forbidding passage
to the products of such labor across
state lines.
It includes a federal compensation
act now in the advanced stages of
legislation.
It includes the passage of a law
greatly ameliorating the condition of
American seamen, a law whose beneficial influence has already extended
to the merchant marines of other nations.
Contrast the abandoned Roosevelt
declaration for an eight-hour day for
women and children and plans operating continuously for 24 hours with
Mr. Wilson's declaration for eight
hours for all workers:
"I have recommended concession
of the eight-hour day—that is, the
substitution of an eight-hour day for
the present 10-hour day in all the
existing practices and agreements. I
made this recommendation because I
believe the concession right.
The
eight-hour day now undoubtedly has
the sanction of the judgment of society in its favor and should be
adopted as a basis for wages, even
where the actual work to be done
can not be completed within eight
hours."
Through the platform of promises runs a theory of beneficent paternalism, of guardianship over the
weaker and more unfortunate members of the industrial army, of policies framed to meet the exceptional
casas only.
The platform of accomplishment,

while making even gTeater provision
in this direction, has as its theory the
doing of true social justice by adding to the dignity and rewards of labor, by giving it increased strength
to stand alone, by lessening its dependence through making it more
independent.
We all of us have long appreciated
how immeasurably the eight-hour
day would enlarge the opportunities
and widen the horizon of the ambitious toiler. If we have exaggerated
the difficulties in the way of its general adoption, those difficulties are
admittedly very great.
It took courage in a President of
the United States to declare for it so
unequivocally. A president knows
even better than the average citizen
the power of wealth, the archaic
prejudices of many large employers,
the tenacity and resourcefulness of
big business.
But in his declaration Mr. Wilson
struck a heavy blow at socialistic
propaganda in the current year. Mr.
Benson will hardly poll that 1,500,000 votes. He may be satisfied if he
commands the usual Debs support.
STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES
Chas. W. Masterson, democratic
candidate for congress, presents the
following statement of principles
for the consideration of the voters of
the 4th district, state of Washington:
I believe in the principles of free
government, and as the democratic
party, in my opinion, affords the
best present medium through which
these principles may find expression,
I pledge fealty to that party and
support of its platform.
I believe that Woodrow Wilson is
"the man of the hour." That the
present administration has lived up
to its pre-election pledges, satisfied
every reasonable demand and justifies renewed confidence and support.
I will, if elected, without subserviency, sustain the President.
The recent mobilization of our
national guard has demonstrated the
inadequacy and inefficiency of our
military establishment. Experience,
no doubt, will point out its defects
and suggest the remedy. Congress
should, by general appropriation, and
by statute, stand back of the Executive in an earnest endeavor to afford
just that degree of military preparedness that would afford a "first
line of defense" in time of stress,
and yet not be a menace in time of
peace.
I believe in the conservation of
natural resources. Will, if elected,
earnestly endeavohr to secure a more
just, therefore larger, share of federal aid in the reclamation of our
arid domain and reforestation of
our denuded timber lands.
The experience of the state of
Washington has exemplified the wisdom of universal suffrage. I will,
therefore, favor the submission of
an amendment to the federal constitution, extending the franchise to
women.
I served in the 13th and 14th
general legislative assembly, and am
willing to stand on the record made
therein—"the man who never missed
a roll call or dodged an issue."
SURPLICE AND SURPLUS
A minister came to the Episcopal
church, at Williamsport, Pa., to
speak.
"Do you wish to wear a surplice?"
asked the rector.
"Surplice!" cried the visitor. "Surplice! I am a Methodist. What do I
know about surplices? All I know
about is a deficit!" — New York
Evening Post.

Does Prohibition Prohibit?
GOVERNOR CAPPER OF KANSAS SAYS IT DOES
He Also Says the So-Called "Nebraska Prosperity League is a Common Liar
Here is one more positive answer to the lies which the "Nebraska Prosperity League" has been publishing about conditions in
Kansas. Governor Capper ought to know something about Kansas.
Hear him:
STATE OF KANSAS
ARTHUR CAPPER, GOVERNOR
TOPEKA
August 19, 1916.
Mr. W. T. Thompson, Nebraska Dry Federation,
Ganter Building, Lincoln, Nebraska.
Dear Sir:
"I have your letter of August 12th enclosing an article published by the Nebraska Prosperity League in the Omaha Bee and
Omaha World-Herald, in which I am quoted as making certain comment on the bootlegging liquor business in Kansas. This purported
interview with me is absolute fiction. I have made no such statements to the St. Louis Post-Dispatch or anyone else.
"Since this state closed its doors to the liquor business a neverending campaign of falsehood has been conducted by the liquor interests of eastern states. With scarcely an exception not one truthful assertion has been published by the whisky dealers about the
situation in Kansas. The wonder in my mind has always been what
strange sort of mentality is responsible for this particlular kind of
mendacity. I have marveled at the assurance which has led the liquor
interests to suppose that their vicious misrepresentations would not
be discovered untrue. So palpably false have been their charges as
to the operation of the prohibitory law in Kansas that liquor dealers' publicity has proved a boomerang in almost every state where
they have conducted that kind of a campaign.
"I am writing a letter to the Omaha papers informing them
that the advertisement of the Nebraska Prosperity League has no
foundation so far as I am concerned.
"Very respectfully,
(Signed)
"ARTHUR CAPPER, Governor."
The day of brewery deception in Nebraska is nearing the evening hours. The day of brewery debauchery of the politics of Nebraska is dying, and the dawn of the new day of Nebraska's freedom
from brewery control is very near. Perhaps the policy of lying on
part of the "Nebraska Prosperity League" is helping the day to
come sooner than expected.

THE PLATTE COUNTY (NEBR.) PROSPERITY LEAGUE
Organized to plead the cause of good government, and to brighten
the faces of the children whose lives have been blighted by the
curse of booze.—Published in the Columbus (Nebr.) Telegram.

Only

After Trial
and you keep the
Superb New Edison
/"ES, the great New Edisorf
with the new Diamond Stylus
reproducer and your choice of all the brand new
Diamond Amberol Records will be sent you on freorrU)
without m penny down. The finest, the best tb.it money can buy
at prices very, very much le.-s than the price at which imitations of the genuine Edison are offered—a rock-bottom offer direct from us. Send coupon now,

R@€kM&tt&m SB$m®t&ii^F
Hear all the latest up-to-date song hits of the big cities right in
your own home. Laugh at the funniest of minstrel shows. Entertain your family
and your friends with everythinar from Grand Opera to Comie Vaudeville—then if you choose
send the outfit back to us at our expense. If yon wish to keep Mr. Edison's superb new
instrument, send us only $1.00 after the free trial. Pay the balance on the easiest kind of
monthly payments. Don't miss this wonderfully liberal offer. Send the coupon now.

Our New Edison
Catalog Sent Free /
Yonr name and address on a post card or a jetter J*
(or just this coupon) is enough. No obligations ^
in asking for the catalog. Get this offer— £
while this offer lasts. Write today.
f -NMM
f> K. BABSON, Edison Phonograph Dfst. >*
8d2*Edison Block

chicaeo,
' aso, Illinois
J
_♦
Canadian Office: 355 Portage Avc.. Winnipeg, Mao.
JT

f Ti» F. K. Babson, Eatson Phonograph Distr&ticrs
£
5026 Edison Block
.*.
Chicago, UL
Gentlemen:—Please eem. me your New Kdw»
Catalog and full particulars of your free tnej)
offer ou the new model fc'dison Phonograph.
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The Federal Rural Credits Act
paid off, the stock will be repurchased
from him.
The money the farmer borrows
will at first be supplied from the
capital stock of the farm loan banks.
The least amount to one borrower
will be $100, the greatest, $10,000.
As soon as the farm loan bank makes
loans enough, it will issue farm loan
bonds, secured by its own resources,
by the mortgages it holds, and by a
further liability on the part of the
borrowers. These bonds will bring
in the capital necessary to make*further loans. The loans will run from
five to forty years, and will be met by
payments at stated intervals, which
will include the interest, the expense
of administration and a percentage
of the principal. It is probable that
the total payment will not exceed the
interest payment now required in
most parts of the country.
Tho farmer who borrows today
borrows for five years, and his whole
loan comes due at once. The farmer
under the new law will borrow for
forty years—if he so desires—and
his loan will come due in many
small installments.
Tho farm loan
bonds will be free of all taxes, just
as United States bonds are now. The
farmer-borrower will be, himself, an
owner of bank stock and a member
of a farm loan association, which he
•/1/VD SAY//VG /VOTWNG- /
will help conduct; he will thus be
—Kansas City Post.
receiving a practical financial training of great value, and will be carrying his share of responsibility—
And the in- tary of the New York congestion
expressed in a direct liability — for in his neighborhood.
farm loans made by his association vestor desiring to Invest in farm committee, quoted statistics provided
loans will no longer buy individual by the Jewish immigration and inmortgages in odd sums, taking, him- dustrial aid society of New York:
"On the whole, we would not feel
self, the chance of the security proving sufficient. He will buy bonds se- warranted in advising any man to
cured by the capital stock of the buy a farm unless he had a minimum
land banks, the farms mortgaged and capital of $1,000. Even then he will
a definite stockholders' liability be- need our assistance. Without it
side. These bonds will be free of $1,500 to $2,000 is little enough.
For Limited Time to New or Renewing Subscribers
all taxes, which will make them de- The same holds good even in homesirable investments, and they can be steading on government land where
bought in round sums—say $100 the land costs nothing."
each.
In other words, it is a risk for a
How many farmers in the United man to undertake farming with a
States have worked too hard, seen mortgaged outfit.
their wives breaking under tho strain
But there is a more obscure cause
-of long hours and few conveniences, for the difficulties of the poor farmkept the boys out of college and im- er. Though little understood, It
poverished their land, in order to reaches very far. ' It is inflated land
meet a five-year mortgage drawing values, and the concentration of ownhigh interest? How would those ership of the farm lands of the counfarmers have regarded a proposition try.
to reduce the interest from one-third
table compiled by the secretary
Address Orders to THE COMMONER, Lincoln, Nebr. i to one-half, lengthen the period from of Aagriculture
on the basis of figures
five years to 40, with the privilege of from the census of 1910 covers 878.paying out in less time, and pay the 798.325 acres of farm land.
principal by small installments inThis area is alloted and held as
stead of at the end of the term?
The rural credits act makes this follows:
1.0 per cent in farms under 20
change.
There Is nothing exclusive In the acres.
new system. The states will still be
5.2 per cent in farms of 20 to 49
free to develop state rural credit acres.
systems, as Missouri is now doing,
11.7 per cent in farms of 50 to 99
and the two will no more conflict acres.
than our national banks and state
5 3.6 per ce-t in farms of 100 to
banks conflict in Missouri today.— 499 acres.
9.5 per cent in farms of 500 to 999
St. Louis Republic.
acres.
19.0 per cent in farms of 1,009
"BACK TO THE FARM"
acres and over.
The man ..-ho has made millions
Landlordism, the curse of the old
I have three eligible residence lots in San
and the man who is down and out world, is now in the making in this
have a common vision of joy. It Is country. The Crosser colonizataion
Diego, California, wheh I desire to sell. Or
to go "back to the farm." But as a bill is one of our first attempts to
rule, only the millionaire takes the defeat it.
will trade them for real estate of equal value
trip, says the Shreveport Times.
"Until we tax land values more
Just why the penniless man can heavily and transfer taxes from
near Lincoln, Nebraska, Miami, Florida, or
seldom succeed as an agriculturist buildings and all other improve-"
even by taking up government land ments to land values, farming will
Asheville, North Carolina.
has been worked out by the New be increasingly unprofitable," said
York congestion committee. The in- March to the house committee on
formation appears in relation to the I labor, recently.
For terms and price apply to
Crosser colonization bill now before
"The proposed rural credits plan,
congress. This bill is designed to i insofar as they would lower interest
assist farmers and to protect them j rates to farmers, would tend to infrom exploitation by land and money flate land values, but this danger is
sharks.
also prevented in the lands under the
Speaking on this bill before the supervision of the colonization board,
house committee on labor, May 18, by the provisions of the Crosser
Benjamin a Marsh, executive secre- bill."

The federal rural credits act is one
of the outstanding achievements of
the present congress.
Why are average interests rates
paid by American farmers on mortgage loans one-third higher in the
staio where they are lowest than the
average rates paid by the Gorman
farmer, and in some states more than
twice as h'gh? Because farm loans
in this country are made direct from
the individual lender to the individual farmer, run for only five years
and are subject to heavy fees for appraisals, inspections, etc., on account
of the short time, odd amounts and
lack of system.
The new act provides for the formation of twelve land banks.
The
capital will be subscribed by the national government, if not taken
otherwise. (This merely insures the
starting of the banks; a like provision was inserted into the federal reserve act.) Farmers desiring farm loans will form farm-loan
associations, which will borrow for
their members, from the farm loan
bank, the amount of their loans. The
farm loan association must consist
of at least ten members, who must
be borrowers. Tho assoc:at.; >h \
elect officers, pass on the security of
the land offered, make appraisals and
inspections. Each borrower will subscribe for stock in the farm loan
bank to the amount of 5 per cent of
his loan. This will not be paid In
cash, but will be added to the amount |
of his loan, and when the loan is i
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THE COMMONER and Thrice-aWeek NEW YORK WORLD, both
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CROWDS HEAR
ROBINS, BAKER
AT COLISEUM

Baker Tells M. A.A.
U. S. Must Mobilize
Forces lor Defense

Secretary of War Ifewton D. Baker
yesterday noon at the Missouri Athletic
Association told about 1000 St, Louis business and professional men that before
becoming a cabinet officer he believed a
Btanding army was a menace to free institutions and that the professional soldier desired war. He said he found the
United States soldier did not desire war.
Baker said the time had come to
"mobilize all the forces of the country
for the qommon defense." He was a
guest of the members' conference of the
Business Men's League and filled one of
two St. Louis speaking dates President
Wilson canceled on account of the death
of his sister.
"As a civilian," said the secretary of
war, "I believed a standing army was a
menace to free institutions, and that the
professional soldier desired war. But I
want to make a confession. I have found,
as secretary of war, that the entire
United States army, from the commanding general to the last enlisted private,
does not desire war.
"I know of no body of men who have
a more, singular devotion to duty than
the army, and no body of men who
would be more willing to lay down their
lives for their country."
The changed conditions of warfare in
HuropB were referred to by the secretary, who said trench fighting had done
away with all the old theories of flanking. He said when Europe went to war
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker
every man, woman and child in the naand Raymond Robins, former Pro- j tions involved in the struggle went into
war also.
«
gxessive leader, addressed a big meet"We at present are the greatest coming last night In the Coliseum under
mercial nation in the world, but the time
the auspices of the National Associahas come when there must be power on
the part of the government to mobilize
tion of Life Underwriters of America.
all the torces of the country for the comBaker discussed the labor question, as
mon defense," Baker continued.
relating to life insurance, and asserted
the United States, through its individual
citizens, was . underwriting the life and
liability insurance of the world. Both
speakers agreed Europe would be at a
great disadvantage, commercially, regardless of the outcome of the war, and
that a wonderful opportunity thereby
piesents itself to America.
Raymond Robins, chairman of the ProRobins detailed his political experigressive National Convention in Chicago
ences, his support of Roosevelt as
last June, in an address at a luncheon
against Taft. He urged Progressives to
of the City Club yesterday, declared it
support Hughes. He was applauded on
Charles Evans Hughes is elected he will
this point.
be the "freest president since WashingThe recently enacted eight-hour railton." This is true, Robins said, because
road law was defended by the secretary
Hughes was nominated without incurring
of war. He went into detail as to this
any political obligations.
law.
Robins condemned the action of President Wilson in the railroad strike issue
as unfair and illegitimate. The president, he said, made improper use of the
just and proper sentiment in behalf of
the eight-hour day, by using it to bring
about a change which did not establish
an eight-hour day for the railroads, but
only changed their basis of pay from ten
to eight hours.
This change, Robins said, gave a 25 per
cent increase to a highly-organized body
of men at the expense of the genera!
public. The president's action, he said,
was a blow at the principle of arbitration-

Former Progressive Leader
aud Secretary of War Are
Principal bpeakers at Underwriters' Meeting.

WILSON ATTACKED,
THE;N DEFENDED

Wage Increase Denounced as
Unfair Blow to Arbitration—Mobilization for Defense Termed Necessary.

Robins Telh City Club
Wilson Was Unfair
in Railroad Dispute

ST. LOUIS REPUBLIC.
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iaker Pleads for Courageous Peace
Backed by Patriotism in Addresses
OECRETARY of War Who Comes to St. Louis as
Secretary of War Delivers ^ Guest of Life Underwriters and Makes Two AdSpeeches at M. A. A. to dresses, i
>
Business Men's League and
National Life Underwriters at Coliseum.
BRINGS GREETINGS
FROM PRESIDENT

I ALT!
I MEETING!

Voices Belief Las,t World's
War Is Now Being Fought
—Deals with Rapid
Growth of Insurance and
Its Importance to Public.
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Man Knocks Bottle From HandAct Believed Result of Tangled
Love Affair.

Newton D. Baker, Secretary of
"War, addressing the National Association of Life Underwriters at
the Coliseum last night, predicted
that the last world's war was being fought and that henceforth
reason and not force would settle
all disputes of nations.

As Miss Grace Mulligan, 18 years!
old, 2626 Gamble street, knelt at thel
mourners' bench In the Holiness Gos-I
pel tent. Twenty-second and Locust|
streets, last night, she swallowed carbolic acid.
A man kneeling beside her knocked!
the bottle from her hand. She had I
taken about half an tfunce. At the|
City Hospital she refused an explanation.
A troubled love affair with a youngl
man she met at the tent is believed |
to have caused her despondency.
Re'v. Melvin Pratz had finished hlsl
appeal to "come and be saved." Sister!
D. Wharton was leading a hymn, I
when the girl got up from a seat in]
the rear and came down the aisle
with bowed head. As she knelt she
said something inaud-lbly. An elderly
man stole a glance at her, saw the]
bottle and hit Miss Mulligan's hand.
Mrs. C. A. Bryan, 2626 Gamble street,
at whose home the girl roomed, said]
Miss Mulligan was of a quiet disposition and that pictures on the walls of j
her room Indicated she was religiously!
inclined. She said Earl Pratz, son of |
the minister, had visited her there. According to Mrs. Bryan, the girl's homej
is at Reece, Mo., and she had been|
employed at the Sayman Soap Company, 2117 Franklin avenue.
At the Pratz residence, 3103 Belli
avenue, it was said neither Pratz nor|
his son was at home.

Paradoxical as it may seem, the head
of America's great, growing- army delivered a preachment of peace. "I wish
I could go to an insurance office and
buy a policy which would insure this
world against war," he told the underwriters, "and then when this war is
over, let us make a league of all nations which will make it impossible
for any people to again disturb the
peace of the world. Then the best insurance policy the world has ever
known will have been taken out." '
Brings President's Greetings.
The Secretary of War, who filled the
[ engagement which President Wilson
was unable to keep, brought to the underwriters the President's personal
greetings. He found in St. Louis a
busy day, addressing a luncheon of the
Business Men's League at the Missouri Athletic Association at noon, and
j making an inspection trip to Jefferson
I Barracks in the afternoon.
Photograph ^snapped yesterday hy A. J. Lubbe, Republic Statf Photographer.
Three thousand persons greeted the
NEWTON D. BAKER
j Secretary at the Coliseum. Edwafd-A.
(Woods, president of the association,
I presided, and in introducing Secretary
Baker paid a high tribute to President
Wilson as one of the truest friends
the insurance men and the general
I public ever had. His reference to the
President brought forth a. continued
round of applause. He read a telegram of greetings from the Chief Executive.
*>
Robins Speaks.
Raymond Robins, former Progressive
Congratulates McCombs and Seabury,
leader of Chicago, occupied the speakers' platform with the Secretary, and
Predicts "United Body of Proin a brilliant address, following that
gressives Behind You,
of Secretary Baker, pleaded for a
LONG BRANCH, N. J., Sept. 20.—
frank meeting of the new social condi- Letter Says "Superman," SeekPresident of St. Louis Underwrit- Victory for the Democratic ticket in
tions faced by America. 'Japan, RCfssia and America will be the spokesing Work, Could Carry Out The
ers Said to Have Offers Fromi New York State in the November elecmen In the world's affairs for the next
tions was predicted by President Wil30 years," he said, "and America must
Republic's Proposal of 1913.
Four Insurance Concerns.
son to-night, following the receipt of
act if she expects to retain the place
returns from the primaries yesterday.
which is rightly hers."
The President indicated his belief that
At the Coliseum Mr. Baker spoke, in A movement to build/r start a down*
W. E. Bilheimer, president of the Progressive, voters in New York will
part, as follows:
:
"The primary purpose of my being town tabernacle for hotel transients Life Underwriters' Association of St. support the Democrats.
Taking his first active part In the
in St, Louis to-niht is to convey to and strangers, as well as nonchurchthe members of this association,whose goers, suggested In 1913 by The Re- Louis, has tendered his resignation campaign, Mr. Wilson sent telegrams
guests you and I are, an expression of public, was revived yesterday in a let- to Vice President John B. Lunger of of congratulation to William F. Mcthe President's personal regret at His
New York as superintendent of agen- Coombs, the Democratic nominee of
the United States Senate, and to Judge
inability to be here. When the last af- ter to The Republic by William W.
fliction in his family, which has re- Steel, a business man, residing at the cies of the Equitable Life Assurance Samuel Seabury, the nominee for
Society.
Governor. The message to Mr. Mccently occurred, took place, I was telephoned from his ' summer home and Kendall Hotel, 4800 Lindell boulevard, Mr. Bilheimer is regarded as one of Combs follows:
"I congratulate you most warmly
asked to come, and the one particular who suggests that Rev. Dr. William J.
message with which I was charged Williamson is thefman to organize and the most successful organizers in the on your nomination by the Democrats
a
was that I should say to you, to the
United States, and it Is said he has of- of New York for the United States
people, of St. Louis and to the mem- popularize it.
fers from four other life insurance Senate. A united body of Progressive
bers of this association, that it was a Dr. Williamson himself remains nonvoters will be behind you,"
companies. His salary in the St. Lluls It was indicated to-night that conmatter of deep, personal regret that committal about his future plans.
S8BE
he could not be here to enjoy your Mr. Steel suggests "a hew and mod- office is $12,000 a year, with percent- tinued reference by Charles E.
hospitality and have the pleasure of ern building capable of seating about ages approximating $6,000, a total In- Hughes, the Republican nominee, to
I speaking face to face with you.
3,000 persons, in the vicinity of Fourthe settlement by the President of the
teenth and Olive streets, furnished come of $18,000 a year.
.
Insurance Construction.
recently threatened railroad strike has
*.V.
"I am sure we will all agree that comfortably and containing a first- The resl'gnation, which was filed led Mr. Wilson to determine to dethere is something constructive about class organ. Let evangelistic services August 18, was the talk of the.conven- vote much of his attention in his forth."■I the idea of insurance. Not merely that be hold there every Sunday morning
coming speeches to this subject He is
I] some of us—I hope all of us—-have and evening. A choirmaster and or- tion yesterday.
expected to outline his posfeion Satur■ yielded to the persuasion of the so- . ganist of the highest order would be Mr. Bilheimer Insisted that nothing day, when he speaks to more than 500
needed
to
drill
a
chorus
choir
and
to
IJ llcltor who has come to us, not merely
be said at present about his resigna- business men, who are expected to
that we have put on to the backs of develop congregational singing. He tion, as he wished to delay the an- make a pilgrimage to Shadow Lawn.
should
be
capable
of
giving
free
organ
these great companies our burden In recitals of the highest class of music nouncement for a while. Close friends
said his determination to take the acthe sense of provision for our fam- from time to time."
ilies, but Insurance as covering a wide Mr. Steel, speaking of The Republic's tion resulted from a little friction remultitude of fields; not merely life, suggestion in 1913, said: "After all garding a matter of policy. They said
but accident and fire, casualty and was said, the conclusion seemed to be officers of the Equitable were hope- Food, Clothing, Other Necessities and
misfortune of every kind, so that on that success of the plan depended up- ful he would reconsider and retain the
Iiuxuries Are Going Up.
the two or three occasions when burg- on a man, a superman, with the genius management of the St. Louis district,
lars have entered my house, and I have to organize and carry on the work. which embraces Missouri, Arkansas, CHICAGO, 111., Sept. 20.—Prices of
been told about it alter they had gens The matter was dropped, because no Iowa and Southern Illinois.
foods, clothes, luxuries and materials
I have had as my-flrst feeling one of such man came forward to do the The success of the St. Louis conven- have advanced alarmingly--within the
tion,
which
is
declared
to
be
the
greatlast year, according to a table of comdeep regret and sympathy for the in- work at that time."
est the National Association of Life parative prices published here to-day.
surance company, rather than any "To-day," continued Mr. Steel, "we Underwriters
has ever.held, Is attrib- Merchants and producers saj' prices
deep personal sense of loss.
know there is a man in St. Louis who uted largely to Mr. Bilheimer's efforts.
"And yet this Idea of insurance Is a is debating in his own mind what Mr. Bilheimer has been superintend- for food will be even higher this winprovision against the casualties of life, specific work he shall undertake to do. ent of Equitable agencies for four ter.
Every person feels the increased
against the misfortunes that overtake Thousands of people would rejoice to years.
price In virtually every purchase, it
see Dr. William J. Williamson take up
Continued on Page Two.
was said. Food prices vary, according
this plan and put it Into operation.
to quality and quantity. For the small
He could raise the necessary funds
purchaser at retail they are higher.
by popular subscription within a very
REGISTER
T0=DAY!
IT'S
The increases, however, have been
few days or weeks, and scores of reproportionate. Wholesalers said
ligious workers would flock to his
FINAL CHANCE TO QUALIFY fairly
canning houses all over the country
standard to assist in carrying 'on the
have announced their deliveries will
great and continuous evangelistic
O-DAY is your last chance be only one-third of the normal
work."
Dr. Williamson said Mr. Steel was
to register. Unless you amount. The vegetable crop, It was
Doming or boarding house,
declared, was only half what was exunknown to him, and declined to comlsiness basis, you naturalregister now you cannot pected.
ment on his letter.
pay its portion. Empty
vote at the presidential election in
|he profit of each that is
November.
The polls in the 500 precincts
The Republic Classified
throughout
the city will be open Chicago Institutions With Deposits of
touch with desirable peoWatson Urges Georgia Democratic
pard.
until 9 o'clock to-night.
$290,000 May Be Solvent.
Nominee to Oppose Indorsement.
[t the best places are adEverybody must register. All preCHICAGO, 111., Sept. 20.—Three adATLANTA,
Ga„
Sept.
20.—Thomas
ind they read the "Fur.nE. Watson, who in his anti-Jewish and vious registrations are void, and the ditional private banks closed to-day as
ls and Beard" advertisea result of the alarm of depositors of
anti-Catholic 'crusade, —as chiefly re_ books will be destroyed.
sne* iTrstitijtifvns following several
sponsible for the success of Hugh M.
Persons
who
are
more
than
50
failures and an investigation started Lem
Jjes. Phone The Republic
Dorsey, prosecutor of Leo M. Frank,
Department. Have a waitin the recent gubernatorial primary, miles distant from St. Louis, or ty the State's Attorney. The banks
lat might become vacant.
has made a demand on Dorsey that I who are too ill to go to the polls, were operated by W. H. Paisley and
sons, Oliver F., James T. and W.
there shall be no indorsement of may register November 1 by pre- his
W. Paisley.
President Wilson by the State DemoDeposits of the three North Side Incratic Convention, which meets Tues- senting proper affidavits.
aggregate $290,000, and in
day, to formally nominate Dorsey for
Every qualified voter who is in stitutions
the petition for a receiver the proGovernor and adopt a platform.
YOUR DRUGGIST IS OUR
St. Louis to-day and is physically prietors say the banks will pay every
AUTHORIZED AGENT,
Dorsey Is not in Georgia at present,
dollar of indebtedness. The receiver
but some of his friends assert he will able to go to the polls must register who
was appointed anounced after a
refuse to accede to the demands of or he will forfeit his vote.
partial examination that he believed
Watson
the banks were advent.
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THE ST. LOUIS REPUBLIC:

ARMY AND INSURANCE DISCUSSED
BY SECRETARY BAKER IN ADDRESSES
Continued From Page One.
».s, and we American people, more be summoned out of life's great opporthan any other in the world, are in- tunities into this terrible maelstrom of
suring the development and growth of disaster and hatred, and that the unthat idea in this country, affording one loveliest passions of mankind had to
of the most Btrlking developments of fill their breasts against their fellowur increasing civilization. In 1848 men, I think I would rather |hey
there were outstanding but $10,000,- should die now.
America's Position.
000 of life insurance, and now, about
"And so I am very anxious to find an
60 years later, there »re outstanding
$21,000,000,000 worth of life insurance. insurance policy for them.
"I do not suppose there is anybody
Helps Cast Out Fear.
"Now, what does insurance do? I in this room who isn't glad that the
speak, not of this financial provision, United States is not in that great war. ,
but one of the great things it does is We are glad on every account. We do j
to help us cast out fear. Every man not read the casualty lists. -Wc do not,
and every woman in this audience will have our boys in that great, slaughteragree that fear is the thing that makes ing struggle. But that is not iho cause
life a burden to the extent that it is a —even that high cause, is not the ,
burden. The wage earner who toils greatest cause of our rejoicing.
'We are glad that we are nol in the I
day by day and brings home at the
week's end his pay envelope, has al- European war because we, the greatest ,
ways the fear that the job may hot neutral nation in the world—in many 1
last. The man of business or man of ways the greatest nation in the world,
affairs, the manufacturer and the because, the financial power of the ,'
merchant, no matter how. prosperous world has passed across the sea and'i
his present may be, has the fears of taken up its residence here among us. \
his business always about him. And Because we have become the greatest I
the thing about life that we are al- >' the manufacturing and industiial
ways trying to overcome and cast out nations, the greatest of the civilized
nations. And we rejoice in n, not
is its fear.
"Now life insurance is one of the merely out of that ancient American |
great contributory eliminators of fear, desire to enjoy being large, but be- j
and when the young man has married cause this new access of greatness in
and set up his domestic establishment, our country gives us influence in the I
when he has insured his life and paid council chamber where that peace is
liis premium, he looits his family in to be made, and because America,when j '
the face, not as a family which may the nations of Europe sit down to |
be stricken down and totally destroyed make a peace, can Kay to them with a
by an accident happening to him, but voice of tremendous moral suasionand j
that fear is in part eliminated, and he almost of authority, 'Gentlemen of
looks w/ith more confidence to their Europe, you have now struggled, it out .1
\
j.
future and his own because of that among yourselves.'
"Let us make peace.. The United
provision. There is an enlargement,
and an extension of the personality, States helping, let us make a peace I
there is a freeing of the mind, and a that will rehabilitate the stricken peo- I
freeing of the limbs that comes from pie of Europe, raise the structure of j
feeling that provision has been made their civilization and tfieir culture, and
against the casualty that may over- make among us a league of all the na- {
tions wjiich will set the hand of mantake us..
kind acting in concert against any na- j
Provision In Advance.
"But insurance, however broad—if I tion which undertakes for an insuf- S
may draw a larger inference from this ficient cause, again to disturb the
idea;—looks to compensate for the evil peace of the world.
America to Impress Lesson.
after it has occurred. It is a fore"When this war is over America's
stalling, a provision in advance, against
the evil that may come. And as our triumphant position as the great neti- |
society has grown more and more con- tral moral force in the world as a com- j
gested, as more and more people have/ posite nation with its membership _
come to live in the United States and drawn, from all the nations of the «
that great asset of bur ancestors, the earth, devoting its mind and its con- m
neighborhood opinion, and neighbor- science to the single object of the wel- §
hood intimacy, has become less and fare .of mankind, is going to be able to 1
less possible to us, we have more and impress that lesson, and the net result,
more turned, I think, both to these under the providence of heaven, is go- 0
aggregate forms of assurance and in- ing.to be the largest idea that can be „
surance, and to this other thing, which deduced from this idea of insurance, 1
is the prevention.of the evil before it and that as a concert among the na- 1
occurs.
tions of the earth which will write for ™'
Wants Insurance Against- War.
the human race a policy of insurance rat
"And that, my dear friends, is life in- preventing war, giving to the peoples
surance from the other point of view, of this earth an opportunity under M
and that is a policy which society conditions of peace to work out a pro- 1
takes out, not to compensate but to gressive philosophy and program.
"One that will enlarge and beautlpreserve the life, the strength of the
nation. And if I may put in, by way fy life, and enoble human effort by §j
of parenthesis, that is a thing in giving to even the ieast of us the
wbich the War Department is pro- strength of all society in the develop- f
ment of the best talents, and the best |
foundly interested.
iB
"And now one further thought that possibilities that life has for us."
Japan and Russia.'
|™
1 want to draw from isurance. I wish
Robins, who followed Secretary Ba- gjj
I knew somewhere in the world some
I ker, after reviewing the remarkable
office to which I could go where I development of world affairs from a |
could take out a policy of insurance social standpoint, declared that the 1
against the .th,ing. happening to the "greatest hour in the story of the Ei
United States that is happening to Eu- world" had been struck. With the end
rope now.
of the European cataclysm, he said, B
"I know that I love my children and neither England, or Prance, Germany m
It may be that I am speaking more Lor Austria, could speak in the coun- I
strongly than I have strength to feel, ; cils of the nations fox' at ieast 30 years, H
but if I felt that so general a destruc- ! perhaps for a century.
tion of all that is beautiful and fine,
"Japan, with the old dream of m
and just in life was coming over this Caesar being dreamed agahi, and with
country when they come to manhood but one idea pervading its national gjj
and womanhood, and tnat they would life—-'Greater Japan'—will speak," he
declared, "and with tremendous force, i
Russia, just awakening to its possibilities, and with immense resources Ei
which will scarce be touched by the m
present war, will have much to say, |
he added.
"What of America?" he asked. With "
its manhood, with its resources, with U
its Christianity, he declared that it „
should raise its voice. But, he d.e- I
clared, that if that voice' was to be |
heard, conscientious study of its mis- II
sion and conscientious action would H
be necessary.
"*
The courageous peace of reason, H
backed by the spirit of individual pa- M
trlotism, capable of self-sacrifice, con- j§
stitutes the essential of American supremacy: In effect, this was the doc- 1
trine which Mr. Baker promulgated in H
an address to 1,100 members of the |
Business Men's League and the Na- I
tional Association of Life Underwrit- ES
ers in the Missouri Athletic Associa- m
tion in the afternoon.
H
The epigrammatic phrase which im- H
pressed the assembly most forcibly §
was that which struck fire as the cli- j
max of his appeal for self-sacrificing I
individual patriotism. "One way," he _
declared, "to foster this magnificent ■
spirit is to make our country worth til
loving." The Secretary had to pause |
long until the applause ceased.
Necessity of Preparation.
|
The underlying current of Mr. Ba- "
ker's address was the value of peace, n
but the necessity of being prepared for I
trouble. War is not what it used to I
be, he said. It was possible formerly "■
to wage conflict by sending fighting NH
units into the field, but conditions of
warfare have been revolutionized, and Kjj
now, in war, he declared, the whole I
nation fights. The mobilization of the |
industrial, commercial and financial
resources of a people are of practical- ■
ly equal importance with the contend- m
trig force and the implements and mu- I
nitions.
The speaker described the American
policy of preparedness, entailing an 0
adequate navy, a larger army and a '
national council for defense to effectu- K
ate the general mobilization of re- I
sources.
The Secretary was scheduled to tell m
of the Federal eight-hour law in his
noon speech, but he explained in an |j
interview that this subject would be I
discussed first by President Wilson. 11
The banquet hall of the Missouri
Athletic Association was packed, even 9
in the galleries, and it was an audi- _
ence of prominent life insurance offi- 1
cials from' all parts of the United 1
States and the leading manufacturers, m
business men and financiers of St. n
Louis. There was frequent applause. . ™
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fostum Cereal Co., Ltd.,
Battle Creck,Mich.,

"SIMPLY GH10E0 HER MIND"
Mother Explains Miss Mulvihill's j
Breaking Engagement to Wed.
Parents of Miss Veronica Mulvihill,
5057 Washington boulfevard, said yesterday she had left the city to escape
the embarrassment caused by the an- j
nouncement that her engagement to
Harry D. Gibbons, a Chicago attorney, !
had been broken.
"My daughter simply changed her'
mind," was Mrs. Mulvihill's explanation. The engagement was announced
June 28. Gibbons, a Yale graduate and
son of the late Walter Gibbons of Chicago, met Miss Mulvihill in Colorado
about four years ago, and a year later
was a passenger on a European-bound
steamship on which Miss Mulvihill
sailed- -
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Everything a Man Needs to
—or Anywhere Else—May Be Si

Vandervoort'sl

Three Big Display Days—Th\
You have choice from greater variet
to meet the requirements of all raj
pendable and the prices mean the fi

Men's Dr<
Correct in Every
Tailoi

$20 am
There is a vast diffei
tion of a sack suit and a di
mer is chosen with a vie\
ance, the latter musrt b«
care as to the fit. Ifmustl
respect—the collar must sJ
has to be "just so," the col
just the right length, etcf
We have models to fit
—our stock is so broad tB
without trying to fit you in|
or too large.
Fine cheviots have been use
tailoring is faultless and will
They are silk-lined and silk-fa
buttons.
Ws can match all the above \
Men's Full Dress Vest
CHESTEEFIELD COATS]
the latest and smartest styles-]
beautifully tailored and lined T|
are priced at

The Suits for Men
the Late*
There is no style-restriction in the vast stock of
lect'to suit himself. That is, you will not only find pi
man, but you will also find the Plain Sack Models foij
Every model is of the latest cut in that particular style and variations of these models
broaden the scope of selection.
In addition to STYLE, you will find a splendid representation of the' newest and most pop-

Van dervoort's Specialized

Second

en9s Furnishing Goo|
So Well PravM
In the Furnishing Gj
Store you will find ev|
nicety and the shelves
> goods that you have butj
to be shown a variety sol
plify the task of selectioiT
Whether you are gel
to the command of the I
merely replenishing yoil
needs for Fall and Wif
ready to serve you mo|
stock includes—
Business Shirts in
New Patterns
The stock includes Men's Neg-"
ligee Shirts of silk and cotton
fabrics with .turnback cuffs in
ever so many new patterns and
color effects. Prices
$1.50 to $7.50
Our line of Oxford Shirts at
$2.00 offers exceptional values
that every man should inspect
today.

Lounging Robes
Smoking Jackets
Hats and Caps
Dress Shirts
Business Shirts
Hosiery
Nightshirts
Handkerchiefs
First 4

Men's Shoes for Evening
and Everyday Wear
Add to your good appearance and increase your foot comfort by wearing
Vandervoort's Shoes.
There is a style to fit every foot,
made of any leather you may choose to
ear.
Nettleton's "ARDSLEY"
Model is a choice of ours
that we taue pride in bringing to your attention.
Its simple, graceful lines,
the high quality of the leathers and the excellent workmanship will appeal to men of good taste.
This shoe is built to please and it costs no more than you
can afford to pay. Choice of tan or black calfskin at $7.50
Other Shoes for men are priced at
$4.00 to $10.00.

Full Dress Footwear for the V. P. Ball
Our stock of Men's Full Dress Shoes and Pumps is most
complete, enabling us to fit you perfectly. The prices range
from
$5.50 to $7.50
First Floor-—Ninth Street Side.

Gloves for Street and Dress Wear
In Our Exclusive Men's Shop
Here you can select Gloves of the right kind for your particular needs and be sure that they are the correct size, because we have expert glove fitters who see to these things.
Our stocks are complete in every detail.
White Glace Kid Gloves—for
Walking Gloves, the pair $1.50
evening wear, the pair
Washable Cape Gloves, the
$1.50, $2.00 and $2.50
pair
$1.75
White Silk Gloves—for evenThe best quality Walking
ing wear, the pair $1 and $1.50
Gloves, the pair
$2.00
First Floor—Ninth Street Side.

Separate Entrance
to the Men's Store
at the Corner of
Ninth and Olive

testa
OLIVE — LOCI
The Besl Goods fq
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With .Sunday Morning Edition.
WASHINGTON, D. C,
SATURDAY. . . .September 23, 1916

The Army and War.
This is from a speech made by the
Secretary of War to the Business Men's
League at St. Louis the other day:
_ "As a civilian I believed that a standing army was a menace to free institutions and that the professional soldier desired war, but I want to make a
confession to you. I have found as Secretary of War that the entire army of
the United States, from the commanding
general to the last enlisted private, does
not desire war. I know of no body of
men who have a more singular devotion
to duty than the army and no body of
men who would be more willing to lay
down their lives for their country. Forthree years the greater part of the
American army has been on the Mexican border, and it has been put to the
severest tests ever put upon soldiers.
It has had a waiting job. It is easy to
be a soldier when there is action. While
we have heard criticism and complaint
from other sources, I want to say that
there has never been a word of complaint relative to condition or service
from any member of the regular army."
For several years—ever since preparedness became a live issue—the millennialists have poohpoohed all recommendations for a large national defense
coming from either an army or a navy
source. "Of course," they have replied.
"Those fellows are seeking action and
promotion and all that. They study
nothing but arms. They care for nothing else. Without exactly knowing it,
they are bloodthirsty.
War is their
trade, and they want to get busy. Increase the army and navy as they desire, and they will egg on a conflict
with some power, any power, as far as
it may be possible to them."
Mr. Baker frankly confesses that before he knew anything about the subject he entertained these views. But
knowledge dispelled them. He has not
found any bloodthirsty soldiers—any
men wearing Uncle Sam's uniform who
for their personal, selfish ends would
welcome war, or help plunge the country into such strife. Bather are they
believers in and wishers for peace. All
they desire is to see the country put
into the proper condition and kept fit in
case war should come. They are nut
spoiiing for a fight, though of a courage, we may all be sure, to give a good
account of themselves in a fight.
It seems absurd to talk about militarism for America. Neither our form
of government nor the spirit of our
people would tolerate that sort of thing.
As a nation we are a hundred millions
strong. We inhabit an empire rich in
many things. More skilled laborers harbor under the Stars and Stripes than
under any other flag that flies. And
they and all their fellows are citizens,
•with a stake in the game. The President is a civil officer, and yet commander-in-chief of the army and navy.
He is elected by popular suffrage, and
Congress, chosen by the same means,
holds the purse for army, navy and all.
If both army and navy were doubled—
as they should be—what possible menace would such establishments be to a
country so large, with the civil authority put and kept above the military?

The Villa Eaid Report.
Indictment by Mexican officials of I
Gen. Bell's report on the Chihuahua raid I
may halt full public acceptance of the '
narrative, but will not necessarily cause ■
its rejection. Until there is proof from
some less interested source than Gen.'
Trevino, whose military reputation is
at stake, this official statement from an
American officer who relates what he
has heard from, as ho says, trustworthy
sources will stand as a presumably correct account of what happened. For
it is quite believable in its nature. The
reported exploit was just the sort that
Villa, if in physical strength and in
sufficient force, would accomplish. It
■was a characteristic Villa performance.
There is nothing essentially incredible
about it. The alleged desertions of Carranzista troops to the Villa standard
are quite in keeping with traditions
south of the border. Loyalty to a cause
is largely a matter of pay and emotion.
Villa has always been very popular in
that section. He has heretofore had
only to raise his flag and call to get
followers. If he made a dramatic descent upon Chihuahua he would appeal
strongly to the imaginations of the peo- j
pie, and the Carranza soldiers are but j
representative Mexicans after all.
It appears that there is no dispute
about Villa's presence at Chihuahua.
Trevino, his 'very official life presumably hanging in the balance on the
score of his surprise and loss—it is indeed even stated that Gen. Obregon,
minister of war at Mexico City, has issued an order suspending all generals
from command—acknowledges that the
bandit chief came with a small force
and took away some property.
The
Mexican representative here declares
that the uprising at Chihuahua was the
work of a union of juntas or factions
and not distinctly that of Villistas. Almost anybody who is disgruntled with
the Mexican government may be termed
a Villista. Villa is the most conspicuous and the most dangerous enemy of
the de facto government today, and it
is but natural that the factions in opposition would rally to him if there
were a chance for -his success. So that
to ■ discriminate between Villistas and
other forces hostile to the administration is but to quibble over terms.
It may be that Villa has merely made
a meaningless raid, and is today no
stronger than before.
Perhaps Gen.
Bell's informant has exaggerated the
facts, or was himself misinformed. But
no explanations can put aside the fact
that the chief bandit in Mexico has
defied the government in one of its
strongholds, and after securing booty
has effected his escape in a manner to
demonstrate the incompetence of the
military organization. This condition
must be taken into account by the commissioners now sitting at New London.
i
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SECRETARY BAKER'S MESSAGE.
Secretary of War Baker's address to the Members' Conference of the Business Men's League at
the Missouri Athletic Association was a nonpartisan utterance, but for this very reason it had
high value to voters forced to choose between Democratic and Republican leaders and policies.
Only two questions count for much with respect
to a political leader. The first is how he does his
thinking and the second is to what extent he makes
men trust him. And when he is discussing matters
of public policy, so broad and inclusive that matters of partisan difference are not directly involved
these two things are often more clearly and .ihmistakably reVealed than when he enters the arena of
'■ontention.
&
Secretary Baker spoke yesterday as the personal representative of President Wilson, and discussed the question of military preparedness. He
therefore treated of matters falling especially,
within the domain of his own department, but'
spoke as a sort of Administration plenipotentiary
specially accredited to St. Louis. The spirit or the j
Government now in power at Washington spoke!
through him. His address was characterized chiefly by two things.
The first of these two had to do with its contents. With firm, sure hand he sketched the revolution in the art of war wrought by modern social
organization. Of old paid professional soldiers
fought; to-day, in the baldest and most literal
sense, the whole nation flings itself into the struggle. The men liable for service go almost en masse
while 10-year-old children tend gardens raising
food for the troops, boys and girls operate dropt
hammers and fill cartridges in the munition factories, and women plow fields, coal ships and operate street cars. The question of readiness for
war is a matter of the mobilization of cows and
sheep as well as horses, locomotives as well as ironclads, farms as well as arsenals, machine shops as
well as navy yards. It means a new command of
national resources, a new social efficiency. This
was put with wonderful power in the Secretary's '
dear, incisive utterance.
The other thing which burned the address into
tiie minds of his hearers had to do with its setting,
He did not theorize; he explained. For he xvas not
making promises; he was reporting. He Was not
sketching an ideal only; he was rendering an account of stewardship. He was expounding the
spirit of laws passed and work begun—not feeding
an eager public on husks of promises offered in
lieu of performance. As he talked, American manufacturers were making gauges and dies for "educational orders" for needed army munitions; experts on transportation were working out plans
for railway mobilization in time of need; engineers
were surveying American supplies of things as di
verse as mules and nitrates, farm tractors and
seroplanes, leather and pig iron, with a view to
the needs of the national defense. And the new
Army was already in the making.
The constructive power of the present Administration in the field of practical effort arises out
of the largeness of its conceptions and the power
of its leadership to inspire confidence. Secretary
Baker represents its spirit with peculiar ability
and fidelity. He brings a new message with respect
to preparation for war to the American people.
That is that a nation must remain unprepared for
war just in the measure in which it remains unprepared for the highest efficiency in peace, and
that the true preparation for war is that which is
the best preparation, as well, for all prosperous and
humane and efficient living.
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NEW POSSIBLE SITE
FOR NITRATE PLANT
ECTEO
Goltra Shows Secretary Advantageous Spot at Foot of
Ivory Street.
The visit to St. Louis of Secretary of
War Baker yesterday brought to light
the existence of a new and much more
promising site for the proposed dam
to develop cheap water power for a
Government nitrate plant than any
hitherto considered. It also resulted in
the designation of a member of the
Corps of Engineers, Lieut. Col. C. S.
Riehe, with whom the consulting engineer, employed by the Business
Men's League, will confer regarding
St. Louis' fitness as a location for the
proposed installation. The Secretary
did not express any opinion as to the
chances of St. Louis in the competition for the plant, but he very clearly
outl'ned the conditions which must be
met by the successful contestant.
E. F. Goltra Discovers Site:.
The new dam site'was found by Edward E. Goltra, who, in anticipation
of the. Secretary's visit, lias been
painstakingly accumulating all ascertainable facts with regard to the dis-j
tance to bed rock in the alluvial val-i
ley just south of St. Louis. In the\
course of his quest it occurred to him
to aste the engineers of the Iron Mountain Railroad whether they found bed
rock in their construction of the ap.
proaches to the Ivory street ferry. Tolas surprise, Tie was told that the ^and
and silt overlying the rock on the Illinois side of the river were only 12 feet
deep, while, on the Missouri side it
was but eight feet from the river bottom to the rock.
There is here a natural rock barrier,
extending across the river, evidently
akin to the Chain of Rocks in formation. This'rocky sill, with its thin covering of soil, will save millions of dollars in the construction of the danl
over the expense of construction .upon
any of the sites surveyed in previous
examinations.
Inspection Trip on River.
Secretary Baker, accompanied by Mr.
Goltra, James E. Smith, John G.
Lonsdale, president of the National
HanK of Commerce; A. F. Versen,
traffic commissioner of the BusinessMen's League; Col. D. S. Stanley, lr. S.
A. Depot Quartermaster, and Paul W.
Brown, editor of The Republic, left
the foot of Market street on the harborboat Erastus Wells at 2:30 yesterday afternoon. Secretary Baker inspected two sites for the proposed
dam, including the Ivory ferry location, and surveyed the water front of
St. Louis with much interest, asking
incisive questions regarding the industrial plants located there, the system
of railway terminals and the prospects
for river navigation.
"We are studying the nitrate question
carefully." he said. "Such a plant
would meet two needs. It would supply nitrogen fertilizer in time bf peace
and nitric acid for high explosives in
time, of war.
"In locating the plant the experts of
the War Department will decide in
the light of the following requirements: Location with relation to the
area consuming nitrogen fertilizers,
chiefly the cotton-growing region of
the South; location with respect to the
distribution of acid for the manufacture of explosives; accessibility of
shales and lime rock, which enter
lar'-piv into the manufacture of ni-
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The President and the Senate.
The President greatly desired the reelection of Senator Johnson, but the
Maine voters would not have it so.; They
turned the senator down by a substantial majority. Presidential desires and
assistance could not save him. He had
supported the President in everything,
and the calculation was that if reelected he would continue that course in
the event of the President's re-election.
Mr. Taggart's nomination, according
to report, was not the occasion of any
enthusiasm at the White House. Nevertheless, it had been easily accomplished.
Tito Indiana democrats, with a lively appreciation of the value of the Taggart
machine, decided that they needed such
an article this year, and that the surest
way to get the best use of it would be
to give the owner and director a personal stake in the game. And so they
did.
It is regarded as a, certainty that had
the matter been left to the President
and his friends Mr. McCombs would not
have been nominated for senator in New
York. Now that he has been, the administration proffers support, of course.
The nomination was Tammany's work,
and, whatever the object, the effect has
been to emphasize the talk about the
organization's independence as respects
the President's wishes.
Mr. Pomerene won his renomiHation
on his merits, and not through the President's particular favor. Stories circulated since that Mr. Pomerene might
have had a judgeship, making way for
Secretary Baker for the senatorial nomination, have not been confirmed, though
widely credited. Secretary Baker stands
in the highest favor with his chief.
And now Mr, Martine has won, not
only without the administration's support, but against the opposition of certain ' administration influences.
Some
say that the opposition was a help. At I
any rate, the man tagged as the administration's candidate was distanced in
the race.
In the President's domination of Congress he-has found the only difficulty of
note in the Senate. The House has gone
over' the stile readily whenever he led
the way. But on several occasions several democratic senators have refused
to follow Iris lead, and obliged him to
retrace his steps. Appointments have ;
been: rejected, treaties held up, and |
changes in -domestic measures forced,
If the President is re-elected", and
these candidates for the Senate are successful, their independence of him in
the matter of their nominations may appear in their course as senators. Mr.
Martine will be able to show the others
now.
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Address of the Secretary of War
Inspiring Review of Wilson's Work.
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WEATHER FOR WEEK.
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LONDON, Sept. 30.—British losses
in September were at the rate o£ more
than 3,800 a day. The casualties on all
fronts reported in this month were:
Officers, 5,439; men, 114,110.
Heavy as were the British losses in
September, they were lighter than
those of August, which were 127,945, a
laily average of 4,127. In July, tlie
first month of the Somme offensive,
the tosses were about half those of
August or September, notwithstanding the fact that in July the British
stormed tlie first-line German des. The casualties In that month
were 59,675. so that the total for ..he
three months of the Somme drive is
307,160.
Losses Are Low.
French and English press dispatches
report that, considering the character
of the fighting, the losses of the allies
on the Somme are low. An official
British statement of Thursday said
that the British losses in the preceding few days had been small, not only
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"WASHINGTON.
Sept.
30—
Weather predictions for the week
beginning Sunday, issued by the
Weather Bureau today for Ohio
Valley and Tennessee fire: Fair
except rains are probable Wednesday or Thursday.
Considerably
warmer first half of week, cooler
latter half.
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Letter Sent to Stockholders
I MONDAY'S ENTRIES
Baker Gives Dramatic Account
Had Planned to Make CommandAsks for Option at $35
|
AT CHURCHILL DOWNS. %
of History of Mexico and
er of Army Receiver of
a Share.
Wilson's Aims.
Anthracite Coal
I'ii.st Race—Purse; maiden three-yearolds and up; one iind one-sixteenth miles:
Mines.
es Oakley ....107 Meditation
11" COMPRISES
BIG INDUSTRY The Democratic campaign In Louis-

BATTLE CREEK, Mich., Sept. 30. In his speech here today former 1 resi^j..j~j^~j«j^..X-;~:..j^..X~M~;~X—t~X"5^.
dent Roosevelt said, in opening:
"At the outset I wish to say a word
relatively to the importance of the as to the protests now made by so
gains, but absolutely.
This
is at- many people that we must not critiThe newspapers
tributed largely to the increased ef- cise the President.
these profectiveness of the artillery.
German and individuals making
reports dwell on the large losses with tests are, for the most part, the very
which it is said the allies are meet- ones who and which when I was Presing, which are attributed to be out of
large proportion to the ground gained. ident spread every species of calumny
I then, .is
The Overseas' News Agency estimates and slander about me.
that the combined French and British President, took the view that no one
had
a
right
to
speak
untruthfully
ol
losses in the Somme battle, up to September 15, amounted to about 500,000. the President or anyone else, but that
Since January 28 the British govern- even less than anyone else ought the
escape
from truthful
ment has issued no figures of total President to
losses
Up to that time the daily criticism. I never complained of any
attack
on
me
unless
it
was
tal le, and
average of losses from the beginning
of the war was slightly more than if it was false, an 1 the i
1,000.
Although the casualties at was important enough, I clearly showpresent are about four times those of ed its falsity. I apply to others only
the first sixteen months of the war, the standard by which I asked that 1
this increase is due not only to the myself be treated."
"The supporters of Mr. Wilson,'' said
offensive operations now in progress
but to the fact that Great Britain's Co!. Roosevelt, "say that the American
people
should vote for him becau
forces in the field are far larger than
has kept us out of war. It is worth
in the earlier period of the war.
while to remember that this is a claim
that cannot be advanced' either on'behalf of Washington or of Lincoln.
Neither Washington nor Lhn
us out of war. Americans, am
Pie of the world at large, now i
ence the memories of these two men,
because, and only because, they put
righteousness before peace,
horred war. They shunned unjust or
wanton or reckless war.
Stern Valor.
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"But they possessed that stern Valor
of patriotism which bade them put
duty first; not safety first; Which hade
them accept war rather than an un262 Destroyed Between June 1
righteous and disastrous peace. T
were peace-at-any-price men in
and September 24 in Gerday of Washington.
They were the
Tories. There were peace-at-any-pi i \.
man Uriderseas
men In the days of Lincoln. They were
thn i\iii;i,'rtv:idf The men who followCampaign.
ed Washington at Trenton ana 5
town, and who suffered with him
through the winter at Valley Fo
and the men who wore the Blue u.
WASHINGTON,
Sept.
30.—Much
Grant, and the Gray under Lee, i
Will Hold Their men
more complete information of Ger- Republicans
of valor, who sacrificed everything
to serve the right as it was given i.
man's submarine activities, which supChief Meeting of Campaign
to see the right. They spurned with
plements Lord Robert Cecil's statecontemptuous indigiation the counsels
Tonight.
ment in London last night, was reof the feeble and cowardly folk who m
their day spoke for peace-at-any-price.
ceived in dispatches from London ar"President Wilson, by his policy of
riving here today, which shows that
Former Congressman Diekema, of tame submission to insult and injury
from all whom he feared, has in.
between June 1 and September 4 no
Michigan, who will deliver the chief the murder of our men, women and
less than 2G2 vessels of all nationaliaddress at the big Republican rally children by Mexican bandits on land,
ties have been sunk by submarines.
at the Masonic Temple this Saturday and by German submarines on the
Of those flteen were reported sunk evening, arrived in Louisville early He has spoken much of the 'New
Freedom.'
In international practice
without warning, with the lots of Saturday and spent some time at the this has meant freedom for the repreeighty-four lives. A total of sixty-six State headquarters.
sentatives of any foreign power to
The Republican meeting will begin murder American men, and outrage
neutral vessels were destroyed during'
promptly at 8 o'clock. Mr. J. F. Fair- American women unchecked by the
the period.
President
Wilson
has
leigh will preside, and, in addition to President.
Mr. Diekema. the other speakers will counted upon his belief that the Amerbe W. C. Owens and Mr. E. P. Morrow. ican people are indifferent to thenThe
Republican
managers
have duties, because they are too much abprofits,
too
much
made special efforts to get out a large sorbed in war
crowd, and the meeting is considered pleased with the unhealthy prosperity
as a very important one for that cause. which flourishes because others are
The doors of the theater will be suffering; too greedily content with a
opened at 7 o'clock and those who momentary immunity from danger,
come the first will get the best seats. due to the fact that all possible foes
are otherwise engaged.
He has believed that our people will not look
ahead.
Shirking Duties.

IEKEMH HERE
TO ADDRE£C BALLY

More Than 1,000 Visit Him at
His Home at Shadow
Lawn.

President's Motives.
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"He has believed that they will remain blind to the fact that disaster
will surely in the end overtake thi m
if they shirk their duties in the present.
He believes that if they are
allowed to enjoy good profits and
high wages, and go to the movies, and
purchase automobiles, they will pay
no thought to the possibility of future
ruin, and no thought to the sufferings
of their fellow-countrymen and country-women who, at the present moment, suffer the last extremities of
torture and outrage."

At another point in his speech Mr.
LONG BRANCH, N. J., Sept. 30.—The
first big political rally of the Demo-f Roosevelt says:
"I do not ask you ao take my statecratic campaign was held here today
when President Wilson welcomed more ment for Mr. Wilson's moti/e and acthan 1,000 members of the Young Men's
(Continued on Page 9, Column 1.)
Democratic Clubs to Shadow Lawn to
tell them why he believes young men
should vote the Democratic ticket in
the coming election.
The delegation came here on two special trains from New York, bringing
with them two bands and banners inscribed with Wilson mottoes. Headed
by the bands and by a company of
military cadets, the young Democrats Entente Allies Do Not Entirely
trudged more than a mile to Shadow
Lawn to call upon the President.
He
Tr*-* King Constantine
greeted them on the porch and shook
hands with every man.
of Greece.

eiTISH LOAN
To Be Floated by Morgan Who
Sails Today for Europe.
NEW YORK, Sept. 30.—J. P. Morgan, whose banking Arm is financial
and purchasing agent for the British
government, and Walter Hines Page,
American Ambassador to Great Britain, were among the passengers who
sailed for England today on the American liner New York.
_jBP6BBBBBB0BflBS6fl68BPB
Although it has been reported in the
»--•---•
■ j-)naucial district that Mr. Morgan's
mission was to arrange for the flotation of a new British loan of $250,000,000, to be backed by American securities, the financier refused to discuss
the matter, other than to say: "I'm
going abroad, and I may remain there
• ••«•• ■ |ve or sjX weeks. Regarding the loan
I have not a gift of prophecy, and
therefore cannot say what I shall do
whlle there."
Ambassador Page was accompanied
hy Mrs. Page, their son Arthur W., and
^eir daughter, Elizabeth.

ATHENS, Wednesday, Sept. 27 (Via
London, Sept. 30, Delayed by Consul).
—The representatives at Athens of '.lie
entente powers are expected to reply
tomorrow to the Greek" government's
note of September 18, delivered at Lhe
entente capitals, declaring categorically Greece's acceptance of departure
from neutrality in principle.
While
it is understood
the
proposal
of
Greece to join the entente allies will
be accepted, certain guarantees of sincerity probably will be demanded. Former
Premier
Gounaris, Skouloudis
and Rhallis will be excluded from
membership in any national ministry
that may be formed, and certain restriction will be made in regard to
military posts to be held by officers
suspected of hostility to the entente,
such as Gen. Dousinanis and Col. Metaxas, formerly of the general staff.
Those closest to King Constantine
fear only one event which
may
end all possibility of co-operation between Greece and the entente—that the
entente may continue to show ill disguised suspicion of the sovereign's
motives and sincerity, even alter war
virtually has been declared, and may
meet the King's advances in the spirit
of mistrust displayed in editorials in
London and Paris newspapers. These
editorials, republlshed by the Athens
newspaper organs of former Premier
Venizelos, have done much hitherto
to render difficult Greece's entry into
the war-
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CINCINNATI, O., Sept. 30.—When a
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Weather clear; track good.
Mrs. C. C. Mengel received a wire
► «•» i
——
message from Col. Mengel shortly before noon today stating that he had
DAMAGE BY FIRE
been injured in the wreck, but verv
AT THE UNIVERSITY. slightly, and that he would leave imThere were no
Fire, starting from rubbish, wrought mediately for home.
damage of $800 to the Administration further details.
Col. Mengel had been East on busibuilding of the University of Louisville, ness and was returning home.
First and Chestnut streets, at 9:30 o'clock
this morning. The fire was confined to
the first and second floors and was extinguished in a short time.
It is believed a lighted cigar or cigarette, carelessly tossed Into the pile,
caused the blaze.
The building is not used by the student
Shelbyville Man Marries Iowa
body, but by the executives of the university.
Girl in St. Louis.
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BODY OF MRS. HENDERSON
BROUGHT HERE FOR BURIAL.
The body of Mrs. Isham Henderson,
who died in Now York, was brought to
Louisville over the Pennsylvania at 2:45
o'clock today and taken to Cave Hill
cemetery foi interment.
Funeral services were conducted at the grave.

Evening Post's Special Service.
SHELBYVILLE, Ky., Sept. 30.—State
Senator Phil J. Beard, of this city, and
Miss Minnie Hastings, of Essex, la.,
were married last night at the Hotel
Jefferson in St. Louis, according to information received here today.
They
will return to Shelbyville Sunday to
make their home here.

ville was opened under auspicious circumstances Friday evering at the
Masonic Temple Theater by Secretary
of War Newton G. Baker before an
audience that taxed the capacity ol
the theater, and which was enthusi- .
astic and interested all through the
speeches of Mr. Baker, Congressman
Sherley and Mr. J. C. Cantrill.
Friday night's rally was planned
for the purpose of stirring the party
locally up to a notable effort on registration days and in this it was completely successful. Other Indications
of a successful meeting were numerous. The meeting was attended by
hundreds of independent citizens, and
It is believed that Mr. Baker's address
made many votes for the President.
One of the most remarkable features
of the evening was the character of
the audience. The hall was filled, but .
the crowd was at all times orderly,
and showed its interest and appreciation by spontaneous and enthusiastic
applause.
The audience was most
representative, in character, of the
best of the Louisville electorate, it
took throughout an attentive and concentrated interest in the discussion
of every public question. Mr. Sherley's speech was addressed directly to
this audience. It was scholarly, earnest, candid and thorough in character and the high character of the audience was shown by its reception of
Mr. Sherley's address.
Mayor Bucchemeyer Preside*.
Mayor Buschemeyer presided at the
meeting. Introducing all three of the
speakers in turn.
State Campaign
Chairman Cantrill spoke briefly, referring to the reliance the Democratic
party in the whole State is putting on
Louisville in this year's contestCongressman Sherley was given a
warm reception when introduced by
the Mayor. He proceeded at once to
a discussion of the legislative record
of the Wilson administration.
Mr. Sherley's Speech.
He described with great vigor and
clarity the Federal Reserve act and
the Rural Credits bill.
"Our currency system was based not
on the credit of the nation, but on
(Continued on Page 4, Column 1.)

Condition of Dr. Craik Continues
to Improve.
Decided improvement was noted this
morning in the condition of the "Very
Rev. Dr. Charles Ewell Craik, who is
at the Norton Infirmary recovering
from the effects of an automobile accident last Sunday morning.
Dr. Craik regained consciousness for
the first time yesterday, and spoke a
number of times to members of his family and recognized those about his bedside. Today the improvement continues, and the physicians have gained a
new hope.
His son, Charles Ewell Craik, Jr., was
on the operating table for several hours
yesterday morning.
His jaw, which
was broken, has now been set, and his
condition continues to improve satisfactorily. Yesterday the operation was
performed under an anaesthetic.
>
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ADDRESSES HEARD BY
THE LIBRARY STAFF.
Miss Alice B. Zaehert, formerly head of
the children's department of the Louisville Free Public Library, now connected
with the Rochester (N. Y.) library, and
W. W. Bishop, librarian of the University of Michigan, addressed the members
of the Louisville library staff this morning at the main building. Librarian
George Settle followed their talks with
an interesting recount of the changes
that had taken place in the Louisville
library system since Miss Zaehert left.
Among other changes, he reported that
nine members of the staff had married
since 1912.
Mondav afternoon from 3 to 5 Miss
Jennie Flexner and Miss Caroline Fullerton, heads of the departments at the library, will give a tea for Miss Zaehert
and Miss Elizabeth Steele. librarian at
Lorraine, O. The function will be in the
basement of the main building.

LODGE NOTICES.
LOUISVILLE LODGE No. 400,
F. and A. M., will conduct divine
service nt the Masonic Widows'
and Orphans' Home on Sunday
afternoon, October 1. 1916, at 3
o'clock Members or visitors are cordially
invited to be present. The Rev. John I.
Thomas will preach for us.
WM. E. MORROW, Master.
WM. J. WATKINS, Secretary.
It

DEATH NO i ICES.
FISCHER—September 30. pt 9:20 a. m..
Marv Magdeline Fischer (nee Duerr).
beloved wife of George H. Fischer, in
her 29th vear. at the residence, 1349
South Twenty-sixth street. Notice of
funeral later.
It
GOLDBERG—At 4:30 a. m., September 30,
1010, Joseph H. Goldberg, 57 years of
age. Funeral from the chapel of B'rith
Sholom cemetery Sunday afternoon at
3:30 o'clock.
It
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size. I was invited to address a school
of applied sciences on one occasion
some years ago. When I got to the
hall I found it filled to overflowing,
so full, in fact, that some of the young
men sat in the windows with their
feet hanging on the outside. Knowing
, I wag to be the only speaker, I began
to have some feeling of elation. As I
walked up the platform with the president of the college I was perfectly willing to give him the opportunity to express the sentiments which I felt he
President D es Not Wish Their shared
with me and I said, "You have
a very large attendance today," and he
Support and Shows His
answered very shortly and curtly,
"Yes, the attendance is compulsory."
Contempt for Them.
Since that time whenever I have had
an opportunity to address a large
gathering I have taken the gifts that
sent humbly and asked no quesANSWERS A TELEGRAM God
tions. But I am very sure if I were to
inquire why this great company of
men and women have come out I
would learn that there are two conDoes Not Waste Words on Head trolling reasons. One is, of course,
being American citizens in this great
of "American Truth
critical hour they desire to have understanding both to this nation and to
Society."
mankind. And the second is because
here in Louisville there is a keen realization and as just an appreciation as
there is in Washington of the talents
LONG BRANCH, N. J., Sept. 30 — and the conspicuous public service of
President Wilson has made it plain your distinguished representative.
that he wants no "disloyal" American
Mr. Sherley:s Service.
to vote for him. He expressed indignaI have not lived in Washington very
tion over a telegram from Jeremiah A. long,
but I have lived very hard. I went
O'Leary, of New York, president of to Washington on the 8th day of March
,th - American Truth Society, accusing of the present year.' Villa went to Columbus the same day. From that time
him of being pro-British and saying I have had my mind very much on the
he had failed to obtain compliance matters of the War Department. Thei'e
are aiarge number of men in Congress
with American rights.
whose careers I have not had occasion
The President sent Mr. O'Leary a or opportunity to become familiar with.
short telegram which officials indi- But Mr. Sherley is not one of them.
In Congress he is the guiding spirit,
cated Mr. Wilson had dgsired to put
informed and wise counsellor of one
in stronger langu^ee.-yis message the
of the committees that come immedifollows:
ately in contact with the business of
"Your telegram receu^d. I would the War Department.
No man in
feel deeply mortifiedJlo have you or Washington, professional or lay, underfor me
stands
better
than
he
the
great
system
anybody liJ^^W^H*
- Since
many disloyal of coast defenses of the United States.
you h
have not, I will ask His work in that committee and his
America]
work in the department is of most sigs mesage /» them." nal value to his entire nation. So when
yoii|
M
ram, "given out I tell you "that in Washington his efby the
ows:
forts are appreciated I speak a thing I
yoti^jvith a popu- know. But why I should say that? You
"A
pro-British
have just heard him speak for himself,
lar cfisapprova;
the Twenty- and anybody who could listen to that
policies. Last ye'
gressional dis- speech he has just made and not realthird New York
your own State ize the bigness and the fairness and
trict, a«d now fr<
your own party candor of the man does not live in Ken*
and frorVthe voter:
Senator ll^artine won ecause the vot- tucky.
I have another reason for being very
ers of Ne^ Jersey do not want any
I was
truckling: tdVthe British empire, ncr happy for being here tonight.
here
once before. I stood on this idendo they appr^e of dictatorship over
tical stage. They have put in a new
Congress.
"Your foreign\ policies, your failure floor here, so that I cannot find the parto secure compliance with all Ameri- ticular viard I stood on then, but I was
can rights, your leniency with the very happy then because I had been inBritish empire, your approval of war vited to spiel to some of the people of
loans, the ammunition traffic, are is- Louisville about one of the greatest
sues in this campaign. Do you know men who ever lived in this city, Tom
that William S. Bennet, a Republican L. Johnson.
I am not going to take up your time
Congressman, ran in the Democratic
primaries in the Twenty-third New to talk about him, but when every city
York Congressional district and polled in the United States was corrupt and
36 per cent, of the total Democratic contented, when the city institutions
vote against his regular Democratic were the despair of the republic, when
opponent? Anglo-maniacs and Brit- the reviling tongue of every critic was
ish interests may control newspapers, leveled against city administrations
but they don't control votes.
The and the possibility of their improvepeople may be readers, but they are ment, your former citizen, Tom L.
Johnson, lit the lamp of pure city adnot followers of the newspapers.
"When, sir, will you respond to ministrations and regenerated Amerithese evidences of popular disapproval ican cities. As the years go by and
of your policies by action? The Mar- glories are added to this city as distine election and Bennet vote prove tinguished men are born here and go
you have lost support among Demo- forth to confer services on the world
and you treasure up their names I hope
crats.
"Every vote for Martine was a vote it never will be permitted to be foragainst you, as was every Democratic gotten that in the diadem of this city
vote that went for Mr. Bennet in the one of its fairest gems will be that
Democratic primaries in the Twenty- man, the Moses of better days for cities
and city administrations in this counthird Congressional district."
try..
But I am here tonight to talk about
BAKER'S SPEECH TRUMPET national affairs and I want to ask you
to get as far away from the United
CALL TO DEMOCRATS States with me as you possibly can
for a few minutes. When you are very
to things you cannot see them
OF LOUISVILLE. close
or you can only see one side of them.
The old story of the two men sitting
on opposite "sides of a jug arguing
about the number of handles is a per(Continued from First Page.>
fect illustration. Neither could see the
whole jug. Now let us get just as far
its liabilities. There was no expansion away as we can; let us go to the moon
for
a minute. What would this world
.in time when contraction was needed
and no contraction when there was look like tonight to a man who stood
need of expansion. The result cou'd on the tip of the moon and looked at
only be periodic panics, and business it? Separated from these confusing
men were taken to the bankruptcy things which blur the vision and discourt when there was not the slight- tort the image he would look down
and see on one side of this earth so
est excuse for it.
"The continuation of such a system great a desolation and slaughter as
was due to the fact that the Repub- has not visited the earth since the days
licans lacked intelligence or courage of the flood of Noah.
to revise our currency laws. If they
What War Means.
had the intelligence they lacked the
courage to overthrow a group of
Twenty million men withdrawn from
financiers and to make the credit ?f
ordinary peaceful industries and occuthe nation belong to the people."
pations of life making war upon one
Mr. Sherley outlined the provisions another on the top of the earth, furof the bills, and of the other construct- rowing down into the earth, in the
air and under the sea. Tens of thousive acts of the administration.
ands of men slain in single battles. A
Mr. Sherley then discussed the dip- friend of mine returned only a few
lomatic phases of the war, from its days ago from the Western battle
front, and ho told me that armed with
beginning, explaining the consistent passes he had gone along a place
attitude of the President and the shal- where there had recently been a battle
lowness of the fault-finding of his crit- and he found himself denied entrance
at a certain wooded place, but with
ics. He spoke especially of the two his passes from the highest authorities
classes of violations of neutrality, he was permitted to go on. He found
what he afterward learned to be
those involving property and those 10,000 men, all dead. Trapped in this
involving
life,
and
emphasized wood and shot at with these modern
that while the former are properly the machine guns like a dragon so that
nobedy can sustain their iiery and
subject of discussion and adjustment, deadly breath.
If our eyes from the moon go from
the latter cannot be settled by delayed
fearful battle front to any city in
reparation. He referred to the Lusi- this
Europe we find every woman dressed
tania incident and the exchange of in black and every mother's heart with
a son torn out of it. And in the pannotes following it.
tries and larders even of the well-to"There was no doubt as to where do, where there was once plenty,
our duty lay. No man would more re- scarcely enough of ticketed food to
luctantly cast a vote for war than sustain life, industry all diverted frpm
would I. To undertake to say that productiveness and happiness to makAmerican people had no rights was to ing wounds, and women whose hands
abrogate the very essence of sover- were never accustomed to anything
eignty. The most sure way to involve other than raising children are in the
this nation in war was to abrogate metal factories, turning out shells to
some right. At the very moment that feed the insatiate monsters of the batCongress gave the lie to the state- tle front; little children who ought
ment that there was divided allegi- to be playing, gathering the flowers
ance in America, without shedding a by the side of the villiage brook, who
drop of blood, we gained the greatest ought to be thinking of nothing serious, are doing men's work in order to
victory of the war.
i Mr. Sherlev then entered into a spare the men for war.
consideration of the position of the
America's Blessing.
President, and the patience he showed
Then if our eyes should turn from
throughout the diplomatic negotiathat spectacle and we should look from
tions.
"You people away from Washington the tip of the moon to the other side of
the
earth separated only by an ocean
felt a little of the pressure. We felt
it in the extreme. President Wilson we find a. land flowing with milk and
had the ability and the courage to sit honey; every smokestack pouring out
still before taking the step. Nations its volume rich beyond dreams and
And if we
can always go to war, but it requires happy in every prospect.
the highest type of statesmanship to come from the moon to learn what the
accomplish results without going to people of the earth are talking about,
on that first side that every
war. President Wilson has been ac- we find
is praying to the God of nations
cused of too much note writing. I man
to
send
peace
and on the other side we
would that those who control the find people gathered
together in large
destinies of Europe had been willing to companies
to
find out if we should
write notes before plunging the world make a change?
How can it be possiInto the present war. The President ble? What inducements have we to
deemed it best to be patient and as a
a change?
result we are enjoying the blessings make
I have been anxious to find out why
of peace."
we should change. I have read the
speeches of both the candidates for
Secretary of War Baker delivered President on the Republican tlcKet, Mr.
They
the last and chief address of the even- Hughes and Mr. Roosevelt.
to have established a partnerVing and his style of speaking justified seemed
ship of argument.
Hughes' share is
all the predictions that had been made repressive; Roosevelt's share is exof his pleasing character.
In his pressive. I have read the speeches so
far of both, and to be—I know I am
opening remarks he referred to the trying to be—wholly frank with you,
late Tom L. Johnson, of Cleveland, a I cannot find an issue raised in this
campaign. When it began the particformer Louisville man, and to the fine ular candidate for the Presidency on
work the latter did as Mayor of Cleve- the Republican side was a Justice of
the Supreme Court. He had for a long
land. He also referred to the high time
theoretically been absent-from
standing of Mr. Sherley at Washing- public affairs. Out of the seclusion of
that
quiet
place he came so fast that
ton.
he tore the buttons off his robe, and
then with a haste I have never seen
Mr.liBaker's Speech.
equaled in a Presidential candidate
Mr. Baker's speech follows in full: who had been surprised into a nominaMr, Chairman, Ladles and Gentle- tion he rushed off to the West on a
cross-the-continent tour of advocacy
men: l have for some years not per- and campaign discussion. "What were
mitted myself to ask the question as his reasons?
Tbey are hardly susceptible to much
to why any audience is of a particular
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boiling down, but they result in this,
as they were originally made, that the
present administration has put out of
office some Republicans and put in
some Democrats. He cited some particular cases. Mr. Herrick, of Cleveland, was one who had been replaced
by Mr. Sharp. Durand, of the Census
Bureau, was another, and then there
was some controversy as to whether
Mr. Durand had resigned or had been
forced to resign. And then there was a
certain Mr. Jones appointed in a very
reprehensible way and the reason Mr.
Jones should not have been appointed,
as stated by Mr. Hughes, was that he
was a horse doctor. Then when it was
suggested that very many excellent
men are veterinary surgeons, but that
unfortunately Mr. Jones, in addition
to his other talents, did not happen
to have a degree as a horse surgeon.
Mr. Hughes came back and devoted two
days to it and said that he had somewhere about his person proof that Jones
had once written a prescription for a
sick horse.
Then began a series of critical remarks, no specific objection to things
that had been done by the Democratic
administraton, no central philosophy
for the rebuilding and alteration of the
nations, but a series of teasing criticisms. "He didn't do it right," "you
ought to have done something." What?
"Oh, I don't know, but something else."
Hughes and Protection.
A speech about protection is made.
Hughes makes it whenever he goes to a
place where he thinks protection is
strong. The difficulty with a protectionist isthat his mind is in watertight compartments. He believes in a tax where
leather is, in a tax on cloth where cloth
is, but he keeps every compartment
hermetically sealed from its next
neighbor. When Hughes goes to Pittsburg where there is an infant industry
in need of protection he talks of protection and says the Democratic tariff
law ought to be amended. But he is
not a candidate for justice of the peace;
he is a candidate for President. The
greatest controversy about the tariff
that was ever created was by Schedule
K that so fastened itself on the imagination^pf the American people that
semebdy, I never knew who, got men
to go all over the country getting somebody to write Schedule K all over the
country. And if you will keep your
eyes peeled you will frequently see
Schedule K on the bridges now.
Is Mr. Hughes going back to the old
Schedule K? He is not going to say. Is
it on chemicals or metals or raw materials—where will he change the present
tariff? Now, as a matter of fact, thisiis
true that anybody who tries to argue
that the present tariff is worse or better in the matter of revenue than the
Dingley tariff is trying to deceive you,
whether I do it or anybody else. For a
tariff must be worked under normal
conditions before you can tell what it
can do, and when the trade of the
world is disturbed as the trade of the
world now is, when all mercantile enterprises are diverted into abnormal
channels and devoted to unusual uses
and in limited and restricted ways, nobody who is frank and honest can discuss the effect of the tariff under ordinary circumstances.
Yet when Mr.
Hughes gets to Pittsburg, because they
are accustomed to that in a campaign,
lie turns about upside down and gets
out a speech that was made forty years
ago or could have been and gives them
that tariff speech.
Hughes and the Income Tax.
Ho does not, however, criticise the
inoome tax that is part of the presentlaw. We tried in this country for
years to get an income tax. Every
great civilized nation in the world had
adopted an income tax except us. We
tried and the Supreme Court said that
is a fine tax, but one of the judges got
sick and they asked for a rehearing
and then one of the judges changed
his mind overnight. He was quite sure
it was a good tax before, but it was
afterward bad. And the people lost.
The Constitution forbade.
Then 'the
EJgmoeratio party started to amend the
constitution, and it was done. And" in
this income tax we have the first one
we have ever really had. I believe in
Washington's day they had a sort of
income tax, and during the Civil War
an income tax law was passed but declared unconstitutional. But we now
have an income tax laying taxes upon
people's ability to pay and not the necessities of life.
They do criticise the reserve bank
act that Mr. Sherley spoke of. They
don't say how, but, as Mr. Sherley said,
Mr. Hughes says it must be amended.
He seems to think wo are not trying to
elect a great statesman, but a great
critic, so he says that this great bank
act must be amended. Now Mr. Sherley has covered that matter and I don't
want to repeat anything that he has
said about that, but I want you to remember this—that for years in this
country, when industry was active and
commerce abundant and everybody
prosperous all of a sudden there would
come word, as it were by .vireless, that
times were getting hard. A man would
go to a bank to get accommodation and
the president would whisper "money is
scarce." The man would go back to
his business and say, "I don't know
why but the banker says money is
getting scarce."
Change in Currancy.
After a while uneasiness set in and
then blighting pall would fall upon the
country as if it were stricken with paralysis. Hard times, struggles to get
back and wise words from the present
critics about the reorganization of
bank laws. But since the passage of
the Federal Reserve' act two things
have been done. The banks of this
country have not been permitted to
pyramid their reserves into Wall street,
and currency has been made elastic.
It used to be that we'couldn't have any
more currency in the country than the
nation owed debts. Banks could not
issue currency unless they had government bonds which represented government debts. So no matter how
much money we needed we could not
issue any more than we owed. The
consequence was that as soon as men
wanted money tc use they began to
make it scarce.
Under the present system the credit
and financial strength of the nation is
mobilized. There is the Federal Reserve Board in Washington, and if
money is needed to move tobacco here
or in the South to move the cotton, or in the Northwest for wheat—if
it is needed—that board will listen to
the evidence of the need and discount
and rediscount first-class commercial
paper, and expand the currency to meet
the need, and when the emergency has
passed can retire it. We there have a
financial system that will meet a strain.
If anyone were to ask me to devise a
system that would fail I would go back
to fhe one we had before this present
law. I am glad to' say that the last
bill received the votes of a good many
Republicans. It was drawn by Carter
Glass and Senator Owens, but Glass
said that the real genius behind the bill,
the unfaltering courage that got it onacted, the man who never swerved,
was the President.

get hard I shall .have to have my
money. So the farmer was under the
double disability of a short loan and a
high rate of interest. In this Rural
Credits Act it is provided that farmers
can mobilize their farms, issue land
notes backed by the government and
the banks can loan money on these at
not more than 6 or less than 5 per cent.
So if a farmer boy wants to stay en
the farm and not go to the city/ .ind
wants to increase the agricultural Tinterest of the country, he can go to hc
bank and borrow money and pay for it
in fifty years on the amountdie would
save in interest over the rates he is
now charged.
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with all the uproar and upheavel, step
by step our country through wise
legislation has marched into a more
harmonious adjustment of our institutions and tonight we are in better shape
than we've ever been.
Mexico and the Interests.

It used to be said—all orators used
to say—that the American flag had
disappeared from the sea.
It had.
There were a lot of propositions to get
it back.
My distinguished fellowcitizen used to want to buy it back.
I was too small to be on the same
platform with him. He used to talk
at one place and I would talk at some
other place the next night. What he
wanted to do was to subsidize somebody. If they could not make the
business pay he wanted the government to pay what was lost in running
the ships under the American flag. Tonight 380 steel ships are either building or under contract to be built in
the United States, more than are
building in every other shipyard in
the world. And that is not being done
by subsidizing or buying somebody.
It was done by the repeal of some
navigation laws passed nearly 100
years ago. They were not very sensible when they were passed, and they
ceased to be at all sensible long ago,
but because there was protection involved in them no Republican Congress would repeal them. Seven years
ago the United States passed England
in producing plates. , Up to that time
England had made them cheaper than
any other country, -but Providence
never intended that, for when He
made this earth He filled our country
with iron ore and then peopled the
country with the greatest iron workers that ever existed.
Seven years ago we passed England,
and from that time until now the
price of producing ship plates in England has gone up steadily, and in this
country it has come down, and now
we produce steel ship plates cheaper
in this country with shorter hours
and higher wages than tlfey do in
England with their longer hours and
lower wages. It would be tedious for
me to continue this program.
A Voice—Oh, go on.

Now I must talk to you just a minute on another phase of this situation. I realize that the hour is late,
and if there be some who want to
catch cars and go I won't be disturbed by their going. I want to talk
about Mexico. I have some beliefs
about Mexico. "John Stuart Mill said
that a man with a belief was worth
ninety-nine with an interest. Mexico
was governed by a dictator. Porfirin
Diaz. Sixty thousand people out of
15,000,000 owned all the land of that
country.. Fourteen million nine hundred and forty thousand people did
not own enough land to stand on. Sixty thousand owned it all. Pie kept
them deprived of education and of opportunity to such an extent that the
lives of the common people of Mexico
were more miserable than the lives of
the beasts of burden, because the cow,
the ox and the horse had to be provided for because they were worth
something, but for the poor, miserable
peons, men, women and children, there
was nothing because they were not
worth anything.
They were so ignorant that when in
March the story was circulated that Villa
had conquered New Mexico, Arizona and
Texas and that the President of the
United States had fled to Canada, they
believed it. Have you ever heard of
Prince Kranotkin? He was one of the
highest nobles in Russia'attached to the
great Czar Alexander I., going to sleep
in the lap of the Empress of Russia, so
high and noble was he. He once saw his
father write an order In a fit of anger
that a serf was to be taken and given a
thousand lashes on his bare back.
He
thought of the matter all afternoon and
then he disappeared and shortly thereafter there appeared in Russia a workman, Borodina. who went about with his
great broad shoulders cheering his fellow workmen, the plain people, and bidding them hope for better times.
One night it was said t-hat there would
be a lecture from Prince *Krapotkin and
the prince returned and made a great
lecture and astonished everybody, and as
he left the platform one of the secret
service of Russia said "Borodina, come
with us." They took him off to the grim
eastle of St. Peter and St. Paul and they
kept him there for five years until finally
he escaped and went to England and became a great man there. He was one
of the privileged class, but his mind had
been touched and his heart melted by the
suffering of the plain people in a country where he w-as a prince and a man of
privilege.

The Child.Labor Law.

The Story of Mexico.

Mr. Baker—Oh, I have more to.say,
but I mean on the subject of the tariff.
But there is something else I want to
say to you, another feature of legislation that I want to refer to. The
present Congress, may the Lord's
name be praised, has passed a national
child labor law. We have been very
busy making money in this country
for a long time and we have not been
nearly so much concerned about making men, and we have suddenly made
the discovery that in many parts of
the'United States, by reason of strong
pressure upon the State Houso they
either have no child labor laws or they
are not enforced, and this great government has passed a law dealing
under the restrictions of the Constitution only with interstate commerce,
but saying as an example to all the
States that children shall not be
molded into iron or *-"ven into fabric,
their backs bent-and their whole lives
warped and twisted by the early application of their forces in labor.

Now curiously enough there was
such a man as that in Mexico and his
name was Francisco Madero ■— one of
the rich people of the country, a privileged man, his family one of the
60,000 land owners, the owner of broad
acres and his family controlling thousands of acres, and his cattle like that
of the old^ man in the scripture, covering a thousand hills. He looked over
Mexico and saw the children starving
at their mother's breasts, women
dying upon the streets because no one
would give them aid, men turning into
wild beasts and taking up arms
against these unsufferable conditions,
and as he saw them he said it is. better to be with them and of them than
to be above them and on them. We
will have a revolution. I will become
a revolutionist.
He became the leader of the revolution against Porfirio Diaz. Diaz was
not particularly cruel. He didn't have
any blood madness. He didn't enjoy
the sight of suffering, but he had become callous to suffering incidental to
his game. Madero fought this revolution just long chough to drive Diaz
out. Diaz went to Paris with plenty
of money and died, and he was
through.
Madero and Huerta.
And then Madero was the legitimate
ruler of Mexico by popular choice and
law, and the people gathered around
him and suggested to Madero, there
are some men here whom you must
kill. They are so utterly unredeemable that you must kill them or there
will be no peace or security. Madero'
lacked iron in his blood, and he said,
""no, who am I that I should kill anybody. There has been too much killing in Mexico." They said, "There is
one man you must kill, Huerta. Nobody can save him. Under Diaz he
went up and down killing people, and
you can try him for murder and execute him."
Madero said, "No, even unto him I
will try the medicine of mercy," and
he called Huerta in and said, "This is
a new change in Mexico. Let us join
hands and help the Mexican people.
They are honest and industrious. Give
them a chance," and he made Huerta
after little while a leader of the army
in charge of the army in the city of
Mexico; made him his friend, his confidant, his safeguard and his guardian.

,

Merchant Marine.

Eight-Hour Legislation.
I was profoundly interested in what
Mr. Sherley said about the recently
enacted eight-hour legislation in connection with railroads.
I have no
apologies to make on that subject. I
have been for an eight-hour day for
men engaged in industrial occupations
for twenty-five years and I am for it
now. Seventeen years ago I had occasion to make some inquiries into
the subject and I found that our American railroads killed seven times as
many persons as the German railroads per 1,000 of passengers carried.
We killed and wounded more persons
on railroads than used to be killed and
wounded in wars, and we did it because the men on the railroads were
worked overtime. My father was a
railroad physician and I used to go
out with him nearly every night when
there was a wreck and on examinations into the cause of them. I spent
my young life with the wrecks, of
railroads, and I used to attend courts
and hearings as to why those wrecks
took place and this frightful slaughter
went on, and I very well remember
the dramatic truth of one engineer
who piled his engine onto another
train.
They asked him if he could explain
it and he said, "Yes. I was asleep. I
had been twenty hours in my engine
and I fell asleep." Railroads have not
been very tender in the improvement
of these matters. Every improvement
in railroading in this country has been
forced upon them. The automatic
couplers, the
safety
devices, the
shortened hours. I am for the eighthour law because I ride on railroads
and I do not want to die on railroads.
There is not the slightest doubt, my
friends, that the action taken by Congress is not the end of that question.
The President said in the program
of legislation, that its was intended not
merely to stop this strike, but to make
a situation of that kind impossible in
the. future because unnecessary. So far
as I am concerned I had rather trust
him to get that program through from
the demonstration he has already given
of what he can do than some mere
critic who stands off and says, "That is
not the right way to do it."
What^Hughes Wants.

Carranza had beaten him off, and Carranza was the head of the government.
Huerta could not have saluted the flag
if he had wanted to. Then we retired
one after another all the South American and Central American countries
recognized Carranza as the head of the
de facto government of Mexico, and
finally we recognized him. Still there
is not peace. There is revolution still.
Some evil spirits come out only by
fasting and prayer. You cannot cure
a situation like the Mexican by snapping your fingers. We had a revolution in this country once in 1776. We
were fighting for our liberty, and there
were a great many countries in Europe
that didn't believe much in what we
were doing. Suppose one of them had
intervened and said your revolution is
getting very tiresome, it is interfering
with our trade, we don't approve of
the principle and we are going to intervene in Mexico.
What would we
have said?
Mexico's Bloodless Victories.

>•«
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So we have not intervened in Mexico.
There is still trouble down there. There
may be more trouble across the border.
It has been going on a long time. It was
there under Diaz and under Carranza.
This country is winning bloodless victories every day and establishing
greater security for life and propertv
than has existed for ten or fifteen year's
by having our troops on the border. I
will be satisfied if they can come "back
after the task is done without having
killed a single Mexican or endangering
the life of a single American.
America and Germany.
I am going to discuss the European
war. Mr. Sherley has referred to it,
but I will make this comment and I
hope that you will remember it, that
the German government has never
claimed that under international law
the United States ought to stop the
exportation of ammunition. The German government has admitted that we
were right about the Lusitania and
that we were right about the Sussex.
So far as our relations with the German government are concerned the
German government has admitted the
correctness of the administration's
positions on every point disputed, and
so far as England is concerned she has
admitted that we were right about the
commercial blacklist and in a number
of places they have modified their
policy when we objected to it and
told them what neutral rights were. So
it cannot be claimed that the United
States has been pressing on one side
or the other with any harshness or
favoriteness, but rather that the
United States has been maintaining its
neutrality.
A Vision of Peace.
And why ought we not to be glad
about that? Of course, we ought to
be glad that we are not sending transports loaded with from two to five
thousand men to take their places in
the trenches. Of course, we ought to
be glad that our resources are not being consumed and used up in that way.
But that is the least of our happiness.
I will tell you why I am glad. This
war in Europe is coming to an end
some day and when it comes there
ought to be a power of conscience and
intellect among men in the world that
will force a peace so just and surrounded by such arrangements as will
make it a permanent peace. When that
peace is made neither the price ofl
Princes nor the pretensions of Kings
will count for much, but the life and!
security and happiness of the plain
people of the world ought to be the
real principle. And my great happiness in having the United States at
peace now; is this: That when that
war is over and the Ministers and
Representatives gather around, some
marble'table in a gilded room to write
the terms of the new peace that is to
be, a spokesman and'representative of
this nation and this people can be there
and he can say, "Your war was wasted.
Every day of your struggle cost you
the destruction of $50,000,000 of property. The United States is rich and
powerful. We want to help you rebuild and rehabilitate your civiliza- 'S • >
tion." I want our representative to be I: o •
able, to say, "Come now, men, let us
make a peace so just and so fair that
everybody will welcome it," and then
let the nations of the earth, Germany
and England and Austria and France
and Russia and the U-iited States and
every power that will come in—let us
sign a declaration of mutual forbearance and protection if any nation in
the future undertakes to make an aggressive or upprovoked war among the
others let us bring the concentrated • • <
power of all the nations backed by the • • <
wise . conscience of mankind against < • •
that
aggressor,
thus
establishing 3 a <
through the concentrated force of mankind peace and happiness for the
future.

Huerta's Treachery.
And then, with incredible duplicity,
with a cunning and a treachery for
which we can find no descriptive word,
scarcely was that confidence reposed
in him when this old blood-mad
despot, this drunken criminal, conspired against the man who had forgiven him and caused him to be arrested by what he called the coup
d'etat, making it respectable by giving it a foreign name, had him taken
from one jail to another, stationed
assassins at one corner to shoot the
President, and then telegraphed the
President of the United States, "I have
overthrown the government of Mexico, I want to be recognized."
That record went to President Taft
and he didn't recognize him. He didn't
stay there very long, and he postponed
the question, but when Woodrow Wilson came in he declined to recognize
him.
They say, according to the principles of international law, one nation
has no right to inquire into the
legitimacy of the selection of a ruler
of another nation. That rule obtains
abroad. I would say that, ordinarily,
that is all right, but the relations between the countries on this continent
are not of the old order.
We proclaimed the Monroe Doctrine. We say
we won't allow any European nation
to establish its form of government on
this continent, and therefore we must
keep peace here if we would prevent
the European nations from coming
here. Therefore it is necessary for us
to establish peaceable relations among
the Latin-American countries of South
America and with Mexico.

I do not know whether Mr. Hughes
is opposed to the eight-hour law or not.
You cannot tell what he is opposed to
or what he is in favor of from what iie
says. If I am doing him wrong in saying he is opposed to it, I certainly do
not do him wrong when I say he rs opposed to the method of it.
A Voice—How about the 2-cent rate
in New York?
Mr. Baker—I don't know anything
about that except that Hughes vetoed
that. But we got it in Ohio and it is
working there now.
I have no patience with Hughes' argument that men ought to work more
than eight hours because they don't
use their leisure better. That is arrant Toryism.
If a man is allowed
eight hours for work and eight hours
for sleep and eight hours for enjoy! Mr. Hughes and Huerta.
ment with his family he will learn to
use it wisely if you will give him the
But rulership cannot come legitichance.
Have you observed that this is a pro- mately by the assassination route.
Huerta
was driven out.' Mr. Hughes
gressive program I have been talking
about? Have you observed that I have don't say that we ought to have reconly enumerated here the greater pieces ognized Huerta. He says in his letter
of legislation of the Democratic admin- of acceptance that we didn't recognize
istration? Each of those I have enu- him. I defy anybody to read it and
merated is a triumph of statesman- say that he says that he would not
ship, and do you recall that these great have done it. And when someone askadditions to our laws, this great ameli- ed him the question out West, would
Rural Credits Act.
oration of our conditions have not he have' recognized Huerta, he said:
taken place in a time of peace, but dur- "Now, I didn't say that." We don't
know to this hour what he would have
Mr. Sherley has referred to the rural ing a world war.
done. ' He don't either.
credits act. I wonder if there is anyI know what I would have done. I
body in this room who was horn on a
Progress Under Wilson.
farm. We all depend on the farmers.
would have said that the friendship
Is not that the place from which we
If when President Wilson was inau- and the protection and help 0f the
draw ultimately the living of the na- gurated some fairy had come to us and United States can go to the people of
tion? We in the city manufacture out said, "Let me draw aside the veil and Mexico, but the hand of her governof raw materials and we are dependent see what is to take place," and had ment'can never shake the bloodon the farmer for the welfare of the drawn it aside and shown us the fields gained hand of tyrant assassins.
country.
Political
platforms
have of Europe running with blood, all interpraised the farmer, but until now po- national avenues in such disturbed and'
Disposing of Huerta.
litical parties have done little for him.
upset condition and after we had seen
What was file trouble—what help did this we had been asked what prayers
We sent some ships down to Vera
he need? Win if a farmer went to bor- have you to make, would we not all C-^K- Huerta's men seized some of mf
row money he had nothing but his farm have prayed that our country at the people and we demanded that Huerta
as security. The banker knew that he end of Woodrow Wilson's administra- salute the flag, and Huerta would not
couldn't sell a farm like he could a rail- tion might be prosperous and at peace do it. So we went into Vera Cruz, rhe
road bond. The bond has a ready fixed with all the world? Prosperous and at other Presidential candidate sayE that
market price, but you can only sell a peace! It would have been enough to after we went in we should have stayed
farm when someone wants it. And the keep the ship of» state steady.
^.;n,.but that we came out without the
banker would say:
If he had simply said, "Gentlemen, salute.
We didn't demand that the
T will have to charge you a pretty the whole situation is too delicate US
i people salute the flag. We dehigh rate of interest, you know farms try any experiments; don't let us rock manded that Huerta salute it. ' We
are not very salable and I cannot let our boat." It would have been enough stayed in Vera Cruz and kept that city
you have it for a long time, for if times to have kept peace, but in spite of that, until Huerta was no longer a factor,'
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Deliver Chief Address
At Big Rally Here To-Night

r

NEWTGrN D. BAKER IN A CHARACTERISTIC ATTITUDE.
Here is shown a characteristic attitude of Newton D. Baker, of Ohio, who has
been appointed Secretary of War by President Wilson. The sketch was made
HrffW '■"?»,■»*;»*. Norman Lynd, at the last Democratic convention In
Baltimore, Maryland.
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VOL. CXXVI. NEW SERIES—NO.
THE WEATHER.
JSsntucky—-Fair Saturday and Sun
4ay; rising1 temperature.
Indiana—Fair Saturday and Sunday;
rising temperature.
Tennessee—Fair Saturday and Sun4ay; rising temperature.

THE LATEST'.
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EBAITCO-BRTTISH ERONT.
After taking 500 yards of trenches
•outhwest of Le Sars, Gen. Sir Douglas
Haig's men made progress in the capture of 500 yards of trenches east of
Lesbouefs. After the British entered a
section of the Hession trench they were
displaced, hut later regained the prize.
Rain is hampering operations in the remainder of the front north of the
Somme.
TRANSYLVANIA.
Rumanian forces have been repulsed
at Hermannstadt, Transylvania, and
the heights south and southeast of the
town have been captured by AustroGerman troops, says the official statement Issued from Austrian general
headquarters. The battle there has not
yet been concluded.

«•»
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Chancellor von Bethmann-Hollweg,
•peaking before the German Reichstag,
asserted that Rumania's stand with the
Entente Allies was the result of Bratiano's treachery, causing King Carlos
to die of grief; that it was England's
purpose to crush Germany and enslave
her people; that a division of Europe
had been planned if the Central Powers could be overridden. Regarding
peace, the Chancellor quoted Briand,
who stated as to France that such proposal now would be "a humiliation and
a disgrace to the memory of their
dead." The Chancellor made no reference to Belgium. He declared the German lines on all the fronts were unbroken, and predicted success in the
end.
Secretary of War Baker and Representative Swagar Sherley opened the
Democratic fight in the Fifth district
last night before a capacity crowd of
men and women at the Strand Theater.
The Democratic record of
achievement was outlined, the diplomatic policies of President Wilson
commended and the "carping criticisms" of Charles E. Hughes denounced
as being more worthy of a candidate
for Justice of the Peace than President
of the United States.
« ■ >
Following the handing down of an
opinion, by the Court of Appeals yesterday sustaining the assessment of a
$60 fi-.reaga.inat J. II. Gray, a. Louisville barber, for running his shop on
Sunday, heads of Louisville shops announced that Sunday work would soon
end. Barbers who work on Sunday
will be prosecuted by the union.

«•>
S. S. Willis, of Ashland, third man in
the race for Appellate Judge in the
Seventh district, entered the contest
suit for the nomination at. Frankfort
yesterday. He attacks the sufficiency
of the statements of campaign expenses
filed by both F. R. Sampson and A. J.
Kirk.
Berlin newspapers print strong criticisms of neutrality of the United States
based on the news of the death of
American Aviator Kiffen Rockwell, and
the presence of other American aviators on the western front.

«»»
Miss Edith Colby, a reporter, was
placed In jail at Thompson Falls, Mont.,
charged with the killing of A. C. Thomas, a Republican chairman.
She
charges Thomas made a remark reflecting on her character.
m
The increased cost of paper is responsible for a larger demand for money in
conducting the Democratic campaign
this year, according to Henry Morgenthau, campaign treasurer, who says $1,500,000 will be required.
in

Ferryboats plying between Manhattan and New Jersey were tied up during the rush hours by a strike of 150
employes of the boats. Possibility of a
general sympathetic strike In New
York appears remote.
n>
Salvation Army dignitaries from several cities, including Pittsburg, Pa., and
Nashville, Tenn., began arriving in
Louisville last night for the dedication
of the Salvation Army Citadel beginning to-night.
Two negroes, accused of being implicated in the killing of Deputy Sheriff James Gibson during a jail delivery
at Nowata, Okla., were taken from the
jail and lynched last night.
■
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A charge of murder will be preferred against Frederick L. Small,
whose wife was found dead in the
ruins of his cottage at Mountain View,
N. H., the Sheriff states.
—

4 « >

.

Julius Babey received without emotion last night the news that his application for a rehearing from the death
sentence for the murder of his wife
had been denied.
n>
Dean Charles E. Craik, who met
with an auto accident Sunday morning,
was conscious yesterday for the first
time, and his physician holds out hope
of his recovery.
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P. W. Goebel, of Kansas City, was
elected president of the American
Bankers' Association at the closing session In that city yesterday.
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TREACKEiYIS "BREMEN" ON LIFE PRESERVER WILSON SCORNS CHEERS OF PACKED HOUSE FOR
FOUND OFF MAINE COAST
'DISLOYAL'VOTER CAMPAIGN ARGUMENTS FROM
LAID AT DOOR
OF RUMANIA
ADMINISTRATION STANDPOINT
Possibility of German Submarine Merchantman
Being Lost.

Carlos Died of Broken Heart
Over Bratiano's Mercenary
Acts, Says Hollweg.
Declares
England
Would
Crush Germany and Enslave Her People.
Chancellor Tells Reichstag Alleged Plans of Entente To
Divide Europe.
REVIEWS ASPECTS OF WAR

Portland, Me., Sept. 29.—A life preserver marked "Bremen," the name of
the German submarine' freighter which
has been generally expected to arrive
at some Atlantic coast port for the
past week or more, was picked up on
the oceanside of Cape Elizabeth today.
The name "Bremen" was stencilled in
black letters two inches hign on both
sides of the buoy. On one side of
the canvas covering was printed a
small crown.
Over this were the words "ShutzMarke," meaning patented, or trademark. Beneath were the words "V.
Kpping-Hoven, Wilhelmshaven:" This
indicated ,apparently, the name of the
maker.
The preserver seemed to be new and
apparently had not been in the water a
great length of time. It was stained
with oil. An officer of the coast guard
cutter service who examined the buoy
said that if the preserver had been
thrown overboard by someone who
thought to play a practical joke he had
done a. very good job.
The preserver was well made, and
the lettering and the ink were of the
best quality.
The buoy was picked up at a small
place known as Maiden Cove by a 10year-old lad, Frederic L. Lakeman, of

Berlin, Thursday, Sept. 28 (by wireless to Sayvllle, Sept. 29).—The following semi-official acoount of to-day's
session of the Reichstag was given out
by the Overseas News Agency:
The Reichstag opened this afternoon. The galleries were crowded and
the foreign diplomats who are now in
Berlin were present, virtually without
exception. President Kaempf, in his
Introductory speech, stated that the
war in its economic and political as
well as military aspects had now
reached a climax. On all fronts there
was a violent struggle for a decision.
Germany's position, the President
said, was satisfactory in every respect.
He mentioned the arrival of the mer- Delayed Explosion of Dynachant submarines Deutsohland and
mite at Government Canal.
Bremen in t(he United States.
(A hews dispatch to Berlin to the
effect that a tug had gone out from
New London, Conn., presumably to Two Workers Are Buried Bemeet the Bremen, gave rise to the erneath Debris.
roneous report, generally accepted in
Germany, that the Bremen had reached
the United States.)
The President read telegrams exPOLICE GIVE FIRST AID
changed with the Emperor on the occasion of the beginning of the second
year of the war and with the President
Richard "Wiley, a negro, is dead;
of the Hungarian Parliament at the
time of the fall of the Rumanian fort- Will Motley, a white man, is seprobably
fatally,
injured;
ress of . Turtukai.
The President's riously,
Will Davis, white, and four nespeech was much applauded.
* * *
groes are injured as a result of the
Chancellor Hollweg's Speech.
delayed explosion of a dynamite blast
After the transaction o£ routine last night on the work where the Govbusiness Chancellor von Bethmann- ernment is widening the canal about
Hollweg arose. Amid a general silence the point Thirty-third street should i'nhe began his speech, to which all terseot. The men are employes of the
listened with undivided attention.
T. A. Glllespie Contracting Company,
The Chancellor alluded to the in- which has charge of the excavation
trigues of Rumania and that country's for the new locks. All of the injured
declaration of war, saying: "Our re- with the exception of Motley are exlations with Rumania before the war pected to recover.
were based on the treaty of alliance
Besides Motley and Wiley the victims
first concluded between Austria-Hun- were:
gary and Rumania, and then enlarged
Will Davis, cuts and bruises, condiby the accession of Germany and Italy. tion not serious; Clarence Harvey,
The contracting parties engaged under negro, 435 South Seventh street, cuts
the treaty to assist each other in case and bruises; Ben Harvey, negro, 435
of unprovoked attack by a third party. South Seventh street, skull fractured,
"When the war broke out King Car- cuts and bruises; Will Haley, negro,
los with- all his energy stood up for 3524 Gilpln avenue, cuts and bruises;
the idea that Rumania owed to the Robert Owens, negro, 3626 Reed alley,
Central Powers thirty years of political left leg broken and numerous cuts and
security and wonderful economic de- bruises.
• • +
velopment and that therefore Rumania
must support the Central Powers, not
Buried Under Debris.
only on account of the provisions of
The accident occurred shortly after
the treaty, but also for the sake of
the country's honor. The late King re- 7 o'clock. The men had planted a
garded as sophistry the objection that heavy charge of dynamite in numerous
Rumania had not been informed in drill holes to blow out a large secregard to the Austro-Hungarian de- tion of rock. The charge is fired by
marche in regard to Serbia and had electricity, but when the spark was
not been consulted about it.
sent the dynamite failed to explode
"But when the deciding session of and they returned to learn the cause.
the Crown Council was held the aged Wiley and Motley, the white foreman
King did not succeed against the Gov- of the gang, were directly over the
ernment, whose Prime Minister, not- charged area when, in some way, the
withstanding treaty obligations, sym- blast let go, rending the earth with a
Wiley and Motley
pathized with the Entente Powers. A deafening roar.
short time later the King died, in con- were hurled into the air and all of
sequence of the emotions caused by the other men were knocked to the
realization that Rumania was a traitor ground by the concussion and bombarded by the falling rocks. Wiley and
to her allies.
Motley were covered by the debris
when their companions reached them.
Treaty With Russia.
* • *
Dies of Injuries.
"The Rumanian policy was now guided by Premier Bratiano, who attemptA hurry call was sent to the Central
ed to gain riches without making great
sacrifices at the expense of the party police station and Desk Sergt. Kragel
quickly
dispatched the auto patrols of
suffering defeat in the war. The main
the Third and Fourth police districts
point was to discover in time which to
scene. The officers and patrolparty was about to win final victory, in mentherendered
first aid treatment and
order not to be too late. Nevertheless removed all but
to the city
during the first year of the war, prob-' hospital. He was Motley,
to his home
ably after the fall of Lemberg, Pre- at 2326 High street, taken
where he was givmier Bratiano, leaving his sovereign in en surgical attention
Dr. D. M.
ignorance, concluded a treaty of neu« Dwver. He is internally by
injured from
trality with Russia. After the fall of a large boulder which struck him in
Przsmysl he thought the time had come the stomach. In addition this he susto reach an understanding in regard to tained the dislocation of two ribs and
pay for Judas-like treason, but the ne- his right arm, the fracture of his right
gotiations failed. Russia decided to in- leg and bruises on his hands.
Dr.
crease her own vast territory by taking Dwyer said late last night that MotBukowina, while Rumania not only ley had only a slight chance to
wished this same Bukowina., but also recover.
Wiley, whose skull . was
all Hungarian territory as far as the fractured, died about an hour aftTheiss."
er reaching the hospital.
Harvey
The Chancellor added that in spite of also is in a critical condition there.
this failure Rumania's policy of neu- The other men were treated and later
trality favored the Entente more and taken to their homes. Ernest Bentley,
more. He said Rumania attempted to the night superintendent of the work,
collaborate with the British efforts to said that the cause of the failure of
establish a blockade of Germany, with- the charge to work at first, then later
holding grain purchased by Germany exploding, had riot been determined
until the grain was obtained by means last night, but that the contractors
of energetic pressure. The Premier would make a. thorough investigation
again hesitated when the Central Pow- of the accident. The officials of the
ers, initiating the offensive in Galicia company hurried to the scene at once
in the spring of last year, broke and last night personally attended to
through the Russian line at Gorlice and arrangements for giving the injured all
was in doubt whether he had placed proper attention.
:
■■* » ►
his wager on the right horse. Negotiations with the Entente were almost DEMANDS OF TELEGRAPHERS
suspended.
"The Russian offensive this spring,"
0'N B. & 0. COMPROMISED
the Chancellor continued, "made Premier Bratiano believe he saw the
breaking down of the Central Powers.
Baltimore, Md., Sept. 29.—The deAccordingly he decided to obtain a mand of the telegraphers of the Baltishare when the robbery of the dead more & Ohio railroad for increased pay
body began. Furthermore, the Entente and better working conditions have
Powers had a freer hand in conduct- been compromised, it was learned here
ing negotiations than' others. Serbia to-day. By the agreement, reached
had been conquered and the protectors through the intervention of the United
of small, feeble States were no longer States Board of Mediation and Conobliged to show any consideration for ciliation, the men will receive what is
Serbia's former wishes in . regard to equivalent to a salary advance of about
8 per Gent. They demanded 16 per
cent.

Westbrook. A number of other persons were nearby at the time and saw
the boy pick up the object from t$e
beach near the water's edge. The bucy
later was taken to a newspaper office,
where it was photographed and examined by many seafaring men.

Reports Sighting Vessel,
Westerley, R. I., Sept. 23.—A fisherman at Pleasant View, near Watch
Hill, overlooking Long Island Soun.i,
Toward Campaign
reported tornight that he had seen with Attitude
his marine' glasses a large submarine
and
Some
of Issues.
proceeding in the direction of New
London, where the German submarine
Bremen has been expected for moie
than a week. She was then 25 miles
east of New London and showed ort
her mast. a. bright white light above a. Definite Reasons For Re-elecgreen light..
These lights, according to the observtion To Be Stated.
er, were the ones he had been told by
Capt. Robinson, of the tug Wester!}',
would be carried by the German submarine which the tug some (lays ago
had been- ordered to look for.
The submarine was unaccompanied PARKER TO FIGHT HUGHES
and displayed no flag. The observe!,
who professed to be familiar with the
appearance of • American submarines,
which have their base at New London!
I»ng Branch, N. J., Sept. 29.--Presisaid that she was of a different type
from any he had seen. The boat wa.« dent Wilson made it plain to-night that
about two miles off shore and was going at a moderate rate of speed. The he wants no "disloyal" American to
sea was very choppy.
vote for him. He expressed indignation
over a telegram from Jeremiah A.
XT. S. Agents Undisturbed.
New London, Conn... Sept. 29.—Offi- O'Leary, of New York, president of the
cials of the Eastern Forwarding Com- American Truth Society, accusing him
pany, American agents for the German of being pro-British and saying he hadi
line of submarine merchantmen, were
with
undisturbed to-night over the report failed to obtain compliance
that a life preserver marked "Bremen" American rights.
had been picked up off the Maine coast.
The President sent Mr. O'Leary a
When asked if the preserver might
have belonged to the long expected sub- short telegram which officials indimarine, Capt. F. Hinsch said "Impos1
sible." He added that it. was unlikely eatee Mr. Wilson had desired to put
that the Bremen's preservers would be in stronger language. His message
marked in the manner of the one
follows:
found.
"Your telegram received. I would
feel deeply mortified to have you or
anybody like you vote for me. Since
you have access to many disloyal
Americans and I have not, I will ask
you to convey this message to them."

ONE KILLED, SIX MOB IS HALTED
HURT IN BLAST BY MINISTER

*■*-,#

Accused of Being Pro-British,
He Gives Short Answer.

Two Negroes Later Hanged
At Nowata, Okla.
Abandon Plan To Lynch
Prisoner At Church.
KILLED

DEPUTY

SHERIFF

Nowata. Okla... Sept. 2it.-^-Xwo negroes, accused of being implicated in
the killing of Deputy Sheriff .lames
Gibson, during a jail delivery here today, were taken from the jail by a mob
to-night and lynched in front of the
courthouse.
A first attempt to lynch one of the
negroes, immediately after their capture, was frustrated by the Rev. Perry
E. Pierce, a Methodist minister, who
pleaded with the mob until the suspended negro was cut down, unconscious, .but alive. The mob dispersed,
but public feeling was not allayed, and
the mob reformed later with the announced intention of lynching the two
men who had been returned to jail.
When the prisoners had been taken
from the jail short work was made of
putting them to death.
Events culminating in the double
lynching moved with dramatic swiftness. Three negro prisoners effected
an escape from the county jail late today. They were discovered In the act
by Sheriff James May, who was
knocked down and robbed of his pistol.
Gibson went to his aid and was shot
to death,

* * *

Mob In Pursuit.
It was only a few minutes after the
negroes had gained their freedom that
a mob bent on vengeance was in close
pursuit.
Two of the negroes took
refuge in a house in the outskirts of
Nowata, where they were surrounded
and rearrested. The third negro apparently made good his escape.
■ One of the rearrested negroes, John
Foreman, alleged to have been the man
Who killed Gibson, was wounded when
taken into custody and was not molested, but the unwounded negro was
seized by the mob, which had grown
to large proportions, and a parade
through the principal streets began,
with the negro, screaming for mercy
at a rape's end.
When the mob
reached the Methodist church a large
tree with outspreading branches offered
the opportunity which the rope around
the negro's neck suggested.
"Let's lynch the negro on holy
ground." shouted someone in the crowd.
The prisoner was swung clear of the
ground and was being choked to death
when Mr. Pierce appeared, attracted
from his study in the parsonage by the
negro's screams. He rushed from the
house into the midst of the crowd and
began his pleadings for the seemingly
doomed man's life.
* * a

Causes Mob To Pause.
The mob paused in its work to hear
what the minister had to say.
"Men, I beseech you in the name of
God not to desecrate this holy ground,"
pleaded Mr. Pierce. "Do not stain the
name of our city by going Into this
terrible affair."
With great earnestness he demanded
that the law be allowed to take its
course. Five minutes the pastor spoke
until one of the mob leaders, turning
to his fellows, said:
"Men, Mr. Pierce is right.' Take the
negro back to jail and let the law. take
its. course."
The mob,- sobered by the words of the
pastor, and the assumption of leadership taken by one of its members, led
the negro back to jail.
,
Nowta was quiet following the episode, but quiet was only the lull before
the storm.
Shortly after the dinner hour Foreman and the negro who had been rescued from the mob in the afternoon
and who had given the name of "Sunny" Powell to the jail authorities, were
taken from the jail by another and
larger mob of citizens. Foreman was
strung up to a lamp post near the
courthouse and Powell was hanged
from a, tree a few feet distant. The
Sheriff was not at the jail when the
mob sought entrance. The deputies left
to guard the negroes were pushed aside
and forced^into submission. ■

Speech Cheered By Ditnocrats Here Secretary

of War and Mr.
Sherley Discuss the
Record.

Attentiveness and Order of
Great Audience a Marked
Feature.
Banking and Rural Credits Act
Among Achievements
Referred To.
OPEN

• * *

Attacked In Telegram.
Mr. O'Leary's telegram, given out by
the President, follows:
"Again we greet you with a popular
.disapproval of your pro-British policies.
Last 'year from the Twenty-third New
York Congressional district, and now
from your own State and from the
voters of your own party Senator MarNEWTON D. BAKER.
tine won . because the voters of New
Jersey do not want any truckling to
the British- empire nor do they approve of dictatorship over Congress.
"You foreign policies, your failure to
secure compliance with all American
rights, your leniency with the British
empire, your approval of war loans,
the ammunition traffic, are issues in
this caritiwiE". Do you know - that
William S. Bennet, a Republican
Congressman, ran in the Democratic Court of Appeals Holds Work Refusal
To Rehear Death
primaries in the Twenty-third New
Verdict Told Prisoner.
York
congressional
district
and
On Sabbath Not Necessity.
polled
36.
per
cent.
of
the
total Democratic vote against his regular Democratic
opponent?
Anglomaniacs and British interest may conNo Time Will Be Lost In Meager and Rambling Replies
trol newspapers, but they don't control votes. The people may be readers,
Given Questioner.
Closing Shops.
but they are not followers of the newspapers.
"When, sir, wili you respond to these
evidences of popular disapproval of
your policies by action? The Martine EXPRESSIONS ARE
HEARD INSANITY WAS HIS DEFENSE
election and Bennet vote prove you
have lost support amongst Democrats.
"Every vote for Martine was a vote
against you, as was every Democratic
When Jailer Foster broke the news
Louisville barbers, both shop provote that went for Mr. Bennet in the
Democratic primaries In the Twenty- prietors and employes, heard with un- to Julius Babey that the Court of Apthird congressional district."
disguised delight yesterday that the peals had refused his plea for a re* * *
Attitude Toward Campaign.
Court of Appeals had decreed that Sun- hearing and that unless the Governor
The President's attitude toward the day barbering was against the law. intervened he would have to die in the
campaign and toward some of the is- Some time within the next thirty days electric chair for the murder of his
sues before the country were made
known here to-day. It was learned Local No. 45, of the International Bar- wife those present saw no effect, of
that in his speech at Shadow Lawn bers' Union, through its attorney, the aw€ul tidings upon the condemned
to-morrow and in subsequent addresses here he intends to give to the Merit O'Neal, will prepare a statement man. He gazed into space and said
country definite reasons why he is to the effect that any barber doing- "Is that so?"
asking for another term.
Babey's attorneys based their fight
business on Sunday will be arrested
Following is an authoritative sumand prosecuted. And when this no- for has life, on the plea that he is
mary of his campaign attitude:
The President will adhere strictly to tice is issued the Sunday barber shop crazy. The Criminal Court decided
his determination not to enter into personalities or into a political contro- In Louisville will become a thing' of that he is not and was responsible for
versy with Charles E. Hughes. All the the past.
his crime. The Court of Appeals afspeeches he will make away from
Louisville barbers have long groaned firmed that, decision and yesterday
Sadow Lawn will be delivered before
nonpartisan organizations, and will be under the weight of Sunday work. morning refused to reopen the case,
devoted entirely to a discussion of pub-, Such work nominally extended only thus deciding that the prisoner must
lie questions. By inference they w81
from S until 11 o'clock in the morn- die at a date to be set later. Only
have a political effect.
His speeches here, however, will be ing, but, "as everybody knows," one a commutation of the sentence to life
more political' in tone. To-morrow he
imprisonment by the Governor now
will tell why he thinks young men barber said yesterday, "the world Is
should vote the Democratic ticket..
full of men who rush into the shops can save Babey and it is believed that
At present, American voters are enrelatives and friends will seek clemtitled to know, he believes, what the one minute before closing time, and
Republicans would do at present in since we have to take care of them all ency from that, source.
* * *
Mexico, 'what attitude they would take we never get away until 12:30 pr 1.
toward belligerent nations in Europe,
Meager
Replies.
whether they would repeal the. Federal We want a day of rest, a whole day
An effort to interview Babey by a
Reserve act, the Tariff law, the Rural to spend with our .families, or to go to
Credits act, the Tariff Commission Bill, church or play penochle in just the reporter brought only meager replies
the Eight-hour law for Railroad Employes, the Child Labor law and other same as anybody else. And you can to questions. -A resume of the replies
bet your sweet life we are glad we given him is as follows: "Won't give
legislative acts of the Democrats.
Although several days ago officials are going to get It."
me a new trial? All right. It don't
here said the President would take oc* * *
make any difference. Afraid to die?
casions to refer frequently to the setNot Work of Necessity.
No; everybody has to die some time.
tlement of the recently threatened
A
few
months
ago
the
barbers'
railroad strike, it became known to-day
I'm ready to die if anything happens.
that he has since decided not to dwell union induced J. H. Gray, who con- I'm a member of the Presbyterian
on this question a.s much as on other ducts a shop at 418 West Walnut church. But I want people to let me
issues. The President believes that, sat- street, to make a test case of the Sunalone, they bother me all .the time
isfactory settlement of pending international question can only be embarrass- day-closing law, an ancient statute Who bothers me?' Everybody. rra too
which has never been enforced in Lou- busy to talk to them because I have
ed by partisan discussions of them.
For this reason, he is not expected to isville. By prearrangement Mr. Gray to keep watching all the time. They're
reply directly to the challenge issued by was arrested, tried in the Jefferson coming here to get me. They're out to
Mr. Hughes that he deny or confirm the Circuit Court and lined $50, after
get me. My wife keeps coming after
charge that John Lind went to Mexico
with orders to oust Gen. Huerta. On which ho appealed. The Court of Ap- me, too. She just stares at me. She
this subject Mr. Wilson takes the posi- peals yesterday affirmed the decree of can't, get in the cell, but she would get
tion that Huerta was ousted, that the the lower tribunal.
me, too, if I didn't keep watching all
"Shaving a particular person by a
Democratic Administration opposed him
the time. Of course, I'm sorry I killed
consistently and that, therefore, no re barber under exceptional circumstances my wife, but. I don't think she's any
upon the Sabbath may be a work of
ply is necessary.
* * *
necessity," the Court of Appeals said better off. You see, you can't never
in an opinion by Judge Hart affirming tell about those things. They told me
Parker Against Hughes.
the fine assessed against Gray, "but yesterday what the court did Now
In connection with? international when a barber is simply performing I'm going back to sleep."
Babey, who is 23 years of age, is
questions an authoritative denial was the regular service of a barber on the
to a cell on a lower tier, nearmade here to-day to statements that Sabbath it is not a work of necessity." confined
by
the place where the guards sit when
The court said, further, that the
James W. Gerard, American Ambassanot
making
rounds. A large
dor to Germany, is coming here to dis- Sunday-closing law was not a religious electric light their
makes it possible for a
cuss reports that Germany is about to measure, but a police regulation, de- clear view of his every action at all
renew submarine attacks on merchant signed to assist in the conservation of times of the day and night. Someone
vessels. It was said here that Mr. the life and health of the citizenship watches him constantly. Everything
Gerard was returning to the United and enable people who toil daily to be with which he might do himself injury
States only because he greatly needed in the society of their families and at- has been taken out of the cell. Also
tend public worship on Sunday.
a rest.
he is not shaved as often as the other
• * *
The members of the board created by
prisoners, as an added precaution. No
Congress to investigate the workings of
Will Enforce Law.
one. is allowed to go into the tier with
the eight-hour law passed at the end
Several barbers, when interviewed Babey, and the few persons, immediate
of the last session, will be appointed by
friends and relatives, who are allowed
the President within a. few days. The yesterday, expressed satisfaction over
talk to him, must do so through two
selection of the members; of the Tariff the, court decision and said no time to
of bars.
Commission, the Shipping Board and would be lost in closing the Sunday sets
Babey and his wife had separated
'Attorney O'Neal said it
of the commission created to adminis- barbershops.
and she was suing him for divorce In
ter the workingmen's compensation might be thirty days before the manlaw for Government employes, will be
(Continued On. Fifth Page.)
(Continued On Fifth. Page.)
postponed until later.

BARBERS ELATED BABEY RECEIVES
BY SUNDAY RULE NEWS STOICALLY
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DISTRICT CAMPAIGN

Before an audience unique in Kentucky politics, the Democratic campaign
in Louisville and Jefferson county was
opened last night at the Strand Theater.
Secretary of War Newton D. Baker
and Representative Swagar Sherley addressed a crowd that filled to overflowing everything but the topmost gallery
in the theater. It was truly a representative . gathering of Kentucky men
and women. It was not a boisterous
political meeting; rather a body of men
and women such as might be expected
when momentous questions are in the
balance.
Throughout the addresses there were
frequent bursts of applause and expressions of approval of the points
made.
Secretary Baker and Mr. Sherley discussed the issues uppermost in the
minds of. the American people. They
handled them in a manner to leave no
doubt and with sufficient clearness for
everyone to understand the viewpoint
of the Democratic Administration.
Mr. Sherley reviewed the legislative
and diplomatic record of the Wilson
Administration. He analyzed the banking and rural credits law in the Iangu§ i-■. -i' the layman and declared thai
the motives which have stood back of
every Democratic act have been those
of seeking to serve the many and not
the »few.

* * *

Pursued Only Course.
He launched into a frank discussion
of the international problems of Woodrow Wilson growing out of the war,
and he stated there could have
been no other logical position. . He
pointed out that Germany's offenses
against the rights of neutrals were
those affecting human lives, and as
such there could be no postponement
of their adjustment until after the
war. In the case of other nations, their
violations have been against property
rights, he said, and in a life and death
struggle of nations they cannot be expected to be respecters of property,
but they must be expected to settle
after the war.
Both Secretary Baker and Mr. Sherley explained the Mexican policy of
President Wilson; seeking only to show
the motives and. the purpose of the
President's acts. They gave a frank
discussion of the recent railroad legislation and the child labor bill. Their
words on these subjects were frequently cheered.
"I have favored the eight-hour day
for railroad men for twenty-five years,"
said Secretary Baker, "and the reason
I favor it is because I want to ride on"
railroad trains, not to die on them. I
began to favor it when, as a, boy, I accompanied my father, a railroad surgeon, on case after case of wrecks and
accidents; I got it further from going
to trials of these cases, and in ono
after another the engineers and other
workers would admit their blame, and
tell frankly that it was due to long
hours and lack of sleep."

# * *

Hughes' Shortcomings.
Impatience with the attitude of
Charles E. Hughes, the Republican
candidate, expressed by both speakers
was epitomized by Secretary Baker
when he said:
"Mr. Hughes seems to forget that ho
is a candidate for President of the
United States and not for Justice of
the Peace."
The failure of the Republican candidate to say what he would have done
In any of the situations for the handling of which he has criticised the
President, was scored by Secretary
Baker and Mr. Sherley.
Mr. Baker touched Mr. Hughes' recent statements on the; .Mexican situation, and said he wanted to know just
what the Republican candidate would
have done in the case of Huerta.
That the hand of Woodrow Wilson
has been the guiding hand in the legislative achievements of the Democratic
Congress was asserted by Secretary
Baker. He said the genius behind the
currency act was the President.
References to the child labor act
drew cheers.
Secretary Baker said
that heretofore America had been so
busy making money it had not stopped
to make men, but that under the influence of President Wilson hereafter
the children of America would not be
molded into iron, meted out in tons
of coal or woven into clothes.
The assistance of the Administration to the American merchant marine
and the great strides made in shipbuilding in this country within the last
few years were related by Secretary
Baker.

• * *

Theater Is Packed.
Secretary Baker was accompanied to
the theater by Mayor Buschemeyer
Mr. Sherley, Chairman Cantrill, Col. P
H. Callahan, John W. Newman and
James Garnett.
When they reached the theater every
(Oorotiirued On Second Page.)
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BRITISH DRIVING
FOR PRIZE ROAD
Trenches Taken Near Le Sars
and Les Bouefs.

Rumanian

Repulse

Reported

From Hermannstadt.

LULL

ON

RUSSIAN FRONT

London, .Sept. 29.—Steadily the British troops are pushing forward toward
che

Peronne-Bapaume road, the main

artery
man

immediately

lines

north

behind

of

the

Ger-

Combles.

After

taking 500 yardis of trenches southwest
of

Le

Sare

Sir Douglas

Hatg's

men made additional progress

in the

■rapture

of

Gen.
500

yards

of

German

■I rench.ee east of Les Bouefs.
The British occupancy of the territory between Tbiepval and

the' Ancre

•Is being: contested strongly by the Germans,

A German counter attack after

■tflie entry
tion

of

of the

the

British

Hessdan

into a sec-

trench

resulted

in the forcing- out of the holders.

The

•section was regained later, however, by
the British, London says.

Heavy fight-

ing also has occurred around the Stuff
redoubt.

* * *

of the Democratic organization of the
Fifth district.
* * *
Sherley Paid Tribute.
Mr. Cantrlll paid high tribute to the
ability of Mr. Sherley.
"He has honored this city: he has
served his district well; he has served
his State and his country. On election
night he will
have buried
a former
Democrat, now leader of the Republican stand-pat party in Louisville, as a
candidate for Congress.
"Let each Democrat in this city, let
each patriotic citizen
regardless of
party do his duty on election day to return to power that greatest of statesmen and patriots, Woodrow Wilson."
Mayor Buschemeyer declared Louis"ille delights to honor Swagar Sherley,
y, for in so doing it honors itself.
Mr. Sherley
declared the men and
women present were gathered to honor
President Wilson.
"The makers of our Government did
well," he said, "in limiting the term of
office of men who are to serve it."

* * •

Record of Achievements.
"This is the first time in twenty-five
years that Democracy
comes
before
you not in the role of critic or with
promises, but with the record of accomplishments and to ask your indorsement and approval,"
said Mr.
Sherley.
•
He referred to the problems of the
Democratic party during the administration of the nation's business and the
constantly arising problems with which
the Democrats have been confronted.
"We were scarcely started," he said,
M
when that gigantic war broke out to
offer us new problems, while the old
questions presented new difficulties. No
man could tell one evening what would
have to be done the next. People may
question the judgment, but they cannot question the motives which actuated the Democratic party. Thev dare
not attack the spirit in which the' Democrats sought to serve, all the people
of America. They have sought to discern the thoughts of the people instead
of a favorite few, no ma.tter how wise.
The great money powers did not sit at
the council table."
Touching the Mexican • question Mr.
Sherley said it is apparent to everyone
tha,t Mr. Wilson has'had a desire to
serve not any particular moneyed investments, but the people.

* * *

Hampered By Bain.

Republican Promises Ignored.

Rain is hampering operations on the

He said that for years the Republican party promised the revision of the
remainder of the Anglo-French front
tariff and the people saw these promnorth of the Somme. according to offi- ises ignored and disregarded. The Demoprats revised the tariff a.nd lowered
cial statements.
Paris mentions no
duties on the necessities of life, mainactivity after the advance between taining only those adequate to operatFregicourt and Morval toward Sailly, ing the Government.
"The Democratic party devised and
on the Peronne-Bapaume road.
The put into operation the most equitable
form of taxation, the income tax," he
British statement reads:
continued.
"Customs duties fall upon
"Rain fell heavily to-day and
ex- the rich and. poor alike, regardless of
The income tax
cept for heavy shelling there was what they possess.
taxes the ability to pay.
It says to
•little activity on our center and our the rich, 'You shall bear the greater
right wing of the battle front.
Some share of the tax because you reap the
greater benefits and because you have
flight progress was made east of Les
better ability to per.' without the scanBouefs, where we occupied 500 yards dal that heretofore characterized revof enemy trenches.
enue
legislation,
without
the
dark
"In the Thlepval area
there was methods of a few men who carried
to
Washington
their
terms
of
this
legheavy fighting around the Stuff reislation or that.
doubt..
Having taken
an
important
"Under long neglect,
the
currency
■section of the Hessian trench, we were conditions in our country suffered from
forced out of it by a, counter attack, anarchaic system, the only excuse for
which were the exigencies of the Civil
but regained it later in the day.
War."
"In
this section
during
the
last
* * *
twenty-four hours we have taken prisActed In Face of Criticism.
oners S officers and 521 men of other
"Our currency system was based not
ranks.
on the credit of the nation, but on its
"Tn spite, of the weather our aero- liabilities. There was no expansion in
planes have done useful work attack- time when contraction wae needed and
ing the enemy's re-enforcements on the no contraction where there was need
of expansion.
The result could only
move.
Yesterday enemy aircraft pabe periodic panics, and business men
trolled actively behind their own lines, were taken to the bankruptcy court
but showed little enterprise. One enemy when there was not the slightest exmachine was destroyed.
One of our cuse for it.
"The continuation of such, a system
own machines has not returned."
was due to the fact that, the RepubThere has been no great activity
licans lacked intelligence or courage to
on any of the other fronts in Europe revise our currency laws.
If- they had
except in Transylvania, where the Aus- "he intelligence they lacked the courtro-Germans have repulsed the Ruma- age to overthrow a group of financiers
and to make the credit of the nation
nians at Hermannstadt.
Vienna says
belong to the people.
The Democrats
the Teutonic forces also have occupied undertook this reform in the face of
the heights east and southeast of, the criticism of the most bitter kind. They
town after violent fighting.
The bat- were not only denounced, but abused.
tle in this section, however, has not yet And now those who were, most loud
in criticism are saying that it always
been finished.
should have been done. What do you
think of a party that knew what to
do but wouldn't do it?
".Mr.
Hughes announces
that
he
would repeal all Democratic legislation.
Does he propose to repeal the currency
act? If he would amend it how would
he do it? He doesn't dare to say. An
intelligent electorate certainly is entitled to something more than abuse."

CHEERS OF PACKED HOUSE
FOR CAMPAIGN ARGUMENTS
(Continued From First Page.)

seat except those in the top gallery was
occupied. Tn the rear of the main auditorium and behind the boxes on the
mezzanine floor several hundred men
found standing room.
Gen. W. B. Haldeman, Kentucky National Committeeman, occupied a stage
box. Other boxes and the stage seats
were taken
by prominent
local and
State Democrats. Many women were
present.
Seating arrangements and the decorations were in charge of Col. Frank MoGrath, Chairman of the City and County Committee.
Prof. George T. Ragsdale, formerly
one of the leading Progressive workers
in Louisville, occupied a seat on the
stage.
There were many Progressives
in the audience. At the conclusion of
the rally he said:
"I shall vote for "Woodrow Wilson."

• * *

Mayor's Words Cheered.
"This is what we might term the
opening of the. campaign In the Fifth
district, the Gibraltar Democratic district." «a.id
Mayor
Buschemeyer
in
opening the meeting.
He said he was
happy that such a representative audience came to greet Secretary Baker.
lie said it was fitting to meet to hear
of the issues of the two great parties.
The first cheering was when, referring to the nominations of the Democrats, Moyar Buschemeyer mentioned
the name of Woodrow Wilson.
"The Mayor
paid
tribute
to Mr.
Csntrill's services both as a. Congressman and as chairman of the State
Committee.
Mr. Cantrlll extended the thanks of
1he Democrats of Kentucky for the visit
of Secretary Baker to Louisville.
He
drew cheers when he said the audience
represented Democracy unterrified and
victorious in the Fifth district.
He expressed
appreciation of the
State Committee for the co-operation

GELESTINSl
VICHY
Owned by and tottled under the direct
control 0/ the French Government

Natural Alkaline
Water
Used at meals
prevents Dyspepsia and relieves Gout, Indigestion and

Note the Name

g^sffiiKlfl

Mr. Sherley then gave an explanation of the provisions' of the rural
credits act.
He declared it remained
for the Democratic party to make it
possible for farmers to obtain loans
of from five to thirty-five years and
to enable them to pay the. interest and
the principal.
Would
Mr.
Hughes
want to repeal the rural credits law,
Mr. Sherley asked.
"These are not ordinary
achievements." continued.Mr. Sherley. "They
are of such magnitude that if they
stood alone they would be sufficient
indorsement to give the Democratic
party the tenure of office for a great
many years."
Mr. Sherley said that the Democratic
party had given labor a new charter
and corrected abuses that have been
permitted to exist too long.
He said
it had corrected the evil of believing
that a man's labor is a commodity to be
bought and sold like merchandise and
had established the principal that a
man's toil is a human element essential in the life of nations.
The Louisville Congressman then entered a. discussion of the war. saying
that overnight every precious idea of
man had
been
shattered, civilization
given the lie and it seemed that reason
had fled from the human mind. No one
knew, he said, how snuii America would
be drawn into the gulf of that everbroadening struggle.

and wherever we could.
It is a fortune of war, not of our making, that
one nation is able to convey what we
offer to sell. For the American Government to refuse to its citizens the
right to sell their products would be entirely unneutra.l."
. Mr. Sherley referred to the trip of
the submarine Deutschland as an example of the willingness of this Government to sell to any nation that is
able to convey its products. He said
the Americans who insisted that the
submarine was not a merchantman
were unneutral.
President Wilson has shown a. brand
of patience possessed
by
very
few
men," said Mr. Sheriey.
"You people
away from Washington felt a little
of the pressure.
We felt if in the
extreme
President Wilson had
the
ability and the courage to sit still before taking the step.
Nations can always go to war, but it requires the
highest type of statesmanship to accomplish results without going to war.
President Wilson has been accused of
too much note writing.
I would that,
those who control the destinies of Europe had been willing to write notes
before plunging the world into the
present war. The President deemed it
best to be patient and as a result we
are enjoying the blessings of peace."
Mr.
Sherley
reviewed
the recent
railroad legislation and the circumstances leading up to the enactment
of the eight-hour basic day law.
He
answered the charge of the Republican
party that Congress acted under compulsion by saying that Congress acted
under the compulsion of events.
He
said men declared the Adamson law
is .not an eight-hour law.
It is true,
he declared, that it does not compel
men to work only eight hours, but that
it fixes the basis of compensation on
eight hours' and that the day is not
■far distant when America will see an
actual physical eight-hour day for railroad men.
Mr. Sherley declared that
it is curious that the Republicans insist that Congress acted without information and in the same breath give
the Information.

PRINCETON AWARDED NEXT
LOUISVILLE CONFERENCE
PROPOSAL TO ADMIT LAY LEADERS AS EX-OFFICIO MEMBERS BEATEN.
Special to The. Courier-Journal.
Franklin, Ky„ Sept. 29.—By a vote
of the body the seventy-second annual session of the Louisville Conference
of
the
Methodist
Episcopal
Church, South, will meet at Princeton
in October, 1917.
Hopkinsvillo asked
for the honor of entertaining the conference, but inasmuch
as
Princeton
had secured a tentatiye promise last
year she easily won.
After a spirited debate the conference rejected the proposed amendment
to the constitution of the church by
which
conference
and
district
lay
leaders were to become,ex-officio members of the annual conference.
This
proposed amendment, has been submitted to all the annual conferences by
order of the general conference for
their ratification or rejection.
Those
opposing the measure made it clear
that they did not object to larger lay
representation; in fact, they would be
glad to have a larger increase of the
number of lay delegates, but they felt
that the proposed methods to attain
this end were contrary to the constitution of the church.

DEMOCRATIC CAMPAIGN
REQUIRES $1,500,000 FUND

* • *

GIRL REPORTER IN JAIL
CHARGED WITH KILLING

NOW IS THE TIM
TO GLEAN UP

* • *

fe

Baker Lauds Wilson As Prince of Peace
and Guiding Genius In Democratic Legislation

New York. Sept. 29.—A fund of $1,500,000 will be required to conduct the
Democratic national campaign, according to a statement made here to-night
by Henry Morgenthau, treasurer of the
National Campaign Committee. He declared New York was expected to contribute about one-third of this amount,
which exceeds about $400,000 the sum
spent in the 1912 campaign.
As an example of the increased cost
of the present campaign, Mr. Morgenthau said that the printing bill alone
would be three times as much as it was
in 1912 because of the increased price
fif paper. He announced that contribuViolations Sure To Occur.
tions thus far received exceeded by 65
"But it has not been drawn into the per cent, those which had been sent in
war and that this has not happened up to the same date In 1912. There have
has been due to the greatness of your been several contributions of $10,000
President, as only greatness shines the each, but only three of more than that
brighter through a crisis. Who was it amount, he said.
.
«* » »
—■
that believed the United States should
have protested the Invasion of Belgium? Yet critics of the President undertake to say that America, true to
other neutral nations, should have done
So.
The war had gone on but a. little
Thompson Falls. Mont., Sept. 29.—
while when
problems arose
bearing
more than an indirect relation to this A. C. Thomas, chairman of the Republican
Central Committee
of
Sanders
country
as a
neutral.
There
never
could be a. war between great nations county, died in a hospital a.t Missoula
engaged in a. life and death struggle to-day from a pistol shot fired by Miss
on
a
local
that the rights of neutral nations would Edith Colby, a reporter
Miss Colby is in jail. Thomas
not be violated.
There are two kinds paper.
of these violations which of necessity died without making any Statement remust be dealt with separately.
The garding the shooting.
first of these is the violation of property rights; sometimes serious, but always
annoying. Of
these violations
final reparation cannot be expected, but
they must finally be settled.
"The other kind of violations cannot
be settled by delayed reparation, because their continuance affects lives.
In the questions involving property In
many cases there has been a cessation
of the violations and the issues comLet us send you a Vacuum Cleanpletely settled; others are pending and
er on trial.
Do your cleaning the
will be adjusted later.
Asserts

Uric Acid.
Ask your Physician

* * *
Explains Credits Act.

of the Lusitania and the repeated torpedoing of liners bearing Americans.
He discussed the upheaval in Congress
as to whether the President should be
upheld in his efforts to maintain American
rights
or
whether
Americans
should be warned not to
travel
on
armed merchantmen, and if they did
whether
the
American
Government
would say they did so at their own
risk.
Mr. Baker's speech follows in full;
"There was no doubt as to where our
duty lay.
Xo man would more relucMr. Chairman, toadies and Gentlemen:
tantly cast a vote for war than would
I have for some years not permitted myI. To undertake to say that American
people had no rights was to abrogate self to ask the question as to why any
the very essence of sovereignty.
The audience is of a particular size, I was
most sure way to involve this nation invited to address a school of applied
in war was to abrogate some right. At sciences on one occasion some years ago.
the very moment that Congress gave
When I got to the hall I found it tilled
the lie to the statement that there was
to overflowing, so full, in fact, that some
divided alliegiance in America, without
of
the young men sat in the windows with
shedding a drop of blood, we gained
the greatest victory of the war. It was their feet hanging on the outside. Knownot a question of who it was, it was a ing 1 was to be the only speaker, I began
As I
question of involving simply the honor to have some feeling of elation.
of the nation, and it didn't matter who walked up the piatform with the presithe other party might have been.
I dent of the college. I was perfectly willrepeat if men would think of the char- ing to give him the opportunity to express
the sentiments which I felt he shared
acter of the. two violations there could with me and I said, "You have a very
be no criticism of the Administration's large attendance to-day," and he ancourse.
swered very shortly and curtly, "Yes, the
* ♦ *
attendance is compulsory."
Since that time whenever I have had
Declares Charges False.
an opportunity 10 address a large gath"How utterly false, how criminally ering I have taken the gifts that God sent
humbly and asked no questions. But I
untrue are the charges that we have am very sure if I were to inquire why
been other than fair in our neutrality this great company of men and women
in dealing with other nations.
Inter- have come out I would learn that there
national law is not a thing to be fol- are two controlling reasons. One. is, of
lowed to-day and to be set aside to- course, being American citizens in this
morrow. On the question of our ship- great critical hour they desire to have
understanding both to this nation and to
ping munitions of war to some of the
mankind. And the second is because here
warring nations and the charge that as in Louisville there is a. keen realization
a result we have favored
one
side and as just an appreciation as there is in
against the other such action is always Washington of the talents and the conright under international law.
When spicuous public service of your distinwe were in war we bought whenever guished Representative.

sanitary way.

Neutrality Maintained.

"Through a lack of appreciation, intentional or unintentional, so
many
people have misjudged or pretended to
misjudge the Administi-ation.
As one
in close touch with those events as they
happened. 1 can say that the Administration has been neutral as it should
have been.
There have been stormy
times of divided council, almost divided
allegiance.
Those of us In office In
Washington were not in a position TO
se, but we had to act and act
wiih honor."
Mr. Sherley referred te the einkinj
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Sherley.

1 have not lived in Washington very
long, but I have lived very hard. 1 went
to Washington on the 8th day of March
of the present year.
Villa went to Columbus the same day. From that time 1
ha,ve had my mind very much on the
matters of the War Department. There
are a, large number of men in Congress
whose, careers I 'nave not had occasion or
opportunity to become familiar with. But
Mr. Sherley is not one of them.
In Congress he Is the guiding spirit, the
informed and wise counsellor of one of
the committees that comes immediately
in contact with the business of the War
Department.
Xo man
in
Washington,
professional or lay, understands better
than he the great system of coast defenses of the United States.
His work
in that committee and his work in the
department is of most signal value, to his
entire nation.
So when I tell you .that
in Washington his efforts are appi-'Sulated
I spp-ak a. thing I know.
But why [
should say that? Y'ou have just heard
him speak for himself, and- anybody who
could listen to that speech he. has just
made and not realize the bigness and the.
fairness and candor of the man does not
live in Kentucky.
1 have another reason for being very
happy for being here to-night.
I Was
here once before.
I stood on this identical stage. Thoy ha.ve put in a new floor
here, so that I cannot find the particular
viard I stood on then, but I was very
happy then because I had been invited to
spiel to some of the people of Louisville
about one of the greatest men who ever
lived in this city, Tom L Johnson.
I arn not going to take up your time
to talk about him, but when every city
in the United States was corrupt and'
contented, when the city institutions
wTere the despair of the re-public, when
the reviling tongue of every critic was
leveled
against, city- administrations
and the possibility of their improvement, your
foraier
citizen, Tom L.
Johnson, lit the lamp of pure city administrations and regenerated American cities.
As the years go by and
glories are added to this city as distinguished men are born here and go
foth to confer services on the world
and you treasure up their names I hope
it never will be permitted to be forgotten that in the diadem of this- city
one of its fairest gems will be that
man. the Moses of better days for cities
and city administrations in this country.

* * »
Speaks of War.

But I am here to-night to talk about
national affairs and I want to ask you
to get-as far away from the United States
with "me as you possibly can for a few
minutes.
When you are very close to
things, you cannot see them or you can
only see' one side of them. The old story
of the two men sitting on opposite sides
of a jug arguing about the number of
handles is a perfect illustration. Neither
could see the whole jug. Now let us get
just as far away as we can; let us go to
the moon for a. minute. What would this
world look like to-night to a man who
stood on the tip of the moon and looked
at it.
Separated from these confusing
things which blur the vision and distort
the image he would look down and see
on one side of this earth so great a desolation and slaughter as has not visited
the earth since the days of the flood of
Noah.
Twenty million men withdrawn from ordinary peaceful Industries and occupations * of life making war upon one another on the top of the earth, furrowing
down Into the ea:rth, in the air and under
the sea. Tens of thousands of men slain
in single battles.
A friend of mine, returned only a few days ago from the
Western battle front, and he told me that
armed with passes he had gone along a
place where there had recently been a
battle and he found himself denied entrance at a certain wooded
place, but
with his passes from the highest authorities he was permitted to go on. He. found
what he afterward learned to be 10,000
men, all dead. Trapped in this wood and
shot at. with these modern machine guns
like a dragon so that nobody can sustain
their fiery and deadly breath.
If our eyes from the moon go from
this fearful battle front to any city in
Europe we find every woman dressed
in black and every mother's heart with
a son torn out of it. And in the pantries and larders even of the well-to-do,
where there was once plenty, scarcely
enough of ticketed food to sustain life,
industry all diverted from productiveness and happiness to making wounds,
and women whose hands were never accustomed to anything other than raising children arc in the metal factories,
turning out shells to feed the insatiate
monsters of the. battle front; little children who ought to be playing, gathering the flowers by the side or the
village brook, who ought to be thinking of nothing serious, are doing men's
work and women's work in order
to
spare the men for war.

***

Land of Milk and Honey.
Then if our eyes should turn from that
spectacle and we. should look from the tip
of the. moon to the other side of the earth
separated only by an ocean we find a
land flowing with milk and honey; every
smokestack pouring out its volume rich
bevond dreams and happy in every prospect.
And then if we come down from
the moon what the people of the earth
are talking about, we find on that first
side, that every man is praying to the Cod
of nations to send peace a.nd on the other
sirk- we find people gathered together m
large companies to find out if we should
make a change? How can it be possible?
What inducements have we. to make a
change?
I have been anxious to find out why
we should change.
1 have
read
the
speeches of both the candidates
for
President on the Republican ticket, Mr.
Hughes
and
Mr.
Roosevelt.
They
ssemed to have established a partnership of argument.
Hughes'
share is
repressive; Roosevelt's
share-is
expressive.
1 have read the speeches so
far of both, and to be -I know I am
trying tn be — wholly frank with you,
I 'cannot find an issue raised in this
campaign.
When it began the particular candidate for the presidency on
the Republican side was a Justice ,,f
the Supreme Court. He had for a long
time theoretically
been
absent from
public affairs.
Out. of the seclusion of
that qu.et place he came so fast that
he tore the buttons off his robe, and
then with a haste I have never seen
equaled in a presidential candidate who
had been surprised into a nomination
he rushed off to the West on a crossthe-ccntinent
tour of
advocacy and
campaign discussion.
What were his
reasons ?
Thev are hardly susceptible to much
boiling down, but they result In this,
as thev were originally made, that the
present Administration has put out of
office some Republicans and put in some
Democrats. He cited some particular
cases.
Mr. Herrick, of Cleveland, was
one who had been
replaced by
Mr.
Sharp.
Durand, of the Census Bureau,
was another and then there was some
controversy as to whether Mr. Durand
had resigned or had been forced to resign.
And then there was a certain
Mr. .tones appointed in a very reprehensible way and the reason
Mr.
Jones
fhould not have been appointed, as
stated by Mr. Hughes, was that he
was a horse doctor. Then when it was
suggested that very many excellent
men are veterinary surgeons but that

» • m m •
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unfortunately Mr. Jones, in addition
to his other talents, did not happen
to have a degree aa a horse surgeon
Mr. Hughes came back and devoted two
days to it and said that he had somewhere about his person proof that Jones
had once written a prescription for a
sick horse.

***

Talk of Protection.
Then began a series of critical remarks, jio specific objection to things
that had been done by the Democratic
Administration, no central philosophy for
the rebuilding and alteration of the nations, but a series of teasing criticisms.
"He didn't do it right;'' "you ought to
have done something."
What?
"Oh, I
don't know, but something else."
A speech about protection is made.
Hughes makes it whenever he goes to a
place
where he thinks protection
is
strong. The difficulty with a protectionist is that his mind is in watertight compartments. He believes In a tax w-here
leather is. in a tax on cloth where cloth
is. but he keeps every compartment hermetically sealed from its next neighbor.
When Hughes goes to Pittsburg where
there is an infant industry in need of
protection he talks of protection and says
the Democratic Tariff Law ought to be
amended. But he. is not a. candidate for
justice of the peace; he is a candidate
for President. The greatest controversy
about the tariff that was ever created
was by Schedule K that so fastened itself
on the imagination of the American people that somebody, I never knew who,
got tnen to go all over the country getting somebody to write Schedule K all
over the country. And if you will keep
your eyes peeleri you will frequently see
Schedule. K on the bridges now.
Is Mr. Hughes going back to the old
schedule K? He is not going to say.
Is
it on chemicals or metals or raw materials—where, will he change the present
tariff? Now, as a matter of fact, this is
true that anybody who tries to argue that
the present tariff is worse or better In
the matter of revenue, than (be Hingley
tariff is trying to deceive you, whether I
do it or anybody else. For a tariff must
be worked under normal conditions before
you can tell what it can do, a.nd when
the trade of the world Is disturbed as the
trade of the world now is, when.all mercantile enterprises are diverted into abnormal channels and devoted to unusual
uses and in limited and restricted ways,
nobody who is fra.nk and honest can discuss the effect of the tariff tinder ordinary
circumstances.
Yet
when
Mr,
Hughes gets tn Pittsburg, because they
are accustomed to that in a campaign, he
<"ms about upside down a.nd gets out a.
speech that was made forty years ago or
could have been and gives them that tariff speech.

•' * *

Does Not Criticise Income Tax."

I

involved in them no Republican Congress would repeal them. Seven yca.rs
ago the United States passed England
in producing plates.
Up to that time
England had made them cheaper than
any
other
country,
but
Providence
never intended that, for when He made
this earth He filled our country with
iron ore and then peopled the country
with the greatest iron workers
that
ever existed.
Seven years ago we passed England,
and from'that time until now the price
of producing ship plates in England has
gone up steadily, and in this country it.
has come down, and now we produce steel
ship plates cheaper in this country with
shorter hours and higher wages than they
do in England with their longer hours and
lower wages. It would be tedious for me
to continue this programme.
A Voice—Oh. go on.
Mr. Baker—Oh, I have more to say, but
I mean on the subject of the tariff. But
there is something else I want to say to
you. another feature of legislation that I
want
to
refer
to.
The
present
Congress, may
the lord's
namo be
praised, has passed a national child labor
law.
We have been very busy making
money in ibis country for a. long time
and we have not been nearly so much
concerned about making men. and we
have suddenly made the discovery that in
many parts of the United States, by reason of strong pressure upon the State
House they cither have no child labor
laws or they are not enforced, and this
great Government has passed a law dealing under the restrictions of the Constitution only with interstate commerce, but
saying as an example to all the States
that children shall not be molded into iron
or woven into fabric, their backs bent
and their whole lives warped a.nd twisted
by the early application of their forces in
labor.

***

Eight-hour

Legislation.

1 was profoundly interested in what Mr.
Sherley said about the recently enacted
eight-hour legislation in connection with
railroads. I have no apologies to make
On that subject.
I have been for an
eight-hour day for men engaged in industrial occupations for twenty-five years
and 1 am for it now. Seventeen years ago
I had occasion to make, some inquiries
into the subject and 1 found that our
American railroads killed seven times as
many persons as the German railroads
per 1,000 of passengers carried. We killed
and wounded more, persons on railroads
than used to be killed and wounded In
wars, and we did it because the men on
I he railroads were worked overtime. My
father was a railroad physician and I
used to go out with him nearly every
night w-hen there was a. wreck and on
examinations into the cause of them. ]
spent my young life with the wrecks of
railroads, and 1 used to attend courts
and hearings as to why those wrecks
took place and this frightful slaughter
went on, and I very well remember the
dramatic truth of one engineer who piled
his engine onto another train.
They asked him if he could explain
it and he said, "Yes.
I was asleep.
1
had been twenty hours in my engine
and I fell asleep." Railroads have not
been very tender In the improvement
of these matters.
Every improvement
in railroading in this country has been
forced
upon
them.
The
automatic
couplers,
the
safety
devices,
the
shortened hours.
I am for the eighthour la.w because I ride on railroads
and I do not want to die on railroads.
There is not the slightest doubt, my
friends, that the action taken by Congress is not the end of that question.
The President said in the programme
of legislation, that was intended not
merely to stop this strike but to make a
situation of that, kind impossible in the
future beoause unnecessary. So far as
I am concerned I had rather trust him
to get that programme through from
the demonstration he has already given
of what he can do than some mere
critic who stands off and says "That is
not. the right way to do it."

He does not, however, criticise the
income tax that is part of the present
law.
We tried
in
this
country for
years to get an Income
tax.
Every
great civilized nation in the world had
adopted an income tax except us. We
tried and the Supreme Court said that
is a fine tax.' but one of the judges
got sick and they asked for a rehearing
and then one of the judges changed
his mind overnight. He was quite sure
it was a .good tax before, but it was
afterward bad.
And the people lost.
The Constitution forbade.
Then
the
Democratic party started to amend the
Constitution, and it was done. And in
this income tax we have the first one
we have really ever had. I believe In
Washington's day they had a sort of
Income tax, and during the Civil War
an income tax law wras passed but declared unconstitutional.
But we now
have an income tax laying taxes upon
people's ability tc pay and not the necessities of life.
They do criticise the reserve bank act
that Mr. Sherley spoke of. They don't
say how, but, as Mr. Sherley said, Mr.
Hughes says it must be amended. He
seems to think we are not trying to elect
a. great statesman, but a great critic, so
he says that this great bank act must
* + •
be amended. Now Mr. Sherley has covProgressive Programme.
ered that matter and I don't want to re-,
peat anything that he has said about
1 do not know whether Mr. Hughes is
that, but I want you to remember this— opposed to the eight-hour law or not.
that for years in this country, when InYou
cannot tell what he is opposed to or
dustry was active and commerce abundant and everybody prosperous all of a what he is in favor of from what he says.
sudden there would come word, as it If I am doing him wrong in saying he is
were by wireless, that times were getting opposed to it. I certainly do not do him
hard. A man would go to a bank to get
accommodation and the president would wrong when I say he is opposed to the
whisper "money is scarce."
The man method of it.
would go back to his business and say, "I
A Voice—How about the 2-cent rate in
don't know why but the banker says New Y'ork?
money is getting scarce."
Mr. Baker—I don't know anything about
After a while uneasiness set in and that exce/pt that Hughes vetoed that. But
then blighting pall would fall upon the we-got it in Ohio and it is working there
country as if it were stricken with par- now.
alysis. Hard times, struggles to get back
I have no patience with Hughes' arand wise words from the present critics gument that men ought to work more
about the reorganization of ba.nk laws. than eight hours because they don't
But since the passage of the. Federal Re- use their leisure better.
That is arserve act two things have been done. rant Toryism.
15 a man is allowed
The banks of this country have not been eight hours for work and eight hours
permitted to pyramid their reserves into for sleep and eight hours for enjoyWall street, and' currency has been made ment with his family he will learn to
elastic.
It used to be that we couldn't use It wisely if you will give him the
have any more currency in the country chance.
than the nation owed d:ebts. Banks could
Have you observed that this is a
not issue currency unless they had gov- progressive
programme I have
been
errtme.nt bonds which represented govern- talking about?
Have
you
observed
ment debts.
So no ma.tter how much that 1 have only enumerated here the
money we needed we could not Issue any greater
pieces of legislation of the
more than we owed.
The consequence Democratic
Administration?
Each
of
was that as soon as men wanted money those I have enumerated is a triumph,
to lise they began to make it scarce.
of statesmanship, and
do
you recall
that these great additions to our laws,
this great amelioration of our condiFinancial Strength Mobilized.
tions have not taken place in a time
Under the present system the credit and of peace, but during a world war.
If when President Wilson was inaugufinancial strength of the nation is mobilized.
There is the Federal
Reserve rated some fairy had come to us a,nd
said,
"Let me draw aside the veil and
Board In Washington, and if money is
needed to move tobacco here or cotton see what is to take place," and had
in the South to move the cotton or in the drawn it aside and shown us the fields
northwest for wheat—If it is needed—that of Europe running with blood, all interkoard will listen to the evidence of the national avenues in such disturbed and
need and discount and rediscount first- upset condition and after we had seen
class commercial paper, and expand the this we had been a.sked what prayers have
have
currency to meet the need, and when the vou to make, would we not all
emergency has passed can retire it. We prayed that our country at the end of
Woodrow
Wilson's
Administration
might
there have a financial system that will
meet a strain.
If anyone were to ask be prosperous and at peace with all the
Prosperous and at peace!
It
me to devise a, system that would fail 1 world?
would go back to the one we had before would have been enough to keep the ship
t:iis present, law. I am glad to say that of state steady.
Tf he had simply said, "Gentlemen,
the last bill received the votes of a good
many Republicans.
It was drawn by the whole situation Is too delicate to
try
any experiments; don't let us rock
Carter Glass and Senator
Owens, but
It would have been enough
Glass said that the real genius behind the our boat."
to
have
kept peace, but in spite of that,
bill, the unfaltering courage that got it
with
all
the
uproar and upheavel, step
enacted, the man who never swerved was
by step our
country
through
wise
the President.
legislation
has
marched into a more har.Mr. Sherley has referred to the rural
credits act.
I wonder if there is any- monious adjustment of our institutions
body in this room who was born on a and to-night we arc in better shape than
firm. Wo all depend on the farmers. Is we've ever been.
»•*
i Pt that the place from which we draw
utimatcly the living of the nation? We
Takes Up Mexico.
in the city manufacture out of raw mateNow, 1 must talk to you just a minute
rials and we, are dependent on the farmer
this situation.
I
for the welfare of the country. Political on another phase of
realize
that the hour is late, and if there
phi forms ha.ve praised the farmer, but
urtil now political parties have done lit— bo some who want to catch ca.rs and go
t won't he disturbed by their going.
I
tlJ for him.
JVhat was the trouble—what help did want to talk about Mexico. I have some
John Stuart Mill
lie need. Why if a. farmer went to bor- beliefs abou'. Mexico.
nir money lie had nothing but bis farm said that a man with a belief was worth,
a:; security. The. banker knew that he ninety-nine with an interest. Mexico was
Diaz.
ro'ilrin't. sell a farm like he could a rail- governed by a dictator, f'orfirio
road bond. The bond has a. ready fixed Sixtv thousand people out of fifteen milmarket price, bin you can only sell :, lion owned all the land of that country.
fa.nu when someone wants it.
And the Fourteen million nine hundred ami forty
thousand people did not own enough land
banker would say.
I will have to charge you a pretty high to stand on. Sixty thousand owned it all.
rate of interest, you know farms are not He kepi them de.priv.-d r.r education ami
v-'-i-y saleable and I cannot let you have of opportunity to such an extent that the
it (or a long time, for if times get hard lives of the common people of Mexico
I fhall have to have my money. So the weir- more miserable than the lives of the
fanner wa-s under the double disability beasts of burden, because the cow, the
of i short loan and a. high rate of inter- ,.\ and the horse had to be provided for
ei ; In this Rural Credits Act it. is provided because they were worth something, hut
that farmers can mobilize their farms, for the poor, miserable peons, men, womand children, there was nothing bcissue land notes backed by the Government and Ihe banks can loan money on .-anse tlvy were not worth anything,
. y were so ignorant that when in
these at not more than t> or more than i>
per cent.
So if a farmer hoy wants to March the story was circulated that Villa
staj on the farm and not go to the city had conquered New Mexico. Arizona and
anc wants to increase the agricultural Texas and that the President of the Unitlnta*est of the country, he can go to the ed States had fed tn Canada, they beban'-; and borrow money and pay for it in lieved it. Have you ever heard of Prince
fifti years on the amount be would save Krapotkin? He was one. of the highest
in Interest over the rates he is now nobles in Russia attached to the great
i'/.:-!• Alexander 1.. going lo sleep in the
cha'ged.
lap of the Empress of Russia, so high
* * ♦
and noble was he. He once saw his faMerchant Marine.
ther write an o;
fit of anger that
It used to be said—all orators used a .serf was to be taken and given a thousand
lashes
on
his
bare
back.
He thought
to stv—that the American flag had disappeared from the sea. It had. There of the matter all afternoon and then he
disappeared
and
shortly
thereafter
there
was a lot of propositions to get it back.
Mv distinguished fellow citizen used appeared in Russia a workman, Borodlna,
who
went
about
with
his
great
to want to buy
it
back.
I was too
srr.a'l! to be on the same platform with broad shoulders cheering his fellow workhirr
He used to talk at one place men, the plain people, and bidding them
and I would talk at some other place hope for better times.
One night it was said
that
there
the rext night. What he wanted to do
was to subsidize somebody.
If they would be a le'-ture from Prince Krapotkin
and
the
prince
returned
and
made
a
coulc not make the business pay he
wan-ed the Government to pay what great lecture and astonished everybody
was ost in running the ships under the and as he left the platform one of the
American flag. To-night 380 steel ships secret service of Russia said "Borodina,
They took him off to
are cither building or under contract to come with us."
be knilt in the
United
States, more the grim castle of St. Peter and St.
than are building in every other ship- Paul and they kept him there for five
until finally he escaped and went
yard of the world.
And that is not
being none by subsidizing or buying to England and became a. great ran
there.
He was one of tlie privileged
.com.body.
It was done by the repeal
of B§me navigation laws passed nearly class hut his mind had been touched
and
his
heart melted by the suffering
inn vears ago.
They were not very
sensible when they were passed, and of the plain people in a country where
he
was
a
prince and a man of privithey ceased to he at all sensible long
ago", but because there was protection lege.
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PARCEL POST NEWS

This beautiful
A 1 u m i n u m
Double Boiler
with 1 pound
of our best 25c
coffee
and
one full pound
of tea 60c for
$H.50.

rubllshed Bach Tuesday and
Saturday.
Office Cor. Third Ave. and (ireen St.
COMMUNICATIONS.
Ail oommur>l<?aUons nhoutd bf addressed to The Courier-Journal Parcel Post
Editor.

Coffee.Teas, Spices,A & P. Baking Powder
By raroel Poet Prepaid.
COFFEES.
TEAS.
El Ryad. lb. .85c Tbea Nectar, Ib.BOc
Ambosa. lb.. .3*-c (iolden Key, IbJiOc
Sultana, lb...30c Silver Key, lb..50c
tioocl Coffee.
India Ceylon,
lb.
?.5c
lb
50c
A.
Spices. Vi lb. IS)
P. Baking
Powder, large can, 5Qc.

PARCEL POST KATES.
The wetKht limit is now 50 pounds In
the loc-n.1. flrpt ^nd second zones, or 150
miles frnm the starting point, and 20
pounds in all other zoius.
The rates for the Third. Fourth, Fifth
a.nd Sixth zonew arc as follows:

The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.
S. F., Cor. Fourth and Jefferson Sts..
Louisville, Ky.

*

P

t lb,, Third rone fie nntl ?c for each
additional pound to vo lb-.
1 lb.. Fourth zone 7<~ and 4c for each
additional pound to .20 lbs.
t lb., ^ifth zone So and fie for each
additional poolud to 20 lbs.

Dry Cleaning
and Dyeing
Send

us your

orders

by

1 lb., sixth zone lie and Sc
additional pound to 20- lbs.

Parcel

Post. We insure your goods against
loss by fire.
LARGEST PLANT IN THK SOUTH

SCHOPPENHORST
DRY

CI7EA1STNG

AND

DYEING

COMPANY
HM6-24 West Cedar Street.
liOUTSYTIjyF;, KY.

The pound rates In the First and Pee.
ond gone* o distance
from Louisville ot
150 milep. will roe:
1
2
"
4
.'■
£
"
8
i
1»

pound ...
pounds'. . ..
pounds - - - pounds... .
pounds. . . .
pounds.. . .
pounds. . - .
pounds-. . . .
pounds.■•■
pounds

11 pounds, - - 1" pounds, - - ■

1 S pounds. . . .
II ■pounds. . . .
IS pounds, - ■
ifi pounds. . . .
1 7 pounds. . . .
1 8 pou nds.. ..
1 s.pounds.. . .
20 pounds. . . .
21 pounds... .
22

UV'.T ONE OF THESE

. .V26
. fie 27
. le 2S
. Re 211
. He SO
.100 SI
. He 3:
-13o 31
.13c :;i
. 1 te ?,:.
.J5e|3fi
. Ifir'sr
.ltc :ii.

Fall Hats $..75

IRe -T!l
. l!)e 40
20c 4 1

.*icUa

pounds. .. .

2." pounds-. . - ■
21 pounds. . ..
2.% ponntls . . . .

NEW

for ejfh

!•>■ -i::

.23r|44
. 24>'l 4 S
.•25c (S
.Jfie 17
.270.is

.»*<•**
,89c 60

pounds.
pounds.
pounds.
pounds.
pound-'.
pounds,
pounds.
pounds.

pounds.,
pounds■
pou nds.
pounds,
pounds.
pounds,
pounds,
pounds.
pounds,
pounds
pounds.
pounds pounds,
pounds.
pounds.
pounds.
pounds.

...30C
. . ..lie
. . . 3-!c
...33c
. . ,84c
...3So
. . . 3(ic
. . Stc
...38c
. . . .'(He
...40c
41c
. . .-tie
...4Sc
-..44c
. . 46C
. . . tfic
...47c
. ..4S>C
. . .4Bc
...50c
..,Blo

• »••••

. ..V2e

. . 53c
..,54c

Ordinary postage stamps can he used
on all naeliages no»\

Pearl ex ay,
blue, green,
brown
and
blaek. Give
size
By
Farcel
Post
ad d
15e for postaff
and
parkins:.
Kaual
to
any S3 bat.
We
d o
c 1 e a n ing:
an d
r eblocklnp.
TONY F. ROSE17LK
406 W; <»effcrsoii St., Tx>uisviUc

I.OCAI. SELLING PRICES TO -DAY
Good Country Butter, pound.
Fresh Country Eggrs, dozen.

.28c

Country Ham (whole), pound
Hens, pound

.22c
.20c

Springers, per pound

. 26c

Turkeys, per pound
Ducks, pound

.30c
.20c

Squabs,

.30c

Guineas,

each
each

Along the Dixie Highway
"Touring and Detouring Between
the Ohio River and the Bluegrass"
By TOM WALLACE

• •••••

. 35c

."> * * • • '

. 45c

ft
&
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft

l
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In The Feature Section $
OF

The Sunday Courier-Journal
TO-MORROW
EYES OF THE NATION
NOW ON INDIANA—
PIVOTAL STATE.
By DAN WALSH, Jr.
in

"KENTUCKY EXPERIMENT
FARM, LEXINGTON."
By HERBERT GRAHAM
"FAIRBANKS—CHICAGO OF ALASKA"—By Frank
G. Carpenter.
DAISY FITZHUGH AYRES' WASHINGTON SOCIETY LETTER.
THE ART CORNER—"Franz Hals' Paintings"—By
Bessie Laub.
TOM WALLACE—"The Merriest War on Critics."
BURNS MANTLE—"Poor Vehicles for Stars."
THEATER AND SCREEN IN LOUISVILLE.

PAGES FOR WOMEN
"WHAT WELL-DRESSED WOMEN WILL WEAR"
—By Anne Rittcnhousc.
"GOOD FORM, HEALTH AND BEAUTY."
"FALL FROCKS AND BLOUSES."
"ODDITIES OF NATURE AND SCIENCE."
"WOMEN START MOST OF THE FIRES."—(IHustrated)—By Henry Caldwell.

ORDER THE SUNDAY COURIERJOURNAL TO-DAY
MAKES FIRST INSPECTION
OF QUARTERMASTER'S DEPOT
Secretary
and

Baker

Arrives

Lunches

At

Pendennls.

At
the

Noon

ft
ft
ft
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ft
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ft
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work from St. Louis, Jeffersonville and
other points, to give greater space at
these stations and permit of more highly specialized work.
"The great expansion of the army
under the reorganization act of thi
latest Congress mean:, that we must
have big increases in equipment, and
Jeffersonville and the other points must,
produce in greater quant it
Secretary Baker reached Louisville
shortly after 12 o'clock yesterday. II"
was met in New Albany by Representative Pwagar Sherley and Col. P. II.
Callahan and had lunch with them at
the Penderitis Club at 1:1(0 o'clock.
Accompanied by Mr. Sherley, Secretary Baker went to Jeffersonville immediately after luncheon.
They returned to Louisville shortly after 5
o'clock and went to th>: Democratic
State headquarters at The Seelbach.
Secretary Baker was greeted by Representative J. Campbell Cantrill, State
chairman, and Representative A. B.
Rouse, chairman of the speakers' bureau. They discussed the national political situation in an informal manner.
Representative Sherley discussed
departmental matters with Secretary
Baker.
Secretary Baker was guest at a dinner at The Seelbach last night.

Secretary of War Baker inspected
the Quartermaster Depot at Jeffersonville yesterday for the first time s-ince
he accepted the war portfolio in the
Cabinet of President Wileon. Although
he came to Kentucky on a political
mission, he took advantage of the opportunity of seeing one of the important units of the army.
Secretary Baker expressed pleasure
at the conditions of the depot.
The
only recommendations made to him
while there were for better railroad
connections and he said it is likely that
will be cared for by the Quartermaster
General.
•'We are doing at Jeffersonville the
same thing we are doing at the various supply stations throughout the
««>
country," «id Secretary Baker.
"The
tig of the depot at Omaha has
Chile has the steepest railroad srartes
pr-rmitterl UP to tspei ialise in certain in ihe world, but no' •
n£l< f^tai ««Uarticles more at the r.thtr station*. dent has occurred since operation wm >»9." are transferring to Omaha lines of gun In 1210.
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TUESDAY,

THE LOUISVILLE TIMES
SATURDAY...... 8EPTEMBEK a>,"m^
A BOUSING- MEETING.
Thehiige vcf6wd which greeted Secretaryof- War:Ba.Ker 'and "Congressman
Swagar- Slierley at thle :: Democratic
rally: at the Strand Theater list night
evidenced 'the' deep. In Wrest which the
people of Jefferson county are taking
In the coming election, and the vociferous applause which greeted' the" utterances of "the two orators made
manifest- the - fact' that" voters of the
community have kept a close watch
on-the Wilson Administration and are
avunit -in indorsing him for re-election. : i
Both Secretary Baker and Congressman SSherley, delivered:-"body' blows'"
to the claims of the Republicans. Mr.
Sherley hit the "bull's-eye" with the
statement that "This is'the first time
in twenty-five years that Democracy
comes before yo'u, not in the role of
crftlo or with promises, but with the
reoofd of accomplishments."
Mr.
Baker "rang the bell" when he said:
"If when President Wilson was inaugurated some fairy had come to us
and sakl, 1>et tne draw aeide the veil and
see what in to take place,' and had
dwnrnit aside and shown us the fields
of Europe running with blood, all International avenues In such disturbed
and upset condition, and after we had
seen this, we had been asked ^What
prayers-h»ve you to make,-would we
not- all have prayed that our country at the end of Woodrow Wilson's
Admtnifitrtition; might be prosperous
and at peace with all the world ? Prosperous and at pe*ce! It would have
b«en"en©ugh to keep the ship of'state
steady." ;Two better reasons for the re-election :of Mr. Wilson could not be voiced
by any or»tor. A "record of accom>pliahmenbs". wlileh speaks for Itself
and th* maintenance of prosperity an(i
peace with hoBor are issues which risp
serenely -above the storm of Republican caril and vituperation.

UPHOLDS CITY
INGAWNESUIT
Ohio supreme court at Columbus, on rehearing; Tuesday refused to change its former judgment of $234,802 given the city
of Cleveland against W. J. Gawne,
contractor who built the East-sido
waterworks tunnel.
Gawne's attorneys sought to
have the judgment reduced by
$15 0,000. Newton D. Baker, secretary of war, recen'tly appeared as
counsel for Cleveland in arguments on the suit.
The city charged Gawne did not
build the tunnel according to
specifications.

i
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THE MEETING LAST NIGHT.

The Fifth district heard Congressman Sherley with pride and satisfac-

The audience last night was a dem- tion. The time for explanations and
onstration of Democratic unity and en- apologies to malignant critics, breaththusiasm. It was a great audience, ing war and slaughter, or conspiring
gathered to hear representatives of
for plunder, has passed, and the time
the American people discuss the vital
calls for v- courageous attack upon tne
issues of the hour.
follies, fallacies and disloyalties of the
The speakers spoke with great couraggregation of men assailing one of
age, candor and power. It pleases
the greatest chapters in American histhe supercilious to sneer at public
tory; the record in Congress and in
discussion of grave issues as stump
the Executive department of nearly
speaking, and the leaders of the peo- four years of Democratic ascendency.
ple as demagogues, hut last night Mr.
Mr. Sherley rose to the occasion and
Baker and Mr. Sherley spoke to the
met the demands of the hour. What
intelligence of the people, reporting on
he said of the Lusitania massacre is
what the government was doing, out- typical of Mr. Sherley's whole adlining the policies of the administradress:
tion and challenging the judgment
"There was no doubt as to where our
and demanding the approval of their duty lay. No man would more relucfellow citizens. Audience and orators tantly cast a vote for war than would I.
represented the spirit of a self-govern- To undertake to say that American people had no rights was to abrogate the
ing people.
Mr. Baker was particularly earnest very essence of sovereignty. The most
sure way to involve this nation in war
and forceful in his reference to Mexwas to abrogate some right. At the very
ico. All men who care to be right in moment that Congress gave the lie to the
their judgment of our nation's course statement that there was divided allein Mexico should read and commend giance in America, without shedding a
;
the story as related by the Secretary i drop of blood, we gained the greatest
victory of the war. It was not a quesof War.
tion .of who it was, it was a question of
All men who prefer peace to war; involving simply the honor of the nation,
justice to wrong; prosperity for this and it didn't matter who the other partynation to unending strife, will stand might have been. I repeat, if men' would
with the President in his difficult, wise think of the character of the two violaand statesmanlike course. Those who tions there could be no criticism of the
administration's course."
talk about land hunger, which is only
In that spirit Democrats can meet
indigestion, and manifest destiny, when
the assailant of the President on any
they mean land robbery, and who want
question, confident and undisturbed.
to take everything north of Panama,
Every action and utterance last
should turn their backs on the adminnight was an assurance of victory in
istration and follow some American
the Fifth district at least, and, let us
Huerta.
hope, of victory for the whole country,
We have gone far enough to decide
from the opening remarks of Mayor
that the American policy followed by
B&saaemeyes, in the assurances,;
the President and defined last night
by Mr. Cantrill, to the very last senby Mr. Baker is the policy the people
tence of. Secretary Baker.
will sustain and history justify, because it is the policy alike of statesmen and honest men, instinct with
the American national spirit, self-respecting and full of forbearance for a
harassed people, struggling through
dark years to freedom.

Mr. Baker

has rendered a distinct service not to
the Democratic party alone, but to the
whole country, and for which the
thoughtful, earnest, responsible voter
should be supremely grateful.
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Baker Silent
About Report
of Treachery
BY BEN F. ALLEN.
Plain Dealer Bureau,
■JS Post Building,
WASHINGTON, April IT.
At midnight tonight Secretary of
War Baker left the war department
after announcing that the name of
Villa did not appear in a single
official dispatch received during the
evening.
"There is absolutely no confirmation of hrs death," he said.
The contents of a message which
required nearly two hours to decode
was not made public. Secretary
Baker refused to discuss reports,
talked freely among army officers
during the day, that Carranza officers
and soldiers deliberately aj^mpted to
lead American troops Into an ah"
buscade at Parral.
Secretary Baker stated he would
be at the war department at 7:30 tomorrow morning, which is an hour
and a half earlier than his customaryarrival. The explanation was that he
wanted to see President Wilson as
early as possible. The Mexican situation is to be discussed in detail at the
cabinet meeting scheduled for 11
o'clock.
Despite Secretary Baker's silence it
became known that, the message
which which was decoded was a lohg
dispatch from Gen. Pershing containing recommendations regarding plans
for continuing the pursuit of Villa.
Raising still more doubt in the minds
of officials and strengthening the
purpose to take no chances based on
the Villa death reports was a message
from Maj. Robert L. Howze, Eleventh
cavalry, expressing the- belief that
Villa, with a small band of followers,
went into the mountains southwest
Of Borja, which was the last definitely known, of his movements. There
was nothing. Maj. Howze reported, to
show that Villa was dead.
In the midst of the subdued excitement over the Villa report it was
disclosed that the decree had gone
forth upon orders direct from President Wilson that the troops will remain in Mexico, not alone until it is
certain Villa is dead, but also, until
it is reasonably certain that GenTTJar^
ranza has control of the situation in
northern Mexico to an extent that
will preclude the possibility of further serious disturbances along the
border.
The decision to avoid precipitate
withdrawal of the troops it can be
stated with authority, is due to the
encounter at Parral.
In some quarters the suggestion
was made that reports of Villa's
death might have been circulated for
their effect on the Mexican people
and that they were not intended to{
reach beyond the border.
An outstanding feature of the I
day's messages from the border were I
reports to the war department that|
six Mexicans who confessed to having taken part in the raid on Columbus, N. M., had been sent to Columbus for trial by the New Mexico state
authorities.
A recapitulation of official reports I
of what the American expedition has |
accomplished and at what cost other
than financial shows the following:
Villa bandits killed 70. wounded unknown, prisoners 6. American soldiers. I
killed .'I, wounded 13. missing one. In I
addition forty civilians or Carranza I
soldiers are reported to have been f
killed in the fighting at Parral, and|
an unknown number wounded.
A message from Guaymas said two I
American women held prisoner by I
Yaqui Indians had been rescued byl
Mexican troops, according to a Mexican reaching there from the interior.
He said ninety Indians had been
killed in the fighting. Fifty Mexican
captives also were released.

1.33
I Secretary of War and Mrs. Baker are
| truly fortunate to have leased the DavW
Fairchild home "In the Woods," for it
Is a lovely place. There's a roomy,
picturesque stucco house completely hidden, as its name Implies among: the
trees. It's on the road to Kensington
not far from Chevy Chase lake. The
greatest attraction of the place and
Fairchilds' particular pride are the
Japanese flowering- cherry trees, like
those which line the drive in Potomac
l.al ■ ^ally at this time of the year,
Mr. ana Mrs Fairchild gave a reception
to exhibit their trees, but this season
they are just at home informally every

_+_
Mr. and Mrs. Fairchild did not come
to Washington for the winter this year,
as they have ever since they built this
• house about six years ago. They usually
stay witn Mrs. Fairchild's parents, Prof, j
and Mrs. Alexander Graham Bell, dur-;
ing the winter months, and occupy "In
the Woods" during the summer.
When they give up the house on June
1 Mrs. Fairchild and the children are
going to Professor Bell's beautiful place
at Bedeck, Nova Scotia, where Mr Fairchild will join her for the month of
August.
Mrs. Fairchild's brother-in-law and
sister, Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Grosvenor
6
th lv count
Kor-vniT
Place
Koekville. !
Mr. %
GrosvenorTand
somenear
of
the children have moved out but Urs
Grosvenor is still at the city house'
where several of the children are
with measles, I believe

_*_
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TAKES UP THE DEFENSE
OF THE ADAMSON BILL
Secretary of "War Baker Addresses
Mass Meeting- of Women in
New York.
NEW YORK, October 5.—Newton D.
Baker, Secretary of War, defended
President's Wilson's approval of the
eight-hour day for railway trainmen
in an address here yesterday at a mass
meeting of women, held under the
auspices of the women's bureau of the
'democratic national committee.
"Recently," said the Secretary, "an
issue has arisen in the form of the
eight-hour law. * ♦ * My father
was the railroad physician at a terminal. I believe in the eight-hour law
for men that operate a railway.
I
have seen men come to our door and
awaken my father at all times of the
night because of the wrecks caused by
engineers who had been asleep. Engineers used to work twenty hours continuously in their cabs in those days.
If we should look at the victims of
railway accidents in this country in
the aggregate the number would be
beyond that of all the victims of the
great battles of the Marne and Verdun.
"We want our railway men in full
vigor, with full senses for a man's
command of a dangerous day's work "
"President Wilson," Secretary Baker,
added, "considered himself as representing the innocent bystander, likely
to suffer because of an argument between two groups of gentlemen. He
asked Congress for the passage of the
eight-hour legislation. He met the
issue of the moment, when there was
not a week's supply of food ahead in
the cities of the country."
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In this report, 'which Is to be given :
out in full, Gen. Parker says distri-the militiamen, they expressed the
.
' , . .
. ...
belief that the investigation wouia
bution of food, both as to its charac- ^l the reiatives and friends of the
ter and the amount in connection citizen soldiers had been unduly
with the mobilization of the state alarmed.
troops along the border, excelled any. ^>^»e trSortTIt home,"1 safd
thing in his long experience In the £ne offlcjai today. "After the militiaarmy,
men have been on the border a little I
Secretary Brtjr Gen Hugh L. J™kSSV& &£&.<%&{
Scott, chief of staff, and the heads aU good aoidiers have learned to exof the army at the war department, pect.
expressed confidence tonight that any
"This does not mean that they
o
o
j should put up with unwholesome or
effort to stir up a scandal over the snouia^ o/ratlon8 ,n any smal.ler
food being supplied the national quantity than that to which they
guard would fail. They seem perfect- are entitled.
■
.
„„ K' J. 4.-L.
...
"The feeling of the men is largely
u
ly confident of the result
of the up to the/regimental, battalion and
sweeping investigation ordered by. companv
quartermasters.
They
Secretary of War Instructs Secretary Baker today.
know how many men they have to
™,
\.
t. •
.
■ -u ^ 4.^
feed; they are entitled to full rations
The rations being furnished the ,^ every man and they should not
Army Heads to Sift Com- state
troops are exactly the kind is- accept less.
sued to the men in the regular army.
"As to the quality of the food, that
plaints of Insufficient
~~
.
.
, <
*
already has been made the subject of
There
has
been
no
complaint
from
£
preliminary Investigation and the
and Unfit Rations.
the regulars, with close to 50,000 men truth will soon be known."
in Mexico and along the Mexican
A report was ^iven publicity here
that the war department was
Preliminary Reports Indicate border, on this score Gen. Funston today
considering the use of the draft bet0 th& war department cause of inability, under existing conditions, to recruit the National Guard
to war strength. Asked concerning
HaVe Little BaSiS
rnnaton Denies Stories.
this report Secretary Baker said:
"The report is pure fabrication. The
Of Fact
"The militiamen are receiving
garrison rations furnished the rec.i- use of the draft has not even been
dreamed of let alone seriously conlar army year in and year out. The
was admitted at the department;
REGULAR SOLDIERS' DIET complaints' of the citizen soldiers are si dIt©red
however, that all official reports inwell founded^'
dicated
a disappointing failure of
GIVEN, SAYS FUNSTOM notOne
unofficial report today was to
militia organizations to recruit their
the effect that affidavits are being forces to the necessary strength. Only
"Draft Never Dreamed Of," iS prepared to show that a certain a few organizations have been able to
quantity of canned beef supplied. reach war strength. A majority of
Assertion of Departsome of the state troops along the militia, "f^™^ ™mhers up
4.v» I,„K„I 4.-»,r„„ii„ i(iio„ culty in bringing their numoers up
border bore the label, Manila,
1913. tQ ^inlmum strength.
ment Head.
Secretary Baker tonight said that
Tne failure of the militia recruiting
neither he nor any officer of the war campaign was held to be partly reBY BEN F. ALLEN.
department had anything like con- •^^^SSS.lSf t^da? li™
Plain Dealer Bureau,
firmation of this report.
ing militia in state camps until fully
38 Post Building,
At the department it was stated recruited and equipped. The order is
WASHINGTON, July 16.
Secretary of War Baker has ©very precaution was being taken to as follows:
sec that the troops were supplied
"Those militia organizations which

linn rnnn

kunruuu

Mrs. Lucy F. Piper, age 76, is the
proudest and most joyful person in
Wheeling today.
Mrs. Piper was
"Mammy Lucy" to Newton
Baker,
when the new secretary of war was a
little boy playing around the old
Baker homestead at Martinsburg.
Her joy because of the success of
"little Newt" was apiparent yesterday
when a Register reporter visited her
in her home, No. 1117 Morrow street,
this city.
"Oh, I always knew he would be a
great man some day," she said, smil- ,
ing in contemplation of the fact that
her confidence in the youngster she
helped care for had been vindicated.
"Me always was a boy for books. In i
liii studies he was 'way ahead of his ,'
brother, Frank, who was two years
older. Frank liked to play with the
other boys about-the tgwn, but New-!
ton was a boy for the house and I
studied hard."
"He was always a good boy—just
like his father, Dr. Baker, who was al- j
ways ready to help the poor people
around LMartinsburg," she said.
Mrs. Piper has several 'pictures of
wlth fresh, palatable and nourishing ^l^l^^tfTi^mo^
Baker when he was a small boy, but
border wil.
food. It was said that extra precau- zat}0n
camps
until
completely
her most cherished possession is a>
tions were being taken because of equipped and ready in every respect
-picture that shows the new cabinet
the difficulties due to the extremely t° mo^ve.^.^ of tw, order, it was
member sitting on the lawn of his
home at Cleveland, with his wife and
warm climate.
sajd at the war department that the
three children grouped about him.
It was pointed out that with some- policy of sending militia organizaOnce she visited the Baker home in
tions like 75,000 men in a climate tions to the border without full equt- tmng UKB ij,
without
complete
medical
Cleveland, Mrs. Piper said.
There
where the temperature at this season ™nmirXtions will now be set aside. |
she met the late Tom Johnson, then
of the year averages around 100 deWar department officials would not
mayor of Cleveland.
"You can't
srrees during parts of the day, all ' admit that the purpose of the order
imagine liow proud I was when Mayor
„ • , reports
„<■„ showed
cu^mo^ an
a,-, unusually
„m,»„o111, ^
was to
militia organiza-_
official
^ recruit
^ ^the
gtrength before en
Johnson told me that Newton was 'the
small degree of sickness and incapa- trajning| but it was believed this was
brightest young man in Cleveland.' "
city due to food or any other cause.
SecMrs Piper was injured a short time
one of the primary purposes.
There was talk today by Senator retary Baker said the order delaying
ago by being struck in the eye with a
piece of kindling wood.
Newton
LaFollette of Wisconsin and others of ^te^P™eaning 'that" the ' Ohio
Baker learned of her misfortune and
a congressional investigation. Army guard would see no service at the
for several months he gave Mrs. Piper
officers said they believed the com- border. The orders for the Ohio
a weekly allowance.
daints sent to senators, congressmen: guard to go to the border "when
still stand.
"Newt's a grand boy," she said again
militiamen's* ready"
and members of the imiiuameu
an
wlth this itom one source came
as the reporter left, "and, oh, so kind.
families are part of a plan to create estimate that something like 25,000
Mr. Wilson couldn't have found anyin organizations still
high salaried positions for at least militiamen
one better for the place."
held in state camps will be fully
three said
food they
Jm*2g&$^Mi^8F§B
out of those seeking exempThev
politics in thei 4-weeded
xney emu'"w saw *ion and fuiiy recruited with men
complaint.
willing to serve their full time on
Secretary Baker's investigation will!- the border before such organizations
be along the broadest line and of; are permitted to entrain,
The war department is disappointthe most searching character, according to officials at the war department. ed, not only with militia recruiting,
The inquiry will not only include | but in progress of the campaign to
a vigorous probe into the food con- ^ recruit the regular army to war
ditions, but will also embrace the strength.
character of the rolling stock proCongress in March passed a resoluvided for the state troops and the tion authorizing the president to obwater, light and sanitary conditions tain 20,000 recruits to build the army
up to war strength. During the 121
on the cars.
,
War department officials said the days of this recruiting campaign only
quartermaster's department was not 14,835 recruits have been enlisted.
supposed to furnish standard Pullman This is at the rate of approximately
sleepers for the enlisted men. This 45,000 a year. The army loses practype of car is provided for officers tically 40 per cent, of its strength
while rattan upholstered tourists every year by expiration of enlistsleepers, used extensively in the west, ments, discharges for disability, dewere authorized for the enlisted men. sertions, and other causes.
It was admitted at the war department that little or no justification
could be offered for the railroads
failure to provide sufficient lights,
ice water and sanitary equipment on
the cars, if these charges are corro-

to War Department Charges ^ZZ?

ordered a complete inveatigation of reports that national
guard troops along both the
Mexican border and in some of
the state mobilization camps
aave not been supplied with sufficient food, as well as charges
that some of the rations issued
have not been fit to eat.
The

investigation

has

been

ordered through the various department commanders, who in
turn have instructed subordinate
officers in order to reach every,
branch of the service.
The results of the investigation are
to be made public probably in the
shape of a report to congress. The
investigation is to be completed as
speedily as possible, it is stated, so
t-hat the truth or falsity of the reports may be definitely ascertained.
If conditions anywhere sustain the
charges, the war department wants to
know about it so the situation may
be corrected. If the conditions are
not as charged the department proposes to spike the false reports in as
effective a manner as possible.
Believe Charges Mostly False.
Preliminary reports have led the
heads of the government to the belief that the charges in most part
are false. It was learned tonight that
an official report of the food question
made by Gen. James Parker, in command of -division headquarters at
Brownsville, Tex., is to be made public tomorrow.

NEW WAR SECRETARY'S
"COLORED MAMMY" IS
LIVING IN THIS CITY

While officials at the department
did not wish to be placed in the light
of belittliqig the complaints made by
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When the new Secretary of War
lakes up his residence at Washington
another group of interesting children
will be added to the young people of j
the cabinet circle. The new Secretary
and Mrs. Newton Baker have ai family ]
of three children, two daughters and
one son.
Miss Elizabeth Newton, the eldest, is
ten years old, Newton D., jr. is nine and
the baby of the family, little Margaret,
Is four. Mrs. Newton will not accompany the Secretary to Washington today but will remain for the present at
their Cleveland home so as to not interrupt the children's studies for the
present. Mrs. Baker was formerly Miss
Bessie Leopold, of Pottstown, Pa. She
is a daughter of Mr. Howard Leopold,
of that place, and a granddaughter of
the late J. D. Streeper, a pioneer newspaper publisher, in that locality. She
is prominently identified with settlement and educational work at Cleveland.

The children of Secretary and Mrs. Newton D. Baker.
Secretary Baker has taken a beautiful country home in Kensington, Md. Left to right, the children are Elizabeth, aged
ti; Margaret, aged 4, and Newton D., Jr., aged 9.
I'hoto by l'nul Thompson-
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f / Children of Secretary of War and Mrs. Baker

Eve News
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With the close of the school year,
Mrs. Newton D, Baker, wife of the Secretary oi War, brought her three children from Cleveland to Washington, so
as to be with her husband. Secretary
Baker has leased from Mrs. David Pairchild, daughter of Alexander Graham
Bell, "In the Woods," a beautiful country home in Kensington, Md., where the
youngsters"Mlr"«""l'UMB3TTftg"Trl™W[ltrfoor life.
The older daughter, Elizabeth; is eleven,
while her sister, Margaret, is four, and
Newton D. Jr. is nine. These are the
official names of the trio, but each
has a nickname: Elizabeth is always
called Betty; Margaret, Peggy and
Newton is Jack. Just what a merry
looking child Margaret is one cannot
appreciate from the group picture, but
a glance at the insert brings unmistakable proof of this.

I
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PLAIN DEALER
Bloodless Victories.
Those who foil* partisan purpose would utilize the supposed discontent among national guardsmen and their
families in an effort to discredit the administration argue
contrary to fact and inevitably do their cause an injury.
Guardsmen now in the service of the government are
not whiners, nor sufferers. Their families have generally
no reason for complaint but are carrying their share of
the burden of national defense with stout hearts.
Camps along the Mexican border have been found in
excellent condition. The health of the troops both on the
border and in the Mexican interior is fine—better, probably, than the health of the same men would be were they
engaged in ordinary civil occupations. Letters from officers and privates reflect contentment with a service
which they recognize to be of the utmost national importance.
Secretary Baker, in recent letters to the families of
guardsmen, emphasizes the importance of keeping the
guard pn the border as long as present conditions exist.
He gives facts that one might suppose every American
understood, but which in the fierce heat of a presidential
campaign seem inclined to become twisted in the minds
of some.
"The presence of the militia on the Mexican border,"
the'secretary writes to one, "has restored order and given
a higher degree of safety and security to the lives of
our people in that troubled country than they have had
for a long time. The militia is, therefore, performing
a valuable service, and the fact that this service is being performed without active military operations entailing loss of life to our soldiers is a cause of congratulation
and happiness."
To another correspondent Mr. Baker recalls the "bloodless victories" that the national guard is winning, in
keeping the border safe from marauding Mexican bandits.
The war department, like the country at large, is filled
with admiration for the manner in which these secondline soldiers are performing trying tasks.
Certainly, it will not be denied that Carranza has been
a different man since the president sent 100,000 guardsmen to the border and mobilized other thousands for
dispatch as 'soon as possible. Bravado has given way to
concession and negotiation. A few carping Americans
may imagine that the militia is kept on the border for
an idle or ulterior purpose, but the Mexican chief indulges in no such fake reasoning.
The guard on the border is performing duties of precisely the nature that the organizers and builders of the
guard had in mind. It is proving its fitness to be
America's second line of defense. It is demonstrating its
soldierly qualities, and tears of compassion spilled over
it are tears worse than wasted.
As Secretary Baker well says, the guard should remain
on the border as long as their services are needed for
the protection of American sovereignty. No American
should wish to see it relieved sooner.

WISFSME
War Secretary in Maine Talk
Says U. S. is Friend of
All Belligerents.
Asserts Best Laws Are Enacted Since Civil War
Times.
WATER VILLE, Me., Aug. 24.—
Vigorous praise for the administration's European and Mexican policies
was the outstanding feature of an address here tonight by Secretary of
War Newton I). Baker, principal
speaker at a meeting- held in connection with the Democratic campaign in
Maine in behalf of President Wilson.
The president's course, Mr: Baker
said, 'has infused the spirit of the
Declaration of Independence and of
the Golden Rule into this country's
foreign relations.
"I have shown that the administration of President Wilson has followed
a consistent program in its domestic
legislation," Mr. Baker declared toward the end of his address.
"It has procured the enactment of
laws more wholesome and beneficial
than perhaps can be credited in the
aggregate to the administrations
which have intervened since the Civil
I War.
"The adminisration has kept the
peace. It has done unto Mexico as
we would be done by and has infused
the spirit of the Declaration of Independence and of the Golden Rule
into its foreign relations.
It has
maintained friendly relations with
the European belligerents and placed
this country in a position from which,
when the end of the great European
struggle comes, the moral forces of,
the United States can be exercised
in the interests of justice and humanity.
"Large problems lie before us in
the next four years. The reconstruction must take place. No unfamiliar
hand should be put in to guide the
course of our nation during that
period. No uncertain voice should be
permitted to speak our spirit at the
council table that reorganizes the
universe.
"This is a time when, having
pressed forward nobly on a high and
difficult course, the finish should be
left to those who have demonstrated
their ability by the work already
done.
"The United States is today the
friend of each of the belligerent nations. Our fields are growing the
crops that are to feed multitudes
whose hands have been withdrawn
from the plow to be given to the
sword. Our workshops and factories
are making the implements of rehabilitation, which will make life possible again in Europe when this
great scourge is passed.''
After reviewing the development of
Mexican unrest, which he points out
began to manifest itself long before
Woodrow Wilson became president,
Mr. Baker continued:
"President Taft declined to recognize the dissolute monster (Huerta),
Secretary of State Knox withheld the
approval of the United States froni
that sort of treachery. President
Wilson withheld recognition from
Huerta, and the long and troubled
course of our dealing with Mexico has
been, in part at least, because both
President Taft and President Wilson

CLOTHES LINE BOLT KILLS.
HARRISONBURG, Va., Aug. 24.
—Lightning, attracted to a wire
clothes line, killed Mrs. Grant
Herring yesterday as she was
gathering her washing in the face
of an approaching storm, and
then jumped to a doorway nearby
and killed a neighbor's child.
J

believed that a nation loving justice,
as I hope we love it, could not extend j
its favor to this'medieval despot, cast
up with all of his villanies upon his I
head as flotsam by the wafers of a
revolution otherwise hopeful and pure ■
as to its object."

■■^M
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Newton Baker, War Secretary,
Called the "Little Giant"
of National Administration
diminutive to fill all the requirements
of commander-in-chief. As a present
example, Gen. Fred Funston is. I De~
lieve, a smaller man than Secretary,
Baker—and few call him Frederick.
More Than a Pose Needed.
It should be submitted that official
fitness, even in army circles, depends
upon something more than an impressive personal appearance.
"Military
figures" are effective only on the drill
grounds during dress parade.
Under
the exaction's of active service, ^the
poseur can't put it over. It takes more
than a commanding presence to make"
a successful commanding officer, whil*
the private who does things not always tive functions. The best chiefs of police have been civilians. This Is beis a pretty person.
In civil life, the little men crowd the cause of their more expansive view,
pages of history and push the big fel- their truer perspective. The .policelows out of fame's calcium circle. In man's mind travels a beat. The solstatesmanship, oratory and literature dier's mind seldom travels at all.
it Is the "little giants," like Stephen
The War Department seldom has
A. Douglas and Alexander H. Stephens, been capably administered, and never
who
have
attained
to
dazzling
distincso
except by a civilian. The greatest
Ways of Civilian Secretaries.
tion. In science the physical light- of all war secretaries was Edwin M.
Of course, from the army viewpoint, weights like Darwin have eclipsed the Stanton—the incarnation of brutish
it is unfortunate that a civilian should 'brawny aspirants to the amaranthine ability. He made many mistakes, but
again have been made head of the War crown.
they always were great ones, and sub„
Department. Civilians of demonstrated
This is preeminently the day when ordinate always to his greater sucexecutive ability are apt to have some mental magnitudes dwarf superior cesses. Stanton, it may be said, was a
very unmilitary ideas of departmental physical development.
great brute and a great man. Baker
offlciency. Moreover, they are not tramWe should not blame mediocre men is a great man—mayhap a greater—■
melled by army traditions, nor are they for their physical surplusage—hamper- without being a brute.
saturated with those superstitions pe- ing excess baggage on life's difficult
In one respect, Baker already has
culiar to the service. They are not prone journey.
It is something for which rendered a signal service to his counto prejudice except against inflexible they are not responsible, consequent- try that none other has wrought.
bureaucracy—that basis of conventional ly they are not culpable. Anyway, the Treading new paths with temerity, he
military officialdom. These civilian Sec- evil effect of superfluous size is limit- has shattered the ages-old superstiretaries have a most unsoldierly way of ed chiefly to high cost of living—there tion that it is necessary to be reacgetting things done expeditiously, in is nothing essentially immoral about tionary in order to be well-balanced.
disgraceful disregard of the red tape it. But it is a" fact which should not A rational radical, he preserves a perroute. And they have been known to be Ignored that excessive physical pro- fect equilibrium. And to make the
display the deplorable bad taste of re- portions frequently are acquired at the lesson effective, he has taught it with
lieving the department of some of its expense of adequate mental develop- a distinctive dignity.
weight of dead wood. Such methods ment.
Tribute of a Friend.
are regrettable and are signally deThe man of brawn is utile chiefly as
structive of the esprit de corps and a a trained puppet for the amusement of
It has been my good fortune to know
few other things.
frail men of brains, who for Newt Baker as a friend. It is in a
It may with pertinence be remarked, physically
monetary price are enabled vicar- personal friendship that we get a man's
however, that if military impressive- aiously
to indulge their primordial im- true proportions. It is the most tryness and army affiliation are the es- pulse for
ing of all character tests, and he who
combat.
sential requisites, any husky hobo resuccessfully withstands it is of sterling
cruited, from a Bowery "flop would exCrime That Can Be Pardoned.
stuff. I have known Baker since, some
cel Secretary Baker as an executive
As for the crime of being a civilian, twenty years ago, as an obscure young
chief, and such should have been selectit is one the public should pardon. Mili- man, he came out of the mountains of
ed for the office.
:• .•
Virginia to take his place in the
As a matter of truth, Newton p. tary men are notoriously incompetent West
wider world—have known him in the
Baker is the. biggest little man in the executives.
Among our Presidents nakedness of unconsidered circumpublic life of this country today. That there scarcely has been an exception stances—and always have I found him
he is a little man who does large things to this rule. Grant's administration the full measure of a man. And he
was proved conclusively during the through two terms of office is the most who in private paths invariably is loyal
days he was "the best mayor of the lamentable failure in the list. It would to life's little integrities is pretty sure
best-governed city in the United seem that those facilities which fit a
be safe as a public servant.
States." I suspect a man with his rec- man for the command of troops in the to Baker
ideals, which is rare; and
ord is needed to extract right results field and for the successful conduct of he lives has
up to them, which is difficult.
from OUT weirdly governed War De- a military campaign do not qualify for
He is one of the administration's
partment.
civil administration.
most valuable assets.
What
is
needed
in,a
head
of
the
War
In the time of trial and a day of
Matter of Bullc vs. Brains.
Department is executive ability, not danger, he will prove one of our naIn this matter of bulk versus brains, tactical proficiency. In matters .purely tion's most dependable props.
It will be found that it is the small military he has the advice of technical
men mostly who have done the world's experts, which it is to be supposed he
big things since" the days when in the follows. Their advice in other matters
process of civilization mind began to it is to be hoped he ignores.
surpass muscle. Pew physical giants
Another cause for anxiety on the
have been conspicuous outside of part of this space-filling critic is Mr.
museums, and men of superlative Baker's confessed unfamiliarity with
strength find their best success in the departmental routine. "Of course," he
gymnasium. Physical culture, it would is quoted, "I know nothing whatever of
seem, is something quite apart from the duties of the office and shall have
statesmanship.
all to learn." This is very much in
Even in military affairs we do not the new Secretary's favor. There are
find that physique has counted for forms of ignorance more dangerous
more than mental fitness. The first than inexperience. The trouble with
Napoleon was a little man, yet the trained department men is that they
dimensions of his deeds overshadowed know too much. What they need for
Europe and to this day he looms the improvement is to do a lot of forgetlargest figure in human history. Julius ting. They know so many things (most
Caesar is said to have been a small of which are undesirable) that they
man, yet he is reputed to hare done can learn nothing new. It will bo
some rather large things. This is found easier for Baker to learn than it would
to be true of most military command- be for an army man to unlearn. And
ers. Iri the Union army during the always experience is more readily accivil war there were few distinguished quired than is intelligence.
generals of impressive physical proWith the army as with the police—■
portions. Grant, for example, was of and
for identical reasons—departmenInsignificant
size,
while Sheridan, tal products
are not fitted for execuknown as Little Phil, was no>t too

ymttt Hnnt. In N«w *ork Morning Telegraph.
In ft syndicated news story -which appeared the Sunday Immediately following Newton D. Baker's appointment as a
cabinet officer, "Ex-Attache," chagrined
that an army man was not chosen for
the place, complains of the physical proportions of the new War Secretary,
whloh he" describes as "bare 130 pounds
of weight and 5 foot 4 of slight stature." This critical writer objects to the
appointment for the supremely logical
reason that Mr. Baker "is about the
least military figure that it is possible
to conceive."
This charge has at least the merit of
novelty, as well as the novelty of truth.
So far as I know, this is the first time
a lack of physical bulk has been made
the grounds for an indictment for official unfltness. Ordinarily, in administrative affairs, avoirdupois is not supposed to outweigh ability, nor are inches
measured against intellect.
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Charming Cabinet Children
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Secretary and Mrs. Baker

have leased "in the Woods," a beautiful country home near Washington, and the Httle folks are delightZZ
their new home. Left to right-Newton D. 3d., Elizabeth (Betty) and Margaret (Peggy)
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Pershing's Position.
In his call for the militia Secretary Baker specifically
announces that the state troops are desired solely tor
border duty, and that their work will be wholly independent of Pershing's campaign in the interior of Mexico Undoubtedly Mr. Baker and the high military authorities at Washington believe that for the present
Pershing is in no danger. But if Mexico blazes into war
the position of the American army in the distant interior
of Chihuahua will be perilous.
_
It will be difficult or impossible for Pershjng wiU the
troops under his command to' maintain his line ot communication with the border. With war actually declared
by Carranza the small American force may be surrounded
and forced to fight against great odds.
It is clear that Pershing cannot be recalled without giving Mexico the impression that the United States is
soared. It would be equivalent to yielding to Carranza s 5
threat As long as the American border' is not safe the .
object for which Pershing was sent into Chihuahua has j
not been attained, and his withdrawal is unthinkable.
|
For these reasons it is likely that the Washington government, if the Mexican situation becomes any more
menacing,- will take steps to provide for the material
strengthening of Pershing's position. A call for volunteers for federal service will not be surprising. But before this federal volunteer army can be recruited and
trained it mav be necessary to find men for immediate
service below"the Rio Grande, and for this purpose the
militia must be utilized. The legal action requisite for
immediately nationalizing the state troops need not be
delaved. as its need is everywhere admitted.
It" is possible, therefore, that though the state troops
are called upon now only for border service they will
soon see actual fighting below the Rio Grande. It all dep»nds on Pershing's ability to maintain his position and
on the temper of the Mexicans once they become convinced that the United States means business.

i
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Still House-Hunting.
Mrs Baker did not succeed in leasing
a home in Washington, although durlne
the few days of her stay she devoted
every moment she could steal from being wined and dined to the business of
house-hunting, suburban house-hunting,
for she feels that with summer coming
on she prefers to be at least on the
edge of the country. Oh, yes, Mrs.
Baker has been In town, finding that
•her husband was not going to be able
to "run up for the week-end"—just like
that—with anything like regularity. He
did accomplish It once since lie came
to town, but last week Mrs. Baker decided to play Mahomet to his mountain.
When she left town on Thursday she
had discovered several houses suitable
■ for her needs, but had set her heart on
I one the beautiful and historic old
! Blai'r place at Sliver Spring, Md. Mrs.
Baker wants possession almost at
once to he able to spend the
spring season as well
as
the
summer there. The Montgomery Blairs,
who own the place and> who have
been occupying the Lyman Tiffany
bouse in town thims winter, also want
to he In the country during the spring.
Tf they can compromise the, Bakei-o will
make the p-lace their Washington home;
if not I suspect the Secretary will have
to take upon himself the burden of
deciding.
J In addition to taking in several dinner parties tzWen In her honor and her
husband's, Mrs. Baker made the acquaintance of her cblleagues, the ladies
of the Cabinet, and attended their regular Mondav morning seance with Mrs.
Wilson at the White House._

BE DINNER GUESTS
Judge and Mrs. Timothy Ansberry Will Entertain at Chevy
Chase Club Tonight.
LABOR SECRETARY RETURNS
William B. Wiison Due Back Tonight From Sioux Cityj Iowa,

G

Where He Visited.

■H

The Secretary of War and Mrs. Newion D. Baker will be the honor guests
at the dinner which Judge and Mrs.
Timothy Ansberry will give tonight
»t the Chevy Chase Club, before the
Jnidweekly dance.
Dinner will be
served on the large veranda and the
table will be decorated with a flat
centerpiece of various pink flowers.
There will be thirty guests,, including
Mr. and Mrs. George Steele, of New
Xork, who are Visiting Judge and Mrs.
Ansberry.
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WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14, 1916
HARD TO FIND N. D. BAKER
Messenger Has Tronble in Locating War Secretary.
COLUMBUS, June 13.—A messenger i
boy with a telegram for Newton D. I
Baker had considerable difficulty today in locating the secretary of war
at the Union station here when Mr.
Bakert was making a between train
istoo 'in route to the Democratic national convention at St. Louis.
Secretary Baker arrived in the city
at an earlv hour and leaving his train,
had gone for a few minutes walk in
the vicinity of the depot.
The messenger made persistent inquirv among trainmen and station
ataches and finally found a porter who
recognized Mr. Baker.
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Mrs. Newton D. Bafeer,. wife of the
Secretary of War, had a'foretaste of
the demands made upon the Umc of
cabinet women during her visit here
last week. She is very democratic^
answering the phone calls personally)
and perhaps the thing . which most
amused her was the constant request
that she pose for a picture.
During
hei- husband's official career in Ohio
she was bothered very little on this
score, and her naive remark was that
she thought there must be a thousand
photographers ,in Washington. Herintro-Juction to Washington society was
propitious, beginning with a dinner
party at the Japanese embassy and
ending with a musical. It is probable
that the Secretary will have,Mrs. Baker
and their family with him during the
late spring and summer, after all, for
they are much impressed with the
beautiful country surrounding Washington, and only wait to find a nice
suburban or country place in which to
settle their children.
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The Secretary of War and Mrs. Newton D. Baker
Dinner Guests of Lieut. Col. and Mrs. Duncan;
Lansings Expected to Return to City August 7
Other News of Society at the Capital

dfEAN ftUOTc/1
LETTERS
DHAR SUSAN: Washington has done
a. bit o' gossiping anent Mrs. Newton
Baker's statement that "the social Ufa
of Washington makes no appeat to me—
it could never fill my life and ambition;"
but mostly it has roused rather tolerant
amusement.
You see so many of the women of official life once experienced the feeling
which must have inspired such a statement, a feeling that life in the Capital
is Just "one d—n social thing after another," with a deal of striving after
place and position.
They have since come to see, what we
old-timers have always known, that
Washington is ;ust such a city as other
cities, that it presents earnest work for
the earnest workers as well as frivolities for the frivolous.
When Mrs. Baker does come to town—
and we all regret her decision to delay
her coming—she'll find all the chance
she wants to meet people who think, to
interest herself in real things.
Bless 'her, this is the headquarters for
real things, and, if I may be pardoned,
for real people.
Take the case of her associates in
the- Cabinet contingent, for ^instance.
There is not one of them but regards
society as a secondary issue and finds
plenty of time for the "progressive
work" which Mrs. Baker thinks she can
find in Cleveland more than in Washington.

_*_

With all her onerous duties—and the
social duties of the wife of the Secretary of State are naturally of more
momentous import than those of any
woman save.the President's wife, Mrs.
Lansing is an , ardent worker for the
Y. W. C. A., alia has been particularly
active in their Golden Jubilee membership campaign.
.Even Mrs. McAdoo, who, as the
youngest of the little coterie, might be
forgiven a preference for »ocial frivoling over social work, has her afternoons
devoted to the kindergarten of Neighborhood Mouse.
Activities of Wide Range.
And for the rest, their ectivities range
from Mrs. Burleson's playwriting to
Mrs. Daniels' keen interest in the educational work for the Southern mountaineers and in the work done by the
Daughters of the Confederacy for the
Southern veterans.
But, dear me, they have too many
private philanthropies and the public
espousal of too many good causes to
their credit for me to mention. Moreover, they are a notably domestic crew,
and there are not to be found in Cleveland nor anywhere else a happier lot
of homes than those over which the
ladies of the Cabinet preside.

Ml TIMES!
SATURDAY
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A ROUSING- MEETING-.
The huge crowd which greeted Secretary of War Baker and Congressman
Swagar. Sherley at the Democratic
rally at the Strand Theater last night
evidenced the deep interest which the
people of Jefferson county are taking
in the coming election, and the vociferous applause which greeted the utterances of the two orators made
manifest the fact that voters of the
community have kept a close watch
on the Wilson Administration and are
a unit in indorsing him. for re-election.
Both Secretary Baker and Congressman Sherley delivered "body blow's"
to the claims of the Republicans. Mr.
Sherley hit the "bull's-eye" with the
statement that "This is the first time
in twenty-flve years that Democracy
comes before you, not in the role of
critic or with promises, but with the
record of accomplishments."
Mr.
Baker "rang the bell" when he said:
"If when President Wilson was inaugurated some fairy had come to us
and said, 'Let me draw aside the veil and
see what is to take plaoe,' and had
drawn it aside and shown us the fields
of Europe running with blood, all international avenues in such disturbed
and upset condition, and after we had
seen this we had been asked what
prayers have you to make, would we
not all have prayed that our country at the end of Woodrow Wilson's
Administration might be prosperous
and at peace with all the world ? Prosperous and at peace! It would have
been enough to keep the ship of state
steady."
Two better reasons for the re-election of Mr. Wilson could not be voiced
by any orator. A "record of accomplishments" which speaks for itself
and the maintenance of prosperity and
peace with honor are issues which rise
serenely above the storm of Republican cavil and vituperation.

THE WEATHER.
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Are Beaten Off.

SEASON.

Berlin, Sept. 30 (via London, 5:20 p.
!*•)•—Troops under Gen. von Falkenhayn, former Chief of the General
Staff, haye won a battle at Hermannstadt, Transylvania, defeating strong
sections of the First Rumanian army,
the War Office announced to-day.
The announcement follows:
The Rumanian Northern and second armies began an attack on the
Goerzeny Mountains, starting from
the Parajd-O.derhellen line,
from
Szekely Udvarhel and from Fogaras.
The enemy was repulsed on the
Goerzny Mountains. Further south
the defending troops evaded an attack. German troops attacked successfully beyond Haar Brook, south
of Henndorf-Hagin, one of the Rumanian columns, driving it back and
capturing eleven officers, 591 men and
three machine guns.
The repulse of strong British attacks
on the Somme front is recorded in today's official communication, which folShelbyville Man Married In St. lows:
"Army group of Prince Rupprecht:
As on the preceding day, the British
Louis, With Divorced Wife
attacked yesterday with strong forces
between the Ancre and Courcelette.
Near Scene.
After variable hand-to-hand fighting
they were repulsed. Otherwise there
were only minor local advances and artillery duels, which increased in activThe Times Special Service.
ity during the afternoon north of the
St. Louis, Sept. 30.—While Mrs. Somme and in a few sectors .south of
Sallie Beard, who says she is his for- the river."
mer wife, who was divorced after a
(Concluded on Tenth Page.)
sensational trial in Shelbyvlle, Ky., a
year ago,' waited "merely by accident"
in the Jefferson Hotel this morning,
former Senator P. J. Beard, of Shelbyville, a former member of the Kentucky upper house and a former Judge
of the Shelby County Court, marshaled
all the bell boys and attaches of the
Jefferson Hotel in an effort to arrange
the wedding of himself and Mrs. Minnie M. Hastings, of Essex, la.
At noon, after slipping away from
the hotel for a short time, Beard returned and reported to newspaper President Gives Short Answer
men that he had been married at the
to Accusation That He Is
home of his nephew, Henry D. Beard,
on Russell avenue, by the Rev. R. C.
Pro-British.
Worcham. At the same time he said
that, while he had been divorced from
a former wife, tile won: i| who
WPtGWAKg AT ' TELEGRAM
registered under the ma . 'Airs:
lie Bertrrt" .ya? no . acquaintance of
Long Branch, N. J., Sept. 30.—Presihis. He met her once in the lobby,
Wilson made it plain last night
and when Mrs. Beard attempted to dent
he wants no "disloyal" American to
speak he cut her cold.
"I am his former wife. We were vote for him. He expressed indignation
divorced in Shelbyville after a trial. I over a telegram from Jeremiah A.
have been visiting friends in St. Louis, O'Leary, of New York, president of the
among them William Cravens, an at- American Truth Society, accusing him
torney, of Westminstesr Place, and M. of being pro-British and saying he had
with
T. Engman. . I was intending to leave failed to obtain compliance
this evening, and just by coincidnece American rights.
The
President
sent
Mr.
O'Leary
a
I registered at the Jefferson to-day,"
short telegram which officials indiMrs. Sallie Beard said.
cated Mr. Wilson had desired to put
Lexington' Man's Daughter.
ill stronger language. His message
follows:
She also said that she was the
"Your telegram received. I would
daughter of Massy Bryan, a wellknown Lexington, Ky., man, and that feel deeply mortified to have you or
she was a member of the Colonial anybody like you vote for me. Since
Daughters, the Daughters of the you have access to many disloyal
American Revolution and other wo- Americans and I have not, I will ask
you to convey this message to them."
men's organizations.
Attacked In Telegram.
"This is not my former wife," Judge
Beard said, after being told of the Wo- ' Mr. O'Leary's telegram, given out by
man's statement. "The name is identi- the President, follows:
cal, I admit, but I do not know her. It
"Again we greet you with a popular
is ridiculous."
of your pro-British policies.
Shortly after a minister arrived it disapproval
year.from the. Twenty-third New
was learned that Judge Beard and his Last
York
Congressional
and now
bride had slipped quietly away. It was from your own Statedistrict,
and from the
learned that he had gone to the court- voters of your own party
Senator Marhouse to get a license.
tine won because trie voters of New
"We will leave immediately for the Jersey
do not want any truckling to
South," he. told newspaper men, after the British
empire nor do they apannouncing that the wedding was an prove
of
dictatorship over Congress.
accomplished fact.
"You foreign policies, your failure to
Among the guests at the wedding
compliance with all American
was John R. C. Long, of Louisville, secure
your leniency with the British
Ky., Judge Beard said, adding that Mr. rights,
empire,
your approval of war loans,
Long was one of the best known of the ammunition
traffic, are issues in
Louisville men.
this campaign. Do you know that
All Arrive Together.
William S. Bennet, a Republican
. Judge Beard arrived and registerd Congressman, ran in the Democratic
primaries in the Twenty-third New
at the Hotel Jefferson Saturday morn- York
congressional
district
and
ing. Just a short time later the name
polled
36
per
cent.
of
the
of "Mrs. Sallie Beard" was added, to
the rigister. Mrs. Hastings, who now is total Democratic vote against his reguopponent?
AngloMrs. Beard No. 2, registered Friday lar Democratic
night. Judge Beard and Mrs. Beard maniacs and British interest may control
newspapers,
but
they
don't
conNo. 1 have four children, who are being
cared for by a sister of the woman in trol votes. The people may be readers,
but they are not followers of the newsAlabama.
Mrs. Beard No. 1 refused to tell the papers.
"When, sir, wiii you respond to these
circumstances of her divorce. "It conof popular disapproval of
cerns no one but ourselves," she said. evidences
your policies by action? The Martine
election and Bennet vote prove you
have lost support amongst Democrats.
"Every vote for Martine was a vote
against you, as was every Democratic
vote that went for Mr. Bennet in the
Democratic primaries in the Twentythird congressional district."
Attitude Toward Campaign.
The President's attitude toward the
campaign and toward some of the issues before the country were made
here Friday. Following is an
'Rube" Marquard Faces Gro- known
authoritative summary of his campaign attitude:
ver Alexander In Second
The President will adhere strictly to
his determination not to enter into personalities or into a political controGame of the Day.
versy with Charles E. Hughes. All the
speeches he will make away from
Sadow Lawn will be delivered before
Ebbets Field, Brooklyn, Sept. 30.— nonpartisan organizations, and will be
Capturing the National League leader- devoted entirely to a discussion of pubship by a morning victory, the Phila- lic questions. By inference they will
delphias prepared for a counter-attack have a political effect.
this afternoon by the staggering Brook At present, American voters are. enlyuites, who admit that a second defeat titled to know, he believes, what the
to-day will give their pennant hopes a Republicans would do at present in
crushing if not a death blow. Philadel- Mexico, what attitude they would take
phia now leads the championship chase toward belligerent nations in Europe,
by half a game. Manager Pat Moran whether they would repeal the Federal
warmed up Grover Alexander, while Reserve act, the Tariff law, the Rural
"Rube" Marquard . was Brooklyn's Credits act, the Tariff Commission Bill,
the Eight-hour law for Railroad Empitching selection.
Fifteen thousand persons saw the ployes, the Child Labor law and other
legislative acts of the Democrats.
game.
Although several days ago officials
The batting order:
here
said the President would take ocPHILADELPHIA.
BROOKLYN.
casions to refer frequently to the setPaskert, c. f.
Myers, c. f.
Bancroft, s. s.
tlement of the recently threatened
Daubert. lb.
Stock. 3b.
Stengel, r. f.
railroad strike, it became known here
Whitted, 1. f.
Wheat. L f.
that he has since decided not to dwell
Cra-vath, r, f.
Cutshaw, 2b.
on this question as much as on other
Luderus, lb.
Mowrey. 3b.
Issues. The President believes that satNiehoff, 2b.
Olson, s. s.
isfactory settlement of pending internaKillifer, c.
Meyers, o.
tional question can only be embarrassAlexander, p.
Marquard, p.
Umpires—Klem and Emslie.
ed by partisan discussions of them.

fHE NATIONAL THEATER
SfAGE ENTRANCE

EICHSTAO OPENS
All OF
EG

ACfORS OF fHE OLD
POWN AtiP OUT SCHOOL
NEED NOT APPLY,

WO.ODROW WILSON
IN
PEACE AND
'PROSPERITY

ONLV PROGRESSIVE
UP-YO-PATE -TALENT
WANTED.

Executive

WILSON ADMINISTRATION IS DECLARED THE BEST
President Wilson as a prince of
peace, the guiding genius of the Democratic legislation during the last four
years, was extolled by Secretary of
War Baker and Representative Swagar Sherley last night at the opening
of the Democratic campaign in the
Fifth district at the Strand Theater.
Secretary Baker and Mr. Sherley
spoke to a representative Kentucky
audience. The main floor and first
two balconies were filled to overflowing, and many persons found seats in
the top gallery. The boxes were oci cupied by prominent local men and
women.
The crowd bore a different appearance and attitude from the commonplace political gathering.
The achievements of the Wilson
Administration were set forth by both
Secretary Baker and Mr. Sherley.
Louisville's Congressman was complimented in strong terms by Secretary
Baker, Chairman Cantrill, of the
State Committee, his colleague in Congress, and Mayor Buschemeyer, who
presided at the meeting.
Mr. Sherley analyzed the banking and rural credits law in the language of the layman and declared that
the motives which have stood back of
every Democratic act have been those
of seeking to serve the many and not
the few.
Pursued Only Course.
He launched into a frank discussion
of the international problems of Woodrow Wilson growing out of the war,
and he stated there could have
been no other logical position. He
pointed out that Germany's offenses
against the rights of neutrais were
those affecting human lives, and as
such there could be no postponement
of their adjustment until after the
war. In the case of other nations, their
violations have been against property
rights, he said, and in a life and death
struggle of nations they cannot be expected to be respecters of property,
but they must De expected to settle
after the war.
(Concluded on Tenth Page.)

AWTHQRNIMS
PURSE AT DOWNS
Old Timer Shows
markable

Most

Reversal

Re^
of

Form to Win.
CHntCHlLL DOWNS SCRATCHES.
Fourth Race — Penrod, • Passing
fancy.
Seventh Knee—Old Charter.
By J. L. DEMPSEY.
The Time* Special Service.
Churchill Downs, Sept. 30—The Golden Rod Soiling Stakes, for 2-year-olds,
h w as the chief race on to-day's Churchill Downs programme, and it brought
out only an ordinary band of youngsters, the race being under selling conditions. The handicap, at a mile and
seventy yards, which followed the
stake, had abundance of class in it,
and most interest centered in its decision.
The track had dried out considerably,
but still remained soft, and favorable
to mud performers. The attendance
was of excellent proportion, with betting again voluminous.
Prior to the racing, there was a sale
of yearlings by auction. The good colt
.Jack O'Dowd was also ' offered, and
brought $2,500. He was knocked down
to M. (ioldblalt. Nettie Walcutt, which
J. M. Henry. Jr., claimed yesterday,
was sold by him to E. B. Elkins this
morning at. an advance over the price
he paid , for her.
Jockey Murphy was not in the saddle this afternoon, on account of the
serious illness of his wife.
The Dead Come to Life.
First Race—Selling; for 3-year-olds
and up; six furlongs:
Hawthorn, 114 (Hoag)
1
Sayonarra. 107 (Hanover)
2
Skiles Knob. 119 (Gentry)
3
Time, 1:14 1-5.
Cash on Delivery, Morrlstown, Billy
Joe and Easter Greetings also ran.
Two-dollar mutuels paid: Hawthorn,
straight, $17.90; place, $11.70; show,
$8.20. Sayonara, place, $15; show, $5.80.
SViles Knob, show, $5.20.
« » »

EMPEROR OF ABYSSINIA
FORCED OFF OF THRONE.
London, Sept.
30.—Emperor Lidj
Jeassu of Abyssinia, has been deposed
at Addis Ababa. Lidj Jeassu is 22
years of age and a grandson of Emperor Menelik, whom he succeeded in
1913.
Empress Now Rules. .
Rome, Sept, 2 9 (via Paris, delayed).
—A dispatch from Addis Abba,
Abyssinia, reporting the dethronement
of Emperor Lidj Jeassu, announces
that he has been succeeded by Quizero-Zeodltu, a daughter of the late
KtaffJMenelik, who has been proclaimed "impress of Ethiopa."
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Athens Government Awaiting
Reply From Entente On Pro-
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Two Louisville Women

Ei

Unin- President to Address Young
jured In Wreck On PennsylMen's Democratic Clubs
vania, Near Cincinnati.

At the.Mengel residence, 1326'South
Third street, it was stated this afternoon that Mr. Mengel had telegraphed
Mrs. Mengel that he had been injured
in the wreck, but not seriously. He
added that he was able to proceed
home.
Mr. Mengel had been in New York

C. C. Mengel, president of the Mengel
Box Company, suffered scalp wounds
and body bruises to-day in a wreck on
the Pennsylvania railroad at King's
Mills, O., twenty miles from Cincinnati,
in which two persons were killed.
COD. C. C. MENGEL.
on business and was expected home at
2:45 o'clock this afternoon.
Mrs. Charles Moorman, wife of an L.
& N. attorney, and Mrs. J. Stoddard
Johnson, Jr., were on the train returning from Visits in the East. Neither
suffere dany injury.
The wreck occurred at King's Mills,
twenty miles from Cincinnati.
The dead are Engineer J. J. Berry
and Fireman Samuel Miller, both of
Cincinnati. The injured are:
Mrs. J. B. Hoyer, Chambersburg, O..
general bruises.
C. C. Mengel, Louisville, Ky., scalp
wounds and body bruises.
G. M. Baker, East Orange, N. J.,
body bruises.
George T. Cooper, Xenia, O., body
bruises.
Mrs. G. T. Cooper, Xenia, O., body
bruises.
J. L. Hindman, baggageman, shoulder lacerated and body bruises
C. H. Keck, Cincinnati, engineer of
second engine, back wrenched and
multiple injuries.
P. J. Cox, fireman of second engine, body lacerated and multiple injuries.
The train was known as the Keystone Express and was a heavy one,
consisting of ten passenger coaches
and Pullman sle«pers.

of New York.

posal to Enter War.
KING IS UNDER SUSPICION.
Athens, Sept. 27 (via London, Sept.
30, delayed by censor).—The representatives at Athens of the Entente
Powers are expected to reply to-morrow to the Greek Government's note
of September 18, delivered at tiie Entente capitals, declaring categorically
Greece's acceptance of departure
from neutrality in principle. While it
is understood the proposal of Greece
to join the 'Entente Allies will be accepted, certain guarantees of sincerity
probably- will be demanded.
Former Premier Gounaris, Skouloudis and Rhallis will be excluded from
membership of any national Ministry
that may be formed and certain restrictions will be made in regard to
military posts to be held by officers
suspected of hostility to the Entente,
such as Gen. Dousmanis and Col. Metaxas, formerly of the general staff.
Those closest to King Constantine
fear .only one event which unay end
all possibility of co-operation between
Greece and the Entente—that the Entente may continue, to show ill-disguised suspicion of the sovereign's
motives and sincerity even after war
virtually has been declared, and may
(Concluded on Tenth Page.)

Long Branch, N. J., Sept. 30.—President Wilson's programme for to-day
is the busiest arranged for him since
he came to Shadow Lawn. This morning he reviewed the Fourth New Jersey regiment of Infantry at Seagirt,
N. J., and this afternoon he will receive and address members of YoungMen's Democratic Clubs from New
York.
The New Jersey regiment recently
returned from the Mexican
border
and because of this fact the President
felt a particular interest in it. He reviewed the command on horseback.
The review took place in front of the
"little White House" occupied by the
President when hs was Governor of
New Jersey.
Representatives of tne Democratic
National Committee arrived here eariy
to-day to complete arrangements for
the reception of the young Democrats,
who were expected to arrive on special trains at 3 o'clock.
The visitors, it is planned, will
march in military order from the
railroad station to Shadow Lawn, a
distance, of a mile, led by two bands.
The President is prepared to speak to
them at 4 o'clock. It is understood
that his address will deal with reasons why young men should vote the
Democratic ticket.
The President was greeted at Seagirt by the tooting of auto horns and
applause from a crowd
of several
thousand gathered about the parade
grounds.
»
■- Wearing a silk hat, the Frcsident
first rode around the troops in company with Brig. Gen. Edward Hines,
of the New Jersey National Guard. Arrested In Raid On Private
His horse was very spirited and sevApartment In Chicago By
eral times the strong wind almost
blew Mr. Wilson's hat away. The
First New Jersey Regiment joined
Federal Agents.
the Fourth, and with bands playing
marched in review before the President. After the parade the President
congratulated Gen. Hines on the apChicago, Sept. 30.—Two more men
pearance of the troops.
and a woman were arrested by agents
of the Department of Justice in a raid
on a private apartment here at 4
o'clock this morning and held in connection with the operations of the great
Mann Act blackmailers' syndicate recently brought to light by Federal officers.
Pursuing their investigation of the
case of a wealthy merchant of Cedar
Rapids, Iowa,, who is alleged to have
been done out of $15,000 by the syndicate, Federal officials to-day took posNashville, Tenn., Sept. 30.— With session of a packet of letters said to
the stock of sugar completely deplet- have been written by the merchant to
ed in Nashville, \vholesale and retail the Chicago girls whom he charges
merchants are confronted with a se- with having lured him to their apartrious problem. There is not a pound ment in Chicago, where the blackma.il
of sugar on the market and none in was exacted. Attorneys for the girls
transit. Shortage of cars at New Or- contend that the Iowa man wronged
leans is said to be responsible. Refin- his clients and paid them $15,000 as
ers there have notified wholesalers recompense.
here that their stock is in no way imThe officers later took into custody
paired, but they were unable to ar- a second woman said to have resided
range for transportation. The supply at the raided apartment. The four
in the hands of Nashville retail mer- persons arrested to-day are alleged to
chants is said to be sufficient for only have blackmailed a wealthy Eastern
a few days.
manufacturer whose name is withheld.
Federal officers said opium smoking
Sugar Scarce in Ohio.
outfits and great quantities of habitMarion, O.. Sept. 30.—Sugar is so forming drugs were found in the
scarce here that retailers are warn- apartment. Those taken into custody
ing customers that they may be com- to-day are: J. H. Golden, who said hf
pelled to limit them each to two and was a real estate agent; Mrs. Grace
three pounds at a time. Wholesalers, Golden, his wife; John E. Lawrence,
they say, are unable to get sugar said to be a traveling salesman, and
Mra. Lawrence, his wife.
,
they ordered weeks ago.

1
MORE MEN HELD
AS BLACKMAILERS

Berlin, Sept. 29 (via London, Sept.
30).—Discussion of the general situation and of Chancellor von BethmannHollweg's speech in the Reichstag began in the Ways and Means Committee of the Reichstag at 1 o'clock today. Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg and
Foreign Minister von Jagow both attended the meeting to give the necessary explanations and also information regarding the situation, while
other members of the Cabinet and a
staff of the Imperial Chancellor's
aides were present to support their
chief.
The discussion is being conducted
behind closed doors and under special
instructions to the participants in it
to regard the proceedings as confidential. The various political parties
have spent most of the time since the
adjournment of the Reichstag yesterday in party caucuses discussing tactics. Meetings of party groups were
held yesterday afternoon and this
morning to det&rmine their attitude.
As far as is known there have been
no important departures from the
alignment in the preceding clash between the followers of Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg and Admiral von Tirptiz, when the Chancellor was in full
control of the situation, except that
resulting from the split In the South
German Centrist ranks. The defection
here has affected the Reichstag representation only secondarily, most of
the Chancellor's critics being members
of diets or the holders of no official
positions.
The Catholic organ Germania, discussing the Chancellor's speech, demands emphatically full confidence in
the Chancellor. It declares that the
< 'lian.-nllor'.s ffui'da against England
should "sweep away the noxious atmosphere."
SPEECH'S TONE MILD.
British Press Thinks Chancellor
Said Little to Reichstag That Was
New.
London, Sept. 30.—All the morning
newspapers devote a major part of
their editorial space to a discussion of
the speech of Imperial Chancellor von
Bethmann-Hollweg in the Reichstag,
contrasting its mild tone with former
utterances. The editorials all assert
that, aside from the attacks on England, the Chancellor said little that was
new and perhaps disappointed those
who expected him to make more extended peace overtures.
"It is perfectly clear," says the Daily
News, "that Dr. von Bethmann-Hollweg's speech was dictated far more by
the exigencies of the political situation
in Germany than by anything that is
haopening outside. What the Chancellor is concerned about throughout
the speech is primarily to re-establish
his own shaken authority and, secondarily, to raise the spirit of the nation
to meet the storm breaking over it."
The Granhic says that the dominating note was the old story of hatred
for Great Britain, and continues:
"This is the only possible comfort for
the disillusioned German people. For
ourselves, we only have to note with
interest the declaration that Germany
is -eadv for peace. We are not."
Z
< « »

AGED MAN FOUND WITH
GIRL HELD UNDER BOND.
>—■

Washington, Sept. 30.—Much more
complete information of Germany's
submarine activities, which supplements Lord Robert Cecil's statement in
London last night, was received in dispatches from London arriving here today which show that between June 1
and September 24 no less than 262 vessels of all nationalities have been sunk
by submarines. Of those, fifteen were
reported sunk without warning with
the loss of eighty-four lives. A total
of sixty-six neutral vessels were destroyed during the period.
To-day's fuller information brings
out that the submarine activity practically has doubled during the last twd
months. During June, after delivery
of the American note on the Sussex
accepting Germany's agreement not to
sink vessels without proper safeguard
to lives on board, fifty-seven vessels
were sunk, of which five were neutral
and six, including three neutrals, were
sunk without warning with the loss of
twenty-five lives.
In July the total sunk fell off to
forty-two, including nine neutrals and
two British sunk without warning
with the loss of forty-oneMives.
Figure© Are Doubled.
In August the total sunk more than
doubled with the figure of 103, including twenty-six neutral vessels. Two
Allied boats were sunk without warning with the loss of three lives. The
figures up to September 24 show a
continuing high rate of destruction in
the months of a total of seventy-five
sunk, including twenty-six neutrals
with five Allied boats without warning,
with the loss of fifteen lives.
The list of vessels sunk without
warning with the lives lost is given aa
follows:
BRITISH.
Golconda, June 3, in North Sea : nineteen lives lust.
Mm'ris,Jrie 30, Mediterranean; three
lives Usi.
Calypso, July 16, in North Sea;" thirty
lives lost.
Euphorbia, July 16, in Mediterranean; eleven lives ftist.
Aaro, August 1, in North Sea; three
lives lost.
Swift Wings, September 1, in Mediterranean; two lives lost.
Llangoris, September 8, in Mediterranean; no lives lost.
Inverberrie, September 14, in Mediterranean; six lives lost.
Dewa, . September 17, in Mediterranean; three lives lost.
Lord Tredeegar, September 17, Mediterranean; four lives lost.
ALLIES.
Ville de Rouan (French), June IS, in
Mediterranean; two lives lost.
Socoa (French), August 25, in Mediterranean; no information.
NEUTRALS.
Excellenz
Mehnert
(Norwegian),
June 1, North Sea; no lives lost.
Orkedal (Norwegian), June 9, North
Sea; no lives lost.
Bure (Norwegian), June 9, North
Sea; one life lost.
No Action by V. S.
The information as given above corresponds almost exactly with that in
the State Department files and will be
the- preliminary basis on which American consideration of the submarine
question as it now stands is laid Qiit.
No action has been taken by the State
Department 'on any of the foregoing
cases nor on Germany'.* general submarine policy since the Sussex note on the
ground that in no case as yet has it
been proved that American lives were
endangered.
The submarine campaign is being
watched very carefully, especially in
view of the increased agitation in Germany for a resumption of unrestrained
activity.

The Times Special Service.
Ashland, Ky., Sept. 30.—Jerry D. Coburn, of Red Jacket, W. Va„ 80 years
old, who was found in a local hotel
here with 12-year-old Virginia Conn, of LOUISVILLE MAN INJURED
Grayson, was held to the grand jury
WHEN STRUCK BY TRAIN.
this morning under a $500 bond.
Coburn testified that he is the father
of eight girls and ten boys. He could The Times Special Service.
not give bond and was sent to CatBuffalo, N. Y., Sept. 30.—James Keplettsburg to jail.
hart, 35 years old, of Louisville, late
<«>
Friday in Rochester, N. Y., was struck
NO MARKED CHANGE IN
by a locomotive and hurled sixty feet,
CONDITION OF DR. CRAIK. landing on a toolbox, sustaining severe
injuries to his head and back. He was
There is no material change to-day rushed to St. Mary's Hospital, Rochin the condition ot the Very Rev. ester. His condition is serious, but not.
Charles Ewell Craik, dean of Christ critical. He was about to board a train
Church Cathedral, who was injured for Louisville when the accident ocSunday when an interurban car struck curred.
his automobile. The patient is holdJames Kephart is a first cousin of
ing his own very well, it was announced at the Norton Memorial In- Thomas Kephart, a nurse at the City
Hospital,
and also is a hospital nurse.
firmary. He had a fairly good night.
<«>
He has a. wife who makes her home in
New Albany. Thomas Kephart stated
•H-K-Mthis afternoon that his cousin came to
the hospital about three months ago
£SAYS !MES CARTOON
and said that he was going to Detroit
and from there to Buffalo. Mrs. FanMOST POINTED ARGUMENT nie Kephart, mother of James Kephart,
lives at Smithfiold, Ky.
In his address at the Strand T
Theater last night Congressman j*
• •Sherley declared that Plaschke's X
II cartoon in The Times of Tuesday, T
September 26, put the attitude of 4"
Charles E. Hughes on the eight- •£•
hour legislation more strikingly T
than any speeches could put it. "j*
4- The cartoon showed the deck of X
a ship. Uncle Sam, as an able T
seaman, was addressing Capt. v
Hughes. "Sir, the ship has sprung .j.
^ a leak. Shall we man the pumps?" £
J "No," replied the Captain. "Let"j"
? her Mnk. Then we'll investigate." •!•

.;.

.;.

PAYS $1.54 AN ACRE.
The Times Special Service.
Stanford, Ky., Sept. 30.—J. D. Rankin, son of T. C. Rankin, of this county, bought the chestnut farm of 210
acres in Garard county, at $154.10 an
acre. He refused an advance of $10
per acre a few minutes after he bought
the place.

MUSIC TEACHERS MEETING.
The first meeting of the Louisville
Music Teachers' Association will be
held at Murlitzer Hall, 652 Fourth
street, Tuesday evening, October 3, at
8 o'clock. There will be a general discussion on musical terminology with
Mies Selma Krauz as leader. All
members are requested to be present.
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Calling a Watch "Thin" Does Not Make It Thin
Watch thinness is comparative. The model illustrated at the extreme left
above, when compared side by side with the watch your great-grandfather
carried, might fairly be described as "thin."
But—would you call it "thin" after comparing it with the model at the extreme right?
There are many models on the market Compare it, too, for construction.
today designated as "thin models." Then you will know how different
Be careful not to let this term mislead this genuine thin model timekeeper
from watches made to appear
you—remember that calling a watch is
thin by such methods as sacrificing
"thin" does not make it thin.
the inside dust protection c-ip, or
The wise course is to see the Gruen patching a ladies size movement in
a man's size case.
Verithen before you buy.
Adjusted Models, guaranteed to come
Compare it, for thinness, with other within railroad time requirements.
watches that you examine. Then Precision Models, guaranteed to come
you will know why the Gruen Veri- within observatory time requirements
by authorities to be the
thin has been called "The Most recognized
highest timekeeping perfection obBeautiful Watch in America."
tainable.
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Secretary of War Newton D. Baker,
the principal speaker at the opening
of the Fifth district Democratic campaign, spoke in full at the Strand
Theater last night as follows:
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have for some years not permitted myself to ask the question as to why any
audience is of a particular size. I was
invited to address a school of applied
sciences on one occasion some years ago.
When I got. to the hall I found it filled
to overflowing, so full, in fact, that some
of the young men sat in the windows with
their feet hanging on the outside. Knowing I was to be the only speaker, I began
to have some feeling of elation. As I
walked up the platform with the president of flie college i was perfectly willing to give him tne opportunity to express
the sentiments which I felt he shared
with me and I said, "You have a very
large attendance to-day," and he answered very shortly and curtly, "Yes, the
attendance is compulsory."
Since that time whenever I have had
an opportunity to address a large gathering I have taken the gifts that God sent
humbly and asked no questions. But I
am very sure if I were to inquire why
this great company of men and women
ha-*e come out I would learn that there
■ are two controlling reasons. One is, of
course, being American citizens in this
great critical hour they desire to have
understanding both to this nation and to
mankind. And the second is because here
in Louisville these is a keen realization
and as Just an appreciation as there is i»
Washington of the talents and the conspicuous public service of your distinguished Representative.
Praise For Sherley.
I have not lived in Washington very
long, but I have lived very hard. I went
to Washington on the Sth dav of March
of the present year. Villa went to Columbus the same day. From that time I
have had my mind very much on the
matters of the War Department. There
are a la.rge number of men in Congress
whose careers I have not had occasion or
opportunity to become familiar with. But
Mr. Sherley is not one of them.
In Congress he Is the guiding spirit, the
informed and wise counsellor of one of
the committees that comes immediately
in contact with the business of the War
Department. No man In Washington,
professional or lay, understands better
than he the great system of coast defenses of the United States. His work
in that committee and his work in the
department is of most signal value to his
entire nation. So when I tell you that
In Washington his efforts are appreciated
I speak a thing I know. But why I
should say that? Tou have just heard

I
Itching and Burning So Severe Unable to Do Work. Lost Much
Rest At Night. Entirely
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■'My husband suffered with ringworm
on his hand. At first it was a very small
place, but it kept spreading in a circle
until it almost covered his
entire hand. His hand was
red, sore, and inflamed and
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itching and burning were so
severe that he was unabje
to do a day's work. He lost
much rest at night.
"This trouble lasted for
many months. I wrote for
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his hand was entireiyhealed." (Signed)
Mrs. Allie Musick, Cleveland, Va.,
Mar. 16, 1916.
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him speak for himself, and anybody who
could listen to that speech he has Just
made and not realize the bigness and the
fairness and candor of the man does not
live in Kentucky.
I have another reason for being very
happy for being here to-night I was
here once before. I stood on this identical stage. They have put in a new floor
here, so that I cannot find the particular
yiard I stood on then, but I was very
happy then because I had been invited to
spiel to some of the people of Louisville
about one of the greatest men who ever
lived in this city, Tom L Johnson.
I am not going to take up vour time
to talk about htm, but when every city
in the United States was corrupt and
contented, when the city institutions
were the despair of the republic, when
the reviling tongue of every critic was
leveled against city administrations
and the possibility of their improvement, your
former
citizen, Tom L.
Johnson, lit the lamp of pure city administrations and regenerated American cities. As the years go by and
glories are added to this city as distinguished men are born here and go
foth to confer services on the world
and you treasure up their names I hope
it never will be permitted to be forgotten that in the diadem of this city
one of its fairest gems will be that
man, the Moses of better days for cities
and city administrations in this country.
Speaks of War.
But I am here to-night to talk about
national affairs and I want to ask you
to get as fur away from the United States
with 'me as you possibly can for a few
minutes. When you are very close to
things you cannot see them or you can
only see one side of them. The old story
of the two men sitting on opposite sides
of a Jug arguing about the number of
handles is a perfect illustration. Neither
could see the whole Jug. Now let us get
Just as far away as we can: let us go to
the moon for a minute. What would this
world look like to-night' to a man who
stood on the tip of the moon and looked
at It. Separated from these confusing
things which blur the vision and distort
the image he would look down and see
on one side of this earth so great a bjesolation and slaughter as has not visited
the earth since the days of the flood of
Noah.
Twenty million men withdrawn from ordinary peaceful Industries and occupations of life making war upon one another on the top of the earth, furrowing
down into the earth, in the air and under
the sea. Tens of thousands of men slain
in single battles. A friend of mine returned only a few days ago from the
Western battle front, and he told me that
armed with passes he had gone along a
place where there had recently been a
battle and he found himself denied entrance at a certain wooded place, but
with his passes from the highest authorities he was permitted to go on. He found
what he afterward learned to be 10,000
men, all dead. Trapped in this wood and
shot at with these modern machine guns
like a dragon so that nobody can sustain
their fiery and deadly breath.
If our eyes from the moon go from
this fearful battle front to any city in
Europe we find every woman dressed
in black and every mother's heart with
a son torn out of it. And in the pantries and larders even of the well-to-do
where there was once plenty, scarcely
enough of ticketed food to sustain life,
industry all diverted from productiveness and happiness to making wounds,
and women whose hands were never accustomed to anything other than raising children are in the metal factories
turning out shells to feed the insatiate
monsters of the battle front; little children who ought to be playing, gathering the flowers by the side of the
village brook, who ought to be thinking of nothing serious, are doing men's
work and women's work in order to
spare the men for war.
Land of Milk and Honey.
Then if our eyes should turn from that
spectacle and we should look from the tip
of the moon to the other side of the earth
separated only by an ocean we find a
land flowing with milk and honey; everv
smokestack pouring out Its volume rich
beyond dreams and happy in every prospect. And then if we come down from
the moon what the people of the earth
are talking about, we find on that first
side that every man is praying to the Gon
of nations to send peace and on the other
side we find people gathered together in
large companies to find out if we should
make a change? How can it be posslblr-?
What inducements have we to make a
change?
I have been anxious to find out why
we should change. I have read the
speeches of both the candidates
for
President on the Republican ticket, Mr.
Hughes and Mr. Roosevelt.
They
saemod to have established a partnership of argument. Hughes' share is
repressive; Roosevelt's share is expressive. I have read the speeches so
far of both, and to be—I know I am
trying to be—wholly frank with you,
1 cannot find an issue raised in this
campaign. When it began the partic-
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ular candidate for the presidency on
the Republican side was a Justice of
the Supreme Court. He had for a long
time theoretically been absent from
public affairs. Out of the seclusion of
that qu.et place he came so fast that
he tore the buttons off his robe, and
then with a haste I have never seen
equaled in a presidential candidate who
had been surprised into a nomination
he rushed off to the West on a crosstho-contlnent tour of advocacy and
campaign discussion. What were his
reasons?
They are hardly susceptible to much
boiling down, but they result In this,
as they were originally made, that the
present Administration has put out of
office some. Republicans and put in some
Democrats. He cited some particular
cases. Mr. Herrick, of Cleveland, was
one who had'been replaced by Mr.
Sharp. Durand, of the Census Bureau,
was another and then thera was some
controversy as to whether Mr. Durand
had resigned or had been forced to resign.
And then there was a certain
-Mr. Jones appointed In a very reprehensible way and the reason Mr. Jones
should not have been appointed, as
stated by Mr. Hughes, was that he
was a horse doctor. Then when it was
suggested that very many excellent
men are veterinary surgeons but that
unfortunately Mr. Jones, in addition
to his other talents, did not happen
to have a degree as a horse surgeon.
Mr. Hughes came back and devoted two
days to it and said that he had . <
where about his person proof that Jones
had once written a prescription for a
sick horse.
Talk of Protection.
Then began a series of critical remarks, no specific objection to things
that had been done by the Democratic
Administration, no central philosophy for
the rebuilding and alteration of the nations, but a series of teasing criticisms.
"He didn't do it right;'' "you ought to
have done something." What? "Oh, I
don't know, but something else."
A speech about protection is made.
Hughes makes it whenever he goes to a
place where he thinks protection Is
strong. The difficulty with a protectionist Is that his mind is in watertight compartments. He believes in a tax where
leather is. in a tax on cloth where cloth
Is, but he keeps every compartment hermetically sealed from its next neighbor.
When Hughes goes to Pittsburg where
there is an Infant industry in need of
protection he talks of protection and says
the Democratic Tariff Law ought to be
amended. But he is not a candidate for
justice of the peace; he is a candidate
for President. The greatest controversy
about the tariff that was ever created
was by Schedule K that so fastened itself
on the imagination of the American people that somebody, I never knew who,
got men to go all over the country getting somebody to write Schedule K all
over the country. And if you will keep
your eyes peeled you will frequently see
Schedule K on the bridges now.
Is Mr. Hughes going back to the old
schedule JK? He is not going to say. Is
It on chemicals or metals or raw materials^—where will he change the present
tariff? Now, as a matter of fact, this is
true that anybody who tries to argue that
the present tariff is worse or better in
the matter of revenue than the Dingley
tariff is trying to deceive you, whether I
do it or anybody else. For a tariff must
be worked under normal conditions before
you can tell what it can do, and when
the trade of the world is disturbed as the
trade oi the world now is, when all mercantile enterprises are diverted Into abnormal channels and devoted to unusual
uses and in limited and restricted ways,
nobody who Is frank and honest can discuss the effect of the tariff under ordinary circumstances.
l'et /When Mr.
Hughes gets to Pittsburg, because they
are accustomed to that in a campaign, he
♦urns about upside down and gets out a
speech that was made forty years ago or
could have been and gives them that tariff 3peech.
Does Not Criticize Income Tax.
He does not, however, criticise the
income tax that is part of, the present
law. We tried in this country for
years to get an income tax. Every
great civilized nation in the world had
adopted an Income tax except us. We
tried and the Supreme Court said that
is a fine tax. but one of the judges
got sick and they asked for a rehearing
and then one of the judges changed
his mind overnight. He was quite sure
it was a good tax before, but it was
afterward bad. And the people lost.
The Constitution forbade. Then the
Democratic party started to amend the
Constitution, and it was done. ' And in
this income tax we have the first one
we have really ever had. I believe in
Washington's day they had a sort of
income tax, and during the Civil War
an income tax law was passed but declared unconstitutional. But we now
have an income tax laying taxes upon
people's ability to pay and not the necessities of life.
They do criticise the reserve bank act
that Mr. Sherley spoke of. They don't
say how, but, as Mr. Sherley said, Mr.
Hughes says it must be amended. He
seems to think we are not trying to elect
a great statesman, but a great critic, so
he says that this great bank act must
be amended. Now Mr. Sherley has covered that matter and I ddn't want to repeat anything that he has said about
that, but I want you to remember this—
that for years in this country, when industry was active and commerce Abundant and everybody prosperous all of a
sudden there would come word, as it
were by wireless, that times were getting
hard. A man would go to a bank to get
accommodation and the president would
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rale of Interest, you know farms are not
very saleable and I cannot let you have
it fur a long time, for If limes get hard
1 shall have to have my money. So the
farmer was under the double disability
of a short loan and a high rate of Interest. In this Rural Credits Act It Is provided
that farmers can mobilize their farms,
issue land notes backed by tho Government and the banks can loan money on
these,at not more than 6 or more than 6
per cent. So If a farmer boy wants to
stay on tho farm and not go to the city
and wants to increase tho agricultural
interest of the country, he can go to the
bank and borrow money and pay for It In
fifty years on the amount he would save
in Interest over the rates ho Is now
charged.
Merchant Marine.
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whisper "money is scarce."
The m in
would go back to his business and say "I
don t know why but the banker says
money is getting scarce."
.h,yte£nai..Ivhlle uneas'ness set. In and
then blighting pall would fall upon the
country as if It were stricken with paralysis. Hard times, struggles to get back
and wise words from the present critics
about the reorganization of bank laws
But since the passage of the Federal Reserve act two things have been done,
lhe banks of this country have not been
permitted to pyramid their reserves Into
Wall street, and currency has been made
elastic. It used to be that we couldn't
have any more currency In the country
than the nation owed debts, Banks could
not issue currency unless they had government bonds which represented government ^debts. So no matter how much
money we needed we could not Issue any
more than we owed. The consequence
was that as soon as men wanted money
to use they began to make It scarce.
Financial Strength Mobilized.
Under the present systerm tho credit and |
financial strength of the nation is mo-

that except that Hughes vetoed that. But
NATIONAL POLITICS.
we got it in Ohio and it is working there
now.
I have no patience with Hughes' argument that men ought to work more
than eight hours because they don't
use their leisure better. That is arrant Toryism.
If a man Is allowed
eight hours for work and eight hours
for sleep and eight hours for enjoyment with his family he will learn to
use It wisely if you will jrive him the
chance.
Have you observed that this Is a
progressive programme I havo been
talking about? Have you observed
that I havo only enumerated here tho
greater
pieces of legislation of the
■emocratlc Administration?
Each of
those I have enumerated Is a triumph
of statesmanship, and do you recall
It used to be said—all orators used that these great additions to our laws,
to 3ay—-that the American flag had dis- this great amelioration of our condinot taken place in a time
appeared from the sea. It had. There tions have
but during a world war.
was a lot of propositions to get. It. back. ofIfpeace,
when
President
Wilson was inauguMy distinguished fellow citizen used rated some fairy had
come to us and
to want, to buy It back. I was too said,
"Let me draw aside tho veil and
small to bo on the same platform with see what is to take place," and had
him.
He used to talk at one place drawn it aside and shown us the fields
and I would talk at some other )>lace of
Europe running with blood, all interthe next night. What he wanted to do national avenues In such disturbed and
was to subsidize somebody.
If they upset condition and after we had seen
could not make the business pay he this
had been asked what prayers have
wanted the Government to pay what you we
to make, would wo not all have
was lost in running the ships under the prayed
that our country at the end of
American flag. To-night 380 steel ships
Wilson's Administration might
are either building or under contract to Woodrow
be
prosperous
and at peace with all the
bo built lu the United States, more world? Prosperous
and at peace! It
than are building in every other ship- would have been enough
to keep the ship
yard of the world. And that Is not of state steady.
being done by subsidizing or buying
If
he
had
simply
said,
"Gentlemen,
somebody. It was done by the repeal
whole -situation is too delicate to
of some navigation laws passed nearly the
try
any
experiments;
don't
let us rock
100 years ago.
They were not very our boat." It would have been
enough
senslblo when they were passed, and to
have kept peace, but in spite of that,
they ceased to be at all sensible long with
all
the
uproar
and
upheavel,
step
ago, but because there was protection by step our eounrry through ' wise
Involved In them no Republican Con- legislation has marched Into a more hargress would repeal them. Seven years monious adjustment of our institutions
ago the United States passed England and to-night we are In better shape than
In producing plates. Up to that time
England had made them cheaper than we've ever been.
any other country, but Providence
Takes Up Mexico.
never intended that, for when He made
Now, I must talk to you just a minute
this earth He filled our country with
I
Iron ore and then peopled the country on another phase of this situation
with the greatest iron workers that realize that the hour Is late, and if there
be
some
who
want
to
catch
oars
and
go
ever existed.
: _ ,
.
Seven years ago we passed England, I won't be disturbed by their going. I
and from that time until now the price want to talk about Mexico. I have some
of producing ship plates in England has beliefs about Mexico. John Stuart Mill
(Tone up steadily, and in this country it said that a man with a belief was worth
has come down, and now we produce steel ninety-nine with an Interest. Mexico was
ship plates cheaper in this country with governed by a dictator, Porfirkt Diaz
shorter hours and higher wages than they Sixty thousand people out of fifteen mildo In England with their longer hours and lion owned all the land of that country
lower wages. It would be tedious for mo Fourteen million nine hundred and forty
thousand people did not own enough land
tc continue this programme.
to stand on. Sixty thousand owned it all
A Voice—Oh, go on.
Mr. Baker—Oh, I have more to say, but He kept them deprived of education and
1 mean on the subject of the tariff. But of opportunity to such an extent that the
PRESIDENT WOODROW WILSON.
there is something else 1 want to say to lives of the common people of Mexico
Under his administration more has been done for rural life and the good
you,, another feature of legislation that 1 were more miserable than the lives of the
want to
refer
to.
The
present beasts of burden, because the cow, the of the farmer than ever before in the history of the United States.
Congress, may the Lord's name be ox and the horse had to be provided for
When Woodrow Wilson and
the keting facilities and by introducing
(I. has passed a national child labor because they were worth something but
aw. We have been very busy making tor the poqr, miserable peons, men, wom- Democratic party assumed direction of ways of avoiding waste and loss.
monev in this country for a long time en and children, there was nothing beall branches of the Federal Govern4. Cotton Futures Act, providing
■>nd we have not been nearly so much cause they were not worth anything
'ihey were so ignorant that when In ment in March, 1913, they did not have standards for cotton, supervision of the
rned about making men, and we
have suddenly made, the discovery that In March the story was circulated that Villa to waste time in securing information operations of cotton exchanges and
many parts of the United States, by rea- had conquered New Mexico, Arizona and
placing the sale of cotton on a firmer
son of Btrong pressure upon the State Texas and that the President of the Unit- concerning rural life problems.
basis.
House they either have no child labor ed States had fled to Canada, they beTheir
programme
involved
a
concep5. United States Grain Standart_
laws or they are not enforced, and this lieved It. Have you ever heard of Prince tion of rural life as a whole. Heregreat Government has passed a law dea - Krapotkin? He was o,ne of the highest
Act, bringing about uniformity in the
lng under tho restrictions of the Consti- nobles in Russia attached to the great tofore those in charge of the Govern- grading of grain, enabling the farmer
tution only with interstate commerce, but Czar Alexandor I., going to sleep In tho ment had been able to see only one as- to obtain a fairer price for his product,
saying as an example to all the States lap of the Empress of Russia, so hiy;i
and affording him a financial incentive
that children shall not be molded Into Iron and noble was he. He once saw his fa- pect of it—production. The Democratic to raise better grades of grain.
or woven into fabric, their backs bent ther write on order in a fit of anger that programme revealed a full appreciaa
serf
was
to
be
taken
and
given
a
thouand their whole lives warped and twisted
6. The United States Warehouse Act,
tion, not only of the importance of
by the early application of their forces In sand lashes on his bare back. He thought
of the matter nil afternoon and then he problems of productions and a deter- authorizing the Department of Agrilabor.
culture to license bonded warehouses,'
disappeared and shortly thereafter there
energetically making possible the issuance of reliaappeared in Russia a workman, Boro- mination to prosecute
Eight-hour Legislationdina, who went about with his great work of a scientific and practical char- ble and easily negotiable warehouse reI was profoundly Interested in what Mr. broad shoulders cheering his fellow workSherlov said about the recently enacted men, the plain people, and bidding them acter in this field, but also for the first ceipts, permitting the better storing
eight-hour legislation in connection with hope for better times.
embraced problems in the untouched of farm products, increasing the desirability of receipts as
collateral for
railroads. I have no apologies to make
One night It was said that there
on that subject.
I have been for an would be a lecture from Prince Krapot- and important half of agriculture in- loans, and promoting the standardizaeight-hour day for men engaged In Indus- kin and the prince returned and made a volved In distribution, in marketing, tion of storage and marketing protrial occupations for twenty-five years great lecture and astonished everybody rural finance and rural organization. cesses.
and I am for It now. Seventeen years ago and as he left the platform one of the
7. The Federal Aid Road Act, proI ha/1 occasion to make somo inquiries secret service of Russia said "Borodlna The legislative and administrative recinto the subject and I found that our come with- us." They took him off to' ord has been made. ' The achievements viding co-operation between the FedAmerican railroads killed seven times as the grim castle of St. Peter and St speak for themselves, and need little eral and State Governments in the
many persons as the German railroads Paul and they kept him there for five
construction of rural roads which will
per 1,000 of passengers carried. We killed years until finally he escaped and went more than summarily to be set forth.
strongly influence the development of
and wounded more persons on railroads to England and became a great man
In brief, this is the Wilson Adminis- good road building along right lines,
than used to be killed and wounded in there. He was one of the privileged tration's record of practical, efficient stimulate larger production and better
iVars, and we did it because the men on class, but his mind had been touched
the railroads were worked overtime. My and hts heart melted by the suffering and progressive achievement in making marketing, promote a fuller and more
father was a railroad physician and I of the plain people in a country where farming and all rural pursuits more attractive rural life, add greatly to the
convenience and economic welfare of
used to go out with him nearly every he was a prince and a man of priviattractive and more lucrative:
night when there was a wreck and on lege.
all the people, and strengthen the naexaminations into the cause of them. I
tional foundations.
Commends
Madero.
1.
Reorganization
of
Department
of
spent my young life with the wrecks of
Agriculture
bringing
about
a
more
8. The Federal Reserve Act, authorrailroads, and I used to attend courts
Now, curiously enough, there was such
a man as that in Mexico and his name logical and effective grouping of its izing the peculiar heeds of the farmer
activities
and
making
all
its
work
more
by
giving his paper a period of mawas Madero. One of the rich people of
turity of six months.
the country, a privileged man. His fam- directly helpful to farmers.
ily was among the 60,000 'land owners.
J>. The Federal Farm Doan Act.
2. Co-Operativo Agricultural ExtenThey owned thousands of acres and hts
cattle, like those of the old man in the sion Act, taking directly to the farms creating a banking system that will
Scriptures, were upon a thousand hills. the information amassed by the De- reach intimately into the rural disBut he looked over Mexico and saw the partment and the State agricultural tricts, operates on terms suited to the
children starving, women dying from colleges regarding ways and means of farmer's needs under systematic man- methods and up-to- agement, introduce business methods
atul taking up arms against a condition
into farm finance, reduce the cost of
unbearable. As he saw that he said, "It date, machinery to increase the pleasure handling farm loans, place upon the
is better to be with them and of them arid the profit of farming.
market
mortgages which will be a safe
than to be abovo them and on them. We
3. Attack upon the problems of diswill ha^e a revolution and I will become tribution, giving attention for the first investment tor private funds, attract
into
agricultural
operations a fair share
a revolutionist." He became a leader of
time to the "second half of agriculture" of the capital of the nation, and lead
the revolution against Diaz.
by
the
adoption
of
practical
plans
of
Diaz was not particularly cruel. He
to a reduction of interest rates in all
didn't have any blood madness. He did rural organization, by improving mar- rural communities.—(Advertisement.
not enjoy the sight of suffering, but he
had become callous to the suffering incidental to his system. Madero fought this
revolution just long enough to drive out
Diaz and Diaz went to Paris with plenty
of money and died. He was through.
Successfully treated without pain; our method is original, scientific
Then Madero was the legitimate ruler of
anil sanitary. Our ointment cures sore feet; the first application
Mexico -by popular choice. A lot of peowill give relief in any case of piles. Price 25c; by mail 30c. Office
ple came around him and said. "Madero.
hours 8 to 6, Saturday 8 to 9 p. m. Sundays 8 to 1 p. m. We'will
there are some men here who must be
teach young men and ladles our profession.
Established 18SS.
Suite 306 Starks Building.
killed. They are so vicious, savage, so
utterly irredeemable that you must kill
Remember—THIRD FLOOR. Both Phones.
—
them or chere will be no peace or security." Madero lacked iron in his blood
and he said, "No, who am I that I should
kill anybody? Thero has been too much EXPKKIKNC K
MISS BELL, Assistant.
killing." "But thero is one man you
must kill," they said, "Huerta. He has
killed so many under Diaz that you can
Just try him for murder and execute
him." Madero said, "No; even unto him
I will try the medicine of mercy." So he
called Huerta in and said, "This is a new
time. Let us join hands to help the, people. They are honest and industrious;
let us give them a chance." And after a
little while he made Huerta leader of the
army, in charge of the army in Mexico
City; made him his friend and confidant,
his safeguard, his guardian. And then,
with incredible duplicity, with a cunning
and treachery for which we can find no
descriptive word, this old blood man-desI will have ready for your inspection a
pot, this drunken criminal,' conspired
against Madero, the man who had forbeautiful line of Pattern Hats, also Flowers,
given him; caused him to bo arrested by
Silks and Trimmings.
what he called a coup d'etat, making it
respectable by using a foreign name; had
A cordial invitation is extended to the
him taken from one jail to another and
stationed assassins at one corner to shoot
public at my new location.
down the President, and then telegraphed
to the President of the United States, "I
have overthrown the Government of
Mexico; I want to be recognized."
Taft Dodged Issue.
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NEWTON D. BAKER.
billzed. There is the Federal Reserve
Board in Washington, and if money is
needed to move tobacco here or cotton
in the South to move the cotton or in the
northwest for wheat—If It is needed—that
board will listen to the evidence of the
need and discount and rediscount firstclass commercial paper, and expand tho
currency to meet the need, and when tho
emergency has passed can retire it. We
there have a financial system that will
meet a strain. If anyone were to ask
me to devise a system that would fail 1
would go back to the one we had before
this present law. I am glad to say that
the last bill received the votes of a goud
many Republicans.
It was drawn by
Carter Glass and Senator Owens, but
Glass said that the real genius behind tho
bill, the unfaltering courage that got. It
enacted, the man who never .swerved was
the President.
Mr. Sherley has referred to the rural
credits act. I wonder if there is anybody in this room who was born on a
farm. We all depend on the farmers. IK
not. that the place from which we draw
ultimately the living of the nation? Wo
In the city manufacture out of raw materials and we are dependent on the farmer
for the welfare of the country. Political
plat forms have praised the farmer, but
until now political parties have done little for him.
, What was the trouble—what help did
he need. Why if a fanner went to borrow money he had nothing but his farm
aa security. The banker knew that he
couldn't sell a farm like he could a railroad bond. The bond has a ready fixed
market price, but you can only sell a
farm when someone wants it. And the
banker would say:
I will have to charge you a pretty high

and hearings as to why those wrecks
took place and this frightful slaughtei
went on, and I very well remember the
dramatic truth of one engineer who piled
his engine onto another train.
They asked him if he could explain
It and he said, "Yes. I was asleep. I
had been twenty hours in my engine
and 1 fell asleep." Railroads have not
been very tender, in the improvement
of these matters. Every improvement
In railroading in this country has been
forced upon them.
The automatic
couplers,
the
safety
devices,
the
shortened hours. 1 am for the eighthour law because I ride on railroads
and I do not want to die on railroads.
There is not the slightest doubt my
friends, that the action taken bv 'Congress Is not the end of that question.
The President said in the programme
of legislation, that was intended no*
merely to stop this strike but to make a
situation of that kind impossible in the
future because unnecessary. So far as
I am concerned I had rather trust him
to get that programme through from
the demonstration he Pas already given
of what he can do than nomo mere
critic who stands off and says "That is
not the right way to do it."
Progressive Programme.
I do not know whether Mr. Hughes is
opposed to the eight-hour law or not.
You cannot tell what he is opposed to or
what he is in favor of from what he says.
If I am doing him wrong in saying he is
opposed to it, I certainly do not do him
wrong when I say he is opposed to the
method of it.
A Voice—How about the 2-cent rate In
New York?
Mr. Baker—I don't know anything about

That was sent to President Taft and
he didn't recognize him. He didn't stay
there very long, and ha postponed the
question, but when AVoodrow Wilson
came in be declined to recognize him
Under the great principles of internanational law one nation has no right to
Inquire into the legitimacy of the title of
a ruler of another country. That obtained in the Old "World. But the relations between the countries on this con
tinent are not similar. We have proclaimed a Monroe Doctrine. We say we
won't allow any European nation to establish a form of government on this
continent. Therefore we must preserve
peace. Therefore we must establish peaceable relations among the Latin-Americans, the South Americans and Mexico
And we say that rulerships cannot come
legitimately by the assassination route
Huerta was driven out. Hughes don't
say we ought to.have recognized Huerta
He says in his letter of acceptance that
we didn't recognize Huerta. I defy anybody to read and say that he says he
would or would not have done it. Someone out West asked him the question
would he have recognized him, and he
answered: "Now. I didn't say that." We
don't know to this hour what he would
have done. I would have said: "Both the
friendship, protection and help of the
United States can go to the people of
Mexico, but the hand of- our Government
can never shake the blood-stained hand
of an assassin." Huerta arrested some
of our soldiers. We sent some ships down
to Vera Cruz and we demanded that
Huerta salute the flag. Now, the other
presidential candidate says we came out
of there without the salute. Well, we
did come out and we came out without
tho salute. We didn't demand that the
Mexican people salute the flag. We demanded that Huerta salute it, and we
stayed in Vera Cruz and ketp the city
until Huerta was no longer a factor. Carranza was head of the Government, and
Huerta couldn't have saluted the flag if
he had wanted to. We retired, and one
after another all the South American nations recognized Carranza as the head of
the de facto Government of Mexico, and
we finally recognized him.
No Intervention in Mexico.
Still there is no peace. There is
revolution still. Some evil spirits come
out only by fasting and prayer. You
can't cure Mexico by snapping your
fingers. We had a revolution here
once, in 1776. We wore fighting for
our liberties, and there were a great
many countries in Europe that didn't
believe in what we were doing. Suppose one of them had intervened and
said: "Your revolution is getting very

tiresome. We don't approve of it and
we are going to intervene." Wnat
would we have said?
So we have not intervened in Mexico. There is still trouble. There may
be trouble for a long time. It was so
under Diaz, and is under Carranza, and
this country is winning bloodless victories every day by establishing greater security for life and property than
has existed. I shall be satisfied if they
can come back with their task, done
without having killed a single Mexican
or endangered the life of a single
American.
I am not going to discuss the European war. But I will make this comment. The German Government has
never claimed that under international
law the United States ought to stop
the export of ammunition. It has admitted about the Lusltania and Sussex.
So far as our relations with Germany
are concerned the German Government
has admitted the correctness of the Administration's position on every point,
and so far as England is concerned
she admitted that we were right about
the commercial blacklist and modified
her policies in a number of cases. So
it cannot be claimed that the United
States has been pressing on either side
with any favoritism but rather that
the United States has maintained its
neutrality.
- Plans for Peace.
Of course we ought to be glad that
we are not sending transports every
day loaded with young men to take
their places in the trenches. Of course
we ought to be glad that our resources
are not being used up in that way, but
that is the least cause of my happiness.
I'll tell you why I am glad that we are
out of it all. This war is coming to an
end some day, and when It comes there
ought to be a power of conscience and
intellect that will force a peace so just
and surrounded by such arrangements
as will make it a permanent peace.
When that peace is made neither the
pride of princes nor the pretensions of
kings will count for much, but the
lives, security and happiness of the
plain people ought to be the ruling
principle. And my great happiness in
having the United States at peace now
is that when that war is over and the
ministers are gathered around .some
marble table in a gilded room to write
the terms of the new peace, a spokesman and representative of this nation

and people can be there who can say:
"Your war was wasted. Every day of
your struggle cost you the destruction
of fifty millions of property. The United States is rich and powerful; we want
to help you rebuild your civilization."
I want our representatives to be able to
say, "Now, men, let us make a peace so
just and fair that everybody will welcome it;" and then let the nations of
the earth—Germany, England. France,
Austria, Russia and the United States—sign a declaration of mutual forbearance and protection, and if ever any
nation' undertakes in the future to
make an aggressive, unprovoked' war
upon another, let us bring the concentrated power of all the nations, backed
by the wise conscience of mankind,
against that aggression and thus establish through the concentrated force
of mankind peace and happiness in the
future.

NEGRO DRIVER RISKS
DEATH TO SAVE BOY.
The bravery and coolness of Will
Taylor, a negro
chauffeur for the
Swiss Dry Cleaning Company, probably saved James Htjtchinson, a young
boy, living at 1123 Garvin Place, fjrom
serious injury, if not loss Of life, yes.terday afternoon. Taylor was driving
an automobile south on Sixth street,
and at Zane street the boy ran a toy
automobile into the path of the oncoming machine. Taylor swerved his
car to the east.
It was overturned
and he was injured slightly. The machine was damaged badly. Taylor was
removed to his homes 282 7 Wrest Walnut street.
.
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FARM WAGON SIDESWIPED
BY KEITH BULLITT'S CAR.
Keith Bullitt, the lawyer, while
driving an automobile north on Third
street last night "side-swiped" a farm
wagon driven by H. Fisher, of Valley
Station.
Fisher and four children
were on the wagon.
It was overturned, and Lena Fisher received a
-slight injury to her arm.

BEST. CITIZENSHIP IS
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BWWfcrtfcretary Baiter and Mr. Sherley explained the Mexican policy of
President Wilson; seeking only to show
the motives and the purpose of the
President's acts. Thoy gave a frank
discussion of the recent railroad legislation and the child labor bill. Their
words on these subjects were frequently cheered.
"1 have favored the eight-hour day
for railroad men for twenty-five years."
said Secretary Baker, "and the reason
I favor It is because I want to ride on
railroad trains, not to die on them. I
began to favor it when, as a boy, I accompanied my father, a railroad surgeon, on case after case of wrecks and
accidents; I grot it further from (joins:
to trials of these cases, and in one
after another the engineers and other
workers would admit their blame, and
tell frankly that it was clue to long
hours and lack of sleep." ,
Impatience with the attitude <>f
Charles 12. Hughes, the Republican
•*aiidldate, expressed by both speakers
was epitomized by Secretary Baker
when he tald:
"Mr. Hughes seems to forget, that he
Is i* candidate for President >>t the
United States and not for Justice of
the Peace."
The failure of the Republican candidate to say what he would have done
in any of the situations lor the handling of which he has criticised the
President, was scored by Secretary
Baker and Mr. Sherley.
Mr. Baker touched Mr.. Hughes' recent statements on the, .Mexican situation, and said he wanted to know Just
what the Republican candidate would
have done In the case of Huerta.
That the hand of Woodrow Wilson
lias been the guiding hand in the legislative achievements of the Democratic
Congress was asserted by Secretary
Baker. He said the genius behind the
currency act was the President.
References to the child labor act
drew oheerg.
Secretary Baker said
that heretofore America had been so
busy making money it hod not stopped
to make men, but that under the influence of President Wilson hereafter
the children of America, would not be
molded into iron, meted out in tons
of coal or woven into clothes.
The assistance of the Administration to the American merchant marine
and the great strides made in shipbuilding in this country within the last
few years were reJated by Secretary
Baker.
Theater Is Packed.
Secretary Baker was accompanied to
the theater by Mayor Busehemeyer,
Mr. Sherley. Chairman Cantrill, Coi. P.
[I. Callahan, John W. Newman and
James (Jarnett.
When they reached the theater every
seat except those in the top gallery was
occupied. In the rear of the main auditorium and behind the boxes on the
mezzanine floor several hundred men
found standing room.
On. W. B. Haldeman, Kentucky National Committeeman, occupied a. stage
box. Other boxes and the stage seats
were taken by prominent local and
State Democrats. Many women were
present.
Seating arrangements and the decorations were In charge of Col. Frank McGrath, Chairman of the City and County Committee.
Prof. George T. Ragsdale. formerly
one of the leading Progressive workers
iii Louisville, occupied a seat on the
stage. There were many Progressives
in the audience. At the conclusion of
the rally he said:
"I shall vote for Woodrow Wilson."
"This is what we might term the
opening of the campaign in the Fifth
district, the Gibraltar Democratic district." .said Mayor Busehemeyer in
opening the meeting. He said he wan
happy that such a representative audience came to greet Secretary Baker.
He said It was fitting to meet to hear
of the Issues of the two great parties.
The lirst cheering was when, referring to the nominations of the Democrats, Moyar Busehemeyer mentioned
the name of Woodrow Wilson.
"The Mayor paid tribute to Mr.
CantriH's services botli as a Congressman and as chairman of the State
Committee.
Mr. Cantrill extended the thanks of
the Democrats of Kentucky for the visit
of Secretary Baker to Louisville. He
drew cheers when he said the audience
represented Democracy unterrified and
victorious in the Fifth district.
He expressed appreciation of the
State Committee for the co-operation
of the Democratic organization of the
Fifth district.
Sherley Paid Tribute.
Mr. .Cantrill paid high tribute to the
ability of Mr. Sherley.
"He has honored 'this city; he has
served his district well: he has served
his State and his countrv. On election
night he will have buried a former
Democrat, now leader of the Republican stand-pat party In Louisville, as a
candidate for Congress.
"Let each Democrat in this city let
each patriotic citizen regardless of
party do his duty on election day to return to power that greatest of statesmen and patriots, Woodrow Wilson "
Mayor Busehemeyer declared Louisville delights to honor Swagar Sherley. for in so doing it honors itself.
-Mr. Sherley declared the men and
women present were gathered to honor
President Wilson.
"The makers of our Government did
nmi' ^e sald' "ln I!mi''ing the term of
otnee of men who are to serve it."
Record of Achievements.

no contraction where there was need
of expansion. The result could only
be periodic panics, and business men
were taken 1" the bankruptcy court
when there wius not the slightest excuse for It.
"The continuation of such a system
was due, to lli«' fact that the Republicans lacked Intelligence or courage to
revise our currency laws. If they hod
the Intelligence they lacked the courage to overthrow a group of financiers
and to make the credit of the nation
belong to the people. The Democrats
undertook this reform In the face of
criticism of the most bitter kind. They
were not only denounced, but abused.
And now those who were most loud
In criticism are saying that it always
should havo been done. What do you
think of a party that knew what to
do but wouldn't do it?
".Mr. Hughes announces that he
would repeal all Democratic legislation.
Does he propose to repeal the currency
act? If ho would amend it how would
he do it? He doesn't dare to say. An
Intelligent electorate certainly is entitled to something more than abuse."
Mr. Sherley then gave an explanation of the provisions of the rural
credits act. He declared it remained
for the Democratic party to make it
possible for farmers to obtain loans
of from five to thirty-five years and
to enable them to pay the interest and
the principal.
Would Mr. Hughes
want'to repeal the rural credits law,
Mr. Sherley asked.
"These are not ordinary achievements," continued Mr. Sherley. "They
are of such magnitude that if they
stood alone they would be sufnc'ient
indorsement to give the Democratic
party the tenure of ottice for a great
many years."
Mr. Sherley said that the Democratic
party had given labor a new charter
and corrected abuses that have been
permitted to exist too long. He said
it had corrected the evil of believing
that a man's labor Is a commodity to be
bought and sold like merchandise and
had established the principal that a
man's toil is a human element essential in the life of nations.
The Louisville Congressman then entered a discussion of the war. saying
that overnight every precious idea of
man had been shattered, civilization
given the lie and it seemed that reason
had fled from the human mind. No one
knew, he said, how soon America would
be drawn into the gulf of that everbroadening struggle.
Violations Sure To Occur.
"But It has not been drawn into the
war and that this has not happi
has been due to the greatness of your
President, as only greatness shines the
brighter through a crisis. Who ws
that believed the United States si
have protested the invasion of
gium? Yet critics of the President undertake to say that America, true to
other neutral nations, should have done
so. The war had gone on but a. little
while when problems arose bearing
more than an indirect relation to this
country as a neutral. There
could be a war between great nations
engaged in a life and death struggle
that the rights of neutral nations would
not be violated. - There are two kinds
of these violations which of necessity
must be dealt witli separately.
The
first of these Is the violation of property rights; sometimes serious, but always annoying. Of these violations
final reparation cannot be expected, but
they must finally be settle,!.
"The other kind of violations cannot
be settled by delayed reparation, because their continuance affects liveIn the questions involving property hi
many cases there has been a cessation
of the violations and the issues completely settled; others are pending and
will be adjusted later.
"Through a lack of appreciation intentional or unintentional, so many
people have misjudged or pretended to
misjudge the Administration." As~"one
in close touch with those events as they
happened, I can say that the Administration has been neutral as it should
have been. There have been stormy
times of divided council, almost divided
allegiance. Those of us in oltice in
Washington were not in a position to
critici-se, but we had to act and act
with honor."
Mr. Sherley referred to the sinking
of the Lusitania and the repeated torpedoing of liners bearing Americans.
He discussed the upheaval in Congress
as to whether the President should be
upheld in his efforts to maintain American rights or whether Americans
should be warned not to travel on
armed merchantmen, and if they did
whether the American Government
would say they did so at their own
risk.
"There was no doubt as to where our
duty lay. No man would more reluctantly cast a vote for war than would
I. To undertake to say that American
people had no rights was to abrogate
the very essence of sovereignty. The
most sure way to involve this nation
in war was to abrogate some right. At
the very moment that Congress gave
the lie to the statement that there was
divided alliegiance In America, without
shedding a drop of blood, we gained
the greatest victory of the war. It. was
not a question of who it was. it was a
question of involving simply the honor
of the nation, and it didn't matter who
the other party might have been. I
repeat if men would think of the character of the two violations there could
be no criticism of the Administration's
course.
Declares Charges False.

"How utterly false, how criminally
untrue are the charges that we have
been other than fair in our neutrality
in dealing with other nations. International law is not a thing to be followed to-day and to be set aside tomorrow. On the question of our shipv«"Th1'?,iS. th,e flrst time in twenty-five ping munitions of war to some of the
jears that Democracy comes before warring nations and the charge that as
not in the role of critic or with a result we have favored one side
- you
promises, but with the record of ac- against
the other such action is always
complishments and to ask your in- right under international law. When
dorsement and approval," said Mr. we
were
in war we bought whenever
Sherley.
and wherever we could. It is a forHe referred to the problems of the tune of war, not of our making, that
Democratic party during the adminis- one nation is able to convey what we
tration of the nation's business and the offer to sell, For the American Govconstantly arising problems with which ernment to refuse to its citizens the
the Democrats have been confronted.
right to sell their products would be en.. v!
Tore scarcely started," he said, tirely unneutral."
when that gigantic war broke out to
Mr. Sherley referred to the trip of
offer us new problems, while the old the submarine Deutschland as an exquestions presented new difficulties No amplo of the willingness of this Govman could tell one evening what would ernment, to sell to any nation that is
have to be done the next. People may able to convey its products. Ho said
I question the judgment, but they can- the Americans who insisted that the
not question the motives which actu- submarine was not a merchantman
ated the Democratic party. They dare were unneutral.
■ not attack the spirit in which the DemWilson has shown a. brand
ocrats sought to serve all the people of President
patience possessed by very few
of America. They have sought to dis- men," said Mr. Sherley. "You people
cern the thoughts of the people instead
from Washington felt a little
of a favorite few, no matter how wise away
of the pressure. We felt it in the
The great money powers did not sit at extreme.
President Wilson had the
I the council table."
and the courage to sit still beTouching the Mexican question Mr. ability
fore
taking
step. Nations can alSherley said It Is apparent to everyone ways go to the
but it requires the
that Mr. Wilson has had a desire to highest type war.
of
statesmanship to acserve not any particular moneyed in- complish results without
going to war.
vestments, but the people.
President Wilson has been accused of
He said that for years the Republic- too much note writing. I would that
an party promised the revision of the those who control the destinies of Eutariff and the people saw these, prom- rope had been willing to write notes
ises ignored and disregarded. The Dem before plunging the world into the
derate revised the tariff and lowered present war. The President deemed it
duties on the necessities of life, main- best to be patient and as a result wo
taining only those adequate to operat- are enjoying the blessings of peace."
ing the Government.
Mr. Sherley reviewed the recent
"The Democratic party devised and railroad legislation and the circumput into operation the most equitable stances leading up to the enactment
form of taxation, the Income tax " he of the eight-hour basic day law. He
continued. "Customs duties fall upon answered the charge of the Republican
the rich and poor alike, regardless of party that Congress acted under comwhat they possess. The income tax pulsion by saying that Congress acted
M taxes the ability to pay. It says to under the compulsion of events. He
■ the rich, 'You shall bear the greater said men declared the Adamson law■ .share of the tax because you reap the is not an eight-hour law. It Is true,
■ greater benefits and because you have he declared, thait it does not compel
■ better ability to per,' without the scan- men to work only eight hours, but tha
■ dal that heretofore characterized rev- it fixes the basis of compensation o
■ e.nue legislation, without the dark eight hours and that the day is no
■ methods of a few men who carried far distant when America will see ai,
to Washington their terms of this leg- actual physical eight-hour day for rail
islation or that.
road men. Mr. Sherley declared thai
"Under long neglect, the currency it is curious that the Republicans
conditions in our country suffered from slst that Congress acted without in
anarchaic system, the only excuse for formation and in the same breath giv
which were the exigencies of the Civil the information.
War."
4 e >
Acted In Pace of Criticism.
STEAMSHIP NEWS.
.>••••
•'Our currency system was based not
on the credit of the nation, but on ita
.New York, Se.pt. 30.—Arrived: Alaunial
liabilities. There was no expansion in from London. Signalled: Stockholm, fron
time when contraction was needed and Gothenburg for New York. Hock Tuesda
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Frame Addition

Rec-

ord Storehouse Destroyed
—Loss $800.
A frame addition in the rear of the
two-and-a-half story brick structure
used as the executive offices of the
University
of Louisville,
111 West
Chestnut street, was destroyed by fire
which started
at 9:40
o'clock this
morning in a pile of old papers lying
outside.
Damage amounting to $800
was entailed. It is believed that someone carelessly
dropped
a
lighted
match in the papers.
The addition
was used to store old records. Tney
were removed, as was also the office
furniture.

HITS SIOE OF BRIDGE
Danville Man Hurt

and

Ma-

chine Wrecked Near Middletown.
—■

A. Mitchell, or" Danville, Ky., suffered scalp wounds and body bruises
at 10 o'clock last night when a new
automobile he was driving along the
Shelbyville pike struck the side of the
Floyd's Fork bridge, near Middletown,
and he was thrown out. The machine
was badly damaged.
A man driving
in a car behind -Mitchell went to his
aid and removed him to the home ot
1 Ir. S. D. Wetherby, at Middletown,
where his wounds were dressed.
Two friends in new automobiles had
preceded Miller. They were Intercepted at Shelbyville by telephone messages and returned to the scene of the
accident. They took Mitchell to his
home. Mitchell told
Dr. Wetherby
that the steering gear of the car became defective, causing the accident.

ENGLAND REQUISITIONS
ALL LEATHER SUPPLIES.
London, Friday Sept.
29.—(De- J
layed).—The Government, according
to the Shoe and Leather Journal, has
requieitionel all British sole and upper leather for military purposes. Five
per cent. Interest, it Is stated, will be
allowed on the purchase price of the
leather requisitioned.

CLOSE OF GOLDEN JUBILEE
IS ATTENDED BY 400.
■

About 400 persons last night attended the closing exercises of the golden
jubilee celebration, which began Sunday at St. Michael's Roman Catholic
church. Brook street, between Market*
and Jefferson streets.
Special services and an address by the Rev. Fath
er Martin O'Connor,
pastor of the
church, formed the programme, and at
the close refreshments were served.

OLIVE HILL DOCTOR DIES.
■—

The Times Special Service.
Lexington, Ky., Sept. 30.—Relatives I
and friends here were notified . last |
evening of the death at Olive Hill, Ky.,
of Dr. Cecil D. Hudgins, a prominent ]
PITCHING RECORDS.
physician of that place. His death was
(Based on average earned runs per
due to hardening of the arteries. The
game).
body will be taken to Cincinnati and
t—i
cremated. Dr. Hudgins was for many
3
>
3
3
years surgeon for the Chesapeake &
<
0
3
Ohio railroad in that section.
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RECEPTION FOR STUDENTS.
■—

B>
48
78
51
134

The Epworth League and Class No. I
23 of the Broadway Methodist church
will give a reception for the medical
and dental students of the city next
Monday evening.
The girls of the I
Conservatory of Music have been invited.

Cheaters."
»16, by H. C. Fisher.
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of relationship with railroad's.
The
movement for lake front, improvement in
accordance with well ' considered city
plans is proceeding. Public buildings of
various kinds, Including the federal building, are being erected on the Mail, overlooking Lake Erie. An agreement has
been reached with the railroads whereby
differences are adjusted and the railroads
are to erect a magnificent new union station near the group of public buildings.
That agreement is subject to approval by
the people on a referendum at the coming election on Nov. 2.
Mayor Baker is urging the people to approve the project. He is also urging popular approval of other projects designed
to improve the freight handling facilities
of the city, by private Interests operating
under franchise grants containing model
features. The Ohio state health board
has forbidden, the further turning of untreated sewage into Lake Brie by Ohio
cities. Cleveland is building two filtration plants for the purification of its own
supply and three sewage reduction
Peter Witt, Having Supervised the water
plants, to avoid contaminating the water
supply of other communities farther down
Traction Service with Good
the lake.
Cleveland's Cheap Car Rides.
Results, May Win.
Traction service in Cleveland, as in
Chicago, is an important issue In municipal politics. The Cleveland traetion
settlement ordinance is like the Chicago
BY GEORGE C. S1KES.
traction settlement plan In that It proWpecinl Correspondence of The Daily News.]
vides for city purchase at any time on
I Cleveland, 0., Oct. 23.—Tom Johnson, short notice at a prescribed valuation. InTi'hen at the height o£ his power in Cleve- stead of accumulating a purchase fund or
land, was characterized by Lincoln St'ef- taking for the city any portion of the
' fens in a magazine.article as "the best profits, Cleveland has arranged to secure"
mayor of the best governed city in the the lowest possible rate of fare. The presUnited States." At that time there were ent fare in Cleveland is 3 cents, with 1
cent for a transfer. In one instance—the
, Hewer good mayors than there are now. line running from the boat landing to the
New York and San Francisco, each of square, a distance of nearly a mile—the
' which has to-day a capable and progres- fare is 1 cent. The company is allowed
| sive chief executive, had then mayors of a return of 6 per cent on.its stock—no
I the old type of political spoilsman. As more and no less, in any event. There, is
• compared with any mayors of American an arrangement by which as the earnings
r cities who were in office when Steffens go up the fares go down, and vice versa.
In some respects the street car situawrote his aTticle on Tom Johnson Newtion in Cleveland Is more satisfactory
ton D. Baker, the present mayor of Cleve- than Is the situation In Chicago. One imland, could lay claim to the characteri- portant reason is that since Baker bezation given his predecessor by Steffens. came mayor and made Peter Witt his
The only question as to mayors of Amer- street railway commissioner t!?e city nrlican cities at the present time is whether ministraton has been in sympathy with
-Mayor Mitchel of New York does not the settlement ordinance. In Chicago contake equal rank with Mayor Baker in ditions have been otherwise. Mayor Busse,
who was elected on the day the traction
point o£ excellence. All things consid- settlement ordinances were adopted by
ered, Cleveland probably is still the best tbe people, began his administration by
governed of the large cities of the coun- starting a quarrel with the board of sutry, for in other respects than in the pervising engineers. His attitude toward
quality of its mayor Cleveland outranks the board changed, but the transportation
New York city in the excellence of its expert appointed by him functioned in no
such manner as has Witt in Cleveland.
municipal government.
i Probably Baker never would have been ^Harrison as mayor was always quarreling
mayor of Cleveland but for the pioneer with the board of supervising engineers
the so called local transportation
work performed by his friend and prede- jand
.
cessor, Tom Johnson. There are those / expert who served during most of Harrison's
administration was a joke.
who think, however, that the work y/hi.Oy
The Candidacy of Peter Witt.
Johnson started in Cleveland has beei
carried on by Baker more successfully^
Mayor Baker is not a candidate to sucthan it could have been continued by ceed himself at the election on Tue'sday
Johnson himself.
•
/ of next week. Peter Witt, street railway commissioner under Mayor Baker,
How Bilker Uets Kesults.
is running for mayor with the adminisWhile Baker lacks some of the force
tration's backing. And Witt is making
and some of the organizing ability of John- his race almost entirely on his record as
son, he makes fewer enemies. He is very street railway commissioner. The sociallikable, personally. Altaough a radical in
ists have placed upon the ballot under
his fundamental views, he presents his the initiative clause of the charter a plan
ideas with such candor, fairness and intellectual force as to compel admiration.
He is willing to make reasonable compromises upon specific projects and he
courageously defends before the people
Euch compromises when agreed upon. He
tpjOA-B pj-EMOTC' AV3IA 5 V one rea-

MAYOR OF CLEVELAND

ABOUT TO STEP DOWN

Progressive Career of Baker,
Torn Johnson's Disciple
and Successor.

USEFULWORK FOR HIS CITY
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for issuing mortgage bonds for the Immediate acquisition of the street railways under the right of purchase reserved to the city.
Baker and Witt,
though both strong advocates of the policy of municipal ownership, oppose this
plan on the ground that the traction settlement ordinance is working all right
and therefore should not be disturbed.
Witt thinks it would be better for the
ci»y to extend the operations of the
municipal lighting plant, which is now
selling current for illuminating purposes
to 13,000 customers at 3 cents a kilowatt
hour, whereas the chars* of the private
company is 10 cents a kilowatt hour.
There are (our candidates for mayor
besides the socialist and the socialist labor candidate. The four are Witt and
Charles Salen. both democrats it) national
politics, and Harry O. Davis and Miner
Norton, republicans. The names appeal'
on the ballot without party labels. Witt
and Davis are regarded as the leading
candidates.
Though Witt and Baker are in agreement in their f"ndamental'views, the two
men are of quite different types. Originally Witt was looked upon as a loud
mouthed radical, but he is credited by
most citizens of Cleveland with having
made a highly efficient, street railway
commissioner. His radicalism has been
tempered by responsibility. And Inasmuch
as the other candidates are not of the
type to arouse enthusiasm among business men it is said that conservative representatives of Cleveland's men of affairs
will vote in larsre numbers for Witt

OUR SECRETARY OF WAR.
Ohio woman are proud of the fact
that the Secretary of War, Newton D.
Baker, although from a conservative
family, is a democrat, and hence a
suffragist. We always lik; to quote
one of his many stirring statements:
"I have believed in woman suffrage,
argued for it and campaigned for it
many years. The grounds of my belief are that it is democratic, that it
will makE. our Government rest moresecurely on public opinion when allpublic opinion
is represented,
and:
tbat it will strengthen our common,
life by broadening the community of
interest of all of our citizens,"

PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, MARCH 18, 1916.
New War Secretary
Amazes Washington
WASHINGTON, March 18.—
Somnolent Washington is surprised
at the new Secretary of War, Mr.
Baker, because, among other things,
he,—
Gets to work before the conventional (Washington) hour of 9
o'clock.
Stays always until 6:30 and returns after dinner.
Can get in and out of his office
without the assistance of a kowtowing negro attendant.
Smokes a pipe and sometimes a
cigarette.

UJ2
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and Successor,
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treated sewage Into Lake Erie by Ohio on the ballot without party labels. Witt
cities. Cleveland la building two filtra- and Davis are regarded as the leading
tion plants for the purification of Its own candidates.
Though Witt and Baker are In agreewater supply and three sewage reduction
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supply of other communities farther down men are of quite different types. Originally Witt was looked upon as a loud
the lake.
Traction Service with Good
mouthed radical, but he Is credited by
Cleveland's Cheap Car Rides.
most citizens of Cleveland with having
Results, May Win.
Traction service in Cleveland, as in made a highly efficient, street railway
Chicago, is an Important issue in mu- commissioner. His radicalism has been
nicipal politics. The Cleveland traction tempered by responsibility. And inasmuch
settlement ordinance is like the Chicago as the other candidates are not of the
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traction settlement plan in that It pro- type to arouse enthusiasm among busivides for city purchase at any time on ness men it is said that conservative repfgpedRl Correspondence of The Daily NeWa.l
Cleveland, O., Oct. 23,-^Tom Johnson, short notice at a prescribed valuation. In- resentatives of Cleveland's men of affairs
stead
of accumulating a purchase fund or will vote In ItTse numbers for Witt
when at the height of his power in Cleveland, was characterized by Lincoln Stef- taking for the city any portion of the_
profits, Cleveland has arranged to secure
fens in a magazine.article as "the best the
lowest possible rate of fare. The presmayor of the best governed City in the ent fare In Cleveland Is 3 cents, with 1
Unite* States." At that time there were cent for a transfer. In one instance—the
fewer good mayors than there are now. line running from the boat landing to the
New York and San Francisco, each of square, a distance of nearly a mile—the
which has to-day a capable and progres- fare is 1 cent. The company is allowed
| stve chief executive, had then mayors of a return of 6 per cent on,Its stock—no
more and no less, In any event. There Is
I the old type of political spoilsman. As an
arrangement by which as the earnings
! compared with any mayors of American go up the fares go down, and vice versa.
'.cities who were in office when Steffens
In some respects the street car situawrote his aTticle on Tom Johnson New- tion in Cleveland is more satisfactory
ton D. Baker, the present mayor of Cleve- than is the situation in Chicago. One imland, could lay claim to the characteri- portant reason is that since Baker bezation given his predecessor by Steffens. came mayor and made Peter Witt his
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will mak& our Government rest more-ork performed by his friend and prede expert who served during most of Harricessor, Tom Johnson. There are those son's administration was a joke.
securely on public opinion when all
who think, however, that the work which/
public opinion is represented, and
TUe Candidacy of Peter Witt.
Johnson started in Cleveland has bee*
that it will strengthen our common
Mayor Baker is not a candidate to succarried on by Baker more successfully^
successfulV
than it could have been continued by, ceed himself at the election on Tuesday
life by broadening the community of
of next week. Peter Witt, street railJohnson himself.
interest of all of our citizens,"
way commissioner under Mayor Baker,
How Baiter Gets Results.
is running for mayor with the adminisWhile Baker lacks some of the force tration's backing. And Witt is making
PHILADELPHIA, SATURDAY, MARCH
and some of the organizing ability of John- his race almost entirely on his record as
son be makes fewer enemies. He is very street railway commissioner. The sociallikable, personally. Although a radical in ists have placed upon the ballot under
New War Secretary
his fundamental views, he presents his the initiative clause of the charter a plan j
ideas with such candor, fairness and inAmazes Washington
tellectual force as to compel admiration.
He is willing to make reasonable compromises uton specific projects and he
WASHINGTON, March 18.—
courageously defends before the people
Somnolent Washington is surprised
such compromises when agreed upon. He
at the new Secretary of War, Mr.
avoids demagogic plays, which is one reaBaker, because, among other things,
son why he enj0ys the confidence of conservative and business elements that
heeommonlv distrust officials of the proGets to work before the conventional (Washington) hour of 9
gressive type.
„ .- TV,™ i
The last time he ran for mayor Tom j
o'clock.
Johnson was defeated by an ordinary
Stays always until 6:30 and repolitician with no vision. Johnson died
turns after dinner.
in April, 19U. The next fall Baker, who
Can get in and out of his office
had been the head of the law department
without the assistance of a kowin the Johnson administration, was elected mavor as a representative of the Johntowing negro attendant.
soil o overnent. Baker was first elected
Smokes a pipe and sometimes a
as a democrat. Two years later, when he
cigarette.
' sought re-election, the state had a new
constitution, with.the oest home rule pro' visioni for cities to be found in any con:
etitution in the land. The city also had
\B new home rule charter, which provided.
'among other things, for nonpartisan city
elections. Baker*, was re-elected in the
fall of 1913 as a nonpartisan candidate.
Confitructtve Work l>y the Mayor.
For the excellent home rule provisions
of the Ohio constitution apd for the hew
home rule charter of Cleveland Mayor
Baker and the civic organizations of||
Cleveland are primarily responsible.
Physical improvements have been
pushed.' Cleveland, like Chicago, has Its
lake front problem, involving questions
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PROMINENT SUFFRAGETS AT BURTON, 0., FRIDAY
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9,1916J
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BAUEM
At a county meetjng of seiffragists !■ StockwelT,' Jr., wife of the City Solicto be held Friday at 2:30 p. m. in the itor of Cleveland, will accompany
Cong Church in Burton, Mrs. C. J. Mrs. Baker. She will also play "RhapOlds, newly appointed county chair- sodie" by Liszt. Mrs. Chas. S. Brooks,
man, will preside. The committee in chairman of the woman suffrage
charge urge every suffragist in the party of Cleveland, will speak on
county to come and bring a friend. "Why Work for Suffrage Now?" A
The program follows: Mrs. Newton slate .of officers to assist Mrs. Olds in
D. Baker, of Cleveland, will sing the county work will be presented at
"War," by Jas. Rogers of Cleveland; the meeting. Other nominations will
"The Five Souls," set to a symphony be asked for from the floor, and offiof Beethoven; selections from "Mad- cers will be selected. Refreshments
am Butterfly," Puccini. Mrs. John N. will be served by Burton ladies.

President Wilson's choice of ex-Mayor
Baker, of Cleveland, as Secretary of War
seems to have caused some people a certain
disappointment. They have nothing against
Mr. Baker. But they appear to have felt
that the occasion called for a great and
disciplined genius at the head of the War
Department. They vaguely thought of a
person of powerful intellect and iron will,
who should have a perfect mastery of all
our military problems. Mr. Wilson has
chosen a man in the prime of life, who has
a good record as a lawyer, who has made
proof of executive capacity as Mayor of a
large city for two terms, and who in politics
has been a reformer and a bit of a radical. Mr. Baker frankly states that he knows
nothing about the duties of his office, but
hopes to learn them by hard work. This is
as much as could have been said of Mr. Root,
In advance, yet he became a notable War
Secretary. Under American traditions, and
with only the ordinary American army questions to consider, what the Secretary needs
is a strong, clear mind and a good head for
business. He should be a real judge of men,
in or out of uniform; and ought to be able
to tell good advice from bad, and to hold
himself free from capture by any given set
of officers or an army clique. So far as concerns the work lying immediately before Mr.
Baker, it cannot be said to be highly urgent.
The military bills of this session have been
presented in both House and Senate. There
will be no occasion to ask the new Secretary's detailed opinion of them. For the
rest, Mr. Baker announces that he is at one
with the President on the general question
of preparedness, and will be in such matters only Mr. Wilson's spokesman.
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CLEVELAND

New War Secretary Baker Faces Problems

NEWTON, D.BAKER.■ SECRETARY OF WAR

T

HE above photograph of Secretary of War Baker was taken on his first day in office, when th e Mexican
oblem suddenly loomed large and the former Cleveland mayor found himself facing a very hard task
his initiation to cabinet duties.

SUNDAY,

MARCH

12,

1916

Mexican Crisis Prevents Secretary of War
Baker From Returning to This City for Sabbath
War Secretary Newton D. Baker will not return to Cleveland
today. The Mexican crisis needs his presence in the national capital,
he telegraphed Mrs,- Baker yesterday.

In Editorial, Says New War
Secretary Should be Able
to Fill Office.
Thinks His Views on Peace
Will be No Bar to
Success. •

As a result, the household plans are still in a state of uncertainty,
Mrs. Baker said yesterday.
"When Mr. Baker went to Washington early in the week he
fully expected to return Sunday so we might decide whether we should
go at once or wait until later.
"But the Mexican situation has prevented his coming and, demanding, as it does, his entire attention, I will remain here with the
children until affairs become a little more definitely settled.

"I feel that if we would go just now we would be an added conPlain Dealer Bureau.
3S Post Building-,
cern to him."
WASHINGTON, March 11.
The professional's soldier's view of years as city solicitor should have
the appointment of Newton D.. Baker shown him how to segregate argu- I
as secretary of war was expressed ments based on speciousness."
"Comparatively little is known |
today in the leading editorial of the
about the new secretary's personality, ;
Army and. Navy Journal, ,the service as
his work has been confined to his I
paper of- the two arms of the military own city, and he has never before;:
figured largely in national affairs. But
service. The editorial said:
«rthe is a young man, 44 years old, in
3IJ} UO SAIY Ol a«lliaj noX ^act' arL<^ *-ne youngest member of the
Tr»x CTT mitl.
cabinet by a margin of six years, a
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New War Secretary Baker Faces Problems

NEWTON* D. BAKER . SECRETARY OP WAR

T

HE above photograph of Secretary of War Baker was taken on his first day in office, when the Mexican
problem suddenly loomed large and the former Cleveland mayor found himself facing a very hard task
as his initiation to cabinet duties.

SUNDAY,

MARCH

12,

1916

Mexican Crisis Prevents Secretary of War
Baker From Returning to This City for Sabbath
War Secretary Newton D. Baker will not return to Cleveland

In Editorial, Says New War;
Secretary Should be Able
to Fill Office.
Thinks His Views on Peace
Will be No Bar to
Success. •
Plain Dealer Bureau,
3S Post Building,
WASHINGTON, March 11.
The professional's soldier's view of
the appointment of Newton D.. Baker
as secretary of war was expressed
today in the leading- editorial of the
Army and. Navy Journal, ,the service
paper of- the two arms of the military
service. The editorial said:
"Our new secretary of war, whose
appointment is announced in another
column, appears to be a man of the
same general type as his predecessor
in office—that is, a man of thorough
legal education and sound judgment—
although, where Mr. Garrison emphasized the judicial tendency in his
train of though, Newton D. Baker
has gained his practical training
mainly in the office of public prosecutor.
"An undoubted advantage -which
Mr. Baker enjoys over Mr. Garrison
is the executive and administrative
experience he has acquired during
two terms as mayor of'CIeveland. The
man who has directed the complex
activities of the government of a
great modern city should be able to
understand and sympathize with the
problems of the army, with its manysmall 'critics' or garrisons scattered
about the globe.
"And certainly Mr. Baker's ten
v

today. The Mexican crisis needs his presence in the national capital,
he telegraphed Mrs< Baker yesterday.,.
As a result, the household plans are still in a state of uncertainty,
Mrs. Baker said yesterday.
"When Mr. Baker went to Washington early in the week he
fully expected to return Sunday so, we might decide whether we should
go at once or wait until later.
"But the Mexican situation has prevented his coming and, demanding, as it does, his entire attention, I ivill remain here with the
children until affairs become a little more definitely settled.
"I feel that if we would go just now we would be an added concern to him."
years as city solicitor should have
shown him how to segregate argu- I
ments based on speeiousness."
"Comparatively little is known \
about the new secretary's personality, j
as his work has been confined to his i
own city, and <he has never befom;
figured largely in national affairs. But
he is a young man, 44 years old, in
fact, and the youngest member of the
cabinet by a margin of six years, a
progressive in politics, representative
of that clean-cut, hard-fighting, aggressively honest body of politicians
who have come to the fore in the
middle west during the past fifteen
years.
"He is reported to be an extremely
able campaigner, and a force in his
home state.. His political mentor was
the late Tom Johnson, thrice mayor
of Cleveland, whose policies Mr.
Baker seconded and maintained to a
considerable extent during his own
mayoralty career.
"If, as is reported, the new secretary is an ardent advocate of peace,
who is, nevertheless^ in favor of preparedness, he should find himself |
quite at home in the war department,
for there is no class of men more sincerely, earnestly and intelligently in I
favor of peace than the officers of the |
army.
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THE CLEVELAND NEWS
BAKER'S MAMMY IS PROUD PUSS'N

BRANDEIS PRAISED
BY NEW YORKERS
Prominent Men Ask His Confirmation for His Work in Adjusting Labor Troubles.
Washington, March 2.—Advocates of
confirmation of Louis D. Brandeis as
ia justice of the Supreme Court had
an inning to-day before the Senate
judiciary sub-committee investigating charges against Mr. Brandeis.
Newton B. Baker, former mayor of
Cleveland and president of the National Consumers' League, presented
a petition for- confirmation from a
group of New York, manufacturers,
labor leaders, publicists and social
workers.
This petition calls attention to Mr.
Brandeis's successful advocacy before
the federal Supreme Court and state
Supreme Courts of five states of eight
cases involving constitutionality of
statutes of ■ industrial justice as to
hours of labor and unhealthful conditions of employment, and says:
The fact that Mr., Brandeis's sendees
in these important , cases, and indeed
all the services to which we refer,
were unpaid and were the expressions
of a lawyer's ideals in action, is a concrete tribute to the quality of his mind
and heart.
The petitioners praise Mr. Brandeis
for contributing to New York's industrial peace by offering the "preferential union shop" as the basis for arbitration between the manufacturers ana
employes in the needle trades. They
point out as proof of his qualifications
as a Judge his success in presiding over
an "industrial court," ;'t6~\ which were,
brought the disagreements in these
trades.
Among signers of the petition are
Oscar S. Straus, chairman of the Ne-vfr
York Public Service Commission;
Frederic C. Howe, commissioner of
immigration, New York; Hamilton
.Holt, editor of the "Independent";
John Mitchell, chairman of the New
York State Industrial Commission;
Rabbi Stephen S. Wise,-Charles R.
Crane, Chicago; Edward T. Devine,
New York; Mrs. Florence Kelley, secretary National Consumers' League;
Owen R. Lovejoy, secretary national
child labor committee, and Henry
Bruere.
When Mr. Baker appeared to present the petition he was asked as to
Mr/ Brandeis's : reputation as a lawyer and replied:
T do not know his reputation in Boston, but: among public service workers
he is known not only as the best lawyer
but a detached, spiritual, high-minded

WHEELING, W. Va., March 9.—The proudest and happiest
woman in the whole world today is Mrs. Lucy F. Piper, aged
seventy-nine, of this city. She was the colored mammy of
Newton Baker, the new 'secretary of war, who, when he lived in
Martinsburg in this state, where he was born, was known to him
as "Mammy Lucy."
"I always knew he would be a great man some day," said
Mammy Lucy. "He always was a boy for books. In his studies he was
'way ahead of the other boys. Newton always was a boy for the
house and he studied hard.
"He was always a good boy, just like his father, Dr. Baker,
who was always ready to help the poor people around Martinsburg."
Mrs. Piper has several pictures of Baker when he was a small
boy, but her most cherished possession is a picture that shows the
new cabinet member sitting on the lawn of his home in Cleveland,
with his wife and three children grouped about him.
Onco she visited Baker at his home In Cleveland, Mrs. Piper
said. She says while there she met Tom L. Johnson, who was then
mayor.
"And I certainly felt proud," she said, "when Mayor Johnson
told me Mr. Baker was the brightest young man in Cleveland."
Mrs. Piper was injured a short time ago by being struck in the
eye with a piece of kindling wood. Baker learned of her misfortune
and for several months he gave his former "mammy" a weekly
allowance.
"Newt's a grand boy," she said, "and oh, so kind. Mr. Wilson
couldn't have found any one better for the place."
_y

WOMAN'S JOURNAT,
MARCH 11, 1916
NEWTON D. BAKER
GOOD SUFFRAGIST
Recently Appointed War Secretary Stands for Equal RightsMember of Men's League
Newton D. Baker, the newly
appointed secretary of war, is a
suffragist of long- standing.
He
is the youngest member of President Wilson's cabinet.
Mr. Baker is a member of the
Men's League for Woman Suffrage of Cleveland, and speaks for
suffrage whenever
a
chance
comes up . Mrs. Baker is a
staunch suffragist and has taken
part in a number of pageants for
the cause.

to be Secretary of War

Cleveland Democratic Leader's Name to be
Sent by President Wilson to Senate Today;
Immediate Confirmation Expected.
Appointee Expects to Leave for Washington
Thursday and May Take Up Cabinet Duties
Saturday—Won't Discuss Plans.
BY WALKER S. BTTEL.

m&mm

Newton D. Baker of Cleveland yesterday accepted appointment by President Woodrow Wilson as secretary of war to sac-'
ceed Lindley Mv Garrison, who resigned Feb. 10.
The appointment was settled in telegrams exchanged between
the White House and the former mayor here at home. Formal
announcement followed at Washington.'
Mr. Baker's nomination will go to the senate today. National
administration leaders expect prompt confirmation by the senate
that the new secretary may take active charge of the war department, now in the midst of vital plans for army increases and
reorganization!
Mr. Baker retired to the private practice of law Jan. 1 after
two terms as~ mayor, which concluded fourteen years of publio
service in the city he will continue to call home, although his new
duties take him to Washington.

Considers Tendef as Call to Duty.
The tenderof the position Mr. Baker received as a call to duty.
"The situation is such that no man in this country can refuse a call to duty for the country," he said yesterday afternoon
in the law offices of Baker, Hostetler & Sidlo in the East Ohio
^*as Co. building.
\
i'
The former mayor will go to Washington Thursday for a consultation
with the president. Further than that Jus plans are not definitely formed, he
said last night.
Heart and soul, the new secretary of war-to-be is with President Wilson
and his adriiinistration-polHues. Personally he has been a warm friend of the
president. They have corresponded frequently: Politically, as a leader among
Ohio Democrats, he has been a stanch supporter of the Wilson policies since
the pre-converition campaign in 1912.

Twice Offered Post of Secretary of Interior.

NEWTON D
BAKER.

NEWTON D. BAKER'S RAPID RISE
Important dates in the life of Newton D. Baker, named by President Wilson yesterday as secretary of war, are as follows: '
1871—Born Dec. 3 at Martinsburg, W. Va., son of Dr. and Mrs. N. D. Baker.
Early education obtained in public schools.^
1894—"Was graduated from Johns Hopkins university, Baltimore.
1896—-Was graduated in law from Washington-Lee, Obtained post of secretary to late William L. Wilson, postmaster general in Grover Cleveland's administration.
1897—Returned to Martinsburg, W. Va., to practice law.
1899—Came to Cleveland Jan. 1. Joined law firm of Foran, McTighe & Baker.
1901—Met Tom L. Johnson.
^
1902—Appointed first assistant city solicitor by Mayor Johnson, Jan. 1. Married to Miss Elizabeth Leopold, Pottstown, Pa., July 3.
1903—Appointed director of law by Mayor Johnson, Jan. 1.
1903-1905-1907-1909—Elected city solicitor. His election in latter year was by
a plurality of 2,500, while all other Democratic candidates, including Mr. Johnson,
- were defeated.
1911—Elected mayor by majority of 17,835, greatest ever given candidate.
1912—Led fight for home rule for cities.
1913—Re-elected mayor. Helped frame new charter.
1916—Retired from public office, Jan. 1. to practice law with former Service
Director Thomas L. Sidlo and former Assistant Law Director Joseph Hostetler.
Accepts post of secretary of war in President Wilson's cabinet, March 6.

Mr, Baker's Civic Career
master General Wilson in Grover plurality of 2,500, while the remainder
Cleveland's second administration,: of his ticket, including its head, went
and hadv his first taste' then. of offi- down to defeat.
cial Washington life, to which he is
Main Adviser, Says Johnson.
going now as a member of the-presiSaid Tom Johnson in his autobident's cabinet.
It was in a ship-board meeting ography,. "My Story," regarding the
with a Clevelander, when returning forepart of this period in Mr. Baker's
from a trip to Europe that the idea career:
of- coming to Cleveland was sug"Mr. Baker, though the youngest
gested to Mr. Baker.
Martin A. of us all, was really the head of the
Foran, now common pleas Judge, was cabinet and principal adviser to us
impressed with the young attorney, all. He^has been an invaluable pubwhom he met on the ship, and urged lic servant, having been returned to
him to consider Cleveland as a home. office'at each successive election, even
Mr. Baker; came, and began the in 1909, when I was defeated with
practice of law as a member of the the majority of our ticket.
firm Foran, McTighe & Baker.
"Newton Baker, \as a lawyer, was
He met Tom L. JohnsOn. That • pitted against the biggest lawyers in
leader was beginning the fight, .he the state. No other city solicitor ever
waged through the later years in had the same number of cases crowded
Cleveland. Attracted to Mr. Baker, into his office in the same length of
he offered the. young lawyer the place time, nor so large a crop of injuncof assistant city solicitor in 1902. tions to respond to, and in my 'judgThat began Mr. Baker's public ment there isn't another man in the
career, and it marked the start of state who could have done the work
the friendship between himself and so. well."
In 1911 Mr.. Baker became a canTom Johnson that continued until
didate for mayor and was elected over
Mr. Johnson's death.
j his Republican opponent by a majorMr. Baker became city solicitor in
I ity of 17,838, the largest ever given
While • practicing in Martinsburg, 1903, and was re-elected in 1905, 1907 l_
;
r—
n* was appointed secretary to Post- and 1909. in the last named year by a ' Continued on 2d Page. 2d Column.

[""'OURTEEN. years, of public s.ervr1
ice in Cleveland stretched be*■
hind Newton D. Baker when
he ended his second term as
mayor Jan. 1 and retired to private
citizenship and to' the practice of
law.
Disciple of Tom L. Johnson, imbued
with the civic ideals developed in
the Johnson campaigns and in what
has been called the reform movement in Cleveland, Mr. Baker served
the city and championed its causes in
the state and the nation. Today he
speaks of Cleveland as home just as
every man speaks of his family flrer
side, a place good to.be, its welfare
his strongest wish.
He came to Cleveland in 1899. He
was born in Martinsburg, W.' Va.,
Dec. S, 1871, the second son of four
born to Dr. and Mrs: Newton D.
Baker. He received his early education in the public schools of Martinsburg, attended the Episcopal' High
school in preparation for Johns Hopkins univfirsity, and was graduated
from Johns Hopkins. He took his lawcourse in Washington-Lee university.
FlrHt Taste of Official life.
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When the original Wilson cabinet
was being planned, following the 1912
election, Mr. Baker was offered appointment as secretary of the interior.
He was Mayor Baker then and declined the position, asserting there
was work for him in Cleveland and
that his place was here.
Mr. Baker has been known as an
advocate of peace. He is a member
of most of the world's peace societies, and will retain his membership.
"I see no lnconsistence in that," he
said last evening.
Departmental plans of policies Mr.
Baker would not discuss yesterday.
"With the reconstitution of the
army 'in the hands of congress, it
would be obviously improper for me
to say anything except through the
president," was his statement.
Mr. Baker still holds that the first
step toward permanent international

peace will be establishment of a
world peace court as proposed by
The Hague tribunal.
Some time ago Mr. Baker advocated as a precaution useful in time
of peace as well as a move toward
preparedness, the establishment of
coastal and transcontinental railways. He argued the cost could be
kept down by having the transcontinental air line avoid the terminals
of the great cities of the country.
Asked last evening if he still held
that idea, Mr. Baker said:
"I mustn't discuss ideas , at this
time."
Congratulatory messages and calls
deluged Mr. Baker yesterday afternoon as he began arranging his
Cleveland affairs preparatory to going to "Washington.
Late yesterday the officers, directors and. committee chairmen of the
Continued on 2d Page, 4tih Column.

Baker's Name Submitted
to Senate Action Today
BY BEN F. AILEN.
Plain Dealer Bureau,
38 Post Building,
WASHINGTON, March 6.
President Wilson will tomorrow
send to the senate the nomination of
Newton D. Baker of Cleveland for
secretary of war to succeed Lindley
M. Garrison, who three weeks ago
resigned the war portfolio because
of a difference of opinion with .Mr.
Wilson over the details of national
defense program.
The nomination of Mr. Baker, while

no surprise, as it was known he was
under consideration from the very
first, was somewhat unexpected.
While in Washington two days last
week Mr. Baker did not go to the
White House because he wanted to
avoid all talk and speculation about
his going into the cabinet. He stayed
away so as to escape running tbs
gantlet of newspaper men always 'on
duty there. He did, however, talk
with the president over the telephone,
but not about the possibility of his
going into the'cabinet.
The position of Mr. Baiter was
known to the president. He did not
desire to return^ to public life but
the president was given to understand that if called Mr. Baker would
respond.
The Invitation to Mr.
Baker to become a member of the
cabinet, as stated at the White
House today, was telegraphed to
Cleveland Saturday just before the
president started on an over Sunday
trip down the Potomac on the Mayflower. The telegram was even'withheld from attaches, of the White
House.
In the exchange of telegrams today
Mr. Baker informed the president
that if the matter was not closed he
would come to Washington to talk
things over Wednesday. The reply
of the president was that he was delighted with the tone of the Baker
telegram, that he could consider the
matter closed and his .nomination
would be sent to the senate immediately.
Further the president expressed
gratification at the prospect of having Mr. Baker a member of his official family. Upon receipt of this
telegram Mr. Baker talked with Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo over
the long distance telephone and said
he would be in Washington Thiirs" Continued on 2d Page, 5th Column.
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Clevelanders in Public Life
Applaud Choice of Former
Mayor for Cabinet.

MP5

NEWTON
D.

Fitness for Place Emphasized
by Associates During
Career Here.
Clevelanders, both public officials
and private citizens, Democrats and
Republicans alike, yesterday expressed their, approval and pleasure
at former Mayor Newton D. Baker's
appointment as secretary of war.
Some of the comments follow:
7. H.,Goff, hanker
The president has conferred a distinguished honor upon one of Cleveland's most distinguished citizens.
Mr. Baker has made good as a lawyer, as law officer and as mayor
of the city, but above all as a citizen.
He is a man of broad experience, of
ripe learning, of sound judgment,
cultured, courageous and just. But
what pecuniarily fits him for the position of secretary of war in the
crisis that now confronts our country is the fact that he is an uncompromising- patriot. So long as there
is a menace from without he will be
a stanch advocate of the policy of
adequate preparedness. He will be
for peace first and always, but never
without honor.
Bev. Dr. Charles F. fluffing, president of Western Reserve university:
Mr. Baker impresses me as a man
of good judgment, high idealism, a
great friend of great movements, who
will give a noble account of himself
in any position in which he is placed.
He is also a most friendly, man, to
whom every one of us is most deeply
attached. His appointment is a great
honor to Cleveland.
Thomas S. Farrell, public utilities
director:
As a citizen of Cleveland I rejoice
with other citizens that we have one
of our number in the president's
cabinet.
Alex Bernstein, public service director:
■I. have always considered Mr.
Baker a, gentleman and a scholar. I
am very much, pleased to hear chat
he has been called ' to serve in the
president's cabinet.
W. F. Thompson, president of the
city council:
There isn't a man in the United
States who could fill the position in
a more competent manner than Mr.
Baker. ' He is a big man and my
only regret in connection with the
appointment is that Cleveland is
going to lose him. Cleveland needs
such men.
H. H. Weiss, internal revenue collector:
\
I think it is a splendid appointment. I always, was an admirer of
Mr. Baker, even before I got into
politics. I have always liked his
attitude on public questions.
W. J. Murphy, postmaster:
I am glad to see Mr. Baker get
the position. There is no position in
the country too big for Newton D.
Baker.
George L. Phillips, judge of common pleas court:
I have known Mr. Baker somewhat
intimately since he came to Cleveland. I esteem him. because of his
high character and exceptional attainments.
While I have never

PelnUefros,®).
Skating or Shoe
Bags—$1.50
The miss who skates in
the winter, and attends
dancing school in the
spring and fall, will find
almost constant use for
these bags made of leather,
in tan or black, soft and
pliable, and with a silk
cord convenient for carrying.
They are offered in our
Leather Goods Sectidn,
specially priced at $1.50.
(Main Floor)
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HIS RECORD AS MAYOR.
, Here are some of the achievements
of Newton D. Baker's administration:
Built new municipal light plant
and high pressure pumping station.
Doubled capacity of tuberculosis
sanitarium.
Opened infirmary, women's detention home1 and detention home for
the insane.
Started construction of new city
hall. West Side tunnel, filtration
plant and sewage disposal system.
I
i
I
are known as "Betty," "Jack" and
"Peggy."' '
In the time of Newton Baker's
career in Cleveland he had a leading
I hand in Tom Johnson's fight for
j 3-cent fare, took up himself the
fight . for 3-cent light, and carried
to a successful conclusion the dispute - over ownership of lake front
James J. McG-inty, councilman:
land, which was settled in, the city's
' I'm "tickled- -to -cie«,th.. If anybody favor. His voice always has been
could stop the war, it's Mr. leaker.
raised in behalf of municipal home
rule, of freedom for the cities.
B. H. Schwartz, councilman:
He is called a brilliant lawyer, and
I think the people of Cleveland are many will acknowledge no equal to
unanimous in their ' approval of him in the. country in oratorical eloMr. Baker's selection. If there Is quence. .
any criticism, it will be dispelled
■ He is'widely read, a deep thinker,
soon after he takes his office.
and has often been termed a dreamer.
John Sherwin, president, Sherwin & He is shorter in stature than the
average, and slight of build, is directWilliams Co.
I consider the selection of Mr. eyed and scholarly of countenance.
Baker a very good appointment.
GLAD BAKER IS CHOSEN
Otto Miller, Hayden, Miller & Co.
I consider the choice of Mr. Baker Ohio Democrats See Clevelander
a crackerjack appointment. It is
Handle Olilo Policy Matters.
for'the good of the country.

looked upon him as a warrior. I believe he will be quite capable of directing other men as to how to do
fighting. I am pleased that the appointment has come to Cleveland, and
to a man so capable and worthy as
Mr. Baker is.
Manuel Levine, judge of common
pleas court:
Cleveland will be sorry to lose Mr.
Baker, but the nation needs his services. A man .of his experience and
temperament will fill the place with
honor to himself and to Cleveland.
Homer G. Powell, judge of common
pleas court:
Cleveland and the state are greatly
honored by Mr. Baker's appointment.
Frank E1. Stevens, judge of common
pleas court:
I1 don't know of anyone who could
more accurately interpret the feelings
of the people of the country than Mr.
Baker.

DETAILED RECORD OF
BAKER'S CIVIC CAREER
CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.
a mayoralty contender. He was reelected in 1913.
He stepped out of office Jan. 1 of
this year, having announced late in
1914 that he would ..not seek the
mayoralty again. He formed a law
partnership with Joseph Hostetler,
who had been first assistant law director, and with Thomas L. Sidlo,
who was Mr. Baker's director of public service, tinder the Arm name
Baker, Hostetler & Sidlo.
Mr. Baker was married July 3,
1902, to Miss Elizabeth Leopold of
Pottstown, Pa. Mr. and Mrs. Baker
have three children, Elizabeth, 10,
Newton X>., jr., 8, and Margaret. 4.
To the children of Cleveland they

l

A Shoppers* Calendar
Tuesday,
March 7th

A Sale of Handkerchief Linen Waists
at $3.45

6:25

Weather— Snow

Shrove Tuesday — Pancake Day
— with
ton ight,
feast and
sup p er
-piping
hot, right from hissing
griddle.
Fair Debutante, true to
tradition, will try the
tossing of j
a pan
cake, to
see who's
to be her
husband!
Then tomorrow, her
long vacation begins.
The Play-room upon the
Seventh Floor is to help
make Cleveland's Better
Babies.

On our Euclid Avenue Bargain Square, we shall offer
for special selling' beginning- today an exceptionally good
a A frq.T^Vftrfrriftf linen waists.
[tailored style, with a converti. with a desirable equestrienne
a rubber belt which snaps
in a choice of orange, rose,
er, and they are of unusually
$3.45.
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(Third Floor)

Pomerene, Harding, EmerAmong Those

■
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Chief's Trial Sear End.
Evidence In the hearing of Chiefl
of Police James H. Stamberger ofl
East Cleveland, on trial before the!
civil ; service commission, probablyf
will all be in today.
The chief, who is facing ' charges!
of incompetency, failure to obey hisl
superiors and lack of harmony, will|
be the only witness this morning.
He was on the stand all morningf
yesterday. The chief testified Director of Public Safety Michael J. Her-!
bert had tried to "get" him, and had!
coached patrolmen to testify against!
him.

Stray Stories Reflect Home
Life of Next War Secretary
Few of Newton D. Baker's friends
know he was slated early in life to
follow his father's footsteps in medicine. But an incident one day compelled Dr. Baker to revise his decision.
Once when Dr. Baker was called
to the country to amputate a man's
leg he was summoned hurriedly
across the road where another patient was dying. Instructing his son,
who was with him, to bind up the
arteries, Dr. Baker rushed away.'
A few minutes later he returned
to find his son binding up all the
veins, leaving the arteries severely
alone.
* * # *

being- recalled last night by friends|
Judge Martin A. Foran, Mr. Baker's
■law partner, was scheduled to make
a political address, but illness pre-]
vented.
Patrick J. McKinney, chairman]
announced Mr. Foran's illness -woulcl
prevent his appearance. Then hf
added curtly, as he saw Mr. Bakeij
sitting iri the front row:
"But he's sent his boy to speak foil
him. Come on, boy, and tell them]
what you know."
It was a great night for McKin-l
ney's "boy." His speech was dlffei'ent and his reputation was estab-j
lished.

*

#

*

*

Mr. Baker's fondness for reading
amounts almost to a passion. Frienda
say at 10 he had read Shakespearel
The manner in which Mr. Baker Milton, Homer and the Bible. Often!
when
the other boys were up in thcl
broke into politics in Cleveland was
haymow or behind the barns, thril-T
ling with the deeds of heroes whosej
exploits were being recounted in thej
paper-backed novels, Newton woulc
be found in his father's office, delving
in some classic like "Paradise Lost/'j
For this he became known as thtj
"angel child."

lalklroaik

* * * *

ew Wash Suits at the Special
ces of $1.95 and $2.95
the popular Middy, belted Middy or Russian styles, or Regung and well-made.
jr weight repp, linen, chambray or fine cotton drill, white, tan
pting trimmings, or in all white.
Ln sizes 3 to 8 years and exceptional values offer an unusual
(Second Floor)
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Rose Pastor Stokes Says Women
Would End Conflicts.

will retain his interest in the law
firm he had just formed with Joseph son, Gordon
Hostetler and Thomas L. Sidlo Hy.
the plain intimation that Mr. Baker
still will call Cleveland home, and
that he hopes to return here to practice again in the future. The firm
Thinks of Her Children, Too; still will be. Baker, Hostetler & Sidlo,
according to the understanding yes"They'll Have to Start
terday. Mr. Baker talked it over in
an afternoon conference with his two
in School Anew."
associates.
Mr. Baker said the situation had
developed so suddenly that he had
BY LOB.A KELLY.
not had time to arrange finally about
The news of former Mayor New- taking his family to Washington, but
ton D. Baker's, appointment to the it is expected Mrs. Baker and the
three children will be with him at
post of secretary of' war didn't vary the capital..
in the least the household routine
at the Baker residence, 1851 Craw- MANY CABINET MEMBERS
ford road N. E., yesterday.
URGED NAMING OF BAKER
Just as the ex-mayor continued
his arguments in Judge M. A. Foran's
CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.
court after a momentary conference
Secretary McAdoo conveyed.
with "reporters, Mrs. Bakery a spec- day.
tator in police court at Central sta- this information to, tne White House.
Mr.
Baker
will be the youngest
tion, received the news with equal
member of the .Wilson, cabinet and
composure.
As one of four representative's of the youngest man holding a cabinet j
the Consumers League she was in- position in many years. Every mem- |
terested in the progress of a case ber of the Wilson cabinet is younger
against James Auerbach, grocer, 5911 than the president, and about the
Thackeray avenue S. »Ei, charged White House it is stated that if the j
with a violation of the food, law in president has any superstition this is ]
one of them, he does not want any j
the sale of bad eggs.
In the evening she went to the member of his close official family
music school^ settlement, where she older than himself.
In connection with the announcetaught her usual Monday night vocal
ment of the appointment of former |
class.
;
"Of course I'm happy over the dis- Mayor Baker denial was made at
tinction which has come to my hus- the White House that the post had
band," she- said. ' "Naturally, one been offered to former Gov. James
would be, but just the same, I shall M. Cox of Dayton. The White House,
regret leaving Cleveland.
I love statement said that no emissary ofj
Cleveland"—she said it emphatically the administration had gone to Dayton to offer a cabinet post to Mr.
—"and even t,he prospect of being a Cox
or on any other similar errand.
cabinet hostess hardly will be ..comFurther, it was stated that it had j
pensation for giving up my associa- been
the understanding Mr. CoXj
tions here. But if Mr. Baker has a
public duty to perform I shall go would again head the Ohio Democratic
state ticket as the candidate]
with him gladly wherever that duty
for governor.
takes him."
Mr. Baker will become head ofl
Like the devoted mother she is, her
thoughts were also of her children's the war department at a time when!
welfare.
There are three, Jack, public attention is focused on the
Betty and Peggy—adorable young- military arm of the government more -«**'•'
than at any other time since the
sters all of them.
"It will mean taking them out of Spanish-American war. His coming
school in the middle of the year and into the cabinet, however, during the
starting them in anew" she said midst of a session of congress means
thoughtfully. "But it may prove a that Mr, Baker, by reason of circumstances, will not have a com-!
beneficial change, at that!
"Somehow I cannot reconcile the manding voice in the preparation of]
thought of Mr. Baker with the war the pending military pros-ram.
Both in the house und senate the I
slate in the cabinet," she continued. "I
bills, over which the secretary
believe that I, personally, am one of army
the few remaining pacifists. I don't of war, so far as the administration
is
concerned,
has direct charge, are
know just how this will affect my
standing as a.j member of the various largely prepared. In both senate and
peace organizations to which I be- house the army bills have been reported by the two military affairs |
long." shB added smilingly.
Shoulder to shoulder with her hus- committees and are on the calendar.
Upon taking office Mr. Baker will]
band, Mrs. Baker has worked and
shared all his interests.
A keen- find the desk of the secretary of war
witted young woman with a mental piled high with an. accumulation ofl
vision that reaches for beyond her business, some of which, under thej
own doorstep, Mrs. Baker has been law, could not be disposed of by Gen.
■ • • ©-a -9 *
associated with the civic life, of Hugh L. Scott, chief of staff, who hasj
been acting as secretary of war ad inCleveland in no small measure.
i © • • • i
Ever in sympathy with her hus- terim.
At the White House the statement]
band's ideals of good government,
she has been, not only his inspiration was made that Mr. Baker will take! - E—j •■•©■ •
hold as secretary of war in complete j
but his active helper.
She is a member of the Woman's and full accord with the administraSuffrage Party of .Greater Cleveland, tion program for preparedness. There!
one of the leaders of t'heXJonsumers' is a strong possibility, it also wasl
League, and with her manifold cares stated, that Mr. Bakef early may]
of a family of three, still finds time be called upon to make a few!
to bestow some thought and care speeches in various parts of the|
upon less fortunate children. A musi- country as spokesman of the admincian of more than ordinary ability, istration. He is coming to Washing-!
MB ««'•••>'
she teaches a class at the music ton with the reputation of being one!
MM HEJBBpJ"
school
settlement every Monday of the most convincing as well asj
'm 9 •' ©.-• •' j
fluent
speakers
ever
called
to
a
cabi■i* ©•©•©•«
night.
« *'"* ••••• S;
"It is nothing more than I ought net position.
»'» •••••••»
The
appointment
of
an
assistant!
3
- ^ •-* • ©.'* » I
to do," she says, modestly. "And I
©^© •••••»
hope that I shall still be able to con- secretary of war to take the place ofl » «S »-*.©
• e » • *•
tinue my activities of this nature Henry C. Breckenridge, who resigned! * - © © © # 9 « '■■
with
Secretary
Garrison,
will
not
bej
5jG
»
» 9B86EM
when I get to Washington.
6B••BQBBE
"The social side of being 'Mrs. Sec- considered until after Mr. BakerJ
retary of War' doesn't appeal to me takes office. The new secretary willj
. & © © o » » -t
particularly. I assume that there will make final decision as to the selection]
» ••"•.# © •
be a certain amount of official enter- of,an assistant and this,selection will]
be
one
of
the
first
matters
to
be
containing that must be done, but I in•» 9- © • • • *
'••••••
tend to make my share of it as simple sidered.
*;#♦*»•«
While nothing definite has been deas possible."
tm •••••<*■
cided,
it
is
not
believed
probable
that!
SHE • • '-*. «* I
Nevertheless, Cleveland will have
■ •• • «'• #_*
every reason to feel proud of its gra- the assistant secretary will come from!
• • • •■'-' BJH :
© 6 o o * « -=
cious representative at these official Ohio in view of the appointment T5f|
"at homes" 6n Capitol Hill Monday Mr. Baker. . This reduces the chances
I
of
Charles
Weybrecht
of
Alliance.!
■J 9 9 t> & • «■ ■
afternoons when the cabinet hostesses
• 6 9 •"• B
j former adjutant general of Ohio, whol
receive.
■MJQBJ * «*
I has been indorsed by Senator Pom-J
o
! erene and members of the Ohio delegation for assistant secretary.
EX-MAYOR TO FILL

important Sale!

>•••»••<

—i

SOLOJVS TO HONOR BAKE11.
WASHINGTON, March 6,—(Staff
Spl.)—Representative Isaac B.. Sherwood tonight announced he had arranged for a non-partisan dinner to
be given by the Ohio senators and
congressmen to Newton B. Baker
as soon as he arrives in Washington to assume his cabinet position.

Joy at Husband's Appointment tempered by Thought
of Leaving Cleveland.

COLUMBUS, March 6.—(Staff Spl.)
—Columbus Democrats , were elated
today over 'the selection of former
Mayor Newton D. Baker of Cleveland'
as secretary of war. That action of
the president was taken here as confirmatory of the report last week that
President Wilson was deeply interested in the Ohio political situation
and anxious to be of assistance, if it
was in his power.
The
appointment of ex-Mayor
Baker to a cabinet place was heralded
GARRISON'S POST
here as certain to mean that hereafter
Baker would be a cabinet member to
CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.
whom matters of policy in Ohio would
be referred, and that Postmaster Gen- Cleveland Advertising Club met in
eral Burleson would no longer hold the club's rooms In Hotel Statler and
that position.
formulated this message to Mr.
o—■
Baker, to be sent him signed by
Lakewood Merchants Banqnet.
President W. G. Rose for the club:
Members of the Lakewood Retail
"The Cleveland Advertising Club
Merchants' Association banqueted at extends to you hearty congratulations
Lakewood Christian church last I and wishes for you the greatest posnight. Harry Millenix and the Lake
sible success.in your new field. We
wood Glee Club sang.
•>
share in the'pride that all Cleveland
feels as to this signal honor."
In announcements tha'; Mr. Baker

Pe Halle ®ros.®0.

gj rises
6:52

i

of iseu) Secretary JLOORS
Forward to Day She'll Return

The'Damon and Pythias attach
ment existing between the late Mayol
Tom L. Johnson and Mr, Baker is all
most too well known to beet nmenteel
on. Mr. Johnson was attracted to Mrl
Baker soon after the latter's firsf
speech, and from then on the
were inseparable.
None, perhaps
was closer to the late rnayor. nontl
more cognizant of Mr Johnson'!
ideals and aims.

* * * *

Mr. Baker's particular inanimate
companion is a briar pipe, and likd
all small men, he smokes a large briaJ
pipe. He smokes a peculiar mixturf]
which he prepares himself and keep:]
In a big jar.
Take
lets.
cure.
box.

To Care a Cold In On« Day
LAXATIVE BROMO QUININE Tab!
Druggists refund money If It falla t>T
E. W. GROVE'S signature is on eacM
25c— lAdvt.J
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ig Out of Mexico as Signs I
They Say He Really Looks Like This
Been Appointed Secretary of W.
tfrts jihwsogrsph alsows Baker (Iriviii?
» aabj««ftl>jie an^ smotoag a corn cob
W Baker is ktt«wj> t» be a pacff«t but
so believes in pr^atedoftss. His ideas
SBftid to be in Kiwbhrte accord with
rejgdeftt WJISOR'8.
&er is parried tad h»s three clu!
»»- He was offefedthe post of 3e»e
'«*A *e *nwi«<at ft* beginning of
o Wslson a«m!«jst?aaon bat refused it.

*f H^H **■*m,0

ST. LOUIS

ST. Louis POST DISPATCH
When President Wilson announced
Monday that he had appointed Newton D. Baker, former mayor of Cleveland, secretary of war, editors of
daily papers all over the country
thought it their duty to let their
subscribers know what sort of a looking- man the new cabinet official is.
So when the papers appeared Monday afternoon and Tuesday morning
nearly every one of them had on its
front page a reproduction of a photograph labeled "Newton B. Baker."
Many of the pictures really looked
like Cleveland's former mayor. Some
of them, however, failed to do the
new secretary justice, and many
subscribers
are
probably
ask-

NEW WAR SECRETARY
AMAZES WASHINGTON
!

Washington,' March 20—Somnolent
Washington is surprised at the new
: Secretary of War, Mr. Baker, because,
among other things, he—
Gets to work before the conventional
(Washington)
time
of 9
i o'clock.
Stays always until 6.30 and returns
after dinner.
i Can get in and out of his office
without the assistance of a kowtowing negro attendant.
Smokes a pipe and sometimes a
j cigarette.

£$S /

«*»;>

PEORIA JOURNAL
ing "what is the matter with the
president?"
Reproduced here are some of the
pictures that appeared, which, to say
the. least, do not flatter Mr. Baker.

Yet there must be thousands of peopie who think the former mayor]
| really looks like one of these pictures, j
i After all, how little are we known i
! away from home.

.AIN DEALER
SELL V. S. PLANES FOR $1?
NEW YORK, March 28.—The
Aero Club of AmeYica announced
today that because of the law
which prevents the United States
government from accepting gifts,
it had offered to sell to the government for ,$1 each, the two
high powtred aeroplanes it recently proffered for use in Mexico.
The offer to sell the machines
at this price has been forwarded
to Secretary of War Baker.

Baker's Biography

Ne^M*erW-V°^ ^
1

ot

^l* ') biography has not been
published in book form; but you
may learn about his life in magazine and newspaper articles at the
iiDrary.
»

WAR SECRETARY
A STUDIOUS BOY

14 i
Family of Man Who Will be
New Secretary of War

VOTE 58,600,000
Y

|WAS SCHOOLMATE OF DR.
BARTLETT. ,
Known as "Scully" in the Early
Days—Was Regarded as One
of the Best Read Lads.

House and Senate Provide for
Better Aeroplane and
Truck Service.

When Newton D. Baker, secretary
of war, went to school at the Episcopal
High school in Alexandria, Va.,.he was
known as "Scully" among- the boys,
who fancied that there was a resemblance between his build and that of
the school cook, whose name was
"Scully." This on the authority of
Dr. Charles W. Bartlett of this city,
assistant state l.ealth officer, who was
a schoolmate.
"But Scully is a lighting name, said
Dr. Bartlett. "There may have been
something prophetic in that."
This was back in 1886-87 and 88,
when both Dr. Bartlrtt and Mr. Baker
were school boys at the high school,
a well known training school for boys,

Mann Asks Roll Call "to Show
World How Congress
Acts."
Plain Dealer Bureau,
38 Post Building,
WASHINGTON, March 28.
Sidetracking the immigration bill
by unanimous consent, the house today gave preparedness the right of
way and jammed through an appropriation bill of $8,600,000 for the.
army. A few hours later the senate
passed the same measure without de*
bate. Less than three minutes were
devoted to its consideration in the
upper house.
The money will be spent on the
Mexican expedition. After American
troops occupied Vera Cruz this government appropriated $15,000,000 to
meet additional expenses, so occupation of Mexican territory up to now
has cost in excess of $23,000,000.
During consideration in the house
of the urgent deficiency appropriation

Wife and children of Newton D. Baker, ex-Cleveland mayor, .f0r the army Republican Leader
who is President Wilson's choice for secretary of war to succeed Mann announced he proposed to ask
Lindley M. Garrison. Beading from left to right the children {? ti^T^^l^™*^
are: Jack, nine; Margaret, four; and Betty, ten. Mrs. isaker. vote unimousiy for the expenditure
is an active worker in .the consumers league, the woman's club y°te unanimously for the expenditure

„.
.
T ,,
and the woman suffrage party.

+ + +
NEWTON D. BAKER.
The secretary of w.nr as he looked at
the -early age of 15—Picture loaned ;
by Dr. Charles VV. Bartlett, who was !
a schoolmate years ago.
across the river from Washington. Dr.
liartlett's parents then lived in Cuba.
Baker's parents were from Martinsburg, W. Va., where the picture presented with this story was taken.
Young Bartlett and young Baker were
good friends in the school days and exchanged pictures.
"He was one of the most studious
boys in his class," said Mr. Bartlett.
"Read a great deal when he had spare
time and was one of the attentive
members of the old Fairfax Literary
society.
We regarded him then as
the best read lad in the school. He
took some part in athletics but was
not a leader in that line as he was in
scholarship."
After" leaving the school Dr. Bartlett went to the University of Maryland where he studied medicine, and
Baker went to Johns Hopkins. They
met but little after leaving school and
the boyhood intimacy was broken off.
"I hadn't thought of him in years,
said Dr. Bartlett this morning. "When
I read yesterday that he had been
named secretary of war I looked the
old picture up and you are welcome
to it."
Here it is. It shows the secretary
of war at the age of fifteen.
* BAKER'S NOMINATION
f
*
IS SENT TO SENATE. *
•j.

•$>
•:•
*
i♦
•5*

*

Washington, D. C, March 7.—
nomination of Newton D. Baker,
former mayor of Cleveland, to oe
secretary of war, was sent to the
senate today.

♦
•>
v
v

Mrs. Newton P. Baker wife of President Wilson's choice for Secretary of
War to succeed Lindley M. Garrison,
resigned, js well known to three Bellefontaine young women—Mrs. B. K.
Campbell, Mrs. Junius W. Hamilton
and Mrs. W. G. Stinchconsb. They attended Wilson College at Chambersburg, Pa., when Mrs. Baker, then Elizabeth Leopold, was a teacher of vocal
music. The three young women learned to know her quite well-and speak of
her popularity with the body of young
women then in college. Mrs. Baker
has always been very cordial to all
Wilson College young women who
visited in Cleveland and about, four
'years ago when Mrs. Stinehcouib was
(.here, learning of her presence in the
city, gave a delightful luncheon in her
honor.
Mrs. Baker is a society woman of decided charm and poise, a vocalist and
pianist of rare ability. She is talented
in many ways and the three children
of Secretary and Mrs. Baker are ideal.
When teaching vocal in college Elizabeth Leopold was also the leader of
the Glee Club and she was beloved by
all of the girls and showed that stirpossessed magnetic powers. Social
opportunities that, have come to her
since that time that have developed
this gift and she will assume her position as the wife of a Cabinet officer
in Washington with proper dignity.
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necessity. When the roll was called
only one vote was cast against the
passage of the measure, that of
Representative London of New York,
Socialist. Three hundred and seventy-three were in favor of it.
In the senate the measure passed
unanimously, and that body will begin consideration of the army increase bill tomorrow.
Among the big items of expenditure will be: Twenty-four aeroplanes
Iat $12,000 each; 7,000 horses at $200
each; fifty-four motor"trucks at $4,000
each; subsistence for additional enlisted men $753,141; transportation
$1,355,447; clothing and camp and
garrison equipment for aditional men
$7,304,000.
During- the debate in the house
Chairman John J. Fitzgerald of the
appropriations committee impressed
on the members the need of new
high powered aeroplanes. The report
that the forces engaged in Mexican
service have but two available aeroplanes was officially confirmed at the
war department.
"We ought to have enough aeroplanes," said Representative Mann,
"to hunt out the man we are chasing, ,
and to keep us in hourly touch with
'our forces in Mexico. As it is now'
the commanding officer on ttie border
is out of touch with the forces much !
of the time."
"The machines we have," said
Chairman Fitzgerald, "are low powered and cannot be used to advantage !
in the high altitudes of the mountainous country to the south."
When some members of the committee expressed doubt as to the need
of providing twenty-four aeroplanes,
Secretary Baker said:
"They have discovered in Europe
that the proper rule is three machines
to the aviator, because of the extreme fragility of construction."

10 HELP IN CRISIS
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fEx-Mayor Baker Appointed
Secretary of War.

President Wilson has made an
excellent selection in appointing
Ex-Mayor Newton D. Baker as
Secretary of War, and the people
of Cleveland have every reason to
be proud of the selection.
Mr. Baker is the right man in
the right place, as there is no man
in the country more eminently
qualified to hold this responsible
position than he is. Added to his
profound and keen intellect and
broad-mindedness as mayor of the
Sixth City he has' shown his remarkable ability to deal with justice in the great political issues of
the day, thus enabling him to occupy a prominent rank in diplomacy.
He will rank next to the President as a conspicuous figure in the
shaping of public affairs, and his
excellent executive ability will enable him to be equal to the emergency of the position. Never since
the Civil War has the Secretary of
War been confronted with such
momentous problems.
The city of Cleveland, as well as
the new secretary, has every reason
to be complimented with the choice
of the President, and those who I
know Mr. Baker are certain that j
he has made no mistake.

D.
The newly appointed Secretary of War.
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Secretary Baker—Smooth And Discreet
As far as the public can judge, War Secretary Baker is doing
well at his new work.
He fits smoothly into the federal executive organization.
He keeps secrets that should be withheld from the public. He
is discreet in giving out public statements. He is not hindering
the army staff in its work by personal opinions and idiosyncrasies.
Secretary Baker was expected by those who knew him to
carry himself in just this way. He always fitted smoothly into
the organizations that he worked with. He was not a disturber,
and he was particularly discreet in making public statements.
While some members of the Johnson administration caused more
or less trouble, and got the political organization into hot order
occasionally, Baker was not one of these.
When he became the leader of the organization he continued
his discreetness. He retained the good-will of his political associates by taking care of them in political appointments.
No man changes his habits readily, and Secretary Baker may
be expected to do in AVashington as he did in Cleveland.
His work in managing.details of the War Department is not
readily observable by the public, With what ability he manages
these inner affairs can not be determined at once, but will become
apparent only after some months.

Former War Secretary Goes
to Capital to Give Aid to
Secretary Baker.
Ex-Cleveland Mayor, in New
Job, Works in Office Till
Midnight.
Plain Dealer Bureau,
38 Post Building,
WASHINGTON, March 10.
At the first suggestion that American troops were going into Mexico,
Lindley M. Garrison, former secretary
of war, came to Washington, hurried
to the war department and soon was
closeted with Secretary Newton D.
Baker, his successor. He offered his
services to Secretary Baker during
the crisis. Mr. Garrison; it was said,
will assist Mr. Baker in mastering the
details of his office until he is familiar
with the routine—and will tie with
him during the first days of the present crisis in any event.
The action, of the former secretary
was much commented on, favorably,
too, even by his enemies In congress,
in view of the dramatic manner in
which he left the cabinet following a
disagreement with the president. The
former secretary was among the first
to send Secretary Baker a telegram
of congratulation upon his appointment and at that time he offered to
assist him in any way possible.
Learning of the raid by Villa on
American soil, Mr. Garrison took a
train to Washington last night ready
to help.
.
.
M
There was no blare of trumpets
about Garrison's arrival or volunteer
of services. Few even knew that he
was in Washington, and members of
the general staff, across the hall, did
not know that he was at the war department. He went at once to Secretary Baker's office and was with
hirn for three hours. Mr. Garrison
had given particular study to the
Mexican situation, and was thoroughly familiar with the status of the,
American forces on the border, as the
new secretary, could not hope to be, so
short a time had he been in office.
Secretary of War Baker tonight expressed highest appreciation of the
services being rendered by his predecessor in office.
The action of Mr. Garrison and the
conduct of former Secretary of State
William Jennings Bryan after leaving the cabinet, were strongly contrasted in Washington tonight.
The day was one of the most exhausting and trying Mr. Baker ever
experienced. Beaching the department before 9 o'clock this morning, he
was still at his desk long after midnight. He had his dinner, consisting
of sandwicnes and milk, at his desk
at 8 p. m.
■
,,
While turning everything in the
way of military arrangements over to
Gen, Rrott chief, of atafl^creta

paaud 's.iojoa
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'Ex-Mayor Baker A ppointed
Secretary of War.

President Wilson has made an
excellent selection in appointing
Ex^Mayor Newton D. Baker as
Secretary of War, and the people
of Cleveland have every reason to
be proud of the selection.
Mr. Baker is the right man in
the right place, as there is no man
in the country more eminently
qualified to hold this responsible
position than he is. Added to his
profound and keen intellect and
broad-mindedness as mayor of the
Sixth City he has shown his remarkable ability to deal with justice in the great political issues of
the day, thus enabling him to occupy a prominent rank in diplomacy.
He will rank next to the President as a conspicuous figure in the
shaping of public affairs, and his
excellent executive ability will enable him to be equal to the emergency of the position. Never since
the Civil War has the Secretary of
War been confronted with such
momentous problems.
The city of Cleveland, as well as
the new secretary, has every reason
to be complimented with the choice
of the President, and those who
know Mr. Baker are certain that
he has made no mistake.

SAK'ER..
The newly appointed Secretary of War.
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Secretary Baker—Smooth And Discreet
As far as the public can judge, War Secretary Baker is doing
well at his new work.
He fits smoothly into the federal executive organization.
He keeps secrets that should be withheld from the public. He
is discreet in giving out public statements. He is not hindering
the army staff in its work by personal opinions and idiosyncrasies.
Secretary Baker was expected by those who knew him to
carry himself in just this way. He always fitted smoothly into
the organizations that he worked with. He was not a disturber,
and he was particularly discreet in making public statements.
While some members of the Johnson administration caused more
or less trouble, and got the political organization into hot order
occasionally, Baker was not one of these.
When he became the leader of the organization he continued
his discreetness. He retained the good-will of his political associates by taking care of them in political appointments.
No man changes his habits readily, and Secretary Baker may
be expected to do in Washington as he did in Cleveland.
His work in managing.details of the War Department is not
readily observable by the public, With what ability he manages
these inner affairs can not be determined at once, but will become
apparent only after some months.

Former War Secretary Goes

to Capital to Give Aid to
Secretary Baker.
Ex-Cleveland Mayor, in New
Job, Works in Office Till
Midnight.
ii

Plain Dealer Bureau.
38 Post Building,
WASHINGTON, March 10.
At the first suggestion that American troops were going into Mexico,
Lindley M. Garrison, former secretary
of war, came to Washington, hurried
to the war department and soon was
closeted with Secretary Newton D.
Baker, his successor. He offered his
services to Secretary Baker during
the crisis. Mr. Garrison; it was said,
will assist Mr. Baker in mastering the
details of his office until he is familiar
with the routine—and will be with
him during the first days of the present crisis in any event.
The action, of the former secretary
was much commented on, favorably,
too, even by his enemies In congress,
in view of the dramatic manner in
which he left the cabinet following a
disagreement with the president. The
former secretary was among the first
to send Secretary Baker a telegram
of congratulation upon his appointment and at that time he offered to
assist him in any way possible.
teaming of the raid by Villa on
American soil, Mr. Garrison took a
train to Washington last night ready
° There was no blare of trumpets
about Garrison's arrival or volunteer
of services. Few even knew that he
was in Washington, and members of
the general staff, across the hall, did
not know that he was at the war department. He went at once to Secretary Baker's office and was with
him lor three hours. Mr. Garrison
had given particular study to the
Mexican situation, and was thoroughly familiar with the status of the.
American forces on the border, as the
new secretary;could not hope to be, so
short a time had he been in office.
Secretary of War Baker tonight expressed highest appreciation of the
services being rendered by his predecessor in office.
■
The action of Mr. Garrison and the
conduct of former Secretary of State
William Jennings Bryan after leaving the cabinet, were strongly contrasted in Washington tonight.
The day was one of the most exhausting and trying Mr. Baker ever
experienced. Beaching the department before 9 o'clock this morning, he
was still at his desk long after midnight. He had his dinner, consisting
of sandwiches and milk, at his desk
at 8 p. m.
j ,,
While turning everything in the
way of military arrangements over to
Gen Scott, chief of staff, Secretary
Baker let it be known that he was to
determine all questions of policy relating to the handling of the present ■
eI

HeSconferred with President Wilson
Bhortly before the chief executive left
for a vaudeville theater to seek a little relaxation. Secretary Baker had.
a dinner engagement for this evening
made on the day of his arrival, with
Secretary of the Navy Daniels. This
of course, was canceled. Mr. Bakei
also let it be known early that he
would not return to Cleveland over
Sunday, as he had planned.
Subordinating the news for the
purpose of aiming a fresh assault on
the administration which it has beep
fighting bitterly for months, one of
the big eastern newspapers today
featured on its first page an article
intended to whack the president over
the back of the new war secretary.
The Mexican lead of this newspaper
printed in black face type began:
"With American troops lying dead
on Mexican soil Newton D. Baker,
the new and little secretary of war
Vrf the Wilson administration, spent
today in discussing his passion for
flowers."
," ■ .. , .., ,„
The incident on which this lead
was based occurred at the daily
afternoon session of the newspaper
men with the secretary. One of the
visitors called attention to a large
azalea which had been sent in by^a
friend to emphasize good wishes. I
am very fond of flowers," responded
Mr. Baker. "At my home in Cleveland I have a small greenhouse and
when I had the time, enjoyed experimenting."
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War Secretary And Chief Of Staff

Baker Is Making Good
WHEN Newton D. Baker of Cleveland was appointed secretary of war, the New York
Evening Post said^:
"Mr. Baker's appointment is one neither to arouse great hopes nor to
provoke bitter opposition."

orr AND XEWTOX i>. HAKHR
°i now Secretary of War conferring with the Chief of Staff of th(V,Army, who had been filling the posit
vacant by the resignation of Secretary Garrison.

DINNER PARTIES
HONOR BAKERS
Dr. J. A. Cox, of this City, Knew New
War Secretary as Boy.
Many Wheeling people will be interested to know that Newton B.
Baker, secretary of war, was once a
pupil of Dr. J. A. Cox, of this city.
The latter was at the head of the
public schools in Martinsburg, W. Va.,
in 1887.
Young Baker, in addition to his work
in the public school, took private lessons from his tutor. When seen by a
representative of the Register yesterday Dr. Cox said:
"Newton Baker wyas an exceptionally bright boy, affable, courteous, studious, giving, even at this early age,
promise of future prominence in whatever vocation in life he might choose
to compete with his fellow-men.
"His selection as secretary of war,
at this critical time in our nation's
history, is even more than a just
tribute to Mr. Baker's ability—it is an
honor bestowed upon the state of West
Virginia second only to that of the
nomination, in 1904, of :he late Hon.
Henry G. Davis as vice-president on
the Democratic ticket."

Staff Special. ,
WASHINGTON, March 28.— |
Secretary of War Baker turned j
from'Mexican problems last night j
to the first of three social events
being given for himself and Mrs. !
Baker.
The Bakers last night were entertained at dinner by Senator and
Mrs. Pomerene.
Tonight they will share honors
with Navy Secretary and Mrs.
Daniels as guests of honor at dinner given by Ambassador and
Viscountess Chinda of Japan.
Wednesday night Maj-. Gen.
and Mrs. Hugh L. Scott will dine
them.
/
Mrs. Baker expects to return to
; Cleveland Thursday. No decision
j has been made yet in selecting the
! Bakers' Washington home.

BE HEALTHY,
HAPPY AND VIGOROUS

Today, three weeks later, the Post's "Washington correspondent has this to say:
Baker entered the office of secretary of war as
green as the carpets that adorn his office. Yet in
the fortnight or more than he has presided over
the war department, during a period when it has
been more active and busier than it lias been since
the days of the Spanish-American war, Newton
Baker has given an exhibition of rare grasp ane!
intelligence in public office.
Baker reminds one of Frank Polk, counselor of
the state department, who in less than two weeks
showed an aptitude for affairs which made it hard
for the uninitiated to believe that the newcomer
knew nothing about foreign affairs and international
law before coming to Washington.
Baker is quick witted and clear headed. He is
a tactful person. He might have interjected his
ignorance of military affairs to hold up everything
in sight until -he knew exactly what the meaning
was of every recommendation made to him.
But the secretary assumed the officers of the
general staff were thoroly disinterested in their efforts to get adequate equipment for the Villa expedition.
Therefore, Mr. Baker interposed no obstacle. No'
one ever will be able to say, no matter what criticism is launched in the future against the punitivi
: expedition, that Secretary Baker's inexperience de
, layed matters a single instant.
;
He approved right and left—and incidental!;
this was President Wilson's wish.
It is too early to make sweeping predictions,
i but persons, like the writer, who knew little of
Baker before he came to Washington will be
j very much disappointed if after a little while the
new secretary of war doesn't turn out to be as capable ah administration officer and as astute a:
adviser, political and otherwise, of the presiden
as there is in the cabinet.

WAR CHIEF FORGETS MEXICO
Secretary Baker Goes Home to Play
With His Children,
y Cleveland, March .19.—Pancho Villa
had no place in Secretary of War Baker's thoughts today.
He let Villa
shift for himself in Mexico and came
home to play with the children.
This is the first time Mr., Baker has
lieen able to commute between his office and his home, the Mexican crisis
and Congressional wrestling over the
Army bill having held him at his new
desk.
"I am here to rest," he said. "I will
leave for Washington at 6.30 o'clock
Monday night."'
"What have you heard from the
American troops iu Mexico?"
s
"Mexico.' Why, 1 haven't heard a
word, and don't expect to. I dropped
that when \ left Washington. General Scott is in charge."
"Do you plan to hold any political
conferences while here or to call a
meeting of the Democratic County Executive Committee?"
"No, these are my days of rest."
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Baker Confers With Gen. Scott on Villas Raid

Gen. Hugh L. Scott, chief of staff of the army, who tempor arily held the post of secretary of tear, is shown at the left, resecretary. The picture was taken in Washington Thursday^

Porting Oil the Mp.nir.an sitimtinn fa^MwtnnJTLJhiker^new war

War Secretary Baker Instructed by Cabinet
to Dispatch Expedition to Punish Border
. Outlaws Who Invade U. S.
By United Press,

BULLETIN

VALLEJO, Cal., March 10.—Officials at the Mare
island navy yard today expected the Pacific fleet, now
at San Diego, would be ordered to Mexico. Repairs
on the cruiser Raleigh at the yard were ordered rushed.
The transport Buffalo, with the Fourth regiment of
marines aboard, was loading extra ammunition in case
landing parties became necessary.
By United Pi-ess.

WASHINGTON, March 10.—American troops are going
into Mexico to get Francisco Villa.
President Wilson made this official announcement at the
white house today.
The-announcement followed a meeting of the cabinet, which
decided to authorize War Secretary Baker to send a punitive
expedition across the border.
At least 8000 troops will form the original force that will
march into Mexico, it was stated at the Avar department.
The white house statement follows:
"An adequate force will be sent at once in pursuit of
Villa with the single object of capturing him and putting a
stop to his forays.
This can and will be done in entirely friendly aid of
the constituted authorities in Mexico and with scrupulous
respect for the sovereignty of the republic.''
War Secretary Baker refused any statement as to the war
department's plan on the action of the cabinet, but indicated
that later lie would likely have somcLsta.temciit.

General Intervention to
Depend Upon Carranza

With soldiers in Mexico every effort
is to be made to impress upon Carranza that the present movement is
in no sense intended as war on Mexico or any invasion of her sovereign
rights, failing- in this, the United
States will proceed with the task it
has set 'itself, even if it means a protracted campaign against all the military forces of the southern republic.
Whether the movement started today is to develop into general inter-

vention with the complete paciOcation
of all of Mexico tonight depends almost entirely upon Carranza. AH
preparations are being made against
the chance of such an eventuality.
The only word from Carranza, directly or indirectly, came tonight in
the form of a dispatch from Douglas,
Ariz., which states that the first chief,
in a telegram to Gen. Calles, military
governor of Sonora, said:
"I am very sorry that conditions are
such that the United States deems i%
necessary to take the action of which
you have advised me."
These were the big developments
of the day masked behind-the br'ef
and carefully worded official announcement given out at the ' war
department tonight by Secretary of
War Baker as follows:
"There is no intention of entering
Mexico in force. A sufficient body
of mobile troops will be sent in to
locate and disperse or capture the
band or bands that attacked Columbus. So soon as the forces of the
de facto government can take control of the situation, any forces of
the United States then remaining in
Mexico will of course be withdrawn.
The forces of the United States now
on the border will be immediately
recruited, but only for the purpose
of safeguarding the territory of the
_Un_LLed Stales frnm further raids ".In making the preparations for the
dash into Mexico, Secretary of War
Baker learned today that there were ,
but 31,000 available troops in the
whole of the continental United
States. Modern siege guns, armed
motor trucks, and other modern
implements of war are entirely lack-
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Must Baker Do Without That
Pet Pipe at Cabinet Meetings?
Staff Special.

WASHINGTON, March 10.
—Newton D. Baker, new
secretary of war, is going to
have a hard time concentrating his mind on problems
under discussion in cabinet
meetings.
For as his Cleveland
friends know, Baker's chief
aid in solving knotty problems is his pipe. Like Tom
Johnson, who never went
into a street railway conference without his pipe, Baker
has accustomed himself to
pondering all weighty
measures in a cloud o£
tobacco smoke.
.
But the Wilson cabinet is
not a smoking cabinet. President Wilson himself does not
smoke, and five of the ten
members of cabinet never
puff the "filthy weed. ' In
deference to this non-smoking majority at the cabinet
table as well as to the president himself cabinet deliberations
are
normally
smokeless.
Of course if a member
wishes to smoke there is no
fast rule against it, but, anyhow, they don't.
Secretary of State Lansing
puffs a pipe in his own office,
while puzzling over the government's
problems,
but
leaves
it
behind
when
he crosses the street to
the white house.
Lane.
Houston and Wilson are
cigar smokers in their own offices. Ex-Secretary of War
Garrison preferred cigarets,
but he didn't inflict his
Turkish importations on the
cabinet meetings.
Secretaries McAdoo, Redfield and Daniels, Postmaster
General Burleson and Atty.
Gen. Gregory are all nonsmokers.
Cabinet sessions have been
smokeless, for most part,
since President McKinley's
dav.
In this embargo on his pet
pipe Baker will find one of

the chief burdens of his new
office.

AKER LEARN
ROPES ON I
DAY OF NEW J
Staff Special.

WASHINGTON, March 10.—
That Newton D. Baker will make
good as secretary of war was the
opinion among those of Uncle
Sam's official family who came in
touch with him on his first day in
office.
"He don't look much like a secretary of war, that's a fact," one
old officer in the war department
said, "but you car.not always tell
by looks.
"He's young and energetic,
shows that he's quick to grasp the
detail of a situation, and his apparent frankness and directness
of manner promises well. The
fellows of the department, so far
as I have heard, rather like his
get up."
First Duty.
Baker's first official duty was
to transmit to the president official reports from Gen. Funston
on the Mexican border raid at
Columbus, N. M.
Baker called Messenger Smith,
who has served as personal messenger for four secretaries of war,
and learned what button to push
when he wanted messenger, secretary, chief clerk or stenographer.
Baker enters office at a time
when he will have little before
him but work. The official social
season is over, the last of the
white house receptions being held
last week. The cabinet dinners
are also past, and although the
new secretary will be entertained
and dined informally, there will be
no big social events to divert his
interest and attention from his
new job.

BAKER'S REAL NEIGHBOR
DESPITE BIG JOB, HE SAYS
Secretary of War Baker is a
real neighbor, maintains Joseph
Schauweker, member of the \
Cleveland stock exchange.
Schauweker could not reach his
home by phone Tuesday night,
and called the Baker home, asking that a message be sent to his
wife by one of his daughters,
playmates of the Baker children.
Baker himself delivered the message.
"He'll be just as democratic in
the big job," said Schauweker
Wednesday.

MRS. BAKER AIDS SUFFRAGE.
Mrs. Newton D. Baker, wife of
the new secretary of war, is to
sing- tonight at an entertainment
given . by District 8, Woman's
Suffrage Party of Greater Cleveland, in Miles Park Presbyterian
church. Miles Park avenue S. E„
near E. 91st street.
Mrs. W. .1. Novak, district leader,
will give a dramatic reading and
Miss Edith Ellsworth, violinist,
will play. Proceeds of the concert will be turned into the suffrage budget fund.
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BAKER WILL CONFER BAKER GOES TO
iPITAl TODAY;
I
COMMENT
New Secretary of War Goes
to Washington to Take
Oath of Office.
May Not Resign as Chairman
of County Organi. zation.
Newton D. Baker left Cleveland
last evening- for Washington, where
he will take the oath of office today
as secretary of war in President Wilson's cabinet.
He is to confer with the president
immediately after his arrival at the
capital. Former Secretary Lindley
M. Garrison has offered to go to
Washington to aid the new cabinet
member in beginning the work of his
department. Mr. Baker is to come
back to Cleveland Saturday night to
stay over Sunday, returning to
Washington the first of next week.
In case it is arranged that Mr.
Baker shall be installed this morning, Maj. Gen. Hugh L. Scott, chief
of staff, secretary of war ad interim,
probably will conduct the ceremonies
at the war department, as the representative of former Secretary Garrison, if the latter is not able to be
present.
In accordance with custom, Gen.
Scott has asked Mr. Garrison to sit
for his portrait, to be added to the
collection of his predecessors in office.
The selection of the artist is left to
the discretion of Mr. Garrison.
One of the very first matters facing
Mr. Baker on his arrival will be the
question of a private secretary. Already a vigorous campaign has been
started in favor of Walter R. Pedigo,
present incumbent, dispatches said
last night. Pedigo has been private
secretary to the secretary of war for
the last four or five years. He has
been connected with the war department and has been a resident of
Washington so long he is not classified either as a Republican or Democrat.
The matter of a private secretary is
so distinctly personal no official would
presume to interfere with any selection Mr. Baker might make. At the
same time it is known Mr. Baker will
be advised today to look over the
situation in the department and go
slowly before making a decision.
Mr. Baker left Cleveland after receiving further congratulations offered
in messages and by callers. Among
those who visited Mr. Baker's office
yesterday was Maurice Maschke, chief
of the Republican county organization, who extended his good wishes.
As interesting as any message Mr.
Baker received was a wire of congratulation from Maurice Weidenthal, editor of the Jewish Independent, who is out of the city. After offering felicitations, Mr. Weidenthal's
telegram suggested that Mr. Baker
make this passage from Isaiah his
"general order No. 1":
"And they shall, beat their swords
into plowshares and their spears into
pruning hooks; nation shall not lift
up sword against nation, neither shall
they learn war any more."
A political development yesterday
was that Mr. Baker will not resign,
for the present at least, his chairmanship of the Democratic county executive committee, and may retain it until after the August primary.
It is understood William A. Greenlund, committee secretary, probably
will succeed Mr. Baker if 'there is a
change in chairman.

Newton D. Baker, newly appointed secretary of war, said
Wednesday he will leave Cleveland Wednesday night for Washington. He probably will attend
the cabinet meeting for the first
time Friday.
Baker refused to discuss a
statement published in the New
York Times in which William B.
' Brewster
protested
against
Baker's appointment.
3rewster,
secretary of a committee of
mayors on national defense, said
Baker was asked to co-operate
with the national security league,
but refused, saying he was a
pacifist.
"I don't remember Brewster,"
said Baker. "I suppose he did
ask me to Join the preparedness
movement. Everybody has been
asking me to join everything."
Baker's nomination as secretary of war was confirmed by
the senate late Tuesday.
This is what some Ohio papers
say about the appointment of
Baker:
COLUMBUS DTSPATCH: President Wilson has perpetrated another surprise by coming to.Ohio
for a secretary of war to succeed
Undley M. Garrison. Now Newton D. Baker is called to service
in the cabinet at a critical time.
It is a business that will summon
all his mental resources and put
him in many ways to the severest
test. Those who know him best«
believe that he will acquit himself with credit to himself and his
country.
ASHTABULA STAR: Men of
all parties, of all classes who
have the welfare of the country
at heart, hope that Newton D.
Baker will be a success as secretary of war. At a time like the
present when the affairs of the
country are in the state they are,
we should forget whether a man
is a republican or a democrat.
What the country needs is good
sound judgment and the ability to
handle big affairs in a way which
is best for our country, it is believed Mr. Baker possesses these
qualifications.
YOUNGSTOWN -VINDICATOR:
President Wilson could not have
found in the entire country a man
better suited for the great office
of secretary of war than is exMayor Newton D. Baker of Cleveland.
In the prime of life, with great
capacity for work, Mr. Baker carries to his new duties a large
executive experience
and as
strong, resourceful and well
trained a mind as there is in the
land.

I %<}

The New Secrtetary of War
Mr. Baker has been known in Ohio
as a radical Democrat of the Tom L.
Johnson school. He was for manyyears Johnson's chief lieutenant in
Cleveland politics.
His associations
have all been with the Bryanistic, pacifist element in the Democratic party.
He would have been a natural choice
for a cabinet position at the beginning
qf the Wilson administration.
Time
alone will tell whether Mr. Baker's installation in the war department is going to contribute deflniteness to it or
merely make it more obscure.—New
York Tribune.

gress, and when the campaign is in
full swing Mr. Baker is so gifted in
the artful use of words that he should
have little difficulty in impressing
many people with the superiority of
the program of preparedness as formulated by the politicians of congress, over that urged by Mr. Garrison in accord with the dictates of
military necessity as those were interpreted by military experts.—Boston
Transcript.
Announcement of the president's
selection of Newton Diehl Baker, former mayor of Cleveland, to be secretary of war was received with general surprise. Nevertheless, the country will concede that, in all fairness,
the president and his appointee must
be given opportunity for demonstration of the capacity of Mr. Baker as
head of the war department before
hastening to pass judgment.
In a sense his appointment may be
regarded as personal, the president
and the former mayor being intimates.
Secretary Baker belongs to the
younger and broader Democrats as
distinguished from the stricter partisanship of the old school.—Pittsburg
Dispatch.

The new secretary of war, Mr. Newton D. Baker, will succeed to the office
after both the army bills have been
finished, and will therefore be able to
avoid any disturbing controversy with
either of the military committees. His
first work will be to put into execution
the plans upon which congress has decided. His fitness for this is not to be
doubted, 'as he possesses what may be
called a talent for detail .and has always been a hard and systematic
worker. Mr. Baker has been a consistent supporter of President Wilson, has
warmly approved of both the military
and the foreign policies of the administration. He may, therefore, be counted
The appointment of former Mayor
on as a sympathetic and useful co»- Baker of Cleveland as secretary of war
adjutor of the president in this time may cause surprise, outside Ohio at
of trial.—New York Times.
least. His versatility has led Mr. Baker
The record of Newton D. Baker, into many paths, but a knowledge of
military affairs has not been numbered
former mayor of Cleveland, who has
among his accomplishments. It is evibeen appointed secretary of war by
dent from the appointment that PresiPresident Wilson to All the vacancy
dent Wilson proposes to manage the war
caused by the resignation of Lindley department himself. This does not imM, Garrison, is assurance that he will
ply that Mr. Baker is to be a figuregive a good account of himself in his head. The former Cleveland mayor is a
new position.
man of marked ability. He has filled
Mr. Baker has long been a national executive positions capably. He has
figure in Democratic politics. He was formed his own judgments in political
discussed for the nomination for the and civil affairs, and has never hesitated
vice presidency at the Baltimore con- to combat opposing forces. He was a
vention in 1912, and is reported to have Wilson man when there was little com- .
been offered a seat in the original cabi- fort in being a Wilson man in Ohio, and
net of Wilson, declining on the grounds the president wants a war secretary who
that his home city needed him most, is in entire agreement with him.—
he being mayor at the time. It is re- Youngstown Telegram.
called that when Mr. Bryan resigned
as secretary of state some of the DemIn his choice of a secretary of war
ocrats advocated Mr. Baker as succes- President Wilson brings to the east and !
sor. They considered no post as too places in the national limelight Newton
big for him. His appointment as sec- D. Baker, w'ho was for eight years oity j
retary of war, naturally, is all the evi- solicitor of Cleveland and for four
dence needed that he is in accord with years, or two terms, mayor of that
the president's policies on preparedness. city. 4 He is a man of intense nature,
His making good, wherever tried is accustomed to hard work and certain
assurance that Mr. Baker will succeed to give the best that is in him to the
in this new post.—Pittsburg Post.
service of the administration and the
country as head of the war department.
Mr. Wilson seems to have an inThere can be no doubt that President
nate propensity for picking obscure Wilson will have the cordial co-operaindividuals to fill conspicuous posi- tion of the new member of his cabinet,
tions.
and it is to be anticipated that he has
The choice of Newton T>. Baker as found a desirable way out of the diLindley M. Garrison's successor in lemma created by the resignation of
the war department is another 'in- Judge Garrison.—Springfield Republistance of the policy.
can.
However, selection of advisers is a
personal matter for the president, if
anything is in the conduct of his office, and it is not for others to cavil
at his preferences. No doubt there
are compensating advantages in picking obscurities for the official family.
It avoids the awkward possibility
that subordinates mat
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AIRMEN READY, BAKER TOliD.
NEW YORK, March 22.—A
telephone was sent to Secretary
of War^.Baker tonight by the
governors of the Aero \Club of
America, .informing him that the
club had' mobilized fifteen licensed aviators, who have expressed their readiness to volunteer for service in Mexico and
are, holding themselves subject to
the orders of the war department.
These men are being sent to
aviation schools for special training at the expense of the national
aeroplane fund.
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RUMORS OF MUTINY

SI WASHINGTON
Reports Carranza's Commanders Join Villa Disturb
President and Baker.
Navy Department Orders
Ships to Mexico to Safeguard Americans.
■

i—

WASHINGTON,
March.
22.—
Grave apprehension regarding the
outcome of the American expedition
into Mexico in pursuit of Villa was
evident for the first time in Washington tonight, after receipt by the
war department of a dispatch from
Gen. Funston saying a report had
reached him that 2,000 Carranza
troops at Chihuahua under Gen. Luis
Herrera, had revolted and aligned
themselves with the bandit chief.
If Herrera and his troops have
joined Villa, some officials believe
other Carranza commanders and
troops may quickly follow their example.
Rumors concerning the doubtful intentions of the Arrieta brothers, leading a force in Durango, have tended
to increase disquiet here. Rebellion
in Carranza's army would render the
position of the'American expeditionary force so perilous that every available soldier would be rushed to reinforce the advancing columns.
For this purpose not more than
.15,000 men would be available without
calling out the national guard. There
are now on the border or In Mexico
in the neighborhood of 25,000 soldiers, and in the whole of the continental United States the other mobile forces number only a little more j
than 5,000.
|
The reports from the border were j
the subject of a long conference to- j
night between President-Wilson and j
Secretary Baker. Afterward Mr. Ba- i
ker declined to talk. Before the
Funston report arrived, Counselor j
Polk of the state department and j
Eliseo Arredondo, the Mexican am- i
bassador designate, had completed \
the draft of the protocol asked for by
Gen. Carranza to govern the operations of the American forces in Mex- ;
ico and provide for co-operation by
the troops of the de facto government.
Steps were taken today by the navy
department to safeguard American
interests on the east coast of Mexico.
The battleship Kentucky was ordered from Galveston to Tampico
and to remain in those waters and
the gunboat Wheeling was ordered
from New Orleans to JSl Carmen,
Yucatan.
The army transport Hancock is ■ ported approaching Pensacola, to be
ready in emergency, for the rapid
embarkation of marines.
The Kentucky's original destination was Vera Cruz, but her orders
were suddenly changed and she was
directed to Tampico. Her mission is
said to be to protect American citizens and American and foreign property Interests.
The Wheeling's presence off El
Carmen is taken to mean that this
government is not sure of Carranza's
complete control of Yucatan.
The gunboats Marietta and Machias
are now respectively at Vera Cruz and
Tampico.
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gress, and when the campaign is in
full swing Mr. Baker is so gifted in
the artful use of words that he should
have little difficulty in impressing
many people with the superiority of
the program of preparedness as formulated by the politicians of congress, over that urged by Mr. Garrison in accord with the dictates of
military necessity as those were interpreted by military experts.—Boston
Transcript.

Mr. Baker has Been known in Ohio
as a radical Democrat of the Tom L.
Johnson school. He was for manyyears Johnson's chief lieutenant in
Cleveland politics.
His associations
have all been with the Bryanistic, pacifist element in the Democratic party.
He would have been a natural choice
for a cabinet' position at the beginning
of the Wilson administration.
Time
alone will tell whether Mr. Baker's installation in the war department is going to contribute definiteness to. it or
Announcement of the president's
merely make it more obscure.—New
selection of Newton Diehl Baker, forYork Tribune.
mer mayor of Cleveland, to be secreThe new secretary of war, Mr. New- tary of war was received with genton D. Baker, will succeed to the office eral surprise. Nevertheless, the counafter both the army bills have been try will concede that, in all fairness,
finished, and will therefore be able to the president and his appointee must
avoid any disturbing controversy with be given opportunity for demonstraeither of the military committees. His tion of the capacity of Mr. Baker as
first work will be to put into execution head of the war department before
the plans upon which congress has de- hastening to pass judgment.
In a sense his appointment may be
cided. His fitness for this is not to be
doubted, as he possesses what may be regarded as personal, the president
called a talent for detail .and has al- and the former mayor being intimates.
ways been a hard and systematic Secretary Baker belongs to the
worker. Mr. Baker has been a consis- younger and broader Democrats as
tent supporter of President Wilson, has distinguished from the stricter parwarmly approved of both the military tisanship of the old school.—Pittsburgh
and the foreign policies of the admin- Dispatch.
istration. He may, therefore, be counted
The appointment of former Mayor
on as a sympathetic and useful co- Baker of Cleveland as secretary of war
adjutor of the president in this time may cause surprise, outside - Ohio at
of trial.—New York Times.
least. His versatility has led Mr. Baker
into many paths, but a knowledge of
The record of Newton D. Baker, military affairs has not been numbered
former mayor of Cleveland, who has among his accomplishments. It is evibeen appointed secretary of war by dent from the appointment that PresiPresident Wilson to fill the vacancy dent Wilson proposes to manage the war
caused by the resignation of Lindley department himself. This does not imM, Garrison, is assurance that he will ply that Mr. Baker is to be a figuregive a good account of himself in his head. The former Cleveland mayor is a
new position.
man of marked ability. He has filled
Mr. Baker has long been a national executive positions capably. He has
figure in Democratic politics. He was formed his own judgments in political
discussed for the nomination for the and civil affairs, and has never hesitated
vice presidency at the Baltimore con- to combat opposing forces. He was a
vention in 1912, and is reported to have Wilson man when there was little com- ;
been offered a seat in the original cabi- fort in being a Wilson man in Ohio, and
net of Wilson, declining on the grounds the president wants a war secretary who
that his home city needed him most, is in entire agreement with hiiri,Ahe being mayor at the time. It is re- Youngstown Telegram.
called that when Mr. Bryan resigned
as secretary of state some of the DemIn his choice of a secretary of war
ocrats advocated Mr. Baker as succes- President Wilson brings to the east and
sor. They considered no post as too places in the national limelight Newton
big for him. His appointment as sec- D. Baker, w;ho was for eight years oity
retary of war, naturally, is all the evi- solicitor of Cleveland and for four
dence needed that he is in accord with years, or two terms, mayor of that
the president's policies on preparedness. city, j He is a man of intense nature,
His making go6dv wherever tried is accustomed to hard work and certain
assurance that Mr. Baker will succeed to give the best that is in him to the
in this new post.—Pittsburg Post.
service of the administration and the
country as head of the war department.
Mr. Wilson seems to have an inThere can be no doubt that President
nate propensity for picking obscure Wilson will have the cordial co-operaindividuals to fill conspicuous posi- tion of the new member of his cabinet,
tions.
and it is to be anticipated that he has
The choice of Newton D. Baker as found a desirable way out of the di*
Lindley M. Garrison's successor in lemma created by the resignation of
the war department is another 'in- Judge Garrison.—Springfield Kepublistance of the policy.
can.
However, selection of advisers is a'
personal matter for the president, if
anything is in the conduct of his office, and it is not for others to cavil
at his preferences. No doubt there j
are compensating advantages in pick-1
ing obscurities for the official family, i
It avoids the awkward possibility
that subordinates may crowd into the
spotlight, as the exceptional Mr.
Bryan was all the time doing, and it
further lessens the danger of friction
in the family. With a president who
is so prone to be his own secretary of
state and secretary of war and secretary of everything else, it is perhaps
the only policy that would work out
satisfactorily.—Detroit Free .Press.
But the academic charm of Mr.
Baker's personality and the political '
power of his following are not the requirements of a great secretary or
war in these critical days. Mr. Garrison was forced out of the cabinet
.because he supported, consistently j
and courageously, a policy originally
championed by Mr. Wilson and aban- I
doned by him in the face of political|
I exigencies. Mr. Baker is too experiI enced a politician to permit the needs I
af national defense to canflid with]
I those of political defense. His adI ministration of the war department!
be counted upon to harmonize"!
I the differences between, the president I
and the leaders of his party, in. con-

NEW YORK, March 22.—A
telephone was sent to Secretary
of Wa.r^.Baker tonight by the
governors of the Aero >Club of
America, ,informing him that the
club had' mobilized fifteen licensed aviators, who have expressed their readiness to volunteer for service in Mexico and
are, holding themselves subject to
the orders of the war department.
These men are being sent to
aviation schools for special training at the expense of the national
aeroplane fund.
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SI WASHINGTON
Reports Carranza's Commanders Join Villa Disturb
President and Baker.
Navy Department Orders
Ships to Mexico to Safeguard Americans.
■

i

WASHINGTON,
March
22.—
Grave apprehension regarding the
outcome of the American expedition
into Mexico in pursuit of Villa was
evident for the first time in Washington tonight, after receipt by the
war department of a dispatch from
Gen. Funston saying a report had
reached him that 2,000 Carranza
troops at Chihuahua under Gen. Luis
Herrera, had revolted and aligned
themselves with the bandit chief.
If Herrera and hia troops have
joined "Villa, some officials believe
other Carranza commanders and
troops may quickly follow their example.
Rumors concerning the doubtful intentions of the Arrieta brothers, leading a force in Durango, have tended
to increase disquiet here. Rebellion
in Carranza's army would render the
position of the.American expeditionary force so perilous that every available soldier would be rushed to reinforce the advancing columns.
For this purpose not more than ;
15,000 men would be available without J
calling out the national guard. There j
are now on the border or in Mexico i
in the neighborhood of 25,000 sol- j
diers, and in the whole of the conti- ]
nental United States the other mo-1
bile forces number only a little more
than 5,000.
The reports from the border were j
the subject of a long conference to- |
night between President -Wilson and j
Secretary Baker. Afterward Mr. Ba- i
ker declined to talk. . Before the.
Funston report arrived, Counselor j
Polk of the state department and
Eliseo Arredondo, the Mexican ambassador designate, had completed
the draft of the protocol asked for by
Gen. Carranza to govern the operations of the American forces in Mexico and provide for co-operation by
the troops of the de facto government.
Steps were taken today by the navy
department to safeguard American
interests on the east coast of Mexico.
The battleship Kentucky was ordered from Galveston to Tampico
and to remain in those waters and
the gunboat Wheeling was ordered
from New Orleans to Kl Carmen,
Yucatan.
The army transport Hancock is • •.ported approaching Pensaeola, to be
ready in emergency, for the rapid
embarkation of marines.
The Kentucky's original destination was Vera Cruz, but her orders
were suddenly changed and she was
directed to Tampico. Her mission is
said to be to protect American citizens and American and foreign property interests.
The Wheeling's presence off El
Carmen is taken to mean that this
government is not sure of Carranza's
complete control of Yucatan.
The gunboats Marietta and Machias
are now respectively at Vera Cruz and
I Tampico.
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THE WIFE OF THE NEW SECRETARY OF WAR—Mr^
Newton D. Baker, wife of Preside^ WiW.-wgljeto «J«J
Secretary of War Ganison, resigned, was Miss Ehabetn Leopold
^T; ,. ;,.... n. When her husband was mayor of *3eweHww,«-,
U^lf !■ jfcwl a*a JlOSftffSK.
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The wife of the new Secretary of War will not take her place
in Washington society until next Winter, because she is unwilling to
break into the school year of her children. She therefore will remain for a time in Cleveland. Before her marriage Mrs. Baker was
Miss Elizabeth Wells Leopold, of Pottstown, this State.
■.
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BAKER IS NEW RINGMASTER IN
OHIO DEMOCRATIC POLITICAL TENT
Ktaff Special.

COLUMBUS,
March
31.—
There's to be a new ringmaster
in the Ohio democratic political
tent this coming campaign.
Newton D. Baker is his name.
The new secretary of war and
former mayor of Cleveland is, by
common agreement, to be chairman of the democratic state con-

vention in Columbus, June 1. In
addition, he is to be permitted personally to write the state platform planks dealing with the national administration and national
issues.
When Baker was home from
Washington the other day, Bill

Finley, who has been running the
democratic state organization in
Ohio since the year 1, went up to
see Baker.
Heretofore, if Baker wanted to
see Finley he came to Columbus.

nor James M. Cox, and Senator secluded that he couldn't hear
Atlee Pomerene.
their calls. On the contrary, his
The delegation is intended to hearing is most acute.
appeal to democrats of all ages,
Cox may not have opposition.
sizes and complexions.
Campbell was active in Ohio
politics before Jimmy Cox was
Harmony Is Watchword,
born and had served a term as
Old-Time Leader Says.
governor before the panic of '93.
Harmon used to be one of
"Harmony's the watchword
Cleveland's right hand
with us democrats this year," says Grover
men and later was governor for a
Finley.
couple of terms.
Baker, it is accepted, is to be
Cox belongs to the "young demthe link between Washington and ocrats." Pomerene is one of the
Ohio. Frequently, in the past, original "I'm with Wilson" men.
Former republican attorney
such a link has been missing.
general Frank S. Monnett, who
A part of his job as secretary has been affiliated with the demof war will be to put down in- ocrats for some years now, is trysurrection in the democratic party ing to break the Campbell-Harin Ohio. He's already been in mon-Cox-Pomerene slate by being
touch with some of the 1914 rebel a candidate himself for delegate at
leaders, trying to induce them to large.
The state organization crowd
get back into the democratic
trenches and quit supplying the dismiss Monnett with the boast
that he will neither run very far
republicans with ammunition.
It looks now as if Baker, Fin- nor very fast.
ley and some more of the leaders Cox Is Going to
were making some headway with
Run for Governor.
their peace program.
,
The democratic "Big Four" to
Cox is going to run for goverthe St. Louis national convention nor again. His friends in many
is to consist of former governor counties have been issuing clarion
Judson Harmon, former governor calls that he come out of seclusion.
James B. Campbell, former goverCox has never been so deeply
A. P. Sandles of Ottawa has been
mentioned as a candidate but
shows no signs of activity. The
Headquarters News Bulletin
candidacy of Prosecutor Gyrus
Locher of Cleveland appears to
be comatose.
MR. BAKER'S APPOINTMENT.
Pomerene has no opposition for
The appointment of Newton D. Bakrenomination as U. S. senator.
er of Cleveland as Secretary of War
For this he is profoundly grateful.
is pleasing to suffragists generally
The democratic organization
and to Ohio suffragists in particular
proposes to back Supreme Court
Judges James Johnson and Maubecause they have confidence in Mr.
rice Donahue for renomination.
Baiter's ability and his integrity and
There's no pushing or shoving
some knowledge of his capacity for
for other places on the democratic
devotion to his ideals.
state ticket.
Mr. Baker stood publicly for suffrage in Ohio when to do so meant
much more than it does to espouse the
cause today. He was one of the speakers at the memorable "campaign opening" at Cedar Point in the summer of
1911 when we were getting ready for
our work with the Constitutional Convention,
and just after he had announced his candidacy for Mayor of
Whether Secretary of War Baker
Cleveland for the first time. This achasn't his heart completely in his
tion brought sharp criticism from two
powerful
privileged
institutions.
work, is seeing the handwriting on
When one of Mr. Baker's friends comthe political wall, or is growing more
modest in his more mature years, is
menting on this expressed the hope
puzzling Democratic politicians here.
that it would not injure his election
In a letter Thursday to Gus Hanna,
chances, he replied serenely, "Never
former street cleaning superintendmind. I am not disturbed, I have no
ent, Baker said:
wish to be Mayor of Cleveland at the
"I hope to be back in Cleveland
expense of my convictions on any
soon at my old job among my old
question."
friends:"
To a Democratic councilman Baker
Suffragists are rejoicing too because
has penned this: "I may be speedthey believe little Betty Baker's comily, more speedily than you suggest,
ment on her father's appointment
permitted to return to Cleveland and
places the correct estimate upon Mr.
to those I love."
Baker's attitude towards the question
In congratulating Baker on his apof the hour. "O, goody," said Betty,
pointment most Democrats here expressed the hope the war portfolio
f"Now there won't be any war."
will be his stepping stone to the "presiMrs. Baker is a suffragist and a
dency. Baker's invariable answer has
i pacifist and has always been her hus- ■
1
been that he is nurturing no such asband's comrade in the battles for thfl
piration.
common good which have played so
big a part in their lives in Cleveland.

BAKER LETTERS HOME
CARRY HOMESICK NOTE
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taking incidentally to co-operate with
M% Brandeis as a legal adviser of the
Nat%ial Consumers' League in defense
of th'etconstitutionality of labor laws.
He
'\a lawyer of distinction, having
By
taught fSkmany years in the law sch
and won f%r Cleveland a series of im
Florence Kelley
portant suit&against divers railroad cor
porations dlring his ten years' servic<
^EWTON D. BAKER, secretary of as head of its legal department.
Mr. Baker's connection with the Conwar, twice mayor of Cleveland,
accepted last November, the presidency sumers' Lefgue goes back to the begin
of the National Consumers' League. He ning of his|official career. In those days
is not resigning this office, nor is he Ohio, alone among the states, forbade
quitting the peace societies and suffrage the employment of children after 6
organizations of which he has been a o'clock at right even at Christmas. The
Ohio state labor inspectors made no premember.
When President Wilson was at Johns tense of e|forcing the law. The ConHopkins, Newton D. Baker was a stu- sumers' League brought the matter to
dent in his classroom and the acquaint- Mr. Baker'* attention, and he made pubance has never lapsed. When Mr. Wil- lic his intention of prosecuting all vioson became President, Mr. Baker had lators of fhis provision in Cleveland
irrespective! of the action of the state
recently been re-elected to the mayoralty.
Mr. Wilson offered him the post of officers. Fjgom that day to this children
secretary of the interior, and Mr. Bak- have been free from the burden of work
er's reason for declining it reveals the in stores af night in Cleveland.
As maylr he appointed Myrta L
texture of his conscience.
He had
pledged to the people of Cleveland the Jones, president of the Cleveland Conperformance of certain duties, the execu- sumers' Ijeague, to two important
tion of certain policies, in case they re- municipal positions, to membership on
elected him. To accept high federal of- the commission to visit and advise in refice and leave Cleveland at that time gard to c|ty institutions, and to the
would be desertion. He declined the Cleveland Foundation.
Throughout Mayor Tom Johnson's
secretaryship of the interior.
Mr. Baker announced last summer long struggle for three-cent fares, Mr
that he would not again be a candidate Baker was at once his legal adviser and
for election as mayor. In January he his strongest interpreter to the voter'
resumed the practice of the law, under- of Cleveland.
Learned in the law, a most persuasive
and convincing public speaker, an experienced administrator, a democrat in
the broadest sense of the word, long the
chief officer of the best governed city
in the United States, Mr. Baker's entrance upon office as war secretary guarantees to the country the complete cessation of hysteria emanating from that
source.
He acts with decision. He punishes
crime by steadily enforcing the law
agamst weak and strong. He arouses
(From photo by Moore, Cleveland)
and organizes public opinion by making
Newton D. Baker, United States secretary
known the exact facts in the case—all
of them—to all the people. He is a wise
Secretary Newton D. Baker
servant of the public, faithful to his obli_ CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER—
NEWTON D. BAKES
gation, free from self-seeking.
Newton D. Baker becomes secretary of
war at a time when the country is demanding a high quality of service from
the occupant of that office. At no time
since the civil war has the post required
more of statesmanship, more- of broadvisioned Americanism than now. No
greater praise need be bestowed upon MrBaker than that the country has every
Newton Diehl Baker
reason to believe he will measure up
fully to the requirements of the office.
Becomes War Secretary
His training and skill as a lawyer fit him
Newton Diehl Baker of Cleveland, 0., jto meet the legal and constitutional quesappointed secretary of war early in the
! tions involved in the present issues be-''
week, in place of Linddey M. Garrison of ' fore the department of war. The former
New Jersey, resigned, and confirmed by
the Senate on Tuesday, was sworn in on mayor of Cleveland goes to the head of
the war department in the midst of a
Thursday morning. The President imtrying period. ... It is a position none
mediately afterward received the new
but the strongest has any right to uncabinet member at the White House and
went over some of the more pressing of dertake. Those who know Mr. Baker
the duties he will be called upon to per- are certain that the President has made
no mistake in offering this portfolio to
form. These have relation particularly him.
to Mexico and to the expansion of the
military establishment.

Newton D. Baker

of war
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SECRETARY OF WAR
Newton D. Baker, of Cleveland,
Military Director of United
States Preparedness Plans.
1<1

Newton D. Baker, of Cleveland,
Ohio, has been appointed and confirmed Secretary of War, vice Secretary Garrison resigned. The general
public, probably, was only mildly acquainted with the fact that there was
such a man as Newton D. Baker until the President selected him for the
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when \i'rofessor Woodrow Wilson"
was inst*^ctor -in that college; When
President Wilson was making up his
Cabinet he offered Newton D. Baker
t-he post of Secretary ef Interior, but
it was declined.
President Wilson and Mr. Baker
have been friends from boyhood. Secretary Baker was born in West Virginia, 44 years ago, and thus is one
of the youngest Secretaries of War
the country has ever had. He was a
personal friend of Mayor Tom L.
Johnson, of Cleveland, and was his
right-hand man thru all his campaigns
in that city. He was elected City
Solicitor at the time of Mr. Johnson's
first election, and was elected four
times, winning even when Johnson
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SECRETARY OF WAR BAKER.
second most important member of
his Cabinet.
This however, does not argue Newton D. Baker as being a nonentity,
for he certainly is not. Mr. Baker is
a lawyer and a leader among Ohio
Democrats. If this conveys nothing
to the general public the following
telegram, which he recently sent to
Senator Pomerene, of Ohio, and at
once located him. In this telegram
he said:
"Something must be done to save
the Democratic party, which is a dismal failure." It may be this wire to
Senator Pomerene is what decided
; ■
*^uu«s?
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was defeated. Mr. Baker lead in the
agitation for the Ohio Constitution,
which resulted in giving Ohio cities
the right to frame their own charters.
The new Secretary of War is an
earnest believer in National preparedness and has stood right with
the President thru all the vicissitudes
of the past several months. He is a
candidate for delegate to the Democratic National Convention at St.
Louis, and, of course, is now certain
of election. He was recently elected
head of the County Executive Committee of his party, from which office [i
he resigned two years ago
„^
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SECRETARY OF WAR
Newton D. Baker, of Cleveland,
Military Director of United
States Preparedness Plans.
Newton D. Baker, of Cleveland,
Ohio, has been appointed and confirmed Secretary of War, vice Secretary Garrison resigned. The general
public, probably, was only mildly acquainted with the fact that there was
such a man as Newton D. Baker until the President selected him for the

when SS'rof essor Woodrow Wilson1
was instructor-in that college. When
President Wilson was making up his
Cabinet he offered Newton D. Baker
the post of Secretary ef Interior, but
it was declined.
President Wilson and Mr. Baker
have been friends from boyheod. Secretary Baker was born in West Virginia, 44 years ago, and thus is one
of the youngest Secretaries of War
the country has ever had. He was a
personal friend of Mayor Tom L.
Johnson, of Cleveland, and was his
right-hand man thru all his campaigns
in that city. He was elected City
Solicitor at the time of Mr. Johnson's
first election, and was elected four
times, winning even when Johnson
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ihLKtlARY OF WAR BAKER.
second most important member of
W his Cabinet.
This however, does not argue Newton D. Baker as being a nonentity,
for he certainly is not. Mr. Baker is
a lawyer and a leader among Ohio
Democrats. If this conveys nothing
to the general public the following
telegram, which he recently sent to
Senator Pomerene, of Ohio, and at
once located him. In this telegram
he said:
"Something must be done to save
the Democratic party, which is a dismal failure." It may be this wire to
Senator Pomerene is what decided
President Wilson to make Mr. Baker
a member of his Cabinet, and as Secretary Baker has a delightful personality, is quick, energetic and a dyedin-the-wool Democrat, it may be that
he is the "something that has been
done" to save the Democratic party.
He entered upon his duties with such
energy and dispatch that one readily
concludes that he himself will not be
"a dismal faliure."
Mr. Baker made a most acceptable
I Mayor of Cleveland, serving two
terms, and is known as the "Original
Wilson Man," and there were excellent reasons for his warm espousal of
President Wilson's cause. He was a
student at Johns Hopkins University

was defeated. Mr. Baker lead in the
agitation for the Ohio Constitution,
which resulted in giving Ohio cities
the right to frame their own charters, i
The new Secretary of War is an
earnest believer in National preparedness and has stood right with
the President thru all the vicissitudes
of the past several months. He is a
candidate for delegate to the Democratic National Convention at St.
Louis, and, of course, is now certain
of election. He was recently elected
head of the County Executive Committee of his party, from which office
he resigned two years ago.
Mr. Baker is married and is the
father of three children, all under 10
years of age. Mrs. Baker is a practical up-to-date woman, who believes
in caring for her home and mothering,
her children before she undertakes
anything outside.
She is public
spirited, a suffragist, a "community"
woman,and although socially inclined,
does not make that a fetich. She declines to come to Washington at this
time, as she does, not want to take her
children out of school.
Secretary Baker's first official duty
was ordering Brig.-Gen. Funston to
sail in and clean up the Villa gang,
and get the butchering bandit Villa,
"dead or alive."

ST. LOUIS, FRIDAY, MARCH 10, 1916

REEDY'S MIRROR
tented workers if we would be properly prepared. They must feel like doing something
in the army or factory for a country that does
something for them. There's proof of unpreparedness in Italy. That country's ineffectiveness in the war is so conspicuous that there
are people who do not hesitate to attribute it
to treachery toward her allies. Of course,
there is no treachery : the Italian soldiers fight
well, though they get no results. Italy has
been unable to help in the Eastern theater of
the war—in the Balkans and at the Dardanelles. Her supremacy in the Adriatic is
threatened by Austrian mastery of Montenegro. Tbe real reason for Italy's futility,
says a writer in the Socialist Review, is
neither diplomatic no'r military, but essentially
industrial. "Italy is the poorest nation, industrially," says this writer, "of any of the six
Great Powers. The social and industrial organization is of the weakest, and seems to
have broken down under the strain of meeting
the requirements of the war.
The country
is lacking in the chief requirements of modern warfare,—iron and other metals.
It is
easy, arithmetically, to figure Italy as able to
put two to three million soldiers on the firing
line; but it is another problem to equip that
number of men, and Italy has been unable to
do so because of her industrial backwardness.
Strong in the arts of peace, Germany and
France are strong in the art of war; weak in
the arts of peace, Italy is weak in the art of
war." The Italian is taxed to the last limit
and gets nothing for it. Italy has little or
no coal and does not use her water power.
The Italian workman is no better looked after
than was the British workman. The Italian
army is a good one, but the efficient man, the
industrial workman behind the army is lacking. "The mobilization of social and industrial resources for the decisive fighting of the
coming spring and summer" is going to determine the outcome of the war and Italy is
unable to effect such mobilization. There's
a lesson in this for the United States.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN gets $670,000,—or is it
$(570,000,000 ?—per year as a movie comedian.
That's the high cost of laughing, I suppose.
Still, there are many ginks in this country who
pull down more than Charlie Chaplin does for
less real service to their fellowmen. Anyhow,
I hope Charlie splits nicely with his press
agent.
.5. .$.
Our Literary Spook
SCORIC another for the MIRROR • School of
Literature! Mr. Casper S. Yost's book, "Patience Worth: a Psychic Mystery," went to a
second edition within a week of its publication. The best critics says that the writings
of this bewitching spook are the only literature
that has ever been produced under such eerie
conditions and by such means as the ouija
board or other heteromatic writing.
The
psychologists have not yet explained the mystery of the wonderful use of the language, or
of the historical sense and local color of the
larger works, possessed by Mrs. Curran, a
young woman of no particular range of education or reading. Mr. Yost's book, interesting
as it is in itself, is only an introduction to
works which reveal a greater genius than that
of nature-loving and somewhat didactic
lyricism—genius in realizing character in Active creations and in the evolution of incident
into a consistent, artistic dramatic development. It makes no difference whether the
writing be done by the subconscious personality of Mrs. Curran or by the spirit of a Puritan
spinster, as many believe. The work stands
for itself as high form of art. As for its
religious implications or explications—-well,
they are religious in the deepest sense, even
though they be not theological.

Newton Baker
By W. M. R.
IN" what one mighl describe as an unconscious celebration of "Baby Week," certain more or less disguised friends of the
President in Congress are staging an elaborate "baby act" in the prosecution of a
campaign against him for a policy which will
amount finally to a backddwri before the contentions of Germany with regard to that
nation's declaration that its submarines will
attack merchantmen without warning. While
the supporters of the President succeeded in
defeating the McLemore resolution warning
Americans off the merchant ships of belligerent nations, the victory is so far from being
decisive that it is almost a Pyrrhic one. The
issue is scotched, not killed.
Back of Congress are, of course, the people.
Conceivably the popular backing of the Presi
dent has not been made sufficiently plain as
yet to the congressmen who opposed the Executive's insistence that warfare shall be conducted according to the laws of war as they
existed at the outbreak of hostilities, and shall
not be changed in such a manner as shall constitute an advantage to either side of the
present stupendous conflict. In the fine
manoeuvring for the capture of popular
imagination and sentiment, the President displays his usual genius. The appointment of
Newton D. Baker as Secretary of War is a
move worthy of a Metternich. This action reveals the President as holding an attitude
towards the question before tbe country which
can be characterized as a middle course.
Unquestionably many of the voters who
supported Mr. Wilson for the presidency belong to the class of altruists, philanthropists
or sentimentalists—as one may feel like describing them—who are opposed to anything
which promises or threatens to lead to a break
in our relations with Germany. On the other
hand, there is a very large element among the
President's followers, the members of which
are clamorous that he shall display a stronger
hand in his dealings with the great Teutonic
power. By nominating Mr. Baker for Secretary of War, the President makes a very effective appeal to those supporters whose tendencies and principles may be called pacificist.
Mr. Baker belongs, broadly speaking, to this
class. He is a fundamental democrat in every
respect—very much more democratic, probably than President Wilson himself.
Mr.
Baker is a well-known advocate of the philosophy of government formulated by Henry
George. He was a protege of Tom L: Johnson
and inherited the Johnsonian mantle as Mayor
of Cleveland. He did not depart a hair's breath
from the Johnsonian programme. He fought
the good fight for three-cent street car fares
in Cleveland to a triumphant conclusion. Significantly enough, his appointment adds another to the strong Single Tax delegation in
the Wilson government at Washington, a delegation which includes a no less distinguished
member than Franklin K. Lane, Secretary of
the Interior, Labor Commissioner Wilson and
his assistant, Mr. Louis F. Post. The appointment of such a man cannot but reassure the
advocates of democracy in its purest form
that the policy of the Administration is not
one the drift of which is inevitably or probably, in the direction of belligerent action.
On the other hand, Mr. Baker would not
have been appointed if he were not in thorough sympathy with the President's policy,
so far as he has outlined it to the public in
his recent tour of the country and in his
more recent pronouncements at the national
capital. It is not thought that Mr. Baker will
be regarded as an acceptable Secretary of
War to those who have felt that the Presi-
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dent's artistic ejection of Mr. Garrison from
that office was in the nature of a public
calamity. Neither Mr. Elihu Root nor the
more frenzied members of the National Security League will be found enthusiastically
approving the choice of Mr. I'.akcr. The army
influence, of course, will be disappointed.
Notwithstanding all this, it seems to be rather
plain that Mr. Baker as Secretary of War will
not be made the object of animadversions
quite as severe as those which have been
directed against Mr. Josephus Daniels, Secretary of the Navy.
Mr. Baker is a man of affai. ; in the strictest
sense of the word and his theories never get
in the way of his practice. He was a remarkably efficient Mayor of Cleveland and he
displayed not only great skill in handling the
complicated municipal affairs of that town,
but no little genius in the more difficult task
of manipulating men to secure their co-operation to his own ends. Among the Democrats
of Ohio, and particularly those Democrats
least suspected of alliance with or subordination to the privileged interests, no man stands
higher than Mr. Baker. Yet he is not regarded in Ohio as what might be called a
fanatic. He has somewhat the same quality
and temper of mind as Mr. Wilson himself.
If anything, he is probably a little bit "colder."
Ohio is going to be one of the states upon
whose political decision this year's national
election is going to turn. Therefore the selection of such a son of the Buckeye State as Mr.
I laker is, in all the circumstances, a pretty
fair indication and object lesson of the real
meaning of the presidential policy and programme, so far as concerns the present crisis
over the claims of Germany to an immunity
for her submarines which is not recognized
by the laws of war concerning any other piece
of the enginery of warfare upon the seas of
the world. Mr. Baker is not pro-Ally or proGerman. As a politician in Ohio whose future
is most decidedly not behind him, he necessarily maintains a neutrality satisfactory to
the people of that commonwealth.
Having shown a remarkable business ability
in the conduct of the affairs of Cleveland, it
is to be remembered also that Mr. Baker is
a distinguished and effective lawyer; not a
man likely to "lose his head." I should say,
from what I know of the political elements
identified with' or sympathetic to the Single
Tax propaganda, that it is highly probable
the selection of Mr. Baker was made if not at
the suggestion at least with the approval of
another Ohioan of the same political stripe
and a man, moreover, who has splendidly
demonstrated his neutrality while serving
humanity conspicuously in the hottest heart
of the warlike hell on the other side of the
water—Mr. Brand Whitlock, Ambassador to
Belgium. Brand Whitlock's "O. K." will
count heavily with people who want neither
poltroon peace nor a cry of "havoc and let
slip the dogs of war."
The President's action in this matter appears to me to be a very shrewd one. It is
calculated to mollify the feeling against him
upon the part of all those people whose politics is supremely altruistic in theory. None
of these people is going to believe that Newton Baker is going to prance and pose in
his new position as another "Bellona's bridegroom" or a civilian "thunderbolt of war."
Those persons who are clamorous in their
demand for strenuous action a la Bombastes
Furioso, can hardly say that Baker is the kind
of man who is likely to do any backing down
before any problem or power by which he
may be confronted. There is nothing more
certain about him than that he is "a good
fighter." Testimony to this effect may be
elicited abundantly from the representatives
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of the most powerful influences in politics
and business in the state of Ohio. To me it
appears that Mr. Baker is just the kind of a
man the President stands most in need of
now; one not only who will back him up in
carrying out his policies, but one who is not
afraid to tackle the big job of cleaning out
the dead timber in the army organization as
it exists at present and in getting rid of the
thousand and one customs originally good
which have grown up to the corruption of the
military establishment. Mr. Baker is preeminently a reformer and he reforms the
more enthusiastically the more hoary are the
abuses to which he is called to direct his
energies. Those who would have liked to see
General Scott made permanent instead of
acting Secretary of War, with prospect of
minimum disturbance of traditions and customs, can not be expected to rejoice over the
nomination of Mr. Baker; but all level headed
Americans can not but feel that this is not
the time for emphasizing what might be called
a militaristic spirit by heading the army department with a strictly army man, committed to all the antique army superstitions.
Whatever else may be necessary -in the way
of preparedness it must be conceded that a
mobilization programme cannot be inaugurated without an assurance of a thoroughly
capable business administration of the war
department. This is what Newton Baker is
pre-eminently qualified to supply. Doubtless
the heathen will rage that a man from the
Western Reserve, with none but civil distinctions, should be elevated to such an important post; but in point of fact the President's selection is one that accentuates and
emphasizes the determination of the Administration to proceed as carefully as firmly in the
formulation and execution of those plans of
defense which seem to be indicated by the
necessities of a situation which may develop
cataclysmic crises, at almost any time. Newton Baker will look much better to the country as the present excitement becomes subdued.
*i* *§* *i* *$*

Talking of Our Taxes
By W. M. R.
YARDS upon yards for length, tons upon
tons for weight of ed.itorials in the
papers recently about taxation in St.
Louis. All amounting to nothing. The city
isn't getting enough taxes to continue in business as it should. The Assessor threatens to
assess property at 100 cents on the dollar
valuation. Some authorities say he can do
this, legally; others say he cannot. It is perfectly plain that St. Louis is soaked in taxation, that it bears the greater part of the
burden of State expenses. St. Louis' valuation is higher than in other subdivisions of the
State. Some counties get more money from
the State than they give in taxes. (You will
find the facts as to this condition stated elsewhere in this issue.)
Country assessors
assess low: if they don't they are not
re-elected. The honest farmer won't stand
for taxation that comes anywhere near the
real value of his property. St. Louis has to
make up the general revenue for the undertaxed remainder of the State. Once we tried
to separate the sources of State and local
revenues and introduce local option in taxation. The country people would have none
of it. Nobody knows what's to be done.
Everybody knows the prevailing tax system
is rotten. Everybody knows that assessors,
playing politics in the country, under-assess
their constituents. It is an axiom that personal property is so little assessed as to be a
joke. Stocks, bonds, mortgages, cash in bank,
jewelry and all such property largely escape

taxation. Writers of editorials write all
around the subject and make confusion worse
confounded.
Meanwhile, business and business communities are heavily taxed. The State runs
short of revenue. And all the while there is
one form of wealth constantly increasing
which should, but does not, yield the revenue
it should. Land value increases steadily but
the tax upon it does not increase proportionately. Not at all. The steady increase of land
value goes into the pockets of the owners
and is hardly touched by the tax collectors.
Business or production gets the butt end of
taxation.
And everything movable escapes
taxation. Personal property is never taxed as
the law says it should be until it gets into the
court for administration and probate. There
are forty or more suggestions for improving
Missouri's tax system and all of them fall
down because they are against natural law
and human nature. They are based on the
theory that taxes should be garnered of those
who can afford to pay. Those who can afford
to pay can find .ways to escape paying what
they should pay. That's why the man with a
little property pays more taxes proportionately than the man who has a great deal. The
latter has much property that he can hide.
Four or five successive tax commissions
have pointed out the ineffectiveness, the absurdities, the iniquities of Missouri's tax system, but all to no purpose. No change can
be made because the farmer chiefly will not
have it so. He's afraid of a tax on land
value, when he should not be, because there
may be a great deal of land in a man's possession and very little land value. Everybody
is in favor of taxing the corporations, so the
corporations are pretty heavily taxed. They
should be, for what they get from the State.
But everybody who gets benefit from the community should be taxed at an equal rate. The
land value of the land owner escapes taxation
at the point where the land value ceases to be
his contribution and becomes the creation of
the community. We can probably pile up
taxation on corporations much higher than it
is now, and much of it would be justifiable,
but when we begin piling up taxes on business, we begin to drive business away.
The papers cry aloud for other levies of
taxation. What is needed is not the taxation
of more things. We should begin remedying
our taxation by exemptions and many of them.
We should not tax anything that anybody
produces—no buildings, machinery, tools, vehicles, cattle, horses, money, stocks, mortgages, bonds, furniture, jewelry. All those
things are wealth made by men. The men
should not be fined for producing it. There
would remain then nothing to be taxed that
anybody produces individually. There would
be nothing to tax only that which everybody
produces—the increasing value of the land.
As everybody produces that, it should go to
everybody, and the way to get it back to
everybody is by taxing all of it into the public
treasury.
There is no question that the cities would
yield their share. They have not much land
as compared with the amount of land in the
counties, but they have a great deal of land
value. A couple of blocks in St. Louis will
represent as much land value as is to be found
in some counties. No reform in taxation that
does not move in this direction will be of
permanent beneficial result.
Every county,
every city in the State should have local option in taxation, should regulate its own exemptions, say what it should or should not
tax. The people should determine these things
by vote. All that is required is that classifications should be taxed uniformly. The people
would know wher^e to lay the tax.

When a proposal for such local option was
before the State, Secretary Roach set forth
as an argument against it this: Any county
might decide that it would exempt all the
forms of wealth specified by myself as desirable to exempt, and then what would happen?
Why, it would draw to itself all the wealth of
its neighbor counties—all the money, bonds,
stocks, business capital and buildings. A most
disastrous thing for the county wise enough
to do it, eh? But fortunately, other counties
could follow suit and protect themselves. Then
the exemptions would be in force over the
whole State and what would happen? Nothing except that the taxed wealth of surrounding States would be attracted here, where there
would be no taxation upon such wealth. Such
a heinous proposal!
That the taxation of individually-created
wealth is not right everybody feels. That's why
everybody dodges taxes on as much of his
individually-created wealth as he can hide.
That's why people don't think it's wrong to
perjure themselves when they swear to their
personal tax returns. When a city assessor
says he's going to tax real estate at 100 cents
on the dollar of valuation, he simply says he is
going to do something that will discourage all
building. He is making war on industry. He is
driving wealth out of the city. We.shall have
not just taxes in the city or the State until
we take all the taxes off the producer of
wealth and shift them onto the absorber of
wealth—the man who pockets the land value
that is the result of the activities of the whole
community. If the land value in Missouri was
fully taxed, St. Louis would yield its proper
goodly share and no more. Every county
would pay its share under a uniform rate on
an honest valuation. There would be no necessity for dodging of personal taxes. We would
get all the franchise corporations all right,
since those corporations are largely landvalue propositions in the last analysis.
St. Louis is not going to be relieved of its
undue share of the tax burden of the State
while the country can keep the present tax
system in operation. Under the present system, St. Louis' load will grow heavier. The
system must be changed and the only change
that will help any is a change in the direction
of shunting taxation on to publicly-created
values in private possession. Such a change
will help business in the whole State and it
will stop throughout the State the growth of
tenant farming and the concentration of land
into fewer hands. The St. Louis Assessor is
foolish when he proposes to soak St. Louisans
harder on a higher valuation solely because
the country assessors keep the valuations in
their bailiwicks away down near zero. The
St. Louis newspaper writers should quit writing of the tax muddle for about two days and
put in that time reading a book called "Progress and Poverty." Then their words would
no longer darken counsel on this subject.
«$♦ •?• •$♦ *S»

Back to the Spoken Play
By W. M. R.
THOSE St. Louis gentlemen who have
linked up the popular-priced Park and
Shenandoah theaters here with like
houses in San Francisco and Denver and
purpose to present for two week stands in
those cities and in others later, capable and
talented actors in leading roles of approved
plays, supported by the local companies, would
seem to be the heralds of a renaissance of the
theater. It has become an old story that the
people have deserted the spoken drama. They
will go to see revues and girl-shows, but
apparently nothing else. Not even the most
celebrated stars will attract the public. All
the arts of exploitation and advertisement fail
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BAKER'S FIGHT FOR 3 CENT
FARES A WAR POST ASSET
"Angel Child" Has Grown to Man of Indomitable
.Will—Would "Smash a Nose to Preserve Peace"
—Side Lights on His Makeup.
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Secretary Newton D. Baker,
At his desk in the War Department at Washington.

CLEVELAND, March. 11.—Once styled and Pythias between Johnson and Baker.
When the fight for the renewal of grants
the ''most intellectual Mayor in captiv- and the introduction of a three cent
ity," Newton Diehl Baker, former chief street car fare began Johnson pushed
executive of the Sixth City, a trim little Baker into the thick of it. He weathered
storm of injunction and other suits
man physically, whose one hobby is the
stirred up by the traction attorneys and
books and whose one weakness, if it became invaluable to Johnson
In his book "My Story" Mr Johnmay be so termed, is a battered briar
pipe, now finds himself at the head of son said of Baker concerning tne time
when he occupied a place in the Johnthe nation's military.
son cabinet:
. „f
But his Cleveland friends, and they
"Mr. Baker, though the youngest of
are legion, see nothing incongruous in us all, was really the head ot the caband principal adviser to us all.
elevating the former lieutenant of the inet
He has been an invaluable public serlate Tom L. Johnson to the position of vant.
As a lawyer he was pitted
Secretary of War in President Wilson's against the biggest lawyers in the
Cabinet. They predict that the same State. No other city solicitor evei had
keen mind, indomitable will and per- the same number of cases crowded
severance which enabled him to 'battle intc his office in the same length OT
victoriously,
and practically single time nor so largo a crop of m-i"1^''0"^
handed, the best legal counsel in Ohio to respond to, and in my judgment there
through Cleveland's seven years street isn't another man in the State who
railway war will gain for him further could have done the work so well.
Baker was twice elected Mayor and
successes.
Secretary Baker's love for learning is refused to run for a third term, prenot a pose. Wherever he 'goes he gen- ferring to resume the practice of law.
The new Secretary of War is essenerally carries a hook with him for his
recreation or instruction. And talk—- tially a home man. He married when
he has more 42 centimeter words at he had become firmly established in
Ihis command than most college pro- Cleveland and now has a family of
three children. Jack, Peggy and Marfessors.
garet are his chums.
"'Dreamer of Dreams."
"I am a dreamer of dreams," he once
Wiie lieader in Civic Life.
said, while Mayor, discussing projected
Shoulder to shoulder with her hus.municipal reforms. The Warrensvi-lie
Mrs. Baker, who was Miss Elizafarm colony, where new ideas in tne band
Leopold of Pottstown, Pa., has
treatment of the criminal are in opera- beth.'
and shared in his interests. A
Son; municipal dance halls, 3 cent mu- worked
witted young woman with a mennicipal electric light, municipal concerts keen
tal
vision
that reaches far beyond her
and home rule in taxation and other own doorstep,
Baker has been asmatters for Ohio cities are some ot the sociated with Mrs.
the civic life of Cleve! results of his dreams.
,.,.,. land in no small measure.
Despite the fact that ho exhibits
Ever in sympathy with her husband s
!
symptoms that lead some to term, him a ideals of good government, she has been
S brow," Secretary Baker, by his not only his inspiration but his active
I sympathy and attractive personality, has helper. She is a member of nu' Xays 'been a favorite with "the peo- merous clubs and with her cares of a
t -V glimpse at the election records family of three still finds time to be£ Cleveland affords ample proof of this. stow some thought and care upon less
He was rejected for a third term as fortunate children. A. musician of more
Sty solicitor by a plurality of 2 500 than ordinary ability, she teaches a
at the time when his chief, Tom L. John- class at the Music School Settlement.
L and the rest of the Democratic
"It is nothing more than I ought to
Set went down to defeat under a Re, do" she says modestly. "And I hope
: publican landslide
that I shall still be able to continue acCteTM^^the^rn^
"~iven a candidate in Cleveland. I tivities of this nature when I get _ to
Washington. The social side of being
'Mrs, Secretary of War' doesn't appeal to
me particularly."
of Baker's friends know that M
«tXSn^for=lfZ wasFewslated
early in life to follow his
father's footsteps in medicine. But an
incident
one
day compelled Dr. Baker to
—nko^ ~ents dually took
revise his decision.
to the tall timber.
Once when Dr. Baker was called to the
country to amputate a man's leg he was
Enjoyed Large Problems.
summoned hurriedly across the road
^ an executive Baker grounded where another patient was dying. Inhimself with men capable of handling structing his son, who was with, him, to
de?ails He preferred to tackle problems bind up the arteries, Dr. Baker rushed
ifna large way and allow his subordi- away. A few minutes later he returned
nates to look after the routine affairs
to lind his son binding, up all the veins,
Wirie he was Mayor-some ot his ad- leaving the arteries severely alone.
visers intimated that in his reception of
v svtors and dealings with ward poll,
jlow «'fnc Boy" Made a Hit.
Ticians he should exhibit a few "low
brow" traits. Accordingly he decided to
Baker broke into politics in Cleveland
^ praise abit on the first ncwspaiper one day when Foran, who was scheduled
man who entered his office.
to make a political address, became ill.
•■•■'nnrl morning, damn it; its .; line Patrick .1. McKinney, chairman, an/.°
was
the
greeting
he
handed
the
aay
that. Mr. Foran's illness would
his last at nounced
{ scribe. However, that wa stilted,
said prevent his appearance. Then he added
sounded
too
curtly, as he saw Baker sitting in the
tempt.
11
front row:
B
When Baker, on a trip hack from
"But. he's sent his boy to speak for
Europe mefjudge M. A. Forar, of Cleve- him. Come on, boy,-and tell them what
land oil the boat and chatted with him you know."
,
iTfittTe thought that one day he would
It was a great night for McKinney^si
be Mayor of Cleveland, and when he put- "boy," his speech was "different' and mis
tered around Washington as secretary
was established.
.for Postmaster-General Wilson during reputation
Baker's fondness for reading amounts
Grover Cleveland's regime he had lrttle almost to a passion. Friends say that
| idea that later he was to occupy a Gab- at 10 he had read Shakespeare, Milton.
and the Bible. Often when the
'"jufcfForan induced the young Baker Homer
other boys were up in the hay mow or
to come to Cleveland, where he gave behind
the
barns, thrilled with the deeds
Mm a Place in the law firm of Forar.ft of heroes whose
exploits were being re' McTigue. Baker was a Democrat. H s counted
in the paper backed novels, NewKaffllM of law subjects and his ton would
be found in his father's office
■reaay eloquence attracted the attention
of Tom L. Johnson, who made him an delving in some classic like "Paradise
Lost." For this he became known as the
assistant city solicitor.
/ From then on it was a case of Damon "Angel Child."
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respects the appointment is grotesque.
,'..-'
Another Cleveland daily, The Press (Ind.), finds much significance in the appointment of a self-confest " P-e-aWlmostany-price man," for it
connrms
President Wilson as a peace-atALMOST-any-price man.
He fights
only when the honor of the nation is
at stake. That also is the attitude
of Baker." Mr. Wilson, we read in
a statement from the " Antipreparedness Committee" at Washington, "is
to be congratulated on his selection.
While it comes too late to help the
Administration's 'preparedness' program, it will tend to convince the
country that the President is not
entirely the jingo which some would
make him out to be."
Democratic comment on the appointment is generally favorable if
not overenthusiastic.
Mr. Baker's
"open mind and close allegiance to
the Administration" win him the
favor of the New York Evening
World, for he is not known to have
any pet theories or "pet schemes
he desires to push." "In choosing
a new Secretary of War the President
seems to have aimed at cohesion
in his Cabinet." And at this moment, asks the New York editor, "is
there anything all branches of the
"I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN A PEACE-ADVOCATE."
Government need more?"
But Newton D. Baker, ex-Mayor of Cleveland, is
It is the pacifist praise of the Baknow Secretary of War and charged with the du.y ot
er appointment which arouses the
carrying out the Administration's plans for increasing
suspicion and adds point to the critiand improving our Army.
cism of several editorial enthusiasts

WITH -PREPAREDNESS" everywhere in the air,
and with the Administration's program under fire by
Congressional pacifists, there is chosen to head the
War Department a man who says he
has "always been a peace-advocate."
And the Democrat who has been
called in to strengthen the Cabinet
in these days of party stress, with
election-day but eight months distant,
is quoted as having recently remarked
upon the need of some one to save
the Democratic party, "which is at
present a dismal failure." With the
choice of Newton Diehl Baker to
succeed Lindley M. Garrison, the
pacifists are better satisfied than the
preparedness-enthusiasts, and Democratic commendation about balances
Republican disappointment. In each
group of observers are those who
think that President Wilson will find
his new Secretary of War bringing
harmony rather than discord to the
Cabinet councils.
They remember
that Mr. Baker once studied under
Professor Wilson at Johns Hopkins
and that he has been offered a Cabinet
post before. And they note his recent
declaration: "I believe in the President's preparedness-policy. I believe
in all his policies that I know anything

about."
As might be expected in the case of
man who has successfully fought
two vigorous mayoralty campaigns,
the warmest praise and the strongest
criticism come from the press of his
home city of Cleveland. Says The Plain Dealer, representing

Mr. Baker's own party:
"No greater praise need be bestowed upon Mr. Baker than
that the country has every reason to believe he wil measure
up fun? to th7requirements of the office His training; and
SriU w a lawyer fit him to meet the legal and constitutional
question^Sved in the present issues before the Department
°f St" to 'the' President himself he will immediately become
the most conspicuous figure in the United States m discussions
invoMng Zmy improvements. He will at once assume direction
of the fight for better preparedness on land. .... ■ •
"It is a position none but the strongest has any right to undertake Those who know Mr. Baker are certain that the President
has made no mistake in offering this portfolio to him.
But according to the Republican Leader he is a "dreamer" and
an impractical theorist, and it is
just those who know him best
and like him best who will doubt
his fitness for the post. If they
hold their mental scales level,

C A MAH VilTH
SUCH HERye

0L,6HT

over preparedness. "Why not appoint Mr. Henry Ford as
Secretary of War, and be done with it?" asks the New York
Herald. And the Republican Boston Transcript says.
"The appointment of an enthusiastic pacifist in command
of the headquarters of the land-defenses of the nation strengthens
a suspicion^dely held that the resignation of the chief opponent
of Mr Bryan in the Cabinet was due to his conviction that the
plesident was not at heart in favor of a program of preparedness
^■tlhXafoiTe CteTartmentM; Baker is qualified
to supply that interest in politics and strength with Pobtaomns
so lacking with Mr. Garrison. So, too, as a political figure of
' oromineniTa pivotal State like Ohio, Mr. Baker will prove
of Wer value as a Cabinet officer in the coming campaign than
would Mr Garrison, who brought to the War Department no
nofitical
organization and was a^^
resident
s own.
political organization
^ of
^ the President
i
intelleotua compan

1

To MAKE A GOOD
SEUSETARVcfWAfii

we are told,
"They will admit that Mr.
Baker is far too light in all that
makes executive ability. They
will confess that he does not
weigh enough in experience or in
knowledge of the special duties
of the head of the War Department. They will concede that
his whole mental bent and habit
of thought make him incompetent to meet the tremendous

COURAGE REWARDED.

jlay in the Cleveland Leader

ion the new Secretary of War
should be much more congenial
to his chief than was the lawyer
and judge whom he succeeds. . . .
"But the academic charm of
Mr. Baker's personality and the
political power of his following are
not the requirements of a great
Secretary of War in these critical
days. ... As a political auxiliary
the new Secretary of War will be
of valuable assistance to the Administration. Let us hope that
his administration of the War
Department will not be as harmful to the Army, however, as
that of his fellow politician has
been to the Navy."
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NOT SURE BAKE
1
Democrats Hear Wilson Will
Decide if Clevelander
Heads Ohio Meet.
Cox Tells President It Looks
Like T. R. on Republican Side.
Plain Dealer Bureau.
38 Post Building,
WASHINGTON, April 6.
Whether Secretary of War Baker
is temporary chairman of the Ohio
Democratic state convention and delivers the keynote speech of the convention, depends upon President
Wilson.
The president has discouraged
rather than encouraged participation
in state conventions by cabinet officers.
This has been particularly
true in all cases where there has
been anything resembling a controversy among Democrats within
their own party.
Some time ago it was agreed that
M>.\ Baker should act as temporary
chairman of the Ohio convention.
This was before Mr. Baker entered
the cabinet. The invitation has been
renewed, and it is understood a decision will be reached within the
next day or so.
Former Gov. James M. Cox was
a White House caller today. Later
he spent some time with Secretary
Baker, and then called on a number
of Ohio Democrats here. While Mr.
Cox himself was extremely reticent
about the governorship, in all official
circles here it is regarded as settled
that he will be a candidate for the
nomination . this year and that he
will head the Democratic state ticket.
Mr. Cox told President Wilson
that, on the'Republican side, it looks
like Roosevelt and "that as far as
we are concerned out in Ohio, we
are perfectly willing."
He assured him that the situation
in Mexico had taken a favorable political turn.
The president was
anxious to know about business conditions in Ohio, and Mr. Cox assured
him that they are "very good."
With regard to his own candidacy
for the gubernatorial nomination, Mr.
Cox said:
"There is no more honor in being
governor twice than in being governor once, and if it were vindication
1 needed, Gov. Willis has furnished it
in abundance. I have made no contest for the nomination, but if it
should be decided that I can be helpful 1 shall not sidestep my responsibility."
Among others with whom Mr. Cox
conferred today on practical politics
was Senator Tom Taggart of Indiana.
He lunched with Senator Hitchcock
of Nebraska. He left this afternoon
for Pittsburg, and will return to Ohio
late in the week. His month's sojourn
in Hot Springs has restored him to
full vigor. One of his fellow guests
there was Myron T. Herrick.
o—
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JEWPlAIti,"
TO BE BAKER'S
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War Chief May Recall U. S.
Observer From Europe,
Put Him in Charge.
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Declares All Dirigibles, Except Zeppelins, Are
Failures.
Plain Dealer Bureau,
rt8 Post Building,
WASHINGTON, April 8.
Reorganization of the army aviation corps "by addition if not subtraction" was assured the house military affairs committee today by Secretary of War Newton D. Baker. He
strongly intimated that the recall of
Lieut. Col. George O. Squier from
European battle fields, where he has
been acting as an official observer for
the United States army, is preliminary to placing that officer in charge
of aeronautics. Secretary Baker said
he is giving serious consideration to
organization of ,the aviation corps as
iseparate from the signal corps.
According to Secretary Baker, the
results of investigations and courtmartials which are now before him
show that much of the trouble is due
to the fact that the officers, who have
been punishing the flyers, are not
aeronauts. Statements about insubordination by the flyers were branded
as "tall talk."
Secretary Baker said the United
States army has no armored aeroplanes because the aircraft, in use
are not intended for use in making
attacks. They are being used solely
for scouting purposes.
The war office chief explained thr.t
the European censorship is so rigid
that even the official observers representing the American government
have been unable to supply the war
department with information concerning the wonderful development of
aeroplanes abroad.
The establishment of a board of j,
army officers consisting of Capt. Virginius Clark, Lieut, T. DoWitt Milling, and Lieut. Byron Q. .Tones, was
also explained. The three officers will:
test out the eight new aeroplanes
which the war department has been \
authorized to purchase for service in j
Mexico.
Secretary Baker recom- '
mended that provision be made for:
the maintenance of a board near
factories manufacturing aeroplanes;
that the new types may be tested out
as soon as they are produced.
Secretary Baker said that in his
opinion there is no need whatever
for government manufacture of machines.
With reference to dirigibles, he said
they are all, except the Zeppelins, an
absolute failure. Zeppelin manufacture is still a German military secret,
he added.
Three million dollars is asked for
army aeronautics next year.
Representative William Gordon, of1
Cleveland, one of the majority members of the military affairs committee,
said today:
"This was Mr. Baker's first appearance before our committee since
he has been a member of the president's cabinet- The members wore
astounded at his knowledge of army
aeronautics. They fired questions at
him and he answered all of them
clearly and convincingly."
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The flurry over the letter, however,
has served emphatically to disclose to
Secretary Baker that the same element in the war department which
maneuvered former Secretary Garrison into a position where he decided
it necessary to resign, is still at work.
The first day he took hold of the office, Secretary Baker was warned by
men in the department to be on the
lookout, that an effort might be made
from some source to take advantage
of his inexperience on the job to "put
008 61-3
for tne bi
something
over."
Cf% I I fil n r n n
T*
*
"
&
military
pro
The incidents leading up to the
nl
SLf LB !■, tk if3-™- -*-ny action that is taken by rumpus
breaking today started some
I ly j^
«| la Secretary Baker, it was learned to- time ago, before Secretary Baker took
|f yj J | \^ |Jj (Jl night, will have the emphatic backing office, when Chairman Hay requested
a lot of detailed information on army
of the White House.
The letter prepared by Gen. Ma- affairs from the adjutant general's
office.
Note War College Head! comb, as president of the war col- With this information, Chairman
lege, and signed by Secretary Baker Hay made a series of calculations to
Writes, Secretary Signs, j in the routine course of business, which Representative Gardner took
took the position that as. a result of violent exceptions. Thereupon GardPuts Latter in False
ner wrote to the department asking
the passage, of Hay bill, the number for information along the same line.
Light, He Says.
of trained or partially trained sol- This letter reached the department
diers, available for use in case of just as Secretary Baker was takingwould be 473,000 instead of hold. The letter, in the usual course,
was turned over to the war college
Message Attacks Chairman war,
1,324,790, as Chairman Hay of the" for answer.
committee had reported. The Baker
Hay for Provisions ConThe answer, with numerous atletter went on to say:
tached documents, was laid on Secretained in New Army
tary Baker's desk. Secretary Baker
Saw Only 40,000 Increase.
inquired as to its nature, as to the
"In
other
words,
the
only
immedij*.-p
Bill.
correctness of the procedure in makate effect of the passage of the house ing reply to the request of Representarmy bill would be the increase of ative Gardner, and signed the letter.
was done without realization by
BUREAU TO WITNESS BIG the regular army by 40,000 men, and This
Secretary Baker that it was reopeneven
that
increase,
being
added
in
ing the old fight between congress
SHAKE-UP, PREDICTION
four annual increments, would re- and the war department.
Secretary Baker was disturbed at
quire about four years' time to be
being drawn into the controversy in
Officer Blamed for Action recruited and still a longer time to such
a manner. He at once got into
be effective."
communication with Chairman Hay,
Was Rebuked by
The letter also characterized as stating that the letter came from the
fallacious the method used by Chair- war college, that the war colege was
Garrison.
responsible and that he personally in
man Hay in computing the number ! no way intended to reflect on the inBY BEN T. A££EN.
of trained or partially trained men ! tegrity of the house committee or its
Plain Dealer Bureau,
in the United States who would be ! ability.
38 Post Building,
Chairman Hay said tonight he unavailable in time of war.
"WASHINGTON, March 17.
derstood the situation exactly and
It also repeated the statement was in no wise disturbed over the
A/letter Signed by becretary : fo,.mer Secretary of War Garrison letter or anything connected with the
incident.
bf "War Newton D. Baker, sharp- i: «aa ma-de> that tne national guard
Opposition to the administration's
could not be counted on as first line preparedness program, which it was
ly Criticizing the Claims made for or 6ven efficiently trained troops in j expected until a few days ago would
| precipitate one of the bitterest con-<
eV t ot
the Hay
army bill, now before th«Members
«f of™■
,,.
fights in the history of the!
^
the house. Republicans j| gressionai
nation, did not appear in even a
the house, in the number Of and Democrats alike, had been going minor degree today when the house
along easily under the theory that the began consideration of the army bill.
trained soldiers it would supply, Hay bill, while not what the war de- Instead of fighting for a reduction
in a standing army of 140,000, the
has provoked a decided Stir in j partment wanted, at least would not number proposed by the bill, there I
b6 openly oppose<1 by the army ex were indications that the only fight j
congressional circles.
[
'
" for a change would be in the direc- i
x.
Perts.
The letter was read on the i
secretary Baker tonight, bombard- tion of increasing the [number still
more. It was indicated today that j
floor of the house late this after- ed by inquiries, refused to make any a vigorous fight would be made in ■
f
noon by representative
A. P. formal statement further than "there the house to obtain the adoption of
r
•>
is going to be no controversy between an amendment raising the standing
Gardner of Massachusetts, who chairman Hay of the house military . army to the limit proposed by the
! senate army bill, 178,000.
was attacking the Hay bill as committee,
Jienator
Cham'bertgjfa
Even the men who were regarded
....
,
.
-i ■♦„,.„, "chairman oFThe senate ImTTtary com-, J as anti-preparedness members did not
not providing adequate military mittee and the war department."
oppose the pending measure during
preparedness.
\ Secretary Baker did not generally any of the discussion today. Repre- j
sentative William Gordon of CleveAs a result of reading the letter disclose his purpose to bring Gen. land, who opened the discussion of |
and the circumstances leading up teq Macomb before him for "a show the measure, explained to the house
its "being signed by Secretary Baker,; down." With the Hay bill now be- that he and every other member of
the military affairs committee had
a shake-up in the war department j fore the house for discussion and the voted
for favorable action on the
appears certain. Positive informa- j Chamberlain bill on. the senate cal- army bill as reported to the house.
As member after member added his
tion was forthcoming tonight that j endar, Secretary Baker purposes to
Secretary Baiter immediately will! avoid any controversy with congress. approval to the plan for increasing
the army during the day, interest in
"'go to the mat" with an element in The two_ bills unau^tionably^wil^go the debate flagged. It was too oneto a conference of the two houses and sided to attract a crowd. At times
the war department, headed by Brig the war department, if any fight over
Gen. M. M. Macomb, member of the particular provisions is to be maae, there were not more than a score of
seats filled on the floor.
general staff of the army, and presi- will make it then.
The senate today considered at
some length a bill which has passed
dent of the army war college.
the
house for an increase of about j
Gen. Macomb Wrote Letter.
400 cadets in the United States Mill- j
It was Gen. Macomb who prepared
tary academy at West Point. The I
senate military affairs committee has
vthe letter, criticizing Hay, which was
broadened
the house bill through an
signed by Secretary Baker and proamendment, providing for the apvoked the stir in congress.
Gen.
pointment of one enlisted man from
each regiment to the military acadMacomb was in trouble with former
emy.
Both the house and senate
Secretary Garrison, who, at one time
have passed a similar bill for 300
rebuked the head of the war college
more midshipmen at the United
States Naval academy, Annapolis.
in an open letter.

BAKER LETTER

It Is stated tonight that as a result of the developments today, Sec-'
retary Baker may take drastic action j
such as transferring Gen. Macomb |
from his present detail and otherwise i
bringing about a l'eorganization of i
the war college.
The members of the general staff
and others detailed to the war college are known as the "publicity j

Tension is Lessened.
!the American troops as they advance
Both at the White House and at, int0 Mexico.
The department takes it for
the war department, however, there
was a very evident lessening of ten- granted that the main expedition
which passed over the border today
sion, following the official informa- is
being followed by other American
tion that the Carranzista forces of- troops, so that the entire territory
fered no obstacle to the crossing of between the border and the main
American division at all times be pathe American troops.
trolled -by a heavy force of United
The relief was the more noticeable
States soldiers.
because of apprehension due to earDispatches were sent during the
lier official dispatches from the bor- day to the various recruiting stations
throughout the country, aiming at the
der.
of volunteers to bring the
The positive statement can be made recruiting
mobile army to war strength, These
that one of these official dispatches recruits will be dispatched to the
cautioned the war department not to border for military training as fast
E*3
be surprised if the American expedi- as they enlist.
Rumors flew about the corridors of
tion encountered , opposition from the_jwar_dejp^xtment
all
day.
They
Secretary Announces Force sources supposedly under the control
ran from place to place, gaining in
of the de facto government. The sit- importance as they flew. Some dealt
is Unhampered as It
uation, according to the informa- ' with reported fighting on both sides
:
Crosses Border to
tion, was very uncertain.
of the border. One said a regiment
Nothing official has been received of American cavalry had been anChase Villa.
from Carranza in connection with the nihilated.
Department officials had no reports
note of Secretary of State Lansing,
which such statements could have
Carranza's Position Said to accepting in qualified terms the pro- on
been founded.
posal of a reciprocal agreement in
Only meager news bulletins from
be Delicate; Fear Felt
running down Villa. This did not dis- the troops in Mexico are expected.
turb Washington officials so much as While four correspondents of press
New Leader May
have been credentialed
knowledge of the fact that conditions associations
to accompany Gen. Pershing's comArise.
in Mexico are extremely unstable.
mand, they will be under strict cen- ;
From every source the information sorship.
Regulations of the war department
STRICT CENSORSHIP PUT was borne out that Carranza himself under
which they were designated
is in a precarious situation and his
the commander absolute control
ON EXPEDITION'S NEWS hold on affairs is nominal rather than give
over the information they send back.
actual.
Apprehension remains that Nothing that could be of value to the
enemy will be permitted to pass over
at
any
moment
Carranza
may
be
inStep Taken to Protect Troops duced to change his course because whatever line of communication Gen. ■
Pershing keeps open. . .
Against Any Treachof the insistence of the Mexicans.
Such messages as are relayed will
See Hostile Move Peril.
be brief. At most the expedition
ery.
will
have only field radio sets to
The danger is recognized that one
keep in touch with the border and
or more of the Mexican generals may official reports will clog this means
BY BEN F. ALLEN.
seize the opportunity to popularize of transmitting news.
Plain Dealer Bureau,
The American people probably will <
himself by deserting Carranza and at38 Post Building,
WASHINGTON, March 15.
tempting to make capital through an hear of the chase and of the battle
with the bandits, if there is one, in
Official confirmation by the anti-American move. At the same terse official messages from Gen.
time, the apparent co-operation of the Pershing and through the sifting of
war department of the crossing military representatives of the de I the rumors that reach the American
| side through Mexican sources.
of the main American expedi- facto government near the border
Word from Hachita, N. M., says:
iave served to dispel the apprehen- : Copies
of military orders issued to the
tionary force into Mexico today sion and anxiety over the possibility expeditionary
force and received there
that dispatches from correwas given out at 10 tonight by of an immediate controversy with the indicate
spondents with the troops will not be
Carranzistas.
passed by the censor for several days.
Secretary of War Baker. The
Although at the outset the expedition seeking the elimination of "Villa
brief statement from the war de- appears to have the assistance of the
Carranzistas, no chances are being
partment reads:
taken on treachery or a sudden
"The department received tonight,
change of attitude.
in code, a message from Gen. FunsOfficial information from the borton, which announces that American der that a division of Carranzista
troops crossed the border into Mexico troops was being used for seputing
today, but does not give the hour of purposes fits in exactly with the
plans of Funston, as outlined in his
crossing, r am very happy to say earlier dispatches, the text of which
that the dispatch shows that the mil- are being withheld.
itary representative of the de facto
Under this arrangement, if there
government of Mexico not only intershould be any attempt to lead Amerposed no obstacle, but appears to be
ican troops into a pocket, the Carco-operating."
ranzistas would be the first to face
Department officials positively dfi-<
fire. Further, as it ia understood at
dined to add anything to the Fun-: the war department, no division or
tston dispatch or make any Comment. body of Mexican troops are being
It was admitted that only a brief permitted between the border and j
outline of the dispatch was made
public, and Secretary Baker declined
to discuss anything tending to disclose the nature "of the information
being withheld.
The text of the
Funston dispatch was laid before
President Wilson before the making
of any statement at the war department. There was no comment of any
kind at the White House.
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Van Dorns
Hosts at
Dinner
MR. AND MBS. J. P. VAN DOBN
entertained at an artistically
appointed dinner last evening at
their new home in Fairfax rd.,
Cleveland Heights.
Covers were laid for twelve guests
at a table centered in French baskets of daffodils and sweet peas,
tied with bows of shaded maline.
Candelabra, tipped in pinkish yellow shades, contributed to the
decorative effect. Mr. T. B. Van
Dorn and Ms bride, who have just
returned from their wedding- trip,
were guests of honor.
The performance of the Russian
ballet at the Hippodrome this evening will be preceded by a number
of dinner parties.
Among those entertaining will be
Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Stearns, Mr.
and Mrs. S. Livingston Mather, Mr.
and Mrs. A. D. Baldwin, Mr. and
Mrs. A. D. Baldwin, Mr. and Mrs.
Price McKinney, Mr. and Mrs.
Abram Garfleld, and Mr. and Mrs.
Francis E. Drury.

Welch-Rose Wedding
Solemnized Yesterday.
THE marriage of Miss Gladys B.
Welch, daughter of Mrs. Edward
Welch, of 6712 Quinby ave., to Mr.
Edward Rose took .place yesterday
afternoon at the home of the bride's
mother. Rev. M. J. Grable, pastor of
the Christian church in Salem, O.,
performed the ceremony at 4 o'clock
In the presence of the immediate
families.
Miss Welch , wore her traveling
gown of blue taffeta, with hat to
match her gown. Her wedding flowers were violets and white orchids.
The bridegroom's gift, a diamond
pendant, was worn on the bodice of
her gown. Following a wedding trip,
Mr. Rose and his bride will' take up
their residence in Madison.
The afternoon party given at the
Lakewood Tennis Club yesterday
.y"yrfS"yyS.y''/v;,y'>yr/.y>'V',y/''y'.V/'''/',y."'''////'"..

CAPITAL AWAITS MRS. BAKER
Mrs. Newton D. Baker, wife of the Secretary of War, is shown in
her newest picture, posed especially for The Leader yesterday.
Since her husband's appointment as head of the war department, Washington societyhas been eager to see Mrs. Baker,
who has delayed leaving Cleveland to take her place among
the smart military set in the capital. Mrs. Baker will not go
to Washington until the close of the school term, so the
studies of young Jack and Betty Baker will not be disturbed. The new secretary is house hunting in the capital
during respites from work on the Mexican situation.

DOESN'T COURT SOCIETY
Capital Smart Set Life Makes No
Appeal to Mrs. Baker.
IS

INTEKESTED

IN

POLITICS

Wife of New Secretary of War Wants
Progressive

Work,

She

Says.

Won't Come to Washington to lave
Until Their Children Finish School
Term at Cleveland.

(United Press.)
Cleveland, Ohio, March 8.—Mrs. Xewton D. Baker did not accompany her
husband to Washington when he left
tonight to take up his duties as Secreiary of War. She will remain in Cleveland to care for her children, who are
in school. Mrs. Baker does not want
to break the course of their studies.
"The social life of Washington makes
no appeal to me whatsoever," Mrs.
Raker said today.
Political Life Interests Her.
"The political side of the Washington
life is what appeals to me, and, of
course, T can't talk about that. We
also do not wish to handicap the children by breaking into their studies.
"I know that to brighten social life
is the big duty of cabinet members'
wives at Washington. But society
never could fill my life and ambitions.
T want some progressive work—the
things T have in Cleveland."
Mrs. Baker is active in social betterment work here. She has taught a
singing class in a settlement house here
for three years.
Is Talented Singer.
■Mrs. Baker is a tall, slender woman,
with blue eyes and brown hair. She
reads much, and is a talented singer
and pianist.
"If it will be possible for Mr. Baker
to come home from Washington often,
then we'll probably live here until
summer for the children's sake," Mrs.
Baker said. "Our plans will be indefinite until Mr. Baker returns Sunday."
There are three children—Betty, 10;
Jack, 9, and Margaret, 4. Margaret
goes to a private kindergarten. The
Bakers have lived here since
their marriage, fourteen years ag-o.
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Wife of New Secretary of War Is Ardent Social Worker

FAMILY OF THE NEW SECRETARY <JF WAR, NEWTON D. BAKER
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Wife of Cabinet Member Long Lived in
Pottstown
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Special Dispatch to The Njrtk Amctican
CLEVELAND, O., March 7.
"Oh, goody, then there won't be any
more war,' exclaimed Betty Baker.
She had just been told that Newton T>.
Baker, her dad, had vbeen chosen by
President Wilson to be secretary of war.'
Betty's only 10, and her brother, Jack,
who's 9, have read all about fighting
in their history books, and they "hate
war," they say. So Betty hurried to
tell Jack.
"Hoopla!" was Jack's comment on the
news.
Peggy, 4, the third Baker child, clapped
her hands.
"Although Mr. Baker and I appreciate
the honor of his new post, we realize
that going away from Cleveland, where
our friends are, will be a great sacrifice,"
Mrs. Baker said.
"I feel homesick already. I know that
to brighten social life is the big duty
of cabinet members' wives at Washington, but society never could fill my life
and ambitions. I want some progressive
work—the things I have in Cleveland."
Ten minutes after Mrs. Baker heard of
her husband's appointment on Monday
she was on her way to a meeting of
I .the Consumer's League. Then she went
to an educational survey meeting in
the^HolTenden, from there to ttieXrial of
a man charged with selling impure eggs,
and then hurried home to her family.
At 7 P. M., Monday, she opened the
door of the music school settlement at
Goodrich House to teach a singing class
she has had for three years.
"Mrs. Baker never has failed us for
a single Monday night in three years,
rain or shine," Miss Grace Drake, the
settlement head, said.
Mrs. Baker is a taJl, slender woman
with blue eyes and brown hair. She
reads much and is a talented singer and
pianist.

WIFE OF NEW WAR CHIEF IS
FORMER POTTSTOWN GIRL
POTTSTOWN, Pa., March 7,-The wife
of the newly appointed secretary of war
is a former Pottstown girl, the daughter
of Howard Leopold, a retired merchant
of this place and prohibition county
chaarman for Montgomery county
As Miss Bessie Leopold Mrs. 'Newton
D. Baker was well known here, and has
many friends won before her marriage
She has great musical talent and it was
as a singer and pianist that she took a
leading part in social affairs of this city
Her name always was on the program of
charity concerts, and she was interested
in movements for the betterment of civic
and industrial conditions.
Mrs. Baker comes of old Chester county
■ stock, her family having lived at West
I Chester before they moved here Her
father is a cousin of the wife of District
Attorney T. D. Wade, who lives at the
told Leopold homestead, near Parkford in
East Coventry township. Mrs. Baker has
many friends in Chester county though
her girlhood was spent in Pottstown and
she is better known here.
For several years prior to her marriage
she was instructor of music at Wilson
College, Chamhersburg, and'it was while
there that she met Mr. Baker, the brother
of one of her classmates. Her marriage
took place in Pottstown in July, 1902.
Mrs. Baker for a time was soloist in
Holy Trinity Episcopal Memorial Chapel
Philadelphia, where her brother was organist. This brother, Ralph Leopold, had
a conservatory of music in Berlin until
the war began. He has returned to this
country and now is in Cleveland.
The high school building in this place
was named in honor of Mrs. Baker's
paternal grandfather, the late J. D.
Streeper, who was one of the earliest
newspaper publishers in the Schuylkill
valley. The wife of the new secretary
of war is fond of athletics, a good golfer
and tennis player. She is the mother of
three children, Elizabeth, Newton D., 3d,
and Margaret. The girls are known as
"Betty" and "Peggy."

SENATE CONFIRMS BAKER
FOR SECRETARY OF WAR
WASHINGTON, March 7.—The nomination of Newton D. Baker, former
mayor of. Cleveland, to be secretary of
war, was sent to the senate today and
wras immediately confirmed.
Unanimous commendation of Mr.
Baker's appointment was expressed by
cabinet members at today's meeting.
General Hugh L. Scott, secretary of war
ad interim, told the president that the
selection had been very favorably received among army ofBosrs.

CLEVELAND FJ&ESS, -MAKCiL 2o, lyiti.

INDIAN TO SEE BAKER ON
OFFER TO RAISE TROOP
Joseph K.~Gr7ffis, sixty, Indian
evangelist who recently offered to
recruit a cavalry troop of Indians,
was on his way to Washington
Saturday to see Secretary of War
Baker about his plan.
"My husband is very enthusiastic about it," said Mrs.
Griffis Saturday at her home, 1660
B 79th-st. VSo am-1."

BAKER'S FIRST DAY
IN WASHINGTON
finished with him . Baker walked
WASHINGTON, March 9. — across to the big war building
Newton D. Baker of Cleveland, where he is to be chief.
"I want to stop and see Secrewho* today became secretary of tary
of the Navy Daniels a mowar, got his "baptism of fire" to- ment," he said. "He will show
day.
me where my own offices are and
-Leaving the white house, where introduce me around."
"Daniels' office is on the next
he had been in conference with
the president prior to taking the floor up," his reporter-companion
oath of office, Baker was held up explained.
"These are long flights; shall
by a squad of camera men.
we take the elevator?"
"Ah," he said, "I see I'm now ' "No," Baker said, "let's walk."
facing my first battery."
Gets First Salute.
The pun took, and camera and
As he entered the big building
newspaper men put the new secre- the guard at the door clicked his
tary down as "a good fellow."
heels together and brought his
For three minutes the camera hand to salute.
It was Baker's first military
squad kept Baker at attention
while they snapped picture after greeting.
At the head of the stairs the
picture.
new secretary of war and ConNo sooner had he escaped the gressman Grosser met.
They
photographers,
however,
and shook hands cordially.
"Glad to see you, Mr. Secrestarted across the street to the
state, war and navy building, tary," Crosser said.
"Hello, Bob, mighty glad to see
where he was to receive the oath you,"
Baker exclaimed.
of office, than he was outflanked
After a 15-minute talk with
by a battery of movie men who Secretary Daniels, Daniels escortkept him prisoner of war till he' ed Baker across the big building
had smiled and bowed thru sev- to the offices of the secretary of
war, on the west.
eral hundred feet of film.
There was little ceremony, but
Jokes Movie Men.
with the photographers still snapHe joked and laughed with the ping away, the constitutional oath
photographers and accepted the administered to all federal offh
cers was given by John B. Ranobservation of one of them that dolph, assistant chief clerk.
"this is part of your new job."
Baker then was taken in charge
Baker arrived in Washington at by Daniels and Gen. Hugh L.
8:50 and went at once alone to Scott, who has served as secretary
the Shoreham hotel where he will since the resignation of Secretary
Garrison, and introduced to the
have temporary quarters.
bureau chiefs and department ofThere he received newspaper ficers. Tomorrow Baker will setmen and friends who dropped in tle down to learn his new job.
Baker plans to return to Cleveto extend best wishes and conland Saturday night and to spend
gratulations.
Sunday and Monday winding up
He explained that, altho he did his affairs. He will return to
not know just how soon he was Washington Monday night and
to become secretary in fact, he will attend his first cabinet meetwished to take the, oath at pnce ing Tuesday.
"so I can start in and find out
Baker will return to Ohio in
what it's all about."
April to argue some law cases for
Shortly before 10, Baker left Cleveland before the supreme
the hotel and walked to the white court at Columbus.
house executive offices.
Washington's first impression
He was ushered at once to the of Baker is favorable.
president's private office where he
No evidence was seen of the
sjjent just half an hour. "Our famous pipe Baker smoked astalk was purely personal," Baker mayor of Cleveland.
"It's a little too early for a
explained later.
From the white house after the smoke from my favorite instruphotographers and movie men had ment," he smiled.
Staff Special.

What Newspapers of Nation
Say of Baker's Appointment
Following is what some newsBUFFALO COMMERCIAL
papers have to say concerning (Rep.): That he has had no exNewton D. Baker's appointment perience i" the »»■■ /i^-...*.~.iTnf.
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S facial Dispatch to The North Ameiilan

WIFE OF NEW WAR CHIEF IS
FORMER POTTSTOWN GIRL

BAKER'S FIRST DAY
IN WASHINGTON
finished with him . Baker walked
WASHINGTON, March 9.— across to the big war building
he is to be chief.
Newton D. Baker of Cleveland, where
"I want to stop and see Secrewho*, today became secretary of tary of the Navy Daniels a mowar, got his "baptism of Are" to- ment," he said. "He will show
me where my own offices are and
day.
• Leaving the white house, where introduce me around."
"Daniels' office is on the next
he had been in conference with
the president prior to taking the floor up," his reporter-companion
oath of office, Baker was held up explained.
"These are long flights; shall
by a squad of camera men.
we take the elevator?"
"Ah," he said, "I see I'm now
"No," Baker said, "let's walk."
facing my first battery."
Gets First Salute.
The pun took, and camera and
As he entered the big building
newspaper men put the new secre- the guard at the door clicked his
tary down as "a good fellow."
heels together and brought his
For three minutes the camera hand to salute.
It was Baker's first military
squad kept Baker at attention
while they snapped picture after
At the head of the stairs the
picture.
new secretary of war and ConNo sooner had he escaped the gressman Grosser met.
They
photographers,
however,
and shook hands cordially.
"Glad to see you, Mr. Secrestarted across the street to the
state, war and navy building, tary," Crosser said.
"Hello, Bob, mighty glad to see
where he was to receive the oath you," Baker exclaimed.
of office, than he was outflanked
After a 15-minute talk with
by a battery of movie men who Secretary Daniels, Daniels escortkept him prisoner of war till lie' ed Baker across the big building
had smiled and bowed thru sev- to the offices of the secretary of
war. on the west.
eral hundred feet of film.
There was little ceremony, but
with the photographers still snapJokes Movie Men.
He joked and laughed with the ping away, the constitutional oath
photographers and accepted the administered to all federal offn
cers was given by John B. Ranobservation of one of them that dolph, assistant chief clerk.
"this is part of your new job."
Baker then was taken in charge
Baker arrived in Washington at by Daniels and Gen. Hugh L.
8:50 and went at once alone to Scott, who has served as secretary
the resignation of Secretary
the Shoreham hotel where he will since
Garrison, and introduced to the
have temporary quarters.
bureau chiefs and department of• There he received newspaper ficers. Tomorrow Baker will setmen and friends who dropped in tle down to learn his new job.
Baker plans to return to Cleveto extend best wishes and conland Saturday night and to spend
gratulations.
Sunday and Monday winding up
He explained that, altho he did his affairs. He will return to
not know just how soon he was Washington Monday night and
to become secretary in fact, he will attend his first cabinet meetwished to take the, oath at pnce ing Tuesday.
"so I can start in and find out
Baker will return to Ohio in
what it's all about."
April to argue some law cases for
Shortly before 10, Baker left Cleveland before the supreme
the hotel and walked to the white court at Columbus.
Washington's first impression
house executive offices.
He was ushered at once to the of Baker is favorable.
No evidence was seen of the
president's private office where he
spent just half an hour. "Our famous pipe Baker smoked- as
talk was purely personal," Baker mayor of Cleveland.
"It's a little too early for a
explained later.
From the white house after the smoke, from my favorite instruphotographers and movie men had ment," he smiled.
Staff Special.

POTTSTOWTV, Pa., March 7.-The wife
of the newly appointed secretary of war
is a former Pottstown girl, the daughter
of Howard Leopold, a retired merchant
of this place and prohibition county
chairman for Montgomery county.
As Miss Bessie Leopold Mrs." Newton
D. Baker was well known here, and has
many friends won before her marriage
She has great musical talent and it was
as a singer and pianist that she took a
leading part in social affairs of this city.
Her name always was on the program of
charity concerts, and she was interested
in movements for the betterment of civic
and industrial conditions.
Mrs. Baker comes of old Chester county
stock, her family having lived at West
' Chester before they moved here. Her.
father is a cousin of the wife of District
A}iorney T- D- Wade, who lives at tire
fold Leopold homestead, near Parkford in
East Coventry township. Mrs. Baker has.
many friends in Chester county though
her girlhood was spent in Pottstown and
she ia better known here.
For several years prior to her marriage
she was instructor of music at Wilson
College, Chambersburg, and it was while
there that she met Mr. Baker, the brother
of one of her classmates. Her marriage
took place in Pottstown in July, 1902.
Mrs. Baker ror a time was soloist in
Holy Trinity Episcopal Memorial Chapel,
Philadelphia, where her brother was ,Or>
ganist. This brother, Ralph Leopold, had
a conservatory of music in Berlin until
the war began. He has returned to this
country and now Is in Cleveland.
The high school building in this place
was named in honor of Mrs. Baker's
paternal grandfather, the late J. D.
Streeper, who was one of the earliest
newspaper publishers in the Schuylkill
valley. The wife of the new secretary
of war is fond of athletics, a good golfer
and tenni's player. She is the mother of
three children, Elizabeth, Newton D., 3d,
and Margaret. The girls are known as
"Betty" and "Peggy."

CLEVELAND, O., March 7.
"Oh, goody, then there won't be any
more war,' exclaimed Betty Baker.
She had just been told that Newton D.
Baker, her dad, had ^been chosen by
President Wilson to be secretary of war.'
Betty's only 10, and her brother, Jack,
who's 9, have read all about fighting
in their history books, and they "hate
war," they say. So Betty hurried to
tell Jack.
"Hoopla!" was Jack's comment on the
news.
Peggy, 4, the third Baker child, clapped
her hands.
"Although Mr. Baker and I appreciate
the honor of his new post, we realize
that going away from Cleveland, where
our friends are, will be a great sacrifice,"
Mrs. Baker said.
"I feel homesick already. I know that
to brighten social life is the big duty
of cabinet members' wives at Washington, but society never could fill my life
and ambitions. I want some progressive
work-the things I have in Cleveland."
Ten minutes after Mrs. Baker heard of
her husband's appointment on Monday
she was on her way to a meeting of
the Consumer's League. Then she went
to an educational survey meeting in
the Hollenden, from there to the 'trial of
a. man charged with selling Impure eggs, '
and then hurried
home to her family.
At 7 P- M-> Monday, she opened the
door of the music school settlement at
Goodrich House to teach a singing class
she has had for three years.
"Mrs. Baker never has failed us for
a single Monday night in three years,
| rain or shine," Miss Grace Drake, the
I settlement head, said.
I Mrs. Baker is a tall, slender woman
I with blue eyes and brown hair. She
I reads much and is a talented singer and
pianist.

SENATE CONFIRMS BAKER
FOR SECRETARY OF WAR
WASHINGTON, March 7.-—The nomination of Newton D. ' Baker, former
mayor of, Cleveland, to be secretary of
war, was sent to the senate today and
was immediately confirmed.
Unanimous commendation of Mr.
Baker's appointment was expressed by
cabinet members at today's meeting*.
General Hugh L. Scott, secretary of war
ad interim, told the president that tha
selection had been very favorably reccived among- army offioers.

CLEVELAND PM&, MAKCM ^> ^
INDIAN TO SEE BAKER ON
OFFER TO RAISE TROOP
Joseph K.~Griffis, sixty, Indian
evangelist who recently offered to
recruit a cavalry troop of indians,
■was on his way to Washington
Saturday to see Secretary of War
Baker about his plan.
"My husband is very enthusiastic about it," said Mrs.
Griffis Saturday at her home, 1660
E. 79th-st. VSo am I."

What Newspapers of Nation
Say of Baker's Appointment
Following is what some newspapers have to say concerning
Newton D. Baker's appointment
as secretary of war:
CHICAGO HERALD (Ind.):
Mr. Baker is young and vigorous
*and has a record as a capable ad'ministrator.
BOSTON ADVERTISER (Rep.):
He hardly measures up to the
Garrison standard.
CHICAGO JOURNAL (Ind):
Newton D. Baker is a man of
proved administrative ability.
NEW YORK POST (Ind,;): Mr.
Baker's appointment is "one
neither to arouse great hopes nor
I to provoke bitter opposition.
PHILADELPHIA PRESS
(Rep.): He is a man of high
character and ability, and is prob■ ably as familiar with the duties of
I secretary of war as Judge GarriI son was when appointed.
NEW YORK TELEGRAM
I (ind.): We hope Mr. Baker will
I prove the surprise it is possible
I he may.
ST. LOUIS GLOBE DEMOCRAT
1 (Rep.): H he has any peculiar
qualifications for secretary of war,
he has concealed them from the
I public.
. .,
,
| NEW YORK GLOBE (Rep.):
IBaker is a remarkably attractive
[young man of the highest kind of
| political and personal ideals. He

BUFFALO COMMERCIAL
(Rep.): That he has had no experience in the war department
may be urged, but it is not so
much the experience that is needed as sound judgment and singleness of purpose.
NEW YORK HERALD (Ind.):
Why not appoint Henry Ford as
secretary of war and be done with
it?
BOSTON GLOBE (Ind.): Baker
is as well fitted to be secretary of
war as many of his predecessors
have heeh.
BROOKLYN EAGLE (Ind.):
If the appointment fails to inspire
widespread confidence, it is because the appointee is not particularly well known outside of his
own city and own state.
NEW YORK WORLD, (Dem.)
—The president's selection of
Newton D. Baker puts into the
cabinet a man of executive experience, open mind and close allegiance to the administration.
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Newton D. Baker, Secretary
of War, and His Family
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Secretary of War Says That
Much is Needed for
Civilian Camp.
Believes More Than 28,000
Men Will Take Part in
Training.

Photo by Bachrach.
Elizabeth, generally called "Betty" Baker, the eldest daughter of the Secretary
of War and Mrs. Baker; Newton Baker 3d, dubbed "Jack" by members of
the family and all their friends; Margaret, the four-year-old daughter of
the Secretary and Mrs. Baker, who is called "Peggy" by the family, and
Rover, their guardian and friend.
TJf/HEN the Secretary of War and
* Mrs. Baker rented "In the Woods"
from Mr. and Mrs. David Fairchild, they
leased Rover with the place. Of course,
he gave a parting sigh for the Fairchild
children, but lost not a moment in making friends with the small Ohioans.
And so Rover became a Cabinet dog.
entered the Cabinet circle with due dignity, and deports himself as a guardian of Cabinet children should. When
Mrs. Baker receives guests, Rover is
generally the first to greet them, and
when she serves tea he is always on
hand for his bite from the children's
fingers.
When it comes to posing for a picture
for the COURIER, why—you see the
result.

Plata Dealer Bureau.
38 Post Building,
WASHINGTON, April 22.
Approximately half a million dollars will be spent by the federal government on civilian training camps
next summer, according to the plans
of war department. Secretary of War
: .Baker today submitted to congress a
supplemental estimate to those sent
m previously for the war department,
in which he recommended the appropriation of $454,084 for camps
He estimates that 28.500 men will
take the training. In addition to providing their own uniforms, payingthen- fare to and from camp, 'and
giving their services free while under training, the men who attend the
camps must pay to the government
approximately $1 a. day for subsistence.
j In submitting his new estimate,
! Secretary Baker said:
l "The amount estimated is Imperatively necessary for the effective conduct of such camps during the coining summer."
•ononth^ ™onev asked, it is proposed
.V,!M-J shall be available for the signal corps in providing temporary
..telephone service, field telegraph and
Z^iSS! U-lel; that 5228,685 shall be
made available for the quartermaster s corps; $5,892 for the medical
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• Newton D. Baker, New U. 8. War Secretary as He Is
Commanding Personality of Real Man, Known to Very Few, Etched by Pen of His Friend, Brand Whitlock,
Famous Minister to Belgium

Newton 1). Baker, the new United States Secretary of Wat, and his eTer-Mrs. Newton Baker, wife of the new Secretary of War, and their children,
present pipe, sketched from life by Satterfield.
Margaret, 4; Jack, 9; Betty, 10.
A famous pen picture of Newton
E>. Baker, just appointed United
States secretary of war to succeed
Lindley Garrison, resigned, is painted by Brand Whitlock, famous
United States ambassador to Belgium, in his book "Forty Tears.
Of It," published by Appletons.
Whitlock tells of a motor car
tour, proposed by Baker, a year
after he was elected Mayor of
Cleveland, for the purpose of speaking for a legislative amendment
that would give cities of Ohio home
rule.
Baker's was the master
hand that forced the amendment
through.
Whitlock says:
"Nothing more delightful than a
campaign in company with Baker
could be imagined.
"I had visions of our little cara-'
van, out on the country roads of
Ohio, going from town to town, and
of our standing in the car and
speaking to the crowds of farmers
who had come into the town to
hear us, or who, having come for

their Saturday marketing, would
pause while we told them of the
needs of the cities.
"I had always believed that if
the farmers could only be brought
to understand the cities they would
not be so obdurate with us, but
would enlarge our opportunities of
self-expression and self-government.
"I could fancy myself sta'nding
up and leaning- over the side of the
car and talking to them, while they
stood there in their drab garments,
their faces drawn in mental concentration, looking at us out of eyes
around which were little wrinkles
of suspicion, wondering what designs we had on them; at first they
would «tand afar off, perhaps on
the other side of the street, as they
used to do when we went out to
speak to them in the judicial campaigns; but then presently they
would draw a little closer until at
last they crowded about the car,
staying on to the end, and then

perhaps even vouchsafing us the
conservative approval of scattered
applause.
"Or I would dramatize Baker as
speaking, while I sat there utterly
charmed with his manner, his clear
and polished expression, and envied
him his ability to speak with such
surprising fluency, such ease and
grace, as if the fact of putting
words together so that they would
form clear, logical and related
sentences were nothing at all, and
wondering why it was^ that every
one that heard was not instantly
converted to his plan, whatever it
was.
"And then, between times, Baker
would not be talking politics at all;
lie would not be indulging in politician's low gdssip, slandering
everyone he knew—the ineradicable
arid, I suppose, inevitable habit of
politicians, because in public they
are obliged to be so suave in utterance and so smiling and ingratiating in manner.

"Baker was not like them at all;
he knew a vast deal of literature
and could talk about books with
comprehension; if you mentioned a
passage from Tourgc-nie'J, or a poem
of Teats, or Masefield, he knew
what you were talking about; he
is not one of those who, by the little deceit of a thin, facticious smile
of appreciation, pretend an acquaintance that they have never enjoyed.
"Baker has been able to keep the
habit of reading, even in politics, a.
singular achievement.
Only
he
would not read novels that were in
the sombre or tragic manner; I
used to tell him that this was a
sign that he was growing old, since
only the buoyancy of youth can risk
its spirit in such darkened paths.
"For instance, he would never
read my novel about 'The Turn of
the Balance'; he said he knew it
was too terrible. But I did not reproach him or blame him. I no
longer like to read terrible booksmyself since life is
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URGES PUBLIC HALL VOTE
^akes Debut in Washington
at Grover Cleveland
Forum.
Talks on Need of Social Betterment in
Cities.
Plain Dealer Bureau.
SS Post Building.
WASHINGTON, April 23.
Secretary of War Newton T>. Baker
made his debut as-a public speaker
in Washington today at the Grover
Cleveland community forum. The organization is a body of citizens
founded by Miss Margaret Wilson
and in whose interest she appeared
before a congressional committee.
Southern members of congress are
fighting the social settlement legislation proposed by Miss Wilson and
today espoused by Secretary Baker.
Speaking on the subject of community ideals, the secretary scored
the ugliness and unsanitary conditions of American cities, and urged
the development of the forum.
"We are learning," he said, that
if wo allow cities to grow up ugly;
and unsanitary, a certain number of
boys will be sent to the penitentiary.
And how many girls will be lost by
industrial pressure?
"No man is so foolish or degenerate, unless he is half-witted, as to
scorn the good opiriion of decent people, but in the hurry and bustle of a
modern city we do not have time to
cultivate personal, interest.
"The city lacks the coercion of
neighborhood go'ssip, which in a small
town, is a powerful restraining' influence to the boy v.or girl inclined to
misbehave. In the city we sometimes do not know who lives in the
flat above us. Johnny might be a
saint in the first, and a devil in another, and one would not know about i
the other.
"In a small town the men gather
at a saloon and the women at a sewing circle.
If Johnny misbehaves
Miss Mary whispers to Miss Ann on
the street, it is repeated at the sewing circle and mother hears. Johnny
immediately is called to account. The
saloon in this sense also served a certain good (purpose.
"The people in most American
cities live in layers rather than ;
homes, and home now is only a place
where people go to bed. We have
been transplanted to an entirely arti- :
ficial world. Girls who work must
crowd twenty-four hours of pleasure
into one, and they go to a dance hall.
Sometimes it is above or next to a saloon. We need not discuss what this
'.eventually leads to."

TUESDAY, ^MAY 23,

1916

Secretary Baker said today that, upon
reconsideration, Secretary Wilson of the
department of labor had recommended
that wage scales of Chicago machinists
be considered in readjusting wages of
iiock Island (111.) war department
arsenal employes.
Such action had been requested by |
the arsenal workmen and will result In!
material pay increases.
Secretary Baker sent to congress today a supplemental estimate of $553,000
for construction in connection with the
proposed ordnance depot in the Panama
Canal Zone, and a $280,000 deficiency estimate, including $250,000 for the signal
service made necessary by operations on
the border and in Mexico.

Former Mayor Drops His War
Duties Long Enough to
Boost Project.
Although Secretary of War Newton
D. Baker indorsed the public hall
project when he visited. Cleveland,
April 8, and at. that time, committed
the Democratic party to its support, he
evidently considers the passage of the
bond issue of great importance, for
yesterday he took time from the
pressing affairs of his department to
send a message in which he again
urged the people of Cleveland to vote
Tuesday in favor of the bond issue.
In the communication, received by
the chairman of the Committee of One
Hundred
Organizations,
Secretary
Baker says:
"I bejieve the proposed auditorium
will be a great advantage to the city of
Cleveland for the following reasons:
"It will give us comfortable, and adequate place for great public gatherings,
and as Cleveland's community sense
has grown the need for. this sort of
common meeting place has become
more and more apparent.
"It will afford a great, home for
music, which must in the future be i
more active agency in the recreation
and cultivation of our people than it
has in the past.
"It will be a place in which exposition of the arts and industries can be
held and so afford us an opportunity
for coming into contact with examples
of the progress which the world about
us is making."

BAKER IS
War

Secreta

MARSHALL
Seek

Vice

dispatches from Gen. Hugh L. Scott,
chief-of-staff, in consultation with
Gen. Funston at San Antonio, and
nearly twenty-four hours of continuous conferences between the heads
of the war and state departments
and the ranking officers of the general staff of the army.
The decisions reached in these conferences, of which little was made
public, were submitted to President
Wilson and approved by him.
After spending almost the entire
night at the war department going
over the first of the Scott reports,
Secretary Baker submitted it to
President Wilson at the White house
this morning. Following this conference Secretary Baker issued the following statement:
"Gen. Funston recommends a reFirst Chief Must Prove His disposition
of the forces in Mexico
for the purpose of recuperation and
Ability to Control Repubpending opportunity for further cooperation by the de facto governlic Before Troops
ment of Mexico. His recommendation has been approved and its exeAre Recalled.
cution left to his discretion."
This brief announcement instantly
gave rise to a flood of conflicting
Funston to Regroup Forces, speculation, and late this afternoon
to the printing in a Washington
May Change Base; Wilnewspaper of assertions that decision
had been reached to keep the Amerison Approves
can troops in Mexico for a protracted
campaign with orders to brush aside
Policy.
the Carranza forces if necessary in
a continuation of the chase for Villa.
This publication brought forth a
REINFORCEMENTS STILL
second statement from Secretary
Baker tonight in which he said his
RUSHING TO COLUMBUS previous statement had nothing to
do with the question of the general
policy and had no bearing on either
No Word of Reported Car- the withdrawal or the continued
presence of the troops in Mexico.
This, Secretary Baker made plain,
ranza-Obregon Break;
was in the hands of the state department and was the subject of negoVilla Found.
tiations with the representatives of
the de facto government.
BY BEN F. ALLEN.
Secretary Baker would make no
Plain Dealer Bureau,
comment on the redisposition of the
38 Post Building,
troops and refused to discuss whether
WASHINGTON,". April 23.
additional troops would be sent
into Mexico or reinforcements orThe termination or continu- dered
to the border.
The Baker statements were generance of the American expedition
ally received in all official quarters
in Mexico hinges on the ability! as indicating beyond any question
that f
of
Carranza a«
wther
progress
bywill
American,
oi ften
V.TCM. wrranza,
as hpad
neaa rvf
01 thp
me
th into
Mexico
be deforces sou

WASHINGTON, May 16.—(Staff Spl.)
—Secretary Baker has no vice presidential aspirations and will be in accord
with the president and other administration officials that Vice President
Marshall shall again go on the ticket
with Woodrow Wilson.
Asked today how he felt since the
Texas Democrats were preparing to
back him for the vice presidential nomination, he answered:
"It is a very gracious expression .of
kindly feeling on the part of my friends,
but hasn't any further significance."

"CAMP BAKER" IS SAME.
Boys at Cn-lve*
Honor

ralninjf Gronndu
Secretary.

CULVER, Ind., May 16.—The high
school boys' military training camp of
500 boys at Culver Military academy,
was today offleiall named "Camp Newton D. Baker."
The boys went through a full schedule
with aiming and sighting drills, company and battalion drills and wall
scaling and heard their first lecture on
hygiene. They were especially elated,at
a record of fourteen minutes for all
mess kits cleaned after the dinner
formation.

de facto government, to demon- layed while the state department re'
eumes its diplomatic negotiations with
strate by acts rather than words carranza for co-operation in the purthe sincerity of his protestations suTlle further statement that the
of friendliness: to thp TTnitpd president has approved Gen. Funsoi inencumess to tne united,ton,s recommen(jations for the redisStates and his pledges of co-op- Position of the forces is taken to
.
.
.
mean that Gen. Funston purposes to
eration m running down Fran-| shorten his line of communication by
his base from Columbus to
cisco Villa and his bandit asso- changing
Presidio, Tex., or some point nearer
the army base in the Santa Clara
ciates.
Van ft v.
There is to be a redisposition of
the American troops in Mexico pend-!
ing representations to be made toj
Gen. Carranza through, the" state department. These representations will
put it up to Carranza to suppress
Villa and his followers as the acid'
test of his pledges and promises.
BAKER SEES WARS END
In the meantime American troops
will remain concentrated in northern
Declares Europe's People* Will
Mexico to make certain there are no
Demand Preservation.
more depredations or overt acts,
against Americans or American inWASHINGTON, May 26.—(Leased
terests in Mexican territory anywhere'
Wire.)—Secretary of AVar Newton D.
along the American border.
Baker told the League to Enforce
Peace tonight that when the war is
Troop Redisposition Is Secret.
over Europe's people will demand;
Further, there will be additional
preservation. He said such wars as j
military preparations by the United
the present will not be tolerated '
States against the chance that Caragain. If the United States refuses!
ranza may demonstrate his utter into join hands with nations to pre- I
ability to meet the needs of the situaserve peace, he stated it*will be left!
tion. The nature of these preparaoutside the circle formed by the nations as well as the redisposition of
tions of the world with this aim in
the American troops will not be disview.
closed "for military reasons."
This is the exact status of, the
Mexican situation as it stands tonight after the receipt of two long
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Behold Baker a la Statuet; Harding Likewise

y-^^^'

Statuets of Secretary of War
Baker and Senator Warren G.
Harding have just been modeled
by Max Kalish, young Cleveland
sculptor, working in Washington.
These will " later be cast in
bronze and placed on pedestals in
the respective homes of Baker and
Harding.
Harding, just now in the public
eye thru his selection as temporary
chairman of the republican national convention- and by his
denials that he is a "dark horse"
candidate for the g. o'. p. presidential .nomination, is caught in
characteristic attitude.
Maybe it's lust his keynote
speech he is holding behind his
back: maybe it's a tomahawk for
Teddy. Whichever it is, it appears

certain he intends
with all his force.
Something lacking.
1
There's something lacking about
Baker as the sculptor has modeled
him.Oh, yes; we have it! It's his
pipe.
Baker's never natural without
that pipe.
Some detect a touch of cynicism about Baker's smile in the
statue. But when he posed for
it, he had just received another
"report" that Villa's trail . had
been definitely located.
Young Kalish bids fair to be
swamped with orders from Washingtonians who, like Baker and
Harding, want their features embalmed in bronze. As soon aj>
Gen. Scott gets back -'from the border he's to sit for a statuet.
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HEN President Wilson was
making up his original Cabinet,
the post that gave him the
greatest trouble was the Secretary-ship of War. Up to a few days preceding the inauguration he had not decided upon his man; but, in a moment of
inspiration, his secretary, Mr. Tumulty,
suggested Judge Garrison of New Jersey.
The President had never met this distinguished jurist; he had never even
thought of his name in connection with a
Cabinet post. But Mr. Garrison promptly received a letter inviting him into the
Cabinet. He entered, soon acquired a
well deserved reputation as one of the
two strongest men in it, and left, a few
months ago, in unceremonious and dramatic fashion.
In selecting Mr. Garrison's successor
he President has followed a different
lethod. He has made a "personal choice."
.Ithough Newton D. Baker is the youngest
id newest Cabinet member, Mr. Wilson
is known him personally longer than any
1
the others. For his new Secretary of War
3 has not gone to the old familiar test of
olitical availables. He has called before
is mind's eye a familiar group of intructors and students who used to sit
wound a celebrated boarding-house table
in Baltimore twenty-five years ago, when
Mr. Wilson was lecturing at Johns Hopkins on political administration.
The group was a famous one, composed
of many of the brightest wits at the university; the table talk covered a wide
field of literature, politics, human progress, and social reform. One of its most
entertaining members was a short, slight,
boyish figure from Martinsburg, West
Virginia—a young man, then not twenty
years old, with an amazing flow of language and ideas, a wealth of information,
and a large acquaintance with literature.
Mr. Wilson, then in his early thirties,
'.loved to talk with his youthful pupil.
The boy's enthusiasms were all intellectual. As a stripling in Martinsburg,
lie was regarded as the village bookworm.
By the time he reached Johns Hopkins,
Baker had already fairly developed those
gifts of public speaking which have since
enthralled so many audiences.

1JL1"N

their votes en masse for the majority candidate; in other words, under this rule
all Ohio's votes must go for its favorite
son, Judson Harmon. It was absurd, it
was unjust; but there was a holy precedent that eliminated Wilson's delegates.
For fifty years certain image-breakers
had attempted to destroy this unit rule.
The Baltimore convention of 1912 knew
that the attempt would be made again.
The members, hot, wearied, emotionally
exhausted by the rows that had already
taken place, were ready to howl down any
man who dared repeat again the old
familiar and tiresome arguments.
In due course a slight figure, with a
pale academic face, started with rapid
steps toward the platform. He looked
like a freshman tutor or a recently graduated theologue. The crowd scarcely noticed him; a buzz of conversation and the
flapping of palm-leaf fans silenced his
opening remarks. In a few minutes, however, every one became aware that a
sharp staccato voice was pouring from the
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has given the stand-patters a shock that
has apparently exhausted all their powers
of emotional expression. Herein we probably have the explanation why Mr. Baker
has slipped so quietly into the Presidential
Cabinet. Mr. Wilson could do nothing,
after Brandeis, that would seem even
slightly radical. Otherwise, we may be
sure, Mr. Baker's appointment would have
sent the senatorial custodians of American
tradition on the trail of his career.
Baker's Activities in Cleveland
'T'HE politics of Cleveland for the last
fifteen years has aroused national attention. Most conservative Americans
have regarded that town as the seat of
radicalism and as a focus whence all kinds
of destructive ideas were scattering into
the American consciousness. We associate it with prolonged "attacks" upon
public service corporations, tumultuous
campaigns for three-cent fares, and a
headquarters for the initiative and refer-
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says Johnson, "was the youngest of us, he
was really our head and our principal adviser." Baker, the fine flower of Johns
Hopkins, was the head professor in Johnson's famous "taxation school," an institution organized to inform the mob how
they were paying all the taxes while the
corporations and the millionaires were escaping.
Baker also conducted all the law-suits
—there were fifty-five of them—that
finally brought the trolley companies to
their knees. In the ten years' struggle
this diminutive statesman simply waded
through injunctions, appeals, changes of
venue, writs of certiorari, and all the other
impedimenta of the learned profession.
When Johnson died, Cleveland immediately elected Baker as his successor in the
mayor's chair. "I am a follower of the
lightof Tom Johnson": that is Baker's own
summation of his political ideas. He is a
single-taxer, and a devotee of all the
"crank" ideas that have been pictured,
mainly in the West, as the advancing
heralds of a revitalized democracy. He
is an intimate of Brand Whitlock, and was
largely responsible for Whitlock's appointment to Brussels.
But, the average citizen asks, what
has all this got to do with war? Mr.
Baker is evidently a good deal of a militarist when three-cent fares and the single
tax are involved: but what does he know
about machine-guns, gas bombs, explosive shells, and intrenching tools?
Still, this glorious America in which we
live is a happy-go-lucky kind of place.
We delight in inconsistencies and paradoxes, and so the fact that Mr. Baker, as
he himself says, is "for peace at almost
any price" does not signify that he will
not make an excellent Secretary of War.
He has courage, he has devotion to his
chief, he has amazing assimilative powrers.
and he believes in the Wilson brand of
preparedness. Fundamentally he is a
Democrat, and stands ready to make
effective any military policy that his beloved people, as represented by their
legislators, may decide upon.
The Peace Advocate in the
War Department

Baker Is Mr. Wilson's Kind of Man
jV/TR. WILSON, loving, above all, literary grace and mental dexterity, made
Newton Baker an intellectual companion.
For two years master and pupil met almost every day. In making Mr. Baker his
Secretary of War, therefore. President Wilson is not leaping into the dark. "His
mind works like chain-lightning," Mr.
Wilson has remarked of his early disciple.
Irrespective of his ideas on war or national policy, Mr. Baker represents the
kind of person whom Mr. Wilson—who
hates fools with a deadly hatred—likes
to have around him.
The President first formed Mr. Baker's
acquaintance at Baltimore; and it was at
Baltimore, and on an historic occasion,
that the old teacher and student came together twenty years later, in 1912. A
miscellaneous crowd had gathered to
nominate a Democratic candidate for the
Presidency, and Woodrow Wilson's name
filled many minds as the logical man for
I that distinction. But a considerable contingent from Ohio was sounding the
>raises of Judson Harmon. A smaller Ohio
elegation was active on Wilson's behalf.
Ohio had held primaries for deletes, giving Harmon twenty-eight votes
\ Wilson twenty-one. The antique
it rule" demanded that States cast
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Pliotugraph by Harris 3c Iiiving.

The man who is smiling the most, in this picture, is ex-Secretary
Garrison, who is done with the job. Bat Secretary Baker, who is
succeeding him, has whipped street-car companies and corporation laivyers, and is not afraid of Mexicans or anybody else.
platform a huge stream of talk. Stenographers were madly attempting to take
down his rapid flow of words. The delegates began to nudge each other into
silence, and the palm-leaf fans sank into
their laps. After a few minutes Chairman
Alton Parker dropped his gavel with a
"Time's up." But the hall rang with cries
of "Go on! Go on!" And the youthful
speaker weiit on. He canvassed the situation in all its details; he held up to ridicule the suggestion that an outworn precedent should rob several hundreds of
thousands of voters of the democratic
right to record their preferences. When
Baker finished there was nothing left to
say. He had accomplished the defeat of
the unit rule. It was Wilson's first great
victory in the convention.
President Wilson, in naming Louis
Brandeis Justice of the Supreme Court,

endum, the recall, woman suffrage, proportional representation, and of socialistic
movements whose chief aim was the more
liberal taxation of corporations. Its admirers have pictured Cleveland as the
town that was to solve the problem of the
regeneration of American cities; but the
fact that this regeneration was to begin
with municipal ownership and end with
the single tax did not reassure certain
fundamental thinkers in Wall Street and
our great universities.
But, of course, the more timorous said,
Cleveland was a wild town—it was
dominated by a wild man. Tom Johnson,
big, half baked, part demogogue, part
fanatic, altogether something of a fakir,
had set it crazy. According to Tom Johnson himself, as expressed in his autobiography, we were wrong. The head devil
was Newton D. Baker. "Though Baker,"

A TOUCHING scene that attended his
first day in his new office shows that
he approaches his duties in the proper
spirit. General Hugh Scott, the whitehaired veteran of many Indian campaigns,
who had succeeded Mr. Garrison as temporary Secretary of War, was sitting at
the desk with the new incumbent, attempting to explain the details of, the
office. The General was somewhat hesitant and embarrassed. He evidently
wished to treat his new superior with a
true soldier's respect, and yet his instruction necessarily had an elementary character. This made the campaigner uncomfortable. Secretary Baker immediately
sized up the situation.
"General Scott," he said, "you are old
enough to be my father, and I am young
enough to be your son. You know everything about the duties of this office: I
know nothing at all. I should feel very
grateful if you would treat me here precisely as you would treat your own son."
The General was much affected.
"So long as you put it that way, Mr.
Secretary," he said, "nothing wall go
wrong with you in this office if I can prevent it."
No young man, called by the exigencies
of American politics to an important office,
could have made a more promising start
than this.

Is Baker the Man for the Job?
WHEN President Wilson was
making up his original Cabinet,
the post that gave him the
greatest trouble was the Secretaryship of War. Up to a few days preceding the inauguration he had not decided upon his man; but, in a moment of
inspiration, his secretary, Mr. Tumulty,
suggested Judge Garrison of New Jersey.
The President had never met this distinguished jurist; he had never even
thought of his name in connection with a
Cabinet post. But Mr. Garrison promptly received a letter inviting him into the
Cabinet. He entered, soon acquired a
well deserved reputation as one of the
two strongest men in it, and left, a few
months ago, in unceremonious and dramatic fashion.
In selecting Mr. Garrison's successor
lie President has followed a different
lethod. He has made a "personal choice."
.1 though Newton D. Baker is the youngest
id newest Cabinet member, Mr. Wilson
%s known him personally longer than any
:' the others. For his new Secretary of War
3 has not gone to the old familiar test of
olitieal availables. He has called before
is mind's eye a familiar group of intructors and students who used to sit
wound a celebrated boarding-house table
[in Baltimore twenty-five years ago, when
Mr. Wilson was lecturing at Johns Hopkins on political administration.
The group was a famous one, composed
of many of the brightest wits at the university; the table talk covered a wide
field of literature, politics, human progress, and social reform. One of its most
entertaining members was a short, slight.
boyish figure from Martinsburg, West
Virginia—a young man, then not twenty
years old, with an amazing flow of language and ideas, a wealth of information,
and a large acquaintance with literature.
Mr. Wilson, then in his early thirties,
loved to talk with his youthful pupil.
The boy's enthusiasms were all intellectual. As a stripling in Martinsburg,
ihe was regarded as the village bookworm.
By the time he reached Johns Hopkins,
Baker had already fairly developed those
gifts of public speaking which have since
enthralled so many audiences.

By BURTON J. HENDRICK
their votes en masse for the majority candidate; in other words, under this rule
all Ohio's votes must go for its favorite
son, Judson Harmon. It was absurd, it
was unjust; but there was a holy precedent that eliminated Wilson's delegates.
For fifty years certain image-breakers
had attempted to destroy this unit rule.
The Baltimore convention of 1912 knew
that the attempt would be made again.
The members, hot, wearied, emotionally
exhausted by the rows that had already
taken place, were ready to howl down any
man who dared repeat again the old
familiar and tiresome arguments.
In due course a slight figure, with a
pale academic face, started with rapid
steps toward the platform. He looked
like a freshman tutor or a recently graduated theologue. The crowd scarcely noticed him; a buzz of conversation and the
flapping of palm-leaf fans silenced his
opening remarks. In a few minutes, however, every one became aware that a
sharp staccato voice was pouring from the

has given the stand-patters a shock that
has apparently exhausted all their powers
of emotional expression. Herein we probably have the explanation why Mr. Baker
has slipped so quietly into the Presidential
Cabinet. Mr. Wilson could do nothing,
after Brandeis, that would seem even
slightly radical. Otherwise, we may be
sure, Mr. Baker's appointment would have
sent the senatorial custodians of American
tradition on the trail of his career.
Baker's Activities in Cleveland
rpHE politics of Cleveland for the last
fifteen years has aroused national attention. Most conservative Americans
have regarded that town as the seat of
radicalism and as a focus whence all kinds
of destructive ideas were scattering into
the American consciousness. We associate it with prolonged "attacks" upon
public service corporations, tumultuous
campaigns for three-cent fares, and a
headquarters for the initiative and refer-

The Peace Advocate in the
War Department

Baker Is Mr. Wilson's Kind of Man
A/fR. WILSON, loving, above all, literary grace and mental dexterity, made
Newton Baker an intellectual companion.
For two years master and pupil met almost every day. In making Mr. Baker his
Secretary of War, therefore, President Wilson is not leaping into the dark. "His
mind works like chain-lightning," Mr.
Wilson has remarked of his early disciple.
Irrespective of his ideas on war or national policy, Mr. Baker represents the
kind of person whom Mr. Wilson—who
hates fools with a deadly hatred—likes
to have around him.
The President first formed Mr. Baker's
acquaintance at Baltimore; and it was at
Baltimore, and on an historic occasion,
that the old teacher and student came together twenty years later, in 1912. A
miscellaneous crowd had gathered to
nominate a Democratic candidate for the
Presidency, and Woodrow Wilson's name
filled many minds as the logical man for
that distinction. But a considerable contingent from Ohio was sounding the
praises of Judson Harmon. A smaller Ohio
delegation was active on Wilson's behalf.
Ohio had held primaries for delegates, giving Harmon twenty-eight votes
and Wilson twenty-one. The antique
"unit rule" demanded that States cast

says Johnson, "was the youngest of us, he
was really our head and our principal adviser." Baker, the fine flower of Johns
Hopkins, was the head professor in Johnson's famous "taxation school," an institution organized to inform the mob how
they were paying all the taxes while the
corporations and the millionaires were escaping.
Baker also conducted all the law-suits
—there were fifty-five of them—that
finally brought the trolley companies to
their knees. In the ten years' struggle
this diminutive statesman simply waded
through injunctions, appeals, changes of
venue, writs of certiorari, and all the other
impedimenta of the learned profession.
When Johnson- died, Cleveland immediately elected Baker as his successor in the
mayor's chair. "I am a follower of the
lightof Tom Johnson": that is Baker's own
summation of his political ideas. He is a
single-taxer, and a devotee of all the
"crank" ideas that have been pictured,
mainly in the West, as the advancing
heralds of a revitalized democracy. He
is an intimate of Brand Whitlock, and was
largely responsible for Whitlock's appointment to Brussels.
But, the average citizen asks, what
has all this got to do with war? Mr.
Baker is evidently a good deal of a militarist when three-cent fares and the single
tax are involved; but what does he know
about machine-guns, gas bombs, explosive shells, and intrenching tools?
Still, this glorious America in which we
live is a happy-go-lucky kind of place.
We delight in inconsistencies and paradoxes, and so the fact that Mr. Baker, as
he himself says, is "for peace at almost
any price" does not signify that he will
not make an excellent Secretary of War.
He has courage, he has devotion to his
chief, he has amazing assimilative powers,
and he believes in the Wilson brand of
preparedness. Fundamentally he is a
Democrat, and stands ready to make
effective any military policy that his lieloved people, as represented by their
legislators, may decide upon.
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The man who is smiling the most, in this picture, is ex-Secretary
Garrison, who is done with the job. Bat Secretary Baker, who is
succeeding him, has whip/ted street-car companies and corporation lawyers, and is not afraid of Mexicans or anybody else.
platform a huge stream of talk. Stenographers were madly attempting to take
down his rapid flow of words. The delegates began to nudge each other into
silence, and the palm-leaf fans sank into
their laps. After a few minutes Chairman
Alton Parker dropped his gavel with a
"Time's up." But the hall rang with cries
of "Go on! Go on!" And the youthful
speaker went on. He canvassed the situation in all its details; he held up to ridicule the suggestion that an outworn precedent should rob several hundreds of
thousands of voters of the democratic
right to record their preferences. When
Baker finished there was nothing left to
say. He had accomplished the defeat of
the unit rule. It was Wilson's first great
victory in the convention.
President Wilson, in naming Louis
Brandeis Justice of the Supreme Court,

endum, the recall, woman suffrage, proportional representation, and of socialistic
movements whose chief aim was the more
liberal taxation of corporations. Its admirers have pictured Cleveland as the
town that was to solve the problem of the
regeneration of American cities; but the
fact that this regeneration was to begin
with municipal ownership and end with
the single tax did not reassure certain
fundamental thinkers in Wall Street and
our great universities.
But, of course, the more timorous said,
Cleveland was a wild town—it was
dominated by a wild man. Tom Johnson,
big, half baked, part demogogue, part
fanatic, altogether something of a fakir,
had set it crazy. According to Tom Johnson himself, as expressed in his autobiography, we were wrong. The head devil
was Newton D. Baker. "Though Baker,"

A TOUCHING scene that attended his
first day in his new office shows that
he approaches his duties in the proper
spirit. General Hugh Scott, the whitehaired veteran of many Indian campaigns,
who had succeeded Mr. Garrison as temporary Secretary of War, was sitting at
the desk with the new incumbent, attempting to explain the details of, the
office. The General was somewhat hesitant and embarrassed. He evidently
wished to treat his new superior with a
true soldier's respect, and yet his instruction necessarily had an elementary character. This made the campaigner uncomfortable. Secretary Baker immediately
sized up the situation.
"General Scott," he said, "you are old
enough to be my father, and I am young
enough to be your son. You know everything about the duties of this office: I
know nothing at all. I should feel very
grateful if you would treat me here precisely as you would treat your own son."
The General was much affected.
"So long as you put it that way, Mr.
Secretary," he said, "nothing will go
wrong with you in this office if I can prevent it."
No young man, called by the exigencies
of American politics to an important office,
could have made a more promising start
than this.
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The New Secretary of War
A Home Estimate of Mr. Baker
By Prof. Henry E. Bourne
A few weeks ago 530 citizens of Cleve- be managed, whether under private or
land attended a luncheon given by the public ownership, in the interest of the
City Club in honor of Newton D. Baker, community, and especially of the workwhose term of service as mayor had men whose daily car fares form a conended with the close of 1915. No one siderable percentage of their daily wages.
who observed the men present or listened to the speeches could be in doubt
about the impression which Mr. Baker's
thirteen or fourteen years of official
service had made upon the community.
The men who spoke have been strong
leaders in the professional and business
life of the city, and their speeches were
not made up of empty phrases of eulogy,
they seemed like the testimonies of an
experience meeting. Mr. Baker had evidently been something more than an administrator, he had been the prophet of
a new order of things. The representative character of the assemblage showed,
moreover, that he had not been a voice
crying in the wilderness, and that the
Copyright by Underwood & Underwood
best sentiment of his fellow-citizens, irNEWTON D. BAKER
respective of party, was now in agreeNew Secretary of War
ment with his point of view.
Mr. Baker began his official career in Mr. Baker's conception of every other
1903 as assistant director of law under great service was the same.
the late Mayor Tom L. Johnson. He soon
No such war could be waged without
became head of the law department, and wounding some innocent bystanders or
the chief lieutenant and legal adviser of damaging certain legitimate property inthe mayor in the well-known street rail- terests. This was the source of much
way war. The war was won, although bitterness for a time. It is further evione or two fights were lost, and the terms dence of the success of Mr. Baker's leadof peace were arranged by a Federal ership that little trace was left of this
judge, who acted as arbiter. The victory feeling in 1912 after his term of mayor
meant that the business of passenger was well begun. At the time of his retransportation through the streets was election in 1913 it was impossible to find
henceforward not to be regarded mainly an opposition candidate who had any
as an investment opportunity, but was to chance of election.
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Mr. Baker's work has not been limited
to a single controversy. The members
of the group of which he was the leader
have illustrated their ideal in every other
task for the city—the defense of the
city's rights to the lake front, the use
of the parks, the development of playgrounds, and especially the care of the
city's wards, the impoverished, the infirm, and the petty criminal. His best
friends would not claim that he originated the impulses and the schemes
which have borne fruit, for a similar
work has been accomplished in nearly
all the great American cities. But his
has been a singularly receptive and sympathetic mind, endowed with a quite unusual power of exposition and persuasion. As Mr. Baker himself said at the
luncheon, he has been as much a
preacher as an administrator.
His Cleveland friends will watch with
interest and confidence his work for theWar Department. Never was the confusion of tongues greater than in this
matter of "Preparedness." Mr. Baker isby conviction a man of peace, but he
grasps the significance of the situation in.
which the United States has been placed
by the general break-down of civilization. As no one suspects him of playing the game of the militarists or of the
munition makers his statements of the
needs of the hour may go far towardconvincing the plain citizen of his present duty.
Nevertheless, the "Mexican
business may give him a grimmer task.
Cleveland, O.
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Washington Notes
Gossip of Nation's Capital.
Plain Dealer Bureau,
38 Post Building-,
WASHINGTON, May 27.
The senate will act next Thursday
on the nomination of Louis T>. Brandeis to be an associate justice of the
supreme court with confirmation virtually assured. Even Republican opponents of Mr. Brandeis concede
his confirmation. The date for voting on the nomination was agreen
t0 yeSter a y by
^£°£j?:
<
, controversy
senate leaders
on both sides
ofAthe
The
action was regarded as insuring victory for the administration.
Upon
the agreement there will be no prolonged debate but the views of each
side will be embodied in majority and
minority reports to be made public
following the vote.
viuu\.

* * * *

Chairman Chamberlain of the senate military committee introduced in
the senate today a letter from Secretary of War Baker approving the
Hay-Chamberlain army reorganization measure, now awaiting the president s signature, as, "the best armv
bill ever passed by congress " An
analysis prepared by Maj. W D Conner, general staff, accompanied the
letter showing the bill would procure
trenS:th
»tPne(fnC!,fif
army440of226,000
officers andJ regular
men besides
000 federahzed national guard
t*7 £iillyJn<^rse the. statement thatj
the bill is the most comprehensive!
measure looking to military prepared- i
ness that has ever been passed by con-'
gress," Secretary Baker wrote
"There are just enough men of each
arm to make a good fighting machine "
the general staff statement said "and
there are no extra organizations left
over. This is the first time in our history that the army has been organized
on such a basis, although all the other
armies of the world have always been."
'—o
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V. S. Will Turn Down
Flatly Obregon's Demand
BY BEN T. ALLEN.

AS 0. S. REFUSES
TO
Alarm Fills Juarez Following
Washington's Flat Turndown of Obregon's
Demand.
Wilson Will be Patient, to
Impress- Latin-American
Republics, but Won't
Yield.
SOLDIERS UNDER HIGH
TENSION AT COLUMBUS
Kept at Posts as Air of Expectancy Permeates
Border Town.

Plain Dealer Bureau,
38 Post Building,
■WASHINGTON-, May 1.
The Washington administration today reiterated its determination 3iot
to submit to any bluffing by the de
facto government of Mexico. Secretary of War Baker today wired Gen.
Scott, now at the border conferring:
with Gen. Obregon, Mexican war minister, that United States troops will
not be withdrawn. Obregon's demand
will be turned down flat. The exact
language of Secretary Baker was:
"The original orders affecting the
Mexican situation have not been
added to or subtracted from in a
single particular."
This decision was conveyed to
Gen. Scott under the direct instructions of President Wilson.
Every effort, nowever, is to be
made to make Obregon and the de
facto government officials see the
reasonableness of the American position. The effort will extend to obtain the actual rather than the
promised co-operation of the Mexican
forces. Failing, the American forces
WH1 remain in Mexico, whatever the
eventualities, until the guarantees
which are regarded as vital are ob- '
tained.
The administration, it was further j
explained, is going to the very limit j
of patience, not so much to ealve'
Mexican feelings but because of the'
broader problem of the relations between the United States and all
Latin America republics.
From every source word has been
received of the increasing friendliness of these nations. The feeling is
strong that should this country become engaged in an altercation with ,
a European power the help of Latin j
America would be with the United |
States.
Accordingly, this government is
pursuing the policy of going to unusual lengths to make it apparent, if
developments force an extension of
the American military operations • in
Mexico, that the responsibility rests
entirely with Mexico and the United
States is acting in the best of good
faith.

EL PASO. May 1.—Information
from Washing-tori that Secretary
Baker had instructed Gen. Scott and
Gen. Funston to make it plain to
Gen. Obregon that any agreement
reached at their conference here must
not be based on any plan for immediate withdrawal of American troops
from Mexico was received with gravity in Juarez tonight.
Gen. Obregon refused to comment,
saying he would await developments
at liis next conference. It was expected the meeting would take place
tomorrow. Among other Mexican officials gloom was openly expressed.
Secretary Baker's instructions were
regarded as completely blocking the
hopes of the Mexican minister of war.
Speculation in El Paso tonight
deals with the reply that Gen. Obregon will make to the proposals of
Gen. Scott and Gen. Funston. ' In
some quarters it was declared the
only course he could take would be Representative ™«»™ Gordon said I
today he expects to appear before the
to ' accept the plan of the United house committee on public buildings and
Monday to urge a favorStates and co-operate in the dispersal groundsP again
on th
«if of
^ the
£rt present
<U>m
authorizing
the
of the Villista bands operating in sale
Marine
hospital site
southern and western Chihuahua and in Cleveland. Since Secretary of Wa
Baker appeared before the committee
Durango.
Tt was argued that the de facto action, the committee has not given the
matter any consideration.
government could not afford any
break with the United States, whose
recognition had given it stability.
Any open disagreement must result
i intervention, it was asserted.
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MAY
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Cabinet Member is Chosen
Temporary Chairman of
Democratic Convention.
Geography Proves Big Factor
in G. 0. P. Auditorship
Nomination.
BY A. E. McKEE.
Plain Dealer Bureau.
44 E. Broad street,
COLUMBUS, May IT.
New-ton D. Baker, secretary of war,
will be called back from Washington
to preside as temporary chairman
of the Democratic state convention
here June 1 and sound the keynote
of Ohio Democracy just in advance
of the national convention in St
Louis.
He was chosen for that duty this
afternoon by the subcommittee of
the Democratic, state committee
named to
complete arrangements.
He was the choice for that duty of
the entire state committee at its
last meeting and the committee today merely completed the work it
was given to do.
A prolonged conference preceded
the selection, John Brown, the member
from Zanesville insisting
united States Senator Atlee Pomerene should preside and deliver the
keynote speech.
Brown voted for
Senator Pomerene. The other four
members voted, for Secretary Baker.
Strong efforts were made in the
morning by men not members of the
; state committee to obtain an agreement that former Gov. Judson Har[mon should be chairman. It was
I understood a long distance telephone conversation was held with
i Gov. Harmon and he declined to
have his named used or to consider
taking the post.
The four members of the subcommittee who voted for Secretary Baker were: State Chairman W. W.
Durbin, John Dodd of Pickaway,
Clarence Greer of Montgomery, and'
Mayor George J. Karb of Columbus.
United Sta.tes Senator Atlee Pomerene will attend the convention
It was formally agreed on by the committee today that Senator Pomerene
was to be permanent chairman of the
state convention and preside at sessions held after Secretary VBaker had
delivered the keynote.
Geography appears to have been a
large factor in picking the Republican candidate for state auditor
after Budget Commissioner Edward
M. Fullington dropped out of the
contest.
State house rumors today were :
that preliminary conferences had !
chosen William M. Phipps of Pauldnig as the man to whom the honor
should go. It is said Mr. Phipps
expected it • and was dumfounded i
when it was passed over his head
and handed to Joseph P. Tracy of
Portsmouth.
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PEGGY BAKER AND (INSET)
EILEEN McGRATH.

Peggy Baker is only four,
not very tall.
So when the youngest daughter
of the secretary of war crowns one
of Cleveland's four May queens
Saturday at Brookside park, the
queen will have to bend her royal
knees while Peggy puts the flower
garland on her head.
Eileen McGrath, IOC07 Detroitav, will crown the queen at Brookside park. Eileen is eight but she
isn't tall, either.
"I guess I can reach to the
queen's head if I stand on my tiptoes," says Eileen.
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